*THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA*

People at a campaign rally in front of Independence Hall, Philadelphia—where both the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States were adopted and signed—for Hillary Clinton on the
night of November 7, 2016.
President Barack O’Bama made the following remarks at this event:
“Philadelphia, in this place, where our founders forged the documents of freedom, in this place where they
gave us the tools to perfect our union, if you share my faith, then I ask you to vote,” Obama said as he introduced Clinton.
“If you want a president who shares our faith in America, who has lived that faith in America, who will finally shatter that glass ceiling and be a president for each and every one of us, then I am asking each and
every one of you to work as hard as you can this one last day to elect, my fellow Americans, this fighter, this
stateswoman, this mother, this grandmother, this patriot, our next president of the United States of America, Hillary Clinton!”
“America, I’m betting on you one more time,” he went on.
“I’m betting that tomorrow, most moms and dads across America won’t vote for someone that denigrates
their daughters from the highest office in the land. I’m betting that most Americans won’t vote for someone
who considers minorities and immigrants and people with disabilities as inferior, who considers people who
practice different faiths as objects of suspicion. I’m betting that tomorrow that true conservatives won’t
cast their vote for someone with no regard for the Constitution. I’m betting that young people turn out to
vote because your future is at stake. I’m betting that men across the country will have no problem voting
for the more qualified candidate who happens to be a woman. I’m betting that African Americans will vote
in big numbers because this journey we’ve been on has never been about the color of a president but the
content of his or her character. I’m betting that America will reject a politics of re-sentment and a politics
of blame, and choose a politics that says we’re stronger together. I am betting that tomorrow, you will reject
fear, and you’ll chose hope. I’m betting that the wisdom and decency and gen-erosity of the American people will once again win the day. And that is a bet that I have never, ever lost.”
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Paul Allen (left), founder of the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence (AI2, 2013), and Bill Gates, cofounders of Microsoft© (1975), now (07/17/16) the world’s largest computer software maker by volume and
market-dominant in both the IBM PC-compatible operating system and the office software suite market—
the eighth largest (and second most valuable) company in the world in terms of strict market capitalization.
This is the final literature file for the United States of America. The overall table of contents for the United
States is posted at the beginning of “U.S.A. 187a Finished”, in order to display the complete literary content
for this country. However, only the text items for 176.38 (Oregon) to 271.1 (American Samoa) have been
compiled in this file. The remaining texts will be found in files 187a, b, and c, respectively, proportionally
divided by file in order to accommodate certain software limitations in Windows connected with pagination
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1
Midnight shadows filled the forest, spectral images born of moonlight filtering through a thicket of gnarled oak
and shagbark hickory, of pine and spruce, of ferns and fronds and slithering ivy. Upon the ground, dark profiles
weaved and merged, gathered over twigs and needles in a series of dry pools. Once puddled, the darkness shifted
in silent ripples, mimicking the languid motion of branches and leaves swaying overhead in a late summer breeze.
At the edge of one such pool, standing just within the sifted radiance of a pale moon, a mouse lifted its head to
sniff the scented air. Whiskers wriggled atop its nose, brushing the air with ceaseless anticipation. Its heart beat
furiously within its chest. The creature glanced quickly to one side, then the other, then looked back to the small
grain seed clutched in its paws. Once, twice, it nibbled experimentally, turning the morsel over, testing it from
either end. Finally, it cast the seed aside and reached for another.
A sudden shadow fell over it. The mouse squealed as iron talons pierced its flesh, a sharp squeak of fear and
surprise. Before it could draw another breath, its chest collapsed beneath a crushing grip as it was hoisted free of
the earthen floor.
The owl bore its twitching meal skyward, winging its way through a labyrinth of dark trees.
The Shadow watched the owl’s flight and remained hidden, eyes and ears probing the darkness. But the attack
had been perfect. Almost immediately, the shrill echoes of the mouse’s cry were lost to the wind, and what
remained of life within the forest went about its business without notice or concern.
The Shadow permitted itself a private smile. Perfect. It detached itself from its concealment then, peeling from
the trunk of a nearby birch like a strip of bark. It cast north and south, crouched low, searching for a response to
its movement. Detecting none, it resumed course, a shimmer amid the trees. Like the owl, it flew upon wings of
death, slipping through the foliage without a whisper to mark its passing. Rodents scurried from its path; trees
shuddered in a gust of wind. Made anxious by its ghostly presence, nature recoiled, finding safe quarter from
which to watch and wait out the trespasser’s foul purpose.
It helped the Shadow to think in such exaggerated terms, to distance even itself from its true identity, to
imagine itself a creature of supernatural origin and prowess. It fancied itself a fiend among children, pitiless, as
inexorable as death itself.
Unhindered, it slid into a copse at the fringe of the forest. Less than a hundred paces to the south, down a
gently sloping hill, loomed a forbidding shape, a wall outlined against the night by the pale wash of moon and
stars. The Shadow’s gaze swept the wall’s surface, a skin ravaged by mosses and ivy and crumbling mortar seams.
Despite its weathered appearance, the stone structure towered over the land. A trickle of a moat ringed its base,
little more than a stream of sewage headed for the nearby Royal River. Most importantly, only a single sentinel
stood watch upon this section of the rampart, one who, amazingly enough, appeared to be dozing while leaning
upon his rusted pike.
Without further hesitation, the Shadow dashed from its cover, plunging into the knee-deep prairie grass that
carpeted the hillside. It crossed the clearing in a crouch, leapt the putrid stream, and came to rest against the cold
stone of the castle wall. With only a slight breeze to mark its passing, it need not have paused to ensure that it had
not been spied. But the Shadow wore caution as a soldier would his heavy armor, a coat of arms enmeshed over
limbs and joints, impossible to remove without concerted effort, and shed not a moment before the battle was
won. Caution shielded against overconfidence, which often led to mistakes. And in a contest such as this, a single
mistake could grant passage into death’s domain.
So the Shadow made none.
An army of crickets chirped in shrill cadence. Farther off, an owl hooted deep within the woods. Nearby, the
waters of the moat lapped against their earthen banks. But the Shadow’s presence, draped flat against the wall,
remained undetected.
Secure in this thought, the Shadow turned to face the unyielding stone, producing a coiled length of slender
rope from within its cloak. To one end was fastened a tiny, three-pronged grapnel, its metal hooks wrapped in
cloth to help quiet any sound and guard against the reflection of light. With deft movements, the Shadow sent the
hook hurtling to the top of the crenellated battlement some ninety feet overhead. The throw was true. A muffled
clank echoed upon the the wind as the hook swung around a crumbling merlon and bit like a serpent into the
resisting stone.
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Below, the Shadow waited, a tiny crossbow poised to bury its bolt into the unsuspecting face of any curious
sentry. But once again, its caution proved unnecessary, as a sudden snore broke the near silence.
The crossbow vanished, and a pair of daggers appeared. After spinning them in its fingers, the Shadow placed
the blades in its mouth. Seizing the threadlike rope, the invader tested its hold before beginning to climb.
The Shadow breezed up the monstrous structure, running skyward along the wall while pulling hand over hand
upon the rope. Upon reaching the top, the Shadow swung skillfully between two moss-covered merlons, drew the
daggers from its mouth, and buried each to its hilt in the throat of the oblivious guardsman. Slumping to the
ground within a shadowed alcove, the sentry fell silently into a sleep from which he would never awake.
Pausing briefly to draw a breath, coil its rope, and retrieve its blades, the Shadow turned and raced along the
battlement, down a flight of lichen-covered steps, and into the city below. Closed shops stared with blank
expressions as the Shadow passed through the slumbering marketplace. It knew well the route to take, racing
through the empty business center while avoiding the areas infested at this hour with drunks, whores, thieves, and
various other miscreants. Although more at home with their type than most others, on this night, the Shadow had
other business with which to attend.
Overhead, scattered clouds hid the moon and stars as they tracked across the sky. Pools of lamplight were
scarce in this sector of the city, and easily avoided. Though ever mindful of its surroundings and watchful of the
darkened alleys through which it passed, the Shadow hastened its pace.
Within moments, the iron fence encircling the royal palace emerged from behind a slat-wood building. A pair
of watchmen stood before the towering grillwork, laughing over some obscene gossip about their queen. As it
studied the men and their surroundings, the hidden Shadow considered their raillery with wry interest. In other
nations, speaking such words meant death, but in Alson, half the rumors about Queen Ellebe were started by King
Sorl himself—by the sound of it, this one included.
Only in Alson, the Shadow thought, where the king’s penchant for lurid tales and unrestrained revelry was the
stuff of legend. It was said that no ruler in history knew better how to sate the base urges of himself and his
exclusive guests than old King Sorl. His was a large and wealthy land, built on his father’s efforts, and it was not
in Sorl’s nature to worry about cost or consequence. Though Alson fell into further ruin with each passing season,
the king demanded that his treasury be kept full, his father’s fortune supplemented from time to time with taxed
and stolen treasures in order to fund his appetites.
A shame he reserved so little of that fortune for the commission of more competent sentries.
When the pair of guards erupted into an uncontrollable fit of laughter, the Shadow stepped forward and slit
their throats before they could register its presence. As it lowered the second guardsman softly to the ground, the
Shadow found a confused expression on the man’s stubbled face.
“You’re dead,” the killer said in a whisper, like that of a dry leaf scraping across the cobbled street. The
soldier’s grunt fell from his throat with a choking splash of blood.
With that, the Shadow wiped its blade before scampering to the top of the gate and jumping lightly to the
ground beyond. It hit the stone running, and within moments had reached a structure that dwarfed its surrounding
companions.
Despite its size, the tower of King Sorl was by no means magnificent. Once upon a time, it had been the most
splendid structure in Alson, a proud symbol of her lands and ruler. But now, it more rambled into the night sky
than soared, and was so cracked and weathered that it seemed as if only the clinging ivy kept it standing.
Upon reaching the tower, the Shadow skulked alongside its circular outer wall, making for the servants’
entrance. But the area was heavy with traffic, as the last of the revelers and food merchants and drug mixers from
the night’s festivities headed home or lingered about, not yet ready for the debauchery to end. Most were too
inebriated to give the Shadow pause. Whores giggled and sighed, some teasing and demure, others open and
inviting as they considered last-minute propositions. But others appeared more cognizant, such as scullery maids
pushing out wagons of refuse and the whore masters come to collect their fees. When a trio of guardsmen
sauntered over to inspect and then join the commotion, the Shadow decided to seek another avenue.
Flitting away, the Shadow moved back toward the front of the building, where it considered the broad flight of
steps leading up to the tower’s main entrance. A murky collection of moon and lantern light washed down over
the stone, taunting the Shadow with its ability to expose the darkness, daring it forward.
The Shadow cast an ear back toward the side of the tower. The risk, it had begun to realize, was minimal. After
mounting the steps, the Shadow pushed experimentally upon the enormous pair of doors fronting the structure.
They knocked briefly against the crossbar locked within. Spinning away, the Shadow came to rest against a
postern. Hearing nothing from within, it went to work on the keyhole of the wrought-iron gate that warded the
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wooden door beyond. Soon, the tumblers shifted and the latch released with a click. With the protective grillwork
unlocked, the Shadow reached between its bars for the knocker clinging to the main door.
*
Carrus groaned. Realizing that the tapping was not a result of the dreams in his head, but of a spear butt against
his helm, he came awake and slapped at the intrusion.
“What in the Fiend’s eye?”
Tehmin snorted and withdrew his spear. He offered a toothy grin as Carrus’s thrashing did little more than
knock askew his own helm.
“We’s got company.”
“What?” Carrus finally centered his helm and glared at his fellow guardsman, who pointed to the receiving
door of the main foyer.
“Well, run them off already. What do you need to wake me for?”
“Procedures,” Tehmin reminded him, although the man’s smirk betrayed the fact that he had roused his
companion for no other reason than to irritate him. Chuckling at Carrus’s muttered curses, Tehmin approached the
door and drew back the viewing slat. His statement of dismissal caught, however, as he gazed past the bars of the
security gate.
“What is it?” Carrus prompted.
“Bah, kids.”
Tehmin slammed shut the viewing slat and turned away. Before he had taken two steps, the knock sounded
again. Spinning about, he tore open the slat. Someone on the other side of the door gave a low whistle. Tehmin
growled and threw back the locking bar. Behind him, Carrus chuckled.
“Now, now, Tehmin. Procedures.”
Tehmin ignored him and yanked open the wooden door. As soon as he did, the security gate flew open as well,
and Tehmin doubled over. Carrus stopped laughing long enough to squint at the shadow that came rushing
forward. His eyes widened as they caught a flash of steel, but before he could so much as find his voice, Carrus
felt his windpipe collapse beneath the shredding tips of twin daggers. He clutched at his assailant, but might as
well have been grasping at the wind. He felt his muscles stiffen and convulse, heard blood splatter as he coughed,
then watched the world fade.
*
The Shadow squinted against the torchlight. Ordinarily it would have shuddered at such a risk, but this mission
had become a touch too easy, and having granted caution its due consideration, the Shadow did not mind adding
some excitement to its task. Now, after positioning the pair of guards in a pretense of slumber and securing the
portal, the Shadow slipped away from the reaches of the revealing chamber light to the base of a stairway fronting
the main hall. Climbing to the top took a matter of heartbeats, at which point the Shadow chose one of several
side passages and moved cautiously down its length toward a second set of stairs beyond.
With silent efficiency, the Shadow navigated the maze of corridors and stairs that crisscrossed the interior of
the royal palace, winding its way skyward. Reaching the upper floors proved no difficult task; nor was there any
challenge in locating Sorl’s room. The passages were empty of life, and once it had reached the tower’s apex, the
Shadow followed the snore of a sentinel to the king’s door. The fool lay on the ground in a drunken slumber, a
half-filled mug of ale leaning dangerously upon his lap. Above his head, a torch burned gleefully, its light creating
strange yet innocuous shadows that helped to make the lethal one invisible. There were no sounds from within.
The guard did not see the glint of steel as the killer’s dagger slid from its sheath. Nor did he see how close the
blade came to slitting his throat before the Shadow shifted and withdrew the weapon, deciding against the spilling
of the man’s blood. Let the man try to explain himself in the morning. Let him squirm before his captain and wish
that he had been slain. Let him live to wonder at and to curse the Shadow’s inexplicable mercy.
Smirking to itself, at its ability to play games with fear and death the way others played with dice, the Shadow
shoved the unlocked door fully open. Without a second glance at the dozing guardsman, the Shadow blew like a
stray gust through the arched opening and into the chambers of Sorl, king of Alson.
The door closed silently. Inside, the Shadow found a comfortable sitting room, complete with a flaming hearth
and padded chairs. Clothes and mugs and food trays littered the otherwise plush landscape. To the left, an empty
doorway opened in on the king’s bedchamber.
Sliding along the near wall, the Shadow sheathed its dagger and produced again its tiny crossbow. It could see
the king’s slumbering form clearly now, a mountain beneath rumpled sheets. Surprisingly, the man slept alone,
sprawled upon his back beneath the awning that stretched across brass bedposts, their curtains drawn back.
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Alone, save for his cat.
The animal lifted its head as the Shadow crossed the threshold of the bedchamber. One eye was missing, the
scarred lid stretched tight and sewn shut against the hollow socket. Its good eye glittered while the cat hissed a
slow, steady warning. When the Shadow eased forward, the animal bounded away, scampering across Sorl’s chest
before dropping to the floor and vanishing behind a dresser.
In its wake, the king woke with a start and jerked upright.
“Who’s there?” he coughed.
Pieces of the man’s evening feast still nested in his tan- gled black beard. His eyes were puffy and shaded. His
garments appeared to be those he had worn that day, stained with gravy and drink and the stench of smoke from
feast hall torches.
The Shadow offered no response. It stood motionless while Sorl blinked and rubbed his eyes and cast about for
the source of his alarm. After a moment of searching, Sorl finally saw the Shadow, and he began to tremble as he
spied its weapon, leveled already with deadly aim.
“What … whatever you want—”
“I shall have,” the Shadow whispered.
Sorl’s face went pale and he began to cast frantic glances about the room. The Shadow watched him, reveling
in the man’s fear. Ironic, that the people of Alson might actually think the assassin had done their land a service.
People were, after all, shortsighted and foolish. Realizing his doom, the wide-eyed Sorl finally shrieked a
desperate cry for help. But it was cut short as the lethal bolt leapt from the assassin’s instrument and buried itself
in the king’s throat, pinning him to his bed.
Awakened by his king’s cry, the sentry from the outer hall scurried to his feet and rushed into the room. Inside,
he found Sorl lying in his bed, and unaware of the small arrow sticking through his lord’s bleeding throat, his eyes
flew to the window, where he was certain he saw a man leaping over the stone sill.
His sense of duty lured him to the open window, where he poked his face into the warm night wind and
scanned the vista below. After searching in vain for several moments, the sentry shook his head. Perhaps the old
coot had had a nightmare. Or perhaps the entire episode had been of his own imagination.
The yawning guardsman closed the shutters, fumbling with the latch as he blinked away the odd dream, then
wiping at his breeches where he'd spilled his unfinished ale in his haste to respond. As he stepped from the
window, muttering to himself, the sleeping king behind him made a strange gurgling sound. The guardsman
turned at once. Bowing respectfully as he backed toward the room’s exit, he apologized for disturbing his lord’s
slumber, nightmare or no.
“Your pardon, my liege. ’Twas merely a shadow.”
2
Thunder rumbled across the land, rolling forth in a single, endless peal. Beneath its advance, the earth quaked.
Soil shifted, pebbles danced, trees shook. A scattering of farmers and tradesmen caught within the storm’s path
looked to the heavens in bewilderment. The day was warm and serene, the sky above cloudless and pure. But the
roar and the tremors were unmistakable. A whirlwind of destruction drew near, and would soon be upon them.
From atop the battlements of Krynwall, stationed within a parapet facing to the southwest, Vagrimmel scanned
the horizon in confusion. As the thunder intensified, confusion gave way to apprehension. On any ordinary day, he
might not have been so quick to allow fear and misgivings to crowd to the forefront of his mind. But the news of
Sorl’s death had put everyone on edge. Regardless of one’s personal feelings toward the man, Sorl had been their
king, the foundation upon which their government, city, and lives were built. A single night had changed all that,
shattering beliefs and routines and leaving once-steady futures suddenly vague and uncertain. Still reeling from
the unexpected loss and what it might mean for his family and loved ones, the watchman was regarding
everything this day with the utmost cynicism.
Shielding his eyes against the midday glare, he focused on a dark cloud approaching. The cloud hovered just
above the ground, its shadow painting the earth beneath the color of spilled ink. The watchman scowled,
squinting. Within moments, the stain took on a new form, not the shadow of a stonncloud, but an army of riders
pouring across the slopes, driving toward the city.
Grimm turned, calling out, eyes wide in fear and disbelief. His cries were soon echoed by others, and as the
alarm swept back along the established chain of communication, he spun back, praying that he had been deceived.
His second survey only confinned what the first had suggested. Those few people who had dared and been
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allowed to conduct their business outside the city walls on this ominous day now scurried for cover, abandoning
wagons and wares and racing for the safety of their homes. Their cries mixed with those spreading across the
battlement, calls to arms giving way to the bark of military commanders and the steady thump of booted soldiers
marching into position. But all were drowned out by the frenetic roar welling up from the invading horde. Their
dark bodies churned over the land in waves, crested by the accompanying cloud of dust as though it were scud
upon the sea, eclipsing both earth and light while drawing ever nearer to the city gates.
Ten thousand, Grimm detennined. A sizable force, though hardly enough to send him forth screaming. Not
when their own garrison numbered closer to fifteen, and had the walls of the city to protect it. On an open
battlefield, he would not like their chances. Their infantry and cavalry were ill-trained and ill-equipped, a casualty
of Sorl’s reckless spending. But the heart of Krynwall’s army had always been the Legion of the Arrow, a corps of
bowmen, thousands strong, whose commander had convinced Sorl to keep them properly outfitted throughout his
reign. As long as they held the battlement, the city was safe.
And yet the watchman could not deny the look of dread on the faces of those lining the ramparts of the capital
city of Alson. A force this sizable should not have been able to appear upon the city’s doorstep without warning.
The enemy tide swelled before them, seemingly oblivious to the fact that it lacked ladders and towers and other
weapons of siege. But for Grimm, it was more than this. It was a weight in the pit of his stomach, a tightness in
the nape of his neck, the cold certainty that a fateful reckoning had come for them all.
He plucked a spyglass from his belt and, after wiping the lens, used it to scan the approaching horde, sweeping
back and forth in search of that which had him so unnerved. It did not take him long. All at once, his tightened
jaw went slack, and his anxious heart fell, as he found himself staring in mute horror at a single man surfing the
tide’s furious crest.
Riding a stallion of black mist, the man’s very appearance promised death. Long ebony hair whipped in the
gale created by his own forces, while narrowed eyes gleamed with both hatred and triumph. Winds tore at his
body, which sat upright with rigid defiance, shielded in studded leather armor the color of night. Cords of sinewy
muscle tensed as he clenched a gnarled ebony staff in a grip so fierce it appeared as though the wood must snap.
Atop the staff’s head was the carving of a serpent, hood wide and ready to strike, and from a long chain encircling
the man’s neck bounced an iron skull, its mocking sneer mirroring that of its wearer.
*
When Sorl’s corpse had been discovered that morning, Queen Ellebe’s first reaction had been one of relief, if
not joy. The depraved tyrant who had controlled much of her life and driven her homeland into near ruin was
finally gone, ending with a single dawn’s arrival what seemed to the queen a lifetime of bitterness and sorrow. No
longer would her countrymen be forced to endure the brute’s oppressive arrogance and greed. No longer would
she have to suffer the indignity of his scorn, the perpetual disrespect that had made her old before her time. After
so many years of pleading, her prayers had at last been answered.
But a sobering realization had quickly tempered her jubilation. A land without its king became a target for
every aspiring warlord in the known world. And though its wealth and resources had been diminished by the
irresponsible, sometimes ruthless exploits of her mad husband, Alson remained one of the most fertile and
treasured regions of the island continent of Pentania. In the absence of a recognized heir, it fell upon the duke of
Kord to wear the crown.
But Sorl’s uncle was a feeble old man unlikely to accept the responsibility. Nor were any of the duke’s
daughters, as women and only indirect heirs, apt to have the people’s support. If this proved true, then the throne
of Alson would be up for grabs among the feuding barons of this land, a situation that would be viewed as an
opportunity for expansion by the rulers of Pentania’s other major kingdoms. It was but a matter of time before the
claimants began to arrive.
Even more troubling was the nature of Sorl’s death. The king had been murdered by an assassin, the kind
whose expert services did not come cheaply in this corner of the world. Someone had gone to a great deal of
trouble and expense to see it done. But who?
With no one to whom the crown would clearly pass, it was difficult to finger any suspects. Aside from this,
Sorl had no real enemies. Ellebe would have been hard-pressed to find anyone who actually cared for her
husband, but she had to admit he had known how to keep those around him pleasured and contented. Who among
Alson’s nobility would have wanted the eternal string of orgies to end?
An outsider, then, and not someone within the land’s hierarchy of power. But again, who?
Or better yet, why? Had someone actually wanted to plunge the nation into civil war? Or perhaps an outside
nation hoped to weaken and confuse Alson’s forces before laying siege to her lands. Ellebe had scoffed at the
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notion. For despite the legends about Krynwall’s battlement and the legion of archers who defended it, Alson was
not known for the strength of its standing army. Nor was Sorl himself a warrior or tactician. An army of even
moderate strength and discipline would likely sack Krynwall in an attempted siege, whether or not the city’s
monarch was in command of its forces.
What truly kept Alson safe, more than anything, was the land’s diplomatic ties with its southern neighbor,
Kuuria. So, if the assassination was an invasion tactic, why the added expense?
Unless the invader was hoping to stamp out any challenges beforehand. Conquering a weak nation was one
thing. Maintaining that hold against powerful neighbors apt to refute such a claim was another matter altogether.
And if Sorl were to somehow escape an invader’s sword, a challenge there would be. But if Sorl were not around,
the neighboring kingdoms might be less apt to feud over who should rule, and Ellebe found it impossible to
believe that Alson’s barons would be able to combine under a common banner without tearing one another apart.
And yet, while SorI’s death might indeed serve to eliminate certain difficulties ahead of time, it remained an
obvious assassination. Thus, anyone laying claim to the throne too quickly would be accused of orchestrating the
entire affair.
So why risk it?
It was a maddening chain of questions, a study of schemes and counterplots and machinations that could take
weeks to unravel. In the meantime, they would have to prepare for all contingencies. While continuing to puzzle
over the ramifications of her husband’s death, Queen Ellebe had therefore called a meeting with the king’s chief
advisor of military operations, thinking to take things under control while the city ran without a monarch. But
after a heated lecture concerning a woman’s place in determining matters of a royal—let alone military—nature,
the chief advisor had stormed off to oversee himself measures for what he considered an inevitable siege. Having
half expected as much, Ellebe had promptly shifted her efforts to other matters—specifically, preparations for her
personal escape.
That had been but hours ago, after which Ellebe had retired to her tower bedchamber to rest, her heart still
swimming with conflicting emotions and her head pounding with the effort to make sense of it all. So when the
thunder had reached her ears, Ellebe arose with genuine curiosity. Quietly, she slipped to the doors of a private
balcony and passed through into the open air, squinting against the sun’s radiance. Once beautiful, the tired queen
looked now upon her world with a strained expression and saddened eyes. Beneath her feet, the city sprawled
forth in ramshackle fashion. Sweeping the horizon beyond with dry and weary eyes, she caught sight of the
distant army as it stormed near. The sight made her blood freeze.
With one glance, Ellebe understood that there would be no discussion, no talks with this army concerning its
petition for the crown of Alson. The enemy below had come to seize the city of Krynwall by force, to stake its
ruling claim through sheer brutality. Suddenly the only question that mattered was whether or not they could
survive the onslaught.
Ellebe found herself oddly impassive as she inspected the formidable procession. With such a force driving
toward her city, she should have felt remorse for her people, overwhelmed with sympathy for their plight. Perhaps
she was merely suffering the effects of shock and fear. Perhaps she took comfort in the fact that they had been
enslaved for some time and should be accustomed to it. Or perhaps she found exoneration in that they had never
really been her people at all.
Regardless, Ellebe continued to gaze beyond the citizens and structures sprawling forth from the base of her
tower toward the city’s main gate. More curious than afraid, she watched the distant enemy’s surging approach as
she would watch a wave roll onto the beach. When the invaders churned to a dusty halt before the massive outer
wall just as the drawbridge drew shut, she remained in mute silence, a passive observer to the events transpiring
below.
*
Directed by their commanders, the forward battalions of archers lining the ramparts unleashed a hailstorm into
the enemy ranks. Grimm nodded approvingly as he witnessed the act, taking pride in the defiance of his
comrades. His expression of approval, however, melted into one of horror as he watched the black-clad leader
swing his staff in a wide sweeping motion, causing the swarms of arrows to fall to the ground, well short of their
targets.
Despite their obvious shock, the commanders repeated the order to attack, and a second flurry of iron-tipped
missiles ripped through the air, arcing upward before cascading down in a shower of certain death. Although a
few of the enemy cringed reflexively as the arrows neared, the reaction proved unnecessary. Once again, the entire
volley was swept up and knocked astray by a hurricane gust, called forth by the narrow-eyed wizard below.
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After that exchange, the city’s principal defenders held their position, riveted with uncertainty. Rather than
waste a third volley, they lowered their weapons and waited for the enemy to respond.
At this, the wizard’s pale lips drew taut as he dispelled the sorcerous mist serving as his mount and left himself
standing upon the earth below, dark cape billowing in the breeze.
An unnatural silence settled over the field as all eyes focused upon the figure. Armor and weapons clanked and
jostled as thousands of enemy horses fidgeted beneath their riders, whickering and snorting and pawing the dusty
earth. The wizard’s eyes had grown wide as he turned his attention upon the drawbridge that sealed the main city
gate. Mumbling commands in some archaic language that echoed ominously upon the wind, he raised his staff,
then slammed it butt-first to the ground.
Groaning in protest, the bridge began to drop forward while the portcullis behind it began to rise.
Somehow, the gatekeepers managed to respond. Under the direct command of their strong-willed captain, a
team rushed forward with lock bars and levers, trying every method they knew and some they could only guess at
to jam the mechanisms that controlled the portal gates. Their efforts were useless. Cogs kept turning, bending and
snapping pry bars or flinging those who wielded them aside. One unfortunate man had his arm caught between the
grinding spokes of an iron flywheel and torn off at the elbow. His wail did nothing to halt the pace of the
machinery or the steady movement of chains.
As the bridge neared the end of its slow descent, the enemy glared at the assembled army of Krynwall, lodged
in tight formation against the inner wall in order to seal off the city beyond. Having prepared to meet the
onslaught, the city’s cavalry and pikemen now stood in awe, their bodies as frozen as their hearts. Draped in eerie
stillness, the entire spectacle seemed a nightmare that might yet be willed away. But as the drawbridge slammed
into the earth with a reverberating thud, the horror became irrefutably real.
In shock, Grimm observed as wave after wave of the mounted invaders poured into the city, mowing through
its soldiers as a giant might wade through a grassy field. In a matter of moments, the enemy had split the
defending army in two and begun circling back to crush the twin halves without mercy. Atop the battlements, the
archers renewed their attacks upon the wizard and those still massed outside with proficiency and daring. But all
training and skill was rendered useless by the smirking sorcerer, who simply reached up with an invisible hand
and cast their projectiles to the earth. Foiled on that front, the archers turned one by one to the chaos carried inside
the city, where they fired occasionally but mostly gaped uselessly, unable to distinguish friend from foe. When the
enemy soldiers began to swarm the ramparts from within, the archers lost any chance to alter their decision and
were cast screaming to their deaths below.
As the whirlwind approached his position, Grimm put away his spyglass and drew his shortsword. Soldiers and
couriers raced all around him, wild-eyed and frantic, knocking into one another like pebbles in a rockslide,
seeking retreat where none would be found. He did not think to join them, recognizing these to be his final
moments and hoping that in making a stand, he might in some small way make his wife and daughter proud.
Perhaps in doing so, the Ceilhigh would favor him, and reward him by keeping them safe. On this darkest of days,
it was the only light he had to cling to.
*
The slaughter was so swift that it took a moment for Ellebe to fully comprehend it. Krynwall had fallen,
conquered in the time it might take to draw water for a bath. Never before had she even heard of such terrible
domination. If the strongest city in the land had fallen so easily, what of the lesser towns and holdfasts throughout
Alson? And from there, how safe were the other kingdoms of Pentania?
Questions to be answered another day, shrieked some warning sense within her. She awoke from her musings
with a start, searching immediately for the distant wizard. He stood now before the drawbridge, and upon finding
him, Ellebe shivered, feeling as though he had turned his sights directly upon her tower, the royal tower of
Krynwall.
Shaking, she tore her gaze from the sorcerer’s vile form and fled from her parapet through her private
chambers, hair flying from its ties as she stumbled down a flight of steps and through a series of corridors toward
the secret passage. The clamor of battle, the screams of her army, ushered her dizzying retreat. Her eyes stung, her
heart raced. Her lungs burned with their inability to draw breath. But the private route offered her only escape. If
she could reach it before the invaders sealed off the city, her waiting steed would bear her safely away within
minutes.
She still had time to make the truth known. If the gods were with her, perhaps that would be enough.
*
The muscles in his arm and shoulder tensed as Jarom drew the bowstring to his cheek. He held it there long
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enough to take careful aim, squinting against a streamer of sunlight that pierced the forest canopy. He held his
breath, stilling himself within and without. When his movements had steadied, he released the string, sending the
arrow whistling through the air until it struck a target crudely painted upon a monstrous oak some thirty paces
away. Lowering the bow and lifting his free hand to shield against the sun, he looked to see what had become of
his shot. Among the half-dozen arrows buried within the oak’s coarse hide, he found the one that still shivered, its
shaft protruding from the upper left region of the central ring.
He permitted himself a proud smile.
“Almost as good as Allion himself.”
A fit of laughter erupted from behind him, and he turned in annoyance.
“That’s funny, Jarom,” Allion remarked, scampering sideways down the needle-strewn slope that marked the
southern edge of the small clearing. A ponytail bounced against his neck, and matching brown eyes twinkled with
superior delight.
“Ah, Allion. I was hoping you’d come along.” As his friend came up, Jarom tossed him the longbow.
“Impress me.”
Grinning rakishly, Allion bowed low. Jarom tossed an arrow at him as he did so. But with eyes in the back of
his head, the hunter snapped upright, a pillar of concentration. With movements so fluid and quick that they
appeared to be a single motion, he caught the arrow’s shaft between two fingers, nocked it to the bowstring, drew
the string to his cheek, and released it. The arrow sang through the air and buried itself in the direct center of the
target.
As he watched the arrow’s oscillations, Jarom’s pride vanished, and he turned to regard his companion with
renewed respect and admiration. Allion grinned.
“Stick to your blades, my friend. You haven’t the grace for so refined a skill.”
Jarom smiled sardonically at the taunt and searched quickly for a retort. It would have to be clever, something
—
His opportunity was cut short by a sharp cry. He and Allion glanced at each other, smiles gone. The cry had
been that of a horse, in and of itself a rarity in these parts. Of greater concern had been the urgency of the animal’s
call. For a moment, the two men stared into the woods, ears cocked, brows furrowed. In the sudden quiet, they
heard plainly the pounding of hooves, not far from their position. The horse’s squeal sounded again, followed by a
woman’s shout.
Jarom leapt into motion. A quiver lay at his feet, resting atop his discarded jerkin and waterskin. He reached
for the quiver, scooped it up by its leather strap, and tossed it to Allion, who still held the longbow. Disregarding
the remaining items, he and his friend dashed toward the disturbance.
Branches slapped at them as they raced through the foliage, and roots and underbrush sought to trip them up.
But the young woodsmen were accustomed to swift forest travel, and they were more than familiar with this
particular stretch of their homeland. Running with knees high, balanced upon their toes, they ducked the lowhanging branches, darted past clinging growth, and loped their way over the uneven terrain, skirting its obstacles.
In a matter of moments, they broke free of the thicker wood and skidded to a halt upon the sheltered roadway
that afforded passage from the forest west or to their village east. Jarom cast about, Allion at his side. Riders
barreled from the west toward the young woodsmen, perhaps a hundred paces off.
Swiftly, Jarom pushed his friend back into the concealment of the growth that sprouted out toward the edges of
the roadway. There they crouched, sweat glistening upon their brows as they marked the riders’ approach. Five in
all, from what they could tell. A woman led, riding at a frantic pace, leaning over the head of a richly ornamented
mare. The remaining four gave chase, bearing down on the woman. Soldiers, by the looks of them, though Jarom
did not recognize the patterns or design of their black-and-silver uniforms. Beneath the foreign surcoats, chain
mail shielded their legs and arms, weighing down their horses, which wore strategically positioned armor plates
of their own.
Their greater burden notwithstanding, the soldiers’ horses were making ground on the woman’s mount.
Though by all appearances winded and weary, the soldiers seemed invigorated to have their quarry so nearly at
hand. They surged forward, growling their battle cries, jockeying for position. It was the woman’s horse that had
cried out, doing so again as she urged it on. The woman did not look back, but her face was wracked with despair.
And then they had her. Fanning out to either side, the soldiers worked in concert to bring the woman to bay. It
happened suddenly, not more than a dozen paces from where Jarom and Allion crouched in the brush. The first
pulled up and seized the reins to her mount. Another grabbed her hair in a gloved fist and yanked her from the
saddle. The final two skidded to a stop, cutting off any chance at escape. The entire procession ground to a halt
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amid a shower of dust and debris and the woman’s screams.
The soldier who had torn the woman from her saddle dis- mounted and stomped back to where she lay. With a
sneer, he grabbed her again by the hair and pulled her to her knees.
“On your feet, wench.”
The woman responded with a grimace, reaching for the hand tearing at her scalp. The other soldiers laughed at
her cries, and her tormentor looked up to take in their praise. As he did so, the woman rose to a crouch, pulled his
hand down to her mouth, and bit him. The soldier wrenched free, yowling in surprise, and slapped her across the
face.
Jarom lunged from the trees, launching past the woman’s collapsed form to tackle the bitten soldier. After a
startled moment and hurried glances to one another, the remaining three soldiers drew their swords.
Upon the ground, Jarom grappled with the woman’s assailant. He could tell that the man was stronger than he,
but Jarom was no weakling, and by far the more agile of the two. And for the moment, he still enjoyed the
element of surprise. The soldier rolled hard to one side, where he drew a long, scraping gasp. Jarom let him go,
regaining his own footing and snatching up a broken tree branch to use as a weapon.
By then, the companions of the fallen soldier were coming to his rescue, charging forward on their mounts.
Jarom faced them squarely, half-crouched, shifting in his stance while his first opponent remained writhing on the
ground. Before any of the three came within six paces, the foremost in their wedge formation arched sharply in
his saddle, grunting in pain and staring down at the bloody arrowhead protruding from his chest. By the time his
comrades realized what had happened, a second arrow shot out from behind them, and the soldier in its path had a
wound to match the first. Choking and clutching at the killing shafts, both riders tumbled from their mounts.
Meanwhile, Jarom’s opponent had regained his feet His heavy sword swung out in wide arcs meant to finish
this fight with a single blow. Jarom backed away, then calmly held his ground, using his branch to parry the
other’s desperate strikes. This further enraged his assailant, who lunged at him with a powerful thrust Jarom
reacted instinctively. He sidestepped the attack, brought up his branch, and cracked the soldier across the side of
his bearded face. The blow sent the man’s helm flying free and his body spinning into a ditch. His heavy sword
dropped at Jarom’s feet
At that moment, the last soldier from the mounted formation of three careened toward Jarom. Jarom ducked as
the man’s sword slashed at him in a wicked sweep that would have claimed his head. In the same movement, he
discarded his branch and reached down to retrieve his first opponent’s fallen blade. As the rider skidded to a halt
and spun about, Jarom whirled to face him. Spurring his horse with a kick to the flanks and himself with an angry
cry, the rider bore down on the young man, lining his target up to his right. Jarom held his ground, fighting to
remain steady, allowing the rider to determine the alignment of impact. At the last possible instant, Jarom moved,
spinning around in front of the charging horse to the rider’s opposite flank, following through with a swing of his
borrowed sword and hacking the soldier down from behind. The rider cried out, threw his hands up in pain, and
fell back, pinwheeling over his horse’s rump. The horse ran on.
As he peered down to inspect the fallen rider, Jarom felt a rush from behind. He spun about as the disarmed
soldier, one side of his face smeared in blood, lunged at him with a dagger. Jarom danced aside, sucking in his
torso just enough to avoid the dagger’s tip as it raked past. At the same time, a whiplike sound signaled the release
of a bowstring, and a muted thwack indicated an arrow striking home. The stricken assailant made no sound, but
staggered about before pitching to the earth. He hit the ground staring, eyes wide in denial, an arrow lodged in his
throat.
Jarom turned, looking for Allion. He found his friend a dozen paces off, stepping free of the trees, bow in hand.
Strewn upon the roadway, the soldiers’ bodies twitched and bled in the throes of new death. Their horses stood
scattered in the sun-dappled shadows, snorting and whickering, catching their breath. The rescued woman knelt
among the carnage.
Jarom and Allion glanced at each other, then went to her. The woman looked up, torn and disheveled, her
breathing labored and her eyes haunted. The two men shared another glance. Neither recognized her, although her
robes would suggest she was a person of some means. When Jarom looked back at the woman’s face, he found
her eyes fastened upon the sword in his hand, where a line of blood dripped from its edge.
He tossed the weapon aside and crouched down, drawing her gaze level with his own. Sweat glistened upon
his face and arms, but his heart beat comfortably within his chest and his own breathing was smooth and
controlled.
“Are you hurt?”
The woman stared at him, a stricken animal. For a moment, she did not seem to understand where she was or
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what had brought her there. Then, all at once, she gathered herself, looking briefly up at Allion, then back to
Jarom.
“You are from Diln?” she asked. Jarom hesitated only slightly.
“Yes.”
“You must take me to your village council.”
Jarom regarded the woman with evident surprise. But she met his gaze evenly, as if no further explanation
were required, seemingly certain that her wish was reasonable and would be fulfilled. Jarom glanced once more at
Allion, who shrugged, then back to the woman, and helped her to her feet.
3
Afternoon sunlight etched intricate patterns against the forest shadows, forming a blanket that lay across the
village center like a moth-eaten shroud. Birdsong warbled on the shoulders of a light breeze, the birds themselves
darting from branch to branch in sudden flashes of color. Squirrels rummaged about, scampering up and down
trunks, across limbs, and over roots and woodland debris. A rabbit appeared briefly, foraging through the
underbrush. All behaved as though they had not a care in the world, mindful of the activity around them while
intent on their own business.
From his seated perch on the wooden steps fronting the council hall, Jarom peered about distractedly, taking in
the familiar sights and sounds. He attuned himself to his surroundings because he had been trained to do so. In a
wild world, it did not pay to let one’s level of awareness drop too low or for too long. But his attention just now
lay elsewhere, making it difficult to keep focus.
What could be taking so long? He turned briefly to regard the double doors that barred his entry into the
village council hall, closed and locked from the inside. He had found it oddly discomfiting to be turned away by
the Circle in a matter over which he would normally be presiding. After all, he had discovered the woman and
helped to deliver her from her tormentors. At her behest, he had escorted her to the village and assembled its
leadership. More importantly, he and no other wore the mantle of Fason, the Village Shield, guardian of Diln. It
was upon his shoulders that the burden of safety for the village and its inhabitants rested, whether those
inhabitants were permanent residents or temporary patrons and guests. Given that, he should have been one of the
first called into any closed-door council meetings. To be purposely excluded seemed ridiculous.
Allion had felt the same, at first. As usual, however, he had been the quicker of the two to come to terms with
things as they were. Then again, Allion rarely did anything to challenge those in a position of authority over him.
Although he’d been as surprised as Jarom when they had been turned away after the Elders had received an
overview of events and assembled in haste to meet with the woman, he had just as quickly shrugged his shoulders
and agreed to wait until called upon.
In the meantime, the archer seemed perfectly content to share his account with any who would listen. He stood
on a bench not ten paces away, making grand gestures as he related his recent adventure to a cluster of wide-eyed
children gathered at his feet
“Two against four?” pressed Coy, an enraptured eight-year-old with a smattering of freckles and tousled blond
hair.
“And they were on horseback,” Allion confirmed, drawing a collective gasp from his assembly. He hefted
Jarom’s bow and added,
“Of course, I had to do most of the work.”
Jarom smiled and said nothing. Allion had indeed shot down three of the four marauders. Then again, not even
Allion could have brought them all down and prevented one of their band from slicing the woman’s throat. It was
Jarom who had offered himself up as the distraction that had saved her life. But Allion could tell the story as he
saw fit. Jarom was no more interested in the adoration of youngsters than he was in the praise of adults. His pride
was rooted not in the opinions of others, but in his own sense of fulfillment In this instance, he was satisfied with
his efforts and Allion’s in a job well done.
Still, he shook his head in private amusement as Allion’s tale wore on, filled with moments of action and
danger and excitement that Jarom did not recall. The oration was largely for the children, Jarom knew, whose
imaginations rarely found such fuel within the sheltered confines of their forest home. But Allion’s recitation was
for Allion as well. Whatever else, the hunter was here and now the center of attention, garnering recognition for
his words and deeds, seeking approval like one half his age.
Jarom was more mature than that, or so he preferred to believe, a necessary side effect of his role as village
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peace-keeper. Granted, the position was largely ceremonial. In this tiny community, order was seldom threatened.
Those who chose to live and work beneath the boughs of the western Kalgren did so with similar goals and ideals.
Every resident was a neighbor, and every neighbor a brother or sister. Politics served no purpose and were
virtually nonexistent. As with any family, disputes surfaced from time to time, but were resolved swiftly. Rarely
was there a need to call upon Jarom to maintain order.
Nevertheless, it was his responsibility, entrusted to him more than a year ago at the age of eighteen—younger
than any other who had held the position before. Jarom viewed it therefore as a trust to be taken seriously. He
worked diligently to meet and exceed the expectations of those who had asked this of him, but mostly to meet and
exceed the expectations he held for himself, which precluded the kind of grandiose behavior being displayed now
by his friend.
Or perhaps it simply wasn’t in his nature. While there was nothing shameful about Allion’s display, it remained
a public exhibition, which Jarom’s disposition did not allow. In that regard, he wished himself more like his
friend. Sure, he was open and affable enough in the company of a few close associates, but given a larger
audience, Jarom generally shut down, became quiet and reserved, cautious not to say or do anything that would
offend another or embarrass himself.
Often, he wished he could just let loose and relax. Perhaps that would allow him to be less concerned with
circumstances that lay beyond his control.
Jarom sighed. He curled his toes within the tips of his soft leather boots, running out of ways in which to pass
the time. The Elders had offered no reason for their actions, and Rigdon, who had given the order to wait outside,
had been downright gruff.
Jarom had immediately looked past the Second Elder to the First. He had found the man, his own father,
standing in a far corner of the room, reassuring the strange woman in hushed tones. When the First Elder had
looked up, he had been cool and evasive, offering nothing more than a shake of his head and a stern nod to
Rigdon.
Beyond that, Jarom had been out of luck. None of the others who milled about the gathering chamber would
even meet his gaze. It was uncharacteristic behavior from all of them, most of all his father, and Jarom could not
conceive of what had brought it about.
He glanced past Allion to where the woman’s horse had been tethered. The magnificent animal grazed on a
patch of grass, seemingly recovered from its harrowing flight. Jarom marveled anew at the embroidered saddle
blanket and the ornamentations that decorated its harness and traces, hung now from a railing, all of which
reaffirmed that the beast could belong only to a wealthy owner.
But who, exactly? There was something peculiar about this woman, something that ate at him from inside, an
animal he could not corner. It was more than just her sudden and alarming appearance, more than her tacit refusal
to confide in either him or Allion anything about her person or situation, though they had perhaps just saved her
life. It had to do with her look and bearing, with the way she had studied them both while he and Allion had
escorted her into the village proper, stealing glances as if trying to detennine their secrets. Certainly it had to do
with the way in which the village leadership had responded to her presence, leaving even their Fason out to wither
like unpicked fruit.
Jarom’s gaze lifted past the woman’s steed, and the carousel of his thoughts turned back to his surroundings.
The village center spread before him in widening circles, a quiet hub of activity. In addition to the community
gathering hall before which he sat, the central district of Diln consisted of a dozen lodges of various size, there to
serve the common needs of the populace. The structures were plain and sturdy, built from logs that had been
notched, cross-laid, and stacked atop one another, then sealed with pitch to protect against the elements. Among
the humble enterprises were a leather shop, smithy, storehouse, schoolhouse, inn and tavern, and others. Some of
the structures were used for more than one purpose, such as a pair of storerooms attached to the smithy’s forge
that doubled as stockade pens, the heat and noise of which served as strong inducement for prisoners kept there
even for a short time to behave themselves in the future. Others among the clustered buildings were scarcely used
at all, but well tended and preserved for when they were. Aside from these lodges, the center’s main attraction was
a marketplace where residents and visitors alike bartered their wares and services.
Beyond the center, trails snaked forth into the surrounding woods, paths worn smooth by feet and rutted by the
wheels of carts, causing the natural undergrowth to pull back to nearby edges. These slender roadways fed
outward to the various homes and harvesting plots scattered throughout the trees, clustered loosely about the
village center. All was embraced and sheltered by the trees of the forest—cone-bearing evergreens such as fir,
pine, spruce, and larch, alongside colorful hardwoods such as maple, oak, birch, and magnolia. Each grew in
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intermingled stands, a patchwork of groves and clearings that stretched for leagues in every direction, a quilt no
man could weave.
It was a remarkable setting, made more so by the people who populated it. Some milled even now about the
village center. Most were heading to or from the processing warehouse, toting their baskets of mushrooms, herbs,
and spices, those rare foods and medicines for which their community was known. The strange woman’s arrival
had created little stir.
Jarom was not surprised. It would have gone against the nature of his people to react with anything more than
subtle curiosity. Instead, they continued to go about their normal routine, without hustle or gossip. These were
quiet cultivators—men, women, and children who spent their time in the light and lucrative toil of harvesting and
gathering, or in recreation. They were not the type to harbor cravings of excitement or intrigue. Those who did
generally moved away, north to Glendon or south to Eartbwyn, leaving behind a small, secluded, and selfsufficient population that had little use for the outside world.
A cardinal came dancing up to the base of the porch steps on which Jarom was seated, its movements sharp
and wary as it cast about for food. Just before the bird reached him, Jarom heard the light scrape of a locking bar
being lifted free. He turned as one of the double doors to the gathering hall opened and Rigdon, the Second Elder,
poked his head free.
“Jarom.”
The Fason of Diln rose at once, failing to read anything within the Elder’s expression. The man might as well
have been a stone, with his chiseled frown, gray hair, and flat gray eyes that peered out from beneath a craggy
brow.
Jarom glanced at Allion, who was in the midst of disentangling himself from a trio of children with whom he
had started to wrestle. Rigdon opened the door further, a clear summons. Jarom passed through, then looked back
as Allion came up just a step behind, with one lone child still clinging to his leg.
But as he moved to enter, Rigdon stopped him with a shake of his head. Allion scowled, but Rigdon only
closed the door and locked it behind him.
Inside, Jarom waited for instruction. The interior of the community gathering house was little more than a
spacious assembly hall, ringed by small offices whose doors were closed. A table of polished oak squatted in its
center, around which the Circle of Elders and the strange, dark-haired woman were seated. Scores of additional
chairs and tables, designed with hinges to be folded away, lay stacked on carts and stowed back within dark bays
neatly hidden beneath a curtained stage—a platform used to showcase public entertainment. Whenever necessary,
the hall could hold the entire population of the village, some three hundred souls, with room to spare.
As Jarom stood waiting, Rigdon moved to reclaim his seat, completing the eight-member Circle. The
remainder curbed their hushed conversation and sat back, faces grim. Though he’d met with the Elders numerous
times, the look they gave him now caused Jarom’s stomach to tighten—the imaginary rodent that had been
gnawing at him earlier beginning to stir. Doing his best to dispel the sudden nervousness, he directed his gaze
toward the man who represented the head of the circular table, addressing the First Elder with a nod.
“Father.”
It was his customary greeting. The Circle, and Esaias in particular, cared little for formalities, especially in
private. Belatedly, Jarom remembered the woman visitor and wondered if he should not have chosen a more
official salutation.
“Jarom,” Esaias replied warmly, dismissing such concerns, “sit with us.”
A callused hand motioned to a vacant seat beside the woman, who sat to the left of Esaias, as all eyes
continued to bore into the young Fason. Jarom hesitated, searching those stares for hidden meanings, then moved
to occupy the assigned chair. He began to feel a little more at ease until he realized that the woman, seated to his
right, was trembling visibly, on the verge of tears. He turned to regard her, but as he did so she glanced away,
wiping her eyes while pretending to brush aside a lock of hair. Knowing not what to say, Jarom frowned, studying
the woman’s careworn face until Esaias’s firm voice broke the thickening silence.
“Young Jarom,” the First Elder offered by way of preamble.
Jarom turned, only to find his father chewing carefully upon his words, uncertain as to what he was about to
say. Unusual, Jarom thought, as was the man’s tone, gentle as always, yet failing to hide an underlying sense of
urgency.
“It is my hope that today you are mature enough to handle a tremendous surprise.”
Unsure whether the words coming at him formed a statement or a question, and feeling all the more puzzled,
Jarom nodded dumbly. Of course he was capable of handling a surprise.
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“A grave matter has come to bear,” Esaias continued, his words gathering strength and momentum. “The time
has. come to tell you the truth.”
Once again, Jarom could only frown in puzzlement.
“Truth?” He glanced at the strange woman with suspicion. “What truth?”
“May I present to you our guest, Her Royal Highness, Queen Ellebe of Alson.”
Jarom felt his eyes widen, reflecting his surprise and em- barrassment. He regarded the woman anew, his mask
of suspicion melting away beneath a sense of apology.
Ellebe faced him squarely. Tears glistened in her eyes, and this time she made no attempt to hide them.
“Your Highness,” he whispered, bowing his head deeply. “I had no idea. I meant no disrespect.”
Ellebe gave a sharp little cry. A glint of amusement sparkled in her eye, even as a tear fell from her cheek.
Jarom turned his confusion back to Esaias, but it was the Seoond Elder, Rigdon, who came barreling to his aid.
“Those soldiers,” the Elder growled impatiently, “were part of an army that has lain siege to Krynwall. King
Sorl is dead.”
“Blazes. Who would—”
“We do not know.”
It was Esaias’s turn to intervene, fixing Rigdon with a stem gaze as he reassumed control. His gaze softened as
he turned back to Jarom, yet his words maintained the more straightforward approach set forth by his companion.
“What we do know is that our queen has asked for your help.”
“My help? Why?”
“Because you have already proven yourself worthy,” Queen Ellebe responded. Jarom found her visage kind
and reassuring, and was calmed by the silence that ensued as everyone waited for her to resume. “And because
you are heir to the throne.”
Lulled by her first phrase, Jarom was slow to absorb the second. When the words finally struck him, they did
so with the sudden power of a lightning bolt, complete with the blinding glare, paralyzing fury, and thunderous
reverberations thereof. Nevertheless, when the storm had passed, his first instinct was to laugh.
“But there are no heirs. We all know that.” He glanced about the table, at each of the faces staring back at him.
“Prince Soric was banished, and Prince Torin died as an infant.”
Only when he realized that none of the Elders were nodding in agreement did Jarom turn back to the strange
woman who claimed to be Ellebe, queen of Alson.
“No, my son,” she said quietly. “Not dead. A ruse. Secreted away so as to have an opportunity to become the
king this land deserves.”
She said no more, but regarded him with a strange, loving look in her eyes. For an instant, Jarom felt the
stirrings of something within, a part of himself that he had never known, or had forgotten long ago. His gaze flew
around the table in desperate escape, seeking help from any quarter. The grim faces of the Elders—family,
neighbors, and friends—made his smile vanish. Dizziness washed over him, and he gripped the table to steady
himself.
“You mean to suggest …” He tried, but could not finish. His tongue felt thick and his throat dry. “I—”
The woman had become suddenly relentless.
“You, my son, are Prince Torin, and in light of your father’s death, king of Alson.”
Jarom struggled to respond. The rat inside his stomach scratched and clawed, fighting to tear free. His father
had been right. Already, this meeting was too much to grasp.
The First Elder looked to Ellebe.
“Perhaps you should start from the beginning,” he suggested, casting yet another pointed glare in Rigdon’s
direction. “We can answer his questions when you finish.”
Jarom did not miss the fact that he had been reduced to a third party in this matter, as though he were no longer
present. It seemed fitting, for the swirl of his thoughts made him light-headed, as though his spirit had lifted free
of his body and made him no more than a casual observer to this most absurd council. For a moment, he thought
he might simply float up through the rafters and skylights and disappear. Or perhaps he could slip back into a
recess of his mind untouched by this dream, and hunker there until dawn. Even as he entertained the thought,
however, he became painfully aware of Ellebe’s concerned gaze as she awaited some sign to proceed. Dream or
no, he was chained to this scene, and if he did not allow it to continue, it might never end. Gathering enough of
himself to reclaim physical control, he managed a wordless nod.
*
Ellebe paused, seemingly to collect her thoughts, as if even she was unsure where to begin this particular tale.
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Several times she started to speak, only to swallow the words and fish about for others. When at last she began,
she did so tentatively, as though deciding she would simply have to work her way through it.
“I did the best I could,” she explained, a defense and apology both. “With Sorl, I mean. I was too young,
perhaps. I thought I was prepared …” She shook her head.
“He was my firstborn, and I loved him dearly. He lent a purpose to my life that had long since gone missing.
Ecstatic about becoming a mother, I was determined to raise him to the best of my abilities. Some day, my child
would be king, and I wanted him to be the greatest king these lands had ever known.” She sighed heavily, and the
fond delight that had begun to enliven her tone was dispelled by a wistful melancholy.
“Alas, my best intentions were no match for Sorl’s crude and wicked ways. In the end, Soric fell sway to greed
and bitterness, to the lonely cravings that led to his treachery and banishment. I was devastated, knowing in my
heart that there was nothing I could have done to prevent it, and yet feeling as though the entire affair was my
fault, mine alone, that it was I who had failed.”
Jarom’s eyes bore into the center of the table, but he could feel Ellebe’s gaze heating the side of his face. If she
was looking for pity—or any other response—she was looking at the wrong man.
“My grief consumed me. But I had a responsibility, to myself, and to my people. Sorl cared nothing for his
legacy or the future of his subjects, and so it was left to me. As time passed, I became determined not to allow
Sorl to destroy me, to take from me the last thing that held any meaning in my life-helpless feelings at first, but
over the course of many months, they became a conviction forged of iron."
She leaned forward, fixing Jarom with her stare, trying to turn his gaze to hers. Jarom held himself like a
statue.
“I was willing to do anything, anything, for a second chance. I prayed to the Ceilhigh that if they would bless
me with another son, I would do whatever was required to ensure him the opportunity to fulfill his destiny as
king. I swore that my failure with Soric would not be repeated, that I would not allow another child to be
corrupted by Sorl’s ways. To make certain of this, I knew that I would have to shield him from his father, utterly
and completely. Only, I knew not how.
“At last, when the Red Death first began to cast its shadow of fear over all the land, I devised a desperate plan.
I met with the Elders, here in the village in which I was raised. Once I had secured their pledge of support, I set
about persuading Sorl to have another child. It required a measure of deceit on my part, and a healthy dose of
herbal concoctions, but in the end, the effort proved a success.”
Again she paused, awaiting reaction. The only one she received was from Rigdon, whose irritated cough urged
her to proceed more quickly.
“Torin was born—and died just two months later, a victim of the Red Death. With the assistance of an
apothecary whose father had been unjustly executed by royal order, I was able to convince Sorl and the rest of the
kingdom that the dreaded plague had claimed the life of our son. The funeral was held, and the coffin brought
forth, but the only body it contained was that of a slain pig. Once that evidence had been buried, I took the babe
from hiding and brought him here, as arranged.”
Finally, she turned her heavy gaze from Jarom, shifting it to Esaias. In that moment an understanding passed
between the two of them, deep and profound. Jarom wondered what it could be, then decided just as quickly that
he didn’t care.
“I knew that here, my son would be sheltered from many of the vile influences of the outside world. Growing
up in the unmolested peace of Diln, he would develop, I could dare hope, into a true man, kind and just. The
village Elders assured me they would care for him and keep his identity a secret from all. And thus Torin, Prince
of Alson, became Jarom, child of Diln.”
There it was again, the implication that he was not really a part of this, that they were all speaking of someone
else in another time and place. Jarom wished it were so as Ellebe studied him with passionate eyes, begging, he
thought, for his reaction. He refused to give it, and his silence unnerved her. He could tell by the way she glanced
again at the First Elder, a plea for assistance. Finally, she addressed Jarom directly, in a tone meant to be soothing
but that sounded to him shrill and caustic.
“I vowed that if I lived to see Sorl’s death, 1 would return to Diln to inform you of your heritage and birthright.
If not, I knew I could trust the Elders to bear witness to …”
But Jarom was no longer listening. He refused to hear another word. Why hadn't he been told this before? Why
had he been tricked into living out a lie? His bitterness engulfed the room and its occupants. This woman, Ellebe,
who professed such care for him, was turning his life upsidedown in the same breath. And the village Elders,
whom he had always respected, were contributing to his betrayal—even his father. Not only were they stripping
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from him the life he had grown to love, the only life he had ever known, but by the sound of it, they meant to
dress him in a perilous new one, one whose folds would suffocate him like a burial shroud.
As Ellebe droned on, Jarom regarded these men and women, young and old, elected to serve as leaders of the
community. Banon, who knew it better to listen than to speak; Leuk, whose foppish smile hid a rakish wit; Olenn,
who had once saved him from a wild boar; Hidee, whom he had always found pretty though he had never been
bold enough to tell her so; Taya, whose delicate tongue had never uttered a single curse; Vahl, who had been like a
mother to him; Rigdon, whose obdurate manner was at times comforting in its reliability; and Esaias, who did
nothing but give of his time and strength. They were all in on it, he realized. They had to have been. All except
Hidee and Leuk and those in his age group, who would have grown up with the same false knowledge that had
been imparted to him.
But the generation before …
He could picture it now, the entire village gathered in secret council, plotting and swearing to take their
machinations to the grave. How else could it be that among all he knew, the story was the same? Even among so
small a population, this was no simple feat. His mother had died of a fever, they said, just a few short years after
his birth. None really knew her. Esaias had brought her back from travels abroad, and she had been a shy and
reclusive soul who kept close to home. Esaias had refused to speak of her, except to say that he loved her and
would forever, forsaking all others. Jarom had never pressed the issue.
Blazes, he had not even a single portrait. Too painful a reminder, Esaias had claimed. He had destroyed them
all.
A lie, Jarom now realized. Like everything else he had been given to believe. Layer upon layer of falsehoods,
carefully crafted, fed to him since birth like so much porridge.
“My entire life is a hoax,” Jarom mumbled. He looked up, fixing Ellebe with an accusing glare. “Is that what
you’re telling me?” The woman choked on whatever words she had been uttering and fell back slightly.
“My son, I …”
Jarom waited until her response died, then turned to the others in challenge.
“This is absurd. I may be Fason, but I’m certainly no king.”
“But you are, my son,” Ellebe insisted. “You are.” She reached out, as though to place a hand on his arm.
Jarom sent her back with a withering scowl.
“It is your born responsibility,” Rigdon added. “That you are learning of it only now makes it no less true.”
Jarom focused on the Second Elder, incredulous.
“And what is to convince the people?”
“My son—”
“Have you any proof of this tale?” Jarom demanded, whirling upon her. “Any evidence at all? What is to
convince the people of Alson that I am their new king?”
Ellebe shook her head sadly. Jarom was hardly surprised.
“And this army," he continued, returning to Rigdon, armored now in the conviction that he was right, that this
was all a terrible and ridiculous mistake. “I assume it has a leader. You expect me to send this warlord home
simply by repeating to him the ludicrous tale you’ve just spat at me? Why? To give him a laugh before he hangs
my body out for the vultures?”
Again, his outburst met with only silence. Unwilling to match his arguments, perhaps. Or unable. Jarom drew
further fuel from their quiet stares.
“And if he agrees? If he packs up his weapons and soldiers and leaves? What then? What do I know about
ruling a kingdom?”
The concern on Ellebe’s face had been mounting, and she glanced at the First Elder in desperation. Esaias sat
quietly, infuriatingly calm. The queen tried to speak, but could only stare helplessly.
“This … this can’t be happening,” Jarom stammered, the words stumbling over one another in their rush to
escape the maelstrom of his thoughts.
“Torin, my son,” Ellebe said at last, sending a shiver up Jarom’s spine, “I know this is difficult, but—”
“Difficult? I can’t believe I’m hearing this!”
“I never meant … I only wanted—”
“I don’t care what you wanted. And I don’t care what is expected of me. This isn’t happening. This isn’t …”
He surged to his feet, sending his chair skidding across the floor behind him.
“Jarom!” Rigdon snapped. “Sit and be the man you must!”
Jarom ignored the Second Elder, and instead aimed a final glare at the First. No one else said a word, frozen in
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their seats, following directions, in all likelihood, issued before his summons. Jarom shook his head and stomped
toward the exit. He threw the locking bar aside with a disgusted heave and flung wide the heavy doors. Allion, on
his back in the dirt with children clambering all over him and shrieking with delight, looked up at once.
“Hey, what happened in there? I—”
Jarom spun away, thudding down the steps of the council hall and marching past those gathered. He
disregarded AIlion and brushed aside the children that reached for him, making his way from the village center. A
few residents stared after him with those looks of mild curiosity, but Jarom paid them no heed. Finding the nearest
trail, he melted into the forest, leaving all that he could behind.
*
As he stormed from the room, Ellebe watched him go, concern creasing her wrinkled brow. Her baby was a
man now, this the first time she had seen him in nineteen long years. He had obviously been raised according to
her expectations, but with their first association, she had alienated herself from him utterly. Nothing had turned
out as she had dreamed. Despite the circumstances, despite the shock and confusion she knew must result, she had
hoped the reunion with her son would prove to be a joyful occasion. Now that it was over, there was little in
which to take heart. She wanted to run after him, to tell him how sorry she was, that these revelations hurt her too,
and that she loved him and wanted the chance to truly serve as his mother. But she did not. She let him go, and a
piece of her died.
“You did not tell him of your suspicions,” Rigdon observed, a distant voice.
Ellebe turned her attention from the vacant doorway when she realized that she had been addressed.
“The wizard,” the Second Elder clarified. “He will have to be told.”
Ellebe returned her wistful gaze to the doorway.
“Will he?” she asked of no one in particular. “Or might it only hinder his resolve?”
“He will accept his fate,” Esaias assured her.
But that was just it, Ellebe thought. Part of her wanted him to refuse it. Part of her wanted simply to chase after
and run away with her son, far from the horrors of this land. But she had forced herself to put aside such selfish
desires before she had arrived, knowing that more than her own life hung in the balance.
“Yes,” she said, “I know.”
With that, her strength crumbled, and she fell into tears. The Elders let her be. They sat in silence for some
time, while the tears ran unchecked down her cheeks. When at last her crying stopped, she shook her head as if
clearing away the remnants of a bad dream, and rose.
“I must go,” she said, stiffening resolutely. A cold urgency replaced the weary longing in her tone. “I thank you
for your assistance. For everything.”
“You are returning to Krynwall?” Esaias presumed with evident alarm and dismay.
“I must know.” The First Elder scowled.
“It could mean your death. And you would better serve this people and your son as an ambassador in their
behalf.”
The queen shook her head, scoffing at the notion.
“Are you sure?” Esaias asked, a plea for her to reconsider.
Ellebe paused, eyeing the man, then the doorway, and nodded. …
*PENNSYLVANIA*
105.152 Excerpts from Arthur Mervyn; or Memoirs Of The Year 1793\fn{by Charles Brockden Brown (1771-1810)}
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (M) 11
1
… I was resident in this city\fn{ Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; which in 1790 contained some 45,000 people, out of a total state
population of 435,000.} during the year 1793.\fn{ The complete novel was first published in 1800; but the part of the novel which
contains both of these chapters was written between June and August of 1798 .} Many motives contributed to detain me, though
departure was easy and commodious, and my friends were generally solicitous for me to go. It is not my purpose
to enumerate these motives, or to dwell on my present concerns and transactions, but merely to compose a
narrative of some incidents with which my situation made me acquainted.
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Returning one evening, somewhat later than usual, to my own house, my attention was attracted, just as I
entered the porch, by the figure of a man, reclining against the wall at a few paces distant. My sight was
imperfectly assisted by a far-off lamp; but the posture in which he sat, the hour, and the place immediately
suggested the idea of one disabled by sickness. It was obvious to conclude that his disease was pestilential. This
did not deter me from approaching and examining him more closely.
He leaned his head against the wall, his eyes were shut, his hands clasped in each other, and his body seemed
to be sustained in an upright position merely by the cellar door against which he rested his left shoulder. The
lethargy into which he was sunk seemed scarcely interrupted by my feeling hid hand and his forehead. His
throbbing temples and burning skin indicated a fever, and his form, already emaciated, seemed to prove that it had
not been of short duration.
There was only one circumstance that hindered me from forming an immediate determination in what manner
this person should be treated. My family consisted of my wife and a young child. Our servant maid had been
seized three days before by the reigning malady,\fn{ In 1793, a great pestilence of yellow fever raged throughout the city. The
pestilence appeared in the West Indies c.1650, and soon reached continental America, where it spread to the major trading ports. It was a
chronic problem for Philadelphians throughout the eighteenth century, reaching epidemic proportions ion 1732, 1739, 1745 and 1748; but
the most devastating outbreak was that of 1793. Brown found himself in the middle of it .} and, at her own request, had been

conveyed to the hospital. We ourselves enjoyed good health, and were hopeful of escaping with our lives. Our
measures for this end had been cautiously taken and carefully adhered to. They did not consist in avoiding the
receptacles of infection, for my office required me to go daily into the midst of them; nor in filling the house with
the exhalations of gun-powder, vinegar, or tar. They consisted in cleanliness, reasonable exercise, and wholesome
diet. Custom had likewise blunted the edge of our apprehensions. To take this person into my house, and bestow
upon him the requisite attendance was the scheme that first occurred to me. In this, however, the advice of my
wife was to govern me.
I mentioned the incident to her. I pointed out the danger which was to be dreaded from such an inmate. I
desired her to decide with caution and mentioned my resolution to conform myself implicitly to her decision.
Should we refuse to harbour him, we must not forget that there was an hospital to which he would, perhaps,
consent to be carried, and where he would be accommodated in the best manner the times would admit.
Nay, said she, talk not of hospitals. At least let him have his choice. I have no fear about me for my part, in a
case where the injunctions of duty are so obvious. Let us take the poor unfortunate wretch into our protection and
care, and leave the consequences to Heaven.
I expected and was pleased with this proposal. I returned to the sick man, and on rousing him from his stupor
found him still in possession of his reason. With a candle near, I had opportunity of viewing him more accurately.
His garb was plain, careless, and denoted rusticity: His aspect was simple and ingenuous, and his decayed
visage still retained traces of uncommon, but manlike beauty. He had all the appearances of mere youth, unspoiled
by luxury and uninured to misfortune. I scarcely ever beheld an object which laid so powerful and sudden a claim
to my affection and succour.
“You are sick,” said I, in as cheerful a tone as I could assume. “Cold bricks and night airs are comfortless
attendants for one in your condition. Rise, I pray you, and come into the house. We will try to supply you with
accommodations a little more suitable.”
At this address he fixed his languid eyes upon me. “What would you have?” said he. “I am very well as I am.
While I breathe, which will not be long, I shall breathe with more freedom here than elsewhere. Let me alone—I
am very well as I am.”
“Nay,” said I, “this situation is unsuitable to a sick man. I only ask you to come into my house and receive all
the kindness that is in our power to bestow. Pluck up courage and I will answer for your recovery, provided you
submit to directions, and do as we would have you. Rise, and come along with me. We will find you a physician
and a nurse, and all we ask in return is good spirits and compliance.”
“Do you not know,” he replied, “what my disease is? Why should you risk your safety for the sake of one,
whom your kindness cannot benefit, and who has nothing to give in return?”
There was something in the style of this remark, that heightened my prepossession in his favour and made me
pursue my purpose with more zeal. “Let us try what we can do for you,” I answered. “If we save your life, we
shall have done you some service, and as for recompence, we will look to that.”
It was with considerable difficulty that he was persuaded to accept our invitation. He was conducted to a
chamber, and the criticalness of his case requiring unusual attention, I spent the night at his bed-side.
My wife was encumbered with the care both of her infant and her family. The charming babe was in perfect
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health, but her mother’s constitution was frail and delicate. We simplified the household duties as much as
possible; but still those duties were considerably burthensome to one not used to the performance, and luxuriously
educated. The addition of a sick man, was likely to be productive of much fatigue. My engagements would not
allow me to be always at home, and the state of my patient and the remedies necessary to be prescribed were
attended with many noxious and disgustful circumstances. My fortune would not allow me to hire assistance. My
wife, with a feeble frame and a mind shrinking, on ordinary occasions, from such offices with fastidious
scrupulousness, was to be his only or principal nurse.
My neighbours were fervent in their well-meant zeal, and loud in their remonstrances on the imprudence and
rashness of my conduct. They called me presumptuous and cruel in exposing my wife and child as well as myself
to such imminent hazard, for the sake of one too who most probably was worthless, and whose disease had
doubtless been, by negligence or mistreatment, rendered incurable.
I did not turn a deaf ear to these censurers. I was aware of all the inconveniences and perils to which I thus
spontaneously exposed myself. No one knew better the value of that woman whom I called mine, or set an higher
price upon her life, her health, and her ease. The virulence and activity of this contagion, the dangerous condition
of my patient, and the dubiousness of his character, were not forgotten by me; but still my conduct in the affair
received my own entire approbation. All objections on the score of my friend were removed by her own
willingness and even solicitude to undertake the province.\fn{ Duty.} I had more confidence than others in the
vincibility of this disease, and in the success of those measures which we had used for your defense against it.
But, whatever were the evils to accrue to us, we were sure of one thing; namely, that the consciousness of having
neglected this unfortunate person would be a source of more unhappiness than could possibly redound from the
attendance and care that he would claim.
The more we saw of him, indeed, the more did we congratulate ourselves on our proceeding. His torments
were acute and tedious, but in the midst even of delirium, his heart seemed to overflow with gratitude, and to be
actuated by no wish but to alleviate our toil and our danger. He made prodigious exertions to perform necessary
offices\fn{Matters of toilet and bathing were once described by this euphemism .} for himself. He suppressed his feelings and
struggled to maintain a cheerful tone and countenance, that he might prevent that anxiety which the sight of his
sufferings produced in us. He was perpetually furnishing reasons why his nurse should leave him alone, and
betrayed dissatisfaction whenever she entered his apartment.
In a few days there were reasons to conclude him out of danger; and in a fortnight, nothing but exercise and
nourishment were wanting to complete his restoration. Meanwhile nothing was obtained from him but general
information, that his place of abode was Chester County,\fn{ One of the original three counties of Pennsylvania laid out by
William Penn in 1682, encompassing what are now Lancaster, Berks, and Delaware counties. Part of it still survives under this name .}
and that some momentous engagement induced him to hazard his safety by coming to the city in the height of the
epidemic.
He was far from being talkative. His silence seemed to be the joint result of modesty and unpleasing
remembrances. His features were characterised by pathetic seriousness, and his deportment by a gravity very
unusual at his age. According to his own representation, he was no more than eighteen years old, but the depth of
his remarks indicated a much greater advance. His name was Arthur Mervyn. He described himself as having
passed his life at the plough-tail and the threshing floor: as being destitute of all scholastic instruction; and as
being long since bereft of the affectionate regards of parents and kinsmen.
When questioned as to the course of life which he meant to pursue, upon his recovery, he professed himself
without any precise object. He was willing to be guided by the advice of others, and by the lights which
experience should furnish. The country was open to him, and he supposed that there was no part of it in which
food could not be purchased by his labour. H e was unqualified, by his education, for any liberal profession. His
poverty was likewise an insuperable impediment. He could afford to spend no time in the acquisition of a trade.
He must labor not for future emolument but for immediate subsistence. The only pursuit which his present
circumstances would allow him to adopt was that which, he was inclined to believe, was likewise the most
eligible. Without doubt, his experience was slender, and it seemed absurd to pronounce concerning that of which
he had not direct knowledge; but so it was, he could not outroot from his mind the persuasion that to plow, to sow,
and to reap were employments most befitting a reasonable creature, and from which the truest pleasure and the
least pollution would flow. He contemplated no other scheme than to return as soon as his health should permit,
into the country, seek employment where it was to be had, and acquit himself in his engagements with fidelity and
diligence.
I pointed out to him various ways in which the city might furnish employment to one with his qualifications.
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He had said that he was somewhat accustomed to the pen. There were stations in which the possession of a legible
hand was all that was requisite. He might add to this a knowledge of accounts\fn{ The text has: accompts.} and
thereby procure himself a post in some mercantile or public office.
To this he objected, that experience had shown him unfit for the life of a penman. This had been his chief
occupation for a little while, and he found it wholly incompatible with his health. He must not sacrifice the end
for the means. Starving was a disease preferable to consumption. Besides he labored merely for the sake of living,
and he lived merely for the sake of pleasure. If his tasks should enable him to live, but at the same time, bereave
him of all satisfaction, they inflicted injury and were to be shunned as worse evils than death.
I asked to what species of pleasure he alluded, with which the business of a clerk was inconsistent.
He answered, that he scarcely knew how to describe it. He read books when they came I his way. He had
lighted upon few, and perhaps the pleasure they afforded him was owing to their fewness; yet he confessed that a
mode of life which entirely forbade him to read, was by no means to his taste. But this was trivial. He knew how
to value the thoughts of other people, but he could not part with the privilege of observing and thinking for
himself. He wanted business which would suffer at least nine tenths of his attention to go free. If it afforded
agreeable employment to that part of his attention which it applied to its own use, so much the better; but if it did
not, he should not repine. He should be content with a life whose pleasures were to its pains as nine are to one. He
had tried the trade of a copyist, and in circumstances more favourable that it was likely he should ever again have
an opportunity of trying it, and he had found that it did not fulfil the requisite conditions. Whereas the trade of
plowman was friendly to health, liberty, and pleasure.
The pestilence, if it may so be called, was now declining. The health of my young friend allowed him to
breathe the fresh air and to walk.—A friend of mine, by name Wortley, who had spent two months from the city,
and to whom, in the course of a familiar correspondence, I had mentioned the foregoing particulars, returned from
his rural excursion. He was posting, on the evening of the day of his arrival, with a friendly expedition, to my
house, when he overtook Mervyn going in the same direction. He was surprised to find him go before him into
my dwelling, and to discover, which he speedily did, that this was the youth whom I had so frequently mentioned
to him. I was present at their meeting.
There was a strange mixture in the countenance of Wortley, when they were presented to each other. His
satisfaction was mingled with surprise, and his surprise with anger. Mervyn, in his turn, betrayed considerable
embarrassment. Wortley’s thoughts were too earnest on some topic to allow him to converse. He shortly made
some excuse for taking leave and, rising, addressed himself to the youth with a request that he would walk home
with him. This invitation, delivered in a tone which left it doubtful whether a compliment or menace were meant,
augmented Mervyn’s confusion. He complied without speaking, and they went out together;--my wife and I were
left to comment upon the scene.
It could not fail to excite uneasiness. They were evidently no strangers to each other. The indignation that
flashed from the eyes of Wortley, and the trembling consciousness of Mervyn were unwelcome tokens. The
former was my dearest friend, and venerable for his discernment and integrity; the latter appeared to have drawn
upon himself the anger and disdain of this man. We already anticipated the shock which the discovery of his
unworthiness would produce.
In an half hour Mervyn returned. His embarrassment had given place to dejection. He was always serious, but
his features were not overcast by the deepest gloom. The anxiety which I felt would not allow me to hesitate long.
“Arthur,” said I, “something is the matter with you. Will you not disclose it to us? Perhaps you have brought
yourself into some dilemma out of which we may help you to escape.; Has any thing of an unpleasant nature
passed between you and Wortley?”
The youth did not readily answer. He seemed at a loss for a suitable reply. At length he said, that something
disagreeable had indeed passed between him and Wortley. He had had the misfortune to be connected with a man
by whom Wortley conceived himself to be injured. He had borne no part in inflicting this injury, but had
nevertheless been threatened with ill treatment if he did not make disclosures which indeed it was in his power to
make, but which he was bound by every sanction to withhold. This disclosure would be of no benefit to Wortley.
It would rather operate injuriously than otherwise; yet it was endeavoured to be wrested from him by the heaviest
menaces.—There he paused.
We were naturally inquisitive as to the scope of these menaces; but Mervyn intreated us to forbear any further
discussion of this topic. He foresaw the difficulties to which his silence would subject him. One of it most fearful
consequences would be the loss of our good opinion. He knew not what he had to dread from the enmity of
Wortley. Mr. Wortley’s violence was not without excuse. It was his mishap to be exposed to suspicions which
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could only be obviated by breaking his faith.\fn{ His pledged word is meant, not his religious scruples.} But, indeed, he
knew not, whether any degree of explicitness would confute the charges that were made against him; whether, by
trampling on his sacred promise, he should not multiply his perils instead of lessening their number. A difficult
part had been assigned to him: one\fn{ The text has: by.} much too difficult for one, young, improvident, and
inexperienced as he was.
Sincerity, perhaps, was the best course. Perhaps, after having had an opportunity for deliberation, he should
conclude to adopt it; meanwhile he intreated permission to retire to his chamber. He was unable to exclude from
his mind ideas which yet could, with no propriety, at least at present, be made the theme of conversation.
These words were accompanied with simplicity and pathos, and with tokens of unaffected distress.
“Arthur,” said I, “you are master of your actions and time in this house. Retire when you please; but you will
naturally suppose us anxious to dispel this mystery. Whatever shall tend to obscure or malign your character will
of course excite our solicitude. Wortley is not short-sighted or hasty to condemn. So great is my confidence in his
integrity that I will not promise my esteem to one who has irrecoverably lost that of Wortley. I am not acquainted
with our motives to concealment or what it is you conceal, but take the word of one who possesses that experience
which you complain of wanting, that sincerity is always safest.
As soon as he had retired, my curiosity prompted me to pay an immediate visit to Wortley. I found him at
home. He was no less desirous of an interview, and answered my enquiries with as much eagerness as they were
made.
“You know,” said he, “my disastrous connection with Thomas Welbeck. You recollect his sudden
disappearance last July, by which I was reduced to the brink of ruin. Nay, I am, even now, far from certain that I
shall survive that event. I spoke to you about the youth who lived with him, and by which means that youth was
discovered to have crossed the river\fn{ The Schuylkill.} in his company on the night of his departure. This is that
very youth.
“This will account for my emotion at meeting him at your house: I brought him out with me. His confusion
sufficiently indicated his knowledge of transactions between Welbeck and me. I questioned him as to the fate of
that man. To own the truth, I expected some well digested lie; but he merely said, that he had promised secrecy on
that subject, and must therefore be excused from giving me any information. I asked him if he knew, that his
master, or accomplice, or whatever was his relation to him, absconded in my debt? He answered that he knew it
well; but still pleaded a promise of inviolable secrecy as to his hiding place. This conduct justly exasperated me
and I treated him with the severity which he deserved. I am half ashamed to confess the excess of my passion; I
even went so far as to strike him. He bore my insults with the utmost patience. No doubt the young villain is well
instructed in his lesson. He knows that he may safely defy my power.—From threats I descended to entreaties. I
even endeavoured to wind the truth from him by artifice. I promised him a part of the debt if he would enable me
to recover the whole. I offered him a considerable reward if he would merely afford me a clue by which I might
trace him to his retreat; but all was insufficient. He merely put on an air of perplexity and shook his head in token
of non-compliance.”
Such was my friend’s account of this interview. His suspicions were unquestionably plausible; but I was
disposed to put a more favourable construction on Mervyn’s behaviour. I recollect the desolate and penniless
condition in which I found him, and the uniform complacency and rectitude of his deportment for the period
during which we had witnessed it. These ideas had considerable influence on my judgment, and indisposed me to
follow the advice of my friend, which was to turn him forth from my doors that very night.
My wife’s prepossession were still more powerful advocates of this youth. She would vouch, she said, before
any tribunal, for his innocence; but she willingly concurred with me in allowing him the continuance of our
friendship, on no other condition than that of a disclosure of the truth. To entitle ourselves to this confidence we
were willing to engage, in our turn, for the observance of secrecy, so far that no detriment should accrue from this
disclosure to himself or his friend.
Next morning at breakfast, our guest appeared with a countenance less expressive of embarrassment than on
the last evening. His attention was chiefly engaged by his own thoughts, and little was said till the breakfast was
removed.\fn{I.e., till the meal was over and the table cleared.} I then reminded him of the incidents of the former day, and
mentioned that the uneasiness which thence arose to us had rather been increased\fn{ The text has: encreased.} than
diminished by time.
“It is in your power, my young friend,” continued I, “to add still more to this uneasiness or to take it entirely
away. I had no personal acquaintance with Thomas Welbeck. I have been informed by others that his character for
a certain period was respectable, but that, at length, he contracted large debts and instead of paying them
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absconded. You, it seems, lived with him. On the night of his departure you are known to have accompanied him
across the river, and this, it seems, is the first of your re-appearance on the stage. Welbeck’s conduct was
dishonest. He ought doubtless to be pursued to his asylum and be compelled to refund his winnings. You confess
yourself to know his place of refuge, but urge a promise of secrecy. Know you not that to assist, or connive at, the
escape of this man was wrong? To have promised to favour his concealment and impunity by silence was only an
aggravation of this wrong. That, however, is past. Your youth, and circumstances, hitherto unexplained, may
apologize for that misconduct, but it is certainly your duty to repair it to the utmost of your power. Think whether
by disclosing what you know, you will not repair it.”
“I have spent most of last night,” said the youth, “in reflecting on this subject. I had come to a resolution,
before you spoke, of confiding to you my simple tale. I perceive in what circumstances I am place, and that I can
keep my hold of your good opinion only by a candid deportment. I have indeed given a promise which it was
wrong or rather absurd in another to exact and in me to give; yet none but considerations of the highest
importance would persuade me to break my promise. No injury will accrue from my disclosure to Welbeck. If
there should, dishonest as he was, that would be a sufficient reason for my silence. Wortley will not, in any
degree, be benefited by any communication that I can make. Whether I grant or withhold information my conduct
will have influence only on my own happiness, and that influence will justify me in granting it.
“I received your protection when I was friendless and forlorn. You have a right to know whom it is that you
protected. My own fate is connected with the fate of Welbeck, and that connection, together with the interest you
are pleased to take in my concerns because they are mine, will render a tale worthy of attention which will not be
recommended by variety of facts or skill in the display of them.
“Wortley, though passionate, and, with regard to me, unjust, may yet be a good man; but I have no desire to
make him one of my auditors. You, Sir, may, if you think proper, relate to him afterwards what particulars
concerning Welbeck it may be of importance for him to know; but at present it will be well if your indulgence
shall support me to the end of a tedious but humble tale.”
The eyes of my Eliza sparkled with delight at this proposal. She regarded this youth with a sisterly affection
and considered his candour, in this respect, as an unerring test of his rectitude. She was prepared to hear and to
forgive the errors of inexperience and precipitation. I did not fully participate in her satisfaction, but was
nevertheless most zealously disposed to listen to his narrative.
My engagements obliged me to postpone this rehearsal till late in the evening. Collected then round a cheerful
hearth, exempt from all likelihood of interruption from without, and our babe’s unpractised senses shut up in the
sweetest and profoundest sleep, Mervyn, after a pause of recollection, began.
2
“My natal soil is Chester County.\fn{ Pennsylvania; in the extreme south-eastern portion of the state, bordering on Maryland .}
My father had a small farm on which he has been able, by industry, to maintain himself and a numerous family.
He has had many children, but some defect in the constitution of our mother has been fatal to all of them but me.
They died successively as they attained the age of nineteen or twenty, and since I have not yet reached that age I
may reasonably look for the same premature fate. In the spring of last year my mother followed her fifth child to
the grave, and three months afterwards died herself.
“My constitution has always been frail, and, till the death of my mother I enjoyed unlimited indulgence. I
cheerfully sustained my portion of labor, for that necessity prescribed; but the intervals were always at my own
disposal, and in whatever manner I thought proper to employ them, my plans were encouraged and assisted. Fond
appellations, tones of mildness, solicitous attendance when I was sick, deference to my opinions, and veneration
for my talents compose the image which I still retain of my mother. I had the thoughtlessness and presumption of
youth, and now that she is gone my compunction is awakened by a thousand recollections of my treatment of her.
I was indeed guilty of no flagrant acts of contempt or rebellion. Perhaps her deportment was inevitably calculated
to instill into me a froward and refractory spirit. My faults, however, were speedily followed by repentance, and in
the midst of impatience and passion, a look of tender upbraiding from her was always sufficient to melt me into
tears and make me ductile to her will. If sorrow for her loss be any atonement for the offences which I committee
during her life, ample atonement has been made.
“My father is a man of slender capacity but of a temper easy and flexible. He was sober and industrious by
habit. He was content to be guided by the superior intelligence of his wife. Under this guidance he prospered; but
when that was withdrawn, his affairs soon began to betray marks of unskilfulness and negligence. My
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understanding, perhaps, qualified me to counsel and assist my father, but I was wholly unaccustomed to the task
of superintendence. Besides, gentleness and fortitude did not descend to me from my mother, and these were
indispensable attributes in a boy who desires to dictate to his gray-haired parent. Time perhaps might have
conferred dexterity on me, or prudence on him, had not a most unexpected event given a different direction to my
views.
“Betty Lawrence was a wild girl from the pine forests of New Jersey. At the age of ten years she became a
bond servant in this city, and, after the expiration of her time, came into my father’s neighbourhood in search of
employment. She was hired in our family as milk-maid and market woman. Her features were coarse, her frame
robust, her mind totally unlettered, and her morals defective in that point in which female excellence is supposed
chiefly to consist.\fn{I.e., the preservation of their virginity .} She possessed superabundant health and good humour, and
was quite a supportable companion in the hay-field or the barn-yard.
“On the death of my mother, she was exalted to a somewhat higher station. The same tasks fell to her lot; but
the time and manner of performing them were, in some degree, submitted to her own choice. The cows and the
dairy were still her province; but in this no one interfered with her or pretended to prescribe her measures. For this
province she seemed not unqualified, and as long as my father was leased with her management, I had nothing to
object.
“This state of things continued, without material variation for several months. There were appearances in my
father’s deportment to Betty, which excited my reflections, but not my fears. The deference which was
occasionally paid to the advice or the claims of this girl, was accounted for by that feebleness of mind which
degraded my father, in whatever scene he should be laced, to be the tool of others. I had no conception that her
claims extended beyond a temporary or superficial gratification.
“At length, however, a visible change took place in her manner. A scornful affectation and awkward dignity
began to be assumed. A greater attention was paid to dress, which was of gayer hues and more fashionable
texture. I rallied her on these tokens of a sweetheart, and amused myself with expatiating to her on the
qualifications of her lover. A clownish fellow was frequently her visitant. His attentions did not appear to be
discouraged. He therefore was readily supposed to be the man. When pointed out as the favourite, great
resentment was expressed, and obscure insinuations were made that her aim was not quite so low as that. These
denials I supposed to be customary on such occasions, and considered the continuance of his visits as a sufficient
confutation of them.
“I frequently spoke of Betty, her newly acquired dignity, and of the probable cause of her change of manners to
my father. When this theme was started, a certain coldness and reserve overspread his features. He dealt in
monosyllables and either labored to change the subject or made some excuse for leaving me. This behaviour,
though it occasioned surprise, was never very deeply reflected on. My father was old, and the mournful
impressions which were made upon him by the death of his wife, the lapse of almost half a year seemed scarcely
to have weakened. Betty had chosen her partner and I was in daily expectation of receiving a summons to the
wedding.
“One afternoon this girl dressed herself in the gayest manner and seemed making preparations for some
momentous ceremony. My father had directed me to put the horse to the chaise. On my enquiring whither he was
going he answered me in general terms that he had some business at a few miles distance. I offered to go in his
stead, but he said that was impossible. I was proceeding to ascertain the possibility of this when he left me to go
to a field where his workmen were busy, directing me to inform him when the chaise was ready, and to supply his
place, while absent, in overlooking the workmen.
“This office was performed; but before I called him from the field I exchanged a few words with the milkmaid, who sat on a bench, in all the primness of expectation and decked with the most gaudy plumage. I rated her
imaginary lover for his tardiness, and vowed eternal hatred to them both for not making me a bride’s attendant.
She listened to me with an air in which embarrassment was mingled sometimes with exultation and sometimes
with malice. I left her at length, and returned to the house not till a late hour. As soon as I entered, my father
presented Betty to me as his wife, and desired she might receive that treatment from me which was due to a
mother.
“It was not till after repeated and solemn declarations from both of them that I was prevailed upon to credit this
event. Its effect upon my feelings may be easily conceived. I knew the woman to be rude, ignorant, and licentious.
Had I suspected this event I might have fortified my father’s weakness and enabled him to shut the gulf to which
he was tending; but my presumption had been careless of the danger. To think that such an one should take the
place of my revered mother was intolerable.
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“To treat her in any way not squaring with her real merits; to hinder anger and scorn from rising at the sight of
her in her new condition, was not in my power. To be degraded to the rank of her servant; to become the sport of
her malice and her artifices was not to be endured. I had no independent provision; but I was the only child of my
father, and had reasonably hoped to succeed to his patrimony. On this hope I had built a thousand agreeable
visions. I had meditated innumerable projects which the possession of this estate would enable me to execute. I
had no wish beyond the trade of agriculture, and beyond the opulence which an hundred acres would give.
“These visions were now at an end. No doubt her own interest would be to this woman the supreme law, and
this interest would be considered as irreconcilably hostile to mine. My father would easily be moulded to her
purpose and that act easily extorted from him which should reduce me to beggary. She had a gross and perverse
taste. She had a numerous kindred, indigent and hungry. On these his substance would speedily be lavished. Me
she hated because she was conscious of having injured me, because she knew that I held her in contempt, and
because I had detected her in an illicit intercourse with the son of a neighbor.
“The house in which I lived was no longer my own, nor even my father’s. Hitherto I had thought and acted in
it with the freedom of a master, but now I was become, in my own conceptions, an alien and an enemy to the roof
under which I was born. Every tie which had bond me to it was dissolved or converted into something which
repelled me to a distance from it. I was a guest whose presence was borne with anger and impatience.
“I was fully impressed with the necessity of removal, but I knew not whither to go or what kind of subsistence
to seek. My father had been a Scottish emigrant, and had no kindred on this side of the ocean. My mother’s family
lived in New Hampshire, and long separation had extinguished all the rights of relationship in her offspring.
Tilling the earth was my only profession, and to profit by my skill in it, it would be necessary to become a daylabourer in the service of strangers; but this was a destiny to which I, who had so long enjoyed the pleasures of
independence and command, could not suddenly reconcile myself. It occurred to me that the city might afford me
an asylum. A short day’s journey would transport me into it. I had been there twice or thrice in my life, but only
for a few hours each time. I knew not an human face, and was a stranger to its modes and dangers. I was qualified
for no employment, compatible with a town-life, but that of the pen. This indeed had ever been a favourite tool
with me, and though it may appear somewhat strange, it is no less true that I had had nearly as much practice at
the quill as at the mattock. But the sum of my skill lay in tracing distinct characters. I had used it merely to
transcribe what others had written, or to give form to my own conceptions. Whether the city would afford me
employment, as a mere copyist, sufficiently lucrative, was a point on which I possessed no means of information.
“My determination was hastened by the conduct of my new mother. My conjectures as to the course she would
pursue with regard to me had not been erroneous. My father’s deportment in a short time grew sullen and austere.
Directions were given in a magisterial tone, and any remissness in the execution of his orders was rebuked with
an air of authority. At length these rebukes were followed by certain intimations that I was now old enough to
provide for myself; that it was time to think of some employment by which I might secure a livelihood; that it was
a shame for me to spend my youth in idleness; that what he had gained was by his own labor; and I must be
indebted for my living to the same source.
“These hints were easily understood. At first, they excited indignation and grief. I knew the source whence
they sprung and was merely able to suppress the utterance of my feelings in her presence. My looks, however,
were abundantly significant, and my company became hourly more insupportable. Abstracted from these
considerations, my father’s remonstrances were not destitute of weight. He gave me being but sustenance ought
surely to be my own gift. In the use of that for which he had been indebted to his own exertions, he might
reasonably consult his own choice. He assumed no control over me; he merely did what he would with his own,
and so far from fettering my liberty, he exhorted me to us it for my benefit and to make provision for myself.
“I now reflected that there were other manual occupations besides that of the plough. Among these none had
fewer disadvantages than that of carpenter or cabinet-maker. I had no knowledge of this art; but, neither custom,
nor law, nor the impenetrableness of the mystery required me to serve a seven years’ apprenticeship to it. A master
in this trade might possibly be persuaded to take me under his tuition: two or three years would suffice to give me
the requisite skill. Meanwhile my father would, perhaps, consent to bear the cost of my maintenance. Nobody
could live upon less than I was willing to do.
“I mentioned these ideas to my father; but he merely commended my intentions without offering to assist me
in the execution of them. He had full employment, he said, for all the profits of his ground. No doubt if I would
bind myself to serve four or five years, my master would be at the expense of my subsistence. Be that as it would,
I must look for nothing from him. I had shown very little regard for his happiness: I had refused all marks of
respect to a woman who was entitled to it from her relation to him. He did not see why he should treat as a son
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one who refused what was due to him as a father. He thought it right that I should henceforth maintain myself. He
did not want my services on the farm, and the sooner I quitted his house the better.
“I retired from this conference with a resolution to follow the advice that was given. I saw that henceforth I
must be my own protector, and wondered at the folly that detained me so long under this roof. To leave it was now
become indispensable, and there could be no reason for delaying my departure for a single hour. I determined to
bend my course to the city. He scheme foremost in my mind was to apprentice myself to some mechanical trade. I
did not overlook the evils of constraint and the dubiousness as to the character of the master I should choose. I
was not without hopes that accident would suggest a different expedient and enable me to procure an immediate
subsistence without forfeiting my liberty.
“I determined to commence my journey the next morning. No wonder the prospect of so considerable a change
in my condition should deprive me of sleep. I spent the night ruminating on the future and in painting to my fancy
the adventures which I should be likely to meet. The foresight of man is in proportion to his knowledge. No
wonder that in my state of profound ignorance, not the faintest preconception should be formed of the events that
really befell me. My temper was inquisitive, but there was nothing in the scene to which I was going from which
my curiosity expected to derive gratification. Discords and evil smells, unsavoury food, unwholesome labour, and
irksome companions, were, in my opinion, the unavoidable attendants of a city.
“My best clothes were of the homeliest texture and shape. My whole stock of linen consisted of three check
shirts. Part of my winter evening’s employment since the death of my mother consisted in knitting my own
stockings. Of these I had three pair, one of which I put on and the rest I formed, together with two shirts, into a
bundle. Three quarter-dollar pieces composed my whole fortune in money.
3
“I rose at dawn, and without asking or bestowing a blessing, sallied forth into the high road to the city which
passed near the house. I left nothing behind, the loss of which I regretted. I had purchased most of my own books
with the product of my own separate industry, and their number being, of course, small, I had, by incessant
application, gotten the whole of them by rote. They had ceased, therefore, to be of any further use. I left them,
without reluctance, to the fate for which I knew them to be reserved, that of affording food and habitation to mice.
“I trod this unwonted path with all the fearlessness of youth. In spite of the motives to despondency and
apprehension, incident to my state, my heels were light and my heart joyous. ‘Now,’ said I, ‘I am mounted into
man. I must build a name and a fortune for myself. Strange if this intellect and these hands will not supply me
with an honest livelihood. I will try the city in the first placer; but if that should fail, resources are still left to me. I
will resume my post in the corn-field and threshing-floor, to which I shall always have access, and where I shall
always be happy.’
“I had proceeded some miles on my journey, when I began to feel the inroads of hunger. I might have stopped
at any farm house, and have breakfasted for nothing. It was prudent to husband, with the utmost care, my slender
stock; but I felt reluctance to beg as long as I had the means of buying, and I imagined that coarse bread and a
little milk would cost little even at a tavern, when any farmer was willing to bestow them for nothing. My
resolution was farther influenced by the appearance of a sign-post.\fn{ I.e., a tavern, advertised by a sign on a post before
it.} What excuse could I make for begging a breakfast with an inn at hand and silver in my pocket?
“I stopped accordingly and ]breakfasted. The landlord was remarkably attentive and obliging, but his bread
was stale, his milk sour, and his cheese the greenest imaginable. I disdained to animadvert on these defects,
naturally supposing that his house could furnish no better.
Having finished my meal, I put, without speaking, one of my pieces\fn{ Of money.} into his hand. This
deportment I conceived to be highly becoming, and to indicate a liberal and manly spirit. I always regarded with
contempt a scrupulous maker of bargains. He received the money with a complaisant obeisance. ‘Right,’ said he.
‘Just the money, Sir. You are on foot, Sir. A pleasant way of travelling, Sir. I wish you a good day, Sir.’—So
saying he walked away.
“This proceeding was wholly unexpected. I conceived myself entitles to at least three-fourths of it in change.
The first impulse was to call him back, and contest the equity of his demand, but a moments reflection showed me
the absurdity of such conduct. I resumed my journey with spirits somewhat depressed. I have heard of voyagers
and wanderers in deserts who were willing to give a casket of gems for a cup of cold water. I had not supposed
my own condition to be, in any respect, similar; yet I had just given one third of my estate for a breakfast.
“I stopped at noon at another inn. I had counted on purchasing a dinner for the same price, since I meant to
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content myself with the same fare. A large company was just sitting down to a smoking banquet.\fn{ Hot meal with
all the trimmings.} The landlord invited me to join them. I took my place at the table, but was furnished with bread
and milk. Being prepared to depart, I took him aside. ‘What is to pay,’ said I. ‘Did you drink anything, Sir?’
‘Certainly. I drank the milk which was furnished.’ ‘But any liquors, Sir?’ ‘No.’
“He deliberated a moment and then assuming an air of disinterestedness, ‘’Tis our custom to charge dinner and
club, but as you drank nothing, we’ll let the club go. A mere dinner is half-a-dollar, Sir.’
“He had no leisure to attend to my fluctuations. After debating with myself on what was to be done, I
concluded that compliance was best, and leaving the money at the bar resumed my way.
“I had not performed more than half my journey, yet my purse was entirely exhausted. This was a specimen of
the cost incurred by living at an inn. If I entered the city, a tavern must, at least for some time, be my abode, but I
had not a farthing remaining to defray my charges. My father had formerly entertained a boarder for a dollar per
week, and, in a case of need, I was willing to subsist upon coarser fare, and lie on an harder bed than those with
which our guest had been supplied. These facts had been the foundation of my negligence on this occasion.
“What was now to be done? To return to my paternal mansion was impossible. To relinquish my design of
entering the city and to seek a temporary asylum, if not permanent employment, at some one of the plantations,
within view, was the most obvious expedient. These deliberations did not slacken my pace. I was almost
unmindful of my way, when I found I had passed Schuylkill\fn{ River.} at the upper bridge.\fn{In 1783 there were
“floating bridges” at the upper, middle, and lower ferry locations on the Schuylkill .} I was now within the precincts of the city
and night was hastening. It behoved me to come to a speedy decision.
“Suddenly I recollected that I had not paid the customary toll at the bridge: neither had I money wherewith to
pay it. A demand of payment would have suddenly arrested my progress; and so slight an incident would have
precluded that wonderful destiny to which I was reserved. The obstacle that would have hindered my advance,
now prevented my return. Scrupulous honesty did not require me to turn back and awaken the vigilance of the
toll-gatherer. I had nothing to pay, and by returning I should only double my debt. Let it stand, said I, where it
does. All that honor enjoins is to pay when I am able.
“I adhered to the cross ways, till I reached Market Street.\fn{ Still the name of a thoroughfare in the city .} Night had
fallen, and a triple row of lamps presented a spectacle enchanting and new. My personal cares were, for a time,
lost in the tumultuous sensations with which I was not engrossed. I had never visited the city at this hour. When
my last visit was paid I was a mere child. The novelty which environed every object was, therefore, nearly
absolute. I proceeded with more cautious steps, but was still absorbed in attention to passing objects. I reached the
market-house, and entering it, indulged myself in new delight and new wonder.
“I need not remark that our ideas of magnificence and splendour are merely comparative; yet you may be
prompted to smile when I tell you that, in walking through this avenue, I for a moment conceived myself
transported to the hall “pendent with many a row of starry lamps and blazing crescents fed by naptha and
asphaltos.”\fn{Paradise Lost I.727-730, by John Milton (1608-1674), English Puritan and poet .} That this transition from my
homely and quiet retreat, had been effected in so few hours, wore the aspect of miracle or magic.
“I proceeded from one of these buildings to another, till I reached their termination in Front Street. Here my
progress was checked, and I sought repose to my weary limbs by seating myself on a stall. No wonder some
fatigue was felt by me, accustomed as I was to strenuous exertions, since, exclusive of the minutes spent at
breakfast and dinner, I had traveled fifteen hours and forty-five miles.
“I began now to reflect, with some earnestness, on my condition. I was a stranger, friendless, and moneyless. I
was unable to purchase food and shelter, and was wholly unused to the business of begging. Hunger was the only
serious inconvenience to which I was immediately exposed. I had no objection to spend the night in the spot
where I then sat. I had no fear that my visions would be troubled by the officers of police. It was no crime to be
without a home; but how should I supply my present cravings and the cravings of tomorrow?
“At length it occurred to me that one of our country neighbors was probably at this time in the city. He kept a
store as well as cultivated a farm. He was a plain and well meaning man, and should I be so fortunate as to meet
him, his superior knowledge of the city might be of essential benefit to me in my present forlorn circumstances.
His generosity might likewise induce him to lend me so much as would purchase one meal. I had formed the
resolution to leave the city next day and was astonished at the folly that had led me into it; but, meanwhile, my
physical wants must be supplied.
“Where should I look for this man? In the course of conversation I recollected him to have referred to the place
of his temporary abode. It was an inn, but the sign or the name of the keeper, for some time withstood all my
efforts to recall them.
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“At length I lighted on the last. It was Lesher’s tavern. I immediately set out in search of it. After many
enquiries I at last arrived at the door. I was preparing to enter the house when I perceived that my bundle was
gone. I had left it on the stall where I had been sitting. People were perpetually passing to and fro. It was scarcely
possible not to have bee noticed. No one that observed it would fail to make it his prey. Yet it was of too much
value to me, to allow me to be governed by a bare probability. I resolved to lose not a moment in returning.
“With some difficulty I retraced my steps, but the bundle had disappeared. The clothes were, in themselves, of
small value, but they constituted the whole of my wardrobe; and I now reflected that they were capable of being
transmuted, by the pawn or sale of them, into food. There were other wretches as indigent as I was, and I
consoled myself by thinking that my shirts and stockings might furnish a seasonable covering to their nakedness;
but there was a relique concealed within this bundle, the loss of which could scarcely be endured by me. It was
the portrait of a young man who died three years ago at my father’s house, drawn by his own hand.
“He was discovered one morning in the orchard with many marks of insanity upon him. His air and dress
bespoke some elevation of rank and fortune. My mother’s compassion was excited, and, as his singularities were
harmless, an asylum was afforded him, though he was unable to pay for it. He was constantly declaiming in an
incoherent manner, about some mistress who had proved faithless. His speeches seemed, however, like the
rantings of an actor, to be rehearsed by rote, or for the sake of exercise. He was totally careless of his person and
health, and by repeated negligences of this kind, at last contracted a fever of which he speedily died. The name
which he assumed was Clavering.
“He gave no distinct account of his family, but stated in loose terms that they were residents in England, high
born and wealthy. That they had denied him the woman whom he loved and banished him to America under
penalty of death if he should dare to return, and that they had refused him all means of subsistence in a foreign
land. He predicted, in his wild and declamatory way, his own death. He was very skilful at the pencil and drew
this portrait a short time before his dissolution, presented it to me, and charged me to preserve it in remembrance
of him. My mother loved the youth because he was amiable and unfortunate, and chiefly because she fancied a
very powerful resemblance between his countenance and mine. I was too young to build affection on any rational
foundation. I loved him, for whatever reason, with an ardour unusual at my age, and which this portrait had
contributed to prolong and to cherish.
“In thus finally leaving my home, I was careful not to leave this picture behind. I wrapt it in paper in which a
few elegaic stanzas were inscribed in my own hand and with my utmost elegance of penmanship. I then placed it
in a leathern case, which, for greater security, was deposited in the centre of my bundle. It will occur to you,
perhaps, that it would be safer in some fold or pocket of the clothes which I wore. I was of a different opinion and
was now to endure the penalty of my error.
“It was in vain to heap execrations on my negligence, or to consume the little strength left to me in regrets. I
returned once more to the tavern and made enquiries for Mr. Capper, the person whom I have just mentioned as
my father’s neighbour. I was informed that Capper was now in town; that he had lodged, on the last night, at this
house; that he had expected to do the same tonight, but a gentleman had called ten minutes ago, whose invitation
to lodge with him tonight had been accepted. They had just gone out together. Who, I asked, was the gentleman?
The landlord had no knowledge of him: He knew neither his place of abode nor his name. … Was Mr. Capper
expected to return hither in the morning?—No, he had heard the stranger propose to Mr. Capper to go with him
into the country tomorrow, and Mr. Capper, he believed, had assented.
“This disappointment was peculiarly severe. I had lost, by my own negligence, the only opportunity that would
offer of meeting my friend. Had even the recollection of my loss been postponed for three minutes, I should have
entered the house, and a meeting would have been secured. I could discover no other expedient to obviate the
present evil. My heart began now, for the first time, to droop. I looked back, with nameless emotions, on the days
of my infancy. I called up the image of my mother. I reflected on the infatuation of my surviving parent, wand the
usurpation of the detestable Betty with horror. I viewed myself as the most calamitous and desolate of human
beings.
“At this time I was sitting in the common room. Thee were others in the same apartment, lounging, or
whistling, or singing. I noticed them not, but leaning my head upon my hand, I delivered myself up to painful and
intense meditation. From this I was roused by some one placing himself on the bench near me and addressing me
thus: ‘Pray Sir, if you will excuse me, who was the person whom you were looking for just now? Perhaps I can
give you the information you want. If I can, you will be very welcome to it.’
“I fixed my eyes with some eagerness on the person that spoke. He was a young man, expensively and
fashionably dressed, whose mien was considerably prepossessing, and whose countenance bespoke some portion
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of discernment. I described to him the man whom I sought.” ‘I am in search of the same man myself,’ said he, ‘but
I expect to meet him here. He may lodge elsewhere, but he promised to meet me here at half after nine. I have no
doubt he will fulfil his promise, so that you will meet the gentleman.’
“I was highly gratified by this information, and thanked my informant with some degree of warmth. My
gratitude he did not notice but continued: ‘In order to beguile expectation, I have ordered supper: Will you do me
the favour to partake with me, unless indeed you have supped already?’ I was obliged, somewhat awkwardly, to
decline his invitation, conscious as I was that the means of payment were not in my power. He continued however
to urge my compliance, till at length it was, though reluctantly, yielded. My chief motive was the certainty of
seeing Capper.
“My new acquaintance was exceedingly conversible, but his conversation was chiefly characterized by
frankness and good humour. My reserves gradually diminished, and I ventured to inform him, in general terms, of
my former condition and present views. He listened to my details with seeming attention, and commented on
them with some judiciousness. His statements, however, tended to discourage me from remaining in the city.
“Meanwhile the hour passed and Capper did not appear. I noticed this circumstance to him with no little
solicitude. He said that possibly he might have forgotten or neglected his engagement. His affair was not of the
highest importance, and might be readily postponed to a future opportunity. He perceived that my vivacity was
greatly damped by this intelligence. He importuned me to disclose the cause. He made himself very merry with
my distress, when it was at length discovered. As to the expense of supper, I had partaken of it at his invitation, he
therefore should of course be charged with it. As to lodging, he had a chamber and a bed which he would insist
upon my sharing with him.
“My faculties were thus kept upon the stretch of wonder. Every new act of kindness in this man surpassed the
fondest expectation that I had formed. I saw no reason why I should be treated with benevolence. I should have
acted in the same manner if placed in the same circumstances; yet it appeared incongruous and inexplicable. I
know not whence my ideas of human nature were derived. They certainly were not the offspring of my own
feelings. These would have taught me that interest and duty were blended in every act of generosity.
“I did not come into the world without my scruples and suspicions. I was more apt to impute kindnesses to
sinister and hidden than to obvious and laudable motives. I paused to reflect upon the possible designs of this
person. What end could be served by this behaviour? I was no subject of violence or fraud. I had neither trinket
nor coin to stimulate the treachery of others. What was offered was merely lodging for the might. Was this an act
of such transcendent disinterestedness as to be incredible? My garb was meaner than that of my companion, but
my intellectual accomplishments were at least upon a level with his. Why should he be supposed to be insensible
to my claims upon his kindness. I was a youth, destitute of experience, money, and friends; but I was not devoid
of all mental and personal endowments. That my merit should be discovered, even on such slender intercourse,
had surely nothing in it that shocked belief.
“While I was thus deliberating, my new friend was earnest in his solicitations for my company. He remarked
my hesitation but ascribed it to a wrong cause.” ‘Come,’ said he, ‘I can guess your objections and can obviate
them. You are afraid of being ushered into company; and people who have passed their lives like you have a
wonderful antipathy to strange faces; but this is bed-time with our family, so that we can defer your introduction
to them till tomorrow. We may go to our chamber without being seen by any but servants.’
“I had not been aware of this circumstance. My reluctance flowed from a different cause, but now that the
inconveniences of ceremony were mentioned, they appeared to me of considerable weight. I was well pleased that
they should thus be avoided, and consented to go along with him.
“We passed several streets and turned several corners. At last we turned into a kind of court which seemed to
be chiefly occupied by stables.” ‘We will go,’ said he, ‘by the back way into the house. We shall thus save
ourselves the necessity of entering the parlour, where some of the family may still be.’
“My companion was as talkative as ever, but said nothing from which I could gather any knowledge of the
number, character, and condition of his family.” …
1819
137.43 Life In The Iron-Mills\fn{by Rebecca Blaine Davis (1831-1910)} Washington, Washington County,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (F) 17
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A cloudy day: do you know what that is in a town of iron-works? The sky sank down before dawn, muddy,
flat, immovable. The air is thick, clammy with the breath of crowded human beings. It stifles me. I open the
window, and, looking out, can scarcely see through the rain the grocer’s shop opposite, where a crowd of drunken
Irishmen are puffing Lynchburg tobacco\fn{An inferior tobacco grown in Virginia.} in their pipes. I can detect the scent
through all the foul smells ranging loose in the air.
The idiosyncrasy of this town is smoke. It rolls sullenly in slow folds from the great chimneys of the iron
foundries, and settles down in black, slimy pools on the muddy streets. Smoke on the wharves, smoke on the
dingy boats, on the yellow river—clinging in a coating of greasy soot to the house-front, the two faded poplars,
the faces of the passersby. The long train of mules, dragging masses of pig iron\fn{ Crude iron formed in blocks called
pigs.} through the narrow street, have a foul vapor hanging to their reeking sides. Here, inside, is a little broken
figure of an angel pointing upward from the mantel-shelf; but even its wings are covered with smoke, clotted and
black. Smoke everywhere! A dirty canary chirps desolately in a cage beside me. Its dream of green fields and
sunshine is a very old dream—almost worn out, I think.
From the back window I can see a narrow brickyard sloping down to the riverside, strewed with rain
butts\fn{Large casks for catching rainwater .} and tubs. The river, dull and tawny-colored, (la belle rivière!)\fn{“The
beautiful river.”} drags itself sluggishly along, tired of the heavy weight of boats and coal barges. What wonder?
When I was a child, I used to fancy a look of weary, dumb appeal upon the face of the Negro-like river slavishly
bearing its burden day after day. Something of the same idle notion comes to me today, when from the street
window I look on the slow stream of human life creeping past, night and morning, to the great mills. Masses of
men, with dull, besotted faces bent to the ground, sharpened here and there by pain or cunning; skin and muscle
and flesh begrimed with smoke and ashes; stooping all night over boiling caldrons of metal, layered by day in
dens of drunkenness and infamy; breathing from infancy to death an air saturated with fog and grease and soot,
vileness for soul and body.
What do you make of a case like that, amateur psychologist? You call it an altogether serious thing to be alive:
to these men it is a drunken jest, a joke—horrible to angels perhaps, to them commonplace enough. My fancy
about the river was an idle one: it is no type of such a life. What if it be stagnant and slimy here? It knows that
beyond there waits for it odorous sunlight—quaint old gardens, dusky with soft, green foliage of apple trees, and
flushing crimson with roses—air, and fields, and mountains. The future of the Welsh puddler\fn{ One who refines
metal by stirring—“puddling”—molten vats.} passing just now is not so pleasant. To be stowed away, after his grimy
work is done, in a hole in the muddy graveyard, and after that—not air, nor green fields, nor curious roses.
Can you see how foggy the day is? As I stand here, idly tapping the windowpane, and looking out through the
rain at the dirty backyard and the coal boats below, fragments of an old story float up before me—a story of this
old house into which I happened to come today. You may think it a tiresome story enough, as foggy as the day,
sharpened by no sudden flashes of pain or pleasure.—I know: only the outline of a dull life, that long since, with
thousands of dull lives like its own, was vainly lived and lost: thousands of them, massed, vile, slimy lives, like
those of the torpid lizards in yonder stagnant water butt.
Lost? There is a curious point for you to settle, my friend, who study psychology in a lazy, dilettante way. Stop
a moment. I am going to be honest. This is what I want you to do. I want you to hide your disgust, take no heed to
your clean clothes, and come right down with me, here, into the thickest of the fog and mud and foul effluvia. I
want you to hear this story. There is a secret down here, in this nightmare fog, that has lain dumb for centuries: I
want to make it a real thing to you. You, Egoist, or Pantheist, or Arminian,\fn{ Respectively, one who believes in selfinterest, one who believes that God is present in all things, and one who believes in free will .} busy in making straight paths for
your feet on the hills, do not see it clearly, this terrible question which men here have gone mad and died trying to
answer. I dare not put this secret into words. I told you it was dumb. These men, going by with drunken faces and
brains full of unawakened power, do not ask it of Society or of God. Their lives ask it; their deaths ask it. There is
no reply. I will tell you plainly that I have a great hope; and I bring it to you to be tested. It is this: that this terrible
dumb question is its own reply; that it is not the sentence of death we think it, but, from the very extremity of its
darkness, the most solemn prophecy which the world has known of the Hope to come.
I dare make my meaning no clearer, but will only tell my story. It will, perhaps, seem to you as foul and dark
as this thick vapor about us, and as pregnant with death; but if your eyes are free as mine are to look deeper, no
perfume-tinted dawn will be so fair with promise of the day that shall surely come.
My story is very simple, only what I remember of the life of one of these men, a furnace-tender in one of Kirby
& John’s rolling-mills, Hugh Wolfe. You know the mills? They took the great order for the Lower Virginia
railroads there last winter; run usually with about a thousand men. I cannot tell why I choose the half-forgotten
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story of this Wolfe more than that of myriads of these furnace-hands. Perhaps because there is a secret underlying
sympathy between that story and this day with its impure fog and thwarted sunshine—or perhaps simply for the
reason that this house is the one where the Wolfes lived.
There were the father and son—both hands, as I said, in one of Kirby & John’s mills for making railroad-iron
—and Deborah, their cousin, a picker in some of the cotton-mills. The house was rented then to half a dozen
families. The Wolfes had two of the cellar-rooms. The old man, like many of the puddlers and feeders of the mills,
was Welsh—had spent half of his life in the Cornish tin-mines. You may pick the Welsh emigrants, Cornish
miners, out of the throng passing the windows, any day. They are a trifle more filthy; their muscles are not so
brawny; they stoop more. When they are drunk, they neither yell, nor shout, nor stagger, but skulk along like
beaten hounds. A pure, unmixed blood, I fancy: shows itself in the slight angular bodies and sharply-cut facial
lines.
It is nearly thirty years since the Wolfes lived here. Their lives were like those of their class: incessant labor,
sleeping in kennel-like rooms, eating rank pork and molasses, drinking—God and the distillers only know what;
with an occasional night in jail, to atone for some drunken excess. Is that all of their lives?—of the portion given
to them and these their duplicates swarming the streets today?—nothing beneath?—all? So many a political
reformer will tell you, and many a private reformer, too, who has gone among them with a heart tender with
Christ’s charity, and come out outraged, hardened.
*
One rainy night, about eleven o’clock, a crowd of half-clothed women stopped outside of the cellar door. They
were going home from the cotton mill.
“Good-night, Deb,” said one, a mulatto, steadying herself against the gas post. She needed the post to steady
her. So did more than one of them.
“Dah’s a ball to Miss Potts’ tonight. Ye’d best come.”
“Inteet, Deb, if hur’ll come; hur’ll hef fun,” said a shrill Welsh voice in the crowd. Two or three dirty hands
were thrust out to catch the gown of the woman, who was groping for the latch of the door.
“No.”
“No? Where’s Kit Small, then?”
“Begorra!\fn{Irish euphemism for “By God.”} on the spools. Alleys behint, though we helped her, we dud. An wid
ye! Let Deb alone! It’s ondacent frettin’ a quite body. Be the powers, an’ we’ll have a night of it! There’ll be
lashin’s o’ drink, the Vargent\fn{Virgin, i.e., the Virgin Mary.} be blessed and praised for ’t!”
They went on, the mulatto inclining for a moment to show fight, and drag the woman Wolfe off with them; but,
being pacified, she staggered away.
Deborah groped her way into the cellar, and, after considerable stumbling, kindled a match, and lighted a
tallow dip, that sent a yellow glimmer over the room. It was low, damp, the earthen floor covered with a green,
slimy moss, a fetid air smothering the breath. Old Wolfe lay asleep on a heap of straw, wrapped in a torn horse
blanket. He was a pale, meek little man, with a white face and red rabbit-eyes. The woman Deborah was like him;
only her face was even more ghastly, her lips bluer, her eyes more watery. She wore a faded cotton gown and a
slouching bonnet. When she walked, one could see that she was deformed, almost a hunchback. She trod softly, so
as not to waken him, and went through into the room beyond. There she found by the half-extinguished fire an
iron saucepan filled with cold boiled potatoes, which she put upon a broken chair with a pint-cup of ale. Placing
the old candlestick beside this dainty repast, she untied her bonnet, which hung limp and wet over her face, and
prepared to eat her supper.
It was the first food that had touched her lips since morning. There was enough of it, however: there is not
always. She was hungry—one could see that easily enough—and not drunk, as most of her companions would
have been found at this hour. She did not drink, this woman—her face told that, too—nothing stronger than ale.
Perhaps the weak, flaccid wretch had some stimulant in her pale life to keep her up, some love or hope, it might
be, or urgent need. When that stimulant was gone, she would take to whiskey. Man cannot live by work alone.
While she was skinning the potatoes, and munching them, a noise behind her made her stop.
“Janey!” she called, lifting the candle and peering into the darkness. “Janey, are you there?”
A heap of ragged coats was heaved up, and the face of a young girl emerged, staring sleepily at the woman.
“Deborah,” she said, at last, “I’m here the night.”
“Yes, child. Hur’s welcome,” she said, quietly eating on.
The girl’s face was haggard and sickly; her eyes were heavy with sleep and hunger: real Milesian\fn{ Irish.}
eyes they were, dark, delicate blue, glooming out from black shadows with a pitiful fright.
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“I was alone,” she said, timidly.
“Where’s the father?” asked Deborah, holding out a potato, which the girl greedily seized.
“He’s beyant—wid Haley—in the stone house.” (Did you ever hear the word jail from an Irish mouth?) “I
came here. Hugh told me never to stay me-lone.”
“Hugh?”
A vexed frown crossed her face. The girl saw it, and added quickly,
“I have not seen Hugh the day, Deb. The old man says his watch\fn{ Workshift.} lasts till the mornin’.”
The woman sprang up, and hastily began to arrange some bread and flitch\fn{ Rank salt pork.} in a tin pail,. and
to pour her own measure of ale into a bottle. Tying on her bonnet, she blew out the candle.
“Lay ye down, Janey dear,” she said, gently, covering her with the old rags. “Hur can eat the potatoes, if hur’s
hungry.”
“Where are ye goin’, Deb? The rain’s sharp.”
“To the mill, with Hugh’s supper.”
“Let him bide till th’ morn. Sit ye down.”
“No, no,” sharply pushing her off. “The boy’ll starve.”
*
She hurried from the cellar, while the child wearily coiled herself up for sleep. The rain was falling heavily, as
the woman, pail in hand, emerged from the mouth of the alley, and turned down the narrow street, that stretched
out, long and black, miles before her. Here and there a flicker of gas lighted an uncertain space of muddy foot
walk and gutter; the long rows of houses, except an occasional lager-beer shop, were closed; now and then she
met a band of mill-hands skulking to or from their work.
Not many even of the inhabitants of a manufacturing town know the vast machinery of system by which the
bodies of workmen are governed, that goes on unceasingly from year to year. The hands of each mill are divided
into watches that relieve each other as regularly as the sentinels of an army. By night and day the work goes on,
the unsleeping engines groan and shriek, the fiery pools of metal boil and surge. Only for a day in the week, in
half-courtesy to public censure, the fires are partially veiled; but as soon as the clock strikes midnight, the great
furnaces break forth with renewed fury, the clamor begins with fresh, breathless vigor, the engines sob and shriek
like “gods in pain.”
As Deborah hurried down through the heavy rain, the noise of these thousand engines sounded through the
sleep and shadow of the city like far off thunder. The mill to which she was going lay on the river, a mile below
the city-limits. It was far, and she was weak, aching from standing twelve hours at the spools. Yet it was her
almost nightly walk to take this man his supper, though at every square she sat down to rest, and she knew she
should receive small word of thanks. Perhaps, if she had possessed an artist’s eye, the picturesque oddity of the
scene might have made her step stagger less, and the path seem shorter; but to her the mills were only “summat
deilish\fn{Somewhat devilish.} to look at by night.”
The road leading to the mills had been quarried from the solid rock, which rose abrupt and bare on one side of
the cinder-covered road, while the river, sluggish and black, crept past on the other. The mills for rolling iron are
simply immense tent-like roofs, covering acres of ground, open on every side. Beneath these roofs Deborah
looked in on a city of fires, that burned hot and fiercely in the night. Fire in every horrible form: pits of flame
waving in the wind; liquid metal-flames, writhing in tortuous streams through the sand; wide caldrons filled with
boiling fire, over which bent ghastly wretches stirring the strange brewing; and through all, crowds of half-clad
men, looking like revengeful ghosts in the red light, hurried, throwing masses of glittering fire. It was like a street
in Hell. Even Deborah muttered, as she crept through,
“’T looks like t’ Devil’s place!”
It did, in more ways than one. She found the man she was looking for, at last, heaping coal on a furnace. He
had not time to eat his supper; so she went behind the furnace, and waited. Only a few men were with him, and
they noticed her only by a
“Hyur comes t’ hunchback, Wolfe.”
Deborah was stupid with sleep; her back pained her sharply; and her teeth chattered with cold, with the rain
that soaked her clothes and dripped from her at every step. She stood, however, patiently holding the pail, and
waiting.
“Hout, woman! Ye look like a drowned cat. Come near to the fire,” said one of the men, approaching to scrape
away the ashes. She shook her head. Wolfe had forgotten her. He turned, hearing the man, and came closer.
“I did no’ think; gi’ me my supper, woman.”
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She watched him eat with a painful eagerness. With a woman’s quick instinct, she saw that he was not hungry,
was eating to please her. Her pale, watery eyes began to gather a strange light.
“Is’t good, Hugh? T’ ale was a bit sour, I feared.”
“No, good enough.” He hesitated a moment.
“Ye’re tired, poor lass! Bide here till I go; lay down there on that heap of ash, and go to sleep.”
He threw her an old coat for a pillow, and turned to his work. The heap was the refuse of the burnt iron, and
was not a hard bed; the half-smothered warmth, too, penetrated her limbs, dulling their pain and cold shiver.
Miserable enough she looked, lying there on the ashes like a limp, dirty rag, yet not an unfitting figure to crown
the scene of hopeless discomfort and veiled crime: more fitting, if one looked deeper into the heart of things—at
her thwarted woman’s form, her colorless life, her waking stupor that smothered pain and hunger—even more fit
to be a type of her class.
Deeper yet if one could look, was there nothing worth reading in this wet, faded thing, half-covered with
ashes? No story of a soul filled with groping passionate love, heroic unselfishness, fierce jealousy? Of years of
weary trying to please the one human being whom she loved, to gain one look of real heart-kindness from him? If
anything like this were hidden beneath the pale, bleared eyes, and dull, washed-out-looking face, no one had ever
taken the trouble to read its faint signs: not the half-clothed furnace-tender, Wolfe, certainly. Yet he was kind to
her: it was his nature to be kind, even to the very rats that swarmed in the cellar; kind to her in just the same way.
She knew that.
And it might be that very knowledge had given to her face its apathy and vacancy more than her low, torpid
life. One sees that dead, vacant look steal sometimes over the rarest, finest of women’s faces, in the very midst, it
may be, of their warmest summer’s day; and then one can guess at the secret of intolerable solitude that lies hid
beneath the delicate laces and brilliant smile. There was no warmth, no brilliancy, no summer for this woman; so
the stupor and vacancy had time to gnaw into her face perpetually. She was young, too, though no one guessed it;
so the gnawing was the fiercer.
She lay quiet in the dark corner, listening, through the monotonous din and uncertain glare of the works, to the
dull plash of the rain in the far distance, shrinking back whenever the man Wolfe happened to look towards her.
She knew, in spite of all his kindness, that there was that in her face and form which made him loathe the sight of
her. She felt by instinct, although she could not comprehend it, the finer nature of the man, which made him
among his fellow-workmen something unique, set apart. She knew, that, down under all the vileness and
coarseness of his life, there was a groping passion for whatever was beautiful and pure—that his soul sickened
with disgust at her deformity, even when his words were kindest. Through this dull consciousness, which never
left her, came, like a sting, the recollection of the dark blue eyes and lithe figure of the little Irish girl she had left
in the cellar. The recollection struck through even her stupid intellect with a vivid glow of beauty and of grace.
Little Janey, timid, helpless, clinging to Hugh as her only friend: that was the sharp thought, the bitter thought,
that drove into the glazed eyes a fierce light of pain.
You laugh at it? Are pain and jealousy less savage realities down here in this place I am taking you to than in
your own house or your own heart—your heart, which they clutch at sometimes? The note is the same, I fancy, be
the octave high or low.
If you could go into this mill where Deborah lay, and drag out from the hearts of these men the terrible tragedy
of their lives, taking it as a symptom of the disease of their class, no ghost Horror would terrify you more. A
reality of soul-starvation, of living death, that meets you every day under the besotted faces on the street—I can
paint nothing of this, only give you the outside outlines of a night, a crisis in the life of one man: whatever muddy
depth of soul-history lies beneath you can read according to the eyes God has given you.
Wolfe, while Deborah watched him as a spaniel its master, bent over the furnace with his iron pole,
unconscious of her scrutiny, only stopping to receive orders. Physically, Nature had promised the man but little.
He had already lost the strength and instinct vigor of a man, his muscles were thin, his nerves weak, his face (a
meek, woman’s face) haggard, yellow with consumption. In the mill he was known as one of the girl-men: “Molly
Wolfe” was his sobriquet.\fn{Nickname.} He was never seen in the cockpit,\fn{Cockfighting was a considerable sport at
one time; but it has been everywhere against the law for some time now .} did not own a terrier,\fn{ Which were bred as hunters .}
drank but seldom; when he did, desperately. He fought sometimes, but was always thrashed, pummeled to a jelly.
The man was game enough, when his blood was up: but he was no favorite in the mill; he had the taint of schoollearning on him—not to a dangerous extent, only a quarter or so in the free-school in fact: but enough to ruin him
as a good hand in a fight.
For other reasons, too, he was not popular. Not one of themselves, they felt that, though outwardly as filthy and
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ash-covered; silent, with foreign thoughts and longings breaking out through his quietness in innumerable curious
ways: this one, for instance.
In the neighboring furnace-buildings lay great heaps of the refuse from the ore after the pig-metal is run. Korl
we call it here: a light, porous substance, of a delicate, waxen, flesh-colored tinge. Out of the blocks of this korl,
Wolfe, in his off-hours from the furnace, had a habit of chipping and moulding figures—hideous, fantastic
enough, but sometimes strangely beautiful: even the mill-men saw that, while they jeered at him. It was a curious
fancy in the men, almost a passion. The few hours for rest he spent hewing and hacking with his blunt knife, never
speaking, until his watch came again—working at one figure for months, and, when it was finished, breaking it to
pieces perhaps, in a fit of disappointment. A morbid, gloomy man, untaught, unled, left to feed his soul in
grossness and crime, and hard, grinding labor.
I want you to come down and look at this Wolfe, standing there among the lowest of his kind, and see him just
as he is, that you may judge him justly when you hear the story of this night. I want you to look back, as he does
every day, at his birth in vice, his starved infancy; to remember the heavy years he has groped through as boy and
man—the slow, heavy years of constant, hot work. So long ago he began, that he thinks sometimes he has worked
there for ages. There is no hope that it will ever end.
Think that God put into this man’s soul a fierce thirst for beauty, to know it, to create it; to be—something, he
knows not what, other than he is. There are moments when a passing cloud, the sun glinting on the purple thistles,
a kindly smile, a child’s face, will rouse him to a passion of pain, when his nature starts up with a mad cry of rage
against God, man, whoever it is that has forced this vile, slimy life upon him. With all this groping, this mad
desire, a great blind intellect stumbling through wrong, a loving poet’s heart, the man was by habit only a coarse,
vulgar laborer, familiar with sights and words you would blush to name.
Be just, when I tell you about this night, see him as he is. Be just, not like man’s law, which seizes on one
isolated fact, but like God’s judging angel, whose clear, sad eye saw all the countless cankering days of this man’s
life, all the countless nights, when, sick with starving, his soul fainted in him, before it judged him for this night,
the saddest of all.
I called this night the crisis of his life. If it was, it stole on him unawares. These great turning-days of life cast
no shadow before, slip by unconsciously. Only a trifle, a little turn of the rudder, and the ship goes to heaven or
hell.
Wolfe, while Deborah watched him, dug into the furnace of melting iron with his pole, dully thinking only how
many rails the lump would yield. It was late, nearly Sunday morning; another hour, and the heavy work would be
done, only the furnaces to replenish and cover for the next day. The workmen were growing more noisy, shouting,
as they had to do, to be heard over the deep clamor of the mills.
*
Suddenly they grew less boisterous—at the far end, entirely silent. Something unusual had happened. After a
moment, the silence came nearer; the men stopped their jeers and drunken choruses. Deborah, stupidly lifting up
her head, saw the cause of the quiet. A group of five or six men were slowly approaching, stopping to examine
each furnace as they came. Visitors often came to see the mills after night: except by growing less noisy, the men
took no notice of them. The furnace where Wolfe worked was near the bounds of the works; they halted there hot
and tired: a walk over one of these great foundries is no trifling task. The woman, drawing out of sight, turned
over to sleep.
Wolfe, seeing them stop, suddenly roused from his indifferent stupor, and watched them keenly. He knew some
of them: the overseer, Clark—a son of Kirby, one of the mill-owners—and a Doctor May, one of the town
physicians. The other two were strangers.
Wolfe came closer. He seized eagerly every chance that brought him into contact with this mysterious class
that shone down on him perpetually with the glamour of another order of being. What made the difference
between them? That was the mystery of his life. He had a vague notion that perhaps tonight he could find it out.
One of the strangers sat down on a pile of bricks, and beckoned young Kirby to his side.
“This is hot, with a vengeance. A match, please?”—lighting his cigar. “But the walk is worth the trouble. If it
were not that you must have heard it so often, Kirby, I would tell you that your works look like Dante’s Inferno.”
Kirby laughed.
“Yes. Yonder is Farinata himself in the burning tomb,”—pointing to some figure in the shimmering shadows.
“Judging from some of the faces of your men," said the other, “they bid fair to try the reality of Dante’s vision,
some day.”
Young Kirby looked curiously around, as if seeing the faces of his hands for the first time.
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“They’re bad enough, that’s true. A desperate set, I fancy. Eh, Clark?”
The overseer did not hear him. He was talking of net profits just then, giving, in fact, a schedule of the annual
business of the firm to a sharp peering little Yankee, who jotted down notes on a paper laid on the crown of his
hat: a reporter for one of the city papers, getting up a series of reviews of the leading manufactories. The other
gentlemen had accompanied them merely for amusement. They were silent until the notes were finished, drying
their feet at the furnaces, and sheltering their faces from the intolerable heat. At last the overseer concluded with
“I believe that is a pretty fair estimate, Captain.”
“Here, some of you men!” said Kirby, “bring up those boards. We may as well sit down, gentlemen, until the
rain is over. It cannot last much longer at this rate.”
“Pig-metal,” mumbled the reporter, “um!—coal facilities, um!—hands employed, twelve hundred—bitumen—
um!—all right, I believe, Mr. Clark—sinking-fund—what did you say was your sinking-fund?”
“Twelve hundred hands?” said the stranger, the young man who had first spoken. “Do you control their votes,
Kirby?”
“Control? No.” The young man smiled complacently. “But my father brought seven hundred votes to the polls
for his candidate last November. No force-work, you understand, only a speech or two, a hint to form themselves
into a society, and a bit of red and blue bunting to make them a flag. The Invincible Roughs—I believe that is
their name. I forget the motto: ‘Our country’s hope,’ I think.”
There was a laugh. The young man talking to Kirby sat with an amused light in his cool gray eye, surveying
critically the half-clothed figures of the puddlers, and the slow swing of their brawny muscles. He was a stranger
in the city—spending a couple of months in the borders of a Slave State, to study the institutions of the
South\fn{A note reads: “I..e., the institutions of slavery;” but I think this phrase is an attempt to draw a parallel between wage- and
bondage-slavery, and so is allegorical in its intent: H }—a brother-in-law of Kirby’s, Mitchell. He was an amateur gymnast
—hence his anatomical eye; a patron, in a blasé way, of the prize ring; a man who sucked the essence out of a
science or philosophy in an indifferent, gentlemanly way; who took Kant,\fn{ German philosopher (1724-1804).}
Novalis,\fn{Aka Friedrich Leopold, Freiherr von Hardenberg (1772-1801) German poet .} Humboldt,\fn{I.e., Friedrich Wilhelm
Heinrich Alexander, Freiherr von Humboldt (1769-1859), German naturalist and explorer .} for what they were worth in his own
scales; accepting all, despising nothing, in heaven, earth, or hell, but one-idea\fn{ The text has: one-idead; and elsewhere
Clark is once spelled Clarke, though the same person is meant .} men; with a temper yielding and brilliant as summer water,
until his Self was touched, when it was ice, though brilliant still. Such men are not rare in the States.
As he knocked the ashes from his cigar, Wolfe caught with a quick pleasure the contour of the white hand, the
blood-glow of a red ring he wore. His voice, too, and that of Kirby’s, touched him like music—low, even, with
chording cadences. About this man Mitchell hung the impalpable atmosphere belonging to the thoroughbred
gentleman. Wolfe, scraping away the ashes beside him, was conscious of it, did obeisance to it with his artist
sense, unconscious that he did so.
The rain did not cease. Clarke and the reporter left the mills; the others, comfortably seated near the furnace,
lingered, smoking and talking in a desultory way. Greek would not have been more unintelligible to the furnacetenders, whose presence they soon forgot entirely. Kirby drew out a newspaper from his pocket and read aloud
some article, which they discussed eagerly. At every sentence, Wolfe listened more and more like a dumb,
hopeless animal, with a duller, more stolid look creeping over his face, glancing now and then at Mitchell,
marking acutely every smallest sign of refinement, then back to himself, seeing as in a mirror his filthy body, his
more stained soul.
Never! He had no words for such a thought, but he knew now, in all the sharpness of the bitter certainty, that
between them there was a great gulf never to be passed.. Never!
The bells of the mills rang for midnight. Sunday morning had dawned. Whatever hidden message lay in the
tolling bells floated past these men unknown. Yet it was there. Veiled in the solemn music ushering the risen
Savior was a key-note to solve the darkest secrets of a world gone wrong, even this social riddle which the brain
of the grimy puddler grappled with madly tonight.
The men began to withdraw the metal from the caldrons. The mills were deserted on Sundays, except by the
hands who fed the fires, and those who had no lodgings and slept usually on the ash-heaps. The three strangers sat
still during the next hour, watching the men cover the furnaces, laughing now and then at some jest of Kirby’s.
“Do you know,” said Mitchell, “I like this view of the works better than when the glare was fiercest? These
heavy shadows and the amphitheater of smothered fires are ghostly, unreal. One could fancy the red smouldering
lights to be the half-shut eyes of wild beasts, and the spectral figures their victims in the den.”
Kirby laughed.
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“You are fanciful. Come, let us get out of the den. The spectral figures, as you call them, are a little too real for
me to fancy a close proximity in the darkness—unarmed, too.”
The others rose, buttoning their over-coats, and lighting cigars.
“Raining, still,” said Doctor May, “and hard. Where did we leave the coach, Mitchell?”
“At the other side of the works. Kirby, what’s that?”
Mitchell started back, half-frightened, as, suddenly turning a corner the white figure of a woman faced him in
the darkness—a woman white, of giant proportions, crouching on the ground, her arms flung out in some wild
gesture of warning.
“Stop! Make that fire burn there!:” cried Kirby, stopping short.
The flame burst out, flashing the gaunt figure into bold relief. Mitchell drew a long breath.
“I thought it was alive,” he said, going up curiously. The others followed.
“Not marble, eh?” asked Kirby, touching it. One of the lower overseers stopped.
“Korl, Sir.”
“Who did it?”
“Can’t say. Some of the hands; chipped it out in off-hours.”
“Chipped to some purpose, 1 should say. What a flesh-tint the stuff has! Do you see, Mitchell?”
“I see.”
He had stepped aside where the light fell boldest on the figure, looking at it in silence. There was not one line
of beauty or grace in it: a nude woman’s form, muscular, grown coarse with labor, the powerful limbs instinct
with some one poignant longing. One idea: there it was in the tense, rigid muscles, the clutching hands, the wild,
eager face, like that of a starving wolf’s. Kirby and Doctor May walked around it, critical, curious. Mitchell stood
aloof, silent. The figure touched him strangely.
“Not badly done,” said Doctor May. “Where did the fellow learn that sweep of the muscles in the arm and
hand? Look at them! They a groping—do you see?—clutching: the peculiar action of a man dying of thirst.”
“They have ample facilities for studying anatomy,” sneered Kirby, glancing at the half-naked figures.
“Look,” continued the Doctor, “at this bony wrist, and the strained sinews of the instep! A working-woman—
the very type of her class.”
“God forbid!” muttered Mitchell.
“Why?” demanded May. “What does the fellow intend by the figure? I cannot catch the meaning.”
“Ask him,” said the other, dryly. “There he stands,” pointing to Wolfe, who stood with a group of men, leaning
on his ash-rake.
The Doctor beckoned him with the affable smile which kind-hearted men put on, when talking with these
people.
“Mr. Mitchell has picked you out as the man who did this—I’m sure I don’t know why. But what did you mean
by it?”
“She be hungry.”
Wolfe’s eyes answered Mitchell, not the Doctor.
“Oh-h! But what a mistake you have made, my fine fellow! You have given no sign of starvation to the body. It
is strong—terribly strong. It has the mad, half-despairing gesture of drowning.”
Wolfe stammered, glanced appealingly at Mitchell, who saw the soul of the thing, he knew. But the cool,
probing eyes were turned on himself now—mocking, cruel, relentless.
“Not hungry for meat,” the furnace-tender said at last.
“What then? Whiskey?” jeered Kirby, with a coarse laugh. Wolfe was silent a moment, thinking.
“I dunno,” he said, with a bewildered look. “It mebbe. Summat to make her live, I think—like you. Whiskey
ull do it, in away.”
The young man laughed again. Mitchell flashed a look of disgust somewhere—not at Wolfe.
“May,” he broke out impatiently, “are you blind? Look at that woman’s face! It asks questions of God, and
says, ‘I have a right to know.’ Good God, how hungry it is!”
They looked a moment; then May turned to the mill-owner:
“Have you many such hands as this? What are you going to do with them? Keep them at puddling iron?”
Kirby shrugged his shoulders. Mitchell’s look had irritated him.
“Ce n’est pas mon affaire.\fn{It’s none of my business.} I have no fancy for nursing infant geniuses. I suppose
there are some stray gleams of mind and soul among these wretches. The Lord will take care of his own; or else
they can work out their own salvation. I have heard you call our American system a ladder which any man can
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scale. Do you doubt it? Or perhaps you want to banish all social ladders, and put us all on a flat table-land—eh,
May?”
The Doctor looked vexed, puzzled. Some terrible problem lay hid in this woman’s face, and troubled these
men. Kirby waited for an answer, and, receiving none, went on, warming with his subject.
“I tell you, there’s something wrong that no talk of Liberté or Égalité will do away.\fn{Two of the three watchwords
(the other being Fraternité, “Brotherhood”) of the French Revolution (1789- ) .} If I had the making of men, these men who do
the lowest part of the world’s work should be machines—nothing more—hands. It would be kindness. God help
them! What are taste, reason, to creatures who must live such lives as that?”
He pointed to Deborah, sleeping on the ash-heap.
“So many nerves to sting them to pain. What if God had put your brain, with all its agony of touch, into your
fingers, and bid you work and strike with that?”
“You think you could govern the world better?” laughed the Doctor.
“I do not think at all.”
“That is true philosophy. Drift with the stream, because you cannot dive deep enough to find bottom, eh?”
“Exactly,” rejoined Kirby. “I do not think. I wash my hands of all social problems—slavery, caste, white or
black. My duty to my operatives\fn{ Workers.} has a narrow limit—the pay-hour on Saturday night. Outside of that,
if they cut korl, or cut each other’s throats, (the more popular amusement of the two) I am not responsible.”
The Doctor sighed—a good honest sigh, from the depths of his stomach.
“God help us! Who is responsible?”
“Not I, I tell you,” said Kirby, testily. “What has the man who pays them money to do with their souls’
concerns, more than the grocer or butcher who takes it?”
“And yet,” said Mitchell’s cynical voice, “look at her! How hungry she is!”
Kirby tapped his boot with his cane. No one spoke. Only the dumb face of the rough image looking into their
faces with the awful question, “What shall we do to be saved?”\fn{The words recorded in Acts 16:30 of the
keeper of the prison in Philippi after an earthquake opened its doors.} Only Wolfe’s face, with its heavy weight of
brain, its weak, uncertain mouth, its desperate eyes, out of which looked the soul of his class—only Wolfe’s face
turned towards Kirby’s.
Mitchell laughed—a cool, musical laugh.
“Money has spoken!” he said, seating himself lightly on a stone with the air of an amused spectator at a play.
“Are you answered?” turning to Wolfe his clear, magnetic face.
Bright and deep and cold as Arctic air, the soul of the man lay tranquil beneath. He looked at the furnacetender as he had looked at a rare mosaic in the morning; only the man was the more amusing study of the two.
“Are you answered? Why, May, look at him! “De profundis clamavi.”\fn{From Psalm 130: “I have cried out of the
deep unto thee, O Lord.”} Or, to quote in English, ‘Hungry and thirsty, his soul faints in him.’ And so Money sends
back its answer into the depths through you, Kirby! Very clear the answer, too! I think I remember reading the
same words somewhere: washing your hands in Eau de Cologne, and saying, ‘I am innocent of the blood of this
man. See ye to it!’”\fn{According to Matthew 27:24, the words of Pontius Pilate, the Roman governor who permitted Christ to be
crucified, but refused to take responsibility for it.}
Kirby flushed angrily.
“You quote Scripture freely.”
“Do I not quote correctly? I think I remember another line, which may amend my meaning: ‘Inasmuch as ye
did it unto one of the least of these, ye did it unto me.’\fn{ Attributed to Jesus at Matthew 25:40.} Deist? Bless you, man,
I was raised on the milk of the Word. Now, Doctor, the pocket of the world having uttered its voice, what has the
heart to say? You are a philanthropist, in a small way—n’est ce pas?\fn{Isn’t that right?} Here, boy, this gentleman
can show you how to cut korl better—or your destiny. Go on, May!”
“I think a mocking devil possesses you tonight,” rejoined the Doctor, seriously.
He went to Wolfe and put his hand kindly on his arm. Something of a vague idea possessed the Doctor’s brain
that much good was to be done here by a friendly word or two: a latent genius to be warmed into life by a waitedfor sunbeam. Here it was: he had brought it. So he went on complacently:
“Do you know, boy, you have it in you to be a great sculptor, a great man? Do you understand?” (talking down
to the capacity of his hearer: it is a way people have with children, and men like Wolfe) “To live a better, stronger
life than I, or Mr. Kirby here? A man may make himself anything he chooses. God has given you stronger powers
than many men—me, for instance.”
May stopped, heated, glowing with his own magnanimity. And it was magnanimous. The puddler had drunk in
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every word, looking through the Doctor’s flurry, and generous heat, and self-approval, into his will, with those
slow, absorbing eyes of his.
“Make yourself what you will. It is your right.”
“I know,” quietly. “Will you help me?”
Mitchell laughed again. The Doctor turned now, in a passion:
“You know, Mitchell, I have not the means. You know, if I had, it is in my heart to take this boy and educate
him for—”
“The glory of God, and the glory of John May.” May did not speak for a moment; then, controlled, he said,
“Why should one be raised, when myriads are left? I have not the money, boy,” to Wolfe, shortly.
“Money?” He said it over slowly, as one repeats the guessed answer to a riddle, doubtfully. “That is it?
Money?”
“Yes, money—that is it,” said Mitchell, rising, and drawing his furred coat about him. “You’ve found the cure
for all the world’s diseases. Come, May, find your good humor, and come home. This damp wind chills my very
bones. Come and preach your Saint-Simonian\fn{ After Claude Henri de Rouvroy, Comte de Saint-Simon (1760-1825), French
Socialist.} doctrines tomorrow to Kirby’s hands. Let them have a clear idea of the rights of the soul, and I’ll venture
next week they’ll strike for higher wages. That will be the end of it.”
“Will you send the coach driver to this side of the mills?” asked Kirby, turning to Wolfe.
He spoke kindly: it was his habit to do so. Deborah, seeing the puddler go, crept after him. The three men
waited outside. Doctor May walked up and down, chafed. Suddenly he stopped.
“Go back, Mitchell! You say the pocket and the heart of the world speak without meaning to these people.
What has its head to say? Taste, culture, refinement? Go!”
Mitchell was leaning against a brick wall. He turned his head indolently, and .looked into the mills. There hung
about the place a thick, unclean odor. The slightest motion of his hand marked that he perceived it, and his
insufferable disgust. That was all. May said nothing, only quickened his angry tramp.
“Besides,” added Mitchell, giving a corollary to his answer, “it would be of no use. I am not one of them.”
“You do not mean—”said May, facing him.
“Yes, I mean just that. Reform is born of need, not pity. No vital movement of the people’s has worked down,
for good or evil; fermented, instead, carried up the heaving, cloggy mass. Think back through history, and you
will know it. What will this lowest deep—thieves, Magdalens,\fn{ Prostitutes; after Mary Magdalen in Matthew 16:9; the
word as such a descriptive has dropped out of use .} Negroes—do with the light filtered through ponderous Church creeds,
Baconian\fn{Sir Francis Bacon (1561-1626) English philosopher .} theories, Goethe\fn{Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)
German philosopher.} schemes? Some day, out of their bitter need will be thrown up their own light-bringer—their
Jean Paul,\fn{John Paul Richter (1763-1825) German novelist .} their Cromwell,\fn{Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658) English soldier
and first Lord Protector of the Commonwealth.} their Messiah.”
“Bah!” was the Doctor’s inward criticism. However, in practice, he adopted the theory; for, when, night and
morning, afterwards, he prayed that power might be given these degraded souls to rise, he glowed at heart,
recognizing an accomplished duty.
*
Wolfe and the woman had stood in the shadow of the works as the coach drove off. The Doctor had held out
his hand in a frank, generous way, telling him to “take care of himself, and to remember it was his right to rise.”
Mitchell had simply touched his hat, as to an equal, with a quiet look of thorough recognition. Kirby had thrown
Deborah some money, which she found, and clutched eagerly enough. They were gone now, all of them.
The man sat down on the cinder-road, looking up into the murky sky.
“‘T be late, Hugh. Wun nothur come?”
He shook his head doggedly, and the woman crouched out of his sight against the wall.
Do you remember rare moments when a sudden light flashed over yourself, your world, God? When you stood
on a mountain peak, seeing your life as it might have been, as it is? One quick instant, when custom lost its force
and everyday usage? When your friend, wife, brother, stood in a new light? Your soul was bared, and the grave—
a foretaste of the nakedness of the Judgment Day? So it came before him, his life, that night: The slow tides of
pain he had borne gathered themselves up and surged against his soul. His squalid daily life, the brutal coarseness
eating into his brain, as the ashes into his skin: before, these things had been a dull aching into his consciousness;
tonight, they were reality.
He gripped the filthy red shirt that clung, stiff with soot, about him, and tore it savagely from his arm. The
flesh beneath was muddy with grease and ashes, and the heart beneath that! And the soul? God knows. Then
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flashed before his vivid poetic sense the man who had left him—the pure face, the delicate, sinewy limbs, in
harmony with all he knew of beauty or truth. In his cloudy fancy he had pictured a Something like this. He had
found it in this Mitchell, even when he idly scoffed at his pain: a Man all-knowing, all-seeing, crowned by Nature,
reigning—the keen glance of his eye falling like a scepter on other men.
And yet his instinct taught him that he too—He! He looked at himself with sudden loathing, sick, wrung his
hands with a cry, and then was silent. With all the phantoms of his heated, ignorant fancy, Wolfe had not been
vague in his ambitions. They were practical, slowly built up before him out of his knowledge of what he could do.
Through years he had day by day made this hope a real thing to himself—a clear, projected figure of himself, as
he might become. Able to speak, to know what was best, to raise these men and women working at his side up
with him: sometimes he forgot this defined hope in the frantic anguish to escape—only to escape—out of the wet,
the pain, the ashes, somewhere, anywhere—only for one moment of free air on a hillside, to lie down and let his
sick soul throb itself out in the sunshine.
But tonight he panted for life. The savage strength of his nature was roused; his cry was fierce to God for
justice.
“Look at me!” he said to Deborah, with a low, bitter laugh, striking his puny chest savagely.
“What am I worth, Deb? Is it my fault that I am no better? My fault? My fault?”
He stopped, stung with a sudden remorse, seeing her hunchback shape writhing with sobs. For Deborah was
crying thankless tears, according to the fashion of women .
“God forgi’ me, woman! Things go harder wi’ you nor me. It’s a worse share.”
He got up and helped her to rise; and they went doggedly down the muddy street, side by side.
“It’s all wrong,” he muttered, slowly, “all wrong! I dun not understan’. But it’ll end some day.”
“Come home, Hugh!” she said, coaxingly; for he had stopped, looking around bewildered.
“Home—and back to the mill!” He went on saying this over to himself, as if he would mutter down every pain
in this dull despair.
She followed him through the fog, her blue lips chattering with cold. They reached the cellar at last. Old Wolfe
had been drinking since she went out, and had crept nearer the door. The girl Janey slept heavily in the corner. He
went up to her, touching softly the worn white arm with his fingers. Some bitterer thought stung him, as he stood
there. He wiped the drops from his forehead, and went into the room beyond, livid, trembling. A hope, trifling,
perhaps, but very dear, had died just then out of the poor puddler’s life, as he looked at the sleeping, innocent girl
—some plan for the future, in which she had borne a part. He gave it up that moment, then and forever. Only a
trifle, perhaps, to us: his face grew a shade paler—that was all. But, somehow, the man’s soul, as God and the
angels looked down on it, never was the same afterwards.
Deborah followed him into the inner room. She carried a candle, which she placed on the floor, closing the
door after her. She had seen the look on his face, as he turned away: her own grew deadly. Yet, as she came up to
him her eyes glowed. He was seated on an old chest, quiet, holding his face in his hands.
“Hugh!” she said, softly.
He did not speak.
“Hugh, did hur hear what the man said, him with the clear voice? Did hur hear? Money; money, that it wud do
all?”
He pushed her away-gently, but he was worn out; her rasping tone fretted him.
“Hugh!”
The candle flared a pale yellow light over the cobwebbed brick walls, and the woman standing there. He
looked at her. She was young, in deadly earnest; her faded eyes, and wet, ragged figure caught from their frantic
eagerness a power akin to beauty.
“Hugh, it is true! Money ull do it! Oh, Hugh, boy, listen till me! He said it true! It is money!”
“I know. Go back! I do not want you here.”
“Hugh, it is t’ last time. I’ll never worrit hur again.”
There were tears in her voice now, but she choked them back.
“Hear till me only tonight! If one of t’ witch people wud come, them we heard of t’ home, and gif hur all hur
wants, what then? Say, Hugh!”
“What do you mean?”
“I mean money.”
Her whisper shrilled through his brain.
“If one of t’ witch dwarfs wud come from t’ lane moors tonight, and gif hur money, to go out—out, I say—out,
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lad, where t’ sun shines, and t’ heath grows; and t’ ladies walk in silken gowns; and God stays all t’ time—where t’
man lives that talked to us tonight—Hugh knows—Hugh could walk there like a king!”
He thought the woman mad, tried to check her, but she went on, fierce in her eager haste.
“If I were t’ witch dwarf, if I had t’ money, wud hur thank me? Wud hur take me out o’ this place wid hur and
Janey? I wud not come into the grand house hur wud build, to vex hur wid t’ hunch\fn{ The hunch on her back.}—
only at night, when t’ shadows were dark, stand far off to see hur.”
Mad? Yes! Are many of us mad in this way?
“Poor Deb! Poor Deb!” he said, soothingly.
“It is here,” she said; suddenly jerking into his hand a small roll. “I took it! I did it! Me, me!—not hur! I shall
be hanged, I shall be burnt in hell, if anybody knows I took it! Out of his pocket, as he leaned against t’ bricks.
Hur knows?”
She .thrust it into his hand, and then, her errand done, began to gather chips together to make a fire, choking
down hysteric sobs.
“Has it come to this?”
That was all he said. The Welsh Wolfe blood was honest. The roll was a small green pocket-book containing
one or two gold pieces, and a check for an incredible amount, as it seemed to the poor puddler. He laid it down,
hiding his face again in his hands.
“Hugh, don’t be angry wud me! It’s only poor Deb, hur knows?”
He took the long skinny fingers kindly in his.
“Angry? God help me, no! Let me sleep. I am tired.”
He threw himself heavily down on the wooden bench, shinned with pain and weariness. She brought some old
rags to cover him.
*
It was .late on Sunday evening before he awoke. I tell God’s truth, when I say he had then no thought of
keeping this money. Deborah had hid it in his pocket. He found it there. She watched him eagerly, as he took it
out.
“I must gif it to him,” he said, reading her face.
“Hur knows,” she said with a bitter sigh of disappointment. “But it is hur right to keep it.”
His right! The word struck him. Doctor May had used the same. He washed himself, and went out to find this
man Mitchell. His right! Why did this chance word cling to him so obstinately? Do you hear the fierce devils
whisper in his ear, as he went slowly down the darkening street?
The evening came on, slow and calm. He seated himself at the end of an alley leading into one of the larger
streets. His brain was clear tonight, keen, intent, mastering. It would not start back, cowardly, from any hellish
temptation, but meet it face to face. Therefore the great temptation of his life came to him veiled by no sophistry,
but bold, defiant, owning its own vile name, trusting to one bold blow for victory.
He did not deceive himself.
Theft! That was it.
At first the word sickened him; then he grappled with it. Sitting there on a broken cartwheel, the fading day,
the noisy groups, the church bells’ tolling passed before him like a panorama, while the sharp struggle went on
within.
This money! He took it out, and looked at it. If he gave it back, what then? He was going to be cool about it.
People going by to church saw only a sickly mill-boy watching them quietly at the alley’s mouth. They did not
know that he was mad, or they would not have gone by so quietly: mad with hunger; stretching out his hands to
the world, that had given so much to them, for leave to live the life God meant him to live. His soul within him
was smothering to death; he wanted so much, thought so much, and knew—nothing.
There was nothing of which he was certain, except the mill and things there. Of God and heaven he had heard
so little, that they were to him what fairyland is to a child: something real, but not here; very far off. His brain,
greedy, dwarfed, full of thwarted energy and unused powers, questioned these men and women going by, coldly,
bitterly, that night. Was it not his right to live as they—a pure life, a good, true-hearted life, full of beauty and kind
words? He only wanted to know how to use the strength within him.. His heart warmed, as he thought of it. He
suffered himself to think of it longer.
If he took the money?
Then he saw himself as he might be, strong, helpful, kindly. The night crept on, as this one image slowly
evolved itself from the crowd of other thoughts and stood triumphant. He looked at it.
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As he might be!
What wonder, if it blinded him to delirium—the madness that underlies all revolution, all progress, and all
fall?
You laugh at the shallow temptation? You see the error underlying its argument so clearly—that to him a true
life was one of full development rather than self-restraint? That he was deaf to the higher tone in a cry of
voluntary suffering for truth’s sake than in the fullest flow of spontaneous harmony? I do not plead his cause. I
only want to show you the mote in my brother’s eye: then you can see clearly to take it out. The money—there it
lay on his knee, a little blotted slip of paper, nothing in itself; used to raise him out of the pit; something straight
from God’s hand.
A thief!
Well, what was it to be a thief? He met the question at last, face to face, wiping the clammy drops of sweat
from his forehead. God made this money—the fresh air, too—for his children’s use. He never made the difference
between poor and rich. The Something who looked down on him that moment through the cool gray sky had a
kindly face, he knew—loved his children alike. Oh, he knew that!
There were times when the soft floods of color in the crimson and purple flames, or the clear depth of amber in
the water below the bridge, had somehow given him a glimpse of another world than this—of an infinite depth of
beauty and of quiet somewhere, somewhere, a depth of quiet and rest and love. Looking up now, it became
strangely real. The sun had sunk quite below the hills, but his last rays struck upward, touching the zenith. The fog
had risen, and the town and river were steeped in its thick, gray damp; but overhead, the sun-touched smokeclouds opened like a cleft ocean—shifting, rolling seas of crimson mist, waves of billowy silver veined with blood
—scarlet, inner depths unfathomable of glancing light. Wolfe’s artist eye grew drunk with color. The gates of that
other world! Fading, flashing before him now! What, in that world of Beauty, Content, and Right, were the pretty
laws, the mine and thine, of mill-owners and mill-hands?
A consciousness of power stirred within him. He stood up. A man, he thought, stretching out his hands, free to
work, to live, to love! Free! His right!
He folded the scrap of paper in his hand. As his nervous fingers took it in, limp and blotted, so his soul took in
the mean temptation, lapped it in fancied rights, in dreams of improved existences, drifting and endless as the
cloud-seas of color. Clutching it, as if the tightness of his hold would strengthen his sense of possession, he went
aimlessly down the street. It was his watch at the mill. He need not go, need never go again, thank God, shaking
off the thought with unspeakable loathing.
*
Shall I go over the history of the hours of that night? How the man wandered from one to another of his old
haunts, with a half-consciousness of bidding them farewell—lanes and alleys and back-yards where the mill
hands lodged—noting, with a new eagerness, the filth and drunkenness, the pig pens, the ash heaps covered with
potato skins, the bloated, pimpled women at the doors—with a new disgust, a new sense of sudden triumph, and,
under all, a new, vague dread, unknown before, smothered down, kept under, but still there?
It left him but once during the night, when, for the second time in his life, he entered a church. It was a somber
Gothic pile, where the stained light lost itself in far-retreating arches; built to meet the requirements and
sympathies of a far other class than Wolfe’s. Yet it touched, moved him uncontrollably. The distances, the
shadows, the still, marble figures; the mass of silent kneeling worshippers, the mysterious music, thrilled, lifted
his soul with a wonderful pain.
Wolfe forgot himself, forgot the new life he was going to live, the mean terror gnawing underneath. The voice
of the speaker strengthened the charm; it was clear, feeling, full, strong. An old man, who had lived much,
suffered much; whose brain was keenly alive, dominant; whose heart was summer-warm with charity. He taught it
tonight. He held up Humanity in its grand total; showed the great world-cancer to his people. Who could show it
better? He was a Christian reformer; he had studied the age thoroughly; his outlook at man had been free, worldwide, over all time. His faith stood sublime upon the Rock of Ages; his fiery zeal guided vast schemes by which
the gospel was to be preached to all nations. How did he preach it tonight? In burning, light-laden words he
painted the incarnate Life, Love, the universal Man: words that became reality in the lives of these people, that
lived again in beautiful words and actions, trifling, but heroic. Sin, as he defined it, was a real foe to them; their
trials, temptations, were his.
His words passed far over the furnace-tender’s grasp, toned to suit another class of culture; they sounded in his
ears a very pleasant song in an unknown tongue. He meant to cure this world-cancer with a steady eye that had
never glared with hunger, and a hand that neither poverty nor strychnine-whiskey had taught to shake. In this
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morbid, distorted heart of the Welsh puddler he had failed.
Wolfe rose at last, and turned from the church down the street. He looked up; the night had come on foggy,
damp; the golden mists had vanished, and the sky lay dull and ash-colored. He wandered again aimlessly down
the street, idly wondering what had become of the cloud-sea of crimson and scarlet. The trial-day of this man’s
life was over, and he had lost the victory. What followed was mere drifting circumstance—a quicker walking over
the path—that was all.
*
Do you want to hear the end of it? You wish me to make a tragic story out of it? Why, in the police-reports of
the morning paper you can find a dozen such tragedies: hints of shipwrecks unlike any that ever befell on the high
seas; hints that here a power was lost to heaven, that there a soul went down where no tide can ebb or flow.
Commonplace enough the hints are, jocose sometimes, done up in rhyme.
Doctor May, a month after the night I have told you of, was reading to his wife at breakfast from this fourth
column of the morning paper: an unusual thing, these police reports not being, in general, choice reading for
ladies; but it was only one item he read.
“Oh, my dear! You remember that. man I told you of, that we saw at Kirby’s mill?—that was arrested for
robbing Mitchell? Here he is; just listen:
Circuit Court. Judge Day. Hugh Wolfe, operative in Kirby & John’s Loudon Mills. Charge, grand larceny. Sentence,
nineteen years hard labor in penitentiary.

Scoundrel! Serves him right! After all our kindness that night! Picking Mitchell’s pocket at the very time!”
His wife said something about the ingratitude of that kind of people, and then they began to talk of something
else.
Nineteen years! How easy that was to read! What a simple word for Judge Day to utter! Nineteen years! Half a
lifetime!\fn{Life expectancy in the 1850’s was only 37 years for men.}
Hugh Wolfe sat on the window-ledge of his cell, looking out. His ankles were ironed. Not usual in such cases;
but he had made two desperate efforts to escape.
“Well,” as Haley, the jailer, said, “small blame to him! Nineteen years’ imprisonment was not a pleasant thing
to look forward to.”
Haley was very good-natured about it, though Wolfe had fought him savagely.
“When he was first caught,” the jailer said afterwards, in telling the story, “before the trial, the fellow was cut
down at once—laid there on that pallet like a dead man, with his hands over his eyes. Never saw a man so cut
down in my life. Time of the trial, too; came the queerest dodge of any customer I ever had. Would choose no
lawyer. Judge gave him one, of course. Gibson it was. He tried to prove the fellow crazy; but it wouldn’t go.
Thing was plain as daylight: money found on him. ‘Twas a hard sentence—all the law allows; but it was for
‘xample’s sake. These mill hands are getting’ onbearable. When the sentence was read, he just looked up, and said
the money was his by rights, and that all the world had gone wrong.
“That night, after the trial, a gentleman came to see him here, name of Mitchell—him as he stole from. Talked
to him for an hour. Thought he came for curiosity, like. After he was gone, thought Wolfe was remarkable quiet,
and went into his cell. Found him very low; bed all bloody. Doctor said he had been bleeding at the lungs. He was
as weak as a cat; yet, if ye’ll b’lieve me, he tried to get a-past me and get out. I just carried him like a baby, and
threw him on the pallet.
“Three days after, he tried it again: that time reached the wall. Lord help you! He fought like a tiger—giv’
some terrible blows. Fightin’ for life, you see; for he can’t live long, shut up in the stone crib down yonder. Cot a
death-cough now. ‘T took two of us to bring him down that day; so I just put the irons on his feet. There he sits, in
there. Goin’ tomorrow, with a batch more of ’em. That woman, hunchback, tried with him—you remember? She’s
only got three years. ’Complice. But she’s a woman, you know.
“He’s been quiet ever since I put on irons: giv’ up, I suppose. Looks white, sick-lookin’. It acts different on
’em, bein’ sentenced. Most of ’em gets reckless, devilish-like. Some prays awful, and sings them vile songs of the
mills, all in a breath. That woman, now, she’s despert’. Been beggin’ to see Hugh, as she calls him, for three days.
I’m a-goin’ to let her in. She don’t go with him. Here she is in this next cell. I’m a-goin’ now to let her in.”
He let her in. Wolfe did not see her. She crept into a corner of the cell, and stood watching him. He was
scratching the iron bars of the window with a piece of tin which he had picked up, with an idle, uncertain, vacant
stare, just as a child or idiot would do.
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“Tryin’ to get out, old boy?” laughed Haley. “Them irons will need a crow-bar beside your tin, before you can
open ’em.”
Wolfe laughed, too, in a senseless way.
“I think I’ll get out,” he said.
“I believe his brain’s touched,” said Haley, when he came out. The puddler scraped away with the tin for half
an hour. Still Deborah did not speak. At last she ventured nearer, and touched his arm.
“Blood?” she said, looking at some spots on his coat with a shudder.
He looked up at her.
“Why, Deb!” he said, smiling—such a bright, boyish smile, that it went to poor Deborah’s heart directly, and
she sobbed and cried out loud.
“Oh, Hugh, lad! Hugh! Dunnot look at me, when it wur my fault! To think I brought hur to it! And I loved hur
so! Oh, lad, I dud!”
The confession, even in this wretch, came with the woman’s blush through the sharp cry.
He did not seem to hear her, scraping away diligently at the bars with the bit of tin.
Was he going mad? She peered closely into his face. Something she saw there made her draw suddenly back,
something which Haley had not seen, that lay beneath the pinched, vacant look it had caught since the trial, or the
curious gray shadow that rested on it. That gray shadow—yes, she knew what that meant. She had often seen it
creeping over women’s faces for months, who died at last of slow hunger or consumption. That meant death,
distant, lingering: but this—whatever it was the woman saw, or thought she saw, used as she was to crime and
misery, seemed to make her sick with a new horror. Forgetting her fear of him, she caught his shoulders, and
looked keenly, steadily, into his eyes.
“Hugh!” she cried, in a desperate whisper, “oh, boy, not that! For God’s sake, not that!”
The vacant laugh went off his face, and he answered her in a muttered word or two that drove her away. Yet the
words were kindly enough. Sitting there on his pallet, she cried silently a hopeless sort of tears, but did not speak
again. The man looked up furtively at her now and then. Whatever his own trouble was, her distress vexed him
with a momentary sting.
It was market-day. The narrow window of the jail looked down directly on the carts and wagons drawn up in a
long line, where they had unloaded. He could see, too, and hear distinctly the clink of money as it changed hands,
the busy crowd of whites and blacks shoving, pushing one another, and the chaffering\fn{ Bargaining; a word no longer
used.} and swearing at the stalls. Somehow, the sound, more than anything else had done, wakened him up, made
the whole real to him. He was done with the world and the business of it. He let the tin fall, and looked out,
pressing his face close to the rusty bars. How they crowded and pushed! And he—he should never walk that
pavement again! There came Neff Sanders, one of the feeders at the mill, with a basket on his arm. Sure enough,
Neff was married the other week. He whistled, hoping he would look up; but he did not. He wondered if Neff
remembered he was there—if any of the boys thought of him up there, and thought that he never was to go down
that old cinder-road again. Never again! He had not quite understood it before; but now he did. Not for days or
years, but never!—that was it.
How clear the light fell on that stall in front of the market! And how like a picture it was, the dark-green heaps
of corn, and the crimson beets, and golden melons! There was another with game: how the light flickered on that
pheasant’s breast, with the purplish blood dripping over the brown feathers! He could see the red shining of the
drops, it was so near. In one minute he could be down there. It was just a step. So easy, as it seemed, so natural to
go! Yet it could never be—not in all the thousands of years to come—that he should put his foot on that street
again! He thought of himself with a sorrowful pity, as of some one else.
There was a dog down in the market, walking after his master with such a stately, grave look! Only a dog, yet
he could go backwards and forwards just as he pleased: he had good luck! Why, the very vilest cur, yelping there
in the gutter, had not lived his life, had been free to act out whatever thought God had put into his brain; while he
—
No, he would not think of that! He tried to put the thought away, and to listen to a dispute between a
countryman and a woman about some meat; but it would come back. He, what had he done to bear this?
Then came the sudden picture of what might have been, and now. He knew what it was to be in the
penitentiary—how it went with men there. He knew how in these long years he should slowly die, but not until
soul and body had become corrupt and rotten—how, when he came out, if he lived to come, even the lowest of the
mill-hands would jeer him—how his hands would be weak, and his brain senseless and stupid. He believed he
was almost that now. He put his hand to his head, with a puzzled, weary look. It ached, his head, with thinking.
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He tried to quiet himself.
It was only right, perhaps; he had done wrong. But was there right or wrong for such as he? What was right?
And who had ever taught him?
He thrust the whole matter away. A dark, cold quiet crept through his brain. It was all wrong; but let it be! It
was nothing to him more than the others. Let it be!
The door grated, as Haley opened it.
“Come, my woman! Must lock up for t’ night. Come, stir yerself!”
She went up and took Hugh’s hand.
“Good-night, Deb,” he said, carelessly.
She had not hoped he would say more; but the tired pain on her mouth just then was bitterer than death. She
took his passive hand and kissed it.
“Hur’ll never see Deb again!” she ventured, her lips growing colder and more bloodless.
What did she say that for? Did he not know it? Yet he would not be impatient with poor old Deb. She had
trouble of her own, as well as he.
“No, never again,” he said, trying to be cheerful.
She stood just a moment, looking at him. Do you laugh at her, standing there, with her hunchback, her rags,
her bleared, withered face, and the great despised love tugging at her heart?
“Come, you!” called Haley, impatiently.
She did not move.
“Hugh!” she whispered.
It was to be her last word. What was it?
“Hugh, boy, not THAT!”
He did not answer. She wrung her hands, trying to be silent, looking in his face in an agony of entreaty. He
smiled again, kindly.
“It is best, Deb. I cannot bear to be hurted any more.”
“Hur knows,” she said, humbly.
“Tell my father good-bye; and—and kiss little Janey.”
She nodded, saying nothing, looked in his face again, and went out of the door. As she went, she staggered.
“Drinkin’ today?” broke out Haley, pushing her before him. “Where the Devil did you get it? Here, in with
ye!” and he shoved her into her cell, next to Wolfe’s, and shut the door.
Along the wall of her cell there was a crack low down by the floor, through which she could see the light from
Wolfe’s. She had discovered it days before. She hurried in now, and, kneeling down by it, listened, hoping to hear
some sound. Nothing buy the rasping of the tin on the bars. He was at his old amusement again. Something in the
noise jarred on her ear, for she shivered as she heard it. Hugh rasped away at the bars. A dull old bit of tin, not fit
to cut korl with.
He looked out of the window again. People were leaving the market now. A tall mulatto girl, following her
mistress, her basket on her head, crossed the street just. below, and looked up. She was laughing; but, when she
caught sight of the haggard face peering out through the bars, suddenly grew grave, and hurried by. A free, firm,
step, a clear-cut olive face, with a scarlet turban tied on one side, dark, shining eyes, and on the head the basket
poised, filled with fruit and flowers, under which the scarlet turban and bright eyes looked out half-shadowed. The
picture caught his eye. It was good to see a face like that. He would try tomorrow, and cut one like it.
Tomorrow!
He threw down the tin, trembling, and covered his face with his hands. When he looked up again, the daylight
was gone.
Deborah, crouching near by on the other side of the wall, heard no noise. He sat on the side of the low pallet,
thinking. Whatever was the mystery which the woman had seen on his face, it came out now slowly, in the dark
there, and became fixed—a something never seen on his face before. The evening was darkening fast. The market
had been over for an hour; the rumbling of the carts over the pavement grew more infrequent: he listened to each,
as it passed, because he thought it was to be for the last time. For the same reason, it was, I suppose, that he
strained his eyes to catch a glimpse of each passerby, wondering who they were, what kind of homes they were
going to, if they had children—listening eagerly to every chance word in the street, as if (God be merciful to the
man; what strange fancy was this?) as if he never should hear human voices again.
It was quite dark at last. The street was a lonely one. The last passenger, he thought, was gone. No—there was
a quick step: Joe Hill, lighting the lamps.
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Joe was a good old chap; never passed a fellow without some joke or other. He remembered once seeing the
place where he lived with his wife. “Granny Hill” the boys called her. Bedridden she was; but so kind as Joe was
to her! Kept the room so clean!—and the old woman, when he was there, was laughing at “some of t’ lad’s
foolishness.” The step was far down the street; but he could see him place the ladder, run up, and light the gas. A
longing seized him to be spoken to once more.
“Joe!” he called, out of the grating. “Good-bye, Joe!”
The old man stopped a moment, listening uncertainly; then hurried on. The prisoner thrust his hand out of the
window, and called again, louder; but Joe was too far down the street. It was a little thing; but it hurt him, this
disappointment.
“Good-bye, Joe!” he called, sorrowfully enough.
“Be quiet!” said one of the jailers, passing the door, striking on it with his club.
Oh, that was the last, was it? There was an inexpressible bitterness on his face, as he lay down on the bed,
taking the bit of tin, which he had rasped to a tolerable degree of sharpness, in his hand, to play with, it may be.
He bared his arms, looking intently at their corded veins and sinews. Deborah, :listening in the next cell, heard a
slight clicking sound, often repeated. She shut her lips tightly, that she might not scream, the cold drops of sweat
broke over her, in her dumb agony.
“Hur knows best,” she muttered at last, fiercely clutching the boards where she lay.
If she could have seen Wolfe, there was nothing about him to frighten her. He lay quite still, his arms
outstretched, looking at the pearly stream of moonlight coming into the window. I think in that one hour that came
then he lived back over all the years that had gone before. I think that all the low, vile life, all his wrongs, all his
starved hopes, came then, and stung him with a farewell poison that made him sick unto death. He made neither
moan nor cry, only turned his worn face now and then to the pure light, that seemed so far off, as one that said,
“How long, O Lord? How long?”
The hour was over at last.. The moon, passing over her nightly path, slowly came nearer, and threw the light
across his bed on his feet. He watched it steadily, as it crept up, inch by inch, slowly. It seemed to him to carry
with it a great silence. He had been so hot and tired there always in the mills! The years had been so fierce and
cruel! There was coming now quiet and coolness and sleep. His tense limbs relaxed, and settled in a calm languor.
The blood ran fainter and slow from his heart. He did not think now with a savage anger of what might be and
was not; he was conscious only of deep stillness creeping over him. At first he saw a sea of faces: the mill-men,
women he had known, drunken and bloated, Janeys tilI\id and pitiful, poor old Debs: then they floated together
like a mist, and faded away, leaving only the clear, pearly moonlight.
Whether, as the pure light crept up the stretched-out figure, it brought with it calm and peace, who shall say?
His dumb soul was alone with God in judgment. A Voice may have spoken for it from far-off Calvary,
“Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do!”
Who dare say? Fainter and fainter the heart rose and fell, slower and slower the moon floated from behind a
cloud, until, when at last its full tide of white splendor swept over the cell, it seemed to wrap and fold into a
deeper stillness the dead figure that never should move again. Silence deeper than the Night! Nothing that moved,
save the black nauseous stream of blood dripping slowly from the pallet to the floor!
*
There was outcry and crowd enough in the cell the next day. The coroner and his jury, the local editors, Kirby
himself, and boys with their hands thrust knowingly into their pockets and heads on one side, jammed into the
corners. Coming and going all day.
Only one woman. She came late, and outstayed them all. A Quaker, or Friend, as they call themselves. I think
this woman was known by that name in heaven. A homely body, coarsely dressed in gray and white. Deborah (for
Haley had let her in) took notice of her. She watched them all—sitting on the end of the pallet, holding his head in
her arms—with the ferocity of a watch-dog, if any of them touched the body. There was no meekness, or sorrow,
in her face; the stuff out of which murderers are made, instead.
All the time Haley and the woman were laying straight the limbs and cleaning the cell, Deborah sat still,
keenly watching the Quaker’s face. Of all the crowd there that day, this woman alone had not spoken to her,-only
once or twice had put some cordial to her lips. After they all were gone, the woman, in the same still, gentle way,
brought a vase of wood-leaves and berries, and placed it by the pallet, then opened the narrow window. The fresh
air blew in, and swept the woody fragrance over the dead face. Deborah looked up with a quick wonder.
“Did hur know my boy wud like it? Did hur know Hugh?”
“I know Hugh now.” The white fingers passed in a slow, pitiful way over the dead, worn face. There was a
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heavy shadow in the quiet eyes.
“Did hur know where they’ll bury Hugh?” said Deborah in a shrill tone, catching her arm.
This had been the question hanging on her lips all day.
“In t’ town-yard? Under t’ mud and ash? T’ lad’ll smother, woman! He wur born on t’ lane moor, where t’ air is
frick’ and strong. Take hur out, for God’s sake, take hur out where t’ air blows!”
The Quaker hesitated, but only for a moment. She put her strong arm around Deborah and led her to the
window.
“Thee sees the hills, friend, over the river? Thee sees how the light lies warm there, and the winds of God blow
all the day? I live there, where the blue smoke is, by the trees. Look at me.”
She turned Deborah’s face to her own, clear and earnest.
“'Thee will believe me? I will take Hugh and bury him there tomorrow.”
Deborah did not doubt her. As the evening wore on, she leaned against the iron bars, looking at the hills that
rose far off, through the thick sodden clouds, like a bright, unattainable calm. As she looked, a shadow of their
solemn repose fell on her face: its fierce discontent faded into a pitiful, humble quiet. Slow, solemn tears gathered
in her eyes: the poor weak eyes turned so hopelessly to the place where Hugh was to rest, the grave heights
looking higher and brighter and more solemn than ever before.
The Quaker watched her keenly. She came to her at last, and touched her arm.
“When thee comes back,” she said, in a low, sorrowful tone, like one who speaks from a strong heart deeply
moved with remorse or pity, “thee shall begin thy life again—there on the hills. I came too late; but not for thee,
by God’s help, it may be.”
Not too late. Three years after, the Quaker began her work. I end my story here. At evening-time it was light.
There is no need to tire you with the long years of sunshine, and fresh air, and slow, patient Christ-love, needed to
make healthy and hopeful this impure body and soul. There is a homely pine house, on one of these hills, whose
windows overlook broad, wooded slopes and clover-crimsoned meadows, niched into the very place where the
light is warmest, the air freest. It is the Friends’ meeting-house. Once a week they sit there, in their grave, earnest
way, waiting for the Spirit of Love to speak, opening their simple hearts to receive His words. There is a woman,
old, deformed, who takes a humble place among them: waiting like them: in her gray dress, her worn face, pure
and meek, turned now and then to the sky. A woman much loved by these silent, restful people; more silent than
they, more humble, more loving. Waiting: with her eyes turned to hills higher and purer than these on which she
lives—dim and far off now, but to be reached some day. There may be in her heart some latent hope to meet there
the love denied her here—that she shall find him whom she lost, and that then she will not be all-unworthy.
Who blames her? Something is lost in the passage of every soul from one eternity to the other, something pure
and beautiful, which might have been and was not: a hope, a talent, a love, over which the soul mourns, like Esau
deprived of his birthright. What blame to the meek Quaker, if she took her lost hope to make the hills of heaven
more fair?
Nothing remains to tell that the poor Welsh puddler once lived, but this figure of the mill-woman cut in korl. I
have it here in a corner of my library. I keep it hid behind a curtain—it is such a rough, ungainly thing. Yet there
are about it touches, grand sweeps of outline, that show a master’s hand. Sometimes—tonight, for instance—the
curtain is accidentally drawn back, and I see a bare arm stretched out imploringly in the darkness, and an eager,
wolfish face watching mine: a wan, woeful face, through which the spirit of the dead korl-cutter looks out, with
its thwarted life, its mighty hunger, its unfinished work. Its pale, vague lips seem to tremble with a terrible
question.
“Is this the End?” they say, “nothing beyond? no more?” Why, you tell me you have seen that look in the eyes
of dumb brutes—horses dying under the lash. I know.
The deep of the night is passing while I write. The gas-light wakens from the shadows here and there the
objects which lie scattered through the room: only faintly, though; for they belong to the open sunlight. As I
glance at them, they each recall some task or pleasure of the coming day. A half-moulded child’s head; Aphrodite;
a bough of forest leaves; music; work; homely fragments, in which lie the secrets of all eternal truth and beauty.
Prophetic all!
Only this dumb, woeful face seems to belong to and end with the night. I turn to look at it. Has the power of its
desperate need commanded the darkness away? While the room is yet steeped in heavy shadow, a cool, gray light
suddenly touches its head like a blessing hand, and its groping arm points through the broken cloud to the far
East, where, in the flickering, nebulous crimson, God has set the promise of the Dawn.
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106.261 The Widow’s Cruise\fn{by Frank Richard Stockton (1834-1902)} Blockley (now part of Philadelphia),
Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (M) 7
The Widow Ducket lived in a small village about ten miles from the New Jersey seacoast. In this village she
was born, here she had married and buried her husband, and here she expected somebody to bury her; but she was
in no hurry for this, for she had scarcely reached middle age. She was a tall woman with no apparent fat in her
composition, and full of activity both muscular and mental.
She rose at six o’clock in the morning, cooked breakfast, set the table, washed the dishes when the meal was
over, milked, churned, swept, washed, ironed, worked in her little garden, attended to the flowers in the front yard
and in the afternoon knitted and quilted and sewed, and after tea she either went to see her neighbors or had them
come to see her. When it was really dark she lighted the lamp in her parlor and read for an hour, and if it happened
to be one of Miss Mary Wilkin’s\fn{Mary Eleanor Freeman (née Wilkins, 1852-1930; she married in 1902), American writer who
produced a dozen books of short stories and as many novels .} books that she read she expressed doubts as to the realism of
the characters therein described.\fn{ She is remembered chiefly for her first two collections of short stories (1887, 1891) and the
novel Pembroke (1894).}
These doubts she expressed to Dorcas Networthy, who was a small, plump woman, with a solemn face, who
had lived with the widow for many years and who had become her devoted disciple. Whatever the widow did, that
also did Dorcas—not so well, for heart told her she could never expect to do that, but with a yearning anxiety to
do everything as well as she could.
She rose at five minutes past six, and in a subsidiary way she helped to get the breakfast, to eat it, to wash up
the dishes, to work in the garden, to quilt, to sew, to visit and receive, and no one could have tried harder than she
did to keep awake when the widow read aloud in the evening.
All these things happened every day in the summer time, but in the winter the widow and Dorcas cleared the
snow from their little front path instead of attending to the flowers, and in the evening they lighted a fire as well
as a lamp in the parlor.
Sometimes, however, something different happened, but this was not often, only a few times in the year. One
of the different things occurred when Mrs. Ducket and Dorcas were sitting on their little front porch one summer
afternoon, one on the little bench on one side of the door, and the other on the little bench on the other side of the
door, each waiting until she should hear the clock strike five, to prepare tea. But it was not yet a quarter to five
when a one-horse wagon containing four men came slowly down the street. Dorcas first saw the wagon, and she
instantly stopped knitting.
“Mercy on me!” she exclaimed. “Whoever those people are, they are strangers here, and they don’t know
where to stop, for they first go to one side of the street and then to the other.”
The widow looked around sharply. “Humph!” said she. “Those men are sailormen. You might see that in a
twinklin’ of an eye. Sailormen always drive that way, because that is the way they sail ships. They first tack in one
direction and then in another.”
“Mr. Ducket didn’t like the sea?” remarked Dorcas, for about the three hundredth time.
“No, he didn’t,” answered the widow, for about the two hundredth and fiftieth time, for there had been
occasions when she thought Dorcas put this question inopportunely. “He hated it, and he was drowned in it
through trustin’ a sailorman, which I never did nor shall. Do you really believe those men are comin’ here?”
“Upon my word I do!” said Dorcas, and her opinion was correct.
The wagon drew up in front of Mrs. Ducket’s little white house, and the two women sat rigidly, their hands in
their laps, staring at the man who drove.
This was an elderly personage with whitish hair, and under his chin a thin whitish beard, which waved in the
gentle breeze and gave Dorcas the idea that his head was filled with hair which was leaking out from below.
“Is this the Widow Ducket’s?” inquired this elderly man, in a strong, penetrating voice.
“That’s my name,” said the widow, and laying her knitting on the bench beside her, she went to the gate.
Dorcas also laid her knitting on the bench beside her and went to the gate.
“I was told,” said the elderly man, “at a house we touched at about a quarter of a mile back, that the Widow
Ducket’s was the only house in this village where there was any chance of me and my mates getting a meal. We
are four sailors, and we are making from the bay over to Cuppertown, and that’s eight miles ahead yet, and we are
all pretty sharp set for something to eat.”
“This is the place,” said the widow, “and I do give meals if there is enough in the house and everything comes
handy.”
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“Does everything come handy today?” said he.
“It does,” said she, “and you can hitch your horse and come in; but I haven’t got anything for him.”
“Oh, that’s all right,” said the man, “we brought along stores for him, so we’ll just make fast and then come
in.”
The two women hurried into the house in a state of bustling preparation, for the furnishing of this meal meant
one dollar in cash.
The four mariners, all elderly men, descended from the wagon, each one scrambling with alacrity over a
different wheel.
A box of broken ship-biscuit was brought out and put on the ground in front of the horse, who immediately set
himself to eating with great satisfaction.
Tea was a little late that day, because there were six persons to provide for instead of two, but it was a good
meal, and after the four seamen had washed their hands and faces at the pump in the back yard and had wiped
them on two towels furnished by Dorcas, they all came in and sat down. Mrs. Ducket seated herself at the head of
the table with the dignity proper to the mistress of the house, and Dorcas seated herself at the other end with the
dignity proper to the disciple of the mistress. No service was necessary, for everything that was to be eaten or
drunk was on the table.
When each of the elderly mariners had had as much bread and butter, quickly baked soda-biscuit, dried beef,
cold ham, cold tongue, and preserved fruit of every variety known, as his storage capacity would permit, the
mariner in command, Captain Bird, pushed back his chair, whereupon the other mariners pushed back their chairs.
“Madam,” said Captain Bird, “we have all made a good meal, which didn’t need to be no better nor more of it,
and we’re satisfied; but that horse out there has not had time to rest himself enough to go the eight miles that lie
ahead of us, so, if it’s all the same to you and this good lady, we’d like to sit on that front porch awhile and smoke
our pipes. I was a-looking at that porch when I came in, and I bethought to myself what a rare good place it was to
smoke a pipe in.”
“There’s pipes been smoked there,” said the widow, rising, “and it can be done again. Inside the house I don’t
allow tobacco, but on the porch neither of us minds.”
So the four captains betook themselves to the porch, two of them seating themselves on the little bench on one
side of the door, and two of them on the little bench on the other side of the door, and lighted their pipes.
“Shall we clear off the table and wash up the dishes,” said Dorcas, “or wait until they are gone?”
“We will wait until they are gone,” said the widow, “for now that they are here we might as well have a bit of a
chat with them. When a sailorman lights his pipe he is generally willin’ to talk, but when he is eatin’ you can’t get
a word out of him.”
Without thinking it necessary to ask permission, for the house belonged to her, the Widow Ducket brought a
chair and put it in the hall close to the open front door, and Dorcas brought another chair and seated herself by the
side of the widow.
“Do all you sailormen belong down there at the bay?” asked Mrs. Ducket; thus the conversation began, and in
a few minutes it had reached a point at which Captain Bird thought it proper to say that a great many strange
things happen to seamen sailing on the sea which lands-people never dream of.
“Such as anything in particular?” asked the widow, at which remark Dorcas clasped her hands in expectancy.
At this question each of the mariners took his pipe from his mouth and gazed upon the floor in thought.
“There’s a good many things strange happened to me and my mates at sea. Would you and that other lady like
to hear any of them?” asked Captain Bird.
“We would like to hear them if they are true,” said the widow.
“There’s nothing happened to me and my mates that isn’t true,” said Captain Bird, “and there is something that
once happened to me. I was on a whaling v’yage when a big sperm-whale, just as mad as a fiery bull, came at us,
head on, and struck the ship at the stern with such tremendous force that his head crashed right through her
timbers and he went nearly half his length into her hull. The hold was mostly filled with empty barrels, for we was
just beginning our v’yage, and when he had made kindling-wood of these there was room enough for him. We all
expected that it wouldn’t take five minutes for the vessel to fill and go to the bottom, and we made ready to take
to the boats; but it turned out we didn’t need to take to no boats, for as fast as the water rushed into the hold of the
ship, that whale drank it and squirted it up through the two blow-holes in the top of his head, and as there was an
open hatchway just over his head, the water all went into the sea again, and that whale kept working day and night
pumping the water out until we beached the vessel on the island of Trinidad—the whale helping us wonderful on
our way over by the powerful working of his tail, which, being outside in the water, acted like a propeller. I don’t
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believe anything stranger than that ever happened to a haling-ship.”
“No,” said the widow, “I don’t believe anything ever did.”
Captain Bird now looked at Captain Sanderson, and the latter took his pipe out of his mouth and said that in all
his sailing around the world he had never known anything queerer than what happened to a big steamship he
chanced to be on, which ran into an island in a fog. Everybody on board thought this ship was wrecked, but it had
twin screws, and was going at such a tremendous speed that it turned the island entirely upside down and sailed
over it, and he had heard tell that even now people sailing over the spot could look down into the water and see
the roots of the trees and the cellars of the houses.
Captain Sanderson now put his pipe back into his mouth, and Captain Burress took out his pipe.
“I was once in an obelisk-ship,” said he, “that used to trade regular between Egypt and New York, carrying
obelisks. We had a big obelisk on board. The way they ship obelisks is to make a hole in the stern of the ship, and
run the obelisk in, p’inted end foremost; and this obelisk filled up nearly the whole of that ship from stern to bow.
We was about ten days out, and sailing afore a northeast gale with the engines at full speed, when suddenly we
spied breakers ahead, and our captain saw we was about to run on a bank. Now if we hadn’t had an obelisk on
board we might have sailed over that bank, but the captain knew that with an obelisk on board we drew too much
water for this, and that we’d be wrecked in about fifty-five seconds if something wasn’t done quick. So he had to
do something quick, and this is what he did: He ordered all steam on, and drove slambang on that bank. Just as he
expected, we stopped so suddint that that big obelisk bounced for’ard, its p’inted end foremost, and went clean
through the bow and shot out into the sea. The minute it did that the vessel was so lightened that it rose in the
water and we then steamed over the bank. There was one man knocked overboard by the shock when we struck,
but as soon as we missed him we went back after him and we got him all right. You see, when that obelisk went
overboard, its butt-end, which was heaviest, went down first, and when it touched the bottom it just stood there,
and as it was such a bit obelisk there was about five and a half feet of it stuck out of the water. The man who was
knocked overboard, he just swam for that obelisk and he climbed up the hiryglyphics. It was a mighty fine
obelisk, and the Egyptians had cut their hiryglyphics good and deep, so that the man could get hand and foot hold;
and when we got to him and took him off, he was sitting high and dry on the p’inted end of that obelisk. It was a
great pity about the obelisk, for it was a good obelisk, but as I never heard the company tried to raise it, I expect it
is standing there yet.”
Captain Burress now put his pipe back into his mouth and looked at Captain Jenkinson, who removed his pipe
and said:
“The queerest thing that ever happened to me was about a shark. We was off the Banks,\fn{ The Grand Banks, off
the Newfoundland coast.} and the time of year was July, and the ice was coming down, and we got in among a lot of
it. Not far away, off our weather bow, there was a little iceberg which had such a queerness about it that the
captain and three men went in a boat to look at it. The ice was mighty clear ice, and you could see almost through
it, and right inside of it, not more than three feet above the waterline, and about two feet, or maybe twenty inches,
inside the ice, was a whooping big shark, about fourteen feet long—a regular man-eater—frozen in there hard and
fast. ‘Bless my soul,’ said the captain, ‘this is a wonderful curiosity, and I’m going to git him out.’ Just then one of
the men said he saw that shark wink, but the captain wouldn’t believe him, for he said that shark was frozen stiff
and hard and couldn’t wink. You see, the captain had his own ideese about things, and he knew that whales was
warm-blooded and would freeze if they was shut up in ice, but he forgot that sharks was not whales and that
they’re cold-blooded just like toads. And there is toads that has been shut up in rocks for thousands of years, and
they stayed alive, no matter how cold the place was, because they was cold-blooded, and when the rocks was
split, out hopped the frog. But, as I said before, the captain forgot sharks was cold-blooded, and he determined to
get that one out.
“Now you both know, being housekeepers, that if you take a needle and drive it into a hunk of ice you can split
it. The captain had a sail-needle with him, and so he drove it into the iceberg right alongside of the shark and split
it. Now the minute he did it he knew that the man was right when he said he saw the shark wink, for it flopped out
of that iceberg quicker nor a flash of lightning.”
“What a happy fish he must have been!” ejaculated Dorcas, forgetful of precedent, so great was her emotion.
“Yes,” said Captain Jenkinson, “it was a happy fish enough, but it wasn’t a happy captain. You see, that shark
hadn’t had anything to eat, perhaps for a thousand years, until the captain came along with his sail-needle.”
“Surely you sailormen do see strange things,” now said the widow, “and the strangest thing about them is that
they are true.”
“Yes, indeed,” said Dorcas, “that is the most wonderful thing.”
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“You wouldn’t suppose,” said the Widow Ducket, glancing from one bench of mariners to the other, “that I
have a sea-story to tell, but I have, and if you like I will tell it to you.”
Captain Bird looked up a little surprised.
“We would like to hear it—indeed, we would, madam,” said he.
“It was a good while ago,” she said, “when I was living on the shore near the head of the bay, that my husband
was away and I was left alone in the house. One mornin’ my sister-in-law, who lived on the other side of the bay,
sent me word by a boy on a horse that she hadn’t any oil in the house to fill the lamp that she always put in the
window to light her husband home, who was a fisherman, and if I would send her some by the boy she would pay
me back as soon as they bought oil. The boy said he would stop on his way home and take the oil to her, but he
never did stop, or perhaps he never went back, and about five o’clock I began to get dreadfully worried, for I
knew if that lamp wasn’t in my sister-in-law’s window by dark she might be a widow before midnight. So I said
to myself, ‘I’ve got to get that oil to her, no matter what happens or how it’s done.’ Of course I couldn’t tell what
might happen, but there was only one way it could be done, and that was for me top get into the boat that was tied
to the post down by the water, and take it to her, for it was too far for me to walk around by the head of the bay.
Now, the trouble was, I didn’t know no more about a boat and the managin’ of it than any one of you sailormen
knows about clear-starchin’. But there wasn’t no use of thinkin’ what I knew and what I didn’t know, for I had to
take it to her, and there was no way of doin’ it except in that boat. So I filled a gallon can, for I thought I might as
well take enough while I was about it, and I went down to the water and I unhitched that boat and I put the oil-can
into her, and then I got in, and off I started, and when I was about a quarter of a mile from the shore—”
“Madam,” interrupted Captain Bird, “did you row or—or was there a sail to the boat?”
The widow looked at the questioner for a moment. “No,” said she, “I didn’t row. I forgot to bring the oars from
the house; but it didn’t matter, for I didn’t know how to use them, and if there had been a sail I couldn’t have put
it up, for I didn’t know how to use it, either. I used the rudder to make the boat go. The rudder was the only thing I
knew anything about. I’d held a rudder when I was a little girl, and I knew how to work it. So I just took hold of
the handle of the rudder and turned it round and round, and that made the boat go ahead, you know, and—”
“Madam!” exclaimed Captain Bird and the other elderly mariners took their pipes from their mouths.
“Yes, that is the way I did it,” continued the widow, briskly. “Big steamships are made to go by a propeller
turning round and round at their back ends, and I made the rudder work in the same way, and I got along very
well, too, until suddenly, when I was about a quarter of a mile from the shore, a most terrible and awful storm
arose. There must have been a typhoon or a cyclone out at sea, for the waves came up the bay bigger than houses,
and when they got to the head of the bay they turned around and tried to get out to sea again. So in this way they
continually met, and made the most awful and roarin’ pillin’ up of waves that ever was known.
“My little boat was pitched about as if it had been a feather in a breeze, and when the front part of it was
cleavin’ itself down into the water the hind part was stickin’ up until the rudder whizzed around like a patent
churn with no milk in it. The thunder began to roar and the lightnin’ flashed, and three sea-gulls, so nearly
frightened to death that they began to turn up the whites of their eyes, flew down and sat on one of the seats of the
boat, forgettin’ in that awful moment that man was their nat’ral enemy. I had a couple of biscuits in my pocket,
because I had thought I might want a bite in crossin’, and I crumpled up one of these and fed the poor creatures.
Then I began to wonder what I was goin’ to do, for things were getting’ awfuller and awfuller every instant, and
the little boat was a-heavin’ and a-pitchin’ and a-rollin’ and h’istin’\fn{ Hoisting.} itself up, first on one end then on
the other, to such an extent that if I hadn’t kept tight hold of the rudder-handle I’d slipped off the seat I was sittin’
on.
“All of a sudden I remembered that oil in the can; but as I was puttin’ my fingers on the cork my conscience
smote me. ‘Am I goin’ to use this oil,’ I said to myself, ‘and let my sister-in-law’s husband be wrecked for want of
it?’ And then I thought that he wouldn’t want it all that night, and perhaps they would buy oil the next day, and so
I poured out about a tumblerful of it on the water, and I can just tell you sailormen that you never saw any thing
act as prompt as that did. In three seconds, or perhaps five, the water all round me, for the distance of a small front
yard, was just as flat as a table and as smooth as glass, and so invitin’ in appearance that the three gulls jumped
out of the boat and began to swim about on it, primin’ their feathers and lookin’ at themselves in the transparent
depths, though I must say that one of them made an awful face and he dipped his bill into the water and tasted
kerosene.
“Now I had time to sit quiet in the midst of the placid space I had made for myself, and rest from workin’ of
the rudder. Truly it was a wonderful and marvelous thing to look at. The waves was roarin’ and leapin’ up all
around me higher than the roof of this house, and sometimes their tops would reach over so that they nearly met
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and shut out all view of the stormy sky, which seemed as if it was bein’ torn to pieces by blazin’ lightnin,’ while
the thunder pealed so tremendous tht it almost drowned the roar of the waves. Not only above and all around me
was everything terrific and fearful, but even under me it was the same, for there was a big crack in the bottom of
the boat as wide as my hand, and through this I could see down into the water beneath, and there was—”
“Madam!” ejaculated Captain Bird, the hand which had been holding his pipe a few inches from his mouth
now dropping to his knee; and at this motion the hands which held the pipes of the three other mariners dropped
to their knees.
“Of course it sounds strange,” continued the widow, “but I know that people can see down into clear water, and
the water under me was clear, and the crack was wide enough for me to see through, and down under me was
sharks and swordfishes and other horrible water creatures, which I had never seen before, all driven into the bay, I
haven’t a doubt, by the violence of the storm out at sea. The thought of my bein’ upset and fallin’ in among those
monsters made my very blood run cold, and involuntary-like I began to turn the handle of the ruddeer, and in a
moment I shot into a wall of ragin’ sea-water that was towerin’ around me. For a second I was fairly blinded and
stunned, but I had the cork out of that oil-can in no time, and very soon—you’d scarcely believe it if I told you
how soon—I had another placid mill-pond surroundin’ of me. I sat there a-pantin’ and fannin’ with my straw hat,
for you’d better believe I was flustered, and then I begun to think how long it would take me to make a line of
mill-ponds clean across the head of the bay, and how much oil it would need, and whether I had enough. So I sat
and calculated that if a tumblerful of oil would make a smooth place about seven yards across, which I would say
was the width of the one I was in—which I calculated by a measure of my eye as to how many breadths of carpet
it would take to cover it—and if the bay was two miles across betwixt our house and my sister-in-law’s, and,
although I couldn’t get the thing down to exact figures, I saw pretty soon that I wouldn’t have oil enough to make
a level cuttin’ through all those mountainous billows, and besides, even if I had enough to take me across, what
would be the good of goin’ if there wasn’t any oil left to fill my sister-in-law’s lamp?
“While I was thinkin’ and calculatin’ a perfectly dreadful thing happened, which made me think if I didn’t get
out of this pretty soon I’d find myself in a mighty risky predicament. The oil-can, which I had forgotten to put the
cork in, toppled over, and before I could grab it every drop of the oil ran into the hind part of the boat, where it
was soaked up by a lot of dry dust that was there. No wonder my heart sank when I saw this. Glancin’ wildly
around me, as people will do when they are scared, I saw the smooth place I was in getting’ smaller and smaller,
for the kerosene was evaporatin’, as it will do even off woolen clothes if you give it time enough. The first pond I
had come out of seemed to be covered up, and the great, towerin’, throbbin’ precipice of sea-water was a-closin’
around me.
“Castin’ down my eyes in despair, I happened to look through the crack in the bottom of the boat, and oh, what
a blessed relief it was! Far down there everything was smooth and still, and I could see the sand on the bottom, as
level and hard, no doubt, as it was on the beach. Suddenly the thought struck me that that bottom wold give me
the only chance I had of getting’ out of the frightful fix I was in. If I could fill that oil-can with air, and then
puttin’ it under my arm and takin’ a long breath if I could drop down on that smooth bottom, I might run along
toward shore, as far as I could, and then, when I felt my breath was givin’ out, I could take a pull at the oil-can
and take another run, and then take another pull and another run, and perhaps the can would hold air enough for
me until I got near enough to shore to wade to dry land. To be sure, the sharks and other monsters were down
there, but then they must have been awfully frightened, and perhaps they might not remember that man was their
nat’ral enemy. Anyway, I thought it would be better to try the smooth water passage down there than stay and be
swallowed up by the ragin’ waves on top.
“So I blew he can full of air and corked it, and then I tore up some of the boards from the bottom of the boat so
as to make a hole big enough for me to get through—and you sailormen needn’t wriggle so when I say that, for
you all know a divin’-bell hasn’t any bottom at all and the water never comes in—and so when I got the hole big
enough I took the oil-can under my arm, and was just about to slip down through it when I saw an awful turtle awalkin’ through the sand at the bottom. Now, I might trust sharks and swordfishes and sea-serpents to be
frightened and forget about their nat’ral enemies, but I never could trust a gray turtle as big as a cart, with a black
neck a yard long, with yellow bags to hits jaws, to forget anything or to remember anything. I’d as
lieve\fn{Sooner.} get into a bathtub with a live crab as to go down there. It wasn’t of no use even so much as
thinkin’ of it, so I gave up that plan and didn’t once look through that hole again.”
“And what did you do, madam?” asked Captain Bird, who was regarding her with a face of stone.
“I used electricity,” she said. “Now don’t stare as if you had a shock of it. That’s what I used. When I was
younger than I was then, and sometimes visited friends in the city, we often amused ourselves by rubbing our feet
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on the carpet until we got ourselves so full of electricity that we could put up our fingers and light the gas. So I
said to myself that if I could get full of electricity for the purpose of lightin’ the gas I could get full of it for other
purposes, and so, without losin’ a moment, I set to work. I stood up on one of the seats, which was dry and rubbed
the bottoms of my shoes backward and forward on it with such violence and swiftness that they pretty soon got
warm and I began fillin’ with electricity, and when I was fully charged with it from my toes to the top of my head,
I just sprang into the water and swam ashore. Of course I couldn’t sink, bein’ full of electricity.”
Captain Bird heaved a long sigh and rose to his feet, whereupon he other mariners rose to their feet. “Madam,”
said Captain Bird, “what’s to pay for the supper and—the rest of the entertainment?”
“The supper is twenty-five cents apiece,” said the Widow Ducket, “and everything else is free, gratis.”
Whereupon each mariner put his hand into his trousers pocket, pulled out a silver quarter,\fn{ The coinage of the
United States was officially debased in 1965, with all the silver being removed from the previously 90% silver dime and quarter (the same
being done to the silver half-dollar in 1970). Changes in silver composition were introduced in the standard silver dollar in 1978; and in
1982, the formerly 95% copper cent was replaced with a cheap copper-plated zinc cent .} and handed it to the widow. Then, with

four solemn “Good evenin’s,” they went out to the front gate.
“Cast off, Captain Jenkinson,” said Captain Bird, “and you, Captain Burress, clew him up for’ard. You can
stay in the bow, Captain Sanderson, and take the sheet-lines. I’ll go aft.”
All being ready, each of the elderly mariners clambered over a wheel, and having seated themselves, they
prepared to lay their course for Cuppertown.
But just as they were about to start, Captain Jenkinson asked that they lay to a bit, and clambering down over
his wheel, he reentered the front gate and went up to the door of the house, were the widow and Dorcas were still
standing.
“Madam,” said he, “I jus came back to ask what became of your brother-in-law through his wife’s not bein’
able to put no light in the window?”
“The storm drove him ashore on our side of the bay,” said she, “and the next mornin’ he came up to our house,
and I told him all that had happened to me. And when he took our boat and went home and told that story to his
wife, she just packed up and went out West, and got divorced from him. And it served him right, too.”
“Thank you, ma’am,” said Captain Jenkinson, and going out of the gate, he clambered up over the wheel, and
the wagon cleared for Cuppertown.
When the elderly mariners were gone, the Widow Ducket, still standing at the door, turned to Dorcas.
“Think of it!” she said. “To tell all that to me, in my own house! And after I had opened my one jar of brandied
peaches, that I’d been keepin’ for special company!”
“In your own house!” ejaculated Dorcas. “And not one of them brandied peaches left!”
The widow jingled the four quarters in her hand before she slipped them into her pocket.
“Anyway, Dorcas,” she remarked, “I think we can now say we are square\fn{ Even.} with all the world, and so
let’s go in and wash the dishes.”
“Yes,” said Dorcas, “we’re square.”
107.302 The Survivors\fn{by Elsie Singmaster Leware (1879-1958)} Schuylkill Haven, Schuylkill County,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (F) 3
In the year 1868, when Memorial Day was instituted, Fosterville had thirty-five men in its parade. Fosterville
was a border town; in it enthusiasm had run high, and many more men had enlisted than those required by the
draft. All the men were on the same side but Adam Foust, who, slipping away, joined himself to the troops of his
mother’s Southern State. It could not have been any great trial for Adam to fight against most of his companions
in Fosterville, for there was only one of them with whom he did not quarrel. That one was his cousin Henry, from
whom he was inseparable, and of whose friendship for any other boys he was intensely jealous. Henry was a
frank, open-hearted lad who would have lived on good terms with the whole world if Adam had allowed him to.
Adam did not return to Fosterville until the morning of the first Memorial Day, of whose establishment he was
unaware. He had been ill for months, and it was only now that he had earned enough to make his way home. He
was slightly lame, and he had lost two fingers of his left hand. He got down from the train at the station, and
found himself at once in a great crowd. He knew no one, and no one seemed to know him. Without asking any
questions, he started up the street. He meant to go, first of all, to the house of his cousin Henry, and then to set
about making arrangements to resume his long-interrupted business, that of a saddler, which he could still follow
in spite of his injury.
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As he hurried along he heard the sound of band music, and realized that some sort of a procession was
advancing. With the throng about him he pressed to the curb. The tune was one which he hated; the colors he
hated also; the marches, all but one, he had never liked. There was Newton Towne, with a sergeant’s stripe on his
blue sleeve; there was Edward Green, a captain; there was Peter Allinson, a color-bearer. At their head, taller,
handsomer, dearer than ever to Adam’s jealous eyes, walked Henry Foust. In an instant of forgetfulness Adam
waved his hand. But Henry did not see; Adam chose to think that he saw and would not answer. The veterans
passed, and Adam drew back and was lost in the crowd.
But Adam had a parade of his own. In the evening, when the music and the speeches were over and the halfdozen graves of those of Fosterville’s young men who had been brought home had been heaped with flowers, and
Fosterville sat on doorsteps and porches talking about the day, Adam put on a gray uniform and walked from one
end of the village to the other. These were people who had known him always; the word flew from step to step.
Many persons spoke to him, some laughed, and a few jeered. To no one did Adam pay any heed. Past the house of
Newton Towne, past the store of Ed Green, past the wide lawn of Henry Foust, walked Adam, his hands clasped
behind his back, as though to make more perpendicular than perpendicularity itself that stiff backbone. Henry
Foust ran down the steps and out to the gate. Henry Foust ran down the steps and out to the gate.
“Oh, Adam!” cried he.
Adam stopped, stock-still. He could see Peter Allinson and Newton Towne, and even Ed Green, on Henry’s
porch. They were all having ice cream and cake together.
“Well, what?” said he, roughly.
“Won’t you shake hands with me?”
“No,” said Adam.
“Won’t you come in?”
“Never.”
Still Henry persisted.
“Some one might do you harm, Adam.”
“Let them!” said Adam.
The Adam walked on alone. Adam walked alone for forty years.
Not only on Memorial Day did he don his gray uniform and make the rounds of the village. When the
Fosterville Grand Army Post met on Friday evenings in the post room, Adam managed to meet most of the
members either going or returning. He and his gray suit became gradually so familiar to the village that no one
turned his head or glanced up from book or paper to see him go by. He had from time to time a new suit, and he
ordered from somewhere in the South a succession of Gray, broad-brimmed military hats. The farther the war
sank into the past, the straighter grew old Adam’s back, the prouder his head. Sometimes, early in the forty years,
the acquaintances of his childhood, especially the women, remonstrated with him.
“The war’s over, Adam,” they would say. “ Can’t you forget it?”
“Those G.A.R.\fn{Grand Army of the Republic, the official name of the Union Civil War veterans association, organized on April
6, 1866 at Decatur, Illinois, nine miles southwest of which (in 1830, on the bank of the Sangamon River) that the family of Abraham
Lincoln settled, and where the future President was born .} fellows don’t forget it,” Adam would answer. “They haven’t

changed their principles. Why should I change mine?”
“But you might make up with Henry.”
“That’s nobody’s business but my own.”
“But when you were children you were never separated. Make up, Adam.”
“When Henry needs me, I’ll help him,” said Adam.
“Henry will never need you. Look at all he’s got!”
“Well, then, I don’t need him,” declared Adam, as he walked away. He went back to his saddler shop, where he
sat all day stitching. He had ample time to think of Henry and the past.
“Brought up like twins!” he would say. “Sharing like brothers! Now he has a fine business and a fine house
and fine children, and I have nothing. But I have my principles. I ain’t never truckled to him.\fn{ Sought his favor.}
Some day he’ll need me, you’ll see!”
As Adam grew older, it became more and more certain that Henry would never need him for anything. Henry
tried again and again to make friends, but Adam would have none of him. He talked more and more to himself as
he sat at his work.
“Used to help him over the brook and bait his hook for him. Even built corn-cob houses for him to knock
down, that much littler he was than me. Stepped out of the race when I found he wanted Annie. He might ask me
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for something!” Adam seemed often to be growing childish.
By the year 1875 fifteen of Fosterville’s thirty-five veterans had died. The men who survived the war were, for
the most part, not strong men, and weaknesses established in prisons and on long marches asserted themselves.
Fifteen times the Fosterville Post paraded to the cemetery and read its committal service and fired its salute. For
these parades Adam did not put on his gray uniform.
During the next twenty years deaths were fewer. Fosterville prospered as never before; it built factories and an
electric car line. Of all its enterprises Henry Foust was at the head. He enlarged his house and bought farms and
grew handsomer as he grew older. Everybody loved him; all Fosterville, except Adam, sought his company. It
seemed sometimes as though Adam would almost die from loneliness and jealously.
“Henry Foust sittin’ with Ed Green!” said Adam to himself, as though he could never accustom his eyes to this
phenomenon. “Henry consortin’ with Newt Towne!”
The Grand Army Post also grew in importance. It paraded each year with more ceremony; it imported fine
music and great speakers for Memorial Day.
Presently the sad procession to the cemetery began once more. There was a long, cold winter, with many cases
of pneumonia, and three veterans succumbed; there was an intensely hot summer, and twice in one month the Post
read its committal service and fired its salute. A few years more, and the Post numbered but three. Past them still
on Post evenings walked Adam, head in air, hands clasped behind his back. There was Edward Green, round, fat,
who puffed and panted; there was Newton Towne, who walked, in spite of palsy, as though he had won the battle
of Gettysburg;\fn{In hindsight, the pivotal battle of the Civil War. It marked the furthest point of invasion by Confederate forces into
Union territory, their greatest triumphs in foreign diplomacy, the (before it) lowest depth of demorialization reached by those who
supported the Union cause.} there was, last of all, Henry Foust, who at seventy-five was hale and strong. Usually a tall

son walked beside him, or a grandchild clung to his hand. He was almost never alone; it was as though everyone
who knew him tried to have as much as possible of his company. Past him with a grave nod walked Adam. Adam
was two years older than Henry; it required more and more stretching of arms behind his back to keep his
shoulders straight.
In April Newton Towne was taken ill and died. Edward Green was terrified, though he considered himself, in
spite of his shortness of breath, a strong man.
“Don’t let anything happen to you, Henry,” he would say. “Don’t let anything get you, Henry. I can’t march
alone.”
“I’ll be there,” Henry would reassure him. Only one look at Henry, and the most alarmed would have been
comforted.
“It would kill me to march alone,” said Edward Green.
As if Fosterville realized that it could not continue long to show its devotion to its veterans, it made this year
special preparations for Memorial Day. The Fosterville Band practiced elaborate music, the children were drilled
in marching. The children were to precede the veterans to the cemetery and were to scatter flowers over the
graves. Houses were gaily decorated, flags and banners floated in the pleasant spring breeze. Early in the morning
carriage and wagons began to bring in the country folk.
Adam Foust realized as well as Fosterville that the parades of veterans were drawing to their close.
“This may be the last time I can show my principles,” said he, with grim setting of his lips. “I will put on my
gray coat early in the morning.”
Though the two veterans were to march to the cemetery, carriages were provided to bring them home.
Fosterville meant to be as careful as possible of its treasures.
“I don’t need any carriage to ride in, like Ed Green,” said Adam proudly. “I could march out and back. Perhaps
Ed Green will have to ride out as well as back.”
But Edward Green neither rode nor walked. The day turned suddenly warm, the heat and excitement
accelerated his already rapid breathing, and the doctor forbade his setting foot to the ground.
“But I will!” cried Edward, in whom the spirit of war still lived.
“No,” said the doctor.
“Then I will ride.”
“You will stay in bed,” said the doctor.
So without Edward Green the parade was formed. Before the courthouse waited the band, and the long line of
school children, and the burgess,\fn{A term used here generally of the local town officials, but originally the official title of the
representatives elected or appointed in colonial times to the legislatures of Virginia and Maryland .} and the fire company, and the
distinguished stranger who was to make the address, until Henry Foust appeared, in his blue suit, with his flag on
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his breast and his bouquet in his hand. On each side of him walked a tall, middle-aged son, who seemed to hand
him over reluctantly to the marshal, who was to escort him to his place. Smilingly he spoke to the marshal, but he
was the only one who smiled or spoke. For an instant men and women broke off in the middle of their sentences, a
husky something in their throats; children looked up at him with awe. Even his own grandchildren did not dare to
wave or call from their places in the ranks. Then the storm of cheers broke.
Round the next corner Adam Foust waited. He was clad in his gray uniform—those who looked at him closely
saw with astonishment that it was a new uniform; his brows met in a frown, his gray moustache seemed to bristle.
“How he hates them!” said one citizen of Fosterville to another. “Just look at poor Adam!”
“Used to bait his hook for him,” Adam was saying. “Used to carry him pick-a-back!\fn{ On his shoulders; my father
used the term piggy-back for this.} Used to go halves with him on everything. Now he walks with Ed Green!”
Adam pressed forward to the curb. The ban was playing Marching Through Georgia, which he hated;
everybody was cheering. The volume of sound was deafening.
“Cheering Ed Green!” said Adam. “Fat! Lazy! Didn’t have a wound. Dare say he hid behind a tree! Dare say-’
The band was in sight now, the back of the drum-major appeared, then all the musicians swung round the
corner. After them came the little children with their flowers and their shining faces.
“Him and Ed Green next,” said old Adam.
But Henry walked alone. Adam’s whole body jerked in his astonishment. He heard someone say that Edward
Green was sick, that the doctor had forbidden him to march, or even to ride. As he pressed nearer the curb he
heard the admiring comments of the crowd.
“Isn’t he magnificent!”
“See his beautiful flowers! His grandchildren always send him his flowers.”
“He’s our first citizen.”
“He’s mine!” Adam wanted to cry out. “He’s mine!”
Never had Adam felt so miserable, so jealous, so heartsick. His eyes were filled with the great figure. Henry
was, in truth, magnificent, not only in himself, but in what he represented. He seemed symbolic of a great era of
the past, and at the same time of a new age which was advancing. Old Adam understood all his glory.
“He’s mine!” said old Adam again, foolishly.
Then Adam leaned forward with startled, staring eyes. Henry had bowed and smiled in answer to the cheers.
Across the street his own house was a mass of color—red, white, and blue over windows and doors, gay dresses
on the porch. On each side the pavement was crowded with a shouting multitude. Surely no hero had ever had a
more glorious passage through the streets of his birthplace!
But old Adam saw that Henry’s face blanched, that there appeared suddenly upon it an expression of
intolerable pain. For an instant Henry’s step faltered and grew uncertain.
Then old Adam began to behave like a wild man. He pushed himself through the crowd, he flung himself upon
the rope as though to tear it down, he called out, “Wait! Wait!” Frightened women, fearful of some sinister
purpose, tried to grasp and hold him. No man was immediately at hand, or Adam would have been seized and
taken away. As for the feeble women-—Adam shook them off and laughed at them.
“Let me go, you geese!” said he.
A mounted marshal saw him and rode down upon him; men started from under the ropes to pursue him. But
Adam eluded them or outdistanced them. He strode across an open space with a surety which gave no hint of the
terrible beating of his heart, until he reached the side of Henry. Him he greeted, breathlessly and with terrible
eagerness.
“Henry,” said he, gasping. “Henry, do you want me to walk along?”
Henry saw the alarmed crowds, he saw the marshal’s hand stretched to seize Adam, he saw most clearly of all
the tearful eyes under the beetling brows. Henry’s voice shook, but he made himself clear.
“It’s all right,” said he to the marshal. “Let him be.”
“I saw you were alone,” said Adam. “I said, ‘Henry needs me.’ I know what it is to be alone. I—”
But Adam did not finish his sentence. He found a hand on his, a blue arm linked tightly in his gray arm, he felt
himself moved along amid thunderous roars of sound.
“Of course I need you!” said Henry. “I’ve needed you all along.”
Then, old but young, their lives almost ended, but themselves immortal, united, to be divided no more, amid an
ever-thickening sound of cheers, the two marched down the street.
149.134 Splendid With Swords\fn{by Wythe Williams (1881-1956)} Meadville, Crawford County, Pennsylvania,
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I
Louis Merignon sat on a three-legged stool in the corner of the Salle Merignon, manreuvring a tiny sword, a
fteuret, which was at least a foot shorter than the regulation foil and weighed only a few ounces. He was half
dressed for a fencing bout, in knee breeches and stockings, but wearing instead of his canvas vest, which was
flung over a chair, only a sleeveless cotton shirt. He was giving a lesson to his son Norbert, a blond, curly-headed
eight-year-old, who skipped before him on the rubber mat with another light foil made especially to fit his hand.
It was early morning, in the spring of the year 1881. The Third French Republic had risen definitely from the
ashes of empire, and the French art of escrime\fn{Fencing.} was again luring pupils to the famous salle\fn{Fencing
hall.} in the Rue Monsieur le Prince.
There the Merignon dynasty of swordsmen had ruled for three quarters of a century, since the Great
Emperor,\fn{Napoleon I.} who, as First Consul, lived around the corner at the Palais du Luxembourg, gave his
exalted patronage to Pierre Merignon, the founder.
From that time new Merignons arrived in the world with the single purpose of equalling their forbears, if not
excelling them, in sword craft. Everyone had become a champion, and the name was renowned throughout
Europe. Therefore it was entirely necessary that Norbert Merignon should thrust and parry with purpose. His
father, sitting on the stool in order to equalize height and reach, fended him off, laughing, when, to encourage the
child, he allowed himself to be touched, but with such keen professional interest that often he forced a repetition
of the same exercise until the boy was exhausted.
Madame Merignon entered the salle unnoticed. Norbert continued darting back and forth on the piste. The
father, with his great legs spread out from the stool, held the absurd weapon straight before him, demanding that
the small pupil break down his guard. It was well enough, giving fencing lessons to a child—especially a
Merignon child—but Pere Merignon was entirely of steel and disregarded time. Therefore it was necessary often
for the mother to visit the salle, literally to snatch the boy away. Holding to her hand on this morning was a little
girl of four, with long brown curls and brown eyes that stared, frightened, as Louis Merignon’s foil was dashed
aside and Norbert, with a shrill, triumphant cry, flashed his bright blade straight at the father’s breast.
The bout halted as the child began to sob. Louis whirled about, then leaped from the stool and clasped her in
his arms. He soothed her, roughly but adequately, holding his blade before her eyes and finally pushing it into her
hands, assuring her that it would not hurt. The tears continued only a moment, then she began to smile as she
scrambled down to the floor.
She was Laure St. Vincent, daughter of a professional fencer, also an old comrade in arms of Merignon
throughout the war with Prussia,\fn{1870-1872.} who, as the result of wounds received at Sedan, died shortly after
the child’s birth. His widow, with just enough money to live quietly, had then taken a small apartment in the Rue
du Val de Grace, to be near the Merignons, living in the same street, and that their children might play together, in
the gardens of the Luxembourg.
Laure ran toward the boy, brandishing the sword. He seized the blade with his free hand and jerked it to the
floor.
“Look out, Laure,” he said importantly; “that’s dangerous for girls.”
She again showed signs of tears, and he became more condescending, patting her on the head.
“You’ve never been here before. Come, I’ll show it to you.”
He took her arm, starting toward the end of the salle, though she hung back, attracted by the long rack of
shining steel-rapiers, foils, and sabres, that lined one wall. But he hauled her along to a wide mantel, above which
hung a portrait of Pierre Merignon.
“There is my great-grandfather, the first Merignon,” Norbert said proudly. “Father says he watches us when we
fight all the Merignons.”
His tradition even then had taught him that this ancestor must be the first introduced. He looked up solemnly to
the old champion. The smaller child seemed impressed, but only for an instant.
“He’s ugly,” she avowed definitely. “Ugly old man.”
Norbert, offended, drew her away. An autographed miniature, exquisitely framed, hung between windows. It
showed a slim, elegant youth, in gorgeous uniform, covered with decorations.
“The prince imperial,” the boy announced. “He came here before he had to go away to England. Father taught
him.” He hurried on to another painting, also of a slim, elegant young man, but wearing full fencing costume, and
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with a duelling épée in hand.
“That’s Uncle Charles. He was killed at Wissembourg. Father says it was a shame and that he was a great man
who never had a chance.”
But Laure had gone back to look at the boy wearing the beautiful uniform and decorations. Norbert again had
to tug at her arm.
“Come on,” he said crossly. “Aren’t you interested in us? You’ve got to be interested, you know, because when
we grow up, you’ll have to come here like Mother, to get your little boy and take him away.”
The child at that moment was looking at a bright rapier, with jewelled handle, hanging on the wall beside the
miniature. She pointed without speaking.
“I was going to show that to you last of all,” Norbert said. “That was the sword worn by the Duc de Guise
when he was murdered. It belonged to Great-grandfather.” He reached up and touched it lovingly. “Father won’t
let me take it down,” he murmured regretfully.
He led her away, across the room, pointing at a large canvas hanging above the line of swords. It showed the
half-length figure of a man wearing a dark leather fencing vest, almost velvet in the softness of the painted
texture. The head was thrown back proudly and one hand was shown at the hilt of a sword.
“That’s Dalyrac, the famous duellist of the Empire,” the boy chanted, as though reciting a lesson. “Father is the
only one who ever beat him, but Father says he was great. He’s dead, too. He was killed in the war.”
The little girl shuddered and backed away. Then she ran the length of the room, Norbert after her, to where
hung a small daguerreotype of a baby.
“Nice baby,” she said, kissing the picture delightedly. “Who is the nice baby?” The boy looked disgusted and
made no reply. She turned and shook his arm, stamping her foot.
“Who is it?” she demanded. “Tell Laure.”
Louis Merignon was standing behind them.
“That is a picture of Norbert, ma chère petite,” he said, stroking her curls. “Norbert, you know, is the hope of
the Merignons—you don’t understand—you are too little.”
He smiled as he steered them toward the door where Madame Merignon was waiting.
“I understand, père,”\fn{Father.} Norbert said, breaking away. He stood erect, and with the small foil that he
still held gave his father the full fencing salute, that long ceremony which has in it all the stilted formality of a
bygone epoch, but which every pupil that passed through the Salle Merignon learned before he was permitted to
hold a sword on guard. Almost unconsciously, and solemnly, Louis Merignon picked up the other foil and
returned his son’s salute, while Laure, holding Madame Merignon’s hand tightly, watched with shining eyes.
*
Madame Dorzial entered Larue’s, overlooking the Place de la Madeleine, at a few minutes after midnight. At
once the occupants of the red-and-gold supper room had a new interest, for if Madame Dorzial elected to visit
Larue’s on this particular evening in the late spring of the year 1901, then Norbert Merignon, champion fencer
and latest favorite of mondain\fn{Worldly.} Paris, might arrive soon, even though Baron Rene Sapigny filled the
role of official escort.
A dozen men scrambled hastily from their seats as the lady passed through the centre aisle, the maítre d’ hôtel
backing and bowing before her. Waiters leaped to draw back a table that had rigidly been held vacant all evening.
The orchestra leader made obeisance while he continued directing.
Madame Dorzial stood for a moment, negligently nodding return greetings. Her tall figure was dressed in black
that admirably contrasted with her marble neck, arms, and shoulders, against which no jewels challenged
perfection. In her jet hair, piled high above a Greek profile, she wore diamonds, set an inch apart on a thin gold
chain, that sparkled like raindrops when she moved her head.
“I am not hungry,” she declared, sinking back upon the velvet wall divan. “Please, when Norbert comes, do go
away. We can all meet later at the Pré Catelan.”
Baron Sapigny, excellent chef de cabinet of his excellent political master, showed no annoyance as he signalled
a waiter. He fixed a monocle and stared at his companion, tapping a gold cigarette case.
“My dear Fernande,” he said finally, “you do use us, all of us, most admirably. Tonight, par exemple, I have
the pleasure to sit beside you at the cercle,\fn{The circle; i.e., the circle of privilege at an event, not necessarily an actual physical
shape around which people would gather. } while your latest sensation, Monsieur Norbert Merignon, defeats the Italian,
Niardi, and wins the international championship. Now, it appears, we are here only to await the hero.”
Madame Dorzial smiled provokingly.
“Don’t be absurd, mon ami. Naturally, you may not leave me before Norbert arrives. Naturally, then I do not
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wish you to remain.”
The waiter arrived with champagne. The orchestra leader bowed before the table. Madame commanded a
selection from the new opera Louise that had created such furore at the Comique.
The night was warm. Through the open windows and doors, the leaves in the tree-lined place gleamed under
the arc lights. The majority of the crowd within had come from the cercle d’escrime, and the victory of Merignon
was the chief topic. There were practically no foreigners. Larue’s made no effort to compete with the
cosmopolitanism of the neighboring Maxim’s, down the Rue Royale. Its excellent cuisine, splendid orchestra, its
atmosphere of elegant peccability, were reserved almost exclusively, at the midnight supper hour, for Parisians.
The orchestra played Depuis le Jour, softly, lovingly. Madame Dorzial absorbed the music, meanwhile
glancing at the tables, shrouded in rose light from tiny lamps and glittering with exquisite ware. A man wearing
the rosette of the Legion of Honour bowed over her hand. She drew him toward her, leaning forward to whisper,
smiling. The man nodded, almost imperceptibly, as he turned back to his table. Sapigny raised his glass.
“What is it this time?” he asked, slightly ironic. “The red ribbon for Norbert?”
“Rene, you annoy me-slightly. So—so I drink your health,” she continued, smiling, a trifle insolently. “As a
bureaucrat, even an unimportant one, you know the answer to your question quite as well as His Excellency.
Besides, all the Merignons have had decorations. His father has a dozen. Come, be sensible. Listen to
Charpentier’s\fn{Gustave Charpentier (1860-after 1934) French composer.} adorable music.”
“But the Merignons won them,” Sapigny commented drily.
Madame Dorzial flushed slightly, then glanced impatiently and anxiously toward the entrance. Many women
stared at her, but she did not mind that. It was still the epoch when the femme du monde rather than the jewelled
manikin could set the fashion. Her position was reasonably secure. She was conveniently a widow and could
appear in public as she liked. She was sufficiently wealthy to admire whom she chose, and still sufficiently under
forty to have a succession of masculine devotees. Her long list numbered even cabinet ministers. She glanced, a
trifle uneasily, at the man wearing the rosette, seated far down the room, and then, contemptuously, at Sapigny
opposite. Norbert Merignon was the last on that list, and he was to come to her tonight, as soon as he escaped
from the crowd that thronged his dressing room when the fight was over.
It was getting late. She fidgeted. The orchestra played a love waltz.
Several men at the table next to Madame Dorzial were talking of the victory over the formidable Italian which
gave Norbert the title of European champion. In the present hour he was the idol of his Paris, and the Paris of the
fencing champion was one of the best clubs and gayest society. The city, both in its leisure and its lustre, still held
a few fast-fading souvenirs of the brilliance of the Empire.
Two years earlier, when Norbert was twenty-six, his father, old Louis Merignon—“the greatest Merignon of
them all,” he was called—retired. He was more than sixty. For half his lifetime he had been an undefeated fencing
champion, also victor in a dozen duels. He was strong as ever, but craved a diet of old Burgundy and red meat
rather than constant training fare. Norbert then built up a record almost as brilliant, and was acknowledged as the
French champion hors de classe,\fn{Of his class.} both with foils and épée. He still lacked some of his father’s
finesse, but a fencer develops gradually, and rarely reaches his prime until the late thirties.
Madame Dorzial moved slowly along the divan and listened.
“But I tell you that old Père Merignon was not pleased. He thought the score was ridiculous—for a Merignon.”
“Mais oui. Several maîtres d’armes thought the same—that Niardi outfought him at the beginning, and only
went to pieces at the end through nerves. Hostile crowd. Same thing might have happened to Norbert had the bout
been in Rome.”
“That’s true,” the first man agreed. “A score of ten to eight is not decisive, especially for a Merignon. If the old
one had fought probably it would have been different.”
Madame Dorzial sat upright. Then her attention was taken by a commotion at the door. Her own arrival at
Larue’s had been a success, but that of Norbert Merignon was a triumph. He passed quickly through the room to
her table, handing an opera hat to one eager waiter, his long evening cape to another, while a ripple of applause
swelled to acclamation.
Norbert Merignon had grown to manhood, retaining his handsome fairness. His features were regular and his
gray eyes were set wide apart. Unlike most Frenchmen of the period, he was clean shaven. His figure was strong
and inclined to be stocky. He had typical Merignon hands, large and white, with long, powerful but tapering
fingers that were only apparently delicate.
His hand reached to that of Madame Dorzial, raising it to his lips. She leaned forward, eagerly and anxiously,
noticing that his face was pale, that his smile was strained, as he made a stiff half salute in response to the ovation.
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“Sorry I couldn’t come earlier, Fernande.” He bent toward her, speaking in low tones. “My father wanted to
see me.”
“What is it, mon ami?”\fn{My friend.} She looked full into his face. He shrugged his shoulders. Sapigny arose
from his chair, excusing himself. A pressure on the hand brought Norbert back to the question.
“Never mind now.” He held a champagne glass to the waiter. “I’m thirsty. The bout was long.” He laughed
nervously. “But I suppose I may drink now.”
“Norbert, what is it?" She seized his arm, regardless that people stared at them.
“I hate to spoil the party, Fernande,” he said, “but we must leave early. I cannot remain out all night.”
“Must I again repeat my question?” she demanded.
“No, ma chère,”\fn{My dear.} he replied slowly. “Tomorrow morning I go to the Salle Merignon to take—to
take a fencing lesson.”
The words wrenched themselves from him and he began to laugh nervously.
“You—take a fencing lesson—you—the champion—”
“It is an order,” he interrupted. “It is an order from my father. He said that my victory was unworthy of us.”
“But you have beaten Duprez, Berthier—all the French; the Dutchman, Willmetz; the Belgians, Austrians,
Hungarians—everybody. Yes, I know, Niardi defeated them, too; but tonight you conquered him. Cheer up,
Norbert, I won’t have you this way.” She smiled, pushing the glass toward him, continuing:
“It isn’t fair. Your father was the great champion, but you are the champion. You can beat Niardi again. You
can beat anyone in the world. Can’t you?” She hurled the question at him.
“Why—why, of course,” he stammered; “anyone in the world.” He again began to laugh. “Let them all come.
I’ll tell that to my father.”
“But you will not take the fencing lesson?” she questioned sharply.
He arose, beckoning the vestiaire.\fn{The person in charge of the cloak-room. } He bowed before her and again kissed
her hand, smiling. The orchestra continued the love waltz. Parties at several tables raised their glasses as the pair
passed out. They stepped into Madame Dorzial’s victoria, waiting at the curb. They drove slowly through Elysian
fields, where lights, lining heavy verdured walks, gleamed like jewels. Then under starlit heavens, they came to
the Bois and passed into its perfumed silence.
*
Precisely at nine o’clock the following morning, Louis Merignon turned from the Boulevard St. Michel into
the Rue Monsieur le Prince, an ancient street that ambles across the Quartier Latin to the Carrefour de l’Odéon,
managing somehow to keep the freshness of historic memories. The appointment with his son was for an hour
later, but he was restless at the apartment, where, since the death of his wife a few years before, he lived with only
Baptiste, an old servant. Norbert then preferred to take a garçonnière across the river, near a popular fencing club
of which he was a member. Both the apartment and the Salle Merignon were old-fashioned, with no modern
convemences.
The old man was still in the ill temper of the night before. He wore no hat, from habit. His close-cropped white
hair stood straight up and he gnawed at his heavy moustache, as he strode along, balancing and half thrusting, as
though it were a rapier, the light cane that he carried. Every inch of his powerful body was as challenging and
impressive as the illustrious swordsmen, plumed and spurred, who trod that same street centuries before—all the
great heroes of Dumas père, Athos and d’Artagnan, arm in arm, with clanking blades, hurrying to a favorite
tavern; the elusive Aramis slipping from a darkened courtyard at dawn; or the elegant. Porthos? there recounting
mighty deeds of valor or admitting minor villainies.
He came to the wide gloomy doorway, over which, stamped in ancient brass, was the name Merignon. Above
the name a pair of crossed foils were attached with rusty rivets to the gray wall. The swords had been replaced
from time to time, but the name had remained since it was first placed there by Pierre Metignon, nearly a hundred
years before. He passed through a dark gallery into a wide flagged court, then through a narrower, darker passage
into a smaller court, one entire side of which, on the ground floor, was the salle d’armes.
Even though Louis Merignon had retired from public bouts, he still kept the salle open for the benefit of a few
intimate friends, fencers who were growing old like himself. Sometimes younger men would drop in and beg for a
tryout with the famous master. After allowing himself to be touched several times, often he would attack with the
ferocity of a panther, his blade a living thing that no eye could follow. Then he would laugh uproariously, until he
shook.
“These youngsters,” he would explain, indicating an opponent who might be only a few years younger than
himself, “for them to be great fencers, they must have the fighting heart.”
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He would demonstrate that the psychology of escrime is such that technique—even when perfect—is not
sufficient when the entire body is defended by a pin point, held at the sword’s length. In practice, with mask,
glove, canvas vest, and buttoned foil, fencing is not dangerous except when a blade breaks. But Louis always
fenced as though there were no button over the deadly point. He often talked of his dead brother Charles, who, he
declared, was the greatest man with foils that ever lived, so delicate and accurate was his play. But he could never
beat Louis, although his technique was perhaps greater.
“You are too gentle. You must be rough and terrible, like me,” Louis would tell him, then rushing in brutally
and with lightning speed beating down the other’s blade.
He always used this illustration when giving lessons to Norbert, and so impressed the youth that the pair
unconsciously became duelists rather than fencers whenever they crossed swords. The father was thinking now of
the prowess of the son as he advanced to the glass doorway of the salle, meanwhile continuing to slash about with
his cane. He stopped short, his frown fading, as Laure St. Vincent arose from the stone step where she had been
sitting waiting for him.
At twenty-four, Laure was almost as tall as the average man, proportionately wide-shouldered, full-chested,
and with the same dark eyes and curling hair of infancy. She wore a light summer frock and a big straw hat that
almost concealed her face. Her mother, now an invalid, took much of her attention; but she also considered it part
of her daily duty, and her pleasure, to see Père Merignon, as she always called him. In fact, since Norbert had
gone away, she accompanied him at night to all the fencing bouts that he insisted upon attending and where he
often served either as referee or judge. She walked quickly to him, before he reached the door, put her arms about
his neck and kissed him on both cheeks.
“What is it, père?” she asked. “Norbert didn’t speak to me last night, and you were silent all the way home.”
“I’ve ordered him here,” the old man replied. He smiled at the girl, but his voice was harsh. “I have things to
say and to teach him.”
He thrust the key into the lock, kicking at the door. She followed him into the salle, watched him stride across
the worn rubber mats that divided the stained parquetry and fling his stick and coat on the leather bench, used by
spectators, that lined the wall underneath the long racks of swords. She stood on the mat, the same from which she
had first seen Norbert with sword in hand twenty years before. She hesitated, then ran to him, as he was taking a
foil from its hook on the wall, and placed a hand on his arm.
“Don’t be too hard on him, père. After all, he did win.”
Louis Merignon turned away and began parrying against a stationary foil, the hilt of which was fixed in the
wall. The girl wandered up and down the.room, beside the sword racks, reading the names of the owners written
above each pair of blades. Many names were of men who made France famous during both Republic and Empire.
She stopped before the name of a great statesman of a dozen years before. She remembered the incident of that
man’s visits to the salle that resulted in Louis Merignon’s promotion from chevalier to officier of the Legion of
Honour. She was very young, but she remembered reading about the duel fought by the statesman, where
Merignon had acted as a second. That statesman was wounded, and somehow the quarrel then turned upon the
second.
Merignon, although nearly fifty, gladly accepted the challenge, and the pair arranged to fight at the Parc des
Princes the following morning at dawn. The matter became so public, with a cabinet minister incapacitated, that
they were warned not to draw\fn{Their swords.} anywhere in France. Italy and Belgium issued similar warnings, but
the neutral state of Monaco didn’t quite realize what was happening until the affair was over, when Merignon
telegraphed to the anxious statesman:
“We went on guard. I lunged and it was finished.”
Convenient friends, with speedy horses, rushed Merignon into the again friendly French territory and his
opponent into a hospital, where he languished, but eventually recovered.
Laure smiled pensively, as again she turned toward the fencer, slashing away at the fixed blade, and again
seized his arm.
“You said yourself, six months ago, when he beat Berthier, that he was a real champion. You were proud of
him then.”
“But you saw him last night.” The old man’s voice was harsher than before. “Niardi almost had him beaten,
and might have won, if the crowd hadn’t jeered so that he went to pieces. Norbert’s style—my style—is faultless
and the crowd didn’t know. But I know. There was no force in him. It was his name and reputation that won, not
himself.”
“What was the trouble?” the girl asked gloomily, as she looked at the other, their eyes almost on the same
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level.
“The trouble!” Louis laughed bitterly. “That woman in the front row, beside Sapigny. The one who threw the
sacré\FN{Cursed.} violets. She always throws violets.”
“You mean Madame Femande Dorzial?”
“Par bleu, I suppose she has a name. I mean the black woman—the snake woman. He is with her always.”
“But Madame Porzial is a grande dame,\fn{Great lady.} and very beautiful. She might help him in many ways.”
“He is a fool.”
The old man turned away, making savage passes with his foil, while the girl wandered listlessly across the
room and sat on the bench, her eyes half closed. She looked up, startled, as someone took her hand. It was
Norbert. The door of the salle had been left open and his feet made no sound on the rubber mats.
“Bonjour, Laure,” he said softly, raising her fingers to his lips.
“Why do you do that, Norbert?” She drew her hand away. “You never kissed my hand before. Always you kiss
me on the cheek, since we were children.”
“It’s his new way,:” the voice of Louis rasped behind them.
The young man turned nervously. The girl started to rise, but Louis gestured for her to remain where she was.
“Bonjour, mon père.” Norbert’s voice sounded smothered and he attempted to laugh. In one hand he carried a
straw hat with gay-colored ribbon. In the other was a silk handkerchief with which he wiped moisture from his
flushed forehead. “I’ve come because you ordered me, Father.” He tried visibly to check his nervousness.
“But I am not going to be shamed.” His laugh became reckless as he turned to the girl. “Laure, he wants to
give me a fencing lesson. Well, I won’t have it.” He again faced his father, defiant.
“Oui, mon enfant!” Despite the words, the voice of Louis was a lash.
“I will give you a lesson, but not now. Look at yourself—how your hand shakes. You couldn’t properly hold a
sword.”
Norbert opened his lips to reply, but Laure suddenly arose, and he found her pushing at his shoulder, almost
caressingly. He stared at her, then shook off her hand angrily.
“You will never give me a lesson.” He took a step toward his father. “I am now the champion, not you.” His
voice became a trifle shrill. “I have just sent a notice to the Journal de Sport that I will meet anybody—anybody
that qualifies with them—for the world title, not just Europe.”
The old man whirled upon him, angry, terrifying, sword in hand. They glared at each other for seconds, their
eyes blazing, then steel-cold. No one spoke. Laure watched, frightened. Norbert finally dropped his eyes. He went
slowly to the door, fumbling with his hat as he passed outside.
II
On the sultry night two months later when Norbert Merignon crossed swords with Monsieur Renard, in the old
Cirque near the Champ de Mars, more thousan4s were present than had ever attended a fencing combat up to that
time. Many of them still tell what happened there whenever the talk is of steel meeting steel. Nearly every celebrated swordsman was present. They came from Belgium, Italy, Spain, Austria, even Russia. Cavaliere Strompini
who introduced fencing to Latin America, came from Buenos Aires. Wurtz, the Swiss, closed his salle in Mexico
City, to be on hand. Society returned from the seaside, so that the contest ranked with the Prix des Drags at
Auteuil in the calendar of the season.
Norbert Merignon, when making his challenge, left all details to the newspaper. Fencers did not argue for fat
purses. They considered that they made a gentleman’s living from the lessons given in their salles.
There were some who questioned whether Monsieur Renard was of the calibre to meet the formidable
champion. He was unknown and had no record that anyone could discover. They were silenced by Jean Dubois,
editor of the Journal de Sport, who admitted that Monsieur Renard wished to keep an incognito until after the
match, but that he himself would answer for both his integrity and ability. He announced that he alone knew
Renard’s identity; that he was a Latin and had been a fencer for many years. Norbert Merignon, taken with the
idea that he should risk his title fighting with an unknown, quickly agreed. Then he went to Trouville, the resort
on the Norman coast that had just become popular and where Madame Dorzial had installed a villa. There he
thought little of the affair, except to await the date and wish it well over.
A wooden runway, the fencing piste, two yards wide and five feet high, was built diametrically across the
circus ring, a flight of steps at one end, leading from the dressing rooms. At the sides of the platform were the
places for the distinguished visitors and the press. Just above the ring level were the boxes, and then tiers of seats
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rising to the roof. The entire circle above the boxes, which were filled with fashionables, jewelled, decorated, and
uniformed, was reserved by the cadets of St. Cyr and the cavalry school at Saumur, where escrime was the
popular pastime, and Norbert Merignon the hero.
There was great speculation as to the identity of Monsieur Renard. Many believed that he would prove to be
Aldo Niardi, who had heatedly declared his right to another chance. But the young Italian had promptly issued a
statement that he knew nothing of Renard. He appeared at the match as a spectator, seated in the front row.
Madame Dorzial came in late with Sapigny to reserved places at the edge of the piste. Opposite her, but several
rows back and alone, was Laure St. Vincent.
The judges, all well-known maîtres d’armes, strolled in at ten o’clock and took their places, two on each side
of the runway. The referee was Rosny, the famous emeritus professional from the army school at Joinville-le-Pont
and a ferocious left-hander in his day. He was hard-faced and rough, and the only person there, except the
proletariat in the upper galleries, not either in evening dress or uniform. He scowled at the crowd with disfavor,
even when it recognized him and began to applaud. Rosny was easily the best referee in Paris, and the business is
admittedly difficult.
Fencing is as intricate as chess, but allows only the fraction of a second for the next move, instead of unlimited
leisure. There are four judges, because each fencer needs two pairs of eyes, one pair on each side of the piste,
watching every part of his body. Even so, the play is so fast that in championship bouts the buttons on the blades
are equipped with points d’arret, tiny projecting points of steel, not long enough to wound, but to tear the vest and
help establish proof that a touch has been made.
Rosny climbed upon a high stool at the side of the piste and announced that the contest was to be fought with
the épée, and for six touches to the winner. He decreed that for the first period, or until one man secured three
touches, Merignon would have the far end of the piste and Renard the end near the entrance stairway. There
would be a two minute rest between periods, after which the antagonists would reverse positions.
The waiting was tense. Then up the steps to the platform Norbert Merignon leaped, smiling. He was all in
white. His low shoes, long stockings, knee breeches, vest and gauntlet that reached half up his arm were
immaculate. Even the mask, held under one arm, was white. He held a sword in his right hand, and ran down the
piste, saluting the blast of applause and volley of flowers. He was pelted with roses from the boxes, and the cheers
increased when Madame Dorzial, smiling into his eyes, held up, with both hands, a bouquet of pale violets. He
was forced to kneel in order to reach them. He was clumsy, embarrassed with both mask and sword, and almost
dropped them. Finally he put the mask on his head, upturned, leaving the face free, and held in place at the back
of the neck by the padded clasp, so that it resembled a white helmet perched on his blond hair.
Monsieur Renard appeared on the platform almost unnoticed, mask down and features invisible. He was a
contrast to Merignon in all particulars but one. The height was about the same, but he was heavier than the
champion, a more powerful frame and with none of the young man’s elegance. He was in black, including the
mask. Through the close meshes it was evident to near observers that he wore a head covering that left only the
eyes and mouth free. His right hand dangled a sword negligently, the button scraping the floor. The left hand was
doubled on his hip. He waited, motionless, watching.
Norbert Merignon was in the act of picking up a flower that landed on the piste when he brought himself
standing with a jerk. The crowd, watching Merignon, realized the presence of the unknown. There was a long
cheer, then complete silence. The men stood as though cast in moulds, Renard with head thrust slightly forward,
legs spread apart, left hand still on the hip. Something sardonic, ominous, about the black, bulky figure, increased
the tension. It was broken by Rosny asking if they were ready.
Renard slowly, without otherwise changing position, raised his sword to salute. Norbert, embarrassed, was
forced to place the bouquet on the floor. But he quickly recovered poise, slipped the mask over his face, wheeled
about, his sword held out from the body and above his head. Rosny leaned from the high stool over the runway,
both fencers presenting their blades, while he examined the points d’arrêt. Laconically he ordered:
“En garde!”
The tips of the swords tapped against each other for only the fraction of a second. Both blades then whirled
over heads in a lightning salute that seared the air, and both men had sprung backward to size each other from a
safe distance.
Norbert was in a beautiful fencing position. His legs were well apart, one before the other. His left, balancing
arm was far behind him in exact alignment, his right elbow crooked into the body, his hand completely covered by
the coquille of the sword, the point of which swayed ever so slightly in a menacing circle, darting a few inches in
and out, threatening as a snake’s tongue.
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Monsieur Renard, in his leap, apparently moved on springs, landing in exactly the same position as when first
on guard, the left hand, negligent, it seemed, on his hip, body three quarters turned toward his opponent, masked
head thrust forward carelessly, insolently.
Merignon moved slowly, forward then back, a dancing step, his bright blade shooting out wickedly, always
revolving in a thin circle. Renard came forward a pace, his weapon held straight from a rigid forearm, after the
Italian school. Norbert gave ground, then quickly lunged. The unknown dropped both body and sword point
toward the floor, missing Merignon’s foot by the fraction of an inch, as the other’s blade scraped the side of his
mask. The crowd applauded as the fencers halted and the judges consulted.
Rosny waved them back. It was quite evident that Merignon had touched the other only with the flat of the
blade, whereas it is only the point that counts. But the crowd began to banter the unknown.
The fencers began the same tactics. Again Renard, with head recklessly forward, played for Merignon’s foot,
and this time Norbert’s point landed fair on the mask. The scorers marked up the first touch in his favor. The
young man pushed up the mask, smiled at the gal- leries, and saluted in the direction of Madame Dorzial.
“Bravo, Norbert!” she called.
“You’ve got him!” was the roar of the crowd.
The third time, “En garde!” and Norbert lunged so quickly that scarcely anyone realized he had made a second
touch, full on the body. It was the old simple but successful trick often used by his father in duels, a straight
thrust, so fast that the other had no time to parry. Rosny called the score of two points against Renard, who, as
before, remained motionless at his end of the piste, mask down.
Norbert tried to repeat the coup, but this time Renard turned the blade over his shoulder. However, he
attempted no riposte, even though Merignon nearly sJipped in his rapid retreat. The blades crossed in the first real
passage of arms. Merignon then lunged in the lower line. His blade was met by a parry en seconde, so strong and
sure that his arm tingled, and he was forced to give ground. But Renard again failed to follow the advantage. For
the third time he tried for the foot, and the speedy Norbert again caught him in the mask.
The score was now three to nothing. Rosny ordered the interval and reversal of positions. The audience
became caustic. They had seen only a few minutes of fighting, counting time out between touches. Aside from the
Merignon speed, the performance had not been of championship calibre. There were signs of displeasure for the
unknown, who remained quietly at his new position on the runway. Norbert chatted with Madame Dorzial and
Sapigny, called a greeting to Rosny, and smiled at the crowd. Once he caught sight of Laure and started to salute
with his sword, but then he could not find her.
Rosny called time and the fencers again advanced to the centre of the piste. They saluted with the same speed
as at the beginning. Renard began the tactics that marked his earlier failures, only this time he did not wait for the
other’s showy shadow fencing, but stooped and lunged so quickly that the point d’êrret tore a hole in Merignon’s
shoe. Rosny signalled a halt; the scorers gave the unknown his first point, while Norbert, wincing, nursed the foot
with his hand.
Again the adversaries were on guard. As the blades touched, Renard gave a low chuckle, the first sound he had
uttered. It did not reach the judges, but Norbert heard plainly. He felt as though something icy had touched him.
Then sweat broke out afresh.
Suddenly he knew. He realized that the man before him was a great swordsman, and that his own earlier scores
meant little. He remembered the powerful parry that almost numbed his arm a few minutes before. The eyes of the
satanic figure gleamed through the black meshes of the mask. Norbert’s hand shook slightly as he forced himself
to position.
Renard’s point then flicked under his pommel, lightly as a breeze ripples a lake. The young man gave a
nervous salute to the judges, acknowledging the touch that made the score but one up in favor of himself. But he
was not a champion to take the situation badly. He came up for the next tilt cautiously, but alert as ever, and full of
fight.
Renard also came up warily, with the wariness of an Indian. He had changed entirely from the first period. He
still crouched, but his head was thrown back. His blade was held in against the body, after the French school, his
left hand out in balance instead of idle on the hip. He crept forward inch by inch. Then he would spring back, only
to lunge in what was almost part of the same leap. He might have been the human embodiment of Bagheera, the
jungle panther, black as the pit, terrible as the demon, with agility, stealth, and grace. The blades moved so fast
that the judges could not follow them. They were living, leaping flames, crackling, hissing, as they rasped,
clanged, slithered in furious thrusts, parries, and ripostes.
Except for the sound of steel on steel, the amphitheatre was silent. Such swordplay had never before been seen.
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One of the greatest chapters of fencing history was in the making. The crowd was cataleptic. The St. Cyrians, in
their gallery, looked like bright painted wooden soldiers all bent forward at the same angle from the waist, their
eyes round, fixed, staring. Society in the circle of boxes resembled a waxworks, gorgeous, immovable. The
proletariat hung like a motionless black cloud in its upper universe.
For minutes the furious fight raged up and down the runway. Time after time each man’s blade would slide off
the other’s body. Then they would bore in with ripostes so savage that the two sweating forms would meet breast
to breast, the pommels ringing as they touched—ringing like bells.
Merignon brought into play everything that he knew, every trick, simple and intricate, that his father had taught
him since he was a child. He heard Renard’s diabolic chuckle a second time. He was tiring, and his opponent was
a man of steel who came on and on. Lights flashed before his eyes and he was drowning in the sweat that poured
from him, until the thick vest was saturated.
The professionals in the rows near the piste were clinging to the edges of their chairs. Niardi’s usually dark
countenance was bloodless and his eyes burned. Laure St. Vincent had crowded front. She crouched behind and
clung to the referee’s stool, hatless, her hair wet, white face turned up. Old Rosny sat hunched forward and with a
petrified smile. Madame Dorzial was lifeless, with broken bits of a fan on her knees.
Norbert leaped far back for a half-second reprieve, then came on, desperate. He attempted a complicated and
almost obsolete play with the épée that he had learned from his father, followed by a vicious lunge en seconde.
His opponent met everything as though he had announced his intentions, and with uncanny calculation, parrying
the final thrust with a blow that nearly disarmed him. He might have saved himself had he dropped the weapon,
for under the rules Renard must have waited until he was again on guard. But he clung to it, nerve-racked.
Renard, easily, as though fencing with a child, picked out the spot just over his heart and there delicately placed
the point.
The scorers marked up the tie. The house was now in an uproar, excited judges jumping along the sides of the
piste, half the crowd standing or climbing into better places.
Norbert looked about dully. He saw Laure regarding him sombrely, half frightened. He signalled to her, but
again her face faded in the crowd. Madame Dorzial spoke to him, but he did not hear. Rosny again called time.
Renard, although steaming, was fresh and strong as when he began. Norbert was now nervous and exhausted.
As soon as the blades touched, Renard lunged more quickly than time could record, then disarming the champion,
using the same terrible coup en seconde, the most deadly parry in fencing. Norbert’s sword bounced off the
runway, falling almost at the feet of Madame Dorzial. A judge handed it up. It swayed in Norbert’s hand and his
attack was wide and wild. Renard again flicked him, daintily, on the glove, and was within a single point of
victory.
Norbert tried desperately to pull himself together. He became very cautious, retreating so near to the end of the
piste that the judges called out a warning. He tried to fight his way back, but the sinister black figure gave no
mercy.
Norbert's skill, even in. despair, might have left a mark upon any other fencer living, but this opponent beat
him down by brute strength. Renard ended the spectacle, hurling his point to the mask with such ferocity that
Norbert’s teeth were jarred. .
Rosny scrambled from his high stool to the platform, held up Renard’s arm as winner, calling upon him to
unmask. That gloved hand fumbled—it seemed forever—with the black disguise. Norbert dropped his sword, tore
his mask off with both hands and with a forearm wiped the sweat that poured over his eyes. No one spoke to him.
No one paid any attention. He wondered vaguely why they did not. Then a cry burst upon him, a deafening shout,
the single voice of the mob.
“Merignon!” it screamed. “Merignon! Vive Merignon!”
He looked up dazedly, then wildly. Hundreds, thousands were flinging themselves toward the piste, upsetting
benches, breaking the aisle railings. They swarmed over the runway. He saw Fernande Dorzial clinging to
Sapigny in a frenzy, her dress torn almost away. He saw the tall form of Laure St. Vincent standing on the
referee’s stool, laughing and crying. High up, on the shoulders of the crowd, that was led by Rosny, who laughed
as at a good joke, he saw, borne in triumph—his father.
III
Aldo Niardi had no long fencing traditions like the Merignons. He did not spring, full-armed, into the arena of
champions. He was the son of peasants, cast into the city as a riddance, but where he managed to get a job
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cleaning the salle d’armes of Strompini, the great Florentine maître.
About the age of fifteen he began playing with foils. One day Srrompini carelessly gave him a lesson. Then
years later he was almost as accomplished as the master, so when Strompini sailed away to amass a fortune in the
Argentine, he left the young man in charge of the salle at Florence, allowing him a percentage of receipts. The
business did not flourish at first. The name “Niardi” was not a. lure to pupils until after the sensational conquest of
Europe, marred only by the fight with Norbert Merignon.
The Niardi villa was on the outskirts of the city, beyond the toll gates and fringing factories, at the beginning of
the long, twisting, dusty road to Fiesole. The owner was still but thirty years old, therefore young for a
professional maître d’armes. But like most young Italians, he possessed a wife and growing family.
In private bouts at the salle d’armes, or in the garden behind the villa, where he installed a canvas piste, Aldo
Niardi was one of the most classic fencers that ever lived. He was long, lithe, agile as Harlequin. His body was a
springy steel rod, so slender that when on guard he offered a very narrow surface where a sword point could land.
His reach was tremendous, and his arm also was of tempered steel. As an exponent of Italian fencing, with the
sword pommel strapped tight to the wrist, Niardi was invincible.
But in public bouts he was never the same. Born of the lower orders, he vainly tried to acquire the sang-froid
of the noblesse. His scores were never so convincing as they should have been, even when the applause was with
him. In his bout with Norbert Merignon he broke the Frenchman’s guard time after time, and yet the final points
scored against him were ridiculously easy. He returned to Florence, gloomy, chagrined, and, peasantlike, loudly
expostulatory concerning his rights to a return match. Strompini dissuaded him, by cable, from replying to the
rash challenge that was taken up by Renard, but later accompanied him to Paris for the purpose of watching the
international champion in action.
The morning after the Merignon against Merignon sensation, Niardi sent a challenge to old Louis, who
accepted promptly, the Italian being the cause of the estrangement from his son. Louis stipulated that he would
fight only after his summer vacation in the Jura Mountains, also that the match be but for three touches in all.
Even the man of iron, at the age of nearly sixty-two, could not stand another such gruelling contest as that with his
son.
Strompini returned with Niardito Florence. The weather was hot, so they closed the salle d’armes and went
into training at the villa. The small white-plaster house fronted direct on the road, but from the small garden and
fruit grove there was a delightful view of the city, extending beyond the Duomo and across the River Arno. The
fencing piste was laid between rows of orange trees. There the two men worked daily, in the late afternoons when
the shade gave relief from the heat.
“You are perfection,” Strompini declared at the end of a bout. “You are perfection itself. But I can always beat
you. You are always afraid of me.”
Niardi flushed. He knew the cavaliere spoke the truth. He could make any other maître d’armes in Italy appear
like a beginner, using the same methods; but Strompini always gained the decision. The old man railed at him day
after day. They had gone over every detail of the fight in Paris. Time after time Strompini tried, secretly, to let
Niardi win. The pupil quickly realized this manoeuvre and became more nervous than before. But never until this
day had Strompini declared that he was afraid. Fear? He did not know fear! If only he could conquer his jumpy
nerves! Strompini pouted out a glass of White Chianti from a fiasco that the housewife had placed on a small
table, and continued speaking:
“You have never fought a duel, Aldo. You should fight a duel. It might give you courage. In my youth I fought
many—I bear scars. But certain gentlemen of Florence, and some in Rome and Venice, carry deeper scars.”
He drank the wine and sighed vastly, meanwhile eying the young man narrowly. Niardi stopped short in the act
of pouring out wine for himself. Nervously, he dug a toe into the dust. Gentlemen—gentlemen of Florence and
elsewhere—duels—afraid. He shattered the glass against a young orange tree and faced Strompini, his face pale
but his manner resolute.
“Afraid! You say that I am afraid! Well, let us see. Let us fight again. There is still plenty of light. Let us fight
without buttons! Let it—let it be a duel!”
The old cavaliere looked him over fully half a minute; then, without a word, walked slowly into the house. He
returned a moment later, carrying a pair of duelling rapiers, a part of the equipment of every maître d’armes, who
is often called upon to supply weapons in affairs of honor. Strompini, ponderously slow and methodical, as though
giving the young man a chance to change his mind, finally held out one of the swords, presenting it hilt first.
Niardi seized it eagerly and swung about, leading the way to the piste.
“You will put on a mask,” Strompini said solemnly. “There is no reason to lose an eye.”
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But Niardi only smiled strangely, began tearing off his long gauntlet, hurling it into the bushes and unbuttoning
his canvas vest.
“So be it,” was Strompini’s curt comment; and a minute later he faced the other on the narrow pathway.
Unmasked and with naked blades, with bodies naked to the waist, they fought. Strompini was cautious,
retreating slowly, until he was beyond the mat, his feet then sending up clouds of dust. He taunted Niardi
constantly, until the young man fought with sullen fury, his eyes half shut, but gleaming savagely. The shadows
deepened. The sweat poured off them. Twice Strompini’s blade grazed flesh, but did not break it.
“You are fighting Merignon,” he grunted, as he came on again. “Louis Merignon—Strompini fought him a
dozen years ago, the only time Strompini was ever beaten.”
Aldo laughed, lunging furiously, his blade glancing off the other’s shoulder. Strompini parried deftly and kept
up the inflaming conversation.
“Merignon, you know, is never afraid. They all fear Merignon. His name makes them tremble. Often they are
beaten before they begin. You, AIdo, are afraid of Merignon.”
The young man gave a cry of rage. The light was going. Only a few dying rays of sun reflected on the swiftmoving blades. He charged down the piste, driving Strompini before him. The cavaliere gave a mighty backward
leap, crying, “Halt!” at the same time dropping his sword.
Blood poured from a gash in the forearm. Niardi stood for a moment dazed, then dropping his weapon, ran to
the old man, throwing both arms about him.
“What have I done? What has happened?” he cried, drawing Strompini into a wicker chair, He seized a shirt
from the ground and began winding it about the other’s arm. “Why, I might have run you through! I was crazy! I
intended to kill you!”
“But you were not afraid.” The old man smiled and sighed.
“You were not afraid, even of the naked point of Strompini.” He stood up, shaking off Niardi’s arm.
“This wound is nothing. I can take care of it myself. Come, lad, get rid of the blood or your wife will see it.
Women never like blood.”
He shuffled about, kicking dust over the dark stains. They finished dressing just as the evening meal was
announced. Afterward they sat in the garden, smoking cigarettes, sipping coffee. The Niardi children were taken
away to bed. The men remained watching the lights of Florence.
“Aldo, the fight is a month off, but your training is finished. You must now rest.” Strompini lighted a fresh
cigarette,
“You think I may overtrain?” Niardi asked.
“I don’t mean physical training at all. But mentally, psychologically, you must remain as you were at the
moment you pinked me on the arm. Don’t interrupt. I dogged you into that. It was what I wanted. The bare point
makes men more equal. You are a champion, but I have never been satisfied with you before. Now you are not
afraid—even of Louis Merignon.”
“No, I am not afraid,” Niardi whispered, smiling in the dark. .
“Never underestimate him,” Strompini went on; “never underestimate any Merignon. But greater even than his
fencing is his diabolic ability to inspire fear. Even I trembled when I fought him. But today when I said you were
afraid, I didn’t mean fear of man, but fear of name, fear of class. Now I believe that you will win.”
Niardi seized the old man’s hand. They smoked, saying nothing for several minutes, then Strompini spoke
again:
“Louis broke his son’s nerve, just as the son broke your nerve. But he is an old man. The son will come back.
He is really the greatest of them all. You must still beat Norbert Merignon.”
“Do you believe I can do that?” Niardi asked simply.
“I do not know. When you fight him, I hope to be there. Even if you lose, you will have glory.” The old man
arose abruptly, tossed his cigarette on the path, and disappeared into the house.
*
Norbert Merignon, the day after the defeat administered by his father, disappeared from Paris and from his
world. He was reported in London, and later word came that he had gone to Russia. It was certain that he had not
been fencing. The news of any bout in which he figured would circulate quickly. He had plenty of money, and
unfounded romour circulated that he was spending it. Madame Dorzial had taken over Sapigny rather publicly.
She was seen with him nightly in the salle de baccara at Trouville, and openly expressed a lack of interest in
escrime.
*
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As the summer waned and the date approached for the Louis Merignon-Niardi contest, popular interest
mounted, even though society, in the absence of its favorite, held back. Officialdom sponsored the affair to a
degree greater than for any sporting event held up to that time. The government felt that such a sensational
representative as Louis Merignon would prove good propaganda in answer to whispers already heard across the
Rhine concerning the strength and virility of the French.
The contest was held in the circus arena near the Champ de Mars. Professional swordsmen again came from all
countries. The military schools bought up the same galleries. Strompini was at the side of the piste as one of
Niardi’s judges. Rosny again served as referee, and, for once in a good humour, escorted the Italian to the
platform, briefly introducing him.
Niardi was, dressed just as Norbert Merignon had been when he appeared on that same runway, all in white,
except for a black mask. Old Merignon wore his all-black. He strode quickly to the centre, sizing up the crowd
from under his bushy eyebrows. He had admitted to intimates that he was exhausted for an entire month after the
fight with Norbert, but he was again apparently in splendid condition. His face was tanned. His heavy figure did
not show an ounce of fat. His tremendous leg muscles seemed almost to burst the tight breeches and stockings.
Niardi’s long legs, incased in thin silk stockings, through which the flesh showed, seemed fragile in comparison.
Merignon advanced upon the Italian, right hand outstretched. They looked into each other’s eyes, hands
clasped, Merignon smiling, but staring hard as though to make the other look down. But the young man held his
eyes level, until the old one grunted and turned away. Then Niardi smiled.
The Frenchman made curt gestures to the crowd, leaned over the side of the piste, offering his gloved hand to
Strompini. Rosny interrupted, calling time. A moment later the antagonists were taking each other’s measure,
swords in play.
The old man moved forward and back along the piste lightly as a professional dancer, his great bulk hurling
itself in full lunges apparently without the slightest effort. Niardi fought with great caution, his white body
retreating constantly, always on the defensive; but Merignon finally lured him out, and by a clever derobement,
touched him on the shoulder.
It was too easy, according to the crowd. The touch had been made in less than a minute, and the bout was for
only three points. There were signs of hostility for the Florentine, who raised his mask during the respite. His face
was chalk white. Then he caught the eyes of Strompini, literally boring into his own. He stared, fascinated, over
the side of the runway, his face turning red, then pale again. Srrompini’s lips moved silently. Niardi’s eyes flashed,
as Rosny called:
“En garde!”
This time Merignon rushed like a fighting bull terrier, eager for prey; so Niardi again went on the defensive,
but with his long arm thrust rigidly, straight out. Merignon tried vainly to break down that steel guard. A dozen
times he leaped back, holding out the lure for Niardi to attack. The twelfth time Niardi obliged so quickly that the
audience did not realize it, but left a mark on Merignon’s glove just above the line of the sword pommel.
The last period of the last public bout ever fought by Louis Merignon was the longest and in many ways the
greatest of his glorious career. It was as dramatic even as the climax of the battle with his son. Not a dozen times
but fifty times the old champion of champions launched the attack and always met that same baffling guard, the
tiny steel point d’arrêt at the end of the bright blade, extending from the long, strong arm.
Niardi simply would not attack. Merignon changed from the dancer into a stealthy panther, then into a
ferocious tiger, leaping in furiously, to claw in vain. He gave a roar of rage and a lion had taken the tiger’s place.
But Niardi only took a quick step back, his arm as strong and his body as elusive as ever. Not. once was he lured
into any other strategy. Youth waited simply until age played itself out, and the great old fighter cracked at last.
His strength ebbed slowly and his rushes lost their fury. Finally, without giving a chance even to parry, Niardi
lunged, quick and sure, striking him full on the breast.
It was over. The crowd was stunned. The idol had fallen, but they could not grasp the fact. Both men stood
still, with masks fallen beside them on the runway. Niardi looked at the old man and his eyes filled with pity.
Then, shifting the sword into his other hand, he stepped forward. Merignon gave him the left hand limply, letting
it fall again to his side. He looked dazedly at the sword in his other hand. Laure St. Vincent ran up the steps
behind him, seized his arm, and dragged him back. Strompini climbed to the piste and embraced his pupil with
Latin enthusiasm. The crowd finally gave a perfunctory cheer and filed out.
In the top gallery a pale young man, wearing clothes that were slightly disordered, and whose hands trembled,
sat staring at the runway until almost the last person had gone, and a custodian came, suggesting that he move.
But he paid no attention, and continued staring into the arena, meanwhile wiping away sweat that stood in big
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drops on his forehead. The custodian finally took his arm and gave him a slight push. Then Norbert Merignon
buttoned his coat with fingers that shook as though he had a chill, and stumbled to the stairs. Outside, he quickly
took shelter in a darkened doorway, as Laure St. Vincent helped a feeble old man into a cab.
*
On a rainy winter night, Louis Merignon returned to Paris from a village in the Midi where he had gone alone,
immediately after his defeat. He returned in response to a telegram from Laure, who declared that the need for
him was most urgent. He arrived at his apartment unannounced, and found that the servant had gone out.
Depositing his valise in the loge of the concierge, he went to the St. Vincent apartment, only to find, there also,
that no one was at home. So finally he arrived at the Salle Merignon.
He lighted the gas lamps, fumbled about, making a coal fire in the tiny stove, and then sat moodily before it on
a three-legged stool—the same that he had used years before giving fencing lessons to his son. But now Louis
Merignon was through with the sword. .
The lamps flickered and made dancing shadows on the walls. The old man poked at the fire occasionally,
hunching forward on the stool, then looking gloomily about the place. Above the mantel his grandfather, Pierre
Merignon, looked down, smiling, and then faintly sneering, it seemed, as the shadows played on the canvas.
Across the salle, above the line of swords, the eyes of Dalyrac, the great duellist, regarded him whimsically in the
light of the decrepit lamps.
He stirred uneasily. It would have been better had he gone to the Café Voltaire in the Place de l’Odéon.
Abruptly he shifted the stool, and gazed at the picture of his brother Charles, that superelegant Merignon who
died too soon. It hung between the miniature of the Prince Imperial and the rapier that had belonged to the Duc de
Guise. Again he shifted the stool, but this time he saw a daguerreotype of a baby, his son Norbert. Below the
picture were a pair of crossed foils, tiny weapons, much under regulation length and weight. They were the
swords he had made for Norbert, as a little boy, just learning the art of escrime. The old man closed his eyes.
The door whisked open, letting in a gust of rain and wind that almost put out the lights. Laure St. Vincent,
dropping her wet cape to the floor, threw both arms about him.
“Père, cher père!” she half sobbed, half laughed. “They told me at the loge that you had come, so I knew you
would be here. I went to the train to meet you, but got there too late.”
She kissed him on the cheeks, then she stood back and he noticed that she carried a packet of letters, papers,
and telegrams. She began to smile.
“Père Merignon,” she said, almost gaily, so that he wondered, “you didn’t even ask for your letters at the loge.”
“The concierge tried to give them to me,” he replied, shrugging his shoulders, “but they didn’t interest me.”
“Well, I am glad they didn’t then,” she said, dancing off in front of him, “because I just had to be with you
first. I was foolish not to take them when I started for the station.” She began laughing, nervously. “It would have
been terrible if you had got them.”
The old man looked at her with a flash of interest, and at the packet which she held away from him.
“What time is it?” she asked, apropos of nothing. He informed her that it was nine o’clock. She glanced at the
door.
“What is it, ma petite?” With a return of his old brusque manner, he thrust out his hand. “Give them to me.
They seem important to you, whatever they are. Are they the reason you telegraphed?”
“Yes, Pere Merignon. And they are important; but for you, not for me.”
The old man shook his head, smiling, and turned away from her toward the fire. He had lost interest. She
placed one hand on his shoulder and with the other held the night edition of the Journal de Sport under his eyes.
In black letters, across the entire page, were the words:
“Triumph of Merignon.”
The old man, huddled on the stool, for a moment did not see. Then, almost rudely, he tore the paper from her,
springing to his feet, reading.
Triumph of Merignon—Norbert—Niardi—Milan. Niardi beaten—decisively.
He dropped the paper from fingers that had no life. His body swayed slightly, but his eyes gleamed. The girl
ran to him.
“Yes, père. Norbert was there the night you fought Niardi. I saw him, but he made me swear not to tell. Then
he challenged Niardi, and Strompini made Niardi accept at once. They fought last night in Milan. All Italy was
there—the girl was laughing hysterically—“there to see Norbert win. Norbert is coming home—tonight.”
The old man held her tightly. She twisted away, unfolding the sheaf of telegrams and letters.
“Here is one from Rosny—this one from Duprez—and Jean Dubois—Wurtz telegraphed from Switzerland.
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Père, you have been away from the world!”
She forced him back on the stool, crouched at his knees, reading aloud, while he sat in a dream. He leaped to
his feet when she had finished and mechanically walked about the salle, turning up the lamps into an even more
flickering blaze. She placed the messages in his hand and he read them, everyone, holding them close under a gas
jet. When he again turned to her he was smiling.
“You have another telegram, there in your hand,” he said, pointing. “What is it?”
“It is addressed to me,” she replied, and then, quite simply, went close to him, holding it so they could read
together:
Tell Father that Niardi was wonderful, but
that I had a better fencing master. Tell him
also that I am coming home for another
lesson. And love to you both. Norbert. xxxxxx
They were rereading it, and smiling at each other, when the door again opened and Norbert Merignon was in
the room. He had come direct from the gare and was carrying a valise. He was rain-soaked, for he had walked a
long way, searching for a ftacre. His face was glowing and his eyes were brilliant.
The men looked at each other a moment; then Norbert, dropping his valise, flung himself across the room,
seizing Louis Merignon in his arms.
“I didn’t go to the flat, père. I knew you would be here with Laure.”
He crossed over to the girl and took her hand.
“I’ve come back, père, you see”—his voice broke a trifle, but he looked at his father, straight in the eyes
—“I’ve come back for my fencing lesson.” He smiled.
The old man fumbled along the wall until his hand touched the beautifully inlaid and jewelled rapier that had
belonged once to the Duc de Guise, and had become the priceless possession of the Merignons. Without a word,
he extended the blade toward Norbert, hilt first. Suddenly dropping it, he folded his great arms about the youth.
“Give you a fencing lesson?” he said. “My son, you are now the greatest Merignon!”
He stooped and picked the blade from the floor.
“See, I give you this.” With the sword in hand, he recovered the mastery of himself. “See how splendid it is.”
He thrust the point in the parquetry, bending the blade almost double before letting it spring back.
Almost unconsciously, Norbert placed an arm about Laure’s waist. Side by side they watched.
Louis Merignon was wearing a rough traveling suit and heavy mud-crusted shoes. His linen was travel stained
and his moustache had not been clipped in weeks. He continued flicking the sword point into the parquetry as
though testing the steel. He balanced the pommel idly in his hand, letting it lie pliant, then shooting it out until he
held it with only the tips of his long, strong fingers. Still slipping the pommel in and out of the hand, he sauntered
down the room, halting before the practice blade that was fixed in the wall. He threw himself on guard and made a
slight parry en fierce against the dummy antagonist.
The gas lamp at that end of the salle was unlighted, so that he was half in shadow. The flickering lights from
the jets at his back made him seem unreal. Laure and Norbert, his arm drawn more tightly about her, were
spellbound. The old man danced in and out, then lunged. They no longer saw his old mussed clothes. He was
wearing the wonderful black leather vest that he used on great public occasions. His legs were in knee breeches
and stockings, through which the muscles rippled and swelled. He lunged again, after executing a degagement,
timed like a flash of light. He gave a chuckle of victory. With a ferocious coup, he beat the fixed blade into the
lower fencing line, his own sword whirling in bright circles, reflecting the crazy dancing gas flames. Pierre
Merignon, all the dead and gone Merignons, Dalyrac, and the heroes of the fencing piste for more than a hundred
years watched with eyes smiling under the wavy lights, while the blade of the great champion shivered the other
blade, literally tearing it from the wall, the broken bits flying to a far corner.
The old man turned, facing his son, who remained trans- fixed. Solemnly he went through the long formal
fencing salute of a bygone epoch, his blade shining like a fiery wand.
Norbert released the girl, and, still under the spell, walked slowly to the tiny foils that hung beneath the
childhood picture of himself. With the little blade, the first that he ever held in his hand, with the precision of a
pupil making his debut before a jury of maîtres d’armes, and with all the stilted formality of a former age, Norbert
returned the salute.
Laure watched, trembling, her eyes shining through tears. She brushed a hand across her face mechanically.
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Concrete objects were changing. The Merignons were no longer of the twentieth century. They wore tunics of
golden tissue interwoven with lustrous silks. The painted figures on canvas were living gladiators in gleaming
armour. The dark brown walls fused into imperial purple canopies. The dingy salle, in the back courtyard of a side
street, spread out and out until it became an arena “ringed round with a flame of fair faces … and splendid with
swords.”
And the younger champion held out to her his jeweled hilt.
110.129 Shock\fn{by Marian Anderson (1897-1993)} Philadelphia, Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (F) 2
If I had it all to do over again, I would wish to study at least in part at an established school of music for the
extra benefits beyond individual vocal training. A pianist, a violinist, any sort of instrumentalist must follow a
prescribed course of standard studies if he is to belong. A singer starts by having his instrument as a gift of God.
Nowadays most singers attend conservatories, and it is well that they do. Some do not and manage to have
careers, though they must scramble and learn musicianship the hard way.
I sensed the need for a formal musical education when I was in my teens and was beginning to make my first
modest tours. I decided, in fact, to see if I could not go to a music school. I did not know whether we could afford
it, but I thought I ought to find out. Mother encouraged me, and so did other friends, but I had no idea where to
turn until a person who had shown some interest in my problem suggested a school.
That music school no longer exists in Philadelphia, and its name does not matter. I went there one day at a time
when enrollments were beginning, and I took my place in line. There was a young girl behind a cage who
answered questions and gave out application blanks to be filled out. When my turn came she looked past me and
called on the person standing behind me. This went on until there was no one else in line. Then she spoke to me,
and her voice was not friendly. “What do you want?”
I tried to ignore her manner and replied that I had come to make inquiries regarding an application for entry to
the school.
She looked at me coldly and said, “We don’t take colored.”
I don’t think I said a word. I just looked at this girl and was shocked that such words could come from one so
young. If she had been old and sour-faced I might not have been startled. I cannot say why her youth shocked me
as much as her words. On second thought, I could not conceive of a person surrounded as she was with the joy
that is music without having some sense of its beauty and understanding rub off on her. I did not argue with her or
ask to see her superior. It was as if a cold, horrifying hand had been laid on me. I turned and walked out.
It was my first contact with the blunt, brutal words, and this school of music was the last place I expected to
hear them. True enough, my skin was different, but not my feelings.
It must be remembered that we grew up in a mixed neighborhood. White and Negro lived side by side and
shared joys and sorrows. At school and on the street we encountered all kinds of children. Did we live in a poor
neighborhood? “Poor” is relative. Some people owned their homes in that street and considered themselves well
off. We had enough to eat and we dressed decently. We were not so poor that we had nothing, and our neighbors
were in the same situation.
There were times when we heard our relatives and friends talking, and we knew we might come in contact
with this, that, or the other thing. In some stores we might have to stand around longer than other people until we
were waited on. There were times when we stood on a street corner, waiting for a trolley car, and the motorman
would pass us by. There were places in town where all people could go, and there were others where some of us
could not go. There were girls we played with and others we didn’t. There were parties we went to, and some we
didn’t. We were interested in neither the places nor the people who did not want us.
I tried to put the thought of a music school out of my mind, for I could not help thinking of other music schools
and wondering whether this would be their attitude too. I would not risk rejection again, and for some years the
idea was not mentioned.
Of course I came to Mother with the story of what had happened. Mother was reassuring: there would be
another way to get what I wanted and needed. I don’t want to give the impression that she was placid and passive,
however. It is true that she was not as aggressive as my aunt was, and I did not tell my aunt about the incident. If I
had, she would have gone straight to that music school, I am sure, and demanded to see someone higher up and to
be told why and wherefore. Mother had her own opinions of the rights and wrongs of things, but she believed
profoundly that somehow someone would be raised up who would be understanding, and that another way would
be found to accomplish what might have been accomplished at the conservatory.
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There were other shocks to come. Though I was prepared for them, so I thought, the contact with reality never
ceased to have its disturbing impact. Mother had grown up in Virginia, and we had friends who had come from
farther south, so I had heard about Jim Crow, but meeting it bit deeply into the soul.
I was still in high school when I took my first long trip to participate in a gala concert. Mother went with me.
At Washington we changed trains, and this time our bags were taken to the first coach—the Jim Crow car!
The windows were badly in need of washing; inside and outside the car was not clean, and the ventilation and
lighting were poor. When the air became much too stuffy and windows were raised it just might happen that you
would get, along with your fresh air, smoke and soot from the train’s engine. At mealtime containers of all shapes
and sizes were brought down from the racks, and the train vendors had a sizable supply of soft drinks, fruit, and
packaged cookies.
The night seemed interminably long as we sat through it. On arrival in Savannah we were given a warm
welcome by a small group of school officials, and later at the home of the president we became acquainted firsthand with genuine Southern hospitality. Our bedroom was quite large, with a fireplace and an adjoining bath. In
the morning a girl came in and lit the fire so that the room was most comfortable when we arose.
Throughout our stay in Savannah my thoughts went often to that first coach. We returned to Washington under
the same conditions, a bit wiser but sadder and so ashamed. I had looked closely at my people in that train. Some
seemed to be embarrassed to the core. Others appeared to accept the situation as if it were beyond repair. Of
course some fitted neither of these classes. Habit, I thought, can be good if it has an elevated aim; it can be
devastating if it means taking bad things for granted; and I wondered how long it would take people on both sides
to see a change. I have lived long enough to see some progress and to realize something of the great work being
done by so many people, sincere in their efforts, to bring about better understanding.
It was shortly after that first long trip that I had my second experience. This time I traveled with Billy King, a
young man who was my accompanist, of whom I have much more to say later. Billy spoke to a porter who
happened to be passing through our car, and inquired about the chances of getting some hot food in the dining car.
The porter was kind enough to go to the dining room to make inquiries for us, and he returned with the message
that if we appeared at a given time we would be served.
At the fixed time Billy King and I started from our coach to the dining car. We passed through a coach
occupied by white people, and we noticed immediately that the accommodations, though not first class, were
much better than in our car. The dining car was empty when we reached it. Nevertheless we were seated at one
end of it, where curtains could be drawn. Our seats were those occupied by the waiters when they ate, and the
curtains no doubt were there to be drawn if a waiter should happen to be finishing his meal when the guests began
to arrive.
We had fine hot meals, and the service was excellent. The chef and the waiters, it seemed to me, put
themselves out to make us comfortable; there were extra things at our table, and even extra-large portions. This
was their way of saying that they were glad we had had the courage to come back and be served.
I had more opportunity to observe other things on this trip. I knew about the separate waiting rooms, but no
matter how much you are prepared and steeled for them they have their effect on you. I noticed that facilities in
the Negro waiting rooms were indifferent. Some might have places where you could purchase a magazine or
newspaper; some might not. Probably the Negro trade in some stations was meager, for those who could afford
other modes of travel used them to avoid the humiliation. But there are plenty of persons who must make journeys
and have no other resort than train travel. I supposes it was naïve of me to think then, as I think now—and it has
been said by many people in more eloquent ways—that if one only searched one’s heart one would know that
none of us is responsible for the complexion of his skin, and that we could not change it if we wished to, and
many of us don’t wish to, and that this fact of nature offers no clue to the character or quality of the person
underneath.
In the next few years I had occasion to do much more traveling. MY tours were modest, but the concerts were
increasing in number, and many of these engagements were in the South. Billy King still traveled with me, and we
were giving full programs. I did not have the attention that a big managerial office can provide for a performer,
and it was important to have travel conditions as convenient and comfortable as possible. I tried to make my own
travel arrangements, but I found that often if I presented myself at a railroad ticket window, sometimes even in
Philadelphia, there would be no reservations available. At other times the agent would sell me what was called
“Berth 13.”
I discovered that Birth 13 was a euphemism in the trade. It meant the drawing room. Of course if the drawing
room had been sold I could not get even Berth 13. In most cases ,however, Berth 13 was accepted as a valid
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reservation by the Pullman conductor.
There was one occasion when we were sold two tickets for Berth 13. This was an overnight trip, and Billy
King tried to get a berth outside. He was told that none was available. We checked, and we thought that some
berths that night were empty, but we had no cooperation. If we had wanted to share Berth 13 that night it might
have been a different matter. To be forced to do so—that was demeaning.
After this incident we tried to have our separate reservations in hand before we started on a trip. If we were
lucky—and these things seemed to depend a lot on what ticket-seller was behind a window—we got ordinary
berths, as other people did, instead of Berth 13. But this night lead to other unpleasantnesses. You would naturally
have to use the washroom in the morning, and you never knew what you would encounter when you entered. One
woman might say “good morning” pleasantly; another might stare at you; and a third might look you up and down
and then flounce out.
Lest there be any misunderstanding, I want to make it clear that I was not on a train to make a social occasion
of it. I wanted smooth and comfortable traveling because it helped me to prepare for a performance. I wanted
good service because I needed it, not because I wanted to be with or like the other fellow. In the Jim Crow car I
was with my own people, but as individuals they were persons I had never seen before and would not see again.
In the first-class car my attitude was the same. I was merely trying to make a comfortable journey from here to
there.
I tried to relax on these trips, but I could not help being tense at least part of the time. I remember one incident
that turned out to be rather funny, probably because I was tense. Billy King and I were on our way somewhere,
and we were seated in Berth 13. The Pullman conductor came in to take up the tickets. He glanced at Billy, who is
a Negro, and I don’t know what he thought. Then he turned to me and said, “Are you a Negro?”
I looked at him in amazement. Somehow his putting the question so plainly robbed me of my tongue. I uttered
some sounds, but they did not come out as words. The conductor looked at me for a long time, took the tickets,
and went out. Apparently he decided that I could not speak English, and we never found out what he had in mind.
Billy King and I were amused; my reaction had been comical, and so had the conductor’s.
After a while we learned that it was wisest not to arrange for our own transportation. We began to rely on a
man in Philadelphia to make as many advance arrangements as possible. He looked after the entire itinerary, and
if he foresaw that some leg of a journey would not be comfortable for one reason or another, he warned us in
advance, and we tried to make this part of the trip by auto. This we could afford to do only on short runs.
Many years later I happened to be on my way to appear in Hampton, Virginia. There had been a storm and the
roadbed below Washington had been partly washed out. All trains were delayed, and we sat around in the
Washington station through the entire night, waiting for a train to be made up and sent out. In the morning a train
was finally ready, and people filled every place in every car. This was an emergency situation, and no effort was
made to enforce the usual Jim Crow rules. I saw a white woman take a Negro child and hold it on her lap to give
the mother a few minutes of rest. I saw other expressions of brotherhood. Negroes and whites talked to one
another; they shared their newspapers and even their food. The world did not crumble.
Things are changing in our country, and I am hopeful. But I cannot suppress a private regret. I still wish that I
could have gone to a music school.
110.131 The Devil And Daniel Webster\fn{by Stephen Vincent Benét (1898-1943)} Bethlehem, Northampton County,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (M) 7
It’s a story they tell in the border country, where Massachusetts joins Vermont and New Hampshire.
Yes, Dan’l Webster’s dead—or, at least, they buried him. But every time there’s a thunderstorm around
Marshfield, they say you can hear his rolling voice in the hollows of the sky. And they say that if you do go to his
grave and speak loud and clear, “Dan’l Webster—Dan’l Webster!” the ground’ll begin to shiver and the trees
begin to shake. And after a while you’ll hear a deep voice saying, “Neighbor, how stands the Union?” The you
better answer the Union stands as she stood, rock-bottomed and copper-sheathed, one and indivisible, or he’s
liable to rear right out of the ground. At least, that’s what I was told when I was a youngster.
You see, for a while, he was the biggest man in the country. He never got to be President, but he was the
biggest man. There were thousands that trusted in him right next to God Almighty, and they told stories about him
that were like the stories of patriarchs and such. They said, when he stood up to speak, stars and stripes came right
out in the sky, and once he spoke against a river and made it sink into the ground. They said, when he walked in
the woods with his fishing rod, Killall, the trout would jump out of the streams right into his pockets, for they
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knew it was no use putting up a fight against him;’ and, when he argued a case, he could turn on the harps of the
blessed and the shaking of the earth underground. That was the kind of man he was, and his big farm up at
Marshfield was suitable to him. The chickens he raised were all white meat down through the drumsticks, the
cows were tended like children, and the big ram he called Goliath had horns with a curl like a morning-glory vine
and could butt through an iron door. But Dan’l wasn’t one of your gentlemen farmers; he knew all the ways of the
land, and he’d be up by candlelight to see that the chores got done. A man with a mouth like a mastiff, a brow like
a mountain and eyes like burning anthracite—that was Dan’l Webster in his prime. And the biggest case he argued
never got written down in the books, for he argued it against the devil, hip and tuck and no holds barred. And this
is the way I used to hear it told.
There was a man named Jabez Stone, lived at Cross Corners, New Hampshire. He wasn’t a ;bad man to start
with, but he was an unlucky man. If he planted corn, he got borers; if he planted potatoes, he got blight. He had
good-enough land, but it didn’t prosper him; he had a decent wife and children, but the more children he had, the
less there was to feed them. If stones cropped up in his neighbor’s field, boulders boiled up in his; if he had a
horse with the spavins,\fn{A bony enlargement of the hock.} he’d trade it for one with the staggers\fn{ Reeling gait caused
by damage to the central nervous system .} and give something extra. There’s some folks bound to be like that,
apparently. But one day Jabez Stone got sick of the whole business.
He’d been p[lowing that morning and he’d just broke the plowshare on a rock that he could have sworn hadn’t
been there yesterday. And, as he stood looking at the plowshare, the off horse began to cough—that ropy kind of
cough that means sickness and horse doctors. There were two children down with the measles, his wife was
ailing, and he had a whitlow\fn{A deep infection of the finger or toe.} on his thumb. It was about the last straw for Jabez
Stone. “I vow,” hew said, and he looked around him kind of desperate—“I vow it’s enough to make a man want to
sell his soul to the Devil! And I would, too, for two cents!”
Then he felt a kind of queerness come over him at having said what he’d said; though, naturally, being a New
Hampshireman, he wouldn’t take it back. But, all the same, when it got to be evening and, as far as he could see,
no notice had been taken, he felt relieved in his mind, for he was a religious man. But notice is always taken,
sooner or later, just like the Good Book says. And, sure enough, next day, about suppertime, a soft-spoken, darkdressed stranger drove up in a handsome buggy and asked for Jabez Stone.
Well, Jabez told his family it was a lawyer, come to see him about a legacy. But he knew who it was. He didn’t
like the looks of the stranger, nor the way he smiled with his teeth. They were white teeth, and plentiful—some
say they were filed to a point, but I wouldn’t vouch for that. And he didn’t like it when the dog took one look at
the stranger and ran away howling, with his tail between h is legs. But having passed his word, more or less, he
stuck to it, and they went out behind the barn and made their bargain. Jabez Stone had to prick his finger to sign,
and the stranger lent him a silver pin. The wound healed clean, but it left a little white scar.
After that, all of a sudden, things began to pick up and prosper for Jabez Stone. His cows got fat and his horses
sleek, his crops were the envy of the neighborhood, and lightning might strike all over the valley, but it wouldn’t
strike his barn. Pretty soon, he was one of the prosperous people of the county; they asked him to stand for
selectman, and he stood for it; there began to be talk of running him for state senate. All in all, you might say the
Stone family was as happy and contented as cats in a dairy. And so they were, except for Jabez Stone.
He’d been contented enough, the first few years. It’s a great thing when bad luck turns; it drives most other
things out of your head. True, every now and then, especially in rainy weather, the little white scar on his finger
would give him a twinge. And once a year, punctual as clockwork, the stranger with the handsome buggy would
come driving by. But the sixth year, the stranger lighted, and, after that, his peace was over for Jabez Stone.
The stranger came up through the lower field, switching his boots with a cane—they were handsome black
boots, but Jabez Stone never liked the look of them, particularly the toes. And, after he’d passed the time of day,
he said, “Well, Mr. Stone, you’re a hummer! It’s a very pretty property you’ve got here, Mr. Stone.”
“Well, some might favor it and others might not,” said Jabez Stone, for he was a New Hampshireman.
“Oh, no need to decry your industry!” said the stranger, very easy, showing his teeth in a smile. “After all, we
know what’s been done, and it’s been according to contract and specifications. So when—ahem—the mortgage
falls due next year, you shouldn’t have any regrets.”
“Speaking of that mortgage, mister,” said Jabez Stone, and he looked around for help to the earth and the sky,
“I’m beginning to have one or two doubts about it.”
“Doubts?” said the stranger, not quite so pleasantly.
“Why, yes,” said Jabez Stone. “This being the U.S.A. and me always having been a religious man.” He cleared
his throat and got bolder. “Yes, sir,” he said, “I’m beginning to have considerable doubts as to that mortgage
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holding in court.”
“There’s courts and courts,” said the stranger, clicking his teeth. “Still, we might as well have a look at the
original document.” And he hauled out a big black pocketbook, full of papers. “Sherwin, Slater, Stevens, Stone,”
he muttered. “I, Jabez Stone, for a term of seven years—Oh, it’s quite in order, I think.”
But Jabez Stone wasn’t listening, for he saw something else flutter out of the black pocketbook. It was
something that looked like a moth, but it wasn’t a moth. And as Jabez Stone stared at it, it seemed to speak to him
in a small sort of piping voice, terrible small and thin, but terrible human. “Neighbor Stone!” it squeaked.
“Neighbor Stone! Help me! For God’s sake, help me!”
But before Jabez Stone could stir hand or foot, the stranger whipped out a big bandanna handkerchief, caught
the creature in it, just like a butterfly, and started tying up the ends of the bandanna.
“Sorry for the interruption,” he said. “As I was saying—”
“That’s Miser Stevens’ voice!” he said, in a croak. “And you’ve got him in your handkerchief!”
The stranger looked a little embarrassed.
“Yes, I really should have transferred him to the collecting box,” he said with a simper, “but there were some
rather unusual specimens there and I didn’t want them crowded. Well, well, these little contretemps will occur.”
“I don’t know what you mean by contertan,” said Jabez Stone, “but that was Miser Stevens’ voice! And he
ain’t dead! You can’t tell me he is! He was just as spry and mean as a woodchuck, Tuesday!”
“In the midst of life—” said the stranger, kind of pious. “Listen!” Then a bell began to toll in the valley and
Jabez Stone listened, with the sweat running down his face. For he knew it was tolled for Miser Stevens and that
he was dead.
“These long-standing accounts,” said the stranger with a sigh; “one really hates to close them. But business is
business.”
He still had the bandanna in his hand, and Jabez stone felt sick as he saw the cloth struggle and flutter.
“Are they all as small as that?” he asked hoarsely.
“Small?” said the stranger. “Oh, I see what you mean. Why, they vary.” He measured Jabez Stone with his
eyes, and his teeth showed. “Don’t worry, Mr. Stone,” he said. “You’ll go with a very good grade. I wouldn’t trust
you outside the collecting box. Now, a man like Dan’l Webster, of course—well, we’d have to build a special box
for him, and even at that, I imagine the wing spread would astonish you. But, in your case, as I was saying—”
“Put that handkerchief away!” said Jabez Stone, and he began to beg and to pray. But the best he could get at
the end was a three years’ extension, with conditions.
But till you make a bargain like that, you’ve got no idea of how fast four years can run. By the last months of
those years, Jabez Stone’s known all over the state and there’s talk of running him for governor—and its dust and
ashes in his mouth. For every day, when he gets up, he thinks, “There’s one more night gone,” and every night
when he lies down, he thinks of the black pocket book and the soul of Miser Stevens, and it makes him sick at
heart. Till, finally, he can’t bear it any longer, and, in the last days of the last year, he hitches up his horse and
drives off to seek Dan’l Webster. For Dan’l was born in New Hampshire, only a few miles from Cross Corners,
and it’s well known that he has a particular soft spot for old neighbors.
It was early in the morning when he got to Marshfield, but Dan’l was up already, talking Latin to the farm
hands and wrestling with the ram, Goliath, and trying out a new trotter and working up speeches to make against
John C. Calhoun.\fn{One-time Vice-President of the United States; a prominent South Carolina slave-owner, Member of Congrerss,
and apologist for the Secessionist Cause .} But when he heard a New Hampshireman had come to see him, he dropped
everything else he was doing, for that was Dan’l’s way. He gave Jabez Stone a breakfast that five men couldn’t
eat, went into the living history of every man and woman in Cross Corners, and finally asked him how he could
serve him.
Jabez Stone allowed that it was as kind of mortgage case.
“Well, I haven’t pleaded a mortgage case in a long time, and I don’t generally plead now, except before the
Supreme Court,” said Dan’l, “but if I can, I’ll help you.”
“Then I’ve got hope for the first time in ten years,” said Jabez Stone, and told him the details.
Dan’l walked up and down as he listened, hands behind his back, now and then asking a question, now and
then plunging his eyes at the floor, as if they’d bore through it like gimlets. When Jabez Stone had finished, Dan’l
puffed out his cheeks and blew. Then he turned to Jabez Stone and a smile broke over his face like the sunrise
over Monadnock.
“You’ve certainly given yourself the devil’s own row to hoe, Neighbor Stone,” he said,” but I’ll take your
case.”
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“You’ll take it?” said Jabez Stone, hardly daring to believe.
“Yes,” said Dan’l Webster. “I’ve got about seventy-five other things to do and the Missouri Compromise to
straighten out, but I’ll take your case. For if two New Hampshiremen aren’t a match for the Devil, we might as
well give the country back to the Indians.”
Then he shook Jabez Stone by the hand and said, “Did you come down here in a hurry?”
“Well, I admit I made time,” said Jabez Stone.
“You’ll go back faster,” said Dan’l Webster, and he told ’em to hitch up Constitution and Constellation to the
carriage. They were matched grays with one white forefoot, and they stepped like greased lightning.
Well, I won’t describe how excited and pleased the whole Stone family was to have the great Dan’l Webster
for a guest, when they finally got there. Jabez Stone had lost his hat on the way, blown off when they overtook a
wind, but he didn’t take much account of that. But after supper he sent the family off to bed, for he had most
particular business with Mr. Webster. Mrs. Stone wanted them to sit in the front parlor, but Dan’l Webster knew
front parlors and said he preferred the kitchen. So it was there they sat, waiting for the stranger, with a jug on the
table between them and a bright fire on the hearth—the stranger being scheduled to show up on the stroke of
midnight, according to specifications.
Well, most men wouldn’t have asked for better company than Dan’l Webster and a jug. But with every tick of
the clock Jabez Stone got sadder and sadder. His eyes roved round, and though he sampled the jug you could see
he couldn’t taste it. Finally, on the stroke of 11:30 he reached over and grabbed Dan’l Webster by the arm.
“Mr. Webster, Mr. Webster!” he said, and his voice was shaking with fear and a desperate courage. For God’s
sake, Mr. Webster, harness your horses and get away from this place while you can!”
“You’ve brought me a long way, neighbor, to tell me you don’t like my company,” said Dan’l Webster, quite
peaceable, pulling at the jug.
“Miserable wretch that I am!” groaned Jabez Stone. “I’ve brought you a devilish way, and now I see my folly.
Let him take me if he wills. I don’t hanker after it, I must say, but I can stand it. But you’re the Union’s stay and
New Hampshire’s pride! He mustn’t get you, Mr. Webster! He mustn’t get you!”
Dan’l Webster looked at the distracted man, all gray and shaking in the firelight, and laid a hand on his
shoulder.
“I’m obliged to you, Neighbor Stone,” he said gently. “It’s kindly thought of. But there’s a jug on the table and
a case in hand. And I never left a jug or a case half finished in my life.”
And just at that moment there was a sharp rap on the door.
“Ah,” said Dan’l Webster, very coolly, “I thought your clock was a trifle slow, Neighbor Stone.” He stepped to
the door and opened it. “Come in!” he said.
The stranger came in—very dark and tall he looked in the firelight. He was carrying a box under his arm—a
black, japanned box with little air holes in the lid. At the sight of the box, Jabez Stone gave a low cry and shrank
into a corner of the room.
“Mr. Webster, I presume,” said the stranger, very polite, but with his eyes glowing like a fox’s deep in the
woods.
“Attorney of record for Jabez Stone,” said Dan’l Webster, but his eyes were glowing too. “Might I ask you
name?”
“I’ve gone by a good many,” said the stranger carelessly. “Perhaps Scratch will do for the evening. I’m often
called that in these regions.”
Then he sat down at the table and poured himself a drink from the jug. The liquor was cold in the jug, but it
came steaming into the glass.
“And now,” said the stranger, smiling and showing his teeth, “I shall call upon you, as a law-abiding citizen, to
assist me in taking possession of my property.”
Well, with that the argument began—and it went hot and heavy. At first, Jabez Stone had a flicker of hope, but
when he saw Dan’l Webster being forced back at point after point, he just scrunched in his corner, with his eyes
on that japanned box. For there wasn’t any doubt as to the deed or the signature—that was the worst of it. Dan’l
Webster twisted and turned and thumped his fist on the table, but he couldn’t get away from that. He offered to
compromise the case; the stranger wouldn’t hear of it. He pointed out the property had increased in value, and
state senators ought to be worth more; the stranger stuck to the letter of the law. He was a great lawyer, Dan’l
Webster, but we know who’s the King of Lawyers, as the Good Book tells us, and it seemed as if, for the first
time, Dan’l Webster had met his match.
Finally, the stranger yawned a little. “Your spirited efforts on behalf of y our client do you credit, Mr. Webster,”
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he said, “but if you have no more arguments to adduce, I’m rather pressed for time”—and Jabez Stone shuddered.
Dan’l Webster’s brow looked dark as a thundercloud.
“Pressed or not, you shall not have this man!” he thundered. “Mr. Stone is an American citizen, and no
American citizen may be forced into the service of a foreign prince. We fought England for that in ’12\fn{ 1812.}
and we’ll fight all hell for it again!”
“Foreign?” said the stranger. “And who calls me a foreigner?”
“Well, I never yet heard of the dev—of your claiming American citizenship,” said Dan’l Webster with surprise.
“And who with better right?” said the stranger, with one of his terrible smiles. “When the first wrong was done
to the first Indian, I was there. When the first slaver put out for the Congo, I stood on her deck. Am I not ion your
books and stories and beliefs, from the first settlements on? Am I not spoken of, still, in every church in New
England? ’Tis true the North claims me for a Southerner and the South for a Northerner, but I am neither. I am
merely an honest American like yourself—and of the best descent—for, to tell the truth, Mr. Webster, though I
don’t like to boast of it, my name is older in this country than yours.”
“Aha!” said Dan’l Webster, with the veins standing out in his forehead. “Then I stand on the Constitution! I
demand a trial for my client!”
“The case is hardly one for an ordinary court,” said the stranger, his eyes flickering. “And, indeed, the lateness
of the hour—”
“Let it be any court you choose, so it is an American judge and an American jury!” said Dan’l; Webster in his
pride. “Let it be the quick or the dead; I’ll abide the issue!”
“You have said it,” said the stranger, and pointed his finger at the door. And with that, and all of a sudden, there
was a rushing of wind outside and a noise of footsteps. They came, clear and distinct, through the night. And yet,
they were not like the footsteps of living men.
“In God’s name, who comes by so late?” cried Jabez Stone, in an ague of fear.
“The jury Mr. Webster demands,” said the stranger, sipping at his boiling glass. “You must pardon the rough
appearance of one or two; they will have come a long way.”
And with that the fire burned blue and the door blew open and twelve men entered, one by one.
If Jabez Stone had been sick with terror before, he was blind with terror new. For there was Walter Butler, the
loyalist, who spread fire and horror through the Mohawk Valley in the times of the Revolution; and there was
Simon Girty, the renegade, who saw white men burned at the stake and whooped with the Indians to see them
burn. His eyes were green, like a catamount’s, and the stains on his hunting shirt did not come from the blood of
the deer. King Philip was there, wild and proud as he had been in life, with the great gash in his head that gave
him his death wound, and cruel Governor Dale, who broke men on the wheel. There was Morton of Merry Mount,
who so vexed the Plymouth Colony, with his flushed, loose, handsome face and his hate of the Godly. There was
Teach, the bloody pirate, with his black beard curling on his breast. The Reverend John Smeet, with his strangler’s
hands and his Geneva gown, walked as daintily as he had to the gallows. The red print of the rope was still around
his neck, but he carried a perfumed handkerchief in one hand. One and all, they came into the room with the fires
of hell still upon them, and the stranger named their names and their deeds as they came, till the tale of twelve
was told. Yet the stranger had told the truth—they had all played a part in America.
“Are you satisfied with the jury, Mr. Webster?” said the stranger mockingly, when they had taken their places.
The sweat stood upon Dan’l Webster’s brow, but his voice was clear.
“Quite satisfied,” he said. “Though I miss General Arnold from the company.”
“Benedict Arnold is engaged upon other business,” said the stranger, with a glower. “Ah, you asked for a
justice, I believe.”
He pointed his finger once more, and a tall man, soberly clad in Puritan garb, with the burning gaze of the
fanatic, stalked into the room and took his judge’s place.
“Justice Hathorne is as jurist of experience,” said the stranger. “He presided at certain witch trials once held in
Salem. There were others who repented of the business later, but not he.”
“Repent of such notable wonders and undertakings?” said the stern old justice. “Nay, hang them—hang them
all!” And he muttered to himself in a way that struck ice into the sole of Jabez Stone.
Then the trial began, and, as you might expect, it didn’t look anyways good for the defense. And Jabez Stone
didn’t make much of a witness in his own behalf. He took one look at Simon Girty and screeched, and they had to
put him back in his corner in a kind of swoon.
It didn’t halt the trial, though; the trial went on, as trials do. Dan’l Webster had faced some hard juries and
hanging judges in his time, but this was the hardest he’d ever faced, and he knew it. They sat there with a kind of
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glitter in their eyes, and the stranger’s smooth voice went on and on. Every time he’d raise an objection, it’d be
“Objection sustained,” but whenever Dan’l objected, it’d be “Objection denied.” Well, you couldn’t expect fair
play from a fellow like this Mr. Scratch.
It got to Dan’l in the end, and he began to heat, like iron in the forge. When he got up to speak he was going to
flay that stranger with every trick known to the law, and the judge and jury too. He didn’t care if it was contempt
of court or what would happen to him for it. He didn’t care any more what happened to Jabez Stone. He just got
madder and madder, thinking of what he’d say. And yet, curiously enough, the more he thought about it, the less
he was able to arrange his speech in his mind.
Till, finally, it was time for him to get up on his feet, and he did so, all ready to bust out with lightnings and
denunciations. But before he started he looked over the judge and jury for a moment, such being his custom. And
he noticed the glitter in their eyes was twice as strong as before, and they all leaned forward. Like hounds just
before they get the fox, they looked, and the blue mist of evil in the room thickened as he watched them. Then he
saw what he’d been about to do, and he wiped his forehead, as a man might who’s just escaped falling into a pit in
the dark.
For it was him they’d come for, not only Jabez Stone. He read it in the glitter of their eyes and in the way the
stranger hid his mouth with one hand. And if he fought them with their own weapons, he’d fall into their power;
he knew that, though he couldn’t have told you how. It was his own anger and horror that burned in their eyes;
and he’d have to wipe that out or the case was lost. He stood there for a moment, his black eyes burning like
anthracite. And then he began to speak.
He started off in a low voice, though you could hear every word. They say he could call on the harps of the
blessed when he chose. And this was just as simple and easy as a man could talk. But he didn’t start out by
condemning or reviling. He was talking about the things that make a country a country, and a man a man.
And he began with the simple things that everybody’s know and felt—the freshness of a fine morning when
you’re young, and the taste of food when you’re hungry, and the new day that’s every day when you’re a child. He
took them up and he turned them in his hands. They wee good things for any man. But without freedom, they
sickened. And when he talked of those enslaved, and the sorrows of slavery, his voice got like a big bell. He
talked of the early days of America and the men who had made those days. It wasn’t a spread-eagle speech, but he
made you see it. He admitted all the wrong that had ever been done. But he showed how, out of the wrong and the
right, the suffering and the starvations, something new had come. And everybody had played a part in it, even the
traitors.
Then he turned to Jabez Stone and showed him as he was—an ordinary man who’d had hard luck and wanted
to change it. And, because he’d wanted to change it, now he was going to be punished for all eternity. And yet
there was good in Jaqbez Stone, and he showed that good. He was hard and mean, in some ways, but he was a
man. There was sadness in being a man, but it was a proud thing too. And he showed what the pride of it was till
you couldn’t help feeling it. Yes, even in Hell, if a man was a man, you’d know it. And he wasn’t pleading for any
one person any more, though his voice rang like an organ. He was telling the story and the failures and the endless
journey of mankind. They got tricked and trapped and bamboozled, but it was a great journey. And no demon that
was ever foaled could know the inwardness of it—it took a man to do that.
The fire began to die on the hearth and the wind before morning to blow. The light was getting gray in the
room when Dan’l Webster finished. And his words came back at the end to New Hampshire ground, and the one
spot of land that each man loves and clings to. He painted a picture of that, and to each one of that jury he spoke
of things long forgotten. For his voice cold search the heart, and that was his gift and his strength. And to one, his
voice was like the forest and its secrecy, and to another like the sea and the storms of the sea; and one heard the
dry of his lost nation in it, and another saw a little harmless scene he hadn’t remembered for years. But each saw
something. And when Dan’l Webster finished he didn’t know whether or not he’d saved Jabez Stone. But he knew
he’d done a miracle. For the glitter was gone from the eyes of judge and jury, and, for the moment, they were men
again, and knew they were men.
“The defense rests,” said Dan’l Webster, and stood there like a mountain. His ears were still ringing with his
speech, and he didn’t hear anything else till he heard Judge Hathorne say, “The jury will retire to consider its
verdict.”
Walter Butler rose in his place and his face had a dark, gay pride on it.
“The jury has considered its verdict,” he said, and looked the stranger full in the eye. “We find for the
defendant, Jabez Stone.”
With that, the smile left the stranger’s face, but Walter Butler did not flinch.
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“Perhaps ’tis not strictly in accordance with the evidence,” he said, “but even the damned may salute the
eloquence of Mr. Webster.”
With that, the long crow of a rooster split the gray morning sky, and judge and jury were gone from the room
like a puff of smoke and as if they had never been there. The stranger turned to Dan’l Webster, smiling wryly.
“Major Butler was always a bold man,” he said. “I had not thought him quite so bold. Nevertheless, my
congratulations, as between two gentlemen.”
“I’ll have that paper first, if you please,” said Dan’l Webster, and he took it and tore it into four pieces. It was
queerly warm to the touch. “And now,” he said, “I’ll have you!” and his hand came down like a bear trap on the
stranger’s arm. For he knew that once you bested anybody like Mr. Scratch in fair fight, his power on you was
gone. And he could see that Mr. Scratch knew it too.
The stranger twisted and wriggled, but he couldn’t get out of that grip. “Come, come, Mr. Webster,” he said,
smiling palely. “This sort of thing is ridic—ouch!—is ridiculous. If you’re worried about the costs of the case,
naturally, I’d be glad to pay—”
“And so you shall!” said Dan’l Webster, shaking him till his teeth rattled. “For you’ll sit right down at that
table and draw up a document, promising never to bother Jabez Stone nor his heirs or assigns nor any other New
Hampshireman till doomsday! For any hades we want to raises in this state, we can raise ourselves, without
assistance from strangers.”
“Ouch!” said the stranger. “Ouch! Well, they never did run very big to the barrel, but—ouch!—I agree!”
So he sat down and drew up the document. But Dan’l Webster kept his hand on his coat collar all the time.
“And, now, may I go?” said the stranger, quite humble, when Dan’l’d seen the document was in proper and
legal form.
“Go?” said Dan’l, giving him another shake. “I’m still trying to figure out what I’ll do with you. For you’ve
settled the costs of the case, but you haven’t settled with me. I think I’ll take you back to Marshfield,” he said,
kind of reflective. “I’ve got a ram there named Goliath that can butt through an iron door. I’d kind of like to turn
you loose in his field and see what he’d do.”
Well, with that the stranger began to beg and to plead. And he begged and he pled so humble that finally Dan’l,
who was naturally kindhearted, agreed to let him go. The stranger seemed terrible grateful or that and said, just to
show they were friends, he’d tell Dan’l’s fortune before leaving. So Dan’l agreed to that, though he didn’t take
much stock in fortune-tellers ordinarily. But, naturally, the stranger was a little different.
Well, he pried and he peered at the lines in Dan’l’s hands. And he told him one thing and another that was quite
remarkable. But they were all in the past.
“Yes, all that’s true, and it happened,” said Dan’l Webster. “But what’s to come in the future?”
The stranger grinned, kind of happily, and shook his head.
“The future’s not as you think it,” he said. “It’s dark. You have a great ambition, Mr. Webster.”
“I have,” said Dan’l firmly, for everybody knew he wanted to be President.
“It seems almost within your grasp,” said the stranger, “but you will not attain it. Lesser men will be made
President and you will be passed over.”
“And, if I am, I’ll still be Daniel Webster,” said Dan’l. “Say on.”
“You have two strong sons,” said the stranger, shaking his head. “You look to found a line. But each will die in
war and neither reach greatness.”
“Live or die, they are still my sons,” said Dan’l Webster. “Say on.”
“You have made great speeches,” said the stranger. “You will make more.”
“Ah,” said Dan’l Webster.
“But the last great speech you make will turn many of your own against you,” said the stranger. “They will call
you Ichabod; they will call you by other names. Even in New England, some will say you have turned your coat
and sold your country, and their voices will be loud against you till you die.”
“So it is an honest speech, it does not matter what men say,” said Dan’l Webster. Then he looked at the stranger
and their glances locked.
“One question,” he said. “I have fought for the Union all my life. Will I see that fight won against those who
would tear it apart?”
“Not while you live,” said the stranger, grimly, “but it will be won. And after you are dead, there are thousands
who will fight for your cause, because of words that you spoke.”
“Why, then, you long-barreled, slab-sided, lantern-jawed, fortune-telling note shaver!” said Dan’l Webster,
with a great roar of laughter, “be off with you to your own place before I put my mark on you! For, by the thirteen
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original colonies, I’d go to the Pit itself to save the Union!”
And with that he drew back his foot for a kick that would have stunned a horse. It was only the tip of his shoe
that caught the stranger, but he went flying out of the door with his collecting box under his arm.
“And now,” said Dan’l Webster, seeing Jabez Stone beginning to rouse from his swoon, “let’s see what’s left in
the jug, for it’s dry work talking all night, I hope there’s pie for breakfast, Neighbor Stone.”
But they say that whenever the Devil comes near Marshfield, even now, he gives it a wide berth. And he hasn’t
been seen in the state of New Hampshire from that day to this. I’m not talking about Massachusetts or Vermont.
1920
137.104 Excerpt from We Shook The Family Tree\fn{by Hildegarde Dolson (1908-1981)} Franklin, Venango County,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (F) 4
Perhaps the surest way to tell when a female goes over the boundary from childhood into meaningful
adolescence is to watch how long it takes her to get to bed at night. My own crossover, which could be summed
up in our family as “What on earth is Hildegarde doing in the bathroom?” must have occurred when I was a
freshman in high school. Until then, I fell into bed dog-tired each night, after the briefest possible bout with
toothbrush and washcloth. But once I’d become aware of the Body Beautiful, as portrayed in advertisements in
women’s magazines, my absorption was complete and my attitude highly optimistic. I too would be beautiful. I
would also be Flower-Fresh, Fastidious and Dainty—a triple-threat virtue obviously prized above pearls by the
entire male sex, as depicted in the Ladies’ Home Journal.
Somehow, out of my dollar a week allowance, I managed to buy Mum, Odorono, Listerine and something
called Nipso, the latter guaranteed to remove excess hair from arms and legs, and make a man think,
“Oooo, what a flawless surface.”
It’s true that I had no men, nor was I a particularly hairy child, having only a light yellow down on my angular
appendages. Nevertheless, I applied the Nipso painstakingly in the bathroom one night with Sally as my interested
audience. I had noticed the stuff had a rather overpowering, sickish sweet scent, but this was a very minor
drawback, considering the goal I had in mind. After Sally had been watching me for a few minutes, she began
holding her nose. Finally she asked me to unlock the door and let her out.
“Don’t you want to see me wash it off?” I asked, rather hurt.
“No,” Sally said. “It smells funny.”
In the next hour, as my father, mother and brothers followed their noses to the upstairs hall, there were far
more detailed descriptions of just how Nipso affected the olfactory senses. Jimmy, being a simple child, merely
said “Pugh” and went away. My father thought it was most like the odor of rotten eggs, but Bobby said No, it was
more like a mouse that’s been dead quite a while. Mother was more tactful, only remarking that Nipso obviously
wasn’t meant to be applied in a house people lived in. Since it certainly wasn’t meant to be applied in a wooded
dell, either, I was prevailed upon to throw the rest of the tube away.
I didn’t mind too much, because I already had my eye on something that sounded far more fascinating than
Nipso. This was a miraculous substance called Beauty Clay, and every time I read about it in a magazine
advertisement, the words enveloped me in rapture. Even the story of its discovery was a masterpiece in lyrical
prose. Seems this girl was traveling in an obscure European country (name on request) and ran out of those things
ladies always run out of at the wrong time, such as powder and make-up lotion. The worst part was that the girl
really needed such artifices to cover up bumps. Through some intuitive process which escapes me at the moment,
she had the presence of mind to go to a near-by hamlet, pick up a handful of mud, and plaster it on her face. Then
she lay dozing in the sun, by a brook. When she came to, washed the clay-like mud off her face, and looked at her
reflection in the brook, she knew she had hit the jackpot. Boy, was she beautiful. Looking at the Before-and-After
pictures, I could see that this beauty was more than skin-deep, having benefited even her nose, eyes and hair.
After pondering all this, I could well understand why a jar of the imported Beauty Clay cost $4.98. In fact, it
was dirt cheap at the price, and my only problem was how to lay my hands on $4.98. Certainly I had no intention
of enlisting financial support from my parents. For one thing, it was too much money, and for another thing,
parents ask too many questions. Far better, I thought, to let the transformation of their oldest daughter come as a
dazzling surprise.
Due to the fact that I had such important things as Beauty Clay on my mind, it was understandable that my
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monthly marks in algebra should cause even more distress than usual in the bosom of my family. Each month, the
high school honor roll, consisting of the names of the ten highest students in each class, was published in the
Franklin News-Herald. (The Herald, as I’d known it on Armistice Day, had been taken over by the News.) And
each month, my own name was prominently absent. Appeals to my better nature, my pride, and the honor of the
Dolsons did no good. I honestly meant well, and I even went so far as to carry books home from school and carry
them back again the next morning. But freshman algebra, implying as it did that X equals Y, was simply beyond
me.
Finally my father said that if I got on the Honor Roll he’d give me five dollars. Wobbly as I was in
Mathematics, it took me only a flash to realize this sum was approximately equal to $4.98, or the piddling price of
the Beauty Clay.
From there on in, I was straining every muscle. When I say that I got B in algebra and climbed to the bottom
rung of the Honor Roll, I am stating a miracle simply. What is more important, I got the five bucks.
My father said that if I liked, he’d put most of it in my savings account. Bobby said, with even more
enthusiasm, that he knew where I could get a bargain in a second-hand pistol. I declined both offers, marveling at
the things men could think of to do with money, and made my way, on foot, to Riesenman’s drugstore. When Mr.
Riesenman said he had no Beauty Clay, I was grieved. When he said he’d never even heard of the stuff, I was
appalled. It took three trips to convince him that he must order it immediately, money on the line.
Then I went home and waited. With admirable restraint, I waited five days. After that, I made daily inquiries
on my way home from school. If I was with friends, I’d say I had to do an errand for Mother and would catch up
to them later. They must often have wondered, in the next thirty days, at the number of unobtainable items my
mother demanded of a drugstore. Finally came the wonderful afternoon when Mr. Riesenman said,
“Here you are, Hildegarde.”
His jovial air may have been due to the fact that he was rid of me at last. My own joy was primitive and
unconfined. At last I’d got hold of a rainbow.
It took a week more before I could achieve the needed privacy for my quick-change act. Mother was taking
Jimmy and Sally down town to get new shoes, Bobby was going skiing, and my father, as usual, would be at the
office. I got home to the empty house at twenty minutes of four, and made a bee-line for the Beauty Clay.
According to the directions, I then washed off all make-up, which in my own case was a faint dash of powder on
my nose, and wrapped myself in a sheet “to protect that pretty frock,” or, more accurately, my blue serge middy
blouse. Then I took a small wooden spatula the manufacturer had thoughtfully provided, and dug into the jar.
The Beauty Clay was a rather peculiar shade of grayish-green, and I spread this all over my face and neck
—“even to the hairline where tell-tale wrinkles hide.” The directions also urged me not to talk or smile during the
twenty minutes it would take the clay to dry. The last thing in the world I wanted to do was talk or smile. That
could come later. For now, a reverent silence would suffice. In fact, as the thick green clay dried firmly in place, it
had to suffice. Even though my face and neck felt as if they’d been cast in cement, the very sensation reassured
me. Obviously, something was happening. I sat bolt upright in a chair and let it happen.
After fifteen minutes of this, the doorbell rang. I decided to ignore it. The doorbell rang again and again,
jangling at my conscience. Nobody at our house ever ignored doorbells, and I was relieved when it stopped. In my
eagerness to see who had been calling on us, I ran to my window, opened it, and leaned out. The departing guest
was only the man who brought us country butter each week, I was glad to note. Hearing the sound of the window
opening above him, he looked up. When he saw me leaning out, his mouth dropped open and he let out a hoarse,
awful sound. Then he turned and ran down the steep hill at incredible speed. I couldn’t imagine what had struck
him, to act so foolish.
It wasn’t until I’d remembered the clay and went to look in a mirror that I understood. Swathed in a sheet, and
with every visible millimeter of skin a sickly gray-green, I scared even myself.
According to the clock, the Beauty Clay had been on the required twenty minutes, and was now ready to be
washed off. It occurred to me that if twenty minutes was enough to make me beautiful, thirty minutes or even
forty minutes would make me twice as beautiful. Besides, it would give me more lovely moments of anticipation,
and Mother wouldn’t be home till after five.
By the time my face was so rigid that even my eyeballs felt yanked from their sockets, I knew I must be done,
on both sides. As I started back to the bathroom, I heard Bobby’s voice downstairs yelling,
“Mom!”
With the haste born of horror I ran back and just managed to bolt myself inside the bathroom as Bobby leaped
up the stairs and came down the hall toward his room. Then I turned on the faucet and set to work. The directions
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had particularly warned
“Use only gentle splashes to remove the mask—no rubbing or washcloth.”
It took several minutes of gentle splashing to make me realize this was getting me nowhere fast. Indeed, it was
like splashing playfully at the Rock of Gibraltar. I decided that maybe it wouldn’t hurt if I rubbed the beauty mask
just a little, with a nail brush. This hurt only the nail brush. I myself remained embedded in Beauty Clay.
By this time, I was getting worried. Mother would be home very soon and I needed a face—even any old face.
Suddenly it occurred to me that a silver knife would be a big help, although I wasn’t sure just how. When I heard
Bobby moving around in his room, I yelled at him to bring me a knife from the dining-room sideboard. Rather,
that’s what I intended to yell, but my facial muscles were still cast in stone, and the most I could do was grunt. In
desperation, I ran down to the sideboard, tripping over my sheet as I went, and got the knife. Unfortunately, just as
I was coming back through the dusky upstairs hall, Bobby walked out of his room and met me, face to face.
The mental impact, on Bobby, was terrific. To do him justice, he realized almost instantly that this was his own
sister, and not, as he at first imagined, a sea monster. But even this realization was not too reassuring.
I had often imagined how my family would look at me after the Beauty Clay had taken effect. Now it had
taken effect—or even permanent possession of me—and Bobby was certainly reacting, but not quite as I’d
pictured it.
“Wh—what?” he finally managed to croak, pointing at my face.
His concern was so obvious and even comforting that I tried to explain what had happened. The sounds that
came out alarmed him even more.
Not having the time or the necessary freedom of speech to explain any further, I dashed into the bathroom and
began hitting the handle of the knife against my rocky visage. To my heavenly relief, it began to crack. After
repeated blows, which made me a little groggy, the stuff had broken up enough to allow me to wriggle my jaw.
Meanwhile, Bobby stood at the door watching, completely bemused.
Taking advantage of the cracks in my surface, I dug the blade of the knife in, and by scraping, gouging, digging
and prying, I got part of my face clear. As soon as I could talk, I turned on Bobby.
“If you tell anybody about this, I’ll kill you,” I said fiercely.
Whether it was the intensity of my threat or a latent chivalry aroused by seeing a lady tortured before his very
eyes, I still don’t know, but Bobby said,
“Cross my heart and hope to die.” He then pointed out that spots of the gray-green stuff were still very much
with me. As I grabbed up the nail brush again, to tackle these remnants, he asked in a hushed voice,
“But what is it?”
“Beauty Clay,” I said. “I sent away for it.”
Bobby looked as though he couldn’t understand why anyone would deliberately send away for such
punishment, when there was already enough trouble in the world. However, for the first time in a long, hideous
half hour, I remembered why I’d gone through this ordeal, and I now looked into the mirror expecting to see
results that would wipe out all memory of suffering.
The reflection that met my eye was certainly changed all right, varying as it did between an angry scarlet
where the skin had been rubbed off, to the greenish splotches still clinging. Maybe if I got it all off, I thought.
When it was all off, except those portions wedded to my hair, I gazed at myself wearily, all hope abandoned. My
face was my own—but raw. Instead of the Body Beautiful I looked like the Body Boiled. Even worse, my
illusions had been cracked wide open, and not by a silver knife.
“You look awfully red,” Bobby said.
I did indeed. To add to my troubles, we could now hear the family assembling downstairs, and Mother’s voice
came up,
“Hildegarde, will you come set the table right away, dear?”
I moved numbly.
“You’d better take off the sheet,” Bobby said.
I took off the sheet. Just as I reached the stairs, he whispered,
“Why don’t you say you were frostbitten and rubbed yourself with snow?”
I looked at him with limp gratitude. When Mother saw my scarlet, splotched face, she exclaimed in concern.
“Why, Hildegarde, are you feverish?”
She made a move as if to feel my forehead, but I backed away. I was burning up, but not with fever.
“I’m all right,” I said, applying myself to setting the table. With my face half in the china cupboard, I mumbled
that I’d been frostbitten and had rubbed myself with snow.
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“Oh, Cliff,” Mother called. “Little Hildegarde was frostbitten.”
My Father immediately came out to the kitchen.
“How could she be frostbitten?” he asked reasonably. “It’s thirty-four above zero.”
“But her ears still look white,” Mother said.
They probably did, too, compared to the rest of my face. By some oversight, I had neglected to put Beauty
Clay on my ears.
“I’m all right,” I insisted again. “I rubbed hard, to get the circulation going.”
This at least was true. Anyone could tell at a glance that my circulation was going full blast, from the neck up.
Bobby had followed me out to the kitchen to see how the frostbite story went over. As Mother kept exclaiming
over my condition he now said staunchly,
“Sure she’s all right. Let her alone.”
My father and mother both stared at him, in this new role of Big Brother Galahad. In fact, my father reacted
rather cynically.
“Bobby, did you and your friends knock Hildegarde down and rub her face with snow?” he asked.
“Me?” Bobby squeaked. He gave me a dirty look, as if to say,
“You’d better talk fast.”
. I denied hotly that Bobby had done any such thing. In fact, I proceeded to build him up as my sole rescuer, a
great big St. Bernard of a brother who had come bounding through the snowdrifts to bring me life and hope.
Bobby looked so gratified at what he’d been through in my story that I knew my secret was safe.
Sally, always an affectionate child, began to sob.
“She might have died. Bobby saved her from freezing.”
My father and mother remained dry-eyed. Against this new set-up of Brother Loves Sister they were
suspicious, but inclined to do nothing.
And in a way I had been frostbitten, to the quick. Lying in bed that night, still smarting, I tried to think up
ways to get even. It wasn’t clear to me exactly whom or what I had to get even with. All I knew was that I was
sore and unbeautiful, and mulcted of five dollars. With the hot and cold fury of a woman stung, I suddenly
conceived my plan for revenge. It was so simple and logical and yet brilliant that my mind relaxed at last.
Some day I, too, would write advertisements.
138.6 The King’s Daughter\fn{by Gladys L. Schmitt (1909-1972)} Pittsburgh, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania,
U.S.A. (F) 6
The tending of the king’s goats was not the tedious business that David had expected it to be. The sun had
scarcely passed its zenith when the whole task was done. While the princess Michal gathered up the scraps of
their noonday meal, he lay on his back in the shadow of a mulberry tree. He was pleasantly tired with so much
running, and a little dizzy with the heat of the high summer sun. His mouth was moist and fresh after the milk,
and his sweat had turned into a cool film in the shade. He watched her as she put the leavings of the food away,
nibbling a bit here and there—now a raisin, now a curd—and he thought how it had been a blithe enough morning
after all; nor was he altogether glad to see it at an end.
On the way to the meadows he had been taciturn and sullen. At the morning meal, Michal had called attention
to his mean origin; she had commanded him forth for the day like any hired shepherd; she had put the ache of his
dreams upon his waking hours; and because of her he was to be parted from Jonathan. Once or twice on the road
she had attempted to draw him into talk. Her father, Saul, would soon be with them in Gibeah, she had said; listen
to the toads croaking in the marsh; did he, like herself, delight in the feel of dew upon his feet? He had
vouchsafed her scarcely a word. She had walked too close to him, so that her warm, thick curls often brushed his
shoulder and her swinging hand often knocked against his thigh. And, God of hosts, he had asked himself, what
does she want of me? Does she touch me out of desire, or simply because I am so insignificant that she barely
knows I am nearby?
But as soon as the flock closed around him, as soon as he smelled the familiar odor of wool and felt the silky
goats’ hair rippling past his shins, as soon as he found himself in the middle of that flowing, leaping, mincing
mass of nimbleness and lechery, all his sulkiness was gone. It had been long since he walked in the midst of a
herd; the rank and pungent smell was to him as the air on a mountain is to a mountaineer who has come home
from a journey upon some fetid plain. A wild and merry mood possessed him. He shouted and whistled far more
than was needful. He moved among the goats as a temple dancer moves before a god—graceful, intoxicated,
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catching the curven horns, vaulting over the bony backs, slapping the soft white sides. It was as if the spirit of the
herd had leapt from the hairy, incontinent bodies of the goats and fastened upon him.
“David,” Michal had said a dozen times that morning, “is the Baal in your flesh? Are you possessed?”
But if there was censure in her voice, her face was the face of one in league with the spirit. Her mouth was
parted, and the moist white edges of her teeth shone. Her tongue kept passing, swift as a serpent’s, over her lower
lip. Nor could he imagine any longer that her freedom with him was a matter of sheer indifference. She was
forever wading toward him through the waves of skipping beasts; whenever she could manage it, she brushed
against him; and the tension of his mood kept heightening under her touch. What manner of girl is it, he asked
himself, who kneels and leans forward so that her tunic falls away from her breasts? Who has taught her to leap
over goats so that her thighs are plain and also the down upon her thighs? Why must she forever be raising her
arms to fasten her hair, showing the dark hollows of her armpits with their small clusters of curls? It had been a
wild and chaotic morning. He had been hard put to keep the Baal of the goats at bay.
King’s daughter, he had kept saying to himself all through the herding. Child of a royal family who can afford
to let their hands wander as they please. She may catch me by the wrist, she may sidle like a cat against my shins,
she may breathe her warm breath straight into my face. But if my Judahite hand should reach out and touch her
breast, if my Judahite mouth should fall upon her asking mouth—what then—what wounded innocence, what
affronted pride and royal rage? Try as he would, he could not understand her. She should have despised the
shepherd in him; instead she never ceased to show her wonder at his skills.
“How is it, son of Jesse,” she would say—and her voice would lay a veil of honor and consequence upon his
father’s name—“how is it that you know without question that this kid will not thrive, but will surely die?” And,
he would assume the role that she had put upon him; he would become the wise male instructing the childish
female in obvious things.
“Behold his hooves. How old is he? Then under what moon was he born? And who would expect a kid
dropped under a summer moon to last longer than seventy days?”
As the morning waned., she began to contend with him over certain matters: the poisonous qualities of a kind
of weed, the best way to rid a goat of fleas, the comparative merits of the comb and the fingers in taking the snarls
out of the silky hair. But it was plain to him that she argued for the joy of submitting. In the end she would lean
back, breathless and happy to surrender.
“The star of Judah,” she would say, “it is with him in herding as in singing. His word is the last word and the
best.”
All through the meal he had been silent. His body remained quiet in the shade of the mulberry; but his
thoughts, driven by the Baal of the goats, leaped and swerved and darted on. To whom was she betrothed? What
lovers had spoken for her? Had she ever been possessed? Or was she, like himself, a virgin wishing to seem wise?
Had he fancied it or had he really seen a little garland of hair around her nipples? What scent was on her flesh,
under the perfume? Did she fear Saul? Did she wage an everlasting war against her brother Jonathan? What cities
had she visited? Were the dark curls in her armpits softer than his own? What would she do if he reached, across
the spread cloth, even now, and held her across his knees and kissed her full on the lips? Would she cry out at
once? Or would she melt first and lie quiet long enough for his hands to know … How would he kiss her? More in
hate than in love, he thought, in hate until her mouth was flattened out of shape, until …
What thoughts to think concerning a king’s daughter! Who in Israel had thought such thoughts before? Oh, but
he knew that many thought them. The whole army thought them and spoke them not whenever she came forth in a
tunic that flipped above her knees. It was this that they thought, all of them, when they said discreetly,
“Michal is the moon of Israel, fair among the fair.” Thinking of such matters, he had remained quiet over the
curds and bread.
She, too, had kept her peace. And when she had risen to clear the food away, she had the air of one who has
wrestled long with a bodiless and tormenting spirit. Her shoulders had sagged and her face had looked tired.
It was no great wonder that both of them were exhausted. In the wildness of their mood they had done a full
day’s work in half a day. On a far hillock behind them, golden under the sun, its outline shimmering and changing
in the heat, Saul’s favorite herd grazed, their clean, soft noses pushing through the withering grass, their flowing
coats as white as milk. David lay perfectly still, staring up through the leaves of the mulberry. They looked solid
and almost black against the burning blue of the sky.
As he stared, a strange unhappiness came upon him. The day was crass, brazen, striding like a prostitute across
the earth, with legs apart. He thought with longing of the subtle, tremulous, mothy night.
She came and sat down beside him under the mulberry tree. He lay looking up at her. She sat with her arms
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clasped round her knees. The weariness had apparently left her, and she looked firm and slim and fair. Her flesh
glowed softly from so much running about in the sun; it was as if a lamp had been lighted within her; her cheeks,
her shoulders, her throat, and the tips of her fingers were roseate. The scent of spice that had been upon her in the
morning was almost gone. Now her body had the odor of sun-dried sweat, a smell as wholesome and pleasing as
the smell of baking bread.
“How tall is the armor bearer of my father,” she said, letting her glance move slowly over the length of him.
“Being the daughter of Saul, I am of a good height. And yet were I to lie down beside David, the top of my head
would reach his shoulder only. David is tall indeed.”
He felt curiously remote. His desire had ebbed from him. It is strange, he thought, how much likeness there is
between any wench and a king’s daughter. Thrice in his life women had sat down beside him after the herding and
made this same observation:
“How tall … were I to lie down …”
In Bethlehem he had answered the children of herdsmen and farmers with a comment that always served him
well; it vaunted his own manliness and drove them away at the same time.
“Well, then, lie down,” he had said in the hills of Judah, “lie down and see.”
Now the old taunt formed in his thoughts, but it did not pass his lips. He kept his peace, perhaps because even
in her dallying she had reminded him that Saul’s blood ran precious and sanctified in her veins, perhaps because
her level look told him that she would not run giggling and squealing out of his reach. She might accept the
challenge. She who had come into his room unattended that morning, she who had seen a vision of him lying
upon his bed, she who had come to him through the lecherous goats, watching his body through his tunic, blowing
her warm, sweet breath upon him—she might very well lie down and see.
And then? That desire which he had ceased to guard against, believing it weakened, sprang upon him again. If
he had longed for her before, it had been a sickly shadow of longing compared to this. He stared at the fierce blue
sky that glared between the black leaves of the mulberry, he stared until his eyes ached, trying to stare down the
thought of what might happen then. His body throbbed and changed in the heat of his yearning as the outline of
the distant hill quivered under the sun. The old images, the dreams that he had dreamed of women whom he had
met on the road or at the shearing, were unacceptable, were not enough. It seemed to him that the daily shape of
love could never serve the fervor which she had roused in him. Love must be cruelly twisted and changed, love
must be tortured out of shape, love must take unto itself some of her brown, sweet, stinging violence. Desire must
be wreaked upon her as a kind of vengeance—vengeance upon the king’s daughter who kept her shy and virginal
airs for some lordly bed and turned wench among the goats with a Judahite …
In the midst of these thoughts, he felt her glance upon him. He raised his eyes to her face, expecting to see a
coy glance glinting through lowered lashes. He encountered instead a pair of grave, wide-open eyes. There was
something admirably unwomanish, something of clean, boyish honor in the frankness with which she saw and
accepted his desire. A strangely familiar smile, at once mocking and tender, indented the corners of her lips.
Where had he seen that smile before?
On Saul’s face, and it was Saul’s daughter whom his thoughts had ravaged and put to shame. The
remembrance of her somber father stood suddenly there behind her, gazing down upon him with that strange
commingling of mockery and affection that at once chastised and comforted the heart. Simply because she is a
king’s daughter, the eyes of Saul said, there is no need to deal with her as if she were a prostitute. And David was
reproved and ashamed of the violence and crassness of his own longing. He turned upon his face. She leaned
against the trunk of the mulberry tree and sighed.
In the complete quiet of the summer afternoon he could hear his heart beating more and more slowly against
the earth. It was almost as if he had actually possessed her. In his imaginings, he had mastered her; in her look she
had come forth to him, surrendering herself with a knowing smile. Now his longing subsided; the Baal of the
goats, chastened and peaceable, re-entered the hairy bodies and grazed calmly upon the hill. He raised his head
and saw her above the curve of his arm. She also had grown quieter. Her breasts rose and fell regularly against the
harsh blueness; a look of dreaming had come upon her face. For the first time he asked himself what thoughts
passed through the mind of the King’s daughter—what she dreamed here in this sun-drenched meadow and in the
darkness of her room by night when she stood at the window, pulling the golden pins from her hair. It is possible,
he thought, that she thinks of me …
After long silence she spoke as one speaks in a dream, letting a detached thought float serenely into the hush.
“I was betrothed to Agag,” she said.
For a moment he was bitter for his own sake. He was slighted, shoved without ceremony out of her thoughts to
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make way for the mincing heathen from the south. Then he let his own pique be eaten up by a larger and more
high-minded anger. He was wroth for Jahveh and for Israel. The man of Judah, the stern man of God in him was
affronted to hear it. Heathen in the king’s house—uncleanness in a royal bed—
“To an Amalekite—?”
“Nay, now,” she said, stretching against the trunk and smiling. “Had Samuel not given him up to God, he
would have become as one of us. He had consented to be circumcised.”
Another woman’s tongue would have traveled around the world or stumbled upon it. She said it as smoothly
and casually as his mother or sister might have said “bread.” He knew with amazement that she needed neither
womanly terror nor womanly wonderment in her dealings with men. Honor—a boy’s honor—would dictate her
ways in love. For her, what was so, was so—good and to be used and loved. She would know the worth of what
she received and pay for it in full, caress for caress. Had he known her forthright passion then, the dead
Amalekite? Before he went down into Sheol, had he also walked with her to tend her father’s goats among these
far and empty hills? The question drew him away from her into some remote vantage place beyond the scent of
her body, beyond the world. He felt no anger, only an aching heaviness …
“The star of Judah never looked upon Agag,” she said in the same dreamer’s voice.
“No.”
“He was a sorrowful man …”
And did you comfort his sorrows? Did you rest his sorrowing face between your small, brown breasts?
“He had seen much and known much and suffered much before my father brought him home …”
Yes, more than I have seen and known and suffered—far more than I. For what is longing for Jesse and
homesickness for the dust-brown rooms of Bethlehem beside the vision of a fallen city and a torn scarlet cloak
and every brother, every good companion slain? Would I had seen the Amalekite and played before him in the
evenings. Would I had sat at his knee, hearing the tales of his grievous journeys far into the night. What he knew
of the world is buried in Gilgal. I cannot learn it now. He was a subtler man, a wiser man than I …
“We were betrothed in Gilgal. Three moons passed after his death before I took the ring that he gave me from
my finger, and my hand was lonely without it. When I awoke, my finger felt empty in the night.”
“Do you still mourn for him then?” he said.
“How long is it that the living can mourn for the dead? Furthermore, I never knew him. Between him and me,
it was nothing but words and looks, and they are slighter and easier to lose than the other. Saul, my father, knew
him well, and Saul has mourned longer than I.”
He turned on his side and saw her lean brown hand lying open beside him on the withered grass. It was there
for the taking; to leave it trailing loose and empty would be a piece of coldness and unfriendliness. And she had
been friendly to him, frank and companionable, opening her thoughts to him as directly and decently as she had
offered contact with her body. He took her hand and drew it toward him and turned his cheek against it. It was like
the hand of a boy—warm, spare, redolent of earth and heat.
“I saw you in Ephes-Dammim,” she said.
“When I sang in the tent of the king my lord?”
“No, earlier. Much earlier than that.”
“When?”
She smiled.
“I will not tell. Only tell me this, what Baal was it that you worshipped in Ephes-Dammim by the cistern in the
grove of willows? It was said by the maidservant of Rizpah that you worshipped some Baal—”
“I?”
He started up in consternation. A confusion of images descended upon him: The little stone Astarte slipping
from Joab’s fingers into his own palm; his cheek resting against the vessel by the cistern—the vessel which
Jonathan’s hand had touched; his body leaning over the dark water—his eyes seeking their own reflection there.
He felt an unreasonable sense of guilt. It was as if he had truly worshipped some unclean god among the mustard
flower and the pearly mists, and he was afraid.
“Do not fear to tell me,” she said. “I am no carrier of tales. It is only that I would leave a gift by night and in
secret for the Baal that is the Baal of David.”
He withdrew his hand from hers and spread it southward, asking the Lord to bear witness.
“But I have no God save Jahveh who is the only God in Israel,” he said.
She smiled and looked at him with pert, unbelieving eyes.
“Think of it no more. I will find him for myself. I already know his nature and his dwelling. He lives in a
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cistern, and he is a god of pain.”
“You speak a mystery, and I cannot understand it.”
“No, then,” she said softly, “do not tell me. A time will come when you will tell me, and meanwhile I can wait.
Only, I wish from my heart that I might have communication with this spirit, because for many moons I have had
need of a Baal of pain.”
He stared at her in wonder. What was it in Saul’s household that made them carry the wounds of their spirits
like banners, so that all men might see and know? Saul’s wife, Ahinoam, leaving her cheeks unrouged, walking
through the garden with the tread of the weary and rejected, making it plain to all Israel that she was an old
woman, despised and outworn. Saul, saying, as casually as another might speak of a stubbed finger,
“Such-and-such came to pass in Gilgal, or in Gibeah, or at Ephes-Dammim on a day when Jahveh sent an evil
spirit upon me.”
Jonathan talked freely of the hour when his heart had failed him and the blood in his veins had gone to water.
And now she, the royal, the golden, the fortunate, saying to him that she stood in need of a god of pain. …
And again he was reproved by this honorable nakedness. He who had exhibited his hurts only when there was
profit to be pulled out of pity, he who had always kept silence about his own shortcomings and had hoped that the
world would lock all his flaws behind closed lips—he wished now that he could find the gallantry to say,
“I also have need of such a god. In Ephes-Dammim I was despised, and in the grove by the cistern I sought
your brother and found him not and wept.”
She moved a little closer to him and drew his hair away from his face.
“Why is the rose of Bethlehem so grave?” she said.
He laughed uneasily.
“I was thinking how all of us must sometimes feel the need of such a god as the maidservant of Rizpah fancied
that I worshipped by the cistern—”
“You also?” she asked.
“I? How am I different from the rest?”
“What could trouble you, and what would be denied you? All that you yearn after is at your hand even before
the yearning, seeing that you are so fair.”
“Then Michal my lady also would need no such god. She is as the sun.”
“Truly?” She looked him squarely in the face.
“Yes, truly.”
“Then,” she said without lowering her eyelids, “let the son of Jesse kiss me upon the lips.”
He was surprised that he had not the slightest desire to kiss her. In fact, there was something distasteful in the
thought of laying his mouth against hers, of breathing her breath. From his babyhood he had always struggled
against the requested kiss; a procession of sisters-in-laws, aunts, and aging neighbor women sprang up in his
thoughts, all demanding a familiarity that he could not freely give. He bent and surrendered his mouth with
hidden unwillingness. He could not find any cause for the faint tinge of disgust; her lips were moist and tender,
her breath was steady and sweet. He kissed long out of courtesy and kindliness, and put her from him with a
gallant sigh.
“I have kissed the mouth of the daughter of the king,” he thought, smiling and resting his head against the
bark.
But the glory of it was far less than he had dreamed. The day with all its works was a heaviness upon him. He
wanted the still room in the tower, and the moonlight, and the stirring, breathing walls. She smelled of the sun. He
wanted the dark.
“Are you thirsty?” she said.
“No. Wherefore?”
“Because your mouth is dry as sand.”
He remembered an old wives’ saying that a dry mouth never holds the wine of love. He put his hand uneasily
to his lips.
She rose and smoothed the skirt of her tunic. Her eyes were no longer frank and wide. It was as if she had been
tainted by the duplicity, the equivocation of his kiss.
“I am thirsty,” she said, “and the milk must be soured with lying so long in the sun. Let us shake down some of
these mulberries.”
He did not move. He continued to sit with his back against the trunk. She drew very near and closed her arms
around the mulberry. Her thigh brushed his shoulder and grazed against his face. She still wishes to stir me, he
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thought. She gives me the scent of her body, and it is sweet; she gives me the firmness of her flesh through the
moving cloth. Perhaps, if I remembered my morning longing, these dry twigs of desire might take fire again.
Perhaps if I …
She shook the little tree with all her might. Her body knocked softly against him. Suddenly, by handfuls,
loosened all at once, the ripe black fruits came tumbling down. They fell upon his head, upon his shoulders, upon
his upturned palms. They fell gently, as cool and moist as great drops of water. He closed his eyes and
relinquished himself to the night. There was no sun-scorched meadow now, no burning sky; there was Saul’s
garden after rain, aromatic with the smell of herbs and crushed grass, lyric with a voice that spoke of fallen Shiloh
and the ark of God.
The hand that lay upon his shoulder was no brown hand; it was the pale, veined hand of the beloved. The
mulberries continued to fall, more slowly now; and the transparent drops rolled down, very slowly, through the
tremulous, breathing night, upon his head and upon the cloudy hair of Jonathan. Friend, cousin, beloved of my
spirit, he thought, behold, I have been whoring in the fields among the lecherous goats when I might have been
seeking after a sight of your face. What is she to me? A woman and a stranger. My mouth that touched your
fingers is tainted by her wanton mouth. How shall I come to you again with this mark upon me? He turned his
head slowly against the bark. His eyes burned. He could have wept.
“Your lap is full. Will you eat?” she said. He started up, rolling the berries upon the earth.
“No, now, see what you have done. Do not rise. You will trample them, and they are so big and fair.”
He gathered a handful and stuffed them into his mouth, but he could not taste them. His palate was salt with
tears.
She picked the berries from the ground, dusted them against her brown arm, and ate them one by one. A small
purple stain showed at the comers of her lips. Her eyes no longer sought his. Perhaps they knew there was that in
his face which would be bitter to see. She knelt apart from him, very straight, so that the fold of her tunic no
longer fell forward from her breasts.
“Let us return now to your father’s house,” he said.
“Now? In the heat of the sun?”
It was not a protest; it was a complaint; her little tawny face was puckered like the face of a disappointed child.
“But if we have to wait for the sunset, the evening meal will be over before we have returned. It is best that we
arise and go without delay. There are trees along the road. We can walk in the shade.”
“Let it be as the son of Jesse wishes,” she said. “Only, I had thought that it might be pleasant to the lutist to
walk back to Gibeah in the wind of God, and to eat the evening bread as we ate the morning bread, in the common
room, without the whole world standing by.”
He saw that she regretted her speech before it was finished. Saul’s anger burned in her cheeks. All her
movements became angular and hard. She rose and stamped upon the mulberries. Some of the juice spattered
upon his tunic, and she looked at the stain with a malicious smile.
He felt at that moment a shadow of the fear which he felt in her father’s presence. She knows more than the
surface of things, he thought. She is subtle and strong, and she would make a relentless enemy. He remembered
with uneasiness the raisin eyes in the face of Doeg the Edomite. A man must walk warily, walking on the edge of
power …
He leaned toward her and encircled her legs with his arm, and laid his head against her side.
“To speak truly,” he murmured into the folds of her tunic, “I am very weary.”
“With brushing the hides of a few goats?”
“With struggling all day against longing after the king’s daughter, whose lips are the first I have ever touched
in love. It is with me as though I had drunk all day of a powerful wine, and my heart turns faint within me, and I
have a great need for sleep.”
He could feel her body grow vital and resilient as the joy tore through it. He was ashamed and could not look
into her eyes.
“Truly?” she said. But she wanted no answer. She believed out of her need for belief. And he knew with
mingled fright and triumph that the king’s daughter loved him, not for an afternoon of ardor in a distant meadow,
but everlastingly. And before the world? Before Saul? Before Ahinoam? Before all the proud Benjamites who
looked coldly upon Judah? Before the host where he had lain despised and unknown? Before all Israel? He could
not leave such questions unanswered. He must know his value and his destiny.
“No, now,” he said in a sorrowful voice, pressing his forehead against her thigh, “what profit is there in it? He
who betrothed you to Amalek may take it into his mind to give you to Moab, or to Philistia, or to some Syrian, or
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to one in Phoenicia who owns forest land in Lebanon.”
Her body stiffened again, this time with pride.
“My father loves me,” she said. “He will not sell me for the price of a forest, nor for any distant city, nor even
for ten years of peace in Israel. Agag had charred bones and ashes for his marriage portion, but Saul loved him.
Saul will give me to him whom Saul loves.”
He knew that this was so. Such knowledge should have been to him as the clashing of many cymbals and the
voice of many lutes. But the delight of it was muted; his heart was sorrowful; it was only his lips which smiled.
Fair she was, and a king’s daughter, and half-wild with longing for him. Even so, a man might turn his back upon
a day of passion with her. But who could walk away from all the glories that lie in a royal bed? Son-in-law of
Saul, captain over a thousand, lord of such-and-such an estate with arbors and fields and orchards, owner of suchand-such flocks and herds … Dear son of Ahinoam, friend of Abner, brother to Jonathan … And yet an ache
stirred within him; and yet a few mulberries kept falling., moist and cool into the magical night …
“Come, then, beloved. We will go that you may sleep,” she said.
He rose slowly. Hand in hand, like lovers, they walked toward the roofs and towers of Gibeah. No words
passed between them, and to those who passed them along the way, they had the air of sleep walkers, each intent
upon some vision ,within his own heart.
138.18 Oreste\fn{by Henry Shultz (1913- )} Hanover, York County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (M) 14
Elizabeth and William Noilly-Pratt are among my best friends, although I cannot say that I have ever perfectly
understood them. In the old days, I saw them every day: it was my unvarying custom to stop by their house in the
afternoons for a drink on my way home from work. I would walk in without knocking and go straight to the highceilinged old drawing room, so cool after the blazing Natchez sun, and find them there, talking quietly together or
reading. William would always rise to greet me with a grave little bow, and Elizabeth would extend her cool
fingers for me to kiss.
“Would you care for something to drink?” one of them would always ask me; and then Elizabeth would extend
her arm straight up in the air, the narrow shafts of sun which came through the bamboo blinds at the west end of
the darkened room making little bands of bright light on her bare arm, and snap her fingers for the servant—an
old Chinese, incongruous in that Natchez drawing room—to order my drink brought to me.
Their two children, Valerian and Titus, were yet infants—Valerian was perhaps two and Titus still in his cradle
—and were never in evidence and seldom talked about. Elizabeth and William were not the sort to trouble their
friends with anecdotes from the nursery, and, consequently, their offspring remained without personality for me
until they were a good deal older. But William and I talked much of our own childhood together, and of William’s
brothers, one of whom had roomed with me at the university.
Of Elizabeth’s brothers I knew only the two who had been at the university while I was there. I was acquainted
with none of the rest of her family, for she was from another state—West Virginia, I believe: we had never heard
much about it—and in particular I had for some time felt myself, though I had known her for ten years, kept
deliberately in ignorance, by means which I cannot identify or name, of all knowledge of her third brother, Oreste.
He had been born in France, I knew; but, whenever I questioned Elizabeth or William about him—in a casual
way, of course, since I had never even seen him—they would look at each other through the slanting shafts of
late-afternoon sunlight there in their cool high-ceilinged room, and William would raise his glass to Elizabeth, and
Elizabeth, smiling her dark enigmatic smile, would say,
“Oreste? I’m afraid that we don’t have any very recent intelligence of him.”
I did not know that he was, even then, in Natchez.
He was a writer, I learned from somebody else, but beyond this I could not go, nor even learn whether he had
published, nor even what he wrote. When I taxed William one afternoon, he answered—after first giving
Elizabeth a look over the rim of his glass,
“We are not quite sure whether he would want us to talk about his writings at this point.”
Naturally, I never enquired further into the matter.
Later on, having disposed of my businesses, I removed to the North and settled in a small community on the
side of a mountain, where I could pursue my studies in relative seclusion; and there, after some years, came also
Elizabeth and William, at my suggestion, to take up their abode, with all their household.
They took a house farther up the mountainside and moved in all in one day, with four immense van loads of
possessions, and their servants; but it was all done without a flutter, and when I went to call on them one
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afternoon two or three days later, it was as if they had been established there from the beginning, with Elizabeth
and William sitting in their old positions in the darkened drawing room (the bamboo blinds, brought from
Natchez, once more drawn against the sinking sun), talking quietly together as I entered (but admitted, this time,
by a servant); and Elizabeth once more raising her arm, as in the Natchez room, to snap her fingers for the ancient
Chinese to bring me my drink.
By this time their children were grown older and were much in evidence, and I began to grow fond of them,
having none of my own. Valerian was ten. He had never been to school (Elizabeth, I learned, devoted part of each
day to her boys’ education) and had apparently never played with any other children of his age; but for all this he
seemed to me a perfectly “adjusted” lad. He was extremely intelligent, very handsome, and I greatly enjoyed
conversing with him—for he came to see me, after they became my neighbors, nearly every day.
Titus, the younger, was another thing altogether. He kept much to himself, although he was only eight, and I
sensed in him a wild and fiercely independent spirit. The children now took their meals with the parents, even
when there were guests, and I observed on a number of occasions that Titus violated the customs of their table
precisely in order (so it seemed to me) that he might invite the censure of his father, so that (in turn) he might
ignore it and persist unconcernedly in his violations, which, he understood, his father could not altogether stop
without the danger of a scene at table. I learned that he was already composing music, although only eight; and
one evening, half a year or so after I had received this intelligence, William showed me, in some agitation, the
manuscript on which Titus was currently working.
This appeared to me, on first glance, to be somewhat familiar. It was an immensely complex orchestral work;
but it was only after I began to scrutinize it closely that I came to realize that lengthy passages of it were identical
with parts of the Mahler\fn{Gustav Mahler (1860-1911) Austrian composer.} Sixth Symphony, which he had certainly
never heard and of which, so far as I knew, he had never even seen the score.
“This is extraordinary,” I said, handing the manuscript back to William. ‘Do you recognize it?”
“Mahler,” said William.
“How do you account for it?”
“We can’t,” answered William, “except on the grounds that he is some kind of genius.”
A few days later the boy was in my house and I asked him if he would care to play for me. He favored me with
a curious look, sat down at my piano, and played—very badly—a simple-minded little piece such as any ordinary
child his age might have played when called upon to perform; and then, smiling inscrutably, slid from the piano
bench, gave me a parody of a concert pianist’s bow, and betook himself to the kitchen for cookies from my cook,
for he was not allowed sweets between meals at home.
I think he knew that I thought he had traduced me; for a week later, as he stood by my side while I inspected
some lizards the gardener had caught in the rock garden, he suddenly announced, without preamble,
“I really can’t play the piano very well, you know.”
I glanced at him in surprise, and his eyes fell to the ground while he blushed. I thought of saying something to
him about the Mahler Sixth, but a je ne sais quoi\fn{An inexpressible something.} in his attitude caused me to forbear;
and I was not at all sure, in any event, that William would have wanted him to know that I had been shown the
manuscript.
“I write music, though,” he added, for he had been reading my thoughts; “but that’s different.”
“Many composers are rotten performers,” I told him, as a sop.
“Am I rotten, then?” he asked, and picked a lizard out of the can. “My father says their tails come off”— and
with that he twisted the tail from the lizard he was holding. Fortunately it was of a species whose tails come off
easily.
“If you want that lizard,” I told him, “you may have it. Take care of it well and you may see whether or not it
grows a new tail.”
“I don’t like lizards,” he answered me. “I’ll see that its tail doesn’t ever come back.”
And thereupon he tossed the lizard over the edge of the mountain, where we were standing, into the gorge
which yawned at our feet. The creature could not have survived.
“I try not to be fascinated by animals,” he said, turning on his heel and marching away.
On subsequent occasions I discovered that Titus was also an author. One afternoon, when Elizabeth was said to
be resting in her room and William and I had had to take our drinks alone, he pulled a key from his pocket during
a lull in our conversation and, walking swiftly across the room to the escritoire, unlocked its drawer and lifted
therefrom a manuscript, written in a childish but perfectly legible and fluent hand, entitled—as I saw when he
deposited it, without a word, in my lap—The Manx Cat Entailed.
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I started reading immediately the first pages and was soon overwhelmed by the subtlety of the style and the
strong grip which it exercised, from its opening sentences, on my imagination. But then, as I read on, I began to
realize that such powerful passages alternated with others of a more than childish clumsiness and naïvete, and I
finished the story in a state of bewilderment. As I laid the sheaf of papers on the table at my side, I raised my eyes
in query to William. He nodded in confirmation.
“Titus,” he said quietly.
“Good God,” I said; “he’s only eight.”
“I know,” said William. “That’s just it.”
I was not surprised, some weeks later, therefore, to discover Titus carrying a large box of manuscript into my
summerhouse, which he knew I did not use in the afternoons and which I had told him he might occupy at those
times.
“You are writing something?” I asked him.
He lifted the lid of the box and flipped through half a ream of closely written manuscript.
“A book,” he said. “It is not finished yet.”
“Do you find it difficult to write a book?” I enquired of him, for I was curious.
“Not—difficult,” he answered me, pursing his lips. “But I am always very tired afterwards.” Then he excused
himself and retired to my summerhouse.
During these days, I rarely heard of Oreste; but one afternoon, as Elizabeth and William and I sat over our
drinks in their darkened drawing room, Valerian came dashing into our company with a letter clutched in his hand.
“The mail’s here!” he shouted, “and there’s a letter from Uncle Oreste!”
“Oh, let me see,” cried Elizabeth, taking it from him; and then: “Do excuse us,” she said to me, ripping open
the envelope with an ill-concealed trembling of her cool fingers. “We hear from him so seldom.”
As she read the letter—her lips parted and her small breasts rising and falling as if she had just come walking
too hurriedly up the mountainside—William resumed, in his gentle voice, his conversation with me on the subject
of mediaeval alchemy, his current study. When Elizabeth finished the letter, she handed it without a word to
William, who took it from her with a badly disguised show of indifference, and Elizabeth took over William’s
conversation in the middle of his sentence, so that it was with more than a modicum of surprise, after several
seconds of listening to Elizabeth’s voice instead of to William’s, that I suddenly was aware of the fact that a horse,
so to speak, had been changed in midstream.
But, while giving to Elizabeth every sign of polite and interested attention, I now turned on William,
nevertheless, as much covert scrutiny as, under the circumstances, I could manage; and thus it was, by this means,
that I came to realize that a crisis was in full bloom.
For William was surely in a state of agitation: he kept swigging at his drink, who usually sipped; and, when he
finally picked it up and drained the remaining half of it at a gulp, Elizabeth, whose eye, I noticed, had never
strayed far from him throughout her recital to me of his studies in mediaeval alchemy, immediately stretched her
arm into the air and snapped her fingers for the old Chinese to bring him another, though he never took two.
William finished the letter, looked at Elizabeth over the rim of his glass, and said:
“Well?”
“We’d better tell him at once,” she said, indicating me with a wave of her drink.
“Oreste is coming here,” said William.
“Oreste!” was all I could say.
“He is a hopeless alcoholic,” said Elizabeth.
“And sometimes a little peculiar to boot,” added William.
“I’m so sorry,” I said. “Tell me, is there not a little something perhaps, that I could do, to make things easier for
you while he is here?”
“Put a sign on the road directing him over the side of the cliff,” said William gently.
“Oh, William!” protested Elizabeth. “You will be misunderstood!” Then I enquired:
“In what way—I trust this question doesn’t intrude on you too closely—is Oreste, as you say, peculiar?”
“We can’t really say,” replied William. “We have tried to understand it, we have even called in psychiatrists,
but we are really not exactly sure. For the past few years, however, it has seemed to take the singular form of an
obsession that someone has been stealing his writings away from him.”
He raised his leg and scratched a match on the seat of his pants—an old-fashioned habit from his university
days, for which, to accommodate it, he had had his trousers especially tailored ever since.\fn{ You could do that with
the old white-phosphorus matches—invented in England in 1827, they would spontaneously combust at 86°F and were apt to go off in your
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pocket, and so were kept in small tins (these later became matchboxes made of wood) to prevent them from rubbing together; but they hung
around for many years after the safety match was invented (1844) because they kept well if properly stored; and it was not until about the
time they were prohibited in major European countries (by special convention in 1912, though Denmark had begun the process in 1875)
that they fell out of common use in the United States.}

“It has something to do with telepathy,” said Elizabeth. “He doesn’t actually believe that we physically take his
manuscripts away from him.”
“As a matter of fact,” said William, “we have never even seen any of his manuscripts.”
“He believes, then, that you in this house are stealing his manuscripts,” I said.
“Of course,” said Elizabeth, “it’s all some kind of delusion arising from his drinking; but it is most painful for
us. One doesn’t like to be thought a thief. And we have tried to help Oreste in every way.”
Then they told me how they had set up an establishment for Oreste in Natchez, and had hired people to look
after him and to attend to his wants and comforts. They had even gone so far as to hire a young Negress, a woman
of some nursing experience, whom William had given to understand, at the time, that no objections would be
raised if, other factors being equal, she became Oreste’s mistress in due course; but she had made off with so
many furnishings from the house, which Oreste never missed, presenting them to her large Freundschaft over a
period of eighteen months, that William was forced, finally, to give her notice. She never did become Oreste’s
mistress, nor was she successful to any degree in helping him to curb his drinking.
Oreste had been in Natchez all the years I had lived there; but never once had I seen him—never once, I must
confess it, had I even suspected his presence there: for William had arranged that Oreste should live in another
quarter of the town. We parted that day with the tacit understanding that I, now party to their secret, became part
bearer also of their burthen.
I must say that from this time on I kept rather an eye out for the arrival of Oreste on our mountainside; but,
although I frequently sat for hours—sometimes for whole half-days together—on my roof (which I had had fitted
out as a sort of terrace for taking measurements of the moon at night), often with my telescope fixed on the road
up the mountain from the valley, my labors remained for many days unrewarded.
One day, however, when I was out walking on the mountainside below my place, I stopped by the chasm,
which fell away from one edge of the road, to inspect the gardens of the people who lived on these slopes. None
of these people had ever manifested much friendliness towards me, and my relationships with them, in
consequence, had been confined largely to small purchases from them, by my servants, of eggs, vegetables,
woven goods, and whatnot. I always greeted them when we passed each other on the road, of course, but they did
not often trouble to respond.
This day, as it happened, when I saluted with my walking stick a handsome young woman who was picking
some kind of berries from her bushes, I was greatly pleased to receive from her in response a very generous smile,
and therefore found it not difficult to persuade myself to interrupt my walk in favor of some harmless
conversation with her. But it turned out that she did not speak English, nor were any of the other languages that I
know successful with her; so that she was reduced, finally, to calling to her side a curly-headed lad of eleven or
twelve to interpret for her—a younger brother, as I suppose. Our conversation, chiefly of pleasantries and garden
lore, was soon interrupted, however, by the arrival of Oreste.
I say “arrival,” although as yet his auto—a convertible of one of the more expensive makes, painted a canary
yellow—was all of him that we could see, as it wound slowly round the tortuous curves of the road up the
mountain far beneath us. That this was the auto of Oreste I had no doubt: my instincts are infallible in matters of
this kind: and so the young woman, the lad, and I watched it with unflagging interest as it climbed closer and
closer to us. When it had rounded the last curve but one, and we must have been plainly in sight of its occupants, I
pulled off the bandanna which I habitually wear tied around my neck in hot weather (to prevent the perspiration
from soaking the starch from my collar) and waved it wildly at the people in the car; but the lad who had been
standing by me to interpret for the young woman, snatched the handkerchief suddenly from my hand and
trampled it angrily into the ground, muttering the while. This is an example of what I mean when I said that these
people rarely showed me the ordinary courtesies to which I had become accustomed in other places.
At last, then, the car drew abreast of us, and I was able to get a full view of its occupants. First, Oreste:
He could not have been less than forty; but, had one not known this previously, he could easily have been
taken for twenty, or even less, if one overlooked an expression of utter cynicism and of self-distrust around his
eyes. His skin was clear, white, and with the peculiar transparency often seen in that of newborn infants; and his
forehead, also, bulged monstrously like that of a very young baby. His hair contributed its share to his effect of
extreme youth, for its texture was silky and of that indefinable color of a young child’s, and appeared, moreover,
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never to have been brushed—which, however, because it was so fine and so sparse, did not detract from, though it
did not add to, his general appearance. As to clothing, I could see a Tyrolean hat, a Norfolk jacket, and a pink
Brooks Brothers shirt; and, later, the cravat of a rowing club to which I know he did not belong.
In the back seat of the convertible, in addition to much luggage, all of it covered with the labels of Swiss
hotels, sat a large colored woman, her hair tied in a gingham bandanna, like Aunt Jemimah,\fn{ An allusion to a
widely-known logo of a widely-used pancake syrup; though I believe she was redesigned without her bandanna since this short story first
appeared in Best American Short Stories (1953).} and an English butler in a bowler, the latter holding between his knees

an enormous bird cage filled with brilliantly colored parakeets, which chattered noisily as, without cessation, they
jumped from perch to perch. A little child clung precariously to the rear bumper of the yellow convertible, but he
must have been a hitch-hiker picked up somewhere below by Oreste in a seizure of good spirits.
Oreste pulled the brake of the auto, and I came at last to look directly into his bulging blue eyes and to hear his
voice, so strangely musical. His first words to me were discomfiting:
“I’ve come to get it back,” he said, speaking the sentence as if it had been the conclusion to a long paragraph
of explanation.
“You will have to leave your car here,” I told him, “for I fear the road is not passable higher up, owing to
recent avalanches.”
Oreste gave some silent directions to his servants in the back seat, and they at once fell to, removing the
luggage from the car and stacking it up expertly by the roadside, for all the world as if they had been on a station
platform getting their master’s things ready against the imminent arrival of a Grand Express DeLuxe.
“Where are they?” demanded Oreste of me. “They’ll have to give it up this time. I refuse to let this sort of
thing go on any longer.”
“I’m certain they’re at home,” I said. “Perhaps you will permit me to show you the way?”
“I think it’s the boy—what’s his name,” said Oreste, accepting my offer with a nod. “It’s a whole damn novel
this time.”
I began to comprehend; but he was still a few jumps ahead of me, and I was not yet ready to accept horror
undiluted. We had started up the mountainside toward Elizabeth’s and William’s, Oreste carrying the bird cage,
the Negress and the butler struggling along behind us with the rest of the luggage. Oreste was still talking.
“First it was only small things, and I thought then it was lapses—” He stopped and set down the bird cage.
“You know—lapses?” I smelt liquor on his breath, and nodded.
“I know,” I said.
“You just forget,” he said. “You think you have it, and then it’s gone. Lapses. But that’s to be expected.”
“Under the circumstances,” I said.
“But then I began to realize after a while that it wasn’t lapses. I began to smell a rat.” He picked up the bird
cage.
“Let me carry it for you,” I offered, although I had never carried a bird cage before. He surrendered it to me
without protest. It was not heavy, though the parakeets kept up a continual squawking—they are unmusical birds
—and jumped skittishly from one perch to another.
“You began to smell a rat,” I urged him.
“A rat,” he repeated, as we resumed our journey up the mountainside. “One time it was an article for the Yale
Review. I had finished it at four o’clock in the morning—I always write at night, you know—and then thrown
myself down on the couch in my study to sleep. I slept till noon. When I got up and went to my writing table, the
manuscript was just where I’d left it. I’m sure it had been undisturbed.”
He paused and wiped his brow.
“And?” I prompted.
He looked at me searchingly, as if to determine whether I was going to believe what he was on the point of
telling me.
“Well,” he said finally, “it was all there, all right, but I couldn’t read a word of it.”
“Eh?”
“I don’t know how to describe it to you. It seemed to have—‘reshuffled’ itself overnight. Parts of it I seemed to
recognize—some paragraphs were just as I had written them; but others were now utter gibberish, as if I had
struck the typewriter keys at random, in a delirium.
“You may imagine how this made me feel! I thought at first that I must be losing my grip entirely, you know—
alcohol and all that. But I’d been on the wagon for a week, and I was sure, at least, that I’d been cold sober when I
wrote this article the night before.
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“Then I began to examine the manuscript more carefully, and I soon began to realize that much of the apparent
gibberish which now stared me in the face was really what I had written, but with the letters of the words now
transposed into absolute nonsense. I didn’t know what to do, I tell you. I could recollect with perfect clarity my
labors of the night before. I had known exactly what I wanted to say, it was all perfectly organized in my mind,
and the actual writing had been relatively easy. The only possible explanation for what I now held in my hands
was that, somehow, during the mechanics of getting it onto paper, I had gone suddenly barmy.”
“Great heavens!” I said. “What a thing to be faced with!”
“It was perfectly frightful,” he confirmed.
“But go on,” I urged him. “Tell me about the next time.”
“The next time,” he said. “Ah yes. The next time was a few poems. I am a poet, you know. These were some
poems I wrote, about a week later. I was having quite a spell of poetry-writing about then, and some of these
verses were more than a little passable. I was quite well pleased with them, as a matter of fact. I had experimented
with some of them for over a week, off and on, writing alternate versions of some lines, and so forth—you know
how it is with poetry.” I nodded.
“Finally I had them the way I wanted them—at least for the time being,” he continued, “and so, late one night,
I wrote out fair copies of all of them—there were six. I read them over and felt reasonably well satisfied that I
could not improve them. Then I tore up all the sheets on which I had first worked them out, and tossed the scraps
into the fireplace. They made a neat little blaze.
“But I was filled, nevertheless, with an unnamable apprehension, in view of everything that had been
happening around there, so I called Harms—he’s that butler fellow behind us with the luggage, an extremely
trustworthy chap, discreet and all that—and asked him to sit watch on my poems while I threw myself on the
couch and slept.”
“And the next morning?” I asked.
Oreste stopped walking at my side.
“The next morning,” he said, his face drained of all color, “the pages were absolutely blank!”
“Blank!” I echoed.
“And not only that,” continued Oreste, “but lying on my writing table—listen closely!—were the discarded
versions that I had torn up and burned the night before, just as they had appeared before I destroyed them, except
for tiny, almost imperceptible lines, deeply enscarred in the paper, like ancient watermarks, which I have no doubt
corresponded to the pieces they had been torn into.”
“But Harms!” I interrupted.
“Harms,” said Oreste, very calmly and seriously, “Harms swears—and I believe him implicitly—that no one
entered or left the room while he was there, which was the entire time I was sleeping. He says, further, that once,
as I slept, I cried out something which he took to be a warning, but he could make nothing of my words and,
reluctant to awaken me, contented himself with seeing that all the windows were locked and that no one was in
the passageway outside the door.”
“Good God,” I said, “what an extraordinary business!”
“That is not the end of this story,” continued Oreste, holding up his hand to forestall further comment from me.
“Go on,” I begged him.
“I tried, naturally, to rewrite the poems in their final versions; but, for some strange reason, I seemed to suffer
total amnesia with respect to them, and could not recall a single line. Even with the experimental versions before
me—the ones (if you will forgive me the use of this term) so ‘supernaturally’ resurrected from their ashes—I
could not reconstruct a single line of the final versions. “And then”—he paused portentously—“and then, finally,
four months later, I read my own final versions in The Criterion. I recognized them immediately.”
“The Criterion!” I could not help gasping.
“They were labeled Six Lyrics by a Six-Year-Old, and there was a note saying that they had been submitted by
a well-known American scholar as the work of his six-year-old son, whom he preferred to keep in anonymity until
he should be of a better age to cope with fame.”
“Do you know for sure if it was William who sent them in?”
“I cabled the magazine,” he said, “and they replied that the poems had indeed been submitted by my brotherin-law.”
“Did this take place before or after they left Natchez?” I asked.
“Before,” he replied. “It began quite a while before they moved here; but of course it’s been going on ever
since they came up here, too.”
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“Then there have been more instances than just these two,” I said.
“Dozens,” said Oreste. “Sometimes I find only blank paper in place of what I’ve written; sometimes, gibberish
and nonsense; and, one time, I found a complete substitution.”
“Tell me about that,” I said.
“It was a critique,” said Oreste, stepping around a boulder in the road. “It came about because I had been
reading over the scores of the Mahler symphonies and had come to some conclusions about the Sixth Symphony,
in particular, which I had never read in any of the standard commentaries. So I wrote a rather learned little essay
on this symphony, filled with musical examples which I intended to insert into the text by means of photoengravings of parts of the score. It was,” he said, smiling rather sadly, “really a very good piece of work, if I do
say it myself, rather along the Donald Tovey\fn{ Donald Francis Toven, an English critic, perhaps most famous for pointing out
that very few of the compositions of truly great masters strictly adhere to stereotypical musical form .} sort of line. I placed no watch
over the manuscript this time, for I had given Harms the weekend off, and it was Vilma’s night out—she’s my
cook behind us there, helping Harms with the luggage.
“The next morning, on my writing table, in the precise spot where I’d left it, was my manuscript— except that
it was now no longer my manuscript! Oh, it was still my handwriting and all that: but it was no longer my article.
Instead, there was a brutal little essay, of exactly the length of my article, mostly about Manx cats and other tailless creatures. It was written with all the crudity one would expect from an eight-year-old turned literary, except
for a realistic cruelty of detail which, when I read it, made my hair stand on end. It was called, in case you’re
interested, How the Lizzards Lost Their Tails, and it was illustrated with childish drawings in the exact places
which I had intended to reserve for my photo engravings from the Mahler score.”
“When was this?” I asked sharply.
Oreste mentioned a date and it was, of course, precisely the date that I had anticipated. He licked his lips, took
off his Tyrolean hat, and fanned himself with it.
“Let’s sit down for a moment,” he suggested. “I’m not the mountain climber I once was.”
We sat down on a large boulder which lay in the roadway.
“See what your friends are doing,” he said, pointing down the mountain.
I looked in the direction towards which he was pointing, and saw the people down there pushing Oreste’s car
towards the chasm, at the edge of the road. In a moment they had shoved it over the rim, and then we saw it go
tumbling end over end into the void, like a toy thrown away; but the distance was so great that we scarcely heard
its crash at the bottom.
“They have never really been my friends,” I observed.
We sat in silence for a few minutes—an opportunity to rest which Harms and Vilma, behind us, seized also,
settling the luggage once more in neat stacks by the road—and Oreste continued his strange recital.
“I shall skip over some of the next incidents,” he said. “They are mostly of the same order. But then comes the
matter of my novel. It was to have been my first real novel, although, of course, when I was living in France a
long time ago, I had written a couple of others which I discarded.
“This was to have been a psychological novel of childhood, based on my own childhood in Paris, where,
owing to my mother’s rather weird mode of life, I grew up in an atmosphere of complete and utter—shall I call it
‘unconventionality’?”
At this point he took off his Tyrolean hat once more and gave it a rueful smile.
“I was perfectly familiar, for example, with the effects of opium smoking by the age of six: but possibly you do
not know what opium smoking can do to the health?”
“I have smoked it for many years,” I reassured him.
“Well, then,” he replied, satisfied. “And when my mother died, about this time, I found that she had pledged
me to the concierge,\fn{In France, the owner of an establishment in which suites or rooms or apartments are rented .} who was
childless, as security for her arrears in rent.
“I have never really known whether I am a full or only a half-brother to Elizabeth; but, by the time she had
discovered where I was, and, with her husband’s connivance, kidnapped me and smuggled me into America, I was
already thirty and my character, such as it is, fully developed. She had by this time had one child of her own and
was carrying another.”
I began to see the connection.
“Your novel,” I said to him.
“My novel. Yes. It was based on some experiences of those days,” he said, “of my life in Paris as a lad;
although it was of course not directly autobiographical: I am not that kind of writer.
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“It was to have been quite short, and I had it completely plotted. Many passages—especially some descriptive
passages, part poetry and so on—were already ‘written’ in my mind, and needed only setting down on paper. I do
much of my writing that way, you know—work things out completely in my head, to the last word, before I ever
set pen to paper—and ordinarily I never have any trouble recalling the most minute inflections, even of extensive
passages, when the time comes to write them down.
“Well, then, I was, as I say, all ready to begin the actual work of putting down this novel—the thing was fully
composed, as you might say, and needed only the mechanical work of transferring it to paper. And then it was
stolen from me.”
“In the same way as the others?” I asked.
“Not quite,” he replied. “This was a great deal worse. For this time, when I awoke in the morning of the day I
had set aside to start the actual writing, I found that it was completely gone out of my head.”
“Gone out of your head?”
“Absolutely. I could not recall a single word of what I had intended to write, of all I had planned and knew and
loved so well and had thought was so much a part of me. It was all gone—every syllable of it. I had made no
notes, of course: it was not the sort of thing I could write from notes. You can see where this left me.”
“You imagine, naturally, that the child is responsible?”
“Imagine nothing!” he retorted. “I know perfectly well that he is responsible. How, I have no idea, for he is a
fiend of some kind; but that he is responsible for this whole chain of events I haven’t the slightest doubt in the
world.”
“And now you have come to get your novel away from him,” I said.
He laughed grimly.
“Let me relieve you of those birds,” he said, picking up the cage of chattering parakeets. The house of
Elizabeth and William lay concealed behind a grove of trees. The road up the mountainside ended at their gate,
which they kept locked, although a driveway continued beyond; but a portable stile, kept handy nearby, solved the
problem of the locked gate, and Oreste, his servants, his luggage, his parakeets, and I were soon at the front door.
“They will be drinking at this hour,” said Oreste to me.
“I know,” I said. “Perhaps it might be wisest, under the circumstances, for you to forego alcohol yourself, at
this first interview.”
“I never forego alcohol,” said Oreste. “But I have taken the precaution of bringing my own. In strange houses,
one never knows—”
“Oh, come, my dear fellow!” I protested. “This is not a strange house, as you call it. Why, I drink here every
afternoon, myself; and I’ve known William since he was in diapers.”
Oreste looked at me with sudden suspicion.
“You are not revealing yourself a turn-coat, by any chance?” he asked me.
“My dear chap!” I cried. “Please don’t be alarmed. It’s just that I find incredible the thought that William or
your own sister would—”
I was at a loss for proper words.
“Remember,” he interrupted me, “that I am not sure that she really is my own sister.”
“She always speaks of you with great sisterly affection and concern,” I told him.
“A plot,” he said.
It was the ancient Chinese butler who opened the door to us.
“Welcome, Mr. Oreste,” he said. “We have all been looking for you.”
“Thank you, Ah-so,” said Oreste. “Will you please see that my people are taken care of?”
“Mr. William has it all arranged,” the Chinese answered, and we followed him into the cool drawing room, its
blinds of bamboo slats drawn against the late afternoon sun at the west end of the chamber.
The amenities of family reunion were cordial but quiet, and William had asked his inevitable question; but
Oreste said,
“I do hope you will forgive me, old man, but I have my own, which I prefer and which I always carry with me.
The doctor’s orders, you know.”
“Of course,” said William.
Oreste went out into the hall, where his servants had been left sitting, and the Negress at once opened for him
one of the suitcases she had been carrying, revealing elaborate fittings designed to take care of a dozen or so
bottles of whiskey. From these Oreste selected one and brought it back into the drawing room.
“Now then,” he said, when we were all settled in our chairs, “I should like my novel back.”
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“Oh, Oreste!” cried Elizabeth, reproachfully and sadly.
“My dear chap!” said William. “You must realize that we know nothing at all about this affair. We’ve been
through it all before.”
“You sent my poems to The Criterion, I believe,” said Oreste.
“I sent a few of my son’s writings to them, of course,” said William, “and the editors there were good enough
to publish them.”
“Those were my poems,” said Oreste.
“Oreste,” said Elizabeth, “don’t you think that until after you've rested from your journey up the mountain it
would be better to—”
“I am completely rested,” protested Oreste in exasperation.
At this point, we suffered an interruption. Valerian, the older boy, entered the room.
“Uncle Oreste!” he cried as he came through the entrance; and then he ran across the room and threw himself
on Oreste. “Are those your marvelous birds out in the hall?”
“Birds?” asked William. “Did you bring birds?”
“Valerian, my dear,” said Elizabeth. “Say hello to your Uncle Oreste and then run and play with Titus for an
hour before dinner.”
“I very much want to see Titus,” said Oreste.
“Not now, Oreste,” said Elizabeth. “This is their time to play. Perhaps at dinner. Run now, my dearest, and take
Titus out to play.”
“Quick, son,” said William, snapping his fingers. “You’ve heard your mother.”
Valerian left, then, and we continued our conversation—to no purpose, I might add. But in fifteen minutes
Valerian was back again, complaining that Titus was nowhere to be found.
“Did you look everywhere, son?” asked William.
“Everywhere?” Valerian queried, puzzled. “I looked everywhere I could think of, everywhere I thought he
might be; but maybe I didn’t think of all the places he might be.”
“That’s entirely possible,” said William.
“Did you look in my summerhouse?” I interrupted. “He sometimes goes there to wri—he sometimes likes to
sit there.”
“No,” said Valerian. “Shall I look there, Father?”
“If he is there,” said William, “he is all right, and there’s no need to disturb him so long as he’s ready for
dinner in time.”
“What time is dinner, by the way?” asked Oreste. “I’ve not eaten since last week.”
“We dine at seven,” said Elizabeth. “They ring the dressing bell at six-fifteen to give everybody time, so you
have over an hour, Oreste, should you feel like a rest. I have always felt that you should eat more often.”
“If you will excuse me,” said Oreste, “I believe that I shall take a short nap.”
“Of course,” said Elizabeth, extending her arm into the air and snapping her fingers. “Ah-so will show you to
your room. I expect your servants are already taken care of, and Ah-so will tell you how to get them if you want
them.”
“Thank you, Elizabeth,” said Oreste. “I shall want my own cook to cook my own dinner. It can be served with
the rest. My special diet, as you know.”
“As you wish,” said Elizabeth. I did not remain for dinner, though they begged me, but walked back
immediately to my place, returning via the lower pasture so as to pass near to my summerhouse.
Titus himself was not there, though I saw evidence of his recent presence. The ink bottle on the writing table
was unstoppered, blotters and pens were lying about, and smudged sheets of writing paper were scattered around
the floor. I surveyed the scene with what, two days ago, would have been an amused, slightly patronizing wonder,
but was now apprehension that the creative furies of this child should be so inexorably leading him into this
impossible contretemps. I sank down into my favorite chair, but it felt wrong; and I probed, therefore, beneath the
cushion and withdrew the box containing Titus’s manuscript—the one he had been writing on when I had
intercepted him previously. I took off the lid and removed the large pack of paper—and was on the point of
leafing through it when I was startled nearly out of my seat by a cry from the half-closed door to the bathroom.
Titus burst forth.
“Don’t!” he screamed, throwing himself at me. “Don’t read it yet! It’s not finished yet!”
“Very well,” I calmed him. “If you don’t want me to, I shan’t. I was just curious to know what was under my
cushion. I was sitting on it, you see.”
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“I hid it there because I didn’t know who was walking up the path. I’m trying to get it finished,” he informed
me, “before I am stopped.”
“Before you are stopped?”
“I am going to be stopped,” he assured me, very positively, staring at me fixedly with a preternaturally grave
expression. “I don’t really know who's going to stop me, but I think it must be Uncle Oreste. I just have a feeling
in my bones that he’s going to stop me.”
“Have you seen your Uncle Oreste yet?”
“Then he is here!” exclaimed Titus, looking around him in fear. “I knew it! I felt it!”
“He came about an hour ago. He’s up the mountain at your house now, resting before dinner.”
Poor little Titus, at this intelligence, gave such signs of fear that my heart went somewhat out to him, in pity.
“Would you like to take dinner with me this evening?” I asked him, my defenses down. “I dine at eight here.”
“Oh, may I?” He seemed immeasurably relieved by my invitation. “But how shall I let my parents know?”
“In a little while I shall walk up to their house and leave a message with the servants. I imagine,” I added a bit
grimly, “that your parents will present no objections.”
“Oh, fine,” he said. “Then I shall be able to work on my story until dinnertime. I have only a little way to go. I
expect,” he added, “that under the circumstances you’ll let me sit down without changing?”\fn{ Without changing his
clothes for dinner; a custom once observed—perhaps still—by certain aristocratic circles, although this is the first time I have ever read of
its being observed by children.}

“Of course,” I said, “provided you have a good wash first.”
“Of course,” he said.
I left him, then, and retired into my library, where I wrote several letters; and then I walked up the mountain to
Elizabeth’s and William’s again and left my message at the back door, feeling like the bootlegger.
Altogether, it had been an hour since I left Titus working furiously at Oreste’s novel on the writing table in my
summerhouse. By the time I should have arrived back from my trip up the mountain, it would be close on eight
o’clock, and, although there was still time, I decided, in view of the circumstances, to forego changing for dinner.
I had just made this decision, halfway across my lower pasture, when I was forced to quicken my steps: for I was
suddenly and inexplicably assailed by a certain knowledge that my presence was required in the summer house.
Whether this impulse resulted from my having heard any sounds, I cannot say; although it is, of course, possible
that the sounds of their argument reached me even there in the pasture. At a rapid pace, then—though I am no
longer athletically inclined—I covered the remaining distance across my grounds to the summerhouse and flung
open the door.
In the center of the room, separated from each other by my writing table, were Titus and Oreste, the latter with
murder in his eye and a long, thick, sharp, cork-handled needle in his hand. They were screaming intemperately at
each other, and my appearance in the door did not serve in the least to inhibit them in this display. I gathered that
Oreste had been threatening Titus with the needle, the like of which I had never seen before.
“You are supposed to be resting before dinner,” I admonished Oreste, although it was none of my affair.
“Don’t let him touch me!” cried Titus at the same time.
“Little fiend!” breathed Oreste, feinting towards one end of my writing table.
“Oreste!” I spoke to him sharply. “Let the boy alone! Nothing is to be gained by this kind of ill-considered
behavior!”
“Nothing!” cried Oreste. “Nothing? What do you call nothing? Look at that!”
He pointed to the pages of manuscript scattered about the top of the writing table, where he had interrupted
Titus’s work.
“My book! This little fiend is writing my book!”
“I’m not a fiend!” cried Titus. “I’m not! It’s my book! He’s just trying to take my book away from me. I wish
you’d go away! I hate you! You’re drunk!”
“Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings,” said Oreste to me, shrugging. He was calmer now.
“Can we not,” I suggested, sensing this, “talk the matter over seriously tomorrow morning, when we’ve all had
a good night’s sleep? There is surely some explanation, some satisfactory way, to get this affair straightened out
without resort to—violence!”
Again Oreste shrugged.
“I’ve explained everything already. You know what’s going on. I see no purpose in talking any more about it.
What we need now is something to be done. However, if you—”
“Fine,” I said. “Then it’s all arranged, isn’t it? Let us say breakfast at eight-thirty, shall we?”
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“Eight-thirty,” repeated Oreste, as if he had no intention of remembering.
“Titus is staying here tonight,” I said. “Will you be good enough to tell his mother?”
“Here?” exclaimed Oreste.
“It would be preferable to any other arrangement,” I said firmly.
“As you like,” said Oreste. “I’ll tell the mother.” He took his departure.
Dinner with Titus was unremarkable. He skillfully and resolutely kept the conversation away from the things I
wanted to talk about; and afterwards there was nothing to do but show him to his room. It was one of my guest
rooms, connected by a bath with another; and in the other, I explained to Titus, I planned to sleep myself that
night, in case he should want me near him.
“I’ll be all right,” he said, however. “I have only a few hours work left to do on my book and then Uncle
Oreste may say what he likes.”
“Don’t be too late,” I admonished him. After all, he was only eight. I sat up until midnight over my studies and
then made the rounds of the house to make sure they had locked everything securely. Finding nothing amiss, I
went to bed and slept soundly till morning. Neither Oreste nor Titus came to breakfast, as we had arranged, which
rather put me out since I had ordered the meal prepared for three.
Later in the morning I walked up the mountainside to the house of Elizabeth and William. William was at his
studies and could not be disturbed, but Elizabeth gave me a few minutes.
“It was so good of you to keep Titus,” she said. “I don’t suppose we could prevail on you to keep him longer,
until all this”—she waved her hand, in a gesture perfectly describing the situation.
“Of course, my dear Elizabeth,” I said. “It is absolutely no inconvenience. But I do think, don’t you, that we
ought to get some of these things straightened out as soon as possible. I had hoped, as a matter of fact, to see
Oreste this morning,” I explained.
“Oreste has left word that he is not to be disturbed,” she told me. “He has started some new piece of writing
which he is eager to finish as soon as possible.” Then:
“Tell me, did Titus finish his book last night at your house? He is so anxious to complete it.”
“Yes,” I said to her. “He mentioned as I was leaving that it was now completely finished.”
“Oh, good!” she said. “Both William and I were so afraid something might intervene.”
For the next three days Oreste remained closeted with his new work, and meals were taken to him on a tray
and set outside his door, which he opened periodically to receive them. On the fourth day he appeared in the late
afternoon as Elizabeth, William, and I sat over our drinks in the darkened drawing room.
“This time,” he announced to us, taking his seat after having poured himself a stiff drink out of his own bottle,
“I have written something the little fiend is going to find it damn difficult to steal.”
“You used invisible ink?” asked William, with an edge to his tone.
“That,” said Oreste, “is for me to know and for you to find out.” To me he said:
“You may tell Titus, if you wish, that I am now no longer interested in my novel, having just done something
much better. I understand that you are keeping him out of my way.”
“Not at all,” I said. “I find him very pleasant company.”
I am afraid that I fell all too unsuspecting into Oreste’s trap, for that evening, at dinner, I mentioned to Titus
that he need have no more misgivings about his novel, since Oreste disclaimed any more interest in it, having
written something else.
“Yes, I know,” said Titus.
“You know?” I exclaimed. “What do you know?”
“I know that Uncle Oreste has written something else,” he replied in a flat voice. “That’s all.”
“How do you know that?”
“Well, after all,” said Titus, in more animated tones, “he has been locked up in his room these past four days,
writing like a madman. Valerian told me.” I asked, half under my breath,
“That is how you found out?”
“Yes,” replied Titus; but his eyes fell to his plate as he said it. I noticed that he had hardly touched his
bouillabaisse.\fn{A fish chowder, elaborately spiced and always made of two kinds of fish.}
“Eat your bouillabaisse,” I told him, “and listen to me carefully.”
“All right,”he said.
“Tell me,” I continued, then: “Do you know what your Uncle Oreste has been writing?”
He lifted a spoonful of bouillabaisse to his mouth, but, after a moment’s hesitation, returned it again to the
plate. He did not reply.
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“Look here,” I said, permitting myself almost to shout at him. “I’m trying to help you. Why do you think I am
keeping you here with me, if not to protect you from your uncle?”
“Thank you,” he said. “I’ve known all along, of course, why you were letting me stay here. You’re only trying
to do your best.”
I gulped.
“And it did give me a chance to finish my book,” he added politely.
This presented me the opportunity I had been awaiting.
“Oreste says it is not your book,” I said.
“That’s what he says,” replied Titus. “But he doesn’t know anything about it.”
“He seems pretty sure of himself,” I insisted.
“My uncle is crazy,” said Titus quietly. “I just write whatever comes into my head. He’s got nothing to do with
it. I don’t care what he says.”
“How do these stories ‘come into your head,’ as you put it?” I asked.
“I don’t know,” Titus replied. “They just come into my head. How do stories come into anyone’s head? It’s just
as if they were there in my head, waiting for me, and all I have to do is write them down. It’s really not much
trouble. I suppose,” he added, “that all writers have this experience.”
“Not quite all,” I said.
“Anyway,” continued Titus, “that’s how it is with me.”
“Do you understand everything you are thus in a position, as it were, to write down?” I asked him.
“Not everything,” he replied; “but what writer does? My father says he can name dozens of writers who he is
sure have not understood a word they have written.”
I left him, then, in the care of my housekeeper, with instructions that he be put to bed in my guest room and
watched over while he slept; and, ordering my night-lantern brought me, soon afterwards set off up the mountain
to call on Elizabeth, William, and Oreste.
I found them in Elizabeth’s sewing room. Elizabeth was reading, or pretending to read; and William was
crocheting an antimacassar—his usual form of relaxation when distraught: when he had accumulated a sufficiency
of them, he would present them to charity. Oreste was thumbing through a large loose-leaf notebook, which I took
to be his new manuscript, holding it in his lap where he sat, in a far corner of the room, a glass and a bottle at his
elbow, now and again scribbling in its pages industriously.
“Won’t you join our little circle, Oreste?” Elizabeth asked, as I took the chair which William drew up for me.
“I’m busy, thank you,” said Oreste.
“I have come rather particularly to talk to all of you,” I said as pointedly as I could.
“I have ears,” said Oreste. “I can hear you where I’m sitting.”
“Do excuse him,” Elizabeth whispered to me. “He’s been through so much lately.”
“I can hear every word you’re whispering,” said Oreste, not looking up.
“I have been talking to little Titus,” I said.
“You could have saved yourself the trouble,” said Oreste.
“Now what do you mean by that remark?” asked William sharply. “I’ve already explained to you as much as
you’ll ever understand,
“Mr. Nosy,” said Oreste.
“The boy hasn’t the slightest feeling that what he writes is not his own—if, indeed, it actually isn’t,” I said. “If
anything untoward is taking place, I am perfectly sure he is not consciously aware of it.”
“Ho!” said Oreste.
“Ho, yourself!” I could not stop myself from retorting. The sight of him sitting there in his corner—his face the
face of an infant, his baby-blue eyes, devoid of guile, the eyes of an innocent, yet withal conveying the impression
of immense age, indeed of antiquity, of aeons of secret knowledge beyond the furthest marches of historical
science—filled me with repugnance and apprehension.
I forced myself, however, to leave my chair and to approach the corner where he sat alone with his manuscript.
He watched me advance, though he pretended to keep busy, and I therefore contrived to put myself in such a
position that, without seeming to make a point of it, I could easily move behind his chair, glance over his
shoulder, and take a glimpse of his work: and this, engaging him the while in persiflage,\fn{ Frivolous talk.} I
accomplished.
I could not, of course, manage to see very much. But I was able to stand behind him long enough to take in a
few paragraphs of what appeared to be a children’s story about cats or kittens; and the notes or corrections which I
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had imagined him to be making to his manuscript turned out to be several simple and expressive line drawings,
scattered across the page, of the creatures in question.
Having seen that much, which in all truth was as much as I could have hoped to see, I resumed my chair with
Elizabeth and William.
“See all you wanted to see?” enquired Oreste smugly, once I had re-settled myself.
“I really didn’t try to look,” I lied, “but I could not avoid noticing, as I passed behind your chair, that you
appear to have a notable talent, inter alia, for drawing cats.”
“Inter alia,” mumbled William.
“Those are the illustrations,” said Oreste. “They are for this child’s book I have just written.”
“Oh, Oreste!” exclaimed Elizabeth eagerly. “So that is what you have been writing! How nice of you to have
written a children’s book! And in our house, too!”
“I always write in somebody’s house,” said Oreste, “but it takes more arranging in some houses than in
others.”
“My dear fellow,” said William, “it was no trouble at all for us. Think nothing of it. We understand all about
the requirements of authorship in this house.” He seemed entirely sincere.
“I’ll bet you do,” said Oreste, “especially when it comes to children’s books.”
At this, William pettishly flung his crocheting down and rose to his feet.
“I trust you understand how far you may go, Oreste,” he said. He turned to me and bowed. “I must go to bed
now,” he said to me. “It was very good of you to come up here, but useless, as you see. Pray excuse me.”
Elizabeth arose from her chair also, and, coming to me, laid her hand upon my arm.
“My husband is overwrought,” she said. “Possibly we all are. And we are trusting our precious little Titus to
your care, aren’t we?”
“My dear lady,” I bowed.
When I reached home, I looked in on Titus. My butler was lying asleep on a rug in the hall before the door of
the room where Titus slumbered, but—faithful retainer that he was—awoke like a cat at my first soft footfall in
the corridor. I was gratified to note that he appeared to be well-armed—and that little Titus, in the room, slept
peacefully. The night passed uneventfully.
The next morning, Titus and I were served breakfast on my roof, which commanded a splendid view of the
mountainside and of the chasm which fell away abruptly from the plateau on which we were situated.
“Today,” Titus announced over the fresh figs with cream that the servant had placed before us, “I am starting
on a new story, if you are not going to be using your summerhouse.”
“A new one!” I exclaimed. “But you have just finished the old one!”
“I know,” said Titus. “I should have preferred to rest awhile between them. Most writers do, you know. But
this one will be relatively easy, I think. It just came to me during the night.”
“What will it be this time?” I asked him, although I believed I knew the answer.
“Oh, just a little thing—a children’s story, really. And that ought to be very easy for me, you see, because I am
really still a child. I should think other children would be interested in it for that reason.”
I felt the chill clutch of horror at my heart.
“Titus, Titus,” I cried. “Please don’t write any more just now. Wait just a little before you start your new story.
Let me take you with me to the city today, instead, and possibly you can write your story after we return. You
don’t want to ‘write yourself out,’ as they say, and besides—who knows?—your story may turn out all the better if
you give it time to set, so to speak, before you begin writing it.”
Titus gave me a rather supercilious smile.
“I can see that you don’t know very much about writers,” he said. “When writers have something they are very
much interested in writing, they don’t really want to bother with trips to the city.”
“I suppose not,” I said, realizing that possibly I was faced with the real thing. “I daresay if you must write, you
must: but do promise me you won’t go wandering off. I should really prefer you to work in my study today, I
think, for I had rather planned on using the summerhouse myself.”
“I can work anywhere,” the child replied.
Later, I gave orders to my servants to keep the study door in sight as they went about their household tasks,
while I myself sat in my summerhouse all morning and reflected on this affair.
I met Titus again over luncheon and asked him how his work was progressing .
“Oh, splendidly, thank you,” he replied; “though writing is tiring, don’t you think? I really believe that if one
were a professional writer, one should get a secretary and dictate. That’s what I’m going to do when I grow up.”
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“It flows so easily, then?”
“Oh, yes,” he said. “One word right after the other.”
He paused at this point and wrinkled his brow.
“There is one thing, though,” he said, after a moment.
“What is that?” I asked.
He seemed embarrassed.
“I don’t seem to see the end of this story.”
“You mean you don’t know how to end it?”
“That’s right,” he said. “I’ve got it up to the point where the children hear the cats talking to each other, but no
one can understand what they are saying.”
“What cats are those?” I asked him sharply.
“The cats in my story,” he said. “But I’ve forgotten—you must forgive me: you don’t know about these cats.”
“No,” I said, wondering how much I didn’t know, “no, I don’t know about them. Would you like to tell me
more about them?”
“Well,” he said, “these are the cats that live down there in the chasm. There are a lot of caves in the wall of the
chasm, out of sight from the top. The cats have lived down there so long, cut off from the society of the other cats,
that they have forgotten how to speak the cat language. But they have been listening to the people who live up
here, and so they have learned to speak like people, you see, just through listening. They spend all their time
eavesdropping. Cats are very intelligent.”
“These particular cats must be,” I observed.
“All cats are,” said Titus.
“Very likely,” I said. “I have never given it much thought. But how does this affect your story?”
“I’ve got to know what the cats are talking about,” he answered. “Otherwise, I cannot finish the story, because
the ending depends on that.”
“Possibly you can think of something after lunch,” I said, not knowing what else to say: “if, that is, you intend
to continue working after lunch.”
“Oh, I shall work after lunch,” he assured me. “I wouldn’t dream of knocking off in the middle of something
like this. But the matter will require a good deal of thought, and possibly even a bit of research.”
“The study is full of reference books,” I said. “Help yourself. You will undoubtedly find a good deal on cats, if
you look. I think I have T.S. Eliot on cats,\fn{ Thomas Stearns Eliot (1888-1965), who was fond of cats, and some of whose most
famous poetry [“The fog crept in on little cat’s feet …”] deals with their character .} and I believe there is an Egyptian book there
somewhere.”\fn{The cat was worshipped in parts of Egypt as a god; ruins of Bubastis (destroyed 350BC) in the Nile Delta show this
worship from at least 3,000BC.}
Titus appeared to be dubious.
“I don’t think an Egyptian book would help me very much in this case," he said. “I’m not sure, as a matter of
fact, that I can find what I want in any reference books, although I am sure you have very good books, naturally.
These are such special cats,” he smiled, “that I’ll probably have to work it out by myself.”
“As you wish,” I said. “It’s your story.”
“I’m glad you think so,” said Titus. “Do you know if anyone has ever written about talking cats before?”
“Saki,”\fn{An allusion to the short story Sredni Vashtar, by Hector Hugh Munro (1870-1916).} I said, “and possibly Aesop.”
“Did they know anything about the subject,” the child asked, “or were they just making it up?”
“I don’t know,” I said. “Writers frequently make things up.”
“That’s what I cannot do,” said Titus. “I never rely on my imagination. I’m always absolutely sure about
everything I write—except in this case, of course. That is the only way to be a successful writer.” He paused for a
few minutes and sighed.
“I don’t know why I can't go right ahead and finish this story the way I finished all the others. The others
weren’t half as hard as this one, and yet this is only a children’s story. I guess it’s because I’ve never really heard a
cat talk.” He smiled me a rueful smile.
“Few of us have,” I consoled him.
Later that afternoon, I looked in on Titus in my study. I entered without knocking, so as not to disturb him, and
so, without meaning to, took him somewhat by surprise; but not so greatly that he was not able to cover a sheet of
paper with another and casually slip the two of them beneath the blotter on the writing table. I felt a slight twinge
of disappointment that he should not have been more surreptitious than this, and resolved that I would have a look
at the paper afterwards, though I now realize that I should have demanded to see it there and then.
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“How are things coming?” I asked him.
“Very well, thank you,” he replied.
“You have solved the mystery of the talking cats?” I asked.
“Partly,” he said. “At least I know how to solve it. It has just come to me. I had to think of it myself.”
“Yourself?” I asked. “How is that? And what is the solution?”
“If you don’t mind,” he replied, “I’d rather not tell you until later.”
“But you will tell me?” I asked.
“Oh, yes,” he said; “but later.”
I left him to his work, then; and, reminding my servants once more not to let the door to the study out of their
sight so long as Titus remained within, or to call me immediately should he leave, I repaired once more to my
summerhouse, and tried there to take up again those studies which I had increasingly neglected during the course
of these events. I put Titus out of my mind until tea-time.
When he had not appeared by five, I went myself to the study to call him; but he was not there.
Alarmed, I rang for my butler and the other servants, and questioned them; but none had seen the child leave
the room and they had all assumed that he was still within. The window by the writing table, however, stood open,
and he might easily have departed by this means.
His manuscript, also, was nowhere in evidence; but the blotter on the table reminded me of the papers I had
observed him (as he thought) concealing, and I confirmed at once my intuition that he had forgotten to remove
them. I felt, under the circumstances, that I needed no permission from their author to read them. One of them was
blank but the other was partly filled with Titus’s writing. At the top of the latter was the conclusion to a sentence
which had obviously been carried forward from the preceding page. It read:
… by means of a rope, since it is always easier to eavesdrop on cats from above than from below owing to the peculiar
structure of their eyeballs.

The rest of the page was filled by one of the drawings I had seen as I stood the night before behind Oreste’s chair.
My hand shook perceptibly as I laid the sheet of paper once more on my writing table, and I found myself
accepting a glass of brandy from my butler. I drained it at a swallow, and realized then, of course, that I should
have chained the child by the ankle to the table. But how could any of us have known how to behave properly in
this affair? I underestimated Titus; but I also underestimated Oreste.
“Quickly!” I said to my butler. “We may be too late as it is!”
But it was Valerian who found the rope, towards evening, lashed around a tree at the very edge of the chasm,
its free end dangling into the gorge. With my telescope I was able to locate the body, sprawled grotesquely, on a
ledge four hundred feet below. The natives refused to attempt to go after it (though I offered them money), and
only stared at me with dull hostility when I begged them, almost with tears in my eyes, to retrieve the corpse for
the sake of the parents, who wanted it. Already the vultures had begun their wheeling and circling.
Later, unable to do more, I wandered, inconsolable, to my summerhouse, thinking there to compose my spirits
with the brandy that my butler would soon be bringing me; but I found the summerhouse already occupied by
Oreste. He was seated on a hassock before the open grate, burning papers, though it was summer and the weather
warm. There was a peculiar odor in the room. I was furious.
“What do you mean burning papers in my grate?” I asked him, wrathfully.
He smiled at me impertinently.
“This grate is so handy to the papers,” he said.
I gave a start, and reached towards the sheaf of loose manuscript which Oreste was feeding, sheet by sheet, to
the flames; but he snatched it beyond my reach.
“And just whose papers do you think you’re burning?” I demanded, my voice cracking with anger and with
fear.
Oreste looked me squarely in the eye and smiled evilly.
“Titus’s,” he answered, “and mine. But I won’t be needing them any more, thank you.”
137.115 The Horse Like September\fn{by Paul Griffith (1921-1983)} Huntingdon, Huntingdon County,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (M) 4
When summer ripened, the ranchers in St. Johns drove their cattle to the highest pastures on the mountains,
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hoping the herds would finish the dry end of summer there and, when September brought rain again to the lower
land, come down fattened and ready for the long trek to market. Careful watch was kept. Boys were sent to ride
fence and to report the condition of the mountain grass and the average weight of the new calves. August had
almost passed, with the grass still green and water plentiful, and the ranchers began to calculate the summer’s
profit.
Then came the wild horses.
Where they had come from no one knew. In fact, many had assumed that wild horses now lived only in the
tales of old men, along with Geronimo and the dead towns to the south. A few who were not so old could
remember seeing them, great proud horses with deep scars beneath their manes, but no one claimed to have seen
one now for a quarter of a century.
They had come two weeks ago, sweeping up from the dry lands and plundering the mountains’ fresh meadows,
breaking fences, trampling precious grass, muddying the precious streams. But the horses had not been seen.
Although extra boys were sent to ride fence, they had found only a track in the dust of a trail, a bright strand of
hair caught on a barb, the broken fences and the torn grass. In spite of this, the young ranchers met together in the
café to plan what they should do to protect their property. They laid their plans and waited.
Then, one afternoon, Humpy’s oldest boy rode into town and told how he had found the carcass of a small lion,
its head stove in, its body trampled to pieces. Only wild horses could have killed a lion in such away. And he had
seen their trail. It went up into the first mountain. So it was decided in the café that the younger men would go out
the next morning and do what had been planned. Boys and old men would stay home, for it would be a hard ride,
and dangerous, with the rifles. Nat would go with Jim and Ralph and Humpy—so called for the knot of hard flesh
he bore on his shoulder.
That evening—Nat and his wife, Emily, talked of the wild horses. It was then that Emily first spoke of the
sorrel. She had always wanted one, she said, ever since she was a child.
“It would make everything we have perfect,” she said, looking at their house which stood alone on the highest
and finest land below the mountains.
Emily was proud of the house she kept so clean and surrounded with blue lupine. She was proud of Nat, and
she was proud that they had made a success of their ranch. She was proud in the way a woman is proud of her
children, wanting the best of everything for them, as she leaned on Nat’s arm that evening. She was thinking of
the sorrel. It would make everything perfect, and she knew that her desire had created desire in Nat. She knew he
would bring one home, if possible, for her.
In the morning she woke first. She wakened Nat and kissed him, and then they both rose and hurried to get
ready for the hunt. When breakfast was over, Emily quickly made sandwiches and laid them neatly in the righthand pocket of the saddlebag. Fastening the flaps, she flung the saddlebag over her shoulder and stepped into the
yard, hurrying down to the corral where Nat was saddling Antelope. He was ready, wearing his chaps, his rifle
clean in its leather case; and when she had tied the saddlebag behind the cantle, he mounted Antelope and then
leaned down to kiss her good-bye. He said he would bring back a sorrel if he could. Emily smiled at him
excitedly.
“Oh, yes, Nat,” she said, “I hope there is a sorrel. I do love the color so, all red and yellow. It’s like September.
I hope there is one, Nat. I’ve always wanted a horse like that.”
“I’ll try,” he said. “It would be fine.” He looked down at her, lovingly, and kissed her. Then he rode down the
lane, allowing his look to lie for a moment on his green and rich land.
He met Jim, Ralph and Humpy at the turn. Riding southward, they talked with excitement. Gradually, Humpy
urged his horse ahead, half-trotting. The horses responded to the riders’ anticipation and rattled their bits, jogging
and holding their ears high, listening to the voices and the tantalizing jingle of spurs under their bellies.
The plan had been that they divide in pairs, one climbing the mountain from the plain that separated Nat’s
ranch from the mountains, the other circling the mountain and climbing from the south by way of the mining
camp, and thus maneuvering the wild horses between them, driving them to the top of the mountain where there
was smooth grass and space in which to shoot cleanly. It was obvious, however, that those who rode directly from
the plain would meet the horses first, for the northern side of the mountain was rich in streams and fresh grass.
And so, silently, each man had made up his mind to go by the north. The plan was altered without a word, by
common recognition of each one’s desire to take a wild horse for himself, or his wife.
Crossing the plain, climbing the trail that arched over the foothills, the four men grew silent. At the first,
lowest pasture on the mountain all was well. The men surveyed the strong fences without expression. There was
no trace of the wild horses. Even below, on the trail where the small lion had been killed, there were only the
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tracks of coyotes who had stolen the bones. But the men said nothing to each other, riding steadily, peering
steadily about them.
Humpy rode ahead, urging his horse ahead with his spurs. Bent over, he kept his hand upon the rifle slung
from the saddle and stared into the brush and at the climbing trail. Then Ralph suddenly pointed at him riding so
far ahead.
Jim snickered. They all knew how excitement made Humpy sullen. Without smiling, Ralph leaned from the
saddle and picked a pebble from the trail and hurled it into the trees along the trail. At the moment when the
pebble struck a tree, Humpy half-stood in his stirrups, drew his rifle and pointed the barrel into the quivering
brush. Then he heard Ralph’s laugh, and without looking back he pushed the rifle back into its case and urged his
startled horse back into the trail. Bent beneath the weight of the hard flesh on his shoulder, his nerves strained to
the glitter of each leaf along the trail.
Then the others began to argue how best to take a wild horse. Each knew the bullet should enter the neck
halfway between the jaw and the shoulders, in the very center of the neck’s curve, piercing the strong flesh and
inflicting shock and first fear on the animal, but cleaving through cleanly, leaving veins and nerves unharmed, as
through a bull’s-eye. It was their grandfather’s proudest tale, and though they each knew exactly how it should be
done, they argued to ease anticipation.
As they entered the second mountain pasture, Humpy kicked his horse’s side, spurring him far ahead on the
trail. The others did not talk.. They sat straight in their saddles, peering ahead, listening to the sound of Humpy’s
horse climbing. He was above them now. Although the trail grew continually steeper, they did not pause to let the
horses rest. As rocks clattered against their hooves, the horses rolled their eyes with nervousness, puffing, their
flanks black with sweat. Then came Humpy’s cry:
“Here they are! The horses!”
Shrill and far away, the words were meaningful only by the excitement heard in them. And they came with the
sound of Humpy’s spur striking his horse’s belly and the clatter of hooves against the hard trail.
Nat, Ralph and Jim rushed up the trail after him. As they entered a green pasture, neat and square as a park set
in the rough mountain timber, they saw Humpy disappearing into the trees, following the trail as it led higher to
the mountain’s peak. He was galloping, his gun held to his shoulder, his horse miraculously guided without reins,
which dangled between its knees. Then they saw Humpy’s horse take fright at the reins and swerve, turning into
the trees. The rifle was wrenched from Humpy’s grip and fell among the trees as a bullet cut into the leaves.
Humpy fell, and his horse rushed on in its fright, ripping the saddle on the sharp limbs of the forest, and then
stopped and peered back at what had happened.
Humpy was not hurt. Before the three men could ride to him, he was on his feet, face white, pointing up the
trail with both hands.
“I saw ’em,” he said. “Right up there. 1 saw ’em.” Nat spoke to him irritably:
“All right, Hump, get back on your horse. We’ll get them.”
Humpy went to his horse, mounted and sat there with his seat of ripped padding blowing around him. The
others rode ahead of him. They waited for the sweat to dry on his face and the blood within him to quiet, for his
horse to stop its rattling breathing, before they spoke of what he had seen. Finally, he spoke.
“There were three of them,” he said. All of them turned to him:
“Only three?”
He nodded, and they became silent again, each one seeming to ride more steadily, with more determination.
Finally Nat asked him the important question:
“What kind?”
“Big. Big ones.”
“No, I mean what kind.”
“Two bays. Maybe one was black. I don’t know. And a red.”
Nat stiffened. Emily’s sorrel was there, and he could be certain now that the hunt was real, that his desire had
an object beyond his imagination and Emily’s pride. He felt certain that the sorrel would make everything perfect,
as she had said, that the horse would be the one last thing needed to make their green ranch a success. Thinking,
he grew impatient and concentrated his attention on the horses’ fatigue, muttering as they paused on the trail to
rest and catch their wind.
When it became apparent that Humpy’s horse would break its throat and lungs for the strain of climbing so
steadily under the prodding of Humpy’s spurs, Humpy silently pulled off the trail and dismounted, allowing the
others to go on without a word. Walking a higher ridge a moment later, Nat looked down on him lolling and
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smoking and pulling at the grass, and waved. Humpy saw the motion, but turned his head aside.
“Damn him,” Nat said, feeling the irritability grow in him, weighing down his spurs with the fatigue of
carrying excitement too long. But neither Jim nor Ralph spoke. They were watching the trail. Jim was leading,
and just as Nat expressed his feelings he leaned excitedly from his saddle and plucked something from the sharp
branch of a dead tree, He held it up triumphantly, a swatch of hair, bright red and gold.
“We’re right,” he shouted. “Come on.”
Thereafter, no one spoke. Nat stared at the swatch dropped on the trail and pushed his weight into the motion
of Antelope’s climbing. The brief stops angered him, but as they approached the highest meadow on the smooth
peak of the mountain, he felt less strained. His eyes, like Jim’s and Ralph’s, sharpened, but at the last pause before
they reached the meadow he sat calmly as Antelope drew in the air, waiting until the horses were easy and ready
again to employ their full strength. Nat thought of the meadow, the greenest on the mountain, water flowing there
in a long pool, protected from the wind by large boulders. Certainly the horses would be there, enjoying the grass
saved for the herds in case of a late summer’s drought.
Then, circling a clump of pinon trees, they reached the meadow. Its strong fence was broken, the wire
glistening on the ground, the poles broken and marked with hooves. The horses were there, standing before the
boulders with their ears erect. Humpy had been wrong. There were four, two bays, a black and a red.
*
For a moment both men and horses were still. Nat stared at the sorrel. Taller than any horse he had seen, the
red was exactly what Emily wanted, the coat sleek and short, burnished with sweat and sun, the legs tapered, the
feet hard and sure. The mane and tail were yellow and long enough to blow about the red body. Nat relaxed, as if
the desire within him had momentarily been satisfied by sight.
Then with his finger he released the safety-catch of his rifle, and Jim and Ralph imitated his motion, all three
men drawing their guns to their shoulders and peering down the sights to the horses before the great boulders. The
horses were standing with taut muscles and quick ears. Suddenly and quietly, they rushed behind the rocks.
The three men followed. As their own horses jumped forward, they snapped their safeties and returned the
rifles to their cases. They saw the four horses crossing the southern side of the pasture, running free with the long
gait of the unsaddled horse. The men galloped after them. Nat spurred Antelope gently and touched his neck with
encouraging fingers. Hooves were almost silent in the thick grass. If the men could reach the place where the trail
led down from the mountain there would be ample time to draw steady aim and fire into the rushing necks.
Nat was leading. Antelope moved under him swiftly, hooves cutting the grass and stepping lightly on both
stones and gullies; but unthinking in his desire, Nat urged him on faster and faster. Behind him he could hear
Jim’s and Ralph’s horses snorting. Then he reached the edge of the pasture and entered trees again, plunging down
the dark steep trail. Before him the wild horses slowed, hind legs bent and sliding on the rocky trail, going in
single file with the sorrel leading. They were too far below, there were too many branches, their flight was too fast
for Nat to shoot. He kept Antelope to their speed. Occasionally the horses disappeared, and he would spur
Antelope down the steepness, watching the forest below him move.
The south side of the mountain was steep, but shorter and curving in to the foothills. Halfway down the trail
was the only pasture. It had poor grass, and it was seldom used, for there the trail split, one fork dropping to the
miners’ camp, the other easing suddenly northward into the dune-like foothills that rose from the plain bordering
Nat’s ranch. Nat did not think of this consciously. During the hunt his mind worked secretly, informing his
muscles of directions and intents of which he was unaware. Antelope responded to the measure of his weight in
the saddle, to the meaning of the spur. Now, unconsciously, Nat had made his plan. In the pasture he would cut the
sorrel from the other horses and turn him into the northern trail, pushing him to the empty plain where for a mile
or more there was nothing to hinder his shooting cleanly.
Suddenly Antelope gained on the four horses. The bay that followed the others, a mare, kicked her legs into the
leaves and turned back the whites of her eyes. The pasture was ahead. Across the parched grass Nat saw the
horses running, the red first. His lean red body flamed in the sun, yellow mane and yellow tail seemingly caught
up from the pale dried grass in the pasture. Behind him ran the black and the bays. They were crossing the
pasture, moving toward the southern trail. Nat urged Antelope to fullest speed, and they circled past the mare
showing her white eyes, past the black, almost to the sorrel running through the white grass. Trees rose up close
before them, fencing the pasture with dark limbs. Still the bays and the black followed the sorrel to the southern
trail. With a shout Nat leaned forward in the saddle. Antelope replied, leaped close before the black, moved to the
left of the sorrel and suddenly turned him back to the north. Nat pursued him across the pasture, pushing him
alone into the northern trail. The black and the bays stopped, looked about, saw Jim and Ralph close behind, then
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hurried down the southern trail. On the northern trail, Nat was chasing the sorrel alone, running easily in the
shadow of the trees, mane and tail seemingly the only motion around the red body.
*
Antelope kept the pace, stumbling close behind the red. But for the leaves and sliding earth, there was a chance
of cleaving the red neck with a bullet. But Nat waited, without even fingering the rifle. Soon they came to the
foothills, where the horses eased their legs to a smooth trail, the sorrel losing his color in the red dust they raised.
They were almost silent, except where marsh grass rattled in the gullies and mud splashed and cactus shattered
beneath hooves. Down to the plain, down past the few cottonwoods, they came to the emptiness of the barren land
between the mountains and Nat’s ranch. Nat knew this land. and he recognized its advantage. Hemmed in by the
mountain and the high wire fence he had built on the border of his ranch, he could guide the sorrel, take his time
to shoot, crease the neck neatly and lead the groggy horse back to be tamed for Emily to ride. He pressed his knee
into Antelope’s shoulder.
The sorrel ran straight across the plain, never deviating from the trail. Antelope followed to the right of the
trail, so that Nat watched the sorrel from the side. Slowly he drew his gun, lest its glint cause the horse to swerve,
and raised it to his shoulder. Having wrapped the reins loosely about the horn, Nat allowed Antelope to have his
head, trusting him to follow as he had been taught, not too close to scare the sorrel into swerving, close enough to
keep him running and without a moment to feign a change of direction. Yet the sorrel increased his speed, and Nat
laid the rifle across his lap, touching Antelope’s belly with his spur. They did not gain. Antelope was breathless,
the wind sounding in his throat, his mane whitened with foam, red and white flicking from his mouth. But the
high fence was ahead, and just this side of the fence the small stream that separated Nat’s ranch from the plain, the
stream which rose there at the edge of the plain and gave Nat’s land its green richness. The trail which the sorrel
followed led to the fence, to the gate strung with wire.
Nearing the fence, the sorrel slowed, Antelope imitating his pace close behind him. Nat raised the rifle and
held it ready to his eye, waiting to see which way the sorrel would swerve, ready to cleave the neck with the bullet
as soon as it turned in either direction. The sorrel stopped, muscles quivering, eyes turning up and down the fence.
Antelope stopped. Nat was ready, waiting for the sorrel to turn. And then the sorrel jumped, neither to the right
nor to the left, but directly ahead, so that his neck was never exposed, so that there was no way of shooting
cleanly. Hind feet pushed against the edge of the small stream, he leaped toward the green grass beyond the fence,
red arc over the wire. Then, with a cry as shrill as a woman’s, the sorrel dropped his forefeet on the grass. His
belly, and then his hind legs, dropped on the wire.
Nat and Antelope stood still with surprise. They watched the sorrel twist into the wire, his belly bright with the
barbs caught there, his legs crimson with blood. He struggled for a moment, and Nat saw the wire push into his
flesh, the blood come forth. Then Nat slid out of the saddle, waded the shallow stream and stood looking down at
the sorrel. The great horse lay still, its only motion the flow of blood, the twinkle of the barbs. Nat raised the rifle
and drove a bullet into the red head. The yellow mane tossed. And then there was only the motion of the blood,
pumping still with heavy throbs.
He led Antelope back to the ranch and let Emily, who was waiting in the corral, unsaddle and feed him. Nat
walked to the house. He sat in the dark kitchen and drank a cup of hot coffee. Emily came to him and put her hand
on his shoulder, looking into his face.
“Did you see him at all, Nat?”
“Yes, I saw him.”
“Sorrel?”
“Yes. Red, yellow, big.” He sat staring into the empty cup.
“Like I always wanted, Nat?”
“Yes, Em, like you wanted.”
He got up and went to the window, carrying the cup with him. Emily waited for a moment and then questioned
him, watching him sharply.
“What happened?”
“He got away.”
“Got away free?” Nat turned toward her:
“Not away free. He jumped the fence and got caught. I had to shoot him.”
“Oh. Wasn’t there any way?”
“I tell you it was impossible. He didn’t turn his neck once. He didn’t give me a chance.”
“Impossible?”
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“Yes, Em. Impossible.”
“Nat, you’re tired.”
“I tell you it was impossible.”
“Nothing’s impossible. I don’t care about the horse, but nothing’s impossible.”
“Well, I care about the horse.”
“Oh, don’t go on so, Nat. Don’t let it get you down. We’ve got too much to be upset about a thing like that. I
don’t care about the horse, really.”
“All right,” Nat was almost shouting at her from the window, “forget it. But don’t forget there are a lot of
things beside this ranch of ours, a lot of things we never heard of, a lot of things I bet we couldn’t have if we
wanted them. I’m not sure we’re right thinking we’ve got too much. I wouldn’t be surprised if we really didn’t
have much at all.”
Emily stared at him for a moment. Then she tightened her mouth and set about preparing supper. Nat stood
silently by the window. And they ate without speaking, Nat rising when he had finished and going to the bedroom
to lie down on the bed. Washing the dishes, Emily didn’t understand what had happened. She could not think what
Nat’s failure to capture the horse had meant to him. Wearily she looked out at their ranch, almost invisible in the
darkness beyond the windows.
And then she suddenly smiled, half-yawning, to herself. It was ridiculous. She herself had started Nat’s
discontent by wanting the horse.
138.76 Run, Run Away, Brother\fn{by John Campbell Smith (1935Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (M) 7

)}

Scranton, Lackawanna County,

The other morning, as I was riding to work on the subway, I thought I saw my brother getting off at the station
before mine. Like me, he was obviously on his way to work, filled with the early-morning tiredness, the grayfaced unwillingness that seems to characterize people who ride the subway to work, and—for a moment—he
turned and looked at me, sitting by the window of the crowded, lighted car, staring at him across the platform and
the hurrying people. He was part of them, as I was—part of that crowd—tall, corpulent, a little shabby. He stared
at me, and I thought that he was going to recognize me, but then he turned his head and pushed on up the subway
steps, and the train I was on began to glide out of the station. For an instant—for a single instant—I had a wild
impulse to spring to my feet and run after him, though I knew it was too .late.
That was the third or fourth time this year I have seen my brother. Twice I have seen him in the subway. Once I
was riding in a bus with my wife, and he was crossing the street in a small town just outside Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania. The fourth time he was coming out of a movie, part of a crowd, just as my wife and I were going
in. Once or twice I thought he saw me, as I did the other day, and each time he seemed just on the verge of
recognition, but each time he turned his head away.
I am thirty-one, and my brother, who was killed aboard an aircraft carrier in the Pacific during the Second
World War, would be twenty-nine if he had lived. I see him as twenty-nine, as though Time, instead of stopping
for him when he was eighteen, had gone on as it has for the world, and I imagine him as having married, as
having a job, as being more a failure than a success, vaguely rebellious and vaguely puzzled, anxious to be liked
and often betrayed and hurt. I imagine that he falls just short of that instant of recognition because he is a little bit
ashamed and does not wish me to know what has happened to him. There is something queerly furtive about the
way he turns his head and hurries off to be lost in the crowd, or so it seems to me. And of course I know that he is
dead, that the men I see, quickly and fleetingly, under these circumstances, are not my brother.
Actually, there is much about this that is, I must admit, a little bit specious, made up. I am not obsessed by this
notion; I know better. But that moment—that split-second shock of recognition—is real. Something in that
moment, as my attention wanders, as I sit lost in daydreaming—something catches me off guard, and the face
emerges from the crowd, jostling against my memory with his name: Jimmy.
But even as I turn my head to follow the figure, reality reasserts itself. I realize, with a certain spurious
nostalgia, that it is simply that this man could have been my brother, that Jimmy would have looked and moved
like this. I manufacture the rest, the imagined life history, the almost-recognition, and know that I do. My brother
does not ride to work on the same subway that carries me. We do not meet, and I know that the reality of that
moment is a function simply of the guilt I feel toward him.
There is nothing unusual about any of this. I suspect that many people have had the same experience—have, in
a crowd, thought they saw someone they knew to be dead. They shrug it off with the reflection that it was a
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remarkable resemblance, fight off the momentary poignance of remembrance, and then forget the incident. And
the guilt I feel is not an unusual thing either, not difficult to recognize for what it is, ordinary, not deeply
repressed, revealing nothing particularly significant. A lot of people, I imagine, feel some such guilt toward the
dead, whether they will admit it or not.
The only odd thing, I think, is the fact that in my fancy my brother should have gone on living, growing up,
growing older. His shabbiness reflects, I am afraid, something of the truth about my opinion of him. I realize that
the dead often go on living for people, but most such lives are exempt from change. The dead children remain
forever children. The boy killed in war is forever a boy. And they are transformed in this existence of
remembrance, become heroes, invested with all the excellences and virtues that were theirs and with all the flaws
faded out, the sullenness, irresponsibility, unhappiness, whatever it might be, as missing from memory as the
flaws removed by the photographer’s skillful retouching are missing from the faces in photographs … are missing
from the face in the photograph that stands on the table in one corner of the living room in my parents’ house,
next to my own picture.
I can look at that picture of myself, taken when I was in high school, and know that if I had died that is how I
would have been remembered, as better than I am, clear-eyed and young, with nothing, surely, behind that face to
feel sorry for, to conceal. Looking at my brother’s picture, the question I find myself asking is why I cannot
remember him like that and let it go. And it is this, perhaps, that is interesting, in need of explanation.
To begin with, though, in my own defense there is the mere fact that I was not there on that gray, overcast
morning when a Japanese plane slipped through the curtain of protection that shrouded the aircraft carrier on
which he served to drop a single bomb onto the middle of the flight deck and end the world. I have seen pictures
of that flaming, exploding ship listing to one side like a huge dying thing, overtopped by a somber, disasterproclaiming cloud of black oily smoke; pictures of the ant-like figures of men clambering down ropes into the oilslicked water, clinging desperately to the sides of the vessel, jumping; but I am there only in imagination, as I am
there when I read the account of an airplane crash in the newspapers, and my brother—that stout, uncertainly
smiling, high school boy (I see him standing at a train window, waving goodbye)—is not there at all; it is
unimaginable that he should be there.
It is hard to visualize as real a death that is far away, occurring in a way and under circumstances of which you
have only heard, and even harder when that death is public, partaking of the kind of statistical abstraction that can
be covered by the words “heavy casualties.”
The reality—vivid, remembered—is driving my parents down to the station to see him off on the day he left. I
had only recently learned to drive. We started a little too late and I got involved with the downtown traffic, then
had difficulty finding a place to park. By the time we got to the platform, the train was already leaving, pulling
slowly out of the station. My brother was part of a group of boys who had enlisted at the same time, and the
platform was crowded with people waving a last goodbye to sons, fathers, brothers.
And at one of the crowded windows of the train we saw him momentarily, his eyes searching the receding
platform for us. He found us, raised his hand, smiled as he waved, the uncertain smile of bravado that hides
bewilderment and doubt, and his soft, unformed, seventeen-year-old features proclaimed that he was only a boy
who had joined these other, older faces at the window by mistake. It was an accident, one that he would admit if
he could.
*
And here it becomes important that you understand something about my brother, so that you will know why he
was standing there at that window, how it happened to him, so fatal an accident. It was the sort of thing that was
always happening to my brother.
We went to the same high school, but whereas I was a prize student, author of the class play, the class poem,
editor of the class yearbook, he was a truant, a failure, a rebellious liar. And while he had fought bitterly for my
parents’ permission to quit school and join the navy, winning it finally as a solution to the problem that by then he
presented and with which they could no longer cope, the original idea had not been his. Two of his friends had
suggested that they all join together and he had agreed on that basis, to be with them. At the last moment his
friends had backed out, but Jimmy, committed by then, had been unable to withdraw.
It is this that was typical. He was (let me say) a coward, big but physically without grace, awkward, afraid of
the jump over the edge of the bank, the climb along the girders of the railroad bridge, but so anxious for friends
that they could always talk him into it. For them, as one of them, he would do it. And when the owner of the apple
trees from which they were stealing fruit burst out into his backyard, my brother, who had climbed the tree to
shake down apples for the others, was the one caught, while—from a safe distance—his friends stood and laughed
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at him. They laughed when, walking the log across the river, he slipped and fell into the black turgid water and cut
his hand on a rusted tin can at the bottom.
The trouble with Jimmy was that he always cried when they laughed. I could have told him that it was a
mistake to cry.
But—the train pulling away, the people on the platform waving—he was too old to cry. Perhaps that partially
underlay his look of bewilderment, his realization that it was too late.
And, of course, it was my fault that we had been late in getting to the station, my fault that we had missed him,
missed the opportunity to say goodbye. My parents were hurt and angry. We drove home in almost complete
silence, except for my mother, who cried a little.
That glimpse of him at the train window was the last I had of my brother. He came home twice on leave before
he finally joined a ship, and once after that, after the ship had been damaged, while it was undergoing repairs. But
by the time he got home I was in the army. His leaves never coincided with mine.
I was in Europe when I received the telegram informing me of his death. The captain in charge of our company
made a special trip up to our firing position to deliver it to me, and he made an awkward attempt to express his
sympathy, but I did not, as I remember, feel much. The death of an only brother should perhaps have been more of
an occasion, but there was something unreal about the meaning of the telegram under those circumstances, just as
there was by then something unreal about home, that other world in which the news might have a significance that
it did not have for me. My reality was all about me and as much as I could encompass. I felt sorry for my parents,
but even that was abstract. The letter I wrote to them was full of clichés that I thought might be appropriate.
And, of course, this is only an excuse, far from sufficient as explanation. It does not explain my behavior once
I was home. My brother’s death had been a terrible event in my parents’ lives, far more terrible than I would have
supposed. The first thing they wanted to do was to tell me about it: My mother cried openly, my father’s face
flushed with grief as they tried to tell me, to assimilate me into their suffering, and with an anger and brutality that
surprised me, I rejected every attempt on their part—rejected them until my mother exclaimed angrily,
“You, you don’t even want to hear about your brother! You don’t want to hear anything about the way he died!
You don’t even want to remember him!”
I denied it, but it was true. And it would, I know, have been a simple thing to have satisfied them, to have been
kind, calling for nothing more than a conventional expression of sorrow and interest on my part.
They had of course an advantage over me in some respects. They had seen him after he had been in the navy
for some time, just a few months before he was killed. I never knew that person he became, did not witness the
transformation from the seventeen-year-old boy who could not pass algebra into the sailor who was killed. I
visualize him standing at a train window. They know what he actually looked like, that he was thinner, taller, his
voice deeper; my father claims that he was frightened and tired, did not want to go back to the ship although he
would not admit it.
I have seen a picture of him taken a few months before his death, a picture taken with three of his friends
aboard the ship, on which he had scrawled their names, “Frank, Joe, Steve and me.” The features are
recognizable, but it is not a picture of anyone I know. I do not know any of the four, although they are all familiar.
They might be any of the figures in snapshots taken far away and a long time ago, now, those ordinary, ordinary
faces that stare out of a certain, fixed, unrecoverable moment in time to remind us … to remind us, if we knew
them … but I did not know them.
But there are other things, reasons, excuses, ways of justifying myself. The extravagance of my parents’ grief
has, I think, something to do with my rejection of it. I wanted to be welcomed, and felt, I suppose, a little as
though I were being asked to mourn the fact that I was not my brother, that it could not have been he who
returned.
*
My mother once told me that they had never worried about me.
“It was always Jim we worried about,” she said, “I suppose because he was the younger. Your dad always said
that you could take care of yourself. And yet, it was you that we thought something would happen to. It was so
terrible that it should have been your brother. We just weren’t prepared for that.”
And what she was saying, without realizing it, was that, with both of us gone, they steeled themselves against
the possibility of the worst by mentally accepting half of disaster, by mentally making a sacrifice that would
propitiate against worse sacrifice. They would, as it were, insure the return of one by relinquishing in anticipation
the other.
I suppose I could be a little bit bitter about this, but I do not think that I am. Actually, I suspect that I am rather
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pleased by the melodramatic injustice of it. It is something I can point to, use in self-justification, and in fact
perhaps I over-interpret my mother’s remark because of this. I do not think so.
We were, people used to say, in front of us, when they shouldn’t have, so unlike one another. You’d never think
they were brothers, they’d say. They’re not a bit alike.
It included everything. My brother was a fat child. I was painfully thin. He was slow, both physically and
mentally; not unintelligent, but slow and bewildered, and then indifferent. Physically he could never keep up with
any group, arrived last, panting, red-faced and out of breath, lacked the speed, coordination, and stamina that
would have succeeded at any kind of sport. He was the kid who—when it came to choosing sides—was always
chosen last or, if the sides were already even, was not chosen at all.
In all of this I had the advantage over him.
When grownups made these comparisons between my brother and me, they were always in my favor. Tacked
on to them, generally, was the admonition to my brother to be more like me, to do better at school, to be better
behaved, less of a problem. The comparison, of course, did my brother nothing but harm. In my case, however, it
was no unalloyed good, because—and this was the puzzling, unexplained fact—they admonished my brother with
an affectionate, forgiving smile.
“You just can’t stay angry with him,” my mother often said. “He gets around you.”
My accomplishments, on the other hand, were expected; my behavior, taken for granted, won no smiles. It
puzzled and hurt me at the time, this difference. I felt then that Jimmy won more of affection and love than I,
inexplicably, simply because he deserved it less, although I can rephrase it now to read because he needed it more.
He enjoyed no such advantage of course in that other, far more important world of childhood. There is one
thing that children do that, looking back, appalls me with its cruelty.
Most children do not accept ostracism readily. Told that they are not wanted, they will not withdraw, remain
behind, but will insist on tagging along, insist on being with the group if only as the mocked-at, rejected minority
of one. Some of them attain to belonging by making for themselves a role, by playing the clown, insisting on their
value as the butt of others’ jokes. In this way they gradually win acceptance. Some, however, can never find such
a role for themselves, any role that will do.
The solution in such an instance is often to run away from the victim. I have heard a boy propose,
“Let’s run away from Jimmy. What do you say?”
I have even seen them purposely invite him to go along with us somewhere so that later we might run away
from him, making of it an activity like marbles or swimming, something to do on a hot sunny summer afternoon.
Suddenly, at a prearranged signal, the entire group begins to run, together, in a mass, in obvious premeditation
to escape from one boy, to leave him behind, acting out abandonment.
And why, I ask myself now, should anyone run to keep up under these circumstances, as though to be left
behind were the worst possible fate, as though the world were winter, where the wolves, howling, close in on the
straggler and tear him down and the only safety is with the herd?
“All right, you guys. All right.” Running, panting, not to be lost …
But even the swiftest runner, gray-faced and sick with the unevenness of such a contest, the realization that he
runs alone, to nowhere, cannot keep up. Even the swiftest runner cannot surmount such a handicap and drops
behind. And the fat boy runs against that fact too, heavily, lumbering, ashamed, until he is finally alone, slows to a
walk, the blood pounding in his ears, his breath panting.
“Is he coming?”
“Nah, we lost him.”
And, walking slowly in the hot summer sunlight, he begins to cry, truly lost, unable to find them, those others,
disappeared into an alley, across a field, around another corner.
*
But let me go back, beyond this, to another time, to a time when we inhabited that small secure world that
included only us and our parents, and beyond which, vast and vague and yet to be explored, there existed the
whole other world, the Outside. At this stage there were the two of us. We communicated with one another as
equals, shared our information and ideas about reality, existed together.
I remember that one of the things we used to do was to go to watch the railroad trains pass, by. The railroad
crossing was about five blocks from our house, on the same street, a dusty, unpaved street, and that five blocks
was a vast distance from home, a long walk to the very edge of explored territory. We never crossed the railroad
tracks or left the street to right or left.
My brother was so young (or is this imagination and not memory?) that he would occasionally have fallen if he
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had not held on to my hand; but he clutched my hand for protection too, so as not to be lost, because I, as his older
brother, was there to take care of him, and I walked more slowly so that he could keep up.
I remember these trips as occurring in autumn, on a bright cold sunshiny day, my brother bundled up in a
sweater and jacket and scarf, his cheeks red with the cold, his nose running, and wearing a miniature baseball cap
with his name stitched on the brim.
We got to the railroad tracks and stood there, hand in hand, waiting for the gates to come down, a warning
ringing of bells filling us with excited anticipation and a touch of fear, and then the train passed, running (it
seemed to us) with terrible speed and power, the whistle deafening, followed, in dizzying, hypnotic succession, by
the freight cars, one after another, passing and passing and passing.
We always waved as the train passed. Sometimes we waited to see two or three, and then we turned and
walked back home again, satisfied, my brother’s nose running more than ever, through the cold brilliance of the
autumn afternoon.
My point is that I was my brother’s protector and—more important—his friend. It was natural that I should be
always there, always ready to take care of him. At this time there was not much real difference between us except
the accidental one of age, which did not as yet matter. My brother was not fat then nor I thin. There is a picture of
us together taken at that time. You can tell that we are brothers. You can see that I am older only because I am
slightly taller.
*
But—and I cannot say exactly when it happened—we changed. I could not have been very conscious of the
fact that it was happening, because I remember clearly another incident, and this—although it happened—makes
me hesitate. It has a suspiciously fictional quality, is too pat, too neatly and dramatically sums up a situation.
It has no beginning, but simply starts. We are at a playground not very far from where we lived, there with a
group of other boys. Suddenly, inexplicably, the others in the group reject my brother, begin mocking him because
he is fat.
It is, I think, the first time that it can have happened, because I am unprepared, cannot understand this rejection
of my brother, which is also (since we are together, inseparable) a rejection of me.
I fight back, angrily, with my own jeers and taunts, doubly stung because now they can mock me for fighting
my brother’s battles, accusing him of being unable to fight his own, and irritated with my brother for his
sullenness, because—hurt—he will not fight back, but looks at me and whispers,
“Let’s go home, Steve.”
I know that that is what will happen—that we will go home in the end, my brother crying, and I resist this
conclusion, the necessity for it, say,
“Don’t be a crybaby.”
It is the epithet that the others have already hurled at him, a sure pressing home of the advantage of strength
over weakness, the chanting,
“Crybaby. Crybaby. Jimmy’s a crybaby.”
And, now, unexpectedly, a boy makes the offer. that surely can never have been made to me before then.
“If he wants to go home, why don’t you let him? He’s too fat to keep up, anyway. He’s just a crybaby.”
It is inconceivable, and inconceivable, too, that I should be standing there, in the hot sunlight, hesitating, for
the first time conscious of the possibility 0f our separateness, of my belonging without him.
“He—he doesn’t know the way. He couldn’t find his way home.”
And my brother, staring at me incredulously, is really crying now, with hopeless despairing anger.
And—and I see (but can this really be true, as I remember it? do I really remember this?)—I see that he is fat;
for the first time, I see that he is fat and that the others are right; he is too small to keep up and a crybaby who will
not fight. Startled, I see him through the eyes of the others, from a distance, for the first time.
“I do. I know my own way home.”
“All right. Go home then. I’m going to play.”
And still he cannot believe it, hesitates, standing there.
“Why—why can’t I play too?”
I stare angrily into his tear-streaked face, his brother, until then automatically his protector, committed, on his
side.
“Because you can’t. You can’t run fast enough. You’re too fat. You can sit and watch us.”
And, suddenly, he is running—all alone—away from us, my brother, running through sunlight across that
playground field (oh, will he ever run fast enough, fat, crying, runny-nosed little boy, finding his own way home
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for the first time, to get out of my memory? will you run out of my memory, brother? run home, run home, out of
my conscience—not toward death, not that way, oh, not blindly because of the tears toward that shadow) and I
have joined the others in our game of tag, one of them for the first time, having, at last, for the first time, rejected
my brother.
It is odd that he should have become fat and that—until that afternoon—I should not have noticed it, and have
noticed it, suddenly, then.
And this of course set the pattern. In this way was my guilt established, and from that time on, I was, over and
over again, to reject my brother. And having once decided, having once joined the others, I was never to return,
was to be always among the first to agree that he could not play, could not come, should be abandoned.
Perhaps happiest in the end are those who of their own accord withdraw, retreating into themselves or books or
some other interest that makes them—seemingly, at least—self-sufficient, those who fight back by becoming
indifferent. This my brother could never do. He persisted, and eventually another change took place in our
relationships to the world.
*
As we grew older our positions, oddly enough, became reversed. Again I cannot say exactly when it was that I
ceased to be one of the group, while he gradually moved closer to it. School helped to set me apart, although I
could not have been aware of what was happening, that I was slipping imperceptibly over a line of belonging into
another world of official accomplishment and excellence, one with which most of the boys with whom I grew up
would have no traffic.
And there were other things too: those hot, boredom-dazed afternoons of boyhood, of poking around, doing
nothing in particular, with nothing to do, when suggestion after suggestion is inspected and then lackadaisically
rejected—afternoons from which I would finally withdraw, going my own way back to the books that could so
much better fill in the time. It seemed to me then that I lost nothing, gained in the process. I did not think of
myself as resigning membership in anything.
(But, perhaps I did, in a sense, know, because—turning my back and walking away—I hesitated, afraid that the
next moment, myself gone, something interesting would be suggested, would happen. And, whether or not it ever
did is not the really important question. The fact is that I was not there.)
And Jimmy grew closer to them while I grew apart. Rejection of school became a passport, suddenly, to
belonging. By the time he was in high school, Jimmy had found a role, that of rebellion, indifference, the taking
of long chances with the authority of the world.
That much of this was spurious, undertaken only to impress his friends, did not matter. That in the end they
would not stand with him, that he more often than not was the one caught, blamed. punished, and that then they
cynically laughed at him did not matter. He was able now to rebel, because at last he had found someone to be
with. And our estrangement was complete
We fought often during this period, bitter verbal battles and physical battles too. By the time he was fourteen
he was taller and heavier and stronger than I, should have been able to win. But I was older, his big brother, and
this fact impressed him, caused him to crumple after a few minutes, to burst into tears, while he threw his hands
over his face for protection, abandoning the fight. People wondered not only that brothers should be so unlike one
another but that they should hate one another so much—blaming him, as they blamed him, for most of the
differences between us.
But, as I have said, they admonished him with an affectionate, forgiving smile. And that is the point. Despite
the differences between us (all of them in my favor) he won more of affection and love than I, not because (as I
thought then) he simply deserved it less, nor (as I have since tried to justify it to myself) because he needed it
more (although there is truth in this last), but because—and I hope that this is not confusing—he gave more, was
more likable, because—quite simply—despite everything, he was nicer than I was.
I will not try to justify this judgment of mine that seems, perhaps, so at variance with the facts as I have
presented them. (Remember, after all, that it is I who have chosen which facts to present.) I will say that there was
in the end something warm and unchanged and possibly hopeless beneath that external rebellion and indifference
to authority that my brother cultivated throughout adolescence. It was not a real change, a growing up, even a
hardening. Underneath, there was still that little boy, as friendly, as rebuffed, as hopelessly unable to fight back as
ever.
I remember that I did not write to him very often while I was in the army—that he wrote much more often to
me, awkward, affectionate letters that seemed to deny our real relationship as it had existed, the enmity,
indifference, dislike. After I received word of his death two of his letters, held up in transit, came through. I read
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them with an odd sense of wonder, incredulous that I could no longer, if I wished, answer—that the figure who
had penned that childish scrawl now existed nowhere. He complained that I had not bothered to answer previous
letters, mentioned a girl he had met in Hawaii (“Boy, if Mom could only have seen me”), kidded me about the
great American novel I was going to write someday. (“How about answering some of my letters, huh? You’re not
that busy. I know that. You should write home more, too. Mom says she hardly gets any letters from you. Anyway,
write when you get a chance. I promise to answer.”)
He had signed it—
Your loving brother, Jimmy.
And that is the typical thing—the mawkish display of affection. It is this that gives him away, gave him away,
revealed him as unchanged. The back flap of every letter he sent my parents was lettered S.W.A.K.
”Sealed with a Kiss,” my mother said, when she told me about it, her voice becoming soft with the
premonition of tears.
“Every letter. Every letter he ever wrote us.”
*
And because she knew that she was beginning to cry and that it irritated me, her display of grief, of
sentimentality, she said, hoping to choke it off in anger,
“You! Oh, you would never think of such a thing!”
And she was right. And that, perhaps, gives me away.
But—but, after all, I do not wish to labor my point, the excuses I can offer for not wishing to believe in—for
refusing to accept the fact of—my brother’s death. They are simple, and mostly summed up in my recollection of
that improbably fictional rejection of him, of responsibility for him, on that playground long ago. It is simply that
if he is dead I can never call him back across that field where he runs, crying, never call him back and explain,
retract, justify, never undo any part that I had in making him what he became.
And I should have.
I should have long ago, and I had many opportunities to do so. I feel (I suppose) in the final analysis that I
should have been able to intervene between him and death, as I should have intervened in countless instances
between him and the things that hurt him while we were growing up. I was his older brother and more competent.
I was, in the end, one of the chief sources of his weakness.
And this explanation, which I have offered myself for a long time now, is a satisfying, even an ennobling one;
this acceptance of guilt and its causes, in keeping with my own often denied sentimentality, reveals me as
responsible to my brother even when I denied responsibility. It is even in many respects true.
But if it were wholly true, I do not think I would see my brother riding to work on the subway in the early
weekday morning. He could rest, forgotten by me, the boy in the photograph on the table at home, the boy who
died, forever eighteen, forever young, saved or unsaved by me, the ideal figure of my parents’ remembering.
No, my real guilt, harder to perceive, to accept, is simply that I will not remember him as other than he was.
I insist on the flaws, the weakness, cowardice, incompetent rebellion. I insist on him as he became, insist on
not liking him, as I did not like him, and I suspect that I do so because of the affectionate, forgiving smiles that he
so often won (I thought) unfairly—the smiles that I so often missed.
Yes, I know you, Brother, though you adopt the disguise of death that transforms you for everyone else, that
gives you the unanswerable advantage over me. Tall and still fat after all these years, vaguely shabby, perplexed
by failures that are your own fault and that you will not admit, you pause, for a moment, in the crowd pushing
their way through the subway turnstiles, pause, and I recognize you across the people and the years that intervene.
You are not transformed for me, no success in any terms. You are still the minority of one, the coward, the
cowed, the incompetent.
And I see that you recognize my opinion, see it in your moment of hesitation, that moment when you almost
recognize me, and then, furtively, ashamed that I should know what has happened to you, turn away.
You are the truth of the relationship between us, your presence … here … the final rejection on my part.
*
But wait—wait, Brother, for just a moment. Again, look this way again. For just a moment, look up at me. Do
not hurry away so fast, ashamed and furtive.
Oh, Brother, turn again and recognize me, your brother, for just an instant, before you are lost forever in the
tangled thickets of time and the jungle of the world.
116.183 Winter Barley\fn{by Andrea Lee (1953-

)}

Philadelphia, Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (F) 6
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I was sitting before my third or fourth Jellybean—which is anisette, grain alcohol, a lit match, and a small, wet
explosion in the brain. On my left sat Gerry Nanapush of the Chippewa Tribe. On my right sat Dot Adare of the
has-been, of the never-was, of the what’s-in-front-of-me people. Still in her belly and tensed in its fluids coiled the
child of their union, the child we were waiting for, the child whose name we were making a strenuous and lengthy
search for in a cramped and littered bar at the very edge of that Dakota town.
Gerry had been on the wagon for thirteen years. He was drinking a tall glass of tonic water in which a crescent
of soiled lemon bobbed, along with a maraschino cherry or two. He was thirty-six years old and had been in
prison, or out of prison and on the run, for exactly half of those years. He was not in the clear yet nor would he
ever be, that is why the yellow tennis player’s visor was pulled down to the rim of his eyeglass frames. The bar
was dimly lit and smoky; his glasses were very dark. Poor visibility must have been the reason Officer Lovchik
saw him first.
Lovchik started toward us with his hand on his hip, but Gerry was over the backside of the booth and out the
door before Lovchik got close enough to make a positive identification.
“Siddown with us,” said Dot to Lovchik when he neared our booth. “I’ll buy you a drink. It’s so dead here. No
one’s been through all night.”
Lovchik sighed, sat, and ordered a blackberry brandy.
“Now tell me,” she said, staring up at him, “honestly. What do you think of the name Ketchup Face?”
*
It was through Gerry that I first met Dot, and in a bar like that one, only denser with striving drinkers,
construction crews in town because of the highway. I sat down by Gerry early in the evening and we struck up a
conversation, during the long course of which we became friendly enough for Gerry to put his arm around me.
Dot entered at exactly the wrong moment. She was quick-tempered anyway and being pregnant (Gerry had gotten
her that way on a prison visit five months previous) increased her irritability. It was only natural the, I guess, that
she would pull the barstool out from under me and threaten my life. Only I didn’t know she was threatening my
life at the time. I didn’t know anyone like Dot, so I didn’t know she was serious.
“I’m gonna bend you out of shape,” she said, flexing her hands over me. Her hands were small, broad, capable,
with pointed nails. I used to do the wrong thing sometimes when I was stretched out on the floor beneath her. I
started laughing at her because her hand were so small (though strong and determined looking, I should have been
more conscious of that). She was about to dive on top of me, five-month belly and all, but Gerry caught her in
mid-air and carried her, yelling, out the door. The next day I reported for work. It was my first day on the job, and
the only other woman on the construction site besides me was Dot Adare.
*
The first day Dot just glared toward me from a distance. She worked in the weighshack and I was hired to
press buttons on the conveyor belt. All I had to do was adjust the speeds on the belt for sand, rocks, or gravel, and
make sure it was aimed toward the right pile. There was a pyramid for each type of material, which was used to
make hot-mix and cement. Across the wide yard, I saw Dot emerge from the little white shack from time to time. I
couldn’t tell whether she recognized me and thought, by the end of the day, that she probably didn’t. I found out
differently the next morning when I went to the company truck for coffee.
She got me alongside of the truck somehow, away from the men. She didn’t say a word, just held a buck knife
out where I could see it, blade toward me. She jiggled the handle and the tip waved like the pointy head of a pit
viper. Blind. Heat-seeking. I was completely astonished. I had just put the plastic cover on my coffee and it
steamed between my hands.
“Well I’m sorry I laughed,” I said. She stepped back. I peeled the lid off my coffee, took a sip, and then I said
the wrong thing again.
“And I wasn’t going after your boyfriend.”
“Why not!” she said at once. “What’s wrong with him!”
I saw that I was going to lose this argument no matter what I said, so, for once, I did the right thing. I threw my
coffee in her face and ran. Later on that day Dot came out of the weighshack and yelled “Okay then!” I was close
enough to see that she even smiled. I waved. From then on things were better between us, which was lucky,
because I turned out to be such a good button presser that within two weeks I was promoted to the weighshack, to
help Dot.
*
It wasn’t that Dot needed help weigh8ing trucks, it was just a formality for the State Highway Department. I
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never quite understood, but it seems Dot had been both the truck weigher and the truck weight inspector for a
while, until someone caught wind of this. I was hired to actually weigh the trucks then, for the company, and Dot
was hired by the state to make sure I recorded accurate weights. What she really did was sleep, knit, or eat all day.
Between truckloads I did the same. I didn’t even have to get off my stool to weigh the trucks, because the ram of
the scale projected through a rectangular hole and the weights appeared right in front of me. The standard back
dumps, belly dumps, and yellow company company trucks eased onto a platform built over the arm next to the
shack. I wrote their weight on a little pink slip, clipped the paper in a clothespin attached to a broom handle, and
handed it up to the driver. I kept a copy of the pink slip on a yellow slip that I put in a metal file box—no one ever
picked up the file box, so I never knew what the yellow slips were for. The company paid me very well.
It was early July when Dot and I started working together. At first I sat as far away from her as possible and
never took my eyes off her knitting needles, although it made me a little dizzy to watch her work. It wasn’t long
before we came to an understanding though, and after this I felt perfectly comfortable with Dot. She was nothing
but direct, you see, and told me right off that only three things made her angry. Number one was someone flirting
with Gerry. Number two was a cigarette leech (someone who was always quitting but smoking yours). Number
three was a piss-ant. I asked her what that was. “A piss-ant,” she said, “is a man with fat buns who tries to sell you
things, a Jaycee,\fn(Member of the Junior Chamber of Commerce.} an Elk, a Kiwanis.”\fn{The Elks and Kiwanis are
(predominately) male fraternal organizations.} I always knew where I stood with Dot, so I trusted her. I knew that if I fell
out of her favor she would threaten me and give me time to run before she tried anything physical.
By mid-July our shack was unbearable, for it drew heat in from the bare yard and held it. We sat outside most
of the time, moving around the shack to catch what shade fell, letting the raw hot wind off the beet fields suck the
sweat from our armpits and legs. But the seasons change fast in North Dakota. We spent the last day of August
jumping from foot to numb foot before Hadji, the foreman, dragged a little column of bottle gas into the shack. He
lit the spoked wheel on its head, it bloomed, and from then on we huddled close to the heater—eating, dozing, or
sitting blankly in its small radius of dry warmth.
By that time Dot weighed over two hundred pounds, most of it peanut-butter cups and egg salad sandwiches.
She was a short, broad-beamed woman with long yellow eyes and spaced between each of her strong teeth. When
we began working together, her hair was cropped close. By the cold months it had grown out in thick quills—
brown at the shank, orange at the tip. The orange dye job had not suited her coloring. By that time, too, Dot’s
belly was round and full, for she was due in October. The child rode high, and she often rested her forearms on it,
while she knitted. One of Dot’s most peculiar feats was transforming that gentle task into something perverse. She
knit viciously, jerking the yarn around her thumb until the tip whitened, pulling each stitch so tightly that the little
garments she finished stood up by themselves like miniature suits of mail.
But I thought that the child wold need those tight stitches when it was born. Although Dot, as expecting
mother, lived a fairly calm life, it was clear that she had also moved loosely among dangerous elements. The
child, for example, had been conceived in a visiting room at the state prison. Dot had straddled Gerry’s lap, in a
corner the closed circuit TV did not quite scan. Through a hole ripped in her pantyhose and a hole ripped in
Gerry’s jeans they somehow managed to join and, miraculously, to conceive. When Dot was sure she was
pregnant, Gerry escaped from the prison to see her. Not long after my conversation with Gerry in the bar, he was
caught. That time he went back peacefully, and didn’t put up a fight. He was mainly in the penitentiary for
breaking out of it, anyway, since for his crime (assault and battery when he was eighteen) he had received three
years and time off for good behavior. He just never managed to serve those three years or behave well. He broke
out time after time, and was caught each time he did it, regular as clockwork.
Gerry was talented at getting out, that’s a fact. He boasted that no steel or concrete shitbarn could hold a
Chippewa, and he had eel-like properties in spite of his enormous size. Greased with lard once, he squirmed into a
six-foot-thick prison wall and vanished. Some though he had stuck there, immured forever, and that he would
bring luck like the bones of slaves sealed in the wall of China. But Gerry rubbed his own belly for luck and
brought luck to no one else, for he appeared, suddenly, at Dot’s door and she was hard-pressed to hide him.
She managed for nearly a month. Hiding a six-foot-plus, two hundred and fifty pound Indian in the middle of a
town that doesn’t like Indians in the first place isn’t easy. A month was quite an accomplishment, when you know
what she was up against. She spent most of her time walking to and from the grocery store, padding along on her
swollen feet, astonishing the neighbors with the size of what they though was her appetite. Stacks of pork chops,
whole fryers, thick steaks disappeared overnight, and since Gerry couldn’t take the garbage out by day sometimes
he threw the bones out the windows, where they collected, where dogs soon learned to wait for a handout and
fought and squabbled over whatever there was.
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The neighbors finally complained, and one day, while Dot was at work, Lovchick knocked on the door of the
trailerhouse. Gerry answered, sighed, and walked over to their car. He was so good at getting out of the joint and
so terrible at getting caught. It was as if he couldn’t stay out of their hands. Dot know his problem, and told him
that he was crazy to think he could walk out of prison and then live like a normal person. Dot told him that didn’t
work. She told him to get lost for a while on the reservation, any reservation, to change his name and although he
couldn’t grow a beard to at least let the straggly hairs above his lip form a kind of mustache that would slightly
disguise his face. But Gerry wouldn’t do that. He simply knew he did not belong in prison, although he admitted it
had done him some good at eighteen, when he hadn’t known how to be a criminal and so had taken lessons from
professionals. Now that he knew all there was to know, however, he couldn’t see the point of staying in a prison
and taking the same lessons over and over. “A hate factory,” he called it once, and said it manufactured black
poisons in his stomach that he couldn’t get rid of although he poked a finger down his throat and retched and tried
to be a clean and normal person in spite of everything.
Gerry’s problem, you see, was he believed in justice, not laws. He felt he had paid for his crime, which was
done in a drunk heat and to settle the question with a cowboy of whatever a Chippeawa was also a nigger. Gerry
said that the two had never settled it between them, but that the cowboy at least knew that if a Chippewa was a
nigger he was sure also a hell of a mean and low-down fighter. For Gerry did not believe in fighting by any rules
but reservation rules, which is to say the first thing Gerry did to the cowboy, after they squared off, was kick his
balls.
It hadn’t been much of a fight after that, and since there were both white and Indian witnesses Gerry thought it
would blow over if it ever reached court. But there is nothing more vengeful and determined in this world than a
cowboy with sore balls, and Gerry soon found this out. He also found that white people are good witnesses to
have on your side since they have names, addresses, social security numbers, and work phones. But they are
terrible witnesses to have against you, almost as bad as having Indians witness for you.
Not only did Gerry’s friends lack all forms of identification except their band cards, not only did they
disappear (out of now malice but simply because Gerry was tried during powwow time), but the few he did
manage to get were not interested in looking judge or jury in the eye. They mumbled into their laps. Gerry’s
friends, you see, had no confidence in the United States Judicial System. They did not seem comfortable in the
courtroom, and this increased their unreliability in the eyes of judge and jury. If you trust the authorities, they trust
you better back, it seems. It looked that way to Gerry anyhow.
A local doctor testified on behalf of the cowboy’s testicles, and said his fertility might be impaired. Gerry got a
little angry at that, and said right out in court that he cold hardly believe he had done that much damage since the
cowboy’s balls were very small targets, it had been dark, and his aim was off anyway because of three, or maybe
it was only two, beers. That made matters worse, of course, and Gerry was socked with a heavy sentence for an
eighteen-year-old, but not for an Indian. Some said he got off lucky.
Only one good thing came from the whole experience, said Gerry, and that was maybe the cowboy would not
have any little cowboys, although, Gerry also said, he had nightmares sometimes that the cowboy did manage to
have little cowboys, all born with full sets of grinning teeth, Stetson hats, and little balls hard as plum pits.
*
So you see, it was difficult for Gerry, as an Indian, to retain the natural good humor of his ancestors in these
modern circumstances. He tried though, and since he believed in justice, not laws, Gerry knew where he belonged
(out of prison, in the bosom of his new family). And in spite of the fact that he was untrained in the honest life, he
wanted it. He was even interested in getting a job. It didn’t matter what kind of job. “Anything for a change,”
Gerry said. He wanted to go right out and apply for one, in fact, the moment he was free. But of course Dot
wouldn’t let him. And so, because he wanted to be with Dot, he stayed hidden in her trailerhouse even though
they both realized, or must have, that it wouldn’t be long before the police came asking around or the neighbors
wised up and Gerry Nanapush would be back at square one again. So it happened. Lovchik came for him. And
Dot now believed she would have to go through the end of her pregnancy and the delivery all by herself.
Dot was angry about having to go through it alone, and besides that, she loved Gerry with a deep and true love
—that was clear. She knit his absence into thick little suits for the child, suits that would have stopped a truck on a
dark road with their colors—bazooka pink, bruise blue, the screaming orange flagmen wore.
The child was as restless a prisoner as his father, and grew more anxious and unruly as his time of release
neared. As a place to spend a nine-month sentence in, Dot wasn’t much. Her body was inhospitable. Her skin was
slack, sallow, and draped like upholstery fabric over her short, boardlike bones. Like the shack we spent our days
in, she seemed jerry-built, thrown into the world with loosely nailed limbs and lightly puttied joints. Some
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pregnant women’s bellies look like they always have been there. But Dot’s stomach was an odd shape, almost
square, and had the tacked-on air of a new and unpainted bay window. The child was clearly ready for a break and
not interested in earning his parole, for he kept her awake all night by pounding reasonlessly at her inner walls, or
beating against her bladder until she swore. “He wants out, bad,” poor Dot would groan. “You think he might be
premature?” From the outside, anyway, the child looked big enough to stand and walk and maybe even run
straight out of the maternity ward the moment he was born.
The sun, at the time, rose around seven and we got to the weighshack while the frost was still thick on the
gravel. Each morning I started the gas heater, turning the nozzle and standing back, flipping the match at it the
way you would feed a fanged animal. Then one morning I saw the red but through the window, lit already. But
when I opened the door the shack was empty. There was, however, evidence of an overnight visitor—cigarette
stubs, a few beer cans crushed to flat disks. I swept these things out and didn’t say a word about them to Dot when
she arrived.
She seemed to know something was in the air, however; her face lifted from time to time all that morning. She
sniffed, and even I could smell the lingering odor of sweat like sour wheat, the faint reek of slept-in clothes and
gasoline. Once, that morning, Dot looked at me and narrowed her long, hooded eyes. “I got pains,” she said,
“every so often. Like it’s going to come sometimes soon. Well all I can say is he better drag ass to get her, that
Gerry.” She closed her eyes then, and went to sleep.
Ed Rafferty, one of the drivers, pulled in with a load. It was overweight, and when I handed him the pink slip
he grinned. There were two scales, you see, on the way to the cement plant, and if a river got past the state-run
scale early, before the state officials were there, the company would pay for whatever he got away with. But it
was not illicit gravel that tipped the wedge past the red mark on the balance. When I walked back inside I saw the
weight had gone down to just under the red. Ed drove off, still laughing, and I assumed that he had leaned on the
arm of the scale, increasing the weight.
“That Ed,” I said, “got me again.”
But Dot stared past me, needles poised in her fist like a picador’s lances. It gave me a start, to see her froze in
such a menacing pose. It was not the sort of pose you turn your back on, but I did turn, following her gaze to the
door that a man’s body filled suddenly.
Gerry, of course it was Gerry. He’d tipped the weight up past the red and leapt down, cat-quick for all his mass,
and silent. I hadn’t heard his step. Gravel crushed, evidently, but did not roll beneath his tight, thin boots.
*
He was bigger than I remembered from the bar, or perhaps it was just that we’d been living in that dollhouse of
a weighshack so long I saw everything else as huge. He was so big that he had to hunker one shoulder beneath the
lintel and back his belly in, pushing the door frame wider with his long, soft hands. It was the hands I watched as
Gerry filled the shack. His plump fingers looked so graceful and artistic against his smooth mass. He used them
prettily. Revolving agile wrists, he reached across the few inches left between himself and Dot. Then his littlest
fingers curled like a woman’s at tea, and he disarmed his wife. He drew the needles out of Dot’s fists, and
examined the little garment that hung like a queer fruit beneath.
“’S\fn{It’s} very, very nice,” he said, scrutinizing the tiny, even stitches.” “’S for the kid?”
Dot nodded solemnly and dropped her eyes to her lap. It was an almost tender moment. The silence lasted so
long that I got embarrassed and would have left, had I not been wedged firmly behind his hip in one corner.
Gerry stood there, smoothing black hair behind his ears. Again, there was a queer delicacy about the way he
did this. So many things Berry did might remind you of the way that a beautiful woman, standing naked before a
mirror, would touch herself—lovingly, conscious of her attractions. He nodded encouragingly. “Let’s go then,”
said Dot.
Suave, grand, gigantic, they moved across the parking lot and then, by mysterious means, slipped their bodies
into Dot’s compact car. I expected the car to belly down, thought the muffler would scrape the ground behind
them. But instead they flew, raising a great spume of dust that hung in the air a long time after they were out of
sight.
I went back into the weighshack when the air behind them had settled. I was bored, dead bored. And since one
thing meant about s much to me as another, I picked up her needles and began knitting, as well as I could anyway,
jerking the yarn back after each stitch, becoming more and more absorbed in my work until, as it happened, I
came suddenly to the end of the garment, snipped the yarn, and worked the loose ends back into the collar of the
thick little suit.
*
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I missed Dot in the days that followed, days so alike they welded seamlessly to one another and took your
mind away. I seemed to exist in a suspension and spent my time sitting blankly at the window, watching nothing
until the sun went down, bruising the whole sky as it dropped, clotting my heart. I couldn’t name anything I felt
anymore, although I knew it was a kind of boredom. I had been living the same life too long. I did jumping jacks
and push-ups and stood on my head in the little shack to break the tedium, but too much solitude rots the brain. I
wondered how Gerry had stood it. Sometimes I grabbed drivers out of their trucks and talked loudly and quickly
and inconsequentially as a madwoman. There were other times I couldn’t talk at all because my tongue had rusted
to the roof of my mouth.
*
Sometimes I daydreamed about Dot and Gerry. I had many choice daydreams, but theirs was my favorite. I
pictured them in Dot’s long tan and aqua trailerhouse, both hungry. Heads swaying, clasped hands swinging
between them like hooked drunks, they moved through the kitchen feeding casually from boxes and bags on the
counters, like ponderous animals alone in a forest. When they had fed, they moved on to the bedroom and settled
themselves upon Dot’s king-size and sateen-quilted spread. They rubbed together, locked and unlocked their parts.
They set the trailer rocking on its cement-block and plywood foundation and the tremors spread, causing cups to
fall, plates to shatter in the chin hutches of their more-established neighbors.
But what of the child there, suspended between them? Did he know how to weather such tropical storms? It
was a week past the week he was due, and I expected the good news to come any moment. I was anxious to hear
the outcome, but still I was surprised when Gerry rumbled to the weighshack door on a huge and ancient, rustpocked, untrustworthy-looking machine that was like no motorcycle I’d ever seen before.
“She asst for you,” he hissed. “Quick, get on!”
I hoisted myself up behind him, although there wasn’t room on the seat. I clawed his smooth back for a
handhold and finally perched, or so it seemed, on the rim of his heavy belt. Flylike, glued to him by suction, we
rode as one person, whipping a great wind around us. Cars scattered, the light blinked and flickered on the main
street. Pedestrians swiveled to catch a glimpse of us—a mountain tearing by balanced on a toy, and clinging to the
sheer northwest face, a young and scrawny girl howling something that dopplered across the bridge and faded out,
finally, in the parking lot of the Saint Francis Hospital.
*
In the waiting room we settled on chairs molded of orange plastic. The spike legs splayed beneath Gerry’s
mass, but managed to support him the four hours we waited. Nurses passed, settling like field gulls among reports
and prescriptions, eyeing us with reserved hostility. Gerry hardly spoke. He didn’t have to. I watched his ribs and
the small of his back darken with sweat, for that well-lighted tunnel, the waiting room, the tin rack of magazines,
all were the props and inevitable features of institutions. From time to time Gerry paced in the time-honored
manner of the prisoner or expectant father. He made lengthy trips to the bathroom. All the quickness and delicacy
of his movements had disappeared, and he was only a poor weary fat man in those hours, a husband worried about
his wife, menaced, tired of getting caught.
The gulls emerged finally, and drew Gerry in among them. He visited Dot for perhaps half an hour, and then
came out of her room. Again he settled; the plastic chair twitched beneath him. He looked bewildered and silly
and a little addled with what he had seen. The shaded lenses of his glasses kept slipping down his nose. Beside
him, I felt the aftermath of the shock wave, traveling from the epicenter deep in his flesh, outward from part of
him that had shifted along a crevice. The tremors moved in widening rings. When they reached the very surface of
him, and when he began trembling, Gerry stood suddenly. “I’m going after cigars,” he said, and walked quickly
away.
His steps quickened to a near-run as he moved down the corridor. Waiting for the elevator, he flexed his nimble
fingers. Dot told me she had once sent him to the store for a roll of toilet paper. It was eight months before she
saw him again; for he’d met the local constabulary on the way. So I knew, when he flexed his fingers, that he was
thinking of pulling the biker’s gloves over his knuckles, of running. It was perhaps the ver first time in his life he
had something to run for.
It seemed to me, at that moment, that I should at least let Gerry know it was all right for him to leave, to run as
far and fast as he had to now. Although I felt heavy, my body had gone slack, and my lungs ached with smoke. I
jumped up. I signaled him from the end of the corridor. Gerry turned, unwillingly turned. He looked my way just
as two of our local police—officers Lovchik and Harriss—pushed open the fire door that sealed off the staircase
behind me. I didn’t see them, and was shocked at first that my wave caused such an extreme reaction in Gerry.
His hair stiffened. His body lifted like a hot-air balloon filling suddenly. Behind him there was a wide, tall
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window. Gerry opened it and sent the screen into thin air with an elegant, chorus-girl kick. Then he followed the
screen, squeezing himself unbelievably through the frame like a fat rabbit disappearing down a hole. It was three
stories down to the cement and asphalt parking lot.
Officers Lovchik and Harriss gained the window. The nurses followed. I slipped through the fire exit and took
the back stairs down into the parking lot, believing I would find him stunned and broken there.
But Gerry had chosen his window with exceptional luck, for the officers had parked their car directly
underneath. Gerry landed just over the driver’s seat, caving the roof into the steering wheel. He bounced off the
hood of the car and then, limping, a bit dazed perhaps, straddled his bike. Out of duty, Lovchik released several
rounds into the still trees below him. The reports were still echoing when I reached the front of the building. I was
just in time to see Gerry Nanapush, emboldened by his godlike leap and recovery, pop a wheelie and disappear
between the neat shrubs that marked the entrance to the hospital.
*
Two weeks later Dot and her boy, who was finally named Jason like most boys born that year, came back to
work at the scales. Things went on as they had before, except that Jason kept us occupied during the long hours.
He was large, of course, and had a sturdy pair of lungs he used often. When he cried, Jason screwed his face into
fierce baby wrinkles and would not be placated with sugar tits or pacifiers. Dot unzipped her parka halfway,
pulled her blouse up, and let him nurse for what seemed like hours. We could scarcely believe his appetite. Dot
was a diligent producer of milk, however. Her breasts, like overfilled inner tubes, strained at her nylon blouses.
Sometimes, when she thought no one was looking, Dot rose and carried them in the crooks of her arms, for her
shoulders were growing bowed beneath their weight.
The trucks came in on the hour, or half hour. I heard the rush of airbrakes, gears grinding only inches from my
head. It occurred to me that although I measured many tons every day, I would never know how heavy a ton was
unless it fell on me. I wasn’t lonely now that Dot had returned. The season would end soon, and we wondered
what had happened to Gerry.
*
There were only a few weeks left of work when we heard that Gerry was caught again. He’d picked the wrong
reservation to hide on—Pine Ridge.\fn{ A Sioux Indian reservation.} At the time it was overrun with Federal Agents
and armored vehicles. Weapons were stashed everywhere and easy to acquire. Gerry got himself a weapon. Two
men tried to arrest him. Gerry would not go along and when he started to run and the shooting started Gerry shot
and killed a clean-shaven man with dark hair and light eyes, a Federal Agent, a man whose picture was printed in
all the papers.
They sent Gerry to prison in Marion, Illinois. He was placed in the control unit. He receives his visitors in a
room where no touching is allowed, where the voice is carried by phone, glances meet through sheets of
Plexiglas, and no children will ever be engendered.
*
Dot and I continued to work the last weeks together. Once we weighed baby Jason. We unlatched his little knit
suit, heavy as armor, and bundled him in a light, crocheted blanket. Dot went into the shack to adjust the weights.
I stood there with Jason. He was such a solid child, he seemed heavy as lead in my arms. I placed him on the ramp
between the wheel sights and held him steady for a moment, then took my hands slowly away. He stared calmly
into the rough, distant sky. He did not flinch when the wind came from every direction, wrapping us tight enough
to squeeze the very breath from a stone. He was so dense with life, such a powerful distillation of Dot and Gerry,
it seemed he might weigh about as much as any load. But that was only a thought, of course. For as it turned out,
he was too light and did not register at all.
131.38 Undertow\fn{by Jennifer C. Cornell (1967-

)}

Berwin, Chester County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (F) 10

It\fn{I have restored the quotation marks around the spoken parts, in the interests of computerized standardization; and although a
computer could not understand this as yet—in my day, computers have no true understanding, as humans do—it makes the story clearer :
H.} was close to September and the date of the wedding when my father started bringing us to Castlerock. After
breakfast we’d board the first train from Central Station that went south to Lambeg and Lisburn before turning
north and arriving eventually beside the sea. We’d spend the rest of the day there on the rocks above the beach,
hurling stones into the oncoming waves and fishing without bait until it was time to catch the last train from Derry
home. The train leaned hard into the left shoulder just before the platform came into sight, and as we moved
towards the exits to be ready when it stopped, I would watch the lights from the street lamps on the far side of the
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Lagan wink on the spiral whenever a fish rose up for air.
“What’s that flashing?” I’d asked my father the first time I’d seen it.
“Fairy lights,” he answered.
“Bullshit,” Ricky said, under his breath. He was five years my senior, thirteen and no longer a baby; rebellion
came easily to him, like a dog. We were fifty yards from the platform and the sign above him told him No, but
still he’d thrown his weight against the window, pulled it down, and thrust his head out into the wind. He would
not take my father’s hand as we stepped down from the train.
My mother was sitting at the kitchen table with John-O Noonan when we got home. John-O’s fingers were
yellow from nail tip to knuckle and his whole hand twitched with desire; there was no smoking allowed in my
mother’s house.
“It’s happened again,” she told my father.
“Has it indeed? What’s it of this time?”
“I’m flat out of paint,” she said, “so you’ll have to go get some. I won’t have that damn thing on the side of my
house.”
After our tea we went out to look at it. This time they’d painted flags and emblems, and every letter of the
words that went with them was outlined in black and at least two feet high. The last time they’d done a map of the
country with a pair of armed soldiers on either side, and before that there’d been a bright yellow shield on a
powder blue background, and a list of the names of the most recent dead. Each time my mother had covered it
over by climbing a stepladder and chucking buckets of paint at the house.
“When do they do it, that’s what I’d like to know,” John-O said. He lived in the house which terraced ours,
where he spent his days minding his sister’s children and keeping his eye on the Help Wanted columns, in case
something came up that my father could do. He shook his head with slow admiration. “How the hell do they do it
when youse’re here all the time?”
“I wish to God I could catch them at it,” my mother said. “I don’t care who they are. That’s the last bit of
painting they’d ever do.”
“It’s a real shame,” my father said.
“Don’t start with me, Joe,” my mother told him. “I’ve no time for hoods. I’ll get that paint myself if I have to.”
“First thing tomorrow,” he answered. “The shops’ll be closed now, anyway.”
The next day my father and I lay on till eleven. My mother was working at the kitchen table when I went
downstairs to make us tea. She’d been working steadily since early that morning but the sound of machinery
hadn’t disturbed us, because each sequin and pearl was sewn on by hand. By this time the shell of the dress was
nearly finished—the bodice and skirt, the two mutton sleeves, the veil, the headdress, and the wide, four-foot
train. She had still to complete the undergarments, and she’d promised to hem the girl’s linens, embroider their
edges, and inscribe the corners with the first letter of her name.
“Your brother’s gone out,” my mother told me, “so it’s up to you to look after your father. Don’t let him come
home without that paint.” I stood just behind her while the kettle boiled, skewering beads on her upright needle as
soon as she’d fastened the previous one.
“Oh here, listen,” she said, and reached under the fabric in search of her purse. The table was lost under cover
of satin, a full bolt of chiffon lay unwrapped on the floor, and thick books of patterns sat on each chair, their
insides fat with slips of paper, receipts, and newsprint torn into strips to mark a page.
“A spool of white thread, luv,” she said, giving me money, “say you want the kind for all types of fabric, and
get me at least two hundred yards. I’d ask your daddy but you know he won’t do it.”
“Because I don’t think it’s right,” my father said from the threshold. Taking advantage of a foolish woman
when you know rightly there won’t be a wedding on the twenty-first. You can’t have a wedding without a groom.”
“More’s the pity,” my mother said, and unnecessarily switched on her machine.
“Well I won’t be part of it,” my father continued. “I will not add to that girl’s disappointment.”
“For God’s sake, Joe,” my mother said, “it’s none of my business what they want the clothes for. That girl
placed an order same as anyone else.”
“A wedding gown’s different,” my father told her. “Especially this.”
“I didn’t ask to hear her life’s story, Joe,” my mother told him, “and what she does with her money is her own
affair. If she wants to waste it on fortunetellers that’s got nothing to do with me.”
“I think we are obligated to protect the innocent,” my father said quietly.
“Fair enough,” my mother answered, “but only if they’re mine. That girl pays good money, in advance and on
time. I’ve got this family to worry about, Joe.”
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We spoke no more about it, though my father refused to come in the shop with me when I went in to purchase
thread. We bought two tins of paint, a tray, and a roller, and were in the sitting room stirring the tins when Ricky
came home with a sackful of chestnuts.
“How come they’re called conkers?” I asked my father.
“Why d’you think?” Ricky said. He took one whose green armored shell had not broken and slapped it, palm
open, against his head.
“It began with a farmer,” my father answered, who owned a good bit of land not far from Mullan Head. “He
was a man who didn’t like to spend money, and it’s not like he didn’t have it to spend. Every night he sat in the
dark so he wouldn’t have to run the electric, and all the beasts on his farm had bad teeth and were spindly because
he was too cheap to give them a decent feed. Now there was a tree on that land and the farmer didn’t like it. Its
shade kept him cold, he said, and it made his house dark. He blamed the tree for his own mean nature and one day
he decided, I’ll cut the thing down. But the tree saw him coming with his rolled-up sleeves and his heavy boots
and the toothy new saw in his hand. It got so frightened it shook and heaved, and a whole shower of chestnuts fell
on the farmer, sticking and pricking him with their rubbery spines. He was so bruised and battered he spent six
weeks in hospital, and as soon as he got out he picked up and left. Then a husband and wife with two little
children, a boy and a wee girl about your age, came to live in the house. They put a swing on the tree and built a
conservatory and the house is so full of light now that they built a train past it, and if you’re a good wee girly this
evening and eat all your peas I’ll show you it tomorrow on the way to Castlerock.”
“Joe,” my mother said from the other room. “How old is your daughter?”
“So why don’t all trees throw conkers all the time? Cuz it’s all bollocks, that’s why,” Ricky said. “They fall cuz
the stems rot, that’s why it’s easy to knock ’em down.”
“You know what your problem is, Ricky?” my mother called to him.
“Humankind has grown impatient,” my father answered. The cold facts of science take less time to tell.”
*
The side of our house stayed white for six days. On the morning of the seventh my mother noticed the
additional shadow when she stepped outside to bring in the milk.
“Joe,” she called from the bottom of the stairs, “come here till you see this.”
From the room next to mine I heard my parents’ bed creak as my father rolled onto his back and sighed.
“Ah, Belle,” he said, “it’s not even seven.”
“They’ve left a ladder,” my mother said, “and I’ll tell you right now they’re not getting it back.”
“Not very good, is it?” John-O said an hour or so later. Still in his dressing gown and pajamas, he’d seen our
door lying open when he’d let the cat out and had jumped the low fence that ran between us, calling our names as
he hurried into the house. My mother, lugging a tarpaulin and paint thinner, had nearly run over him as she backed
out the door.
“Different artist,” my father answered. “This wee fella’s got no sense of color.
“It’s God awful,” John-O said. “I’m with you, missus—get rid of it. That bloody thing’s hard on the eyes.”
“It’s going today, my mother said firmly. I’ve a girl coming by for a fitting tomorrow, and this will not be the
first thing she sees.”
“What time tomorrow?” my father said suddenly.
For a moment my mother looked like she’d bitten her tongue.
“I know what you’re thinking, Joe,” she said, “and it’s not going to happen.
“Go on, Belle. What time’s she coming?”
“I should have known you’d pull something like this,” my mother said bitterly. “Why can’t you stay out of it?
It’s got nothing to do with you.”
“Right!” John-O said. “See youse all later.”
“I just want to talk to her, Belle, that’s all.”
“What for? What good’ll it do? She’s not getting a refund, you know, even if you do manage to make her
change her mind.”
“C’mon now, folks,” John-O said, “don’t do this outside.”
“It’s not just about money,” my father answered. “It’s her state of mind. What’s going to happen to her two
weeks from Friday? I’m not convinced she’s going to survive.”
“All right, Joe,” my mother said. “I give up. Stay in if you want to tomorrow; just stay the hell out of my way
today.”
“There now,” John-O said cheerfully, “that’s better. Youse two had me worried there for a while.”
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We’d missed the first train to Derry but we did catch the second. Ricky stayed behind to help my mother;
intending to keep the ladder as evidence, she’d said no when he’d asked for it and offered to let him paint the wall
instead. When we arrived in Castlerock we headed at once for our regular café, where we each ordered a fish and
chip dinner and my father explained why fish had it so bad—because they bore grudges, resenting all those who’d
stood on four feet at the birth of Jesus, and the Dove for finding the olive branch, and all the rest of the animal
kingdom for having a place set aside for them on the Ark. It didn’t matter that God had conferred on them
wisdom, that He’d warned them about the Flood in advance. And so they are regularly captured and eaten, they
fall ill easily and are tormented by cats, and though they gasp with the effort of trying to buy freedom with secrets
the Almighty had shared, they can never produce the human words necessary, never can make themselves
understood.
“And that,” said my father, “is apt punishment for arrogance—that they die ignominiously, out of their
element, impressive only because of their size.”
Then our dinners were ready and he went up to fetch them. He came back with two plates and a plastic lemon,
which he set down on the table next to the salt. If Ricky’d been with us he’d have been embarrassed, and my
father would have explained yet again how he met my mother. She’d been the new girl at the local chippy\fn{ Fishand-chip shops are called “chippies” or “chip shops” in he vernacular .} where he went occasionally for a takeaway,\fn{ Takeout,
we would say.} and he’d asked her for a wedge of lemon, which naturally enough the shop didn’t have. The dinner
rush was at its most frantic when my mother put on her coat and took her umbrella and went down to a grocer two
blocks away to buy my father a bagful of lemons with her own money, because there was something about his
face she fancied though now she couldn’t remember what. At this establishment, my father said as if I’d protested,
my custom is valued.
“Did she really empty them out on top of you?” I asked him.
“Right in my lap,” he said. “There must have been two or three dozen at least.”
“And then what happened?”
“Then? Then your mother was sacked and I was ejected. We never went near the place again.”
After our dinner we walked to the beach. A buttress of rocks spilled into the sea, their surfaces pitted with
shallow depressions, warm water puddles of algae and snails and keyhole limpets whose airtight seals resisted all
efforts to pry their shells loose. A man hurled a stick and his dog sailed after and caught it each time in its open
jaws, the wide arc of its body in motion continuing on into the water with the same compact force of those who
ran barefoot from one rock to another to fling themselves off the final one, their knees to their chests and their
arms wrapped around them, their hair and clothes still heavy with water from the previous jump.
“There’s our friend,” said my father, and I turned to see a horse approaching, its rider bouncing like a ball on a
string as the horse’s hooves pummeled the surf, leaving prints that the tide made more cavernous, brown sugar
sand tumbling in on all sides. They’d been there every day since we first started coming. The man lived by
himself in a one-room caravan staked to flat ground just beyond Castlerock, and he kept his horse on a small slab
of pasture which belonged to no one and which he’d cleared himself.
“He’s a nutter,” Ricky had said when my father told us. “Everyone says so.”
“You must learn the difference between fraud and fiction, Ricky,” my father said.
“It’s true,” Ricky’d said sullenly. “There’s even a petition to get him put out.
“The darkness of Mankind is truly untellable,” my father said later, more to himself than to either of us. “It
shouldn’t surprise me but it always does.”
The man rode bareback and the horse wore no bridle, yet they pulled up beside us with the flourish expected
when reins are drawn tight, hot breath expelled from the horse’s nostrils, sand splashing over us with each sweep
of its tail.
“You’re late today,” the man said.
“I know it,” my father said. “What about ye?” The man shrugged.
“Yerself?”
“We’re all right, aren’t we, luv?” said my father. “Do you still want a ride?”
“C’mon up, luv,” the man said, and I reached for his hand. Up close the horse smelled like brass and worn
leather; I filled my fists with its oily mane, my father put his hand on my ankle and I felt the knees of the man
behind me press against the horse’s ribs. We walked past the mouth of the tunnel, that long stretch of darkness
from which trains hurtle out, startling their passengers with the sudden proximity of sand and seawater, of gulls
suspended above black shards of rock. Then we turned and came back at a canter, my father too on the animal’s
strong back, past boys Ricky’s age who were playing football, past new groups of people sitting on jackets
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drinking beer and soft drinks from oversized tins, up the very steps which led to the street.
“Look after yourself now,” my father said.
“You worry too much,” the other man told him, and urged the horse through the small crowd of children that
had gathered around him and headed back the way we’d just come.
In Coleraine while we waited to transfer I stood at the edge of the platform to watch the incoming train,
signaled by sirens and the lowering of booms, a mad dash of assorted pedestrians and small dogs on leads
hurrying from one side of the road to the other before the train, with the same graceful movements of things
buoyed by water, came round the corner and eased into the station.
“Stand back now,” my father said. “Let them get off.”
But my eyes were not on the entrance but on the red diamond in the center of the train’s yellow face. We’d
chosen a car that was practically empty, so once we were settled with our tickets ready, our crisps on the table, our
feet outstretched towards the seat across from us and our coats and umbrellas on the rack above our heads, I asked
my father to tell me the story he’d promised the last time.
“Oh yes,” he said, “I’d nearly forgotten. When the iron horse was first brought to Ireland, the other animals
found it a bad-mannered beast. It was loud and filthy and single-minded, it stopped on no whim or for any
diversion, just proceeded directly from A to B. ‘To be so oblivious to the world around you was a dangerous
condition,’ the other beasts said, ‘for what if one of them happened to stop in its path?’ But once they realized that
the train only ran on the tracks set down for it, and only at more or less predictable times, they began to enjoy its
daily passage. They even grew rather possessive, and boasted about it when they’d had too much to drink. ‘Our
train can beat any bird flying,’ the beasts would say loudly, whenever birds were around to hear—which naturally
the birds took as a challenge, and eventually they sent someone over to accept. But the two parties couldn’t agree
on the details of the contest, until finally the bird representative said, ‘How about this: you set the distance, and
we’ll set the course.’ The beasts were confident their man could travel over any terrain, so they said, ‘Okay, but
we’re not crossing water’—and then congratulated themselves for being so clever.
“About the same time as all this was happening a new model of train was introduced. This one was even faster,
the beasts read in the advertisements they found in the newspapers that passengers tossed from the windows,
along with their cigarette butts and their empty tins. When the birds found this out, they tried to call the race off,
but the beasts wouldn’t let them. Instead they arranged for one round of pontoon,\fn{ A game of cards, played by two or
more using the entire pack, the object being for each player to obtain from the dealer such cards that the sum of their pips, or spots, attains
as near as possible to the sum of 21, without exceeding it. It is of French origin—called by them vingt-et-un (which is pronounced “văn-tāûn”, which the English corrupted to their word for it, “pontoon”) but it is probably better known in my time by the name “twenty-one.” }

the winner to decide which train would be run. At the end of three rounds the beasts had a five, a two, and the
Queen of Spades, while the birds had a hand adding up to fifteen. Each side asked for one more card.
“‘Twenty!’ the birds said when they got theirs, and if they’d been playing poker they’d have been hard to beat,
for what they had in front of them was a straight flush of Hearts. The beasts sucked their teeth and said they were
sorry but they didn’t mean it, for their hidden card was the Three of Diamonds, and with the Ace they’d been
given they’d just made twenty-one.
“Listen!” my father said as our train passed another, and I heard in the jolt and clatter of the tracks the sound of
a deck of iron cards being shuffled.
“What about the race?” I asked. “Did the train beat the birds?”
“Well, no,” my father said. “Sure the beasts had forgotten that a train can’t run if there aren’t any tracks. The
birds chose a course that never crossed water, but it also didn’t pass through A or B. As soon as they discovered
the situation all the earth-moving beasts got stuck in right away, but no one could lift the rails from the stack in
the depot, let alone move them to the ground they’d prepared. It was very frustrating,” my father conceded, his
arm growing heavy around my shoulders and his own gaze wandering to the scenery outside. I watched the
outgoing tracks sprinting beside us, and imagined a pair of simultaneous tunnels, blind, flowered snouts and
efficient fingers churning the soil up from below.
We reached our gate just as John-O was leaving, and it was clear from my mother’s expression that she’d been
trying to ease him out for some time. When John-O saw us his face brightened. My mother’s brows drew together
like curtains; she exhaled audibly and went back inside.
“Talk sense to this woman,” John-O pleaded, walking backwards in front of my father. “She won’t listen to
me.”
The dress was loosely assembled now. My father stooped to gather a fallen crinoline and struggled to drape it
over the back of a chair, the garment appearing to defy gravity until my mother took it off him and dropped it
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back onto the floor.
“I want to go to the council, get a sign put up.”
“A sign to say what?”
“Keep Off, that’s what,” my mother said irritably. “I’m tired of wasting my time and money. It should be the
council’s problem, not mine.”
“Don’t let her do it,” John-O said to my father. “She’ll only annoy them. You’re lucky they’ve let you paint the
thing over. How many times has it been now? Three?”
“Four. If the council won’t listen I’ll go to the police.”
“You don’t know who they are,” John-O said. They could put you out first. Is that right?”
“Well just let them try.”
“It’s not worth it,” John-O said earnestly, even if it is just kids. “Kids can be wee bastards, too, you know.”
“Where’s Ricky?” my father said after John-O went home.
“Upstairs with Jason. Can’t you hear that damn racket?”
“Go tell him to lower it, luv,” my father said, and I had to twice before Ricky would. When I came down the
second time my father, whose hands were cool even in summer, had placed his palms on the back of her neck,
right where the spine makes its small mountain ridge, and was kneading her shoulders in generous handfuls, his
own cheek resting on the top of her head.
“I’m still going to do it, Joe,” she said.
Ricky’s friend left a short while later, and my father herded me upstairs to bed.
“I’m not tired, I told him, I slept on the train.”
“Go on, luv,” he said, “lie down, close your eyes. Don’t you worry. Everything’s going to be okay. Here—tell
me three things you saw today and I’ll make you a story.”
“A tub in a field,” I said. “And a tree island. And a whole fence full of plastic bags.”
“Right,” he said, “here goes the first one. There once was a king whose greatest wish was for peace and quiet.
Though his country had not been to war for many years, and though the land was fertile and the climate kind, still
his people fought and bickered amongst themselves, and the king, as the arbiter of all disputes, found himself
again and again called away from love or meditation to pass judgment on a trivial disagreement, or soothe the ego
of some individual who felt insulted or slighted by somebody else. The king consulted with the greatest minds in
study and politics, but no one could offer any good advice. Finally the king commissioned a wizard who said he’d
cast a spell that’d do the trick—he’d send a fog so thick it’d cover the land like heavy cream, and when it cleared,
all those thinking evil thoughts about another would be revealed for what they were. The king agreed, and for nine
days afterwards a fog was on them, thicker on the ninth day than it had been on the first. When it cleared the sun
was so brilliant that most folks just marveled—until they heard the embarrassed cries of the evil thinkers, caught
stark naked in their bathtubs out in their fields for all the world to see. For the wizard had set an additional spell,
so that all the vicious and petty people would be taking a bath at just the same time. The tubs that exposed them
have been there ever since, collecting rain for the livestock to drink. The land itself has changed hands so often,
hardly a soul remembers why they’re there now. Are you asleep yet?”
“Not yet,” I said, but I already was.
“Not so long ago the Hardest Working Couple in the World were living with their children in Island Magee.
Though the mother and father had earned the title by working continuously for more than ten months, even so
they barely had enough for the bills and the shopping, and though Christmas was coming they hadn’t been able to
buy any gifts. On Christmas Eve on the road home from work the woman met an old man with such heavy
wrinkles he had to use a forked branch to keep his brows up. ‘What can I do to please my children?’ the woman
asked him, because she was desperate for someone to talk to. ‘We’ve labored long and hard but we’re no richer
for it. We don’t even have stockings to hang over the hearth.’ ‘Take one empty sack for each in your family and tie
them to the fence that keeps your cows in,’ the old man said, ‘and tomorrow your children will thank you for it.’
The woman did what he’d told her, and the next morning every sack was full of chocolate and oranges, picture
books and pens and mechanical toys. A month or so later it was one child’s birthday, and again his parents had no
money to spare. On the off chance of a second miracle the woman tied another sack to the fence—and sure
enough the next morning it was so heavy it pulled the fence after it on its way to the ground. ‘Why should we
work,’ the woman wondered as she watched her son enjoying his presents, ‘when all we want can be had for the
asking?’ But the spirit that filled the bags was no eedjit; it knew what their game was when later that night the
woman and her husband covered their fence with empty sacks. The next morning all the sacks looked full from a
distance, but up close it was clear they held only wind. The worst of it is the mother and father never learned their
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lesson: they kept leaving sacks on the fence for generations, and wasted so much time waiting for nothing they
lost their title of Hardest Working Couple to a rival team from Markethill. And that’s why there’s plastic bags on
the fences, because people are greedy past the point of good sense.”
My mother put down her scissors and looked at me.
“He told you this.”
I nodded.
“What do you think of your father’s stories?”
“I think he should sell them,” John-O said. A letter requesting my father’s attendance at an interview that
afternoon had arrived the same morning, and John-O, who had spotted the post in the Job Finder listings, was
waiting in our kitchen to see him off.
“He’d make a fortune, John-O continued, “youse could get out of Belfast, buy a big house with at least fifteen
bedrooms, a huge garden and a two-car garage—you could buy a good car with that kind of money. That’s what
I’d do if I was him.”
“Well,” said my mother, “he left a part out of this one. Farmers put bags on their fences to frighten their cows,
luv. It’s to keep them away from the wire so they don’t try to get into other people’s fields.”
“You could even go somewhere exotic,” John-O said. “I hear the weather’s brilliant in Florida. An annual
rainfall of less than three inches and sunshine ten months out of every year.”
“All right?” said my father on his way past the kitchen. He’d come down the stairs at a run, his hand already
reaching for the outside door.
“Where’s your tie?” my mother demanded. He patted his pocket.
“It’s too warm, Belle. I’ll put it on when I get there.”
“No,” said my mother. “Come over here. Stop fussing, Joe,” she continued preemptively, “it won’t take a
minute.”
Standing behind him she tugged at his waistband, and the cuffs of his trousers snapped to attention.
“How’s that? Too tight?”
“I could borrow a belt,” my father suggested.
“It’s done now,” my mother said, “and ran her razor down the short seam at the back of the garment and
plucked the torn stitches out with a pin.
“Hand me that thread, luv,” she said, and I snapped off a strand and moistened its end, and she pushed it
through the eye of the needle she held with the same hand that gripped the thin fabric of my father’s summer suit.
“There,” she said after a minute, tugging his sleeves and smoothing his shoulders, her fingers running over his
lapels till he caught her wrists and drew her to him, placing a kiss on each open palm.
“Go on, get out of here,” she said, “you’ll be late,” but she stood at our gate with me and John-O and even
waved back to him as he waited for the bus.
“All right, everybody,” she said as the bus pulled away, “show’s over, back to work.”
But my mother’s client was late for her fitting, and when John-O sent his niece over with cream buns later my
mother agreed she had made enough progress to stop and have one with a quick cup of tea. It was some time after
that when the girl rang our bell.
“C’mon in,” my mother shouted from the kitchen where she’d taken a break from replacing a zipper to clean
the grit out of Ricky’s wounds. He’d been fighting again, though he wouldn’t admit it. He’d told my mother he’d
slipped on the ladder she’d told him expressly to stay away from, knowing the clout she was likely to give him
would have been worse if he’d told her the truth.
“That’s it there,” my mother said before the girl could apologize, “go ahead and try it on.”
The girl took a step towards the dress and looked around her, at the no longer sterile roll of cotton and the
bottle of alcohol on the kitchen counter, at Ricky’s arm in my mother’s firm grasp, at the teetering piles of new
jeans and chinos purchased on sale from shops in the town, everyone of them too long in the legs to be worn
immediately and belonging to boys from our estate.\fn{Housing project, we would say; but “estate” is the British term.}
“Where d’you want me?”
“Right here,” my mother said. “Ricky, go do something.”
He gave me a look as she released him, corked the bottle, and tossed the used swabs, but he needn’t have
bothered. I remembered the last time he’d gotten in trouble. He’d been one of a crowd of children who’d
demolished a car that had been in an accident and was moved temporarily to the side of the road. The front lefthand corner had been shorn off on impact but apart from that there’d been little damage, and those who’d come
running when they heard the collision were saying it was too bad the driver was uninsured when a boy took a
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stick and smashed the taillights. Within half an hour all the windows were broken, the roof had caved in, and
someone had started an ineffectual fire in the foam rubber stuffing they’d pulled out of the back seat. That
afternoon Ricky and I went out with my father, who’d been in town when it happened, and found the owner of the
car sitting on the curb.
“Whose fault was it?” my father asked him.
“It was his,” the man said, “but what does it matter? He’s already got witnesses to say it was me.”
Later that night I’d informed on my brother, but my father said only, “Yes, I know,” and told me a story about
Belfast Courthouse. A long time ago its four walls were formed out of living flora, a garden attended by Justice
herself. But the crimes of Mankind had been so dazzling they had left Justice blind, and with no one to tend it the
building itself had turned into stone, the gray marble leaves and flowers blackened by soot and ringing the pillars
outside the Court the only reminder of what Justice once was.
“So is Ricky not going to get beaten, then?” I’d asked.
“No,” he said, “that’s not the point. People don’t often get what’s coming to them, one way or the other. The
important thing is to keep trying to make sure they do.”
The dress opened and closed by button only. At least three dozen ran from the small of the back towards the
high collar, each one fastened through a tight elastic loop. My mother lay a board across two tins of paint and
tested it briefly; then the girl stepped into it, the heavy folds of her skirts gathered high in both hands.
“Are you redecorating?” she asked.
“All the time,” my mother said. “Lift up now; that’s right.”
“I need to buy wallpaper myself,” the girl said, holding her arms away from her sides. “I was trying to get the
house ready for Friday, but it’s taking forever. I still have another two bedrooms to go, and I’ve done nothing else
but that house all week.”
“How many bedrooms, altogether?”
“Five—well, four and a half, really. There’s a wee room at the top that’d suit a child. It used to be part of the
other back bedroom, but I put up a partition. We can always take it down again if we need the space.”
She dropped her arms on my mother’s instruction and smiled.
“I retiled the bathroom, too, and lay new lino\fn{ Linolium.} in the kitchen. I bought seeds to replant the garden,
and a trellis for the side of the house, but I won’ have the chance till after we’ve moved in.”
“If you don’t mind me asking,” my mother said, “where are you getting the money for all this?”
“I won the pools,”\fn{The football pools; it has always been legal in the United Kingdom for adults to wager money on the
outcome of football (“soccer,” we would say) matches .} the girl said simply. “I played the numbers Fortuna gave me and I
won about two thousand pounds.”
My mother was on her knees adjusting the hem so the lace trim of the underskirt would show more clearly; she
glanced up at the girl but did not pause.
“She’s been right about other things, too,” the girl continued. “She knew my sister miscarried the first time,
and told her she was pregnant again before she knew herself. She can tell things about you just by holding your
hand.”
“I don’t think I’d like that,” my mother said. “Turn this way, please.”
“I know,” the girl said, “I thought I wouldn’t, either. But it’s okay, it’s nothing like I expected. She’s awful
good. My girlfriend saved for two years to put a deposit on a trip to Corfu, and the first thing Fortuna says to her
is, ‘You’re going to travel.’ And she told my mum she was going to get better and it was six months before she
took sick again.”
“I don’t know,” my mother said. “Here, try the veil on. The pools thing’s impressive, but the rest of it sounds
pretty familiar.”
“You should go,” the girl said generously. “She knew wee things about me I never told anyone. I was ill myself
last year and she knew about it. She even knew what was in my head at the time.”
Upstairs Ricky kicked a football\fn{ Soccer ball.} through the door of his room onto the landing and down the
stairs into the hall. I saw the ball bounce on its way past the kitchen and then heard the sound of it striking wood.
“Go easy!” my mother warned him when he came in, but he only grinned.
“Da’s back,” he said.
My father seemed surprised when he saw us together, the girl on her platform, my mother on her knees, myself
on a chair in charge of the pin cushion, and Ricky with the football under his arm, spoiling his supper with the last
cream bun.
“This is my husband,” my mother said through her teeth.
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The girl nodded quickly, flushed and self-conscious, but at that height even her awkwardness was elevated to
grace. She wore the veil as it’s worn after vows, the thin film of gauze spilling over her shoulders like freshly
brushed hair. My father stood beneath her, gazing up.
“You look very beautiful,” he said.
“It’s lovely, isn’t it?” the girl said eagerly.
“It’s all right,” my mother said, but I knew she was pleased. I’d helped her select the low, smooth bodice, and
approved the change to sleeves which began off the shoulder and tapered to a point just past the wrist. I’d been
there when she’d added a bustle, and replaced a full skirt which just brushed the ground with one more narrow,
with a heavy train.
“Think elegant,” my mother had said as we looked through the patterns. “What we don’t want is to make the
thing vulgar. Feminine, yes, but not delicate, necessarily.”
“Handsome?” I’d offered.
“That’s it,” she’d said. “Whatever else happens, at least she’ll look strong.”
“We won't be much longer,” my mother told him. “Why don’t you go next door for a while? I’ll send Ricky
over when the supper’s ready.”
“No need,” my father said heartily, almost before John-O came into the room. “John-O, this is the wee girl
that’s getting married.”
“Oh, aye?” John-O said. “Congratulations. What’s your fiance do, by the way?”
“Not now,” my mother said sharply. “We’re not finished here.”
“Fortuna says he’ll be a baker. She says he’ll come home with flour in his pockets, and he’ll leave white
footprints on the carpet when he takes off his shoes. She says I’ll never smell another woman on him, only bread
from the oven and marzipan.”
My father’s mouth opened, but when no words were coming John-O stopped waiting and turned back to the
girl.
“Is he from round here, your boyfriend?”
“Oh no,” she said, “he’s from the country. That’s why I got a house near Bellevue. Fortuna said he’d like it,
being close to Cave Hill.”
“An outdoorsy type, is he?”
“He’ll like having a garden,” the girl said. “He can make anything grow. I was just going to get roses, put a
few bushes at the front of the house, but Fortuna said I should invest in a fruit tree or something, since she didn’t
see us moving house for a while. Course, I’m useless with flowers, and I can’t cook. That’s why Fortuna thinks
we’ll make a good match.”
“Right,” my mother said, “that’s us finished. Could youse all get out while she changes, please?”
After they’d gone she brought out the linens, four sets of sheets and eight pillowcases so heavy that when she
set them down on the kitchen table loose scraps of thread and less durable fabrics jumped up in protest, and the
hair around all three of our faces was moved by the puff of air she’d displaced.
“Your shift and things aren’t finished yet,” she told the girl, but I’ll have them all ready for Wednesday. You
can come and collect them any time after noon.”
“Can’t I have them delivered? It’s just I still have so much to do.”
“If you want,” my mother said. “It’s a bit risky. Personally I like to have a good look at a thing before I pay the
bill. But it’s up to you. If you want them sent over I need the balance off you now.”
“That’s okay,” the girl said, “I brought money with me.”
The bills she counted onto the table were still crisp and in sequence like the sheaves that spill from unmarked
envelopes or are stacked and banded in open briefcases and pushed across deserted warehouse floors, and I
thought of a trick that John-O had taught me, a way to fold bank notes to make the face printed on them smile or
frown. ‘That only works with the real ones,’ my father had added. ‘All the forged ones do is grin.’
“It really is lovely,” the girl said as she pulled on her coat.
“I think it suits you,” my mother said, following her out. “You’ll look well on the day. Are you getting your
hair done?”
“Aye, I am, I’m putting it up. I brought in that picture you gave me, the one you drew the first time I came
here. The girl in the salon said she could do something that’d set off the dress. I hope it’s okay—I nearly rang you
up to get your opinion, but you’d have to have seen it, really, to know. Here, why don’t you come?” she suggested
suddenly. “I’ve booked a wee room for the reception after—there’s one right beside where they do the service.”
“Sorry,” my mother said, “but I’m up to my eyes in work at the minute. Thanks all the same.”
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“It’d only be for an hour. There’s another couple booked in for one o’clock. Please come. And think about
going to see Fortuna. It’s only five pounds for a palm reading, ten if you want the crystal ball.”
My father sighed as he closed the door after her.
“So what d’you think?” John-O asked him. “Is she crazy?”
“No more than most.”
“Will there not be a wedding, then?”
“You never know, luv,” he said. “She might find someone yet. It’s easier now, certainly, than it used to be. A
long time ago there were rules about who you could marry. If a man fell in love with a widow, for example, he
couldn’t marry her unless he was a widower himself.”
“That’s true enough,” John-O said before my mother could protest. I heard about that on Celebrity Squares.”
“One boy in particular,” my father continued, “fell in love with a girl who was already married. Many years
went by and the young man grew old, but he stayed a bachelor, for he knew he’d be no good as a husband without
her as his wife. He spent his time writing bad poetry and romantic letters which of course he never sent, for the
woman herself was happily married, and whatever his feelings he’d never do anything that might cause her pain.
He wished no harm on her husband, either. In fact, he was almost resigned to a life as Love’s martyr when word
reached him that his beloved had been widowed at last. After a period of respectful courtship he crossed his
fingers and made his proposal; naturally he was over the moon when she said Yes. To get round the rules he
married a tree the following morning, chopped it down to be widowed around three o’clock, and that very evening
joined his sweetheart in holy matrimony.”
“Married a tree,” my mother repeated.
“You see?” Ricky said. “If that girl’s not crazy, what d’you call him?”
“It’s all true,” John-O protested. “I remember the program.”
“If there is a wedding,” I asked my mother, “are you going to go?”
“I am not,” she said. She glanced at my father. “And neither are you.”
“Maybe we ought to,” he said. “She shouldn’t be alone.”
“She’s got family. Her sister’ll be there. She’ll be all right.”
“Aye, she will,” Ricky said. “If she can’t find a man she can marry a tree.”
“What’s going to happen?” I asked my father when he came in later to kiss me good night.
“I don’t know, luv,” he said. “Maybe she’ll be lucky. Lots of people are.”
“I rolled towards the weight of him on the edge of my bed and for a long time his fingers brushed the hair from
my brow and temple, smoothing and shaping it over my ear. We did not speak. I kept my eyes closed when he
finished and he stood up without asking if I were asleep. I opened them only when his back was turned, and saw
my mother in the doorway, watching him come.
“Well?” she asked. “How’d it go?”
He took her hand from her pocket and turned it over.
“You’ll have a long life,” he said, “and two lovely children. But you’ll live in a house that brings only trouble,
and you’ll marry a man who’ll be good for nothing and make your life seem longer still.”
“Did it not go well, then?”
“Not very.”
“Why, what happened?” He tilted her palm for a further reading but she put her other hand on his shoulder and
he stopped and frowned and looked at her arm.
“Tell me,” she said.
“What’s there to tell? I’m thirty-eight years old; I’ve not worked in six years. How good could it go?”
“But you got an interview.”
“Yes,” he said. “There is that.”
“There’ll be other jobs,” she said, and though I could not see her face with the hall light behind her I imagined
the way it had summoned its power the first morning she’d discovered they’d painted our wall.
*
We went to Portrush on the day of the wedding. My father asked John-O to come along with us, but he’d
promised to take his nephew and niece to the zoo. There was a polar bear there that they wanted to see, which
took two steps backwards for every twelve it walked front, and an elephant seal that spent most of its time under
the water and only pretended to enjoy human company.
“Why does he do that?” I’d asked my father. We’d been lucky; we were far from the Plexiglas when we saw
the beast spew, the small group who’d gathered to laugh or admire stumbling backwards in confusion, holding
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their soaked shirts and blouses away from their skin.
“He’s proud,” my father explained, “and he values his privacy. This is his way of pointing back.”
It was strange not to transfer when we got to Coleraine. On good days the cast-iron bridge that vaulted the
tracks was warm to the touch as I held on to the rail, the pigeons so bold on the ledge just beneath us that they
barely noticed when we passed, their heads subsiding between their shoulders, the dreary stains and splotches of
their city colors made as beautiful in the sunlight as the faint iridescence around their necks. But this time we
stayed seated and watched other passengers collect their belongings and empty out of the small wooden doors
which let the breeze in. A few people came on but walked through to Smoking, then the doors were snapped shut
along the length of the carriage, I heard someone whistle, and the train pulled away.
The forecast had been hopeful and we’d brought food for a picnic. In a concrete shelter which faced the sea my
mother announced the contents of the sandwiches she’d made and distributed them to us with a packet of crisps
and carton of orange, and for a while there was only the sound of crunch and swallow, and the spluttering sighs of
liquid reversing through straws.
A gull stalked the wall that bordered the walkway, harassing a dog in the shade underneath. We threw scraps
and the gull descended, riding the air with wings outstretched as if it were lowered by invisible strings, and soon
more arrived, each one as possessive of the air space in front of us as if it had the right of being there first. In the
interest of fairness I threw a crust to the dog. It raised its chin to watch the bread land but apart from that it didn’t
move.
“No,” my father agreed when I showed him, “they aren’t very intelligent. The Sixth Day of Creation was a
busy one for God; the dogs had to wait for several hours while He was fashioning the other beasts, and by that
time all the best attributes had been given out. Loyalty and patience and an affectionate nature seemed more
attractive to them than intelligence at the time.”
“Not such a poor choice,” my mother said.
“No,” my father responded. “I don’t think they regret it.”
“Here, Da,” Ricky said, “wait’ll you see.” He called the dog by some generic name and the animal rose from
its haunches and came over, smiling and nodding and wagging its tail.
“Sit,” Ricky said, and the dog sat down indifferently like a man whose thoughts are somewhere else.
“Give us your paw,” he said, and the animal did so with bored amusement, as if it were humoring a tiresome
friend.
“Hand me a hammer,” Ricky said with the same inflection, and the dog withdrew its right arm and lifted its
left.
“See?” Ricky said. “You can tell ’im anything. It’s all got to do with your tone of voice. What do you want me
to make him do?”
“Have him roll over,” my mother said.
“Fly round,” Ricky said, addressing the dog, “go on, fly round.”
The dog stretched lazily, its rump raised and waving till its chest touched the ground.
“That’s it; now—throw bowlers!” Ricky commanded, but the dog looked at him skeptically, its eyebrows
raised.
“Throw bowlers,” he said again, like an invitation, and the dog lay its ear on the tarmac and rolled onto its
back. For some time preoccupied with its own hips and shoulders, it finally rose and shook itself violently,
spattering us with flecks of saliva, fragments of glass, sand and lawn clippings and other footpath garbage. When
it had finished it calmly accepted the crisps Ricky fed it and offered its ears to my father’s caress.
When we headed for Waterworld the dog followed briefly, but soon was distracted by the sight of something at
the far end of the beach.
“Let him go, son,” my mother said when Ricky called after him. She squeezed my hand and gave me a wink,
then slipped her arm through his as if she found walking difficult and she needed his help. “They don’t allow dogs
where we’re going, anyway.”
The complex featured a selection of swimming pools and three water slides, twisting tunnels of bright colored
plastic which plunged thirty feet into the water, jiggling like innards each time they were used, and a hidden
machine which produced six-foot waves. The smell of chlorine was sharp close to the pools, and even the foyer
was warm and damp. In the changing rooms at the back of the building wet swimsuits and towels slapped to the
ground beside the benches and outside the stalls with the finality of things attracted by magnets, and steam rose
from the threshold of water through which all new arrivals were required to pass. For a while I just stood by the
railing and watched others pop from the slides with all the surprise of people whose chairs have been pulled out
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from under them. A siren erupted every half hour and those on the lip of the pool with their feet in the water
twisted round on their palms and slipped over the side. Then the machine was switched on and the contents of the
pool sloshed over its edges, slapping the steps at the opposite end where the concrete floor hurried up at an
anxious angle and the water was so shallow it was still almost white. Because Ricky dared me I climbed the
scaffolding which led to the slides. Someone behind me gave me a push and I was carried down on a thin sheet of
water, my hips riding furiously up the sides of the tube. All I could see was the white mouth of the exit swinging
far in front, at the center of a world which was otherwise yellow, backlit and uniform and almost translucent, and I
thought of small, pallid insects and what they might see traversing the contours of delicate blossoms, enveloped
between a confluence of grooves.
When we got home my mother of course was the first to spot it, and she saw it as soon as we stepped from the
bus. At the bottom of the mural men and women with various weapons stood with bowed heads against the ruins
of battle while others fired a volley in to the folds of a banner strung up with barbed wire and printed all over with
shields and crests. Above all this a golden youth towered, his gaze flung backwards over his shoulder, his right
arm raised and beckoning to the dark silhouettes of the marchers who followed him—Oppornmity! Culture! their
placards promised, Houses! Jobs! Education for All!
*RHODE ISLAND*
166.10 Memoirs of Elleanor Eldridge\fn{by Frances Harriet Green (1805-1878)} Smithfield, Providence County,
Rhode Island, U.S.A. (F) 20
… She was born at Warwick, R. I., March 26, 1785. Her paternal grandfather was a native African. He was
induced, with his family, to come on board an American slaver, under pretence of trade. With a large quantity of
tobacco, prepared for barter, the simple-hearted African stepped fearlessly on board the stranger’s ship, followed
by his wife and little ones.\fn{As this is a subscription book, it is traditionally begun and concluded with dedicatory appeals (some
40 pages in this case), illustrative of the virtues “of the subject of the Narrative contained,” including sundry testimonials of friends and
neighbors, together with long elegaic poems composed especially for the occasion; but which, though perhaps of some interest in and for
themselves, do not bear upon the substance of Mrs. Eldridge’s own life-story. I have thought it prudent to omit them; but I have retained
Ms. Green’s italics, capitalizations, Biblical references and idiosyncratic abbrevations; with which, no doubt in the deserved excess of her
righteousness, she has on more than one occasion deliberately chosen to decorate her volume. Somewhat later on, I have need to recourse
to the abbreviations ENC, WEB and OAB; and these refer to my edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, Websters second edition of his
Unabridged Dictionary of the English language, and the New Oxford Annotated Bible With Apocrypha (New Revised Standard Version):
H}

For some time he continued a friendly exchange of his staple commodity, for flannels and worsted bindings of
gay and various colors. Already in imagina,tion, had his \vife decorated herself with the purchased finery, and
walked forth amid the villages, the envy and admiration of all the belles of Congo; and already had the honest
African himself rivalled in splendor the princes of his land. Having finished his bargains, Dick, for that was the
name of the Congo chieftain, proposed to return; but his hospitable entertainers would, on no account, allow him
to depart without further attentions. Refreshments were handed freely about, with many little presents of small
value.
Then all the wonders of the ship, with the mysteries of operating its machinery, were to be explained to the
intelligent, but uninformed stranger; while appropriate curiosities were displayed before the wondering eyes of his
wife and children. By these means the confidence of the simple Africans was completely won.
Gaily the little ones danced along the buoy and deck, hardly restrained by their watchful and anxious mother;
while, ever and anon, they caroled sweet legends of their own sunny vales, blithe and careless as the sea.birds,
which, even then, were skimming along the surface of the sea, ruffling the billowy tresses of the deep. Still the
chief was detained; and still remained unsuspecting; until, to his utter horror, he found that his detainers, under
pretence of illustrating some operation, had carefully weighed anchor, and were putting out to sea.
Vain were any attempt to depict the horrors of this scene. The African stood on the deck, with streaming eyes,
stretching his arms out towards his own beautiful Congo; which lay, even then, distinctly visible with the ruby
light of sunset, stealing, like a presence of joy, through bower and vale, tinging the snowy cups of a thousand
lilies. There too was his own beloved Zaire,\fn{ The native name of the Congo River} stealing away from the distant
forests of mangrove and bondo,\fn{ Baobab} and flowing on within its lovely borders of tamarind and cedar, until,
at last, it rushed into the arms of the Atlantic, troubling the placid bosom of the ocean with its tumultuous waters.
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Again he caught a gleam of his palm-roofed home, with all its clustering vines, from the rich forests of
Madeira; its beautiful groves of cocoa and matoba, and its wide fieldss of masanga,\fn{ A species of millet, the ears of
which are a foot long and weigh from two to three pounds .}luno,\fn{From which is made a white, pleasant bread.} and maize; all
waving richly beneath the bowing wind, rife with the promise of an abundant and joyful harvest. Beyond, in holy
solitude, stood the tree of his worship—the sacred mironne,\fn{ According to a note, “an object of adoration to the negroes.”}
in its garments of eternal green, an apt emblem of the undying soul. He could almost see the tulip groves where
his children played; could almost see the light garlands of tube rose and hyacinth their sportive hands had
wreathed; with the rich clusters of nicosso and tamba\fn{ A species of breadfruit} they had gathered for their evening
banquet. He could almost hear the murmurs of the home returning bees, as they lingered in the sweet groves of
orange and pomegranate; for despair had quickened the senses, and a thousand objects, with all their thronging
associations, came rushing to the mind, in that one agonizing moment, to quicken and aggravate its conceptions of
eternal loss.
He stretched out his arms, and, in the agony of desperation, was about to leap into the sea, when his frantic
wife, casting aside her screeching children, flung herself upon his bosom, and so restrained him. No sigh, no tear
relieved him; but his bosom heaved convulsively; and the muscles and sinews became rigid, as if horror had
absolutely taken away the power of thought, or motion. The wIfe was more violent. With the most fearful cries
she flung herself at the captain’s feet and embracing his kness, begged for mercy. Then successively she embraced
her weeping children; and at last, sank exhausted into the arms of her husband.
It was all in vain. They were .chained, and ordered below; where the sight of hundreds of wretches, stolen,
wronged, wretched as themselves, only showed them that they were lost forever.
No tongue can depict the horrors of that passage. No imagination can form even a faint outline of its
sufferings. Physical torture wrought its work. Humanity was crushed within them; and they were presented for
sale, more than half brutalized for the brutal market.
Few minds ever rise from this state, to anything of their former vigor. The ancestor of Elleanor had one of
tbese few; and though his pride was crushed, and his hopes were forever extinguished, still he felt, and acted like
a man.
But little more than the foregoing particulars is known to the subject of this narrative, concerning her
ancestors, save that his African name was Dick; and that he had four children, one daughter Phillis; and three
sons; Dick, George, and Robin; of whom the latter was her father.
*
At the commencement of the American Revolution, Robin Eldridge, with his two brothers, presented
themselves as candidates for liberty. They were promised their freedom, with the additional premium of 200 acres
of land in the Mohawk country, apiece.
These slaves fought as bravely, and served as faithfully, under the banner of freedom, as if they had always
breathed her atmosphere, and dwelt forever in her temple; as if the collar had never bowed down their free heads,
nor the chain oppressed their strong limbs. What were toils, privations, distresses, daugers? Did they not already
see the morning star of Freedom, glimmering in the east? Were they not soon to exhibit one of the most glorious
changes in nature? Were they not soon to start up from the rank of goods and chattels, into men? Would they not
soon burst from the grovelling crysalis; and spreading out the wings of the soul, go abroad in the glad sunshine
inhaling the pure air of liberty?
Oh, Liberty! What power dwells in the softest whisper of thy syllables, acting like magic upon the human soul!
He who first woke thy slumbering echoes, was a magician more potent than ever dwelt in the halls of genii; for he
had learned a spell that should rouse a principle of the soul, to whose voice, throughout the wide earth, every
human spirit should respond; until its power should be co-extensive with the habitations of mind, and co-eternal
with its existence.
These poor slaves toiled on in their arduous duties: and while they literally left footprints of blood upon the
rough flint and the crusted snow, they carried a fire within their bosoms which no sufferings could extinguish, no
cold subdue—the God-enkindled fire of liberty. They counted their perils and their sufferings joy, for the blessed
reward that lay beyond. Most dearly did they purchase and well they won the gift.
At the close of the war they were pronounced Free; but their services were paid in the old Continental money,
the depreciation, and final ruin of which, left them no wealth but the one priceless gem, Liberty. They were free.
Having no funds, they could not go to take possession of their lands on the Mohawk. And, to this day, their
children have never been able to recover them; though, by an act of Congress, it was provided that all soldiers’
children, who were left incapable of providing for themselves, should “inherit the promises” due to their fathers.
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The subject of this memoir, attracted by an advertisement to this affect, attempted to recover something for a
young brother and sister; but with the success which too often attends upon honest poverty struggling with
adverse circumstances. Her efforts were of no avail.
The spirit of Robin Eldridge was not to be broken down. Before entering the army, he had married Hannah
Prophet; and he now settled in Warwick, near the Fulling-Mill; where, by his honest industry, and general good
character, he was always held in esteem. He soon became able to purchase land and build a small house; when he
reared a large family, all of whom inherit their father’s claims to the kindness and respect of those about them. He
had, by this marriage, nine children; of whom Elleanor was the last of seven successive daughters. Of these
children, only five lived to mature age.
*
It may now be proper to look back a little, in order to glance at Elleanor’s maternal ancestry. Her maternal
grandmother, Mary Fuller, was a native Indian belonging to the small tribe or clan called the Fuller family; which
was probably a portion of the Narragansett tribe. Certain it is that this tribe or family once held great possessions
in large tracts of land; with a portion of which Mary Fuller purchased her husband, Thomas Prophet; who, until
his marriage, had been a slave.
Mary Fuller, having witnessed the departing glories of her tribes, died in extreme old age at the house of her
son, Caleb Prophet, being 102 years old. She was buried at the Thomas Greene burying place in Warwick, in the
year 1780. Her daughter Hannah, as we have said before, had been married to Robin Eldridge, the father of
Elleanor.
Our heroine had the misfortune to lose her mother at the age of ten years; when she 1aunched out boldly into
the eventful life which lay before her, commencing at once her own self~government, and that course of vigorous,
and spirited action for which she has since been so much distinguished.
During her mother’s life, it had often been her practice to follow washing, at the house of Mr. Joseph Baker, of
Warwick; a daughter of wbom, Miss Elleanor Baker, gave her own name to the little one she often carried with
ber; and always continued to take great interest in her little colored namesake. Not long after the death of her
mother, this young lady called on Ellenor, and invited her to come and reside with her at her father’s, offering her
a bome. She asked permission of her father; who consented, but with this remark, that she would not stay a week.
The young heroine was not, however, to be so discouraged; but bravely collected herself, and began by making
a definite bargain with Miss Baker, before she consented to put herself under her protection, evincing by this
single act, a degree of prudence and wisdom entirely beyond her years. She fixed her price at 25 cents per week,
and agreed to work for one year.
*
It was Sunday evening, in the changeful month of April, when Elleanor, with her whole wardrobe contained in
the little bundle she held, stood with the family group she was about to quit forever. Let not the proud aristocrat
smile disdainfully, because the biographer of poor Elleanor lingers a moment here. Home is home, to the lowly as
well as the great; and no rank or color destroys its sacred character, its power over the mind and the affections.
The sundering of family ties is always painful; and I have often thought that among the poor it is eminently so.
There is nothing which strengthens the bonds of love so much as mutual suffering.
When joy has bound our hearts for years,
A sudden storm those hearts may sever;
But, Oh, the love that springs in Tears,
Through time and change, endures forever;

truly and beautiful says the poet. The ties then, which unite families among the virtuous poor, are wrought from
the deepest and strongest and holiest principles of our nature. They have toiled, and struggled and suffered
together; until bond strengthens bond, and heart is knit with heart, by the strongest and most endearing ties. The
world beyond and above may persecute, oppress, and wrong them; yet out of these very circumstances springs a
sympathy stronger than the great and the fashionable ever know.
In the little sanctuary of a common home, all may gather themselves together and cherish this boon as their
best treasure. Exterior to home the poor have no hope, no pleasure, no ambition, no desires; all the bliss of life is
concentrated within its charmed circle; and, of necessity, its power is strong.
Our young heroine, having walked several times through the standing group, went again to the little nook in
the chimney, where neatly ranged on their little shelves, were her playthings: shells and pebbles from the beach,
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little baskets made by her own hand, rag babies, and acorns gathered from the wood. She loved these things more
dearly than the chiJdren of the rich love their gilded toys; for they were full of the pleasant associations of her
early childhood. She looked at them a moment, then turned and looked out of the window.
There was the little wood where she, with her happy brothers and sisters, had always played together, and in
the bank close by the window, were her houses and ovens, with their sand pies and mud puddings, baking in clam
and quahaug shells.
She turned from the window, stooped to kiss the baby, that, with waddling steps, was trying to reach her
favorite play-fellow; appearing to have an instinctive perception of something sad in the uncommon silence. The
first to speak for some minutes was the little brother then only five years old. He sprung to his sister’s arms, and
clinging around her neck, cried
“Dont go, Nelly! I play alone. I be tired. I cry!”
And, suiting the action to the word, the poor little fellow burst into tears.
Elleanor swallowed, as welI as she was able, the big lump that was rising in her throat, and comforted him
with the promise of coming back soon.
“How long will be soon?” cried the child, still clinging to his sister, who was trying to disengage herself from
him. “Will it be all night? Say Nelly!”
She could not answer, but placing her hands silently in those of her two elder sisters, and pausing a moment
before her father, she turned from the door, wiped the tears away with the corner of her short-gown, and ran along
the road quite fast to escape the earnest cries of her weeping brother.
*
The heart of childhood is always buoyant; and that of Elleanor was soon bounding lightly again; for ambitious
projects were, even then, beginning to germinate in her young bosom. She paused at a turn in the road, which
gave her a last view of the cottage; and, looking back a moment she wiped another tear away and resumed her
walk.
The distance was two miles; and Elleanor reached there before sunset. She was kindly received, even by the
old dog and house cat; but she felt somewhat disinclined for society, and she soon begged permission to retire to
her little bed; where her slumbers were soft and sweet, as if she had slept on a bed of down, garnished with the
most splendid drapery.
Blessed are the slumbers of the innocent! They are kindlier than balm; and they refresh and gladden the spirit
of childhood, like ministerings from a better world.
*
The new relation into which Elleanor had entered tended to produce mutual satisfaction to the parties
sustaining it. Kindness and good feeling on the part of employers seldom fail to secure industry and fidelity in that
of the employed. When a mistress and the several members of her family manifest an interest in the welfare of
their servants—when they show them that they are considered as human beings, belonging to the same great
family of man—that the common rights of humanity are understood and regarded—that those who perform their
servile labors are members of the same family, sustaining certain relations, and filling certain places (by no means
unimportant ones) in the gradations of society, and are not the mere instruments of their own selfish gratification,
created to administer to their pleasures: [then] the interests of the serving and the served generally become
identified; and the heart quickens and strengthens the hands in the performance of duty. Those who are governed
by these principles know their weight and force; sorrowful it is to think that the world will not also learn that kind
and judicious masters and mistresses generally are blessed with efficient and faithful servants.
I, by no means, intend to lay all the follies, vices, and crimes of servants at the door of their employers; but I
am persuaded that the comforts, rights, and, more especially, the moral health of domestics is shamefully
neglected. Instead of being treated as accountable beings—as pernons indeed, capable of independent thought,
feeling and action—susceptible alike of pleasure and pain, they are considered as the mere appendages of luxury;
and being generally left to their own wayward courses, often sink into depravity and vice, when a little of
kindness and good-feeling\fn{Fellow-feeling}—a little affectionate interest and judicious advice, might restrain and
save them.
Let them who think lightly of these things consider the immense value of a single human being! Were this
considered and acted upon, a reformation in the department of domostic service would soon begin; and the
blessings which would flow from it would be greater than a superficial thinker might be made to believe could
proceed from such a source. But enough of this.
*
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With the early dawn, Elleanor was seen, dashing away the dews with her little bare feet, as she drove the cows
to pasture; all the time singing blithely as the birds themselves. She always had a provident eye on the poultry,
and the happiest art of finding their hiding-places. No hen’s nest throughout all the varieties of place, stable,
hayloft, woodpile, thicket, meadow, or outbuilding, escaped her searching eye. She won the confidence of her
feathered friends so entirely, by her zealous attention to their wants, that she could, with all the sangfroid of her
Indian character, cross the path of some sly old turkey about stealing to her nest, without exciting the least
apprehension; and, with apparent listlessness and unconcern, watching all the artful doublings and windings of
that wary fuul, she would soon creep with a light step to her chosen sanctum, and so make herself mistress of ihe
poor turkey’s secret, sans ceremonie.
In such cases, when she returned with her coarse apron laden with the mottled treasure, she always met such a
warm smile, as was, at once, a reward for the present, and incentive to the future. Not only the family, but every
living creature about the house and farm, loved little Elleanor. The dog and cat, the horses, cows, pigs, sheep. and
poultry, all knew her light step, and in their several ways, manifested their love.
And well they might; for when they were well, she fed them; when they were sick, she nursed them; and she
always toolc the kindest care of the young and helpless.
*
At the expit:ation of the year, Ellenora received her wages, and commenced a new term of service for two
shllings per week. The marriage, and consequent removal, of her young mistress, to whom she was tenderly
attached, was a great trial to her: and for some time she was very melancholy and homesick; but she recovered, at
length, her usual degree of cheerfulness.
With this kind family she remained five years and nine months. During that time she learned all the varieties of
housework, and every kind of spinning; and in the last year she learned plain, double, and ornamental weaving, in
which she was considered particularly expert. This shows that our heroine has great mechanical genius; or, to
speak phrenologically, that her “constructiveness,” “comparison,” and “calculation” are well-developed.
This double weaving, as it is called—i. e. carpets, old fashioned coverlets, damask, and bed-ticking—is said to
be a very difficult and complicated process; and I presumme there are few girls of fourteen capable of mastering
such an intricate business; and when we consider that she was entirely uneducated; that her powers had never
been disciplined by any course of study, it seems really wonderful that she could enter into this difficult business,
at that early age, with so much spirit and success. Yet she was, at the expiration of the year, pronounced a
competent and fully accomplished weaver.
*
In the commencement of her sixteenth year, Elleanor took leave of her kind patrons, and went to live next at
Capt. Benjamin Green’s, at Warwick Neck, to do their spinning for one year.
At the expiration of the year she was engaged as dairy woman. It appears really wonderful that any person
should think of employing a girl, but just entering her seventeenth year, in this nice and delicate business. Yet so it
was; and the event proves that their judgment was correct.
Elleanor continued in this situation eight years. She took charge of the milk of from twenty-five to thirty cows;
and made from four to five thousand weight of cheese annually. Every year our heroine’s cheese was
distinguished by a premium.
We acknowledge to the sentimentalist that these matters are not very poetical; but to the lover of truth they are
important, as giving a distinct idea of the capacity, which early distinguishedour subject.
*
About the period of her nineteenth year, EIleanor became quite a belle; and her light foot in the dance, and her
sweet voice in the song, made her an object of great interest among the colored swains. Sad indeed was the havoc
which the sweet singing, and the more exciting movements of the dance, wrought among their too susceptible
hearts!
Whether Elleanor, herself, ever yielded to the witching influence of the tender passion, remains in the Book of
Mysteries to this day. Sometimes, with a low, quick breath—I could almost imagine it a sigh—she would say,
“There was a young man—I had a cousin—he sent a great many letters.”
But further our deponent saith not. Not a syllable more could I ever extract from her. I have asked her for the
letters; which, being her veritable biographer, I had a right to do; but she always tells me they are in a great box,
with all the accumu!ated weight of her household stuff resting upon them.
Now, dearest reader, if I can ever extract aught further touching this delicate and pleasing subject, I will not fail
to make you acquainted with it; or if I can,. by any persuasion, get a peep at any letters from this cousin afore141

mentioned, I hereby pledge myself that you too shall be advised of their contents.
And now as darkeness is closing fast around me, I beg leave to retire from your pleasant company; and so I
wish you a very good evening.
*
As was remarked in the preceding chapter, Elleanor, at this period, was a belle. During her residence at Capt.
Greene’s, it seems that her brother, Mr George Eldridge, had been chosen Governor of the colored election—and
was re-elected three successive years. As this title was, in imitation of the whites, invested with considerable
dignity, it follows that Elleanor stood among her people, in the very highest niche of the aristoracy. She always
accompanied her brother to these festivals, dressed in such style as became the sister of “His Excellency.”
On some of these occasions she wore a lilac silk; on others a nice worked cambric; then again a rich silk, of a
delicate sky blue color; and always with a proper garniture of' ribbons, ornaments, laces, &c.—I trust I have
acquitted myself with all honorable exactness, in regard to the dresses, seeing it is important to the world that it
should be enlightened on this subject, and no fair reader of marvellous tales, I am confident, would ever forgive
me should I neglect to say in what guise our heroine appeared abroad—for such a course would be entirely
without precetndet, and I feel no disposition to introduce a new system.
*
Although I speak of Elleanor in this light, let no one think her story is fictitious; she is none the less a heroine
because it is true.
At the period to which we now refer, Elleanor was light-hearted, and free from shadow as the fairest morning;
with the sweet sensations of a happy and benevolent nature quickening within her bosom, like spirits of joy, that
tinged all she looked upon with the hues of their own lights and gladness,
But all that’s bright must fade,
The fairest still the fleetest,
All that’s sweet, is made
But to be lost when sweetest.

And so passed away the “dancing days” of Elleanor; bright as the morning rainbow, and like that, too, the
presage of darkness and storms.
*
No doubt, my fair readers are in a state of highly wrought expectancy in regard to the affaire, du coeur, of
which I barely hinted in the last chapter. Happy am I to communicate the pleasing intelligence of new arrivals
from that quarter.
To descend, at once, from the language of metaphor, to that of plain, sober fact, I rejoice to say that a portion
of the correspondence above alluded to, together with certain facts explanatory thereof, has been laid before me;
and, in all confidence, as if the reader were my bosom friend, I hasten to fulfil the promise tendered in the last
chapter.
I must beg leave to promise, dear reader, that you shall endeavor to be satisfied with the knowledge of these
facts, making no single question concerning them; as I shall, in no wise, feel myself bound to explain anything in
regard to the circumstances by which I became possessed of them. The manuscripts came to me in much the same
order and connection as that in which the Editor of Sartor Resartus found those of the lamented sage and
philosopher Teufelsdroch, when he found out the contents of the “Bag Capricornus;” when milk bills, love ditties,
laundress’ bills, poetry, with torn and yellow scrips of paper, containing all high and unimaginable thoughts and
reflections, came tumbling in a heap together.\fn{ A reference to a character, “Herr Teufelsdröckh,” (“Mr. Devil’s-dirt”) an
eccentric German philosopher, the creation of the Scottish essayist and historian Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881), a professor “of things in
general” and an expounder of “a philosophy of clothes” (I mean Teufelsdröckh), whose life and opinions are printed in Carlyle’s Sartor
Resartus (published c.1830?), itself a mixture of autobiographical incident and German philosophy whose “main theme is that the
intellectual forms in which men’s deepest convictions have been cast are dead and that new ones must be found to fit the time,” yet proove
elusive. ENC,IV,923;WEB,2613} There may be, indeed, no further comparison between them: and it may be hinted,

even, that Elleanor’s documents want the pith and marrow contained in those of Teufelsdroch; but of this I am not
bound to speak, since my province is not criticism, but narration.
Let us turn aside, then, for a short time, from the straight-forward path of history, into the pleasant regions of
episode; where, as in a little grotto apart from the high road, we may indulge in an hour of repose; turning,
meanwhile, to the simple story for amusement. Having thus so comfortably established ourselves, with no evilminded eavesdropper to make us afraid, bend now, dear reader, thy most earnest and delicately adjusted ear; for I
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am going to tell thee a secret.
*
Let us come directly to the subject matter in point. Elleanor, when a buxom lassie of eighteen, by some means
or other, became acquainted with a lad somewhat older than herself, whom we shall designate as Christopher G
—; though whether this was the whole, or any part of his real name, or one chosen as a screen, behind which to
conceal the blushes of the sensitive Elleanor, is a subject upon which I have no liberty to speak. So this also may
be passed over to the budget of mysteries. Let us, dear reader; remember the punishment of idle curiosity, as
taught in the true and affecting history, yeclept\fn{“Called;” or “described as;” a Russian adjective: H } Blue Beard; and,
striving to be content with the facts in the case, seek not to lift the veil, which the sensibility of true love and
feminine delicacy have alike conspired to draw.
This Christopher, I have found by a course of induction, the process of which has nothing to do with this story,
to be the same true and veritable person, of whom Elleanor speaks so plaintively, and so pithily, when she said:
“I had a cousin.”
How much is told in those four little words. They are, of themselves, a history. They contain all the regular
parts of a true epic; viz: beginning, middle and end; together with outlines, circumstances, and decorations. We
need only shut our eyes; and lo, as if the lamp of Aladelin were lighted in our presence, all the mysteries stand
unveiled before us, in their true order and connection. But as everyone of my readers may not be gifted, in the
highest degree, with the organs of ideality and “language,” I make no doubt they will prefer a translation to the
original, especially as I am enabled to enrich that translation, with numerous notes, coming from a not-to-bedoubted source.
Certain it is that the youthful cousins, even in the very first interview, began to suspect, (or might have began
to suspect, were not love blind, so that frequently he does not know his own image), that there are dearer ties
than those of consanguinity.
There was the due proportion of fear, hope, doubt, ecstacy, and moonlight; together with the proper infusion of
sighs, tears, &c, “for all such cases made and provided,” until at length the important and accustomed tender, was
made, listened to, and accepted. Thus far, all was well. There was the light of hope in the eye of Elleanor, and her
footstep had the grace and buoyancy of joy.
Often did the lovers meet (I feel myself justified in calling them so, since I find all the features of a most
undoubted case) and in the stillness of those beautiful solitudes which surrounded them, they breathed their vows:
unlooked upon, save by the kind moon, and the gentle stars, which, I believe all will agree, are far the best
witnesses on such occasions. In the silent grove, and by the solemn sea, they wandered for hours together,
creating to themselves a world of fairy-like beauty, which the confidence of loving hearts, warmed and kindled
into truth.
All lovely things grew lovelier. The flowers
Bloomed with more vivid brightness, and the grass
Caught a more pleasant greenness, than.of yore.
The winds that bowed the forest, or breathed low,
With a sweet voice of sadness to the flowers,
Still spoke to their affections; while the moon
Grew kindlier, and came nearer to the heart,
Like the familiar presence, or a friend.
The waters and the birds sang, aye, of love;
Or seemed to chant the story of their loves;
While all the stars had feeling in their light,
Like the expressive eyes of sympathy,
Even in the holy silence of the wood.
When not a wind was breathing, in a low voice
Came with a blessing to their conscious hearts:
For the sweet presence of undoubting Iove,
Speaks to the soul,and this was audible.

And were they poor? No. The had found that which the wealth of kings could not purchase—“the pearl of
great price”—the gem of Love—and it was safely treasured in the casket of faithful and all-believing hearts.
Then came the first parting, with the mutually reiterated vows of everlasting truth and remembrance; and the
succeeding night of wakefulness and tears. But the shadow of absence had scarcely glanced over the fair heaven
of Elleanor, when a sunbeam of a letter came: and all was bright again. The letter was as follows.
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From Christopher G—— to his Cousin.
Newport, March 27, 1805.
My dear Cousin:
I have thought of you, almost with one thought, since I left. How strange it is that wherever I look I see nothing but
my dear Ellen. I am well; but my heart is heavy; for I miss the dear eye that always looked on me in kindness; and I
don’t like to think there may be many weeks before I see you again.
When in Warwick I thought one week was a great while; but now I must learn to bear the pain of absence. I have
lately been to the white Election; and I was astonished and disgusted with the behaviour I saw among the whites.
I think the white people ought to be very careful what they do, and try to set good examples for us to follow; for
whatever they do, whether good or bad, the colored. people are sure to imitate them. I am glad that you my dear cousin,
do not, like some of your companions, attempt to follow all the extravagant fashions of the white people. If we are ever
to rise above our present condition fine clothes will not enable us to do it.
My mind remains the same that it was the last time I talked with you; so this is hoping you are well and happy.
From your affectionate cousin, and true lover.
Cristopher G——

This letter was “little; but ’twas all she wished;” and it passed directly from the heart to the memory; and there
it is treasured, even to this day.
*
Next came the blissful first reunion of loving hearts, with the halcyon wing of Hope shedding the brightness of
its plumage over them.
There are many things fondly cherished in the history of love; but the first parting, and the first reunion, are
embalmed with the holiest tears of memory and hope; and their greenness is kept forever. But we must not dwell
too long amid these tender scenes, which, indeed, exert a kind of witchery over the heart, making it fain to linger.
*
Now must we return again to the high way, and so most courteous reader, if you are rested from the toils which
I have hitherto called you to endure, let. us leave this pleasant subject for a while, for one of minor interest, if not
of like importance.
At the age of nineteen, Elleanor was again called to mourn over the departure of another kind parent. She lost
her father; and a sad loss it was to her, for Robin Eldridge had the art, which many white fathers have not, that of
commanding, at once, respect and affection.
As the deceased had left property, letters of administration were taken out; but it was soon found that the estate
could not be settled, without some legal advice from a daughter, then residing in the north-western part of
Massachusetts. In this crisis, what was to be done? The delays and difficulties attending a communication by mail,
were of themselves sufficiently objectionable; and to hire a person to go there would be a greater expense than the
little estate would justify.
At this point Elleanor came forward and offered her services, which were gladly accepted.
With a spirit worthy of one of the nation of Miantonamies,\fn{ Narragansets; after Miantonomo (d.1643), a sachem of the
Narraganset Indians} she set off, on foot and alone, to make a journey of 180 miles. It may be asked where, at this
period was the gallant Christopher?
Months had passed on, with little variety of interest or feeling, until at length Christopher, like his immortal
namesake,\fn{Christopher Columbus} went forth to try his fortune on the great deep. The farewell, “a word which
hath been and must be,” was breathed, and listened to, with a feeling of sorrow they had not hitherto dreamed of:
and the parting scene was over.
Perhaps it was the peculiar state of mind and feeling, induced by this event, which tempted Elleanor to try the
excitement of new scenes. It is certain that all her familiar haunts wore an aspect of strange loneliness; and the
gladdest things, even those which were wont to give her the greatest pleasure, grew sad and melancholy.
Elleanor had obtained leave of her kind mistress to be absent for a short time, and she returned home to make
arrangements for her departure. The evening before she set off on her journey, Elleanor had completed all her
preparations; and, with her sister, was sitting over a good fire (for the chilly evenings of September had begun)
talking over the probable adventures of her pilgrimage, and the event of the business which was its occasion;
receiving also kind messages from the friends she left for those whom she expected to see—when her brother
entered.
Was there something peculiar in his appearance? Was there anything marked or uncommon in his manner, that
Elleanor trembled and turned pale? Or was it by the mysterious intuition of love, that she felt the approach of one
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of its revelations, with a kind of electric sensibility, as steel is troubled at the coming tempest, before a cloud can
be discerned by the physical eye? I will not venture to accont for the reason. With the fact only have I to do.
Certain it is that Elleanor suddenly broke off the sentence she was speaking; and was seized with an
inexplicable fit of trembling, which in no wise abated, when her brother, as if with preconcerted moderation, put
his hand in his pocket and said, with an expression of unconcern,
“Here is a Ietter from—”
“From Christopher?” said his sister Lettise, pronouncing the name that hovered inaudibly on the lips of
Elleanor.
“I believe so,” said he, producing a folded paper. “Here, Ellen, I suppose this belongs to you.”
She took the letter; and here, even as if we were privileged to look over her shoulder, let us read it.
East Greenwich,
August 27, 1805.
My dearest Ellen:
I cannot go away without improving the present opportunity of saying a few words more to you.
I have got a voyage from Providence, where I expect to go in a few days. I hope you will not tremble for me, and be
unhappy every time when the wind blows; for I shall then be far away from all the danger that you can know anything
about. I am going to the West Indies; and if I do my duty, and have tolerable luck, I shall be in a way to make
something.
Let us not think of troubles, for thinking of them beforehand will.never make them lighter when they come. If God
permit, I shall return in the course of a few months; and then we shall meet again, and be happy.
It may be wrong, but it seems to me that I almost feel a pleasure in this parting from you; for had it not been, I
should not have guessed how dear I am to you. I am in good health; and hope these few lines will find you enjoying the
same blessing.
So praying we shall meet again, no more at present; and I remain your best beloved, till death
Christopher G——

There are some adventitous circumstances which minister so directly to the necessities of the occasion as
almost brings a conviction that they are providential. So Ellen, at this very point of time, when she would soon
have been beyond its reach; in fact, in almost the only hour when she could have done so, for some months,
received her cousin’s letter; and it seemed, really, as if a special Providence smiled upon her love: and with this
pleasant thought she fell into a sweet slumber; when the spirits of Elysium came and ministered around her.
*
Before daybreak our heroine was stirring. She dressed herself in a coarse and rather old gown, and bonnet, to
correspond with her pedestrian style of travelling; while she carefully wrapped another, and better suit, in a
bundle; which the fair and romantic reader will remember, a heroine never fails to take.
But Elleanor was more provident, and, withal, more reasonable, that the fair Cherubina, when disgusted with
the happiness of her own paternal. home, she went in search of misfortunes;\fn{ Perhaps a (feminized) reference to
Cherubino, the page in Beaumarchais’s Marriage of Figaro and Mozarts Nozze di Figaro.} for she took only a guinea,\fn{ A
monetary unit of value worth one pound plus one shilling; once an actual coin. } fearing very justly, that if she had plenty of
money she could not so soon fall into those amiable and irresistible distresses she so often met with in the thrilling
histories of romantic miseries, of every sort and fashion, which were her favorite reading, and which she never
failed to weep over, with all suitable demonstrations of sorrow. Indeed she, like many others, put herself to such
expense of sympathy for those beings of the imagination, that she had none to bestow on real suffering.
Pardon this digression, dear reader. It was involuntary. I had began to say that Elleanor, unlike the heroine
above alluded to, took the good substantial sum of sixty dollars, which she carefully concealed about her person,
in case of sickness or accident.But being afraid to appear to have money, she solicited the kind charities of those
among whom she passed; and only now and then paid a few cents for a night’s lodging.
The last letter of Christopher, with the talismanic charm of true love, went with her; and often, when she
paused to rest by the wayside, she drew it forth, and dwelt with a sort of awe upon its mystic characters, with
which her heart-quickened memory had associated all their true meaning; and, at such periods, many a thought, if
thoght could be visible, might have been seen winging its way far to the southeast unchecked by the barriers of
ocean.
Such was the dignity and general propriety of her carriilge and behaviour, that she went on unmolested;
accomplishing her journey safely and honorably, as the Milesian\fn{ Irish} nymph, of whom Moore\fn{Thomas
Moore? (1779-1852) Irish poet} has sweetly sung.
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On she went; and her maiden smile
In safety lighted her round the green Isle;
And blessed forever is she who relied
Upon Erin’s honor, and Eri’s pride.

In the course of her journey she came one night to an Inn, where she found them preparing “entertainment” for
a large company. They were short of “help” and very gladly availed themselves of our heroine’s services, who
entered into their arrangements at once, with her accustomed spirit and success; acquitting herself of her duties in
a very superior style. At this house she remained during the next day and night; and when she left her kind hostess
furnished her with such provisions as she could carry.
At the end of five days Elleanor reached the house of her aunt, her mother’s only sister, who resided in Adams.
She with her family, was so much surprised to see Elleanor, she could scarcely believe the evidence of her own
senses. But when they found that it was even so, all were overjoyed. So they called in her sister and all her
cousins, and killed, not “the fatted calf,” but what is better, a good fat turkey; and the happiness of that day was
like the light of a summer sun, when there was no cloud on the face of heaven.
And here,dear reader, it is fitting Elleanor should take a. little rest, after her long and toilsome journey. So,
with your permission. we will bid her adieu for the present.
*
Our heroine visited all her relations, of whom there were many, all respectable, and well established in the
world; and finally, as the cold weather had already commenced, she concluded to stay until spring. She found
some of her old neighbors from Warwick there, who received her among them very cordially. She could not long
remain idle; and she soon found plenty of business.
She engaged herself as a weaver in the family of Mr. Brown; and subsequently, in the same business, to that of
Mr. Bennett; where she remained till Spring. This period was enlivened by many balls and parties, at all of which
Elleanor took a conspicuous part. She, indeed, made quite a sensation among the colored beaux of Adams; but for
reasons which my reader knows and they did not, their advances met with such a cool return they durst not renew
the subject.
Ah, dear reader! We may see by this that Elleanor, though a belle, was no flirt. Great, indeed, was the wonder
how she could be so entirely indifferent to attention, which the best among them were sighing for; and all
enquired the reason, but none could give it. At least, none did give anything like the true reason, until an arrival
from Warwick, brought another letter from Christopher, which, coming as it did all the way from the West Indies,
the good people there looked upon it with much the same feelings with which we survey what is called a “moon
stone,”—as a direct communication from another sphere.
I said they looked upon the letter, dear reader; but not a single one of them looked into it, as we shall do,
except her cousin and bosom confidant, Ruth Jacobs. Here we have the letter.
From Christopher to his Cousin.
St. Pierre, Gaudaloupe,
Nov. 20, 1805.
My own true love:
Though I am now far, very far from you, and the raging sea is now rolling between us; yet I think of you, if possible,
more than I did when at home. I am in good health, which God grant may be the happy case with you, and all the dear
friends I have left.
I have met with various misfortunes since I saw you. Once I have been pressed into the English service, and once
cast away. But I have had the good fortune to escape from both these troubles; and when we meet, I will then speak
more fully of these matters, than I have time to do at present.
I must hasten to finish this, to send by our old neighbor, Mr. ——, who is just going to sail for Providence. He will
visit Warwick, and has promised to give you this with his own hand.
I should have been able to send you some present, if I had not met with the misfortunes above-mentioned. I expect
to go from this port in a few days, to the Island of ——, where I intend to change my employment; and, as I hope, for
the better. I advise you to keep up good spirits; for everything that has passed from me to you, in the way of words, I
consider sacred—and, if it please God that I return, all shall be fulfilled. You may expect to hear from me again soon;
and in the mean time I rest—
Your loving and true—
Christopher G——

This letter was the gossip’s wonder for the month to come. Wonders live more than nine days, amid the
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abundant nutriment and healthy air of the country; and it was the secret joy and pride of Elleanor, long, long after.
*
In the spring, having procured legally executed letters from her sister, investing her with the power of attorney
to receive all goods, chattels, and monies, in her name, our heroine took leave of her kind employers and
entertainers, and left Adams. She had the good fortune to get passage with Mr. Bennett as far as Northampton,
whither he was going to market.
Finally, she reached home in health and safety; and, haveing accomplished the object of her erraud, the estate
was soon satisfactorily settled.
*
Elleanor returned to her service at Capt. Greene’s. No tidings of Christopher, since the letter received at
Adams, had been received for months; and it is not strange that sundry doubts, misgivings, and fears, of a very
tender and interesting nature, occasionally weighed down the hitherto light heart of Ellen, with unwonted
heaviness. However, no private feelings of her own lessened her attention to her several duties. It seemed, indeed,
as if she sought to engross herself more completely than ever with the bustle of business; for Ellen, though she
knew it not, was a practical philosopher—at least experience taught her one truth—that the best remedy for
sorrow is occupation.
Weeks had rolled on since her return, and June had come, with its leafy bowers and its woodland music. On a
pleasant evening, in that sweetest of all seasons, Elleanor, having fInished the business of the day, walked out on a
green, ostensibly to look at some pieces of cloth which were spread there to bleach; but really to indulge the
feelings, which were so equally ballanced by joy and sorrow, that she could not have told whether she were most
sad, or happy. The peaceful hour of twilight came on, when the heart instinctively gathers up its memories, and
withdrawing the curtain of the past, snatched, as it were, some dying flower from the cold altar of Oblivion.
The spirit of the hour wns tenderness. From tenanted bough and peopled hive, came the low sweet murmur of
bird and insect; while the soft bleating of flocks, and. the low of kine went up at intervals from fold and pasture.
Even the grasshopper’s note had lost its sharpness; and it went trilling along through his green fastnesses, as if a
thousand spirits were touching the fibres of the grass, and drawing forth its bidden music. Then there were
momentary pauses of such deep and exqusite stillnsss, that the falling of the dew was almost audible, as it went
forth on its ministry of love, to kiss the drooping flower, and invigorate the thirsty leaf.
Elleanor stood before the goodly pieces of linen, which were spun and woven by her own hand, and might
have done honor to her art; but the vivid contrast of the whitened fabric, upon the beautiful ground of green, had
no effect upon her eye; for she saw it not. She was wandering far away on the wing of thought, over isle and
billow; and from that peaceful scene her spirit had flown away, and hung hovering over the tempestuous sea.
Her heart had begun to feel that sickness that cometh from “hope deferred.” For long months she had heard
nothing of her cousin; and now, when there were none to know or to mock her feelings, is it strange that yielding
to the softness of the scene, she could not check the burst of tenderness that sprung unbidden in her heart. She sat
down upon a stone, and leaning her head upon her hand, presently the pent up tears burst from their confines, and
she wept. With low and scarcely articulated tones, she unconciously breathed the name that was dearest; and so
absorbed—so completely wrapt was she—that she heard not an advancing step, and felt not conscious of the
presence of another, until a low sigh responded to her own; and certain well remembered tones modulated to the
syllables of her own name arrested her attention:
“Ellen!”
She looked up. It was no illusion. As if the very magic of her thought had drawn him there, her cousin
Christopher was standing before her.
“Ellen!” he repeated.
“Christopher!” was the low and deep response.
And here, dear reader the curtain drops; since it is not meet that the sacred scene should be witnessed by the
cold eye of a stranger.
*
We come now suddenly to a gap of several years in the data of our manuscripts; though, without a doubt, there
is none on the transcript kept by the memory of Ellen. There might be read, if the scroll could come before the
eye, the record of many sad partings, and many glad returns; each and all giving an additional fibre to the bonds
of love, which like a vine had clung frorn heart to heart, growing and strengthening while it united them.
We come now to the last letter which we are permitted to see:
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From Christopher to his Cousin.
Archangel, June 30, 1811.
Dear Ellen:
I am very sorry I could not write to you before, on account of being pressed on board of a Man of War. I have
suffered many things; yet my chief trouble was the fear that I might never return to my dear Ellen, and be permitted to
realize all those sweet hopes, and earnest promises, I have so often indulged in.
I have been to Dublin, and I expect to sail for England in the course of a month; and then I shall return home as
quick as possible. My health is very good—thanks to God for it—and may this find you, as well as it leaves me.
You must not be uneasy about me, as I hope the time will not be long before I see you again.
Give my love to my cousins, and all enquiring friends. So no more at present, from your ever loving and affectionate
Christopher G——

This letter wrought its good work upon the half-desponding Elleanor. She went cheerfully again about her
duties, while she kept all these pleasant sayings hid from those about her, secretly cherishing and pondering them
in her heart.
Again her lover returned. Again was Ellen happy in the blissful presence of him ghe loved; but her happiness
was chastened by the anxieties which had stolen in, like shadows, upon the sunlight of her affections. In
remembering the solicitudes of the past, she drew a picture of the future; and involuntarily looked forward to
another course of doubts and fears, which ever beset those who have friends upon the deep.
After a series of pleasant visits, which enlivened the period of Christopher’s stay, he attended her to the
Newport Election, where the gaieties of the present scene, could not illumine the coming sorrow, which already
had cast its shadow before her; and she really felt it a relief to return home, where they arrived late on Saturday
evening.
Little sleep had poor Elleanor that night; for the morrow was to be the day of parting: and she rose unrefreshed
from her pillow. At an early hour her gallant was in attendance; and the day passed away in pleasant, but rather
constrained conversation, with the family and some cousins who had assembled themselves on the occasion.
But in the evening, at an early hour, Christopher and Elleanor found themselves beneath the very oak which
had been hitherto the scene of every parting. Twilight passed into evening. The moon rose, and the stars came
forth; yet still he lingered. The sorrowful thought of separation was too strong, too deep for words; but each
looked upon the face of the other with that earnest and solemn meaning, which tell of the hearts’s acutest anguish.
Never had the thought of parting been so bitter. Again and again did he attempt to go; until, at length, with
desperate energy, he wrung her hand; and turning away quickly, as if he would not trust himself with another look,
he was gone in a moment. Elleanor sat down with a heaviness of heart she had never before known; but tears
came not to her relief.
*
But we must not dwell on this interesting episode. That the course of true love never did run smooth has
become a trueism almost; and in the case of Elleanor, certainly it proved true.
There was along period of alternating hopes, doubts, and distressing fears.
Then came the heart-rending intelligence of shipwreck, and death. Christopher never returned; he sleeps now
in his ocean grave.
But the image of her first, and only love,.was shrined within the faithful heart of Elleanor. In her loneliness she
cherished it; and in solitude poured out her tears .upon its consecrated altar.
*
Elleanor remained at Capt. Green’s until 1812, being then twenty-seven years old. At this time the death of
Capt. G. occasioned alterations in the family; so our heroine returned home, to live with her oldest sister Lettise,
who had been appointed by the Court of Probate as guardian to the younger children; and filled a mother’s place
in the care of the whole family.
Elleanor now, with her sister, entered into a miscellaneous business, of weaving, spinning, going out as nurse,
washer, &c; in all of which departments she gave entire satisfaction: and in no single instance, I believe, has failed
to make her employers friends. She also, with her sister, entered considerably into the soap boiling business. Of
this article they every year made large quantities, which they brought to the Providence market, together with
such other articles as they wished to dispose of, or as were, with suitable commissions, supplied by their
neighbors. By this time the earnings of Elleanor had amounted to a sum sufficient to purchase a lot and build a
small house, which she rented for forty dollars a year.
During the time of her residence with her sister being at work at Mr. Gordon Arnold’s, she received the
afflicting intelligence of the sudden death of one of her brother’s children, and the extremely dangerous illness of
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another.
When she arrived at his house, she found that two children were already dead, and a third lay apparently at the
point of death: and indeed only lived till the next morning. A fourth child was seized with the same symptoms:
but, after lingering for three weeks, recovered.
Thus three children were taken from the midst of health; and all in the space of forty-eight hours. It was
supposed that they had eaten some poisonous substance, which they had found in a swamp where they often went,
and had mistaken for birch. It was indeed a most distressed family; and Elleanor found it difficult to sustain them
under their severe losses.
She remained with her sister three years, and was then induced by another sister, who resided here, to come to
Providence; where she soon arrived and commenced a new course of business, viz: whitewashing, papering, and
painting; which she has followed for more than twenty years, to the entire satisfaction of her numerous employers.
The above occupations she generally followed nine or ten months in the year; but commonly, during the most
severe cold of winter, she engaged herself for high wages, in some private family, hotel, or boarding house. Two
of these winters she worked at Mr. Jackson’s; and the two following at Governor Taft’s; and it is worthy of
remark, and alike creditable to herself and her employers, that Elleanor has always lived with good people.
The next winter after this she went to New York, and worked for Miss Jane C——. She liked very much; and
the succeeding winter also found her in New York. But at this time she had the misfortune to catch a severe cold,
occasioned by the damps of the basement kitchen, which ihrew her into a malignant fever, of the typhus kind. The
kind Miss C—— treated her with the most generous and affectionate attention; indeed, as if she had been one of
her own family. She had an excellent nurse provided, and two of the most skilful physicians the city afforded;
with every delicacy that gives comfort to the chamber of the sick.
After remaining for some time in a state of the most imminent danger, the strength of a vigorous constitution
shook off the disease; and she began slowly to recover.
*
On the first of April she took leave of the benevolent Miss C——, and returned to Providence; when that lady,
with a generosity almost unparalleled in this selfish world, after discharging all expenses, together with the
nurse’s and .physician’s bills, paid her the full amount of her wages for the whole time, as if she had always been
in actual service.
It is always delightful to record, and te dwell upon, an instance of real generosity; and the single example of
this excellent lady, is worth folios of theory on this subject; for it comes home to the heart with the sweetest
teachings of that charity which is the very essence of the Christian character; and, without which, indeed to use
the beautiful language of Paul:
Though I speak as with the tongue of men, and of angels, I am become as sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal. And
though I had the gift of prophesy, and understood all mysteries, and all knowledge; and though I have all faith, so that I
could remove monntains, and have not charity, I am nothing.

Pleasant as the perfume distilled from roses, and indestructible as the purest geld, will be the memory of Jane
C——; for it shall be written in the bosoms of many, and inscribed in burnished characters on the brightning
tablet of Humanity. The very existence of disinterested benevolence has been made a doubt; but with such
instances in view, human nature feels itself exalted and begins to learn its own divinity. Statues of brass shall
perish and be forgotten, but the principles of goodness shall be caught from heart to heart through conntless
generations, still living, and still blessing, age after age, undying as their Eternal Source.
*
From the time when she was taken sick, it was three months before Elleanor could recommence her business.
On her return to Providence she went to Miss C——‘s father’s where she remained a week being treated with the
kindest attention. She then went to Warwick, where she stayed until her health was so far re-established as to
admit of her commencing work; when she returned to Providence and resumed her accustomed routine of
business.
Notwithstanding the great kindness of Miss C——, Elleanor refused to go out to New York to live with her the
succeeding winter; for she was afraid of being again sick, and subjecting her kind mistress to a new succession of
troubles.
The next winter, accordingly, she stayed in town, and worked at Mr. Mathewson’s for two dollars a week. At
this place Elleanor was so well contented, that she lived there the succeeding winter. Then, she went to Mr. Davis
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Dyer’s, a small and very pleasant family. And here, dear reader; let us wait for the beginning of the next chapter.
*
I should have mentioned before, that about sixteen years ago, Elleanor, having six hundred dollars on hand,
bought a lot, for which she paid one hundred dollars, “all in silver money,” as she has herself assured me. She
then commenced building a house, which cost seventeen hundred dollars. This house was all paid for, with no
incumbrance whatever.
After it had been built three or four years, she built an addition on the east side, to live in herself; and
subsequently one on the west side, to accommodate an additional tenant. This house rented for one hundred and
fifty dollars per anum.
About this time there were two lots of land for sale, of which Elleanor wished to become the purchaser. Not
having money enough she hired of a gentleman of Warwick, two hundred and forty dollars. For this she was to
pay interest at the rate of ten per cent; and, by agreement, so long as she could do so, she might be entitled to keep
the money; i. e. she was to pay the interest, and renew the note annually.
Elleanor had completed her house, which with its two wings, and its four chimneys, wore quite an imposing
aspect; and in the honest pride and joy of her heart, she looked upon it with delight; as well she might do, since it
was all earned by her own honest labors, and afforded the prospect of a happy home, and a comfortable income in
her old age. Attached to this house, and belonging to a Mrs.——, was a gangway which Elleanor wished very
much to obtain possession of, as she was entirely cut off from out door privileges without it. She has hired it for
five years; and had often spoken to Mrs.—— in regard to the purchase. But what was her surprise to find, that just
before the term of her lease had expired, Mrs.—— had sold it. Mr. C—— then, who ownd the house and premises
adjoining her own, came directly forward and offered to sell to Elleanor, and as she felt very anxious to secure the
privilege of the gangway, she finally determined to do so; although, by doing so, she was obliged to involve
herself considerably. This house had been built by Mr, C—— who, being unable to pay for it, had given a
mortgage of the premises.
At this time Elleanor had five hundred dollars in her possession, which she had been wishing to dispose of to
the best advantage. She finally came to a bargain with Mr. C——, agreeing to give two thousand dollars for the
house. She paid the five hundred dollars down and then gave a mortgage on the house to Mr. Greenold, for fifteen
hundred dollars. This was to be paid in four years; which, if she had received the least indulgence, she might
easily have done; or rather if she had not, in her own honesty of heart, been led to confide in the PROMISE of
ONE, who had more regard for his PURSE, than for his HONOR, or his CHRISTIAN CHARACTER. as we shall
soon see.
*
In September, 1831, Elleanor was again seized with the typhus fever, which left her in so low a state of health,
that her friends and herself feared she was falling into a decline. With a strong impression of this feeling upon her
mind, she wished much to see her friends in Massachusetts again; and finally she persuaded her brother to
accompany her on a journey thither.
She went out to Warwick, and remained there six weeks, until she believed she had regained her health, so far
as to be able to undertake the journey, when she returned to Providence, and, with her brother George, made
arrangements for her departure. Accordingly, in October, Elleanor, having left all her affairs in a good train with
her brother, sat off for Adams.
For the first day she seemed somewhat invigorated with the ride, and the change of air and scene; but the
unusual fatigue on the second and third days, quite overcame her. They stopped for the night at Angell’s tavern, in
Hadley, where Elleanor found herself very ill. In the morning, her brother, finding she did not rise, tapped on her
chamber door, and asked her if she felt well enough to pursue her journey. She replied that she was sick, and
could not go any further that day. Her brother went to the landlady, and requested permission to remain through
the day, as his sister was too ill to proceed.
*
From this circnmstance—this trifling fact—sprang all the subsequent troubles of Elleanor.
It so happened that there were two persons from Providence within the hearing of George Eldridge when he
made the above named request; and as they had some knowledge of his sister, they made their report, when they
returned to Providence. This, her being very sick, like a gathering snowball, grew as it went the rounds of gossip,
into exceedingly dangerous illness; the point of death; and finally, by the simple process of accumulation, it was
resolved into death itself.
Who could have foreseen results so disastrous as those which followed, could have been occasioned by such a
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trifle? The reader will subsequently find how all Elleanor’s troubles sprang from the wanton carelessness of those
who so busily circulated the story of her death.
What mighty oaks from little acorns grow, and, what a lesson of caution should be drawn from this simple fact,
and its consequences. How careful ought we to be to speak nothing but the truth, even in regard to the most
trifling circumstances; and not only so, but to be well assured that what we suppose to be true, is TRUTH, before
we receive it as such.
*
After resting a day Elleanor was able to continue her journey; and she arrived at its end without accident, or
further difficulty, though considerably fatigued.
She found her friends all well, and delighted to see her once more. It soon came to pass that the eye of George
Eldridge, rested with a very pointed expression of kindness on his cousin, Miss Ruth Jacobs, whom we have
before had occasion to notice, as being the confiden-tial friend of Elleanor. George Eldridge had been unhappy in
a former matrimonial connection; and this circumstance heightened the interest which his sister felt in this second
affair. Being anxious to promote it to the utmost, she yielded to hie wishes, and consented to remain in Adams
through the winter. Her brother soon found business at wood-cutting; and found also, what was better, that the
gentle eye of his cousin Ruth, could, by no means, look coldly upon him. This last, indeed, soon became no
secret. The proposals were duly made, and frankly accepted; so the winter passed away, cheerily and happily,
Elleanor spending the time among her numerous relations.
But when spring came, Elleanor’s thoughts began to turn homeward. Her brother, however, shewed himself in
no haste to quit the pleasant orbit of the amiable Ruth. But having been invited by Elleanor to accompany her
home, Ruth determined to make a visit to R. Island; so, as they took the magnet along with them, there was no
further difficulty. George Eldridge, with no inconsiderable degree of pride, seated himself between his sister and
cousin Ruth, and turned towards home. Their journey thither was cheered by fine weather and pleasant chat; and
all were happy; for the Janus, Fortune, had not shown her evil face to Elleanor.
*
On the evening of the third- day they arrived at Elleanor's house, in Providence; and, after having laid off her
travelling dress, our heroine prepared for supper.
It was just at dusk when she ran across the street for bread. She stepped in at the door, as usual, and asked for
bread. But the baker’s boy, instead of supplying her, ran back into the entry, with the appearance of great alarm;
and, having stood gazing at her a moment, with his arms extended in a horizontal line, and mouth and eyes laid
open to their full extent, with the most querulous and misgiving tones, he called out;
“Is that you Ellen? Why I thought you was—dead!”
“No; I am not dead,” replied Elleanor, “but I am hungry. Give me some bread, quick!”—and, supposing the
boy was trying to hoax her, she stepped forward as she spoke.
The boy still retreated, and still holding out his hands, as if to ward off danger, he cried out:
“Don’t come any nearer!—don’t Ellen, if you be Ellen—’cause—’cause—I don’t like dead folks!”
It was some time before Elleanor could assure the poor little fellow of her real, bona fide bodily presence, so
strongly was he impressed with the belief that she was actually “departed.” Her appearance too, corning in as she
did, unannounced, at the dim, uncertain hour of twilight, must of had, to his excited imagination, something really
terrible in it. Had the boy reflected a moment, he would have seen that it was out of all rule, and entirely without
precedent, for a ghost to cry for bread; but Jamie, like many of his species, was no philosopher.
This was the first that Elleanor knew of the story of her death; though she heard of it repeatedly, during the
evening and the next morning. Her brother heard also at the hotel, where he went to put up his horse, that his
sister’s property had been attached, and was advertised to be sold, in consequence of a report concerning her
death; but he did not mention it to Elleanor that evening, knowing her to be very much fatigued; and, as he
expected to take her directly out to Warwick the next day, it seemed unnecessary; for then, and not till then, would
she be able to see the gentleman; and, as he hoped, make some arrangements with him.
*
However, the time was not long before she heard of it; and, of course, she felt very disagreeably. Two of their
cousins, Jeremiah and Lucy Prophet, went out to Warwick with them; and they had anticipated a joyful occasion,
on the arrival, and introduction, of the bride-elect; but poor Ellen’s trouble cast a damp upon the whole party.
As soon as the news of their arrival had gone about, the gentleman who had laid an attachment on Ellen’s
property, in order to procure the liquidation of the two hundred and forty dollar note before alluded to, came
directly to see her: and that too altogether of his own accord.
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This gentleman was not the original creditor; who had deceased, leaving his brother as his sole heir. The
gentleman told Ellen what he had done; at the same time saying that he should never have done it, had he not been
told that she was dead.
“But,” said he, “I am glad you have returned, safe and well; and though I want the money, I 1oill never distress
you for it.”
Ellen had the simplicity to believe this, because the man—perhaps I ought to say gentleman—was a member
of a church; and was called a Christian. Poor, simple-hearted, honest Ellen: she did not know then that she had
met “the wolf in sheep’s clothing!”
The above promise was given at the house of George Eldridge, in the presence of him, Ruth Jacobs, Jeremiah,
and Lucy Prophet. After Mr.—— had gone, these all spoke of his promise one to another, bidding Ellen be of
good courage, as she could now have nothing to fear. They also it seems, were so very simple as to understand the
gentleman’s words as a promise, though probably he intended them as only an expression of courtesy.
I remember an anecdote, which though simple is “a case in point.”
A gentleman who had removed to the country, had for his neighbor a Frenchman who had the national characteristic
of exceeding politeness. The gentleman kept no horse; and, as he took frequent walks about the country, his polite
neighbor always remonstrated with him, in strong terms, begging that he would make him so very happy as to use his
horse-always. This offer was so often repeated, that, at length, the gentleman determined he would avail himself of his
neighbor’s generosity; so one day he told him he should be very glad to have the loan of his horse, for a short ride.
“By no means,” replied the Frenchman, “I have but von horse; an’ him I vant—”
“But you have repeatedly offered him to me.”
“Ah! my dear neighbor,” replied the Frenchman, with a very significant and sweet smile, “you’s be most velcome to
de complimen.”

How much of that which assumes to be kindness, could it be reduced to its true analysis, would be found
simply “a welcome to the compliment.”
*
Elleanor had given Mr.—— a conditional promise that she would raise a hundred dollars for him in April; but
it so happened that she could not procure the money; and relying on his promise of indulgence, which his honor as
a gentleman and his Christian character, alike conspired to strengthen; while, at the same time, his great wealth, or
entire independence, placed him altogether above any temptation to uncharitableness.
In about a week she returned to Providence, satisfied, that in the withdrawal of his suit, Mr.—— had fairly
“burried the hatchet,” she commenced her summer’s work, with renewed vigor. This was the Cholera season
which brought so much of terror with it as to be long remembered. Ellen’s usual business was somewhat modified
by the prevailing sickness; and being a skilful and fearless person, she went much among the sick; and by her
zealous attentions to the wants of the suffering, she won the kindest regard of all who were so fortunate as to
obtain her valuable services.
In August, Mrs. T——, having a daughter who was pronounced to be either afflicted with, or liable to the
Cholera, left town for her country residence in Pomfret, Conneticut. She engaged Elleanor to accompany her in
the capacity of nurse, and attendant.
In order to make all secure before leaving town, Ellen paid up all that was due on the mortgage; but she did not
pay Mr.——, because she could not do so without great loss, and difficulty, and concerning this, she felt no
uneasiness, because there had been an express understanding between herself and the deceased Mr.——, that she
should have the money so long as she could pay the interest of ten per cent on the note: and besides her well
known character for integrity and industry, seemed to secure the promise of indulgence which had voluntarily
been given.
Ellen's last step was to go round among her families, and request them to be careful, and prudent in all things,
making no disturbance, and committing no trespass; and she assured them that if she heard any complaint from
her neighbors, she should turn out the offenders, as soon as she returned.
Intent only upon her new duties, Elleanor then entered zealously into the service of Mrs. T.——; and with that
lady, and her family, left town for Pomfret, a distance of only thirty miles. The sickness of Mrs. T.—— and that of
her family rendered our heroine’s activity and skill of peculiar value. In about two months, the family of Mrs. T.
—— having recovered, and the cholera panic having somewhat subsided, that lady determined to return to
Providence. On arriving in the city, she stopped at the Franklin House, still retaining Ellen in attendance.
*
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The next morning after their arrival, a lady came in and told Mrs. T.—— that the property of Elleanor was
attached, and sold; and to the latter, the sad intelligence was speedily announced; but she found it very difficult to
believe a story, at once, so entirely opposed to all her convictions of right, and so fraught with distress and
anguish to herself; yet, upon enquiry, she found that one half of the truth had not been told.
Mr.—— of Warwick had attached and sold property, which a few months before had been valued at four
thousand dollars, for the pitiful sum of two hundred and forty dollars.
Why he wished to attach so large a property, for so small a debt, is surprising enough; since Elleanor had then
in her possession two house lots, and the little house and lot at Warwick; either of which would have been
sufficient to liquidate the debt. There seems to be a spirit of wilful malignity, in this wanton destruction of
property, which it is difficult to conceive of as existing in the bosom of civilized man.
One after another, all the aggravating particulars came to the knowledge and notice of Ellen.
In the first place, the attachment, as we have before said, was entirely disproportioned to the debt; which the
general good character, integrity, and property of the debtor, rendered perfectly secure.
In the second place, the sheriff never legally advertised the sale, or advertised it all, as can be learned.
In the third place, the auctioneer, having, .doubtless, ascertained the comfortable fact, that the owner was. A
lanoring colored woman, who was then away, leaving no friend to protect her rights, struck it off, almost at the
first bid; and at little more than one third its value, it being sold for only fifteen hundred dollars, ehich was the
exact amount of the mortage.
In the fourth place, the purchaser, after seeing the wrongfulness of the whole affair, and after giving his word
three successive times, that he would settle and restore the property for a given sum, twice meanly flew from his
bargain, .successively making larger demands.
“Is not this a heinous crime; yea, an iniquity to be punished by the judges;” yet the chief actors in this affair,
were all good and “honorable men!” They shall learn that “He that loveth silver shall not be satisfied with silver;
nor he that loveth abnndance, with increase.”\fn{ Ecclesiastes 5:10; only partly, fully in OAB: “The lover of money will not be
satisfied with money; nor the lover of weath, with gain. This also is vanity. } they shall find that, “As a patridge sitteth on eggs,
and hatcheth them not, so he that getteth riches, and not by right, shall leave them in the midst of his
days:*\fn{Jeremiah 17:11: only partly, fully in OAB: “Like the partridge hatching what it did not lay, so are all who amass wealth
unjustly; in mid-life it will leave them, and at their end they will prove to be fools.” } and, “Men shall clap their hands at him, and
hiss him out of his place.”\fn[ Job 27:23: in OAB: “It\fn{Or He (i.e., God)} claps its\fn{Or his.} hands at them, and hisses at them
from its\fn{Or his.} place.”]

*
Thus, as we have seen, was Ellen, in a single moment, by a single stroke of the hammer, deprived of the fruits
of all her honest and severe labors the labors of years; and, not only so, but actually thrown in debt for many small
bills, for repairs and alterations on her houses, which she had the honor and honesty to discharge, even against the
advices of some of her friends, after the property by which they had been incurred had been so cruelly taken away.
Elleanor has traits of character, which, if she were a white woman, would be called noble. And must color so
modify character, that they are not still so?
On visiting the premises, sad, indeed was the sight which the late owner witnessed. The two wings of her first
house, which she had herself built, with their chimneys, had been pulled down: and it seemed as if the spirit of
Ruin had been walking abroad. All her families had been compelled to leave, at a single week’s notice; and many
of them, being unable to procure tenements, were compelled to find shelter in barns and outhouses, or even in the
woods. But they were colored people—so thought he who so unceremoniously ejected them from their
comfortable homes; and he is not onlv a professed friend to their race, but “an honorable man.”
*
Let us return to the point where we left our story, and our heroine, at the Franklin House.
Mrs. T.—— kindly furnished Ellen with her horse and chaise and advised her to go directly to Warwick, to see
the gentleman on whose promise she had so confidently relied.
Mark his excuse. How noble—how manly it was! He told Ellen he was very sorry for what he had done.; but
that he never should have done it; if the lawyer had not advised him to. He must have been a man of stern
principle—of sterling indepencence to perpetrate such an act because his lawyer advised him to. I pity the man
whose invention is so poor—so miserable, that he could not fabricate a better falsehood. “Woe unto them that
decree unrighteous decrees, and that write grievances which they have prescribed, to turn aside the needy from
judgment and to take away the right from the poor of my people, that widows may be their prey, and they may rob
the fatherless. What will ye do in the day of visitation, and in the desolation which shall come from far? To whom
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will ye flee for help, and where will ye leave your glory?”\fn{ Isaiah 10:1-3; in OAB: “Ah, you who make iniquitous decrees,
who write oppressive statutes, to turn aside the needy from justice and to rob the poor of my people of their right, that widows may be your
spoil, and that you may make the orphans your prey! What will you do on the day of punishment, in the calamity that will come from far
away? To whom will you flee for help, and where will you leave your wealth?” }

*
After a time, a ray of hope dawned on the dark path of Ellen. She consulted Mr. Greene, the State’s attorney,
and found that she might bring forward a case of “Trespass and Ejectment,” against the purchaser of her property.
She had hope to repudiate the whole sale and purchase, on the ground of the illegal or non-advertisement of the
sale.
This case was brought before the Court of Common Pleas in January, 1837. Of course, the whole success of it
turned on the point of the sheriff’s oath, in regard to the advertisement. When the oath was administered, the
sheriff appeared strangely agitated, and many then present in court, even the judge, thought it was the perturbation
of guilt. Nevertheless he attested upon oath, that he had put up the notification in three public places, viz: at
Manchester’s tavern barroom, on the Court house door in time of Court, and on Market square.
There were three men who came prepared to take their oath, that the notice was never put up at Manchester’s,
thus invalidating that part of his testimony; but it was found that the oaths of common men could, not be taken
against that of the High Sheriff. So the case was decided against the plaintiff.
*
Ellen’s next step was to hire two men, whom she fee’d\fn{ Paid} liberally, to make enquiries throughout the city,
in regard to those notifications. They went about, two days, making all possible search for light in regard to the
contested notifications, calling upon all those who frequented public places. But no person could be found, who
had either seen them, or heard of their being seen. A fine advertisement, truly!
And here, let me ask, why was not this sale advertised in the public papers? The same answer that has been
given before, will suffice now.
The owner of the property was a laboring colored woman.
Is not this reply, truth as it is, a libel on the character of those who wrought the work of evil?
*
Elleanor then brought an action against the sheriff, tending to destroy his testimony in the late case; and on the
very day when it was to be laid before the court, Mr.——, the purchaser, came forward, and told Ellen’s attorney,
that he would restore the property for twenty-one hundred dollars, and two years’ rent.
Ellen then withdrew her case, and set herself about procuring the money. This she raised; and it was duly
tendered to Mr.——.
But mark his regard for his word. He then said that Ellen had been so long in procuring the money,\fn{ She had
great difficulty in obtaining it, as it was then the period of the greatest pressure: and it was next to impossible to get money at all. That
Elleanor was able to procure twenty-one hundred dollars, upon her own credit. at such a time, in the space of six weeks, of itself shows the
esteem in which she was held, as well as the energy and perseverance for which she has always been remarkable. } that he must have

twenty-three hundred dollars.
The additional two hundred dollars were then raised, but the gentleman, in consequence of repairs and
alterations, which he could have had no right to make, and require pay for, as the case stood, next demanded
twenty-five hundred dollars, with six months’ rent.
The suspended action had, in the mean time been ngain brought forward; and was to have been tried before the
Circuit Court. But so anxious was Ellen again to possess the property that she once more withdrew her action and
came to the exorbitant terms of Mr.——. She again hired the additional two hundred dollars; and finally effected a
settlement.
*
This conduct on the part of the purchaser requires no comment; for its meanness, not. to say dishonesty, is self
evident in the simplest statement of the facts themselves.
But this is not all. The sheriff had informed Mr.—— that he could sue Elleanor for house rent, as her goods
had never been removed from the tenement she had occupied. This he actually did, and laid an attachment on her
furniture, which was advertised to be sold at public auction; and it would have been, had not a gentleman who had
the management of her business, gone forward and settled with Mr.——.
The whole affair from beginning to end. in all its connexions and bearings, was a web cf iniquity. It was a
wanton outrage upon the simplest and most evident principles of justice. But the subject of this wrong, or rather of
this accumulati&n of wrongs, was a woman, and therefore weak—a colored woman—and therefore contemptible.
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No man ever would have been treated so; and if a white woman had been the subject of such wrongs, the whole
town—nay, the whole country—would have been indignant: and the actors would have been held up to the
contempt they deserve!
The story would have flown upon the wings of the wind to the most remote borders of our land. Newspaper
editors would have copied, and commented on it, till every spirit of honor, of justice, and of chivalry would have
been roused. At home benevolent societies would have met and taken efficient means to relieve the sufferer; while
every heart would have melted in kindness, and every bosom have poured out its sympathy. Is this wrong the less
a wrong, because the subject of it is weak and defenceless? By the common laws of honor, it is cowardice to
strike the unarmed and the weak. By the same rule, he who injures the defenceless, adds meanness to crime.
*
Let us look more fully into the merits of this case; and inquire how far Elleanor is entitled to the sympathies
and the charities of the humane.
She has been industrious, and persevering in all her labors. Her moral character stands without reproach, fair as
the fairest cheek of beauty. Though earnest and successful in the acquisition of money, she is not miserly, or
parsimonious, when any kindness is called for, or good work is to be done. She gives freely to those who need;
both to individuals and societies. She subscribes for papers which she cannot read, in order to promote the
circulation of truth, whether moral or religious. Her losses are to be attributed, mainly, to a want of knowledge in
business, by which she became a prey to the wanton carelessness, if not the wilful and deliberate wickedness, of
men, who should have been the very last to have seized the spoils of the weak.\fn{ One of the chief causes [of her
difficulties] was her reliance upon what she considered the word of honor of the Warwick gentleman; for, had she believed it necessary, she
could have raised themoney, without doubt.}

Are there none to feel for her? Are there none to sustain and encourage her? Thank God, there are already a
few—a few benevolent and noble-minded women, who dare come forward and publicly defend the right, and
denounce the wrong. May the bright and living spark of love, which illumines their bosoms, kindle and expand
itself until, flying from heart to heart, and from soul to soul, all the friends of humanity will catch the sacred
flame.
It is pleasant to do good. The very act of generosity is its own reward. Then will not every reader of this little
book recommend it to the notice of the humane, and endeavor to promote its sale, not for its own sake, but for the
sake of her, who depends upon its success, for deliverance from the difficulties in which she is involved. Ellen has
yet a large debt to liquidate before her estate is freed from its incumbrance. With a little timely help, together with
her earnings, she may be able to do this.
The compiler of these memoirs feels bound to confess that they are brought before the public in a very
imperfect manner; but if their success is proportioned to the earnest and zealous wishes of the writer, poor
Elleanor will have cause to rejoice. Inelegancies and inaccuracies of style and language are unavoidable
necessities in the case; and if any are disposed to find fault with the author’s poor labor, let him remember that it
was not undertaken for the desire of fame, or the love of money, but with the sole and single hope, of doing good.
There is no personal animosity on the writer’s part, towards any to whom allusions may have been made.. No
names, in such cases, have been used; and if notorious fact lay not bare the bosom, nor conscience strike home the
knife, there will be no reproach, and no wound. And to whomsoever it may concern, I will say: “Seek ye out the
Book of the Lord, and read.”
“Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so unto them.”\fn{ Not footnoted; though scarcely any
need to do so.}
“Pure religion, and undefiled before God and the Father, is this: To visit the fatherless and the widow, in their
affliction, and to keep unspotted from the world.”\fn{II Kings 20:5; incorrect citation.}
“Thus saith the Lord God: surely, because my flock became a prey, and my flock became meat to every beast
of the field, because there was no shepherd, neither did my shepherds search for my flock, but the shepherds fed
themselves: therefore, O ye shepherds, hear the word of the Lord. Thus saith the Lord God: behold, I am against
the shepherds; and I will require my flock at their hands; neither shall the shepherds feed themselves any more; for
I will deliver my flock from their mouth, that they be no more meat for them.”\fn[ Ezekiel 34, 8-10; in OAB: “As I live,
says the Lord God, because my sheep have become a prey, and my sheep have become food for all the wild animals, \fn{Judah’s attackers,
especially Babylonia.} since there was no shepherd,\fn{King.} and because my shepherds have not searched for my sheep, but the shepherds
have fed themselves, and have not fed my sheep; therefore, you shepherds, hear the word of the Lord. Thus says the Lord God, I am against
the shepherds; and I will demand my sheep at their hand, and put a stop to their feeding the sheep; no longer shall the shepherds feed
themselves. I will rescue my sheep from their mouths, so that they may not be food for them.” ]
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“Who shall ascend into the Hill of the Lord and who shall stand in his holy place? He that hath clean hands and
a pure heart who hath not lifted up his soul unto vanity, nor sworn deceitfully.”\fn{Psalms 24,3-4; in OAB: “Who shall
ascend the hill of the Lord? And who shall stand in his holy place? Those who have clean hands and pure hearts, who do not lift up their
souls to what is false, and do not swear deceitfully.”}

“Let no man say when he is tempted, I am tempted of God; for God cannot be tempted of evil; neither tempteth
he any man.”\fn{James 1:13; in OAB: “No one, when tempted,should say, ‘I am being tempted by God’; for God cannot be tempted by
evil and he himself tempts no one.”}
“Whoso keepeth his word, in him, verily, is the love of God perfected.”\fn{ Not footnoted}
“Thou hast sent widows away empty and the arms of the fartherless have been broken; for thou hast taken a
pledge of thy brother for nought, and stripped the naked of his clothing.”\fn{ Not footnoted}
“Neither thieves, nor covetous, nor revilers, nor EXTORTIONERS, shall inherit the kingdom of God.”\fn{ Not
footnoted}
Of course, the edge and point of these quotations, will be determined by individual circumstances. But they,
were spoken by the inspiration of Him, who is a God of justice, and by whom “actions are weighed.”
*
Since writing the above, a passage in the life of Elleanor has come to my knowledge, which, I think, deserves
particular notice, since it affords a happy illustration of one trait in her character, that of generosity and noble selfsacrifice to the welfare of friends.
It happened that her brother George Eldridge some time in the April of 1832 was, for an alleged crime, arrested
and thrown into prison. He was accused of having horse-whipped, and of otherwise barbarously treating a man
upon the highway. As soon as the report came to the knowledge of Elleanor, she determined to liberate him, at all
hazards; because she felt assured, from all his previous course of conduct, and from his well-established character
and habits, that he could not be guilty of the offence with which he was charged.
These views of Elleanor were strongly opposed by her friends, who feard she might involve herself in some
difficulty, and advised her to have nothing to do with the matter. But these objections could not satisfy such a
mind as Elleanor’s; and obeying alone the dictates of humanity, benevolence, and natural love, she generously
committed herself to the guardianship of her brother’s rights. This brother had a wife and family; and the
consequence of being detained in prison, for six months, as he must have been, to await his trial in the spring,
would have been not only unpleasant, but distressing. Elleanor could allow of no such thing; for of what use
would her property be if it could not purchase for her the sweetest of all luxuries, that of relieving the distress of a
friend?
Being at once resolved, she sent to a livery stable for the handsomest horse and chaise it afforded; for Ellen
was determined to go in a style accordant with the dignity of her mission. On arriving at the Greenwich gaol, she
found her brother in a state of great distress, in view of his long imprisonment, and the consequent affliction and
suffering of his family. How delightful, then, to Ellen, was .the consciousness of power to relieve him! Was there
anything in the abstract possession of money, houses, or lands, that eould for one moment be weighed against it?
She thought not.
The business was soon settled. Elleanor gave bonds for five hundred dollars, liberated her brother, and took
upon herself the whole management of his case.
The October following it was to have been brought for\vard; but, on account of the absence of some important
witnesses, the defendant prayed that it might be continued to the spring term, the following April; which was
granted. The trial was then suspended again on account of the illness of the defendant’s advocate; and, finally, was
tried the next October, when the accused was honorably acquitted; as nothing could be proved against him; while,
on the contrary, he was able to establish his entire innocence, by the fullest and clearest evidence.
Ellen managed this case entirely; and on account of it was subjected to considerable cost and trouble; but she
never regretted having engaged in it, and would freely have expended much more, had it been necessary to effect
her purpose.
*
This was the first lawsuit in which our heroine has been engaged. She has since managed one for herself; yet
not with equal success; and with this experience in the law she declares herself fully satisfied, and she has no
desire to enter its mazes again.
Some of our young and romantic readers may feel curious to know why Elleanor never married. When
questioned on the subject, she says that she has determined to profit by the advice of her aunt, who told her never
to marry, because it involved such A WASTE OF TIME! for, said she, “while my young mistress was courting and
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marrying, I knit five pairs of stockings.” This is the reply that Ellen generally gives; but as she has had several
guod offers, we can look back to the records of the past, and think of a tenderer and deeper reason.
But we must now give to the subject of these memoirs a parting blessing. Be not discouraged. All will yet be
well. Is there not a voice of hope and peace, whispering within thee, “I have seen thy tears, behold I will heal
thee.”\fn{II Kings 20:5: only partly, fully in OAB: “Turn back,and say to Hezekiah, prince of my people, Thus says the Lord, the God of
your ancestor David: I have heard your prayer, I have seen your tears; indeed, I will heal you; on the third day you shall go up to the house
of the Lord.”} “I will seek that which was lost; I will bind up that which was broken; and will strengthen that which
was sick.”\fn{Ezekiel 34:16; only partly, fully in OAB: “I will seek the lost, and I will bring back the strayed, and I will bind up the
injured, and I will strengthen the weak, but the fat and the strong I will destroy. I will feed them with justice.” } Thou shalt indeed,

escape “as a bird out of the snare of the fowlers; for the snare is broken. Though thou hast eaten the bread of
adversity, and drunk the waters of affliction, let thy soul be staid upon his promises,”\fn{ Not footnoted.} of whom it
is said: “He shall deliver thee in six troubles; yea, in seven shall no evil touch thee.”\fn{ Job 5:19; incorrect citation.}
He who disappointeth the designs of the crafty, shall lead thee forth beside the still waters of peace; and into thy
grateful heart shall be poured the song of joy. How pleasant will be the sound of thy rejoicing, when it finds an
echo in the hearts of thy kind protectresses.
“Be strong and be of good courage; fear not, nor be afraid; for the Lord thy God, he it is that doth go with thee;
he will not fail thee nor forsake thee.”\fn{ Deuteronomy 31:6; in OAB: “Be strong and bold; have no fear or dread of them,
because it is the Lord your God who goes with you; he will not fail you or forsake you.” }
And for all thy wrongs and sufferings, mayst thou reap bessings a hundred fold.
273.106 Excerpt from The Manner Is Ordinary\fn{by John LaFarge, S.J. (1880-1963)} Newport, Newport County,
Rhode Island (M) 30
1
In 1891, when I was a boy of eleven, Father returned from his trip to the South Seas with Henry Adams. I went
down to Long Wharf in Newport to meet him and we drove up to our house on Sunnyside Place, the old Grant
cottage, in a Long Wharf cab. I was charmed to see that Father was a real person, who wore an impressive black
beard. I was glad to know that I really had a father in fact, since my picture of him before that time had been quite
indefinite.
Father was then fifty-six; he was near forty-five years old when I was born. It hardly occurred to me that one
could have a father who was not an old man. Since I was the last of nine children, I was never part of my father’s
early life at home, and had never known him as directly and personally as had my two older brothers, Grant and
Bancel. It was Bancel in many ways who took Father’s place as a parent, playing the role with me that a young
father might assume with his children.
I had no recollection of Father at all in my very early childhood, and during my sixth and seventh years he was
away on his first trip to Japan with Adams. After his return, he was busy in New York with the tremendous painting
of the Ascension, in the Episcopal Church of the Ascension on Fifth Avenue. His occasional visits to Newport were
few and usually hurried, the longest being the summer he engaged a studio there on Corné Street.
The reason for Father’s absence from home was simple enough. He was so hampered by the enormous amount
of decorative work he was doing, in murals and stained glass, that it seemed impossible for him to transfer his
activities away from the city. He had tried living in Newport several times in earlier years, and if each time he
found it “impossible,” he blamed this to some extent on the climate. But in point of fact, he needed contact with his
patrons, with such stained glass manufacturers as Calvin and Wright on Washington Square, and he needed to see
personally to all the incidentals of an immensely productive artistic activity.
As for the other possibility, that of moving his household to New York, neither he nor my mother had ever
reached any feasible plan, though they talked of it from time to time after his return from the South Seas in 1892. It
was only in the autumn of 1895 that my mother finally closed the house in Newport and came to New York, where
we all lived together, for the first time in my own life, under one roof. That year we rented the capacious Richard
Watson Gilder house at 55 Clinton Place, now Eighth Street, and the next winter took an equally capacious red
brick mansion at 22 East Tenth.
Before these years in New York, Father existed for me only as the great ancestor, the mysterious source of the
Japanese drawings and paintings with which our home was filled. It was only natural that I had no very clear
impression of him personally: he was simply someone who came and went quite unpredictably, a person who when
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at home must never be disturbed. My feelings toward him were a mixture of fear, of fascination, and of regret.
My fear was of his irascibility, though not for what he might do to me, since Father was not a physically violent
or truculent person; it was rather a fear of what he might do to himself.
“Mr. LaFarge he get mad as hell,” was the remark of one of his Japanese studio helpers. Father himself wrote to
Henry Adams in 1887:
“My temper is frightful and the world is stuffed with sawdust.”
He also remarked that my brother Grant was the only person he knew with a worse temper than his own. Even
in these early years I was conscious that Father was capable of creating a great deal of trouble in his own life by
losing his peace of mind. Father’s standard defense against certain knocks and blows of life was to say,
“I am an ill man.”
None of us knew exactly how ill he really was and how far he had dramatized his own physical condition as a
sort of protection against the wickedness and impossibility of the world around him. He had, it is true, been through
a very severe illness in the years 1866 and 1867, six and seven years after his marriage. At that time he contracted
some form of lead poisoning which he said partly paralyzed his hands. He undoubtedly suffered a great deal from a
sort of general malaise. He often alluded to the fact that he struggled against the obstacle of sickness and that for
him it was, in fact, an incentive to greater effort. Yet his illness did not prevent his undertaking a series of long and
arduous journeys to the East, to the South Pacific, and to Europe, as well as to other parts of this country, living for
months under conditions of great privation and continued physical exertion.
Despite his restlessness and his difficult temperament, there was nothing mysterious about Father. Many-sided
as was his career, it followed a logical pattern: overladen and vexatious, much in conflict with the affairs of daily
life, but perfectly intelligible. His faults were human, such as might attach to anybody with a similar temperament
who was, convinced of a similar task and was placed in a similar position. The wonder is that he kept as good as he
was.
Father had no particular love for the abnormal, the unusual and occult, or the spiritualistic; he was only
interested in strange manifestations of psychology when they displayed something that was essentially human. At
the same time, he had a terrific sense of the complexity of human existence, the enormous number of fine shadings
and gradations in human life. He was not particularly mystical, but his mind was definitely contemplative. He
embodied this contemplative spirit in the best known of all his works, the great mural altarpiece of the Ascension of
Our Lord. Bishop Donald W. Aldrich, formerly rector of the Ascension Church, speaking to me of the effect the
painting exercised upon the mind of the public, said that by day or by night, all through the year, a stream of
visitors would sit and gaze at the painting, as if losing themselves in it, as the artist had lost himself in the sublime
mystery that it represented.
Yet it is somehow consistent with Father’s active, inquiring mind that immediately after he received the
commission for this painting in 1886, he astonished his friends and the church’s trustees by packing up and
departing with Henry Adams for Japan. There was definite method in his madness. His idea in going to Japan was
to study with sketches the Japanese landscape, the mountains, streams and atmosphere which were the background
of the contemplative paintings of the Japanese and Chinese artists. This, instead of the bare hills of Judea, was to be
the background of his painting of the Ascension.
I think his contemplative attitude was increased or emphasized by contrast with surroundings in which he did
his work, the 90s and the first decade of the twentieth century. Efficiency was then enthroned, people felt unlimited
optimism, believed in progress, and there was a sense of patent material accomplishment. Part of the fascination
Father’s conversation exercised as he sat year after year in his favorite seat at the Century Club in New York City
was the contrast of his continually inquiring spirit with the intensely smug and efficiency-minded world around
him. His admirers frequently remarked that LaFarge was a continual searcher, a questioner.
That is true, yet his questioning was based on the conviction that he had reached certain truths and that there
were answers to the questions. Innumerable queries tormented him to the end, and yet there was always somewhere
an answer, he seems to have realized, which led to a greater answer, until all answers would be fused in the
Supreme Answer, which is God.
As a child I did not understand or appreciate the conversational gifts that made him famous, yet everything
Father did was intensely interesting. He was interesting to see; his person was always absolutely neat, and
scrupulously adapted to whatever he was undertaking to do. He had his own kind of pen, his own kind of paper, his
own distinctive way of doing everything; every gesture of his body seemed to relate to the ultimate ends of his life
and work. Father in a benign mood was as fascinating as Father in an irascible one was alarming.
He was interested in everything that concerned man and mankind; yet not in the spirit of the mere sentimental
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humanitarian, in fact, he was curiously unsentimental. His dry, humorous cynicism was in accordance with
ancestral traditions. He was concerned in somewhat eighteenth-century fashion with all varieties of human beings,
near and far, different races and types of men, their ways, their habits, their songs, their dances, their customs, and
their wars, their psychology, the peculiarities of old and young, men and women—particularly the strange things
that women do to you when you are trying to get through your work as an artist.
As might be imagined, he cared for all the arts—except that, curiously enough, he had no ear for music. I asked
him once what music he liked best and he said,
“John, the music that makes the least sound.”
As for public matters, he was fairly indifferent to political issues, though, after a visit to Chicago, he preferred
Teddy Roosevelt to John P. Altgeld.
In the range of his talents, as of his interests, he was—as was often said—the type of a Renaissance man, a
remote sort of parallel to Leonardo da Vinci and men of that age. I always felt mixed emotions over his triumphs in
the field of decorative art, in which he came more and more to concentrate, because I felt that his separation from
home and family would not have been necessary if he had not devoted himself so thoroughly to mural work and
stained glass. If he had stuck to his easel, to the work of his studio, I felt, he would have been closer to us and we
would have remained united.
Yet Father’s title to fame, such as it is, rests largely on his work of decoration. One of the many eulogies
pronounced at his death in 1910 was based on this phase of his activities:
One of the greatest artists this country has produced, a universal genius who belongs to all time, has released his hold
upon the brush which limned the beauties of earth. He translated medieval moods: he vied with the pre-Raphaelites of the
Japanese; he revived the lost art of artifices in stained glass and placed his work with theirs in the venerable cathedrals in
France; he drank deep of the romance of the isles of the Southern Seas, yet through protean changes he retained his own
individuality and enriched and glorified the art of the land of his activity.

All this may or may not be true, but still as a boy I used to look longingly at his early illustrations of Browning,
his portraits of my mother and my brother Grant, his sketches of Newport in oil, and his charming painting of
Paradise Valley, “The Green Map,” with its solitary white lamb resting on a carpet of briary verdure. I deeply
regretted that those days were gone forever, that they had never been a part of my own life and that all I knew was
a parent lost in work which removed him from my own personal knowledge and contact.
*
One of the things I remember best about my father was his deep respect and reverence for his mother,
née Louisa Binsse, who had married a Welshman, Thomas Jones, after my grandfather’s death.
Like all the Binsses, Bonne Maman, as we called Grandmother, was fond of litigation. They were said to
have been natural litigants from the very beginning. The oldest Binsse, the first ascertainable in history and
my earliest traceable paternal ancestor, was a man called Patrick Binns who emi grated from Limerick in
Ireland to Nantes in Brittany, where he added the name of Saint-Victor. The Binsses showed some of the Irish
traits; they were inclined to be quarrelsome, yet people liked them because they were also extremely
charitable. They had a tradition of dissent, talkativeness, and charity which appeared in one generation after
another. Bonne Maman’s brother, Louis François Binsse, was active in Catholic charities in his day and was a
trustee of St. Patrick’s Cathedral; her nephew, Louis B. Binsse, known as “the saint of Sixteenth Street,” was
one of the pioneers in the St. Vincent de Paul Society in New York.
In my childhood Bonne Maman resided at 5 West Thirty-third Street, where I made the acquaintance of her
two old faithful domestics, Ann Ward and Ann Hogan. Both Anns came to my grandmother as young colleens just
out of Ireland, remaining with her—Ann Ward sixty years and Ann Hogan some forty-five years—to their deaths.
Ann Hogan was a large jovial type; Ann Ward was a sad-faced, thin, deprecatory little person whose favorite
expression was “Sweet Peter!” Yet it was Ann Hogan who, as a member of the Third Order of St. Francis, kept her
coffin in her room; every night between one and two she would arise from her bed, don her Franciscan habit, lie
down in the coffin and meditate for an hour on death quite peacefully and naturally.
Both of them made a deep impression on me by their piety and their complete devotion and unselfishness.
They must have suffered some pretty anxious times dealing with the temperament of all the LaFarges and Binsses.
I did not see much of Father's brothers or sisters except of his youngest sister Aimée, who was twenty years
older than myself, and only two years older than my oldest brother Grant. Aunt Aimée lived to the advanced age
of eighty-six years. She was intensely devoted to her husband, the late George L. Hems, who was a partner of my
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brother Grant in the firm of Hems and LaFarge and, with him was one of the original architects of the Cathedral
of St. John the Divine. Emily, Father’s oldest sister, married John H. Lawrence of New York, a well-known
banker, and after his death went to Paris where she spent the rest of her life. She had three daughters; Agnes, the
older one, married a Frenchman, the Count de Merlemont, whose home I visited in 1938. The Merlemonts were
descendants of the family of de Rancé, the founder of the Trappists.
The second daughter, Margaretta, married John Chase of New York, and the third, Aimée, married Ian Douglas
Campbell, heir to the Dukedom of Argyle. Though her son, Ian, was brought up a Presbyterian, she herself was
given a Catholic burial. Of Father’s brothers, the only one I ever saw was Louis, who emigrated to the West Coast
and founded the whole branch of the West Coast LaFarges with whom we always remained in affectionate
relationship.
My grandmother LaFarge’s father, Louis François Binsse de Saint-Victor, came to this country in the 1790s
from Santo Domingo where he had been a planter along with his brother Maximilien. Louis François decided to
try his fortunes in New York and there he married another refugee from France, Victorine Bancel de Confoulens,
whose father kept a little school for the émigrés. The brother Maximilien went back to Paris and was somewhat of
an artist, poet and litterateur in his own right.
His son Paul de Saint-Victor, who had dropped the Binsse, as he did himself, is well known in French
literature. We always remained in correspondence with Paul de Saint-Victor. When my father went to Paris in
1856 he stayed with his uncle Maximilien and there became acquainted with the outstanding personages in French
art and literature.
Once you start tracing relatives and their forebears, there seems to be no end to it; at least these names may
give some idea of the background of my father’s life. He was not given to talking about his family or his
connections with them. Father was an American first, last, and always. He loved France, he loved things
French, and he had a French type of mind. Yet he also was convinced that American art and literature and the
American Church must stand on their own. I never felt that he was anything else but an American, and I think
the contacts he made abroad helped him to appreciate the greatness of this country.
At the same time, his reverence for what was truly good and beautiful at home made him doubly appreciative
of all that was worth respecting in the very distant lands to which he traveled, a trait that explains certain of his
attitudes. In his recent biography of Robert Louis Stevenson, Mr. J. C. Furnas criticizes what he seems to consider
a snobbish attitude on the part of Henry Adams and John LaFarge on their visit to Vailima, Stevenson’s home in
Samoa. I can’t answer for Adams; he was an Adams, after all. With regard to Father a snobbish attitude does not
seem to make sense. I would say rather that he disliked Stevenson’s appearance simply bcause he disliked nonconvention for non-convention’s sake. He believed in old traditions; he reverenced the past in small things and
great things, and had inherited from his parents a strong feeling of noblesse oblige: when you are out of the
normal current of affairs and traveling around the Pacific Ocean, you should observe extra care to preserve your
self-respect. You might neglect dressing for dinner at home in Newport—though I don’t think he would—but still
it would not be so important. But if you were in Tutuila or in Tahiti you would most undoubtedly dress for dinner,
because otherwise it would be an insult to the hospitality of your hosts. The Samoans were an ancient and cultured
race with great traditions of their own and coming from so many thousands of miles away to make one’s home
among them demanded an attitude of reverence and delicacy in their presence, with regard to what we felt as
conventions in our life.
If there was a reason for being unconventional, such as the one recognized by the Chinese sage ChuangTzu, who played the guitar at his wife’s death in order to be more in tune with the universe, Father could
readily understand it. He himself saw no reason why he should not prowl out of the house clad in a purple
kimono and straw sandals at dawn of a summer morning in order to observe the mist rising from the rocks upon
the Newport seashore. It was only ten or fifteen minutes’ walk from our old cottage down to Easton’s Beach
and the Cliff Walk, and since nobody was up at that hour and there was only one policeman on the Bellevue
Avenue beat, and none to the east of it, why should Father not walk down there and take a look at the sunrise
in the way that would seem to be most suitable for such contemplation? He had no yearning to be
eccentric or odd; he would have been just as glad to make the trip in a tuxedo, if a tuxedo would have
helped contemplation. But the kimono put him in close con tact with the landscape and thoughts behind
the landscape and the Creator who made it.
He simply wished to see the center of the world’s mystery and put himself in the best condition for
seeing it, and sometimes he found it necessary to get as mad as hell. He also won dered whether, without a
knowledge of geology, he could paint the mountain ranges that he viewed as he sailed by the islands of
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Tahiti. One never knew where Father’s inquiries would begin, or where they would cease; but they always
ended somewhere—they never went off into the void. There was a thread, a reason which enriched either
his mind or the mind of those who talked to him. Even when he was most exasperating, he continued to
shed light.
*
Father did not make friends rapidly. In manner he was reserved and inquiring and critical in
approaching people. It was physically distressing to him to shake hands; disagreeable for him to be
introduced, and always somewhat of a shock to make a new acquaintance. Yet he was singularly faithful
to his friends once he had made them, loyal to them to the very end; in his whole life I never knew of an
abandoned friendship. Friendship for him meant a continual intercourse of word, thought, and interest.
In my childhood the most picturesque of all the dramatis personae connected with my father was Mr.
Okakura Kakuzo. Mr. Okakura was a Japanese, a devout Buddhist, and a very distinguished writer whose
works have been translated into English. One of his most delightful writings described his pilgrimage to
Tibet as a Japanese devotee.
For us children he was a subject of incessant interest. I vividly remember his stay with us at Newport,
how he insisted on wearing his Japanese costume and sat on the stuffed parlor chair with his feet tucked
under him, characteristic white Japanese stockings on his feet and straw sandals on the floor.
I ventured to ask Mr. Okakura, though I was only about eight years old at the time, his view of the white
race. Mr. Okakura kindly explained that the white race had nothing to boast of; in fact, confidentially, it was
rather deplorable. I asked him for particular reasons.
First of all, he said, look at your homes where a multitude of pictures are hung on the wall without regard
for sequence of time, place, or logic. They stay there indefinitely and contradict each other in every possible
way. Compare your cluttered homes with the Japanese home, where each day of the year the owner unrolls a
single kakernono and hangs it up on the wall for the family to contemplate.
Mr. Okakura mentioned other aesthetic questions. For instance, he said, you consume milk, which is taken
from the interior of a cow, as well as butter and cheese—a nauseating practice. As for your morals, look at
your dances where men and partly disrobed ladies embrace intimately in public, whirl their bodies around
and stamp to the sound of loud and strident music until all hours of the morning.
I didn’t relay these disagreeable ideas to my parents or brothers because the talk was confidential and,
after all, Mr. Okakura was our guest. I remember his distress once when he stayed with us in New York—I
think it was in 1896—and went out for a walk dressed in his costume. He strolled from Fifth Avenue east
on Tenth Street, and the further east he went the more unsympathetic he found the atmosphere, until he
arrived at the block between Second and First Avenues. There he found the atmosphere not only
unsympathetic, but hostile; various objects, he said, were thrown at him to empha size the hostility. He had
felt that walking toward the East things might have become more placid.
Mr. Okakura was indeed a great gentleman. He knew an enormous amount about tea, and the ceremony of
drinking it. As a result, Father invested in a complicated lacquered tea outfit out of which we drank Japanese
green tea with rather disastrous results, since it was extremely strong and seemed to have the effect of making
everybody talk without being able to stop their conversation.
Among the other foreign visitors in my childhood, few were more interesting than the sculptor, Frédéric
Auguste Bartholdi, designer of the Statue of Liberty, and his wife. The first plans for New York’s famous Statue
were worked out in 1876 by Monsieur Bartholdi in my father’s studio in Newport. The Bartholdis were guests of
my parents in Newport at the time, and a curious situation unexpectedly arose.
My father—I don’t know exactly how—discovered that Monsieur and Madame were not man and wife.
Madame—née Bheux de Puysieux—had been a model, and Bartholdi was past forty at the time he met her.
Though a prominent and prosperous artist, he was still in one respect immature and afraid: his mother was
strongminded and imperious and he was certain she would not countenance a marriage with a girl who worked
as a model. It was a problem, how to save the honor of the Bartholdis, not to mention the reputation of the
LaFarge family itself.
But Father and Mother, in their simple way, put the matter up to the pair and they agreed to get married. A
priest could not be called in, since the Bartholdis were Protestants, nor did the pair belong to any religious
affiliation known in Newport. It was decided, therefore, to invite the Rev. Dr. Ellery Channing, a Unitarian
minister, to perform the marriage, which took place in the parlor, on the southern side of the house on Sunnyside
Place. The bride was properly given in marriage by my father as her American “rela tive,” and when the story
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reached France it was accepted even by Madame Bartholdi senior, who became firm friends with her daughterin-law.
Of course, my acquaintance with the Bartholdis began after these events had taken place. To me the Bartholdis
were exciting people not so much because of the Statue of Liberty as because they were the first French persons I
had known outside of Franco-American relatives. I became a devoted intimate of young Madame Bartholdi
through a familiar American product called popcorn. She had never seen popcorn and was fascinated by it. In the
winter evenings she and Monsieur sat before the coal fire gleefully watching the delightful transformation of the
grains into toothsome tidbits. Madame Bartholdi was so intrigued that after their return to Colmar, in Alsace, she
wrote and asked me to send to her a package of popcorn with a “popper,” a little wire device on a red stick that you
used in roasting the corn. Among my youthful bibliography I treasured the letter in which she and Monsieur wrote
back saying they had received the popcorn, had unwrapped the “popper,” and had popped corn in their own
fireplace.
The Statue of Liberty had been born in a financial sense in the year of my own birth. In 1880 the FrancoAmerican Union had succeeded in raising funds for the Statue through a lottery, and 300,000 tickets were sold at
one franc each. The people of France had met the challenge to their generosity, and the Statue of Liberty was
assured. On October 24, 1881, the 100th anniversary of the Battle of Yorktown, the first rivet was placed in the
Statue of Liberty,
to be erected in New York in remembrance of the ancient traditions of friendship which unite the United States to
France.

By the next year, as Bartholdi predicted, the Statue of Liberty loomed large over the rooftops of Paris. On
July 4, 1884, in the name of the Franco-American Union, it was formally presented to the American Minister,
Mr. Norton. It was then disassembled, marked, prepared for shipment, and in May 1885 the Statue of Liberty,
carefully packed, left France bound for New York harbor.
Many years later in New York I became acquainted with Miss Emma Lazarus, who read me her wonderful
lines inscribed on the base of the Statue. Miss Lazarus and the Bartholdis have long since passed away, but the
Statue still stands. It is curious to think that such a cosmic symbol took shape in the brain of a man who enjoyed
sitting by a fireside popping corn with a skinny little child. Yet of such events is woven the tissue of this
incredible world.
*
Considering that Father was at home so seldom in my early childhood that he hardly figured then in my
life at all, and that even in later years we seldom saw him for more than five or six weeks annually, it may
seem surprising that I, along with my brothers and sisters, conceived for him so deep an affection. That this
was the case is attributable beyond measure to the tact and patience of my mother.
2
Father first came to Newport in the spring of 1859 to work in the Church Street studio of William Morris
Hunt, earliest interpreter of the French school of painting in America. Hunt had two young Bostonians as
students, William and Henry James, neither of whom developed into painters, though they were equally
talented. Henry James in his Notes of a Son and Brother states that William Hunt had
no thoroughgoing élèves save John LaFarge and my brother.

At that time the center of attraction for the youth of New port was a twenty-year-old young lady,
Margaret Mason Perry. LaFarge had made her acquaintance through the James brothers who, from later
accounts, seemed to have risked more than they thought at the time. Apparently the romance began when
LaFarge and Margy Perry took a long walk out to the Spouting Rock on the Ocean Drive, a favorite
promenade for Newporters in the early days.
Margaret’s father was the late Dr. Christopher Grant Perry, one of the sons of Commodore Oliver Hazard
Perry, and a nephew of Oliver’s brother, Commodore Matthew Calbraith Perry, who achieved fame in 1853
by opening up Japan to the Western world. There is a curious relevancy in the latter, since John LaFarge had
already possessed from boyhood a keen interest in things Oriental and Japanese. In childhood, he had edited
with his brothers a little manuscript paper in French entitled Le Chinois and, as an undergraduate at St.
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John’s College at Fordham, he had made the acquaintance of Father William Monroe, S.J., who had been a
naval officer and a missionary in Japan and had brought back a number of Japanese art objects.
Margaret Perry’s mother, Mrs. C. Grant Perry, was Fanny Sergeant of Philadelphia, daughter of Thomas
Sergeant, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. Mrs. Perry, or Norma as we always called
her (pronounced Noh-na), was herself a great-granddaughter of Benjamin Franklin (Benjamin Franklin’s
daughter, Sally Franklin, married William Bache; their daughter Sally Bache married Judge Sergeant). Mrs.
Grant Perry, like many of her family, bore a strong resem blance to her revolutionary ancestor, from whom
she had inherited a tradition of kindliness and culture and a friendly manner with people in general. Though,
as a devout Episcopalian, she disapproved in a general way of the Church of Rome, her attitude was tolerant
compared to that of her mother-in-law, old Mrs. Commodore O. H. Perry, known to us as Grandma Perry, a
vigorous and trenchant character.
Grandma Perry, so my mother informed me, and it was confirmed by other members of the family, had a
fanatical hatred of everything Catholic. She firmly believed that the Church was the Scarlet Woman, and my
mother remembered her teachings on that score, which were closely associated with the idea that the sun
would turn blood red before the Last Judgment. Mother’s earliest remembrance was of the sunset viewed
from one of the upper windows of the old Perry mansion on Thames Street. Looking out over the harbor,
she was alarmed by the red glow of the western sun as it sank over Goat Island; she really thought the end
of the world was coming.
Another tradition about Grandma Perry took the edge off her fearsome side. As a little girl of five, she
was taken to play on Easton’s Beach, at the western end of which lies a rugged, rather flat-topped rock
covered with barnacles and seaweed, over which I used to scramble as a small boy. Grandma Perry was
marooned there by the rising sea and had to wait several hours until she could be rescued when the tide
went down. It used to console me to think of her standing helpless in her little pantalets waiting for the tide
to turn; it made up for the story of the Scarlet Woman and the blood-red sun.
Romance, in Mother’s case, blossomed in a romantic Southern atmosphere, as a result of her friendship
with Mrs. Mary Porter of Louisiana. The friendship itself was natural enough, since Newport in ante-bellum
days was an annex of the deep South, a haunt of Southern summer residents. It was only after the war that
the summer colony was drawn from literary Boston, and eventually from plutocratic New York. In the
1850’s and earlier, wealthy plantation owners from South Carolina, Georgia, and Louisiana built palatial
homes at Newport and beautified the town by their generosity. Already acquainted with the Perrys, Mrs.
Porter invited Margy Perry to visit her historic plantation in the Evangeline country on the banks of the
Bayou Tèche. Nonna gladly sent her daughter there for the two consecutive winters of 1858-59 and 185960.
From Father’s point of view, lovely Margaret Perry’s absenting herself from Newport was a serious
matter. He considered the situation alarming because she seemed to be gathering more admirers in
Louisiana than she had in Newport. This would never do. William James, whom Father referred to
affectionately as “that donkey,” circulated a report that she had already been proposed to by a person called
Johnson and had turned him down. Henry James’s apocalyptic-minded father announced that she was the
only really attractive girl in Newport. Down on the plantation one of her ardent ad mirers was youthful
Edward Douglass White, future Chief Justice of the United States, who in later years ventured to
acknowledge to two members of my family that he had been desperately in love with Margy Perry.
It was time to act. Being literary, LaFarge acted by writing, and started a series of let ters, enclosing two
or three neatly folded letters at a time in one envelope. These he followed up by arranging for himself -to be
invited to the plantation at the beginning of April 1860. He prepared for his visit by sending a series of
carefully thought-out written proposals and arguments.
These Margaret studied gravely and concluded that they were unquestionably of the type which her
mother designated as “love letters”—letters conceived and phrased in the proper style of 1860 Rhode Island
and Louisiana amatory correspondence. The last of the series announced his coming and was followed after
his arrival by a series of drawings of the plantation and Bayou in a little sketch-book where with his
painstaking pencil he managed in a tiny space to convey the impression of vast space and mystery—a
romantic background for fateful conversations.
There were several points to make clear to Margaret Perry in these letters. The first, obviously, was that
he loved her. This he repeatedly expressed in the most appropriate fashion, in language that could be
properly scrutinized by her mother in case the letters came into maternal hands:
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I have spoken of you to my mother, who is ready to love you, nay who loves you already … not, dear, (as I
wished to tell you) that I am in a hurry to marry—(to marry you is another thing, for I thus own you) even with
you, my dear, dear Margaret, it is to me a sad step. I feel how serious it is, trust me, and its pleasures can not
conceal from me its dread chances. But with you, dearest dear, a life, I believe, will pass happily: recollect
though that you are to love me forever—and that—even if my love for you were to die, which indeed I cannot
believe it will. Does that appear too hard to you?

He was fascinated with Margaret's spiritual personality as well as by her outward person. Of the latter
indeed he says nothing, doubtless lest her mother think that he was carried away with some wayward and
dangerous passion. Only in the thirteenth and last letter of the series does he use the expres sion
“passionately.” Marriage for him is to be a union of minds. She is to be, according to her own expression, “a
spiritual wife.” “We are,” he says,
to be friends in conference, as well as lovers.

Thereby they can avoid
what you fear (and I too), the loss of the lover in the husband or wife.

As an intellectual lover Father felt that he should communi cate to his bride his mind as well as his love.
In Notes of a Son and Brother Henry James describes the youthful mind of LaFarge, the “intellectual”:
He revealed to us Browning, for instance; and this, oddly enough, long after Men and Women had begun
(from our Paris time on, if I remember) to lie upon our parents’ book-table. They had not divined in us as yet an
aptitude for that author; whose appeal indeed John enforced to our eyes by the reproduction of the beautiful
series of illustrative drawings, two or three of which he was never to surpass—any more than he was to
complete his highly distinguished plan for the full set, not the least faded of his hundred dreams. Most of all he
revealed to us Balzac; having so much to tell me of what was within that formidably-plated door, in which he
all expertly and insidiously played the key, that to re-read even after long years the introductory pages of
Eugênie Grandet, breathlessly seized and earnestly absorbed under his in struction, is to see my initiator’s
youthful face, so irregular but so refined, look out at me between the lines as through blurred prison bars.

Although “Harry,” as his intimates called him, made no mention of the fact, this initiation into Balzac
and explanation of Browning was not confined to the James brothers; Margy Perry too was a partner,
sharing this “esoteric” information. It was part of the intellectual formation of Father’s bride-to-be. In his
letters of January 22 and 25, 1860, he expounds the theory which lay behind his recommendation of her
reading Balzac, a theory which obviously did not motivate his initiation to the James boys:
Dear Margy, how I love you; I believe too that you love me, and much, sweet, perhaps more than I love you
—and I need such an inequality: you must love me the most. Recollect the words of the Imitation “whose love
hath bounds, loves not”—and do you recollect what I told you once returning from a walk? I think that of the
Spouting Rock, that I wished to be very much loved. I will exact it all from you to the last drop, Margaret. The
greatest love must be on your side and “J’aimerai qui m’aime.” \fn{“I love who loves me.” Editing marks […]
follow this French:H} … I was glad that you liked Eugénie Grandet and I felt that you would like it, great work
as it is. How well you felt, Dear Love, that I gave it you with another intention than that you should see how
love often ends when it exists only on one side, and that you might see that Eugénie loved to the last and as the
old Royalists phrased it, “quand méme.”\fn{Still.} Thanks for your promise of reading French—it would do you
good, Dear, even were it not bringing you nearer to me.

He queries her as to whether she has read Ruskin’s Modern Pointers and hints at a criticism of Ruskin
which he was to expound in magisterial form thirty-four years later in his lectures before the Buffalo Art
Museum, holding that Ruskin erred by failing to see that the artist is essentially “not a rea soner but a seer.”
"When we meet in that case," he wrote her,
I could tell you what I do not like in him and where I think him very wrong—but there is nothing else in
English. His great success has depended upon his having said things every decent painter knew in his heart, for
the first time in such great English but he is unfortunately more of a litterateur than artist. It would be better
the other way, for his truth. Enough of literature—do not take this to heart, if you do not read him now, we will
read him some days of our long life together.
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To her inquiries about Browning and the illustrations he made for the poems, John LaFarge replied in
detail and at length in the same letter:
Let me tell you, Dear, that my ideas of illustration are not common ones. I would no more think myself
bound to represent the exact picture conveyed by the poet, than I would think of rivaling him. The artist is at a
disadvantage, he has lines and the other has words. If the words were weak the illustrations might be supe rior—
if not so the picture is complete. The same happens in any literal description of a picture—no description can
equal the picture itself. The best are commentaries or glos[s]es. The artist should illustrate by a poem of his
own as the writer does, by music of his own, as the musicians do. An example. The lines of Keats upon
Chapman’s Homer. That, love, is the only way I believe—I need not reason it. It seems simple enough, does it
not? I use big examples but the feeling remains the same. Much more could be said, but that can be discussed
later—and probably with others than yourself.

Apparently he was subject to a certain amount of teasing from William James.
I have just answered a letter of Willie James, who in it asked me how I had borne the absence of the Perrys.
I could not resist telling him a little more than he asked, that is to say, that I had no reason to contradict all that
I told him about you this autumn. So that when this summer he learns our engagement, his father may recollect
what he said one day this autumn. They were all saying something in your praise—as I believe is more or less
customary with regard to you—when Mr. J. [senior] interrupting him self said, “But Mr. L. F., I am sure,
appreciates Miss Perry.” I must say, it gave me great pleasure, for the “old gentleman” is a pretty good judge
and a frank one. Don’t blush, Dear, but I forget you are not given to that amiable weakness.

Much more than Balzac concerned the young lover in his approach to Margaret Perry. It was the question
of religion. Wrote Henry James:
He was there, and there to say—intensely among us but somehow not with all of us; he being a Catholic, and
apparently a “real” one in spite of so many other omnisciences, making perhaps by itself the greatest dif ference.
He had been through a Catholic college in Maryland, the name of which, though I am not assured of it now,
exhaled a sort of educational elegance; but where and when he had so miraculously laid up his stores of reading
and achieved his universal saturation was what we longest kept asking ourselves.

(The college, of course, was Mount Saint Mary’s College in Emmitsburg, Maryland, from which he was
graduated in 1853. His first three years of college were at Fordham; his senior year at Mount Saint Mary’s.)
Both mothers were concerned—Bonne Maman because her son would marry a Protestant; Nonna
because her daughter would marry a Catholic, something that no Perry or Sergeant had ever done.
Cautiously remarking that she is not to be too much disturbed about “temporal matters,” Margaret observes:
You know that my wealth is not as large as it is made out, though neither of us runs any chance of starvation.

He says:
In this family I know you will soon become a sister. All are ready to see you and you are loved before you
are known. How will it be on your side? Alas—that difference of religion should come at all between us as
therein, Love, lie one or two of the questions we are to determine beforehand.

Obviously there was the question of the religious education of their fu ture children, as well as of her
own integrity and peace of conscience. LaFarge remarked that he was "a skeptic"—skeptical of any religion
except the Catholic faith. But since he was so skeptical as to admit nothing but the Catholic faith, he could
not see how, from a skeptical point of view, the children could be educated in any religion but his own. Yet
he would not ask anything of her that would do violence to integrity. He was sure that she could satisfy her
conscience while agreeing with him. He writes to her on February 20, 1860:
You must know, Dear, that I shall not try to influence you un duly—and the expressions you have used in
your last letters regarding the extent to which you would go to be nearer me—are as much as I require of you. I
am sure that we are much nearer in our religious opinions than many would think, and as long as you can
believe that (according to the Christian meaning) souls can be saved in Catholicity, you have granted enough for
the present.
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I should be happier to see you a Catholic, you know, but only be cause I am a doubter, and I can only see that
Church or none—but according to all Catholic meaning you cannot enter it without full faith. It is not, Love—
and that is one of my many reasons for respecting it—a charitable and religious association to which one can
belong as well as to half a dozen others—like most Protestant sects.
I do not want to preach, though. I merely said this—my own dear Margaret—in answer to what you so
sweetly said “that you would not be half a Catholic”; you must be sincere in your belief. There is no need of
your not being so—nor does the Catholic idea allow of anything else.
I am glad to know, Love, what you say about your mother with respect to her tolerance, and I am sure that
hers would but increase if she knew any Catholic families. I say knowing not merely to be acquainted with
them.
But now accept my assurance, Dear, that what you tell me on this subject is all I ex pected—believing as I do
that your next letter will bring acquiescence in what I proposed. If you have written otherwise when you receive
this, do not, my dear Margaret, be troubled at all. We must find some way of settling it and we shall (DV). We
can reason, I hope, like friends, AND lovers.

Along with these serious questions of love and eternal salvation ran a characteristically didactic vein.
Engraved upon the ring he sent to her January i, i86o, was the word “A VE.” He explains the meaning of this
in detail:
Soldiers cried Ave Imperator, and Ave Maria we Catholics use in blessing the Virgin Mother blessed among
women. The word means more than our Northern tongues can give. All this (if thought out of place) will do for
your philological education. Anything is a good excuse, Margaret, to talk to you a little longer.

He also affectionately reminded her to head her sentences with capital letters.
My mother, according to her account, became a Catholic shortly after her wedding on October 15, 1860.
Convinced of the truth of the Catholic Church before marriage, she did not wish to seem to have become a
Catholic in order to have a Catholic ceremony. As she explained to me, her faith came naturally. It was the
unfolding of a spiritual blossom that had already begun to grow. "I had no conflict," she would say.
What your father told me was simply what I had instinctively felt all my life. I was instinctively a Catholic.
It was the completion of what I had already had in my heart.

Father's gift of lucid explanation—for he was an unparalleled pedagogue—was supplemented by their
acquaintance with Father Isaac Hecker (of the famous breakfast food family), the founder of the Paulist
Fathers, who was a frequent guest at the LaFarge home. One of its treasured possessions is the pencil
sketch, “Father Hecker Reading Goethe,” which hangs on the wall of the old house in Newport.
I think one thing that helped my mother to assimilate the teachings of the Catholic Church was the
fortunate circumstance that the preaching at old Trinity Church in Newport had been of a high spiritual
order. One of the former pastors of Trinity, the devout though parsimonious Reverend Dr. Alexander
Mercer, wrote some thoughtful studies in the life of Christ that could have been written by a Catholic
author. These, Mother told me, were among her favorite readings in childhood. I think, too, the
denunciations of Romanism by Grandma Perry, her grandmother, had a reverse effect on her youthful mind;
they showed simply no connection with what she saw in reality.
She had pondered a great deal over the situation of the Catholics themselves. The first Catholics in
Newport were a minority. Vividly impressed on her imagination was a scene in her youth when she had seen
some of the Irish Catholics of Newport stoned by rowdies. A small congregation of some two hundred
people worshiped at the little frame church on Mount Vernon Street before the fine red stone Gothic church
of St. Mary, Star of the Sea was built. Mother told me of her first Sundays at Mass.
To attend the Catholic service she had to pass by Trinity Church on Spring Street, pass by the grave yard
where her ancestors from the founding of the Colony were buried, pass by the pews where they and all her
friends and relatives had worshiped, and make her way to a back street to which she came as a complete
social stranger. Being sensitive, a rather shy and retiring person, she found it by no means easy, especially
as everything she did was known, commented on, and speculated about in Newport.
Devoid of any intellectual Catholic contacts outside of Father and the members of his family, and the
occasional visits of Father Hecker, my mother thirsted for more knowledge of her new-found faith. It was
difficult actually to carry out the promise to instruct her children in her new religion, especially for the first
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arrivals. The situation improved when the others came along, and in time she accumulated through reading a
fairly thorough and exact knowledge.
Among the works on my mother’s bookshelf which she pondered over and invited me to read were those
of St. Francis de Sales and of the Jesuit writers, Lallemant and Caussade. Lallemant’s Christian Doctrine
she absorbed with particular intensity, especially when she learned that Lalle mant had been the spiritual
teacher of the great Jesuit saints and martyrs, Isaac Jogues, Jean de Brébeuf, and their com panions. One of
Mother’s favorite writers was Father Frederick Faber of the London Oratory, and she initiated me into his
works in my childhood. A volume of Lallemant or Faber was usually propped up against her silver coffeepot
on our breakfast table. Another of her writers was Coventry Patmore and still another, of course, was
Newman, particularly his treatise on The Present Position of Catholics, which she used to read aloud to me.
The most profound element in her religious life was her intimate devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary, and
she made on one or two occasions a mysterious reference to Our Lady in connection with my birth.
*
As time went on Father found himself increasingly absorbed in his work. It took him from home, and
with his absence from home came a rift in the web of domesticity for which he had prepared so elaborately
in his courtship correspondence. It finally dawned on Mother that she no longer completely possessed her
John. The knowledge came to her quietly while she was staying at his mother’s estate at Glen Cove, Long
Island, after. the birth of her second child, my oldest sister Emily. John LaFarge had left her to go to New
York. “I knew then,” she said in later years,
that your father no longer had the same complete affection for me. I knew there was no more sense in weeping.
He was going to lead his own life, and I said to myself, this will be my life from henceforth; I must face it and
do the best I can.

John LaFarge had given her all his love, but some of it he had afterwards withdrawn. He also had helped
her to realize a divine faith which was far more precious to her than any earthly love. This faith he could
never impair and it was completely her own, sealed by her own mind and conviction and her own
unshakable will. In the sturdy ship of this faith she sailed the stormy seas of the threescore years that
remained to her on earth.
Father proceeded to establish a lifelong pattern of living and moving half in and half out of his own
household. The death in infancy of his third child, Raymond, deeply moved him. Although he seldom
depicted his own children, he did portraits of Raymond both before and after the child’s death. Raymond’s
life could have been saved by modern surgical methods but they were not understood at the time.
The shock of this death brought John LaFarge to his senses for a time. For the next two years he made
his summer home with his family in Newport on Paradise Avenue near his beloved Para dise Valley and the
Sachuest Beach, passing the winters in various rented houses in the town.
In 1865 his fourth child was born and christened with his father’s own name, John. His full name was
John Louis Bancel LaFarge, after my great-grandmother's family, the Bancels de Confoulens. The child's
aunts took to calling him Bancel instead of John, so very soon the John was completely dropped, and he
remained Bancel LaFarge the rest of his life.
My sister Margaret was born during the Paradise Valley period. She, besides myself, is the only present
survivor of all the children. Those two years after Raymond’s death, says Margaret, were the two happiest
years of our family life. They might have lasted had not Father’s absorption in his work once more gained
the upper hand. His stained-glass project claimed all his energies, and his illnesses (real or imaginary)
sapped them. After attending a performance of Disraeli by Henry Irving, my mother remarked:
It was so nice to see Sir Henry Irving playing Disraeli with his diplomatic ill nesses. They did remind me so
much of your father.

The ardent lover and the genial partner of the Paradise Valley household contrast distressingly with the
irritable and absentee parent of later years. Yet there was not one of his children who did not love him, and
they loved him to the end with all his oddities and angularities. There was always a deep sense that Father
was genuine, that his peculiarities were a kind of superstructure, and that beneath it all he did love us.
Sharp as was the contrast, it still did not necessarily fix the stigma of insincerity upon his earlier ardent
professions. With all his mental complexity, as I have said, there was no great moral complexity in John
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LaFarge, not half as much as one finds in supposedly simple, matter-of-fact people. Father said to me one
time that the people you should be particularly wary of are those who have blue eyes and look you square in
the face. They are, he said, the most deceitful. And it was one of his theories that the plain, straightforward
man—though his thoughts might be simple—can have a twisted heart.
I think no great probing is needed to see where his trouble lay. In the youthful simplicity that underlay
his sophisticated and controlled exterior, Father had not realized the terrible pull his own chosen profession
would exert upon him, how it would absorb his time, his mind, and energy, and lure him into a total
forgetfulness of life’s ordinary obligations. His was the philosophic detachment of a genius, but he was
afflicted also by the genius’ fatal tendency to be lost in the world of his own creativeness and thereby to
lose contact with the ordinary humble things of life.
Nor did he forewarn himself sufficiently lest another spell be cast upon him, that of the white magic of
women. As St. Patrick said, and Oliver St. John Gogarty after him,
Beware of the magic of women and of the smiths and of the druids.

The druids in Father’s case were the gods of his own profes sional genius. The smiths were presumably
the patrons as well as the employees whom he had to placate or sign contracts with or pay, as the case might
be. And the women were not the coarse, seductive and sensual type, but women of intellect, of high social
standing, though some were honeyed flatterers. They were captivated by a man who transcended the
crassness and crudeness of the social and business world around them.
On such matters a man’s children cannot speak too apodic tically.\fn{ Demonstrably truthfully } Possibly there
was something graver in the case, but reports of such did not reach us. He did, however, it was plain to see,
become used to being discreetly courted by a world of admirers. It was easy and natural to relax in that
congenial atmosphere and to postpone the prosaic care of a home and family.
To postpone, yes, but never wholly to neglect. We were still his, as he was always ours.
My mother was a tremendous walker. She and I took long walks together on the beaches and along the
cliffs on the south shore of the Island. In later years we bicycled together. When I was about fourteen I
remember walking with Mother along Easton’s Beach. It was a dull, gray day and Mother had been a bit
silent. Then she said:
There is something I think you ought to understand. You ought to know that your father does not properly
look after us. He means well, but nevertheless I am at times forgotten, and there are times when I must turn to
Almighty God for help.

It was a simple thing simply stated, but it made a tremendous impression on me. I had a feeling of pride,
a quiet satisfaction. I had vaguely sensed something of the sort, but Mother had never complained. From
that time on I was to be a partner with her and share her problems, her anxieties and heartaches. I felt manly
and protective.
In the old highboy desk in the dining room at Sunnyside Place, Newport, my mother would always lay a
small statue of St. Joseph in a little drawer when Father became too for getful. She would simply leave the
statue there. St. Joseph never failed her and Mother, though she was anxious and dis tressed, never became
unnerved or upset. She knew that in the long run God would provide.
The fact that we did love my father in spite of his peculiarities is due in great measure to my mother,
because she always taught us to love him. It is extraordinary, but true, that I never once heard her utter a
bitter word. She was always insistent that all of us children must understand him, that he was not like other
people and that he never would be like other people, that he was just himself and it would be very foolish of
us to expect anything else. “Your dear father,” she would say,
is perfectly unreasonable. He could not be more unreasonable and he causes us all a great deal of trouble, but
we must take your father for exactly what he is.

There was an amusing side to this too, because knowing him as she did with such sharp intuition, she
could see his likeness in his children and she would note in me any paternal traits. Every now and then she
would say, “Well, you’re acting just like your father,” especially if I was a bit too particular about my
person or inclined to be fastidious.
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At home we all knew what to say and what to do when he returned, the times that he was to be left alone,
places where he was not to be disturbed, objects that were not to be touched. And yet I don’t think it
worried us, because his visits were so extremely interesting. Father was always reading in his free time. He
read incessantly, with great rapidity, and remembered everything he read. I discovered as a child that if I
spoke to him when he was reading, he would always be genial. No matter how absorbed, he was ready to
talk if he had a book in his hand. If he lacked a book, some mischief might be brewing. But the moment he
held a volume, particularly a French book, holding it close to his myopic eyes, peering at it through his
layers of spectacles, I knew that he was open to unlimited conversation. One would not dare to think of
speaking to him when he was painting or writing.
I never could quite make out my father’s religious practice. I might say that the whole thing was a
question of en principe.
He believed in going to church, he knew he ought to go to church. He would go to church if he could get
organized and straightened out and somehow arrive there, and then his attendance was thoroughly simple,
childlike, and reverent. He followed the Mass from his missal with utmost devotion. He talked to me about
the two kinds of priests. One type of priest, he said, is superior in his conduct to the Mass. The Mass for
such a man, he said, is functional. It is something he is using to express his own personality. He is a person
performing an act or a liturgy. The other type, he said, lives for the Mass. The Mass is infinitely superior to
him; he, only a servant of the Holy Eucharist, looks up to It and is humbled by It. And Father was extremely
sensitive to the difference.
The question might be asked, how could a man so drift away from a wife who was completely suited to
him, for she was indeed his very perfect wife who loved him, understood him, and spent herself to do his
bidding. But as she herself remarked years later, perhaps the fault lay in her absence of self-assertion.
Mother was not assertive by nature, but even tually through reflection and the strengthening of her inner
spiritual life she formed her own brand of firmness of will and then exercised a strength which derived not
from this world. In later years when things became particularly critical Mother did force herself, she said, to
face up to Father and to meet him point-blank with a positive refusal. “If,” she said,
I had put down my foot firmly when he left Glen Cove after Emily’s birth and said then that I would not tolerate
a divided household, I believe that he would have capitulated.

This was my own experience with him in later years. It was the old case of facing a domineering person
with a flat and firm expression of will.
In later years there were three occasions on which she tested this out. The first came when, after
remaining a couple of years in Newport, Father planned for her to stay near him while he was in New York.
She had spent the summer visiting Bonne Maman at her Shrub Oak estate and Father proposed that she
should remain there for the winter, make that her headquarters and keep the family there so as to be within
easy reach of him while he was working in New York. My mother met this suggestion point-blank. “I
refuse,” she said,
to have my life spoiled by being imprisoned at Shrub Oak.

And that was the end of the proposition.
The second instance came when it was a question of my leaving for my studies for the priesthood, and
the third was when she insisted upon going abroad to meet me during my vacation. In each of these three
cases, Father capitulated. It was unfortunate that she did not make him capitulate the very first time.
With all his faults, there is one thing with which my father cannot be charged, and that is hypocrisy. He
never tried to justify his neglect of his home or his family. His conscience remained clear as to principles.
He knew his real responsibility, and he was always uneasy on this matter, and would therefore come back to
his home unexpectedly and would be all the more concerned when he was away. In this respect he differed
sharply from the current attitude that seeks by intellectual reasons to justify rebellion against the law of
God. For that type of mind, he had no use. He displayed a certain amount of mild anti-clericalism and
skepticism but, when it came to matters of principle, he never questioned the basis of human life and human
conduct.
3
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In the spring of 1879 my mother was visiting in New York. At that time she was already forty years old,
her health was failing, she was in considerable straits financially, and our home life was a very complicated
affair indeed. Father at this time was head-over-heels in an unfortunate suit with Louis Tiffany about his
stained-glass methods, claiming that Tiffany had appropriated his ideas, which of course Father had not had
the foresight to patent.
Dropping in at St. Francis Xavier’s Church on Sixteenth Street, New York, my sadly troubled mother
decided to ask the advice of her confessor who was, I believe, a young French-Canadian Jesuit, Father
Alphonse Pelletier. She told him she had already had nine children, including one stillborn, and that her last
child had died in infancy. Every natural reason seemed to militate against having any more. My mother told
me many years later that she asked her confessor whether it would be wise, good, or prudent to have another
child with the probability of its death or of adding to her burden. The priest simply told her, go ahead and try
it again and trust in God. The result—a year later on February 13, 188o—was my emergence into the world.
My coming was unexpected in many ways. Mother had kept her pregnancy secret from Father, since she
was afraid of his complete collapse because of his anxiety over the lawsuit. It was only after I had actually
arrived that the fact was announced to him.
What were his emotions I never knew. I was brought into daylight by a colored midwife in the southwest
second-story room of the old house on Sunnyside Place in Newport, which is still the LaFarge home.
According to legend, people would stop my mother as she wheeled me in a perambulator and express a word
of sympathy when they saw her feeble baby, pale and apparently half-lifeless. It was assumed I would not
live so there was not much bother about formalities at my baptism.
As a matter of fact, I was baptized not in the church itself but in the convent rectory. Those present were
my sister Emily as godmother, and Sister M. Borromeo, the Superior of the Sisters of Mercy. The priest
significantly forgot to enter my baptism in the register, some thing I discovered at the time of my Ordination:
the register contains only the name of John L. B. LaFarge (my brother Bancel) at a date fifteen years earlier.
My earliest recollection is watching flames flickering through the isinglass of a little iron stove in our
nursery as I played with white threads from the spread of my crib. I began read ing the large-print section of
St. Nicholas magazine at the age of five.
They tell me I was a rather philosophical and observing little fellow for a boy of five. In 1885 when
Mother took me on a trip to Jenkintown, Pennsylvania, to visit my grand mother Perry on the old Lober
estate, she wrote to my older sister Frances:
I fully meant to keep my promise of writing to you yesterday, but was so tired and spent so much time with
Nonna, I could not manage it very well … This place is lovely and John is per fectly happy here and enjoys every
moment. To begin at the beginning—as soon as we got into the cab John said, “I like driving,” and soon after he
said, “I like traveling when you don’t have to walk.” When we arrived as far as St. Joseph’s Church he said, “We
wouldn’t have got as far as this if we had walked!” Before that he said, “Are you a traveler?” I said, yes, that he
was one, too, which seemed to please him very much.

I followed this up by asking Mother, apropos of nothing: “Who was your father?”
Very shortly after that I began my first schooling in a private day school conducted by Mrs. Walter N.
Hill, whose sons, Perry and Walter, and daughter Catherine became my staunch friends during my boyhood
and early youth. The two Hill boys were my own age and took the place really of brothers. Mrs. Hill, a pious
woman, respected my Catholic faith and was amused whenever we were supposed to learn a verse or two
from the Bible and, rather militantly I fear, I quoted the Douay version, having been carefully prompted by
my mother. Most of the boys and girls at the school were children of Navy officers. The Mahans, Belknaps,
the Breeses, were all my childhood playmates.
At home discipline was put in force largely by my oldest sister Emily who had two means of repression,
the gentler of which was to lock me in a large closet until my tantrum was over. At this dramatic moment “a
small bird” would appear with a chocolate cigarette, and on agreeing to be good, I was allowed to come out
of the closet and consume it under Emily’s watchful eye. The second, more dreaded punishment, was to be
almost suffocated on the bed with a pillow. Either of these ways served as a sufficient deterrent. With my
mother, mild as she was, orders meant orders, though she didn’t know until later years what Emily’s methods
had been.
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The principal treasure of interest to young boys in our Newport home was my brother Bancel’s splendid
collection of birds’ eggs. They were carefully ticketed and bedded in cotton wool in the numerous shallow
drawers of a handsome hardwood cabinet which Bancel guarded with a little brass padlock and key. It was
always a big treat when my older brother allowed me to approach his wondrous cabinet. On top of it he had
installed a collection of curios picked up in the course of his wanderings. Among these was a bullet la beled:
Found on the field of Waterloo.

This bullet started wheels revolving in my mind. What was there in this bullet that made it different from
any other bullet exactly the same size, weight, and chemical constitution? What made it, in other words, a
bullet from the field of Waterloo? And suppose it had not been from the field of Waterloo? Would there in
that case be anything science could possibly find in this bullet that would make it different from the real
Waterloo bullet? What was the significance then of this “coming-from-Waterloo” business?
I had to wait until my grown-up courses in philosophy before I could venture an answer.
Mother decided not to send me to our parish school, so I attended the red-brick Coddington Public School
on Mill Street after my primary years with Mrs. Hill were over, and later graduated from Rogers High
School, also a public school. Teaching in the Newport public schools was of a high order. The teachers were
strict, of the good old New England variety, showing full consideration for my religious beliefs.
The background of my boyhood was the sea, the open sea of the cliffs and beaches, the closed sea of the
harbor and Narragansett Bay. At night when I lay in bed a roar from Easton’s Beach to the east of us meant
approaching stormy weather. The beach was only ten or fifteen minutes walk from our house and frequently
on a winter’s evening my brothers and I would stroll down to the western end of the beach to watch the vast
heaving waves under the moonlight. When a storm had passed and all was quiet I would listen for the distant
bell buoy far out to sea off Brenton’s Reef—named for Jahleel Brenton, an ancestor of ours—at the entrance
of the harbor. That distant tinkle always signified a welcome change in the weather and the promise of a
splendid day on the morrow. The goal of many walks and later bicycle excur sions was Paradise Rocks,
Bishop Berkeley’s Seat under the Hanging Rock, and the curious miniature world of mountain, valley, and
forest that extended for a mile or so back from Sachuest Beach.
From my older brothers I learned great reverence for seamanship, in which they excelled. I saw little of
my brother Grant. He was away from home most of the time during my boyhood, and his rare visits did not
suffice to impress his personality clearly on my mind, though I was fascinated by his repeating-watch that
played chimes when you pushed a button.
Bancel was my mentor in the world of boats and crafts and all outdoors. Under his guidance I acquired a
fair knowledge of sailing, and with that a passion for the harbor, particularly the ship chandlery offices on
Long Wharf, and Swinburne’s cavernous marine tackle shop on Thames Street along the harbor.
At school we memorized Longfellow’s pathetic poem, “The Skeleton in Armor,” and I was impressed by
the thought that Norsemen had settled here centuries before the earliest Eng lish colonists. The Old Stone
Mill (or the Old Stone Tower, as it is now called), a circular affair of neatly fitted slate slabs standing in eight
pillars, was only five minutes' walk from our home. Dr. Ellery Channing, founder of the Unitarians, and the
portly figure of Uncle Matthew Caibraith Perry, “Conqueror of Japan,” were familiar statues in Touro Park.
The Old Mill was supposed to have been built by my mother’s ancestor, Rhode Island’s first governor, the
seventeenth-century Benedict Arnold (not the eighteenth-century traitor).
But there still lurked the possibility that the Norsemen might have had something to do with all this, a
theory still stoutly defended. I was curious about the Norse and all the more so when at the age of ten I
examined in our library at home a collection of books in Danish, Swedish, and Icelandic that my father had
gathered on his tour of Europe before his marriage. I saw no reason why I shouldn’t learn to read these
books. Mrs. George Bliss, the wife of the librarian of Red wood Library, knew Danish and was so taken with
my interest that she undertook to teach me.
The most glorious day in my Norse period was the arrival of a Viking ship in Newport Harbor in 1893. I
spotted it from the window of th e Coddington school that looked out over the harbor. As soon as school was
out, I rushed down to the Mill Street wharf, untied a skiff and paddled out to meet the sailors, try a few
Danish words on them (courtesy of Mrs. Bliss), and learn of their experiences.
Another red-letter day was the arrival in town of a native of Iceland, Mrs. Sigridur Magnusson, the wife
of a professor at Cambridge, England. I went swimming with her at Easton’s Beach, where she taught me a
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few words of the spoken language. I was intrigued by the fact that she looked more like a rather plump
elderly Irish woman, and learned from her that the Icelanders possessed considerable Irish blood and that the
island off the main harbor at Reykjavik was called West Men’s Island.
At the same time I had been struggling with French. My French teacher, Mrs. Francis, was a good Belgian
lady who by some quirk of fate had married a stuffy Newport non-practicing physician. Mrs. Francis gave
lessons in the school, but I also took lessons from her in the four-story frame house on Gibbs Avenue. In
winter she occupied the second floor but in the heat of summer moved to her summer residence, which was
oddly enough on the third floor!
When this poor soul died, I failed to attend her funeral. Mother reproached me for this neglect, asking
why, as her old friend and favorite pupil, I did not give her that last sign of affection and respect. My
mother’s reproof profoundly affected me. It revealed a nasty stock of egotism and selfishness which up to
that time I had only dimly suspected in myself. It proved that I could be just as mean by not doing certain
things. as I could by doing others.
The Redwood Library I have mentioned was close to Touro Park. That venerable institution consisted of a
reading room, library, and museum of local antiquities. Visitors still view in the center of the main room the
replica of “The Dying Gladiator.”\fn{ Probably a reference to a well-known Roman marble copy of an ancient Hellenistic
sculpture of the third century BC (230-220BC):H } Recent attempts to remove the statue have been unsuccessful, I’m
told, and the present librarian informs me that he will probably continue to die there indefinitely.
Before the present rear wing of the library was built, there was a large back porch on the east end which
nobody ever visited. I discovered this magical hiding place myself and spent long summer afternoons there
sitting on the floor of the porch poring over sea stories and biographies. One day in August when I was about
thirteen, I finished devouring Boswell’s Life of Johnson and a feeling of desolation came over me as I turned
the last page. I debated with myself for some time what I should read next, and listened to the katydids in the
horse-chestnut trees for advice. Then the bright idea occurred to me, why not read the two fat volumes
through again? It was a wise choice and I shall never regret it.
At home we observed the happy practice, so little in vogue now, of reading aloud. Father read frequently
to us on his family visits, and my uncle, Professor Thomas Sergeant Perry, Professor of English at Harvard
University, was also a delightful reader. A fine Russian scholar, he introduced us to Turgenev, and I knew by
heart the dialogue between the Jungfrau and the Finsteraarhorn. One day he pulled out of his pocket some
rather battered newspaper clippings which he said were taken from a local newspaper in Bombay. They were
written by an obscure British journalist, a man called Rudyard Kipling, and were entitled Soldiers Three. For
hours Uncle Tom would read to our delighted ears the adventures of Ortheris and Mulvaney. He had also dug
up the Omar Khayyam verses by Edward Fitzgerald. Since I had consider able trouble with my eyes, I loved
to be read to.
In the long evenings under the oil student-lamp made of brass which periodically glug-glugged, my
mother would read aloud most of Dickens, Trollope, and Jane Austen, as well as the guide books of Augustus
J. C. Flare, Walks in Rome, Walks in Florence, etc. Reading of Hare was the signal for me to consume my
nightly glass of hot Horlick’s Malted Milk. Mother’s memory was so clear and her imagination so vivid that
the characters in these books became part of our daily life. Later when we visited Great Britain and the Con tinent much of this reading came to life again and we relived the scenes of Barchester Towers or Pride and
Prejudice, and walked again with Augustus Hare, recalling the austerely sober flavor of Horlick’s Malted.
The signal to end the reading came, a signal not always obeyed, when the curfew rang from the Pelham
Street Church at nine o’clock. Newport life was regulated by bells. At 7 A.M. the church bells of the town
rang for people to rise and start work. At twelve the lunch bell sounded. At one it signaled to resume work,
and at nine came the curfew. On stormy days when there was only one session in the school a very welcome
special bell was rung. Around 1890 St. Mary’s Church, the first Catholic church in the town, inaugurated the
Angelus bell at 6 A.M. and 6 P.M. This raised the number of bell-ringings per diem to six. On still evenings
we could hear the town clock in the Rhode Island State House strike the hours. My earliest ambition was to
be the town clockwinder when grown up, and at diverse times I climbed into the State House tower to see
how it worked.
I was proud of the fact that Rhode Island was the only state in the Union that boasted two capitals. Every
year in May the Legislature sailed from Providence to Newport by steamer, a two-hour trip down
Narragansett Bay. The newly inaugurated Governor was driven through Newport in an open barouche in the
midst of a grand parade. The day of his inauguration was for some strange reason called Election Day. It was
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celebrated like the Fourth of July with fireworks and firecrackers, and everybody drank pink lemonade. This
officially opened the one-month Newport session where affairs relating to Newport County were transacted.
Everybody seemed to have such a pleasant time. It was a comfortable world to grow up in! A world divided
into many segments and layers of people and our family in one way or another shared in all of it.
Close in our neighborhood dwelt representatives of Boston’s intellectual mid-century colony. The bulky
frame cottage next door, built by Stanford White, was inhabited successively by the Tiltons and by Miss
Katharine Prescott Wormeley, who had translated nearly forty works of Baizac and other famous French
authors, and also—wonder of wonders—included a harp in the furnishings of her elaborate music room.
Also in hailing distance lived Miss Sarah C. Woolsey, the biographer of Fanny Burney, Mme. D’Arblay,
and Jane Austen, and more famous, under the name “Susan Coolidge,” as the prolific writer of such juveniles
as the What Katy Did series. Miss Woolsey possessed no harp, but she was a giantess, close to seven feet in
stature, and was marvelously hospitable to small boys. An object of my occasional pilgrimage out on the
Island was the awesome Julia Ward Howe, who wrote “The Battle Hymn of the Republic.”
The older set of colonists was largely eclipsed by the mauve-decade splurge of New York palace-builders
in the gay 90s, so superbly satirized by Edith Wharton. I knew Mrs. Wharton as a boy, and though I never
saw her again in later life, the remembrance of that personality is extraordinarily clear: I still see her slight,
alert figure reclining upon her wicker chaise longue, in a corner of the verandah at the house at the end of the
Cliff Walk, quietly interrogating me over a teacup upon my religious beliefs, as if she were looking for
something desperately needed, but only vaguely knowing her own needs.
From our quiet back street we heard across the fields the ping of tennis balls every August when the star
players contended in the annual tournament at the Newport Casino. I felt the usual small boy’s once-in-alifetime thrill when my brother Oliver brought the famous Ollie Campbell (who to day knows of Ollie
Campbell?) home to tea. I even succeeded in photographing Ollie Campbell’s foot as it projected in the seat
ahead of me at the tournament. The Havemeyers’ tally-ho coach; Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish’s incredible parties;
the fantastic building exploits of the Goelets, the Van Alens, and the Van derbilts—all were part of the big
show that surrounded me every summer. But I preferred for the most part the long afternoons of reading in
my hiding place on the back porch of the Redwood Library.
Greater and lesser lights on Bellevue Avenue and the Ocean Drive were more the social concern of my
older brothers and sisters. My own summer friends were for the most part from a different group. I preferred
the nautical-minded folk who occupied the old houses on Washington Street and “The Point,” as it was
called, fronting on the outer harbor north of Long Wharf and to the east end of the Naval War College, which
was the chief architectural exploit of canny, old white-bearded cousin George Mason.
From Philadelphia every summer came the Quaker families, the Hallowells and the Smiths: white-haired,
ruddy, robust Hester Morton Smith, her sister Anna, her brother Bill, close friend of my brother Bancel. Bill
was drowned on a Sunday morning trying to save a crippled friend when their boat had capsized off
Brenton’s Reef in a sudden squall. The event was particularly poignant be cause Bancel was to be one of the
party, but at the last moment he figured in his sober way that he did not want to miss Mass.
I haunted the marine workshop of Bill Smith’s younger brother, Ed. The Smiths, strict disciplinarians,
were my nautical advisers. They helped me rig up my own first craft, a Swampscott dory. I was long pursued
by their reproaches when I returned to the wharf late one August evening, after allowing myself to be caught
in a tide rip off Rose Island.
Closer to my age were the Fairchilds from Boston, a redheaded family of whom the third boy Nelson—
Neil as we called him—was closest to my own age. Off their wharf I first learned to swim by the simple
process of falling overboard when nobody was around and deciding the best thing to do was to strike out. It
was from their slowly drifting cat-boat that I overcame my timidity and plunged into the brilliant, clear,
green salt depths five or six miles offshore on lazy summer afternoons. I must have cadged a lot off the everhospitable Fairchilds, but it seemed quite natural and nobody objected. They were wonderfully decent and
understanding people with a grand home life, and it seemed to me that, like the ocean itself, they were God’s
gift to help steer me through the difficult years of adolescence.
Outside of the firm alliance with the Hills and some of the neighbors on Church Street, I had few friends
among the old Newport townsfolk. The Hills were proud possessors of a hand printing press, and at the age
of ten or so I undertook to edit a monthly magazine entitled The Sunlight, which we sold for two cents a copy
to our friends and relatives. Along with The Sunlight type font came a set of miscellaneous woodcuts with no
relevance to one another or to anything else. The only way to utilize the cuts was to build a story about them.
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I was commissioned to undertake this, and solved the problem by anticipating Buck Rogers and contributing
a story of a “Trip to Mars” in monthly installments. Since no one could dispute what might be found on
Mars, one was always able to insert one of the woodcuts. The copy was prepared on a typewriter that my
aunt Emily LaFarge, Mrs. Jack Lawrence, had presented me at Christmas. There were no keys, properly
speaking. You turned a little handle to a particular point with your right hand and pressed down on a bar with
your left. However, I was immensely satisfied with its performance and felt I had derived from it a certain
literary inspiration.
The extraordinary thing was that we continued to produce The Sunlight for so long a period, some ten or
twelve issues, until all the woodcuts and possibilities of the planet Mars were exhausted. We featured also
local news, information about Rhode Island history, school items, political prophecies, etc. In short, it was a
miniature magazine, a page of which my sister came upon a few years ago in our old Newport home.
A Yankee small boy’s curiosity about mechanical devices made me haunt the power plants, waterworks,
dynamos, engine rooms of the town and vicinity. One day I came upon a little book that told how to install
electric bells. Immediately I began to install them in our house and those of the neighbors. Good Mrs. Dyer,
who boarded the Anglican minister at the Church of St. John the Divine on Washington Street, close to my
nautical haunts, asked me if I would install an electric bell in her house because the minister, a High Church
clergyman who was called Father Buckey, wished something of the sort. I gladly consented and attached an
electric bell to Father Buckey’s desk for his convenience.
He was absent at the time and I took the occasion to leave on his desk a copy of a pamphlet on Anglican
Orders,\fn{He means a Roman Catholic pamphlet evaluating Anglican (religious) Orders } which I had carefully studied
from cover to cover. Two or three weeks after that Father Buckey said good-by to his congregation and went
to Baltimore for an interview with Cardinal Gibbons and later was received into the Church. He eventually
became a Catholic priest and spent his last years as Monsignor Buckey, the pastor of St. Matthew’s Church in
Washington, D. C. Whether this had any connection with my proselytizing, I do not know, but the event left
me with a sense of awe and wonderment.
My interest in mechanical devices led me to a disconcerting discovery. It seems my zeal for things
mechanical was in inverse ratio to my skill in mechanical achievement. In all that I undertook with my hands
there was a fatal absence of manual facility. I found I was another example of a curious division that runs
through every generation of the LaFarge family; some of us start with our brains, and some with our hands.
My nephew Tom LaFarge, one of Bancel's sons, explained to me once how he and his brother Ed started first
to use their hands and then let their brains carry out what their hands had instinctively started. But his older
brother Bancel, he said, starts with his head and after he has worked it out allows his hands to take over. I did
not even have young Bancel's skill. What I thought out could not be transmitted to my hands. I could not
wield pencils or pens or brushes or anything that required the use of my fingers.
I have agonized remembrances of a few winter evenings when I took “writing lessons” from a sad-looking
young man called Sisson down at his house on Spring Street, where I had to use a curious double-jointed pen
and sit at an acute diagonal to the table. The capital “D” was my nemesis. I could never achieve the elaborate
Spencerian-system flourishes, and my awkwardness was increased by inward rebellion. It was like being
obliged to dance when you could not even walk properly, so that I succeeded in producing only a shaky
tangle of scrawls. Poor Sisson gave up in despair.
“I guess you ain’t made to write!” he declared, and to my great relief Mother sadly dropped the lessons.
I was somewhat consoled when I learned that my erudite uncle, Professor T. S. Perry, suffered from overflexible fingers, although the deformity did not affect his handwriting. Beautiful, clear, distinctive, fluent
handwriting was the characteristic of all my brothers and sisters and my uncles and aunts. The Sisson
experiment made my writing infinitely worse; from becoming poor it became practically illegible. My
English instructor at Harvard, the late Charles T. Copeland, affectionately known as Copey, summed it up in
a word when he said:
“LaFarge, your handwriting is Gothic and that’s all there is to it.”
This handicap of poor co-ordination troubled me in everything that required physical exertion, and was
accompanied with a natural muscular debility. I had equally poor luck when it came to any drawing or
painting. I was quite hopeless. In public school when I was aged thirteen, I was excused by the drawing
teacher, Miss French, because, she said, lessons were absolutely wasted on me. I finally put the matter up to
my father and asked him if there were any sense in my trying to do anything in that line, and he frankly said,
“No, you have absolutely no talent for drawing or painting. Just forget all about it.”
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It was a great relief to my mind. Yet curiously enough I did succeed—to my own puzzlement and
everybody else’s—in winning a city-wide drawing contest by using a simplified charcoal smudge that my
brother Grant obligingly taught me.
The further you are from England, said Lewis Carroll’s Car penter, the nearer you are to France. And so I
found, as a compensation, that I was the only boy in the family who was musical. My sister Emily, though
she had not cultivated it, had much of my musical sense, which we inherited from my mother. In my
childhood I loved to hear Mother playing old Swedish folk songs. When she observed how much I enjoyed
listening, she said I might take piano lessons from Miss Annie Kelly, a young lady who lived on the further
side of Touro Park. I was so eager to begin that I struggled to attend my first lesson through drifts of snow on
the day of the worst blizzard that, to my knowledge, Newport had ever known. When we spent two winters in
New York, 1895 to 1897, I took piano lessons from an excellent teacher, an English Jew named Victor
Benham, who at once set me studying for perfection on a rela tively easy piece—Chopin’s Nocturne in E Flat
Major. During my four years at Harvard I studied both piano and organ with the highly competent Walter
Spalding.
At Harvard, too, I pursued harmony and counterpoint as well. I never developed any talent for
composition and I don’t think I ever would have made very much of an impression anyhow. I had picked up
enough to read off a score of a quartet or symphony and hear it in the mind just as if the instruments were
playing. This to me was a great satisfaction and joy. What trials I inflicted on the rest of the family by my
fairly diligent practice I shall not know until the next world. My sister Frances toward the end of her life
recalled reproachfully “the everlasting tinkle” of Bach and Mozart. Frances, incidentally, betrayed in later
years her own modest but real share of artistic gifts through her exquisite botanical paintings of plants and
flowers.
I was very much disturbed by the fact that I seemed to be considered a prodigy. It was all the more
humiliating because as a prodigy there were so many things which everybody else can do that I would like to
have done and done well. But somehow or other they seemed to slip past me. The only com fort was that the
boys and girls my own age never taunted me with the prodigy business, simply took me for granted for better
or worse.
My uncle, Dr. William Pepper, Provost of the University of Pennsylvania, who in summer lived a few
blocks away from us on Greenough Place, was particularly interested in my intellectual capacities. Uncle
Willie’s personality reminded me of what I had read of Prince Albert, the consort of Queen Victoria. He was
optimistic about human progress and had a burning desire to improve himself and everybody else in his
vicinity, including his own three sons, the youngest of whom, Perry Pepper, he addressed in French at the top
of his lungs. He studied Spanish at the breakfast table and was on the watch to see that everybody used their
time profitably. When I was twelve years old he presented me with a copy of Newman’s The Idea of a
University, figuring that since I was a Catholic I should, of course, be able to under stand Newman, and as a
university official no subject was closer to his heart. Out of respect for Uncle Willie I dipped into The Idea of
a University but found I could neither float nor swim. However, it probably started in my mind a sort of
perspective of Newman whose work I explored more deeply in later years.
Of my relatives on my mother’s side Franklin Pepper, Dr. Pepper's second son, was closest to me, hardly a
year older, a straightforward, manly, serious lad. Though we had little in common, fundamentally he was one
of my earliest playmates and I felt very keenly when he bravely lost his life during the First World War. In
my youth I saw little of my relatives on the LaFarge side.
Beneath this varied and seemingly full world of friendships and interests, I felt a certain sense of
loneliness. I had hardly any Catholic friends; certainly none who in any way remotely shared my own tastes
and interests. The Sorzanos, a delightful Spanish Cuban family, were for some years our closest neigh bors,
and one of the boys, Leonardo, became a lifelong friend. He graduated from Georgetown in 1900 and I was
present with him at the Georgetown Jubilee in 1950.
Curiously enough it was Leonardo Sorzano, always a loyal son of Georgetown, who dissuaded me from
my original plan of choosing Georgetown for a college. From pure freakishness, as he afterward told me, he
invented some stories about life at Georgetown, complaining particularly about the quality of the food. This
touched a very sensitive point, for at the time I was laboring with a sort of recurrent nausea and immediately
Georgetown became associated in my mind with certain physical sensations. The food at Georgetown
certainly could not have been worse than what I endured later during my four years at Harvard.
*
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As my twelfth year approached, I experienced the growth of an all-dominating purpose in my life. That
was to become a Catholic priest. I did not feel that there was anything in me that made me particularly suited
to the priesthood. The priest must be a man of the people, all things to all men, and per sonally I was
somewhat reserved and fastidious. The priest’s work was arduous and demanded a robust constitution, and I
was struggling periodically with ill health. The priest was to be the soul of unselfishness, and I was naturally
egotistic and self-centered. I did not feel that I was the material of which priests were made, but the
conviction grew in me that somehow or other it was something that God wanted of me. That conviction, I
feel, was the work of God’s grace.
The idea of the priesthood began to take shape in my mind as the result of two gifts. One of these was a
Latin Missal from Father Philip Cronan, the assistant at our home parish of St. Mary, Star of the Sea in
Newport. Shortly after that someone presented me with Cardinal Manning’s beautiful book The Eternal
Priesthood. I am not sure whether the latter was from Father Cronan or Father William I. Simmons, pastor of
the Church of the Blessed Sacrament in Providence, who was an intimate friend of my father and of my two
oldest brothers. My brother Grant was architect of Father Simmons’ church, and all three had helped to
decorate it. Father Simmons was a former member of Father Hecker’s Paulist Congregation.
My attraction to the priesthood was not primarily to the duties or mode of life or a priest’s position in
society or any of his other attributes. I was attracted to the essence of the priesthood, to the priestly function
itself, that of the Mass, and particularly its closeness to Our Lord Jesus Christ him self, for Whose personality
I felt an intense attraction and for Whose friendship I increasingly longed. I was, as it were, not attracted
liturgically, because I did not serve Mass until shortly before I went away to study for the priesthood. Nor
was I particularly familiar with the local clergy. I knew little about their lives and habits and ideas.
At an early date, I think when I was only seven years old, my mother had consecrated me to the Blessed
Virgin at the altar of St. Mary’s Church. I remember that I always wore blue suits in my childhood as a token
of that consecration. It made a profound impression on me, so that I felt that I be longed to her in some
special way, that she would guard me, watch over me night and day, and that I owed to her an extra ordinary
fidelity of thought and action. Then too, an early impression was made on my mind by the immense stainedglass window in St. Mary’s Church, which I gazed at Sunday after Sunday. This window represented the
fifteen mysteries of the Rosary, the various symbols of the Church and of the Passion. I never wearied in
trying to figure it all out, though in my childhood I had some bizarre ideas as to what the vari ous items
meant. The central figure represented Our Lady’s Assumption, and it annoyed me no end that she was
depicted in so ugly a fashion. In later years a new central figure was inserted, but the window itself could
never be changed substantially, because Miss Emily Harper from Baltimore, who had contributed the main
part of the funds with which the church was built in 1860, stipulated that the window should always remain.
I was deeply impressed by my First Communion, which I made in Philadelphia at the age of ten. (Seven is
the average age for children of today.) I was staying for a month with my grandmother, Mrs. Grant Perry, and
her daughter and son-in-law, Dr. and Mrs. William Pepper. This was my first city experience and I
thoroughly disapproved. I resented the idea that houses should be built in blocks with no grounds or gar den
around them. It was all so confining. I felt intolerable homesickness as I watched the old horse-cars tinkling
their way wearily along Spruce Street. With chin in hands I looked out of my grandmother’s window through
the little “gossip’s mirror,” the better to see the passers-by.
My mother took this occasion to arrange for my First Communion which I made at the Arch Street
Convent of the Religious of the Sacred Heart, after being instructed by Mother Biegan, R.S.C.J. I re solved
then that the little white ribbon which I wore on that occasion should remain white as far as possible in my
own soul. The Holy Eucharist on that occasion became the one great central overwhelming fact of my
existence. At that time it could never be forgotten.
I do not recall any personal influence that encouraged me in my idea of the priesthood. Nobody had
suggested it. I had no relatives in Orders or in religion except one remote cousin, Mother Binsse, a religious
of the Sacred Heart, whom I had never seen. The priests I had known were excellent men but they did not
appeal to my imagination.
Our pastor, Dr. Philip Grace, was definitely of the old Irish school, a grand soul with his top hat and his
long coat and his elaborate hour-long sermons, in which he quoted Greek, Latin, and Hebrew. He was
paralyzed in one arm as a result of a partial stroke, and had just the one gesture of lifting up his left hand by
his right. We stood in the utmost awe of Dr. Grace. His eyes moved in contrary directions, and I was sure he
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always kept one eye fixed on me. Mother reassured me by explaining that he only saw out of the other eye
and the gaze was not like that of the Ancient Mariner’s.
The local clergy were kind and holy men, Fathers J. Tully,—and James Looby, Father Cronan, and Father
James Coyle, pastor of neighboring St. Joseph’s Church. The Passionist Fathers preached a mission at St.
Mary’s in my childhood and I was impressed by the saintly bearing and the eloquent ser mons of Father
Alphonsus, C.P., the leader of the band.
But my home atmosphere was uncongenial to the idea of my being a priest. The family were just not
interested, and while my mother rather approved of the idea she never pushed it in any way. Newport society
certainly was utterly uncongenial to the idea of my becoming a Catholic priest, and it was as remote as the
North Pole from the thoughts of any of my youthful companions.
There were plenty of other attractions. My father rather hoped I might become a professor, as he called it,
and so confided to his friend, Henry Adams. The Navy was attractive and I often fondly imagined myself as
commander of one of the procession of vessels that passed through Newport harbor. There were other careers
to dream about, and since I was a bookish type of boy there was always room for something in the field of
scholarship or libraries, if more strenuous careers proved impracticable.
Moreover, I had the severest idea of the priest’s life. I conceived it as entirely devoid of any natural
pleasures. I just couldn’t see his human side at all. Consequently when I saw my first film, a shot of seminary
students at Catholic University, they impressed my then priggish mind as singularly unkempt. What, I asked
myself, would my parents and the neighbors say if I were to join that group?
I am convinced this point would have been cleared up for me if, in spite of its shortcomings, I had
attended the parochial school. I thought of the priest's life as one of social exile, cut off from even the
innocent pleasures of society, isolated from its cultural life, working instead among the poor in the heart of
the big city and dramatically at the beck and call of every beggar.
It was only some years later during my college days that I thought of the possibility of being a priest and
professor at the same time. I was profoundly awed by the dignity of the priesthood, the priest’s association
with the Eucharistic Lord, and his apostolic functions.
Reading of spiritual books did much to build up in my mind a doctrinal foundation. Someone presented
me with a volume entitled euphemistically A Pocket Bible, a large, fat, ugly volume of the Douay version
printed on flimsy paper in fine print, with unduly large margins, badly bound in shabby cloth. I used to
wonder what pocket it could possibly fit, yet I treasured it and almost slept with the Bible under my pillow at
night. I did in fact sleep with another book under my pillow, The Young People’s Encyclopedia, which I had
nearly learned by heart.
I read the Bible through conscientiously three times from cover to cover, reading much that I could not
possibly understand. The heroes and heroines of the Old and the New Testament formed an inspiring pic ture
in my mind and when I was troubled I took refuge in the Book of Wisdom or the Psalms. I was proud of the
fact that the Catholic Bible contained so much more than the Protestant Bible and astonished my public
school teachers by reciting the complete list of Catholic books: First Kings, Second Kings, Third Kings,
Fourth Kings, etc., to the delight of my fellow pupils.
Mother had purchased a complete set of the works of Father Faber, which I read by the hour. I would
retire to my room at night; light the little student lamp and read far into the early morning. The man’s own
personality attracted me. My grandmother Nonna’s patience with her continual headaches made me
sympathize with Faber and admire his seeming cheerfulness under the same affliction. I learned from his
books the grandeur and sweep of Catholic dogma. Three impressions were particularly lasting: a vivid
picture of the immensity, grandeur, and beauty of the transcendent God, the story of the Creator; the intense
humanness of the God-Man, the mystery of the Incarnation, especially in the mysteries of Beth lehem; and
third, Faber’s shrewd psychological analysis of the worldly mind, of which I saw plenty around me.
Certain moments stand out in my childhood and boyhood as peculiarly related to the emergence and
growth of my sense of a priestly vocation. Father Cronan repeated simple advice in the confessional month
after month—to have a pure intention in all that I did. The words meant little to me at the time. I had only a
vague idea of a pure intention, but as time went on the words began to mean something. I began to see that a
pure intention was identical with complete sincerity in dealing with God and neighbor and, having
understood this, I felt a sense of direction.
Another moment that meant much to me was the Hour of Adoration spent on the First Friday of each
month before the Blessed Sacrament. The Hour of Adoration was established in St. Joseph’s Church, then in
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the old wooden building on Newport’s Mall, which was converted later into a motion picture theater after the
erection of the handsome new church farther north on Broadway. I know that I was astonished to find how
the Lord Himself helped one meditate on those occasions. I would start the hour with nothing particular to
offer Our Lord, and yet help always came and I became conscious that it was a two-way street, that most of
the work would be done by the good Lord Himself if I would only show my willingness.
The hour which I’ll always remember came on a hot First Friday afternoon in August. I had been sailing
all day, was sunburned, overheated, and dog-tired. It took quite an effort to drag myself into the church and
spend the hour on my knees, yet on that occasion I felt the Divine Presence most vividly, as if the hand of the
Saviour were taking hold of mine and helping me over the rough paths of prayer.
*
My boyhood studies were complicated by an interruption that I experienced in high school. At the
beginning of my second year at Rogers High in Newport I developed what afterward turned out to be acute
appendicitis. I was out the remainder of that second year, much of the time merely resting in bed, too weak
even to do much reading. I developed an intense antipathy toward various kinds of food and lost weight and
was generally miserable. Finally, my mother made the important decision I have mentioned earlier and
moved to New York for two years.
During those two years I became acquainted with one of the city’s great linguists, J. Dyneley Prince,
Professor of Semitic languages at Columbia University. Through Professor Prince I came to know a group of
elderly Gaelic-speaking Irishmen who met every week or so over beer and cheese somewhere around Second
Avenue and Thirty-fourth Street and cultivated the mysteries of the Gaelic language. I was ini tiated into their
group, picked up quite a little Gaelic, and was elected as secretary.
Father was infinitely amused at this and wrote to Henry Adams about it. Henry had written to Father that
he was sending him a Polynesian boy, son of one of the dignitaries whose acquaintance they had made
traveling in Tahiti. Mr. Adams begged Father to look after this fourteen-year-old boy during his New York
stay. Father replied that he would be very glad to marshal the younger element of his household to entertain
the youngster. He said he figured that I was the only one who could do anything much about it, though I
would probably not be interested in the young savage except possibly from a purely linguistic point of view,
since I had recently become an authority in the field of Gaelic.
The Polynesian lad never turned up and personally I have no recollection of his name ever having been
mentioned. If he had arrived he probably would have added something to my linguistic repertoire.
During those two years in New York I made the acquaintance of two profoundly intellectual priests, each
of whom greatly helped me to formulate my hopes and plans. Shortly after my arrival in New York, as a
fifteen-year-old lad, I called upon Father John Prendergast, S.J., who was the fitrst Jesuit with wom I ever
conversed. He produced at first sight a copy of Leaf’s Homer and made me read him the English while he
explained to me some of the mjesty of the Greek. With his deep-set eyes, shock of black hair, and great cape
slung around his gaunt form, Father Prendergast imaged the Old Testament prophets to whom he was
passionately devoted. Hearing that my grandmother Mrs. Grant Perry (Nonna) was interested like himself in
the conversion of the Jews, he started a correspondence with her on the topic that lasted until his death a year
or so after.
Another important contact of those two years was with the learned and saintly Dr. Herman J. Heuser,
Professor of Scripture at Overbrook Seminary, near Philadelphia. I became ac quainted with him through W.
R. Claxton, my sister Emily’s husband, and whenever I visited my sister I would bicycle over to Overbrook
and pow-wow with him in his book-lined study. Here was a source of limitless information on a hundred and
one questions that had piled up in my youthful mind. Patiently he answered them for a while, and then he
suddenly turned to me and said:
“Look out, young fellow. You are merely cultivating your intellect and neglecting your heart. What you
need is less brains and more heart.”
This simple advice impressed me profoundly. I began to see there was danger in mere braininess and that
disaster lay ahead if I were overbalanced in that direction. At the same time, the magnificent Vesper services
every Sunday afternoon in the Church of St. Paul the Apostle, and High Mass at St. Francis Xavier’s on
Sunday mornings, seemed to open another window on my spiritual world and aroused in me a deep feel ing
for the sacral majesty of the Church’s worship.
From the musical angle my chief treat were the Philharmonic concerts in Carnegie Hall. (In those days
there was a dead spot in Carnegie Hall close to the stage in the second or third gallery, which I believe was
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afterwards removed.) The first opera I ever heard was Von Flotow’s Martha of which I best remember the
interpolated “The Last Rose of Summer.” I attended the performance with my sisters and other members of
the family in the box belonging to Mrs. Winthrop Chanler, an old friend of the family. In the middle of the
opera the semi-comedy turned to tragedy when the buffo suddenly died right in the midst of a dance scene,
surrounded by a bevy of maidens. The opera, however, kept bravely on and the hero ine’s voice trembled as
she sang for the last time “The Last Rose of Summer.” My own emotions, already overcome by all this, were
still more confused when I discovered toward the middle of the opera that I was wearing russet shoes with a
tuxedo and black tie. Altogether my first opera night was an unforgettable experience.
Another experience of this period was my first black bowler hat. It blew off my head at the corner of
Tenth Street and Fifth Avenue and I madly pursued it all the way down the Avenue, under the arch to the
middle of Washington Square.
Those two years were the first and only time in my entire life that I was able to live day after day in close
proximity to the mystic sanctum of Father’s studio at 51 West Tenth Street, learning to know its personnel
and glimpsing periodically something of its complicated workings, especially in the fas cinating stage-bystage production of stained glass. During this period I suffered a second attack of appendicitis, and on
recovering went through an operation in the spring of 1897. As a reward for behaving myself during the
recovery period, I was taken home from Dr. Brewer’s private hospital in an electric hansom, the greatest
thrill in transportation.
That same summer I passed my college entrance examination. I had so much to make up that my parents
short-circuited the process by engaging a tutor, Dr. Wilfrid Lay, a Columbia graduate student in psychology
who coached me very well indeed, as Dean Briggs’s letter was to testify. The Georgetown plan had been
dropped, Columbia was almost my choice, but fair Harvard prevailed.
4
While Harvard was eventually my college, 1 took preliminary exams for Columbia University in the spring
of 1897. I was about to take the finals in September when I decided, after considerable deliberation, that I
preferred Harvard, though none of my three brothers were Harvard men. Grant had left home for the West
after his high school, and Bancel’s medical studies at the University of Pennsylvania were cut off after one
year by the loss of one of his eyes through infection. Oliver preferred Columbia, having taken his college
courses at the Columbia School of Mines. Grant and Bancel, however, were strongly favorable to Harvard,
and so was my father, as well as Grant’s friend, Theodore Roosevelt. But how was I to change plans on such
extremely short notice?
I discussed my problem with my Newport friend, W. Kirkpatrick Brice, who immediately wrote to the
Dean of Harvard College, L. B. R. Briggs. It was “desperately short notice,” as Dean Briggs later wrote Kirk
Brice, but the outcome was indicated in the following excerpt from Dean Briggs’s letter, which Brice was kind
enough to give me:
I knew that [LaFarge] would have time to finish his Columbia examinations, if he came out very badly in ours
… I scarcely dreamed of his passing enough examinations to warrant our ad mitting him as a regular student.
Certainly he more than justifies your account of him; and if you can send us some other fellows who will come up
on the second day of the examinations and get in, even with a little help from old preliminary certificates, we shall
gladly consider them. I regard the kindness as on your side rather than on mine.

I greatly needed some practical counseling as to studies, and it came from an unexpected source. My
brother Grant was taken very ill in 1897 at his summer residence in Saun derstown, Rhode Island. Theodore
Roosevelt, then Police Commissioner of New York, dropped in one day to see him. Out of their common
interest in Western hunting and wild life conservation, an enthusiastic friendship had sprung up. They took
many exploring trips together in the Rocky Mountain territory, and Laura Roosevelt, T.R.’s wife, was a
particularly dear friend of Grant’s wife, Florence Lockwood.
On this occasion, when I happened to be visiting Grant, Mr. Roosevelt warned me not to raise my voice, as
words carried easily from the parlor of the little frame cottage. He was intensely concerned about Grant’s
condition, which happily turned out to be needless alarm, though Grant had been in bad shape for several
months.
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His talk then turned to my own problems, and he asked me what my future plans were. He already knew of
my tastes, and urged me very strongly to carry right through the entire four years of college with Greek and
Latin. Mr. Roosevelt’s counsel was the only concrete advice I received before entering college, as I found my
relation with Professor W. M. Morgan, the adviser assigned to me at entrance, to be quite perfunctory. In later
years I never regretted that I followed T.R.’s suggestions.
I journeyed to Cambridge completely alone and with few acquaintances among the undergraduates except
Nelson (Neil) Fairchild, Jack Hallowell, and some others who were summer vacation companions on the
Newport “Point.”
I could not live at college as if in a seminary. But I did im pose upon myself a fairly strict regime that I
hoped would best fit me for seminary life of which, incidentally, I had only the vaguest notion. The backbone
of this regime was my weekly visit (and confession) to Father Thomas I. Gasson, S.J., an Englishman by birth,
Rector of old Boston College on Harrison Avenue. I had learned of him from my solitary Jesuit friend, Father
John Prendergast of New York.
As to friendships, my brother Oliver, handsome, jovial, and blessed throughout his generous life with hosts
of friends, young and old, offered me advice when I was leaving for Harvard.
“Believe me,” he said, “don’t choose your friends by their exterior. You will find the pleasantest fellows
are often the most disappointing. Choose your friends carefully.”
A simple prescription, yet it worked, and I can honestly say that I do not recall a single friend at Harvard of
whom I was not more or less proud in later years.
First days at Cambridge were dismal enough. Slatternly Mrs. Bradt’s boarding house on Oxford Street was
neither collegiate nor homelike. My neighbor was a sallow, bespectacled farm boy from upstate New York.
Food was bad, and evenings were dreary. However, I soon found my bearings as I became interested in my
work. But I must admit that I was disappointed in the way the classics were taught, especially in the junior and
senior years. The tradition of the German university hung heavily over Harvard in the days of President Eliot
and the professors adhered rigidly to grammar and points of erudition. When I longed to fathom the spirit of
Aristophanes or Aeschylus it was disappointing to spend hours of study on the structure of the Greek stage.
When I came to my senior year, the first class in fourth-year Greek was for me full of anticipation.
Professor W. W. Goodwin, author of Greek Moods and Tenses, adjusted his twelve-inch feet (the poor man
was sensitive on this subject) behind the little green curtain that hung in front of his desk. We were starting, he
said, the Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle. I knew nothing about Aris totle, but was anxious to know what he
would have to say. I thought that Goodwin, as the foremost Greek scholar of Harvard and one of the foremost
Greek scholars of the world, would have much to share with his students. “Aristotle,” said Professor Goodwin,
stroking his patriarchal white beard,
was a philosopher. I shall say nothing about his philosophy. If you wish to inform yourself on that subject you can
visit the library and look up Zeller’s History of Greek Philosophy. My exposition of the ethics will be confined to
the topic of Aristotle’s use of moods and tenses.

In later years, however, when I was teaching the Greek classics to students of my own, I experienced the
satisfaction of treating Aristotle as genuine literature, in spite of Goodwin’s introduction..
It was a year before I eventually recognized President Eliot, though I saw him almost every day crossing
the campus. His appearance was forbidding and still more ominous was his observation to students that he was
not concerned with their welfare or progress in the university. It was the university’s function, he thought,
merely to hand out the information; it was that of the student to absorb it.
Though the elective system provided no guidance, it did provide some opportunity for those like myself
who had a more or less definite idea of what they wanted to do. My mind was not fully made up to the
priesthood, but I felt that the logical course for me at Harvard would be one that would tend in that direction.
As a result of my conferences with Rev. Dr. Heuser I felt that some day I might teach Scripture, and anyhow, a
priest, I reasoned, ought to know something of Scripture in the original languages. So for three years,
sophomore, junior and senior, I studied the Semitic languages, Hebrew, Syriac, and Aramaic, with youthful
but white-haired and white-bearded Professor Lyon, and the venerable Professor Toy.
Later on I realized I had cheated myself to some extent by not following the crowd who filled the halls for
the lectures of Barrett Wendell and Lyman Kittredge. The English department was one place in the university
where you could find good teaching, as contrasted with mere academic lecturing in the German style. Luckily
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for my needs, freshman English was obligatory, and “Copey” Copeland submitted me to his rigors. I knew that
he took a dim view of an essay I wrote on the psychology of emptiness of thought, since the theme paper was
empty of thought. However, “Copey’s” famous readings made up for everything you might otherwise suffer at
his hands.
It came to me with a strange start, the very day I began to write these lines, to read in the newspaper that
Charles T. Copeland had just passed away at the age of ninety-two. I don’t know of any American English
teacher in our time who inspired and helped young writers more; I know he encouraged me to try some
writing, and as a result I was elected to the editorial board of the Harvard monthly.
My most fruitful ventures were almost all extracurricular. Professor Dickinson Sergeant Miller, a distant
relative of Mother, and not connected with the university, used to gather some of us in his room of an evening
and read with us the English romantic poets, particularly Wordsworth whom we plowed through from
beginning to end. Dickinson’s subtle, perceptive, and curiously detached mind kept his little circle of afterhour students everlastingly on the alert. I greatly treasure the experiences of those rewarding evenings.
Professor George Santayana also held his Wednesday evenings and read poetry to a small circle of
students, but with characteristic good taste did not read his own work. I attended two or three of those
gatherings but quickly decided they were not for me. Santayana’s personality was somehow antipathetic. From
what I heard of his conversations with other students, I had reason to surmise he was as hostile to the Catholic
faith, and indeed Christian thought, as any dyed-in-the-wool bigot or utilitarian. I was particularly irritated by
his appearing in public as the exponent of the good, the true, and the beauti ful in classical and Christian
culture. I knew personally two Harvard men whose religious faith he had badly shaken, if not completely
destroyed—one a man somewhat older than myself, a Catholic, and the other a classmate, a devout Angli can.
Santayana apparently found me an interesting and unique specimen, and would single me out for his
penetrating glance. He soon sensed that I was on my guard against him, and began to query me on my faith in
an insinuating fashion. I finally replied rather bluntly that I very much resented the tone of his inquiry. And
that was my last appearance at his Wednesday evenings.
Although Santayana in his youthful days attended services at the Jesuit Church of the Immaculate
Conception in Boston (where I used to visit Father Gasson) and, for a time, was captivated by some of its
great preachers. it is more than doubtful whether at any time he could really have been called a Catholic.
Certainly, contrary to general opinion, he was not brought up as one, and actually was exposed to very little
Catholic influence in his youth. He could not be judged by the same standards as one who had once enjoyed
the faith and then deliberately abandoned it. He was apparently one of those complex characters in whom
contradictory tendencies contended.
Nevertheless, the unfavorable impression he left on me in my youth was not just my own. Others today
confirm it who recall his earlier Harvard influence. In later years at Harvard his attitude toward those who
held positive religious beliefs appears to have grown less aggressive.
The happy discovery that music was an elective led me to enroll in the courses of harmony and
counterpoint with the desultory Professor J. K. Payne and the scholarly Walter Spalding. I soon learned that it
is one thing to understand the theory of music or read orchestral scores and another to compose. The latter gift
you either have or haven’t, and I was a have-not. Since my friend Emma Forbes Cary of Cam bridge was as
good a judge of music as I knew, I played for her my latest composition, a piano prelude or something of the
sort. She listened placidly and at the close remarked graciously:
“It is very impressive.”
That settled it for me. However, I derived from the course immense love and appreciation for good music.
More fruitful were my private lessons in piano and organ with Walter Spalding, and it was grand fun
practicing the organ in Appleton Chapel. Spalding was a virile, gentlemanly fellow, a pleasure to work with.
He gave me good advice, and told me bluntly that I was introspective.
Of all my courses at Harvard the most completely satisfying was French medieval history, given in my
senior year to about thirty of us by Professor Charles Gross. Professor Gross jarred with his high-pitched
voice and unpleasant lecturing manner, but he was an ideal teacher. He prescribed ample supple mentary
reading and treated the great epochs, particularly the disputes between Pope Boniface VIII and Philip the Fair,
with thoroughness and objectivity. At last I felt I could grasp something really substantial.
Another course, Professor Ashley’s on medieval agricultural economics, was also stimulating. While the
topic was too technical to be of much practical use, it did serve to make the European scene intensely
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interesting and provided me with a background that was of great use in later years when I was trying to solve
some of the social problems of a rural community.
*
Since no religion was taught at Harvard, except Protestant theology in the Harvard Divinity School, several
of us, including Robert L. Hoguet of the class of ’99, and several of my own class—Joe O’Gorman, Nelson
Vanderhoof, Walter Desmond, and others—arranged with my friend Father Gasson, the Rector of Boston
College, to give us some talks of an apologetic nature on Catholic teaching, under the auspices of the
practically defunct Harvard Catholic Club. Rev. Dr. Matthew Flaherty of Brighton Seminary also showed an
interest in our project.
These lectures were a feeble substitute for the religious atmosphere of a Catholic college, but they were
highly rewarding because of the apparent utter lack of interest in the spiritual welfare of students at Harvard.
That is not to say that we Catholics suffered from any formal opposition. Certain professors were reported as
being anti-Catholic, but you could avoid their courses. The indifference of the place weighed heavily on us. In
the smug 1890s young people were not troubled by thoughts as to where the world was going. Reli gious
matters were rarely discussed; it was simply considered not good form.
Then, too, conditions under which a Roman Catholic of my background practiced his faith were not
particularly cheering. No contrast was sharper than that between St. Paul’s Catholic church on Auburn Street
in Cambridge and Trinity Episcopal church in Boston’s Copley Square. The latter was a magnificent
monument to the architectural genius of Richardson and the decorative brilliance of my father’s painting and
glass.
In the former I had many lonely and disturbing hours. St. Paul’s was a plain wooden structure, homely out side and devoid within of any attractive features. On an alternate Sunday we heard the rather depressing
discourses of the famous Father William Orr concerning the state of his own health or the sins of his
parishioners, including those of the well-known campus character, ancient John the Orange Man with his
diminutive donkey cart. Father Orr frequently denounced the vices of Harvard youth in general. I was more
fortunate when I listened to the assistant, Father J. J. Ryan. His talks were of the homespun variety, but I
discovered that some sentence in each of them somehow helpfully applied to me.
I resented St. Paul’s for the false picture of the Catholic Church it gave to the Harvard community, of
Catholic worship, of the dignity of the priesthood. I deplored this situation so much that three years after my
graduation, while home during the summer vacation from Innsbruck, I pilgrimaged from Newport, Rhode
Island, to Old Orchard Beach, Maine, where Bishop William O’Connell of Portland (the future Cardinal
O’Connell) was summering, and asked him point-blank if he wouldn’t do something to provide spiritual help
for the Harvard students if and when the Pope made him Archbishop of Boston.
“For that’s what they say will happen to you, Your Lordship,” I remarked with some interior quaking.
To my surprise, His Lordship listened attentively and made no deprecatory remarks. He said if by the grace
of the good Lord such an event were to happen, he would take proper measures and see that the Harvard
Catholic students were looked after spiritually. Then he put me at ease by inviting me in swimming. While
ducking the salt waves, I looked to see if he wore the episcopal ring in the ocean, and discovered that he did
not. He then requested his Chancellor to take me to the hotel, where I was provided with a fine Maine shore
dinner—all of which proves that there was a certain advantage in being young and ecclesiastically guileless.
I resented St. Paul’s and yet in a way gloried in it. It struck me as being the Church’s blunt way of telling
the world, and especially the Harvard world:
“Here the Faith of Christ and the Sacraments of Christ depend on no earthly dignity or out ward appeal to
the imagination.”
St. Paul’s appeared to Harvard and Brattle Street pretty much, I imagine, as the worship of the early
Christians looked to the cultivated Greeks and Romans. Some of the violent remarks made about the early
Christians by pagan emperors were quite similar to what was said by fashionable Bostonians and
Cantabrigians about St. Paul’s. In its essence the worship on Auburn Street was the identical worship of the
catacombs, and the Host lifted up by its priests was the same Body of the Lord for Whom the martyrs had
shed their blood.
Though Trinity Church was a complete contrast, it was the Rector of Trinity, the Rev. E. Winchester
Donald, who first told me that I would one day be a Jesuit. (The E in his name, I deviously discovered, stood
for Eliphaz.) Dr. Donald indeed probed with his mind a bit further into Catholic mat ters than he was able to
propel himself with his will. He had been deeply impressed by the courtesy and keen reasoning of the reply
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published in 1900 by Father Timothy Brosnahan, S.J., former president of Boston College, to Harvard
President Charles W. Eliot’s wholly unprovoked attack in the Atlantic Monthly for October 1899 on the Jesuits
and Jesuit education. As Dr. Donald himself remarked:
Father Brosnahan, throughout this dispute, made no pretense of being a gentleman, but showed himself a
thorough one. Dr. Eliot made all pretense to be a gentleman but failed evidently to be one at all.

To Father Brosnahan the Rector eventually unburdened his heart, stating frankly that were it not for his
family and his position he would have joined the Catholic Church.
The name of Phillips Brooks, Dr. Donald’s famous and eloquent predecessor, was enshrined in the newly
inaugurated Phillips Brooks House in the Harvard Yard. Along with other religious bodies of the university the
Catholics were assigned a room in Brooks House. In my sophomore year I was given two hundred dollars to
spend on furnishing the Catholic room with suitable reading matter. I bought a supply of books from Kenedy
and Benziger but after I’d put them on the shelves I noticed that nobody ever used them. It was discouraging.
I had considerably more success my senior year when I was entrusted by the student volunteer association
with organizing the annual old clothing collection for student charity. It was the first—and for a long time the
last—time that I ever organized anything. Somehow or other we gathered several dozen barrels of good
clothing, which we shipped to Mrs. Booker T. Washington, wife of the president of Tuskegee Institute. I was
happy when Mrs. Washington replied to my letter with a gracious note of thanks.
At the annual meeting I had to make my report, but had never before spoken in public. When I opened my
mouth, no sound seemed to come out, but from afar off, away across the hall, my own voice made intelligible
and connected phrases, so that I was able to go on.
Not daunted by the obvious lack of interest in the books I’d selected for the Catholic room at Brooks
House, I succeeded in prevailing on the authorities to invite Dr. Herman Heuser of Overbrook, my learned
friend, to speak in Appleton Chapel, where he made a quite remarkably solemn impression with his German
chin whiskers, gold spectacles, and professorial manner. But I was disheartened when the Rev. Dr. Aiken, of
the Catholic University in Washington, delivered a dry and factual lecture on Emerson at the Fogg Art
Museum. It was as if a Bostonian lectured in Richmond, Virginia, on the glories of the Confederacy.
At different times in my life the question has been put to me how I, a priest and a Jesuit, member of an
Order whose major work in this country is in the field of Catholic educa tion, felt about studying in a secular
institution. Later on, when I actually taught in a Jesuit college, I had a chance to compare notes on the two
types of education and form some impressions.
I believed, and still do, that .a Catholic youth is apt to suffer a definite loss in not attending a Catholic
college. I have heard Catholics, even churchmen, expand on the apostolic opportunity for a Catholic boy in a
non-Catholic institution to influence his—usually pagan—milieu. I do not deny such a possibility, but I think
it could be argued in the case of foreign schools to a much greater extent than in this country.
I do not recollect that I myself had much influence on my fellow students or the faculty. Some individuals,
like Santayana or William James, might have been mildly curious as to what a Catholic would say or do under
certain circumstances and there were always a few to whom one could speak directly and put a straight
question about the Faith. On the other hand, I was aware of lives which were spiritually wrecked by poor
moral example or ignorance or by the mere weight of indifference and the spirit of social conformism.
The disadvantages of a secular college do not excuse a Catholic college from living up to its own very high
vocation, which is to interpret the total Christ to a living world. Other wise it fails of its established purpose.
Having experienced a non-Catholic education, and having witnessed the great im provement in Catholic
college teaching in later years, I appreciate the resources and realizations of a Catholic school.
In a Catholic college, even a very ordinary one, I might have learned many fundamental things about my
religion which I had laboriously to make up in later years. And I would have been spared isolation from those
whose outlook resembled my own. This isolation, in spite of the many agree able features of my life at
Harvard, was much the hardest to bear. It made me greatly cherish men who in any way held similar spiritual
ideals. Outstanding in that number was Paul Rooney, a graduate student from Saint Louis who later be came a
Franciscan friar: a physically frail, but spiritually and mentally robust soul, who was consumed even as a
college student by a truly Franciscan love of the poor.
*
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Cambridge in the 90s was unique: a city of over seventy thou sand people with no railroad station, no hotel,
and no restaurant. The Harvard Union eating arrangements had not yet been established, so students were
dependent either on Memorial Hall, which was architecturally magnificent but gustatori ally deficient, or on
the so-called boarding houses, which were expensive and almost equally unappetizing. The average Har vard
student managed somehow, however, but with my rebellious interior I was hard put to work out a system of
survival.
I cooked my breakfast in my room, picked up an egg sandwich at odd moments at the Hasty Pudding Club,
and eked out the standard fare by an occasional meal with some of the more hospitable folk of Cambridge or
Boston. An unfailing resource was the exceptional soup dispensed by my cousin Miss Agnes Irwin, Dean of
Radcliffe College. Miss Irwin explained to me gravely that it was considered excellent manners to ask for a
second plate of soup, since that implied the soup was so good that nothing else could equal it; being young
and hungry, I agreed.
Every Sunday afternoon I could count at precisely six o’clock upon a superb and beautifully served dinner
at the town home of the brilliant Napoleonic historian, the kindly, sturdy, and hunchbacked John C. Ropes.
Anyone on Mr. Ropes’s list of undergraduate guests could share that Sunday dinner, but only the six who
arrived first.
Mr. Ropes, in his fatherly way, explained to me that what I needed for the good of my soul was to forget
my rather select companionship, summer in a plain country hotel, and learn to know the common crowd. I saw
the logic of his idea but somehow never got around to it. For the four years of my college life I still found it
impossible to shake off a constant feeling of utter physical weakness. I tried the gymnasium, tried rowing on
the Charles River, and skating on Spy Pond—most sublime of all physical thrills on a moonlit January night—
taking long bicycle rides, exercising any way I could, but always the same helpless feeling returned, and I
found myself again on the flat of my back.
One bright spot in a spiritually bleak world was the friendly Brattle Street home of Miss Emma Forbes
Cary, the patient listener to my piano playing. She was the sister of Mrs. Louis Agassiz of Agassiz Museum
fame. Miss Cary herself was one of the most remarkable women I have ever met. She was a con vert to the
Faith, but with an entirely different type of experience from that of my mother. She had suffered, she said, a
violent conversion, a struggle, “as if cut to pieces,” almost a death struggle against an intense repugnance and
brought to a conclusion only by long, scrupulous argumentation.
Miss Cary was a brilliant pianist and somewhat of a poetess, and a staunch friend of the students, who had
more or less the run of her house. For some thirty years she had served on the Massachusetts Prison
Commission, the first woman ever to occupy such a post, and she had been entrusted with some of the most
delicate and difficult youth problems the Commission had had to meet. Her capacious bulk was irradiated by
tremendous humor, good nature, and general jollity. A curious con trast was her companion, the supremely
spinsterish Miss Lisa Felton, daughter of one of Harvard’s former presidents.
Of William James, then teaching psychology, I had little experience outside of two or three perfunctory
visits to his home, and his brother Henry James was only a name I had heard at home. I was therefore
mystified one afternoon in my junior year when, after a knock on the door, a rough-looking, burly individual
stamped into my room in Hilton Hall. He plumped himself down on the sofa, looking very much like a pianomover come to see about his job.
“My name,” he said, “is James. Robertson James. I am the younger brother of William and Henry.”
I had heard of Robertson as a sort of black sheep of the James family, though he and his brother Wilky as
young men had fought in the Civil War and William and Henry had not. We struck up acquaintance and under
his somewhat dilapidated exterior I found Robertson James vivacious, entertaining, and rather curious about
religion. He spoke with affection of my father and my mother and revived, as Henry did in later years, old
memories.
My musical interests, outside of the lessons I took with Walter Spalding, centered chiefly around the
concerts of the Kneisel quartet in Sanders Theater in Cambridge, and of course the Boston Symphony. One of
my happiest memories is the trio of piano, violin, and cello, to which I contributed the piano part, at the home
of my uncle, T. S. Perry, at 312 Marlboro Street. His oldest daughter Margaret played the violin, punching me
in the back with her bow for better tempo, and his second daughter, Edith, the cello. The third daughter, Alice,
later Mrs. Joseph C. Grew, was a pianist in her own right.
Since Aunt Lilla Perry was a Cabot, the Cabots drifted into the picture, and every now and then we played
along with Handasyd Cabot, their cousin, who occupied the awesome position of a cellist in the Boston
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Symphony Orchestra, though for how long I do not know. From a musical standpoint Handa syd was a curious
phenomenon. With his brilliant technique, he performed stunts with the cello, but could not keep perfect time.
Something in the Cabots refused to swing along rhythmically.
In addition to the music, Aunt Lilla’s translations from Plato and the Greek lyric poets came in handy at
examination time, and I admired her proficiency. She became involved, not to her benefit, with Mrs. Piper and
Spiritualism, and brought her complacent husband and the girls somewhat under its baneful influence. In later
years the results were tragic.
To me it was curiously pathetic to see such intelligent and culti vated people, so wise, charming, and
thoughtful, guided by these curious psychics who directed even their smallest actions. They could not even
pack a trunk or order a meal without consulting Mrs. Piper’s “control,” the mysterious Dr. Phinuit. This kind
of religious idiocy seemed like God’s rebuke to a certain social pride and self-complacency.
One of my last talks with Uncle Tom Perry was just at the outbreak of the First World War. He presented
the curious spectacle of a brilliant, noble-hearted man who lacked a phi losophy with which to meet something
tragic and tremendous. His sister Frances, my Aunt Fannie—Mrs. William Pepper of Philadelphia—an
Anglican, was deeply religious, though definitely conventional in her outlook on life. But Uncle Tom
wandered in a fog, as it were, of decency and good will. The evil in the world, he said, made his blood boil.
He clenched his fist and gesticulated, but then there was nothing more to do except let his blood boil a little
more.
With Aunt Lilla we always wondered what would happen next. She dyed her hair bright green when she
meant to dye it black. She stored a hundred bottles of fermented milk or Kumyss in our cellar at Newport and
forgot to fasten the corks securely, so that it all exploded during the night and was found spread around the
property. She fainted at every emotion, and was in a constant dither as to what the spirits might say next. Yet
she had a good heart, was kind and devoted to her family and children, and she certainly added to the
picturesqueness of Boston and Newport life.
*
A big event in my junior year at college was my brother Banccl’s engagement to my Boston acquaintance,
Mabel Hooper, one of Mr. Edward Hooper’s five daughters. I owed more to my brother Bancel than I have at
any time in my life been able quite to express.
Bancel himself had not had the benefit of a college education. He had started a year of medical study at the
University of Pennsylvania at the instance of our Uncle Willie Pepper. Then his eye became infected and for a
year, at the age of twenty, he sat in a dark room under continual watch lest the other eye should be lost too.
Happily the other eye was saved but he dropped all further idea of medical study. Walking in my father’s
footsteps, he took up painting and became a competent mural painter.
Bancel was by nature a thorough sportsman, and an extraordinarily accurate observer of nature. Skilled
boatman, fisherman, and shot, he delightfully combined sportsmanship with his art. He would spend a day at
the seashore or on the marshes with a gun in his hand and a paint box strapped to his back. When the birds did
not flush, he would set up his easel and start to take notes or to paint.
He was a silent soul. As a child he never spoke until he was five years old, and did not say very much even
after. His loss of an eye cut him off from much reading. On the other hand, with his orderly mind and his keen
memory he possessed a fine business sense and put order into my father’s chaotic affairs.
In earlier years my father valued his work immensely, but in later times considerable friction de veloped.
But it was largely Bancel’s foresight and continual watching over my own needs that enabled me to go to
college and enjoy the advantages which had been denied him.
Iwas not sorry Bancel was marrying a Hooper. Periodic visits to the Hooper household were a soothing
affair. The five slender blonde girls, with their subdued voices and measured language, would be seated in low
chairs in their mansion parlor on Mount Vernon Street. You also sank into one of those chintz-covered chairs,
and the conversation was just stimulating enough, avoiding violent controversy. From the parlor window you
looked out on the famous Shaw Memorial. This great relief sculpture of marching troops recalled earlier and
heroic days when Boston’s patriots were ready to lay down their lives for the freedom of slaves whose
ordinary human rights they later so conveniently forgot in the “great betrayal” of the late 70s.
My father’s association with Edward Hooper and his brother-in-law, “Uncle” Henry Adams, was so long
and intimate that I never felt as if the girls were anything but my older sisters. Their conversation with me was
sisterly, too. At any rate, their home was a refuge if the going got too hard in Cambridge.
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Though he was a Unitarian by profession, Edward Hooper entertained a deep devotion to the Blessed
Virgin. It was a much simpler and less sophisticated affair than the metaphysi cal and somewhat enigmatic
glorification of the Blessed Virgin familiar to us in the writings of Henry Adams. Every night, before they
went to bed, Mr. Hooper gathered his five daughters around him and said a prayer to Our Lady. His oldest
daughter Ellen married a Catholic, the late John Briggs Potter. Mabel, the third daughter, who married my
brother Bancel, later came into the Catholic Church and brought up in the Catholic faith her four sons, Bancel,
Jr., Henry, Edward, and Tom. The last-named died at sea in December of 1942, while returning home, as
commander of a small Coast Guard cutter, from months of patrol duty in the icy Arctic.
*
Entering college in 1897, I had the distinction of being a member of the first graduating class of the
twentieth century. By general agreement of its members, the class of 1901 was a vast improvement over the
expiring nineteenth century’s last gasp in the class of 1900. We also felt we were setting a stand ard which the
class of ’02 might admire but never attain. The genius of the class was the poet Robert Frost, and some lesser
celebrities clustered around his melodious name. In general, however, the class of ’01 prided itself through the
years on being the class of the homme moyen,\fn{Average man} standing on its widely distributed merits, not on
the borrowed radiance of a few celebrities.
Harvard class membership in the President Eliot days did not necessarily mean sociability. In fact, it was
quite normal not even to converse with a fellow classman unless you had been introduced to him. Clarence
Saunders, an incredibly reticent millionaire from Cleveland, and I ate our tasteless meals together for a good
while at a boarding house on Auburn Street without speaking. I was determined not to be the first to break the
ice. It was a couple of months before Saunders unbent sufficiently to comment on the pudding. Only when the
class anniversaries began to roll around in later life did class membership first become a matter of
consciousness, then of conscience, next of pride, and finally of a very real and noble pleasure. We are
inordinately proud, for example, that Jim Lawrence, elected class president in 1897, still pre sides at this
writing over his not too depleted flock.
My own first consciousness of the Harvard class of ’01 as an entity with a very human heart was in 1921.
Members of the class that year astonished and moved me more than I could say by collecting a substantial
sum to aid in building my church of St. Nicholas in St. Mary’s County near Patuxent, Maryland. Instigator of
this plan was the former class treasurer, John White Hallowell, my former summer companion in Newport.
Jack Hallowell died six years later and with him passed my closest bond with the class, until those bonds were
resumed in very recent years. The two members of my class with whom I have kept up the most continuous
correspondence are Joseph A. O’Gorman, mentioned earlier, and Erich Stern. Erich, a stocky young lad from
Milwaukee, was somewhat of my own serious type of mind and many a talk we had on subjects of common
interest. He had a spiritual philosophy of his own which struck me at the time as being wise and which has
worn well through the years.
*
The ceremonial closing of my college years was a solemn affair for unrelaxed graduates of 1901 did not
ask to have their degrees casually sent to them by mail. I was sorely tempted to continue what had become a
fairly pleasant life in Cambridge, but I had already cast the die in my own mind for actually taking up studies
for the priesthood.
Father Gasson had suggested that I should pursue my studies at the Univer sity of Innsbruck in Austria,
where he himself had taken his theological training a few years previously as a Jesuit scholas tic. This greatly
appealed to me, for from what I could learn the theological faculty of Innsbruck was composed of out standing
men. Moreover, the idea of studying abroad, particularly of studying in a university of the German type, and
in the Alps, had its special attraction. The decision meant no small sacrifice on Father’s part, and once more
the same persons came to my assistance as had presided at my entrance into college—my brother Bancel and
Theodore Roosevelt.
Bancel faced the financial problem bravely and during my course at Innsbruck, as in my years at Harvard,
arranged, sometimes in the face of serious obstacles, for my material needs. Father had not been averse to my
notion of studying for the priesthood, but when it came to the showdown I could see that he entertained other
plans, so that he hesitated somewhat, as did my oldest brother Grant.
The hesitation, however, was broken down chiefly by Mr. Roosevelt. As he had advised on my entrance to
college, he now spoke up to Father and Grant on my behalf. The boy, “T.R.” insisted, has a vocation. God has
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sent him certain lights and certain graces, and it would be folly not to let him follow them. He was an eloquent
advocate and his counsel won the day.
I intended to study for the Diocese of Providence, but I went entirely on my own, without any obligation to
the Bishop of Providence, the Most Rev. Matthew Harkins. When I said good-by to my mother in Newport in
July 1901 it was the only time in my life that I had ever seen her weep, and yet in this as in so many other
matters she was my staunchest supporter.
For some reason or other, which neither she nor I could ever explain, she begged me on that occasion:
“Don’t let them make you a Jesuit.” I replied:
“Mother, dear, nothing can ever make me a Jesuit.”
In later years we were somewhat mystified over this. The idea of becoming a Jesuit had not remotely
occurred to me, in spite of Dr. Donald’s prophecy, and did not occur to me until more than three years later.
Father surprised me by his interest in every detail of my proposed trip, and arranged for me to meet some
of his old New York friends—W. C. Brownell, the literary critic, the art experts Bernard Roelker and A. F.
Jaccaci, and others, at the Century Club. As I was about to say good-by he drew me into a corner of the
Graham Library, on the Century's third floor, where we would be undisturbed, saying that he wished to give
me a special bit of advice.
“Old man,” he said, “you are going to Europe. You will visit London, Paris, Vienna and many other places.
You are still young, you are still a man, and you will come across a certain type of woman,” using more
precise language. “You are not thinking of anything wrong, but you will be away from home. I hope you will
never get into any trouble of this sort, but if you do, remember I am here to help you, and don’t hesitate to
send me a cable. I’ll come to your aid.”
I was a bit taken aback by Father’s frankness, for I did not expect to be involved in that particular kind of
complication. Yet his concern deeply touched me. Fortunately for myself and for his peace of soul, I did not
get into trouble with the ladies; though his own anxiety for my welfare must have been on his mind and may
well have been the reason for an amusing incident which I recount in Chapter Six. I saw enough, how ever,
during my four years abroad to know that Father’s apprehensions were not fashioned out of cobwebs; Father
knew the world, and he knew youth. …
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273.77 Excerpts from The Edge Of Sadness: A. “The First Four Chapters” B. “The Speech In Chapter
Ten”\fn{by Edwin O’Connor (1918-1968)} Provincence, Providence County, Rhode Island, USA (M) 28
A
1\fn{The chapter divisions are in the text, but the internal divisions are mine:H}
This story at no point becomes my own. I am in it—good heavens, I’m in it to the point of almost never being out
of it! But the story belongs, all of it, to the Carmodys, and my own part, while substantial enough, was never really
of any great significance at all. I don’t think this is modesty; it seems to me a simple fact. Because now that it’s all
over, and I can look back on all those weeks and months—not with detachment, of course, but with a somewhat
colder eye than before, I have the feeling that whatever happened would have happened whether I had been on hand
or not, whether I had spoken or been still, whether I had known the Carmodys all the days of my life or had met
them for the first time one sunlit afternoon in the middle of last week.
Still, there is this: I was at least there. The friend of the family, the invited intruder, the small necessary neutral
cushion against which all belligerents might bank their shots in turn—I was there, as I say, and there I stayed. I
stayed with the Carmodys and their story from the first -from that Sunday in June when old Charlie Carmody,
saluting the one day of the year which could be counted on to move him deeply, gave himself a birthday party …
*
The story begins, really, some days before that Sunday: it begins with an early morning telephone call. Even now,
months later, I can recall that morning with a special vividness, for it was the first such morning in a long time.
There had been a heat'wave, a severe one and the first of the summer, and on this morning I woke to find that it had
broken at last. The wind was sweeping in from the sea, and even here—here, in this old rectory, set in this soiled and
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airless slum—it was possible to smell and feel the morning, the sunlight and salt air. It was the start of one of the
great dazzling days that sometimes break unannounced over this city, cool and shining and full of light, and I knew
that if I got up and walked to the rectory roof and looked out through the scoured and cloudless morning I could see
for miles and miles to the muted bluish outlines of the hills far to the north.
Which, I should say at once, I did not intend to do. I was in bed and fully awake: I had awakened shortly after six
o’clock. In recent months I’ve been saying the seven o’clock Mass, and I wake at this same hour each morning,
usually without the alarm. Which is fine, but is only half the battle, for to wake up is one thing, and to get up quite
another. And this, for me, is one of the old, long-standing problems; I can remember, years ago in the seminary,
speaking of it to old Father Condon. Overscrupulous, to be sure, but there it was and there he was, my spiritual
counselor: a marvelously serene old man with the face of a happy rabbit and almost no voice at all. It was said that
he had worn it out, giving advice.
“Oh my goodness,” he whispered, his upper lip twitching away at some invisible carrot. “Oh my goodness me.
Why, that is a very slight problem, my dear boy. It is almost not a problem at all. It is a mountain made out of a
molehill: perhaps you know the expression? A little discipline, a little self-sacrifice, a little remembering each day of
just what it is we get up for. We are doing God’s work, are we not, and Satan does not sleep till noon. That is a good
thought, my dear boy: Satan does not sleep till noon. No no no. Keep that uppermost in your mind before retiring
each night and you will find that in a surprisingly short time you will be bounding out of bed in the morning. Rising
will become, not a chore, but a positive joy. Oh yes yes yes. I have lived a very long time and I have seen it happen
again and again. Why, I recall that once, many many years ago now, of course, I …”
And then his voice, as it had a habit of doing, faded off entirely, and he, poor simple kindly old man, all
unconscious of this, kept on talking for some time, smiling all the while, his lips moving rhythmically, his long old
hands feathering the air, presumably pointing up inaudible anecdotes. I stayed for the pantomime—young
seminarians are not encouraged to walk out on the performances of their superiors—and considered the advice. I
found that I had listened dutifully but had not believed. Seminaries are peppered with occasional doubts, but mine
were secular rather than theological: I could not believe in the joyous morning bound. It was disbelief well-founded:
thirty-five years between then and now, and while I rise punctually I do so grudgingly; each morning brings its own
renewal of the battle.
All of which has nothing whatever to do with the problems of the Carmodys, into which I was brought suddenly
as the telephone by my bed rang, at six-fifteen in the morning, and surprisingly the caller was old Charlie Carmody.
“Well, well, Father,” he said, “good mornin’ to you.” He had a queer, old man’s voice: strong enough, yet every
word came out wrapped in some sort of powdery cocoon, as if he had a permanent dustbin in his throat.
“I hope, now, I didn’t get you up out of bed, Father? It’s not too early for you?”
The question was solicitous enough, but then I had been brought up on Charlie Carmody; I thought I knew what
he was really saying. My father had been a great expert on Charlie. They had been boys together, and my father—
who never became successful in business—seemed to spend most of his time studying Charlie—who became very
successful indeed—watching him with incredulity, some amusement, a certain amount of rather reluctant
admiration, and a somewhat larger amount of positive dislike. He had collected hundreds of stories about Charlie
and told them all; sometimes his analysis of Charlie’s character took the form of a curious defense.
“The man is misunderstood,” he would say. “There are people in this city who think that Charlie’s the meanest
man that ever drew on a pair of trousers. He’s no such thing. In his whole life he never did anything mean just for the
sake of being mean. One, there’s no money in it. Two, it’s not his style at all. Charlie’s not the lad to jab his thumb in
your eye just so’s your eye will sting. But say you went into his real estate office one day to buy a little piece of land
worth maybe ten dollars, and Charlie was good enough—you being an old friend—to sell it to you for a hundred.
And say you went to go out of the door with your little bargain under your arm, and Charlie ran around from behind
his desk to help you on with your hat -just to keep on being friendly. And say just at the moment he had your hat in
the air, ready to slip it on your head, you twisted your head around of a sudden and got his thumb smack dab in your
eye—well now, that’s the sort of thing that makes the day for Charlie. He’s not only cheated you deaf and dumb, but
you almost go blind in the bargain! What sensible man could ask for more? I tell you, it’s the little bonuses that
count the most with Charlie. They go to prove, don’t you see, that God’s on the right side. That He’s up there smiling
away in Heaven, whipping up the frosting to put on the cakes that his partner Charlie bakes!”
This was my father on the subject of his boyhood chum. Not a calm and measured judgment, exactly, but not
without its truth, either; I discovered that as over the years, and from one source and another, I came to know a good
deal about Charlie. Enough, for example, to know that while he would never have called me simply to wake me—a
practical joke which put no money in your pocket was, to Charlie, simply not practical—still, if he could have
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wakened me en route, so to speak, to his main purpose, why, so much the better! Just one more little bonus. And so,
still lying on my bed, I said,
“No, no, I’ve been up for some time, Mr. Carmody.” But Charlie was a veteran campaigner; his disappointment,
if there, did not show.
“Ain’t that grand!” he said instantly. “Is that a fact, now? Well well. Up for some time. I tell you, Father, nothin’
does me more good than to hear a thing like that. Nothin’ makes me feel better than to know there’s somebody
besides myself ain’t afraid to get up in the momin’. Specially when he’s a young feller like yourself.”
This was Charlie’s brand of flattery. Or else it was simply that to the really old all others are young. In any case,
on my last birthday I was fifty-five. Charlie went on to pay his tribute to youth.
“Mostly,” he said, “they’re a bunch of bums. You have to club them to get them up out of bed, and then when you
do they can’t do nothin’. It was different in my day, Father. D’ye know what time I got up when I was a young
feller? I’ll tell you: four o’clock. How’s that for getting’ up in the mornin’, Father? And d’ye know what time I get
up today, old as I am? D’ye know that, Father?”
“You’ve always been an early riser, Mr. Carmody …”
“Four o’clock!” he cried. “The same as always. Old as I am I’m on my own two feet and downstairs in the
kitchen getting’ my own breakfast every blessed mornin’ of my life. Would you believe that, Father?”
I would indeed, for his son John, who had been in the seminary with me, had often spoken of this habit of his
father's. He had spoken of it without enthusiasm.
“It doesn’t make any sense,” he had said, frowning. In those days,
John—fresh out of boyhood, towheaded, with large light serious eyes, and already regarded, even in the
seminary, as pretty much of a lone wolf—still thought of his father, not so much with irritation (although there was
plenty of that) as with a puzzled incomprehension -as someone who by right or position deserved respect and
affection and love, but whose every baffling action threw one more block across the path.
“You see, when he gets up everyone else has to get up too. Oh, you don’t actually have to, but you might just as
well: I can tell you that after four o’clock there’s no sleep for anybody in that house. There are all those noises in the
kitchen, for one thing, and then when he finishes there he can always find something else to do. Something that’s
noisy. He’ll water the lawn, for instance. Have you any idea how much noise that can make? At five in the morning
when it’s pitch-black outside? And when it’s Dad who’s doing the watering? With his own special early-morning
technique? Of course you can always complain but when you do he always says the same thing. He says we’re the
last people who should be complaining because he’s only doing it for us. For us!”
He had shaken his head, badly perplexed, and somewhere in the distance I had seemed to hear my father’s cough
of knowing laughter. Here was corroboration indeed!
“Yes,” Charlie was saying now, “I get up nice and early before the sun and do the little things that need doin’
around the house. And then what d’ye think I do, Father? You’d never guess. Not in a million years you wouldn’t. I'll
tell you what I do: I go out in the yard and have a grand look at all the birds. Ain’t birds lovely, Father?”
This was the softer side of Charlie: rarely visible, like the other side of the moon. I said,
“Are you a bird watcher, then, Mr. Carmody? That’s something I wouldn’t have guessed.”
“Ah well, I ain’t a loony about it, Father. I don’t go crawlin’ around on my belly through the wet grass lookin’ for
the golden-headed hoohoo. That’s nut stuff. But the fact of the matter is that nothin’ makes me feel better than
comin’ down and findin’ the whole place littered with birds, all kinds, singin’ and chirpin’ away all around me. I tell
you, Father, there’s days I might be Saint Francis himself!”
I said, “Aha.” It was a pale acknowledgment, unworthy of such an announcement, but the truth is that I had
nothing better to offer. Thirty years as a priest and still unable to make the appropriate small talk with the living
duplicates of the sanctified! Who, by the way, are more numerous than you might imagine. With Charlie, however, it
seemed safe enough to stick to the birds, and so I said,
“I suppose they come around because you’re good to them; you probably put out a little seed for them every once
in a while.”
There was a pause.
“Ah well,” he said slowly. “I don’t exactly do that now, Father. No no. I’m a great man for the birds, none greater,
but the way I do is this: they can damn well feed themselves. And they do! I’m here to tell you they do. On my grass
seed.” The old voice had suddenly become louder; there was a new note, unmistakably grim.
“Grass seed is sellin’ for two dollars the pound,” he said, “and every robin on the place is getting’ big as a hen.
Oh, I tell you, Father, a man has to look sharp or they'll eat him out of house and home. 'What 1 do, sometimes, is I
sit around waitin’ for them with a few little stones in my pocket.” A dusty reminiscent chuckle came over the
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telephone. “I pegged one at this big black devil of a starlin’ the other day,” Saint Francis said gleefully, “and damn
near took his head off. Well, well, we mustn’t complain, Father. That’s the way life goes.”
I agreed that it was, it was indeed, and took a look at my watch. It was getting late, and the question was: Why?
Why, that is, this telephone call? Because nothing was clearer than that old Charlie had not called to discuss birds
with a parish priest. Especially this parish priest: in all his life Charlie had never telephoned to me before. There was
no reason why he should have. We were hardly old friends; he had of course known my father well, but me he knew
chiefly as a boy who occasionally used to be seen about his house in the company of his son John. And although I
knew all the Carmodys, it was only Helen and John to whom I was at all close, and in recent years I had seen John
only half a dozen times, while Helen I had not seen at all. So that to hear from any Carmody was rare enough, but to
hear from old Charlie was unprecedented.
It is a tribute to my father’s schooling that I knew at once that Charlie wanted something, that he wanted it badly,
and that he wanted it from me. But exactly what he could want—or, for that matter, what I had to give—was beyond
me.
Meanwhile, there was the hour, and Mass was to be said; the problem was to get Charlie to the point and get him
there quickly. But Charlie came to the point by himself and almost at once. Apparently tiring of preliminaries, he
said with a sudden briskness,
“Well now, Father, I didn’t call you up to talk about the robin redbreast, did I? I wouldn’t waste the time of a man
like yourself on that. The thing is this: will you come to dinner? On Sunday next?” And this completely surprised
me: so completely that I could manage only the simple-minded echo:
“Sunday?”
“My birthday,” he said matter-of-factly. In just such a tone might another man have said, “Thanksgiving” or
“Christmas.” He added,
“Eighty-two years old, Father. Eighty-two this Sunday, that’s what I am. And not an ache or pain in my body or a
doctor’s bill in sight. How many d’ye know can say the same?”
“Not many,” I said absently, and wondered: Is this what Charlie wanted? My presence at his birthday dinner? Was
this probable? No. Yet all the same …
“Not many,” he repeated. Clearly, the answer did not satisfy. “I don’t know none,” he said. “Except myself.
They’re droppin' like flies around me but I feel grand. I might live to be as old as Methuselah’s Uncle Jack. So we’ll
have a little celebration on Sunday, Father. John’ll be there, of course, now he’s back in the city, and I know he’d like
to see you. As would we all, Father. As would we all. Will you come along?”
There was the possible answer: John. Was it he, back again in his home city after so many years away, the pastor
now of the very church in which he had been baptized, who was behind the invitation? In a way this made sense, yet
in another way it did not, for Charlie had never been known to bend to the wishes of any member of his family. Was
it at all in character for him to invite his son’s friend to dinner— to his own birthday dinner? Simply to oblige his
son? Once again I seemed to hear my father sounding his notes of polite derision. Still—and here is the really
curious thing—almost instantly, and without the faintest reasonable motive (for was it possible that I could have
wanted to go and watch Charlie cheer the fact of his own survival?) I said,
“I’d like very much to come, Mr. Carmody. It’s good of you to think of me.”
“That’s grand,” he said. “Ah, that’s grand, Father. We won’t have nothin’ fancy. Just the family and a few old
pals. It’ll be like old times.”
Old pals? Old times? Was this the explanation: had Charlie, subject to the confusions of old age, taken me for his
own contemporary? But he had done nothing of the kind; clarification came with his most surprising statement yet.
He said,
“Seein’ you there will remind me of your pa. Oh yes, Father, your pa and I were great pals in the old days. Did
you know that, I wonder?”
I thought of what my father would have said to this; I said only,
“I knew you were boys together.”
“Boys and pals,” he corrected me. “Born on the same block, not fifty feet from each other. And in the same year.
Ah, those were the great days, Father.” He sighed. “Beefsteak,” he said emotionally. “D’ye know what beefsteak was
sellin’ for then, Father? I’ll tell you: ten cents the pound. And liver was nothin’ at all. Oh yes yes, Father, there’s not
a day goes by I don’t think of your poor pa. He’s dead now—how long? Ten years, would it be?”
“Nine.”
“Nine years. Well well. And here I am, fit as a fiddle.” He sighed and said, “Well well. But that’s the way life
goes, Father. We mustn’t complain.”
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This was a curious kind of resignation, to be recalled, apparently, only in connection with particular triumphs: the
near-beheading of the starling with the stone, the outliving of my father by almost a decade. In view of the way life
was going for Charlie, there did not seem too much reason for complaint.
“Well,” he said, “we’ll see you on Sunday, then, Father.” And then, as an afterthought, he said suddenly,
“Ah, I’ll tell you what I’ll do: I’ll have John stop by to pick you up.”
“No no,” I said quickly, for John’s parish, in which his father lived, was at the farthest point of the city from
mine; the trip would have taken him miles out of his way. “It’s not necessary, Mr. Carmody. I have my car.”
“Not another word, Father!” he cried happily, for he had seen the possibility and was on it like a cat: here, in this
needless errand for his son, lay the seeds of another little bonus.
“He’ll be there for you with bells on. A nice drive in the open air of a Sunday: there’s nothin’ the boy likes
better!”
I thought of the “boy”—who was my own age, almost to the day—wheeling his car through the open air of a
large city on a steaming Sunday afternoon in summer; I said,
“But Mr. Carmody—”
“Goodbye, Father!” he cried. “And don’t forget old Charlie at the altar now and again. Don’t forget the odd
prayer. A man needs all the prayers he can get!” The dusty old voice stopped abruptly; there was a click; old Charlie
was gone.
*
So it was all arranged: I was going to a birthday party. And all the while, as I rose, as I bathed, shaved, dressed,
even as I prayed, the question returned, over and over again, drifting in like the soft flow of the morning itself—the
question which still was: Why? Not so much why I had been invited—although, the peculiarities of my host
considered, that was mysterious enough—but much more to the point, why I had agreed to go. Because these days I
was hardly a birthday party man; also, I was not particularly a Charlie man. And, even leaving this to one side, there
was the fact that any party of Charlie’s would be, for me, more than a party, a simple family get-together. The
familiar setting, the old faces, the old themes, the memories, one after another: for me, it would be nothing less than
a trip to the past. And in view of all that’s happened, is such a trip really necessary? Is it even advisable? For now,
here in Saint Paul’s at least—and at last—I seem to be doing well enough: then why not let well enough alone …
Saint Paul’s: what a strange parish it is, really. Days, even weeks go by, and I don’t even think of this; then,
without preparation of any kind, there comes a moment—such as this one, at the beginning of a glorious day—when
suddenly all the lights seem to be turned on at once, piercing the comfortable protection of routine, and I am
confronted with the cold fact of Saint Paul’s.
It is called Old Saint Paul’s, but there is no New Saint Paul’s—the adjective refers only to the age of the parish.
The church itself is the perfect mirror of the district: once, three generations ago, active, prosperous, in a way even
noble; today, a derelict, full of dust and flaking paint and muttering, homeless, vague-eyed men. This section of the
city is dying and so is Old Saint Paul’s. In a sense it is hardly a parish at all any more, but a kind of spiritual
waterhole: a halting place for transients in despair.
Still, we have our permanent families, those who live and stay here: Syrians, Greeks, some Italians, a few
Chinese, the advance guard of the Puerto Ricans—a racial spectrum whose pastor I am. Here the pastor cuts quite a
different figure than he does in one of the old, compact, all-Irish parishes. I know those parishes well. I was raised in
one; I have in fact been pastor of one. Now I am here—and it should be said that this is hardly regarded as a
promotion. Yet I have no complaints, not a single one, for this parish has come to mean something so special to me
that I can’t begin to say or explain …
Well, my point is that in those other parishes there does exist, invariably, this peculiar rapport between the priest
and the people, and I suppose it springs largely from their knowledge that he is one of them—that he is from their
own particular branch of the tree. The result is that whether they love him or fear him or respect him or admire him
or distrust him, they are aware of him, he does enter their daily lives, he is a part of them.
In Old Saint Paul’s, not so. These people are good people—at least I think they are: after almost a year here, I
know them scarcely at all. I say Mass for them (and they come: in fair numbers on a Sunday, very few if any on a
weekday); I hear their confessions (despite certain obvious difficulties, for I am no linguist); sometimes I baptize
them, marry them, bury them; occasionally I go to their homes on sick calls. There are the formal, necessary points
of contact between the shepherd and his flock—beyond them we do not go. They accept me as their priest, but after
that they keep their distance—and I must admit (and this is perhaps my fault, my dereliction) that I keep mine.
And I must admit this too: that sometimes, in the rectory, at night, I think with a little longing of the old days and
the old ways—because, after all, a man may turn his back on something and still remember it. But these are thoughts
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that come and go, and not too often at that; for the most part, day in and day out, I know the truth: that this way, the
present way, is for me the best way. The work gets done, I don’t neglect my people, and I can truly say this: that
here, in this shabby corner, in what is undoubtedly the backwater of the diocese, I am happy. Or, if not happy—what
a word that is!—at least content and secure in the pattern of my days. Which is more, far more, than once, not so
long ago, I would have thought possible.
So then, why revisit the old days? Why go to see Charlie whooping it up for himself? Why even go to see John
and Helen? Nostalgia? Curiosity? Even loneliness?
Possibly; probably. Is there any harm in it? No. Is there any point to it? No. Yet all the same, on Sunday I am
going to Charlie’s birthday party.
And now I am going to my Mass …
2
Sunday was a day of double significance: it was the birthday of old Charlie; it was the feast day of Saint Paul.
Charlie Carmody and the Apostle of Charity: it was a strange coupling. I wondered if Charlie was aware of it.
Probably. I wondered if he approved of it. Probably not. Saint Paul was Saint Paul, to be sure, but Charlie's birthday
was Charlie’s birthday, and he was a jealous guardian of his own. So it was more than likely that if he thought at all
of Saint Paul this morning, he did so with some truculence, regarding him as something of an intruder, a kind of
heavenly poacher.
But Saint Paul is the patron saint of my parish, and at both the seven o’clock and the eight-thirty Masses—Father
Danowski, my curate, said the ten and the eleven—he was the subject of my sermon. I talked a little longer than
usual -for a total of perhaps ten minutes. Which I suppose is really not very long at all, but fashions in sermons have
changed: the full-fledged oration of today would have been no more than a warmup a generation ago. When I was a
boy in Saint Raymond’s—the same parish where John Carmody is pastor now—old Monsignor Degnan thought
nothing, absolutely nothing, of climbing the steps Sunday after Sunday and settling down for a solid minimum of
thirty minutes. And thirty violent, storm-tossed minutes at that, for the Monsignor rarely whispered when a shout
would do.
What an extraordinary man he was, really. And what an extraordinary voice: a great, soaring roar that clearly had
been meant for vast cathedrals, but had somehow wound up in small, neat Saint Raymond’s. (“Like a war whoop in
a telephone booth,” my father once said.) It was also a voice that came oddly from this little bald man who looked so
frail—the Monsignor’s appearance was of the kind that breeds pious legends. It was said, for instance, that he was
engaged in a perpetual fast, eating nothing but a thin soup and unbuttered bread. The fact was that he had an
enormous appetite: once when I was a young priest in his rectory, I watched him eat a breakfast of fruit, oatmeal,
fried eggs, fried ham, fried potatoes, several cups of tea, and a quarter of an apple pie.
“A man should eat food that sticks to the ribs,” he had declared. He had never looked more drawn or insubstantial
than at that very moment.
There was also the rumor that he was ill, desperately so, and that he had come to Saint Raymond’s to die—
although exactly why this should have been the ideal parish for such a purpose was never explained. The rumor
survived for fifty years and so did the Monsignor. He lived to be ninety, dying only last year, an eccentric, despotic,
devout old man who, like so many of the old-time pastors, seemed to have won from his people something which
was not love, exactly, but a peculiar kind of exasperated idolatry. .
Those famous Sunday sermons! It seems to me now that I remember them all, and this is surprising because I
never listened to one. Really listened, I mean. I don’t think many people did. The Monsignor, roaring away through
the complicated underbrush of his discourse, defied all pursuit. His successor, on the other hand, is at the opposite
end of the stick: lucidity itself. With John Carmody there is no underbrush at all. The level of the sermons at Saint
Raymond’s, then, unquestionably has gone up; the question is: Has the number of listeners gone up too? And the
answer to that is—No.
Which is not necessarily John’s fault: like all of us in the pulpit today, he has problems of which the Monsignor
did not even dream. For when the Monsignor spoke to his flock of fifty years ago, he spoke always to the same solid,
homogeneous band—that is, to men and women who worked harder with their hands, who had little education (in
almost all cases far less than the Monsignor himself), and whose wants and needs and thoughts were fairly uniform
and simple. But the laity of today is a far different matter, and now John Carmody, as he looks down each Sunday
from his pulpit in Saint Raymond’s, knows that ideally every sermon, in order to be effective, must be comprehensible to a congregation composed of lawyers, stevedores, educators, doctors, scrubwomen, politicians, bankers
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and babysitters-in short, to an incredible layer cake of intellect and imagination. And when you talk about what
matters most-that is, when you talk about Almighty God—how do you talk to a layer cake? With the simplicity of
genius? Exactly-except that in the diocese at the moment the genius-priest is in relatively short supply. And so John
Carmody does the best he can, talking away each Sunday, occasionally looking down at all the familiar faces,
searching for signs of interest or at least attention, and finding all too often the vacant eye and the drooping head.
Which, even on the most superficial level, is not pleasant: no man particularly enjoys being a bore. . .
My own problem is the same, and yet slightly different. I too talk away and look down at all the faces, but here in
Saint Paul’s they’re faces which are still strange to me, and in which I can read—nothing. Not interest or attention or
boredom or discontent -just polite, neutral nothing. In the whole church only Mr. Yee supplies the break in the
pattern.
Mr. Yee is Chinese: a round soft man who sells herbs in a small dark shop a few blocks from the church. (Most of
the city’s Chinatown is within my parish, although few of the Chinese are Catholics: Mr. Yee is the most visible
exception.) He sits in the same spot every Sunday at the seven o’clock Mass, and when I begin to speak I see him
lean forward eagerly, as if he’d been waiting all week long for just this moment. Throughout the sermon he sits in
this same position, wolfing down every phrase. So this is gratifying, flattering, a boost to the ego. Or, rather, it would
be if it were not for a discovery I made some weeks ago. Mr. Yee understands no English. Not a single blessed word.
And yet the saving thing is that it all couldn’t matter less. The sermons, I mean. Granted that a good sermon is
better than a bad one, what really counts—what only counts—is of course the Mass itself, and the people do come to
that. As for the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the sermon—well, who can measure these things? I know priests
who are counted immensely successful in the pulpit: vibrant, eloquent men who capture a throng with a word. I
don’t for a moment doubt that they do good work, but at the same time I always wonder how deep down the word
really goes, and if it does go down, does it stay awhile, or is it gone overnight, like some bubble of a child’s happy
dream? One never knows.
At least I never know, and in any case it has little enough reference to my own situation: very few throngs have
been captured with a word from the present pastor of Old Saint Paul’s. The most I can say for my sermons is that
they’re short, they’re simple, and I’m reasonably sure they do no harm.
They certainly do none to Mr. Yee …
But I mentioned the seven o’clock Mass this morning: a curious thing happened. I had finished the sermon and
was going back to the altar for the Credo; as I turned to walk across the sanctuary I thought I saw Helen Carmody.
She—if it was she—was seated at the side of the church, towards the back, but since the lighting is bad and I had
only the one quick glimpse, I could not be sure. After Mass, when I looked out from the sacristy, she had gone.
Was it Helen? The more I wondered, the more I realized how unlikely it was: that she would have come all the
way across the city to Mass, and more, that she would have come at this hour of the morning. For she had none of
her father’s passion for getting up before the birds: as a rule, the later the Mass, the better for Helen. And so most
probably I had been mistaken, although the mistake did serve to point out rather clearly the extent to which the
Carmodys, one by one and after so long a time, had suddenly begun to pop up in my mind.
*
I had called John the day before, simply to tell him that there was no need to pick me up, and to make it quite
clear that the suggestion had come, not from me, but from old Charlie.
“Yes, I recognized the touch,” he had said. “The thumbprints of the master were all over that one.”
Even in his voice there was a little of his father: he was high and clear, and spoke with a sardonic, rushing
impatience which became somewhat more pronounced whenever his subject was old Charlie. The years had
sharpened his attitude towards his father; the bafflement of boyhood had been succeeded by less indulgent emotions.
“Characteristically, I disappointed him,” he said. “I told him that I’d be delighted to pick you up, that it wouldn’t
inconvenience me in the least. He hadn’t counted on that at all; naturally it upset him. So I’m coming.”
“John, it’s silly. I really can drive—”
“I’m coming,” he repeated emphatically. “I want to see you, I want to see your place. So don’t argue. I’ll be
there.”
And so he came. He came just as I was having one of my little talks with Father Danowski. Father Danowski was
disturbed: the collections, always small, had been smaller than usual this Sunday. For this Father Danowski was
disposed to blame the man who had passed the collection basket at the eleven o’clock Mass. It seemed that he had
been late, that he had not begun to pass the basket until Mass was nearly over, that the people, already congratulating
themselves upon the supposed oversight, had resented the last-minute attempt at recovery and had given grudgingly,
if at all. Father Danowski had had to take steps.
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“I was forced to give him a reprimand,” he said. “A severe reproach.”
A severe reproach!
I could see it all: Father Danowski, solemn, chunky, broad-faced, butter-haired, and twenty-five, looking like
some impossibly grave fullback, elaborately explaining to the old Portuguese collector—who is well past twice his
age that he has done wrong. Very wrong. And does the collector get the point? No. Does he get Father Danowski?
Again, no. For which I can hardly blame him: my curate is a strange lad. I don’t think I’ve ever seen a priest quite
like him; there are times when he reminds me of nothing so much as a child who has sneaked into a full-dress suit,
just to startle the grownups. Because he’s just a boy, really, and yet somehow he’s managed to pick up this
extraordinary manner which comes out of him like steam; a queer, comic, old-fashionçd, slightly foreign ornateness
which, I suppose, is intended to suggest age, cosmopolitan experience. It’s in his movements, his walk, his talk—in
the pulpit on Sundays, for example, he’s quite likely to use words and phrases that haven’t been heard for decades:
“Beware!” or “I beg of you, desist!”
That sort of thing. It’s almost as though he'd landed on the shore and discovered the language the day before
yesterday—yet he was born here and raised here; I doubt if he’s left the city five times in his life.
Of course part of it is that he’s so young and wants to prove that he isn’t. Saint Paul’s is his first assignment;
curiously enough, he seems to enjoy it. I think he regards the parish as a challenge. I think he regards me the same
way. He hasn’t a grain of humor, but he’s full of zeal, and he's obviously determined to make poor old Saint Paul’s
once more a going concern. I think he sees a future of shining Gothic and stained-glass windows and a great swell of
Gregorian positively shaking the stones.
I haven’t the heart to destroy this innocent vision, and it’s not my place to do so; young dreams like this need no
outside push to help them perish. Meanwhile, it can be a little hard on delinquent volunteer collectors, who of course
must be reproached for postponing all that new stained glass.
But my curate is better than this: there are depths here that are seldom seen. For instance, there is the matter of
my story—he must know it; the diocesan grapevine is no less efficient than any other. But if so, he’s never once
given the slightest sign of knowing—which is not so easy for a boy just out of the seminary, and which argues a tact
and a thoughtfulness I wouldn’t have suspected in him. I suppose in a way I don’t understand him at all: he’s like the
rest of the mysterious facts that make up Old Saint Paul’s.
But we get along well, I like him, and there are those moments when he forgets to be impressive—sometimes I
see his face as he says his Mass, or when he baptizes a child—and then I know that underneath all this elaborate,
faintly pompous, faintly absurd surface is a very decent lad who will one day make a fine priest.
In the meantime, however, there is that surface.
“I impressed it on him most firmly,” he said. “I said to him: ‘Reflect, Manuel: when you do not pass your
collection basket promptly, as you promised you would do, do you know what you are being? You are being a
laborer who is not worthy of his hire! That is what you are being!’”
“Yes. Although his hire isn’t much, is it? He isn’t paid anything for passing the basket.”
“A metaphor, Father,” Father Danowski said sternly. His reproaches were by no means confined to collectors. “A
metaphor which I am sure struck home. I said to him: ‘You must not break a promise to God, my son!’”
My son …
We talked for some moments about the collector, then passed on to other subjects. There was the immediate
matter of Sunday dinner and the fact that I would not be there to eat it. This astonished Father Danowski: in the six
months he had been with me, I don’t think I had left the rectory once for a purely social occasion. So now I was
revealing an unfamiliar side: the pastor in his butterfly aspect. His round young blue eyes grew rounder; rounder still
when he learned the identity of my host.
“Charles Carmody!” he exclaimed. “The celebrated miser?”
Father Danowski is full of surprises. I said only,
“Well, he has money, a lot of it, and I’ve never heard that he threw any of it away. But I’ve never heard that he
was regarded as a miser. Much less that he was celebrated as one.”
“Oh yes, Father,” he said knowingly. “By many people. I can tell you of this from my own personal experience.
You see, my family once lived in a house of which Mr. Carmody was the owner. A large apartment house. This was
many years ago when I was a small boy in what I believe was generally termed Polish Town. You’re familiar with
that section of our community, Father?”
“Yes. Yes, indeed.”
Although in fact the general term had been somewhat less kind: the section had in fact never been called anything
but Polocks’ Town. Father Danowski’s suave alteration was understandable. I said,
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“At one time, I know, he owned a good deal of property over there. I suppose he still does.”
“How thrifty he was!” said Father Danowski. “He would come around in person on the first day of each month to
collect his rents. He would come in person and on foot, Father, and he would be wearing old garments, despite his
great wealth. One could not help thinking that he was like some person from the pages of the great English novelist,
Charles Dickens.”
He paused, and for just a moment I was absolutely certain that he would next ask me if I were familiar with the
great English novelist, Charles Dickens. But he did not; he continued with Charlie’s rent gathering.
“We were always prepared for him, Of course it would be foolish to pretend that we were highly prosperous at
the time. That was quite impossible, as my father was then employed as a school custodian. That is somewhat like a
janitor, Father.”
“Yes, yes, I know …
“At the Harold E. Babson Elementary School, to be precise. A very modern, well-constructed building, but the
pay was low. However, no matter how reduced our circumstances, we were always most prompt with our rent. That
is something my father insisted upon. How well I recall his saying to me: ‘Stanley, you must always remember this:
Be on time with your rent, and keep up the payments on your car. That way they can never get you.’ My father is an
extremely shrewd person, Father. Despite his lack of formal education.”\fn{The italics are in the text:H}
I nodded. Respectfully, I hope. I had ncvcr met Father Danowski’s father, but it made no difference: by now he
had emerged from our conversations as a vivid figure, larger than life, and I felt that I had known him forever.
Apparently he was a man of great strength and independent spirit who had worked at many jobs, remaining at each
only long enough to confirm his contempt for his employer. From his varied experiences he had drawn a set of
maxims, all geared to the practical aspects of everyday living: how to cure a cold at home, how to sleep soundly and
on which side, when to borrow and when to lend, how to get ahead in the Park Department, how to make dogs like
you, what to say when you are invited to a picnic. Father Danowski remembers these maxims, all of them; he quotes
them reverently and very often. And in the face of this I find myself peculiarly helpless, for when it comes to
someone quoting his father, am I of all people in any position to object …
“How ironical it is,” Father Danowski said now. “By that I mean, Father, that here on the one hand we have the
Church, with her needs which are so many and so great. And here on the other hand we have Mr. Carmody, an aging
person, with his great funds and his saving ways. How good it would be, Father, if through some old friend he could
at last be made to see that it is truly more blessed to give than to receive!”
His words were enthusiastic; he looked at me significantly. And I knew that, for him, I had suddenly acquired
new meaning: I had become the possible shortcut to the bigger, better Saint Paul’s. His eyes were bright; I think that
already a vision was forming of the aging person, persuaded of the error of his saving ways, slowly untwisting the
clasp of some mammoth leather purse and releasing an endless fluttering flood of dollar bills which spilled out like
flags from a magician’s hat.
Poor Father Danowski! I said,
“It would be good indeed. The only trouble is that for years any number of old friends have been trying to tell Mr.
Carmody about the blessings of giving. And with no success: he just doesn’t find the idea congenial.”
“But,” said Father Danowski, “if perhaps it were put to him in the correct way? As, for example, in the light of
the ultimate rewards to be gained? ‘A cup of cold water given in my name …’”
“Yes. Of course men like Mr. Carmody haven’t the slightest objection to giving you a cup of cold water. The
danger is that they’re likely to stop right there.”
“But,” said Father Danowski, “but …”
But it was at this point that John came in, and Father Danowski was forced to abandon the attack, at least for the
moment. And when I introduced him to John, his face fell; clearly, he had forgotten-if indeed he had ever known-that
old Charlie had a son in the Church. I have an idea that as soon as he saw John he saw also the demolition of his
hopes; in any case, he said only a few words—although these were delivered in his glossiest, most elaborate manner
—and then withdrew. John watched him go with curious eyes; he said,
“What’s that supposed to be?”
“My new curate.”
“Why does he talk like that?”
“It lends him authority. Or at least he thinks it does, which is pretty much the same thing. Don’t judge him by
that; he’s not bad at all.”
*
But the words were automatic; I was not really thinking of Father Danowski or his hidden merits. I was looking
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at John—I suppose with the usual speculative look of appraisal with which most men who are getting along regard
their contemporaries. Every meeting becomes a comparison test. In this instance, the comparison was hardly to my
advantage; I said admiringly,
“You don’t change much, do you? You seem in great shape.”
And he did: a tall man with the spare body of a boy, who (like myself) was fifty-five, and who (unlike myself)
looked years younger. I think it was impatience that kept him trim; it was surely not exercise—even as a boy he had
hated all forms of athletics. But now well into his middle years, he had not an extra sag or pouch or fold; there was
still a kind of adolescent boniness about him which the years and his own temperament had not been able to conceal.
His face was long, alert and almost without lines; his hair, though gray, had been gray for thirty years; and in the end,
it was only the eyes—pale-blue, rather distant, occasionally washed with fatigue or, more probably, exasperation—
which gave the clue to age.
He shrugged.
“I’m all right. I stay about the same.” Then, perhaps feeling that something in the way of reciprocity was called
for, he said hurriedly,
“You’re not looking so bad.”
This may have been less than a handsome compliment, but it was quite good enough, considering the facts—and
also considering John. For he was not at his best with the little courtesies usual at such moments, probably because
he didn’t think of them as courtesies at all. He thought of them as traps, dangerous traps, and he avoided them
whenever possible.
“I’ve given up saying ‘How are you?’ to people,” he had announced to me one day, some years before this,
“because everybody I meet has a kidney stone. Or a spot on his lungs. Or a boy in college who wants to give up
medicine and become an orchestra leader. I swear I don’t know a single soul who can just say ‘Fine!’ and keep on
walking!”
I knew what he meant. A priest—any priest—is especially vulnerable here. Every parish has its core of hardy
conversationalists who are always on the prowl, day and night, carrying with them a little invisible knapsack of
treasured complaints; at the sight of the first Roman collar, the eyes brighten and the knapsack opens. Not only in the
parish, but anywhere; walking along an unfamiliar street, riding on a train, a priest will suddenly find beside him a
stranger who, given the faintest encouragement, or even given no encouragement at all, will obligingly and at once
reveal the sum total of his private woes.
Not, certainly, that these are always trivial. Sometimes -not often, but sometimes -what comes out is so personal
and so loaded with pain that it becomes almost unbearable even to listen. But you do listen, of course. You listen;
then you say something, anything; then you hope for the mercy of God. This is what you do, and—not being God—
this is all you can do.
But, as I say, revelations of such gravity and sadness are not the common run, and for the most part these
confidences have no great seriousness. Unfortunately, they have no great variety, either. I’ve often thought, as I’ve
stood where I’ve been stopped, listening, nodding, every now and then making my own invaluable contribution to
the occasion—“Yes, yes,” “I see,” and “Of course you did!”—that each of these impromptu monologues was
remarkably like the one before it, and that all the words taken from all of them together might easily have been compressed into one of two short sentences:
(1) I’ve given them everything, Father, and what do I get in return?
(2) I’m no good to anyone, Father, not even to myself!
The spirit of the second sentence is humbler. It’s also usually the result of a rather full evening’s drinking.
All of which is natural enough. There are few who are perpetually on the crest of the wave; most of us can get
lonely or miserable and then, suddenly, feel the urge to get outside family and friends and talk to someone who
doesn’t know us too well—someone, in short, to whom we may complain that we have no one to complain to. For
this role, the priest is an obvious choice. And if this occasionally has its annoying side, it also-particularly in the case
of John—has a comic one as well. For no one could have been a more reluctant confidant than he—this withdrawn
man, whose years with so meddlesome a parent as old Charlie had hardly made him more outgoing; yet almost from
the day of his ordination he seemed to become a marked man, a hitching post for minor complaints. Nuisances, even
celebrated nuisances, sought him out and found him; he must have given them slim comfort, but they came back for
more.
Why this should have been I have no idea -possibly for the same mysterious reason that a man who dislikes dogs
is invariably the one at whom the puppy leaps. Be that as it may, one of the earliest and most typical recollections I
have of John as a priest is that of a tall young figure hurrying down Cathedral Avenue on an autumn afternoon, his
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normally long stride lengthening in desperation, while behind him, half a block away but coming on strong, sprinted
a gray little wisp of a woman with a face of eager woe, crying,
“Ooo-hoo! Father! I got another letter from Tim today!”
I wondered, now, how much of this had gone on in recent years. It was hard to say, for he had been away,
stationed in the western part of the diocese, but I was sure that a good bit of it continued—and sure, too, that he
received it no less fretfully. Once or twice, in our rare meetings, he had spoken of it, and I gathered that he had
begun to think longingly of some ideal pastorate in the future: one in which, say, he would at last find himself
surrounded by suitable parishioners—those whom he had once so wistfully described to me, those who could be relied upon to “just say ‘Fine!’ and keep on walking!”
If anything like this had been his goal—a curious goal, admittedly, for a priest—he must have been cruelly
disappointed. For of all the parishes in the diocese he might have been given, he had in fact been given Saint
Raymond’s—busy, gossipy, preternaturally inquisitive Saint Raymond’s, where he had been a boy, where he had
grown up, where everyone knew everyone else, and where almost no one kept on walking. And where, finally, old
Charlie sat—dominant, vigorous, and waiting for his son.
It could not have been at all what John had planned.
But he seemed in good spirits now; looking about him, examining his surroundings, he said,
“It must be twenty years since I’ve been over here. Not since Dan Leahy was pastor. Come on, take me on the
grand tour.”
And so I took him around my place, so different from his own. We went first through the short passage which led
from the rectory into the church. Outside, it was a bright afternoon of full summer sunlight, but here, before the main
altar, it could easily have been the middle of the night. The architect responsible for Saint Paul’s so many years ago
—just who he was doesn’t seem to be in the parish records—clearly had not foreseen the day when the outdoors
would be welcomed into church; his church had been built like an armory, and the heavy blocks of stone were
almost proof against all light and sound. We could hear nothing, and for the first few moments all we could see were
dim outlines, the dull red glow of the sanctuary lamp, and, spearing its way across the nave, one single thin shoot of
sunlight which came in through a broken stained-glass pane.
We stood there awhile in the darkness and the silence. Old churches like Saint Paul’s—old churches, that is,
which are not merely old, but whose best days are obviously over, and whose slow quiet fade has long ago begun—
have an atmosphere all their own. The air is heavy and still—as if to announce that no crowds now pass through to
stir or change it—and there is always a particular smell: a smell of dust, and incense, and coats of varnish on old
wooden pews, and the burned wax of endless votive candles. And in such an atmosphere there is always a certain
sadness, but there is always too a feeling of calm and timelessness which is not at all unpleasant.
We stood there; from the back of the church came a series of shuffling noises. I looked around, and through the
dimness I could make out a man pushing himself up from his knees. I recognized him as an old man who comes here
every afternoon and stays for a long time, perhaps praying, perhaps resting, perhaps just coming in because he has
no place else to go. He’s been doing this for possibly three weeks now: I have no idea if he belongs to the parish, or
where he comes from, or who he is. He makes no attempt to come up to me or to speak to me; the answer probably
is that he prefers to be let alone. Which is reasonable enough, certainly.
We went back to the rectory, and because John had been here many years ago, I took him through the entire
building -a trip I seldom make myself. For the rectory is really huge: built in a day when wood was cheap, even the
long hallways were heavily paneled in a gloomy oak; I once had the feeling that I was walking about inside a giant’s
coffin. The rooms were also paneled, and there were many of them; in its heyday, the rectory could accommodate
perhaps a dozen priests. But now, with only Father Danowski and myself, I had closed most of it off, and we used
only our two bedrooms on the second floor, and a kitchen, dining room, and combination office-reception room on
the first. This half-rectory was hardly splendid, but it was comfortable and it was neat—this, thanks to an elderly
Italian woman who came in each day to cook and to clean.
It was also in some need of repairs—this, thanks to our janitor-handyman: a queer, unreliable, almostunemployable named Roy, who often disappeared for days at a time, and then returned, mumbling evasively of
improbable misadventures. I think he very rarely told the truth: his stories about himself, his parents, his nationality,
his schooling, his previous experience were usually in wild confilct with one another. Father Danowski disliked him
—largely, I suppose, because Roy (who is fairly dark and almost certainly part Negro) once or twice has claimed
Polish descent. However, when he does work he works reasonably well, and in any case we are in no position to be
choosers.
As we walked around, I told John something about the parish. He said very little, but he had a sharp eye in these
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matters—surprisingly enough, for someone who had no taste for business details, he was an excellent administrator;
in the astute regulation of his own parish there was the reminder that he was, after all, old Charlie’s son—and I
suspected that he was missing nothing. When we came back to our starting point he shrugged and said abruptly,
“Just as I thought: it hasn’t changed a bit. All right, you’ve roped off half your rectory, which doesn’t solve
anything. You ought to put a rope around the whole business and then pull. Hard.” I smiled.
“You’re not impressed with Old Saint Paul’s?”
“I am not. Today it’s an absurdity, and no one knows that any better than you. The only really sensible answer is
the bulldozer. Or possibly you might turn it over to the Franciscans: they like to run around in these antique
beehives. But as a practical, workable church for this part of the city, in this day and age—it’s simply crazy, Hugh.
For one thing it can’t even begin to pay its way.”
“No. But then, I don’t think anyone expects it to. The Bishop is willing to carry us along.”
“I’ll bet he is. Out of the goodness of his well-known heart,” he said sardonically. He had never been one of the
Bishop’s greatest supporters. Now, I suppose, he was less so than ever—for of course it was the Bishop who had
brought him back to Saint Raymond’s, two months before. He said now,
“One more brilliant episcopal stroke.”
This was a small challenge thrown out to me, an invitation to debate: we had argued before about the Bishop. For
where John certainly felt nothing remotely like gratitude towards the Bishop, I, on the other hand …
But there was no point in arguing now; I said,
“Brilliant or not, it worked out well enough. At least it did for me.” He waved an impatient hand.
“Ah,” he said. “You give him too much credit. All right: he did you a favor. Was it really such an enormous
favor? It’s as if you had a cold and he lent you a cotton handkerchief. That’s really not the same thing as giving you a
ton of penicillin and a cashmere coat to keep you warm. Anyway, it’s impossible to talk to you on that score.” His
tone suddenly shifted and he said,
“You’re getting along all right, then?”
For with all the years he had spent in devising various brakes to prevent him from slipping down the chute into
the great swamp of other peoples’ lives, when it came to me the brakes were no good: he could not bring himself to
use them. He felt for me not only friendship, but what, I suppose, was a kind of protective concern, and although we
seldom saw each other these days I knew from different sources that he had been greatly worried about me, and I
think he may have worried about me still. He added,
“Everything’s going well? No problems?”
It was the most general of questions, but we both knew that it had a most particular meaning. And, knowing this,
I could answer truthfully,
“No, John. Not a one.”
“Really? No fooling, now!”
This solicitude came galloping across the room like a threat, and I thought of what my father had once said of a
man he knew: “He’s a grand friend to have. Tell him your troubles or he’ll beat your brains out!” Which was a little
like John, although here the belligerent kindness owed something to inexperience: after all, to volunteer as a
dumping ground for burdens was hardly his usual practice. I said,
“No fooling at all. Everything’s fine.”
He seemed reassured.
“Well,” he said, “that’s good to hear, at any rate.” He looked around him and said, “It even puts this lovely
establishment in a better light.”
“It’s by no means the worst,” I said, and added, without really thinking, “After all, you’re spoiled: you’ve got
Saint Raymond’s.”
“The plum of the diocese?” he said, with a fierce politeness. “The old and handsome church that time has treated
well? The modern parish school, the splendid renovated rectory with not one, but two, television sets, the four sturdy
curates to lend supporting hands, the satisfying surplus in the bank? It’s enough to spoil any man, isn’t it? Not to
mention the congregation.
“It’s a friendly, helpful congregation, Hugh. Do you know what they do? They come to the rectory at all hours
-day, night, any time—just to see me. Do you know why they want to see me? They want to tell me that they knew
me when I was a little boy. And then when they’ve finished telling me that -which often takes rather a long time—do
you know what they do? They tell me about someone named, say, Aunt Gert—there’s always an Aunt Gert—who
also knew me when I was a little boy but who unfortunately died in the hospital the Monday before last. She had a
very expensive room, but thank God she had the Blue Cross.
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“Then they tell me about her son, Bad Eddie. Bad Eddie is a man of fifty, and incredible as it may seem, he did
not know me when I was a little boy. Possibly as a consequence of this he has not turned out well: he plays the
horses and has been seen with a toe-dancer. Well, it’s suggested that someone should go to see Bad Eddie, to talk to
him. Someone who’s a priest. And not just any priest: some priest who, you might say, is virtually a member of the
family. Some priest whom Bad Eddie’s mother knew when that priest was a little boy.
“Of course there is the fact that for years Bad Eddie has refused to go within ten miles of a priest, but that, I
gather, is no difficulty at all. Presumably the priest just puts on a pair of sneakers and scales Bad Eddie’s wall,
shouting, ‘Your mother knew me when I was small!’ Then, with the subject of Bad Eddie out of the way, they go on
to tell me about my predecessor, the Monsignor. You remember the Monsignor, Hugh?”
“Vividly.” He was rolling along full tilt now, in familiar style; I saw him as the central figure in a siege,
embattled, exasperated, and alone, the walls of the splendid renovated rectory a frail protection against the mighty
fusillade of words.
“They talk about him a lot. Helpfully, of course: they wan to make quite sure that I really understand just how the
Monsignor used to do things. Isn’t that kind of them, Hugh? It’s kind -but it's also unnecessary, because the
Monsignor took good care of that himself. He turns out to have been a man of astonishingforesight. He left a full set
of instructions for his successor—and do you know how he left them? On little slips of paper, hundreds of them,
secreted all over the rectory—in drawers, between the pages of books, under blotters. I find a new one every day: a
stern reminder of how to wear the mantle I have so fortunately inherited. So that even in death the Monsi gnor is
available. You might almost say he’s unavoidable.
“And that’s the way I find things today. Thanks to your friend His Excellency the Bishop not only have I got
Saint Raymond’s, but I’ve got everything that goes with it. While you’ve got only this.” One hand shot out and
around, indicating the few sticks of hand-me-down furniture in the old room.
“It’s dreadful, Hugh. You’ve got nothing at all. Worse than nothing. And,” he said, “I’ll tell you this: if I could I’d
trade with you in a minute! And feel that I’d made the deal of my life!”
So much for Saint Raymond’s. And all this without even mentioning old Charlie, who surely must have ranked
high among the “everything” that went with the parish …
He did not, in fact, refer to his father until we were in the car, on our way to the birthday dinner. Then he said,
“This expedition has its peculiar side, hasn’t it? I mean, my father’s sudden hospitality to you: what’s behind it,
do you know?”
“No, I have no idea. I thought at first you might have been.”
He shook his head.
“I’m delighted you’re coming; you know that. But it wouldn’t have occurred to me to suggest it, for reasons that
are all too obvious. No, it was his own idea: another of the famous mysterious schemes. We’ll undoubtedly find out
about it before the afternoon is over. Although,” he said, a little grimly, “not all about it -you can depend on that.
He’s not giving anything away. Even at eighty-one.”
“Eighty-one? I thought he said he was eighty-two today?”
“Yes, I know. That’s another thing he does: he pretends to be a year older than he is. For no reason, except
possibly to annoy us. Although why that should annoy us I don’t know. But for some reason it does. At least it does
me.” He drove on, and in a few moments said,
“At any rate it will be an experience for you. My father’s birthday dinners aren’t much like most others.”
This was a point on which I had some curiosity; I said,
“Just what are they like, John?”
“Like nothing on this earth,” he said glumly. Then he shrugged.
“The family is there. And my father’s friends—or those of them who are still alive. As far as I can see, all of them
are. And the conversation has a tendency to become rather specialized.” He added drily, “My father’s name comes
up from time to time. As you can imagine. Although to tell the truth I really shouldn’t be talking as an expert. I
haven’t been to the dinners in recent years. All the time I was out in Deerford I managed to miss them all. But now,
of course, that’s all over. I won’t miss any more. I’m back home. To stay.”
This apparently was the gloomiest thought yet; so gloomy that it left him in silence for the rest of the ride. It was
in this party spirit that we drove up, at last, to old Charlie’s house.
3
Old Charlie lived in a large, squarish, old-fashioned wooden house, complete with tower rooms, deeply sloping
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roofs, and Victorian gingerbread. Over the years this house had often changed its color: it had been dark brown,
battleship gray, white, lemon, light blue—all depending, as John once explained to me, on whatever bargain his
father had managed to strike in the matter of surplus paints. It was at present the color of mustard.
Around it on all sides was a large and level lawn, enclosed by an old and patchy barberry hedge. Two huge elms,
splotched with creosote and filled with cement, still survived on the front lawn, while in back there were a number
of smaller trees: maples, hawthorns, a crabapple. It was under these, presumably, that the birds which gave old
Charlie such delight came each morning to sing, to eat, and to be stoned.
Charlie had bought this house when he was a very young man on the rise; he had lived here for more than fifty
years, and it was here that his children had been born and raised. He took an enormous pride in this property, and
there were those who suggested that he considered it to be something more than the mere dwelling place of a private
citizen. My father had been among these; he had always called old Charlie’s house The Shrine.
“I wonder will he run pilgrimages out there one day?” he had said thoughtfully. “I don’t know why not: it’s the
next step. It’s well known the man has miraculous powers. I hear now that if you go out there with a dime in your
hand and wave at him while he’s sitting on the front stoop in the sunshine, it cures cuts. And the beauty of it is a
thing like that can go on forever. Even when Charlie dies—always supposing he does die, of course—they can keep
it going by sticking a little relic up on the porch with a thumb tack. His wallet, say. I tell you, there are thousands
would come to see that. Let alone touch it. They could never get near it while the man was alive!”
Be that as it may, old Charlie was very far from the relic stage at the moment. He had come to the front door to
greet us, and as we approached I noticed once again that the difference between father and son was as astonishing
physically as in every other way. For Charlie was a small man, on the stout side, with a great head of white hair and
little snub features all gathered together in a bunch. It was a strange combination: the majestic flow of hair, the
kewpie-doll face. But his skin was marvelous—the clear, polished skin that old men sometimes have—and his eyes
were deep blue and very bright, somehow managing to suggest that, in spite of everything you might have beard
from every other living man, the man who stood before you was open, straight, and candid. However misleading this
may have been, it was undoubtedly true—and, to me, almost incredibly so—that at the age of eighty-one he was
alert and vigorous and bouncing up and down.
Whether John had hung back purposely or not I don’t know, but in any case it was I who reached old Charlie
first; I said,
“Happy birthday, Mr. Carmody.”
“Well well!” he said, grabbing my hand. “Well well, Father. It’s grand to see you. And grand to see you here in
the house again. It’s been a long time between drinks, as the poet says.”
He had no sooner said this than a slight but curious change came over his face. I had the extraordinary feeling
that I was caught up in a rare moment, that I was seeing Charlie actually embarrassed. Did he suspect that his
convivial poet’s phrase had a peculiar inappropriateness when addressed to me? But the look passed in an instant,
and he said loudly,
“Yes, it’s grand to hear nice words like that ‘Happy birthday!’ from a young feller like yourself. There’s nothin’
makes me feel better than to know there’s still young fellers in the world today that ain’t afraid to get up off their
behinds and come all the way across the city to say hello to an old man on his birthday. I tell you, Father, a man like
me appreciates that. Hello John.” This was abrupt enough, but John was well accustomed to just such shifts.
“Hello, Dad,” he said, and, bending forward, he barely brushed the old man’s cheek with his lips; just as quickly
he said,
“Happy birthday.”
“Welcome to the house!” old Charlie said jubilantly. “Family and friends! Oh yes, that’s what a man likes to have
around him on the great days! Come in, come in. All the others are here.” Then followed an authentic Charlie touch;
he said,
“It don’t matter that you’re a bit late.” John said swiftly,
“We’re not at all late. There was no exact time set—”
“Don’t apologize!” cried Charlie. “No no! There’s no need for that on this day of days. Not at all. You’re here and
that’s what matters. Come in, come in!”
John looked at me and shrugged; we followed his father into the house. I had not been here in years, and yet as
soon as I stepped inside the door I had the feeling that I might have been here only yesterday, and that nothing had
really changed at all. The truth was, of course, that nearly everything had changed, very much and for us all, but here
in this deep, familiar, somber front hall, this was a truth it was easy to forget.
For not a single remembered object seemed to have been displaced, altered, or moved an inch; although Charlie’s
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wife had died some years before, his oldest daughter Mary, who had not married and who had remained at home
with him, had evidently held to her mother’s housekeeping arrangements with the most scrupulous fidelity. Even the
rug on the hall floor was the same old, tough, dull maroon covering which had been woven, apparently, from
indestructible fibers, and on which, long ago, as a schoolboy, I had upset a bottle of ink—the stain, I saw now, was
still dimly visible. (Did Charlie, I wondered, remember today the cause of that stain? I thought it quite likely that he
did.)
Just behind the door was the long umbrella stand. Curiously enough, it was still jammed with its full cargo,
although now, in the diminished household, with only old Charlie and Mary at home, who could possibly have used
all those umbrellas? There was the huge antlered hatrack at its position by the foot of the front stairs; against the left
wall stood the massive mahogany table, supporting its company of knickknacks: the squat, unchanged vases
sprouting blooms of purple paper; the dish of wax fruit; the tray of unopened letters (not the same unopened letters,
to be sure, but like their predecessors in at least one respect: I noted in passing that all seemed to be from charitable
organizations—one more proof of the boundless optimism of man). Above the table, hanging side by side on the
wall, were a framed sampler and a copy of “The Horse Fair.”
Finally, just before the entrance to the living room, there was the large bust of Daniel O’Connell. I remember
having been puzzled by this at one time, largely because I could think of no reason for its being there. Charlie was
articulate enough on the subject of Ireland and her troubles-as was my father and, indeed, as was every man of that
generation and of that special world—but his words always seemed to me to lack any great conviction. In fact,
whenever I heard Charlie on Ireland I felt that he was merely going through the motions, like an acrobat performing
some sort of standard, universal handspring which had come to be expected of all acrobats everywhere, but which he
did with neither pride nor interest. I think he was far too hardheaded and preoccupied with his own affairs to waste
much time or thought—let alone money—on the problems of a distant land where he owned ancestral ties, to be
sure, but not one blade of grass. So then, why this enormous bust of The Liberator? Once again, it was John who had
come up with an explanation.\fn{Daniel O’Connell (1775-1847), called The Liberator, or The Emancipator, was an
Irish politican who campaigned for, among other things, the right of Catholics to sit in the English Parliament, and
the repeal of the Act of Union (1800) which combined Great Britain and Ireland:H}
“Somebody gave it to him,” he had said.
It was a simple explanation: was it enough? Yes.
We passed the gift now, on our way to the “family and friends,” and as we reached the living room door, but
before we could actually look into the room itself, there was a quick rise of laughter, and I could hear several voices,
all talking at once. And I think I may have stopped still; I know that at that precise instant I was suddenly yanked
from the past into the fact of the present, and now, for the first time since my arrival, I felt a spasm of apprehension,
and a regret that I had come.
For this was a moment I had postponed for a long time, and one I had never dreamed would finally take place on
a summer afternoon at an old man’s birthday party. Unlike John, I had come back, not to stay, but only for an hour or
so-long enough to see and to savor again, for the first time in nearly five years, that small and surprisingly
unchanged part of the city where I was born and had spent so much of my life, where I knew every building and
back alley as well as I knew my own front yard, where I had been a young priest, where I had had my own parish,
and where, as in no place else, I had belonged, I had been at home. I suppose it’s the mark of the provincial man, but
in any case I find that I have a special and lasting love for this place which is so obviously just a place, which has no
particular beauty or grace or grandeur of scene, but which is, quite simply, a neighborhood, my neighborhood, a
compound of sights and smells and sounds that have furnished all my years. What kind of man is it who, after almost
fifty years, can still spend half his time remembering the cry of the chestnut man, as it came floating down the street
on a winter night …
And the people, all the people, the people one knew and understood almost by instinct, who had warmth and wit
and kindness and an astonishing cascading rush of words—and who also had long and unforgiving memories, and
tongues that cut like knives.
And so now, as I went with Charlie and John into the living room, and realized that in the next second I would see
again, not the comfortable strangers of Old Saint Paul’s, but some of these very people whom I knew and had known
all my life, and who of course knew me and all about me, I had a strange and absurd feeling of last-minute panic,
like some child who has suddenly forgotten his lines in the school play, and the only thing in the world I could think
of was: What will I say to them? How will I begin …
But there proved to be no problem of beginning at all; Charlie saw to that.
“Here we are!” he cried, bursting into the room ahead of us: a bounding, exuberant little figure, waving his arms,
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compelling attention. “Hail, hail, the gang’s all here! Here’s the last of the party, just arrived! And d’ye see who it is?
Not only John, but Father Hugh Kennedy himself, come back to us just to say hooray to an old man on his birthday!
Ain’t that lovely? Ain’t that grand? Oh, I tell you it is! The son of my old pal, God rest his soul! Like father, like son,
as the poet says! Well well well! Come in, come in, Father Hugh! You don’t want to stand back there like a stranger!
Come in here and say a grand hello to all the old friends! Look at them: they’re leapin’ around like salmon at the
signt of you!”
And of course there was no one leaping but Charlie himself. His performance was an astonishing one: it was hard
to believe that a simply birthday could have lifted this seldom hospitable man to such cordial—if embarrassing—
heights. He was literally whirling in high spirits: all during this spout of words he had been on the move, circling
about like an old and extremely skilled sheepdog, rounding up his guests from different corners of the room and
forcing them in towards me in a single central bunch.
In a way it was ridiculous—this group of elderly, middle-aged and young adults being spun about in some sort of
crazy parlor game -but it was also impossible to resist: Charlie’s churning excitement was contagious. Before I knew
it we were all together, shaking hands, greeting each other, while in the background Charlie continued to send up his
urgent and enthusiastic cries.
And in this way the moment that I had been dreading passed—swiftly, almost without my realizing that it had
come and gone, and with none of the expected awkwardness at all. A miracle? No: just Charlie. Unused to the
strange climate of geniality, he seemed to have run amok, converting his living room into a kind of gymnasium of
good will, knocking us all together so suddenly and with such violence that we were simply too startled to be
constrained.
Had Charlie intended this? Or was it more or less accidental? I didn’t know: I don’t think I cared, really. The
important thing was that somehow it had happened, and suddenly I felt enormously relieved: at least the first hurdle
had been taken, and there were no broken bones …
4
One thing was clear from the start: Charlie was giving himself a party of at least respectable size.
When we entered, there were probably fifteen people already in the room, and as we came together I saw that
they represented four generations. There were the very old: Charlie’s widowed sister, Julia Burke; Bucky Heffernan;
and, surprisingly—for I thought' he had died years ago—old P. J. Mulcahy. There was the next generation, my own,
the generation of Charlie’s children: his daughter Mary; Helen’s husband, Frank O’Donnell; and Dan Carmody, who
had the reputation of being the black sheep of the family, and who was here with his wife, a stout, gay-faced woman
whom I didn’t know. As a matter of fact I knew Dan only slightly, and so I was a little startled when he presented me
to his wife as if we had been inseparable friends forever.
“Will you ever forget the football games, Hugh?” he said. He was a small, dapper man with sharply pointed
shoes: a sprucer, sportier edition of old Charlie.
“Every Saturday morning? On the vacant lot, next to old man Cassidy’s? Talk about your rough-and-tumble: no
shoulder pads, no protection, nothing. Just a bunch of football-crazy kids who played the game because they loved
it.” He turned to his wife and said,
“Believe it or not Flo, this was one of the greatest natural ends I ever saw. I think he could have been a
professional if he’d stayed with it.”
I had never played football particularly well. I had never played football with Dan. I had never played anything
with Dan. And yet as I looked at him now, smiling reminiscently, recalling each detail of those famous games that
had never been played, it occurred to me that he might at this moment actually believe that they had. The Carmodys
were not an unimaginative family. His wife laughed gaily and said,
“I can believe it. Father looks as though he might have been very athletic.”
Dan’s face grew grave.
“And yet,” he said, “he went into the priesthood. That didn’t surprise anyone, Flo; we always knew he would.
Kids are funny that way. They have a way of knowing. Everybody always said that Hugh was bound for the
seminary, just as they all said that I was bound for the stage. Well, as things worked out, they were wrong about me,
but they certainly weren’t about Hugh. No, there was something about him right from the beginning!”
This had gone far enough; I said quickly,
“I’m a little out of touch, Dan: what are you doing these days?”
“Wool,” he said promptly. “I’m in wool.” I remembered that years ago I had asked him the same question.
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“Securities,” he had said then. “I’m in securities.”
And, then as now, his deep blue eyes—old Charlie’s eyes—had been open and candid, the guarantee of sterling
worth. But the eyes which had helped to work such wonders for the father had not done so well for the son;
something had been lacking; Dan had not been a success. All along the line things had suddenly “gone wrong”; he
had lived a life of great mobility, changing residence hurriedly and often; there had been stories of near-disasters and
of angry, last-minute rescues engineered by old Charlie; and I remembered that five years ago, just before I had left
the city, I had heard that this long-time bachelor had presented his family with still another of his uncomfortable
surprises: he had announced his marriage, somewhere in the Middle West, to a widow whom none of the Carmodys
had met, and who was apparently some years Dan’s senior.
This was Flo.
“Wool,” said Dan, with a sagacious nod. “You can’t beat wool in the long pull, Hugh.” Flo laughed happily.
“There’ll always be sheep,” she said.
I wondered what Charlie thought of this on his birthday …”
We went, now, one more step down the ladder to another generation, to Helen’s son Ted, and to the improbable
fact that the eager gawky boy I had known was now this well turned out young man in his late twenties, with his air
of quiet confidence, with his Uncle John’s long good looks, and with a wife and two solemn little pale-haired
children whom I had never seen until this afternoon. And it was this, I think—this sight of Ted, complete with family
—which more than anything else showed me just how far away I’d been from this closely knit world which I once
knew in every last detail.
I talked only briefly with Ted: long enough to see that he was as agreeable as ever and, I think, genuinely pleased
to see me. And then he introduced me to Anne, his wife: a trim, handsome green-eyed girl, with dark hair pulled
back over her ears into a single braid at the back of her head. Even this early in the season she was deeply tanned,
and she was dressed in something cool and white and sleeveless; as I looked at her there jumped into my mind
pictures I had seen in the society sections of Sunday papers, those pictures which seem always to be there, the
pictures of swiftly graceful young women standing at the ready beside country club tennis courts. And, seeing her
standing by her husband’s side, I realized suddenly how much they resembled each other. Not facially, that is, but in
a certain style: both had a quiet, neat, expensive, well-cut air which was almost like a uniform—a uniform worn by
no one else in this room.
Certainly not by old Charlie.
It was astonishing to transfer from grandson to grandfather—as I did now, automatically—and to realize, in this
fantastic familiar contrast, the sheer speed of the polishing process: that two generations, plus the money, plus the
schooling (which was not only better but of an entirely different kind), plus the new and now permissible
associations, had ground down all the bumps and smoothed off all the edges. And I suddenly wondered, as I looked
back and forth, from one to the other-all in a split second—what on earth the two talked about when—and if—they
found themselves alone together.
Because even under the best of circumstances there are few enough bridges over which the young can cross into
the queer, half-lit landscape of the really old. And when the circumstances were not the best, when the “really old”
was someone like old Charlie, and the normal gulf had been so quickly and dramatically widened, could young Ted
even begin to get across? Or, in other words, how did this new, improved Carmody regard the old model, fifty years
away from him in time, immeasurably farther in so many other ways?
Which was purest speculation, of course: for all I knew Charlie and his grandson might have been in touch on a
hundred different levels. All the same …
All the same, right at the moment Anne O’Donnell was talking to me, saying something swift and pleasant in a
young, agreeable voice. I listened; I answered; and I would have said more, except that now the fourth and last
generation came over to me, and this consisted of Ted’s two children. They came over, led not by their mother or
their father, but by their grandmother. Who was, of course, Helen. And for just an instant, when I saw her stepping
lightly across the room, smiling, as slender as ever, her hair still the same soft gold that caught the sunlight, I’m
ashamed to say that I felt, not joy at seeing how well she looked or how little time had changed her, but a quick and
foolish spasm of sadness, as if in seeing her coming towards me with two unwilling tots in tow I realized for the first
time that she was a grandmother, and that this, far more forcefully than Charlie’s white hairs or the little puckered
trot of Bucky Heffernan, brought home to me the blunt truth that she and John and all of us who had been young
together were young no longer, and that we moved steadily, day by day, to the once distant world of the old.
Which, as I say, is a foolish way to feel: obviously no one ever grows closer to the cradle. But getting old is a
strange business. It’s happening to you every minute of every day, and you almost never give it a thought; then, one
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day, you catch a glimpse of an old friend, or you hear a phrase from an old song, or your eye falls on a solitary
sentence in the daily paper, and suddenly, without being able to do a thing in the world about it, you seem to be for a
moment outside your own skin, taking one good long look at yourself, exactly as you stand, exactly as you are. And
at this point, no matter who you are, or what you believe, or what you may be, it sometimes becomes a little hard to
give three cheers for the inevitable …
Happy thoughts on Charlie's happy birthday!
“Hugh,” Helen said, coming up, putting out her hands, taking mine. “Hugh, Hugh, Hugh. Welcome home!”
And it was grand, really grand, to see her again. She was a year younger than John, and looked very much like
him—both were fortunate enough to resemble their mother, although with Helen the clear, alert face was softer,
more responsive, without the edges of impatience. She introduced her son’s children to me: they were twins, a boy
and a girl, age three, who looked at me with frankly inquisitive eyes, exchanged glances in the silent conspiracy of
childhood, and then fidgeted until, obviously relieved, they were led off by their parents. It was the end of the
parade; the introductions and greetings were over. After this there was some general conversation, the kind of
conversation in which everyone more or less marks time, and then, slowly, we began to split up into smaller groups.
Charlie himself led the way: his role of master of ceremonies temporarily over, he hustled over to the garden
windows, followed by several of the older guests. Helen and I walked over by the doorway.
“A long time,” she said, with a smile. “Too long. Listen, Hugh, how are you, anyway? You look absolutely fine!”
She had such a warm and convincing way of breaking into something like this that I came close to believing her;
in any case I thanked her and managed a few words about the grandmothers of today being younger and prettier than
grandmothers used to be. I think it was a clumsy compliment; I’ve grown a little out of the habit of small gallantries.
“It takes work,” she said. “Slave labor, practically. Hours spent in beauty parlors, slenderizing salons—all sorts of
places you don’t know anything about, Hugh. It’s not important—did you know, by the way, that this is the second
time I’ve seen you today?”
Then it had not been a mistake; she had been at Saint Paul’s this morning.
“The seven o’clock Mass?” I said. “I thought I saw you, but then I thought the hour was against it. Not to
mention the place.”
“Oh, the hour,” she sighed. “I’ve changed, Hugh. I really have. I get up with the sun these mornings. I don’t know
that I really want to, but I do. I think it must be something connected with age, and I can’t go to the beauty parlor for
that. And as for the place, well, I thought I ought to see you at least once on your home grounds before you came
over here. You see, it wasn’t until the day before yesterday that I learned you were coming today. When Daddy told
me he’d invited you I was just about bowled over. You can understand why; you know Daddy. Normally, he’s just
not that … expansive. So I thought the least I could do was to go and just look in on you this morning. And so I did.”
She paused and said,
“Do you like it, Hugh?”
“I'm afraid I do. Surprised?”
“No,” she said, “not really. I’m not much good at gauging these things: you like Saint Paul;’s, John dislikes Saint
Raymond’s, and in both cases I suspect it hasn’t too much to do with the place itself. Anyway, over I went this
morning, and there you were, looking fine. And in very good voice, I must say. Did you know you were holding
your audience, Hugh? One little Chinese near me was sitting there positively spellbound.”
We all have our vanity; I decided not to explain about Mr. Yee. Instead I said,
“Why didn’t you come back after Mass and say hello?”
“I was going to, and then I thought I wouldn’t. You might have been busy, for one thing, and also, I hadn’t been
over before, and it had been a long time. I think I felt a little guilty. Were you ever angry, Hugh, that we never went
over to Saint Paul’s to see you? John or myself, I mean?”
“No.”
“Honestly?” It was a softer version of John’s “No fooling!” I said,
“Honestly, Helen. I was never angry; you know that. There would have been no reason.”
“I’m glad. I didn’t think you’d be, but you never know. We were going to go over; we talked about it. Many
times. And I often thought that some afternoon I might drop in on you without even saying I was coming, just to see
how you were getting along. I wasn’t going to bring you anything: no knitted socks, no fruit cake, no pretty curtains
to brighten up the rectory. I was just going to bring me. But I never even did that. It wasn’t that I didn’t want to: it
was just that I felt—we felt—that you’d rather we didn’t. You know, that you wanted to take your own good time,
and that you’d come back whenever you got ready. And now you have. I can’t tell you how happy we are!”
I knew she meant it, every word. And while it was good to hear—it’s never exactly painful to discover that
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you’ve been missed—all the same, it did suggest a difficulty. For the truth was that I had not “come back” -not, that
is, in Helen’s sense of the word. In her voice, in the kind and generous welcome, there seemed to be the assumption
that I had now reentered the world of the Carmodys and the old association, that by coming here this afternoon I had
already begun to pick up and hold firm the strings that had been dropped five years before.
And I knew, of course, that this could not be done, that—wisely or unwisely—I had come to Charlie’s party on an
impulse that even now I did not fully understand, and that this was a single visit, nothing more. Surely, then, I should
have explained something of this to Helen, and maybe I would have done so, but I suddenly felt a touch, a hard
touch, on my elbow.
It was Agnes, the Carmody maid, an ancient, privileged, contemptuous woman, surely as old as Charlie himself.
“Aha, Father,” she said, giving me a tough old wink of welcome. “Ain’t it nice to see you back.”
“Hello, Agnes. You get younger by the year.”
“Aha,” she said scornfully. And properly enough: she had had a lifetime of the little clerical jocosities. She held
out her tray of glasses. Helen took one and Agnes said to me,
“Have a glass of sherry-wine, Father. It builds up the blood.”
Was it my imagination, or had the room suddenly become quieter? I said,
“Thanks, Agnes. I don’t think so.” But she persisted.
“Ah, there’s nothin’ to this stuff, Father,” she said, looking down with disdain at Charlie’s sherry. “A little sherrywine never hurt no one. It’s no more than milk, hardly. They give it to babies to settle their stomachs.”
Are there such things as Firm Phrases for the New Teetotaler? Convincing variations on the prim “No-thankyou”? Undoubtedly; but I didn’t know them. I said only,
“I’ll pass it up this time, Agnes.”
She shifted her feet and I recognized the maneuver: she was digging in for battle. These hardy old household
dragons are great battlers. But fortunately Helen intervened, saying,
“Perhaps later, Agnes. I think you might take the tray over to my father now. I saw him looking for you a moment
ago.”
Agnes gave her a look of frank and total disbelief; to me, she gave the same look she had given Charlie’s sherry.
Then, muttering, she moved off, and the moment was over. I looked around the room and everything seemed
normal: Charlie was springing up and down, people were chatting easily with each other, no one was paying the
slightest attention to me. And yet I knew that just a few seconds ago a tension, watchfulness had been there—and
indeed, how could it not have been? For after all, the irresistible attraction had been on hand: The Temptation of
Father Kennedy …
Which is bitter, which is self-pitying, and which is also foolish. Because, given the fact of me—and, of course, of
that tray—how else could they have behaved? What else could they have done? Politely drifted out of the room en
masse? Looked up at the ceiling and whistled loudly, to show that they really weren’t watching at all? You can’t stop
peoples’ memories—especially when they’re the iron memories that everyone over here seems to have from birth—
and in the light of what had happened, any such guarded, expectant scrutiny was normal enough, was only human.
Which nevertheless didn’t make it a thing of joy; it still stung.
But it’s possible to give too much to such a moment, and the plain truth is that a sting is not a mortal wound. I
looked at Helen and saw the concern in her eyes; I smiled and said,
“I’ll live. I give you my word.” She said quietly,
“Ah, Hugh, we’re not doing very well by you, are we? I’m sorry. Is it bad?”
“Not that bad,” I said. “Nothing is. Come on, Helen, cheer up: remember it’s a happy birthday. And I’m glad I’m
here. So now you can do me a favor and tell me something. About your father. John didn’t know why he asked me
over today; do you?”
She did not. She answered abstractedly, plainly unwilling to change the subject so easily; my switch to old
Charlie had been something less than graceful. But as I pushed on, and as Charlie was one of those people who were
born to be discussed, gradually she began to speak with greater interest. I remembered something John had said and,
curious, I asked Helen now how old her father really was.
“Eighty-one. Yes, I know,” she said, “he told you he was eighty-two. He did, didn’t he?” I nodded and she said,
“He tells everyone that. He knows he’s eighty-one, and he knows they know he’s eighty-one, but he’s discovered
that for some reason it seems to upset them if he pretends to be eighty-two. So of course he does. You know how
Daddy is.”
I did indeed. I said,
“If the aim is to upset, he’s fairly successful with John.”
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“Yes. Well,” she said, “he’s not entirely unsuccessful with me.”
Her eyes moved away from me, and I saw that she was looking out into the room in the direction of her father;
apparently the simple recollection of his tactics inspired a kind of uneasy, periodic inspection. He was standing in the
center of a small group, still talking away, but now talking chiefly, it seemed, to Helen’s husband. This gave the
scene a certain comic-strip quality, for Frank O’Donnell was a large, impressive man, and every now and then
Charlie would shoot up like some spry, white-crowned jumping jack, as if to boost his words up the steep ascent to
the full Roman face.
Frank was a doctor and a successful one; it was with something of the professional manner that he stood listening
to Charlie now, his head bent slightly forward, nodding with a grave regularity. If he had suddenly produced a
stethoscope I would have felt no great surprise. Helen sighed.
“Poor Daddy. I’m not very nice to him on his birthday, am I? But he’s such a strange man, really.”
Which was a restrained enough comment, surely …
We had much more to talk about: I wanted to ask her about Mary, about John, about her husband, about Ted and
his family, and most of all I wanted to ask her about herself. But we were at a party, after all, and two people could
hardly stand together in private conversation forever. The interruption came when Mary, Bucky Heffernan, and P. J.
Mulcahy joined us. Helen stayed only long enough to say a few words to them, then went back to her grandchildren,
and I was left with Mary and the two old men.
“Did you notice any changes, Father?” Mary said, a trifle anxiously. “In the house, I mean? Or do you think it
looks about the same? About the way it always did?”
“Just the same, Mary. Exactly the way it always did.”
Mary beamed. I think it was the greatest compliment I could have paid her. She was the oldest of the Carmody
children, and I sometimes found it hard to believe that she was really one of them, that any member of any family
could be so unlike the others. Mary resembled no one. Now nearly sixty, she was large and plump, although with
none of the high color and bustling bounce that such women often have; instead, she was a docile, good-hearted,
great gray dumpling of a woman, a slow stout shadow who silently appeared in old Charlie’s train, who was seen,
was recognized, was spoken to, and was promptly forgotten as soon as she moved out of sight. Most people, when
addressing Mary, instinctively shifted into a simpler speech, although this was unnecessary, for she was not at all
simple-minded. She had gone to good and extremely expensive schools, and she had passed through them, if not
with distinction, at least without failure. What it all amounted to, I suppose, was this: that there was something in
Mary, some passive element missing in the other children, which allowed her to accept, with an almost stupefying
readiness, the single role in life for which her father had cast her: his humble servant.
It was the kind of development that had infuriated John.
“It’s right out of Gullive’'s Travels,” he had once said to me. “They ought to sell tickets: Watch a Girl Become a
Yahoo. After a lifetime with my father, this good, agreeable, even intelligent girl can now converse freely on the
following subjects: cheap margarine, good drying days, how to patch underwear. Isn’t that encouraging?”
But Mary showed no signs of discouragement; it was with a certain enthusiasm that she said to me now,
“Of course you haven’t been upstairs yet. But it’s all the same up there, too.”
“You’re doing a difficult thing, Mary: preserving the status quo in a changing world.”
“Except for the electric blankets,” she said. “We have them now. Do you have electric blankets over where you
are, Father?”
“No, I’m afraid not …”
“They’re nice,” she said fondly. “Warmth without weight.”
This was Mary; this was our conversation. Could we have gone further along these lines? In any case, we did not,
because now P. J. Mulcahy put in a word.
“You’re back in the city again, Father,” he stated softly.
He was a tall, calm, unwrinkled old man with gray eyes so light as to be almost without color, and a remarkably
gentle voice. I had seen him around this part of the city all my life—he was one of those men you can never recall as
being anything but very old, and who never seem to grow any older—and I had heard my father speak of him often,
yet at this moment all I could remember about him was a single detail, and this an odd one: that he had been at one
time in the hay and grain business, and then, at some later date, he had become an undertaker.
“I am, Mr. Mulcahy,” I said.
He studied me with some care.
“Well,” he said finally, “you look the same as always. Your father all over again and no mistake. The spittin’
image and no mistake. Specially up round the eyes.”
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“Would you say the eyes, P. J.?” said Bucky instantly, squinting critically at me. “Would you say the eyes? Be
precise there, P. J. The eyes in a way, yes. I don’t deny you could say the blue eyes were like the Dad’s. That I admit.
That I grant you. But let me ask you this, P. J.: What about the nose?”
He looked about him with an air of triumphant finality, as if this question were one he had at long last succeeded
in placing before some vast, invisible deliberative body. He was a few years younger than P. J. and looked older: a
wrinkled, inquisitive little stump who was reputed to be a great talker, of the kind fond of “examining the issues.” He
said now,
“Isn’t that what you might call the family nose, P. J.? Take a real good look at it, the way it crooks down there, a
little lopsided, like. What man in the city had a nose like that only Dave Kennedy?”
It was an odd compliment, but a compliment nevertheless. And one delivered with an extraordinary detachment,
as if I were not really there in front of them, or as if I had been a statue or a plastic dummy …
“Your father to the life,” P. J. said. “If I was to meet you on the main street of the moon, Father, I’d say, ‘There
goes Dave Kennedy’s lad.’”
“You knew my father well, Mr. Mulcahy?”
“I did,” he said. “A lovely man. With the pipe and the smile. And never too busy for the nice long chat. He died
too young, poor man. You were still over this way at the time?” I said only,
“Yes. Yes, I was.”
“And then you went away,” he said reflectively, “and now you’re back.” He nodded, as if he had now
straightened out all details. He added courteously,
“Well, it’s good to see you, Father.”
It was a simple enough welcome, but one which I found strangely moving, coming as it did from this old man
whom I knew so slightly. I thanked him, and then Bucky chimed in.
“Home sweet home,” he said. “That’s the place to be. All the big world travelers come to that in the end. Back to
the fireplace and the slippers and the pills. There’s no place like home.” Then he said quickly,
“You were a good while away, Father. Out to the West, was it?”
I saw that two red-veined, watery old eyes were now focused on me with a surprising sharpness; clearly,
inquisition was about to begin. I said,
“For a good part of the time, yes.”
“The West,” he said. “I never was out to the West. I remember one time I went to Georgia. Down to the South.
The whole place was a swamp and the people ate pies made of nuts. A very poor piece of country. The consensus is
agreed on that.” With a return to sharpness he said,
“I s’pose there’s a good many things a priest can do out West, Father?”
“A good many things, as you say, Mr. Heffernan.”
“Parish work, say,” he said. “There’s parishes all over the place. East or West, North or South, it makes no
difference, there’s parishes. The heart of the Church is the parish. As we all know. Was it mostly parish work you
were in out there, Father?”
“I wouldn’t say mostly, Mr. Heffernan. Although I did some, of course.”
“Ah.” Disappointment shaded the old, inquisitive face; he tried again.
“Or there’s the missions,” he said. “Oh, they’re the boys that do the great job. Out there in the missions I’m told
the priests live like cowboys. Up on a horse all day long, out baptizing Indians, getting bit by rattlesnakes. We know
from the books that some very high-class martyrs died out there. Man, woman, and child, we all praise the missions.
Did you enjoy that class of work, Father?”
“I did very little, Mr. Heffernan. I didn’t happen to be assigned to any of the mission bands.”
He frowned, and I could tell that I was letting him down badly. I had never baptized an Indian; I had not been
bitten by a snake; but worse, I was making a mystery of things. He was having to work hard. And the odd thing was
that, although this was just what I had been dreading most—this probing, this tireless rooting around which was the
great specialty over in this district—somehow Bucky managed to give it the dimension of a comic game. I felt it
would be almost unfair not to play. He shook his head and said doggedly,
“Then there’s chaplains …” But this, too, came to nothing, for now P. J. broke in, saying with a slight smile,
“Ah, you could of done a hundred things out West, it’s that big a place. But I tell you one thing you couldn’t of
done out there, Father. You couldn’t of gone to Charlie’s birthday party!”
I agreed that this was so, indeed, and then, partly because I saw that Bucky was itching to get back to his
questions, but also because I wanted to see if Charlie’s latest maneuver could really succeed with his own
contemporaries, I said,
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“He seems in great spirits. It’s only natural: you don’t get to be eighty-two every day in the week.”
The two men looked at each other.
“Eighty-two,” P. J. said ruminatively. “Ah well, it don’t matter much …” But Bucky was not so tolerant.
“Hold on there, P. J.!” he said indignantly. “What don’t matter? Be careful of that, P. J. Don’t say the truth don’t
matter. The whole of the civilized world is against you there. Man, woman, and child. And when a man that's well
known to be eighty-one stands up bold as brass and shouts ‘Have a look at me, I’m eighty-two!’ where does the truth
go there? That’s the question before us, P. J. What happens to the truth in a case like that? I’ll tell you what happens
to it: it goes out the window and into the ash can. That’s what happens to our friend the truth!”
“Now now,” P. J. said calmly. “What’s the good of all that? We all know what’s what. We all know Charlie-”
“I’m a man for the truth!” Bucky said loudly. His face had grown very red; clearly, he had forgotten all about me.
“And what’s the truth about the eighty-two? Who’s the one man in this room today that’s exactly eighty-two and no
lies about it? Who is that man? We all know that, P. J. We all know that man is myself. I’m eighty-two: that’s who’s
eighty-two. And last year I was eighty-one. And when I was eighty-one I didn’t hold turkey dinners for myself to tell
the whole wide world I was eighty-two or ninety-two or a hundred and two. And why didn’t I? I’ll tell you why I
didn’t: because the truth’s the truth. There’s a matter of principle there, P. J. I have the finest minds of our time to
stand with me on that one!”
It was an impassioned defense, not so much of the truth as of Bucky, but it suddenly occurred to me that such
passion could hardly be welcomed by those closest to old Charlie. Uneasily I turned to see how Mary had taken this
onslaught, but she was not there. Characteristically she had melted away without our noticing that she had gone, and
now I saw that she was on the far side of the room, talking to Agnes. So the probability was that she had not heard—
and also, that no one else had. The room by now was noisy, and there was no sign that Bucky’s voice had cut
through the din. Obviously, he did not care. He continued to complain loudly, refusing to be pacified by the mild
murmurs of P. J. (who, although older than all of them, seemed relatively undisturbed by old Charlie’s claims), and it
was only the announcement of dinner that at last subdued him. His voice trailed away into a little groundswell of
grumbles, and he stumped off to the dining room, accompanied by the tranquil figure of his old friend. As I started
off in the same direction John joined me.
“Everything all right?” he said, and once again I caught the look of quick appraisal. Apparently I passed
inspection; he said,
“You look chipper enough. All buoyed up by the festive occasion?”
“All buoyed up by P. J. and Bucky, I’d say. We’ve been renewing old acquaintance.”
“I saw you. If you got in more than ten words you were doing well. Still, P. J. is a good old scout. I could do
without Bucky easily enough. And his wife.” This surprised me.
“Is there a Mrs. Bucky? Still alive?” He nodded.
“He leaves her at home. She’s quite content. She sits there, hooking rugs.” He said gloomily, “She’s hooking one
for me. She calls me up at the rectory to tell me how it’s coming along. Progress reports. I have a choice of mottoes,
apparently. And Bucky’s taken to paying me little visits. He wants to talk to me. Do you know what he talks about?
His grave. How’s that for a subject for the early evening hours? He’s concerned about it; he’s terribly afraid someone
will slip up and that it won’t get perpetual care. He’s made it quite clear that when he’s gone he wants to be weeded,
mowed, and trimmed, every hour on the hour. Isn’t it wonderful, Hugh? Bucky Heffernan, in his eighties and almost
at the end of the line, comes to Holy Mother Church with one last supplication: a grave like a putting green!”
He shrugged, and we separated as we entered the dining room. Before I reached the table I was stopped by Frank
O’Donnell.
“I didn’t have a chance to tell you I saw the Bishop one day last week,” he said.
His voice was low and private, and I thought I knew more or less what was coming. As a physician Frank was not
indiscreet, but he had been the Bishop’s doctor for years, and occasionally he liked to pass on to the lesser clergy, in
a tone of great confidence, some small piece of inside information about his patient’s health. I think this gave him
the feeling of being a valuable link, of being somehow mixed up in diocesan affairs; a surprising number of laymen
enjoy this sort of thing. I said,
“You do far better than I do, Frank. I haven’t seen him for months.”
“He came in for a checkup,” he said. “Pure routine, actually. He’s in fine shape. That kidney obstruction we were
a little worried about has cleared up nicely.”
I hadn’t worried about it; I hadn’t known about it. But I said,
“That’s good news, Frank.”
“Not that I really thought It would amount to anything, but we had to be sure. You remember Monsignor Kilrain.”
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He looked meaningfully at me.
“Yes. That is, I remember him, but I don’t remember anything special about him. Should I?”
“Mmm,” he said, suddenly becoming guarded, cloaked in his profession; it was clear that confidences were over.
“The diagnosis there was perhaps a little … but that doesn’t matter now.” He put his head back slightly and looked
me over carefully, up and down. This was no amateur’s survey; this was the practiced eye. Then he nodded briskly; I
had, apparently, passed another inspection.
“Congratulations,” he said.
I murmured something, anything; this was all a little embarrassing. He added firmly,
“Good work!”
And for one awful moment I thought he was going to clap me on the shoulder and tell me he was proud of me.
But Charlie was now impatient and was calling from his position at the head of the table; Frank left me with the
benediction of another short, encouraging nod. And I went to my place, thinking that Frank was undoubtedly a good
doctor, a good husband, and a good man, and also that I found him, on most occasions, to be just about unendurable
…
And now we were all at the table; John said grace; and then, finally, we sat down to Charlie’s dinner. …\fn{ And
this is where I would normally end an excerpt; it’s a natural place, so to speak, to break off, but there is an extraordinary speech (some of the
words of which I have enhanced) later on in chapter 10. Mr. Carmody has suffered a stroke, and thinks he is on the point of dying. He asks for
Fr. Kennedy to visit him in hospital, and this is what he tells him:}

B
… “I won’t be missed,” he said flatly. “I tell you that because it’s true. I made my confession and I won’t
get a chance to make another one, so I wouldn’t tell lies after that. I’ll tell the truth, Father. I’ll tell you
somethin’ I never told you or anybody else before. And that is that everythin’ I told you about me bein’ so
popular and havin’ a lot of friends and people wantin’ to be like me is all bunk. It ain’t true. Not a word of it.
“I go around the city day by day, doin’ different things, payin’ bills, sittin’ on boards with top men,
collectin’ rents from little nobodies, meetin’ them all from the highest to the lowest, and I might say a few
words to them and they might say a few words to me. Sometimes the words ain’t so bad; sometimes we even
have a little laugh. Ain’t that nice, Father? But it don’t mean a thing. Not a damn thing. Because I know what
they’re thinkin’, and what they been thinkin’ for years. When I walk away from them down the street, every
last one of them says to himself, ‘There he goes. One of these days he’ll go for good and won’t come back, and
when he does it’ll be hip hip hooray and goodbye and good riddance from me.’
“I know that’s what they think and I know that’s what they say. And I’m tellin’ you the truth now, Father:
there’s not a man in the city today that’s more hated then me.”
It was awful to listen to, awful because it was coming from a dying man, awful because it was coming with such
conviction. Stripped of all hypocrisy or falseness, it was impossible to dismiss or discount; listening to him I had
only the impression of a terrible sincerity. He spoke with none of the old ebullience; in fact he spoke with no
emotion at all. His words came one after another in a slow, cold procession, and all the time he talked he kept his
eyes directly on mine, as if this were in some way helping him to drill his words home. I had said that I wouldn’t
interrupt, but of course I couldn’t help it against this; I put my free hand up to stop him but he shook his head vigorously and began to cough.
“No,” he gasped, after he had finished coughing. “No no. Listen like you promised. I ain’t done yet.” There was
another pause; then he went on.
“I say they hate me and they do. I s’pose they got their reasons. I been a hard man in lots of ways all my
life. Some of the things I done I ain’t too proud of. I’m even sorry for them now; I told the Franciscan that.
But by Cod, Father, life around here was tough. I came out of nothin’; you know that. My pa laid pipe in this
city twelve hours a day and got paid a dollar for doin’ it; we didn’t any of us starve but we came damn close
to it. And when I was on my way up, d’ye know how many around here gave me a break? Not a soul. Not a
livin’ soul. But I got up there all the same, and once I did I gave them no more breaks than they gave me. That
ain’t what the catechism tells us, is it, Father? But it’s the way I done it. The only way I knew how. And
maybe it was bad and I’m not sayin’ it wasn’t, but I dunno was it so much worse than what most others were
doin’.
“Oh, I might of give it an extra little twist here or there, the way you have to do sometimes, but I swear to
God I never thought it was anythin’ dreadful. Like a monster or somethin’. It was more like a kind of a game
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you knew how to win at better than the other feller. Well, all right. And then one day you’re walkin' down the
street, doin’ what you got to do, and you begin to see little looks in eyes you ain’t meant to see, and you begin
to hear little whispers behind your back you ain’t meant to hear, and people seem to be getting’ out of your
way as you come along, almost like they were duckin’ you. So you watch out more and more and pretty soon
you come to see there’s damn little else but the looks and the whispers and the duckin’.
“And pretty soon you come to know what you don’t tell anybody but yourself—and it’s damn hard to even
do that. You come to know that nobody, not a single soul, wants you anywheres around.
“They can’t do anythin’ about it; they got to have you; you got the money, the houses they live in; but they
don’t want you, and way down deep you know that when the day comes you won’t be around any more,
that’s the day they’ll all of them give three cheers. So you know that, Father. All of a sudden you know there’s
somethin’ about you that people hate more than they do about anybody else. You don’t know exactly why but
they do. And what d’ye do about it?
“I’ll tell you what you do: you do nothin’. What can you do? Jump around sayin’ ‘Free rents for
everybody’? Give picnics and lollipops for every kid in the city? Hand over shares of stock you won fair and
square? I couldn’t do anythin’ like that, Father. There’s somethin’ in me wouldn’t let me. And even if it would
I wouldn’t do it. They’d only hate you for that too, and say you were getting’ soft in the head at last and laugh
at you. So I did nothin’ except go right on doin’ what I was doin’ already. And they kept on hatin’ me for it.
And I knew it. I never let on to anyone I did, but I knew it all right. I knew it for years.”
And for the first time he took his eyes from mine and stared out, straight ahead—at what, I don’t know. After an
interval he said,
“It don’t make no difference. I never set out to be the most popular man on the block, anyways. I had other
things to do. All the same, a man don’t like to be hated. That’s only human.” And then, coming back to me, he
said,
“Are you followin’ me in this, Father?”
“I’m following you, Mr. Carmody.” Not that this was hard to do, for the story wasn’t complicated: it was all too
simple and clear and sad. Sad because so much of it, I suspected, was true; sad because it showed what Charlie
realized about himself; sadder still because it showed what he did not. And I suppose that now, despite all
instructions, I should have made a fresh try at consolation, but I didn’t—not yet. I simply sat there, waiting for the
rest to come, and suddenly Charlie began to cough again: a series of heavy, watery coughs which shook his body and
left his eyes streaming. I pressed his hand and said,
“Easy now. Don’t push yourself. Just take your time.” Although even as I said this I wondered -as he had earlier
—just how much time might be left. The performance would have been a brutal drain on anyone, and poor Charlie
had few reserves to spare.
“There’s the family,” he said at last. “Family and friends.” It was the jubilant phrase of the birthday—not so
jubilant now. “They don’t hate me. But which one of them would miss me? Not a one. They don’t care. They
don’t give a damn.” I said quickly,
“No, you’re wrong there, Mr. Carmody. You’re all wrong. They do care. They’re here tonight because they care.”
“No,” he said. “It’s you that’s wrong, Father. I know them all, a whole lot longer and better than you. I s’pose
Mary’s the one would miss me the most. But there’s nothin’ she don’t miss. She’s a good girl but she’s a
simple girl. She feels bad for everythin’. She cries just the same for people that get sick or pets that lose their
fur or trees that get chopped down or blankets the moths get at. When I go I’ll get her tears all right. But it
won’t mean no more than a little girl cryin’ ‘Boo hoo hoo, my dolly’s lost her shoe.’ It don’t go no deeper than
that with Mary. But she’ll cry.
“As will Dan. Dan that was always a silly boy and now he’s a silly man with his silly new wife that laughs
all the time and that’s older than him. And when I go he’ll get down on his knees and cry like a baby. Because
he’ll miss me? No. He’ll cry because when I go the bank is closed. That’s what I mean to Dan. And that’s what
he means to me. Nothin’ more.”
The bleakness was not fading; it was growing with every sentence, and I gave his hand a little shake. To twitch
him out of despondency? I said,
“You’re forgetting something, Mr. Carmody.” But he was not listening. He said,
“And John. John with the brains. He’s a boy that never gave me a day’s worry. And that never gave me a
day’s love. Cold as an icicle. He got away from home as soon as he could and stayed away as long as he could.
Now he’s back and not a half a mile from the house and the only time I see him is of a Sunday if I go to see
him say his Mass in church. No, he never missed me alive, and he won’t miss me dead. You can count on that
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one. And there’s Helen.”
And at this point he paused. Not, now, to cough or to catch his breath, but apparently to consider what he was
about to say. It was as though with the mention of Helen’s name he had reached a natural dividing line, and would
now have to proceed in an altogether different direction. A hopeful sign? Possibly; I pressed the point.
“And Helen? What about Helen, Mr. Carmody?”
“Helen,” he said again, and from the dead flatness of the tone I knew that I had been wrong, and that we had not
changed directions at all. “Helen. A good wife. A good mother. And the only one of all my children that ever said
she hated me.”
And this was so unexpected that I had nothing to say. But Charlie now expected something, clearly; he was
staring at me, waiting for comment. After a moment I said,
“Think what you’re saying. You know that Helen doesn’t hate you. And never did.”
“She said so,” he said. “And meant so. At the time. She was livin’ at home then, out of college a while, and
one night she was standin’ at the foot of the stairs, arguin’ with me. Like she used to do. God knows why. I
might of been a bit strict with the girl, but ‘twas all for her own good. All of a sudden she turned on me with
her eyes all mad and yelled, ‘I hate you! I hate you more than anyone I know!’ And d’ye know what I said to
that, Father? Nothin’. I said nothin’. I just stood there for a bit, lookin' at her, and then I went away. And I
never said nothin’ about it to this day. To her or anybody else. But that’s what she said to me that night.”
There was another pause before he said.
“That’s all long ago now.”
But not long enough ago to be forgotten by Charlie. Or by Helen: I remembered now the autumn afternoon in the
clearing and the story she had been about to tell. Clearly this was at least a part of it; the rest wasn’t hard to imagine:
I had a fair idea of what Charlie’s being “a bit strict” implied, and of how Helen must have felt, coming home to
discover, for the first time as a young woman, the full weight of her father’s restrictive thumb. Had Charlie at this
stage decided he needed two Marys rather than one? Had he tried to beat Helen down? It didn’t matter now, but I
could imagine the growing bitterness and the final explosion.
And I could also imagine the consequence of that explosion: the shock, not only to Charlie, but to Helen as well.
For it would have been a great shock to her, brought up as she had been in a firm tradition of filial respect, to find
that this tough, awesome, supposedly invulnerable parent could in fact be badly wounded with a word -and that the
word had been delivered by her. I think something like this can last for a very long time. It had with Helen; it had
with Charlie. I said now,
“Whatever she said, she was very young at the time. And the young say things they don’t mean. And you of all
people know that your daughter does not hate you.”
“I know that,” he said. “Like I said, it’s all long ago now. She don’t hate me any more. But she don’t care,
either. No more than the rest. I know Helen. And I know when I go she’ll feel bad. But not for me. She’ll feel
bad because she don’t feel bad for me. That’s the way Helen is. It’s a nice way to be, no doubt, but it don’t do
me no good.
“And then,” he said, “there’s Ted. My own grandson. The only one I got. I never had a cross word with the
boy. And I never had a sensible one. He’s a smart, p’lite lad, nice and neat with the tight suit and the narrow
shoulders with no paddin’, and he always listens with a smile, but he pays no mind at all. I’m his grandfather,
but when I talk to the boy I might as well be the end coon in Freddy McCarthy’s Minstrels. He’s a quiet boy
and has lots of thoughts, but there ain’t any of them for me. They’re all for himself. I’m a tough man, Father,
and John’s a cold one, but with all the nice manners and the soft voice Ted just startin’ out is tougher and
colder than the both of us put together. There’s the lad knows what he wants. And let’s see anyone stop him
from getting’ it. And when I go I s’pose he will miss part of me. He’ll miss my vote. But he won’t miss me.”
It was a surprisingly harsh—and, surely, unwarranted?—judgment on his grandson, and I wondered why. Simply
the old, raging at being treated half humorously by the young? But now Charlie burst into another spasm of coughs,
which were about as severe as those that had gone before: no worse, but still alarming. He recovered in the same
manner, and when he had he said,
“That leaves who? Bucky and P. J.? They’re old men like me, Father, and no matter what they tell you, old
men don’t miss nobody. When you’re old and someone else that's old dies you might say out loud, ‘Ain’t that
a shame!’ but what you say to yourself is, ‘One more gone, and the next one might be me.’ That’s what you
say, and that’s what P. J. and Bucky’ll say when I go. And why not? I knew them all my life, and there ain’t a
week goes by I don’t see them to talk to, but I dunno are we such pals. I dunno if they even like me much. Or
if I like them. You can’t tell sometimes. I dunno if it’s any more than that we all grew up together in the same
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place and now we’re the only ones left. So we got to talk to each other; there ain’t nobody else. It’s a kind of a
habit. And when a habit like that is broke, Father, you don’t feel bad. You might feel a bit different for a
while, but it don’t last long. And it don’t mean nothin’. Nothin’ at all.”
It was a desolate reading of an old association, as desolate as anything he had said so far. He closed his eyes now,
but he had not quite finished; he said slowly,
“So there you have it, Father. The whole list, right down the line. And when I go they’ll have the wake,
they’ll come to the church with their black dresses and their black neckties, they’ll hear the Mass that’s said
for me, and they’ll see me wheeled away and dropped down into the ground. And some of them will bawl like
little babies. But when it’s all over, which of them will remember for more than a minute and a half? And
which of them will really give a damn? You know the answer to that just like I do, Father. Not a one. Not a
one, not a one, not a one. Not a single blessed one.”
It was a tolling close to the long lament. And now it was my turn—not that I’d been waiting for it.
What could I possibly say that would move or change this old man—this old man for whom, as he lay there, frail
and helpless and unhappy, I felt such pity and pain? Because he had some of it right, but he had so much more of it
wrong; it would take a miracle to set him straight, and I had no miracles up my sleeve. Still, I had to say something,
not only because he had sent for me and was now waiting, but because I had no choice: I couldn’t let him go like
this. And so, with no time for argument or even reassurance, and indeed with very little talent for either, I made no
moves in this direction; instead, I talked to him directly and with no evasion about the only thing that mattered.
“But it’s not important, Mr. Carmody. I mean, how popular you are or were, or how much loved, or how long
you’ll be remembered. It’s nice if you were liked and not so nice if you weren’t, but it couldn’t matter less now. It’s
all in the past, it’s all happened, and now nothing is important to you but what’s going to happen.”
“Not a hell of a lot,” he said morosely. “How much can happen to a man that’s got no more than a couple of puffs
of wind left? And you know that’s all I got; I can tell by the way you’re talkin’.” I said,
“I don’t know if it is or it isn’t. But even that’s not important, because a couple of puffs of wind is long enough
for you to lose something. Listen to me, Mr. Carmody. Just for a minute. We both believe in the same things. We
both believe that if a man is very ill and is anointed and makes a good confession and receives Communion, then in
a sense he’s ready to die. He may not want to die, he almost certainly doesn’t, but at least he’s been prepared: he’s in
the state of grace. But there’s a danger here, and that is that somehow he’ll fall out of the state of grace. Because
even if you’re flat on your back with only a couple of puffs left, you can still sin because you can still think. And if,
for example, you begin to think of all the things that have been done against you, all the slights and offenses and
injuries, and of all the people who you think were guilty of them, very often these thoughts lead to resentment, to
anger, even to hatred—and this is a sin, Mr. Carmody. A grave sin: a sin against charity. Or else there’s the sin of
despair. Which is the greatest sin of all, because it means that in the end you’ve given up, that you no longer trust in
the love and the mercy of God. It seems to me that the first step towards such despair can be the feeling that slowly
you’ve been abandoned by everybody, that no one around you cares; from this it’s quite possible to go on to the
feeling that you’re absolutely alone, that you’ve even been forgotten by God.
“And these are sins, Mr. Carmody, just as surely as drunkenness or murder or robbing a bank are. And they’re
peculiarly dangerous sins because the temptation to them can come at just such a moment as this—they’re the sins to
which someone who’s sick or dying is peculiarly vulnerable. Even if he’s received the last rites. The thing to
remember is that even though you may be in the state of grace, you can still lose it, and if you do, there simply may
be no time left to get it back. And if that’s so, of course, when you die you die not in the state of grace, but you die
badly; with an offense against God on your soul.
“I’m saying all this to you now because you told me you were dying. If you are, or if you think you are, then, Mr.
Carmody, be careful. Because the danger is here. It never lets up, it never stops. And you can lose so much so easily.
So in God’s name, Mr. Carmody, be very very careful!”
And this, more or less, was what I wanted to say, and I said it, not with any great eloquence, but as well as I
could. He listened with his eyes on mine all the way, but long before I finished I saw that somehow I was
disappointing him, that what I had to offer was not what he wanted to hear, and as I neared the end he began to shake
his head with a great vigor, and the pressure on my hand tightened.
“No, no!” he said, and he said it with a kind of violence. “No no no! I know all that. It’s true enough, but what’s it
got to do with me? You don’t get what I’m sayin’, Father. You’re not on the bull’s-eye at all. Who’s givin’ up on
God? Not me! Why would I give up on God? Who else would pull me through? Don’t tell me to trust in God. I do I
do I do! Who else would I trust? I know He’ll take care of me. I always knew it. I know when I die He’ll take care of
me. He’s got to. I dunno how but He will. If there’s anyone will do the right thing by Charlie, it’s God. And more
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than the right thing. That’s what I need, Father: not the right thing, but more than the right thing. A special break.
That’s what I need from God. And that’s what He’ll give me. Or else I’m a goner. A goner! A goner!”
The last words were almost a scream; he had become greatly excited and tried once more to sit straight up in bed,
to thrust himself at me. But once more the coughing intervened, and now at least it had the effect of calming him, for
when the fit was over he was back against the pillows, his body slack and boneless, all fight gone. He blinked a bit,
then said weakly,
“You tell me not to hate people. Who do I hate? Dan? Helen? John? My own children? No. I don’t. I swear
to God I don’t. I dunno what I feel towards them, but I don’t hate them. I may say hard things about them
sometimes, but afterwards, when I stop and think it over, I ain’t even mad at them. They don’t love me, none
of them, and that ain’t easy. But I ain’t a dunce; I know it ain’t all their fault. I even know whose fault it
mostly is.
“I dunno why. I dunno what I done wrong. Maybe I was too tough or mean or tricky with them. I dunno.
For a hell of a while I thought nothin’ about it, except that kids were like that, always fightin’ their dad. But
when a man winds up with none of his own children even likin’ him, and he knows it, and when he knows too
that his own wife didn’t speak ten words to him—except in front of company and the children—for the two
years before she died, well, then …”
His voice faded off, and again he looked away from me and stared straight out into the room; after a time he
looked back at me and said,
“So what does a man do? Does he change? How? That ain’t so easy, Father. People get used to you the way
you are. How do you change without makin’ a clown of yourself? And without givin’ up everythin’ you
worked hard to get? And what do you change to? I dunno. I s'pose I could of done it easy enough at that. If I
wanted to. But it was too late, and then every time I might of they did some damn thing that made me mad.
So I never did. And now maybe I wish I did. But I didn’t.
“So there we are, Father. That’s why I don’t hate my kids. Because I can’t. I wish they were different to
me. I s’pose I wish I was different to them. But they ain’t and I ain’t. And that’s why I say I won’t be missed
by them when I go. And that’s why I called you over here tonight, Father.”
And into the old blue eyes there now came a look which was unmistakable but which, in this particular setting,
must surely have been rare: it was a look of genuine imploring. Directed at me. And then I knew my function, or
thought I did: I was to be the mourner, the only one who would miss him when he died. I thought sadly how pitful
all this was: this poor old man, shouting “Mea culpa!” at the end, but closing the door on even the possibility of love
from those around him, and reaching out, in a kind of final desperate panic, to me.
I could have told him—once again—that he was wrong, that there were those in his family who cared deeply, but
what was the use of that? At this stage it would be like telling him he could fly unaided to the stars. It was better to
tell him the one thing he would take in, the one thing he seemed to want to hear: that I, at least, would miss him very
much. And I was just about to do this when he said,
“Oh yes, I thought a lot about it durin’ the last year or so. I thought a lot about dyin’. The way you do when you
get to be as old as me.” A faintly cunning expression crossed his face; he said,
“I’ll tell you a little secret, Father. About how old I am. I ain’t eighty-two like I said on the birth day. I’m only
eighty-one.”
What a confidence. At what a time. But I said that I had been fooled and he smiled feebly.
“Eighty-one,” he said, with a touch of the old satisfaction at the successful small coup. “But what I do is, I tell
them all I’m eighty-two. It’s a kind of fun I have. You’ll tell no one?”
“I’ll tell no one, Mr. Carmody.”
But then he remembered, and satisfaction vanished. He said,
“It don’t matter. It don’t mean nothin’ now. Anyways, I been thinkin’ about it. And about the people that
might of missed me. There was only one, Father. Out of the whole bunch, there was only one.” And then came
an unexpected identification; he said,
“Your pa.”
So Charlie was retaining his capacity to astonish until the end. To astonish and to deflate, for when I heard him
say this I suddenly felt—what a thing to admit!—a certain childish, pouting disappointment: he hadn’t wanted me at
all! So much for the lone consoler. He was reaching instead for my father: it was a long reach. And, for Charlie of all
people, clearly an impossible one …
But he thought otherwise.
“And he ain’t around no more,” he said. “Your pa. There was the man I liked. He was a queer man in lots
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of ways and no damn good at all at business and sometimes he made me mad he was so stubborn, but I’ll tell
you this: he was the kind of a man you like to be liked by. But did he like you or didn’t he? That’s what a man
never knew about your pa. Oh, he was a grand talker and he’d always give you the nice quiet smile, but what
was he really thinkin’? Underneath? That’s what was hard to tell about your pa. Even for somebody like me
that knew him all his life.
“He wasn’t the kind of a man that would come right out and say, ‘I like Charlie Carmody’. And to tell you
the God’s honest truth I never thought much about it one way or the other until maybe a year or so ago.
When I started thinkin’ about all this stuff. And I started askin’ myself which one of all the people I knew in
my whole life would I like most to say about me, ‘Charlie’s a fine feller,’ or ‘They come no better than
Charlie,’ or maybe just, ‘Charlie’s the man I’d hate to see go.’ And there was only one. Your pa. Dave
Kennedy. And o’ course I never myself heard him say anythin’ like that because that wasn’t his way. But I
think he might of felt it all the same. You couldn’t get it out of him with a crowbar, but I always had the feelin’
that deep down he thought I wasn’t such a bad feller, that he even might of liked me a lot. That’s what I
guessed, anyways.
“But guessin’ on a thing like that ain’t good enough, Father. Not when a man’s as near the end of the line
as me. Then’s when a man wants to know. That’s when a man wants to make sure. And how could I make
sure? Could I walk up to your pa on the street and say, ‘For the love of God, Dave, d’ye like me or not? Tell
me once and for all: I got to know!’ Could I ask him that? I could not. Because he wasn’t around to be asked
no more. He was dead. Years ago. So who could I ask? And then, Father, I remembered you. One night lyin’ in
my bed I remembered you. And I said to myself, ‘By God, he’d know. If there’s one man in the city today
would know to the last inch what Dave Kennedy felt about every man jack around here, it’s Father. And
nobody else.’ So,” he said simply, “I looked you up.”
And there it was, as simple as that: he had “looked me up”—and now at last I knew why. The mystery was
solved. The great game of What-Was-Charlie-Up-To was over, and all my suspicions and speculations—and John's
as well—had been ingenious, shrewdly reasoned, and completely wrong.
For what Charlie had been up to all along was nothing more than a pat on the back. A special pat on the back, to
be sure: a pat on the back from my dead father. Passed on by the one possible middleman. Somehow, in the end, this
was what had come to matter to him, and in one way I understood this easily, for I’d seen it before: old men who by
some sudden flash of honest light are shaken from their self-regard, who in this instant see themselves as unloved,
friendless, and alone, sometimes claw desperately through the past to find someone, anyone, who has ever said a few
words in their favor—even the most casual phrase, said by chance and without thought, can at such a time be made
to swell and glow.
So, as I say, in general it was understandable enough, but in this case, in these particular circumstances … poor
Charlie! To have fixed on my father, of all unlikely people! And to have gone on with me for so long, week after
week, month after month, working so bard—softening me up?—shouting and bouncing about and talking
entertainingly and endlessly: so much effort and so many words, and yet not once able to bring himself to ask the
one question he really ached to ask—I suppose because at bottom he feared what the answer might be.
It must have seemed advisable not to chance it just yet, to let it alone for the moment, and maybe tomorrow or the
next day … but now he had run out of tomorrows, there was no more time with which to play, and now he had to ask
the question or never ask it at all. And I would have to answer … how?
Because of course the words he wanted so badly to hear had not been spoken. My father had discussed Charlie
with me a thousand times; for long periods he seemed, indeed, to discuss nothing else; in a sense Charlie had been
the great conversation piece of his life. Yet in all the talk, in all those innumerable stories, never once had I heard
him say anything in which Charlie could rejoice—or even take comfort—now. Not once …
And yet this was all he wanted: it was so pathetic it was close to being unbearable. The pressure on my hand,
which had tightened a few minutes before, grew even tighter; it pulled my eyes down to a face which was not at all
like the cocky, buoyant, old-rogue’s face which I had known ever since I had known Charlie. It was suddenly a
strange face, strange and small and very old, anxious, and with a peculiar kind of frightened tightness about it, as if it
were waiting, and waiting eagerly, for what was to come, but at the same time were not at all sure that what was to
come would not turn out to be a savage blow.
So this was Charlie, then, at the end, dying not as people do in romances or in edifying manuals, not nobly or
serenely, not in peace or dignity, but as people all too often and sadly and humanly do in life: trembling and
apprehensive, their minds and imaginations hypnotized before a pinpoint of irrelevant concern.
Charlie coughed again, but now for the first time he did not wait for the coughing to stop. There was a new sense
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of urgency now: willfully, with great effort, breathing hard, he began to talk through the coughs.
“So, Father,” he gasped, “you got to tell me. What did he say? He must of said somethin’. He must of told
you about me. Different times. Maybe when he was dyin’? When you were in there with him, all alone? Did
he say anythin’ then? He must of, Father! I know he must of! Then’s the time he would!”
And I thought: one more bad guess. Poor Charlie, not trusting my unsupported memory, was helping it along; he
was giving me a lift, suggesting possibilities. And what a possibility he had suggested! For it brought me back to my
father on his deathbed, and to his last words on the subject of his old obsession:
“Charlie Carmody: as fine a man as ever robbed the helpless.”
And it was as I was remembering this that Charlie presented his last demand. He had managed to push himself up
into a sitting position; he leaned forward now so that suddenly the eager, fearful face was just inches from mine and,
although he must have been very weak, I felt a quick pain from the pressure of his hand. And then he shouted –it was
really a shout,
“Did … he … like … me?” … \fn{Italics in the text:H}
273.136 1. Joelle’s Mother 2. Escapes 3. Dropping Bombs 4. Total Cave Darkness 5. An Ornithologist’s Guide To
Life: Five Short Stories\fn{by Ann Hood (1956- )} West Warwick, Kent County, Rhode Island, USA (F) 25
1
She must be beautiful, the three of us thought. Not like our mother or the mothers of our friends with their long
tangle of hair and arms lined with silver bracelets from Mexico. But beautiful like Joelle herself, all matching
sweater sets and small pearl earrings and hair tamed by a fat headband. In our school, we did not have girls like
Joelle. Instead of plaid skirts with a big gold pin on the side and loafers, we wore long flowered dresses, clogs from
Sweden. Exotic, we thought, whenever we saw Joelle, our stepsister, again.
She made us lose our breath when we caught that first sight of her stepping, bored, from the train once a month.
She came to visit our father who was her father too; it was our mothers who were different. We would run to Joelle
with such ferocious hugs she almost lost her balance. Joelle was not a hugger, but she let us hug her and hang on
the sleeve of her cardigan, dragging her toward our mother who waited by the car.
For those few minutes, we had Joelle to ourselves. We breathed in her scent: Christmas trees. We babbled, the
three of us talking at once about the total eclipse or the new Italian phrases we’d learned or how a snake sheds its
skin. Joelle kept her eyes straight ahead, nodded if we were lucky. She let us guide her through the train station and
outside.
Our mother waved at us, standing beside our VW, the one that could not make a steep hill so our mother had to
get out and push, letting one or two of us steer. Also, the heater never worked so in winter we kept our mittens on,
even inside the car. Joelle’s mother drove a Ford of some kind. We knew because Joelle told us; her mother always
drove Fords.
In those moments, wrapped in Joelle’s scent, bursting from the train station, and seeing our mother there, disappointment and embarrassment flooded us. Joelle’s mother did not want her to speak Italian, did not have hard
bottoms of her feet from going barefoot, did not have long dark hair under her arms or candles stuck into empty
wine bottles made thick from melted wax. Our mother grinned and waved and whistled through an O made with
her fingers stuck beneath her tongue, shrill and loud. She always mussed up Joelle’s hair, first thing. She always
said, Time to let your hair down now!
The three of us piled into the back of the VW Joelle sat straight as a ruler up front. Our mother put on “Suite:
Judy Blue Eyes” too loud, then shouted at Joelle about our weekend plans. We shrank into the back seat, not
wanting to hear. Our weekends were always the same: Friday night potlucks that ended in everyone dancing and
drunk in our tiny square yard. Saturday afternoon drives from our house in Baltimore to Washington where we had
to look at paintings or mummies or dinosaur bones. Then Chinese at Mr. Hsu’s on P Street. Sundays meant long
walks somewhere, by the harbor or in the park, maybe crabs for dinner. Why our mother had to say all of this to
Joelle, who knew it as well as we did, we could not understand. Joelle stared out the window while our mother
shouted over Crosby, Stills and Nash.
We pretended our mother disappeared and we were sent to live in the suburbs with Joelle and her mother. Our
mother made us eat yogurt at lunchtime. Also raisins, dried figs, Brazil nuts. But not Joelle’s mother. She bought
her TV dinners, Salisbury steak or turkey with stuffing, all four courses nestled in their own private compartments.
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We imagined a dishwasher, a swimming pool—built-in. We imagined bedspreads light as angels’ wings, white or
maybe baby blue. We counted all the Fords we passed, and sighed.
*
In a cigar box that had long ago been painted black and covered with seashells glued onto it crookedly lay
evidence of our father’s former life with Joelle’s mother. A wedding band, thick and gold, a lock of hair, also thick
and gold, the only remnants of our father’s past. We thought him mysterious. A golden-haired first wife, a daughter,
a life he talked about only when we pushed him.
How did you meet Joelle’s mother?
How did you fall in love?
Where did you get married?
Did she wear a long satin dress? Our mother didn’t. Hers was white, Mexican, cotton, embroidered. She stood
barefoot on a beach in Delaware. They blew conch shells, wore wedding rings fashioned from seaweed, had their
friend Raymond play the flute. We knew Joelle’s mother wouldn’t stand for any of that. We had proof: the solid
gold ring. Inside, in scrolly letters, initials carved beside a date. June 6, 1966. A million years ago.
“Another lifetime,” our father told us, sighing heavily. But we pushed and prodded, hungry for details.
“We met in college,” he told us finally. “Are you satisfied?” Satisfied? We were starving.
“Why didn’t you stay married to her?” we asked. Unspoken between us was our fantasy—then she would be our
mother too.
“If I had, then none of you monkeys would be born,” our father said, leveling his gaze at us, the one he used in
his lectures at Johns Hopkins; he was a professor of English literature. “You are one part me and one part your
mother.”
Guiltily, we left him to his blue books for grading. But he called to us, and we turned back to face him.
“It’s about love, you know,” he said. “I thought I loved her, but I didn’t. Your mother,” he added, “your mother I
adore. For always.”
Of course, we asked Joelle. Did our father live with you and your mother? Did he make up stories for you at
night? Did he hold your mother’s hand? Kiss her on the back of the neck while she stood stirring soup on the
stove?
Joelle was stingy with details. Sometimes she would bark at us.
“No, he never did any of those things. He left us, you know!”
We would sulk out of her room and whisper about what that meant. Could he leave us too someday? Then we
would study our father for signs of his possible departure. But he remained the same, slightly goofy and distracted,
circling our mother with nervous attention. Other times Joelle would cry and blame our mother for ruining their
life. We thought our mother capable of ruining lives, with her strong opinions and the certainty with which she did
everything. But Joelle and her mother’s life hardly seemed ruined. Still, when we raised this point to Joelle she
would only shake her head and refuse to elaborate.
Once in a while Joelle would tell us something that we wanted to know, how our father and her mother had
honeymooned in Bermuda in a big hotel with a pink sand beach. We could not, of course, imagine it: our father at a
resort, lounging on the beach, sipping rum swizzles and slathering Joelle’s mother's back with coconut oil. But she
told us it was true; she had seen pictures. When we begged Joelle to bring the pictures to us she grew quiet, sullen.
“My mother,” she told us, “would kill me if I did that.”
Our mother, we knew, would never go to Bermuda. We looked it up in the atlas and stared at the tiny island with
the pink sand beaches where everyone spoke in British accents and stopped midafternoon for teatime. One night
we asked her, feigning innocence, if we could take a vacation to Bermuda. We waited, breaths held, for her reply.
“Why in the world would we ever go there?” she said, wrinkling her nose as if she smelled something very very
bad.
*
Joelle in Summer was best. She arrived in cool tennis whites, tanned from days spent at The Club swimming or
taking lessons of one kind or another. We made her tell us details of The Club. Our summer days were spent sitting
on the sidewalk trying to finish our Popsicles before they melted. Or running under someone’s sprinkler. Or taking
turns standing in front of the fan in the kitchen. For two weeks every year our parents rented a cottage at Rehoboth
Beach. Then we rode waves, collected fireflies in empty mayonnaise jars, ate watermelon on the screened in porch.
We waited all summer for those two weeks. Until then, we had Joelle’s descriptions of The Club.
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“No one can yell there,” she told us. “Suppose your mother wants you to come out of the pool. Maybe it’s time
to go home. Or maybe she wants you to go with her to The Grill for a hamburger. She has to walk to the edge of the
pool and get you. No yelling from the chaise lounge.”
She pronounced chaise, chezz. We imitated her, taking turns being Joelle’s mother. Sit on the chezz, we’d say.
Now walk to the very edge of the pool and ask us politely to come out for lunch. This game always ended in a
fight: everyone wanted to be Joelle’s mother all the time.
We made her tell us more. What kind of bathing suits did people wear at The Club?
“One piece,” Joelle said. “Or a two piece that doesn’t show your belly button.”
She explained that intermittent belly buttons were okay. That was when a woman walked and her belly button
showed sometimes. But full out belly buttons were prohibited. The rule applied to kids as well. Embarrassed, we
did not mention the way our mother sunbathed topless in our backyard, the way she said chase lounge, the way she
stood on the front porch of our row house and yelled above the noisy crickets for us to come inside. Instead of
nightly games of kick the can, we forced our neighbors to play our version of tennis or golf, using branches of trees
and old musty balls from someone’s basement. Joelle only watched, sitting on our stoop, high above us, her
sneakers so white they glowed.
*
Our names—Molly, Sarah, Hannah—were common and dull. Not at all like Joelle, which sounded exotic,
practically French. In every class or every house for one square block, there resided another Molly, another Sarah,
another Hannah. But we never met another Joelle. We took this naming of us as still one more betrayal.
“What were you thinking?” we asked our mother.
“I was thinking of lovely little girl names,” she said, “for my lovely little girls.” We told her our names were
horrid, ugly, everywhere.
“Should I have named you Tallulah?” she asked us. “Hermione? What?”
“Something fancy,” we said sadly. “Something like Joelle.”
*
When exactly the phone calls began, we could never pinpoint. It seemed that one summer they were suddenly
there, the tinny ring of our black telephone, then the hushed voices, the tears, the slam of Joelle’s bedroom door,
my father placating, pleading. Sometimes we huddled in the hallway, trying to hear what was being said, but the
words always sounded vague and muddled behind the closed doors. Sometimes we came upon Joelle whispering
into the telephone. She would glare at us and stop talking until we left the room. Then, our ears pressed against the
door, we would try to make out what exactly she was saying.
Our mother grew silent and edgy. Whenever the phone rang she jumped as if she’d been shot, then answered it
softly, turning her head away from us. More than once we stumbled inside from the blazing Baltimore heat for
more Popsicles or to complain about how bored and hot we’d grown, to find her sitting at our big wooden kitchen
table, crying.
All summer, this went on, until we stopped thinking about it and accepted it as part of the grown-up world our
parents inhabited. Instead we focused on other things: stringing long strands of beads to hang in our doorway,
monitoring the growth of a litter of newborn kittens who resided in our neighbor’s garage, begging our mother for
one of those kittens, counting the days until we finally left the city and went to our rented cottage in Rehoboth
Beach. We traded 45s with our friends. We made up dances—the Frog and the Cobra. We pretended our backyard
was The Club, and threw out anyone who yelled there. We begged our mother for some of the little white socks
Joelle always wore, ankle length with pastel pom-poms on the backs, and when she finally relented, we wore them
day after day, with the sticks and the musty balls, practicing our golf and tennis.
The weekend we were finally leaving for the beach, Joelle arrived at our house with our father. She had her
lovely suntanned arms folded tightly across her chest and whenever we spoke to her she turned her head, lifting it
upward so her nose pointed at the ceiling. We all begged her to talk to us. But she wouldn’t, not to us or our father
or our mother, who walked around looking as tight as the blue metal top we liked to spin across the kitchen floor.
At a sullen dinner on the screened in porch, we tried to entice her with plans for the beach. Last year, we
reminded her, we had found a jellyfish. We talked about the french fries available there, salty and greasy and hot.
We told her that Hurricane Margaret was headed north from Puerto Rico. We might have to get masking tape and
make X’s for our windows. The waves, we said, would be tall. Maybe even a hundred feet high.
“Shut up,” Joelle told us. They were the first words she'd spoken all day, and they flew out of her mouth like
gunfire. “Just shut up. All of you.”
In a flash our mother was out of her seat and leaning right into Joelle’s face.
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“Don’t you ever say that to my children again. Ever. Do you understand? I have had enough of you. Of this. Do
you hear me?”
We stared at the two of them, silent and unsure of who to hate—Joelle for telling us to shut up, or our mother for
offending Joelle. We did not know what to do or what might happen next. It seemed like right then a car screeched
up to our house, but maybe that was some time later. A car did screech up that night, its door flying open and
banging shut. We heard the unfamiliar sound of high heels pounding up our front walk.
Then just one word, spoken into the hot summer air:
“Joelle.”
We looked through the screen, where moths clung, batting their gossamer wings, and saw Joelle’s mother
standing on the steps that led to our house, her arms folded in such a way that she appeared to be hugging herself.
In the glare of the single bulb that hung over the front stairs, we could make out every detail. She was the tallest
woman we had ever seen, or so she seemed standing there like that. Her hair, no longer golden, was pulled into a
tight chignon, and everything she wore matched: pale yellow pants and tunic top, large wooden earrings painted
red and yellow, with matching large wooden beads around her neck. She had on nylons under the wide legs of her
pants, and high heels in a color we would later call taupe, but then thought of as the color of flesh. Her lips and
cheeks were pink.
Everything about her shocked us. But mostly what we saw was that she was not, as we had thought, beautiful.
At least not in the soft and exotic way we had imagined. She looked like women we saw pushing carts at the
Safeway, choosing fruits and vegetables with care. She looked like anyone, different than our mother, but not the
extraordinary, magical woman we had hoped. She was simply a mother—someone else’s mother at that.
We all—the three of us, our parents, and Joelle—stayed seated on the red folding chairs at the red card table, our
plates full of our mother’s famous couscous salad, the one with cucumbers and kalamata olives, and feta cheese;
the one she always took to potluck suppers. Joelle’s mother spoke again.
“Joelle,” she said, in a cool voice, “come on now.”
We could imagine that voice at The Club, floating across the shimmering blue of the swimming pool, beckoning
Joelle to her. We could imagine it whispering good night. But we could not then understand the power in that voice.
With those few words it took Joelle away from us and changed our lives.
Joelle stood, but it was our mother who stepped outside.
“Please,” she said to Joelle’s mother. “Let’s not do this. Not in front of my girls. I don’t want them upset by any
of this. Let’s go inside with Hal and talk like adults.”
“I’ve talked all summer,” Joelle’s mother said. “She doesn’t want to come here anymore. She wants to come
home.”
This shocked us. Later, the three of us hot and sweaty in our bed, our legs tangled together, we would try to sort
it out, how all of those whispered phone calls had been pleas from Joelle to leave us, to not come back. We felt
betrayed by Joelle, by her mother, by the things we could not even begin to understand.
“After all this time,” our mother said, “why can’t you let it go? It was all so long ago.”
Joelle's mother did not answer her. She just said in her cool voice,
“Joelle, let's go. I’ve come to take you home.”
Joelle took the napkin from her lap and folded it into a neat square, then got to her feet. She did not look at any
of us, not even our father. She just walked away, past us, past her own mother who stood in the same pose Joelle
had held all day, arms folded across her chest, face turned upward so that her nose pointed toward the ceiling.
Joelle opened the screen door carefully and stepped outside, into the hot August night.
Our father was on his feet now too, but somehow we understood that this was between our mothers—Joelle’s
and ours. We understood the way it was, that Joelle would always belong to her mother, and we would always
belong to our mother. The adults said things, but we were no longer listening. Instead, we let the realization that we
could not have a different mother, that we belonged to this one, settle in. Joelle and her mother walked down our
path, side by side, to their Ford and we watched them drive away from us.
Eventually, of course, Joelle would visit again, awkwardly at first and then slowly with a confidence and
understanding that somehow she straddled two families, two lives. She never again seemed as mysterious as she
had before that summer night. In the way that children have, we put aside that which we could not have or
comprehend and let both Joelle and her mother become ordinary in our eyes. They both lost the hold on us they
used to have and instead developed into two separate people, fixtures in our lives in different ways, but firmly a
part of us: the big sister with a different mother, our father’s ex-wife.
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As for us that August, we went to the beach, where we brought our mother perfect shells that we collected along
the shore. In the sunshine there she seemed to grow beautiful. Had her hair always had that particular wave to it?
And wasn’t the way her front teeth overlapped interesting? We wore the new bikinis she had bought for us, and
brightly colored rubber flip-flops, and wreaths of black-eyed Susans.
Every chance we had, we hugged our mother tight. We whispered that we loved her because we did, irrevocably,
unconditionally, eternally. We don’t want any mother but you, we assured her, and ourselves. It was August and hot
and summer was coming to an end. Even there, at the shore, we could smell autumn approaching. We could feel its
chill in the air, sending goosebumps up our arms at night. Our mother pulled us into her arms and held us,
thankfully, close.
2
What I do with my niece Jennifer is this. I ride the cable cars again and again, paying four dollars each time. She
is fourteen and gets a thrill hanging off the side of the car as it plunges down San Francisco’s steep hills. She says it
is like flying, and indeed the wind does pick up her Esprit scarf, the one decorated with purple and yellow palm
trees, and tosses it stiffly backward in the same way that Charles Lindbergh’s scarves appear in old flying photos of
him.
I take her to Candlestick Park for the Giants' last game of the season and sit shivering under an old blanket I
bought in Mexico long ago. Jennifer does not understand baseball, but I try to explain it to her. Three outs to an
inning, nine innings to a game, the importance of a good shortstop. But she does not get it. When Chris Sabo of the
Reds strikes out she says,
“Caryn, why is it still their turn? You said three outs to an inning.”
“But three strikes,” I tell her, “is just one out.”
Jennifer shakes her head and closes her eyes for the rest of the game. Even when I nudge her and say, “Look! A
home run!” she keeps her eyes closed, does not move.
We spend an entire day at the Esprit factory outlet. Jennifer fills a shopping cart with bargains. She is tall, like
her father, my brother, was. She is fourteen and already almost six feet, and so thin that her hip bones poke out
from her faded blue jeans. She does not have to wear a bra. She keeps her hair long, so that it flies around her head
like a golden cloud. One of the saleswomen asks Jennifer if she is a model.
“Me?” Jennifer says, confused, embarrassed.
She slouches even more than usual and shakes her yellow hair. Then she walks away. But when we go into the
dressing room and she sees that there is no privacy, no curtains or doors, that everyone is standing half-naked in
front of mirrors, Jennifer leaves her shopping cart and walks out of the store without trying on a thing.
What I do not do is mention Jennifer’s arms. Tiny uneven scars creep up her wrists like a child’s sloppy crossstitch. She wears long-sleeved blouses, and dozens of tiny bracelets, but still the scars peek through. I pretend that
Jennifer’s wrists are as smooth as the rest of her. That the scars are not even there. I don’t ask her any questions
about it. Instead, I take her to the Top of the Mark at sunset. I bring her to Seal Rock where we stare through
telescopes at the sea lions sunning themselves.
*
Right before Jennifer came to stay with me, my boyfriend, Luke, left. He said he needed to try his luck in New
York. Maybe, he said, he'd become really famous there. Like Laurence Olivier.
That was in August and I haven’t heard from him since. Sherry, Jennifer’s mother, called me on a Saturday
morning in late September and said,
“You’ve got to take her. She’s been kicked out of school. Sell her. Adopt her. I don’t care. Just take her. I’m
going nuts.”
I looked out my window at the California sky, a bluer, higher sky than anywhere else in the world. Since Luke
left, I hadn’t done much of anything except swim two miles a day, go to work at the tiny magazine office on Polk
Street where I’m a copy editor, and dream of where to escape to next. Sometimes, I rented old movies, ones with
Barbara Stanwyck and Joan Crawford in them. Ones that forced me to cry.
While I looked at the sky I thought about my life as a flat straight line like a dead person’s heart on a monitor.
Sherry told me that Jennifer was really out of hand now.
“And I have my studies to worry about,” Sherry added. She was in travel-agent school. On weekends, she got to
take junkets to Puerto Vallarta and New Orleans.
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I had not seen Jennifer in almost two years when Sherry called me that day. My brother David had been dead for
almost ten years. So I’m still not sure what made me say yes, I’ll take her for a while. Except for maybe the thought
of sharing that ultrablue sky with someone seemed so appealing, and the thought of a few bleeps and peaks in my
life seemed like a good idea. Before she hung up, Sherry said,
“Don’t feel compelled to talk about her cutting her wrists or anything. She wants to put that behind her.”
“What?” I said. Had I missed something here? I thought. Jennifer had cut her wrists? They say suicide is
contagious and David had done it, hung himself in his jail cell where he was serving time for dealing drugs.
“I thought you weren’t going to tell her,” I told Sherry. We had invented a story when it happened to David. He
was in a car accident, we’d decided. He fell asleep at the wheel.
“I didn’t,” she said. “It must run in your family or something.”
“It does not,” I said, wishing I had not agreed to take Jennifer. What did I know about teenagers? Or suicide? Or
anything at all?
*
On Fisherman’s whaf, Jennifer buys more bracelets. They are copper or gold, with tiny beads in the center or
chunks of stones, turquoise and amethyst. I wait, bored, gazing at the Golden Gate Bridge while she chooses them
from the street vendors that line the sidewalks. She has been with me for two weeks and shows no signs of leaving.
Yesterday, she got a postcard from Sherry in Acapulco, written entirely in Spanish. She read it, her face a blank,
then tossed it in the trash.
“I didn’t know you could read Spanish,” I told her.
“I can’t,” Jennifer said.
Jennifer loves all the tourist trap things around the wharf. She spends hours in the souvenir shops and pushing
her way through the crowds. She does not smile much, but here her face softens and I almost expect her to break
into a grin. David was a great smiler. And so was Sherry. But their daughter’s face is set and hard. A mask.
“What’s that?” she asks me as we eat our crab cocktails at the crowded food stall. We are crushed against a
family of tourists wearing identical pink-and-blue-striped sweatshirts, all fresh-faced and blond. I look at where she
is pointing, across the bay.
“Alcatraz,” I tell her. She frowns.
“Alcatraz.”
“It was a maximum-security prison.”
“Can we go there?” she asks me. Her eyes are topaz. They remind me of a tiger's.
“Maybe next week,” I sigh, tired of sightseeing.
“Okay,” Jennifer says, fixing her eyes on the hunk of rock in the water. Around her neck, a charm on a chain
catches in the sun. A cable car.
“That’s pretty,” I say. “When did you buy it?” She looks at me now.
“You can have it if you want,” she says. She slips the chain over her head and holds it out to me.
“No, that’s okay,” I tell her.
But she is putting it on me even as I protest. The little gold cable car settles against my collarbone. I feel guilty
for not wanting to take her to see Alcatraz and I promise myself we’ll definitely go next week. If she hasn’t gone
home to Miami by then.
*
I get a letter from Luke in New York. It is written on paper with his initials on the top, and sounds like it is from
a stranger. He tells me about the weather there, and how difficult it is to figure out the subway system. He signs the
letter “Sincerely, Luke.”
“Who’s Luke?” Jennifer asks me.
I did not show her the letter, so I figure she has been looking through my things. Somehow, this does not even
make me angry. My tiny apartment on Fourth Avenue has been so lonely that the idea of sharing it and everything
in it makes me almost happy. For a while, Luke’s shirts were crammed into my one closet, his deodorant and
toothbrush and comb cluttered my bathroom. Now, Jennifer’s things are mingling with mine. When I turn off the
bathroom light, her toothbrush glows orange. Her multitude of bracelets are everywhere I look, as if they are
actually reproducing. So I tell her who Luke is without mentioning that she really shouldn’t be reading my letters.
“Did you love him?” she asks me. I only shrug.
“Who knows?” I say.
“Did my mother love my father?” she asks then, suddenly.
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I answer, “Yes,” immediately, but then I wonder about my answer. To me, Sherry and David were like Bonnie
and Clyde. They were always doing something illegal. Their apartment was filled with an air of danger. Once, in a
kitchen drawer, I saw dozens of stolen credit cards. Their cars disappeared mysteriously. They kept scales and
spoons and plastic bags where other people kept pots and pans. How do I know that they loved each other? But
Jennifer seems satisfied with my easy answer. Jennifer says,
“Some things don’t make sense to me. Like why was my father in a car in Pennsylvania when we lived in
Miami? And why aren’t there any pictures of us all together?”
“I don’t know,” I tell her. “I was away at the time.”
I don’t fill in the details, that I was living in St. Thomas, serving tropical drinks and soaking up the sun until my
skin turned very brown. She studies my face for a long time, searching for something that I can’t give her.
*
When Sherry calls I ask her when she will take Jennifer back.
“She should go to school,” I tell her.
“She’ll be expelled again anyway. She steals from kids’ lockers, takes whatever she wants. Can you believe it?”
I feel like both Jennifer and Sherry are hiding things from me, giving me little bits and pieces but keeping the
big parts to themselves. I try to imagine Sherry in the small pink house she and Jennifer live in. Jennifer has told
me that they have orange trees in their backyard, and a plastic pink flamingo on their lawn. I can see Sherry there,
in her high-heeled sandals and platinum hair. I used to think she looked exactly like my old Barbie doll, all pointy
breasts and tiny waist. Her hair is blond like Jennifer’s, but bleached and molded into a tight bubble. That is how I
imagine her as she talks to me now, a Barbie doll in her Florida toy house, surrounded by bougainvillea and orange
blossoms, staring blankly at a plastic lawn ornament.
“She is nothing but trouble,” Sherry is telling me. “Stealing and cheating on tests. She actually copied a Time
magazine article about Houdini and handed it in as her report on a famous person. Like the teacher wouldn’t know
someone else wrote it.”
Jennifer is stretched out on my couch, lazily flipping through a magazine. She does not seem to be listening to
the conversation.
“Well,” I ask Sherry, “what’s the problem?”
“Who knows? I’m trying to make a better life for us. Travel agents get discount tickets and hotels. We could see
the whole world if we wanted to.”
Over the years, Sherry has learned many skills. She was a licensed electrologist, removing women’s mustaches
and shaping their eyebrows. She booked bands for a nightclub and tried her hand at calligraphy. None of it worked
as well as her days with David breaking the law.
“I would think she’d want to travel,” I say. It was all that I used to want, my way of getting out of tough spots,
of leaving men and looking for new ones. Sherry laughs.
“All she wants is to make trouble. But you say she’s being good there, so let her stay for a bit more.”
I want to explain that I am tired of Jennifer being here. That she is not really helping me decide what to do next.
That I have an urge, once more, to pick up and go. To L. A., maybe. Or even Hawaii. Luke signed his letter
“Sincerely” and I want to run.
But I say none of these things. I just stare at Jennifer and wonder how she could have actually done it to herself.
How she felt when it didn’t work. From Miami, Sherry makes excuses for having to hang up. She doesn’t ask to
speak to her daughter, and I don’t offer.
*
“Wow,” Jennifer says when I take her to my tiny, cramped office. “Look at all of these places.”
She touches the photographs that line my desk and walls and shelves. Pictures of Peru and British Columbia, of
people climbing a frozen waterfall and of seals in the Galapagos Islands.
From my window, I can see hookers on the corner, a man drinking something from a paper bag. They call this
area of the city the Tenderloin. That sounds gentle to me. Tender loins. This is not a gentle place.
“Have you been to all these places?” Jennifer asks me. She holds out a picture of a dense jungle. She has on a
new ring, a thin gold one with two hearts dangling from it.
“No,” I tell her. “I just put them in the magazine.”
“If I could,” she says, still clutching at the jungle photograph, “I would go everywhere. Around the world. I’d
even volunteer to go on the space shuttle.” I frown, thinking about Sherry.
“When your mother finishes travel-agent school—” Jennifer laughs.
“She’ll never finish. She never finishes anything.”
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“She told me you were expelled from school,” I say softly. Now Jennifer sighs.
“I was. I'd rather stow away on a ship than go to school every day. There’s nothing there.”
“She told me—”
“Whatever she told you is true,” Jennifer says firmly. My eyes drift to her wrists, to her bracelets and beneath
them, to her scars.
“Caryn,” Jennifer says, “what was he doing in Pennsylvania? What was his job?”
I hesitate. His job was dealing drugs, I say in my mind. Jennifer laughs again.
“My mother says I’m a wild thing. She says I’m like my father.”
She leans out the open window, too far out. My heart seems to slow down, to freeze. I think, she is jumping
from this fifth-floor window but I can’t reach out in time to grab her. Then she pulls herself back in, and looks at
me as if she didn’t just dangle five stories.
“I like looking out,” she says. And then she smiles. A smile that makes her face look like it hurts.
*
Somewhere, I have a map of Hawaii. I will find it, I decide, and study it. I will make plans for a new life in the
shadow of a volcano. I’ve served drinks before at seaside resorts. I can do it again. The names of the islands are
magical. Maui and Kauai. For days, the fog here in San Francisco has been thick as mashed potatoes and it is
starting to depress me. Every morning, Jennifer is staring at me, waiting for answers. It’s time, I think, to move.
I search my drawers, but the map is gone. What I find instead are handfuls of jewelry: the bracelets Jennifer
likes to wear, and thick ropes of rose quartz and yellow jade, and earrings made of dangling crystals and rings in all
sizes. There is no way that Jennifer could have bought all of this jewelry. Where would she get the money? I lay
everything out across my bed, and it sparkles and winks at me in the late afternoon light. Then I put it all away.
*
The fog is still thick on the day we go to Alcatraz. We wait in line, then crowd onto the ferry. I have paid an
extra dollar for us to get the recorded tour, which comes from a bright yellow Walkman and clunky headphones
that make us look like Martians. Jennifer is wearing a Cal Berkeley sweatshirt and a boy asks her if she goes there.
“I’m in ninth grade,” she tells him.
The boy walks away.
On the island, we walk through the steps that the tour instructs us to take. Stop at the sign that says DINING
HALL, we are told. Take a right on Michigan Avenue. Stand under the clock. Look at the pictures on the wall. We
do whatever the voice tells us, like robots. Jennifer’s tape is two steps ahead of mine, and every time I approach her
it seems she has to walk on to somewhere else.
The recorded voice tells us how on New Year’s Eve, the prisoners could hear music and laughter from a yacht
club across the bay.
We step inside a cell and pretend we are in solitary confinement. All around us, families snap pictures of each
other behind bars. I stand in my cell in the dark and close my eyes. The voice tells me about the cold, damp air
here. About all the tricks inmates used to help them get through solitary. Throw a button on the floor and try to find
it in the dark. Imagine entire movies.
I can feel Jennifer come and stand beside me, I can smell the perfume she wears all the time. She takes my hand
in hers.
“Imagine being locked in here and knowing that San Francisco is right across the bay,” she says. “Hearing
people at a party.” I open my eyes.
“But we can walk out,” I tell her. “We’re not in solitary.”
“I know,” she says. “But imagine.”
We are way behind on our tapes now. And we have to fast forward to catch up. Quickly, Jennifer and I go
through the prison, poking our heads into cells and rooms, until we find the rest of the tour. We are at the end,
listening to a description of escapes from Alcatraz
There were many that failed, the voice croons in my ears, and only one that perhaps was successful. I listen to
the details of that escape, of how the men collected hair from the barbershop floor to use on papier-mâché masks of
their faces. How they dug for months to get through the prison walls to an air shaft. They were never found, the
tape tells me.
*
Jennifer and I stand on the top of Alcatraz, looking out. Her hair is blowing wildly in the cold breeze, but she
does not try to control it, to hold it down.
“I know you took all that jewelry,” I tell her. “I know you stole it.”
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She doesn't answer me. I cannot see her face under her blowing hair. Finally, she says,
“I like to think they made it.”
“Who?”
“Those three men who tried to escape. Maybe one of them didn’t drown. Maybe at least one of them is free.”
I gaze down the rock to the water pounding the shore. I don’t agree with her. I think they must have all died
down there.
“About that jewelry,” I say. She turns to me.
“Here,” she says. “Take it.” She unclasps each bracelet, letting them drop into my hands.
“I don’t want it,” I tell her. “That’s not the point.”
But she keeps taking them off, until finally she has bare arms, and all of her crooked scars are revealed. She is
standing before me, arms turned upward, naked of all the turquoise and amethyst and copper. I take her wrists in
my hands, lightly. There are so many questions I could ask her. So many things I want to know. But what I realize,
standing there, feeling the bumps of her skin under my hands, is that there really is no escaping. Not for Sherry, not
for Jennifer, not for me. The only thing left to do is to stick it out.
Jennifer’s eyes are set right on me. She says,
“If I really wanted to do it, I would have made the cuts deeper. And up and down instead of across. No one
understands that I knew the real way. The right way. But I just wanted to see what would happen, to faint or go
away for a little while.”
“It’s not worth it,” I say. “Sooner or later you have to come back.”
She nods. There are tears in her eyes, but they could be from the stinging salty air, like mine. The ferry is
chugging toward us, and still holding on to each other we slowly make our way down that rock. We stand in the
line, waiting for the ferry to take us back. Suddenly I turn to Jennifer.
“Your father did it,” I say. “He hung himself.” Her expression doesn’t change at all.
“He was in prison,” I continue. “For drugs. And he killed himself.”
“I know,” she says. “I found the death certificate last year when we moved. I wanted my mother to tell me the
truth.” I say,
“That’s the truth.”
The ferry arrives, and we move forward, toward it. Its steps are steep, and we have to link arms for the climb.
3
Jim told his mother everything. He explained every detail, every reason, every step. How Aunt Dodie could
drive her to the airport and wait with her while she picked up her ticket. How to pack in a small bag that she could
take on the plane with her so she wouldn’t have to worry about her things getting lost. How once she boarded, she
did not have to worry about anything at all because the pilot would do the rest.
“Once you take off,” he told her, “just sit back and relax.” He even sent her some paperbacks and a stack of
cooking magazines to read en route.
“You’ll be in Los Angeles in time for lunch,” he said.
But still she couldn’t handle it. With increased airport security he couldn’t meet her at the gate, so Jim told her
to wait for him at baggage claim.
“But you said not to check a bag,” Eve said, and Jim could hear the shrill panic rising in her voice.
“Just follow the signs to baggage claim. Hell,” he told her, “follow all the other passengers. Then just stand
there. I’ll find you.”
Instead, she stood at the gate, frozen there in her new mauve pantsuit, clutching her bag to her chest, eyes wild
like a trapped animal.
Jim got to the airport almost an hour early and stood watching each new planeload of passengers arrive and
claim their bags. Even after everyone left, the luggage carousels kept spinning, sending a few unclaimed bags
around again and again. Jim kept wondering who owned those bags. Wasn’t that unsafe? Couldn’t some crazed
terrorist check a bag with a bomb in it and then not board the flight at all? Those bags worried him, circling
endlessly like that. A redcap passed him.
“Excuse me,” Jim said, and he pointed toward Carousel C. The same two bags had been going around on it
since Jim arrived, a small brown leather one that looked like a mail pouch and a beat-up, dusty blue duffel bag. The
redcap looked at Jim like he didn’t trust him. The whites of his eyes were yellow. They reminded Jim of eggs.
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“Those bags,” Jim said, wagging his finger, “whose are they?” Slowly, the man turned and studied the circling
luggage.
“Well,” he said, “how am I supposed to know that now?” He pointed too, at Carousel B, where a fresh group of
passengers jockeyed for position.
“Whose bags are those?” he said, and he wagged his finger at the luggage cluttering the carousel. “You think I
go around, matching up bags with people?”
The man wore his hat far back on his head, revealing a short, military-type haircut. For an instant, Jim pictured
him fighting a war, in Korea maybe, rushing forward, angry and mean.
“You think I got nothing better to do?” the man was saying.
“It just seems dangerous,” Jim said. “That’s all.” He was aware that he was still half-pointing, his wrist drooping
slightly, his finger pointing downward.
“Yeah,” the redcap said. “Them bags are real dangerous. You keep your eye on them.”
He lifted his empty cart, aiming toward Carousel B, where passengers were claiming their luggage now in a
frenzy that reminded Jim of animals gobbling their prey on National Geographic specials. A loudspeaker crackled
and a voice announced,
“James Morgan, please meet your mother at the TWA ticket counter, upper level.”
“Shit,” Jim said, startled to hear his own name like that. The redcap had started to move away from him. As he
wheeled past Jim he muttered,
“Faggot.”
*
“I can’t believe you didn’t come for me. I waited just like you said. I waited and waited. Finally this nice girl,
maybe a stewardess, I don’t know, she came up to me and said, ‘Are you lost?’ and I told her my son was supposed
to be there. That he was late or forgot or something.” Eve glared at him. “I waited forever, just like you said.”
They were at an outdoor restaurant in Venice, eating lunch. His mother had told Jim the story twice already, first
when he claimed her and then again in the car on their way here. She also told him it was impossible to read on the
flight.
“You have to stay alert,” she said. “Anyone could be a hijacker. A Shiite Moslem or Libyan terrorist. Who
knows? Do you think Klinghoffer, cruising like that on the Mediterranean, expected to be shot and dumped in the
sea? You don’t know who to trust.”
She’d handed him the paperbacks and cooking magazines, still in the padded shipping envelope he’d sent them
in. Now Jim pointed toward the parade of people that whizzed past them on rollerblades, bicycles, skateboards, and
rollerskates.
“Look at them,” he told his mother. “See how everyone looks different out here.” She snorted.
“So I noticed,” she said. “Too many of them dye their hair. And they spend too much time in the sun. Don’t they
read out here? It’s very dangerous.” She sipped her iced tea and made a face.
“This is terrible.”
“I mean they’re more active,” Jim said. “Health conscious. Any day of the week you’ll see people out here like
this.”
“Great,” Eve said. “Wonderful.” She looked around until she spotted their waiter, then motioned him over.
“What is in this tea?” she said to him.
He was handsome, tanned and blond with a dimple in his chin. He looked first at Jim and smiled, then at Eve.
“Fresh mint,” he said. “Isn’t it yummy?”
“If I wanted mint,” she said, “I’d chew gum.”
The waiter looked at Jim again. Jim felt a warm familiar rush in his gut. Sometimes he wondered if the real
reason he had moved to L. A. was because he liked these surfer boys so much. He imagined for an instant this
waiter naked, no tan lines, a smooth hairless chest.
“Could I just have some water?” Eve was saying.
“You bet,” the waiter said, smiling again. When he left, he brushed against Jim, so lightly it felt like the breeze
from the water that lay ahead of them. Eve studied Jim’s face, hard.
“What?” he said. She shook her head.
Jim cleared his throat and looked off toward the ocean. He had lived in L. A. for almost three years and this was
the first time his mother had come to visit. He’d asked her in the past, tried to lure her here with promised trips to
Mann’s Chinese Theatre\fn{Since 2013 the TCL Chinese Theater. It was the Grauman’s Chinese Theater from 1927-1973, after the
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and Disneyland, places that she’d always heard about
and thought she’d never see. Secretly, he was always relieved when she refused to come. She would say,
“I’ll see you out here at Christmas anyway. Right?”
And he would feel a ballooning in his chest, a fullness that he liked. He would think, Good. It was like buying a
few more months of not having to tell her.
Once, she’d said yes, then canceled at the last minute.
“There are some things I really don’t want to see,” she’d said as way of an explanation.
That had startled Jim. What exactly had that meant? Even now he wondered if she was trying to tell him
something, if maybe she knew somehow already. But that seemed impossible. When he’d lived in Chicago, just an
hour from her house in the suburbs, he was still pretending, even to himself. He used to date girls who were pretty,
former Homecoming queens, girls who dressed in pale colors, who wore soft fuzzy sweaters and pink lipstick. Last
Christmas he noticed that his mother still had a picture of him with one of those girls, one she especially liked
named Debbie, right on top of the television set. In it, Jim is slightly behind Debbie, so that it is her smiling, heartshaped face that dominates. It is her locket, her wispy blond bangs and bright pink lips that you noticed. Jim was
really in the background, a blur.
“Jim?” his mother said. She reached across the table and squeezed his hand.
“Jim,” she said again, “how are you? Are you happy?”
He had decided that if she really came this time, he would tell her. But now he wasn’t so sure. She did not seem
ready. Why, even a glass of tea with mint in it threw her into a tizzy! Even the sight of healthy, tanned people upset
her! Sometimes, when he was alone, her face floated in front of him, frowning and disappointed, holding all the
pain of knowing the truth, of knowing there would never be a big church wedding at Our Lady of Perpetual
Sorrow, or grandchildren, or even him at home for Christmas with his lover beside him. Right now, his mother’s
face seemed open, expectant even, as if she were waiting for him to say it. He wondered again if she already knew.
“I…” he began. He felt his hand beginning to sweat beneath hers.
“What?” she said. She leaned toward him. “What?” His throat felt dry, scratchy.
“I am,” he said. The pressure on his hand increased.
“You are what, Jim?” she said.
Her eyes were wet. Maybe from the salt air, Jim thought. He said,
“Yes. I am happy.”
Eve’s hand slipped off his, and settled back into her lap. There were circles of sweat under the arms of her
mauve jacket. On the pocket she wore a rhinestone pin of an owl with glittering green eyes. Suddenly the waiter
was back with her water. He placed it in front of her with a flourish, then winked at Jim. Jim realized his heart was
pounding, but he wasn’t sure if it was from how close he had come to finally telling her the truth, or from the
closeness of this blond man whose nametag read RANDY .
“Thanks, Randy,” Jim said, pronouncing the name with great care.
“Ugh,” Eve said, spitting water back into the glass. “What’s in here?” Randy’s face clouded.
“Lemon,” he said. Eve slumped back into her seat, defeated.
“Maybe we could just take the check?” Jim said.
Randy nodded. When he returned with it, he slipped Jim a note written on a napkin. Their eyes met for just an
instant. Jim’s hands shook slightly as he read the note—“Call me?”—and Randy’s name and phone number.
Jim looked up. His mother was staring at him. He glanced away from her, his eyes seeking out Randy. He saw
him, across the patio, waiting. Jim gave him the slightest nod.
“Ready?” he said to his mother.
“What’s on that napkin?” she said.
The sun had shifted and seemed to be boring right through Jim’s skull. It made him slightly light-headed. He
shrugged. Eve frowned at him.
“I waited forever,” she said.
“No, you didn’t,” he told her. “You were in the wrong place. I was right where I was supposed to be.”
“No,” she said. “You weren’t.”
*
Eve was supposed to stay for five days. But after three she told Jim she wanted to go home.
“I don’t like it here,” she said. “A person can’t even get a drink of water that tastes right. You can’t walk
anywhere. Always in the car. Drive, drive, drive. And everything seems wrong, smaller or something.”
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She was disappointed in the stars’ homes he drove her past, disappointed in the Hollywood sign, disappointed in
the Ramos gin fizzes at the Beverly Hills Hotel. They saw Mel Gibson in a restaurant and she was disappointed in
him too.
“Even he’s smaller than he seems,” she said. Jim was afraid she was going to cry. On the night she announced
she was leaving on a flight the next day, Jim said,
“Then we’ll go out somewhere special for dinner.” But Eve shook her head.
“We haven’t spent any time together.”
“Ma,” he said, “we’ve been together constantly for three straight days.”
“Not really. You’ve been keeping me busy all the time. So we don’t have to talk.”
“Don’t be ridiculous,” Jim said.
“Remember when your father left?” his mother asked him.
Eve patted the couch beside her. Reluctantly, Jim went and sat there. She had on the mauve pantsuit again. Jim
caught a slightly sour smell coming from her.
“He sent us up to the lakehouse for a weekend and when we got back he had moved out.”
“I remember,” Jim said.
He remembered how hot it was that night, how the crickets seemed to sing extra loud, cracking through the
summer air. They had walked inside and found most of the furniture gone, the refrigerator empty, and a note. His
mother had sat down on the yellow and green linoleum and sobbed. Jim was seven.
“In some ways,” Eve said now, “you’re like him.”
“Thanks a lot,” Jim said. “That’s a real compliment. Especially knowing how you feel about him.” Instead of
getting angry, his mother smiled at him, a small, sad smile.
“I’m not like him,” Jim said.
He had not seen his father in over ten years. Once, his father had taken him camping. To Jim, that was the last
time they were together, although his mother told him he was wrong. Jim had refused to go to the bathroom in the
woods and his father had yelled at him, taken him home early.
“You disgust me,” his father told him in the car. When they got to his mother's, Jim ran out of the car and up the
walk.
“You run like a girl,” his father shouted after him.
“I said in some ways,” Eve said. “The way you avoid talking about things, for example.”
“Fine. I’ll talk,” Jim said too loudly. He jumped off the couch and stood before her, fists and jaw clenched.
“What do you want to know?”
“Well,” she said, “for instance, are you dating anyone special?”
“No,” he said. That was the truth. He had been dating a man whose name, strangely, was also Jim. But they had
broken up a few months back and the man had moved to Tucson.
“Are you dating anyone at all?” she said.
“Yes,” Jim said, truthfully again. Last night, after his mother went to sleep, he had called Randy, the waiter,
from the phone in his bedroom. They had talked for an hour and set up a date for Monday night. Jim was going to
cook him dinner here.
“Who?”
“What is this?” Jim said. He recognized the shrillness in his voice. It was just like hers.
“Even if I tell you, you won’t know them. You don’t know anyone here except for me, do you?”
Eve didn’t say anything. She just sat there, waiting. Wasn’t this what he’d brought her here for? To tell her? But
Jim could not think of what to say exactly, or how to say it. Finally he said,
“Can we go to dinner now?”
He felt exhausted. He felt like he could sleep for days without waking up. He imagined doing just that, crawling
into bed and going to sleep. When he finally woke up, she would be gone, back in her own house with Debbie’s
picture smiling out at her, comforting her.
“Are you still a good cook?” Eve said, her voice soft.
“Yes.”
“Cook me dinner then. It’s our last night.”
*
He grilled chicken coated with Dijon mustard, and potatoes. He tossed a big salad. They sat outside on his small
patio to eat. Eve admired his garden, the lush tomatoes and baby lettuce. Jim drank too much wine on purpose.
“You know what’s a shame?” his mother said. “That I have to fly back. I’m terrified.”
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“It’s safer than driving in a car,” he told her. He had told her that before she came too.
“I don’t believe that.”
“Well, it’s true,” he said, trying not to sound irritated.
“Don’t believe everything you hear,” she said. “How do you think those people felt when that bomb went off
and they fell out of the sky?”
“What people?”
“All those people on that Pan Am jet. Flight 103. And right before Christmas. I saw all those mothers on TV
who had lost children.” She took a big breath. “There is nothing worse than losing your child. Nothing.”
Drunkenly, Jim threw his arm around his mother’s shoulders and placed a too-wet kiss on her cheek.
“Well,” he said, “you’re stuck with me no matter what.” She laughed.
“Stuck,” she said. “Hardly. You’re the one stuck with me.”
The image of those unclaimed bags, circling, suddenly popped into Jim’s mind again. He frowned, and the arm
he’d tossed so casually around his mother tightened into a hug.
“Don’t worry,” he said. “No one wants to bomb a plane to Chicago.” She hugged him back, hard.
“Oh, Jim,” she said, “you’re wrong. Bombs fall all the time. Unexpected. If people knew when they were going
to drop, they’d avoid them, avoid getting hurt. Those people on that Pan Am plane, you think they would have
gotten on had they known?”
“I don’t know,” he said. He held his mother at arm’s length. She seemed ready for anything. But hadn’t she just
told him that a person wouldn’t walk into a situation where a bomb was going to drop? He got up and moved
toward the door that led inside.
“Where are you going?” Eve said.
He smiled at her, happy that she was sitting here on his patio at dusk, happy that tomorrow she would be gone.
“Dessert,” he said. “The grand finale.”
And he went inside to get it, vanilla ice cream with cherries. He would come back out, pour cherry liqueur on
top, then hold a match to it until, right before their eyes, it burst into flames.
*
“So,” Jim said as they stood together at the airport waiting for his mother’s flight to board, “Aunt Dodie will
pick you up? She’ll be there waiting?”
Eve nodded. She had on a different pantsuit, a lemon yellow one with a pin of a clown on the lapel. Despite the
bright color, the cheerfulpin, she looked older, worried. Even when she smiled up at him, her frown did not
disappear completely.
Jim watched a young couple kissing goodbye. The girl seemed hungry, starved even. His mother turned and
watched too, as the boy kneaded the girl’s rear end, pushing her into him greedily.
“Young love,” Eve said, and turned away. Her frown deepened.
Jim could not take his eyes from them, from the curve of the girl’s neck as she tilted her head, from the boy’s
slender fingers pressing her flesh. He wore a Yankees baseball hat, she wore floral leggings.
“Jim,” his mother told him, “don’t stare.”
But he continued to watch. What would become of them? he wondered. They would grow up, fall out of love,
never feel this way again. Or they would get married and grow to hate each other, forget this day when they could
not bear to say goodbye. Maybe he would board this plane and it would get blown up. Maybe he carried the bomb
himself.
“You’re being rude,” Eve said.
Jim sighed and turned away from the couple. His mother seemed to have shrunk in these few minutes since he
last looked at her. She looked old, frail.
“Oh,” she said, “I hate to fly. I’ll never come to see you again, unless you move closer to home.”
“I won’t,” he told her softly. She looked out the window, at a plane taxiing in.
“If you fall out of a plane at thirty-five thousand feet, you vaporize,” she said distractedly. “Zap! Gone. Just like
that.”
“Well, then, you’d better keep your seat belt fastened,” he said. In that moment he decided he could not tell her.
Not now, not ever. She was unable to handle it. She worried about sun exposure, vaporizing, bombs, and hijacking.
At her own house, he knew, she had installed an elaborate alarm system. His mother was afraid to fly, afraid of
everything. He saw again Debbie’s face smiling out from on top of the television. Eve tugged at his arm.
“They’re calling my flight now.”
“I wish …” he said, but didn’t finish.
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“I wish you could come with me, see me on the plane safely.” She took her bag from him.
“Will you wait here and watch until I’ve taken off safely? That way if the plane goes down, you’ll be right
here.” Jim had no intention of doing anything so ridiculous but he said, solemnly,
“Yes. I’ll wait right here.” He kissed her quickly on the cheek.
“Have a good trip. Have a Bloody Mary or something. Relax.” She began to move away from him, toward
security.
“Ha!” she said. “Easy for you to say. You’ll have your feet planted firmly on the ground.
Jim waved goodbye. He turned, and the couple was gone, vanished, like they were never there at all.
Suddenly, his mother was back, standing right in front of him, her face close to his.
“Jim,” she said, “I think it’s a shame that people can’t be who they are. Whatever that is. If someone loves you,
they don’t care what you are. They love you no matter what. You have to be yourself. Be happy with who you are.”
She reached up and held his face in her hands.
“There is nothing worse than losing a child. That’s what they say. You’re my only child, my boy. And I love
you. I accept you for what you are. Do you know that?”
He nodded. He tried to speak but she was off again, walking away from him with great determination, like a
small, lemon yellow soldier.
“Mom,” he called after her. “Thank you.”
She didn’t look back. She just lifted her arm and waved, then disappeared down the long hall to her gate.
Slowly, Jim began to walk away. She had left two days early so he still had time off from work. He thought of
calling Randy and asking him if he wanted to drive up to Big Sur for a few days. Yes, he thought, he would go
home and do that.
The loud roar of a jet engine revving made him stop. That would be his mother’s plane, carrying her back home.
He turned and went back to the big window that looked out over the runway. Jim pressed his palms against the
glass. His breath steamed a small O in front of him.
The plane moved slowly down the runway, then picked up speed, and began to take off. Jim’s heart beat hard
against his chest as he watched. He realized he was holding his breath. Then the plane soared into the sky, lifting
higher and higher, taking his mother upward, and away.
Jim stood like that, palms pressed against the cool, smooth glass, eyes following the now speck of a plane, until
he could no longer see it, and he was sure his mother would not fall from the sky.
4
He calls her Sweetheart, Darling, Honey Pie. Martha calls him Reverend.
Even now, as she watches him stretch out on the hood of his car, shirtless, smiling to himself, face turned toward
the blistering July sun, Martha thinks: The Reverend is so damn young.
The pay phone is hot against her ear and she smells someone else’s bad breath emanating from it. Martha is
sweaty from heat and humidity, sore from too much acrobatic sex. And she wants a drink. God help her, she wants
a cold beer, a chilled white wine, a vodka and tonic. Anything.
Six hundred miles from this parking lot, Martha’s mother answers the phone with a weary hello. Massachusetts
is in the middle of a heat wave too. Martha knows this. In between sex and free HBO she watches the Weather
Channel. The whole country is hot.
“It’s me,” Martha says with forced cheerfulness. “I’m about to go into a cave so I figured I should check in, in
case you never hear from me again. You know.” Her mother lowers her voice as if the phone could be tapped.
“A cave! Is that all you have to say for yourself?” Then there is a silence in which Martha hears her mother
thinking: You have done crazy things in your day, but running off with a priest tops them all.
The Reverend lazily wipes the sweat from his forehead with the back of his hand. He is nine years younger than
Martha, with startling green eyes that remind her of her childhood cat Boo and a body that must come from God
himself: wide shouldered and strong and golden haired.
“He’s not a priest, you know, Mom. He’s a minister. A Protestant.” The Reverend scratches his balls with
another lazy motion and Martha looks away.
“What did I say? Did I say anything about it? I don’t care what you call him,” her mother is saying. “He wears
one of those little white collars, doesn’t he? He gets up on Sunday mornings and preaches to people, doesn’t he?”
Martha smiles at this. Today is Sunday, and when he got up with her this morning he was definitely not
preaching. Although she had jokingly whispered amen when they were done.
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“What are you thinking?” her mother says. “You’re a grown woman, Martha. Over forty—”
“Just over forty,” Martha reminds her, feeling cross.
“And you take off with him for three weeks—”
“Two! Almost two.”
“And everyone knows the two of you are not off praying together.” Her mother’s voice grows weary again as
she repeats,
“What are you thinking?”
Martha asks herself the same thing. She had been gripped by an urge to call home after all these days away as if
this simple act of reaching out would make everything different. Instead, everything is exactly the same. Her
mother’s voice, baffled and questioning, sounds all too familiar. Words like irresponsible and thoughtless buzz
around Martha’s head like mosquitoes.
A bright yellow car pulls into the parking lot, and Martha squints at its unfamiliar license plate. She has
been keeping a mental tally of all the different states’ license plates she sees. South Dakota? Yes. The faces of
the presidents are stamped right on the plate. There was a time, before the drinking took over so much of her
life, when Martha could easily do things like name the presidents who were carved at Mount Rushmore or
rattle off the state capitals without hesitation. But now her brain is all thick and soupy. She tells her self one
more drink would not make it any worse. As if he read her mind, the Reverend appears at her side and takes
her hand as tenderly as an adolescent on a first date.
“Reverend Dave,” Martha whispers. He smiles at her with his even white teeth while her mother shrieks in
her ear.
“What? He’s right there? Right this minute?”
The Reverend nuzzles her. So many things he does remind her of her Boo that sometimes Martha worries
that she will fall in love with Reverend Dave. She thinks of how Boo used to wait for her to come from
school, perched on the low hanging branch of a maple tree at the corner of her street. Sometimes Martha
would stop and watch him there instead of turning the corner. She would count—one minute, two, three. No
matter how late she was, Boo waited. As soon as he saw her, he’d jump from branch to fence to sidewalk,
landing right at her feet. Thinking of his loyalty and patience makes Martha say,
“On.”
“Martha?” her mother says, demanding, angry. “What is he doing?”
The Reverend lifts Martha’s hand in his and presses her close, swaying against her body like they are at the
prom. He is humming, off-key.
“Saving me,” Martha tells her mother. “He’s saving my life.”
*
Back in March, when Martha's drinking lost her everything—the condo in Marblehead that looked out over
the harbor, her job as the restaurant/movie/theater critic for The North Shore Press, her husband—she moved
in with her mother so she could drink in peace.
“I’ve come to straighten out,” Martha lied the day they dragged her boxes across her mother’s powder blue
wall-to-wall carpeting and into the guest room. Her mother had a condo too, in Swampscott. And a job. And a
boyfriend. She wasn’t happy to have Martha back.
“I’m not the Betty Ford Clinic here,” she grumbled. “You come back, you’re on your own.”
At first, Martha made a show of getting up with her mother every morning and having dry toast and lots of
coffee. She circled ads for jobs in the classifieds in red marker and discussed the pros and cons of each one.
Her mother frowned at her and shook her head, not disgusted as much as baffled.
“Why don’t you just take yourself to AA?” her mother said one morning before she left for her job in the
Better Dresses department at Filene’s. She wore a Donna Karan outfit that, with markdowns and her discount,
she got for eighty-eight dollars.
“AA?” Martha laughed. “I’m not that far gone. I just need to get my head on straight.”
After her mother left, Martha paced while first the talk shows and then the soap operas droned on behind
her. Her mind skipped and flitted from one thing to the next, leaving her unable to complete anything or to
concentrate on something as easy as the Reader’s Digests her mother kept in the bathroom.
But at five o’clock she was always able to focus. She turned off the television and went to the kitchen to
fix a vodka and tonic in her mother’s jumbo insulated to-go cup. She could nurse one of these until her mother
came home and the two of them ate dinner together, sometimes joined by her mother’s boyfriend Frankie.
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Martha always cleaned up afterward, then slipped out between Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy. By eight
o’clock she was settled on a stool at Matty’s or the Landing, drinking until closing.
The truth was, Martha loved these nights. She loved the sound of ice cubes and laughter and jukebox music
mingling together. She loved how her tongue felt thick in her mouth, how when she shifted her head too
quickly the world around her spun. She loved the easy way a man might throw his arm around her shoulder,
the first touch of a stranger’s cold beery tongue on her body. She loved everything about drinking. All of it.
For Martha, her favorite part of the day was quarter of five, watching the clock make its slow movement
toward her first vodka, filling the glass with ice, then tonic, holding the bottle of vodka in her arms like a
baby.
*
Her old friend Patty, newly relocated to Chicago, her voice filled with so much happiness that Martha
wished she would stop calling, ended each conversation by reminding Martha that help was out there, “when
you’re ready.” Patty had been to AA, NA, OA, and every other A imaginable.
“I like drinking,” Martha told Patty.
“So do I,” Patty said, her voice righteous, smug.
It was Patty who gave Martha the Reverend's number. She had described him as kind and helpful.
“Also, very cute in a koala way,” she said.
Who would have imagined that Martha and the Reverend would run off together? That they would end up
here in this parking lot in Virginia, about to go into the Endless Caverns? Certainly not Martha. She reads to
the Reverend about all the other caverns they drove past.
“The Luray Caverns have an organ made out of stalagmites. The Skyline Caverns have cave flowers not
found in any other caves in the U.S.”
“Sweetheart,” he says, grinning at her, “we missed all of those. We weren’t thinking about caverns. Now
we’re thinking about them and we’re here. That’s how lucky we are. As soon as we imagine something that we
want, we get it.”
“Mel Gibson,” Martha says, closing her eyes. But really she is imagining a bottle of vodka.
“Now don’t go breaking my heart, darling,” the Reverend whispers, holding her close.
He is a solid man, like a rock or a mountain in her arms. Martha keeps her eyes closed and tries to think of
something other than the way the first swallow of alcohol tastes, how it burns a little, punches your gut, makes
you swoon.
“There’s no fairyland in there,” Martha says. She is whispering too. “The Luray Caverns have Fairy Land.
Reflecting pools that make the stalactites look like sand castles.” Reverend Dave steps away from her and
laughs.
“We already know it’s an illusion,” he says. “Saved ourselves the trip! We’ve got the Endless Caverns.
Miles and miles explored,” he says, tapping the guidebook in her hand, “but no end ever found.”
“What were we thinking to come here like this?” Martha says with a sigh.
They both know that she doesn’t just mean here, to Virginia, to these caves, but rather the way they packed
up his Dodge and drove out of town, meandering for almost two weeks now, sleeping at Motel 6s and eating
breakfasts of 7-Eleven coffee and doughnuts. Every day they drive and drive, choosing their routes at random
—he likes the name of a particular town, she wants to see something she’d heard about once, a lifetime ago.
He has left behind a congregation of Unitarians who think he’s spending his vacation in Michigan with his
parents. She has left behind her longest lover—drinking. If she had not woken up one afternoon and realized
that she had lost three whole days of her life—three days! she still thinks in amazement, and no matter how
hard she tries she can not retrieve a single minute of them—she would still be at her mother’s condo waiting
for her first vodka of the day.
“Hey,” the Reverend says, “it’s been almost two weeks. You haven’t had even one drop in two whole
weeks.”
“Some treatment you devised,” Martha snaps because she wants a drink so bad that the mention of her
meager accomplishment embarrasses her.
“Take a drunk, withhold liquor, drive her around all day, and sleep with her every night. Wow. You might
even get a write-up in Cosmopolitan. ‘How I Cure Alcoholics’ by Reverend Dave.”
He looks so wounded that Martha almost reaches out to touch his cheek. But instead she whirls around and
marches across the parking lot on wobbly legs to the fireworks store. She expects him to follow her but he
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doesn’t. Martha stands in the middle of the store, alone, surrounded by country hams and a dizzying array of
fireworks.
“Do you sell … uh … like microbrewery beers? Something local?” she asks the woman at the cash register.
Martha hopes she sounds like a tourist instead of like someone desperate for a drink. The woman points to a
cooler in the corner.
“We got some from up in Maryland.”
Martha’s fingers tremble as she opens the cooler and lifts a beer from a six-pack carton. Its label is
colorful, happy. Martha presses the cool amber bottle to her cheek. The woman frowns.
“You want just the one?”
She looks out at the parking lot, where the air ripples with heat and Reverend Dave kicks at stones, sending
them flying past cars with license plates from Utah, Texas, Pennsylvania. Martha is flushed with guilt and
excitement both. Like the winner on Supermarket Sweepstakes she begins to pull fireworks from the shelves
around her, until she settles on a Roman candle and a box of sparklers.
“And these,” Martha says.
*
The Reverend looks like a little boy out there, kicking stones, sulking. Nine years between them is really a
lot of years, Martha thinks, not for the first time. Last week they drove to a county fair somewhere in
Pennsylvania to hear Paul Revere and the Raiders. Reverend Dave had never heard of them, even after Martha
sang “Let Me Take You Where the Action Is” to him naked in their motel room.
“I have no idea who they are,” he told her, “but I’m sure I like your rendition better than theirs.”
“I wanted to marry Mark Lindsay,” she said. When he shrugged, she added,
“Their lead singer.”
Even though the Reverend had danced with her, the Swim and the Jerk and the Twist, not one of their
songs was remotely familiar to him. He had looked like a child, jump ing up and down beside her, his hair
flopping into his eyes. When they’d sung a ballad, “Hungry,” he took Martha into his bearish grasp and
danced close and slow, smoothing her hair and not at all childlike.
“Nine years,” she whispers. “It’s too much.”
But then she remembers something: back at the pay phone, the song he was humming—it was “Hungry.”
And this small gesture from him sends her running toward him.
“I got fireworks!” she yells.
He looks up, and what she sees in his eyes almost breaks her heart. The Reverend has fallen in love with
her. She doesn’t know whether to turn and run the other way or keep going into his open arms. What she does
is stop, a few feet from him, and hold up the bag.
“Sparklers and everything,” she says. She imagines the beer bottle nestled among all the explosives,
everything ticking away, ready to go off at any minute.
“We can light them later,” she says.
Reverend Dave nods and begins to walk toward the caverns. Knowing the beer is so close that after the
tour she can duck into the ladies’ room and drink it down, or later back at the motel while he’s in the shower—
just having it makes Martha feel lighthearted.
“I’m sorry I was so mean,” she tells him.
“I know,” he says.
*
On the fourth of July they found themselves in Gettysburg, unable to get a room.
“‘Cause of the reenactment,” the fifth motel clerk told them.
Finally they found a room at an inn where everyone dressed in period costumes: women in long dresses
and bonnets, the men in blue and gray uniforms. It depressed Martha. Their canopy bed and braided rug and
the pitcher on the bureau, all of it made her sad.
“No HBO,” she told the Reverend as she flicked through the channels. She settled on the Weather Channel
and watched the heat spread across the country, relentless.
The Reverend came up behind her and hugged her around the waist. Outside they could hear cannons being
fired, and muskets.
“Why do you do it?” he asked her. It was the first time since she’d walked into his office at the church back
in May that he asked her that.
“I can’t remember,” she’d said, which was the truth. “But I love it more than anything. It is what I love.”
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“I don’t believe it’s all you will ever love.”
He turned her around to face him, but she averted her eyes.
“I think you could love a person,” he said. “The right person.”
Martha looked up at him and laughed. The smell of gunpowder filled the room.
“Like a reverend? Like someone practically a decade younger than me?”
“Yes,” he said simply. Then he kissed her full on the lips.
Later, naked in the canopy bed, Martha propped herself on one elbow to look down at him. That day she’d
walked into his office he’d had on khaki shorts and a Hawaiian shirt. She had studied him closely then too,
like she was now. His face was round, boyish. That day in his office she’d said,
“You’re the reverend here?” And then she had burst into tears. Later, she had told him about those missing
days, days when she could have run over someone, gotten AIDS, done anything—
“God knows what,” she’d said, and he’d burst out laughing.
“Sorry,” he told her, “me being a minister and all, the God thing struck me as funny.”
She wasn’t sure what to make of him. Not then nor weeks later when he took her to a corny Italian
restaurant and paid the roaming accordian player to sing “That’s Amore” to her.
“You courted me,” Martha whispered from her side of the canopy bed.
Even though his eyes were closed he smiled.
“I came in every day just so I wouldn’t drink, and you let me sit there in your office week after week until
one day you said—” Reverend Dave opened his eyes.
“‘Let me buy you dinner.’ And you said yes.” He was playing with her hair, wrapping pieces of it in his
fingers, then letting it fall free.
“I never did that before. Asked out someone who came to me for help.”
“Sure. I bet that’s what you say to all the drunk forty-year-olds who’ve fucked up their lives. It helps to
make them feel special.”
The Reverend pulled her close to him by the hair.
“Hey,” Martha said.
“Shut up,” he told her. “You don’t know anything.” He had told her that he was supposed to visit his family
in Grand Rapids during his three weeks off.
“For all you care I could have gone to Michigan and left you behind.”
“I know this,” Martha said, keeping her hair tangled in his hand. “I know I hate this town and all this
morbid history. I know I want to go downstairs to Ye Olde Tavern and have a drink. I know more than you
think I do.”
“Shut up,” he said again. He was kissing her, leaving her no choice.
*
Their tour guide is a teenager named Stuart. He has Buddy Holly glasses, pus-filled pimples and a deep
voice that Martha is certain belongs to someone else. Every time he talks he startles her. Reverend Dave keeps
asking questions about oxygen and bats and spelunking, but Martha is having trouble listening. The cave looks
fake, like the backdrop for a movie or the re-created environments at zoos. When no one is looking, Martha
touches the stalagmites, knocks them with her knuckles as if she can prove them false.
“We’re in the cut-rate cavern,” Martha whispers to the Reverend. :”We missed all the good ones.”
He steps away from her. He has not forgiven her for what she said back in the parking lot. All it would take
is a touch or a kiss, and she would have him back again. Martha stays away. She pretends she is part of a
family from Georgia who knows all the answers to Stuart’s stupid questions. She is certain the family has been
here before and so technically they are cheating when they shout out the answers. Still, they act smug.
“Have you been to Luray?” Martha asks the mother. They are making their way through a long tunnel. The
Reverend’s red-flowered shirt disappears around a corner.
“They’re really commercial,” the mother tells Martha. “We like Endless best.” Up close Martha sees that
the woman is probably the same age as the Reverend.
“Your husband’s real cute,” the woman whispers. “Is he really a minister?”
Husband? Martha thinks. Her heart is beating too fast and all she can do is nod.
“Golly, our minister is an old fart with a gut out to here.”
“He’s nine years younger than me,” Martha blurts. The woman looks pleased rather than appalled.
“Good for you!” she says.
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They reach the place where Stuart told them to wait for him. He is talking now about rivers in the caves but
Martha could care less. The Reverend has his head bent, leaning toward Stuart, gobbling up all this useless
information. Like at Gettysburg, where he had to stop at the visitors’ center and get brochures before they left.
Then he kept reading to her from them. The next night, in bed, he’d recited the Gettysburg Address from
memory in the voice she guessed he used for preaching. Remembering this, Martha feels a pang of something
from long ago. A feeling that she cannot name. Unexpectedly, she thinks of Boo and how he used to wrap
himself around her neck like a stole.
Martha moves closer to the Reverend, but he doesn’t look at her. Everyone is looking up at the ceiling.
“Many people see the face of Jesus there,” Stuart says in his deep voice.
Almost everyone is saying ah, and pointing. Martha clutches the bag of fireworks in her hands. Despite the
colder weather down here in the cave, her hands are sweating. When she presses the bag close to her chest she
feels the cool hard bottle inside.
Reverend Dave is looking up too. Martha follows his gaze and tries hard to see the face of Jesus, but there
is just more of the fake rock. This morning at the motel, the Reverend ran out of the bathroom, naked and wet,
took Martha by the hand, and brought her to the small sliver of window by the shower.
“Look!” he said, awed. Martha had to stand on tiptoe to see.
“What?” she said.
The Reverend put his hands around her waist and lifted her so that she could see. Framed like a small
painting were the Blue Ridge Mountains and the rolling hills below them. In the early morning mist, they
seemed wrapped in gauze.
“Isn’t that one of the most beautiful things you’ve ever seen, honey pie?” he said in a soft voice, holding
her there in place so that she was forced to look. Martha squirmed out of his grasp.
“I like the view from the bedroom better. Parking lot, strip mall, ribbon of highway.” She'd hoped he would
know that she stole that phrase—ribbon of highway—from Woody Guthrie.
Now Martha stares hard at the spot where Stuart is shining his flashlight. She doesn’t want to make another
wisecrack; she wants desperately to find something there. But before she has a chance, Stuart says, “Total
cave darkness,” and turns off the light.
They are left in a dark that is so thick, Martha cannot see the fingers she holds up to her own eyes. She
finds herself leaning into the darkness. The bag she has been holding drops, and in the stillness there comes
the shattering of the bottle and the yeasty smell of the beer.
“Oops,” someone says, and the group titters.
“In total cave darkness,” Stuart booms—like God, Martha decides—“you would go blind and crazy in just
two weeks.”
Martha wants the lights on again. She wants to find a face in the cave ceiling. She is certain if given
another chance she will see it. In the darkness, she reaches out, not certain what she will find. Through the
beer and the musty cave smell, Martha smells the Reverend beside her. Until this instant she did not know she
could recognize his scent. And then her hand finds his, warm and familiar.
Martha cranes her neck and lifts her face upward. There is something there, she decides. The longer she
stands like this, squeezing the Reverend’s hand and staring into the total cave darkness, the more that
something begins to take shape. It is the blurry face of a stranger in a bar, promising her vodka if she will go
home with him. It is the back of his New England Patriots sweatshirt as she stumbles across the parking lot
toward his car, gagging on the smell of fresh sea air. She remembers peel ing paint, sour sheets, a stranger’s
body. She remembers that for three days last spring she did anything for her next drink.
Without warning, the lights come back on. They all squint at each other in the brightness. Martha sees the
Reverend looking at her.
“Or maybe you like the darkness better?” Stuart asks, grinning. He snaps off the lights again.
Someone behind Martha gasps. But instead of panicking her, the darkness wraps itself around Martha and
soothes her. It is as if she is falling, like the game she played as a child where you fall backward, hoping
someone will be there to catch you.
5
All of the houses on our street were in some form of disrepair. This was Park Slope, Brooklyn, 1974. This
was the land of brownstones to be had for next to nothing. Crumbling, linoleumed, shag carpeted, knotty oak
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paneled brownstones. They held the promise of hidden treasures in the form of parquet floors and intricately
tiled fireplaces. At dinner parties, my parents and their friends talked endlessly about what they had uncovered.
The spring the Bishops arrived, the biggest find belonged to the Markowitzes: an entire staircase, small and steep
and painted sea green. We speculated about the slave trade, prostitution, homosexual love. But the Markowitzes
only gloated, happy to unseat the Randalls who had discovered an entire stained-glass window that winter.
Cracked and missing pieces, it still stood as a majestic tribute to everyone’s wisdom in leaving Manhattan with
its crime and high rents and small apartments for Brooklyn, the New Frontier.
I was eleven going on twelve that year the Bishops moved across the street from us. I had bad tonsils. They
had to come out. But every time my surgery date neared I got another bout of tonsillitis. By March I had missed
fifty-two days of school and developed an allergy to penicillin. To keep me occupied—our family was in a no
television phase then—my father gave me a guidebook to birds and a pair of binoculars.
“Open your eyes, Alice,” he told me, “to the exciting world of ornithology.”
Then he went off to work. The year before he had told me,
“Everybody talks about the weather, Alice. But nobody does anything about it.”
For a while I measured rainfall and hours of sunlight and tracked the highest and lowest temperatures around
the world. But then the tonsillitis began and I abandoned meteorology. Ornithology could be practiced from my
bed, if necessary, though on good days I walked the four blocks to Prospect Park in hopes of an exciting
discovery.
From my room, I could gaze out the bay window and into the treetops. Beyond the treetops I could see the
Bishops’ house, perfectly. Since the variety of birds in Brooklyn was small—sparrows, robins, and finches
mostly—watching the Bishops was at least equally as interesting.
The day they moved in, a cold and rainy March day, I was home with a new bout of sore tonsils, eating blue
Popsicles and hoping for a cardinal sighting. Instead, I saw the U-Haul truck pull up and the Bishops emerge,
blinking and dazed like they had landed on the moon. All of them looked misplaced, even the father, who lacked
the efficient demeanor of most of the fathers I knew. Mr. Bishop appeared to have just woken up. Mrs. Bishop
seemed about to break, too delicate and fragile for a mother. Normally I would have delighted in spying on two
girls moving into our neighborhood, but these two, shivering in their thin cotton shirts and jeans jackets, wispy
blond hair tangling in the rain, did not look like new friends to me.
Just-beginning-to-bud trees blocked the view between the street and the Bishops' third floor. Disappointed, I
turned my attention back to birdwatching.
“The only essential equipment for seeing birds is a pair of eyes,” my guidebook said.
I ate blue Popsicles and chewed Aspergum. Our house filled with the sounds of repair, drills, saws, large
things being torn apart. I watched.
*
The phoebe,” mother, Phoebe, announced drunkenly, “is the only bird who says its name.”
We were hosting the welcome party for the Bishops. All the parties in those days were the same. Vats of
vegetarian food—hummus and lasagna and tabouleh. Down on Atlantic Avenue Middle Eastern stores lined the
street and supplied our neighborhood with all of its hors d’ouevres. The adults drank jugs of chianti, talked too
loudly, burned thick candles everywhere, played old Bob Dylan albums, sang Simon and Garfunkel songs until
their voices cracked. The Bishops didn’t know what to make of any of it.
“It’s true,” my mother insisted. “The phoebe is unique that way.” Mr. Bishop, who had been aloof and maybe
even bored the entire night, said suddenly and loudly,
“Bobwhite! Bobwhite!” He said it like a challenge, in a booming voice. My mother laughed.
“Excuse me?” she said. Whenever she drank too much wine she grew an accent like the Queen of England.
“The bobwhite, darling,” Mr. Bishop said, leaning his tall frame until his face was very close to hers. “The
bobwhite says its name.”
Of course everyone was watching. Already no one much liked the Bishops. He drank scotch all night and
refused the lasagna; he was a playwright who had come here from California. His wife had murder in her past,
which explained the terrified look she wore. Her entire family—parents and two brothers—had been famously
killed while they slept in their suburban Ohio home; Mrs. Bishop was away at college. She was an artist of some
kind, a dancer or a poet, mysterious and sad. Mr. Bishop, Cohn, was tall and hawk-nosed but his wife was small
and slender with thick wavy blond hair. Her name was Babe.
“They’re quails, you know,” Mr. Bishop told my mother as if he were sharing a great confidence.
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From where I sat, bored and sleepy, my throat still aching, on our brown corduroy beanbag, I could see that
Mr. Bishop had one ear pierced and wore a diamond stud in it.
“Honestly,” my mother said, all la-di-dah, “I don’t know one fucking thing about birds.”
Mr. Bishop thought this was the funniest thing ever. He laughed long and hard, still way too close to my
mother, who smiled up at him.
“Do you know anything about stained-glass windows?” Mrs. Randall was asking Mrs. Bishop.
That’s how Mrs. Randall was, relentless. At her house she never left you alone, always plying you with her
homemade granola or iced tea with soggy mint leaves floating in it. “Because I believe this one could be a
Tiffany. An original. The amethyst and topaz colors are as rich as any I’ve seen in the books. Maybe you could
come and look at it? Maybe tomorrow?”
“I don’t know,” Mrs. Bishop said, trying to catch her husband’s attention. But he only had eyes for my
mother. He had knelt down at her side and the two of them, heads bent toward each other, were talking quietly.
“I won’t hold you to it,” Mrs. Randall said. “Just a look-see.”
My father stood in the corner with two other men who also worked in Manhattan. He went off to teach Earth
Science at City College; Mr. Randall was in advertising, like Darren on Bewitched, and he had the same buggy
eyes and nervous sweaty look about him as Darren; Mr. Markowitz worked in book publishing and liked to toss
around the names of writers everyone was supposed to have read but who my mother always dismissed as
schlocky. Whenever they got together, which was almost every weekend, after they discussed grouting and
wholesale tile warehouses, they talked about how wonderful Brooklyn was, as if they were trying to convince
each other that was true.
The walls in this room were streaked at least a dozen different colors, from beige to buttercream. We were
living with them to see which one suited us before we painted the room. My father stood in front of the lightest
streaks, the beige and ivory and antique white. But my mother and Mr. Bishop were nearest the bright yellows,
the ones we had already discarded as silly. Yet that night, at least from where I sat, those yellows seemed to
illuminate my mother’s face, to cast a light, in fact, around the two of them.
*
“Birds are grouped into orders, families, and genera according to similarities of bills, feet, and internal
anatomy,” my guidebook said. “If you know these groups, the relationship and classification of birds will be
clearer.”
So I set about memorizing the groups. Herons and bitterns; plovers and snipes; hummingbirds and
woodpeckers; hawks, eagles, and vultures. I liked to memorize things. I knew every birthstone for every month,
for example, and pestered people to quiz me. My mother didn’t usually indulge me. But my father would happily
ask, “August?” and beam when I answered,
“Peridot.”
I knew the birthdays of rock stars, the dates famous people died in plane crashes (Jim Croce, Carole
Lombard, Glenn Miller), the dates and personality characteristics of every astrological sign.
“Your scientific name,” I told my mother, “is Sayornis phoebe.”
“Great,” she said. “Terrific.”
She was working on plans for a porch. My father did not pay attention to her desire for a porch in the back of
the house.
“We need plumbing,” he would say. “We need electricity on the third floor. We need to fix the goddamn holes
in the walls and all you can think about is a porch?”
Finally, spring had arrived with thick hot air and too-bright sunshine. In our curtainless kitchen, all that light
made everything seem even worse than it was. The old appliances sat away from the walls, unplugged and
uncleaned. Half of the linoleum was curled back, exposing not a lovely hardwood floor but speckled concrete.
We were in the process of tearing down two walls, which left every surface covered with a thin veneer of plaster.
For the next two weeks, we were eating only cold food or take-out.
For lunch, my mother had opened a bag of Fritos and a can of deviled ham. The Fritos hurt my throat. My
new tonsillectomy date was May 4, in just ten days. My mother had ordered me to stay healthy.
“Do you know the scientific name for a blue jay?” I asked my mother. She kept drawing.
“Honey,” she said, “I don’t care.”
Even though she had quit smoking years earlier, she had very recently started up again. But she lit cigarettes
and then seemed to forget she was a smoker, leaving them to burn on the edge of the kitchen sink or in one of the
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shells we’d brought home from our vacation in Cape May last summer. A curl of smoke from her forgotten
Salem drifted in front of her.
“Cyanocitta cristata,” I told her. She looked up, as if she had just realized I was there.
“I forgot,” she said. “We’re having dinner at the Bishops’ tonight. Just us. Cohn doesn’t like big
neighborhood things.” She noticed her cigarette then and took a halfhearted puff.
“Oh,” she said. “Maybe you can make friends with the daughters. I think they’re lonely.”
“They wear flip-flops to school,” I said. She smiled.
“Do they? Is that allowed?”
“Everything’s allowed,” I mumbled. My school was a progressive cooperative school, which meant parents
were always lurking around and we spent more time expressing ourselves than learning real school things. We
baked bread and kept a sad little vegetable garden, we cooked spaghetti on Fridays and dressed in traditional
Vietnam folk costumes to celebrate Tet. Flip-flops were not going to cause much of a stir there. I changed tactics.
“Fiona smokes pot,” I said. My mother laughed.
“What is she? Thirteen? Please, Alice. Don’t be so dramatic.”
“Colinus virginianus,” I said.
“What?”
“That’s the bobwhite,” I said, waiting for a reaction. But she was already gone, back to her dreams of a porch.
*
In some ways, Brooklyn was exciting. For one thing, we had a yard. For another, suspicious-looking people
roamed the periphery of the streets, adding a sense of danger that had been missing on West Twelfth Street.
As for birds, however, Brooklyn was disappointing. Still, I sat, binoculars in hand, watching and waiting for a
discovery. Through the pink and white blossoms of the dogwood trees, planted by the Neighborhood
Association, I could just make out the Bishops’ second floor.
Mrs. Bishop was painting there. All day she painted. I could see the tumble of her blond hair, the motion of
her arms as she worked.
Mr. Bishop slept. He was in Manhattan at rehearsals of his play until late into the night. Sometimes I heard a
taxi door slam and I would open my eyes to see the silver light of dawn covering our street. His play was done in
the nude by three naked actors sitting on the edge of a dumpster. It was about politics and ideas. No one
understood any of it, although my mother had announced that Cohn Bishop was a genius.
I watched a robin tend her three perfect blue ovals of eggs. Beyond the nest, I saw Mr. Bishop, shirtless, in
the kitchen, finally awake. It was four o’clock in the afternoon. My father left the house at six-thirty in the
morning, smelling of Irish Spring soap and shoe polish. He returned twelve hours later. I could set a watch by
my father’s comings and goings. He was predictable, someone a person could count on. I knew that at seven
o’clock he watched the news with Roger Grimsby and drank a Heineken straight out of its green bottle. I knew
that he read Time magazine in the bathroom, keeping them neatly stacked on the back of the toilet where they
would wrinkle from dampness. I knew that on Saturday mornings he jogged around Prospect Park even if it was
raining or freezing or humid and hot. He came home with bagels and orange juice and the newspaper; I could
rely on that.
But what about a person like Mr. Bishop? A person who stayed out all night with naked people sitting on
dumpsters in warehouses south of Houston Street? A person who slept all day and walked around the house
naked maybe? He was a person with no roots. He had migrated here from California via Chicago and
Minneapolis and who knew where else. What could Fiona and Imogen depend on him for? What could Mrs.
Bishop rely on? The ground beneath their brownstone seemed shaky to me. No matter how much Mrs. Bishop
painted, I wondered what she could possibly hope for in the end.
*
My Father brought a dark green box with a gold bow on top to dinner at the Bishops’ that night.
“How does he afford this stuff?” he mumbled as we crossed the street. “It’s pretentious, if you want to ask
me.”
My mother rolled her eyes and smoothed her skirt. My father hated that skirt, a long thing with rows of
different material. He thought she looked silly in it. She hated his bow ties.
“My students get a kick out of them, he told her.”
If I closed my eyes I could recite the order of the fabric: red and yellow flowers, black corduroy, green and
gold paisley, denim, blue and white boat striped, and then a final black velvet ruffle. She always wore it with a
white pocket tee shirt tucked into the waist, and a fat belt of large silver discs connected by rope.
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“Why did you wear that thing?” my father said.
He didn’t expect an answer. He rang the doorbell and stared hard at the front door, which had been stripped of
paint and stood bare before us.
Fiona opened the door. She was stoned, even I knew that, and I’d only had two of the required drug education
classes at school. Her eyes were heavy lidded and she wore a stupid grin. Also, she smelled of pot. In our school,
the playground was a drug paradise, with pills and hashish and pot getting traded the way the younger kids
traded baseball cards.
“Hey,” she said, and smiled at us.
Fiona’s teeth were beautiful and white and straight. The boys all loved her, with those teeth and that pale
blond hair.
We followed her through a labyrinth of empty rooms to the kitchen. Unlike everyone else we knew, the
Bishops had done their kitchen first, and after the chipped paint and scuffed floors we’d passed on our way, the
kitchen positively dazzled us. A double slate sink. Marble floor. A library table set with dishes the color of
dangerous things like maraschino cherries and orange nuclear waste. At the six burner Glenwood stove, stirring
and tasting, stood not Mrs. Bishop, but Mr. Bishop.
I had never seen my father cook anything. My mother even grilled the hamburgers and hot dogs in the
summer. But Mr. Bishop looked relaxed and in charge. He was drinking wine from a water glass and when he
saw us, after he shook hands with my father and hugged my mother, he poured them each a glass too. My mother
elbowed me toward Fiona, who was staring at us blankly.
“Why don’t you show Alice around?” she said to Fiona. “I know she’d like to see your room.” I groaned.
“Okay,” Fiona said in her placid voice.
The kitchen was warm and smelled of garlic and exotic spices. I didn’t want to leave it. But I once again
followed Fiona, this time upstairs to her room. Instead of a door, a curtain of beads hung in the doorway. She
parted it for me and then flopped onto her bed, which was really just a mat tress on the floor, covered with Indian
bedspreads.
“You like Jethro Tull?” she said, putting the arm down on an album before I could answer.
“Aqualung,” she said. She sighed.
“We won't be here long. We just sort of, you know.” She moved her hands like a hula dancer and smiled to
herself. “Pass through. Usually my father does something terrible and there’s some kind of scene.” She squinted
up at me.
“I bet your father never makes a scene.”
“I don’t know,” I said, shrugging.
“I bet your mother does though. Right?” Before I could answer she said,
“Isn’t this flute like so, I don’t know?”
Then she closed her eyes and moved her head in time with the music. I listened but I didn’t like the music.
There was nothing to look at in the room. No posters on the wall. No place for me to sit, unless I climbed on the
mattress beside Fiona, which seemed uncool.
I stood awkwardly by the curtain of beads, until I realized that Fiona had actually drifted off to sleep. Her
breathing was slow and even.
“Fiona?” I said softly. But she didn’t wake up.
As quietly as I could, I moved between the beads and out into the hallway. Leaning against the wall were
framed posters from museum shows in London and Los Angeles and Chicago. All the doors were shut except for
one room where the door was off its hinges and propped at an odd angle in the frame. I stepped inside.
Mrs. Bishop was in there painting. This was the room I could see from my bedroom and now I saw what was
taking her so long. She was painting a mural that spread across all four walls, a mural of a garden filled with
bright flowers—asters and zinnias and dahlias and marigolds—all of them thick with paint and color, oranges
and yellows and purples and reds. She didn't stop painting when I walked in. She said,
“Oh? Is it dinner already?”
“I don’t know,” I said. “I was just looking around.”
“Find anything interesting?” she said. She was working on a section of tulips.
“This is pretty interesting,” I said.
“I always paint a garden in a new house. Always,” she said.
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I nodded. I was thinking about birds, how their bills developed depending on the food they ate. The shrike,
the cardinal, the wood thrush, the crossbill, the yellow throat were all in the same family, yet their bills all
looked different.
Mrs. Bishop looked up then and smiled. Her teeth were horsey and big, but they only added to her unique
look.
“I guess we should see what’s cooking, hmmm?”
My mother would have showered and primped before joining her guests. But Mrs. Bishop didn’t bother. She
stayed in her paint splattered clothes, her hair in a messy ponytail, without even bothering to put on shoes. When
we walked into the kitchen, my mother smiled her Queen Elizabeth smile.
“Babe,” she said. “I was wondering where you were.” My father sat at the table eating olives and looking
miserable.
“Upstairs,” Mrs. Bishop said.
“She’ll have to show you her masterpiece sometime,” Mr. Bishop said.
I wanted to say that it was beautiful. But something stopped me. Perhaps it was the way Mr. Bishop had said
the word masterpiece. Or the way my mother smiled when he did. Or maybe it was just the air in the kitchen that
night, which seemed oddly charged, the way the air feels just before a cold front moves in.
*
One day to my tonsillectomy and I spiked a fever during School Meeting. In School Meeting, all the sixth,
seventh, and eighth graders sat on colorful cushions in the Activity Room and aired our feelings. Susan
Markowitz wanted to talk about male chauvinism, how the boys dominated certain areas of the school. Trini
Randall wanted to discuss changing the morning snack from peanut butter and crackers to fruit and nuts. Fiona
Bishop used her red cushion as a pillow, stretched out with her head on it, and went to sleep.
I raised my hand.
“Alice?” said Bob, my literature teacher.
“My throat hurts. It feels like I have razor blades in it.” The health teacher, Patty, came over to me and
touched my forehead with her large cool hand.
“You have a temperature,” she said. “Do you want me to call your mom?”
“I’ll just go home by myself,” I said.
“Do you want Trini to walk with you?” I shook my head.
As I gathered my things, I heard Felix Crawley saying that the school should write a letter to the president
about the MIAs. Once, at a Saturday night dinner at the Crawleys', I had let Felix French-kiss me. Now his voice
made me nauseated. His tongue had felt cold and slimy and ever since I had hated him. With my head hurting
and my throat sore, I practically ran out of there and the six blocks home, past the bodega with its weird chicken
smells and the Irish bar with its stale beer smell and the head shop with its strong incense and B. O. smell.
Finally I was home and all I could think of was a blue Popsicle and TV game shows.
But when I pushed into the kitchen I found my mother and Mr. Bishop eating Chinese food and drinking my
father’s Heineken.
“Oh, no,” my mother said when she saw me. “Not your throat.” She had a smear of brown sauce on her
cheek, as if she’d been sticking her whole face in the white cartons of food. When she reached her hand out to
touch my forehead, I pulled away.
“What’s the matter with her throat?” Mr. Bishop said. He was eating the food with long green chopsticks, and
they hung in the air like daggers.
“It’s her tonsils,” my mother said, exasperated. “She was supposed to finally have them out tomorrow but
they can’t operate if they’re infected.” She stood up and sighed.
“I’ll have to call Dr. Williams again and cancel. Get you some antibiotics.”
Mr. Bishop took hold of her wrist.
“Phoebe, don’t you know that antibiotics are poisoning us? Really they are. Soon they won’t even work
anymore and new mutant bacteria will kill us all.”
She sat back down. He didn’t let go of her wrist.
“Do you know about the Bach Flower Remedies?”
My mother shook her head. The way she looked at Mr. Bishop made me uncomfortable, like I shouldn’t be
there. I rummaged in the freezer for a stray Popsicle.
“Dr. Edward Bach discovered them in England in the thirties. Thirty-eight different flowers for various
characteristics and emotions. Let me bring some by for Alice tomorrow.”
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“We’re out of Popsicles,” I said.
“Yes, bring them,” my mother said. “You’re absolutely right. The antibiotics aren’t doing a thing.”
*
Every day for a week Mr. Bishop arrived at one o’clock with a combination of cherry plum, clematis,
impatiens, rock rose, and star of Bethlehem in a vial with an eye dropper. He placed four drops on my tongue
while I glared at him through my feverish eyes.
“I need medicine,” I croaked, my throat worse every day.
After he left I propped my pillows up so I could watch the mother robin feeding her newly hatched babies.
They were ugly, those babies, like Martians. But she tended them carefully, bringing them worms and bugs to
eat, flapping her wings whenever she arrived.
Our new stove had arrived. My mother cooked all morning, preparing for Mr. Bishop’s visit. I would hear her
downstairs in the kitchen, the clanging of lids on pots, the whir of her Cuisinart, the one my father had surprised
her with last Christmas. Then strange smells drifted up to my bedroom. Mr. Bishop liked Italian food. Not the
kind we ate at Rossini’s in the Village, but another kind with no red sauce or melted cheese. She made him a
special rice that required her to stand at the stove and stir it constantly, adding small amounts of warm broth at
certain intervals. When I called down in my hoarse voice for ginger ale, she answered,
“I can’t leave the risotto, Alice!”
She roasted pork with sprigs of rosemary that looked like part of the robin’s nest outside my window. She
sautéed sweetbreads, which were not bread at all but rather the internal organs of some animal. The smells made
me gag.
So did the drops of rescue remedy that Mr. Bishop administered. My tongue felt swollen and burned by them.
He looked solemn afterward.
“Alice,” he said each time, “you are on the road to recovery. Wait and see.” Then he’d screw the lid back on
the vial and go downstairs where he and my mother ate for hours.
I listened to the lilt and murmur of their voices, hating both of them. From my window I watched him leave
for the theater, and watched my father walk up our street a few hours later, precisely at six-thirty. My mother
served him leftovers, reheated, and sat at the table smoking cigarettes, watching as he ate.
*
Unbelievably, I awoke one morning a week after Mr. Bishop began treating me with the Bach Flower
Remedies, cured. I swallowed easily. I spoke clearly. It was a glorious warm day and the sun was bright and
yellow in the sky.
My mother had already begun making lunch for Mr. Bishop. She sat at the kitchen table hand-grating from a
big wheel of stinky cheese. I slipped out unnoticed, my binoculars around my neck and my birding notebook in
my hand.
In school I had done an oral report on ornithology. The topic was “My Hobby.” Trini Randall gave a talk on
ikebana, the art of Japanese flower arranging. She had taken a class on it at the Botanical Garden. Felix gave his
on collecting bottle caps. He had shown a cigar box painted in splatter paint and filled with bottle caps he found
on the streets of our neighborhood. But my report was the best because ornithology really was my hobby and I
really had started to love it. Unlike meteorology, ornithology taught useful skills. The skillsof observation. The
powers of deduction.
“Birdwatching is exciting,” I’d said, “because birds are easy to see, easy to identify, great in numbers and
variety, beautiful to observe, and attractive to hear.”
On this May morning, as I walked into Prospect Park, the trill and chirp of various birds filled my ears. I
could make out the birds singing each song, the black throated green warbler, the chickadee, and the wood
thrush with its clear, flutelike sound. I stood beneath the blooming trees and lifted my face upward where the
birds perched high above me.
Something caught my eye. At first, I thought it was a crow. But then I saw its yellow bill. My mind raced
through all the birds I had memorized, alphabetically, the red-eyed vireo and scarlet tanager, the northern
cardinal and rose-breasted grosbeak. But it was none of these.
I was almost certain that I was looking at a yellow-billed magpie, a bird that did not migrate east. I stood
staring up at that bird until my neck ached and my fingers gripping the binoculars grew numb. A yellow-billed
magpie, I knew, had no reason to be in Brooklyn, New York.
I recorded my observations in my notebook, then slowly made my way home, imagining how I would call my
local birdwatching club and report my discovery. Maybe I would even get on the news with Roger Grimsby. I
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could see myself in Prospect Park, under the trees, getting interviewed live. I could warn the population of Park
Slope about the yellow-billed magpie. With its impressive sweeping tail, it was easy to admire. But like its
cousin the crow, it could easily become a pest. Roger Grimsby and all of New York City would be impressed by
my knowledge.
At my front door I paused. A small bundle of dried grass lay at the foot of the steps. With my toe I lifted the
grass and saw that this was the nest I had watched all these weeks. The smallest slivers of blue eggshell still
clung in places. But the birds were gone. They had flown away. Carefully, I picked up the nest, unsure of what
else to do, and carried it inside with me.
At the grand staircase that led upstairs, I stood still, listening to the voices of my mother and Mr. Bishop from
somewhere in the house.
“Pine,” he was saying, “to rid you of guilt. Honeysuckle to keep you from living in the past.”
I heard this and understood he had brought her a remedy too.
Since we’d moved in here, the house had smelled of paint and plaster, of cottonseed oil and sawdust. But as I
stood holding that nest, the air smelled unfamiliar, like the strange Italian food my mother had been cooking and
other unfamiliar smells, things I could not identify.
The excitement of my discovery began to fade. Gently, I placed the nest on the bottom step. These stairs had
been covered in dark orange indoor outdoor carpeting when we’d moved in. My parents had spent hours on their
hands and knees, removing it from the stairs and marveling at the fine wood beneath it. I could still see the
circular motion of my mother’s hands as she’d nourished the wood, sanding it, then oiling it, until it gleamed
like it did now.
I stepped outside, empty handed, and looked up and down the street, at the brownstones that needed repair,
every one of them broken in some way.
Nothing looked the same to me. I sat on the stoop and waited. Whether for my mother to come out, or my
father to turn the corner, I could not say.
*SOUTH CAROLINA*
182.101 Excerpts from The Counterfeiters\fn{by Henry Junius Nutt (1797-1837)} “on the borders of Pacolet River,
Union District,” Union County, South Carolina, U.S.A. 13
After passing Mills’s Gap, in the south-western part of North Carolina, from the general barrenness of the soil,
the severity of the climate, and the want of a convenient market, a considerable portion of that region has but a
thinly-spread population. Here and there, in the more genial spots of the mountains, may be seen a log hut and a
small clearing; yet the rude and hasty improvements show that their tenants have neither wealth nor the intention
of making a fixed residence. In most cases they have no titles to their lands, which as they will probably never be
of much value, are in fact, to this day, without any known owner. Vagrants from the justice of the neighbouring
states may here find a safe retreat. Travellers rarely come this way, newspapers are not taken and with a change of
name a culprit remains in most certain obscurity.
Hence, besides other outcasts from society, counterfeiters, forgers, and passers of false money have long
collected there, as they can carry on their practices with security, and escape to the recesses of the mountains in
case of alarm. Among them is to be found more than one poor honest man, too lazy towork, and therefore unable
to live in a more thriving community, but who can make out a subsistence by a little labor, where, from the want
of ready sale provision is cheap,and with the aid of his rifle where game is still pretty abundant. Along the
southern base of the mountains, good houses, better cultivated fields,and substantial improvements point out the
domicils ofa more permanent and respectable population; in fact, that honest, sensible, industrous population to be
found in the back-woods of North Carolina.
For the sake of distinction, the first of the classes just mentioned may be called the mountaineers, the latter the
farmers. Between the people of the mountain and those of the plain, little familiar intercourse existed. The latter
suspected the respectability of the farmer, and kept them at a certain distance; but, as is the habit in the interior of
America, until there is decided proof of criminality, treated them with civility. The farmers occasionally employed
the mountaineers to lend a hand at harvest, shuck corn, raise log-houses, or do any sudden job of this kind, for
which they gave corn, bacon, or whiskey, according to the necessities of their assistants, meting it out, more by
the generosity of the giver than anything like regular pay. Whenever, too, the mountaineers seemed to be in real
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want, the more opulent farmers gave freely and delicately. In this way, without much intimacy, a good
understanding existed between both parties. The farmers always admitted that the mountaineers were a dangerous,
slippery set of fellows, but deined that they were as bad as the world made them out; and the mountaineers, no
matter how dishonest, in general left their more tranquil neighbors undisturbed.
But woe be to the man that indicted one in a court of justice, that gave information, or treated him with an
obvious want of politeness.
Most of the rude population I have mentioned, even when considered as outlaws, were very far from being
totally depraved, and had good feelings that could be easily worked on. They were often obliging, generous,
hospitable, and faithful to their friends. Their faults were those of ignorance, careless education, and sometimes a
succession of small crimes, brought on by drinking or imprudence, rather than a very corrupted heart. Not
unfrequently, from a lucky marriage, reflection, good advice, or more mature age, they deserted their evil courses
and became honest men. In such cases, they generally emigrated to new countries, or at all events removed from
the mountain. But among them were others of a different stamp, whose early rascality had become hardened by a
life of crime; whose villany had been so often detected, and sometimes ignominiously punished by justice, that
having no honesty to boast of, they gloried in their cunning, their talent at picking up money and getting on in the
world, and their skill in baffling learned judges and skilful lawyers. Not that I mean to say that in even the most
exaggerated cases, there was that utter abandonment of principle and want of human sympathy that is to be found
in large cities, particularly in Europe. The pinching need of the common necessaries of life that stings man on to
desperation, was not felt, nor that distict division drawn that arrays class against class, and deprives the bad of the
commiseration, succour, and advice of the good. In every situation, we too much require mutual assistance to
renounce altogether the code of morality and terms of union pervading society, until in some way cut off visibly
from the great mass of the benefits of society.
*
Among the mountaineers, Martin Brownfield had acquired the influence of almost a feudal baron. Physical
advantages, which have their effect on all, but more especially the common people, he possessed in an eminent
degree. His forehead was high and capacious, his nose aquiline, his mouth regular, and closed with a degree of
firmness, united with the piercing glance of a full black eye, indicative of spirit and fixedness of purpose. Though
past middle age, he exhibited no signs of decaying manhood, notwithstanding some gray hairs among his raven
locks, and a few lines of thought on his visage. He was upwards of six feet high, broad-chested, erect, and
perfectly well made. Whether at rest or in motion, afoot or on horseback, he exhibited a rare combination of
perfect ease and majestic grace. Attired as he usually was in the common homespun hunting shirt of the country,
and his rifle in hand, he would have been a study for an artist.
In spite of his reckless bearing and determined countenance, a close observer of human nature might have
noticed at times a sinister look, and the hurried, equivocal glances that rarely accompany an honest and simplehearted man. Occasionally, too, especially in his lonely walks, instead of his free and manly gait, his steps were
uncertain—alternately slow or raid. The character he had acquired was of a very doubtful kind.
He appeared to be industrious and from his prudence, foresight and practical knowledge, had made
considerable property. He had picked up and purchased, for little or nothing, large bodies of mountain land, good
spots of which he afterward sold out for a considerable profit. In his extensive domains, he raised cattle at small
expense; frequently, too, he purchased whole droves of hogs, horses, &c., which, after a little fattening, he
disposed of on adevantageous terms.
When he needed laborers, he could easily command the services of two or three dozens of his hardy neighbors,
or rather retainers, who considered themselves as well repaid by the slaughter of one of his beeves, and a carouse
of whiskey or peach-brandy. His influence was much founded on his wealth, but, besides this, his strong natural
talents had their effect. His skill, too, in those qualifications that distinguished his associates, was perhaps what
they prized most highly in him. He was noted for his horsemanship; excelled everyone in the use of the rifle,
though his eyesight had begun slightly to decline; in feats of strength was without a rival; and hand to hand, had
overcome the most redoubtable bullies of the country.
In spite of this, he was not quarrelsome. He was just in his dealings, and even generous, especially to the
indigent. Though taciturn, serious, and somewhat distant, he exhibited neither moroseness nor malice.
His rapid increase of property appeared far beyond what could reasonably be expected from his pursuits, and it
had long been whispered that he had found a shorter but less honorable road to wealth. Abram Collins and Allan
Twitty, names that will long be famous in the annals of forgery and counterfeiting, had been seen at his house
several times, and though they often travelled separately through various parts of North Carolina, and stopped
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without creating suspicion, it seemed strange that both of them should take the out-of-the-way track to
Brownfield’s more than once, and make visits of such length. False money had often been traced back to this
neighbourhood, but never distinctly fixed on anyone. Brownfield also frequently made distant excursions of
several days at a time, withough anyone’s being able to discover their precise object.
Among the mountaineers, we have said his influence was great, indeed unbounded; but the farmers generally
viewed him as a counterfeiter (a name here given to all utterers of false money, whether paper or silver), and
although they treated him with civility, held as little communication with him as possible. A few, to be sure, spoke
well of him, asserting that it was a shame to give up a man on mere rumor.
*
In the plain, about four miles from Brownfield’s, lived William Gordon, a farmer of great worth of character
and extensive influence, though possessed of but a very moderate property. Without being an educated man, by
mixing with the world and reading newspapers, aided by a good natural intellect, he had gained much useful
knowledge and a well-merited standing in a community where literature was but little diffused. He had been a
member of the state legislature, from which he retired as soon as he could find a competent person to fill his
place, and with whom his constituents could be satisfied. Since that time, he had constantly held the post of
justice of the peace, more from a desire to be useful than any paltry ambition. Indeed to some extent, it was
injurious to his popularity, which had before been universal.
As a private man, he was mild and forgving, though firm; but in his public capacity, a conscientious sense of
duty impelled him to discharge his functions to the very letter. Consistent with the obligation of his oath, he could
let no violation of the law pass unnoticed that came under his observation, though he by no merans sought to be
obtrusive in ferreting out misdemeanors. Did a little fighting occur in his presence at a barbacue or shooting
match, he never failed to have it punished. Did a game of hazard\fn{ An old game of chance played with dice; modern craps
being a simplified form; and both declared at time illegal as they involve wagering sums of money } come to his ears, he brought it
under the cognizance of the law. It is true that he would often lend,or if necessary give the offender money to pay
the penalty, still his conduct gained him enemies. The better part of the community owned he had done much
good, though even they, when the worthy magistrate’s supervision fell heavily on their friends or relations, would
complain that he was over-rigorous. But good or bad, no other man would his neighbors have for justice; and he
continued to follow, implicitly, his conscience, without favoring friends or fearing foes.
Brownfield and Gordon seemed to have an instinctive antipathy to each other. Brownfield could not like one
whom he knew must, as a magistrate, have a watchful and suspicious eye on him; and Gordon viewed with some
contempt one whose habitual associates and friends were pretty sure indications of bad principles, if not a lawless
life. The acquaintance between the leaders of the mountain and the plain stood on this footing for many years,
until an accidental matter, without changing their opinions of each other, somewhat softened them.
*
A school had been set up about half-way between the two, to which both sent their children. In such thinlypeopled parts of the country, schools exist only at intervals, and for short periods; the scholars are therefore of
both sexes and of all ages, from six up to twenty. It is not uncommon that men of abandoned fortunes are anxious
to bring up their children reputably, and keep them utterly ignorant of their parents’ crimes or misfortunes.
Thus Brownfield, who had long been a widower, sent his son Dudley and daughter Rose to school, and never
seemed to spare pains or money to give them opportunities, to the want of which, in his better moments, he
attributed all his own errors. Indreed, a more affectionate father, or one more proud of his children, was not to be
found. He was proud of their talents and their beauty, in which last feeling, some degree of self-satisfaction
mingled, as they were in face and form the living images of himself, except on a smaller scale, and were as much
noted for the softness of their eyes as the father for the keenness of his.
From their amiable demeanour and aptness for learning, they gradually acquired the good will of the master
and the whole school. Among the rest, Roland Gordon, the magistrate’s only son, became first pleased, and then
intimate with them. He was rather more advanced in his education than any of the scholars, and Rose often came
timidly to him for assistance in arithmetic, to make her pens,\fn{ These were made out of quills and required a sharp knife
and a cetain amount of manual dexterity } &c., until an intercourse had been established between them. His aid was the
more readily given through compassion, as many of the school had in the beginning extended their prejudices
against the father to the daughter; and though the innocent girl knew not why, she perceived that he alone treated
her with kindness. Her modesty, good sense, and beauty, made a deeper impression on Roland every day; nor was
he less pleased with the clear head and sound heart of the brother. A strict intimacy and solid friendship was thus
soon cemented between the three.
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As everyone soon vaunted the good qualities of Rose and Dudley, old Gordon, out of pity for the children,
treated heir father with more than his usual politeness; and Brownfield, touched by the conduct of Roland, felt
much softened towards the magistrate. It is very customary for children, in such schools, to occasionally spend a
nigth with each other. Knowing the feelings of his father towards Brownfield, young Gordon had never invited
Dudley to visit him, althoug he had received pressing invitations from the other. At last, after rmuch solicitation,
Roland consented to go home one evening with his friend.
On arriving at Brownfield’s residence, it was some time before admittance was gained. The door was locked
and barred, and a voice inquired from within, “Who is there?” before it was opened. Roland thought his arrival
created surprise and uneasiness. There was seated near the fire an old gray-headed man, who, with rather a goodhumoured countenance, had a singular expression of cunning and villany. At first he looked angrily and
suspiciously on Roland, but after some whispering with Brownfield, assumed a more tranquil mien.
During the evening, the master of the house said little. The stranger talked freely, told numberless anecdotes,
many of them of a pretty loose charactger, intermixed with a profession of oaths, and without getting intoxicated,
made free use of a brandy-bottle which stood on a table by him. Brownsfield looked uneasy, and frowned deeply
as his guest would drop a coarse or indelicate expression.
The young people soon swithdrew into an adjoining room, and then the two older ones entered into a long,
low, earnest conversation. Troland had listened very attentivley, while with him, to catch the stranger’s name, but
he only heard him called “Daddy Fox” two or three times, in a manner that showed it was a mere nickname. Late
at night, however, Roland overheard Brownfield say distinctly,
“Will you go to bed, Collins?”
On an affirmative answer being given, the doors were locked carefully, and secured with a number of bars—
precautions uncommon in a country where there is little wealth, and house-breaking is unknown. Roland also
noticed that the stranger, as he ascended the stairs, had his saddlebags under hs arm, and a pair of large pistols
imperfectly concealed under a pocket-handkerchief.
Without having any distinct idea on the subject, the young visitant had a feeling of suspicion and uneasiness.
In all his intercourse with his father’s neighbours, he had seen nothing of the caution and mystery that he here
witnessed. It was only on his way to school the next morning that he again felt relieved. When he returned home,
his father rebuked him sharply for spending the night out, although he generally permitted his son to visit as often
as he pleased.
“I do not like Brownfield’s associates,” continued the old man, in concluding his remarks; “and I beg you in
future to have as little as possible to do with his family. I wish you neither to visit his children, nor receive them
under my roof.”
*
While the conversation was going on between father and son, five or six strangers rode up and inquired if they
could have lodgings for the night. They all had rifles in their hands, but this was no uncommon thing in a country
abounding in game, and where every man is a huntsman. The request of the travellers was of course granted, as
there were no inns in the neighbourhood, and this kind of hospitality is expected of everyone. Their horses were
attached to the rack until they could be taken care of by the servants, and the newcomers seated themselves in the
piazza. The eldest of the group observed, carelessly,
“The population seems thin about here. Are there many houses directly ahead?”
“No,” replied Mr. Gordon; “the nearest is Mr. Brownfield’s.”
“What,” rejoined the stranger, with rather more interest, “Martin Brownsfield?”
“The same.”
“Indeed! Had I known he was so near, perhaps I would have gone on to his house.”
“You are acquainted with him?”
“Not as well as I expect to be; but I have a little business with him.”
This newcomer then made several inquires about the road, and Brownsfield’s standing and associates, with a
great mixture of carelessness and caution, but harped on him till it attracted Mr. Gordon’s attention.
“How is the road from here to Brownsfield’s? Is it easily found?”
“I have not been [on] it for many years, but I think you will have no great difficulty, if you are accustomed to
the woods, though it is a little intricate.” Here Roland observed that he had been at Brownfield’s the night before,
and would pilot them in the morning if they desired it.
“That is what few can do, I presume, my young friend. It must be an out-of-the-way place up there on the
mountain, and I suppose Brownfield has not many visitors. Did you find anyone with him?”
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“Nobody but one old gentleman, who seemed to be a traveller.”
“Did you hear his name?” asked the stranger, with rather a more earnest air.
“They called him ‘Daddy Fox.’” Roland noticed that his father frowned, and seemed to make him some sort of
signs, but not understanding him, continued,
“But as they went to bed Mr. Brownfield called him Collins.” As the nazme was mentioned, the strangers
interchanged looks and signs, and the one who had hitherto acted as spokesman sprang immediately on his feet.
“Mr Gordon,” said he, “secrecy is the soul of enterprise, but it is needless to longer conceal our business from
a magistrate of your known character. We are from the next county, and are deputed by the sheriff of this, to arrest
the notorious Abram Collins, who has been passing counterfeit money among us to a large amount. It is
understood that he has a confederate in these mountains; but it was not distinctly known where Brownfield
resided, and still less that Collins was certainly with him, though it was strongly suspected. Will you assist us in
securing a villain who has passed a life of crime, and corrupted every neighborhood in which he has resided?”
“Gentlemen,” replied Gordon, “I trust I have never been backward in the discharge of my duties, but for once I
beg leave to have nothing to do with this business, especially as I can be of no real use. You candfind the road
easily enough, and are in sufficient force to accomplish your object. My son, for the first time in his life, was
yesterday, without my permission or approbation, at Brownfield’s, with his son, who is his schoolfellow. I am
only sorry that any words that may have inadvertently fallen from him should be the means of betraying the
secrets of a house where one of my family has enjoyed hospitality.”
“Well, well,” answered the sheriff’s deputy, “perhaps you are right, and I hope we can finish our job without
any further aid. But,” added he, looking at the sun, “it is lucky our horses are not yet taken away. We can reach the
mountain before nightfall.”
After making hasty adieus, they mounted, and the clatter of their horses was soon heard in the forest. Again the
father lectured the son for his imprudent visit to Brownfield’s, and still more for bringing anyone into danger by
his imprudent exposure.
*
In rather more than two hours, the officers returned. They stated, that on arriving at their place of destination, it
was some time before they were admitted, during which they had heard footsteps and low talking; and that on
entering and showing their warrant, Brownfield looked disconcerted, though no one but the family was to be
found in the house. Neither could they discover any false money, or tools for coining and counterfeiting. As soon
as the search was over, Brownfield used much abusive language, swearing he would have his revenge. In his
denunciation, Gordon received a full share, as the officers had freely mentioned the intelligence they had derived
from Roland.
Soon after the preceding events, Mr. Gordon in ridinng through the woods, came up to Brownfield, who was
leaning on his rifle in the middle of the narrow path in such a way as to block it up. Reining in his horse, he
saluted his neighbor civilly. Brownfield, making no reply, looked at Gordon a moment sternly in the face, as if
anxious to give insult, and yet not knowing on what ground to commence.
“I wonder,” at length said Brownfield, “that a great man like you deigns to bestow a word on as poor a devil as
I am.”
“I do not know,” replied the other, “why you mke such an observation to me. On all occasions I have tried to
be polite to you and all the world.”
“Polite! Oh, you are damned polite—even send your son to visit my humble cabin, when you think he can
ferret out something to aid the magistrate in worrying his neighbors.”
“Mr. Brownfield,” said Gordon, firmly, “my son went to your house without my knowledge, and, I may add,
much against my wishes. As for ferreting out something, I knew nothing about you, cared nothing about you, and
inquired nothing about you. Roland was invited to your house, and had the folly to accept. As for you or your
house, I have never put a single question about them. I wish you a good morning,” he added, trying to ride on.
“You talk very boldly; but will you have the kindness and candor to answer me one question?”
“Certainly, if it be a civil one.”
“Did not the officers of justice stop at your house?”
“They did.”
“Did you not direct them to my house?”
“They inquired where one Martin Brownfield resided, why I knew not, and I informed them as readily as I
would have informed them of the road to any other neighbors.”
“Really! And did you not direct them to my house, and order them to search it of your own accord, and from
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your own kind suspicions?”
“On my honor, I did not. Nor did I even know, when they inquired about you, that they were officers.”
“For what purpose did you inform them that Abram Collins was at my house?”
“Abram, Tom, or Peter Collins I had never heard of before. My son mentioned accidentally that a man of the
name of—”
“Well,” interrupted Brownfield, “suppose Abram Collins was at my house, what is that against me? Suppose
those very officers had been counterfeiters, might you not have given them a night’s lodging innocently? Am I
alone to be suspected because a villain happens to pass a night with me? Am I responsible for every traveller to
whom I afford a shelter.”
“Certainly not. As for the man’s being named Abram, or anything else, my son knew nothing about it. He
merely heard the stranger called Collins, and could not reasonably suppose there was any mystery in it.”
Gordon then related everything with so much distinctness, and such an air of candor, that Brownfield’s
heretofore stern countenance fell, and he leaned silently on his rifle.
“Mr. Gordon,” said he, raising his head, “I have been hasty, and perhaps uncivil, but it has always seemed to
me that you have treated me with a distance and coldness that has mortified me. Rich or poor, high or low, ay,”
continued he, with animation, “honest or rascal, a man’s a man and always has his feelings left. I have had enough
to ruffle a better man. It is no small matter to have your house entered in the face of day by a parcel of blackguard
constables, to have it ransacked, turned topsy-turvey, and to be called a villain and counterfeiter in the presence of
one’s own children—of children who have respected me, whether the world has or not. And damn the world; it
has given me so many kicks and cuffs that I know not why I should expect better usage from it.”
He extended his hand to Gordon, gave him a hard grip, and strided off rapidly into the forest.
*
The intimacy between the young people was a little cooled for a short time, but quickly resumed its old course,
or, indeed, became more strict than before. The two young men consulted each other on every occasion. Nor did
Roland feel easy and contented in the morning until Rose made her appearance at school.
Dudley and Roland might be now about twenty, and the sister three or four years younger. Already they had
been three years at the same school, when the master, finding a better situation elsewhere, removed.
The dreary void Roland immediately experienced made him, for the first time, aware of his true situation, nor
did his sober reflections add at all to his happiness. His father was not rich, and he himself had nothing. Besides,
he knew too well the old man’s way of thinking and inflexible firmness to flatter himself one moment that a
match with the daghter of one so notoriously suspected as Martin Brownfield, could ever meet with approbabtion.
His edeucation being now completed as far as was usual in that part of the country—that is, a competent
knowledge of reading, writing, arithmetic, and book-keeping, with a little geography and grammar—he joined in
the management of the farming interest;l or rather, as his father was infirm, became sole manager.
About this time, everyone began to complain that the country was inundated with false money, both silver and
paper.\fn{The United States established its first gold standard in 1873:H } Mr. Gordon, among the rest, having a considerable
debt to pay, which he had been saving with great care during a whole year, found, to his utter astonishment, when
his money was examined, that more than one-half was bad, nor could he attempt to trace it back, as he had sold
corn to one man, hay to a second, and cattle to a third, without paying any particular attention to the bills or coin.
Frauds of this kind had, in more instances than one, brought utter ruin on small farmers. Many of the more steady
complained of the rapid deterioration of morality or other respects. Cockfights, shooting-matches, ganderpullings, and horse-races had become more frequent in the mountains, and, as usual at such cases, there was also
abundance of drinking and gaming. Several of the sons of respectable farmers had been led away by the example
and intercourse of the mountaineeres.
The state of society at last was alarming. That part of the country became a proverb for drunkenness, gambling,
and brawls. Gordon, who at first from ill health had relaxed his customary diligence, was finally aroused by the
loud complaints of all his friends. He commenced with the gamblers, and, in his active perquisitions,\fn{ Searches of
domiciles by legal warrant } convicted not only several black-legs,\fn{ Swindlers, especially dishonest gamblers; the term is
almost never met with now (2009AD):H } but also, perhaps unfortunately, some reputable persons, who had indulged
more openly and frequently than was prudent. Next he brought to justice those who retailed spiritous iquors
without license; no was a riot or assault and battery spared that came to his knowledge. Still it was constantly
repeated that the counterfeiters were at the head of all the mischief, and were corrupting the country by their
example and bribery. That counterfeiting was carried on somewhere among the mountaineers no one doubted, and
everyone felt quite sure that Martin Brownfield was “the living soul of all.”
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In spite of this, his children were universally respected. Roland was diligent in his attention to his father’s
agricultural concerns, rarely visiting the nearest neighbors. As for Rose, she was little seen, except at the church
or meeting house every Sunday, where young Gordon never failed to meet her. In country places, independent of
religion, the people look forward with joy to this day, as it brings together their scattered population. As is
common, our three young people always remained between the morning and afternoon service, and enjoyed a
long and familiar conversation together. It is probable that Gordon did not like this intercourse; but, if a stern man,
he was a rigorously just one, and could not in justice visit the crimes of a parent on innocent children, against
whom the community had never breathed a word of suspicion.
*
Two years had elapsed since the breaking up of the school, when a circumstance occurred that utterly dissolved
all communication between the two families.
A small farmer, with a wife and number of children, had, from a series of misfortunes, fallen behindhand, and
his land, and indeed his all, had been levied on byh the sheriff and offered for sale. By great industry and
unceasing economy,he had raised a sum sufficient to extricate himself from his embarrassments, and went
forward on the sale day with alight heart.
What was his overwhelming anguish, when he found that most of the money he had scraped together with so
much toil and anxiety was counterfeit! His land was sold for a trifle, and he was left wihtout a shelter. The
unhappy man stood by in silence, with the useless scraps of paper in his hands, the tears streaming down his face,
while the bystanders tried to comfort him, and j9o8ined in loud and bitter curses on the villany that had ruined
him. Several of the bills he asserted ositively had been received of Brownfield and his known associates. Gordon,
indignant at the fate of the poor fellow, deemed it his duty as a magistrate to act with vigor.
He rode over the country, collected witnesses, issued warrants against the supposed culprits, and declared that
if it took his whole fortune, he would rid the communkity of the vermin which had so long infested it. The number
and eminence of the counsel employed by Brownfield, and the large sums paid them, manifested his alarm; but so
clear did the guilt of the accused appear, tha no one doubted their fate. When, however, the cases were tried,
Brownfield got off on a flaw in the indictment; two of his friends broke jail and were never more heard of; and the
other persons, six in number, all escaped on technical grounds, and some perjury, as it was supposed, from hired
witnesses. Afterward, Gordon positivelyh forbid Roland tohave any further intercourse with Dudley or Rose, and
the mountaineer had imposed a similar command on his children. On either side the young people implicitly
obeyed, though their feelings to each other remained unchanged.
*
A succession of misfortrunes now befell Mr. Gordon with a rapidity that clearly marked design. Cattle were let
into his fields, his horses lamed, and his fences burnt. These things were not merely vexations, but often
occasioned serious loss. His wheat, for instance, when ready to cut, was fired in the night, and with a high wind
his whole crop was in an hour scattered in ashes. A breach was made in his mill-dam in such a manner as to
undermine the house, and the discovery was made only at the moment the fabric was whirling over in the river.
The last was a severe blow to the old farmer, as it deprived him of not a large, but a certain and comfortable
income.
Though he and everyone else felt sure that these molestations were from the mountaineers, he never quailed in
his course. He effectually broke up the gaming, and reduced the rioting and drinking within far more moderate
bounds. If he had not equal success with the counterfeiters, it was not for want of exertions. At least he curtailed
their villany, and made them act with greater circumspection. Twice in the following year did he have Brownfield
indicted, and twice again did Brownfield escape through defecive indictments, without ever coming to trial.
It is true, there are men who think an acquittal, no matter how obtained, is a sufficient proof of inncence; but
with many, the character of the mountaineer suffered, and he could not but see frequently, from the altered looks
and cool civilities of respectable men, that not even his reputed wealth could varnish his suspicious actions, or
give him a solid standing. In money matters, his several trials had made heavy drafts on his purse, in a country
where, with a large property, it is difficult to collect in a short time a small sum in cash. He became more
passionate, moody, and rough in his address. Against Gordon in particular, he openly and repeatedly swore
revenge.
A stranger to fear, the magistrate relaxed nthing in the rigorous discharge of his official duties; but, knowing
the desperate character of his enemy, he took all the precaution against attack that could be used in a country of
forests, where lurking places for an assassin could be easily found. While riding one day through the woods, in a
high degree of excitement from his recent losses and vexations, he heard the report of a gun not far off, and the
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buckshot rattled through the leaves and branches near him, though none struck hijm. He immediately supoposed
the gun had been leveled at him, of which he felt the more convinced, as, after riding about in different directions,
he could discover no trace of man or game. Remembering the threats so frequently thrown out, the old farmer did
not hesitate to express his opinion freely that his life had been attempted by Brownfield.
*
For the first time, Gordon’s discharge of his official duties might seem to bear the appearance of persecution
and private animosity. He had Brownfield indicted on an old statute against hunting deer out of season, and
instituted proceedings against him for obstructing the highway, where, to enlarge a field, the road had been
slightly turned out of its course. Believing the mountaineer to be an abandoned villain, he thought the end in view
justified the employment of extraordinary means, and declared openly that he would never rest until the
community was purged of its greatest pest.
In the course of a few weeks, Gordon was crossing a bridge on horseback, when he saw his mountain neighbor
on the other side, leaning on his rifle and looking sternly at him. He did not like Brownfield’s appearance; but, too
brave to blanch at any danger, he proceeded boldly. Scarcely had he reached the center arch, then a defective sill
of the insecure wooden fabric gave way, and he was plunged into the water, now swollen with rain. At all times he
was a bad swimmer, and his sudden plunge had deprived him of recollection. When intellect was restored, he
found himself on the bank upheld by Brownfield. His first words were to thank his deliverer.
“Thank God, not me,” said Brownfield. “You need not think I have acted from any affection for you.”
“At all events, you have saved my life at the risk of your own, and I shall always feel gratitude to you.”
“Gratitude! Humph, damn your gratitude! I would have done as much for a dog, had I seen him struggling for
life, and been quite as sorry too, to have seen him go to the bottom.”
“Mr Brownfield, we have been heretofore enemies; but I sincerely hope we shall be on that footing no longer. I
have discharged my duties as a magistrate conscientiously, if severely, but individually I have never felt ill will
toward you, and still less can I feel it after your noble conduct today. In future, I hope we maybe friends.”
“Look you, Mr. Gordon, your son was friendly to my children when people of less standing and character have
cocked up their noses at them. For this I once felt thankful to him, perhaps to you, too; for, no matter what I am,
like another man I love my soft places about me. As for our being friends, that is out of the question. You may
stop speaking against me or indicting me; but will you believe me an honest man, and if you do not, can you treat
me freely, frankly and kindly, like a friend? I do not expect it—perhaps deserve. No,” said he, erecting his manly
form, “nor do I wish it. You might even think that I risked my life to cury fanor with you. You have indicted me
and my friends, blasted whatever reputation I had, called me counterfeiter, and even accused me of attempting
assassination. I never used as mean an instrument as a shotgun; and I, who never fail in bringing down a squirrel,
would not miss a man, were I base enough to hide in the bushes to commit cold-blooded murder. I accuse not your
motives, and I say not whether you, as magistrate have been right or wrong, but—no matter—there is your horse.
I never can be your friend, nor will I pretend to friendship where I feel not one spark of it.”
“Stay yet one moment, Mr. Brownfield. Let me speak to you with frankness and earnestness of one who has
your interest at heart. If you are, as I trust, an honest man, pray remove from a neighborhood that would throw a
shade on purity itself; if, on the contrary, you have committed errors, with your strong sense and many good traits
it is not yet too late to—”
“Stop, not a word more on that subject. An old oak cannot be transplanted, nor its trunk bent into shape like a
limber sapling. What I am I must remain.”
Without waiting for a reply, Brownfield wheeled rapidly round and marched off into the forest.
Mr. Gordon returned home, chilled and unwell from his sudden immersion and wet clothes, and immediately
took to his bed. His health had been long declinig, and he now sank so rapidly that it was apparent he could not
survive. Before his decease he called his son to his bedside, related to him minutely the circumstances of his fall
from the bridge, and begged him in future to respect Brownfield as one who had saved his father’s life, and who,
notwithstanding public rumors, might possibly be an honest man.
*
On winding up his father’s affairs, Roland found himself far poorer than he had expcted, and indeed in quite
straitened circumstances. Frugal, however, in his habits, and modest in his wishes, this gave him little concern. He
determined to limit his expenses, and without being avaricious, to try and lay up a decent competency. As
heretofore, he met Dudley and Rose every Sunday at the meeting-house, and the intercourse between them was
easily renewed where all parties desired it. Brownfield himself was never there, so they were unchecked byhis
presence.
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Roland Gordon, or Gordon alone, as we may in future call him, felt a strong friendship for dudley. His heart
[two words] more and more to rose, and he doubtednot that his affection was reciprocated. To be sure he felt the
equivocal reputation of the father, yet even this inspired him with a deeper compassion for the poor persecuted
daughter. Persecuted she might not be in the srict sense of the word, and often she was pitied, but more frequently
averted faces or sneering looks gave her many a pang, though she had no suspicion of the cause. How to approach
the father was the difficulty. Several times Rland had met Brownfield, but the latter evidently shunned
intercourse, though without any exhibitionof positive incivility.
Time thus rulled on, and the lover approached no nearer tohis wishes. He readily understood from Rose that
she would make no objections whenever her father’s consent could be obtained. Indeed, a girl more versed in the
world and less innocent, would hardly have rejected one of gordon’s app3earance. Though not perhaps a large
man, he was built with a symmetry and compactness indicative of vigour and agility. He had deep brown hair and
eyebrows, a regular set of features, with a fresh color, in spite of a little tanning, on a good clear skin.\fn{ This
phrase usually meant, at this time, a skin free of pock marks and sallowness or yellowish tinge, as well as other blemishes, indicating that
the person so endowed was also free of disease:H } Never was seen a better pair of eyes, not less from their dark hazel hue

than their expression of candor and good humor. True, his temper was high when excited, but it was a mere flash,
and the current of a lively, happy temperament resumed its course. On several occasions he had determined to
address the grim mountaineer, yet his pride recoiled at addressing one who looked, or rather scowled at him with
an air of contemptuous superiority.
“After all,” saidRoland to himself, “why should I qail before his frowns. Am Inot, to saythe least of it, as good
as himself? I will speak to him were he the devil in person.”
*
Mounting his horse, Gordon set out for the mountain, where he had never been but once before. Proceeding
onward, he came to a crossroad at the very moment Brownfield was traversing it. The latter merely gave one side
glance, and seemed disposed to continue his route without the customary salute of the country. Summoning all his
equanimity, Roland said loudly and distinctly to him,
“Good morning, Mr. Brownfield. How are you today, sir?”
“Good morning,” was the short reply of the mountaineer, who walked on without looking round.
It required the utmost command of feeling for Gordon to again address one whose want of common civility
was almost equivalent to an insult; but a young and anxious lover is not to be daunted by small obstacles.
“I am sorry, Mr. Brownsfield,” said Roland firmly, “to detain you, as you appear in haste; but I was just on the
way to your house, and am desirous of having a word with you.”
“And what,”asked the other, “should gain such a man as Martin Brownfield the honor of a visit from the son
and,” with a visible sneer, “heir of a worshipful magistrate like Squire Gordon?”\fn{ The common title for a magistrate
in England is still “Your Worship,” indicating its direct connection with clerical judges of the Middle Ages; it persisted here and there in the
Colonies:H}

“I come at present as the son and heir of nobody. My worthy father is no more, and his quarrels and dislikes
died with him. Of him I shall only say, I am proud to be his son, and shall feel rich enough if I fall heir to only a
part of the estimation his virtues gave him. I now wish to speak for myself.”
“Well; for yourself, what have you to say?”
“Mr. Brownfield, I must be permitted to say, in the first place, that your tone and manner to me are such as
under most circumstances I would not bear, and for which I know no sufficient reason. But no matter; I am come
on business of importance to both of us, and wish that our intercourse may be in a friendly tone, whatever may be
the result. I love your daughter, and have good reason to believe your daughter loves me. Have you any objection
to me as a son-in-law?”
“Indeed! The honor is as great as it is unexpected. It appears that the daughter of Martin Brownfield—ay, the
counterfeiter—will not want for suitors as long as she has the cash, although the father may be chased and pelted
like a polecat. Those who have persecuted most, are willing to seek an alliance with him when it is necessary to
prop up their broken fortunes.”
“Speak your mind as you please as to my courtship, but you have no right to sneer at me, and you shall not. I
do not ask for your money. I am able to support a wife, and the possession of your daughter would make me more
happy than your property ten times told. As for my ‘broken fortunes,’ sir, you have no right to say so, as long as I
owe no man anything, and live by my own industry, honestly.”
“Honestly,” said Brownfield, with a greater appearance of anger than he had before exhibited. “Honestly,
young man! did you mean any reflection on me by that word?”
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“None, by my soul!” exclaimed Gordon, with an expression of surprise that bore the impress of truth.
“Very well; no matter for that. You want my daughter. What do you think of me?”
“Of you? What is that to the purpose? I desire to marry Rose, and no matter what my opinion of you may be, I
know the respect due to a father-in-law.”
“Oh, yes. You will marry my daughter, whom I have loved as the apple of my eye, and who has up to this
moment loved and respected me as a devoted father. You will take her home with you, where from every quarter
she will hear whispers and [one word] against her father and his friends, while your silence or equivocal language
will confirm the half-told tale. Should I visit you, I will be received with civility—great civility at the fireside of
my own little Rose. Oh, I know the world and see it all. You will be afraid that your reputation and standing may
be injured by the associate of Abram Collins, and your words will bid a cold welcome that your looks belie. When
you marry my daughter, she is lost to me forever. I would be an unwelcome stranger near her respectable
husband.”
“That rumor has been busy with your character, Mr.Brownfield, I do not pretend to deny, but I have nothing to
do with it. Should I be hgappy enough to obtain your consent, I shall try to make your daughter a good husband,
and to see in you the father of my wife. Whatever your prejudices against me may be, I can assure you,
conscientiously, I had none against you. To your son and daughter from our first acquaintance, I have been a
steady and open friend. Tell me frankly what objections you have to me.”
“Roland Gordon, it is useless to make long speeches on the matter. You cannot have my daughter Your father
was my bitterest enemy. He persecuted me, ruined my reputation, rendered my life a hell upon earth. I hated him,
and I hate everything connected with him. Can I ever look upon the son without remembering the father, who
robbed me of what little standing and quiet remained to me? My daughter shall never marry one who is above her
father. One who, because he or his father may have held some little authority, or gained the reputation of being
mighty honest, may, if he does not openly taunt my child, feel a comfortable satisfaction in his own bosom that he
has snatched her from a den of thieves. You have had your answer.”
“I presume you will marry your young and innocent daughter, then, to one of your friends of the mountain?”
“Never!” hastily exclaimed Brownfield, with an involuntaryt shudder.
“There you will find men not above you, who will not taunt you, who are not mighty honest, who feel no
comfortable satisfaction—”
“Not another word, boy!” shouted the mountaineer. “Not another word! I’ll not stand here to listen to your
sarcasms! By all that’s holy, if you do not better manage your tongue, I’ll double you up in my waistcoat pocket. I
will show you what it is for a terrier puppy to put a buck at bay. Ay, in spite of your silver-mounted shootingiron,” eying the splendid rifle the young man held in his hand.
“Do your worst, you damned old ruffian,” replied Roland, dashing his gun against a tree, and springing to the
ground from his horse.
*
The eyes of Brownfield glared like those of a wildcat when he saw the young man advance, and something like
a bitter joy lighted up his countenance. Roland, though excited, stood collected and erect, like one aware of the
extent of his danger, but not afraid of it. For an instant they looked each other steadily in the face, and the
mountaineer was evidently on the point of springing to the attack, when an old man rushed suddenly from the
wods and dashed between them. Gordon knew the sranger he once before had seen at Brownfield’s—Collins the
counterfeiter.
“Stop, for a couple of fools as you are!” said Collins. “What harm, Martin, has the young man done you; and
you,” turning to Roland, “are you not ashamed to raise your hands against one old enough for your father? Hands
off, both of you!”
“Good God!” exclaimed Brownfield, with an air of surprise and terrror, “are you not afraid—”
“Afraid of what?” interrupted the old man, “of my neck and yours? No. Not from this young man, if there’s
any trusting to faces. I have overheard your whole conversation, and would have kept out of the way had you not
been bent on throttling each other. To tell you the truth, Martin, I think you entirely wrong. The least you could do
was to give the lad a decent answer.”
“I can manage my own affairs without service,” replied Brownfield, grimly, and turned off to depart.
“Mr. Brownfield,” said Roland to him, “I am sincerely sorry that our interview has taken such an unfortunate
course. I spoke civilly to you, and you might have answered in the same spirit. A plain yes or no would have done
quite as well as your taunts and insults. You do not wish your daughter to marry me? Be it so. I must bear it as I
may. In the meantime, let us part on good terms.”
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“Oh, ay. Forgive and forget,” said Collins. “Shake hands on it.” Brownfield looked down a moment, as if
struggling with strong feelings, and turned on his heel.
“No, no!” he exclaimed. “I cannot play the hypocrite. My hand and heart shall not speak different languagges.”
Thus saying, he walked rapidly homeward; the old man shook Gordon warmly by the hand, and followed the
mountaineer.
It may be mentioned that the conversation just recited took place not far from Brownfield’s house, where
Collins had been concealed for a few days, and that walking accidentally in the woods he had been attracted by
loud and angry voices. He had remained hid among the bushes until the parties were evidently about to engage in
a conflict from whicha dreadful result must have followed.
*
“So,” said Brownfield to his son, on entering his house, “I suppose you have been trying your hand at matchmaking.”
“How so, sir?”
“Oh, I need hardly tell you. Your friend Gordon has asked Rose in marriaqge this morning.”
“Indeed, I knew nothing of the matter, but I hope she may never make a worse match.”
“Then with your father’s enemy? Well, very well. You had better remove your quarters. Go and beg pardon of
Roland, if your father has insulted him. You may then chance to get into high company and, perhaps, when old
Martin is forgotten, and you have gotten his money, may marry among the best of them.”
“Father, I know not why you speak to me so. I can easily give up all intercourse with Roland or anyone else, if
you desire it; but I am sure he has always acted like a friend to me, nor can I believe that one of his disposition
could have ever harmed you.”
“One of his disposition, indeed! What in the devil do you know of his disposition. He has harmed me, and
everyone has harmed me. Disposition, indeed! The world is people wth villains, no matter what they may pretend
to be.”
“There is a plenty, no doubt, but that should only make us estimate good men the more. I feel that I am no
villain; and I have not conceit enough to think myself better than everyone else.”
“You, indeed! You are nothing—no more than the child just born, whose mind is a mere blank to be filled up.
Wait till you have come in full contact with the world, till you have been cheated, oppressed, insulted, mocked at,
before you talk about yourself so confidently.”
“And suppose I was cheated, oppressed, insulted and mocked at?”
“Would you hear it like a dog, crouch to the lash, whine, and lick the hand that scourged you?”
“At least, if badly used, I would not prove to everyone, beyond the possibility of doubt, that I deserved the illtreatment I had received.”
“Listen, Dudley. In another state, before I removed here, I knew an orphan boy that, I believe, had a noble and
generous disposition; even in after-life, the world owned he was brave and liberal. Neglected by his guardian, he
grew up without proper education; and before he knew what vice was, got into bad company. In his eighteenth
year, he won at cards a gold watch-chain from one of his chance companions, which had been stolen. The article
having been seen on him, he was arrested, tried, and publicly flogged for the theft, as the true thief protested his
innocence, and their gaming had been without a witness. With a blasted reputation, he was now turned out of
doors by his guardian, who was also a distant relation. He tried to get work, and was everywhere refused.
Despairing of success, he went to a neighboring town and toiled as a common laborer. A riot occurring one night
in the streets, out of idle curiosity he went to look on, and was seized in the midst of the crowd by the officers of
justice. Without money, without friends or counsel, he was convicted on mere circumstantial evidence, and
condemned to a long imprisonment. During his confinement, he was huddled in a room with house-breakers,
murderers, thieves, and counterfeiters, whose conversation and company would have been enough to corrupt
virtue itself, especially in the youthful and inexperienced. When discharged, his character was too notorious for
him to remain in comfort in the same town, as his former conviction had now followed him. He went to a larger
city, hoping there to escape unnoticed; and the very first evening, hearing the cry, “Stop thief!” in the strets, he
seized the offender, while the crowd collected around. A gentleman’s gold watch had been snatched from his
pocket. The true thief seeing himself surrounded and without hope of escape, accused the other boldly of theft,
upon which both were carried to a magistrate, who, after examining them, odered a search of their persons. What
was the young man’s astonishment to see the watch pulled out of his coat pocket. He could scarcely believe his
own eyes, but felt certain it had been slipped in while standing in the streets. In spite of appearances, had he
possessed a good character, he might have defended himself with, perhaps, some success, although it would have
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been difficult to prove his innocence; but he saw at once his assertions would be useless, when several of the
spectators recognized him as one who had undergone the punishment of the law twice before. He was a third time
innocently condemned—condemned to death, from which he only escaped by breaking prison. What, Dudley,
would such treatment have made you?”
“An honest man!” said the son, calmly laying his hand on his breast.
“An honest man, and for what, whose esteem, with a blasted character, could you ever expect to gain?”
“My own, at least.”
“And much good it would do you when every man believed you a scoundrel.”
“Very well, it would have been a resource of which they could never rob me, and at least I could look firmly
above, and think there was one who saw my heart, before whom the opinion of the world was not a speck of dust
in the scale. But, father, what does all this reasoning mean? Let us place it in its plainest form, and answer me
distinctly. Would you advise me, under any circumstances, to be a dishonest man? Let me receive the worst usage
the world could heap upon me, would you counsel your son to become a thief, a swindler, or a murderer?”
Brownfield paused, and then went on in a softer tone:
“No, my son, no. Continue as you are. In spite of poverty, persecution, and temptation, keep that which
nothing can compensate for—a clear conscience. But always pity those who have been driven by the storms of
adversity from a road they had not strength to keep. I have been cheated. Roland’s father was my bitterest enemy;
and perhaps I carry my enmity to the son too far.”
With this he turned away.
*
A very little recollection told young Gordon that for the present it was useless to press his suit with either
father or daughter. Even could he persuade her to an elopement, everything, he well knew, was to be feared from
the mountaineer’s high passions and vindictive feelings.
In one of his visits to the country village, he perceived, on entering the hotel, a number of persons in earnest
conversation round a table, and among them the sheriff. From scattered remarks, he gathered that preparations
were making, on a large scale, to seize Collins—who it was said was now lurking in the mountains—Brownfield,
and several others. The next morning, before the dawn, was fixed on for their expedition. An accomplice had
betrayed the counterfeiters, detailed their hiding-places, and was to pilot the officers of justice.
Roland deliberated what he should do. Could he in conscience aid the escape of notorious outlaws? He thought
of Dudley, whom he deeply esteemed; of Rose, whom he devotedly loved; and finally concluded that it would be
returning good for evil to warn Brownfield of the impending danger.
While he was seated in a corner, thus occupied with his thoughts, a man, apparently intoxicated, who had
entered and left the room several times, staggered out, muttering pretty distinctly,
“First catch your fish and then fry him.”
Roland looked at the speaker, and recognized in him one of the mountaineers, but thought no more of the
circumstance. Gordon had business in the village, which still detained him some time, though anxious to be off.
“’Tis no matter, however,” thought he, mounting his large white horse, well-known throughout the country for
beauty and speed. “I have but twelve miles to go, and the sun is not yet set.”
*
He was within a mile of Brownfield’s when, by the moonlight that broke through the flying clouds, he
recognized a man limping along the road, but was dashing on as the walker called to him:
“Halloo, Roland, Roland!”
“Ah! Is it you, Dudley? How did you know me?”
“Who could mistake your white overcoat, or still more your superb steed but where are you bound so late?”
“To your father’s. I have heard news that must be communicated to him immediately. As I have met with you,
you can discharge my errand.” Roland, then, in a few words, related what he had seen and heard at the village,
adding,
“I pretend to know nothing of your father’s guilt; but if either he or Collins be in danger, I warn you not to let
the night pass, for the morning will be too late.”
“I thank you, from the bottom of my heart. You are precisely the man I always took you to be. Of my father, I
am bound to think well; but am perfectly aware of the reports in circulation, and like not, I confess, the visits of
Collins, who in fact is now at our house.My father but a quarter of an hour since left me, swearing vengeance
should he ever lay his eyes upon you. One of his mountain friends entered the room in the village where the
officers of justice were devising their schemes, and immediately returning to a shooting match near here, where
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he knew my father was, gave public information of it. Considering the footing you and I were on, I felt astonished
and mortified at your being present in the consultation; but still I could not see you pass on without coming to an
explanation.”
“Whatever hasty words may have passed between the old gentleman and myself, I hope, Dudley, you could not
suppose that I would take as mean a revenge, especially on the father of yourself and Rose?”
“That I did not believe it, my stopping you was the best proof. I only wanted to know the real facts of the case,
as the mountaineer’s information to us made your conduct inexplicable: everything is now perfectly plain.”
“But you appear lame. What is the matter?”
“Oh! A mere trifle. I hurt a foot by setting down my rifle awkwardly at the shooting-match. My father hurried
off, perhaps to give Collins notice, and left me to limp home at leisure.”
“If you will do me the favor to carry my greatcoat too, you may ride my horse, and I will walk on beside you
to the gate. Come, I will take no refusal, for I am so stiff with riding that I would like to stretch my limbs.”
“Agreed. I will not stand on ceremony with you, and will mount your white willingly, provided you consent to
pass the night with me.”
“You can hardly expect that, considering the footing I am on with your father.”
“Indeed, but I can. After your last interview or quarrel, if you please, with him, he said that you were a spirited
fellow, and that he believed, if it were not for the memory of your father, he could take a liking to you.”
“And yet, but the mnoment since, you say he swore vengeance against me?”
“Oh, that was on false news. I will set all that right, and I trust you will be my brother-in-law still. However,
now that I think of it, you had better take the near path here through the woods, and I will catch up with my father
on the main road, and have a little conversation before you see him. It is lucky that you did not overtake him
instead of me, for he had his rifle in his hand, and was so much irritated that he might have put a ball through you
before you could have come to an explanation.”
“But are you sure which road he has taken?”
“Perfectly sure. He always goes the main road at night, as his eyes are not so keen as formerly, though the
track just before you is a good deal shorter. So good-by to you for a while.”
Thus saying, Dudley drew on the overcoat, mounted the horse, and set off at full gallop.
*
The road followed what is called the ridge, bending round into a curve to find a level, while Roland’s path led
straight on, without regard to the irregularity of the ground; the first making in shape a bow, of which the second
was the string. Accustomed to the woods, the young man threaded his narrow way readily and rapidly, though he
had to look too attentively through the occasional gloom to think very connectedly.
The moon alternately was shrouded in masses of straggling clouds, and then burst forth with almost the
brightness of day, on the hoar-frost that silvered the ground and every bough of the forest. All was so still that
each footstep on the frozen earth sounded loud and distinct.
Roland had nearly reached Brownfield’s when through the solemn silence he heard the sharp crack of a rifle,
and then the rapid clatter of a horse at full speed, answered by the echoes from the mountain. The idea
immediatley flashed upon him that he had lent his well-known overcoat and well-known horse to Dudley. His
fancy conjured up a horrid picture he could not dispel.
When Gordon arrived at Brownfield’s door, he paused a moment, as he had intended merely to have taken his
horse, and returned without entering. Full of awful forebodings, with his feelings strained to the highest point, he
knocked at the door. It was opened by Rose herself, who looked pleased, confused, and terrified at the same time.
“I thought,” said she, “that it was my father, for I am sure I just heard his rifle. It is so large in the bore that it
rings almost like a musket.”
“Is your father then not returned?” asked Roland, anxiously. “Where is Dudley?”
“I am expecting them both. But, good God, why are you so pale? You look fainting.”
“It is nothing.”
But Roland’s looks belied his words. A fearful anticipation so ovepowered him that he reeled against the wall,
while Rose screamed aloud with terror. Alarmed at her cries, an old man rushed out from an adjoining room,
seized the falling youth, placed him in a chair, and strove, by loosing his cravat and sprinkling water in his face, to
restore him.
While Collins (for the old man was no other) was thus occupied, Brownfield stepped in deliberately with an air
of proud satisfaction. He started as he looked at the group, and cried out hastily, pointing to the half-fainting
young man:
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“How came he here? Is he wounded?”
“Where is Dudley?” eagerly inquired Roland, not less excited; “have you seen him?”
“Dudley!” exclaimed the father, “where should I see Dudley?”
“He parted from me but a few minutes ago on my horse.”
“What!” shouted Brownfield, pale as death, “on the white horse?”
“Yes, on my white.”
“In a white overcoat; no?” said the father, anxiously,as if hoping a negative answer.
“Yes, a white one.”
For a moment the wretched man stood as if petrified; his eyes fixed, his mouth compressed, his arms uplifted,
his fists clenched, and each limb with the nerves stretched to rigidity, while everyone gazed at him with silent
horror. He then rolled his eyes furiously and vaguely on the company, and at last sprang like a panther at Roland.
“Villain!” exclaimed he, “you have mnurdered my son, and your life shall pay for it.”
*
The movement was sudden and unexpected, but Gordon, with great address, leaping aside, his antagonist fell
at full length on the floor. The whole company imnmediately seized the prostrate man, to prevent him from doing
mischief. It was, however needless. The convulsive spring had exhausted Brownfield’s strength, and he remained
on the floor in a state of perfect exhaustion. Here he continued a few moments, groaning deeply, with his eyes
open, but without any attempt to speak. A child might have managed him.
“Release my arms, Collins,” he said, feebly; “it is over. I wish not to hurt anyone—not even you, Roland!”
He was placed on a chair, and covering his face with his hands, he wept bitterly. Arising with more composure,
he observed:
“I have but one word to say, and then I shall bid you all an eternal farewell. Ask me, as you love me, no
questions; on your lives, not one. Let your lips from this moment be sealed as to the transactions of this night.
Here, Roland, you have loved my daughter. She is worthy of you, no matter what her poor old father may have
been. Be kind to her, for she will have no one in the world but you to look to.”
He took the hand of Rose, placed it in Roland’s, and kissed her ardently on the cheek.
“As for you, Collins,” continued he, “fly. Your life is in danger if morning finds you here. Do as you please. I
give you no advice; but remember that his course of life has made Martin Brownfield the most miserable of men.”
Before one of the company could say a word, he rushed out and disappeared.
*
Collins, as may well be supposed, soon obeyed the hint as to escaping, and to this day follows his old trade.
Roland took the disconsolate Rose to a relative’s, where he left her for the moment. In the morning, he had
determined to hunt for the body of Dudley; but a violent snowstorm, that lasted several days, prevented him from
putting his intention in execution. As soon as a thaw took place, some weeks after, he searched the woods in vain
for some trace of his friend. Probably the corpse had been destroyed by wolves, or swept off by some of the
mountain streams that traversed the road.
Brownfield soon met with a death that was only a riddance from greater suffering. He was found lifeless under
a tree shivered by lightning, where, on his way to the northwestern territory, he had probably taken shelter during
a storm. As he had never been convicted, the suspicions against him were mostly soon forgotten, and many
remembered him as a brave, generous, and hospitable man.
At the end of a year Rose was married to Roland. She never suspected the true circumstances of her brother’s
death, and sincerely lamented a kind father, of whose misdeeds she was happily ignorant.
1819
105.230 Those Old Lunes!\fn{by William Gilmore Simms (1806-1870)} Charleston, Charleston County, South Carolia,
U.S.A. (M) 7
1
We had spent a merry night of it. Our stars had paled their not ineffectual fires, only in the daylight; and while
Dan Phbus\fn{One of the Martian moons, crudely anthropomorphised .} was yet rising, “jocund on the misty mountain
tops,” I was busy adjusting my foot in the stirrup and mounting my good steed Priam, to find my way by a close
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cut, and through narrow Indian trails, to my lodgings in the little town of C——, on the very border of
Mississippi. There were a dozen of us, all merry larks, half mad with wine and laughter, and the ride of seven
miles proved a short one. In less than\fn{The text has: that.} two hours, I was snugly snoozing in my own sheets, and
dreaming of the twin daughters of old Hansford Owens.
Well might one dream of such precious damsels. Verily, they seemed, all of a sudden, to have become a part of
my existence. They filled my thoughts, excited my imagination, and,--if it be not an impertinence to say anything
of the heart of a roving lad of eighteen—then were they at the very bottom of mine.—Both of them, let me say,—
for they were twins, and were endowed with equal rights by nature. I was not yet prepared to say what was the
difference, if any, between their claims. One was fair, the other brown; one pensive, the other as merry as the
cricket of Venus. Susannah was meek as became an Elder’s daughter; Emmeline so mischievous that she might
well have worried the meekest of the saints in the calendar from his propriety and position. I confess, though I
thought constantly of Susannah, I always looked after Emmeline the first. She was the brunette—one of your
flashing, sparkling, effervescing beauties,--perpetually running over with exultation—harmful of passionate
fancies that tripped on tiptoe, half winged, through here thoughts. She was a creature to make her blood bound in
your bosom,--to take you entirely off your feet, and fancy, for the moment, that your heels are quite as much
entitled to dominion as your head. Lovely too,--brilliant, if not absolutely perfect in features—she kept you
always in a sort of sunlight. She sung well, talked well, danced well—was always in the air—seemed never
herself to lack repose, and, it must be confessed, seldom suffered it to anybody else. Her dancing was the
crowning grace of glory. She was no Taglioni—not an Ellsler—I do not pretend that. But she was a born artiste.
Every motion was a study. Every look was life. Her form subsided into the sweetest luxuriance of attitude, and
rose into motion withb some such exquisite buoyancy, as would become Venus issuing from the foam. Her very
affections were so naturally worn, that you at length looked for them as essential to her charm. I confess—but no!
Why should I do anything so foolish?
Susannah was a very different creature. She was a fair girl—rather pale, perhaps, when her features were in
repose. She had rich soft flaxen hair, and dark blue eyes. She looked rather than spoke. Her words were few, her
glances many. She was not necessarily silent in silence. On the contrary, her very silence had frequently a
significance, taken with her looks, that needed no help from speech. She seemed to look through you at a glance,
yet there was a liquid sweetness in her gaze, that disarmed it of all annoyance. If Emmeline was the glory of the
sunlight—Susannah was the sovereign of the shade. If the song of the one filled you with exultation, that of the
other awakened all your tenderness. If Emmeline was the creature for the dance,—Susannah was the wooing,
beguiling Egeria who could snatch you from yourself in the moments of respite and repose. For my part I felt that
I could spend all my mornings with the former, and all my evenings with the latter. Susannah with her large, blue,
tearful eyes, and few, murmuring and always gentle accents, shone out upon me at nightfall as that last star that
watches in the vault of night for the coming of the sapphire dawn.
So much for the damsels. And all these fancies, not to say feelings, were the fruit of but three short days’
acquaintance with their objects. But these were days when thought travel merrily and fast—when all that concerns
the fancies and the affections are caught up in a moment, as if the mind were nothing but a congeries of instincts,
and the sensibilities, with a thousand delicate antennæ, were ever on the grasp for prey.
Squire Owens was a planter of tolerable condition. He was a widower, with these two lovely and lovable
daughters—no more. But, bless you! Mine was no calculating heart. Very far from it. Neither the wealth of the
father, nor the beauty of the girls, had yet prompted me to think of marriage. Life was pleasant enough as it was.
Why burden it? Let well enough alone, say I? I had no wish to be happier. A wife never entered my thoughts.
What might have come of being often with such damsels, there’s no telling; but just then it was quite enough to
dance with Emmeline, and use with Susannah, and—vive la bagatelle!
I need say nothing more of my dreams, since the reader sufficiently knows the subject. I slept late that day, and
only rose in time for dinner, which, in that almost primitive region, took place at 12 o’clock, M.\fn{ Meridian—when
the sun was at its height. Noon is meant .} I had no appetite. A herring and soda water might have sufficed, but these were
matters foreign to the manor. I endured the day and headache together, as well as I could, slept soundly that night,
with now the most ravishing fancies of Emmeline, and now the pleasant dreams of Susannah, one or the other of
whom still usurped the place of a bright particular star in my most capacious fancy. Truth is, in those hey days,
my innocent heart never saw any terrors in polygamy. I rose a new man, refreshed and very eager for a start. I
barely swallowed breakfast when Priam was at the door. While I was able to mount, with thoughts filled with the
meek beauties of Susannah,—I was arrested by the approach of no less a person than Ephraim Strong, the village
blacksmith.
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“You’re guine to ride, I see.”
“Yes.”
“To Squire Owens, I reckon.”
“Right.”
“Well, keep a sharp look out on the read, for there’s news come down that the famous Archy Dargan has broke
Hamilton jail.”
“And who’s Archy Dargan?”
“What! Don’t know Archy? Why, he’s the madman that’s been shut up there, it’s now guine on two years.”
“A madman, eh?”
“Yes, and mighty sevagerous one at that. He’s the cunningest white man going. Talks like a book, and knows
how to get out of a scrape,—is jest as sensible as any man for a time, but, sudden, he takes a start, like a shying
horse, and before you knows where you are, his heels are in your jaw. Once he blazes out, it’s knife or gun,
hatchet or hickory—any thing he can lay hands on. He’s kill’d two men already, and cut another man’s throat,
a’most to killing. He’s an ugly chap to meet on the road, so look out right and left.”
“What sort of man is he?”
“In looks?”
“Yes.”
“Well, I reckon, he’s about your heft. He’s young and tallish, with a fair skin, brown hair, and a mighty quick
keen blue eye, that never looks steadily nowhere. Look sharp for him. The sheriff with his ‘s’pose-you-come-andtake-us’—is out after him, but he’s mighty cute to dodge, and had the start some twelve hours afore they missed
him.”
2
The information thus received did not disquiet me. After the momentary reflection that it might be awkward to
meet a madman, out of bounds, upon the highway, I quickly dismissed the matter from my mind. I had no room
for any but pleasant meditations. The fair Susannah was now uppermost in my dreaming fancies, and reversing
the grasp upon my whip, the ivory handle of which, lined with an ounce or two of lead, seemed to me a
sufficiently effective weapon for the worst of dangers, I bade my friendly black smith farewell, and dashed
forward upon the high road. A smart canter soon took me out of the settlement, and once in the woods, I
recommended myself with all the happy facility of youth, to its most pleasant and beguiling imaginings. I suppose
I had ridden a mile or more—the story of the bedlamite\fn{ The text has: belamite. It is a reference to the first asylum for the
mentally ill established in England, the illnesses of whose first denizens attracted such widespread public curiosity as to make the place a
tourist attraction.} was gone utterly from my thought—when a sudden turn in the road showed me a person, also

mounted, and coming toward me at an easy trot, some twenty-five or thirty yards distant. There was nothing
remarkable in his appearance. He was a plain farmer or woodsman, clothed in simple homespun, and riding a
short heavy chunk of an animal, that had just been taken from the plough. The rider was a spare, long-legged
person, probably thirty years or thereabouts. He looked innocent enough, wearing that simple, open-mouthed sort
of countenance, the owner of which, we assume, at a glance, will never set any neighboring stream on fire. He
belonged evidently to a class as humble as he was simple,—but I had been brought up in a school which taught
me that the claims of poverty were quite as urgent upon courtesy as those of wealth. Accordingly, as we neared
each other, I prepared to bestow upon him the usual civil recognition of the highway. What is it Scott\fn{ Sir Walter
Scott (1771-1832).} says—I am not sure that I quite him rightly—
When men in distant forests meet,
They pass not as in peaceful street.

And, with the best of good humor, I rounded my lips into a smile, and got ready my salutation. To account
somewhat for its effect when uttered, I must premise that my own personal appearance, at this time, was rather
wild and impressive. My face was full of laughter and my manners of buoyancy. My hair was very long, and fell
in masses upon my shoulder, unrestrained by the cap which I habitually wore, and which, as I was riding under
heavy shade trees, was grasped in my hand along with my riding whip. As the stranger drew nigh, the arm was
extended, cap and whip lifted in air, and with free, generous lungs, I shouted—“Good morning, my friend, how
wags the world with you today?”
The effect of this address was prodigious. The fellow gave no answer,—not a word, not a syllable—not the
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slightest nod of the head,—mais, tout au contraire.\fn{why, all to the contrary.} But for the dilating of his amazed
pupils, and the dropping of the lower jaw, his features might have been chiseled out of stone. They wore an
expression amounting to consternation, and I could see that he caught up his bridle with increased alertness, bent
himself to the saddle, half drew up his horse, and then, as if suddenly resolved, edge him off, as closely as the
woods would allow, to the opposite side of the road. The undergrowth was too thick to allow of his going into the
wood at the spot where we encountered, or he certainly would have done so. Somewhat surprised at this, I said
something, I cannot now recall what, the effect of which was even more impressive upon him than my former
speech. The heads of our horses were now nearly parallel—the road was an ordinary wagon track, say twelve feet
wide—I could have brushed him with my cap as we passed, and, waving it still aloft, he seemed to fancy that such
was my intention,—for, inclining his whole body on the off side of his nag, as the Commanche does when his aim
is to send an arrow at his enemy beneath his neck—his heels thrown back, though spurless, were made to belabor
with the most surprising rapidity the flanks of the drowsy animal. And, not without some creature. The creature
dashed first into a trot, then into a canter, and finally into a gallop, which, as I was bound one way and he the
other, soon threw a considerable space between us.
“The fellow’s mad!” was my reflection and speech, as, wheeling my horse half about, I could see him looking
backward and driving his heels still into the sides of his reluctant hack. The next moment gave me a solution of
the matter. The simple countryman had heard of the bedlamite from Hamilton jail. My bare head, the long flying
hair in the wind, my buoyancy of manner, and the hearty, and, perhaps, novel form of salutation with which I
addressed him, had satisfied him that I was the person. As the thought struck me I resolved to play the game out,
and with a restless love of levity which has been too frequently my error, I put the whip over my horse’s neck, and
sent him forward in pursuit. My nag was a fine one, and very soon the space was lessened between me and the
chase. As he heard the footfalls behind, the frightened fugitive redoubled his exertions. He laid himself to it, his
heels paddling in the sides of his donkey with redoubled industry. And thus I kept him for a good mile, until the
first houses of the settlement grew visible in the distance. I then once more turned upon the path to the Owens’,
laughing merrily at the rare chase, and the undisguised consternation of the countryman. The story afforded ample
merriment to my fair friends Emmeline and Susannah. “It was so ridiculous that one of my appearance should be
taken for a madman. The silly fellow deserved the scare.” On these points we were all perfectly agreed. That night
we spent charmingly. The company did not separate till near one o’clock. We had fun and fiddles. I danced by
turns with the twins, and more than once with a Miss Gridley, a very pretty girl, who was present. Squire Owens
was in the bet of humor, and, no ways loath,\fn{The text has: loth.} I was made to stay all night.
3
A new day of delight dawned upon us with the next. Our breakfast made a happy family picture, which I began
to think it would be cruel to interrupt. So snugly did I sit beside Emmeline, and so sweetly did Susannah minister
at the coffee urn, and so patriarchally did the old man look around upon the circle, that my meditations were all in
favor of certain measures for perpetuating the scene. The chief difficulty seemed to be, in the way of a choice
between the sisters.
How happy could I be with either,
Were t’other dear charmer away.

I turned now from one to the other, only to become more bewildered. The lively glance and playful remark of
Emmeline, her lovely, smiling visage, and buoyant, unpremeditative air, were triumphant always while I beheld
them; but the pensive, earnest look of Susannah, the mellow cadences of her tones, seemed always to sink into my
soul, and were certainly remembered longest. Present, Emmeline was irresistible; absent, I thought chiefly of
Susannah. Breakfast was fairly over before I came to a decision. We adjourned to the parlor,—and there, with
Emmeline at the piano, and Susannah with her Coleridge\fn{ English poet (1772-1834).} in hand—her favorite poet—I
was quite as much distracted as before. The bravura of the one swept me completely off my feet. And when I
pleaded with the other to read me the touching poem of “Genevieve”—her low, subdued and exquisitely
modulated utterance, so touching, so true to the plaintive and seductive sentiment, so harmonious even when
broken, so thrilling even when most checked and hushed, was quite as little to be withstood. Like the ass betwixt
two bundles of hay, my eyes wandered from one to the other uncertain where to fix. And thus passed the two first
hours after breakfast.
The third brought an acquisition to our party. We heard the trampling of horses’ feet in the court below, and all
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hurried to the windows, to see the new comer. We had but a glimpse of him—a tall, good-looking personage,
about thirty years of age, with great whiskers, and a huge military cloak. Squire Owens met him in the reception
room, and they remained some half hour or three quarters together. It was evidently a business visit. The girls
were all agog to know what it was about, and I was mortified to think that Emmeline was now far less eager to
interest me than before. She now turned listlessly over the pages of her music book, or strummed upon the keys of
her piano, with the air of one whose thoughts were elsewhere. Susannah did not seem so much disturbed,—she
still continued to draw my attention to the more pleasing passages of the poet; but I could see, or I fancied, that
even she was somewhat curious as to the coming of the stranger. Her eyes turned occasionally to the parlor door
at the slightest approaching sound, and she sometimes looked in my face with a vacant eye, when I was making
some of my favorable points of conversation.
At length there was a stir within, a buzz and the scraping of feet. The door was thrown open, and, ushered by
the father, the stranger made his appearance. His air was rather distingué.\fn{Distinguished.} His person was well
made, tall and symmetrical. His face was martial and expressive. His complexion was of a rich dark brown; his
eye was gray, large, and restless—his hair thin, and disheveled. His carriage was very erect; his coat, which was
rather seedy, was close buttoned to his chin. His movements were quick and impetuous, and seemed to obey the
slightest sound, whether of his own, or of the voices of the others. He approached the company with the manner
of an old acquaintance; certainly, with that of a man who had always been conversant with the best society. His
ease was unobtrusive,—a polite deference invariably distinguishing his deportment whenever he had occasion to
address the ladies. Still, he spoke as one having authority. There was a lordly something in his tones,—an
emphatic assurance in his gesture,—that seemed to settle every question; and, after a little while, I found that,
hereafter, if I played on any fiddle at all, in that presence, it was certainly not to be the first. Emmeline and
Susannah had ears for me no longer. There was a something of impatience in the manner of the former whenever I
spoke as if I had only interrupted much pleasanter sounds; and, even Susannah, the meek Susannah, put down her
Coleridge upon a stool, and seemed all attention, only for the imposing stranger.
The effect upon the old man was scarcely less agreeable. Col. Nelson,—so was the stranger called—had come
to see about the purchase of his upper mill-house tract—a body of land containing some four thousand acres, the
sale of which was absolutely necessary to relieve him from certain encumbrances. From the conversation which
he had already had with his visitor, it appeared that the preliminaries would be of easy adjustment, and Squire
Owens was in the best of all possible humor. It was nothing but Col. Nelson,—Col. Nelson. The girls did not
seem to need this influence, though they evidently perceived it; and, in the course of the first half hour after his
introduction, I felt myself rapidly becoming de trop.\fn{Superfluous.} The stranger spoke in passionate bursts,—at
first in low tones,—with halting, hesitating manner, then, as if the idea were fairly grasped, he dilated into a
torrent of utterance, his voice rising with his thought, until he started from his chair and confronted the listener. I
cannot deny that there was a richness in his language, a warmth and color in his thought, which fascinated while it
startled me. It was only when he had fairly ended that one began to ask what had been the provocation to so much
warmth, and whether the thought to which we had listened was legitimately the growth of previous suggestions.
But I was in no mood to listen to the stranger, or to analyze what he said. I found my situation quite too
mortifying—a mortification which was not lessened, when I perceived that neither of the two damsels said a word
against my proposed departure. Had they shown but the slightest solicitude, I might have been reconciled to my
temporary obscuration. But no! They suffered me to rise and declare my purpose, and made no sigh. A cold
courtesy from them, and a stately and polite bow from Col. Nelson, acknowledged my parting salutation, and
Squire Owens attended me to the threshold, and lingered with me till my horse was got in readiness. As I dashed
through the gateway, I could hear the rich voice of Emmeline swelling exultingly with the tones of her piano, and
my fancy presented me with the images of Col. Nelson, hanging over her on one hand, while the meek Susannah
on the other, was casting those oblique glances upon him which had so frequently been addressed to me. “Ah!
Pestilent jades,” I exclaimed in the bitterness of a boyish heart; “this then is the love of woman.”
4
Chewing such bitter cud as this, I had probably ridden a good mile, when suddenly I heard the sound of human
voices, and looking up, discovered three men, mounted, and just in front of me. They had hauled up, and were
seemingly awaiting my approach. A buzzing conversation was going on among them. “That’s he!” said one.
“Sure?” was the question of another. A whistle at my very side caused me to turn my head, and as I did so, my
horse was caught by the bridle, and I received a severe blow from a club above my ears, which brought me down,
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almost unconscious, upon the ground. In an instant, two stout fellows were upon me, and bush in the praiseworthy
toil of roping me, hands and feet, where I lay. Hurt, stung, and utterly confounded by the surprise, I was not
prepared to suffer this indignity with patience. I made manful struggle, and for a moment succeeded in shaking off
both assailants. But another blow, taking effect upon my temples, and dealt with no moderate appliance of
hickory, left me insensible. When I recovered consciousness, I found myself in a cart, my hands tied behind me,
my head bandaged with a red cotton handkerchief, and my breast and arms covered with blood. A stout fellow
rode beside me in a cart, while another drove, and on each side of the vehicle trotted a man, well armed with a
double-barreled gun.
“What does all this mean?” I demanded. “Why am I here? Why this assault? What do you mean to do with
me?”
“Don’t be obstropolous,” said one of the men. “We don’t mean to hurt you; only put you safe. We had to tap
you on the head a little, for your own good.”
“Indeed!” I exclaimed, the feeling of that unhappy tapping upon the head, making me only the sorer at every
moment— “but will you tell me what this is for, and in what respect did my good require that my head should be
broken?”
“It might have been worse for you, where you was onbeknown,” replied the spokesman,— “but we knowd
your situation, and sarved you off easily. Be quiet now, and—“
“What do you mean—what is my situation?”
“Well, I reckon we know. Only you must quiet, or we’ll have to give you the skin.”
And he held aloft a huge wagon whip as he spoke. I had sufficient proof already of the unscrupulousness with
which my companions acted, not to be very chary of giving them farther provocation, and, in silent misgiving, I
turned my head to the opposite side of the vehicle. The first glance in this quarter revealed to me the true history
of my disaster, and furnished an ample solution of the whole mystery. Whom should I behold but the very fellow
whom I had chased into town the day before. The truth was now apparent. I had been captured as the stray
bedlamite from Hamilton jail. It was because of this that I had been “tapped on the head—only for my own
good.” As the conjecture flashed upon me, I could not avoid laughter, particularly as I beheld the still doubtful and
apprehensive visage of the man beside me. My laughter had a very annoying effect upon all parties. It was a more
fearful sign than my anger might have been. The fellow whom I had scared, edged a little farther from the cart,
and the man who had played spokesman, and upon whom the whole business seemed to have devolved, now
shook his whip again—“None of that, my lad,” said he, “or I’ll have to bruise you again. Don’t be obstropolous.”
“You’ve taken me up for a madman, have you?” said I.
“Well, I reckon you ought to know what you are. There’s no disputing it.”
“And this silly fellow has made you believe it?”
“Reckon!”
“You’ve made a great mistake.”
“Don’t think it.”
“But you have: Only take me to C——, and I’ll prove it by General Cocke, himself, or Squire Humphries, or
any body in the town.”
“No! No! My friend,— that cock won’t fight. We ain’t doubting at all, but you’re the right man. You answer all
the descriptions, and Jake Sturgis here, has made his affidavy that you chased him, neck and neck, as mad as any
blind puppy in a dry September, for an hour by sun yesterday. We don’t want no more proof.”
“And where do you mean to carry me?” I enquired, with all the coolness I was master of.
“Well, we’ll put you up in a pen we’ve got a small piece from here; and when the sheriff comes, he’ll take you
back to your old quarters at Hamilton jail, where I reckon they’ll fix you a little tighter than they had you before.
We’ve sent after the sheriff, and his ‘s’pose-you-come-and-take-us,’ and I reckon they’ll be here about sundown.”
5
Here was a “situation” indeed. Burning with indignation, I was yet sufficiently master of myself to see that any
ebullition of rage on my part, would only confirm the impression which they had received of my insanity. I said
little, therefore, and that little was confined to an attempt to explain the chase of yesterday, which Jake Sturgis had
made the subject of such a mischievous “affidavy.” But as I could not do this without laughter, I incurred the
danger of the whip. My laugh was ominous,— Jake edged off once more to the roadside; the man beside me, got
his bludgeon in readiness, and the potent wagon whip of the leader of the party was uplifted in threatening
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significance. Laughter was clearly out of the question, and it naturally ceased on my part, as IK got in sight of the
“pen” in which I was to be kept secure. This structure is one well known to the less civilized regions of the
country. It is a common place of safe-keeping in the absence of jail and proper officers. It is called technically a
“bull pen,” and consists of huge logs, roughly put together, crossing at right angles, forming a hollow square,—
the logs too massy to; be removed, and the structure too high to be climbed, particularly if the prisoner should
happen to be, like myself, fairly tied up hand and foot together. I relucted terribly at being put into this place. I
pleaded urgently, struggled fiercely, and was thrust in neck and heels without remorse; and, in sheer hopelessness
and vexation, I lay with my face prone to the earth, and half buried among the leaves, weeping, I shame to confess
it, the bitter tears of impotence and mortification.
Meantime, the news of my capture went through the country;— not my capture, mark me, but that of the
famous madman, Archy Dargan, who had broke Hamilton jail. This was an event, and visitors began to collect.
My captors, who kept watch on the outside of my den, had their hands full in answering questions. Man, woman
and child, Squire and ploughboy, and, finally, dames and damsels, accumulated around me, and such a throng of
eyes as pierced the crevices of my log dungeon, to see the strange monster by whom they were threatened, now
disarmed of his terrors, were,— to use the language of one of my keepers—“a power to calkilate.” This was not
the smallest part of my annoyance. The logs were sufficiently far apart to suffer me to see and to be seen, and I
crouched closer to my rushes, and buried my face more thoroughly than ever, if possible, to screen my dishonored
visage from their curious scrutiny. This conduct mightily offended some of the visitors.
“I can’t see his face,” said one.
“Stir him with a long pole!”—and I was greatly in danger of being treated as a surly bear, refusing to dance for
his keeper; since one of mine seemed very much disposed to gratify the spectator, and had actually begun
sharpening the end of a ten foot hickory, for the purpose of pricking me into more sociableness. He was prevented
from carrying his generous design into effect by the suggestion of one of his companions. “Better don’t, Bosh; if
ever he should git out agen, he’d put his ear mark upon you.” “Reckon you’re right,” was the only reply of the
other, as he laid his rod out of sight.
Meanwhile, the people came and went, each departing visitor sending others. A couple of hours might have
elapsed leaving me in this humiliating situation, chained to the stake, the beast of a bear garden, with fifty greedy
and still dissatisfied eyes upon me. OF these, fully one fourth were of the tender gender; some pitied me, some
laughed, and all congratulated themselves that I was safely laid by the heels, incapable of further mischief. It was
not the most agreeable part of their remarks, to find that they all universally agreed that I was a most frightful
looking object. Whether they saw my face or not, they all discovered that I glared frightfully upon them, and I
heard one or two of them ask in under tones, “Did you see his teeth—how sharp!” I gnashed them with a
vengeance all the while, you may be sure.
6
The last and worst humiliation was yet to come—that which put me for a long season out of humor with all
human and woman nature. Conscious of an unusual degree of bustle without, I was suddenly startled by sounds of
a voice that had been once pleasingly familiar. It was that of a female, a clear, soft, transparent sound, which, till
this moment, had never been associated in my thoughts with any thing but the most perfect of all mortal melodies.
It was now jangled harsh, like “sweet bells out of tune.” The voice was that of Emmeline. “Good heavens!” I
exclaimed to myself—“Can she be here?” In another instant, I heard that of Susannah—the meek Susannah,—
she too was among the curious to examine the features of the bedlamite, Archy Dargan.” “Dear me,” said
Emmeline, “is he in that place?”
“What a horrid place.” said Susannah.
“It’s the very place for such a horrid creature,” responded Emmeline.
“Can’t he get out, papa?” said Susannah. “Isn’t a mad person very strong?”
“Oh! Don’t frighten a body, Susannah, before we have had a peep,” cried Emmeline; “I declare I’m afraid to
look—do, Col. Nelson, peep first and see if there’s no danger.” And there was the confounded Col. Nelson
addressing his eyes to my person, and assuring his fair companions, my Emmeline my Susannah, that there was
no sort of danger,— that I was evidently in one of my fits of apathy.
“The paroxysm is off for the moment, ladies,— and even if he were violent, it is impossible that he should
break through the pen. He seems quite harmless—you may look with safety.”
“Yes, he’s mighty quiet now, Miss,”—said one of my keepers encouragingly, “but it’s all owing to a close sight
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of my whip. He was a-guine to be obstropoolous more than once, when I shook it over him—he’s usen to it, I
reckon. You can always tell when the roaring fit is coming on—for he breaks out in such a dreadful sort of
laughing.”
“Ha! Ha!—he laughs does he—Ha! Ha!” such was the somewhat wild interruption offered by Col. Nelson
himself. If my laugh produced such an effect upon my keeper, his had a very disquieting effect upon me. But, the
instinctive conviction that Emmeline and Susannah were now gazing upon me, prompted me with a sort of
fascination to lift my head and look for them. I saw their eyes quite distinctly. Bright treacheries! I could
distinguish between them—and there were those of Col. Nelson beside them—the three persons evidently in close
propinquity.
“What a dreadful looking creature!” said Susannah.
“Dreadful!” said Emmeline, “I see nothing so dreadful in him. He seems tame enough. I’m sure, if that’s
madman, I don’t see why people should be afraid of them.”
“Poor man, how bloody he is!” said Susannah.
“We had to tap him, Miss, a leetle upon the head, to bring him quiet. He’s tame and innocent now, but you
should see him when he’s going to break out. Only just hear him when he laughs.”
I could not resist the temptation. The last remark of my keeper fell on my ears like a suggestion, and suddenly
shooting up my head, and glaring fiercely at the spectators, I gave them a yell of laughter as terrible as I could
make it.
“Ah!” was the shriek of Susannah, as she dashed back from the logs. Before the sounds had well ceased, they
were echoed from without, and in more fearful and natural style from the practiced lungs of Col. Nelson. His yells
following mine, were enough to startle even me.
“What!” he cried, thrusting his fingers through the crevice, “you would come out, would you,— you would try
your strength with mine. Let him out,— let him out! I am ready for him, breast to breast, man against man, tooth
and nail, forever and forever. You can laugh too, but—Ha! Ha! Ha!—What do you say to that? Shut up, shut up,
and be ashamed of yourself. Ha! Ha! Ha!”
There was a sensation without. I could see that Emmeline recoiled from the side of her companion. He had
thrown himself into an attitude, had grappled the logs of my dungeon, and exhibited a degree of strange emotion,
which, to say the least, took everybody by surprise. My chief custodian was the first to speak.
“Don’t be scared, Mr.—There’s no danger—he can’t get out.”
“But I say let him out—let him out. Look at him, ladies—look at him. You shall see what a madman is—you
shall see how I can manage him. Hark ye, fellow,— out with him at once. Give me your whip—I know all about
his treatment. You shall see me work him. I’ll manage him,— I’ll fight with him, and laugh with him too—how
me shall laugh—Ha! Ha! Ha!”
His horrible laughter—for it was horrible—was cut short by an unexpected incident. He was knocked down as
suddenly as I had been, with a blow from behind, to the astonishment of all around. The assailant was the sheriff
of Hamilton jail, who had just arrived and detected the fugitive, Archy Dargan—the most cunning of all
bedlamites, as he afterwards assured me—in the person of the handsome Col. Nelson.
“I knew the scamp by his laugh—I heard it half a mile,” said the sheriff, as he planted himself upon the bosom
of the prostrate man, and proceeded to leash him in proper order. Here was a concatenation accordingly.
“Who hev’ I got in the pen?” was the sapient inquiry of my captor—the fellow whose whip had been so potent
over my imagination.
“Who? Have you any body there?” demanded the sheriff.
“I reckon!—We cocht a chap that Jake made affidavy was the madman.”
“Let him out then, and beg the man’s pardon. I’ll answer for Archy Dargan.”
My appeaerance before the astonished damsels was gratifying to neither of us. I was covered with mud and
blood,— and they with confusion.
“Oh! Mr. ——, how could we think it was you, such a fright as they’ve made you.”
Such was Miss Emmeline’s speech after her recovery. Susannah’s was quite as characteristic.
“I am so very sorry, Mr. ——,”
“Spare you regrets, ladies,” I muttered ungraciously as I leapt on my horse. “I wish you a very pleasant
morning.”
“Ha! Ha! Ha!” yelled the bedlamite, writing and bounding in his leash— “a very pleasant morning.”
The damsels took to their heels, and went off in one direction quite as fast as I did in the other. Since that day,
dear reader, I have n ever suffered myself to scare a fool, or to fall in love with a pair of twins; and if ever I marry,
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take my word for it, the happy woman shall neither be a Susannah, nor an Emmeline.
132.1 Excerpt from Bright Skin\fn{by Julia Mood Peterkin (1880-1961)} On a plantation nr. Flat Rock, Laurens
County, South Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 11
Blue was roused from sound sleep before dawn that morning. His father’s voice called him, his father’s hand
shook his shoulder.
“Blue, wake up, son, an’ put on you clothes. Me an’ you is gwine\fn{ Gwine means going.} off. Dis house ain’ no
decent place for we to stay in. I’m gwine to take you to you Gramma’s to live, so get up and let’s go.”
Blue opened his eyes and looked around him trying to take in what his father meant. Day was not yet clean.
The only light in the room where he and his small brothers slept shone through the open door, from the fireplace
in his mother’s room. Although it was early, a bright fire of pine knots blazed and popped live coals on to the
floor.
Something was wrong. Blue’s mother sat on a low chair at one side of the hearth. Her head bent down until her
face rested in her hands. His father called him again,
“Make haste, Blue. We got a long journey. I want to catch dig fallin’ tide to help me paddle de boat down de
river.”
Blue hopped up, but instead of dressing he ran to his mother and whispered:
“Is you gwine too?” She shook her head without raising it at all. Then she lifted her apron and wiped the water
out of her eyes.
“Whe’ is me an’ Pa gwine?”
She burst into a storm of weeping.
Blue put his arms around her, begged her not to cry, patted her cheeks, her bowed head, tried his best to soothe
her as he often soothed his baby sister when she was hurt. It did no good. His mother cried on and on.
Blue wondered what had happened. He had seen his father vexed many a time but now he was worse than
vexed. He stood by the mantel-shelf leaning a shoulder against it. His bloodshot eyes stared at the fire, lifted and
stared at the mother. Strangest of all, he had on his Sunday clothes. .
“Cryin don’ change nothin,” he muttered. “Whit you done, you done. You better thank God I ain’ done worse
than beat you. If I killed you I’d be inside my rights. I just ain’ got de heart to do it. I’m takin Blue to my Mammy.
You can have dem other chillen. Put on your coat, Blue. Get you hat. We got to hurry to catch de tide.”
Blue loved his mother. How could he leave her like this?
“What must I do, Ma?” he asked her, hoping wildly she would say to stay with her. He threw both arms around
her and held her close. His breath almost cut off when she whispered:
“Go on wid ’em, Blue. You Gramma can do more for you dan I can. My brother Wes will be good to you, too.”
His throat ached, his heart was ready to burst. He pressed his face against her wet cheek and sobbed.
“I’ll be back soon Ma—”
“I won’ be here,” she whispered back. “I’m gwine off my own self. Act nice as you can, son; make friends wid
you Gramma an’ you Uncle Wes.”
“Come on, Blue,” his father’s voice called, and Blue took up his hat. His mother gave him a cloth-tied bundle,
and he started down the path to the river where the boat stayed chained to a log. His heart leaped up when his
mother called him back. She had a hoe in her hand and was going to the chimney corner. She dug down in the
earth until the hoe struck the tin can that held her buried money. She took out a few coins and tied them in the
corner of a pocket handkerchief.
“Blue, son, I got a 1il niece yonder whe’ you gwine. E\fn{ E is used for he, she, it, they.} is a motherless an’ a bright
skin. His\fn{His is often used for her.} Mammy was my sister what died.”
His father called, and Blue could not wait to hear more. He hurried away without finding out what a bright skin
was. He crawled into the narrow dugout and put the clean sugar sack holding his clothes under the seat beside the
quart bottle of drinking water and the greasy paper package of bread and meat.
The early morning was gray, chilly. Willows on the river bank made dull greenish clouds, the black water
breathed up fog. The paddle in his father’s hands dipped on one side of the boat, then on the other. Not a word
was spoken. Blue wanted to ask questions and dared not for fear the answers would be troubling. Small birds
flitted about, twittering over their plans for the day. Now and then a wild duck flapped up. Two cranes, one blue,
one white, stood knee-deep in water, making harsh croaks with their long, greedy fishing bills. Clouds of hungry
mosquitoes followed the boat. Blue crushed them on his cheeks, his neck, his forehead. His skin stung, his heart
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was heavy, his eyes sleepy.
“Mind how you nod, son,” his father warned. “If you fallout de boat dat ’gator would swallow you down befo
you hit de water.”
“Whe’ de ’gator is!”
Blue pulled himself up and looked all around. Cooters sat on logs waiting for the sun to rise, and three dark
ugly bumps showed in the water ahead. They were the alligator’s eyes and nose. He shivered miserably and wiped
tears out of his sleepy eyes.
“Fix you bundle of clothes for a pillow, son. Ease you’self down on de floor an’ go to sleep.”
The paddle halted its dipping while his father spread a coat over him to keep off some of the chill. Blue
covered up his head for the alligator was ugly and fearsome, the mosquitoes greedy. Sleep was good.
When he woke the whole world had changed. A bright noon sun shone overhead and the warm fresh air was
full of spring. The river had doubled in width and changed from clear black to yellow brown. Small scrawny trees,
green with tender buds, marked its banks in the midst of wide wet spaces filled with marsh grass. Flocks of wood
ducks whistled by, their bright colors marked by the glare. A spotted green snake with his head held high swam
slowly along with proudful curves. When he reached midstream he halted fearlessly, looked at the boat, then
glided on. A kingfisher dived with a splash and rose with a fish in his claws. As he shook water from his feathers,
a bald eagle’s wings sliced through the sky’s hard blue. The fish dropped but the bald eagle caught it and sailed
away.
“Whe’ we is, Pa?” Blue asked.
“Is you wake, son? You had a good long sleep. We ain’ got so far to go now. See dem big oaks over yonder
next to de hill? Dat’s whe’ I was born and raised. It’s God’s own country, son.”
The drinking water in the bottle was warm, the bread cold, but Blue swallowed them greedily for his mouth
was dry and his sides empty. His legs were stiff and numb, one foot was asleep. He thought sadly of a song his
mother sometimes sang,
“Po’ boy, long ways from home …”
The river was vexed and yellow waves beaten up by a stiff wind reared sunny edges above shadowy troughs.
Water slapped the boat-side, and spray flew up as the bow cut through the ridges head on. Blue sighed with relief
when at last the boat turned aside into a quiet creek.
“Blue.”
The paddles slackened, the boat drifted slowly with the current.
“Yes-suh.”
“I got to talk some close talk wid you, son. You must listen good.”
Blue pricked up his ears to hear, for the marshes were noisy with water birds’ chatter and squawking.
His father said Blue’s Grampa and Gramma were fine folks. His Gramma was named Fancy, his Grampa
Alfred. People called them Cun\fn{ Cousin.} Fred and Aun Fan for short. Aun Fan was a midwife, and caught
chillen when they came in the world. Cun Fred was foreman of the finest plantation on this whole neck of land.
These old marshes used to be rice-fields that made the best rice ever was. The best sea-island cotton still grew on
the high lands.
“Do the plantation belong to my Grampa?”
His father gave a short laugh.
“Great God, no.”
He explained that black people never owned land. White people always owned it, black people just lived on it.
The white people who used to own this plantation were proudful and vast-rich but one by one they died. The man
who owned it now had gone to live in a far country. Everybody was glad when he left for he was sinful. He
counted black people no more than the mules that plowed his fields. Thank God he was gone.
The plantation came slowly nearer and nearer, his father talked faster and more earnestly. Blue must remember
to be mannersable, to mind what he was told. He must not tell lies or take what was not his. He was ten years old,
big enough to look after himself and be useful to Aun Fan and Cun Fred.
Sunshine blazed through willows and evergreen shrubs, dappled the water rushes with yellow spots of light.
Willow bugs swam in quick circles and scattered hurriedly when a fish splashed up among them.
“Great God, Pa, looka dat fish!” Blue cried.
“Quit lookin at fish an’ listen to me, Blue.” His voice was mournful as he went on:
“I ain’ gwine be wid you much longer. You Uncle Wes is you Ma’s brother, but e is a fine man. E ain’ to blame
for how his sisters act. You Ma’s sister acted bad too, only worser. It makes me have shame when I think on how
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dem two women done. You got dat same heathen blood, son. You got to be careful or it’ll git you in trouble, too.”
His father gave him a sorrowful look.
“What’s a bright skin, Pa?”
“Whe’ you hear bout bright skin, Blue?”
“Ma said I got a bright-skin kinnery.”
“A bright skin is a bad thing, son. You Mammy's sister birthed one an’ died.”
“Is e a white trash?”
“No, son. E ain’ white trash. E ain’ white, neither black. A bright skin is yellow as die river water.”
Bruised water weeds smelled bitter as the boat brushed through them. A bull alligator groaned and sobbed in
the distance, and Blue thought of his brothers and sisters. Sometimes for fun his father called them alligator bait.
Now they were far away and he was in this stranger country.
Small, thin-legged waders with long keen bills folded their brown wings and settled to catch minnows where
water flowed smoothly between level marshes. Closer and closer the moss-draped trees came, taller and taller
they towered. Blue thought they must be the biggest trees in the world. The boat bow slid up on the bank near
their back twisted roots, the paddle was dropped. Blue’s father gave along stretch and sighed. .
“We’s here, son. We made good time, too. Get you bundle an’ get out.”
As Blue stepped on the warm damp earth his heart trembled. What lay behind those trees” Who lived beyond
them”
“Pa,” he quavered, “when is we gwine back home?”
“We ain’ never gwine back, son. Not never whilst we live. But don’ fret bout dat. Dis is God’s country. You
have luck to get here. We done left trouble behind, thank God.”
*
A path led up the shallow bank, ran alongside the edge through tender spring grass. Blue soon saw a low
whitewashed house squatting under great moss-hung oaks. Smoke curled sleepily out of its low rock chimney but
the door and windows were closed. On the narrow front porch an old man sat in a big armchair, sound asleep. His
white whiskered chin rested comfortably on his breast. His outstretched legs were crossed, his arms folded. Hoop
earrings shone in his ears, but his feet were bare and no sign of a hat covered the white wool on his head. Hens
dusting themselves in a pile of ashes ceased fluttering to stare when Blue’s father whispered:
“Yonder is Big Pa, son. E’s you Mammy’s Grampa, but e’s de nicest old man ever was.”
Tiptoeing behind the chair, Blue’s father laid both hands over the old man’s closed eyelids.
“Eh, eh,” Big Pa roused quickly. “Who dat?”
Blue’s father made no answer nor move. Big Pa grunted.
“You ain’ no chillen. You hard hands says you’s a workin man. But seems like I smell boy-chillen.”
The white hairs in his broad nostrils quivered as he sniffed the air.
“Guess who I is, Big Pa.”
“I can’ tell to save life, but you better get back to plowin. You ain’ got no business playin chillen games when
grass is in de cotton.”
Blue’s father lifted his hands and Big Pa’s eyes blinked at Blue; his loose old lips spread in a smile that showed
a solid row of sharp-pointed teeth.
“Now who is dis new somebody?”
His knotted fingers shook as they took Blue by the arm and drew him closer.
“Who is die nice lil boy-child?” he asked gently. His face was lined, his voice cracked, but kindness shone in
his dim old eyes and warmed every word his trembly lips spoke.
“I know every boy-child round here but I never seen you befo. Tell Big Pa you name.”
Puzzlement drew his fuzzy white brows together. .
“I name’ Blue, suh.” Blue pulled his foot and made a mannersable bow.
“Blue? Great God, what Blue is dis?” Blue’s father stepped forward and Big Pa stared at him in bewilderment.
“What might be you name, suh?” he asked stiffly.
“Is you forgot me, Big Pat? Now you hurt me to my heart.”
With a joyful cry Big Pa dropped Blue’s hand.
“Jim-Jim—whe’ you come from, son?” His old hands reached for the strong ones which grasped and held them
fast.
“I’m past by glad to see you, Jim. I never thought to see you no more in dis world.”
“Why, Big Pa, you look young as a boy.”
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“I might look young, but I feel like old people, Jim.”
“Why, you back is straight as a shingle, suh.”
The old man wiped his wet eyes and sighed. He said his time was mighty nigh out, but he was ready to go
whenever the Master saw fit to call him home.
“E ain’ gwine call you no time soon. Not spry as you is. De plantation wouldn’ seem right widout you. Who
would fix de charms an’ cunjures if you was gone?”
“Hester can make ’em now. I learnt ’em how. Big trees is due to give room for de saplin’s, Jim. Plenty o’
young people is here to take de old ones’ places.”
“No, Big Pa. De big trees must shelter de saplin’s. I fetched dis lil saplin today for his kinnery to shelter. Whe’s
Aun Fan?”
“Fancy’s washin clothes at de spring. I come to fetch him a charm to help his short wind, an’ I must be went to
sleep.” He glanced at the long shadows.
“De sun is droppin. Fancy’ll be here soon. Get a chair out de house an’ set down, Jim. Tell me de news bout
you ’self. How’s you lady?”
“I better go fetch Aun Fan, den we can all set down an’ talk together.”
Big Pa chuckled.
“You made a joke on me, Jim. Let’s make a lil joke on Fancy. Let dis boy go—tell Fancy a gentleman what
looks like a preacher is here. Dat’ll fetch ’em a-runnin. Fancy ever was pure raven ’bout preachers.”
His father was all for it, but Blue hung back. He was shy before strangers and he had never seen his
grandmother. His father joined Big Pa in urging him to go. He could not get lost. He need only give that short
message and hurry back.
“Make haste an’ you'll catch up wid Cricket. E will show you de way. Cricket ain’ so long gone.”
“Who’s Cricket?”
“Dat’s de little bright-skin gal, Jim.”
“You mean dat lil motberless?”
Big Pa nodded yes and smiled.
“Cricket’s you kinnery, Blue. You an’ Cticket is two sisters’ chillen. Cricket’s de sweetest 1i1 gal ever was.
Take de path, son, an’ you’ll see ’em if you make haste.”
Blue’s heart was divided. He was curious to see Cricket yet he dreaded to meet a stranger. He walked slowly
past myrtle thickets, dogwood trees, banks of jasmine in full bloom. Where the path made a sharp elbow around a
steep shelving bank he heard somebody singing. Looking below he saw a little girl on her knees picking white
violets beside a clear stream. He stared down at her in amazement. All the women and girls he knew were black
and had short kinky hair carefully wrapped into tight cords with ball thread. This child’s skin was the color of a
ripe gourd and her hair hung in a tousled black mass clear to her shoulders.
She must have felt his gaze for she turned her head and looked up at him with big startled eyes. Instead of
saying “Good evenin,” as he knew quite well how to do, he stood tongue-tied, awkward, rooted to the ground.
“Who is you?” she asked sharply.
When Blue made no answer, dimples twinkled in her cheeks and her teeth shone white as rice grains.
“Is you deef or is you dumb?” Laughter sparkled in her soft black eyes.
“Dis is me, Blue,” he answered huskily, for blood beat hard in his throat.
“Whe’ did you come from?” One narrow black eyebrow quirked up.
“I come from home.”
Leaves stirred and sighed as a breath of air fell from the sky and fluttered her strange long hair. One small hand
full of violets pushed a black lock off her forehead.
“Is you lost?” A mischievous smile played over her mouth.
“I don’ know. I’m tryin to find my Gramma.”
He did his best to talk stout but a dry mouth made his words stumble.
“You Gramma? Who you Gramma is?”
“His name is Aun Fan.”
Blue felt shamed by his stammering, but her face brightened with sudden interest.
“You don’ mean Gun Alfred’s lady!”
She stood up to examine him better. When Blue nodded yes, her whole expression changed.
“Cun Alfred is us foreman,” she said solemnly, as if she spoke of God himself.
This made Blue feel better, somehow. She had been making sport of him but now her eyes measured him
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quietly and gave him a friendly smile.
“Whe’ does you live?”
“I live in a far country, way up de river.” She must have sensed the homesickness that flooded his heart for she
said gently:
“Wait a minute, an’ I’ll take you to Aun Fan. E is at de spring washin clothes.”
She gathered up her violets and climbed the steep bank like a squirrel, catching to bushes to help pull herself
up. They walked in silence along the narrow path. The dropping sun flamed through the trees and bound leaves
and branches together with glowing light. It shone on her bright skin and tousled hair, marked her features clearly.
Her nose was too high and narrow, her full-lipped mouth too wide, and a tinge of red blood showed in her yellow
cheeks.
Once Blue’s hand brushed against her bunch of violets and for some reason he got all a-tremble. He dropped
behind, but she went on without noticing. She was a thin little thing. Her fingers, curled around her bunch of
violets, were small as a baby’s. Blue had never seen anybody like her before. In spite of her queer looks she held
her little head high and walked like a proudful somebody. Suddenly she turned and pointed through an opening in
the trees.
“See dat fat lady wid de blue dress on? Dat’s Aun Fan.”
Blue saw many women, full clotheslines, garments spread on the grass to dry. His heart thumped, his throat
quivered. He could not bear to face that crowd.
“Please—you go tell em for me.”
“Tell em what?” Her dimples twinkled again.
“Please go tell em my Daddy is come.”
“Who’s you Daddy!”
“E’s name Jim.”
“How come you is so shamefaced?”
Blue dropped his eyes before her gaze.
“I dunno,” he murmured, and he spoke the truth for he had never felt like this before.
“I had aimed to go on home, but I reckon I’ll go tell Ann Fan for you. Good-by,” she laughed over her shoulder
as she sped away.
“Good-by.”
Blue answered with a breath of relief and turned back to Aun Fan’s house. His heart was unsteady and
confused thoughts whirled around in his head. How could this bright-skin child be his cousin, his own blood-kin
cousin?
*
He found his father and Big Pa sitting side by side, talking close talk. They both looked so down-in-the-heart
that Blue knew they talked about his mother.
“Did you find Aun Fan, Blue?” his father asked sternly.
“Yes-suh.”
“How come you didn’ wait an’ walk back wid ’em?”
“E said e would be here toreckly,” Blue lied and then sighed with relief, for he heard her voice hurrying ahead,
calling on God and Jesus just like somebody was dead. Blue’s father ran to meet her and they held to each other,
laughing and crying. Her eyes caught sight of Blue and she stopped short in her tracks.
“Who dat lil boy-child is?” she asked.
“Dat is you granboy, Aun Fan. Make you manners, Blue.”
Blue pulled his foot and bowed low. She burst into a funny clucking laugh and ran to gather him into her short
fat arms.
“You ain’ got a meat on you bones, but you sho is got nice manners.”
She held him close to the solid bosom that filled the whole front of her dress, and pressed her fat wet cheek
against his face.
“Dis boy ain’ had enough to eat, Jim.” She held Blue off for her keen little eyes to examine him better.
“Blue eats much as a man, Aun Fan.”
“I hope e ain’ no runt.”
Narrow lines came in her forehead. She took one of Blue’s hands, looked at the palm, turned it over and
sighed.
“My people ain’ got small hands like dis, Jim. De boy favors his Ma’s people. De same big solemn eyes, de
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same tar-black skin. Is e got blue gums? Open you mouth, son. Lemme see.”
Her strong finger lifted Blue’s lip.
“Same like indigo. Big Pa’s breed all has em. Dey bite is pizen as a rattlesnake.”
“Blue’s got you nose, Aun Fan, an’ you mouth, too.”
“I believe e has,” she agreed with a pleased laugh.
Blue felt his nose to see if it could be flat and broad like hers and wondered if such wide thick lips could get on
his face.
“Big Pa, how you like de looks of you greatgran?” she called.
The old man’s pointed teeth flashed against the sun.
“E stands like a nice lil boy, to me. How you like em, Fancy?”
“I wish e wasn’ so small an’ dry.”
Big Pa smiled good-naturedly.
“I’ll fix a charm to make de boy grow, Fancy. E will fatten like a pig in a pen.”
“For God’s sake don’ miss an’ give em de grow-fast, Big Pa. Grow-fast is a dangerous ailment,” Ann Fan
warned. “You mixtures work backwards sometimes. You give Jule dat tea to stop em from breedin’ so fast an’ Jule
had twins befo de year was out.”
Aun Fan told how Big Pa gave a boy named Man Jay a charm to make him grow. Man Jay took the grow-fast.
His bones got so long the meat on them shrunk. Man Jay had never acted right since.
“I never seen Man Jay act wrong, Fancy,” Big Pa objected, but she said Man Jay was too bold, too impudent,
to be a common field-hand boy.
“Man Jay is got sense, Fancy. Man Jay knows e is good as de best.”
“Man Jay is a bastard woods-colt.”
“Shut you mouth, Fancy. God made Man Jay same like e made you.”
Aun Fan gave a scornful laugh.
“God! You know good as me, Satan made Man Jay, same like Satan made Cricket.”
Big Pa gave her a hard look but made no answer.
*
A gay kerchief tied up Aun Fan’s head but two bits of sooty black wool stuck out above her small ears. Her fat
body bulged above and below apron strings tied around her middle, but her thick hands were quick and for all her
weight she was as light on her feet as a girl.
“Who does you other chillen favor, Jim?” She took her cane stem pipe from behind her ear and filled it with
tobacco from her apron pocket.
“God knows.”
“Is dey boys or gals?”
“Dey is all-two, Aun Fan, but dey can go to Hell wid dey Mammy for all I care bout ’em.”
Big Pa straightened up.
“A man ain’ to cuss his lawful lady, Jim.”
“I got to cuss ’em, Big Pa, when I think on how e fooled me. I give dat ’oman every God’s cent I made. De
whole time e been throwin sand in my eyes.”
“Don’t talk so rash, Jim.”
“I ain’ talkin rash. I give ’em a good knookin befo I left em. I ought to had killed em. I woulda killed de man if
I coulda caught im.”
“Who de man was?” Aun Fan whispered.
“Don’ make me talk bout dat slue-foot devil. Just to think on ’em makes me have sin. I’m leavin de country,
Aun Fan. Dat’s how come I fetched Blue to you.”
Tears sprang into Aun Fan’s eyes and she covered her face with her apron.
“Who will, cook and wash for you when you get in dem far-off places?” she sobbed.
Big Pa got up and patted her shoulder.
“Don’ fret, Fancy. Jim’ll have wife again. Plenty o’ gals is left to choose from.”
“No more wife for me, Big Pa. I done lost my taste for womens.”
“You ought to had let me pick you wife first time,” Ann Fan sobbed. “I woulda got you a gal you could rule.”
“All womens is a case, Fancy,” Big Pa said gently. “Mens ain’ to expect too much of ’em.”
Aun Fan’s head thrust forward, her voice rose with anger.
“You ain’ got no cause to down-talk womens because all you breed goes wrong. Jim’s wife ain’ de first
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shameless one. Cricket’s Mammy done a heap worse. In de face of de whole plantation.”
Big Pa’s folded hands quietly settled themselves in his lap, his lips closed tight together.
“What color is you other chillen, Jim!”
Aun Fan smiled.
“Dey ain’ my own, Aun Fan. I examined ’em all befo I left home. Blue is de only one favors me.
“What color dem chillen is, Jim? she persisted.
“Dey black as de back of de chimney.”
She drew such a deep breath the step squeaked under her weight.
“Thank God, Jim, you wife stuck to his race. Dat’s better’n his brazen sister done.”
“Don’ down-talk de dead, Fancy,” Big Pa chided.
“I ain’ down-talkin nobody. Right is right. Color is color. I would hang my head wid shame if one of Jim’s
chillen had bright skin.”
Big Pa stirred in his chair.
“Bright skin or not, Cricket’s de smartest, prettiest lil gal on dis whole plantation.”
Aun Fan groaned.
“Big Pa thinks Cricket is made out of gold. Wes spiles de gal until e is rotten. Cricket don’ do a hand’s turn.
Wes won’ even let em hoe cotton.”
“How old Cricket is?” Blue’s father asked. Aun Fan reflected.
“Let me think. Cricket was born de week of de big April storm seven or either eight years ago. Lord, I’ll never
forget how rain filled up his Mammy’s grave fast as de mens bailed it out. Dat was one pitiful buryin in die world.
Not a preacher to pray, not a soul to ask God to have mercy. Just de rain beatin down on e box.”
“De gal’s Daddy was a preacher. How come e didn’ pray?”\
Aun Fan sighed, her round body rocked from side to side.
“When e found out what de gal done, e lost his religion, Jim. E tried to kill somebody.” She gave a warning
wink.
"Just to look at Cricket makes my eyes feel rich,” Big Pa said gently. “Cricket ain’ to blame for what
somebody else done.”
“Some of dese days you’ll see what’s in Cricket’s blood. Dat gal don’ come from mild people.”
“Why, Fancy, Cricket is mild as any new-born lamb. E is a smart gal, too. E helped to hoe my cotton an’ e
jerked his hoe good as a grown somebody.”
“It ain’ no use to lie, Big Pa. Cricket don’ know a God’s thing ’bout field work,” Aun Fan disagreed.
“Cricket ain’ due to do field work. You must be forgot Cricket is a high-bredded gal.”
Blue listened eagerly, for he knew Cricket was the child he had seen. Aun Fan saw his interest and said:
“It ain’ good to talk de talk befo chillen.”
“You de one talkin, Fancy. It ain’ me.” Pa stood up and took Blue by the hand.
“Son, you Ma is my gran, same like Cricket’s Mammy wag. I think a lot of my kinnery, no matter if dey is
right or wrong. .You is small and dry, for-true, but blood is what counts in dis world, not looks.” A pleased smile
tangled the wrinkles around his eyes as he added: .
“My smallest game rooster whips all dem big dung hills in de Quarters. I’ll give you a clutch o’ game eggs for
seed. Fancy can set em tinder one o’ his hens.”
“I’ll make sweeten bread wid ’em. I ain’ gwine raise dis boy to have sin, Big Pa.”
Big Pa smiled and patted her shoulder.
“I wish to God I had a piece o’ sweeten bread right now. Jesus couldn’ cook no better’n you, gal.”
Her face softened and she led the way into the house. Opposite the door was a wide rock chimney whose
opening stood above Blue’s head. The pot rack fastened to its sooty back held iron pots over a charred back log as
long as a man. Empty! Skillets, gridirons, trivets filled the hearth, but dead coals covered the lid of an iron oven
sitting on a pile of ashes.
Blue’s father looked at a white-faced box on the mantel-shelf.
“How-come you got a clock?”
“We had so much cloudy days de sun couldn’ tell time. Afred went all de way to town for dat clock. It’s got
sense, too. De man what sold em told Alfred every time e speaks somebody dies.”
An ember snapped, sparks shot out. Click- clock, click-clock, the box spoke slowly, steadily.
“I wouldn’ have ’em in my house,” Big Pa grumbled. “People dies too fast like it is.”
Click-clock, click-clock. The box did not halt at all. Aun Fan brushed dead coals off the iron oven and lifted out
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a big, brown sweeten bread. Blue's mouth leaked when she broke off a hunk and handed it to him.
“Go see de creeters in de barnyard, son. We got pigs, calves, pigeons, lambs.”
Blue held fast to his father’s breeches.
“You must mind Aun Fan, Blue. Go look at de barnyard.”
Blue’s eyes swam in tears but he walked humbly away, munching his bread.
Between the house and a high whitewashed fence a white cow with long crumpled horns lay chewing her cud.
The bell on her neck gave a dangerous clang and Blue made haste to climb the fence. Inside the barnyard, a
spotted white calf looked at him and bleated hungrily. Bright-eyed pigeons strutted over the roof of a small house
on tall legs, puffed out their breasts and cooed, “Looka de coon, looka de coon.” A crow flew across the sky and
they all rose quickly, circled around him, their wings rustling and glistening in the sunshine. A huge, black boar
hog with long tusks wallowed in a mud-hole made by water pouring steadily from a long iron trough, but he faced
the open barn door where a rat gnawed greedily on a pile of corn in the shuck. In a long stable fat pigs rooted in
straw and dug\fn{The text has: dung.} close to the heels of a sleek sorrel mare. A horse’s neigh rang out and the mare
pricked up her ears, whinnied and trotted toward the fence where an elderly black man held a fiery bay stallion by
a halter. The brute’s voice redoubled its strength and his hoofs stamped the ground with short patience, but the
man held him back and shouted to somebody Blue could not see.
“Don’ come here now, Cricket. Dis ain’ no place for you. Plat-eyes’ll catch you, an’ de boar hog’ll eat you. Go
on home, honey.”
The stallion’s nostrils flared red, his neck arched, his smooth hoofs shone, as he reared and leaped until the
gate opened and let him inside.
Blue climbed up on the fence to watch in safety, but the boar hog got up and slouched lazily toward him. The
fence was high but the ugly beast was big as a barrel. His rough black hide was smeared with mud and his tusks
were mean and yellow.
As Blue hopped down he caught a glimpse of a vanishing pink frock. He knew it was Cricket. He wished he
dared call or whistle to her, but before he could make up his mind, she was gone.
*
A stranger-man was in the yard with Aun Fan and Big Pa, but Blue’s father was nowhere in sight.
“Whe’ is Pa?” Blue tried to hold back his tears, for Aun Fan’s eyes were keen as two knives.
“You Pa’s gone an’ left you,” she said flatly. His breath tore through his gullet in a scream, and she clapped a
thick hand over his mouth..
“Hush you racket!” she ordered. “Is you gwine holler again if I let you catch air?”
Blue shook his head and the hand fell away, let him breathe. Tears blurred his sight but a man’s voice beside
him asked kindly, “How you do, son!” and a warm hand took his and held it.
“You can’ blame de boy for cryin, Fancy,” the voice went on. “I’m you Cun Fred, son, I’m gwine be you Pa
from now on.”
A short black mustache half hid his big mouth, and his words jerked like his tongue did not fit. The wad of
tobacco lodged in his cheek may have been to blame for it kept him busy spitting.
“I’m glad to see you, Blue,” he stammered. “No longer ’n today I was wishin I had a boy-child to wait on me.”
“Do hush, Alfred,” Aun Fan growled. “You keep everybody waitin on you from mornin till night.”
Cun Fred spat.
“You would work me to death if I stayed round home. I have to go to de field to rest.”
“Whe’ is Pa?” Blue quavered above the choking in his throat. Cun Fred put a hand on his shoulder.
“Son, you Pa’s gone. E thought best to leave you wid me.”
Blue burst out crying. Nothing Aun Fan or Cun Fred said made any difference.
“Let me talk wid em, Alfred.” Big Pa knelt down and two long bony arms held Blue close against a warm
breast.
“I know how you feel. I wasn’ much bigger’n you when I come to live mongst strangers.” He pulled out a big
red pocket handkerchief and blew his nose with a loud snort.
“Cryin don’ do no good, son. I tried it plenty o’ times. You got to face trouble brave as you can.”
Spent and sad, Blue leaned against Big Pa’s breast, until Cun Fred said,
“Come on, let’s go in de house, Big Pa. De dew is fallin an’ you ain’ got on no hat.”
Big Pa sat in a big chair on the piazza and took Blue in his lap.
“You is too big to set in Big Pa’s lap, Blue,” Cun Fred objected, but Big Pa held fast to him.
“My old legs enjoys de boy’s weight, Alfred. It makes my mind go back to long time ago. My own lil boy268

child used to set like dis in my lap after his Mammy died. Me an’ him would cry together. E was named Blue, too,
same like dis lil boy. God knows whe’ he is today.”
“Lord, how time do fly.” Cun Fred sighed. “Just de other day I was a boy myself.”
“Book-readin ruined my Blue.” Big Pa shook his bent sadly from side to side.
“Blue used to be a fine preacher, Big Pa.”
“Book-readin put wrong notions in his head, Alfred. Book-readin is bad for black people.”
“Wes’ll jump Juba when e sees dis boy,” Cun Fred spoke up cheerfully.
“Wes’ll hang his head wid shame when e hears how Blue’s Mammy acted,” Aun Fan called above a clatter of
pots and pans.
“Wes don’ hang his head bout nothin. Not proudful as Wes is.”
Cun Fred spat far into the yard. Aun Fan came to the door, her hands covered with dough.
“If Missie wasn’ a Christian e woulda left Wes long time ago.”
“Left ’em for what?”
“My God, Alfred, for de way wee acted wid Bina.”
“Dat’s crazy talk. Bina had a fine boy-child for Wes. It’s more’n Missie ever done. Exceptin for Bina, Wes
wouldn’ have a seed to his name.”
“Missie ain’ to blame. E tried every charm, every root Big Pa had to make ’em breed.”
“Missie is too stingy to breed.”
Cun Fred laughed.
“Missie has to be stingy, bad as Wes gambles,” Aun Fan came back, but Cun Fred declared that Wes had a right
to play skin if it pleasured him. Wes made fine crops; he hauled logs for the saw. mill; he had money buried all
under his house. The boys tried to win it in skin games but Wes never lost, and he never cheated, even when luck
went against him.
“Cards an’ dice is like all in life; dey ever falls well for bold players,” Big Pa said.
“Wes’ll get his due if e don’ quit gamblin an’sinnin,” Aun Fan declared.
Cun Fred said Wes would outlive Missie. She looked like an ageable woman but Wes was young and supple as
a boy.
“It will be a sad day for Cricket if Missie was to die. Missie done everything for Cricket but birth ’em,” Aun
Fan snapped.
Big Pa agreed that Missie had been good to Cricket, but Wes was Cricket’s heart-string. Aun Fan argued that
Wes treated Cricket like a tender wax doll, but Missie did her duty. Missie was a good provider, too. She ever had
chickens and eggs to sell. Her cow was never dry, her pig-pen never empty. She knew every trout drop in the old
rice-field creeks and would paddle her boat across the river without batting an eyelash, no matter how rough the
water was.
Cun Fred argued that Missie was no smarter than Bina. Bina earned good money sewing dresses for the
women, shrouds for the dead, baptizing robes for church candidates. When Bina dressed for church on Sundays,
in her pretty red frock and black hat bobbing with flowers, Billa sure looked like an angel from Heaven.
“Shut you mouth, Alfred. Bina looks like de devil e is. Bina’s too lazy to cook. E feeds Man Jay on dat white
store-bought bread until his consecution is nigh ruint.”
Aun Fan sounded so cross the men said no more.
Crickets chirped sleepily, a katydid answered. The white-faced box on the mantel spoke steadily, click-clock,
click-clock. Bing-bang, bing-bang, something answered from the woods and through the stillness echoed sharp
beats of iron against iron.
“Dat old ram sho is faithful. It wouldn’ stop runnin until Judgment Day if a leaf or a crawfish didn’ get in his
insides.” Blue wondered at the strangeness of the creature as Cun Fred went on.
“When I was a boy, my Daddy used to tell me de ram said, ‘Work hard, work hard!’ Fancy thinks de ram says,
‘Be saved, be saved!’” Big Pa groaned when Ann Fan snapped back:
“You better start thinkin on bein saved. People dies mighty fast dese days.”
“Do de ram butt people?” Blue ventured.
Aun Fan burst into sudden loud laughter, but Cun Fred explained that this ram was an engine. Day and night,
year in, year out, it pumped water to the barnyard trough, same like it used to pump water to the Big House for
white people.
“Po’ lil ign’ant boy,” Aun Fan sighed. ‘Come on an’ eat, son. Supper is on de table.”
Blue sat down with the two men, while Aun Fan walked around the table piling food on their plates. He ate
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hominy and honey-cooked meat until his clothes were tight and his eyes so sleepy he could not hold them open.
Aun Fan took him to another room, unbuttoned his clothes and helped him into bed. As he sank deep in the soft
feather mattress he thought of his mother, but he held back his tears until Aun Fan left the room. Sleep had just
ended his sorrow when she called,
“Blue, did you say prayers?”
“No, ma’am.”
“You can’ sleep in my house befo you pray. Git up an’ kneel down.”
“Ma lets me pray in de bed when I’m weary.”
“Well, I ain’ you Ma. I can’ stand slack ways.”
Blue crawled from under the quilts and knelt on the cold hard floor.
“God bless Ma—” he began.
“For God’s sake!” Aun Fan cut him off. “Dat ain’ no way to pray. Say ‘Our Father who are in Heaven—’”
Blue looked at her, bewildered and speechless.
“You don’ know ‘Our Father’!” she cried.
“No, ma’am.”
“Well, suh! You Ma sho is a case. Git back in bed. I’ll learn you ‘Our Father’ tomorrow.”
*
Dawn was announced by crowing of cocks, chatter of guineas, geese, ducks, steady beat-beating of the iron
ram. Cun Fred’s feet hit the floor with a thud. Almost at once the big farm bell fastened to a gallows at the back
porch corner began ringing briskly. Before one peal was done another followed, until the whole world filled with
the bell’s voice. Blue hopped up and put on his clothes for he wanted to see everything in this new exciting world.
Bare feet tramped toward the barnyard, trace chains tinkled, man voices laughed, wagon wheels creaked, mule
hoofs tapped the ground.
Breakfast was ready on the table, but Blue was eager to follow the men and mules, see where they went, what
they did. Aun Fan set his panful of food on the hearth to keep warm until he got back.
The black earth was dark, shadowy; dew dripped from tree branches and long beards of moss. Blue followed
the road straight toward sunrise side until he reached a field whose end lay hidden in misty distance.
The plowmen sang as they walked side by side up and down long rows of young cotton. Blue had heard his
mother sing that same tune and those words:
Oh, you better mind whe’ you walk,
Oh, you better mind what you walkin about,
You got to give account on de Judgment Day.
Oh, sinner, you better mind.

These men and mules looked taller, bigger than any Blue had ever seen. Even crows flying over his head were
blacker and cawed louder than crows at home. Trees flashed green as the sun climbed the sky and woke the world
up, newly turned furrows smelled earthy and rich. Grass quivered, leaves danced as the morning haze melted. A
snail walked leftward along the narrow road edging the field, toward a sizable house with a whitewashed front.
Farther on a mass of plumy treetops rose above a cluster of dark houses. Smoke poured out of chimneys, people
moved in and out of doorways. Cocks crowed, guineas potracked, calves and goats bleated. A strain of music sang
out above the confusion of sounds, and Blue saw a boy not much larger than himself shuffling down the road to a
tune he played on a mouth-organ.
A tin bucket was perched on his head and one hand swung a glass bottle by a string, on its neck to keep time
with his capering feet. Shyness tempted Blue to run home, but lonesomeness made him tarry. The music came
closer and closer. The boy suddenly halted and stared with wide curious eyes.
“Good mornin,” he said with a bold white grin.
“Good mornin,” Blue answered huskily.
“What might be you name?”
“I name’ Blue.”
“Who you belongst to?”
“To Cun Fred.” The boy’s grin widened.
“Is Cun Fred got a boy small as you? Who’s you Mammy!”
“Cun Fred ain’ my Pa. E’s my Grampa.”
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“Aw, dat’s different.” His grin faded into a smile as he asked,
“When you come!”
“Yestiddy.”
“How long you gwine stay?”
“All de time.”
“Wid Cun Fred!” Blue nodded.
“Aun Fan will work you breeches clean off.”
“What you mean, ‘Work my breeches off’?” Blue asked stiffly.
“Aw, don’ get vexed so quick. I was just makin a joke.”
“What you name?” Blue tried to sound bold.
“Man Jay’s my name. I’m a mans of monkey, too.”
“Who’ you stay?”
Man Jay looked toward the grove of trees.
“Mostly I stay yonder to de street wid Ma. Sometimes I stay wid Uncle Wes, in dat wash0-white house.”
“Uncle Wes is my kinnery,” Blue boasted.
Man Jay’s whole manner changed.
“Well, I declare,” he said cordially, “Uncle Wes is my kinnery, too.”
Man Jay’s shirt was patched, his old flopping breeches were a grown man’s cut off. He was barefooted, his
hands were greasy, his thick hair lay, in knots on his bare head. His words were quick and free, although as he
talked he chewed chinquapins which he took one by one out of his dirty breeches pockets. He told Blue the name
of every plowman, every mule. Hattie, the small black mule, kicked if the line got under her tail. George, the
spotted mule, had sense like a man. But Uncle Wes’s two white oxen had all the mules beated. Uncle Wes bought
this mouth organ; Uncle Wes dug his boat, a trust-me-God, out of a cypress log; Uncle Wes made his slingshot
from a dogwood prong and it shot as straight as a gun.
Blue admitted sadly he had no mouth-organ, no slingshot, no dugout.
“Can you plow?”
Blue could not even plow.
“Every boy high as de plow-handles has to plow on Sat’day mornins. Cun Fred pays em too. Fifteen cents in
trade at de store. Plowin is fun when you know how. I can plow all day an’ not weary,” Man Jay bragged.
“You don’ never play?”
“Sho I plays. I goes to school endurin de week but on Sundays I bats ball. Dem two gals comin down de road
yonder can bat ball good as boys. De fat one is Toosio, de dry one is Cooch.”
“I don’ play wid gals,” Blue said loftily.
A chinquapin cracked sharply as Man Jay bit it in two.
“I rules de gals I play wid. I knocks de devil out ’em.”
“You would knock a gal?”
“Quick as I’d knock a boy,” Man Jay answered promptly. “Last night Cooch said I smell like a ram goat an’
my head looked lousy, an’ my hands was filthy as possum paws. I knocked ’em good,” Man Jay grinned and
added that when Cooch got vexed she kicked like a mule and scratched like a wildcat. She tied strings to Junebugs’ legs to see them zoom around her head until the legs broke off. She pulled heads off June-bugs and let them
go spinning blind away up in the sky. She made sport of frogs smashed in wheel tracks and laughed when baby
birds fell out of nests. She even bit a worm in two.
“Good mornin,” Man Jay called as the two girls passed. “You needn’ think I care if you don’ speak,” he called
with a jeering laugh when neither answered him.
They looked at Blue, mumbled to each other and trudged on with a few backward glances.
*
Man Jay and Cooch had no respect for old people. She mocked Cun Hester shouting at meeting, and squinted
up her face like Brer Dee when he read the Bible at meeting, funny enough to make a dog laugh. Cooch knew all
about grown people, all about where babies come from and everything. She told things that made Man Jay feel
blush. When the weather got cross and thunder rolled, Toosio got in bed and put the pillow over her head, but
Cooch stood in the door and sang reel songs right in the lightning’s face. If God ever heard her he would strike her
dead, but Cooch was not scared of anything. Cooch was a heavy case in this world. Aun Missie would not let
Cricket play with her.
“How come Cricket ain’ black?” Blue asked. Man Jay gave him a hard look.
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“Me an’ Cricket is two sisters’ chillen,” Blue explained, but Man Jay looked doubtful.
“If you don’ believe me, ask Cun Fred.”
“I ain’ got time to ask ’em dis mornin. I want to git back to de landin befo de Comanche comes. Lord, boy,
dat’s a boat. Some o’ dese days I’m gwine ride ’em clean to de end of de world.”
He put the mouth-organ to his lips.
“Come to see me, Man Jay. Let’s shoot pigeons wid you sling-shot.”
“Aun Fan’s pigeons?” Man Jay grinned. “Now I know you is fool in de head.” …
137.84 Two excerpts from Like One Of The Family\fn{by Alice Childress (1920-1994)} Charleston, Charleston
County, South Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 1
… “Hi, Marge! I have had me one hectic day … Well, I had to take out my crystal ball and give Mrs. C— a
thorough reading. She’s the woman that I took over from Naomi after Naomi got married … Well, she’s a pretty
nice woman as they go and I have never had too much trouble with her, but from time to time she really gripes me
with her ways. When she has company, for example, she’ll holler out to me from the living-room to the kitchen:
‘Mildred dear! Be sure and eat both of those lamb chops for your lunch!’ Now you know she wasn’t doing a thing
but tryin’ to prove to the company how ‘good’ and ‘kind’ she was to the servant, because she had told me already
to eat those chops. Today she had a girl-friend of hers over to lunch and I was real busy afterwards clearing the
things away and she called me over and introduced me to the woman … Oh, no, Marge! I didn’t object to that at
all. I greeted the lady and then went back to me work … And then it started! I could hear her talkin’ just as loud
… and she says to her friend, ‘We just love her! She’s like one of the family and she just adores our little Carol!
We don’t know what we’d do without her! We don’t think of her as a servant!’ And on and on she went … and
every time I came in to move a plate off the table both of them would grin at me like chessy cats. After I couldn’t
stand it any more, I went in and took the platter off the table and gave ’em both a look that would have frizzled a
egg. Well, you might have heard a pin drop and then they started talkin’ about something else. When the guest
leaves, I go in the living-room and says, ‘Mrs C—, I want to have a talk with you.’ ‘By all means,’ she says. I
drew up a chair and read her thusly: ‘Mrs. C—, you are a pretty nice person to work for, but I wish you would
please stop talkin’ about me like I was a cocker spaniel or a poll parrot or a kitten … Now you just sit there and
hear me out. In the first place, you do not love me; you may be fond of me, but that is all … In the second place, I
am not just like one of the family at all! The family eats in the dining-room and I eat in the kitchen. Your mama
borrows your lace tablecloth for her company and your son entertains his friends in your parlor, your daughter
takes her afternoon nap on the living room couch and the puppy sleeps on your satin spread … and whenever your
husband gets tired of something you are talkin’ about he says, ‘Oh, for Pete’s sake, forget it.’ … So you can see I
am not just like one of the family. Now for another thing, I do not just adore your little Carol. I think she is a
likable child, but she is also fresh and sassy. I know you call it ‘uninhibited’ and that is the way you want your
child to be, but luckily my mother taught me some inhibitions or else I would smack little Carol once in a while
when she’s talkin’ to you like you’re a dog, but as it is I just laugh it off the way you do because she is your child
and I am not like one of the family. Now when you say, ‘We don’t know what we’d do without her’ this is a polite
lie … because I know that if I dropped dead or had a stroke, you would get somebody to replace me. You think it
is a compliment when you say, ‘We don’t think of her as a servant’ … but after I have worked myself into a sweat
cleaning the bathroom and the kitchen … making the beds … cooking the lunch … washing the dishes and
ironing Carol’s pinafores … I do not feel like no weekend house guest. I feel like a servant, and in the face of that
I have been meaning to ask you for a slight raise which will make me feel much better toward everyone here and
make me know my work is appreciated. Now I hope you will stop talkin’ about me in my presence and that we
will get along like a good employer and employee should.’ Marge! She was almost speechless but she apologized
and said she’d talk to her husband about the raise … I knew things were progressing because this evening Carol
came in the kitchen and she did not say, ‘I want some bread and jam!’ but she did say, ‘ Please, Mildred, will you
fix me a slice of bread and jam.’ I’m going upstairs, Marge.” …
*
…. “Marge … day’s work is an education! Well, I mean workin’ in different homes you learn much more than
if you was steady in one place … I tell you, it really keeps your mind sharp tryin’ to watch for what folks will put
over on you. What? … No, Marge, I do not want to help shell no beans, but I’d be more than glad to stay and have
supper with you, and I’ll wash the dishes after. Is that all right? Who put anything over on who? … Oh, yes! It’s
like this … I been working for Mrs. E— one day a week for several months and I notice that she has some
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peculiar ways. Well, there was only one thing that really bothered me and that was her pocketbook habit … No,
not those little novels …\fn{Briefly, before they were called “paperbacks” they were called “pocketbooks.” } I mean her purse—
her handbag. Marge, she’s got a big old pocketbook with two long straps on it … and whenever I’d go there, she’d
be propped up in her chair with her handbag double wrapped tight around her wrist, and from room to room she’d
roam with that purse hugged to her bosom. Yes, girl! This happens every time! No, there’s nobody there but me
and her Marge, I couldn’t say nothin’ to her! It’s her purse, ain’t it? She can hold on to it if she wants to! I held my
peace for months, tryin’ to figure out how I’d make my point … Well, bless Bess! Today was the day! … Please,
Marge, keep shellin’ the beans so we can eat! I know you’re ’listenin’, but you listen with your ears, not your
hands. Well, anyway, I was almost ready to go home when she steps in the room hangin’ on to her bag as usual
and says, ‘Mildred, will you ask the super to come up and fix the kitchen faucet?’ ‘Yes, Mrs. E—,’ I says, ‘as soon
as I leave.’ ‘Oh, no,’ she says, ‘he may be gone by then. Please go now.’ ‘All right,’ I says, and out the door I
went, still wearin’ my Hoover apron. I just went down the hall and stood there a few minutes … and then I rushed
back to the door and knocked on it as hard and frantic as 1 could. She flung the door open sayin,’ ‘What’s the
matter? Did you see the super?’ … ‘No,’ I says, gaspin’ hard for breath, ‘I was almost downstairs when I
remembered … I left my pocketbook!’ With that I dashed in, grabbed my purse and then went down to get the
super! Later, when I was leavin’ she says real timid-like, ‘Mildred, I hope that you don’t think I distrust you
because—’ I cut her off real quick. ‘That’s all right, Mrs. E—, I understand. ’Cause if I paid anybody as little as
you pay me, I’d hold my pocketbook, too!” …\fn{ Apparently the book is constructed as if the two ladies are having a
conversation in a kitchen; but it seems to me as if the pauses indicated (…) in the text are more appropriate to a telephone conversation, so I
have reproduced the text of the two excerpts as if the protagonists, Mildred and her silent partner, Marge, were talking over a telephone. All
the words, of course, as well as the indicated pauses, are the creation of the author: H }

136.124 Robot\fn{by Guy Mattison Davenport, Jr. (1927-2005)} Anderson, Anderson County, South Carolina, U.S.A.
(M) 13
Down there the ochre horse with black mane, black fetlocks, black tail was prancing as if to a fanfare of
Charpentier, though it would have been the music of shinbone fife and a drum that tickled her ears across the tall
grass and chestnut forests along the Vézère.
Coencas, tousled-haired, naked, and yawning, held Robot in his arms, dogging with lifted chin his wet nose
and generous tongue. The campfire under its spit of forked sticks, its ashes ringed by rocks, looked abandoned in
the woods light at morning. The crickets had begun again, and a single nightingale trilled through their wild chirr
on the slopes beyond the trees.
The old priest was coming from Brive to look at the horses, the reindeer, and the red oxen. He knows more
about them, Monsieur Laval had told them, than any man in Europe. More, d’ailleurs, than any man in the world.
Ravidat was awake, propped on his elbows in his sleeping bag. In one of the pup tents Agnel and Estreguil lay
curled like cats. A leaf stuck to Estreguil’s pink cheek. He had slept in a sweater, socks, and hat. Agnel’s knees
were near his chin. Queroy and Marsal were asleep in the other tent under Ravidat's canvas jacket. Since
Thursday they had lived with the tarpans of the Dordogne in their eyes.
“Friday the thirteenth,” Coencas said. “C’ était par bonheur, la bonne chance.”
“We felt them on Thursday,” Ravidat said, “as when you know somebody’s in the house without seeing or
hearing them. They knew we were there.”
“Scare me,” Estreguil said, “so I can scare Agnel.”
Ravidat stretched kneeling, his open blue shirt that had bunched around his shoulders in sleep tumbling down
his arched back like a crumpled piece of the September sky above them. He stood, naked but for his shirt, fell
forward into ten brisk push-ups while Robot barked in his face, then rolled onto his back and pedaled his long legs
spattered with leaf shadow in the sharp morning air.
“Ravidat,” Marsal said gloomily from his tent, “is having a fit.”
“Show me,” Estreguil said.
“Et alors, mes troglodytes,” Coencas hailed the tents, “help me get a fire going.”
Estreguil crawled out in silly haste. Agnel rolled behind him. Robot studied them anxiously, looking for signs
of a game.
*
Ravidat had pointed on Thursday\fn{September 12, 1940.} toward the slope across the Vézère.
“He is over there!” he called through cupped hands.
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The others were catching up. Coencas had whittled a staff and was whacking thistle and goldenrod with it.
Marsal put two fingers in his mouth and whistled like a locomotive.
Ravidat was watching the shaken sedge across the river where Robot nosed. his way. He was seventeen, long
of jaw, summer brown. His eyes were glossy black disks set in elm-leaf outlines of boyish lashes. His new canvas
jacket smelled of pipe clay and gun powder. His corduroy trousers were speckled with beggar’s lice and
sticktights. Over his shoulder he carried his uncle Hector’s old octagon-barreled breechloader.
The Vézère was low, for the summer had been dry, and the reeds along its bank were thick with dragonflies
and quivering gnats. Through a stand of scrub oak and plum bushes as yellow as butter, the others filed toward
him; Marsal with the other rabbit gun; Queroy with the sleeves of his sweater tied around his neck; Coencas in
short blue pants, ribbed socks, a scab on one knee, brown cowlick over an eye; Estreguil sharp-nosed under a gray
fedora; and little Agnel, who carried a frog.
The hum of an airplane had stopped them.
“Robot is over there on the slope,” Ravidat said.
“A Messerschmitt,” Coencas said. “The Heinkels are much shriller.”
“See my frog.”
“When your hands are all warts where he’s peed on you,” Queroy said, “we’ll see your frog.”
“The Stukas were so low we could hear them before we could see them,” Coencas said. “When a car stalled, or
got hit, the people in the cars behind it would jump out and roll it in the ditch.”
“They wouldn’t roll my car in the ditch,” Queroy said.
“They would, if you got kicked in the balls, like one man I saw. There were fights all the time. But when the
Stukas came over the road, going down it with their machine guns rat-a-tat, rat-a-tat, everybody took to the
fields, or woods if there were any. Afterwards, there were burning cars to get off the road.
Agnel watched Coencas's face with worried eyes.
“They are over there,” Coencas said, pointing northwest. Queroy spread his arms like a Stuka and ran in
circles.
“Queroy is a Nazi,” Estreguil said. Estreguil was all dirty gold and inexplicably strange to look at. His hair was
the brown of syrup, with eddies of rust spiraling in and out of the whorls of bright brass. His eyes were honey, his
face apricot and wild pale rose over the cheeks. He had been to Paris, however, and had seen real Germans on the
streets, had heard them pound on their drums. Coencas had only seen the bombers. Agnel didn’t know what he
had seen. .
“You might have to live forever in Montignac,” Marsal said. “The Germans may never let you go back home.”
“I’m glad, Queroy said.
“Merde alors,” Ravidat said. Then he shouted across the river:
“Rouge pas, Robot!”
“He’s going up onto the hectares of the Rochefoucauld,” Marsal said.
“We can cross down at the meadow ford,” Ravidat said, leading the way. Marsal and Coencas joined him, and
the three little boys came in a cluster behind, Agnel’s frog puffing its throat and swimming with a free hind leg.
Estreguil’s large gray fedora was a gift from Madame Marsal, Jacques’s mother.
Robot had met them halfway up the slope, splashing his tail from side to side. His feet were still too big and he
still fell when he wheeled He squeaked when he barked and he squatted to pee, like his mother, which he did with
a laugh, lolling tongue, and idiot eyes. He had never in his life seen a rabbit.\fn{ An important statement, as we shall see.}
He thrashed his tail while Ravidat tickled him behind the ears.
“Find us a rabbit, old boy,” Ravidat said. “Find us a rabbit.”
Robot let out his tongue in an ecstasy and rolled his tail.
“When the Nazi tanks turn,” Coencas was explaining, “they don’t do it like an auto. It comes, bram! Bram!
Bram! to a corner. If it’s turning right, the right tread stops, clunk!, and the left keeps the same speed, spinning it
right around.
He swung his left leg out.
“And when it’s facing the street it’s turning into, the right tread starts again. Sparks fly out of the cobbles.
Keen.”
Queroy turned like a tank, spraying leaves.
“Are the rabbits just anywhere around here?” Estreguil asked. “Are they hiding?”
They entered the oak forest at the top of the hill. The silence inside made them aware of the cricket whirr in the
fields they had left, and the cheep of finches in the tall September grass. They could no longer hear the drone of
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the airplane. Caterpillars had tented over the oleanders.
The hills of the Dordogne are worn down to easy slopes, and outcroppings with limestone facings slice across
the barrows of the hills.
“C'est bien ajusté le slip Kangourou?” Coencas slapped Ravidat on the behind.
“Va à ravir. Ravidat laughed. “Et marche aussi comme un coq en pâte.”
“Capiteux, non?”
Ravidat leaned his gun carefully against an alder, unbuckled his belt, unbuttoned his fly, lowered his trousers,
and raised his shirt tail. He was wearing a pair of Coencas’s underpants cut like swimming briefs, trim, succinct,
and minimal.
“They’re the new style from Paris,” Ravidat explained. “They are called Kangourous.”
“Because you jump in them!” Agnel squealed.
“Because your queue sticks out of the pouch when you want it,” Estreguil said. “Idiot!”
“Has your peter got bigger still?” Queroy asked. His was as yet a little boy’s, his testicles no bigger than a fig.
Marsal, like Coencas, was old enough to have his aureole of amber hair, but Ravidat was already a man, full
bushed in black.
“Let us see,” Queroy said.
They looked at the rose heft of its glans with professional curiosity, the twin testicles plump and tight, Marsal
and Queroy with envy, Coencas more complacently, though he felt his mouth going dry. Ravidat admired himself
with animal pride.
Agnel considered these mysteries briefly and held out his frog to a tangle of gnats dancing in the air.
“Don’t hurt him,” Estreguil said. “Will he eat the gnats?”
Coencas slid his hand down into his short pants, stuck out his tongue in sweet impudence, and bounced on his
toes.
“Attendez!” Marsal said quickly, his voice hushed.
Robot was crashing through leaves. His tenor bark piped down the slope.
Ravidat stuffed his cock back into his shorts and the frog leapt from Estreguil’s hands. Ravidat held his gun,
which he had grabbed, against his chest with his chin while he did up his trousers. Marsal was already away
among the trees. Then they all galloped down the hill, elbows out for balance.
“Up and around!” Marsal shouted.
“Show me the rabbit!” Agnel cried from behind them.
Ravidat and Marsal were out front, stalking to the top of the slope, sighting along their guns. Coencas, his stick
at the ready, was at their backs with Estreguil and Queroy.
“Say if you see my frog,” Agnel said.
“Everybody stop!” Ravidat cried. “Keep quiet.”
The woods were wonderfully silent.
“He went down the slope,” Marsal said quietly, “and then across, down there, and up again, didn’t he?”
“If he catches it, will he eat it?” Estreguil asked.
“Shut up.”
Robot was barking again. They turned together.
“Show me the rabbit,” Agnel said, falling backwards. They ran around him.
“How did the dumb dog get behind us?” Ravidat asked.
They plunged down the hill, looking, jumping for a better look, kneeling for a better look. The familiar
oakwood as they ran through it became unfamiliar and directionless, as though it had suddenly lost its
ordinariness.
Agnel tripped and fell, spewing up a dust of leaves. Ravidat and Coencas bounded over fallen trees, their
mouths open like heroes in a battle. Marsal was more methodical, sprinting with his gun at port arms.
“Everybody still!” he shouted.
Only Agnel kept padding on behind them.
“I hear Robot,” Marsal said, “but damned if I know where.”
The woods were all at once quiet. The distances were deepening dark.
Then they heard Robot. His bark was vague and muted, as if down a well. It was beneath them.
“Holy God,” Ravidat said.
“Quiet!”
Marsal went on all fours and cocked his ear. Robot was howling like a chained puppy. Then he began to
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whimper.
“Robot!” Ravidat called. “Where are you? “Eh, mon bon bougre, où es-tu, hein?”
Marsal began to move on hands and toes.
“He’s under the ground, Ravidat. In a fox den or rabbit burrow.”
“He’ll come out,” Ravidat said. “I’ll bet he has a rabbit.”
“Show me,” Agnel said.
Marsal was walking around the hill, signaling for the others to follow. They could hear Robot’s howls more
distinctly as they clambered over an ancient boulder, a great black knee of stone outcropping. They came to the
upended roots of a fallen cedar.
“He’s down there!” Marsal said.
The cedar in falling had torn a ragged shell hole in the hillside, and the weather had melted it down in upon
itself. There was a burrow mouth at the back of the cavity, down which Ravidat, lying on his stomach, shouted:
“Robot!” An echo gave back bo! bo! bo!
“Get out of there!” Ravidat coaxed. “Come up, old boy! Come up!”
Marsal gave a keen whistle.
“He’s a hell of a long way down,” Coencas said. “You can tell.”
Ravidat took off his canvas jacket, throwing it to Marsal.
“I’m going in after him.”
“The hole’s too small.”
“Only the hole. You heard that echo. It’s a cave.”
“Sticks,” Marsal ordered. “Everybody find a good stick.”
Agnel set to, arms over his head. Marsal drew his hunting knife and began to hack at the edges of the hole.
“It goes in level,” he said. “It must drop later on.”
Estreguil came dragging a fallen limb as long as a horse. Ravidat brought a leafy length of white oak, stripping
branches from it as he dragged it up to the hole.
“Let’s get this up in there,” he said, “and walk it back and forth.”
Ravidat and Coencas on one side, Marsal and Queroy on the other, like slaves at the oar of a trireme, they
pushed and pulled, grinding the rim of the hole until Ravidat said that he thought he could crawl in.
“Go in backwards and feel with your feet, Marsal said. You can climb out then if you get stuck.”
His legs in to the hips, he walked his elbows backwards, calling out,
“Courage, Robot! Je viens!”
A half circle of faces watched him: Marsal’s big gray eyes and tousled brown hair, Queroy’s long Spanish face
with its eyes black as hornets, Coencas’s flat-cheeked lean face, all olive and charcoal, Estreguil’s long-nosed,
buck-toothed blond face with its wet violet eyes, Agnel’s taffy curls and open mouth full of uneven milk teeth.
Level light from the setting sun shone on Ravidat’s face.
“We ought to have a rope,” Marsal said.
“It goes down here,” Ravidat’s muffled voice came out. “There’s a ledge.”
He lowered his feet, loose rotten stone crumbling as he found footholds. His elbows on the ledge, he struck a
heap of scattering objects with his feet. They must lie on something. He dropped.
“I’m on another ledge!” His distant voice rose, as if from behind closed doors several rooms away.
“I’m standing in a muck of bones. It’s a graveyard down here!”
Earth poured on him in rivulets. An ancient dust, mortuary and feral, lifted from the bones he had disturbed.
Coencas was wriggling in head first, loosening pebbles and sliding loam.
“Matches,” he said, reaching down into the dark. Then he said:
“I’m coming down!”
Ravidat caught him, shoulders and arms, so that the one, his feet still in daylight, hugged upside down the
other standing in dark bones. They could hear Agnel saying:
“I’m next!”
Coencas pivoted down, crashing onto the bones beside Ravidat.
“We’re on a ledge, I think. Feel with your foot.”
Coencas struck a match. White clay in striated marl beside them, utter blackness beyond and below, where
Robot whined and yelped. Another match: the bones were large, bladed ribs in a heap, a long skull.
“Bourzat’s ass!”
“Queroy! Jacques!” Ravidat shouted upwards. “Last year, when old Bourzat’s ass disappeared, you remember?
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Here it is!”
“It was just about when that storm blew this old tree over. You’re right,” Marsal shouted down. “You’re right.”
“Does it stink?” Agnel hollered.
Another match showed that the ledge dropped at a fierce angle, but could be descended backwards, if there
were footholds.
“Keep striking matches,” Ravidat said. “I’m going down.”
Robot had found a rhythm, three yelps and a wail, and kept to it.
“There’s no more ledge. I’m going to drop.”
A slipping noise, cloth against stone, and then Coencas heard the whomp of feet on clay far below him in the
dark.
“Robot,” he heard, “ici, ici, vieux bougre.”
“I hear Robot’s tongue and tail,” Coencas said upward. “Everybody come on down. It’s a long drop after this
ledge.”
Coencas lowered himself from the ledge of bones and fell lightly onto soft clay.
“We’re here,” Ravidat said from solid dark.
Marsal and Queroy were inside, handing down Agnel and Estreguil.
“Can we get back out?” Marsal asked.
“Qui sait!” Coencas said in the voice of Frankenstein’s monster, and his words, full of grunts and squeals,
rolled around them.
“Is the rabbit down here, too?” Estreguil said, panting.
“Can we breathe?”
“Here’s the far wall.”
A match showed it to be calcined and bulbous, a white billow of stone. The floor was uneven, ribbed like river
sand, pot-holed, an enormous round-bottomed gully.
“I’ve never been so dark before,” Agnel said.
“You’re scared!” Estreguil said.
“So are you.”
“It keeps going back, Ravidat’s hollow voice boomed in a strange blur.”
“I’ve got two more matches.”
The hole through which they had entered was a dim wash of light above them.
“Estreguil,” Ravidat said behind them, “take Robot. Here! Keep steady with one hand. Hold on to Robot with
the other. Coencas is going to stand on my shoulders, and push you up to the ledge. D’accord?”
“Good old Robot!” Estreguil said.
Ravidat braced himself against the wall. Coencas climbed onto his shoulders, reached down for Estreguil and
Robot, pulled them up with a heave, and lifted them toward the light.
“Stand on your toes, Ravidat,” Coencas said. “I think we’re just going to reach.”
Estreguil pushed Robot onto the bone ledge. Then, skinning both knees, he clambered up himself. Agnel went
up next, and had to come down again: he couldn’t reach the ledge from Coencas’s shoulders.
“You go up, Queroy,” Ravidat said, “and pull Agnel up when you get there.” Marsal went up next, showered
them with dirt and pebbles, and hollered down:
“How are you going to get up?”
“Get that long limb,” Ravidat commanded. “Poke it in, and you four bastards hold onto it for all you’re worth.”
Coencas climbed out first, using the limb as a rope, and Ravidat followed. The clarity of the long summer
twilight still held. Robot was in Agnel’s arms.
“We have,” Ravidat said in a level voice, “discovered a cave.”
“Tell nobody,” Marsal said. “Estreguil! Agnel! You understand? Nobody. It’s our cave.”
“Find my frog,” Agnel said.
“It’s a damned big cave,” Ravidat said. “And, Marsal and Queroy, know what I’m thinking.”
“What?” asked Coencas. “What is there to think about a cave?”
*
At the ford Agnel fell into the Vézère. They dressed him in Queroy’s sweater, and Ravidat carried him
piggyback to the great spreading beech in Montignac.
“Regardez les grands chasseurs!” the old men at their coffee sang out. Agnel had gone to sleep, Robot sat and
let his tongue hang down, and Ravidat gave a confidential nod to the Catalan garage mechanic. What he wanted,
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once they were leaning nonchal,antly against the castle wall across the road from the beech and the elders, was
grease. Old grease. And the use, for a day, of the old grease gun that had been retired since the new one arrived.
“Grease, my goose?”
Precisely. The use to which it was to be put would be known in time. Meanwhile, could it be a matter among
friends?
“Seguramente.”
And he needed it first thing in the morning.
Queroy, Marsal, and Estreguil were to come out to the cave as soon as they were out of school. They could
bring Agnel. Better to keep him in on it than have him pigeon.\fn{ I.e., squeal.}
“Meet me,” Ravidat said to Coencas, “at the flat rock on the river as soon as you’re up. Va bien?”
Bien. He heard the Heinkels in the night, and the cars of the refugees going through Montignac, headed south.
He thought of the armies north and west, of white flares falling through the night sky, and of the long clanking
rocking tanks that would most certainly come south. An old man under the great tree had said that the French
battle flags had been taken to Marseille and had been paraded through the streets there. They were on their way,
these flags, to the colonies in Africa.
*
By cockcrow he was up, making his own bowl of coffee, fetching the day’s bread from the baker, as a surprise
for his mother. He left a note for her saying that he would be back in the afternoon, and that he would be just
south of town, in the Lascaux hills.
On the flat rock when he got there lay Ravidat’s shoes and socks, trousers, canvas jacket, blue shirt, and
Kangourou underpants. Ravidat himself was swimming up the river toward him. He stripped and dove in,
surfacing with a whoop. Ravidat heaved himself out of the river and sat on the flat rock, streaming. The day was a
clear gray, the air sweet and cool. He walked in his lean brown nakedness to a plum bush from which he lifted a
haversack that Coencas had not seen. Inside, as she showed the wet, grinning Coencas, was a long rope, the
grease gun, and a thermos of coffee.
“A sip now,” he said, “the rest for later.”
They dried in the sun. The coffee was laced with a dash of cognac.
“What do you think we’re going to see?” Coencas asked.
“You’ll see when you see.”
They secured the rope outside the cave, and let themselves down the shelved clay. Ravidat lit a match and fired
the grease gun: the kind of torch with which he had gigged frogs at night. The flame was greenish yellow and
large as a handkerchief. Ravidat held it high over his head.
Neither spoke. Everywhere they looked there were animals. The vaulted ceiling was painted, the crinkled
walls, lime white and pale sulphur, were painted with horses and cows, with high-antlered elk and animals they
did not know. Between the animals were red dots and geometric designs. .
“Did you know they were here?”
“Yes,” Ravidat said. “They had to be.”
The torch showed in its leaping flare a parade of Shetland ponies bounding like lambs. Above them jumped a
disheveled cow like the one in Ma Mère l’Oie over the moon. Handsome plump horses trotted one after the other,
their tails arched like a cat’s.
The cave branched into halls, corridors, tunnels.
They found long-necked reindeer, majestic bulls, lowing cows, great humped bison, mountain goats, plaited
signs of quadrate lines, arrows, feathers, lozenges, circles, combs.
All the animals were in files and herds, flowing in long strides down some run of time through the silence of
the mountain’s hollow.
“They are old.” Ravidat said.
“Tout cela est grand,” Coencas said, “comme Victor Hugo.”
“They are prehistoric, like the painted caves of the Trois Frères and Combarelles. You have not been to them?”
The cave was even larger than Ravidat had thought. It branched off three ways from where he had lit the torch,
and two of these passages branched off in turn into narrow galleries where the floor was not clay but cleft rock.
Their echoes rounded in remote darkness.
“It goes on and on.”
They heard shouts outside: Marsal, Queroy, Estreguil, Agnel. They were out of school.
“Come look!” Ravidat called up to them. “It is Noah’s Ark down here!”
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*
They told no one of the cave for three days. On the fourth they told their history teacher, Monsieur Laval, who
had once taken them to the caves at Combarelles and Les Eyzies. He came out to the cave, trotting the last steep
ten meters. When they held the torch for him, he gripped his hands and tears rimmed his eyes.
“Of all times! Of all times!”
He found a lamp by which the painters had worked, the mortar in which the colors were ground, the palette.
Coencas found another lamp, a shallow dish in which a wick soaked in deer fat had lit the perpetual night of
the cave. They began to find, sunk in the clay of the floor, flint blades, though most of them were broken. They
found mst of these shattered stone knives, thirty-five of them in all, just beneath the buffalo and the herd of horses
“Maurice Thaon!” Monsieur Laval said. “We must get Maurice Thaon. He will know who must be told.”
“Breuil,” Thaon, who came the next day bringing a block of drawing paper, told them, “is just over at Brive-laGaillarde with Bouysonnie, would you believe it?”
Ravidat held the torch while he drew.
“I had a note from him last week. He will be frantic. He will dance a dance in his soutane. He will hug us all.
The war has driven us all together here, and we have found the most beautiful cave of them all: Lascaux,” he said,
as if to the horses that seemed to quiver in the torchlight. “Lascaux.”
The postman went to Brive on the nineteenth with Monsieur Laval’s note addressed to L'Abbé Henri Breuil,
whom he had the distinguished honor of informing that in a hillside on the estate of the Comtesse de la
Rochefoucauld a prehistoric cave with ex- tensive paintings had been discovered by some local boys. Knowing
the eminent prehistorian would like to inspect this very interesting site, he awaited word from him and begged
him to accept his most elevated sentiments.
Thaon arrived later the same day with drawings.
“A car!” the Abbé shouted. “Do we have the petrol? For myself, I can walk.”
They drove up the next day at the Great Tree of Montignac in the Abbé Bouysonnie’s wheezing Citroën. Laval
mounted their running board and directed them to the Lascaux hills.
Robot barked them to a halt.
“Here we are!” Monsieur Laval said, shifting from foot to foot and waving his arms as if he were conducting a
band. The six boys, all with uncombed hair, stood in front of the automobile. L’Abbé Breuil herded them before
him like so many geese.
“Brave boys,” he cried, “wonderful boys.” He stopped to look at their camp, shaking hands even with Estreguil
and Agnel, who had never shaken hands with anybody before.
“I am decidedly prehistorical myself, is that what you’re thinking, man gosse?”
Estreguil broke into a wide smile. He instantly liked the wide-backed old priest.
“Oh, I’m well beyond halfway to a hundred, and then some,” he said to Agnel. Then he turned to Ravidat, who
stood with Robot in his arms.
“And that’s the pooch to whom we’re indebted, is it?”
He patted the suspicious Robot, and mussed Ravidat’s hair. They promptly forgot that this was the man who
knew more about prehistoric caves than anybody else in Europe. He was simply an easy old priest with a
wounded eye. His face was long, rectangular, big-eared, with strong lines dropping to comfortable pendules and
creases under his jaws. A silken wattle hung under his chin. The gray bristles of his thick eyebrows rose and fell
as if part of the mechanism of his meticulous articulateness.
“My eye? Prehistory got it. We’ve been climbing around Les Eyzies all week, Bouysonnie and I, and one of
your indestructible bushes, through which, mind you, I was making my way in clear forgetfulness of my age,
whacked me in the eye. I see lights in it, rather beautiful.
“But I’m forgetting my manners. This is Dr. Cheynier, who has come to help me,” he said to the boys as if
uncovering a surprise, “and this is Monsieur l’Abbé Bouysonnie, who is an expert in primitive religions. And
we’re all anxious to enter the cave, if you are ready.”
*
The first thing the Abbe’s electric lamp found inside the cave was a rabbit. It sat chilled with fear in the cone of
light, its sides shivering. Marsal and Ravidat moved beside it just outside the beam, and the one chased it into the
other’s arms.
“We’ve not seen it the whole time we’ve been down here,” Ravidat said.
“He was the first one in!” Coencas said.
“Take him up,” the Abbé said, “and let him loose, and don’t let the dog get him. He must be famished.” They
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heard Agnel shouting above.
“The rabbit! The bunny!”
Light after light came on. A star trembled on the Abbé’s horn-rimmed glasses. Silent, he looked. His weathered
right hand was on Marsal’s shoulder, as if he needed to touch the force that brought him here. A battery of lights
shifted over their heads. Ravidat held the largest. Queroy aimed a long flashlight. With his left hand the Abbé
traced in the air the suave curves of a horse’s back and belly.
“The colors! The tints! The gaiety of their movements! The wit of the drawing, the intelligence!”
“They are old, are they not, Monsieur l’Abbé?”
“Yes, man cher Laval, no doubt at all of that.” He pointed higher, the lights climbing with his aim.
“They are as old as Altamira.\fn{ A cave, discovered in 1879 and thought to have been in continuous use between 19,000 and
13,000BC. It is located 19 miles westof Santander, in northern Spain, and its 890 foot meandering interior contains at least 930 painted or
engraved figures of animals. The art at Lascaux is thought to have been dated to around 13,000BC, and made within a relatively short
period of time, since radioactive carbon-14 dating of the charcoal in the lamps and bone artifacts assocated with various strata of the
paintings confirms a human occupation of only a few centuries .} Older, far older, than civilization.”

A long cow faced her bull in the heart of the cave, the titan grandmother of Hathor and the cows of Africa upon
whom the Nuer people still wait, burnishing their hair with her urine, imagining the female sun between her
horns, replenishing the divine within human flesh with her holy blood. With them run, as if pacing to the music of
the first voice of the world, horses, elk, bears, and a spotted animal whose only portrait occurs here and whose
bones have never been found. This first voice, the discourse of waters and rain, of wind in leaves and grass and
upon mountain rocks, preceded the laugh of the jackal and the voices of the animals themselves, the rising wind
of the cow’s low, the water voice of the horse, the trumpet of the elk, bleat of the deer, growl of the bear.
In the Abbé’s left eye trembled a jangle of red. He saw the prancing horse the color of crust through a snow of
fireflies.
“Thaon brought me a drawing of this. And of a line of reindeer: they were swimming a river. I have seen the
motif before, carved on bone.”
He worked the clay of the floor in his fingers.
“The bears were going when this cave was painted. Man could enter. The Aurignacian snow owl still drifted in
at twilight, for the mice. One can imagine the sound of her wings in this stillness.. The red rhinoceros was too
blind to venture so much dark. The world belonged to the horse, the tarpan, the reindeer. Lion was terrible, but
man could smoke him out of the caves, and lion, when the encounter came, was afraid of horse. The old elephants
kept to themselves, eating trees.”
They found the horse drawn upside down.
“Falling, do you suppose? Or weren’t they oriented to the horizon, to the vertical? And these signs, these
hieroglyphs! Are we ever going to read them, Bouysonnie?”
They climbed out for lunch, cold chicken and mayonnaise and wine which Abbé Bouysonnie brought in two
hampers, with Camembert and bread for dessert.
“It is a very great thing, is it not?” Dr. Cheynier asked Abbé Breuil.
“So great that I sit here stunned. Absolument bouleverse! If there is a reason for my hanging on to such a
disgraceful old age, it was to see this cave. A rabbit, a dog named—do I remember right?—Robot, these boys, a
doctor’s ration of petrol”—he winked at Cheynier—“and I suppose we must even give grudging thanks to the
filthy boche for driving me from Paris. A veritable conspiracy of Providence!”
Bouysonnie smiled.
“You’ve always, my dear Henri, been just around the corner from the discoveries, when, indeed, you weren’t
yourself the discoverer.”
“I have,” the Abbé said, “I have.”
He turned to the boys. Estreguil, who was sucking his fingers, was embarrassed.
“I have been around. Africa, oh yes, and China even. I was in China with a nephew of Voltaire\fn{ Aka François
Marie Arouet (1694-1778), French philosopher.} who was quite close to his accomplished granduncle in spirit and brains.
The church, in fact, thinks him too very much like his uncle, in a different sort of way. We went to China to look
for the deep, the very deep, past of man. At Tcheou-kou-tien, a village some thirty-five kilometers below Peking,
just under the lovely Fang Mountains—the Fang shan—shan is mountain—we found a very old skull, four
hundred thousand, perhaps five hundred thousand years old. Five hundred thousand years old! Cinq cent mille
ans!”
He looked at each boy in turn, to make certain that they were following.
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“Now, the cave bear, an enormous creature now extinct, was a kind of god, or totem. They broke his bones and
sucked out the marrow after they had eaten his flesh and rendered his grease and dressed themselves in his hide.
But they placed his skull reverently on ledges in open caves, looking outward, sometimes as many as fifty, all
looking outward with their eye sockets; formidable I assure you, especially when they are found, as in the cave of
the Drachenberg, covered with ten thousand years of dust. Fine dust, not quite half an inch thick. It looks as if the
skulls were sculpted of dust. The snouts of these dread cave bears are all pointed out toward the sunrise, each in
its hump of dust, its mask of dust, and each with its pair of empty bear eyes under a brow of dust. The lower jaws
have all been removed, so that the long yellow teeth hang more bearlike in the dark while the sun, morning after
morning for twenty thousand years, found the skulls on their ledges. It was like a shop with nothing to sell on its
shelves but skulls of bears.”
Estreguil and Agnel put their arms around each other.
“You have, some of you,” the Abbé said to the boys, “been to Combarelles and Font-de-Gaume,\fn{ Engravings in
Combarelles and paintings in Font-de-Gaume were discovered in 1901 .} Monsieur Laval has told me. It was I who discovered
them, oh years and years ago, when your parents were infants. So you see, you have been in my caves and now I
have been in yours. Nous sommes confrères!
“You are not, you know, the first boys to have discovered a paleolithic cave, though it seems that you have
found the most beautiful of them all.\fn{ Abbé Breuil copied a reindeer from the walls of Font-de-Gaume, which was painted
c.13,000-11,000BC, which he said contained some highly sophisticated pictorial devices that one expects to find only in the art of far later
times; for example, the darkening of the forward contour of the left hind leg, which serves to bring it nearer the observer than the right
leg.} Three strapping fine brothers discovered Le Tuc d’Audoubert and Les Trois Frères. They were in their teens

when they found the Tuc, and soldiers home on leave from that other awful war when they found the cave that’s
named for them. Max, Louis, and Jacques de Bégouën they were.
“Their father is the Comte de Bégouën, Henri as he must always be to me, as I am Henri to him. He was retired
after a lovely career of politics and owning a newspaper and such terrible things, to a house in the Ariège, near St.
Giron, though he has never really retired. He is, if I can put it euphemistically, a man who has never lost his taste,
bless him, for the good things of this life.
“His dear wife died early, leaving him three sons to bring up. We may note that they were brought up very well
indeed, if just a touch wild, young wolves even in their Sunday best. And the Comte de Bègouën, never stinting
his love of good food, a splendid cellar, and a gracious lady with which to share them, is now in his eightieth year,
as hale as a prime bull.
“But I’m getting off my subject as if I were eighty myself. On the Bègouën property, Montesquieu-Avantès,
the little river Volp runs right through a largish hill, in one side, out the other. What else must a boy do, I need not
tell you, but build a raft of oil cans and wooden boxes, and paddle himself into that cave?
“That’s what Max did, oh most decidedly. A farmer thereabouts, François Camel, had been as far up the Tuc d’
Audoubert end of the mountain as where you can’t go any farther unless you are a weasel, but that never stopped
a boy, to my knowledge.
“They all went, of course, Jacques and Louis too. They got to a kind of beach and, what do you know, they
came across an inscription scratched there in the eighteenth century. They had to turn back, but not for long. They
came back and hacked the weasel hole until they could get into it. They found that it was a gours, a chimney in
the rock, and up it they scampered, forty feet.”
“When we turned the rabbit loose that Robot chased into the cave,” Estreguil said, “he ran as if the Germans
were after him!”
“Tais-toi! Ravidat said. D'où sors-tu?”
The Abbe sighed, and smiled.
“And what did they find there? Sculpture! The very first prehistoric discoveries were of course sculpture,
carved pebbles and bones, but this was modeled in clay, two bison, two bison moreover about to copulate.\fn{ Each
of them is about two feet long, modeled in unbaked clay, made c.13,000-8,000BC .} Close by they found the heel prints of
children, such as Cartailhac would find later, also in the heart of a mountain, around the headless statue of a bear,
with evidence that a real bear’s head had been staked onto it. Both these sites seem to have been the occasion of a
single ceremony. The animals were shaped by the light of a torch, who knows with what sacred dread, and
children danced on their heels, and the cave was closed forever.
“The curious thing about this cave is that if you were to drill through the rock in the right direction you would
come to the end of another cave, the Trois Frères, which the Bégouën boys found in nineteen sixteen. At the
uttermost recess of it is that strange sorcerer, or god, a man dancing in a mask with a beard. He wears antlers, a
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horse’s tail, bear’s paws. His sex is human, but it is placed where a cat’s is, under the tail. He is our oldest portrait
of God.\fn{About 24” high, he was painted between c.13,000-11,000BC. At the El Juyo cave site aassociated with the Altamira caves, a
prehistoric sanctuary dating to c.12,000BC was discovered. It covered 118 square feet and contained an altar-like stone weighing about a
tone supported by other vertical stone slabs; tohgether with a variety of deliberately arranged objects that may have been used as sacred
accessories in ceremonials, and several clay-faced mounds that covered trenches in the floor .}

“The caves are the first draft of the book of Genesis, when man was a minor animal, not suspecting that the
divine fire in his heart was unique. He was thousands of years away from the domesticating of these animals. The
dog was the first. He is man’s oldest friend.”
Abbé Breuillit his pipe.
“Oh, Robot knew they were down there! He is one of them. I’m afraid I’ve already scandalized the
archbishop”—he winked at Agnel—“with the heresy I can’t get out of my head that animal’s most obviously have
souls, but unfallen ones, as they did not participate in the sinful pride of our common parents. Ancient man must
have been in some measure envious of the animal, suspecting its superiority.
“He was right, of course,” he added.
*
A man in blue overalls had come up behind them.
“Ramón!” Ravidat called out.
It was Ramón’s grease gun that had first illumined the cave. But he was signaling that he did not wish to be
called to. He sat under a tree some meters away and lit his pipe. He winked at Ravidat and made himself
comfortable.
“Abbé, are we going down again today?”
“I think not, Thaon. I should rest my eye. It’s full of lights again. Will the boys .keep their guard?”
“You couldn’t drive them away,” Monsieur Laval said. “They’re well set up in their camp. Pour eux, c’est une
aventure.
“For us all.” The Abbe smiled. “We shall be at the Hôtel Commerce, he said to the boys, tweaking Agnel’s ear
and Estreguil’s nose.
He shook hands with Ravidat, acknowledging his age and responsibility. His eyes indicated Ramon under the
tree.
“Let no one into the cave,” he said.
“That’s an old friend,” Ravidat explained. “He is the mechanic in Montignac.”
“Tiens. Jusqu à demain.”
As the Citroën bounced down the hill, Monseiur Laval on the running board, the Abbé Breuil waving his
handkerchief from a window, Ramón walked toward them, his hands in his pockets.
“Madame Marsal,” he said, “will be sending up hot soup.”
He approached Ravidat with a look that was both intimate and inquisitive.
“Is it a big cave?”
“It’s a right good size, yes.”
Ramón looked about him. He indicated with his eyes that he wanted a word apart. Ravidat followed him.
“Wait,” Ramón said. “Marsal aussi.” He put the flat of his hand out to the others. Then he stared at Coencas,
who was looking at them from under his cowlick.
“You too,” Ramón said. “Come with us.”
Queroy, Agnel, and Estreguil drew together, left out of a conspiracy.
“Why can’t they come?” Coencas asked.
Ramón’s face showed that Coencas had jeopardized his own eligibility.
“What’s it all about?” Coencas was persistent.
Ramón saw his mistake. All or none, however dangerous that seemed. He stood in his indecision, pulling his
nose.
“Igual,” he said. “Gather around.”
He squatted, taking cigarette paper and a sack of tobacco from his pockets.
“This is a matter for cojónes,” he said in a low voice. The priest will be through looking at the pictures in the
cave in a few days. That’s to be seen. I shall talk with him, too. And with the others. They’re all French.”
He sealed the cigarette with the tip of his tongue.
“The Germans are not here yet.”
He looked at each of them in turn.
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“They will be, in time. There are some of us who will be ready. Do you understand?”
“I think I see,” Ravidat said.
“We call ourselves the Résistance. We are all over France. Have you heard about us, Ravidat? No? Well, you
have now. You and Marsal own guns. And you know your way about.”
“You are a refugee, hein?” he said to Coencas.
“From Charleville.”
“And you and you,” Ramón said to Estreguil and Agnel.
“They’re old enough to understand,” Ravidat said.
“I want you to swear,” Ramón said. “One hand on your balls, one on your heart. Swear!”
“So help us God.”
Ramón looked over his shoulder. It was only Robot jumping at a cricket. They sat quietly, listening to the trill
of the nightingales and the wash of wind in the trees.
“The important thing at the moment,” Ramón said, “is a place to stash ammo. I can get straight off a
consignment of Bren guns, if I can find a place to hide them. Is that cave big enough?”
“You can hide anything in it,” Ravidat said. “It’s as big as a castle down there.”
“If you tell the priest,” Coencas said, “he won’t let you. He’ll be afraid you’ll hurt the pictures.”
“Foutre les tableaux,” Ramón said. “We won’t tell him, then. We’ll wait until he clears out.”
“He’s already said,” Marsal put in, “that he wants to keep the cave secret. That fits in. His secret and our secret
will work out the same.”
“Anybody who lets our secret out,” Ramón said quietly, “will have to answer to the Rósistance. And we are
many.”
“When do we start?” Coencas asked.
“I’ll tell you when the time comes. The priest will be measuring the cave. Remember his figures. And tell me
all his plans. When he’s gone, we can begin to move.\fn{ The use of the caves by the Résistance is chronicled by André
Malraux (Anti-Memoirs.)}
He stood up.
“I’m going back down to the village.”
He scooped Agnel up under the arms and held him above his head.
“You know about the Germans?” he said. “The war? If you tell anybody about this, we lose the war. If you
don’t, we win.”
He set him down.
“That goes for you too,” he said to Estreguil, crooking his finger as if on a trigger. “For all of us.”
He set off., as casually as he came.
“Ravidat,” he said, turning, “vous avez la verge la plus longue. Soyez le capitaine de ces voyous!”
“Nous sommes soldats!” Queroy said.
“Agents, au mains,” Ravidat said.
“Des espions!”
The moon when it rose was red and perfectly round. Robot gave it a perfunctory trombone howl, joined by
Agnel, answered by an owl.
Queroy hinted that Marsal was afraid to be in the Résistance, that his mother wouldn’t let him if she knew, and
got his lip split in a pinwheel of a fight by the fire. Ravidat parted them with slaps and made them shake hands.
Estreguil fell asleep in his clothes beside Robot, who slept facing the fire. Coencas, standing in the red light,
pulled off. his shorts and studied his dick:
“Mine’s the next longest,” he said to Ravidat.
“Mine is,” Marsal said, crawling back out of his bedroll.
“No,” Ravidat said. “Robot, I think, is next in rank.”
*
Next morning they found the figure of the hunter in the shaft at the back of the cave, a mere stick of a man,
bird-headed, ithyphallic, childish. Beside him is a carved bird on a staff.. His spear has gored a bison, whose
bowels are spilling out. To the left of the hunter is a rhinoceros.
*
“These signs, Thaon! What do they mean? These quartered squares on legs, are they houses on piles, as in the
Swiss lake wattle houses, houses perhaps for souls? Are those feather shapes arrows, I spears?
“Your houses,” l’Abbé Bouysonnie said, “have four legs. Could not they too be horses? Written horses beside
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the drawn horses?”
*
We’ve got onto a wall of cats. Mountain lions, probably. One old tom has his tail up, testicles well drawn,
spraying his territorial boundaries.
“The artist,” Abbé Breuil added, has observed the whiplash curve you get in a stream of water coming from a
shaking source. We have all seen a cat wiggle his behind when he’s peeing.”
Another cat has an arrow in its side, like the Sumerian lioness. These are engraved, not painted like the larger
beasts.
*
Outside, over coffee, Abbé Breuil talked about the hunter, the disemboweled bison, and the rhinoceros.
“The rhinoceros trotting off to the left is in heat, you can tell that from her arched tail, even if you’ve only seen
a cow or a cat ready for the male. It was the realism of the chat qui pisse that led me to see that. The rhythmic dots
drawn under her tail are her delicious odor, I should think. She is ready to breed.
“To the Aurignacian hunter she is ready to die. Except that it is not death he brings with his spear. It is mating
in another sense. Nor does this picture mean that she is to die while in heat. It means that in the painter’s
vocabulary of symbols to die by the spear and to receive the male are cognate female verbs.
“Reality is a fabric of many transparent films. That is the only way we can perceive anything. We think it up.
Reality touches our intuition to the quick. We perceive with that intuition. Perhaps we perceive the intuition only,
while reality remains forever beyond our grasp.
“Man is the javelin bearer, the penis bearer. Woman conceives through a wound that bleeds every lunar cycle,
except when she holds the gift of the child, magically healed. The hieroglyphs of these cave painters for wound
and vulva are probably the same.”
Monsieur Thaon frowned.
“The hunter with arms outspread before the wounded bison is embracing the idea of death, which to him is the
continuity of life. The spilling entrails are an ideogram of the vagina. The bison is life under the guise of death.
Who knows what metamorphosis death was to these archaic minds?
“The hunter wears a bird mask exactly like the bird on his shaman’s baton. He is therefore not a picture of a
man but of that intuitive film over reality we call myth. He has assumed the character that the bird totem also
represents. Together they have brought the bison down.”
*
The terrace of the Hôtel Commerce, cèpes paysannes, Laval, Thaon, Breuil, Bouysonnie, truite meunière.
Ravidat is in a chair apart, his fingers laced together. Coencas, slapping his beret on his thigh, has just come in.
“I was at Altamira, bless you, in the year nineteen-o-two! the Abbé was saying. “Eh! It was discovered by a
dog, too. It was, it was! I have just now remembered the coincidence. It must have been Robot’s Spanish
grandfather.
“The cave, but not the paintings, which were discovered by a little girl. Her father, the owner of the property,
had been going out to the cave for years,\fn{ It was he, Marcdelino de Sautuola, a local resident interested in the antiquity of the
human race, who discovered the very first cave painting, in 1879. Professional archaeologists, however, were highly dubious of their
authenticity; and at the Lisbon Congress onb Prehistoric Archology in 1880, they were officially dismissed as forgeries, a general feeling
that was only finally reversed by the discovery at Pair-non-Pair in the Giroinde district of France in 1896 of paintings partially covered by
calcareous mineral deposits that would have taken thousands of years to accumulate .} once his dog had found it, but he was

looking for celts and flints. He had never once looked at the ceiling, if you can imagine. One day his little
daughter came along with him, and walked in and looked up, first thing.
“‘Papa,’ she said, ‘los toros, los toros!’”
“Cartailhac was convinced that those bulls were thousands and thousands of years old. I went down with him
and began making drawings of them. I’ve been in the business ever since.
“One day at Altamira I was on my back drawing. They hadn’t yet lowered the floor as they have now. I was
working with crayons by candlelight, dabbed all over with dripping wax, drawing the great mural of bulls, when a
very large-eyed young Spaniard came in on hands and knees. He had come from Barcelona, and his clothes were,
I remember, of the Bohemian cut, as they said in those days.”
The Abbé’s eyes became mischievous and knowing.
“He said bon jour and I said bon jour, odd as it was, vous savez, to be of a civility deep in a Magdalenian cave.
And bon jour was precisely all the French he had. He lay on his back, looking, looking. Hermoso, he kept saying,
hermoso. He was not interested in the age of the drawings, but, ma foi, in their beauty. He asked, as best I
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understood his Spanish, if he might touch them, and I explained that pigments that had adhered to limestone for
twenty thousand years weren’t likely to rub off now. But he didn’t touch them. He took one of my candles and
followed the bold lines of the beasts as if he were drawing them. There was a terrible look on his face, wonder and
admiration, and a kind of worship.
“I got his name straight once we were outside. Picasso. It meant nothing to me then, of course. Such eyes.
Picasso. He did not forget Altamira. His eye has never forgotten anything. The bison at Altamira were to him très
moderne. I have always thought of him as a Cromagnon painter out of time.\fn{That Picasso was at Altamira with Abbé
Breuil is affirmed by Alan Houghton Broderick (Father of Prehistory: The Abbé Henri Breuil, His Life and Times.) }
“The painted caves in Spain are in the north, in the Cantabrian mountains. They are all across, from San
Román in the west to Santimamiñe in the east, and this last is outside Guernica where the dive bombers struck
first in this awful war.
“And when Picasso painted his great symbolic picture of the bombing of Guernica, he made one of the bulls of
Altamira dominate the design.
“But yes!” said Abbé Bouysonnie. “And I had never seen that at all.
“I like to think of that bull, whether at Altamira or in the angry and eloquent Guernica as Being itself, in all its
power and dumb presence.
And as if he suddenly found it more comfortable to change the subject, the Abbé Breuil turned to Monsieur
Laval:
“What a beautiful old tree!” he said of the Montignac beech that filled the place with its shade. “They are
cutting them down, you know, all over France, an obstruction to artillery sighting. A village without a tree is like a
woman without hair. Some poet must write an elegy for the trees of the French villages, nay, for the trees of
Europe. There was a venerable oak at Guernica, wasn’t there? Some great pagan tree that burned when the dive
bombers came. I keep coming back, it seems, to Picasso.”
“But,” Bouysonnie said, “Picasso does not allude to the Basque oak in his mural, does he?”
“No, no,” Breuil said. “It is not in the prehistoric genius to depict trees. This man Picasso is a painter from the
Reindeer Age. The Guernica with its wounded horse, its hieratic bull, its placing of images over images,\fn{ There
are four layers of paintings on the ceiling at Altamira .} is a prehistoric painting. It honors and grieves and stands in awe. I
have copied hundreds and hundreds of these beasts until they file through my dreams. God will take me to them
when I die, to the saucy Shetland tarpans whose jet manes run the length of their backs, to the long red ox and
woolly rhinoceros. But perhaps the Guernica I see is not the one everybody sees. The painting I see is as old as
Lascaux.
*
The Drachenberg bears, their jaws full of shadow: We are Ursus, companions of the Pole Star, god of the
Finnmark, brothers of Artemis Diktynna.. lords of the forest. We are Bruin, Arkturus, Baloo. We are eaters of the
honey of the bees of Han, the golden bees of Mykinai and Tiryns, the red bees of the Merovingians. Man with his
gods fire and flint drove us from the caves but put our souls on the walls along with blind bison, shrill horse, slow
cow, royal salmon, wizard elk, cruel puma, idiot jackal.
*
In the forecourt of the chthonic granary of souls at Lascaux two long cows shamble toward three long cows,
dewlapped Indus horned cattle lowing and prancing on stiff forelegs. They are not domestic and pied but wild and
brown, still in their eland grazing age. Nor are these aurochs yet Hathor nor the royal herds of Harappa. They are,
bulls and cows together, female to the Magdalenian mind, creatures of the realm of woman. So were bison, ox,
and mammoth. The male domain was horse, ibex, stag.
Breuil leaned on his geologist’s pick and gazed. The bison transfixed by the hunter’s spear at the back of the
cave is new to us. In a kind of visual pun the spear is drawn from the sexual parts downward and emerges along
the bison’s belly like a penis in a ventral foreskin. Men have read languages before now without a dictionary.
How could he decipher what men had forgotten twenty thousand years ago?
His eye hurt. He was old. This place was holy. To know, to know.
“No, Breuil,” he said to himself aloud. “To see.”
*
Robot on his knees, the Abbé sat in the red rain of light that trembled through the shelved leaves of the great
tree in the place. Ravidat sat at his feet in a seine of leaf shadow. Monsieur le Maire in his high collar and the
tricolor across his breast rolled the wine in his glass. Agnel and Estreguil stood on each side of Maurice Thaon,
whose hands rested on their shoulders.
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“You cannot imagine Africa,” the Abbé was saying. “Djibouti in the Somali land, on the gulf of Aden; Nizan,
is it not, who calls Aden the worst place in the world? Djibouti, then, is the next worse place. Admiral Scott, you
remember, when he first saw Antarctica, said, ‘Mon Dieu! What an awful place!’ and I wish I could have said
something as fine about Djibouti but I was speechless.”
The Mayor looked from Thaon to a concierge in black stockings who was standing at a respectable distance
from the men. He nodded with deep appreciation of the Abbé’s words.
“You have lived all your life in France, mes gosses, messieurs et dames.”
He, too, nodded politely to the concierge, who dared not ack- nowledge the honor except by folding her arms.
“The Somaliland is a baked waste. My American friend Monsieur Kelley once said that France smells of wine,
urine, and garlic, but Africa smells of carrion, of merde ripened by flies as big as hornets, of rotten water silver
with filth and green with contagion.
“Indeed,” said the Mayor.
“Djibouti is ravaged dirt streets, shacks with blinding tin roofs, whole buildings of rust and packing cases
wired together.”
“Il est poète,” the Major whispered to Thaon, “l’Abbé!”
“And all of this steaming rot is surrounded by white mountains, sparkling mountains of salt. Imagine that. I
was there with Père Teilhard de Chardin, as in China, and with an extraordinary man, a Catalan with an almost
French name, Henri de Monfreid, from the Roussillon, the half-brother of Madame Agnès Huc de Monfreid. Their
father fell out of a tree some twenty years ago, strange way to die. He was Georges-Daniel de Monfreid, a painter
and friend of Gauguin’s, whose paintings he used to buy under the pretense of selling them, to encourage him.
Maurice Thaon was laughing.
“Since when is a priest not a gossip?” the Abbé asked. I’m putting everybody to sleep.”
Monsieur Thaon laughed the louder. The Mayor was confused but smiled nevertheless, rolled the wine in his
glass, and leaned forward attentively.
“Et alors. Where was I? The salt heaps of Djibouti. The stink of Africa. Ah! That extraordinary man Henri de
Monfreid. He has been everywhere, everywhere that other people haven’t been. He was the man who took Père
Teilhard to Abyssinia, its awful deserts. Harar, where Rimbaud\fn{ Arthur Rimbaud (1854-1891) French poet; he became a
trader in North Africa in 1880 .} lived, Obok, Diredawa, Tajura. Prehistory is very rich around there. They found rock
paintings, lovely graceful animals, hunters with bows, geometric designs all dots and angles.”
Marsal came closer, sitting behind Ravidat.
“I went with them a bit later, like going to the moon. At Obok there is nothing alive. The old volcanoes are still
in the week of creation, black and wrinkled. The silence lifts the hair on the back of your head.
“And then we got to Ganda-Biftu, where there are four hundred meters of paleolithic drawings across the face
of a cliff. We climbed up, having built a scaffold for the purpose. I drew and drew and drew, as high up on the
rock as the third story of a building. Sickle-horned African buffalo, lions, antelope. And lithe men, far more
realistically drawn than in our European caves. And among the buffalo, quite clearly, were long black oxen. You
see what that implies. Domestication.”
The Abbé stared before him, sipping his wine.
“We found more pictures, found them at Diredawa, and then outside Harar. We went to the Porcupine Cave, as
they have named it, that Teilhard had seen earlier. But I saw something he had passed over. It was a calcined
protuberance, wonderfully suspicious, and with no trouble at all I found a bone beneath. A human jawbone, but
not of man as we know him, but of the breed of men before us, the apelike man Neanderthal. He had never been
found in Africa before, and it was not known that he was an artist. It was thought that he could only arrange
stones painted red ocher, and set the mountain bears’ skulls on ledges as in the cave at Drachenberg.
He drained his glass and set it on the table.
“But he could draw. Mon Dieu, he could draw.”
*
The first boxes of ammunition were placed in the Shaft of the Hunter and the Bison late in October, when the
moon was dark. Long cases of carbines packed in grease, grenades, flares, .45s rose in neat stacks to the black
shins of the prancing horses.
*
At Drachenberg the bears’ skulls sat on their ledges, hooded in dust older than Ur or Dilmun. Their muzzles all
pointed to the rising sun, which fell upon them dimly in the depth of their cave in the cliff, lighting all but the
sockets of their eyes.\fn{In a short note at the end of this story, the author notes that “All the characters are real, including the Spanish
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mechanic.” Abbé Henri Breuil (1877-1961) was in his day “the greatest living authority on prehistoric art.” Ravidat eventually became a
contractor, Marsal “is now (1973) a guide at Lascaux,” and the Queroy was killed in the Résistance. “The fortune of Coencas, Estreguil,
and Agnel I have failed to ascertain.” The cave itself was discovered “first by a rabbit, and immediately afterward by a dog named Robot,
who was chasing it.”}

116.120 Soon\fn{by Rosa Pam Durban (1947- )} Aiken, Aiken County, South Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 9
1
Martha’s Mother, Elizabeth Long Crawford, had been born with a lazy eye, and one morning when she was
twelve her father and the doctor sat her down in the dining room at Marlcrest, the Longs’ place near Augusta,
Georgia, and told her they were going to fix her so that a man would want to marry her someday. Her father held
her on his lap while the doctor pressed a handkerchief soaked with chloroform over her nose and mouth, and she
went under, dreaming of the beauty she would be. But the doctor’s hand slipped, and when Elizabeth came to, she
was blind in her right eye. For the rest of her life what she remembered of that morning were the last sights she’d
seen through two eyes: the shadows of leaves on the sunny floor, the hair on the backs of her father’s hands, the
stripe on the doctor’s trousers, the handkerchief coming down. Then blindness. The rise and the downfall of hope,
one complete revolution of the wheel that turned the world, that’s what she’d lived through.
Marlcrest was a hard name to pronounce. The first syllable sprawled, it wouldn’t be hurried; the last climbed a
height and looked down on the rest of the world the way Martha’s mother had done all her life. It had been a hard
place to live, too. One hundred acres of level, sandy land on a bluff above the Savannah River, and a house raised
high on brick pillars to offer the people of the house a view of the river, a chance at the river breezes. When
Elizabeth married Perry Crawford, he agreed to live there, too. She wasn’t leaving. In the family cemetery on the
bluff stood the Long tomb and the graves of the children who’d died at birth, who had fallen or been trampled by
horses or killed by cholera or yellow fever during the two hundred years the Longs had lived at Marlcrest. Before
the Civil War, slaves hauled muck up from the river—the marl of which the crest was made—to spread on the
fields. Many died there: smothered in the mud, collapsed in the heat, snakebit, drowned. They were buried in a
corner of a distant field that the pine woods had taken back years before Martha was born, though even in
Martha’s time a person could still find pieces of broken dishes, shells, empty brown medicine bottles under the
pine needles, as if the people buried there had been carried out and lowered down by others who believed that the
dead could be quieted and fed.
*
After the botched operation, Martha’s mother lived where the wheel had stopped and she’d stepped off. The
blind eye that the doctor had closed gave her a proud, divided look, as though half her face slept while the other
stayed fiercely alert, on the lookout for the next betrayal. It was how she’d looked at seventy-five—disfigured and
ferocious—when she’d summoned Martha and her brother, Perry Jr., to the nursing home in Augusta where they’d
put her after a series of small strokes had made it dangerous for her to live alone at Marlcrest any longer. For six
months before they’d put her in the home, there’d been trouble after trouble. She’d stopped payment on every
check she wrote. The doors of the house, inside and out, had filled up with locks. Every night her calls to her
children were packed with complaint. The woman they’d hired to stay with her was a thief, a drunk. Someone was
downstairs picking the locks. It was that Herbert Long from up the road. He and his family, descendants of the
slaves who’d once lived on the place. For a hundred years they’d bided their time; now they’d come to steal from
her.
At the nursing home that day, Martha and Perry Jr. found their mother in her wheelchair in the sun by the
window. She was dressed in beige linen, her best earrings, heirloom pearls. Her hair had been freshly restored to a
cresting silver wave, and she was draped in Arpège perfume, as she had been in all her finest hours. “Well, don’t
you look nice, Mother. What’s the occasion?” Martha asked, kissing her mother’s sweet, powdered cheek.
Some papers their mother had in her purse, that was the occasion. Notarized contracts. Smiling brilliantly, she
handed over the documents, one by one, to Martha and Perry Jr. She’d sold Marlcrest—the whole kit and
caboodle—to a developer who planned to bulldoze the house, clear the land, build a subdivision there. Plantation
Oaks, he’d call it. “Here is a copy of the title deed,” she said, passing it to Perry Jr. “As you will see, it is properly
signed and notarized.” He turned it over, held it up to the light, looking for the error that would void the contract.
As for the family records and belongings—the contents of the house, she said, leaning toward them from her
wheelchair with her hands folded in her lap and high color in her cheeks, savoring (Martha saw) the vengeful
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triumph of this theft—she’d sold them all to a young man from a southern history museum in Atlanta. Smack, she
struck the wheelchair’s armrest. Done. He’d been coming to visit her in the nursing home since Martha and Perry
Jr. had put her there—it had been almost exactly one year now. He’d even driven her out to Marlcrest a time or
two to pick up something she’d forgotten. The Long family had many possessions of historical interest; already
the museum people were calling their belongings the most important collection of southern artifcacts ever
acquired in Georgia. Fine linen shirts and baby gowns sewn by slave seamstresses. Diaries and ledgers and
sharecropper contracts. Tools, portraits. A complete record of plantation life. The young man had been so sweet to
her. He had all the time in the world to sit and talk. He never sneaked looks at his watch or found some excuse to
jump up and rush off five minutes after he’d sat down.
Not that Martha and Perry Jr. hadn’t been expecting it somehow. What has been lived will be handed on.
Throughout their childhoods their mother had told them she lived by high ideals, which meant that everything
had to be right—but since nothing ever was right, she was constantly, deeply, and bitterly disappointed by every
person and every circumstance. Horsy had been her word for Martha, and in it were catalogued all of Martha’s
lacks. A long face, big teeth, lank hair, eyes that shone with dark, equine clarity. Yes, and Martha was also too big,
too meaty. She sweated in the summer heat, and in winter her fingertips stayed cold. Perry Jr. was never more
than an adequate student, a lukewarm son. Even her husband, Perry Sr., had failed her. When Martha was sixteen
and Perry Jr. eighteen, their father sneaked off early one October morning to go duck hunting alone in the swamp
below the old slave burying ground and was struck dead by a heart attack. After dark the sheriff found him up in
the duck blind, still seated on his camp stool with his gun across his knees, looking out the little window hole in
the sidewall of the blind, as though he were watching the mallards flash and preen in the dark water below.
His death made their mother furious; afterward she widened her search for the thief who’d robbed her. And yet,
though Martha and Perry Jr. had both expected that someday their mother would get to their names on her long
list of suspects in the crimes against her, neither was prepared for it. Is anyone prepared for the actuality of life,
which is always more surprising or horrifying or sweet than we could ever have imagined? Not at all. We dream
and wish and plan, but something more subtle, more generous and devious, arranges reality for us.
After they’d heard all their mother had to say about what she’d taken from them, after she’d leaned back,
satisfied, and looked from one to the other of them with that brilliant and terrible any questions? look on her face,
Martha had closed her eyes. She saw the bulldozer push the house. It swayed, cracked, fell, carrying beds, tables,
chairs, the smell of closets, her grandmother’s round hatboxes and furs, the river’s wide curve that she could see
from her bedroom window in winter when the leaves had fallen and the trees along the banks were bare. Carrying
even the slave cemetery, where, in the spring just past, Martha had found weeded ground, plastic lilies in a Mason
jar. In the nursing home that day, Martha felt the world fail and move away from her for the first time; fail and
move away the way her mother had taught her it would, not with words exactly, though Elizabeth had certainly
given her children enough of those, but with her footsteps walking away from them, her closed face, her fury.
Their mother died within a year of that day. A stroke, of a magnitude even she would have approved—maybe
—as the cause of death of a person of her stature, knocked her out of her wheelchair in the nursing home dining
room one Saturday evening and killed her before the first hand touched her. In her coffin, Martha was startled to
discover, her mother looked different than she had in life. The perfect wave of silver hair was intact, as were the
long, elegant fingers, and yet, lacking the ferocious hauteur that had been its life, her face looked wasted and
starved, as if under the rage a ravenous sadness had been at work. Not even the undertaker’s crafted composure,
the small rueful smile he’d shaped on her mouth, or the benign glow of the pink light bulbs in the funeral home
lamps could soften the face she would wear now into eternity.
2
What do you do with what you’ve been handed? Martha would not have her children saying poor Mother over
her coffin. She went back to the life she wanted, a calm and common life, firmly planted. As Martha saw it, her
mother’s bitterness and rageg were exactly as large and violent as her hopes and her longings, and so it was these
longings that Martha would uproot in herself. That’s why she’d married Raymond Maitland in the first place
(against her mother’s wishes), a decent man from a decent family, a gib, careful, sober man with jug ears who
wanted what she wanted. They lived in the country outside Augusta, and Raymond, a salesman, traveled up and
down the coast, only he called it the eastern seaboard, because he believed the high-minded sound of those words
gave him a competitive edge over his coarser peers. His territory stretched from Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, to
Jacksonville, Florida, and at one time or another, he sold insurance, encyclopedias, building materials,
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pharmaceuticals, vending machine snacks, and office supplies. The drawers in their kitchen and den filled up with
pencils, ballpoint pens, rulers, rubber jar-lid openers, key chains, thermometers, and spatulas, all printed with the
names and slogans of companies he’d represented.
In the spring, summer, and early fall, he drove with the windows rolled down (this was in the fifties, before air
conditioners were standard in most cars), his left arm resting on the window ledge, so that arm was always
sunburned when he returned from a sales trip. At home, it was one of their pleasures for him to shower, lie on
their bed in his undershorts, and doze, with the fan blowing acros him and the radio turned to the light classics
station, while she rubbed Solarcaine on his sunburned arm as gently and patiently as if his skin were her skin, so
that he imagined sometimes that the spreading cool relief came from her fingertips, their delicate, swirling touch.
Then one day in late July, the summer he was fifty-eight and Martha had just turned fifty-six, the summer
Raymond Jr. finished graduate school at Georgia Tech and their daughter, Louise, had her second baby, Raymond
returned from a weel-long trip up the coast. He traveled for Tom’s Peanut Company then. He threw his car keys
onto the kitchen counter and fell into her arms, groaning about the six hundred miles he’d just driven through the
goddamn heat, and at his age, too. He smelled of fry grease and cigarette smoke overlaid subtly with sweat and
metal, the smell of the road. Someday they’d find him dead of a heart attck, slumped over the steering wheel on
the shoulder of some sweltering back road in the Pee Dee swamp. A desk job, that’s what he wanted now. To keep
him closer to home, closer to her; that was the ticket. “Take a shower,” she said. “Come lie down.”
While she rubbed the cream into his arm, she felt the silky slackness of aging flesh under her hands; she saw
that his muscles were starting to droop, go ropy. His chest had begun to sag, too. And as she tenderly catalogued
the marks of time on her husband’s body, she noticed that his left arm was as pale as the rest of him. she looked at
the small, pleased, and peaceful smile on his mouth. She sat on the edge of the bed with the fan blowing across
them, the Solarcaine squeezed onto her fingers, and a picture rose up to meet her as though his skin had released
it, like a smell: a woman in green shorts lounging in a white wicker chair, her big tanned legs crossed, smoking a
cigarette and laughing.
She rubbed the Solarcaine into his pale arm. Next dayshe went through the phone bills for the last six months,
found call after call to a number in Little River, South Carolina.\fn{ In Horry County (pop. 25)} the voice that
answered when Martha called matched the thick legs, the cigarettes, the indolence of the woman whose image
had wormed its way into her mind. That night, when she showed him the phone bills, Raymond put his hands over
his face and cried. It was true, he said, it was true, he’d gotten in over his head. He would break off with her, her
name was—“Don’t you dare speak her name in my house,” Martha shouted—if Martha would just be patient and
give him time. If she would just forgive him.
Patience she had, and time. Plenty of both, and also the will to forgive. For six months they tried, but it had
gone too far with the other woman. The story came out in pieces: the things he’d given her—jewelry and cash, a
semester’s tuition for her son at the University of South Carolina—the promises he’d made. She was a widow,
twenty years younger than Martha. It almost drove Martha crazy. Just when she thought she’d heard the whole
story, he’d choke out more until it seemed there was no end to the future he’d planned with this woman.
When Raymond left to go live with his big-legged woman in Little River, Martha told him she wanted two
things—no, three, she wanted three things: she wanted the house in Augusta, and she wanted the house in Scaly
Mountain. Louise and Raymond Jr. had been in grade school when Raymond and Martha had bought a beat-up
old white clapboard house two stories tall and one room wide, roofed with tin, that sat on a foundation of stacked
stones in a valley at the foot of Scaly Mountain, North Carolina; they went there every summer and at
Thanksgiving, too, if they could manage it. Always, when they got there, Raymond had to be first out of the car.
“Let Daddy have his minute,” she’d say to the children, holding them back. He’d make a big show of stretching
and breathing, as if he couldn’t get enough of that air. Then he’d stand with his hands on his hips, his chest thrown
out, king of the hill. Next he’d lean his elbows on the car door, push his wide, smiling face through the open
window, squeeze her arm and say, “We’re fifty-cent millionaires, Martha, sure enough,” as if this discovery were
new to him every time, meaning it didn’t take much to make him feel rich. Meaning that what he had was all of
what he wanted. Then he’d kiss her richly on the mouth, and they had arrived.
The last thing she wanted from Raymond was never to hear from him again. She meant it, too, about cutting
him out of her life for good. She knew the way to the cold, bare space inside herself where she could live by the
absolutes she declared. Goodbye, Raymond. “I thank my mother for the strength she instilled in me,” she told
Louise during the divorce. “No, really. She’s the one who gave me the backbone for this.” Finishing cleanly, she
meant, cutting the cord.
3
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Five years after the divorce, Martha announced that she was moving to the house in Scaly Mountain. “My
thermostat must be broken, I can’t take this heat any longer,” she told Louise, who was frantic about her mother’s
moving so far away, and all alone, too. “What if you fall?” Louise asked. “What if you have a stroke or a heart
attack?”
“Friend, come up higher,” Martha joked with her friends from the Episcopal church when they asked her if
she’d thought through what she was doing. She told others that she was retiring. From what? they demanded to
know. From what? From canasta on Monday and bridge on Tuesday (she did not say), from standing in the
vestibule before Sunday morning services, alert for a new face. (“Welcome to All Saints’. Are you visiting with us
this morning? Would you please fill out this card and drop it in the collection basket? We’re glad to have you.”)
From taping books for the blind and pushing the book cart around the hospital corridors, intruding on the
desperately ill, challenging them with her smile to cheer up. From muffins and casseroles and sympathy calls and
notes of congratulation or consolation. From rushing to church every time the doors swung open or having to
explain her absence to some anxious friend. Goodbye to all that.
She did not speak to anyone of the solitude she craved: to be alone, with new vistas in front of her eyes and
unfamiliar, rocky ground below her feet. She did not tell anyone how she wanted to be rid of Raymond, whose
cigarette smoke clung to the paneling in the den and lingered in the closets of the Augusta house. The week before
she decided to move, she’d come across a moldy package of Tom’s cheese crackers way in the back of a kitchen
drawer, and she’d known then that this house would always push reminders of Raymond up to the surface, no
matter how hard she scrubbed and bleached and aired. He rested more lightly on the mountain house. There she
wold lift Raymond’s few T-shirts out of the bottom drawer of the dresser in their bedroom and tear them into rags;
she would take down his coffee mug from a kitchen shelf, tear his meticulous handwritten instructions off the wall
between the hot water heater and furnace and be finished with him for good. Then he would be gone the way her
mother was gone. The mother whose grave she still visited dutifully twice a year, carrying a poinsettia at
Christmas, a lily at Eastertime, standing with head bowed, her heart empty of any longing to see her mother, of
any wish to speak.
But a person can’t just do nothing, can she? Can’t sit all day with her hands folded or a game of solitaire
spread out on the kitchen table. Can’t not talk to other people without beginning to hear strange echoes in the
conversation she’s carrying on with herself. So she went to work. She had the pasture behind the house cleared,
she put in a pond. She added two rooms and a porch onto the back of the house, and she lengthened the kitchen
until the house looked like a white, wooden shirt with outstretched arms. Over the mountain, to Highlands, twice
a week she drove her white Dodge Dart to the senior citizens’ center for canasta and talk.
Every week she wrote to her children, letters full of questions and advice. “Have Sarah Lynn’s teeth shown any
signs of straightening?” she asked her daughter. “If not, do please take her to the orthodontist.” And “Those old
linen napkins I gave you are to be used as tea towels,” she wrote after she’d visited Louise and found the napkins
balled up in the rag basket under the kitchen sink. Her daughter’s letters were long and chatty, with fabric
swatches stapled to them or pictures of the children enclosed. Raymond Jr. wrote his full-speed-ahead notes on
“Memo from Raymond Maitland Jr.” paper. He was big in Coca-Cola down in Atlanta, she told her friends over
the canasta table. Very big, she’d repeat, arching her eyebrows to show that words simply could not map the
circumference of his orbit.
Without fail she wrote a weekly letter to her brother, Perry Jr. After his wife died, he’d drifted into mysticism,
joined the Rosicrucians.\fn{A mystical pantheism which appears to have risen with the publication of the Fama Fraternitatis
(published 1614, but probably circulated in manuscript form somewhat earlier), a documents which recounts the journey of one Christian
Rosenkreuz, the reputed (German) founder of the movement, to Damascus, Damcar in Arabia, Egypt and Fez; how he was received and
what he learned there; his return to Germany and his foundation of the order; their six articles of agreement which the original disciples
adopted; the rediscovery of the secret burial place of the founder, together with his perfectly preserved body; and the re-covering of the
sacred vault and the dispersal of the original members. According to a Confessio (which is bound up with the Fama in some of the editions,
Christian Rosenkreuz was born in 1378 and lived until 1484. His tomb was then hidden for 120 years, making its discovery fall in 1604. If
this is a true account of the founding of the order (much disputed) the Rosicrucians must have come into being sometime in the 15 th century.
The Fama seems to have been first translated into English in 1652. The order seems to have first made its way to the United States towards
the end of the 19th century under the auspices of R. Swinburne Clymer (who as early as 1902 published The Rosicrucians: Their Teachings;
but one H. Spencer Lewis has also founded the society in the United States under the authority of leader of the order in France, in 1915,
under the name of The Ancient Mystical Order Rosae Crucis (usually abbreviated to A.M.O.R.C.) } His letters were about the

migration of souls, the power of the spirit to transcend time and space, to enter that place where there was no
death, no beginning or end, only a current that carried you up and up, endlessly spiraling toward fulfillment,
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completion, bliss. He wanted to join his wife, he wrote. He could hardly wait for that day.
Martha sat in her bedroom in the mountain house she had made her own—no trace left of her traitor husband
or her bitter black wind of a mother, not so much as a photograph of either of them—a plain, tall woman in a
sleeveless blouse and a full cotton skirt made of a coarse woven material like burlap. Her braids were crossed and
pinned over the top of her head; she wore orthopedic sandals with wool socks and sat with her ankles crossed, her
back very straight in a high-backed chair pulled up to a white wooden table. One must be realistic, she wrote to
her brother, apply the styptic pencil to one’s scratches, pour iodine into the deeper wounds, get on with life in this
world. Reality (she underlined it twice) was a constant and trustworthy companion who, once befriended, never
let one down or walked away and loved someone else. A person must not wear himself out with wanting what it is
impossible to have. What was finished must be done with and put away. “False hopes are cruel, Perry,” she wrote.
“We must not exhaust ourselves waiting for what will never happen. I speak from experience when I say this. As
you well know, I have suffered indignities at the hands of life, we all have, but the longer I live the surer I become
that the consolations of life—if any—must be sought and found in facing life squarely, as it is. The mind must not
be allowed to wander where it wants, else it might end up lost in a wilderness of longing and regret. This I
believe.”
And then, late one September afternoon, when she’d lived in Scaly Mountain for a year, when the pond was
full, the meadow fenced, the hay rolled and drying in the field she leased to a neighbor, as she sat on the porch
after supper, watching the evening light flood into her valley and spread across the foot of her meadow, something
changed in her. She felt it catch and roll over the way tumblers move inside a big lock. Maybe it was the gold
light slanting across the fat rolls of hay that invited the change. Maybe it was the chore she’d finished—writing
her mother’s name and the date of her death in the Long family bible—or the way she sat with the book open on
her lap, watching the ink dry on the page.
Now this was no modest Sunday school Bible with a white pebbled cover and gold-leaf pages, a tiny gold
cross dangling from a red-ribbon marker. It was the original family Bible in which the record of Long births,
weddings, and deaths had been written since 1825. A serious and heavy book with a tooled leather cover, a lock
and key. It smelled of the smoke of many fires, and its registry pages were stained and soft as cloth. When her
father had opened it for family devotions, Martha used to imagine thunder rolling off its pages. She had gone to
Marlcrest after her mother had sold everything; without hesitation and without guilt, she’d lifted the Bible off the
carved wooden stand next to the fireplace in the downstairs parlor, where it had rested throughout her life and her
mother’s life and her mother’s and her mother’s lives, and taken it home. For a year, the museum wrote to her
about the Bible. They were tentative, respectful letters at first. Later, letters from lawyers began to arrive. She’d
ignored them all. Now, looking from her mother’s name out to the hay drying in her meadow, she felt herself
lifted, carried, and then set down one place closer to the head of the line her mother had vacated.
That’s when the idea of the reunion came to her. She would gather what was left of the Long clan around her,
here, in this place. The next morning she drove into Highlands and ordered stationery printed up with Long
Family Reunion embossed across the top. She set the date for the following summer: July 6-9, 1969. All winter
she wrote letters and logged in the answers, then sent back diagrams of the house with rooms and beds assigned.
Give Martha time, her brother used to say, and she could plan anything. Perry Jr. had landed with the Allies on
D-Day; he always said that Martha could have planned the Normandy landing. She’d certainly planned this.
Collected promises from twenty-five far-flung Longs, then stood in the parking lot she’d leveled in her meadow
and waved them to their designated spaces with a flashlight, like a state trooper at a football game. She carried
their suitcases and marched them up to the house and directed them to their rooms.
For the children there were relay races and treasure hunts and nature hikes down the valley with Martha at the
head of the column, like the Scout leader she’d been when Louise was growing up, a walking catalogue of the
lore of trees, reptiles, and stones. The girls in her troop had nicknamed her Skink, the lizard, for her bright-eyed,
darting restlessness. For the grownups there was plenty of food, plenty of talk; the family Bible and photographs
traveled from hand to hand. There was the Long family tree, a scroll as big as a blueprint on which their
genealogist had mapped every twig and root. At night there were games and prizes. A prize for the oldest Long, a
dim old uncle, ninety-three that summer, who sat patiently wherever he was put until someone came back for him.
And for the youngest, a son born in June to Lamar Long, who’d been promoted that summer to foreman of the
weave room at the Bibb Mill in Porterdale, Georgia. A blue baby, they called him, born with a defective valve in
his heart. A good baby, all eyes, who lay quietly in his basked studying the faces that followed each other like
clouds across his sky.
Bossiest woman in the world, they whispered among themselves. Exactly like her mother; poor soul, some of
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the other ones said. Even her own brother had butted heads with her in the kitchen over something silly, over
cream. One morning he came whistling into the kitchen, intending to skim a dollop of cream for his coffee from
the top of one of the bottles of raw milk that Martha had bought from a neighbor. Right behind him came Martha,
who plucked the bottle out of his hand before he could shut the refrigerator door. “I am saving this, Perry,” she
told him, “to go on top of the blackberry pie I shall make for the farewell dinner.”
“Oh, come on, Martha, I only want a teaspoon,” he said.
“No, I cannot spare that much.” For half an hour it went on this way.
Then Perry tried for the last word. “I want some of that cream, Martha,” he said, holding out his cup to her. It
trembled in his hand. “Just a smidgen to put in my damn coffee.”
“Well, you can’t have it, Perry,” she said. “I told you, it’s for the pie. I need it all.” She held the bottle out to
show him—not the thick yellow clot in the neck of the bottle, but the cream, the cream whipped into high, stiff
points and her pie, warm and rich beneath that sweet, smothering layer. Couldn’t he see it? She could, and the
thought of that cream-to-be made tears stand in her eyes. Then the thought of herself crying over whipped cream
made her furious. She who’d written to her brother about dignity and the pitfalls of looking too far into future or
past for happiness or consolation, who had thrown all the force of her considerable will into living in the world as
it is. Finally Perry Jr. slammed his coffee cup down onto the kitchen counter and walked out. That night he said to
one of the other men, “I had to lock horns with Martha today.” And a child who overheard the remark and the
laughter that followed pictured two warring moose in a mountain meadow, their enormous racks locked, shoving
each other until they fell from exhaustion and died. Then the passing seasons, then the bone covered with hide, the
bleached antlers still entangled.
*
On the last day of the reunion, as she’d planned, Martha climbed the rickety wooden stepladder, shooed away
helpers, and strung Japanese paper lanterns between the big silver maple beside the road and the cedar nearest the
house. At six-fifteen they would eat, followed at seven by speeches, testimonials, recollections, a song or two, and
a final word from the genealogist, who’d traced the family back to England and tonight would name for them the
place from which the first Longs had set out for the New World hundreds of years before. Exactly at six, Martha
struck a small silver bell with a silver fork and waited until its clear note had died away, then invited everyone to
line up, which they did, oldest to youngest, as she’d planned. Then they filed past the tables made of sawhorses
and planks and covered with white cloths and filled their plates. Chicken and corn and beans—they heaped it on
—banana pudding and coconut cake and, of course, Martha’s blackberry pie topped with a mountain range of
whipped cream.
They’d just settled down to eat when she heard Abel Rankin coming down the road. He was her neighbor, the
one who sold her the raw milk out of cans that he carried in the back of his wagon, that wholesome milk from his
own cows from which she’d salvaged all the cream. When she heard the clink of the cans, the jolting rattle of the
wagon, the jingle of Sawdust the mule’s bridle and the stumbling crack of his hooves on the rocky road, she
dished up a plate—chicken and beans and coconut cake—and walked out to the edge of the yard to wait for him.
When Abel Rankn saw her, he reined in the dun-colored mule and said, “Evening” (never quite meeting her eyes),
touched the brim of his brown felt hat, and took the plate of food she held up to him. “Eat this, Mr. Rankin,” she
said.
He ate quickly, hunched over on the wagon seat as though eating were a chore he had to finish before nightfall,
while she held Sawdust’s bridle, patted his face, felt the bony plank of his nose, his breath on her hands. When the
children came running to pat the mule, she took charge. She made them line up and listen to her. “Now, stroke his
nose lightly,” she said. “You must stroke an animal as lightly as you’d stroke a hummingbird. You want him to
remember you?” she asked. “Blow into his nostrils. Gently, gently, like this, you hear me talking to you?”
Those were her mother’s teachings, her mother’s actual words. As soon as they’d left her mouth, she felt her
mother walk up and stand behind her, listening, to hear if she’d gotten it right, how to treat an animal. Her mother
had always kept a reservoir of tenderness toward animals unpolluted by her general disappointment and
bitterness. No animal had ever betrayed her. Oh, no. When Martha was a child, there had always been a pack of
half-starved stray dogs skulking around the back steps at Marlcrest, waiting for her mother to feed them. There
had always been a shoebox on top of the stove full of baby squirrels rescued from a fallen pine, tenderly wrapped
in flannel and bottle-fed into independence.
Her mother had owned a Tennessee walking horse, a flashy bay named Jimbo, whose black mane and tail
she’d braided with red ribbons before she rode him in shows. She used to nuzzle, stroke, pat the horse, bury her
face in his mane, while Martha hung on the pqddock fence, listening to the dark-gold and fluid warmth that filled
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her mother’s voice when she talked to him, waiting for that warm and liquid love to overflow the dam in her
mother’s heart and pour over her. Waiting, still waiting. And now her mother had come and stood so close that
Martha imagined she heard her mother’s breath whistling down the bony narrows of her imperial nose. Her
mother, who’d traveled this long way to find Martha and withhold her love again, just to remind her daughter, as a
good mother should, that her love might still be won if Martha would just be patient and not lose heart, if she
would just get it right for once.
Martha held her breath, then shook her head to clear it and turned to see if anyone had noticed her standing
there like a fool with her eyes squeezed shut and her fists clenched to her sides, swept away in a fit of hope. Up on
the wagon seat, Abel Rankin worked steadily at his supper; the children cooed and stroked Sawdust’s nose and
laid their cheeks against his whiskery muzzle. Back in the yard, people sat on the green grass and on the porch,
enjoying their food. They circled the table and filled their plates a second time, a third; they lifted thick slabs from
her beautiful pie. What a ridiculous old woman you are, she thought. Standing there waiting for your dead mother
to touch you. But there it was again, percolating up through the layers of years, bubbling out at Martha’s feet like
a perverse spring. This sly and relentless force that moved through the world, this patient and brutal something
that people called hope, which would not be stopped, ever, in its work of knitting and piecing and binding,
recovering, reclaiming, making whole. Which formed from the stuff of your present life a future where you would
be healed or loved and sent you running forward while it dissolved and remade itself ahead of you, so that you
lived always with the feeling, so necessary to survival in this world, that you were not just trudging along but
moving toward something.
She guessed that if you could just give up hope, your time on earth would be free of longing and its
disfigurements. God knows she’d tried. But you couldn’t. Not even her mother had done that, finally. Even after
she’d sold Marlcrest out from under them and momentarily righted the wrong of her life by taking from someone
else what she felt had been taken from her, she hadn’t been satisfied. Instead, she’d begun to pine and grieve over
her old poodle.
Rowdy was his name, Martha’s only inheritance. She’d taken him to her house when she and Perry Jr. had put
their mother in the nursing home. He was thirteen years old then, morose and incontinent, a trembler, a fear-biter.
Nothing left of him but gluey old eyes, a curly coat, and bones. On a Saturday morning soon after he came to live
with her, he turned over her garbage while she was at the grocery store and ate rancid bacon drippings out of a
small Crisco can. She found him on her kitchen floor, greasy and struggling to breathe, and rushed him to the
vet’s, where he died two hours later, his blood so clogged with fat his old heart just choked on it.
Until her dying day their mother had been greedy for news of Rowdy, details of his diet, the consistency of his
stools, and Martha and Perry Jr. had given them to her. They’d even pretended to be passing Rowdy back and
forth between them, sharing the wealth. On one visit, Perry Jr. would tell their mother how on cool fall mornings
Rowdy had enough spark to chase squirrels around Perry’s back yard. On the next visit, Martha would continue
the story, say that Rowdy still enjoyed his dog biscuits even though he gummed them now and it took him forever
to eat one. He’s a little constipated, she would say, but he’s fine. “Well, then, you’re not feeding him enough
roughage,” their mother would say. “Feed him apples. I must have told you that a thousand times, don’t you listen
when I talk to you?” she wold say, the old fierceness darkening her good eye. Then she would smile. Toward the
end, when she smiled at them, it was her skull that smiled; then the weeping would begin, the longing, the sorrow.
“Why don’t you bring my little dog to see me?” she would sob. “Soon, Mother,” they would promise, patting her
hand, smoothing back her hair. “Next time.”
4
Now it is August, twenty-five years past the summer of the reunion. Olivia Hudson, one of Martha’s
grandnieces, is driving through the mountains with her husband and small son when they pass a road that runs up
a narrow valley, and she says, “That looks like the road to my great-aunt Martha’s house, the one where we had
the family reunion, remember my telling you about that?” She had been seven that summer, the blue baby was her
brother; in photographs she stands protectively close, her hand always resting near him, on the side of bed or
blanket. Now they turn back and head up the valley, and as they drive Olivia studies the landscape, looking for
clues. She cannot imagine that the house is still standing, but she hopes that some arrangement of trees and
pastures and fences will rebuild it in her mind’s eye and set it down on its lost foundation. She hopes for sheets of
roofing tin, a standing chimney, steps leading up to an overgrown field. Anything.
Instead, they drive around a curve and she sees the house, the house itself, rising out of a jungle of saplings and
shaggy cedars. Silver maple saplings, hundreds of them, Olivia sees as they drive closer. The leaves flash and
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flutter in the breeze. A realtor’s sign lies on its side in the grass, near the stump of the big silver maple that has
spawned the little trees, the one that threw its wide shade across the front lawn the summer of the reunion. And
what Olivia feels as they wade and push toward the house through the thick grass and saplings is an emotion so
quick and powerful it takes her by surprise. It is as potent as love recovered, the feeling itself, not the memory of
the feeling—an urge to laugh out loud and also a dragging sadness, and a longing for no particular person or
thing, a longing to know what the longing is for.
And Olivia thinks that if the house had been sold, had become someone else’s house, unpainted, the screens
kicked out, the yard full of junk cars, if a picket fence had been thrown around it, a straw hat with flowers in the
band hung on the door, its power to move her would have dissolved into its new life. As it is, its power is original,
strong. She feels as if she could look in and find them all at dinner, Martha circling the long table, pouring raw
milk into the children’s glasses, and the mothers following her, pouring it out, refilling their children’s glasses
with the store-bought, pasteurized kind.
Of course, what she sees when they’ve waded through the grass and stepped over the rotten place on the porch
and looked in through the cloudy glass of the narrow window beside the door is the front room of an abandoned
and neglected house. Bloated chairs, scattered papers, white droppings everywhere, a cardboard box packed with
blue bottles. She has to get inside.
Down the mountain they find the realtor. Billie is her name. She has diamonds on the wings of her glasses,
jewels on her long black T-shirt, ragged black hair and Cherokee-dark eyes. Cherokee cheekbones. She is so
heavy and short of breath that Olivia’s husband has to boost her up the broken front steps, but when they get
inside the house, she turns brisk, businesslike. Martha’s children still own the place, but they’re so busy they
never come here. that’s why they’ve put it up for sale. Someone is about to buy this place and turn it into a bedand-breakfast inn, take advantage of the business from the new ski slope over at Scaly Mountain. Since Olivia is
kin (now that she’s been around Olivia for a while, Billie can see the resemblance, yes: “You favor your aunt
Martha,” she says), wouldn’t she be interested in buying it? Of course, Olivia would have to make an offer right
away, today in fact. Billie checks her watch. She’s expecting an offer any minute from the bed-and-breakfast
people.
Books are scattered on the floor of every room; faded curtains sag from bowed rods; blackberry vines tap
against the glass in the kitchen door. “You know, people around here say this place is haunted,” Billie calls to
Olivia as Olivia starts up the stairs to the second floor. “Your great-aunt Martha died in this house, and they say
she came back as a cat to haunt it.”
Olivia laughs. “If anyone would haunt a place, it would be Martha,” she calls down the stairs, thinking of the
grizzled tabby with the shredded ear and stony face that had been sitting on the porch when they had driven up,
that had dissolved like smoke between the foundation stones when they had stepped out of the car, thinking of
Martha’s tenacity. The famous struggle with her brother over the cream. She thinks of Martha fighting battles,
righting wrongs, the clean, bleached smell of her clothes. Martha had wanted something out of life that couldn’t
be found in one lifetime, no doubt about it. Naturally, her spirit would go on poking and probing and quarreling
here, striding, big nose first, into a room.
Remembering all that, Olivia comes into the long room under the eaves where the women and girls slept
during the reunion. Now it is full of rusty file cabinets and busted-open suitcases and, strangest of all, in a closet,
a wedding dress and veil, vacuum packed in a white box under a clear plastic window, without a date to place it in
time or a name to connect it with anyone’s life. Outside the window that’s set so low in the wall she has to stoop
to look through it, she sees her husband following their son through the tall grass behind the house, and beyond
him, a dip in the overgrown meadow where Martha’s pond once lay, that shallow, cold, muddy pond that never
cleared except where it ran over the spillway.
Olivia opens a drawer in one of the file cabinets—she has to yank it because of the rust—and flips through
crumbling file foldrs stuffed with brown and brittle papers. Real estate forms, a Rosicrucian newsletter, yellowed
stationery with Long Family Reunion printed across the top. She thinks of the week she spent in this room. The
Henhouse, the men had named it. All that clucking, fussing, preening, a bunch of broody hens. Her father, who
loved jokes, had lettered the name on a piece of cardboard, along with a drawing of a plump hen with a big behind
and long eyelashes looking coyly over her shoulder, and tacked it onto the door. Olivia had never before been
included among the women nor surrounded by so many of them. They slept under starched sheets and thin
blankets on old camp beds set in rows. She’d pulled her bed over near the window, next to her mother’s bed and
the baby’s basket.. From there she’d watched the moon rise, the constellations wheel up from behind the
mountain, the morning light fill the valley. The month before she died, so Olivia has heard, Martha added a
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sunroom onto the south side of the house. And now this house and all its rooms have been died out of, left and
locked away, abandoned, begun again and never finished.
“Your aunt Martha really knew her way around these mountains,” Billie calls up from the bottom of the stairs.
“One time she went to a neighbor’s funeral at the Church of God up the road there and another woman went with
her who wasn’t from around here either. But that other woman, she dressed up in high heels, a nice navy dress, a
mink stole, and a hat. You know those Church of God people are strict. They don’t allow any fancy show in their
churches. They say that when that woman came in dressed in her finery and took a seat, everybody turned and
stared until she got up and left their church. But your aunt Martha now, she wore a plain black cardigan sweater
over a dark dress. She wore low-heeled shoes. She came in and sat in a back pew, quiet as a mouse. They accepted
her just like she was one of their own kind.
Olivia is pleased to hear about Martha’s dignity for a change. Billie’s story restores height and luster to the
foolish and shopworn figure her aunt has become over time, handed down through the family. All over that part of
the mountains, Billie says, people had talked about Martha at the funeral as though she’d done something
remarkable by going there properly dressed. But when the story got back to Martha, she didn’t see what all the
fuss was about. It didn’t surprise her that she’d done the right thing. Dressing for the funeral that morning, she
hadn’t given a thought to what she should wear: everyone knows what to wear to a funeral. She’d just reached
into her closet and pulled out a black dress. Since it as a cool fall morning, she’d added a black sweater. At the last
minute she’d even slipped off her wristwatch and left it in a dresser drawer to keep its gold band from offending
the eye of any member of that stern congregation. The watch had been a birthday gift from her children one year,
and looking at it reminded her of their faces—small and clear and full of light—when they were young and the
days ahead seemed numberless.
She’d gone into the crowded, chilly church and sat in the back pew and listened to the congregation sing a
hymn. Harsh, unaccompanied, the singing had reminded her of a creekbed in a drought with the sun beating down
on dry stones, but that dry creek had carried her anyway, back to the summer of the reunion and the walk she’d
taken with her grandchildren to see the orchard. The haunted orchard, the children had called it, where a blight
had killed the trees and withered apples had clung to the branches through a whole year of seasons. Standing there
with the children, she’d turned to her daughter’s oldest boy. “And what do you intend to make of yourself when
you grow up, Mr. Albert Redmond?” she’d asked.
He’d look up at her out of pale blue eyes as he pivoted on his heels, inscribing circles in the dirt of the road. He
was ten, beginning to fizz. He wore red high-tops, a whistle on a lumpy purple-and-orange lanyard that he’d made
at Boy Scout camp earlier that summer. “A fifty-cent millionaire,” he’d answered her, grinning.
Hearing Raymond’s words in the child’s mouth had made her heart pound, her cheeks flush. And just like that,
Raymond had joined them. Uninvited, unwelcome, he’d come back with his gosh-and-golly face, his pale traitor’s
arm, all the things she’d made herself cold and deaf and blind to years ago. “Well, son-of-a-gun,” she’d heard him
whisper warmly in her ear, insinuating more, “how about them apples?”
“Well, I hope you won’t waste too much of your valuable time pursuing that course,” she’d said to the boy that
day, staring at the orchard, dizzy, suddenly, as though she’d waked up to the earth’s circling, the endless motion of
return that had brought her here, where it had seemed of a moment that the stubborn and contradictory truths of
those trees had merged with the warring truths of her own life: the trees had died, but the fruit would not fall.
Hope could cling to nothing, and a shriveled apple was all it took to coax love to come slinking back into this
world. Inside the fruit she saw seeds; inside the seeds, more fruit. In this motions she saw the turning shadow that
eternity throws across this world and also the current that carries us there. She had not forgotten.
When the hymn was done, the preacher told the story of the narrow gate, the strict accounting, the raked,
leveled, and weeded ground of the promised land toward which they traveled in sure and certain hope of the
resurrection. And when the service was over, she stood outside the church and greeted those harsh and unblinking
souls as if they were kin.
*SOUTH DAKOTA*
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1
Iktomi is a spider fairy. He wears brown deerskin leggings with long soft fringes on either side, and tiny
beaded moccasins on his feet. His long black hair is parted in the middle and wrapped with red, red bands. Each
round braid hangs over a small brown ear and falls forward over his shoulders.
He even paints his funny face with red and yellow, and draws big black rings around his eyes. He wears a
deerskin jacket, with bright colored beads sewed tightly on it. Iktomi dresses like a real Dakota brave. In truth, his
paint and deerskins are the best part of him—if ever dress is part of man or fairy.
Iktomi is a wily fellow. His hands are always kept in mischief. He prefers to spread a snare rather than to earn
the smallest thing with honest hunting. Why! he laughs outright with wide open mouth when some simple folk are
caught in a trap, sure and fast.
He never dreams another lives so bright as he. Often his own conceit leads him hard against the common sense
of simpler people.
Poor Iktomi cannot help being a little imp. And so long as he is a naughty fairy, he cannot find a single friend.
No one helps him when he is in trouble. No one really loves him. Those who come to admire his handsome
beaded jacket and long fringed leggings soon go away sick and tired of his vain, vain words and heartless
laughter.
Thus Iktomi lives alone in a cone-shaped wigwam upon the plain. One day he sat hungry within his teepee.
Suddenly he rushed out, dragging after him his blanket. Quickly spreading it on the ground, he tore up dry tall
grass with both his hands and tossed it fast into the blanket. Tying all the four corners together in a knot, he threw
the light bundle of grass over his shoulder. Snatching up a slender willow stick with his free left hand, he started
off with a hop and a leap.
From side to side bounced the bundle on his back, as he ran light-footed over the uneven ground. Soon he
came to the edge of the great level land. On the hilltop he paused for breath. With wicked smacks of his dry
parched lips, as if tasting some tender meat, he looked straight into space toward the marshy river bottom. With a
thin palm shading his eyes from the western sun, he peered far away into the lowlands, munching his own cheeks
all the while.
“Ah-ha!” grunted he, satisfied with what he saw.
A group of wild ducks were dancing and feasting in the marshes. With wings outspread, tip to tip, they moved
up and down in a large circle. Within the ring, around a small drum, sat the chosen singers, nodding their heads
and blinking their eyes. They sang in unison a merry dance-song, and beat a lively tattoo on the drum.
Following a winding footpath near by, came a bent figure of a Dakota brave. He bore on his back a very large
bundle. With a willow cane he propped himself up as he staggered along beneath his burden. '
“Ho! Who is there?” called out a curious old duck, still bobbing up and down in the circular dance. Hereupon
the drummers stretched their necks till they strangled their song for a look at the stranger passing by.
“Ho, Iktomi! Old fellow, pray tell us what you carry in your blanket. Do not hurry off! Stop! Halt!” urged one
of the singers.
“Stop! Stay! Show us what is in your blanket!” cried out other voices.
“My friends, I must not spoil your dance. Oh, you would not care to see if you only knew what is in my
blanket. Sing on! Dance on! I must not show you what I carry on my back,” answered Iktomi, nudging his own
sides with his elbows.
This I reply broke up the ring entirely. Now all the ducks crowded about Iktomi.
“We must see what you carry! We must know what is in your blanket!” they shouted in both his ears. Some
even brushed their wings against the mysterious bundle. Nudging himself again, wily Iktomi said,
“My friends, ’tis only a pack of songs I carry in my blanket.”
“Oh, then let us hear your songs!” cried the curious ducks. At length Iktomi consented to sing his songs. With
delight all the ducks flapped their wings and cried together,
“Hoye! Hoye!” Iktomi, with great care, laid down his bundle on the ground.
“I will build first a round straw house, for I never sing my songs in the open air,” said he.
Quickly he bent green willow sticks, planting both ends of each pole into the earth. These he covered thick with
reeds and grasses. Soon the straw hut was ready. One by one the fat ducks waddled in through a small opening,
which was the only entrance way. Beside the door Iktomi stood smiling, as the ducks, eyeing his bundle of songs,
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strutted into the hut.
In a strange low voice Iktomi began his queer old tunes. All the ducks sat round-eyed in a circle about the
mysterious singer. It was dim in that straw hut, for Iktomi had not forgot to cover up the small entrance way. All
of a sudden his song burst into full voice. As the startled ducks sat uneasily on the ground, Iktomi changed his
tune into a minor strain. These were the words he sang:
“Istokmus wacipo, tuwayatunwanpi kinhan ista nisasapi kta,” which is, “With eyes closed you must dance. He
who dares to open his eyes, forever red eyes shall have.”
Up rose the circle of seated ducks and holding their wings close against their sides began to dance to the
rhythm of Iktomi’s song and drum. With eyes closed they did dance! Iktomi ceased to beat his drum. He began to
sing louder and faster. He seemed to be moving about in the center of the ring. No duck dared blink a wink. Each
one shut his eyes very tight and danced even harder. Up and down! Shifting to the right of them they hopped
round and round in that blind dance. It was a difficult dance for the curious folk.
At length one of the dancers could close his eyes no longer! It was a Skiska who peeped the least tiny blink at
Iktomi within the center of the circle.
“Oh! oh!” squawked he in awful terror! “Run! fly! Iktomi is twisting your heads and breaking your necks! Run
out and fly! fly!” he cried.
Hereupon the ducks opened their eyes. There beside Iktomi’s bundle of songs lay half of their crowd—flat on
their backs.
Out they flew through the opening Skiska had made as he rushed forth with his alarm. But as they soared high
into the blue sky they cried to one another:
“Oh! your eyes are red-red!”
“And yours are red- red!”
For the warning words of the magic minor strain had proven true.
“Ah-ha!” laughed Iktomi, untying the four corners of his blanket, “I shall sit no more hungry within my
dwelling.”
Homeward he trudged along with nice fat ducks in his blanket. He left the little straw hut for the rains and
winds to pull down.
Having reached his own teepee on the high level lands, Iktomi kindled a large fire out of doors. He planted
sharp-pointed sticks around the leaping flames. On each stake he fastened a duck to roast. A few he buried under
the ashes to bake. Disappearing within his teepee, he came out again with some huge seashells. These were his
dishes. Placing one under each roasting duck, he muttered,
“The sweet fat oozing out will taste well with the hard-cooked breasts.”
Heaping more willows upon the fire, Iktomi sat down on the ground with crossed shins. A long chin between
his knees pointed toward the red flames, while his eyes were on the browning ducks. Just above his ankles he
clasped and unclasped his long bony fingers. Now and then he sniffed impatiently the savory odor.
The brisk wind which stirred the fire also played with a squeaky old tree beside Iktomi’s wigwam. From side
to side the tree was swaying and crying in an old man’s voice,
“Help! I’ll break! I’ll fall!”
Iktomi shrugged his great shoulders, but did not once take his eyes from the ducks. The dripping of amber oil
into pearly dishes, drop by drop, pleased his hungry eyes. Still the old tree man called for help.
“He! What sound is it that makes my ear ache!” exclaimed Iktomi, holding a hand on his ear.
He rose and looked around. The squeaking came from the tree. Then he began climbing the tree to find the
disagreeable sound. He placed his foot right on a cracked limb without seeing it. Just then a whiff of wind came
rushing by and pressed together the broken edges. There in a strong wooden hand Iktomi’s foot was caught.
“Oh! My foot is crushed!” he howled like a coward.
In vain he pulled and puffed to free himself. While sitting a prisoner on the tree he spied, through his tears, a
pack of gray wolves roaming over the level lands. Waving his hands toward them, he called in his loudest voice,
“He! Gray wolves! Don’t you come here! I’m caught fast in the tree so that my duck feast is getting cold.
Don’t you come to eat up my meal.” The leader of the pack upon hearing Iktomi’s words turned to his comrades
and said:
“Ah! hear the foolish fellow! He says he has a duck feast to be eaten! Let us hurry there for our share!”
Away bounded the wolves toward Iktomi’s lodge. From the tree Iktomi watched the hungry wolves eat up his
nicely browned fat ducks. His foot pained him more and more. He heard them crack the small round bones with
their strong long teeth and eat out the oily marrow. Now severe pains shot up from his foot through his whole
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body.
“Hin-hin-hin!” sobbed Iktomi. Real tears washed brown streaks across his red-painted cheeks. Smacking their
lips, the wolves began to leave the place, when Iktomi cried out like a pouting child,
“At least you have left my baking under the ashes!”
“Ho! po!” shouted the mischievous wolves; “he says more ducks are to be found under the ashes! Come! Let
us have our fill this once!”
Running back to the dead fire, they pawed out the ducks with such rude haste that a cloud of ashes rose like
gray smoke over them.
“Hin-hin-hin!” moaned Iktomi, when the wolves had scampered off. All too late, the sturdy breeze returned
and, passing by, pulled apart the broken edges of the tree. Iktomi was released.
But alas! He had no duck feast.
2
Alone within his teepee sat Iktomi. The sun was but a hand’s-breadth from the western edge of land.
“Those bad, bad gray wolves! They ate up all my nice fat ducks!” muttered he, rocking his body to and fro. He
was cuddling the evil memory he bore those hungry wolves. At last he ceased to sway his body backward and
forward, but sat still and stiff as a stone image.
“Oh! I’ll go to Inyan, the great-grandfather, and pray for food!” he exclaimed.
At once he hurried forth from his teepee and, with his blanket over one shoulder, drew nigh to a huge rock on a
hillside. With half-crouching, half-running strides, he fell upon Inyan with outspread hands.
“Grandfather! Pity me. I am hungry. I am starving. Give me food. Great-grandfather, give me meat to eat!” he
cried.
All the while he stroked and caressed the face of the great stone god. The all-powerful Great Spirit, who makes
the trees and grass, can hear the voice of those who pray in many varied ways. The hearing of Inyan, the large
hard stone, was the one most sought after. He was the great-grandfather, for he had sat upon the hillside many,
many seasons. He had seen the prairie put on a snow-white blanket and then change it for a bright green robe
more than a thousand times. Still unaffected by the myriad moons, he rested on the everlasting hill, listening to the
prayers of Indian warriors. Before the finding of the magic arrow he had sat there.
Now, as Iktomi prayed and wept before the great-grandfather, the sky in the west was red like a glowing face.
The sunset poured a soft mellow light upon the huge gray stone and the solitary figure beside it. It was the smile
of the Great Spirit upon the grandfather and the wayward child.
The prayer was heard. Iktomi knew it.
“Now, grandfather, accept my offering; ’tis all I have,” said Iktomi as he spread his half-worn blanket upon
Inyan’s cold shoulders. Then Iktomi, happy with the smile of the sunset sky, followed a footpath leading toward a
thicketed ravine. He had not gone many paces into the shrubbery when before him lay a freshly wounded deer!
“This is the answer from the red western sky!” cried Iktomi with hands uplifted.
Slipping a long thin blade from out his belt, he cut large chunks of choice meat. Sharpening some willow
sticks, he planted them around a wood-pile he had ready to kindle. On these stakes he meant to roast the venison.
While he was rubbing briskly two long sticks to start a fire, the sun in the west fell out of the sky below the
edge of land. Twilight was over all. Iktomi felt the cold night air upon his bare neck and shoulders.
“Ough!” he shivered as he wiped his knife on the grass. Tucking it in a beaded case hanging from his belt,
Iktomi stood erect, looking about. He shivered again.
“Ough! Ah! I am cold. I wish I had my blanket!” whispered he, hovering over the pile of dry sticks and the
sharp stakes round about it.
Suddenly he paused and dropped his hands at his sides.
“The old great-grandfather does not feel the cold as I do. He does not need my old blanket as I do. I wish I had
not given it to him. Oh! I think I’ll run up there and take it back!” said he, pointing his long chin toward the large
gray stone.
Iktomi, in the warm sunshine, had no need of his blanket, and it had been very easy to part with a thing which
he could not miss. But the chilly night wind quite froze his ardent thank-offering.
Thus running up the hillside, his teeth chattering all the way, he drew near to Inyan, the sacred symbol. Seizing
one corner of the half-worn blanket, Iktomi pulled it off with a jerk.
“Give my blanket back, old grandfather! You do not need it. I do!”
This was very wrong, yet Iktomi did it, for his wit was not wisdom. Drawing the blanket tight over his
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shoulders, he descended the hill with hurrying feet.
He was soon upon the edge of the ravine. A young moon, like a bright bent bow, climbed up from the
southwest horizon a little way into the sky. In this pale light Iktomi stood motionless as a ghost amid the thicket.
His wood-pile was not yet kindled. His pointed stakes were still bare as he had left them.
But where was the deer—the venison he had felt warm in his hands a moment ago? It was gone. Only the dry
rib bones lay on the ground like giant fingers from an open grave.
Iktomi was troubled. At length, stooping over the white dried bones, he took hold of one and shook it. The
bones, loose in their sockets, rattled together at his touch.
Iktomi let go his hold. He sprang back amazed. And though he wore a blanket his teeth chattered more than
ever. Then his blunted sense will surprise you, little reader; for instead of being grieved that he had taken back his
blanket, he cried aloud,
“Hin-hin-hin! If only I had eaten the venison before going for my blanket!”
Those tears no longer moved the hand of the Generous Giver. They were selfish tears. The Great Spirit does
not heed them ever.
3
Beside a white lake, beneath a large grown willow tree, sat lktomi on the bare ground. The heap of
smouldering ashes told of a recent open fire. With ankles crossed together around a pot of soup, lktomi bent over
some delicious boiled fish.
Fast he dipped his black horn spoon into the soup, for he was ravenous. lktomi had no regular meal times.
Often when he was hungry he went without food.
Well hid between the lake and the wild rice, he looked nowhere save into the pot of fish. Not knowing when
the next meal would be, he meant to eat enough now to last some time.
“How, how, my friend!” said a voice out of the wild rice.
Iktomi started. He almost choked with his soup. He peered through the long reeds from where he sat with his
long horn spoon in mid-air.
“How, my friend!” said the voice again, this time close at his side.
Iktomi turned and there stood a dripping muskrat who had just come out of the lake.
“Oh, it is my friend who startled me. I wondered if among the wild rice some spirit voice was talking. How,
how, my friend!” said lktomi.
The muskrat stood smiling. On his lips hung a ready “Yes, my friend,” when lktomi would ask, “My friend,
will you sit down beside me and share my food?”
That was the custom of the plains people. Yet lktomi sat silent. He hummed an old dance-song and beat gently
on the edge of the pot with his buffalo-horn spoon. The muskrat began to feel awkward before such lack of
hospitality and wished himself under water. After many heart throbs Iktomi stopped drumming with his horn
ladle, and looking upward into the muskrat’s face, he said:
“My friend, let us run a race to see who shall win this pot of fish. If I win, I shall not need to share it with you.
If you win, you shall have half of it.” Springing to his feet, Iktomi began at once to tighten the belt about his
waist.
“My friend Ikto, I cannot run a race with you! I am not a swift runner, and you are nimble as a deer. We shall
not run any race together,” answered the hungry muskrat.
For a moment Iktomi stood with a hand on his long protruding chin. His eyes were fixed upon something in
the air. The muskrat looked out of the corners of his eyes without moving his head. He watched the wily Iktomi
concocting a plot.
“Yes, yes,” said Iktomi, suddenly turning his gaze upon the unwelcome visitor; “I shall carry a large stone on
my back. That will slacken my usual speed; and the race will be a fair one.”
Saying this he laid a firm hand upon the muskrat’s shoulder and started off along the edge of the lake. When
they reached the opposite side Iktomi pried about in search of a heavy stone. He found one half-buried in the
shallow water. Pulling it out upon dry land, he wrapped it in his blanket.
“Now, my friend, you shall run on the left side of the lake, I on the other. The race is for the boiled fish in
yonder kettle!” said Iktomi.
The muskrat helped to lift the heavy stone upon Iktomi’s back. Then they parted. Each took a narrow path
through the tall reeds fringing the shore. Iktomi found his load a heavy one. Perspiration hung like beads on his
brow. His chest heaved hard and fast. He looked across the lake to see how far the muskrat had gone, but nowhere
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did he see any sign of him.
“Well, he is running low under the wild rice!” said he. Yet as he scanned the tall grasses on the lake shore, he
saw not one stir as if to make way for the runner.
“Ah, has he gone so fast ahead that the disturbed grasses in his trail have quieted again?” exclaimed Iktomi.
With that thought he quickly dropped the heavy stone.
“No more of this!” said he, patting his chest with both hands.
Off with a springing bound, he ran swiftly toward the goal. Tufts of reeds and grass fell flat under his feet.
Hardly had they raised their heads when Iktomi was many paces gone.
Soon he reached the heap of cold ashes. Iktomi halted stiff as if he had struck an invisible cliff. His black eyes
showed a ring of white about them as he stared at the empty ground. There was no pot of boiled fish! There was
no water-man in sight!
“Oh, if only I had shared my food like a real Dakota, I would not have lost it all! Why did I not know the
muskrat would run through the water? He swims faster than I could ever run! That is what he has done. He has
laughed at me for carrying a weight on my back while he shot hither like an arrow!”
Crying thus to himself, Iktomi stepped to the water’s brink. He stooped forward with a hand on each bent knee
and peeped far into the deep water.
“There!” he exclaimed, “I see you, my friend, sitting with your ankles wound around my little pot of fish! My
friend, I am hungry. Give me a bone!”
“Ha! ha! ha!” laughed the water-man, the muskrat. The sound did not rise up out of the lake, for it came down
from overhead. With his hands still on his knees, Iktomi turned his face upward into the great willow tree.
Opening wide his mouth he begged,
“My friend, my friend, give me a bone to gnaw!”
“Ha! ha!” laughed the muskrat, and leaning over the limb he sat upon, he let fall a small sharp bone which
dropped right into Iktomi’s throat. Iktomi almost choked to death before he could get it out. In the tree the
muskrat sat laughing loud.
“Next time, say to a visiting friend, ‘Be seated beside me, my friend. Let me share with you my food.’”
4
Afar off upon a large level land, a summer sun was shining bright. Here and there over the rolling green were
tall bunches of coarse gray weeds. Iktomi in his fringed buckskins walked alone across the prairie with a black
bare head glossy in the sunlight. He walked through the grass without following any well-worn footpath.
From one large bunch of coarse weeds to another he wound his way about the great plain. He lifted his foot
lightly and placed it gently forward like a wildcat prowling noiselessly through the thick grass. He stopped a few
steps away from a very large bunch of wild sage. From shoulder to shoulder he tilted his head. Still farther he bent
from side to side, first low over one hip and then over the other. Far forward he stooped, stretching his long thin
neck like a duck, to see what lay under a fur coat beyond the bunch of coarse grass.
A sleek gray-faced prairie wolf, his pointed black nose tucked in between his four feet drawn snugly together,
his handsome bushy tail wound over his nose and feet; a coyote fast asleep in the shadow of a bunch of grass—
this is what lktomi spied. Carefully he raised one foot and cautiously reached out with his toes. Gently, gently he
lifted the foot behind and placed it before the other. Thus he came nearer and nearer to the round fur ball lying
motionless under the sage grass.
Now Iktomi stood beside it, looking at the closed eyelids that did not quiver the least bit. Pressing his lips into
straight lines and nodding his head slowly, he bent over the wolf. He held his ear close to the coyote’s nose, but
not a breath of air stirred from it.
“Dead!” said he at last. “Dead, but not long since he ran over these plains! See! there in his paw is caught a
fresh feather. He is nice fat meat!” Taking hold of the paw with the bird feather fast on it, he exclaimed,
“Why, he is still warm! I’ll carry him to my dwelling and have a roast for my evening meal. Ah-ha!” he
laughed, as he seized the coyote by its two fore paws and its two hind feet and swung him over head across his
shoulders.
The wolf was large and the teepee was far across the prairie. Iktomi trudged along with his burden, smacking
his hungry lips together. He blinked his eyes hard to keep out the salty perspiration streaming down his face. All
the while the coyote on his back lay gazing into the sky with wide open eyes. His long white teeth fairly gleamed
as he smiled and smiled.
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“To ride on one’s own feet is tiresome, but to be carried like a warrior from a brave fight is great fun!” said the
coyote in his heart. He had never been borne on anyone’s back before and the new experience delighted him. He
lay there lazily on Iktomi’s shoulders, now and then blinking blue winks. Did you never see a birdie blink a blue
wink? This is how it first became a saying among the plains people. When a bird stands aloof watching your
strange ways, a thin bluish white tissue slips quickly over his eyes and as quickly off again; so quick that you
think it was only a mysterious blue wink. Sometimes when children grow drowsy they blink blue winks, while
others who are too proud to look with friendly eyes upon people blink in this cold bird-manner.
The coyote was affected by both sleepiness and pride. His winks were almost as blue as the sky.
In the midst of his new pleasure the swaying motion ceased. Iktomi had reached his dwelling place. The coyote
felt drowsy no longer, for in the next instant he was slipping out of Iktomi’s hands. He was falling, falling through
space, and then he struck the ground with such a bump he did not wish to breathe for a while. He wondered what
Iktomi would do, thus he lay still where he fell.
Humming a dance-song, one from his bundle of mystery songs, lktomi hopped and darted about at an
imaginary dance and feast. He gathered dry willow sticks and broke them in two against his knee. He built a large
fire out of doors. The flames leaped up high in red and yellow streaks. Now Iktomi returned to the coyote who
had been looking on through his eyelashes.
Taking him again by his paws and hind feet, he swung him to and fro. Then as the wolf swung toward the red
flames, lktomi let him go. Once again the coyote fell through space. Hot air smote his nostrils. He saw red
dancing fire, and now he struck a bed of cracking embers. With a quick turn he leaped out of the flames. From his
heels were scattered a shower of red coals upon lktomi’s bare arms and shoulders.
Dumfounded, lktomi thought he saw a spirit walk out of his fire. His jaws fell apart. He thrust a palm to his
face, hard over his mouth! He could scarce keep from shrieking. Rolling over and over on the grass and rubbing
the sides of his head against the ground, the coyote soon put out the fire on his fur. Lktomi’s eyes were almost
ready to jump out of his head as he stood cooling a burn on his brown arm with his breath.
Sitting on his haunches, on the opposite side of the fire from where lktomi stood, the coyote began to laugh at
him.
“Another day, my friend, do not take too much for granted. Make sure the enemy is stone dead before you
make a fire!”
Then off he ran so swiftly that his long bushy tail hung out in a straight line with his back.
5
In one of his wanderings through the wooded lands, Iktomi saw a rare bird sitting high in a treetop. Its long
fan-like tail feathers had caught all the beautiful colors of the rainbow. Handsome in the glistening summer sun
sat the bird of rainbow plumage.
Iktomi hurried hither with his eyes fast on the bird. He stood beneath the tree looking long and wistfully at the
peacock’s bright feathers. At length he heaved a sigh and began:
“Oh, I wish I had such pretty feathers! How I wish I were not I! If only I were a handsome feathered creature
how happy I would be! I’d be so glad to sit upon a very high tree and bask in the summer sun like you!” said he
suddenly, pointing his bony finger up toward the peacock, who was eyeing the stranger below, turning his head
from side to side.
“I beg of you make me into a bird with green and purple feathers like yours!” implored Iktomi, tired now of
playing the brave in beaded buckskins. The peacock then spoke to Iktomi:
“I have a magic power. My touch will change you in a moment into the most beautiful peacock if you can keep
one condition.”
“Yes! yes!” shouted Iktomi, jumping up and down, patting his lips with his palm, which caused his voice to
vibrate in a peculiar fashion. “Yes! yes! I could keep ten conditions if only you would change me into a bird with
long, bright tail feathers. Oh, I am so ugly! I am so tired of being myself! Change me! Do!”
Hereupon the peacock spread out both his wings, and scarce moving them, he sailed slowly down upon the
ground. Right beside Iktomi he alighted. Very low in Iktomi’s ear the peacock whispered,
“Are you willing to keep one condition, though hard it be?”
“Yes! yes! I’ve told you ten of them if need be!” exclaimed Iktomi, with some impatience.
“Then I pronounce you a handsome feathered bird. No longer are you Iktomi the mischief-maker.”
Saying this the peacock touched Iktomi with the tips of his wings.
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Iktomi vanished at the touch. There stood beneath the tree two handsome peacocks. While one of the pair
strutted about with a head turned aside as if dazzled by his own bright-tinted tail feathers, the other bird soared
slowly upward. He sat quiet and unconscious of his gay plumage. He seemed content to perch there on a large
limb in the warm sunshine. After a little while the vain peacock, dizzy with his bright colors, spread out his wings
and lit on the same branch with the elder bird.
“Oh!” he exclaimed, “how hard to fly! Brightly tinted feathers are handsome, but I wish they were light
enough to fly!”
Just there the elder bird interrupted him.
“That is the one condition. Never try to fly like other birds. Upon the day you try to fly you shall be changed
into your former self.”
“Oh, what a shame that bright feathers cannot fly into the sky!” cried the peacock. Already he grew restless.
He longed to soar through space. He yearned to fly above the trees high upward to the sun.
“Oh, there I see a flock of birds flying thither! Oh! oh!” said he, flapping his wings, “I must try my wings! I
am tired of bright tail feathers. I want to try my wings.”
“No, no!” clucked the elder bird. The flock of chattering birds flew by with whirring wings.
“Oop! Oop!” called some to their mates. Possessed by an irrepressible impulse the Iktomi peacock called out,
“He! I want to come! Wait for me!”
And with that he gave a lunge into the air. The flock of flying feathers wheeled about and lowered over the tree
whence came the peacock’s cry. Only one rare bird sat on the tree, and beneath, on the ground, stood a brave in
brown buckskins.
“I am my old self again!” groaned Iktomi in a sad voice. “Make me over, pretty bird. Try me this once again!”
he pleaded in vain.
“Old Iktomi wants to fly! Ah! We cannot wait for him!” sang the birds as they flew away.
Muttering unhappy vows to himself, Iktomi had not gone far when he chanced upon a bunch of long slender
arrows. One by one they rose in the air and shot a straight line over the prairie. Others shot up into the blue sky
and were soon lost to sight. Only one was left. He was making ready for his flight when Iktomi rushed upon him
and wailed,
“I want to be an arrow! Make me into an arrow! I want to pierce the blue Blue overhead. I want to strike
yonder summer sun in its center. Make me into an arrow!”
“Can you keep a condition? One condition, though hard it be?” the arrow turned to ask.
“Yes! yes!” shouted Iktomi, delighted.
Hereupon the slender arrow tapped him gently with his sharp flint beak. There was no Iktomi, but two arrows
stood ready to fly.
“Now, young arrow, this is the one condition. Your flight must always be in a straight line. Never turn a curve
nor jump about like a young fawn,” said the arrow magician. He spoke slowly and sternly.
At once he set about to teach the new arrow how to shoot in a long straight line.
“This is the way to pierce the Blue overhead," said he; and off he spun high into the sky.
While he was gone a herd of deer came trotting by. Behind them played the young fawns together. They
frolicked about like kittens. They bounced on all fours like balls. Then they pitched forward, kicking their heels in
the air. The Iktomi arrow watched them so happy on the ground. Looking quickly up into the sky, he said in his
heart,
“The magician is out of sight. I'll just romp and frolic with these fawns until he returns. Fawns! Friends, do not
fear me. I want to jump and leap with you. I long to be happy as you are,” said he.
The young fawns stopped with stiff legs and stared at the speaking arrow with large brown wondering eyes.
“See! I can jump as well as you!” went on Iktomi. He gave one tiny leap like a fawn.
All of a sudden the fawns snorted with extended nostrils at what they beheld. There among them stood Iktomi
in brown buckskins, and the strange talking arrow was gone.
“Oh! I am myself. My old self!” cried Iktomi, pinching himself and plucking imaginary pieces out of his
jacket.
“Hin-hin-hin! I wanted to fly!”
The real arrow now returned to the earth. He alighted very near Iktomi. From the high sky he had seen the
fawns playing on the green. He had seen Iktomi make his one leap, and the charm was broken. Iktomi became his
former self.
“Arrow, my friend, change me once more!” begged Iktomi.
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“No, no more,” replied the arrow. Then away he shot through the air in the direction his comrades had flown.
By this time the fawns gathered close around Iktomi. They poked their noses at him trying to know who he
was.
Iktomi's tears were like a spring shower. A new desire dried them quickly away. Stepping boldly to the largest
fawn, he looked closely at the little brown spots all over the furry face.
“Oh, fawn! What beautiful brown spots on your face! Fawn, dear little fawn, can you tell me how those brown
spots were made on your face?”
“Yes,” said the fawn. “When I was very, very small, my mother marked them on my face with a red hot fire.
She dug a large hole in the ground and made a soft bed of grass and twigs in it. Then she placed me gently there.
She covered me over with dry sweet grass. and piled dry cedars on top. From a neighbor’s fire she brought hither
a red, red ember. This she tucked carefully in at my head. This is how the brown spots were made on my face.”
“Now, fawn, my friend, will you do the same for me? Won’t you mark my face with brown, brown spots just
like yours?” asked Iktomi, always eager to be like other people.
“Yes. I can dig the ground and fill it with dry grass and sticks. If you will jump into the pit, I’ll cover you with
sweet smelling grass and cedar wood,” answered the fawn.
“Say,” interrupted Ikto, “will you be sure to cover me with a great deal of dry grass and twigs? You will make
sure that the spots will be as brown as those you wear.”
“Oh, yes. I’ll pile up grass and willows once oftener than my mother did.”
“Now let us dig the hole, pull the grass, and gather sticks!” cried Iktomi in glee.
Thus with his own hands he aids in making his grave. After the hole was dug and cushioned with grass, Iktomi,
muttering something about brown spots, leaped down into it. Lengthwise, flat on his back, he lay. While the fawn
covered him over with cedars, a far-away voice came up through them,
“Brown, brown spots to wear forever!”
A red ember was tucked under the dry grass. Off scampered the fawns after their mothers; and when a great
distance away they looked backward. They saw a blue smoke rising, writhing upward till it vanished in the blue
ether.
“Is that Iktomi’s spirit?” asked one fawn of another.
“No! I think he would jump out before he could burn into smoke and cinders,” answered his comrade.
6
On the edge of a forest there lived a large family of badgers. In the ground their dwelling was made. Its walls
and roof were covered with rocks and straw.
Old father badger was a great hunter. He knew well how to track the deer and buffalo. Every day he came
home carrying on his back some wild game. This kept mother badger very busy, and the baby badgers very
chubby. While the well-fed children played about, digging little make-believe dwellings, their mother hung thin
sliced meats upon long willow racks. As fast as the meats were dried and seasoned by sun and wind, she packed
them carefully away in a large thick bag.
This bag was like a huge stiff envelope, but far more beautiful to see, for it was painted all over with many
bright colors. These firmly tied bags of dried meat were laid upon the rocks in the walls of the dwelling. In this
way they were both useful and decorative.
One day father badger did not go off for a hunt. He stayed at home, making new arrows. His children sat about
him on the ground floor. Their small black eyes danced with delight as they watched the gay colors painted upon
the arrows.
All of a sudden there was heard a heavy footfall near the entrance way. The oval-shaped door-frame was
pushed aside. In stepped a large black foot with great big claws. Then the other clumsy foot came next. All the
while the baby badgers stared hard at the unexpected comer.
After the second foot, in peeped the head of a big black bear! His black nose was dry and parched. Silently he
entered the dwelling and sat down on the ground by the doorway. His black eyes never left the painted bags on the
rocky walls. He guessed what was in them. He was a very hungry bear. Seeing the racks of red meat hanging in
the yard, he had come to visit the badger family. Though he was a stranger and his strong paws and jaws
frightened the small badgers, the father said,
“How, how, friend! Your lips and nose look feverish and hungry. Will you eat with us?”
“Yes, my friend,” said the bear. “I am starved. 1 saw your racks of red fresh meat, and knowing your heart is
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kind, I came hither. Give me meat to eat, my friend.”
Hereupon the mother badger took long strides across the room, and as she had to pass in front of the strange
visitor, she said, “Ah han! Allow me to pass!” which was an apology.
“How, how!” replied the bear, drawing himself closer to the wall and crossing his shins together.
Mother badger chose the most tender red meat, and soon over a bed of coals she broiled the venison. That day
the bear had all he could eat. At nightfall he rose, and smacking his lips together—that is the noisy way of saying
“the food was very good!”—he left the badger dwelling. The baby badgers, peeping through the door-flap after
the shaggy bear, saw him disappear into the woods near by.
Day after day the crackling of twigs in the forest told of heavy footsteps. Out would come the same black bear.
He never lifted the door-flap, but thrusting it aside entered slowly in. Always in the same place by the entrance
way he sat down with crossed shins. His daily visits were so regular that mother badger placed a fur rug in his
place. She did not wish a guest in her dwelling to sit upon the bare hard ground. .
At last one time when the bear returned, his nose was bright and black. His coat was glossy. He had grown fat
upon the badgers’ hospitality. As he entered the dwelling a pair of wicked gleams shot out of his shaggy head.
Surprised by the strange behavior of the guest who remained standing upon the rug, leaning his round back
against the wall, father badger queried:
“How, my friend! What?”
The bear took one stride forward and shook his paw in the badger’s face. He said:
“I am strong, very strong!”
“Yes, yes, so you are,” replied the badger. From the farther end of the room mother badger muttered over her
bead work:
“Yes, you grew strong from our well-filled bowls.”
The bear smiled, showing a row of large sharp teeth. “I have no dwelling. I have no bags of dried meat. I have
no arrows. All these I have found here on this spot,” said he, stamping his heavy foot. “I want them! See! I am
strong!” repeated he, lifting both his terrible paws.
Quietly the father badger spoke:
“I fed you. I called you friend, though you came here a stranger and a beggar. For the sake of my little ones
leave us in peace.”
Mother badger, in her excited way, had pierced hard through the buckskin and stuck her fingers repeatedly
with her sharp awl until she had laid aside her work. Now, while her husband was talking to the bear, she
motioned with her hands to the children. On tiptoe they hastened to her side.
For reply came a low growl. It grew louder and more fierce.
“Wä-ough!” he roared, and by force hurled the badgers out. First the father badger; then the mother. The little
badgers he tossed by pairs. He threw them hard upon the ground. Standing in the entrance way and showing his
ugly teeth, he snarled,
“Be gone!”
The father and mother badger, having gained their feet, picked up their kicking little babes, and, wailing aloud,
drew the air into their flattened lungs till they could stand alone upon their feet. No sooner had the baby badgers
caught their breath than they howled and shrieked with pain and fright. Ah! What a dismal cry was theirs as the
whole badger family went forth wailing from out their own dwelling! A little distance away from their stolen
house the father badger built a small round hut. He made it of bent willows and covered it with dry grass and
twigs.
This was shelter for the night; but alas! it was empty of food and arrows. All day father badger prowled
through the forest, but without his arrows he could not get food for his children. Upon his return, the cry of the
little ones for meat, the sad quiet of the mother with bowed head, hurt him like a poisoned arrow wound.
“I’ll beg meat for you!” said he in an unsteady voice. Covering his head and entire body in a long loose robe
he halted beside the big black bear. The bear was slicing red meat to hang upon the rack. He did not pause for a
look at the comer. As the badger stood there unrecognized, he saw that the bear had brought with him his whole
family. Little cubs played under the high-hanging new meats. They laughed and pointed with their wee noses
upward at the thin sliced meats upon the poles.
“Have you no heart, Black Bear? My children are starving. Give me a small piece of meat for them,” begged
the badger.
“Wä-ough!” growled the angry bear, and pounced upon the badger.
“Be gone!” said he, and with his big hind foot he sent father badger sprawling on the ground. All the little
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ruffian bears hooted and shouted “ha-ha!” to see the beggar fall upon his face.
There was one, however, who did not even smile. He was the youngest cub. His fur coat was not as black and
glossy as those his elders wore. The hair was dry and dingy. It looked much more like kinky wool. He was the
ugly cub. Poor little baby bear! He had always been laughed at by his older brothers. He could not help being
himself. He could not change the differences between himself and his brothers. Thus again, though the rest
laughed aloud at the badger’s fall, he did not see the joke. His face was long and earnest. In his heart he was sad
to see the badgers crying and starving. In his breast spread a burning desire to share his food with them.
“I shall not ask my father for meat to give away. He would say ‘No!’ Then my brothers would laugh at me,”
said the ugly baby bear to himself.
In an instant, as if his good intention had passed from him, he was singing happily and skipping around his
father at work. Singing in his small high voice and dragging his feet in long strides after him, as if a prankish
spirit oozed out from his heels, he strayed off through the tall grass. He was ambling toward the small round hut.
When directly in front of the entrance way, he made a quick side kick with his left hind leg.
Lo! There fell into the badger’s hut a piece of fresh meat. It was tough meat, full of sinews, yet it was the only
piece he could take without his father’s notice. Thus having given meat to the. hungry badgers, the ugly baby bear
ran quickly away to his father again.
On the following day the father badger came back once more. He stood watching the big bear cutting thin
slices of meat.
“Give—” he began, when the bear, turning upon him with a growl, thrust him cruelly aside.
The badger fell on his hands. He fell where the grass was wet with the blood of the newly carved buffalo. His
keen starving eyes caught sight of a little red clot lying bright upon the green. Looking fearfully toward the bear
and seeing his head was turned away, he snatched up the small thick blood. Underneath his girdled blanket he hid
it in his hand. On his return to his family, he said within himself:
“I’ll pray the Great Spirit to bless it.”
Thus he built a small round lodge. Sprinkling water upon the heated heap of sacred stones within, he made
ready to purge his body.
“The buffalo blood, too, must be purified before I ask a blessing upon it,” thought the badger.
He carried it into the sacred vapor lodge. After placing it near the sacred stones, he sat down beside it. After a
long silence, he muttered:
“Great Spirit, bless this little buffalo blood.”
Then he arose, and with a quiet dignity stepped out of the lodge. Close behind him someone followed. The
badger turned to look over his shoulder and to his great joy he beheld a Dakota brave in handsome buckskins. In
his hand he carried a magic arrow. Across his back dangled a long fringed quiver. In answer to the badger’s
prayer, the avenger had sprung from out of the red globules.
“My son!” exclaimed the badger with extended right hand.
“How, father,” replied the brave; “I am your avenger!”
Immediately the badger told the sad story of his hungry little ones and the stingy bear. Listening closely, the
young man stood looking steadily upon the ground. At length the father badger moved away.
“Where?” queried the avenger.
“My son, we have no food. I am going again to beg for meat,” answered the badger.
“Then I go with you,” replied the young brave.
This made the old badger happy. He was proud of his son. He was delighted to be called “father” by the first
human creature.
The bear saw the badger coming in the distance. He narrowed his eyes at the tall stranger walking beside him.
He spied the arrow. At once he guessed it was the avenger of whom he had heard long, long ago. As they
approached, the bear stood erect with a hand on his thigh. He smiled upon them.
“How, badger, my friend! Here is my knife. Cut your favorite pieces from the deer,” said he, holding out a long
thin blade.
“How!” said the badger eagerly. He wondered what had inspired the big bear to such a generous deed. The
young avenger waited till the badger took the long knife in his hand. Gazing full into the black bear’s face, he
said:
“I come to do justice. You have returned only a knife to my poor father. Now return to him his dwelling.”
His voice was deep and powerful. In his black eyes burned a steady fire.
The long strong teeth of the bear rattled against each other, and his shaggy body shook with fear.
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“Ahow!” cried he, as if he had been shot. Running into the dwelling he gasped, breathless and trembling,
“Come out, all of you! This is the badger’s dwelling. We must flee to the forest for fear of the avenger who
carries the magic arrow.”
Out they hurried, all the bears, and disappeared into the woods.
Singing and laughing, the badgers returned to their own dwelling. Then the avenger left them.
“I go,” said he in parting, “over the earth.”
7
It was a clear summer day. The blue, blue sky dropped low over the edge of the green level land. A large
yellow sun hung directly overhead.
The singing of birds filled the summer space between earth and sky with sweet music. Again and again sang a
yellow-breasted birdie:
“Koda Ni Dakota!” He insisted upon it.
“Koda Ni Dakota!” which was “Friend, you’re a Dakota!”
Perchance the birdie meant the avenger with the magic arrow, for there across the plain he strode. He was
handsome in his paint and feathers, proud with his great buckskin quiver on his back and a long bow in his hand.
Afar to an eastern camp of cone-shaped teepees he was going.
There over the Indian village hovered a large red eagle threatening the safety of the people. Every morning
rose this terrible red bird out of a high chalk bluff and spreading out his gigantic wings soared slowly over the
round camp ground. Then it was that the people, terror-stricken, ran screaming into their lodges. Covering their
heads with their blankets, they sat trembling with fear. No one dared to venture out till the red eagle had
disappeared beyond the west, where meet the blue and green.
In vain tried the chieftain of the tribe to find among his warriors a powerful marksman who could send a death
arrow to the man-hungry bird. At last to urge his men to their utmost skill he bade his crier proclaim a new
reward.
Of the chieftain's two beautiful daughters he would have his choice who brought the dreaded red eagle with an
arrow in its breast.
Upon hearing these words, the men of the village, both young and old, both heroes and cowards, trimmed new
arrows for the contest. At gray dawn there stood indistinct under the shadow of the bluff many human figures;
silent as ghosts and wrapped in robes girdled tight about their waists, they waited with chosen bow and arrow.
Some cunning old warriors stayed not with the group. They crouched low upon the open ground. But all eyes
alike were fixed upon the top of the high bluff. Breathless they watched for the soaring of the red eagle. From
within the dwellings many eyes peeped through the small holes in the front lapels of the teepee. With shaking
knees and hard-set teeth, the women peered out upon the Dakota men prowling about with bows and arrows.
At length when the morning sun also peeped over the eastern horizon at the armed Dakotas, the red eagle
walked out upon the edge of the cliff. Pluming his gorgeous feathers, he ruffled his neck and flapped his strong
wings together. Then he dived into the air. Slowly he winged his way over the round camp ground; over the men
with their strong bows and arrows! In an instant the long bows were bent. Strong straight arrows with red
feathered tips sped upward to the blue sky.
Ah! slowly moved those indifferent wings, untouched by the poison-beaked arrows. Off to the west beyond the
reach of arrow, beyond the reach of eye, the red eagle flew away.
A sudden clamor of high-pitched voices broke the deadly stillness of the dawn. The women talked excitedly
about the invulnerable red of the eagle’s feathers, while the would-be heroes sulked within their wigwams.
“He-he-he!” groaned the chieftain.
On the evening of the same day sat a group of hunters around a bright burning fire. They were talking of a
strange young man whom they spied while out upon a hunt for deer beyond the bluffs. They saw the stranger
taking aim. Following the point of his arrow with their eyes, they beheld a herd of buffalo. The arrow sprang from
the bow! It darted into the skull of the foremost buffalo. But unlike other arrows it pierced through the head of the
creature and spinning in the air lit into the next buffalo head. One by one the buffalo fell upon the sweet grass
they were grazing. With straight quivering limbs they lay on their sides.
The young man stood calmly by, counting on his fingers the buffalo as they dropped dead to the ground. When
the last one fell, he ran thither and picking up his magic arrow wiped it carefully on the soft grass. He slipped it
into his long fringed quiver.
“He is going to make a feast for some hungry tribe of men or beasts!” cried the hunters among themselves as
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they hastened away.
They were afraid of the stranger with the sacred arrow. When the hunter’s tale of the stranger’s arrow reached
the ears of the chieftain, his face brightened with a smile. He sent forth fleet horsemen, to learn of him his birth,
his name, and his deeds.
“If he is the avenger with the magic arrow, sprung up from the earth out of a clot of buffalo blood, bid him
come hither. Let him kill the red eagle with his magic arrow. Let him win for himself one of my beautiful
daughters,” he had said to his messengers, for the old story of the badger’s man-son was known all over the level
lands.
After four days and nights the braves returned.
“He is coming,” they said. “We have seen him. He is straight and tall; handsome in face, with large black eyes.
He paints his round cheeks with bright red, and wears the penciled lines of red over his temples like our men of
honored rank. He carries on his back a long fringed quiver in which he keeps his magic arrow. His bow is long
and strong. He is coming now to kill the big red eagle.”
All around the camp ground from mouth to ear passed those words of the returned messengers.
Now it chanced that immortal Iktomi, fully recovered from the brown burnt spots, overheard the people
talking. At once he was filled with a new desire.
“If only I had the magic arrow, I would kill the red eagle and win the chieftain’s daughter for a wife,” said he
in his heart.
Back to his lonely wigwam he hastened. Beneath the tree in front of his teepee he sat upon the ground with
chin between his drawn-up knees. His keen eyes scanned the wide plain. He was watching for the avenger.
“‘He is coming!’ said the people,” muttered old Iktomi. All of a sudden he raised an open palm to his brow and
peered afar into the west. The summer sun hung bright in the middle of a cloudless sky. There across the green
prairie was a man walking bareheaded toward the east.
“Ha! ha! ’tis he! the man with the magic arrow!” laughed Iktomi.
And when the bird with the yellow breast sang loud again—“Koda Ni Dakota! Friend, you’re a Dakota!”—
Iktomi put his hand over his mouth as he threw his head far backward, laughing at both the bird and man.
“He is your friend, but his arrow will kill one of your kind! He is a Dakota, but soon he’ll grow into the bark
on this tree! Ha! ha! ha!” he laughed again.
The young avenger walked with swaying strides nearer and nearer toward the lonely wigwam and tree. Iktomi
heard the swish! swish! of the stranger’s feet through the tall grass. He was passing now beyond the tree, when
Iktomi, springing to his feet, called out:
“How, how, my friend! I see you are dressed in handsome deerskins and have red paint on your cheeks. You
are going to some feast or dance, may I ask?” Seeing the young man only smiled Iktomi went on:
“I have not had a mouthful of food this day. Have pity on me, young brave, and shoot yonder bird for me!”
With these words Iktomi pointed toward the tree-top, where sat a bird on the highest branch. The young
avenger, always ready to help those in distress, sent an arrow upward and the bird fell. In the next branch it was
caught between the forked prongs.
“My friend, climb the tree and get the bird. I cannot climb so high. I would get dizzy and fall,” pleaded Iktomi.
The avenger began to scale the tree, when Iktomi cried to him:
“My friend, your beaded buckskins may be torn by the branches. Leave them safe upon the grass till you are
down again.”
“You are right," replied the young man, quickly slipping off his long fringed quiver. Together with his dangling
pouches and tinkling ornaments, he placed it on the ground. Now he climbed the tree unhindered. Soon from the
top he took the bird.
“My friend, toss to me your arrow that I may have the honor of wiping it clean on soft deerskin!” exclaimed
Iktomi.
“How!” said the brave, and threw the bird and arrow to the ground.
At once Iktomi seized the arrow. Rubbing it first on the grass and then on a piece of deerskin, he muttered
indistinct words all the while. The young man, stepping downward from limb to limb, hearing the low muttering,
said:
“Iktomi, I cannot hear what you say!”
“Oh, my friend, I was only talking of your big heart.” Again stooping over the arrow Iktomi continued his
repetition of charm words.
“Grow fast, grow fast to the bark of the tree,” he whispered.
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Still the young man moved slowly downward. Suddenly dropping the arrow and standing erect, Iktomi said
aloud:
“Grow fast to the bark of the tree!”
Before the brave could leap from the tree he became tight-grown to the bark.
“Ah! ha!” laughed the bad Iktomi. “I have the magic arrow! I have the beaded buckskins of the great avenger!”
Hooting and dancing beneath the tree, he said:
“I shall kill the red eagle; I shall wed the chieftain’s beautiful daughter!”
“Oh, Iktomi, set me free!” begged the tree-bound Dakota brave.
But Iktomi’s ears were like the fungus on a tree. He did not hear with them. Wearing the handsome buckskins
and carrying proudly the magic arrow in his right hand, he started off eastward. Imitating the swaying strides of
the avenger, he walked away with a face turned slightly skyward.
“Oh, set me free! I am glued to the tree like its own bark! Cut me loose!” moaned the prisoner.
A young woman, carrying on her strong back a bundle of tightly bound willow sticks, passed near by the
lonely teepee. She heard the wailing man’s voice. She paused to listen to the sad words. Looking around she saw
nowhere a human creature.
“It may be a spirit,” thought she.
“Oh! cut me loose! Set me free! Iktomi has played me false! He has made me bark of his tree!” cried the voice
again.
The young woman dropped her pack of firewood to the ground. With her stone ax she hurried to the tree. There
before her astonished eyes clung a young brave close to the tree.
Too shy for words, yet too kind-hearted to leave the stranger tree-bound, she cut loose the whole bark. Like an
open jacket she drew it to the ground. With it came the young man also. Free once more, he started away. Looking
backward, a few paces from the young woman, he waved his hand, upward and downward, before her face. This
was a sign of gratitude used when words failed to interpret strong emotion.
When the bewildered woman reached her dwelling, she mounted a pony and rode swiftly across the rolling
land. To the camp ground in the east, to the chieftain troubled by the red eagle, she carried her story.
8
A man in buckskins sat upon the top of a little hillock. The setting sun shone bright upon a strong bow in his
hand. His face was turned toward the round camp ground at the foot of the hill. He had walked a long journey
hither. He was waiting .for the chieftain’s men to spy him.
Soon four strong men ran forth from the center wigwam toward the hillock, where sat the man with the long
bow.
“He is the avenger come to shoot the red eagle,” cried the runners to each other as they bent forward swinging
their elbows together.
They reached the side of the stranger, but he did not heed them. Proud and silent he gazed upon the coneshaped wigwams beneath him. Spreading a handsomely decorated buffalo robe before the man, two of the
warriors lifted him by each shoulder and placed him gently on it. Then the four men took, each, a corner of the
blanket and carried the stranger, with long proud steps, toward the chieftain’s teepee. Ready to greet the stranger,
the tall chieftain stood at the entrance way.
“How, you are the avenger with the magic arrow!” said he, extending to him a smooth soft hand.
“How, great chieftain!” replied the man, holding long the chieftain’s hand. Entering the teepee, the chieftain
motioned the young man to the right side of the doorway, while he sat down opposite him with a center fire
burning between them. Wordless, like a bashful Indian maid, the avenger ate in silence the food set before him on
the ground in front of his crossed shins. When he had finished his meal he handed the empty bowl to the
chieftain's wife, saying,
“Mother-in-law, here is your dish!”
“Han, my son!” answered the woman, taking the bowl. With the magic arrow in his quiver the stranger felt not
in the least too presuming in addressing the woman as his mother-in-law. Complaining of fatigue, he covered his
face with his blanket and soon within the chieftain’s teepee he lay fast asleep.
“The young man is not handsome after all!” whispered the woman in her husband’s ear.
“Ah, but after he has killed the red eagle he will seem handsome enough!” answered the chieftain.
That night the star men in their burial procession in the sky reached the low northern horizon, before the center
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fires within the teepees had flickered out. The ringing laughter which had floated up through the smoke lapels was
now hushed, and only the distant howling of wolves broke the quiet of the village. But the lull between midnight
and dawn was short indeed. Very early the oval-shaped door-flaps were thrust aside and many brown faces peered
out of the wigwams toward the top of the highest bluff.
Now the sun rose up out of the east. The red painted avenger stood ready within the camp ground for the flying
of the red eagle. He appeared, that terrible bird! He hovered over the round village as if he could pounce down
upon it and devour the whole tribe.
When the first arrow shot up into the sky the anxious watchers thrust a hand quickly over their half-uttered
“Hinnu!” The second and the third arrows flew upward but missed by a wide space the red eagle soaring with lazy
indifference over the little man with the long bow. All his arrows he spent in vain.
“Ah! My blanket brushed my elbow and shifted the course of my arrow!” said the stranger as the people
gathered around him.
During this happening, a woman on horseback halted her pony at the chieftain’s teepee. It was no other than
the young woman who cut loose the tree-bound captive! While she told the story the chieftain listened with
downcast face.
“I passed him on my way. He is near!” she ended.
Indignant at the bold impostor, the wrathful eyes of the chieftain snapped fire like red cinders in the night time.
His lips were closed. At length to the woman he said:
“How, you have done me a good deed.” Then with quick decision he gave command to a fleet horseman to
meet the avenger.
“Clothe him in these my best buckskins,” said he, pointing to a bundle within the wigwam. .
In the meanwhile strong men seized Iktomi and dragged him by his long hair to the hilltop. There upon a
mock-pillared grave they bound him hand and feet. Grown-ups and children sneered and hooted at Iktomi’s
disgrace. For a half-day he lay there, the laughing-stock of the people. Upon the arrival of the real avenger, Iktomi
was released and chased away beyond the outer limits of the camp ground.
On the following morning at daybreak, peeped the people out of half-open door-flaps. There again in the midst
of the large camp ground was a man in beaded buckskins. In his hand was a strong bow and red-tipped arrow.
Again the big red eagle appeared on the edge of the bluff. He plumed his feathers and flapped his huge wings.
The young man crouched low to the ground. He placed the arrow on the bow, drawing a poisoned flint for the
eagle.
The bird rose into the air. He moved his outspread wings one, two, three times and lo! the eagle tumbled from
the great height and fell heavily to the earth. An arrow stuck in his breast! He was dead! So quick was the hand of
the avenger, so sure his sight, that no one had seen the arrow fly from his long bent bow.
In awe and amazement the village was dumb. And when the avenger, plucking a red eagle feather, placed it in
his black hair, a loud shout of the people went up to the sky. Then hither and thither ran singing men and women
making a great feast for the avenger.
Thus he won the beautiful Indian princess who never tired of telling to her children the story of the big red
eagle.
9
The huntsman Patkasa\fn{Turtle.} stood bent over a newly slain deer. The red-tipped arrow he drew from the
wounded deer was unlike the arrows in his own quiver. Another’s stray shot had killed the deer. Patkasa had
hunted all the morning without so much as spying an ordinary blackbird.
At last returning homeward, tired and heavy-hearted that he had no meat for the hungry mouths in his
wigwam, he walked slowly with downcast eyes. Kind ghosts pitied the unhappy hunter and led him to the newly
slain deer, that his children should not cry for food. When Patkasa stumbled upon the deer in his path, he
exclaimed:
“Good spirits have pushed me hither!”
Thus he leaned long over the gift of the friendly ghosts.
“How, my friend!” said a voice behind his ear, and a hand fell on his shoulder. It was not a spirit this time. It
was old Iktomi.
“How, Iktomi!” answered Patkasa, still stooping over the deer.
“My friend, you are a skilled hunter,” began Iktomi, smiling a thin smile which spread from one ear to the
other. Suddenly raising up his head Patkasa’s black eyes twinkled as he asked:
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“Oh, you really say so?”
“Yes, my friend, you are a skillful fellow. Now let us have a little contest. Let us see who can jump over the
deer without touching a hair on his hide,” suggested Iktomi.
“Oh, I fear I cannot do it!” cried Patkasa, rubbing his funny, thick palms together.
“Have no coward’s doubt, Patkasa. I say you are a skillful fellow who finds nothing hard to do.”
With these words Iktomi led Patkasa a short distance away. In little puffs Patkasa laughed uneasily.
“Now, you may jump first,” said Iktomi.
Patkasa, with doubled fists, swung his fat arms to and fro, all the while biting hard his under lip. Just before the
run and leap Iktomi put in:
“Let the winner have the deer to eat!”
It was too late now to say no. Patkasa was more afraid of being called a coward than of losing the deer.
“Ho-wo,” he replied, still working his short arms. At length he started off on the run. So quick and small were
his steps that he seemed to be kicking the ground only. Then the leap! But Patkasa tripped upon a stick and fell
hard against the side of the deer.
“He-he-he!” exclaimed Iktomi, pretending disappointment that his friend had fallen. Lifting him to his feet, he
said:
“Now it is my turn to try the high jump!”
Hardly was the last word spoken than Iktomi gave a leap high above the deer.
“The game is mine!” laughed he, patting the sullen Patkasa on the back. “My friend, watch the deer while I go
to bring my children,” said Iktomi, darting lightly through the tall grass.
Patkasa was always ready to believe the words of scheming people and to do the little favors anyone asked of
him. However, on this occasion, he did not answer, “Yes, my friend.” He realized that Iktomi;’s flattering tongue
had made him foolish. He turned up his nose at Iktomi, now almost out of sight, as much as to say:
“Oh, no, Ikto; I do not hear your words!”
Soon there came a murmur of voices. The sound of laughter grew louder and louder. All of a sudden it became
hushed.. Old Iktomi led his young Iktomi brood to the place where he had left the turtle, but it was vacant.
Nowhere was there any sign of Patkasa or the deer. Then the babes did howl!
“Be still!” said father Iktomi to his children. “I know where Patkasa lives. Follow me. I shall take you to the
turtle’s dwelling.”
He ran along a narrow footpath toward the creek near by. Close upon his heels came his children with tearstreaked faces.
“There!” said Iktomi in a loud whisper as he gathered his little ones on the bank. “There is Patkasa broiling
venison! There is his teepee, and the savory fire is in his front yard!”
The young Iktomis stretched their necks and rolled their round black eyes like newly hatched birds. They
peered into the water.
“Now, I will cool Patkasa’s fire. I shall bring you the broiled venison. Watch closely. When you see the black
coals rise to the surface of the water, clap your hands and shout aloud, for soon after that sign I shall return to you
with some tender meat.”
Thus saying Iktomi plunged into the creek. Splash! splash! the water leaped upward into spray. Scarcely had it
become leveled and smooth than there bubbled up many black spots. The creek was seething with the dancing of
round black things.
“The cooled fire! The coals!” laughed the brood of Iktomis. Clapping together their little hands, they chased
one another along the edge of the creek. They shouted and hooted with great glee.
“Aha!” said a gruff voice across the water.
It was Patkasa. In a large willow tree leaning far over the water he sat upon a large limb. On the very same
branch was a bright burning fire over which Patkasa broiled the venison. By this time the water was calm again.
No more danced those black spots on its surface, for they were the toes of old Iktomi. He was drowned.
The Iktomi children hurried away from the creek, crying and calling for their water-dead father.
10
It was night upon the prairie. Overhead the stars were twinkling bright their red and yellow lights. The moon
was young. A silvery thread among the stars, it soon drifted low beneath the horizon. Upon the ground the land
was pitchy black.
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There are night people on the plain who love the dark. Amid the black level land they meet to frolic under the
stars. Then when their sharp ears hear any strange footfalls nigh, they scamper away into the deep shadows of
night. There they are safely hid from all dangers, they think.
Thus it was that one very black night, afar off from the edge of the level land, out of the wooded river bottom
glided forth two balls of fire. They came farther and farther into the level land. They grew larger and brighter. The
dark hid the body of the creature with those fiery eyes. They came on and on, just over the tops of the prairie
grass. It might have been a wildcat prowling low on soft, stealthy feet. Slowly but surely the terrible eyes drew
nearer and nearer to the heart of the level land.
There in a huge old buffalo skull was a gay feast and dance! Tiny little field mice were singing and dancing in
a circle to the boom-boom of a wee, wee drum. They were laughing and talking among themselves while their
chosen singers sang loud a merry tune.
They built a small open fire within the center of their queer dance house. The light streamed out of the buffalo
skull through all the curious sockets and holes.
A light on the plain in the middle of the night was an unusual thing. But so merry were the mice they did not
hear the “kins, kins” of sleepy birds, disturbed by the unaccustomed fire.
A pack of wolves, fearing to come nigh this night fire, stood together a little distance away, and, turning their
pointed noses to the stars, howled and yelped most dismally. Even the cry of the wolves was unheeded by the
mice within the lighted buffalo skull. They were feasting and dancing; they were singing and laughing—those
funny little furry fellows.
All the while across the dark from out of the low river bottom came that pair of fiery eyes.
Now closer and more swift, now fiercer and glaring, the eyes moved toward the buffalo skull. All unconscious
of those fearful eyes, the happy mice nibbled at dried roots and venison. The singers had started another song. The
drummers beat the time, turning their heads from side to side in rhythm. In a ring around the fire hopped the mice,
each bouncing hard on his two hind feet. Some carried their tails over their arms, while others trailed them
proudly along.
Ah, very near are those round yellow eyes! Very low to the ground they seem to creep-creep toward the buffalo
skull. All of a sudden they slide into the eye-sockets of the old skull.
“Spirit of the buffalo!” squeaked a frightened mouse as he jumped out from a hole in the back part of the skull.
“A cat! A cat!” cried other mice as they scrambled out of holes both large and snug. Noiseless they ran away
into the dark.
11
The water-fowls were flying over the marshy lakes. It was now the hunting season. Indian men, with bows and
arrows, were wading waist deep amid the wild rice. Near by, within their wigwams, the wives were roasting wild
duck and making down pillows.
In the largest teepee sat a young mother wrapping red porcupine quills about the long fringes of a buckskin
cushion. Beside her lay a black-eyed baby boy cooing and laughing. Reaching and kicking upward with his tiny
hands and feet, he played with the dangling strings of his heavy-beaded bonnet hanging empty on a tent pole
above him.
At length the mother laid aside her red quills and white sinew-threads. The babe fell fast asleep. Leaning on
one hand and softly whispering a little lullaby, she threw a light cover over her baby. It was almost time for the
return of her husband.
Remembering there were no willow sticks for the fire, she quickly girdled her blanket tight about her waist,
and with a short-handled ax slipped through her belt, she hurried away toward the wooded ravine. She was strong
and swung an ax as skillfully as any man. Her loose buckskin dress was made for such freedom. Soon carrying
easily a bundle of long willows on her back, with a loop of rope over both her shoulders, she came striding
homeward.
Near the entrance way she stooped low, at once shifting the bundle to the right and with both hands lifting the
noose from over her head. Having thus dropped the wood to the ground, she disappeared into her teepee. In a
moment she came running out again, crying,
“My son! My little son is gone!”
Her keen eyes swept east and west and all around her. There was nowhere any sign of the child. Running with
clinched fists to the nearest teepees, she called:
“Has anyone seen my baby? He is gone! My little son is gone!”
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“Hinnu! Hinnu!” exclaimed the women, rising to their feet and rushing out of their wigwams.
“We have not seen your child! What has happened?” queried the women. With great tears in her eyes the
mother told her story.
“We will search with you,” they said to her as she started off.
They met the returning husbands, who turned about and joined in the hunt for the missing child. Along the
shore of the lakes, among the high-grown reeds, they looked in vain. He was nowhere to be found. After many
days and nights the search was given up. It was sad, indeed, to hear the mother wailing aloud for her little son.
It was growing late in the autumn. The birds were flying high toward the south. The teepees around the lakes
were gone, save one lonely dwelling. Till the winter snow covered the ground and ice covered the lakes, the
wailing woman’s voice was heard from that solitary wigwam. From some far distance was also the sound of the
father’s voice singing a sad song.
Thus ten summers and as many winters have come and gone since the strange disappearance of the little child.
Every autumn with the hunters came the unhappy parents of the lost baby to search again for him.
Toward the latter part of the tenth season when, one by one, the teepees were folded and the families went
away from the lake region, the mother walked again along the lake shore weeping. One evening, across the lake
from where the crying woman stood, a pair of bright black eyes peered at her through the tall reeds and wild rice.
A little wild boy stopped his play among the tall grasses. His long, loose hair hanging down his brown back and
shoulders was carelessly tossed from his round face. He wore a loin cloth of woven sweet grass. Crouching low to
the marshy ground, he listened to the wailing voice. As the voice grew hoarse and only sobs shook the slender
figure of the woman, the eyes of the wild boy grew dim and wet. At length, when the moaning ceased, he sprang
to his feet and ran like a nymph with swift outstretched toes. He rushed into a small hut of reeds and grasses.
“Mother! Mother! Tell me what voice it was I heard which pleased my ears, but made my eyes grow wet!” said
he, breathless.
“Han, my son,” grunted a big, ugly toad. “It was the voice of a weeping woman you heard. My son, do not say
you like it. Do not tell me it brought tears to your eyes. You have never heard me weep. I can please your ear and
break your heart. Listen!” replied the great old toad.
Stepping outside, she stood by the entrance way. She was old and badly puffed out. She had reared a large
family of little toads, but none of them had aroused her love, nor ever grieved her. She had heard the wailing
human voice and marveled at the throat which produced the strange sound. Now, in her great desire to keep the
stolen boy awhile longer, she ventured to cry as the Dakota woman does. In a gruff, coarse voice she broke forth:
“Hin-hin, doe-skin! Hin-hin, ermine, ermine! Hin-hin, red blanket, with white border!”
Not knowing that the syllables of a Dakota’s cry are the names of loved ones gone, the ugly toad mother
sought to please the boy’s ear with the names of valuable articles. Having shrieked in a torturing voice and
mouthed extravagant names, the old toad rolled her tearless eyes with great satisfaction. Hopping back into her
dwelling, she asked:
“My son, did my voice bring tears to your eyes? Did my words bring gladness to your ears? Do you not like
my wailing better?”
“No, no!” pouted the boy with some impatience. “I want to hear the woman’s voice! Tell me, mother, why the
human voice stirs all my feelings!” The toad mother said within her breast,
“The human child has heard and seen his real mother. I cannot keep him longer, I fear. Oh, no, I cannot give
away the pretty creature I have taught to call me ‘mother’ all these many winters.”
“Mother,” went on the child voice, “tell me one thing. Tell me why my little brothers and sisters are all unlike
me.” The big, ugly toad, looking at her pudgy children, said:
“The eldest is always best.”
This reply quieted the boy for a while. Very closely watched the old toad mother her stolen human son. When
by chance he started off alone, she shoved out one of her own children after him, saying:
“Do not come back without your big brother.”
Thus the wild boy with the long, loose hair sits every day on a marshy island hid among the tall reeds. But he
is not alone. Always at his feet hops a little toad brother.
One day an Indian hunter, wading in the deep waters, spied the boy. He had heard of the baby stolen long ago.
“This is he!” murmured the hunter to himself as he ran to his wigwam. “I saw among the tall reeds a blackhaired boy at play!” shouted he to the people. At once the unhappy father and mother cried out,
“’Tis he, our boy!”
Quickly he led them to the lake. Peeping through the wild rice, he pointed with unsteady finger toward the boy
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playing all unawares.
“’Tis he! ’Tis he!” cried the mother, for she knew him.
In silence the hunter stood aside, while the happy father and mother caressed their baby boy grown tall.
12
From the tall grass came the voice of a crying babe. The huntsmen who were passing nigh heard and halted.
The tallest one among them hastened toward the high grass with long, cautious strides. He waded through the
growth of green with just a head above it all. Suddenly exclaiming, “Hunhe!” he dropped out of sight. In another
instant he held up in both his hands a tiny little baby, wrapped in soft brown buckskins.
“Oh ho, a wood-child!” cried the men, for they were hunting along the wooded river bottom where this babe
was found. While the hunters were questioning whether or no they should carry it home, the wee Indian baby kept
up his little howl.
“His voice is strong!” said one.
“At times it sounds like an old man’s voice!” whispered a superstitious fellow, who feared some bad spirit hid
in the small child to cheat them by and by.
“Let us take it to our wise chieftain,” at length they said; and the moment they started toward the camp ground
the strange wood-child ceased to cry. Beside the chieftain's teepee waited the hunters while the tall man entered
with the child.
“How! how!” nodded the kind-faced chieftain, listening to the queer story. Then rising, he took the infant in his
strong arms; gently he laid the black-eyed babe in his daughter’s lap.
“This is to be your little son!” said he, smiling.
“Yes, father,” she replied. Pleased with the child, she smoothed the long black hair fringing his round brown
face.
“Tell the people that I give a feast and dance this day for the naming of my daughter’s little son,” bade the
chieftain. In the meanwhile among the men waiting by the entrance way, one said in a low voice:
“I have heard that bad spirits come as little children into a camp which they mean to destroy.”
“No! no! Let us not be overcautious. It would be cowardly to leave a baby in the wild wood where prowl the
hungry wolves!” answered an elderly man.
The tall man now came out of the chieftain's teepee. With a word he sent them to their dwellings half running
with joy.
“A feast! a dance for the naming of the chieftain’s grandchild!” cried he in a loud voice to the village people.
“What? What?” asked they in great surprise, holding a hand to the ear to catch the words of the crier. There
was a momentary silence among the people while they listened to the ringing voice of the man walking in the
center ground. Then broke forth a rippling, laughing babble among the cone-shaped teepees. All were glad to hear
of the chieftain’s grandson. They were happy to attend the feast and dance for its naming. With excited fingers
they twisted their hair into glossy braids and painted their cheeks with bright red paint. To and fro hurried the
women, handsome in their gala-day dress. Men in loose deerskins, with long tinkling metal fringes, strode in
small numbers toward the center of the round camp ground.
Here underneath a temporary shade-house of green leaves they were to dance and feast. The children in
deerskins and paints, just like their elders, were jolly little men and women. Beside their eager parents they
skipped along toward the green dance house.
Here seated in a large circle, the people were assembled, the proud chieftain rose with the little baby in his
arms. The noisy hum of voices was hushed. Not a tinkling of a metal fringe broke the silence. The crier came
forward to greet the chieftain, then bent attentively over the small babe, listening to the words of the chieftain.
When he paused the crier spoke aloud to the people:
“This woodland child is adopted by the chieftain’s eldest daughter. His name is Chaske. He wears the title of
the eldest son. In honor of Chaske the chieftain gives this feast and dance! These are the words of him you see
holding a baby in his arms.”
“Yes! Yes! Hinnu! How!” came from the circle.
At once the drummers beat softly and slowly their drum while the chosen singers hummed together to find the
common pitch. The beat of the drum grew louder and faster. The singers burst forth in a lively tune. Then the
drumbeats subsided and faintly marked the rhythm of the singing. Here and there bounced up men and women,
both young and old. They danced and sang with merry light hearts. Then came the hour of feasting. Late into the
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night the air of the camp ground was alive with the laughing voices of women and the singing in unison of young
men. Within her father’s teepee sat the chieftain’s daughter. Proud of her little one, she watched over him asleep in
her lap.
Gradually a deep quiet stole over the camp ground, as one by one the people fell into pleasant dreams. Now all
the village was still. Alone sat the beautiful young mother watching the babe in her lap, asleep with a gaping little
mouth. Amid the quiet of the night, her ear heard the far-off hum of many voices. The faint sound of murmuring
people was in the air. Upward she glanced at the smoke hole of the wigwam and saw a bright star peeping down
upon her.
“Spirits in the air above?” she wondered.
Yet there was no sign to tell her of their nearness. The fine small sound of voices grew larger and nearer.
“Father! Rise! I hear the coming of some tribe. Hostile or friendly—I cannot tell. Rise and see!” whispered the
young woman.
“Yes, my daughter!” answered the chieftain, springing to his feet. Though asleep, his ear was ever alert. Thus
rushing out into the open, he listened for strange sounds. With an eagle eye he scanned the camp ground for some
sign. Returning he said:
“My daughter, I hear nothing and see no sign of evil nigh.”
“Oh! the sound of many voices comes up from the earth about me!” exclaimed the young mother. Bending low
over her babe she gave ear to the ground. Horrified was she to find the mysterious sound came out of the open
mouth of her sleeping child!
“Why so unlike other babes!” she cried within her heart as she slipped him gently from her lap to the ground.
“Mother, listen and tell me if this child is an evil spirit come to destroy our camp!" she whispered loud.
Placing an ear close to the open baby mouth, the chieftain and his wife, each in turn heard the voices of a great
camp. The singing of men and women, the beating of the drum, the rattling of deer-hoofs strung like bells on a
string, these were the sounds they heard.
“We must go away,” said the chieftain, leading them into the night. Out in the open he whispered to the
frightened young woman:
“Iya, the camp-eater, has come in the guise of a babe. Had you gone to sleep, he would have jumped out into
his own shape and would have devoured our camp. He is a giant with spindling legs. He cannot fight, for he
cannot run. He is powerful only in the night with his tricks. We are safe as soon as day breaks.” Then moving
closer to the woman, he whispered:
“If he wakes now, he will swallow the whole tribe with one hideous gulp! Come, we must flee with our
people.”
Thus creeping from teepee to teepee a secret alarm signal was given. At midnight the teepees were gone and
there was left no sign of the village save heaps of dead ashes. So quietly had the people folded their wigwams and
bundled their tent poles that they slipped away unheard by the sleeping Iya babe.
When the morning sun arose, the babe awoke. Seeing him- self deserted, he threw off his baby form in a hot
rage. Wearing his own ugly shape, his huge body toppled to and fro, from side to side, on a pair of thin legs far
too small for their burden. Though with every move he came dangerously nigh to falling, he followed in the trail
of the fleeing people.
“I shall eat you in the sight of a noonday sun!” cried Iya in his vain rage, when he spied them encamped
beyond a river.
By some unknown cunning he swam the river and sought his way toward the teepees.
“Hin! hin!” he grunted and growled. With perspiration beading his brow he strove to wiggle his slender legs
beneath his giant form.
“Ha! ha!” laughed all the village people to see Iya made foolish with anger.
“Such spindle legs cannot stand to fight by daylight!” shouted the brave ones who were terror-struck the night
before by the name Iya.
Warriors with long knives rushed forth and slew the camp-eater. Lo! There rose out of the giant a whole Indian
tribe: their camp ground, their teepees in a large circle, and the people laughing and dancing.
“We are glad to be free!” said these strange people.
Thus Iya was killed; and no more are the camp grounds in danger of being swallowed up in a single night time.
13
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Manstin was an adventurous brave, but very kind-hearted. Stamping a moccasined foot as he drew on his
buckskin leggings, he said:
“Grandmother, beware of Iktomi! Do not let him lure you into some cunning trap. I am going to the North
country on a long hunt.”
With these words of caution to the bent old rabbit grandmother with whom he had lived since he was a tiny
babe, Manstin started off toward the north. He was scarce over the great high hills when he heard the shrieking of
a human child.
“Wan!” he ejaculated, pointing his long ears toward the direction of the sound; “Wan! that is the work of cruel
Double-Face. Shameless coward! he delights in torturing helpless creatures!”
Muttering indistinct words, Manstin ran up the last hill and lo! in the ravine beyond stood the terrible monster
with a face in front and one in the back of his head! This brown giant was without clothes save for a wild-catskin
about his loins. With a wicked gleaming eye, he watched the little black-haired baby he held in his strong arm. In
a laughing voice he hummed an Indian mother’s lullaby, “Aboo! Aboo!” and at the same time he switched the
naked baby with a thorny wild-rose bush.
Quickly Manstin jumped behind a large sage bush on the brow of the hill. He bent his bow and the sinewy
string twanged. Now an arrow stuck above the ear of Double-Face. It was a poisoned arrow, and the giant fell
dead. Then Manstin took the little brown baby and hurried away from the ravine. Soon he came to a teepee from
whence loud wailing voices broke. It was the teepee of the stolen baby and the mourners were its heart-broken
parents.
When gallant Manstin returned the child to the eager arms of the mother there came a sudden terror into the
eyes of both the Dakotas. They feared lest it was Double-Face come in a new guise to torture them. The rabbit
understood their fear and said:
"I am Manstin, the kind-hearted, Manstin, the noted huntsman. I am your friend. Do not fear.”
That night a strange thing happened. While the father and mother slept, Manstin took the wee baby. With his
feet placed gently yet firmly upon the tiny toes of the little child, he drew upward by each small hand the sleeping
child till he was a full- grown man. With a forefinger he traced a slit in the upper lip; and when on the morrow the
man and woman awoke they could not distinguish their own son from Manstin, so much alike were the braves.
“Henceforth we are friends, to help each other,” said Manstin, shaking a right hand in farewell. “The earth is
our common ear, to carry from its uttermost extremes one’s slightest wish for the other!”
“Ho! Be it so!” answered the newly made man.
Upon leaving his friend, Manstin hurried away toward the North country whither he was bound for a long
hunt. Suddenly he came upon the edge of a wide brook. His alert eye caught sight of a rawhide rope staked to the
water’s brink, which led away toward a small round hut in the distance. The ground was trodden into a deep
groove beneath the loosely drawn rawhide rope.
“Hun-he!” exclaimed Manstin, bending over the freshly made footprints in the moist bank of the brook. “A
man’s footprints!” he said to himself. “A blind man lives in yonder hut! This rope is his guide by which he comes
for his daily water!” surmised Manstin, who knew all the peculiar contrivances of the people. At once his eyes
became fixed upon the solitary dwelling and hither he followed his curiosity—a real blind man’s rope. Quietly he
lifted the door-flap and entered in.
An old toothless grandfather, blind and shaky with age, sat upon the ground. He was not deaf however. He
heard the entrance and felt the presence of some stranger.
“How, grandchild,” he mumbled, for he was old enough to be grandparent to every living thing, “how! I cannot
see you. Pray, speak your name!”
“Grandfather, I am Manstin,” answered the rabbit, all the while looking with curious eyes about the wigwam.
“Grandfather, what is it so tightly packed in all these buckskin bags placed against the tent poles?” he asked.
“My grandchild, those are dried buffalo meat and venison. These are magic bags which never grow empty. I
am blind and cannot go on a hunt. Hence a kind Maker has given me these magic bags of choicest foods.”
Then the old, bent man pulled at a rope which lay by his right hand.
“This leads me to the brook where I drink! And this,” said he, turning to the one on his left, “and this takes me
into the forest, where I feel about for dry sticks for my fire.”
“Grandfather, I wish I lived in such sure luxury! I would lean back against a tent pole, and with crossed feet I
would smoke sweet willow bark the rest of my days,” sighed Manstin.
“My grandchild, your eyes are your luxury! You would be unhappy without them!” the old man replied.
“Grandfather, I would give you my two eyes for your place!” cried Manstin.
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“How! You have said it. Arise. Take out your eyes and give them to me. Henceforth you are at home here in
my stead.”
At once Manstin took out both his eyes and the old man put them on! Rejoicing, the old grandfather started
away with his young eyes while the blind rabbit filled his dream pipe, leaning lazily against the tent pole. For a
short time it was a most pleasant pastime to smoke willow bark and to eat from the magic bags.
Manstin grew thirsty, but there was no water in the small dwelling. Taking one of the rawhide ropes he started
toward the brook to quench his thirst. He was young and unwilling to trudge slowly in the old man’s footpath. He
was full of glee, for it had been many long moons since he had tasted such good food. Thus he skipped
confidently along, jerking the old weather-eaten rawhide spasmodically till all of a sudden it gave way and
Manstin fell head-long into the water.
“En! En!” he grunted, kicking frantically amid stream. All along the slippery bank he vainly tried to climb, till
at last he chanced upon the old stake and the deeply worn footpath. Exhausted and inwardly disgusted with his
mishaps, he crawled more cautiously on all fours to his wigwam door. Dripping with his recent plunge, he sat
with chattering teeth within his unfired wigwam.
The sun had set and the night air was chilly, but there was no firewood in the dwelling.
“Hin!” murmured Manstin and bravely tried the other rope. “I go for some firewood!” he said, following the
rawhide rope which led into the forest.
Soon he stumbled upon thickly strewn dry willow sticks. Eagerly with both hands he gathered the wood into
his outspread blanket. Manstin was naturally an energetic fellow. When he had a large heap, he tied two opposite
ends of blanket together and lifted the bundle of wood upon his back, but alas! He had unconsciously dropped the
end of the rope and now he was lost in the wood!
“Hin! hin!” he groaned. Then pausing a moment, he set his fan-like ears to catch any sound of approaching
footsteps. There was none. Not even a night bird twittered to help him out of his predicament.
With a bold face, he made a start at random. He fell into some tangled wood where he was held fast. Manstin
let go his bundle and began to lament having given away his two eyes.
“Friend, my friend, I have need of you! The old oak tree grandfather has gone off with my eyes and I am lost
in the woods!” he cried with his lips close to the earth.
Scarcely had he spoken when the sound of voices was audible on the outer edge of the forest. Nearer and
louder grew the voices—one was the clear flute tones of a young brave and the other the tremulous squeaks of an
old grandfather.
It was Manstin’s friend with the Earth Ear and the old grandfather.
“Here Manstin, take back your eyes,” said the old man. “I knew you would not be content in my stead, but I
wanted you to learn your lesson. I have had pleasure seeing with your eyes and trying your bow and arrows, but
since I am old and feeble I much prefer my own teepee and my magic bags!”
Thus talking the three returned to the hut. The old grandfather crept into his wigwam, which is often mistaken
for a mere oak tree by little Indian girls and boys.
Manstin, with his own bright eyes fitted into his head again, went on happily to hunt in the North country.
14
Once seven people went out to make war—the Ashes, the Fire, the Bladder, the Grasshopper, the Dragon Fly,
the Fish, and the Turtle. As they were talking excitedly, waving their fists in violent gestures, a wind came and
blew the Ashes away.
“Ho!” cried the others, “he could not fight, this one!”
The six went on running to make war more quickly. They descended a deep valley, the Fire going foremost
until they came to a river. The Fire said “Hsss-tchu!” and was gone.
“Ho!” hooted the others, “he could not fight, this one!”
Therefore the five went on the more quickly to make war. They came to a great wood. While they were going
through it, the Bladder was heard to sneer and to say,
“He! You should rise above these, brothers.” With these words he went upward among the tree-tops; and the
thorn apple pricked him. He fell through the branches and was nothing!
“You see this!” said the four, “this one could not fight.”
Still the remaining warriors would not turn back. The four went boldly on to make war. The Grasshopper with
his cousin, the Dragon Fly, went foremost. They reached a marshy place, and the mire was very deep. As they
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waded through the mud, the Grasshopper’s legs stuck, and he pulled them off! He crawled upon a log and wept,
“You see me, brothers, I cannot go!”
The Dragon Fly went on, weeping for his cousin. He would not be comforted, for he loved his cousin dearly.
The more he grieved, the louder he cried, till his body shook with great violence. He blew his red swollen nose
with a loud noise so that his head came off his slender neck, and he was fallen upon the grass.
“You see how it is,” said the Fish, lashing his tail impatiently, “these people were not warriors!”
“Come!” he said, “let us go on to make war.”
Thus the Fish and the Turtle came to a large camp ground.
“Ho!” exclaimed the people of this round village of teepees. “Who are these little ones? What do they seek?”
Neither of the warriors carried weapons with them, and their unimposing stature misled the curious people.
The Fish was spokesman. With a peculiar omission of syllables,, he said:
“Shu … hi pi!”
“Wan! What? What?" clamored eager voices of men and women. Again the Fish said:
“Shu … hi pi!”
Everywhere stood young and old with a palm to an ear. Still no one guessed what the Fish had mumbled!
From the bewildered crowd witty old Iktomi came forward.
“He, listen!" he shouted, rubbing his mischievous palms together, for where there was any trouble brewing, he
was always in the midst of it. “This little strange man says, ‘Zuya unhipi! We come to make war!’”
“Uun!” resented the people, suddenly stricken glum. “Let us kill the silly pair! They can do nothing! They do
not know the meaning of the phrase. Let us build a fire and boil them both!”
“If you put us on to boil,” said the Fish, “there will be trouble.”
“Ho ho!” laughed the village folk. “We shall see.” And so they made a fire.
“I have never been so angered!” said the Fish. The Turtle in a whispered reply said:
“We shall die!”
When a pair of strong hands lifted the Fish over the sputtering water, he put his mouth downward.
“Whssh!” he said. He blew the water all over the people, so that many were burned and could not see.
Screaming with pain, they ran away.
“Oh, what shall we do with these dreadful ones?” they said. Others exclaimed:
“Let us carry them to the lake of muddy water and drown them!”
Instantly they ran with them. They threw the Fish and the Turtle into the lake. Toward the center of the large
lake the Turtle dived. There he peeped up out of the water and, waving a hand at the crowd, sang out,
“This is where I live!”
The Fish swam hither and thither with such frolicsome darts that his back fin made the water fly.
“E han!” whooped the Fish, “this is where I live!”
“Oh, what have we done!” said the frightened people, “this will be our undoing.” Then a wise chief said:
“Iya, the Eater, shall come and swallow the lake!”
So one went running. He brought Iya, the Eater; and Iya drank all day at the lake till his belly was like the
earth. Then the Fish and the Turtle dived into the mud; and Iya said:
“They are not in me.”
Hearing this the people cried greatly.
Iktomi wading in the lake had been swallowed like a gnat in the water. Within the great Iya he was looking
skyward. So deep was the water in the Eater’s stomach that the surface of the swallowed lake almost touched the
sky.
“I will go that way,” said Iktomi, looking at the concave within arm’s reach.
He struck his knife upward in the Eater’s stomach, and the water falling out drowned those people of the
village.
Now when the great water fell into its own bed, the Fish and the Turtle came to the shore. They went home,
painted victors and loud-voiced singers.
1920
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1
In 1962, I put my home state of South Dakota in a rearview mirror and drove away. I was uncertain of my final
desti- nation but determined to get well beyond the slow rhythms of life in the small towns and rural culture of the
Great Plains. I thought that the influences of the people, the land, and the time during my first twenty-two years of
life were part of the past. But gradually I came to know how much they meant to my future, and so I have
returned often as part of a long pilgrimage of renewal.
When I do return, my wardrobe and home address are New York, my job is high-profile, and my bank account
is secure, but when I enter a South Dakota café or stop for gas, I am just someone who grew up around here, left a
while back, and never really answers when he’s asked,
“When you gonna move back home?”
I am caught in that place all too familiar to small-state natives who have moved on to a rewarding life in larger
arenas: I don’t want to move back, but in a way I never want to leave. I am nourished by every visit.
On those trips back to the Great Plains I always try to imagine the land before it was touched by rails and
plows, fences and roads. I can still drive off the pavement of South Dakota highways, find a slight elevation in the
prairie flatness, and look to a distant horizon, across untilled grassland, and with no barbed wire or telephone
poles or dwellings to break the plane of earth and sky. It is at once majestic and intimidating. More than a century
after the first white settlers began to arrive, the old Dakota Territory remains a place where nature rules.
On a still, hot late-summer day, after a wet spring in the northern plains of South Dakota, the rich golden fields
of wheat and barley, the deep green landscapes of corn and alfalfa surrounding the neat white farmhouses framed
by red barns and rows of sheltering trees, give a glow of goodness and prosperity. It is hard to remember this was
once a place of despair brought on by a cruel combination of nature and economic forces at their most terrifying.
This was a bieak and hostile land in the Dirty Thirties. Families struggled against drought, grasshoppers,
collapsed markets, and fear. Billowing clouds of topsoil, lifted off the land by fierce winds, reduced the sun to a
faint orb; in April 1934, traces of Great Plains soil were found as far east as Washington, D.C. One report said the
dust storm was so bad it left a film on President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Oval Office desk.
This is where my mother and father were raised and came of age, at the height of the Depression. It is where I
was born and spent the first twenty-two years of my life, and it remains always familiar, however long I have been
away. Whenever I return, I try to imagine the struggles my parents and everyone else went through here in the
thirties. That time formed them—and through them, it formed me. I am in awe of how they emerged, and I am
grateful for their legacy, although I have been an imperfect steward.
When I left in 1962, I was hungry for bright lights, big cities, big ideas, and exotic places well beyond the
conventions and constraints of my small-town childhood, but forty years later I still call South Dakota home.
Time and distance have sharpened my understanding of the forces that shaped my parents’ lives and mine so
enduringly. Those forces are the grid on which I’ve come to rely, in good times and bad.
In the late 1800s, the Dakota Territory was one of the last frontiers in America, a broad, flat grassland where
Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse, and their followers in the Sioux nation were hunters and warriors on horseback,
determined to hold their land against the persistent invasion of white settlers who wanted to farm, ranch, and build
towns along the railroad lines racing westward from the industrialized East and Midwest.
The Sioux won the battles, notably Little Big Horn in Montana, but they lost the war. The Dakota Territory was
divided into two states, one north and one south, in 1889. My ancestors were among the early settlers in what
became South Dakota.
My father, Anthony Orville Brokaw, was born on October 17, 1912, the last of ten children of William and
Elizabeth Brokaw. His grandfather Richard P. Brokaw, the descendant of Huguenots who immigrated early to
New York, had made his way to the southwestern Dakota Territory by covered wagon following the Civil War. He
farmed and worked on the railroad before heading north in 1881 to found the town of Bristol and a small hotel,
the Brokaw House, at the planned intersection of the north-south and east-west rail lines, eight years before
statehood.
My mother is the eldest daughter of Jim and Ethel Conley, who farmed south of Bristol. Ethel took the train
from Bristol to Minneapolis, her home town, for Jean’s birth; then mother and daughter returned to the remote
corner of the prairie where Jim was tilling the ground behind teams of horses.
In the summer of 1996 my mother and I returned to the northern plains, the womb of her life and mine, for a
visit that was at once nostalgic, reassuring, and a commentary on the social and economic changes in this country
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in the second half of the twentieth century. .
As we drove east along Highway 12 from Aberdeen, South Dakota, toward Bristol, we passed a giant WalMart with a parking lot full of late-model cars and pickup trucks; there were expensive new houses on large lots,
and broad streets well beyond the city limits; giant John Deere combines, worth more than $100,000 apiece,
moved efficiently through ripe fields of wheat, disgorging the small, valuable kernels into a truck of the kind
called a Twin Hopper for its side-by-side bins that can hold a combined total of one thousand bushels. Many of
the combines have air-conditioning and stereos in their cabs, to go with the computer monitoring systems that
record the yield while the harvest is under way. Many of the smaller farms have been consolidated into larger
tracts and organized as corporations with sophisticated business models relying on the efficiencies of mass
production and the yield of genetically engineered grains. Much has changed, but still, a drought or a sudden
hailstorm or a freak cold snap can undo all of the best planning and agriculture science.
Modern technology hasn’t completely eliminated what my mother remembers of the sweat and heartache
required for a farmer’s life. But it is a far different world than when I was a child.
As a town kid, I was attracted to the farm only by the prospect of a horseback ride or the chance to drive a
tractor. I had no inclination for the work, much of it unending and involving uncooperative livestock in a muck of
mud and manure or working in fields beneath a blazing sun.
South Dakota is two states, really, divided by the Missouri River. In a larger sense, the river also divides the
Midwest from the West. East of the Missouri, in the midwestem half, small towns shaded by trees planted a
hundred years ago are separated by clusters of farm buildings and quadrangles of tilled ground producing corn,
soybeans, wheat, rye, and sunflowers.
As you move across the Missouri, into what we call West River country, the change is abrupt. On airplanes
flying across South Dakota east to west, I like to tell my fellow passengers to watch the cultivated fields, the gold
and green color schemes of corn and wheat, suddenly give way to the muted browns and the untilled sod once we
cross the river. It is such a stunning change, it is as if someone flipped a page, and then another change comes two
hundred miles farther. At the very western edge of the state, the prairie breaks up into the arid and eerily beautiful
Badlands and then gives way to the Black Hills, a small scenic mountain range the Sioux people called Paha
Sapa, the most sacred of their land.
I have lived and traveled in every quarter of the state, and I am constantly struck by the rawness of it all, even
now, more than 125 years after the first significant wave of white settlers began trying to tame it. A summer night
can be a reminder of the primal forces of the old Dakota Territory when a storm blows up, filling the sky with
mountainous thunderstorms and bowing the tall cottonwoods with cold winds that seem to begin somewhere near
the Arctic Circle.
I am particularly attached to the Missouri River, that ancient artery that begins in central Montana and powers
its way north before beginning its long east-by-southeast trek across the flat landscape of the Dakotas and along
the borders of Iowa, Nebraska, and Missouri. Large dams have slowed but not completely conquered the river of
Lewis and Clark, the Sioux, Crow, Omaha, and Santee tribes. Whenever I return to my home state I always try to
swim in the river channel, just to feel its restless currents again, as a reminder of my early struggles to master
them as a beginning swimmer. They taught me to understand force and use it to my advantage, taught me that to
make progress often means giving a little.
On this trip back to Bristol with my mother in 1996, as I steered our rental car toward the distant eastern
horizon, an old sensation returned. Up there in the northern latitudes, less than two hundred miles from the
Canadian border, I feel as if I am riding the curvature of the earth, silhouetted against the sweeping arc of sky that
so diminishes all below. I have now lived two thirds of my life outside these familiar surroundings, yet whenever I
return I am at peace, and always a little excited to know that this place has a claim on me.
I am named for my maternal great-grandfather Thomas Conley, the son of Irish immigrants, who was working
as a railroad conductor in St. Paul when he was attracted by the abundance of affordable farmland in Day County,
South Dakota. Tom and his wife, Mathilda, moved in 1897 to Webster, the Day County seat, where Tom opened a
saloon before moving on to a section and a half of prairie, 960 acres, southwest of Bristol, where together he and
Mathilda began farming with horse-drawn machinery.
Tom Conley, at six feet a tall man in those days, quickly established a reputation as a hardworking and efficient
farmer who, according to local lore, took off only one day a year: the Fourth of July. On Independence Day he’d
drive a horse-drawn wagon from the farm to Bristol’s Main street for the celebrations, shouting to everyone,
“Hurray for the Fourth of July!”
Tom and Mathilda Conley prospered in the early days of the twentieth certtury, sending three of their four sons
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to college. One went on to law school and another to medical school. My mother’s father, Jim, graduated from a
pharmacy college in Minneapolis, but he preferred farming to pharmacy and returned to Day County with his
bride, Ethel Baker, a handsome and lively daughter of a foreman at Pillsbury Mills in the Twin Cities. As a
wedding present, Tom Conley gave his son and new wife as a wedding present a mortgaged quarter-section, 160
treeless acres just north of his farm. It was so barren that Jim Conley often said it contained not even a rusty nail;
black-and-white pictures from that time are startling in their bleakness.
A quarter-section of land was the allotment that the seminal figure of prairie literature, Per Hansa, filed for
when he took his family into the Dakota Territory, in O. E. Rolvaag’s classic Giants in the Earth. Powerful winds,
broad horizons, “And sun! And still more sun!”—as Rolvaag vividly described this part of America that stretches
from the Canadian border to Oklahoma, from Minnesota to the middle of Montana.
It was little changed in the first quarter of the twentieth century, when my parents were youngsters. Just as for
Per Hansa and his fellow Norwegian settlers, it was a demanding place, whatever the season, for those who came
to farm or to establish the small towns where agriculture and commerce intersected across the grassland. It is a
place that reflects a century of transformation in America. When my mother was born, in November 1917, the
world was in turmoil. That same month Lenin took control of the Russian government and the Communist
revolution was under way. America entered World War I at last, and General John Pershing led American forces
into Europe. The war was an international tragedy but a bonanza for American farmers, as they moved into
mechanized equipment and turned their grain fields into the bread basket of the world. Farmland in the heart of
the corn belt brought prices two and three times what they had been just three years earlier.
Jim and Ethel were making enough money to start a new home and buy a Model T, the little black car that was
the centerpiece of Henry Ford’s rapidly growing empire. Neither of my grandparents left behind a personal
account of their hopes and dreams, but I suspect they thought the farm would become their life work. Instead, it
became a heartbreaking burden.
By 1930 they were trapped between a prolonged drought across the Great Plains and economic chaos in the
international markets. Jim and Ethel, my mother, Jean, and her younger sister, Marcia, were hostage to the
cruelties of what came to be known as the Great Depression. Between 1929 and 1932, the average net per capita
income on family farms fell from $2,297 to $74.
Jim Conley admired Herbert Hoover, a native of nearby Iowa and a brilliant mining engineer who was an
international hero for his organization of food programs for Europe following the devastation of World War I. It is
likely that Jim voted for Hoover in the 1928 presidential election. But what happened in the thirties would make
my grandfather an ardent Democrat for his remaining days.
Jim and Ethel Conley’s hopes for a long life on the farm were wiped out. By 1932, Jim was feeding his corn
crop to his hogs because doing so was more economical than taking it to market, where it would have brought less
than a nickel a bushel. By my mother’s junior year in high school, the Conley farm days were over. The bank
foreclosed and the family moved to nearby Bristol. Because my parents came of age during the Great Depression,
it never completely left their consciousness. It would be too melodramatic to say they carried lasting scars, but it
would be equally inaccurate to.describe the Depression as just a benign passage in their lives. The residual effect
went well beyond the bleak economics of the time. Living through the Great Depression formed other lasting
values: an uncompromising work ethic, thrift, compassion, and, perhaps most important, perspective.
My parents and their friends were members of the “waste not; want not” generation. They measured everything
from food to wrapping paper to soap for its potential secondary value. No scrap of food was summarily disposed
of without first getting an evaluation from Mother on its leftover possibilities. Sunday’s leftover mashed potatoes
became Monday night’s fried potato patties. Gifts were opened carefully, and the wrapping paper was folded and
put away for another gift later on. When bars of soap became so small they hardly seemed worth saving, they
were pressed onto other bars in the same condition. Worn-out T-shirts became dust rags. Nails pulled out of
boards were hammered back into shape and stored in an empty coffee can. A friend’s father could never get used
to the idea of paper towels. He used them carefully and dried them for another time.
Sometime after I left South Dakota, I returned and hosted a cocktail party for home-state friends at my hotel. I
gave Dad a fistful of cash and asked him to buy several bottles of expensive name-brand liquor. He returned with
most of the money still in hand and a collection of cheap generic booze. When I protested he said,
“Why waste your money on that expensive stuff? After the first drink, they don’t know the difference anyway.”
Theirs was a generation whose members were so conditioned by the economic perils of their upbringing that
they sometimes carried caution and frugality to a fault. At a stage in their lives when they could easily afford
personal indulgences, they were still reluctant to spend money on anything that wasn’t practical. For a long time
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they refused to believe that the Great Depression was a once-in-a-lifetime event. While we joke in our family that
I have somehow managed to adapt to other economic conditions, I still have a visceral reaction to waste or excess.
I never fail to wonder,
“Is this really necessary?”
I continue to look at price tags first, and nothing pleases me more than a great bargain, just as few things
distress me more than a foolish purchase.
My father, who was known as Red most of his life because of his flaming hair, died in 1982, too young at age
sixty-nine, but he had accomplished far more than he could have imagined in the early, difficult days of his
childhood. Mother, five years younger than my father, is alive and flourishing, a resident of Southern California,
where she has an active social life of travel, plays, and bridge club, personal-computer time and greatgrandmother duties. She’s a model matriarch for three generations of children and grandchildren.
Her wardrobe has changed from midwestern sensible to California panache. She watches the Dodgers and the
Lakers on television. As she always did, she follows the news closely, except now she has reason to call one of the
newscasters personally when she disagrees with something he said or dislikes a tie he wore that day.
My brother Bill, next in line in our family, lives in Denver, where he’s involved in real estate after a long
career managing restaurants. Mike, the youngest of the Brokaw boys, and a knockoff of Red, is a foreman for a
Southern California telephone company. So we’re scattered now, but our heritage remains out there in the small
towns and grassy plains of America’s own savannah, a great stretch of landscape that retains many of its
nineteenth-century qualities.
In 1972, I returned to South Dakota on assignment for NBC News from my home in Los Angeles. I drove
through the center of the state on a cloudy autumn night when there were no stars or moon visible for
illumination. I stopped the car on a desolate stretch of highway to take it all in, and when I stepped into the void, I
was momentarily unsettled by the overwhelming sense of isolation. Then I laughed aloud, remembering that I
drove fearlessly through the toughest neighborhoods in Southern California and on the crowded and dangerous
freeways of that state.
When Mother and I returned in 1996, she was alternately chatty and pensive at my side, realizing that there
might not be many more trips to the small towns and countryside that she had called home. It was a kind of
spiritual pilgrimage, as we made the turnoff that would take us to the farm where she had lived until she was
sixteen. She leaned forward on the passenger side, looking for landmarks, momentarily confused by her memory
of a treeless plain and narrow dirt roads where now there were mature cottonwoods and a two-lane paved
highway.
Then, there it was: the Conley farm. Once it had been a collection of primitive buildings and a small unpainted
house perched atop a grassy prairie; now it was a prosperous-looking ensemble of a white two-story house, a red
barn, and a granary tucked inyo a thick grove of trees. A few miles away, her grandfather Tom’s farm had
disappeared. All that remained were a few old trees from the grove he had planted. As we drove down the country
lanes, Mother ticked off the names of the families who had once settled here on their own 160-acre plots, now
long abandoned to the efficiencies of much larger corporate farms. Her neighbors were mostly of Scandinavian
and German descent, the dominant ethnic groups in South Dakota, drawn by the same lure as her father: cheap
land and an independent life, a claim on the promise of the prairie as a reliable producer of grain and a friendly
environment for livestock.
The effect of the consolidation of agriculture and the demise of railroading could be seen in the diminished
prospects of Bristol, a few miles north of the farm. Bristol reached its peak population of 675 in 1940. Until then
it had grown modestly but steadily as a trade center for local farmers and travelers on the Milwaukee Railroad and
on U.S. Highway 12, a main east-west artery in the days before the interstate. Bristol had two new car dealerships,
two banks, two hotels, four cafés, a creamery, a newspaper, a movie theater, farm implement dealers and grain
dealers, and a doctor.
Now Bristol’s population is less than 400, but the town hasn’t given up: a young couple has established on
Main Street a mail-order company selling made-in-Dakota products. Others have banded together to form a
grocery cooperative so they don’t have to drive to Webster, the county seat, twelve miles away, for necessities.
There are two seed companies, a grain elevator, a bowling alley, and a service station operated by the Farmers’
Union, a cooperative.
The Brokaw House, the three-story hotel established by my great-grandfather, anchored Main Street’s north
end until it was torn down in 1962. A few of my parents’ nieces and nephews and their childhood friends remain
in the area, but the Brokaw and Conley names now are prominent mainly on the headstones in the family plots at
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the Bristol and Webster cemeteries.
As I watched my mother absorb all the changes in the landscape of her childhood and contemplate the
development of her life from that time and place to the present, I was again reminded of how I have benefited
from being a close witness to her steady-as-she-goes attitude, the rewards of a focused, temperate approach to
whatever challenges arose. She embodies the pragmatism and utilitarianism of the culture in which she was
raised, and of her life with Red.
When my wife’s parents and Mother’s sister all died within a short period, Mother was suddenly the sole
surviving senior member of several families. She became a matriarch, and grandmother to nephews and nieces as
well as to her own grandchildren. It was a role she simply assumed, and it was a continuation of her life-long
ability to move forward, take control, and concentrate on others.
Although I have lived in a different universe, those experiences of my parents have always been compass
points. They steer me to amusement when someone is sounding off, inflated by his own self-importance, to
discomfort when I spend foolishly, to remorse when I complain about minor inconveniences.
In her insightful and evocative book Dakota: A Spiritual Geography, Kathleen Norris writes eloquently about
the contradictions and tensions in the Dakota cultures, “between hospitality and insularity, change and inertia …
between hope and despair, between open hearts and closed minds.”
I’ve also learned to keep in perspective the almost automatic resistance in my native land to outside influences
and criticism, however constructive they may be, and to unconventional ideas before they’re fully explained. I
understand why Dakotans are defensive. The Dakotas are looked on by many as largely empty tracts of land,
remote and all but uninhabitable. It[‘s been forty years since I lived in South Dakota, but I still hear,
“You’re from South Dakota? Wow, how did you get all the way to New York?” Or, on a day of particularly
harsh winter weather:
“Well, you’re from South Dakota; you’re used to this.”
One year an atlas-publishing company left out large chunks of the South and North Dakota maps, explaining it
was just trying to save space, as if no one would notice.
On these occasions when South Dakota is mocked in some way, I feel the slight, even now, and it tightens my
bond with those who chose to stay. I also know they haven’t given up on me. They expect me to carry the banner
somehow. I am not always up to their expectations, but I have never surrendered the assignment, for it is a
constant reminder of how my current life continues to be shaped by the currents of my formative years four
decades after I left South Dakota. Mother, I believe, thinks I make too much of those influences; but that coolness
to self-analysis is part of the pragmatic culture from which I draw strength. It is reassuring to know that the
connection persists, built on common experiences of hard work, family, and community. .
I was born In the middle of a harsh winter, on February 6, 1940, on my grandfather Jim Conley’s birthday, in
Webster, Day County, South Dakota. I began life on a historic hinge, just as the Great Depression was ending and
just before the United States entered World War II. It was a time when many of the families on the northern prairie
still had no electricity or indoor plumbing. Telephones were on party lines and the railroad was still the great
engine of transportation.
It is fourteen hundred miles from South Dakota to where I live and work now, in New York City, which has
been my home for more than a quarter of a century. The mileage is the most imprecise measurement of the
distance I’ve traveled in the forty years I’ve been gone. In recent years, as ‘ve reached certain thresholds—the age
of sixty, becoming a grandparent, contemplating the back third of my life and leaving the news anchor job—I’ve
come to understand how important those early influences of family, place, and values were in making this life
possible. I also know never to take any of this for granted, as I still live with the influences of failure as well as of
success. In this book, I am on a journey of discovery, inspired in part by Lewis and Clark, who pushed into the
grassy plains in 1804. My goals are of course far more modest. I am making my own way by looking back across
the same landscape, trying to determine how I got from there to here. It has been for me an evocative and
instructive expedition. I could not be the man I am today without the boy I was yesterday, in a far-off place and a
long time ago.
2
My adult life as a journalist has been forty years of long hours, unconventional schedules, occasional danger,
foreign travel, front-row seats at historic events. It has been honest, demanding, and rewarding work, but it is not
the work of my ancestors. It has involved almost no manual labor, whereas in the family and the culture in which I
was raised, work defined lives, and the work that was especially admired and valued was physical labor that
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produced tangible, useful results. The ideal would be a man who could break the stubborn soil of the northern
prairie, harvest a crop, butcher a cow, fix a fence, dig a well, build a house and repair machinery; he would be
married to a woman who could bake bread, plant a garden, hang out the wash, put up preserves, make soap, sew a
family wardrobe, and nurse a sick child or a frail calf. The men and women in my family had done all of that.
Those myriad manual skills were required by the time, the land, and the climate in much of South Dakota. By
the early sixties, when I left, the state’s pioneer past had faded, along with the promise of family farm and ranch
prosperity. Agriculture was going corporate, and the small towns that dotted the flat landscape were shrinking. By
then I had my eye on the far horizon, wondering whether I could make my way beyond the rural culture that had
nurtured me.
When I left, I was only vaguely aware of the demands and the hopes of the early days, when my greatgrandfathers Richard Patterson Brokaw and Tom Conley settled in Day County, in the northern part of the state.
Their projects seemed so promising, with the main line of the Milwaukee Road—the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St.
Paul Railroad—running through the middle of thousands of acres of virgin grassland ready to be tilled and planted
in wheat, barley, corn, and other small-grain crops. In the beginning their hard work paid real, if modest, rewards.
When R. P. Brokaw arrived and helped lay out the town of Bristol, which had been called simply Section 70 by
the railroad surveyors, he embodied the pioneer spirit. His son William, my grandfather, had been born in a
covered wagon while R. P. and his wife made their way across the Dakota Territory. R. P. began construction of
the Brokaw House hotel in the early 1880s, still several years before the final chapter of the notorious Indian
Wars: the massacre of Sioux men, women, and children at Wounded Knee in southwestern South Dakota in 1890.
The three-story Brokaw House quickly became a town landmark, a smoky, noisy place, popular with itinerant
railroad men and traveling salesmen who, for the benefit of local merchants, displayed their goods on long tables
in a sample room just off the lobby. I remember that there were forty-five rooms for guests on the two upper
floors. The Brokaw House anchored one end of Main Street, and by my father’s recollection, most big events in
Bristol began there: the Memorial Day parade, the annual dinner for the volunteer firemen, and the Fourth of July
celebration.
R. P. Brokaw died in 1909. His son William and daughter-in-law Elizabeth became the proprietors, but it was
Elizabeth who did most of the work. Bill, as Dad’s father was known, liked to patrol Bristol’s main street as a
policeman and spend hours in the lobby playing cribbage.
In the 1940s, when I was a toddler, the Brokaw House was also my home. My parents would return there in the
winter when my father’s construction work was put on hold until the spring. The old hotel informs some of my
first memories and serves as a bridge between the lives of my parents and my own life. Mother and Dad converted
a few of the rooms into their own small apartment, and I became the object of a great deal of affectionate attention
from the permanent clientele.
The hotel—and most of its inhabitants—were born in the Nineteenth Century, and it had an old-fashioned aura,
as if it were a holdover from another time. It was like nothing else in my world, and I never failed to experience a
sense of adventure when I walked into its lobby or the always busy kitchen. I wasn’t exactly Eloise at the Plaza,
but I was already a talkative child and I relished being part of an extended family in a setting that was much more
like a large rooming house than a conventional hotel. I sometimes think that almost sixty years later I can still
smell the cigar smoke from the lobby with its large pots of philodendrons and sturdy oak chairs. The reception
desk was located beneath a flight of stairs leading to the second and third floors. The handsome French- made
wall clock with a plate-sized brass oval at the end of a long pendulum that hung from one lobby wall now ticks
quietly in my Montana home, another reminder of the passage of so much more than seconds, minutes, and hours.
The guests were mostly men, many with thick mustaches and large, gnarled hands, who dressed in denim
overalls and flannel shirts. There were always a few of them sitting in the lobby, watching the passing traffic on
Main Street with only a few scattered comments, as befitted their rural German and Scandinavian backgrounds. In
the small cafés along Main Street they were known for “saucering” their coffee, spilling it from the cup into the
saucer to cool it and then slurping it through their mustaches, which they wiped clean with a swipe of their large
hands.
It was a functional place, with no frills or unnecessary trimmings. Still, fire was a constant worry, especially
with the heavy smoking habits of the guests. I remember being awakened early one morning by my mother, who
said we had to get downstairs, fast. Smoke was everywhere. As I went down the stairs, I saw a guest going the
other way, hauling a heavy fire extinguisher. Apparently a cigarette had started a mattress fire, and it was in
danger of spreading. The men living at the hotel extinguished the fire well before Bristol’s volunteer fire
department arrived, which gave my brusque Aunt Leona a chance to stand at the lobby’s large bay window and
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wave away, disgustedly, the tardy firemen. When Bill Brokaw died in 1943, Leona, the eldest daughter, became
the hotel manager and straw boss of the family. She often greeted me, when I was just three years old or so, with
the challenge “Put ’em up, c’mon, let’s see how tough you are,” and we’d exchange a few good-natured swings.
Ann and Celia, my father’s other sisters, were single and worked at the local creamery, separating the milk
from the cream and making butter. As a tot, I wondered why no one else seemed to notice that they came home
from a shift carrying a faint odor of sour milk in their all-white work uniforms. Now I realize that since the smell
was the consequence of their jobs, it wasn’t objectionable. The fact that they were hardworking, God-fearing, and
fun-loving was much more important than a little odor, arrived at honestly.
Dad was the youngest of nine surviving children, three girls and six boys. His brothers left the hotel for better
jobs or the military at early ages. In fact, all but two of them were gone by 1926, when Red was an adolescent.
Four of the nine—two brothers and two sisters—never married.
The Brokaw siblings got along fine, but theirs was not what you’d call a close-knit family; the siblings shared
a need to make their own way in the world and the trait of stubborn pride. They rarely asked for help or, God
forbid, advice. Their economic circumstances also forced them to work hard from the time they were very young.
Apart from my uncle Clarence, who collected antique glassware and china, none had hobbies or many
recreational interests.
Every day was one form of drudgery or another, although they would never have called it that. Later in his life
my father described his mother’s daily ordeal of cooking for the hotel guests. Elizabeth started early, around 5:30
A.M., preparing hearty breakfasts of eggs, pancakes, oatmeal, bacon, and ham. Later in the day she was back in
the tiny kitchen, firing up the coal stove to cook dinners that included roast beef or turkey, fried chicken, mashed
potatoes, beets, peas, succotash, string beans, soups, cold slaw, salad, even shucked oysters, which came packed
in salt in large barrels on the Milwaukee Road trains from Seattle. Each kind of vegetable was served in its own
dish, so just keeping up with the crockery was a frantic task. When my father was eight or nine he was often
pressed into service to help with the dishwashing, a demanding physical regimen.
Hot water came out of a fifty-gallon tank, the “waterback,” attached to the coal stove. It had to be filled with
five-gallon pails, heated, and then emptied daily for washing the dishes. The dirty dishwater was then hauled out
to the backyard cistern, and the waterback was filled again for the next meal. The coal stove also had to be
emptied of ashes and refilled for the next day’s repetition of the grueling routine.
When he was not in the kitchen helping his mother, my dad, strong and large for his age, did chores assigned
by his father. The coal for the stove was shipped in by rail from North Dakota. It was carried from the train to the
hotel by horse-drawn wagon and then muscled onto the chutes leading to the basement. Dad remembered, matterof-factly,
“We had trouble sometimes. Some of those chunks of coal weighed a hundred pounds or more.”
Once the coal was stored, it was time to set aside fuel for the hotel furnace, so my grandfather would buy a
load of railroad ties, maybe a hundred or so at a time. At a time when he should have been in the fourth or fifth
grade, Dad—along with his brother Rich, four years older—was cutting those railroad ties into shorter chunks for
the furnace. They used a buck saw, a big two-man saw, to cut each tie into three or four pieces. Many of the ties
were especially difficult to cut through because they had been treated with creosote to preserve them or were
laced with sand absorbed from the railroad bed.
Before refrigeration, keeping perishables cool also required backbreaking labor. Ice arrived by railroad car in
huge blocks which were offloaded and carried to the hotel, again in a horse-drawn wagon. Dad’s job was to lead
the team of horses on those cold winter days and help position the cakes of ice in a subterranean shed, where they
lay covered in sawdust to preserve them as long as possible. In winter months a cake of ice, about 125 pounds,
would last three or four days, but during the summer Dad and his brother would have to wrestle a big block out of
the ice house every day or so, dragging it up with a rope on a pulley and loading it onto a two-wheeled wagon for
the trip to the kitchen.
I remember the excitement when our family bought its first freezer, in about 1953. We plugged it in and within
hours we were able to freeze vegetables from our garden for the winter and chickens, purchased from a local
farmer, which Dad butchered and packaged. I wonder whether, as he stood looking at the new Kelvinator deepfreeze, he flashed back to those blocks of ice.
A permanent guest at the Brokaw House was a Swedish immigrant, Oscar Johnson. A bachelor, Oscar had at
some point been a homesteader on the bleak prairie of western South Dakota, a semi-arid landscape where even
now modern agriculture struggles to break even. How long Oscar tried to make it there I am not sure, but
somehow he worked his way back to Bristol, where he bought some land, a few cows, and a horse and established
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a small well-digging and moving company. I can still see his room at the Brokaw House. It had a simple ironframe bed and one bureau, and there was a long string leading from the lone lightbulb in the center of the ceiling
through a series of eye hooks on a route that led to a position just above Oscar’s pillow. There were no other
amenities in the room (the toilet was at the end of the hall).
My father was Ocar’s most reliable (and often his only) employee, signing on at the age of ten shortly after he
dropped out of school. No one in Dad’s family seemed to object, and although he later regretted stopping his
education so early, he was especially gifted in mechanics and the conceptual perception which is so critical to the
building and construction trades. His hands and mind worked together with an artistry few could emulate. He was
the model of a self-made man. In Oscar, he found a demanding but benevolent mentor.
When Dad’s father got into financial trouble, the sheriff came to the hotel lobby to foreclose on the property.
Dad, just a boy at the time, wondered where he would live. Oscar emerged from his room and told the sheriff he
would pay off the debt. With that, Oscar became not just my dad’s boss but also his surrogate father.
Oscar was a sinewy man, with large hands stained yellow by nicotine from a lifetime of smoking. When he
smiled he showed off uneven rows of long, yellow teeth which probably had never been exposed to a dentist’s
tools. Oscar was a man of few words and, I believe, little formal education; he spoke with the distinctive sound of
his native language until he died.
He cobbled together an income out of moving buildings, digging wells, repairing windmills, and raising hay
and a few cows. His life-long uniform was a pair of denim bib overalls, a work shirt, and sturdy boots. Every
winter he bought a new pair of overalls and a new flannel shirt to wear over his long underwear; that would carry
him through the year. He led a simple life of working, eating, and sleeping, with very few diversions. That life
became my father’s boyhood when he joined up with Oscar. Together they spent long hours doing the brute labor
of their trade; they became a fixed part of the local landscape, Oscar and his tough little assistant.
From the perspective of the Twenty-first Century, Oscar might seem to be a terrible exploiter of child labor, but
I am sure his own childhood in rural Sweden was the model for his conduct. He’d had a hard life and he just
expected everyone else would as well. It’s unlikely that he thought twice about the demands he placed on the
youngest Brokaw. The Roaring Twenties were in full throttle, and great industrial fortunes were being made, but
in the heartland, which relied on a back-breaking economy, less than a quarter of the young men went on to high
school.
Later, when Mother and Dad had started a family and we were living some distance from Bristol, Oscar arrived
on short notice for a winter visit. By then he was stone deaf and certainly no more talkative. He sat for hours in
our living room, paging through back copies of Life magazine and The Saturday Evening Post while my mother
said aloud, confident he couldn’t hear,
“I wonder how long he’s going to stay.”
Providentially, a huge blizzard engulfed our town and there was a lot of snow to be removed. Oscar got up that
morning, silently put on his mackinaw wool coat, thick pigskin mittens, wool cap, and four-buckle overshoes, and
waded happily into the knee-deep snow, armed with a large scoop shovel. I trailed behind with a smaller shovel,
and together we attacked the sidewalk in front of our house. He removed a yard of snow at a time with long,
graceful strokes, working rhythmically until the cold numbed his hands, which had been frostbitten so often.
Oscar would pause, smile at me, and suck in the cold air through those long teeth as he clapped his mittened
hands to restore circulation. It was as if he were applauding the glories of nature and the rewards of honest work. I
never fail to recall that scene when I see snow, although I am much more likely to be skiing on it or admiring its
beauty than shoveling it.
With Oscar as his employer and silent mentor, Dad had a childhood of almost all work and very little play. He
never owned his own bike and he rarely had time for baseball or the other normal pursuits of boyhood. I was
deeply involved in all kinds of sports growing up and I occasionally wondered why he didn’t invoke his own
childhood athletic exploits. In fact, he had almost never had the time to play. Work came first, last, and always.
Yet later in life he recalled the amusing or instructive moments much more than the long hours, the low pay, and
the missed games.
One of Dad’s favorite stories involved a job for a farmer who had lost some pipes down an old well and had
called on Oscar and Dad to retrieve them. Oscar tied a rope around one of Dad’s legs and lowered him head first
into the deep, dark well, which could have collapsed at any moment. Hanging there, upside down, Dad—just ten
years old—managed to collect the pipes and tie them. He was a muddy mess, so he changed into clean clothes.
But just then the farm dog came running by, chasing some of the farmer’s new little pigs. One of the piglets
panicked and jumped into the well, landing in the water forty feet down.
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That piglet was money on the hoof so, once again, Oscar tied a rope around Dad and down Dad went. He
always laughed when he told the story.
“If you don’t think that’s hard—hanging on to the slippery pig, coming up out of the well, and hanging on to
the rope with the other hand … but somehow we got the pig out and everything went along well.”
It was not unusual for Dad to take on dangerous jobs at such a young age. He ran a big old-fashioned mower
behind a large team of horses in the hayfields, a demanding job even for a strong full-grown man. He sat on a
precarious seat above the mower’s axle, with the powerful blades rotating just behind as the horses were driven
over the rough ground of a hayfield. If the horses stumbled, or bolted, or if the rig hit a hole, the driver could
easily be thrown into the mower’s path.
Dad was a strong boy but still just a youngster, so his legs didn’t reach the axle for balance. Oscar simply put a
block of wood below the seat so Dad could brace his legs and get the job done. I am confident no one protested
that this was an inappropriate risk for a boy. Later in life Dad was skeptical of the strictures imposed by OSHA,
the federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration. I think he believed, on the basis of his own early
experiences, that risk on the job was just something to be managed.
The demands on his labor at such a tender age left a lasting impression. Frozen in his memory was one winter
night when Oscar hired him and his brother Richard, then fourteen to Dad’s ten,. to help move a building from the
next town east.
The building had been jacked onto a wagon with iron wheels and a frame of large timbers, twelve inches by
twelve inches and fifty feet long. Dad and Richard were each responsible for one of the two teams of horses that
pulled the wagon. Half a century later, Dad remembered,
”We were cold … we were watering the horses at a farm place when we heard the Webster whistle blow. It was
six P.M. And of course it was twelve miles to Bristol.”
They'd be walking alongside the horses through the frigid Dakota night. More than seventy-five years later,
that stretch of road remains dark and lonely after the winter sun sets. Just a few years ago, a woman trying to get
back to Webster during a blizzard got stuck in a drift, and although she had a cell phone it took searchers two days
to find her. The two Brokaw brothers might have had wool mackinaws, and they probably wore long underwear,
but they sure as hell didn’t have much else, not headlamps or modern flashlights. They were on foot and very
likely had not eaten since noon.
It was midnight when the two boys drove their teams into Bristol, parked the cumbersome wagon, and got the
horses into the barn. When Dad recalled that night in oral memoirs he recorded for our family in 1980, he
described it matter-of-factly, but for me the passage was poignant. I could see in my mind’s eye these two little
redheaded boys hurrying to unhitch the horses in the cold South Dakota night and running into the darkened hotel.
Dad said that he and Richard were hungry but they just went to bed, keeping all their clothes on because there was
no central heat upstairs in the hotel, only whatever came from the chimney and the down-stairs cook stove.
Small wonder that Richard left Bristol at age sixteen to join the Coast Guard and then the Navy before settling
in California. He returned to Bristol only for family vacations. And he became a leading Boy Scout troop leader in
the Long Beach area,once turning out a record number of Eagle Scouts. Perhaps he was making up for his own
missing boyhood.
On one of those bitterly cold nights after Richard was gone, Dad went to bed suffering from the flu after
another long day. He recalled that he began to cry, feeling sorry for himself, and with good reason. His mother had
died a short time before, when he was just twelve, and he felt utterly alone and longed for her comforting ways.
It was 1924. In New York that year, a new company was formed by a National Cash Register executive,
Thomas J. Watson. He named it International Business Machines—IBM for short. A new store, Saks Fifth
Avenue, opened just south of St. Patrick’s Cathedral and featured for sale a $3,000 pigskin trunk and $1,000
raccoon coats. In Chicago, the thirty-four-story Wrigley Building was completed. There were three million radio
sets in the United States. A new car was introduced in Detroit, called the Chrysler.
America was booming, but that was of little comfort to twelve-year-old Red Brokaw. His sister Ann heard him
crying from her room down the hall and brought heated lemonade to ward off the chills. Until that point, Dad had
slept in whatever room happened to be empty at bedtime. Ann wisely decided it was time for him to have a place
of his own. She told him that from now on this would be his room, to fix up as he wanted. He was elated and
immediately wrote his name in the small pine bureau against the wall. Five decades later, he refinished that little
piece of his childhood and presented it to our youngest daughter, Sarah, for her New York room of her own.
But a room of one’s own can’t replace a mother, and Dad’s father wasn’t much on parental love, so Red
continued to do what he knew best: he worked. In the evening, after milking cows or stacking hay for the winter
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feeding, he often worked for the local movie-house owner, rounding up patrons for the silent films that made their
way to Bristol, again via the railroad. He’d walk up and down Main Street shouting, “Two reels of a comedy
tonight—and Tom Mix,”\fn{Tom Mix (1880-1940) was one of the very early cowboy heroes for boys. Tom Mix and Bill Boyd
(“Hopalong Cassidy,”1895-1972) were the earliest of these sanitized representatives of the wild West, though Mix was born in
Pennsylvania and Boyd in Ohio:H} ringing a handbell to attract attention, shouting into the crowded, smoky pool hall.

Those days were the beginning of America’s love affair with movies. By 1926, an estimated fifty million people a
week were going to the movies; by 1930, that number had jumped to ninety million.
For that job, Dad was given free theater tickets, and since he didn’t have school the next day, or anyone at
home worrying about his whereabouts, he’d often stay for two features and then fall asleep in his seat. The theater
manager would leave him there when time came to close for the night; when Dad awoke, he’d let himself out the
back door and head for his cold room at the Brokaw Hotel.
In that God-fearing community of well-ordered German and Scandinavian families, where discipline and
deportment were a fixed part of life, the young, tough, red-haired Brokaw boy was the odd kid out, the local tough
guy. Other mothers were leery of letting their children play with a boy who didn’t go to school or church, who
smoked from age ten on, and who welcomed farm kids to town by chasing them through the streets, challenging
them to a fight.
One Sunday, however, he confronted his reputation in his own way. He’d been visiting a farm family south of
town, riding horses with other boys. One of the visitors had a minor horse wreck arid injured his knee. A storm
was brewing, so the mother at the farm told the boys they’d better spend the night. She dutifully called the injured
boy’s parents to let them know where he was and that he’d be okay. Dad couldn’t help but notice that she didn’t
bother to call his family because she assumed, correctly, no one would notice he was missing.
The next day she questioned Dad closely about his school and religious habits. When he told her the closest he
got to church was when “I drive the cows by the Lutheran church in the morning about the time they ring the
bell,” she was stern and disapproving. No doubt speaking for most of the mothers in town, she said,
“That’s awful, growing up that way.”
But she didn’t offer to help. So Dad decided to help himself, and he did so by using his considerable skills and
energy to do good work for others. Later in life, as he recalled this epiphany, Dad wrote,
“I always got blamed for everything that went wrong in town, even when I was out working in the country
with Oscar. So I made up my mind I was going to show them that I was better than their kids.”
Dad made himself into the local Good Samaritan. He delivered coal and soft water to the elderly at half his
normal rate.
“I was supposed to get forty cents for a load of coal—a ton. Twenty cents for hauling it—twenty cents for
unloading it. But I’d charge just for the unloading of it.” Or if a widow he knew couldn’t pay even the twenty
cents, he’d deliver the coal anyway, knowing she needed it and would pay eventually.
It was a pattern he maintained throughout his life. I still hear about his generosity—the unexpected gift of a
handmade bassinet for a couple expecting their first child, or napkin rings he carved for a friend from a piece of
black walnut he had milled, or the hours he spent helping a young friend overhaul the engine on a secondhand car.
He had a big heart for those he thought worthy.
But for those who slighted him or put on airs, well, the Brokaw stubborn streak was a formidable force. Once,
as a young man, Dad agreed to deliver a load of coal to a Bristol banker, an aloof figure and a man of great power
in that small town. After shoveling the load of coal into the banker’s basement, about a ton altogether, Dad dusted
the top of the coal pile with a light sprinkling of snow. This was, he explained, his ingenious way of keeping the
coal dust to a minimum. The banker had his own ideas and ran out into the yard demanding loudly that the snow
be removed. Red Brokaw probably didn’t have a bank account or expect to do any business with the bank anytime
soon, but even if he had, I am confident his reaction would have been the same. He laughed when he remembered
that he not only removed the light layer of snow, he emptied the basement of the newly delivered coal and drove
off with it, leaving the banker to make other arrangements for his winter fuel.
Such experiences built up in him a lifetime of animosity toward small-minded authority figures. His early
years made him a true populist, someone who was never in awe of power, especially when it came dressed in a
white shirt, suit, and tie.
He expressed his admiration for values that had meaning to his own life of struggle. For example, since he
didn’t have time for baseball or football as a kid, he was never a big sports fan, never devoted to one team or
another or to a particular player. Yet he often held up two sports figures to me as role models, not because of their
athletic prowess but because of their other attributes. One was Gene Tunney, the heavyweight boxing champion
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who gained power with fists and then had the intelligence to retire with his money and his senses intact. The other
was Jesse Owens, who gave Hitler—and America—a lesson in race when he won four gold medals at the 1936
Olympic Games in record time and with world-class grace.
A few years after his encounter with the stern farm woman, Dad had another life-changing moment. This one
involved two sorrel colts that came up for sale at an auction. Oscar agreed to finance their purchase—$40 for the
pair of young horses. For Dad, it was the bargain of a lifetime. He dressed the colts in hand-decorated bridles and
reins and quickly made them into a cash business.
They were his bread and butter. He became an all-purpose delivery man, bringing coal, water, and freight and
meeting the other requirements of small-town commerce. When a contractor came through Bristol, working on
the highway, he tried to rent the team to supplement his small force of machinery. Dad struck a bargain that
defined his future and lifted him out of the rut of Bristol’s low-paid manual labor: he told the contractor he would
rent the horses only if he too was part of the deal.
He got twenty cents an hour for the horses and forty cents an hour for himself. It was the most money he’d
ever made.
“So, my goodness,” he remembered, “there I was making sixty cents an hour. Otherwise I was lucky if I was
making fifty cents a day in that town.” He was also working hard, doing whatever the contractor asked of him,
from chopping trees to sloping the highway banks by hand.
One day a foreman came charging up. Dad was afraid he was about to be fired, but instead the foreman asked,
“Anyone here ever run a Caterpillar?”
Dad and one of his friends volunteered to learn how to operate that big earth-moving tractor. For Red Brokaw,
it was the equivalent of winning the lottery. Some people have a natural feel for numbers, words, or music. Dad, it
turned out, was a man of machines. When he stepped onto that Caterpillar it was a perfect match, and that was the
beginning of his way out of the constraints of the economic opportunities in Bristol.
By the end of the summer, the contractor had other work for Dad, 170 miles away in Minnesota. To get there,
Dad had to drive one of the lumbering steel-tracked Caterpillars on back roads of gravel or packed dirt. It took a
week to make the trip. He always had fond memories of the journey, but it must have been a chore.
“I rented rooms in farmhouses along the way and by the time I got there I couldn’t hear a word, from that
rumbling old Cat,” he remembered.
Those experiences, combined with a congenital hearing problem in the Brokaw clan, left Dad nearly deaf later
in life, but he never complained. He had just been happy to have the work.
About the same time, Dad took up roller-skating and motorcycling, primarily to make money. He was in a
small troupe that performed trick routines on roller skates in local variety shows for cash prizes, and on weekends
he often entered motorcycle hill climbs, borrowing his brother John’s motorcycle. But these were mercenary
diversions; he never took up roller-skating or motorcycling again just for pleasure.
His pals from that time also recall with great amusement the time a touring professional boxer came through,
looking for some local action. Dad was known as the toughest guy in town, so his friends persuaded him into the
ring. But Red was strictly an untrained street brawler, and it wasn’t long after the opening bell that the
Minneapolis boxer landed a solid punch and knocked him out.
Dad got $5 for the effort, and his buddies got a lifetime of hilarity.
*
Southwest of Bristol, Eugenia Conley, Jean, had been growing up on the family farm. She walked to a oneroom country schoolhouse, carrying her lunch in an empty Karo syrup can. She was a precocious dark-haired
child with a sister seven years younger, a bookish father who was a bit of a dreamer, and a mother who had given
up the middle-class comforts of Minneapolis for the demands of farm life on a treeless prairie.
Jean Conley often worked beside her father as he planted the corn and wheat, hauled the hay, milked the cows,
and fed the pigs, chickens, and turkeys they raised. She especially enjoyed their horse and sled rides across the
snowy prairie on clear, cold winter nights when her father, always the teacher, would point out the Milky Way, the
Big Dipper, and the Nortern Lights. It was the life so familiar to readers of Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Little House on
the Prairie, updated to the early Twentieth Century.
Her childhood on the farm south of Bristol was at once adventurous and difficult, although she always
preferred to remember the adventures. For the first seven years of her life she was Jim and Ethel’s only child.
Their small house had neither electricity nor indoor plumbing. The hired man lived in a loft above the family
quarters.
The Conleys were at the tail end of a farming boom in America. In 1914, about 30 percent of Americans
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worked in agriculture, but that figure dropped to about 25 percent by 1920. Still, in the early twenties, when
America was enjoying a post-World War I boom, the family farm was a promising if not wildly profitable
enterprise.
Jim was able to get decent prices for his grain, and their other labors paid off on Saturday nights, when they
drove to town in their Model T Ford loaded with crates of turkeys, cartons of eggs, and bushels of fresh
vegetables for sale or to barter with local merchants for store-bought goods. Those early lessons in commerce left
a lifelong impression on Mother. To this day she often instinctively rattled off the price of each dish as she serves
dinner.
“Can you believe it? I got these beautiful pork chops, two for $2.95. And I couldn’t pass up these big
strawberries. They were on sale.”
There was very little cash in her childhood, but the close rural community provided rich and lasting lessons in
resourcefulness and cooperation. Those 160-acre farms made up a tightly woven fabric on the northern prairie.
Neighbors were close by, and in the winter months families often visited each other, steering their teams of horses
and sleighs across open fields covered with snow. One of the locals was an inventive sort, so a gathering at his
house meant more than just the usual round of gossip and card playing.
Mother remembers that he had assembled a rope-making machine and set it up in his kitchen. The men spent
their day off talking over prices and local politics and making rope. The same neighbor also had a shoe repair
bench so boots and shoes could be resoled for another season’s wear. Do-it-yourself was not a Martha Stewart
fashion but a necessity.
My grandmother Ethel had been raised in Minneapolis, where her father had a substantial job as a foreman at
one of the large Pillsbury flour mills. The adjustment to the barren prairie and farm life was not easy, even when
their new two-story home was constructed. In her first few years it was not unusual for my grandfather to come in
from the fields and find Ethel with her bags packed, desperate for a trip back to the Twin Cities.
After a week or so she’d return to the hard life in South Dakota, overcoming her loneliness by keeping busy
with the many chores required to feed and clothe the family while also attending to her part of the farm business.
Mother recorded just some of the jobs that this city girl had in her new life: churning butter by hand; boiling large
tubs of water for the laundry, which was then hung outside, winter and summer alike; ironing, a day long job that
required stoking the coal range to heat the heavy primitive irons. And when Jim Conley butchered a hog or cow,
Ethel was at his side, rendering the fat into lard, canning the meat.
All the hot water for cooking, bathing and other indoor and outdoor use was heated on the Majestic, the large
black stove that also doubled as an incubator for baby chicks and piglets. It was also the cookstove for soups,
casseroles, homemade bread, porridge, and the other staples of the rural diet. That nutritional regimen,
supplemented with regular doses of castor oil, must have been effective: Mother was named “Healthiest Girl in
Day County” when she was in the eighth grade. Her photo in the Webster paper was a portrait of vibrant youth.
She won the title despite resisting her father’s daily insistence that she eat her oatmeal porridge for strong bones
and a long life. In the wintertime, Mother did her homework near the stove, often with her feet propped up on the
open oven door for warmth. I often think that Grandmother Ethel must have run that Majestic as an engineer
would have run a coal-burning locomotive.
Mother grew up quickly as she worked beside her parents in the house, the farmyard, and the fields. At the
one-room schoolhouse a mile up the road, she mixed easily with the older students. Her teachers decided she
could skip a grade, so by the time Jim Conley lost the farm and moved the family to town, Jean was well ahead of
her
age.
When Dad was twenty and Mother fifteen, he went to a school play in Bristol and took special notice of her on
stage. Dad bet a friend he could get a date with her, an uncharacteristically bold offer on two counts: he had
almost no confidence in his social skills with women, and since he worked so hard for his money, he almost never
gambled.
How he won the bet and eventually won Jean’s heart is now part of family lore.
”I had never even said hello to your mother,” he told us later. He described how he parked outside the Conley
house:
“I left the lights on in the car. I left the motor running. When she came to the door, I stuttered and stammered
and I asked her if she wanted to go to the show in Webster with a bunch of us. I think I kind of took her by
surprise, and she actually went along.”
It was an unlikely pairing. Jean Conley was from a tight-knit family with very protective parents. She was as
gregarious as Red Brokaw was shy, and she loved school, which had given him such trouble. Much later, when I
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asked what she saw in him, she said,
“Oh, he was good-looking, polite, he had a great sense of humor, and he always had a little extra money so we
could do things. He was always respectful around me and my parents; if someone tried to tell an off-color joke in
our company, he’d cut them off. My dad liked him, and thought he would do well.”
But even with that little extra money, it was hardly a champagne-and-flowers courtship. Jean and Red dated in
a car full of other friends, all going to the same movie or the same dance. This went on for almost two years, until
Jean moved to the nearby small town of Andover for her senior year in high school. The move was dictated by the
family’s precarious finances; it was the height of the Depression, and Jim Conley had found an inexpensive twobedroom house to rent.
The first time Dad came calling there, they sat in his car and realized they had never been alone before. They
found themselves awkward and unable to say much. I am always moved by that scene—the two of them in Dad’s
car, shy and uncertain, knowing only that they cared for each other. I am certain Dad saw in Mother the woman of
his dreams, someone who would help him rise above his childhood reputation as a dead-end kid. It was about then
that he began to confide in her his determination to amount to something beyond his odd jobs around Bristol.
Jean—Mother—was working as a waitress at a local café, earning a dime an hour plus her meals. She had
hoped to go to college and become a teacher, but that would cost $125 a year, well beyond her limited means.
However, her upbringing on the farm had made her self-reliant and enterprising. She also worked at the local post
office for a dollar a day. The postmaster would pay her at the end of each day. With the same well-meant but tired
line:
“There you are, Jean, a million days, a million dollars.”
By the time she was dating Dad, they both had an appreciation of hard work, self-reliance, and self-esteem. It
was an unspoken part of their mutual attraction and it defined their lives forevermore. They were married in July
1938, and when they left the next day for Minnesota, where Dad had landed a construction job, they had
surveying rods tied alongside their honeymoon car. Dad’s skill with earth-moving equipment and his diligence
kept him in work during those difficult times in the construction industry, even though employment dropped by
half.
That one-day honeymoon and the race to the next job were a metaphor for Mother and Dad’s lives and the way
they raised their three sons. They combined practicality and productivity in every aspect of their lives. They
passed along those values more by personal example than by lecture. Mother and Dad were always going off to
work or busy on some project at home. When they commented on the good fortune of a friend’s son, they’d often
say, in a quiet, meaningful way, “He has a good job,” meaning with some company that offered security and
benefits.
They took pride in their well-ordered lawns and flower gardens, but I cannot remember them simply sitting for
long in the lawn chairs that Dad built, kicking off their shoes and taking in what they had accomplished.
Moreover, no project was ever deferred. It was a house rule that was sometimes a strain on my brothers and me.
One Friday night when I was playing high school basketball I had an uncharacteristically productive game and
I couldn’t wait to get to the local hangout to receive the accolades. But I made the mistake of stopping by home
first. Dad was on a ladder in the small dining area, beginning the framework for installing acoustical tiles on the
ceiling. It was 9:30 on a Friday night and he had worked a full week, but this was a project he had on his calendar
and so, by God, he was going to do it.
He lured me into helping him get the job started. Laughing, he kept me on a short leash:
“Just help me a few more minutes here.”
“Hand me that stapler.”
I began to protest, but it was no use. We finished well after midnight and my night of glory was converted into
a lesson in installing acoustical tile.
For her part, Mother made it clear that she was not going to spend all her hours trying to keep up with the
laundry needs of three boys. We were all taught to wash and iron shirts and pants and to make minor repairs with
needle and thread. I still find myself in a fancy hotel suite, summoning an ironing board and iron so I can press
some item of clothing rather than pay the outrageous price and go through the inconvenience of waiting for it to
be returned from valet service.
Work remains central to my life—in spare moments I am not inclined to just kick back and stare off into space;
I am constantly reviewing chores to finish and projects to begin—but the skills that go with much of manual
labor, I have learned, are not genetically encoded. My father had an intuitive sense of mechanics and construction;
I do not.
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I can identify most tools in a carpenter’s or mechanic’s inventory and I take pride in using them correctly from
time to time. But the fit is not natural. When I set out on a household task like rewiring a lamp socket or
assembling a plant stand, I am likely to engage in a kind of dialogue with my father, now dead almost twenty
years:
“Okay, Red, where does this go?” It’s one of the ways I stay in touch with him.
I also keep in my small collection of fundamental tools a large hammer. It has a plain, heavy head, very simple
in design. It was sent to me a few years ago by a man from Oregon who explained that he had grown up in South
Dakota as a friend of my father’s. He borrowed the hammer from Dad sometime in the 1920s and never got
around to returning it. He explained that he’d replaced the handle many times and that the hammer had been in
almost constant use for seventy-five years. He wanted me to have it.
I consider it an heirloom, a symbol of my heritage as an offspring of working men and women.
3
Once they were married and mving from job to job across the Midwest, from Minnesota to Kansas, building
highways and airports, Mother and Dad lived in rooming houses and small trailers during the spring, summer, and
fall, returning to the Brokaw House to wait out the harsh winter.
It was during one of those winters, on February 6, 1940, that I was born in Webster, the Day County seat,
twelve miles from Bristol. February 6 was also my grandfather Jim’s birthday. The birth of a son to Jean and Red
was a joyous time for my parents and their families but an ominous time in the world, with Hitler ruthlessly
expanding his Nazi empire throughout Europe, while in the Pacific the Japanese had their own fanatical
imperialistic designs.
Throughout much of America, including the conservative Midwest, the sentiment was overwhelmingly against
U. S. involvement in the fight against either power. Ideologically and geographically, a majority of Americans felt
far removed from the threats East and West. Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, changed all that; by the time I
was conscious of my surroundings, America was at war.
My earliest memories are of a summer we spent in a lake cottage outside Alexandria, Minnesota, where my
father was helping build a new airport. The cottage had an old-fashioned icebox and no indoor plumbing, but it
was a toddler’s delight. The lake was just a few feet from the screened-in porch, and the neighborhood was filled
with children ranging from my age to the early teens. The lake was chock-full of easy-to-catch panfish—crappies,
bluegills, and sunfish—well as large snapping turtles that would occasionally make their way across our lawn.
Mother and Dad and the other young families from the construction crew organized regular picnics of fried
chicken, potato salad, jell-o watermelon, and the other staples of that Norman Rockwell summer meal of the
heartland.
My Father and the other men were in their late twenties or early thirties and waiting for their numbers to come
up in the military draft. The war seemed a long way from the Minnesota lake country, but when night fell there
were often blackouts: all lights were shut off so any enemy bombers that made their way fifteen hundred miles
into the American interior wouldn’t have easy targets. Looking back, I suspect the real reason for the blackouts
was to remind everyone that the war was on, more than to confuse enemy bombers.
Late that fall, when I was just two and a half years old but already a wanderer, I joined some older children on
a dock to splash the now chilly lake water on a brave youngster who was wading near the shore. My mother
thought I was in the care of a babysitter. Suddenly, and I can see it even now, I was tumbling through the water,
bubbles rising toward the surface. I had fallen off the end of the dock into water well over my head.
The next thing I remember is a young girl handing me off to my mother. I was screaming and soaked, terrified
and confused. My mother was, understandably, practically in a state of shock. The girl was not from the
neighborhood but had happened by and dove in to rescue me. She disappeared after delivering me to our cottage,
and we never did learn her name. It was the beginning of a lifetime of close calls and lucky breaks.
By then I had a baby brother, Bill, ten months old, and Mother was expecting a third child in a few months.
Dad heard about a job at a new Army ordnance depot—a storage facility for bombs and artillery shells, scraped
out of the sagebrush hills of southwestern South Dakota. The base was called Igloo, after the ordnance storehouses on the arid landscape that were shaped like Eskimo igloos. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers was
responsible for making sure the base functioned smoothly, and Dad was hired at $6.88 a day.
As he awaited his call to service, Red worked at keeping the new base operating, plowing snow, building roads
to the storage bunkers, repairing the fleet of cars and trucks, all painted U. S. Army olive green. When his draft
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notice arrived, he passed his physical and planned to enlist in the Navy. He thought his skills would be best used
in the Navy’s construction branch, the Seabees.
But the colonel running the ordnance depot called Red back, saying he was more important to that facility than
he would be in the Navy. So I had a stay-at-home dad for the remainder of the war, one who was making his
contribution in civilian clothing rather than a military uniform. He was thirty-two at the time.
As for me, I had never known any time when the country was not at war and I suppose I thought it would go
on forever. At ages three, four, and five I was shooting imaginary Japanese and German soldiers from the cover of
a shallow ditch in front of our small government house on the base. My “weapon” was a wooden gun my father
had carved out a piece of scrap lumber.
Most of our toys were handmade, as toy production was put on hold for the war effort. One Christmas, almost
every present for the Brokaw boys had been handcrafted by our father or one of his fellow workers at the shop, as
they called the large garage where they reported to work daily. We got a wooden wagon, carved wooden cars, and
a toy pistol turned out in the metalworking shop.
Forty years later I returned to what remained of Igloo with my parents and my own daughters. We found the
foundation of our old house, which had a coal stove in the living room for heat and an old-fashioned woodburning cookstove on which Mother prepared meals and heated water for baby brother Mike’s baths in a washtub.
Dad and his granddaughter Sarah, our youngest child, walked off the foundation and estimated that the entire
house was twenty feet by twenty feet, about the size of her bedroom in our New York apartment.
*
While Dad was at work in Igloo, Mother was at home with three boys under the age of four. My youngest
brother, Mike, had been born at the base, just fifteen months after Bill. We were confined to that small space
during the harsh winter months, and yet I cannot recall any sense of hardship or any bickering between my
parents. As my mother likes to remind me,
“Everyone was in the same boat.”
My entire world, from the surrounding arid hills to the uniforms and vehicles, was khaki brown or olive greenexcept for some strangers confined to a stockade on the edge of Igloo, who wore bright orange uniforms and
spoke a strange language in rapidfire fashion. They were Italian prisoners who had been shipped a long way from
the front lines of southern Europe to sit out the war in South Dakota.
Security was not exactly airtight; the POWs\fn{ Prisoners of War} were allowed to wander through town on their
low-grade job assignments, mowing lawns, picking up litter, and working as orderlies in the hospital. Many years
later, Mother confided to me that a few of them struck up romantic liaisons with war widows.
Curiously, although I recall so much of a child’s life from that time—sledding in winter, fishing trips, the
movie Song of the South, the names of playmates and my kindergarten teacher, even the whipped cream the police
chief’s wife, a nurse, served on their Jell-O desserts—I have no specific memory of the death of Franklin
Roosevelt. FDR\fn{Franklin Delano Roosevelt; but he was always called FDR:H } was a demigod to my parents and grandparents, so it must have been a terrible blow when he died in 1945. But, perhaps because the news came by radio
—so it was not visual—it failed to register on my five-year-old consciousness.
I do remember, though only vaguely, the celebrations when the war was over. Edgemont, a tough little
ranching town next to the ordnance base, was where the young soldiers went to drink and gamble and it was there
they spilled out onto Main Street to raucously toast the victories.
*
Shortly after the celebrations marking, first, the victory in Europe—VE Day—and then the defeat of Japan—
VJ Day—ended, the sounds of construction created a welcome cacophony across America. In 194o, there were
slightly more than 23.7 million single-family homes in America; by 1950, another 5.5 million had been
constructed and by 1960 the total had jumped to more than 40 million.
America was shifting gears rapidly, changing from a war machine to the most powerful domestic economy in
the world. For four years, Detroit had been turning out tanks, warplanes, jeeps, and heavy all-terrain trucks for
ferrying troops and supplies to the front lines. From 3.7 million cars manufactured in 1941, Detroit went to just
over 200,000 the next year and none in 1943 and 1944.
When car production resumed, in 1945, it came back with a roar. In 1949 production reached more than 5.1
million, a number that rose to more than 6.6 million the following year.
When Dwight Eisenhower became president, in 1952, he was enthusiastic about an initiative started during the
Roosevelt years, a national highway construction program. This was a critical component in making America a
modern economic power, and in those postwar years the importance of good roads for military purposes was also
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a consideration. By 1956 the Federal Highway Act was in place, a program that led to 42,800 miles of modern
highways connecting all regions of the country. In his memoirs, Ike said,
“More than any single action by the government since the end of the war, this one would change the face of
America.”
When the war was over, Dad and Mother decided to play it safe. We were now five, and the idea of packing
three kids into the back of the family car, a 1939 Ford sedan, and striking out for more seasonal work in a strange
state didn’t hold much appeal.
They’d been hearing about a massive construction scheme planned for South Dakota. It was the Pick-Sloan
Project, four large dams to be builtt across the Missouri River for flood control and hydroelectricity. The U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers was in charge and, in the can-do spirit of the times, the Corps didn’t worry much about
environmental impact or long-term economic consequences. An eager constituency in the U. S. Congress was
enthusiastic about the Corps’ big plans and the big momentum coming out of the war, especially in small rural
states such as South Dakota, which weren’t going to cash in on the manufacturing boom under way in California,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Michigan, and the other industrial giants.
For my parents, true children of the Depression, there was another substantial attraction: although government
wages were half what Red could earn atop a bulldozer or road grader working for a private contractor, federal
employees had job benefits and security, especially those who had already accumulated strong records as U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers workers during the war.
My parents decided to work on the dam planned for a remote section of the river in south-central South
Dakota, at a place where the 7th Cavalry once had an outpost called Fort Randall. The area was mostly farmland
and the reservation of the Yankton Sioux, a small tribe of that Indian nation. Significant portions of the reservation
land had been sold to white farmers, and the Yanktons were scattered along the Missouri bottomland, living in
small cabins or in the nearby farming communities, almost always in their own neighborhoods.
The Yankton were the first Sioux that Lewis and Clark encountered when they entered that section of the Great
Plains in late August 1804. In their journals, the explorers recount a friendly meeting with several Yankton chiefs,
including the head man, Weucha, whose name translates as Shake Hand. After being given medals and a U. S.
flag, Weucha, as recorded in the Lewis and Clark journals, said to the explorers—who had been sent by Thomas
Jefferson:
“I see before me my great father’s two sons. You see me and the rest of our chiefs and warriors. We are very
poor; we have neither powder nor ball nor knives, and our women and children at the village have no clothes. I
wish that as my brothers have given me a flag and a medal, they would have given something to those poor
people, or let them stop and trade with the first boat that comes up the river.”
When the Brokaw family arrived in Yankton territory less than 150 years later, little had changed. The tribe
was still poor and not much of a force in the agricultural economy developed by late-nineteenth-century
immigrants from Scandinavia and central Europe, particularly, in this corner of the state, Czechoslovakia.
Fort Randall Dam, when completed, was to be the largest earth-rolled dam in the world, a two-mile-long berm
anchored by a massive concrete powerhouse with eight state-of-the-art electric turbines and a concrete spillway
the size of two football fields. It would take almost ten years of year-round construction to complete, and that
meant thousands of workers would be pouring into an area of small farming villages. A new town had to be built
quickly.
Mother’s parents, Jim and Ethel Conley, had preceded us in the search for postwar work. They were settled
into a trailer house parked on the edge of a baseball diamond in Wagner, South Dakota, the largest community in
Charles Mix County. It was twelve miles from where the new dam would be built; my grandfather was hired by
one of the contractors involved in the initial excavation. My maternal grandparents spent the rest of their lives in
trailer parks, a cozy and economical arrangement for them. I always bristle when I hear the phrase “trailer trash”
or any of its degrading variations.
We five Brokaws followed Jim and Ethel to this new promised land in the trusty Ford sedan, hauling a twowheel trailer packed with a few pieces of furniture, kitchen utensils, and our functional but not elaborate
wardrobe. In later years, when I recalled the move, Mother would quickly grow defensive, saying most families
were in the same shape.
“It was not The Grapes of Wrath,” she’d emphasize, and she was right. We were not prosperous but neither
were we poor.\fn{He means wretched. The Joads, protagonists of the Steinbeck novel, could easily be called “wretched”:H } By
carefully managing the family finances, Mother and Dad could provide what we needed, although there was little
left over for indulgences until Red was sure he could get work.
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Dad had been assured by the Corps of Engineers that he’d have a job and housing once the town they planned
to build for the influx of workers began to take shape. In the meantime, he quickly found work with a private
contractor building the road to the dam site.
But shelter was a big problem. Mother and Dad were relieved when they found two large rooms atop a white
frame house in the tiny farm town of Ravinia, a bare-bones commercial center for the surrounding farmers.
Ravinia was in the heart of the Yankton Indian reservation. It had a general store, a gas station, a tavern, and a
redbrick school for grades one through twelve.
Our new accommodations were spare but comfortable. My brothers and I made bedrooms out of two large
walk-in closets, where my parents also stored economy-size sacks of flour and sugar they were able to get for a
good price. Mother and Dad had their own bedroom, and another large room was a combination living room,
dining room, and kitchen. We had running water and a bathroom but no hot water, so a small two-burner gas stove
was fired up almost constantly, heating pans of water for cooking, dish-washing, and bathing.
Our landlord lived on the first floor, where his frequent drunken tirades against his wife rose through the
heating grates and disturbed our peace. Finally Mike, who showed a fearlessness at age three that served him well
when he later served as a Marine in Vietnam, went to the porous grate and yelled,
“Hey, shut up down there!”
It worked, for a while.
Most of our neighbors shared our working-class way of life. There were no lawyers, bankers, or doctors in
town. The “uniform” of the men was overalls and a work shirt. Wives and mothers wore simple housedresses,
generally with an apron tied in place. The general store was operated by a young Navy veteran, and on Sundays
the block-long main street was packed with the cars of farmers who had attended early mass and then stopped off
at a local tavern for a neighborly glass of beer.
Although I was only seven, my parents had no fear of letting me ride my bike around town or the short
distance out to a friend’s farm. The entire community was an extended day-care center. Although our stay was
brief, I have vivid memories of the tomboy neighbor who taught me to ride a bike; another neighbor who
introduced me to basketball, which has remained a lifelong passion; the farm-kid classmate who invited me out to
the country for a sleepover and an introduction to the exotic world of milking cows, threshing, and picking corn
by hand.
For others in the village, life was not as pleasant. A very poor family lived in a one-room garage behind our
rooming house: the children were shoeless most of the time, and their clothing was little more than rags. The
father supplemented the family’s meager diet with deer meat poached from a nearby Sioux reservation. If they
received any help from the county or local charities, it wasn’t evident in their wardrobe or lifestyle.
Two brothers who lived on a farm at the edge of town were hopeless drunks and the object of juvenile
cruelties. We’d mock and mimic their stumbling gait or douse them with water as they were trying to sleep off a
big drunk on the bench in front of the tavern. No one seemed to care or tried to intervene.
Ravinia was a snapshot of America in transition from the party-line telephone system to rotary dial; from
kerosene lamps to full electrical power; from pre-WWII cars with push-button starters and manual shifts to
automobiles with a fluid drive and good heaters. Jim and Ethel bought one of the first postwar Pontiacs, a long,
roomy automobile with a prominent hood ornament of an Indian chief. It was their first new car since they’d lost
the farm fourteen years earlier, and it was also the last car they owned; in their later years, Mother and Dad
provided their transportation.
We stayed in Ravinia only six months, moving to the new town hastily erected by the Corps of Engineers hard
by the dam site. It was called Pickstown, after the Army general in charge of the project. When we arrived in
midwinter of 1948, the town was still a work in progress, but our house was ready for occupancy at III Lewis, a
paved street named for Meriwether Lewis.
It was a prefabricated three-bedroom duplex with a modern kitchen, bathroom, and utility room. The rooms
were modest in size, but III Lewis was easily the most commodious home in which my parents had ever lived.
The gas-fired cooking and heating appliances were a marvel to people who had spent a lifetime shoveling coal
into furnaces or feeding kindling into wood-burning stoves. We had hot running water and a four-digit telephone
number.
Most of the houses in the new town, small but fully modern duplexes and triplexes, were still under
construction when we arrived. But seemingly overnight the community was complete, what a writer would later
call a “shake-and-bake town.” We had a large movie theater, a hospital, an interdenominational chapel, a hotel, a
shopping center, a bowling alley, and a modern two-story school building. Although it stood in the remote reaches
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of South Dakota, far from any population center, Pickstown resembled the new suburban communities growing
up around metropolitan areas to accommodate the baby boom following the war.
We shared a driveway with another duplex, occupied by the owners of Western Construction, the primary
contractors on the first phase of the dam. The company was owned by the Everest family of Sioux City, Iowa, and
their eldest son, Garland, was the on-site boss for the family. He left early and arrived home late, rarely pausing
for small talk. We had never lived that close to such authority and wealth before, and I was always a little
intimidated by his brusque presence. I was startled, then, to learn many years later that Garland was just thirtyfour years old at the time.
Our first neighbors on the other side of our duplex were country people from southern Illinois. The father was
a carpenter and the mother opened a beauty shop for women, but the family’s real passion was country-andwestern music: it drifted through our common wall most days and nights. Eddy Arnold singing Cattle Call and
Vaughn Monroe’s big hit, Riders in the Sky, seemed to be welded to their phonograph turntable.
At first, Mother was irritated by the intrusion. She and Red were big-band aficionados—fans of the late Glenn
Miller, Benny Goodman, and Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey. But before long we were won over and looked forward
to the slightly filtered concerts from next door, featuring the big names out of Nashville and the swing rhythms of
Bob Wills and his inimitable sidemen, the Texas Playboys.
For my parents, Pickstown represented a welcome security: a steady year-round paycheck, good benefits, lowcost but comfortable housing, and a vibrant community of like-minded families from all across America. Daily
life revolved around work, family, school, church, community. Even now, fifty years later, when I encounter
friends from those halcyon days, they say,
“That was the best place we ever lived.”
A steady flow of new workers for different phases of the dam kept the population from ever growing stale.
Although it didn’t register with me at the time, I now realize that the families who moved into Pickstown were
probably in awe of their surroundings. Everything was so new, the paint hardly seemed to be dry. Our very
modern town and facilities generated a community pride, and the Army Corps of Engineers had a sizable
maintenance and service staff to keep everything humming. New homes with new appliances stood in freshly
planted lawns bordering newly laid sidewalks and newly paved streets. The school had the largest maplewood
basketball court in the county, to go along with its new desks, new textbooks, and complete chemistry and biology
laboratories. Pickstown was too remote to receive a television signal, so we were sealed off from that newly
developing world. It was like living in a fifties biosphere.
Itwas an exciting time for an adventurous and inquisitive young boy. I began the second semester of second
grade with a handful of other students in a cramped classroom that had been squeezed into another duplex on the
edge of a wild stretch of hills, creeks, and bluffs along the Missouri River. Rattlesnakes were not uncommon on
our playground, although no one was bitten. We were all young immigrants to this new land, the sons and
daughters of civil engineers, geologists, heavy-equipment operators, laborers, bureaucrats, welders, and
mechanics.
The prairie around Pickstown was mostly treeless, so the Corps surrounded the town with what it called shelter
belts, thick rows of trees to break the merciless north wind that blew across the winter prairie. To help shade our
kitchen, my father and a few friends found a young American elm out in the country and dug it up to be
transplanted in our backyard. They had to trim the roots with their sharp jackknives to make it fit, and my mother
watched skeptically, saying,
“I’ll eat my hat if that tree grows.”
It thrived. And so did the grassy lawns and bountiful vegetable and flower gardens that complemented the neat
rows of houses lining the graceful spokes of wide, paved streets connecting the community. Few families stayed
in Pickstown much longer than two or three years; as the dam progressed, new contractors came, bringing in a
new workforce. The old workers then moved on. Yet, however long they planned to stay, most families spent long
spring and summer hours outside, planting, trimming, mowing, and decorating as if they were going to be there
forever.
There was a community-wide fixation on neatness and orderliness that began with the Corps of Engineers’
military discipline and extended to the most modest homes, little more than cabins, that were rented by the
laborers, truck drivers, and other more transient employees. The refrain “Cleanliness is next to godliness” was a
holy watchword beyond the lawns and gardens. Cars were washed and waxed, to be placed in garages where
mechanical and carpenter’s tools were stored with military precision. A woman could be attractive, a loving wife,
and an attentive mother, but if she was an indifferent housekeeper that’s how she would be known.
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Pickstown’s modern chapel had a rotating altar to serve Protestants, Catholics, and Jews, although only the
Protestants actually worshiped there. Catholics worshiped at a church in a nearby town, and if there were any
Jewish families, they’d have had to drive to Sioux City, Iowa, more than a hundred miles away, to find a
synagogue. On our family tree we were the Protestant branch—an anomaly given the Catholic roots on both sides.
We were generic Protestants as an outgrowth of my mother’s childhood in the Methodist church. Her
grandfather Conley had left Roman Catholicism, apparently because of an unhappy experience as an altar boy. My
father’s mother was a Catholic and raised most of her children in that faith. But by the time my father came along,
the last of ten, his attendance at mass was somehow overlooked: one more manifestation of his go-it-alone
childhood. When Dad married Mother, he followed her into Protestant churches on their road-crew circuit of the
Midwest, so by the time we arrived in Pickstown, this branch of the Brokaws was clearly back in the traditions of
its Huguenot heritage.
Regular attendance at church and Sunday school was a fixed rhythm of my young life. It was an
uncomplicated, ecumenical experience; we worshiped with Southern Baptists, Scandinavian Lutherans, and
Midwestern Methodists, allied by an enthusiastic and athletic young Congregational minister, Robert Grimm, and
his equally winning wife, Bobbie.
Reverend Grimm, a tall, handsome man with a toothy smile and jet-black hair to match his robes, led us
through services that were mainstream Christianity with a decided emphasis on joy and positive thinking, light on
guilt or complicated ritual. We took communion in our pews, drinking from small vials of grape juice, and the
host was Wonder bread cut into small cubes.
Sin was not a complex subject. The Ten Commandments summed it up, and the only one of those I personally
had any experience with was Thou Shalt Not Steal.
Stealing, even petty theft, was a grave sin in my boyhood; to this day, I can cite the names of the perpetually
light-fingered, including the choirboy who regularly pilfered girlie magazines from the drugstore. I suppose I may
have pocketed a few penny bubblegum pieces, but the prospect of getting caught and facing the disapproval of the
community and the wrath of my father was a powerful deterrent.
As for Thou Shalt Not Take the Lord's Name in Vain, I guess I figured my dad and his fellow workers had an
exemption, for they were constantly but benignly profane. If I had known the word then, I would have said,
“Lord, profanity is their patois; they can”t work without it.” My father never used swear words in social
settings and never failed to use them at work. They were all-purpose verbs, nouns, and hyphens, as in
“These windshield goddamn wipers need to be replaced.”
I attended an all-boys Sunday school class and memorized the names of the books of the Bible without
spending much time on their content, except for a few select passages such as the Twenty-third Psalm. Our
teacher would reward a particularly responsive class with a swimming trip to the Missouri, where we dove into
the swift current off an uprooted cottonwood tree snagged in the sand, surfacing just in time to catch the tail end
of the exposed roots.
Ours was the quintessential white-bread Christian community. I knew no Jews or, for that matter, outspoken
unbelievers. Most of the local Indians worshiped in their own country churches—either Episcopal or Roman
Catholic, owing to the work of nineteenth-century missionaries. Wheh it came to faith, the only real diversity was
between Rome and Luther. Church and Christianity were fixed values, along with work and family, but they were
not badges to be displayed prominently, much less defiantly, as they are in so many circles today. Church suppers
and summer picnics were part of the ecumenical experience, because the many regions represented by the
workforce took us well beyond the usual fried chicken, potato salad, and Jell-O. Brandy Fitzhugh and his wife,
who had grown up in the South, introduced us to hush puppies. We were told the dish was invented by raccoon
hunters in the back country who wanted to quiet their dogs around the campfire. They’d fry up a piece of dough
and toss it to the dogs, saying,
“Hush, puppy.”
Families from Missouri and Mississippi brought bowls of okra, butter beans, and collard greens. Some of my
friends from the South had a taste for fried squirrel. My mother drew the line at that culinary adventure.
But Monday through Friday, with time-and-a-half pay for Saturday, work was the fundamental religion of the
community. I knew the work shifts of all my playmates’ fathers. If a dad was working “graveyard,” midnight to
eight A.M., you rarely visited during the day for fear of disturbing his sleep. Swing shift was four P.M. to
midnight, and in those households you’d often find the father eating supper at two in the afternoon.
The good. wages were an object of constant attention: who was making how much in overtime that week and
how they would be spending it; what skills at the dam paid the most per hour and how to get one of those jobs;
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who was managing money well and who was just showing off. Despite the new working-class prosperity, old
habits died hard. After cleanliness, frugality was next closest to godliness. The mother of one of my boyhood
friends made him wear unmatched socks for Saturday play. No sense in throwing out a sock just because its mate
has a hole.
Every family seemed to make room in their budgets for one nonessential item: cigarettes. Almost every shirt
pocket and purse contained a pack of smokes; they were a ubiquitous part of life at work and home. A good Zippo
lighter was treated like a fine tool. It was cleaned and refueled at regular intervals so it wouldn’t fail the nicotineaddicted owner at a critical moment. Large ashtrays and table lighters were prominently displayed in every living
room.
Smokers were also known by their brands. Dad smoked Camels, unfiltered and powerful. Others were hooked
on Lucky Strikes, which featured a physician in one of their magazine advertisements. Big tobacco was a
masterful marketer of images well before the Marlboro Man. The makers of Pall Mall, an extra long cigarette,
claimed the length “travels the smoke further … and makes it mild.” L&M cigarettes were “just what the doctor
ordered.”
In 1954, two epidemiologists reported the results of a two-year study on the dangers of smoking, and the
results were startling: men who smoked had a much higher rate of coronary heart disease and several forms of
cancer, especially lung cancer. Still, ten years passed before the U. S. Surgeon General issued a national alert
officially linking smoking to heart disease and cancer.
But in my boyhood, cigarette smoking was as much a part of everyday life as breathing and eating. Out on the
windy prairie, smokers automatically held their cigarettes between index finger and thumb, tucking the lit end into
a protective cup formed by their hand.
To save money, Dad would sometimes revert to “roll your own” cigarettes. He’d carry in his overalls a can of
Prince Albert tobacco and those little folders of cigarette papers, but before long he would return to the Camels he
so loved. Smoking, I discovered, was not a genetic trait. Dad started when he was ten and didn’t stop until his
mid-fifties. I sneaked a pack of his Camels when I was about twelve and nearly expired after lighting up half the
pack. After high school I started again, but it was never enjoyable, and so I gave it up in my late twenties.
Just as men were known by their cigarette brands, families were known by their cars as much as by the father’s
occupation, their religion, or the number of their children. The standard was either a Ford or Chevrolet; any other
model was sure to cause comment. The town doctor, kindly Edmund Flynn, ordered a Cadillac one year and took
a ribbing about it every day. Other models from that time when the American auto industry ruled the world have
come and gone: the Hudson; the Henry J., the first compact; the Nash, with seats that folded all the way back, the
car teenage lovers coveted.
In 1950, Dad, who had always been a Ford man, switched to Chevrolet. My parents’ first new car, in keeping
with their utilitarian ways, was a bottom-of-the-line battleship-gray sedan with a standard shift and no radio. At
that point in their lives—and for several years after—it was the largest single purchase of their marriage: a little
more than $1,700, and they paid cash. It was the Brokaw family transportation for the next ten years, the car in
which Bill and Mike and I learned to drive, and the car all of us used for our first dates.
Until we had the new car, most vacations consisted of weekend trips to the Black Hills of South Dakota, where
we picnicked beneath the transformed granite outcropping called Mount Rushmore. Or we drove back to Bristol
for family reunions. But in the summer of 1950, Mother and Dad decided on the working-class version of the
Grand Tour. We set off to see Dad’s brother Richard and his family in a suburb of Long Beach, California. Two
weeks and three thousand miles round-trip. Bill and Mike and I occupied the backseat, where Red had built a
plywood insert to fit the foot well so we had a platform on which to stretch out, wrestle, nap, read, and play with
time-killing toys.
Bill, the middle brother, was shy but mischievous, and Mike, the youngest, was happy-go-lucky but always
ready to roughhouse—a volatile combination. Bill and Mike liked to gang up on me, in a good-natured fashion.
They had reason to team up, since as the oldest I had a room of my own, while they were forced to share. As the
oldest, I also got the first bike, the first BB gun, and the first fishing rod. It wasn’t fair, but birth order is one of
life’s lotteries. Also, I realize in retrospect, I invoked my seniority when it was to my advantage, which
understandably irritated them, and so we often wound up in a backseat scrum.
Mother and Dad had saved $500 in those pre-credit-card days, and they managed their vacation money well.
We drove across Wyoming, staying with friends from the Igloo days, and then into Salt Lake City for a tour of the
Mormon Tabernacle before pushing on hard for Las Vegas, where I slipped a quarter into a slot machine and got
$2.50 back. The coffee-shop owner rushed over to say I was well below the legal playing limit, but he let me keep
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my bonanza.
We stopped at Boulder Dam much as a geologist’s family might stop at the Grand Canyon. We felt connected
to big construction projects across wild rivers, a connection I later came to question when I realized that the dameverything mentality of the fifties had serious environmenta1 consequences.
Driving into California was the Brokaw family equivalent of Dorothy entering Oz: we knew we weren’t in
South Dakota anymore. Ocean surf and palm trees; avocados, and strawberries as large as apricots; television,
which had not yet reached our corner of the Great Plains; a side trip to Tijuana, where I spent a quarter for a
sombrero with my name painted on it.
I accompanied my mother and father on a package tour of the Los Angeles sights we’d heard about:
Hollywood and Vine, the Griffith Park Observatory, the popular daytime television show Queen for a Day, the
Farmers Market.
It was the beginning of my realization that there was a wider world beyond my native provinces, and
possibilities for my ambitions were just then beginning to take shape. They were not really formed, beyond a taste
for adventure and prosperity, both of which had modest proportions in a ten-year-old’s fantasy. Mother and Dad
were already saving for a college education for their three boys, and this trip was part of learning to take the first
step beyond our door.
We drove up the coast to San Francisco, where a family joke was born. Mother had the impression that cable
cars resembled funiculars, not the trolleys she’d known in Minneapolis. So when a trolley stopped in front of the
St. Francis Hotel, she asked where we could find a cable car to ride. The tourist-weary conductor looked at her
and said,
“Lady, this is as close as you’re gonna get. This is a cable car.”
San Francisco was a memorable stop. When Motner took me to buy a new pair of shoes at J. C. Penney, we
were approached by a dapper little man in a bow tie. He said,
“Do you know who I am?” Mother said,
“Yes. You’re J. C. Penney, I just read your life story in the Minneapolis paper.”
“Good deal,” I thought. “J. C. Penney! He’s bound to give me a new pair of shoes.” Instead, he turned,
snapped his fingers at a clerk, and said,
“Come help these people. They want to buy this boy some shoes.”
I couldn’t wait to get back to South Dakota to tell my friends I had met the biggest celebrity of my life. It was
also a foretaste of what a friend later called “Brokaw’s lucky star.” Wherever I went, something interesting or
memorable almost always happened.
We returned home via the Sierra Nevada mountains, Yellowstone Park, and the familiar Black Hills. When I
got back to Pickstown I might as well have been Richard Halliburton. I had tales of faraway places for my pals,
most of whom had never seen the ocean or a city larger than Minneapolis. Later, when I worked as a reporter in
California, I never tired of its allure, in part, I think, because I was seduced at such an early and impressionable
age.
But then Pickstown was no ordinary small town in a remote location. The combination of the round-the-clock
construction on the dam, which could be viewed from several vantage points on nearby bluffs, and the unique
layout of the new town, seemingly just out of the box, drew a steady stream of visitors. Farm families and
residents of other small towns in Nebraska and Iowa as well as South Dakota would drive the new paved roads in
wonder, taking in the large bowling alley and rec center, the largest movie theater in five counties, the new school
that faced a graceful traffic oval, the lively soda fountain and gleaming hospital. We felt superior, whether we
were justified or not.
Since Pickstown was a community with no history of its own, some families with a difficult past were happy to
arrive and get a fresh start, or at least put their troubles on hold during the run of prosperity. There was such a
concentration on the job at hand and on the new hopes for better times after the Depression and world war, few
had much interest in earlier difficulties, but occasionally a hint would emerge.
The mother of one friend had several children with different last names, and her relationship with her current
husband was problematic. One day while buying stamps at the post office, she shared her escape plan with my
mother: she carried with her at all times eight hundred-dollar bills, hidden in her billfold, just in case she awoke
one morning to find her husband gone. In those pre-inflationary days, $800 was enough to finance a fresh start.
That story, from my mother over supper one night when I was about twelve, was startling. I idolized my friend,
a slightly older boy who was a gifted athlete and unerringly polite. He lived in a trailer with his parents and
several siblings, so I knew that his home was physically crowded, but until I heard the story of the hundred-dollar
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bills I did not fully appreciate the difference between his family life and my own.
Like the tourists, Pickstown residents found the dam-building fascinating. It was not unusual for families to
drive to a vantage point above the river after supper and look down on the sprawl of construction and mighty
earth-moving machines, working beneath bright lights, to rearrange the ancient landscape of chalkstone bluffs and
bottomland. The dump trucks had tires so large they dwarfed a man standing next to them. Cutting machines ate
away at the tightly packed chalkstone. Enormous electricity-powered shovels with buckets large enough to hold a
sedan chewed away at the riverbanks like mutant beavers.
The Missouri River was first slowed, then redirected, and finally backed up behind the intake tunnels,
powerhouse, and 166-foot-high berm when closure was accomplished in 1953. President Eisenhower flipped a
switch in the Oval Office to activate the eight turbines that, when powered by the focused force of the water,
would transmit electricity to seven states.
Life magazine and regional newspapers such as The Des Moines Register did extensive features on the
Missouri River development and I remember the pride we felt at being part of something important enough to be
noticed beyond our provincial borders. South Dakota was so sparsely populated and so remote that I searched for
any sign that the rest of the world knew who we were and what we were doing with our lives. If a magazine
advertisement listed the branch offices of a company and none were in South Dakota, I felt let down somehow.
News from the outside came via radio and two in-state daily newspapers, the Mitchell Daily Republic and the
Yankton Press & Dakotan. The Sunday edition of The Minneapolis Tribune was also available.
I delivered them all. My territory covered the north end of town, home to probably three hundred families, and
yet I remember that only thirty-five or forty subscribed to a newspaper, for whatever reason. Most, I suspect, got
what news they felt they needed from the evening and nighttime radio newscasts, local and network, or from the
glimpses of national and international events that made it to the Movietone newsreels at the local movie theater.
Without television, we were denied the front-row seats to history available to our city brethren. For example,
the Army-McCarthy hearings, in which the infamous Senator Joe McCarthy, the swarthy Republican from
Wisconsin, attempted to smear U. S. Army workers as Communists, appeared only in the newsreels before the
feature films. The historic 1954 U. S. Supreme Court decision Brown v. Board of Education, ending legal school
segregation in America, barely made a ripple in our largely sealed-off existence.
The Minneapolis Tribune will always be one of my favorite news- papers, for it gave me my first opportunity
for adventure travel. The paper offered a free trip to Minneapolis and tickets to a University of Minnesota football
game to any carrier who signed up a certain number of new customers. Since Pickstown had a constantly evolving
workforce, I had a ready pool of new prospects and I almost always nailed the prize.
One year, when I was just twelve, I had signed up enough customers to take my friend Jimmy Brown with me.
We took a bus a hundred miles to Sioux City, where we boarded an all-night local train to Minneapolis, stopping
often in the autumnal darkness to pick up freight, farm products, even a casket filled with the remains of some
anonymous Minnesotan. Jimmy and I slept not a wink as the conductor kept us entertained with tales of
railroading and tours of the crew’s sleeping quarters. These were cozily familiar to the offspring of workingmen,
with their thermos bottles of coffee, wall calendars, and thick wool mackinaw coats that hung from hooks above
the simple cots, swaying gently with the train’s rolling motion.
Arriving at the Milwaukee Road depot in Minneapolis at dawn was thrilling for this small-town boy with bigcity aspirations buried somewhere in his adolescent consciousness. It was a cold morning and the locomotives
belched great clouds of steam onto the platform, where we were met by the Tribune representative.
Memorial Stadium, the home of the University of Minnesota Golden Gophers, was filled to capacity for the
game against the University of Illinois. I knew every Gopher player from a religious weekly reading of the
Tribune sports section, which was printed on paper colored a light rose and generally known as “the Peach.” My
hero was Minnesota’s All-America halfback, Paul Giel, and when he ran past our end-zone seats and into the
locker room at the end of a winning game, I thought that was as close as I would ever get to greatness.
However, later that same day Jimmy and I decided to see if on our own we could get tickets to see the
Minneapolis Lakers and the Harlem Globetrotters play in the old Minneapolis auditorium. We managed to get
seats in the nosebleed section for, as I recall, twenty-five cents, but there was a bonus. As we explored the
corridors before the game, we came upon the Lakers’ great center, George Mikan, chatting with some fans in the
hallway. We boldly introduced ourselves as basketball players on the junior high team back in Pickstown. Mikan,
who had been voted the best basketball player of the half-century, was cordial and encourging.
Many years later I was able to recount this story when I introduced Mikan at an annual dinner for the onetime
All Stars of the NBA. It was in a room filled with other basketball greats who had become personal friends,
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including Bill Russell, John Havlicek, Bill Bradley, and Dave DeBusschere, and I almost felt like that crewcut
twelve-year-old, Tommy Brokaw, looking up, wondering how in hell I got here.
That early Minneapolis trip is reflective of more innocent times, but it’s also a commentary on what I was not
seeing as an impressionable child from the hinterland. I loved the pace and excitement of downtown Minneapolis,
the brightly lit restaurants open well into the night; the Nankin, a venerable Chinese restaurant in downtown
Minneapolis with inlaid mother-of-pearl on the dining tables; Dayton's, the large, elegant department store, whose
wares bore no resemblance to the pedestrian offerings of Pickstown merchants. I felt every inch a country boy as I
looked with awe on the honey-haired coeds in camel’s-hair coats festooned with mums, waving pom-poms at the
football game, the Gophers in their maroon and gold uniforms and the Lakers in an arena that could have held the
entire population of Pickstown.
My young life was largely defined by the parameters of the white working-class culture in which I was being
raised, in the unique small town with the short life span. By the summer of 1955 it was clear that the best years of
Pickstown were already past. The population had dropped precipitously with the completion of major work on the
dam.
But in the time we had lived there, from the second semester of the second grade through my freshman year in
high school. I had formed lifelong friendships and interests, especially in the allure of the primal qualities of the
Missouri Rifver and the landscape it had carved over millions of years. …
*TENNESSEE*
107.147 Excerpt from In The Indian Mountains: “Electioneerin’ On Big Injun Mounting”\fn{by Mary Noailles
Murfree (1850-1922)} Murfreesboro, Rutherford County, Tennessee, U.S.A. (F) 7
“An’ ef ye’ll believe me, he hev hed the face an’ grace ter come a-prowlin’ up hyar on Big Injun Mounting,
electioneerin’ fur votes, an’ a-shakin’ hands with every darned critter on it.”
To a superficial survey the idea of a constituency might have seemed incongruous enough with these rugged
wilds.\fn{Of eastern Tennessee, an area distinct from the rest of the state (which is not continuously mountainous), much as West
Virginia is from Virginia.} The July sunshine rested on stupendous crags; the torrent was bridged only by a rainbow
hovering above the cataract; in all the wide prospect of valley and far-stretching Allegheny ranges the wilderness
was broken by no field or clearing. But over this gloomy primeval magnificence of nature universal suffrage
brooded like a benison, and candidates munificently endowed with “face an’ grace” were wont to thread the
tangled mazes of Big Injun Mounting.
The presence of voters in this lonely region was further attested by a group of teamsters, who had stopped at
the wayside spring that the oxen might drink, and in the interval of waiting had given themselves over to the
interest of local politics and the fervor of controversy.
“Waal, they tells me ez he made a powerful good ’torney-gineral las’ time. An’ it ’pears ter me ez the mounting
folks oughter vote fur him agin them town cusses, ’kase he war born an’ raised right down hyar on the slope of
Big Injun Mounting. He never lef’ thar till he war twenty year old, when he went ter live yander at Carrick Court
House, an’ arter a while tuk ter studyin’ of law.”
The last speaker was the most uncouth of the rough party, and poverty-stricken as to this world’s goods.
Instead of a wagon, he had only a rude “slide”;\fn{ A sledge is meant.} his lean oxen were thrust from the water by
the stronger and better fed teams; and his argument in favor of the re-election of the attorney for the State in this
judicial circuit—called in the vernacular “the ’torney gineral”—was received with scant courtesy.
“Ye’re a darned fool ter be braggin’ that Rufus Chadd air a mounting boy!” exclaimed Abel Stubbs, scornfully.
“He hev hed the insurance ter git ez thick ez he kin with them town folks down thar at Ephesus, an’ he hev made
ez hard speeches agin everybody that war tuk ter jail from Big Injun ez ef he hed never laid eyes on ’em till that
minit; an’ arter all that the mounting folks hev done fur him, too! ’T war thar vote that elected him the fust time he
run, ’kase the convention put up that thar Taylor man, what nobody knowed nuthin’ about an’ jes’ despised; an’
the t’other candidates wouldn’t agree ter the convention, but jes’ went before the people ennyhow, an’ the vote
war so split that Big Injun kerried Rufe Chadd in. An’ what do he do? Ef it hedn’t hev been fur his term a-givin’
out he would hev jailed the whole mounting arter a while!”
The dwellers on Big Injun Mounting are not the first rural community that have aided in the election of a
prosecuting officer, and afterward have become wroth with a fiery wrath because he prosecutes.
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“An’ them town folks,” Abel Stubbs continued, after a pause—“at fust they war mightily interrupted ’bout the
way that the election hed turned out, an’ they promised the Lord that they would never butt agin a convention no
more while they lived in this life. Hevin’ a mounting lawyer over them town folks in Colbury an’ Ephesus war
mighty humbling to thar pride, I reckon; nobody hed never hearn tell o’ seck a thing afore. But when these hyar
horse thieves an’ mounting fellers ginerally got ter goin’ in sech a constancy ter the pen’tiary,\fn{ Penitentiary.} them
town folks changed thar tune ’bout Rufe Chadd. They ’lowed ez they hed never hed sech a good ’torney-gineral
afore. An’ now they air goin’ ter hev a new election, an’ hyar is Rufe a-leadin’ off at the hed of the convention ez
graceful ez ef he hed never butted agin it in his life.”
“Waal,” drawled a heavy fellow, speaking for the first time—a rigid soul, who would fain vote the straight
ticket—\fn{Which since the Civil War would be Republican, especially in 1884, when this story was set down in print; for the people of
East Tennessee were staunchly pro-Union, and could not abide the enslavement of another human being .} “I won’t support Rufe
Chadd; an’ yit I dunno how I kin git my cornsent\fn{Make up my mind.} ter vote agin the nominee.”
“Rufe Chadd air goin’ ter be beat like hell broke loose,” said Abel Stubbs, hopefully.
“He will ef Big Injun hev enny say so ’bout ’n it,” rejoined the rigid voter. “I hev never seen a man ez
onpopular ez he is nowadays on this mounting.”
“I hev hearn tell that the kin-folks of some of them convicts, what he made sech hard speeches agin, hev swore
ter git even with him yit,” said Abel Stubbs. “Rufe Chadd hev been shot at twice in the woods sense he kem up on
Big Injun Mounting. I seen him yesetiddy, an’ he tole me so; an’ he showed me his hat whar a rifle ball hed done
gone through. An’ I axed him ef he warn’t afeard of all them men what hed sech a grudge again him. ‘Mister
Stubbs,’ he say, sorter saft—ye know them’s the ways he hev l’arned in Ephesus an’ Colbury an’ sech, an’ he
hewd, afore he ever left big Injun Mounting, the sassiest tongue that ever wagged—‘Mister Stubbs,’ Rufe say,
mighty perlite, ‘foolin’ with me is like makin’ faces at a rattlesnake: it may be satisfying to the feelin’s, but ’t ain’t
safe.’ That’s what Rufe tole ter me.”
“’T would pleasure me some ter see Rufe Chadd agin,” said the driver of the slide. “Me an’ him air jes’ the
same age—thirty-three year. We used ter go hnuntin’ together some. They tells me ez he hev app’inted ter speak
termorrer at the Settlemint along of them t’other five candidates what air a-runnin’ agin him. I likes ter hear him
speak; he knocks things up somehow.”
“He did talk mighty sharp an’ stingin’ the fust time he war electioneerin’ on Big Injun Mounting,” the rigid
voter reluctantly admitted; “but mebbe he hev furgot how sence he hev done been livin’ with them town folks.”
“Ef ye wants ter know whether Rufe Chadd hev furgot how ter talk, jes’ take ter thievin’ of horses an’ sech,
will ye!” exclaimed Abel Stubbs, with an emphatic nod. “Ye oughter hev hearn the tale my brother brung from the
court-house at Ephesus when Josh Green war tried. He said Rufe jes’ tuk that jury out ’n tharselves; an’ he gits
jes’ sech a purchase on every jury he speaks afore. My brother says he believes that ef Rufe hed gin the word, that
jury would hev got out ’n thar cheers an’ throttled Josh. It’s a mighty evil sort ’n gift—this hyar way that Rufe
talks.”
“Waal, his tongue can’t keep the party from bein’ beat. I hates ter see it disgraced agin,” said the rigid voter.
“But law, I can’t stand hyar all day jowin’ ’bout Rufus Chadd! I hev got my wheat ter thrash this week, though I
don’t expec’ ter make more ’n enough fur seed fur nex’ year—ef that. I must be joltin’ along.”
The ox-carts rumbled slowly down the steep hill, the slide continued its laborious ascent, and the forest was
left once more to the fitful stir of the wind and the ceaseless pulsations of the falling torrent. The shadows of the
oak leaves moved to and fro with dazzling effects of interfulgent sunbeams. Afar off the blue mountains
shimmered through the heated air; but how cool was this clear rush of emerald water and the bounding white
spray of the cataract! The sudden flight of a bird cleft the rainbow; there was a flash of moisture on his swift
wings, and he left his wild, sweet cry echoing far behind him. Beetling high above the stream, the crags seemed to
touch the sky. One glance up and up those towering, majestic steeps—how it lifted the soul! The Settlement,
perched upon the apparently inaccessible heights, was not visible from the road below. It cowered back affrighted
from the verge of the great cliff and the grimly yawning abysses. The huts, three or four in number, were all silent,
and might have been all tenantless, so lonely was their aspect. Behind them rose the dense forest, filling the
background. In a rush-bottomed chair before the little store was the only human creature to be seen in the hamlet
—a man whose appearance was strangely at variance with his surroundings. He had the long, lank frame of the
mountaineer; but instead of the customary brown jeans clothes, he wore a suit of blue flannel, and a dark straw hat
was drawn over his brow. This simple attire and the cigar that he smoked had given great offense to the already
prejudiced dwellers on Big Injun Mounting. It was not deemed meet that Rufe Chadd should “git tuk up with
them town ways, an’ sot himself ter wearin’ of store-clothes.” His face was a great contrast to the faces of the
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stolid mountaineers. It was keenly chiseled; the constant friction of thought had worn away the grosser lines,
leaving sharply defined features with abrupt turns of expression. The process might be likened to the gradual
denudation of those storied strata of his mountains by the momentum of their torrents.
And here was no quiet spirit. It could brook neither defeat nor control; conventional barriers went down before
it; and thus some year ago it had come to pass that a raw fellow from the unknown wilderness of the circuit was
precipitated upon it as the attorney for the State. A startling sensation had awaited the dull courtrooms of the
villages. The mountaineer seemed to have brought from his rugged heights certain subtle native instincts, nd the
wily doublings of the fox, the sudden savage spring of the catamount, the deadly sinuous approach of the
copperhead, were displayed with a frightful effect translated into human antagonism. There was a great
awakening of the somnolent bar; counsel for the defense became eager, active, zealous, but the juries fell under
his domination, as the weak always submit to the strong. Those long-drawn cases that hang on from term to term
because of faint-hearted tribunals, too merciful to convict, to just to acquit, vanished as if by magic from the
docket. The besom of the law swept the country, and his name was a terror and a threat.
His brethren of the bar held him in somewhat critical estimation. It was said that his talents were not of a high
order; that he knew no law; that he possessed only a remarkable dexterity with the few broad principles familiar to
him, and a certain swift suppleness in their application, alike effectual and imposing. He was a natural orator, they
admitted. His success lay in his influence on a jury, and his influence on a jury was due to a magnetic earnestness
and so strong a belief in his own powers that every word carried conviction with it. But he did not see in its
entirety the massive grandeur of that greatest monument of human intellect known as the common law of
England.
In the face of all detraction, however, there were the self-evident facts of his success and the improvement in
the moral atmosphere wrought during his term of office. He was thinking of these things as he sat with his
absorbed eyes fastened upon the horizon, and of the change in himself since he had left his humble home on the
slope of Big Injun Mounting. There he had lived seventeen years in ignorance of the alphabet; he was the first of
his name who could write it. From an almost primitive state he had overtaken the civilization of Ephesus and
Colbury—no great achievement, it might seem to a sophisticated imagination; but the mountains were a hundred
years behind the progress of those centers. His talents had burst through the stony crust of circumstance, like the
latent fires of a volcano. And he had plans for the future. Only a short while ago he had been confident when he
thought of them; now they were hampered by the great jeopardy of his re-election, because of the egregious
blindness that could not distinguish duty from malice, justice from persecution. He had felt the strength of
education and civilization; he was beginning to feel the terrible strength of ignorance. His faith in his own powers
was on the wane. He had experienced a suffocating sense of impotence when, in stumping Big Injun Mounting, he
had been called upon by the meager but vociferous crowd to justify the hard bearing of the prosecution upon Josh
Green “fur stealin’ of Squire Bibb’s old gray mare, that ye knows, Rufe—fur ye hev plowed with her—warn’t
wuth more’n ten dollars. Ef Josh hedn’t been in the dark, he wouldn’t hev teched sech a pore old critter. Tell us
’bout’n seven year in the pen’tiary fur a mare wuth ten dollars.”
What possibility—even with Chadd’s wordy dexterity—of satisfying such demands as this! He found that the
strength of ignorance lies in its blundering brutality. And he found, too, that mental supremacy does not of its
inherent nature always aspire, but can be bent downward to low ends. The opposing candidates made capital of
these illogical attacks; they charged him with his most brilliant exploits as ingenious perversions of the law and
attempts upon the liberties of the people. Chadd began to despair of dissipating the prejudice and ignorance so
readily crystallized by his opponents, and the only savage instinct left to him was to die game. He justified his
past conduct by the curt declaration that he had done his duty according to the law, and he asked the votes of his
fellow-citizens with an arrogant hauteur worth of Coriolanus.\fn{Gaius Marcius Coriolanus (5th century BC), a legendary
Roman hero of patrician (ruling-class) descent; who in 491BC—in the midst of a famine in Rome—advised the Senate that the people—as
distinct from their rulers—should not eat unless they would consent to the abolition of their tribunes (their only defense against aristocratic
persecution); and who was condemned by those tribunes for this anti-democratic gesture to exile among the local barbarians .}

The afternoon was wearing away; the lengthening shadows were shifting; the solitary figure that had been
motionless in the shade was now motionless in the golden sunshine. A sound broke upon the air other than the
muffled thunder of the falls and the droning reiteration of the katydid. There came from the rocky path threading
the forest the regular beat of horses’ hoofs, and in a few moments three men rode into the clearing that sloped to
the verge of the cliff. The first faint footfall was a spell to wake the Settlement to sudden life: sundry feminine
faces were thrust out of the rude windows; bevies of lean-limbed, tow-headed, unkempt children started up from
unexpected nooks; the store-keeper strolled to the door, and stood with his pipe I his mouth, leaning heavily
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against the frame; and Rufus Chadd changed his position with a slow, lounging motion, and turned his eyes upon
the road.
“Waal,” said the store-keeper, with frank criticism, as the trio came in sight, “Isaac Boker’s drunk agin. It’s the
natur’ of the critter, I’m a-thinkin.’ He hev been ter the still,\fn{ The apparatus of coils and condensation chambers used to
make whiskey, long a more profitable substance than the grain (usually corn) from which it is made .} and ez sure ez ye air born. I
hopes ’tain’t a dancin’-drunk he hev got. The las’ time he hed a dancin’-drunk, he jes’ bounced up an’ down the
floor, an’ hollered an’ sung an’ sech, an’ made sech a disturbament that the Settlemint war kep’ awake till
daybreak, mighty nigh. ’Twar mighty pore enjoymint fir the Settlemint. ’Twar like sittin’ up with the sick an’
dead, stiddier along of a happy critter like him. I’m powerful sorry fur his wife, ’kase he air mighty rough ter her
when he air drunk; he cut her once a toler’ble bad slash. She hev hed ter do all the work fur four year—plowin’,
an’ choppin’ wood, an’ cookin’, an’ washin’, an’ sech. It hev aged her some. An’ all her chillen is gals—little gals.
Boys, now, mought grow some help, but gals is more no ’count the bigger they gits. She air a tired woman, surely.
Isaac is drunk ez a constancy-—dancin’drunk mos’ly. Nuthin’ kin stop him.”
“A good thrashing would help him a little, I’m thinking,” drawled the lawyer. “And if I lived here as a
constancy I’d give it to him the first sober spell he had.” His speech was slow; his voice was spiritless and
languid; he still possessed the tone and idiom of the mountaineer, but he had lost the characteristic pronunciation,
more probably from the influence of other associations than an appreciation of its incorrectness.
“That ain’t the right sort o’ sawder fur a candidate, Rufe,” the store-keeper admonished him. “An’ ’tain’t safe
no how fur sech a slim, stringy boy ez ye air ter talk that way ’bout’n Isaac Boker. He air a tremenjous man, an’ ez
strong ez an ox.”
“I can thrash any man who beats his wife,” protested the officer of the law. “I don’t see how the Settlement
gets its own consent to let that sort of thing go on.”
“She air his wife,” said the store-keeper, who was evidently of conservative tendencies. “An’ she air powerful
tuk up with him. I hev hearn her ’low ez he air better dancin’-drunk than other men sober. She could hev married
other men; she didn’t suffer with hevin’ no ch’ice.”
“He ought to be put under lock and key,” said Chadd. “That would sober him. I wish these dancin’-drunk
fellows could be sent to the state prison.\fn{ In Nashville, the state capitol.} I could make a jury think ten years was
almost too good for that wife-beating chap. I’d like to see him get away from me.”
There was a certain calculating cruelty in his face as he said this. He was animated by no chivalric impulse to
protect the weak and helpless; the spirit roused within him was rather the instinct of the beast of prey. The storekeeper looked askance at him. In his mental review of the changes wrought in the past few years there was one
that had escaped Rufus Chadd’s attention. The process was insinuating and gradual, but the result was bold and
obvious. In the constant opposition in which he was placed to criminals, in the constant contemplation of the
worst phases of human nature, in the active effort which his duty required to bring the perpetrators of all foul
deeds to justice, he had grown singularly callous and pitiless. The individual criminal had been merged in the
abstract idea of crime. After the first few cases he had been able to banish the visions of the horrors brought upon
other lives than that of the prisoner by the verdict of guilty. Mother, wife, children—these pale, pursuing
phantoms were exorcised by prosaic custom, and his steely insensibility made him the master of many a
harrowing court-room scene.
“That would be a mighty pore favor ter his wife,” said the store-keeper, after a pause. “She hed ruther be beat.”
The three men had dismounted, hitched their horses, and were now approaching the store. Rufus Chadd rose to
shake hands with the foremost of the party. The quick fellow was easily schooled, and the store-keeper’s comment
upon his lack of policy induced him to greet the new-comers with a greater show of cordiality than he had lately
practiced toward his constituents.
“I never looked ter find ye hyar this soon, Rufe,” said one of the arrivals. “What hev ye done with the t’other
candidates?”
“I left them behind, as I always do,” said Chadd, laughing, “and as I expect to do again next Thursday week, if
I can get you to promise to vote for me.”
“I ain’t a-goin’ ter vote fur ye—narry time,” interpolated Boker, as he reeled heavily forward.
“Well, I’m sorry for that,” said Chadd, with the candidate’s long-suffering patience. “Why?”
Isaac Boker felt hardly equal to argument, but he steadied himself as well as he could, and looked vacantly into
the eyes of his interlocutor for some pointed inspirations; perhaps he caught there an intimation of the contempt in
which he was held. He still hesitated, but with a sudden anger inflaming his bloated face. Chadd waited a moment
for a reply; then he turned carelessly away, saying that he would stroll about a little, as sitting still so long was
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fatiguing.
“Ef ye war whar ye oughter be, a-follerin’ of the plow,” said Isaac Boker, “ye wouldfn’t git a chance ter tire
yerself a-sittin’ in a cheer.”
“I don’t hold myself too high for plowing,” replied Chadd, in a conciliatory manner. “Plowing is likely work
for any able-bodied man.” This speech was unlucky. Tghere was in it an undercurrent of suggestion to Isaaac
Boker’s suspicious conscience. He thought Chadd intended a covert allusion tohis own indolence in the field, and
his wife’s activity as a substitute. “It was only an accident that took me out of the furrow,” Chadd continued.
“’Twar a killin’ accident ter the country,” said Isaac Boker. “Fur they tells me that ye don’t know no more law
than a mounting fox.” Chadd laughed, but he sneered too. His patience was evaporating. Still he restrained his
irritation by an effort, and Boker went on: “Folks ez is bred ter the plow ain’t got the sense an’ the showin’ ter
make peart lawyers. An’ that’s why I ain’t a-goin’ ter vote fur ye.”
This plain speaking was evidently relished by the others; they said nothing, but their low acquiescent chuckle
demonstrated their opinion.
“I haven’t asked you for your vote,” said Chadd, sharply.
The burly fellow paused for a moment, in stupid surprise; then his drunken wrath rising, he exclaimed, “An’
whyn’t ye ax me fur my vote, then? Ye’re the damndest critter in this country, Rufe Chadd, ter come electioneerin’
on Big Injun Mounting, an’ a-makin’ out ez I ain’t good enough ter be axed ter vote fur ye! Ye hed better not be
tryin’ ter sot me down lower’n other folks. I’ll break that empty cymlin’ of a head of yourn,” and he raised his
clenched fist.
“If you come a step nearer I’ll throw you off the bluff,” said Chadd.
“That’ll be a powerful cur’ous tale ter go the rounds o’ the mounting,” remarked one of the disaffected
bystanders. “Ye hev done all ye kin ter torment yer own folks up hyar on Big Injun Mounting what elected ye
afore; an’ then ye comes up hyar agin, an’ the fust man that says he won’t vote fur ye must be flunged off’n the
bluff.”
“’Pears ter me,” said Isaac Boker, surlily, and still shaking his fist, “ez thar ain’t all yit in the pen’tiary that
desarves ter go thar. Better men than ye air, Rufe Chadd, hev been locked up, an’ hung too, sence ye war elected
ter office.”
There was a sudden change in the lawyer’s attitude; a strong tension of the muscles, as of a wildcat ready to
spring; the quickening of his blood showed in his scarlet face; there was a fiery spark in his darkening eyes.
“Oh, come now, Rufe,” said one of the lookers-on hastily. “Ye oughtn’t ter git ter fightin’ with a drunken man.
Jes’ walk yerself off fur a while.”
“Oh, he can say what he likes while he’s drunk,” replied Chadd, with a short, scornful laugh. “But I tell you,
now, he had better keep his fists for his wife.”
The others gathered about the great, massive fellow, who was violently gesticulating and incoherently asserting
his offended dignity. Chadd strolled away toward the gloomy woods, his hands I his pockets, and his eyes bent
upon the ground. Glances of undisguised aversion followed him—from the group about the store, from the figures
in the windows and doors of the poor dwellings, even from the half-clad children who paused in their spiritless
play to gaze after him. He was vaguely conscious of these pursuing looks of hatred, but only once he saw the
universal sentiment expressed in a face. As the long shadows of the forest fell upon his path, he chanced to raise
his eyes, and encountered those of a woman, standing in Boker’s cabin. He went on, feeling like a martyr. The
thick foliage closed upon him; the sound of his languid footsteps died in the distance, and the figures of the cliff
stood in the sunset glow, watching the spot where he had disappeared, as silent and as motionless as if they had
fallen under some strange, uncanny spell.
The calm of the woodland, the refreshing aromatic odors, the rising wind after the heat of the sultry day,
exerted a revivifying influence upon the lawyer’s spirits, as he walked on into the illimitable solitudes of the
forest. Night was falling before he turned to retrace his way; above the opaque, colorless leaves there was the
lambent glinting of a star; the fitful plaint of a whippoorwill jarred the dark stillness; grotesque black shadows had
mustered strong among the huge boles of the trees. But he took no note of the gathering gloom; somehow, his
heart had grown suddenly light. He had forgotten the drunken wrangler and all the fretting turmoils of the
canvass; once he caught himself in making plans, with his almost impossible success in the election as a basis.
And yet, inconsistently enough, he felt a dismayed astonishment at his unaccountable elation. The workings of
his own mind and their unexpected developments were always to him strange phenomena. He was introspective
enough to take heed of this inward tumult, and he had a shrewd suspicion that more activity was there then in all
the mental exercitations of the combined bench and bar of the circuit. But he harbored a vague distrust of this
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uncontrollable power within, so much stronger than the untutored creature to whom it appertained. A harassing
sense of doubleness often possessed him, and he was torn by conflicting counsels—the inherent inertia and
conservatism of the mountaineer, who would fain follow forever the traditional customs of his ancestry, and an
alien overwhelming impetus, which carried him on in spite of himself, and bewildered him with his own exploits.
He was helpless under this unreasonable expectation of success, and regarded the mental gymnastic of joyous
anticipation with perplexed surprise. “I’m fixing a powerful disappointment for myself,” he said.\fn{ I have always
wondered whether Davy Crocket was fixed this way, too. He was famed for his abilities as an Indian-fighter, rifleman, frontiersman and
war hero—he fought in the Creek War (1813-1815), dying in the cause for Texas independence from Mexico in the Battle of the Alamo
(1836)—and his formal education consisted of 100 days of “tutoring” by a neighbor. Yet he served two terms in the state legislature (18211825), three terms in Congress (1827-1831; 1833-1835), and wrote (with some help from Thomas Chilton, a representative from Kentucky)
his Autobiography (1834). It must be hell to be both fit and literate.}

He could now see, through the long vista of the road, the open space where the Settlement was perched upon
the crag. The black, jagged outline of the rock serrated the horizon, and was cut sharply into the delicate,
indefinable tints of the sky. Above it a great red moon was rising. There was the gleam of the waterfall; how did it
give the sense of its emerald green in the darkness? The red, rising moon showed, but did not illumine, the
humble cluster of log huts upon the great cliff. Here and there a dim yet genial flare of firelight came broadly. The
men at the store sprang to their feet, shaken by a speechless agitation, when Isaac Boker rushed in among them,
suddenly sobered, and covered with blood.
“I hev done it!” he exclaimed, with a pallid anguish upon his bloated face. “I met him in the woods, an’ slashed
him ter pieces.
The red moon turned to gold in the sky, and the world was flooded with a gentle splendor; and as the hours
went by no louder sound broke upon the gilded dusk than the throb of the cataract, pulsing like the heart of the
mountains, and the stir of the wind about the rude hut where the wounded man had been carried.
When Rufus Chadd opened his eyes upon the awe-stricken faces that clustered about the bed, he had no need
to be reminded of what had happened. The wave of life, which it seemed would have carried him so far, had left
him stranded here in the ebb, while all the world sailed on.
“They hev got Isaac Boker tied hard an’ fast, Rufe,” said the store-keeper, in an attempt to reply to the complex
changes of expression that flitted over the pale face.
Chadd did not answer. He was thinking that no adequate retribution could be inflicted upon Isaac Boker. The
crime was not only the destruction of merely sensuous human life, but, alas, of that subtler entity of human
schemes, and upward-reaching ambitions, and the immeasurable opportunity of achievement, which after all is the
essence of the thing called life. He was to die at the outset of his career, which his own steadfast purpose and
unaided talent had rendered honorable and brilliant, for the unreasoning fury of a drunken mountaineer. And this
was an end for a man who had turned his ambitious eyes upon a chief-justice’s chair—an absurd ambition,\fn{ For
these appointments went to wealthy and highly-placed individuals .} but for its splendid effrontery! In all this bitterness,
however, it was some comfort to know that the criminal had not escaped.
“Are you able to tell how it happened, Chadd?” asked one of the lawyers.
As Chadd again opened his eyes, they fell upon the face of a woman standing just within the door—so drawn
and piteous a face, with such lines of patient endurance burnt into it, with such a woeful prophecy in the sunken,
horror-stricken eyes, he turned his head that he might see it no more. He remembered that face with another
expression upon it. It had given him a look like a stab from the door of Boker’s hut, when he had passed in the
afternoon. He wished never to see it again, and yet he was constrained to glance back. There it was, with its
quiver of a prescient heart-break. He felt a strange inward thrill, a bewildering rush of emotion. That sense of
doubleness and development which so mystified him was upon him now. He was surprised at himself when he
said, distinctly, so that all might hear, “If I die—don’t let them prosecute Isaac Boker.”
There was a sudden silence, so intense that it seemed as if the hush of death had already fallen, or that the
primeval stillness of creation was never broken. Had his soul gone out into the night? Was there now in the
boundless spaces of the moonlit air some mysterious presence, as incomprehensible to this little cluster of
overawed humanity as to the rocks and woods of the mighty, encompassing wilderness? How did the time pass? It
seemed hours before the stone-like figure stirred again;, and yet the white radiance on the puncheon floor had not
shifted. His consciousness was coming back from those vague border-lands of life and death. He was about to
speak once more. “Nobody can know how it happened except me.” And then again, as he drifted away, “Don’t let
them prosecute.”
There was a fine subject of speculation at the Settlement the next morning, when the countryside gathered to
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hear the candidates speak. The story of Isaac Boker’s attack upon Rufus Chadd was repeated to every newcomer,
and the astonishment created by the victim’s uncharacteristic request when he had thought he was dying revived
with each consecutive recital. It presently became known that no fatal result was to be anticipated. The doctor,
who lived twenty miles distant, and who had just arrived, said that the wounds, though painful, were not
dangerous, and his opinion added another element of interest to the eager discussion of the incident.
Thus relieved of the shadow of an impending tragedy, the knots of men congregated on the great cliff gradually
gave themselves up to the object of their meeting. Candidates of smiling mien circulated among the saturnine,
grave-faced mountaineers. In circulation, too, were other genial spirits, familiarly known as “applejack.” It was a
great occasion for the store-keeper; so pressing and absorbing were his duties that he had not a moment’ respite,
until Mr. Slade, the first speaker of the day, mounted a stump in front of the store and began to address his fellowcitizens. He was a large, florid man, with a rotund voice and a smooth manner, and he was considered Chadd’s
most formidable competitor. The mountaineers hastily concentrated in a semicircle about him, listening with the
close attention singularly characteristic of rural audiences. Behind the crowd was the immensity of the unpeopled
forests;\fn{In 1884, when the book from which this excerpt was taken was published, there were only about 1,600,000 people in the
whole state.} below, the mad fret of the cataract; above, the vast hemisphere of the lonely skies; and far, far away
was the infinite stretching of those blue ranges that the Indians called The Endless.
Chadd had lain in a sort of stupor all the morning, vaguely conscious of the distant mountains visible through
the open window—vaguely conscious of numbers of curious faces that came to the door and gazed in upon him—
vaguely conscious of the candidate’s voice beginning to resound in the noontide stillness. Then he roused himself.
The sensation of the first speech came at its close. As Chadd lay in expectation of the stentorian “Hurrah for
Slade!” which should greet his opponent’s peroration, his face flushed, his hands trembled; he lifted himself on
his elbow, and listened again. He could hardly trust his senses, yet thee it was once more—his own name,
vibrating in a prolonged cheer among the mountain heights, and echoing far down the narrow valley.
That sympathetic heart of the multitude, so quick to respond to a noble impulse, had caught the true
interpretation of last night’s scene, and today all the barriers of ignorance and misunderstanding were down.
The heaviest majority ever polled on Big Injun Mounting was in the re-election of the attorney for the State.
And the other candidates thought it a fine electioneering trick to get one’s self artistically slashed; they became
misanthropic in their views of the inconstancy of the people, and lost faith in saving grace and an overruling
Providence.
This uncharacteristic episode in the life of Rufus Chadd was always incomprehensible to his associates. He
hardly understood it himself. He had made a keen and subtle distinction in a high moral principle. As Abel Stubbs
said, in extenuation of the inconsistency of voting for him, “I knows that this hyar Rufe Chadd air a powerful hard
man, an’ evil-doers ez offends agin the law ain’t got no mercy ter expect from him. But then he don’t hold no
grudge agin them ez hev done him harm. An’ that’s what I’m a-lookin’ at.”
152.1 The Triumph Of Shed\fn{by Virginia Frazer Boyle (1863-1928)} nr. Chattanooga, Hamilton County, Tennessee,
U.S.A. (F) 4
From time immemorial, as far as Shed was concerned, corn had been planted on the hillside and cotton in the
valley; but Young Marse, believing that a sameness in the corps was wearing out the land, decided to reverse it.
This was the beginning of all Shed’s troubles, for Shed was very fixed in his view agricultural, and Young Marse
had not been bred as a planter, Ole Marse having professional ambitions for his only son.
But the close of the war and the death of the father left the plantation without a manager, and, as nothing better
offered, Young Marse assumed the burden, and the land was apportioned among the remaining Negroes “on
shares,” Young Marse to maintain a general supervision.
All the Negroes were docile enough with the exception of Shed, who, holding the fixed views aforesaid, as
well as a profound contempt for Young Marse’s books on farming, went about grumbling, and when cornered by
Young Marse, copiously quoted Ole Marse and Ole Marse’s ways, which was always an unfailing weapon.
Young Marse’s idea of a reversal of crops had not been put in operation, for twice Shed had evaded, the first
season upon a pretext of stupidity. But the second evasion was accepted as a direct act of disobedience, and Young
Marse resolved to take the matter in hand in due time, that Shed should not be allowed to set such an example.
So, on the day of settlement, Shed, hot and uncomfortable, pulling sullenly at his single “gallus,”\fn{ Suspender.}
heard the close of Young Marse’s harangue.
“Mind, I’ll stand this trifling no longer! You shall do as I command you!”
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Shed shuffied painfully, and hitched his gathered trousers over his rotundity.
“I’s mighty ole, an’ I been here er mighty long time, Marse Oscar, to be hollered at dat erway by er young
pusson. Ole Marse nebber done hit.”
There was a limit to patience, and Young Marse knew that the quotations were coming.
“I am master here now, and I want you to know it.”
“But Ole Marse nebber done hit,” persisted Shed; “he nebber plant de cotton an’ de corn dat erway. He allus
say, ‘Shed, plant de corn on de hill an’ de cotton in de bottom.’ An’ he done in he grabe now, po’ Ole Marse!”
“Shed,” said Young Marse, gravely, “I tell you that I am master here now, and if you don’t obey me this time,
there’s going to be trouble between us. Now go!”
*
All through the winter Shed was very silent; night after night, by the warmth of his hickory fire, he was
weighing the portent of Young Marse’s words, as well as roasting sweet potatoes. There was a threat implied, and
Shed must be ready to meet it. His plan of procedure as yet was rather hazy, for Shed was averse to the making of
any kind of effort; but this much was clear: he would never leave the plantation. As he was born and bred there, he
argued, the old place “owed him a living,” and he intended to stay right there and get it; for elsewhere, Shed knew
to his cost, it required a much greater exertion.
*
At last planting-time came again, and Young Marse, who, upon this occasion, was intent upon seeing in person
the innovation established, was called away by business, and Shed was very thoughtful; but on the day appointed
for planting, his mood changed. Never in the whole course of his life had Shed been so brisk. Even the mule,
under his manipulation, seemed to share in the awakening; for by the second day all of the seed-cotton had been
planted, and the third found Shed busily dropping corn.
Young Marse, riding home from the station, was in a contemplative mood. His trip in the interest of some new
schemes had not been very profitable. In his heart he was beginning to wonder if some old things were not the
best, after all, so he welcomed with pleasure the camp-meeting hymn rolling out upon the still air, in peculiar
jerks like those of a large and badly punctured bellows.
“I’ll just ride by and see how he is putting in that cotton. The last Southern Farmer says it ought to be covered
deeper on a hill than in a bottom.”
He—er—plants His—footsteps in de s-e-ah,
An’ rides—erpun—de—er storm.

“Darn him! If he didn’t always sing so loud he’d work a blamed sight faster.”
Blin’ um-be-li-ef am—sho ter err,
An’ scan—His wuk in—vain.

The jerky bellows continued until Young Marse smiled in spite of himself.
“Whoa!” Young Marse reined, and there stood Shed as he had stood at that season from time running back
through the memory of the plantation, industriously doing the same thing.
“Didn’t I tell you, Shed, not to plant corn here again? I am tired of your nonsense, and if you don’t propose to
do as I tell you, we’ve got to part company, that’s all.”
A single white cloud was floating in the unbroken blue. Shed watched it a moment, then laboriously plucked
an imaginary pebble out of the row.
“Looks lak hit mout rain ‘twixt now and Sunday—what you think ‘bout hit, Marse Oscar?”
“I say,” thundered Young Marse, “if you can’t do as I bid you, we’ve got to part company!”
Carefully the old man made observation of the cloud again, then with his arms akimbo, and with all of the
reserved force of a winter of introspective philosophy, he opened his eyes wide upon the son of his old master.
“W’y, Marse Oscar, whar you thinkin’ ‘bout gwine?”
“It’s you who will have to go, and pretty quick, I’m thinking.”
Old Shed slowly smoothed the gunny-sack hanging from his neck, then stooped and dropped a grain of corn.
“W’y, Marse Oscar, yo’ paw done put me here ‘fore you was borned! Dis lan’ done growed melak hit growed
dis seed-corn, an’ hit growed my daddy an’ my gran’daddy. No, sar,”—Shed shook his head reproachfully—“I
cain’t leabe dis here place. But I’s mighty sorry you hain’t gwine stay, Marse Oscar.”
The New South had met the Old, and the Old South had conquered.
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Something was stirring in Young Marse’s heart that he could not fathom, and he turned and rode away in
silence.
With much deliberation a handful of corn was gathered from the sack, and the jerky bellows began to work
again.
*
It was past ten o’clock, and Shed was usually in the field by six, but this morning he was sitting on the
overturned water-barrel, leaning against his cabin, with his hat slouched over his eyes, and giving utterance to all
of the doleful hymns generally employed to bring the most hardened of sinners to the seat of repentance; for an
end had come at last to Shed’s Arcadia.
Unused to the new conditions and a restricting poverty, year after year Young Marse had found the plantation
more deeply involved in debt, and finally, giving up the struggle as hopeless, he surrendered his patrimony, under
a deed of trust, to a great English syndicate then making extensive investments in the Southwest.
Shed received five dollars for his share of the standing crop, and the greatest shock he had ever experienced in
his life. Then, adding insult to injury, the syndicate imported a lot of foreign laborers, and Shed, with all of the
Negroes in the quarters, was ordered to vacate upon short notice. Some of them, like Shed, were the result of
generations upon the same land, and it was a day of hard reckoning, though Shed was the only one to rebel.
In little groups the others took their departure in silence, some to the neighboring plantations, where their
presence was an acquisition, and some crossed the river to seek employment in “town.”
Shed watched his fellows out of sight; then, as he turned toward home, his indignation grew apace.
“Me leabe! Ole Shed go easy lak de whi’ folks an’ de niggers gone? No, sar! How dis place ebber mobe on
‘dout Shed? Hit des bardaciously cain’t.”
Shed cooked a lonesome hoecake that night and dreamed doleful dreams. Still he lingered until the new
machinery was brought in—harrows, reapers, binders, all to be run by a new power. But the crown of sorrow
came when they took his mule. Then old Shed got the “blues,” and concluded to go to “town.”
“I’s stood er heap, but I cain’t stan’ dis. Marse Oscar done gone ter hunt fer sumpen ruther ter do, an’ de nigger
gwine ter follow. I’s mighty ole ter go kerhootin’ wid myse’f in er big strange place, but I cain’t hope hit.
Wouldn’er happin dis erway if Old Marse wan’t in he grabe. Dey des couldn’ tech him wid dey jimcrack notions.
An’ hit all come erbout fro ugh Marse Oscar wantin’ ter tun dis here old lan’ wrong side out, hit do; I des knowed
hit-ud fotch sunipen. But his gittin’ too hot here wid all dem quare-talkin’, cuissome folks dat ain’ know de
business eend uv er muel fom ‘tother. An sech es dem er-gwine ter pick cotton—dem, my Lord!”
So, with many a groan within his fat self, and jingling his money in his pocket by way of comfort, Shed made
a long, last dismal farewell, and paid his ferry passage over to “town.”
The day in the city was one of intense excitement to Shed. Wider and wider his eyes opened, both as to the
enlightenment of his mind and the lightening of his purse; for there were many kind friends who pleaded previous
acquaintance, and were more than anxious to introduce him to their social world, though Shed could not
remember having met any of them before. However, as they were solicitous, and inquired particularly after his
folks and his health, Shed was induced to follow, and was initiated into a game of craps, as played by the
Mississippi roustabouts, and several other nefarious schemes of chance, slyly conducted by thrifty Negroes in the
neighborhood of the landing. Of course Shed did not win the bright silver watch that hung temptingly before him
—“so perzackly lak Ole Marse’s, only Ole Marse’s were gol,”—and after staking dime after dime on chances, a
great wave of homesickness came over him as he felt the single dollar that was left in his pocket.
”Dis all I got lef er de fiver,” he sighed, “an’ I dunno what bercome uv hit. Better be movin’ on somers, ‘case if
I done git de watch, what good hit gwine do me, ‘cep in-ter gib out de time fer er fool lak I is ter leabe yere—an’ I
cain’t eben tell dat time by hit!”
And Shed held fast to his remaining dollar as he passed through the mysterious portals, followed to the door by
an eager trio, that urged him to “tek des one mo’ chance.”
Once rid of the sharks and their fetid atmosphere, the old Negro sat down on the curbing to collect his
scattered senses. But the noise and the ceaseless way of movement were confusing; and he longed for his seat on
the old water-barrel.
*
It was in the shadows now, for he had been gone ncarly a whole day, and he knew just how they were falling
through the trees. He could smell the grass and the cooling weeds; the queer people would soon be gathering in
the old quarters, and the cows would come home.
“An’ I done lef hit, done driv off,” mused Shed, as he mopped his brow, moist from thought rather than from
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heat. “But Ole Shed don wanter call dis home; folks in too mighty herry here; an’ dey mus be mighty behin wid
dey haulin’, ‘case dey nebber ‘peer ter git fro ugh. Hain’t much uv-er place fer er ole nigger lak I is ter ‘bide in;
done too ole an’ too settled ter lam new tricks. Hatter mobe too fas’—my Lord! Shed plumb lose he bref in dis ole
town!”
It was surely a melancholy picture that Shed contemplated mentally for a moment; then a peculiarity of the
live, bustling town, that had recently taken advantage of the modern innovations, impressed itself upon him, and
Shed was sadly lonesome.
“Dem niggers nebber gib me no time ter tek notice erfore, but what dis town done gone an done wid de muels?
I gwine watch fer ‘em, ‘case I hain’t seed nary one sence I landed at de ribber.”
But the streetcars, laden with their human freight and moved by an unseen power, whirled past Shed; heavily
laden trucks swept by without harness or rein, leaving away in the rear a few massive drafthorses, that, by
contrast, were dragging slowly up the levee; but not a mule could old Shed discover. Then, with that instinct of
fear, perhaps, which prompts even the scrubbiest and slowest of the horse variety to “shy” at any kind of wheeled
wreck by the road, bereft of the sight of his wonted companion in labor, a panic seized upon the old Negro; for,
grown weary after several hours of intense watching, Shed was convinced that the positions were identical: both
were being spirited out of their natural possessions, and he resolved to give search on behalf of the mule before
taking action upon his own case.
“I des bardaciously wants ter see what dey done wid ‘em, ‘case dey uster hab ‘em oncet.”
Through the town he wandered, past all of the new-found wonders and terrors, which he dodged, out into the
sparsely settled outskirt, without seeing a single specimen for which he so eagerly sought, and at last, hungry and
disappointed, he was about to abandon the quest, when just across an open common a long, lean, spavined mule,
lazily nibbling the indifferent grass, came into his line of vision.
In an instant Shed recovered himself, intent upon maintaining his own superior dignity.
“Dar you is, you ole curmudgeon!” and Shed shook his head despondently. “All dis day er-lookin’ an des one
lef—an sech er one! You need’n herry wid yo’ eatin’, fer dey gone an’ lef you, Jinny. Hain’t got no mo use fer
you. War you out fust, twel you hain’t no use ter nobody, den flung you erway!”
The voice of the old Negro was soothing, and the mule stopped nibbling her short rations and listened.
“I knows you lonesome, I knows hit, but hit cain’t do any good. Dey lay down dey rocks an’ dey bricks an’ dey
tracks, an’ dey des skedaddle ober ‘em; but deys lef you way behin’, Jinny muel.”
The soft voice of the Negro was tremulous as the picture of the improved cultivators rose before his mental
vision, together with the swarthy horde of imported labor. Then, as the injustice of his fallen state pressed sore
upon him, his superiority was forgotten, and the plaint became almost a wail:
“But dey lef de nigger, too!”
Shed paused in self-commiseration, and he was nearer to giving way than ever before; but the chord of
fellowship had been somewhere touched, and the forlorn mule came and rubbed her nose against the old man’s
arm. At once dignity and self-possession returned.
“Dat’s hit, Jinny; you struck de right pardner dis time; but cryin’ hain’t gwine ter fetch you fodder, ner me
corn.” And giving the mule a patronizing pat, the dusky philosopher sat down before the companion of his
sorrows, to work out the problem that confronted both.
The day was wearing into sunset, and the grazing animal cast long shadows across the common before Shed
rose. Deliberately replacing his hat, he tied the rope halter into a rude bridle, and mounting the mule, rode slowly
through the gathering dusk in the direction of the river.
“Gee up, Jinny, if you wants ter sleep in Arkansaw dis night! You es er mighty po’ creetur ter tie ter, but one
time de Lord done put mo’ sense in de ass’s head ‘n he put in Baalim’s, an’ she gwine trus’ de Lord.”
*
Captain Eagan, the new manager of the Greenwood plantation, was waiting at the landing for the second
shipment of foreign laborers. All day he had been getting the new machinery, human and other, into position. The
work had been very trying, and he had lost patience more than once; but sitting alone in the shadow, watching the
twinkling lights far down the river, and waiting for the little packet that never came on time, the pathos of the
situation dawned upon him. He was wiping out old customs, traditions, and homes, humble as they were, with as
much unconcern as if they had been a colony of ant-hills; but, then, he was only acting under orders.
After much delay, interminably long to a healthy, hungry man, the little packet steamed in, fussing and fuming,
and lowering her stage-plank, discharged her human freight. When the last immigrant had been enrolled and sent
forward up the levee, Captain Eagan, with a yawn, mounted his horse, considering with a keen relish the prospect
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of his belated supper. His horse with similar considerations in view cantered briskly, when just at the bend by a
clump of osage tangle he stopped suddenly and shied at a shadow across the road.
The captain had heard stories of this wild Arkansas country; he was alone in the midst of a peculiar people, and
his hand instinctively sought his pistol.
“Don’, Marse Eagan! Don’ shoot!!’
The low musical voice rolled on the still air with the rich melody of reedy notes.
“Hain’t nuffin in de way, Marse Eagan, but Baalim an’ de ass, an’ hit de ass dat gwine ter do de talkin’. Maybe
hit ‘peer ter be de voice er Baalim, but hit de ass, Marse Eagan; fer de po’ fool nigger hain’t got sense ernough an
hain’t fitten ter speak, fer he sell he birfright ter you yistiddy fer five po’ miserbul silber dollars. I hain’t nuffin but
er po’ ole ass, Marse Eagan, but I done fetch all de silber back dat dey didn’ cheat him outen in dat town, ‘case hit
burn we-all lak coals er fire. An’ I done fetch de nigger back too, lik de p’odigul son, ‘case dar hain’t no room fer
him on dis here yeth but here on de lan’ dat growed him.
“Put him anywhar, mek him do anything—fer dar hain’t no dirt dat’ll feel de same-ter de plow lak ter dis. You
won’ dribe er cat fom yo hath, Marse Eagan, eben er po’ stray cat, ‘case you ‘feard er de luck hit’ll fetch; an’ dis
nigger’s mo ‘n er cat, ‘case dis de lan’ dat borned him. De odder niggers kin mek er place in er new kentry, an’ git
uster hit, but all Ole Shed got am right here—de grabe uv he Ole Marster, Gord res’ him! de grabe uv he daddy
an’ he mammy, de sunshine uv he youf an’ de joy uv he ole age!
“Tek him, Marse Eagan! Let de ole lan keep him des er little while—it cain’t be fer long—‘case he cain’t be
easy anywhar else! I hain’t nuffin but er muel—I means er ass, Marse Eagan—but tek us bofe, fer de lub er Gord,
tek us bofe, Marse Eagan, ‘case we’s des er-stan’in in de dirt road waitin’, an’ de worl’ done passed us by.”
For the first time during his oration Shed paused for breath, and, wiping the perspiration that was rolling in
great beads down his face, he pulled up the mule, that had stumbled from weakness or perhaps from hunger.
Captain Eagan blinked; then, as he slowly replaced his pistol in his pocket, his face assumed the lines of
severity.
“Shed, you rascal, go right on to the kitchen and get your supper!”
With the music of the order ringing in his ears, the old man dismounted with alacrity, and led the ass that had
spoken on through the big gate.
Next day Captain Eagan paid for the mule, which had been tracked to the landing, but made no mention of the
matter, not even to Shed, though the general expense-book of that date bore a separate entry:
“Ten dolars in the cause of religion.”
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When Willie told the preacher that morning that “ev’ything is all O.K., Revund,” he meant it from the bottom
of his heart. The hawking of the rain-crow from the limb of the dead cottonwood sounded like the song of a
mocking bird. The monotonous patter of rain on the tin roof lulled him into gentle restfulness. The damp, dirty
stench that floated up from the dark closeness of the cells below him was like a sedative. Even the lye-like coffee
served to remind him that the jailer was his friend.
“Cap’m Archie tole me I could have ev’ything I wanted fer brekfus,” he explained as he caught the minister
sniffing and eyeing the scant remains of the meal. “An’ I tole him I b’lieve I’d take some po’k chops an’ cawfee,
ef’n hit wuz all right. An’ hyar it is.”
“You mean dar hit wuz,” admonished the preacher. “Now yo’ flesh is fed, Willie, whut ’bout yo’ soul?”
Willie beamed a broad, knowing smile.
“My soul,” he said tolerantly, “is all O.K. An’, Revund,” he continued, jubilantly, “Cap’m Archie say he gonter
bring me a ten-cent cigar to go walkin’ up de gallows wid in my mouf.”
The minister’s face was a study in expression.
“An’ I makes me a speech up yonder”—jerking his arm toward the gallows high in the roof of the jail—“an’
den—”
“Den which, son?” Preacher Moore was eager to find a point of contact at which he could begin his prepared
message of consolation.
“I’se Glory bound!” Willie declared with enthusiasm.
While the condemned man talked and the preacher listened, the Great State of Louisiana prepared to exact it’s
penalty in the form of the life of Willie Malone because “he did feloniously, willfully, and of his deliberately
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premeditated malice aforethought, make an assault on one Thurston Gibbs, and a certain gun which then and there
was loaded with gunpowder and buckshot and was by him, the said Willie Malone, had and held in both hands,
he, the said Willie Malone, did then and there feloniously and of malice aforethought shoot off and discharge at
and upon the said Thurston Gibbs thereby, and by thus striking the said Thurston Gibbs with the buckshots
inflicting on and in the body one mortal wound of which said mortal wound the said Thurston Gibbs then and
there instantly died. And so the said Willie Malone did in the manner and form aforesaid, feloniously and of
deliberately premeditated malice aforethought, kill and murder the said Thurston Gibbs in the Parish of Wilton
aforesaid, against the peace and dignity of the Great State of Louisiana.”
It all came out at the trial. Hogs had been running in Willie’s cornfield. The hogs belonged to Mr. Gibbs. And
when Willie asked him to keep them home Mr. Gibbs had cursed him. Willie then bought a shotgun and some
buckshot. Everybody agreed upon that much of it. Willie said he aimed to shoot the hogs and that when he heard
something rustling the long blades he fired, thinking it was a hog. The district attorney pointed out that it was
impossible to get a witness who could say what was in a man’s mind and, therefore, he’d leave it to the jury as to
whether Willie was hog hunting or man hunting.
The jury was divided upon the point, but all agreed that no nigger had any right to shoot a white man’s hogs,
anyway, much less shoot a white man. So they found him guilty as charged.
Willie had rather enjoyed his stay in jail. Two or three times his lawyer came and talked to him in a low voice
and had him make his cross mark on many important-looking pieces of paper. It all gave him a feeling of
importance hitherto not experienced.
He liked “Cap’m Archie,” too—Cap’m Archie was always .making jokes, and didn’t make him do any work
around the jail except a little sweeping. And during the long cool spring evenings, when the stars twinkled in the
sky and the fiddling of the katydids out in the weed patch back of the jail floated in between the long, iron-barred
windows, Cap’m Archie would have one of the short-time prisoners drag his chair back to Willie’s own private
cage and Willie would sing for him.
Willie did like to sing—church songs, mostly. But sometimes when he felt sad and lonesome he’d sing the one
that began:
Thirty days in jail,
Baby, don’t soun’ so long,
But de las’ frien’ I got in dis worl’,
Done shuck her laig an’ gone.

There were many verses, and to these Willie had added a hundred others. He was good at that. When they
locked up that Caldonie for cutting her husband because he stole one of her hens and a chicken brood and gave it
to another woman, Willie celebrated the occasion by adding:
He might er stole yo’ chickens,
He might er stole yo’ cow,
Hit don’t make no diffunce what he stole,
You’s in de jail-house now.

Cap’m Archie had laughed at that one and it made Willie happy.
Not long after that Cap’m Archie sent for him to come to the office. Cap’m Archie looked sad that day, and it
made Willie feel sad. So when Cap’m Archie told him the Supreme Court had turned him down and that he would
have to hang Willie was much relieved.
“Shuh! Cap’m Archie,” Willie consoled, “dat ain’ nothin’ to go worryin’ ’bout. I thought hit moughter been
somethin’ wrong, de way you had you’ face strung out. Shuh! Ain’ dat de same as de jedge done tole me?”
That afternoon Reverend Moore, Negro preacher, was ushered into Willie’s cell, and under his exhortations
Willie was converted. He had been converted annually ever since he could remember but he always had been too
busy to follow it up. This time he had ample leisure in which to contemplate Christianity and draw mental pictures
of it. Willie was keenly interested.
The preacher had spared no detail his imagination could supply as to the glories of heaven, and these Willie
supplemented with the colorful pigments of his own imagination. Heaven was a wonderful place. Willie wanted to
go there.
“Hyar dey comes, son,” the preacher said kindly. “Git up off’n yo’ knees.”
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Cap’m Archie unlocked the cage door with keys that rattled nervously in his hand. Behind the jailer were half a
dozen others—the doctor, two brothers of the man he had killed, the editor of the Wilton Parish Gazette, and a
short, stubby, mean-looking man that Willie disliked instinctively. He had never seen him before, and the palegreen, watery eyes that squinted out at him through shaggy eyelashes made Willie feel bad.
“I loves him too,” Willie insisted under his breath. “Got ter love him. ‘Makes me love ev’ybody—hit’s good
ernuff fer me’”—Willie recalled the words from the old song. “An’ I guess he is somebody. But I be dog ef’n he
looks like much, Ole Green Eyes.”
“Ready to go, Willie?”
It was Cap’m Archie. His voice was kind and filled with sorrow. Willie hated to see Cap’m Archie like that.
But when the jailer’s teeth clicked together and he said briskly, “Here, slip your hands into these,” it did not sound
so sad, and Willie obeyed with alacrity.
“I bet you fergits my cigar, Cap’m Archie,” Willie countered as his arms were being pinioned behind him.
“Cut out that damned foolishness! Come on here, nigger. I ain’t got all day to fool.”
It was the stubby little man who assumed charge.
“Makes me love ev’ybody,” Willie hummed desperately under his breath. “Hit’s good ernuff fer me.”
“Good ernuff fer anybody,” seconded the preacher loudly, happy that he had found some place to enter into the
ceremony with the dignity of his calling. “Hit’s de ole time religion, and hit’s good ernuff fer me!”
As the party marched up the narrow steps to the gallows, the negro prisoners on the lower tier of cells caught
up the refrain and the brick walls of the little jail reverberated with:
Gimme dat ole time religion, Gimme dat ole time religion,
Gimme dat ole time religion, Lawd, Hit’s good ernuff fer me.
Hit will take you home to Glory, Hit will take you home to Glory,
Hit will take you home to Glory, Lawd, Hit’s good ernuff fer me.

The climb to the gallows took a remarkably short time and Willie noticed that as soon as they arrived there
“Ole Green Eyes” rushed to the rope that was lying handy and began making a loop in the end of it.
“Makes me love ev’ybody,” Willie insisted.
Everybody seemed nervous. Cap’m Archie couldn’t look at him. The editor was talking with big words to the
elder of the Gibbses and said something about “dancing on the air.” Willie didn’t understand it but he knew he
wasn’t going to dance on anything. Dancing would send him straight to hell. He had the preacher’s word for it.
He edged over toward Cap'm Archie.
“When does I make my speech, Cap’m Archie?” he asked.
The jailer did not look up.
“In a minute,” he replied. “When you are ready to—when they stand you over there.” He pointed to the
trapdoor with his foot.
“Come over here, nigger.” It was “Ole Green Eyes” again. Willie stood on the trapdoor.
“Makes me love ev’ybody,” he kept repeating as the knot was being drawn close to his ear. “Makes me love
ev'ybody.”
When the knot was finished the little stubby man slipped a black hood over Willie’s head and stepped back. A
jaybird on a dead limb of the cottonwood broke out in a scathing chatter of malediction at the crow. A dog howled
mournfully in the jail yard below. The katydids in the weed patch opened with a wild symphony of fiddling.
“Somethin’ ’bout to happen,” Willie concluded. “I guess I better make my speech.”
He threw back his shoulders and raised his chin as though about to address a large congregation.
“Folkses,” he began in a clear, strong voice, “I has a few words I wants to say to y’all—”
“Too late now, nigger.”
It was that stubby little man. And even as the trap gave way under his feet Willie began:
“Makes me love ev’ybody.”
*
Willie did not finish that line, however. He was interrupted in the midst of it by a long blast on a horn. It was a
loud, thundering blast and it startled him. He looked into the direction from which it came and there, charging
down the road, he saw four prancing horses drawing a snow-white chariot. It was a beautiful sight. He had seen
some such rig at the time when he went to the circus at Baton Rouge. But this rig was even prettier than the circus
carriages. Big white plumes bobbed from the crown-pieces of the bridles, and the horses pranced and danced
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along, raising a terrible dust.
“Great day!” he exclaimed. “Class sho’ is comin’ down de road today.”
In a minute the carriage was in front of him and with much suddenness it came to a halt, the horses falling
back on their haunches to check the momentum.
“Git up hyar, boy, an’ les’ git goin’,” the driver called down “Us is late, as it is—or else you is early.”
Willie scrambled to the seat beside the driver. As the horses raced onward he enjoyed the thrill of the speedy
ride, the wind rushing by his ears, the sparkle of the gold and silver harness, the dexterity with which the driver
held the horses in the road with one hand and cracked the whip over their heads with the other.
“You drives right well, boy,” he observed.
“What’s yo’ name?”
“Jehu,” replied the driver.
“Jehu-which?”
“Jest Jehu,” replied the driver.
“Who dat boy wid de hawn in his han’?”
“Gab’l”
The monosyllabic replies of his companion irritated Willie. He wanted conversation and he intended to have
it.
“How long you been—” he began, but suddenly Gabriel raised his trumpet to his lips and blew a deafening
blast which almost lifted Willie from his seat.
“Hol’ tight,” cautioned Jehu, and the chariot stopped suddenly.
Willie saw an old man in a black slouch hat and cutaway coat, walking very alertly toward the carriage. His
face was clearly shaven except for a mustache and goatee which gave him a distinguished appearance. Willie
instinctively knew that this quality-gentleman was going to ride on the plush seats inside so he leaped down and
opened the door of the carriage. The old man halted a few paces from him and cast a surveying glance at the
horses.
“That check-rein is too tight on that off-lead horse,” he said. “It is a pity that I have to 'tend to these trifles, but
damn it all, I can’t stand to see fine horseflesh suffer on account of triflin’ niggers.”
Willie quickly ran and lowered the check-rein and climbed back to his seat.
“You oughter know better’n to check up dat hoss so high,” he admonished Jehu with a proprietary air. “Us
likes our hosses to have a heap er room.”
Jehu did not reply. He held steadily to the reins, and the carriage fairly flew through the misty haze. Willie
wanted to ask for the reins himself. He felt he could drive much more to his own satisfaction but, withal, he
admitted, Jehu was doing very well. A minute later, however, when the lead horse bolted just as they approached a
long bridge, and Jehu prevented a crash by expert maneuvering of the reins, Willie was glad he was not driving.
“Does dat ev’y time at the bridge,” Jehu volunteered as the team settled down to a long gallop across the
structure. “Lots er times us misses an’ de folks in de chariot gits drownded tryin’ to cross Jordan.”
“Dat de Jurdan, huh?” asked Willie. “I be dog,” and he gripped tightly to the seat.
The chariot rolled off the bridge and up to the front of a white pearly gate where it stopped. Willie dropped
confidently to the ground, opened the chariot door, and assisted the distinguished old passenger to alight. St. Peter
swung the big gate open.
“Welcome, Colonel,” he said. “It gives me great pleasure to greet you personally after having known you
indirectly for these many years. She’s waiting for you under the crepe myrtles. Cherub, escort the Colonel to Miss
Julia.”
Willie thought that was great and he was thrilled almost to ecstasy when the old gentleman gave him a curt nod
in recognition of his service. As soon as the old man bad disappeared behind the cherub St. Peter dropped his air
of formality.
“Well, well,” he said, “if it ain’t that worthless Willie Malone. Willie, how’d you git here, son?”
That was language Willie could understand and appreciate.
“St. Peter,” he replied, “I jes’ got on de chariot an’ rid up hyar.”
“Well,” said St. Peter, “I guess you better try on a pair of wings, then. Here, Cherub. Bring out a pair of wings
for old. Willie Malone.”
St. Peter helped the cherub adjust the wings.
“Now you’re fixed, son,” he announced. “Fly away!”
And Willie flew. He flew among the golden clouds and down long narrow golden streets. He flew over
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mansions of gold and sparkling rivers. High into the air and close to the ground he flew. He tried a few fancy
turns, such as he had seen birds perform among the chinaberry trees. He dived at the surface of the water and
grabbed at the golden fish and then climbed again by lusty flaps of his wings, as pelicans do. And he did it
Perfectly.
“Doggone my hide,” he exclaimed, “dis is somethin’ like!”
After a few hours the novelty began to wear off. He was high in the air, maybe a mile high, he estimated. So he
pointed one wing at an angle and began gliding down, making a huge spiral as he descended. Half-way down, he
reversed the cant of his wings and came down the rest of the way, flying backwards.
He landed right in the midst of a group of other angels who were seated around the Great Throne. Upon the
throne sat the Great Lord God. Willie recognized him instantly because of the distinction with which he sat upon
his throne and by the carefree tilt of his huge, bejeweled crown almost hiding one eye and by the angle at which
the ten-cent cigar was cocked. Willie was a little frightened and dazzled by the regal splendor of it all, but he
settled down noiselessly to the ground, and was made to feel perfectly at home by the informal greeting he
received.
“I bet you want to hear some music, don’t you, Willie?” asked the Great Lord God and, without waiting for
Willie’s reply, he continued,
“Little David, play on your harp.”
“What shall I play, Great Lord God?” asked Little David.
“Play something calm and low, Little David,” said the Great Lord God. “Do not alarm my people.”
David struck a chord or two on his harp. It was beautiful. The mellow music floated straight to Willie’s heart.
One or two of the other angels started bumming with the music and, almost unconscious of where be was, Willie
added his low, rich bass to the chorus:
When dat big Titanic sunk down in de sea,
All de brass bands played Nearer, My God, to Thee.
Out on de deep blue ocean de people sleep
In a cold wet cradle, three miles deep.
It’s yo’ las’ trip, Titanic.

After several verses Willie began to feel a personal sorrow for the passengers of the Titanic. The music stopped
suddenly, and the Great Lord God commanded,
“Little David, play something quick and lively. Let the skies rock with mirth. Let the heavens open wide. Let
the stars and the moon shine out. Let my people shout with joy.”
And as soon as the command was issued all the angels began dancing and singing as Little David played:
Two little babies a-layin’ in de bed,
One of’m sick an’ de yutber mos’ dead.
Sont fer de doctor an’ de doctor said,
‘Give dem babies some sbortnin' bread.’
So put on de skillet an’ thow way de led,
Cause mammy gonter make a little sbortnin’ bread.

Several more songs followed and finally Willie began to tire of singing. The party broke up, the angels flying
away in groups of twos and threes. Soon no one was left before the throne except Willie.
Willie felt slightly embarrassed there, with no one around except the Great Lord God. He figured he might be
intruding or something, or that perhaps he’d better go out and fly some more. But as he was turning over the idea
a tall, kindly looking angel, more strikingly handsome than any he had ever seen, strolled up and sat down
familiarly by the side of the Great Lord God.
At first Willie thought it was Cap’m Archie. There was kindness and understanding in his face, just like Cap’m
Archie’s face. But it wasn’t Cap’m Archie. Cap’m Archie had no scars on his hands and feet as had this angel. As
he puzzled over the matter he faintly remembered a story his old mammy had told him about a man with scars on
his hands and feet, and he recalled the lines of a song that Cap’m Archie used to make him sing:
They nailed His hands and they rivet His feet,
An’ de hammers wuz heard in Jerusalem street.
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Some way, Willie could not place him. But he felt much more at ease for his presence.
“What you thinking about, Willie?” the kindly angel asked. “You don’t seem to be enjoying yourself so much.”
Willie did not know exactly what to reply. He rummaged through his mind hastily. He had been entirely happy
for ever so long, not a thing had gone wrong. Everybody had been so nice to him. The music had been beautiful
and just the songs he liked to sing. His wings fitted perfectly and St. Peter had been wonderful. So had Jehu. And
Cap’m Archie—he had given him everything he could think of and a heap he did not think of.
Of course there was the matter of the cigar. He wanted to go to the gallows with a cigar in his mouth. But that
wasn’t Cap’m Archie’s fault … and, too, maybe Cap’m Archie had forgotten the cigar. He had so many things to
think about. Willie concluded that if it were the cigar he would say nothing about it to the kind angel because he
did not want to embarrass Cap’m Archie. He did not really want to go to the gallows with a cigar, anyway, he
decided.
“But I did want ter make dat speech,” he concluded.
“What speech is that?” asked the kindly faced angel. Willie explained in great detail, and the angel and the
Great Lord God listened intently.
“But hit wa’n’t Cap’m Archie’s fault,” he declared.
“Whose fault was it, then?” demanded the Great Lord God.
“Hit moughter been—onderstan’, I ain’ s’cusin’ nobody,” Willie faltered, “but hit moughter been Ole Green
Eyes. But I loves ev’ybody—him, too,” he added hastily.
“I know the scoundrel,” declared the Great Lord God. “He’s been plaguing me for years and years. But this is
too much.” The brow of the Great Lord God clouded in anger, and he shouted with a terrible roar, like seven peals
of thunder,
“Cherub, bring me a bolt of forked lightning that I may strike that man from the face of the earth.”
The. cherub brought the lightning, and the Great Lord God was about to hurl it. But the kind angel touched his
arm gently.
“I wouldn’t, Father,” said the angel. “He might not have understood that the speech was to have been the
biggest thing in Willie’s life.” The Great Lord God stayed his hand and turned upon the kind angel.
“Of course he understood. That’s why he didn't let him make it. He’s just low down mean. I’ve put up with
enough of it.”
“But,” insisted the kind angel, “it will do no good to strike him down with lightning. It would frighten many
people. And it would start new arguments over religion and that would lead to controversies and they would lead
to hatreds and hatreds lead to—”
“I’ve heard that speech a million times, Son,” said the Great Lord God, “and you needn’t go into details. I
admit you are right,” and he handed the lightning bolt back to the cherub. “But,” continued the Great Lord God, “I
will not let this thing pass.” His brow clouded in anger again.
“I am the Great I Am,” he roared, “and my commands shall be obeyed.” The kind angel sat meekly and argued
no further.
“Willie Malone,” commanded the Great Lord God in a tone of thunder.
“Yassuh, Great Lord God,” replied Willie, jumping to his feet.
“You go right back down yonder and make that speech. He’s sitting in the jail office right now with Captain
Archie. Now go and do my commands.”
*
Willie lost no time in getting to the jail. As he approached, he noticed a half dozen Negroes—friends of his—
standing in the rain about the big steel door entry to the lower cells. But he hurried by them with only a curt “hydy, boys.” The fact that they ignored him stung a little but he had no time to lose. He went straight to the office
entrance.
The green-eyed man was seated at a table fingering five new ten-dollar bills. The coroner was scratching away
with a pen on a big official-looking document. The editor and the two Gibbses were talking in low tones. Cap’m
Archie was hunched down in his chair at his desk, looking at the floor. Willie stood a minute respectfully, hoping
Cap’m Archie would notice him and inquire what he wanted. :
But Cap’m Archie did not look toward him and Willie tried a scheme that had worked many times for him.
“Cap’m, suh,” he said, “don’ you want dis ole dirt flo’ swep’ up er somethin’?”
But Cap'm Archie acted as though he did not hear. Willie cogitated. Maybe he was worrying about forgetting
the cigar. But as the thought came to Willie Cap’m Archie slowly reached to his vest pocket and drew out a single
long black cigar and studied it intently.
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“You got the mate to that’n, Sheriff?”
Ole Green Eyes quit shuffling the new bills and directed his attention toward the cigar.
“Nope,” replied Cap’m Archie, “I ain’t got the mate to this’n.” And he tightened his grip on the cigar until he
had broken and crushed it.
“And if I did have it,” he added, “I’d damn well keep it.”
“No hard feelings, Sheriff,” offered Green Eyes. “I see you ain’t used to it. Cheer up. It’s just another nigger
less.”
A scraping of feet in the jail hall at the side of the office attracted the attention of both Cap’m Archie and
Green Eyes. Willie followed their gaze through the barred hall door and saw six Negroes carrying a long black
box toward the big jail door. Behind the box marched Preacher Moore, directing and exhorting as he went.
“There he goes now—out of yer jail and out of yer life. It’s all over and yer duty’s done.”
Cap’m Archie squeezed the cigar tightly, crumbling it into tiny bits. The green-eyed man essayed a cackling
laugh.
“And so’s mine,” he continued, picking up the five bills, “so I guess I’ll be going.”
Willie had been standing by in respectful silence since the white folks had indicated by ignoring him that they
were too busy to talk to him. White people are that way, Willie had learned. Sometimes they will talk with you
and laugh with you. And sometimes when they are busy they won’t pay any attention to you unless you get in
their way or something. Then they will curse you.
Willie knew how to get along with white folks.
But things were different now. He had business with Mister Green Eyes.
“Wait a minute, Cap’m, suh,” he addressed the green-eyed man.
Green Eyes stiffened, blinked his eyes, passed his hand across his forehead, and frowned. He stuck the money
into his pocket quickly and grabbed for his hat.
“Wait a minute, Cap’m,” Willie pleaded. “I got ter make my speech.”
The green-eyed man turned pale and shut his eyes tightly, gritting his teeth and shaking his head as if in an
effort to clear his brain.
“Sheriff,” he said with a great struggle for calmness in his voice, “I need a drink. I-I-I’m sort of nervous, I
reckon.”
“There’s the doctor,” Cap’m Archie replied calmly, nodding toward the coroner.
“But, Cap’m, suh, wait,” interjected Willie, “lemme make my speech—”
The green-eyed man yelled and ran to the doctor.
“Get me a drink, Doctor!” he begged. “A drink! For God’s sake. I’m all shot to hell, Doctor. Get me a drink,
quick.”
“What’s the matter, man?” demanded the doctor. “What—”
“That damned nigger, Doctor. I’m seein’ things. So help me. He wants to make a speech, Doctor—”
“Dat’s all right, Cap’m,” Willie insisted. “Hit ain’t no mean speech.”
“O-w-w-w-w-Doctor,” screamed the green-eyed man. “There he is again.”
The coroner and Cap’m Archie caught the hangman and led him to a chair.
“Calm down, man,” said the doctor. “Your nerves are upset.”
“But that nigger, that damned nigger! I seen him.”
“Well, he isn’t going to hurt you, man. He’s—”
“Naw, suh, I wasn’t gonter hurt nobody,” Willie assured him. “I jes’ was gonter say a few words.”
The man struggled wildly, and it was only with the added strength of the two Gibbses and the editor that they
succeeded in holding him in his chair. He was alternately crying and cursing, trembling weakly and fighting
wildly.
“That damned nigger! I see him! I see him!!!” he kept shouting. “He wants to make a speech!”
“Hold him until I can fix a hypodermic,” ordered the doctor. “I jes’ gonter make my speech,” Willie pleaded
again in an effort to calm the green-eyed man. “I ain’ gonter do nothin’ but jes ’tawk.”
But instead of being soothed, the man became more violent and but for the utmost strength of four men, he
would have escaped. They held him, though. Held him in the chair while his eyes glared in wild frenzy, his huge
neck swelled even bigger, his face turned purple, and his breath came in short rasping gasps.
“Git away, damned nigger. I see you. O-w-w-w-w-w!”
“I jes’ on’y got a few words I wanner say,” Willie began again. And after one lunge at the sound of Willie’s
voice the man quieted down and his eyes stared glassily at nothing, although his neck still bulged. The color of his
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face changed to an ugly blue and his mouth dropped open and dripped frothy saliva. And while the green-eyed
man sat limp in the chair Willie Malone completed his speech:
“I jes’ wanner say I ain’ got no hard feelin’s agin nobody an’ I don’ want nobody to has no hard feelin’s agin
me. An’ I wants to meet you all in heaven.”
1920
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From the very beginning there were two things wrong with my brother Joe. He was shy and he was stubborn.
This is the way he did. If somebody tried to make him not shy, then he got stubborn. Like the time when he was
only four years old and he was supposed to be a butterfly in the Sunday school entertainment, and Miss Willson
tried and tried to push Joe out on the stage and make him flutter his wings, but Joe lay down on the floor of the
stage and wouldn’t get up no matter how much the other butterflies stepped on him.
And when he started to kindergarten and his teacher kept asking him to come up in front and tell the other
children about his pets, Joe ran out of the room and hid downstairs in the boys’ toilet until they had to call the
janitor to get him out.
My mother had tried her best to make Joe not like he was, but when he was six years old she had to give up.
She said she hoped he would outgrow it. And she asked Joe’s teacher please not to try to draw Joe out any more
because of the way it made him act. So after that everybody let him alone.
One morning in June just after school was out we got a telegram from Nashville saying that my father’s Aunt
Sadie was in a dying condition, and for them to come quick. At first my mother didn’t know what to do, because
she knew they wouldn’t want any children there, and there wasn’t anybody to leave us with. And she thought
awhile, and then all of a sudden she said,
“Sarah Blevins.”
“Who is that?” I asked. I was standing there watching my mother.
“She is a college student,” said my mother. “She is Mrs. White down the street’s niece, and she is staying with
her and earning her way through college by taking care of children and things like that this summer.”
So my mother hurried down to Mrs. White’s house, and I went too, and Mrs. White was out in the yard, and
she said that Sarah Blevins would be glad to take care of us while my mother and father were gone.
“She is very good with children,” Mrs. White said. “She has had some courses in child training at the college,
and she knows all about them. She will try out some new ideas on your children.”
Then Mrs. White called Sarah Blevins out and she was a tall skinny girl with glasses on and a serious look. She
told my mother that she would be glad to stay with us, and would give us the best of care.
“How old are these children?” Sarah Blevins asked, looking at me, and stretching her mouth a little, like a
smile.
“This is Helen,” my mother said. ‘She is nine. And Joe, her little brother, is six.”
“Oh, that’s very fortunate,” Sarah Blevins said, “because I have just finished a course in the child from six to
twelve years, and that includes both of your children.”
“Yes,” said my mother. “But please be careful with little Joe. He is a very shy child, and doesn’t like to be
noticed. As long as he’s left alone, though, he’s very nice. Just so you don’t try to draw him into the limelight.”
Sarah Blevins looked interested.
“I’m very good on behavior problems,” she said. “I will try to adjust your little boy. I have done a lot of
fieldwork on problem children.”
My mother looked worried.
“Oh, there’s nothing wrong with him,” she said. “He’s just a little young for his age. If you let him be he’ll be
all right.”
“I’m sure we’ll get along splendidly together,” said Sarah Blevins stretching her mouth at me again. She went
into her aunt’s house and came out with her clothes in a little bag, and we all hurried back to our house because
my mother had to meet my father in town and catch the one-o’clock train. When we got to our yard, Joe was
playing under the sweet-gum. He had some rocks and little sticks, and when he saw Sarah Blevins he stared at her
for a minute and went on playing.
“This is Joe,” said my mother in a hurry. “Joey this is Sarah Blevins. She is going to take care of you while
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mother is gone, and must be a good little boy and do what she says.”
Then my mother went into the house to get ready. Joe stared at Sarah Blevins again, and then he began to
hammer a stick into the ground with a rock. Sarah Blevins went over to him and held out her hand.
“How do you do, Joe,” she said.
Joe began to look nervous. He twisted his head around so he didn’t see her, but she kept on holding her hand
out for him to shake. When she saw he wasn’t going to shake hands with her, finally she put her hand down. She
looked at the sticks and the rocks he was playing with.
“Oh, a house,” she said. “Joe is building a nice house. Who will live in your house when it is built? Is it a fairy
house? Will a tiny mouse live in it?”
Joe put his arm up and hid his face. Then he went over and behind a bush where Sarah Blevins couldn’t see
him. All you could see was a piece of his head.
“He doesn’t like for people to talk to him,” I told Sarah Blevins. “Just the family. He’s shy of people.”
Sarah Blevins looked a little mad.
“Yes, but that’s very wrong to encourage him in it,” she said. “That way he’ll get conditioned and then it will
be hopeless. He should be drawn out.”
“He doesn’t like to be drawn out,” I told her. “That just makes him worse.”
“Not if it’s done right,” she said.
She began to pretend that she didn’t know where Joe was.
“There was a little boy here a minute ago,” she said. “Where did he go? Maybe he had on a pair of magic
shoes, or maybe he changed into a flower or a butterfly?”
Joe heard what she was saying and he squatted down quickly behind the bush. He tried to crawl into it, but it
was full of stickers. Just then my mother came out of the house with her hat on. She kissed me good-bye.
“Joe is behind the bush,” I told her. My mother went over and kissed him good-bye.
“Be a good boy,” she told him. “Good-bye,” she said to Sarah Blevins. “I know you’re going to be fine with
the children. Just take charge of things, and order what you need from the grocery. We’ll be back by Wednesday at
least.”
Then she got into the taxi and rode away.
It seemed very lonely without her. Sarah Blevins stood still a minute, then she said,
“I will just leave your little brother alone for the .time being.”
And she took her bag and we went into the house and I showed her where to put her things. After a while,
when she had looked in the icebox to see what food there was, she got a piece of paper and began to write on it.
She told me she was writing out what for me to do every hour of the day and beginning tomorrow I must do
exactly what it said. She stuck the paper on the kitchen door with some thumbtacks.
“Now you must take care of everything for a few minutes,” she said. “I am going to run down to the grocery
store and get some celery. Your little brother seems to be lacking in iron.”
While she was gone I went out and hunted for Joe. He was digging holes in the back yard.
“Is she gone yet?” he asked. I knew he meant Sarah Blevins.
“She is gone, but she is coming back in a minute,” I told him. “She has gone to get something for you to eat to
give you iron.”
“I don’t want iron,” Joe said.
“But listen, Joe,” I told him. “She is supposed to take care of us, and we are supposed to mind her while
mother and father are away. So don’t be stubborn. Do what she says, and maybe they will bring us something
nice.”
“I don’t like her,” Joe said.
I didn’t know what else to say to Joe. I could see that he was going to be stubborn, but I didn’t know how to
make him not be.
Pretty soon I could hear Sarah Blevins in the kitchen fixing the supper, and after a while she called us in to eat
it. It was mostly lamb chops and celery and carrots with nothing for dessert. All through supper Sarah Blevins
talked to Joe. She asked him things like did he like furry kittens, and did he ever see a brownie, and things like
that. But Joe was so hungry that he didn’t hide anywhere. He would take a bite of whatever it was, and then he
would put his head under the table to chew it so he wouldn’t have to look at Sarah Blevins. And just as soon as he
got through eating, he went into the living room and turned on the radio to the Krunchy Krispy Kiddies hour and I
went in there too, and we listened to it.
It had got to the place where the twins had sailed to the moon in their rocket ship and found the palace of King
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Zoozag, the moon king. While the twins were looking around for the moon pearl, King Zoozag’s magician had
caught them and locked them up in a dungeon with a ceiling that kept coming down closer and closer to crush the
twins to pieces. It was very exciting. The roof was just above their heads and you could hear it giving awful
creaks, and you could hear the king laughing an awful laugh, hahahaha, when all of a sudden Sarah Blevins came
rushing in there looking like she was going to faint. She ran over and turned off the radio.
“My goodness,” she said. She sat down in a chair and got her breath.
“No wonder,” she said. “No wonder your little brother has got a complex if your mother lets him listen to such
things as that. Especially at night.”
Joe had been sitting up close to the radio listening with his mouth open, but when Sarah Blevins turned it off,
he turned around and stared at her with his mouth still open.
“Now,” Sarah Blevins said, after a minute, in a cheerful voice. “Let’s tell stories. Shall we? First I’ll tell a
story, then Helen will tell one and then Joe will. Or maybe Joe would tell his first.”
Joe kept looking at her for just a minute, and then he shook his head. But Sarah Blevins paid no attention to
that.
“Joe’s going to tell us a story, Helen,” she said. “Won’t that be nice? I wish Joe would tell us a story about a
little white rabbit. Don’t you?”
“Yes, but he won’t,” I told her. “He doesn’t like to talk before people.”
“Oh, yes, Joe will. I know he will,” Sarah Blevins said. She gave me a kind of a mad look.
“Joe will tell us a story.”
Joe put his head down in a corner of the chair, and pulled a cushion over it.
“You see,” I said. “He won’t.”
“Shhhh,” hissed Sarah Blevins, frowning at me. “Yes, he will,” she said out loud. “Just as soon as he thinks
awhile he will. Let’s be quiet and let him think. Oh, what a nice story Joe is going to tell us.”
For a little while we were quiet and Joe didn’t take his head out.
“Now,” Sarah Blevins said finally. “Now I think Joe is ready to begin. But where is Joe?” she asked, in a
surprised voice. “Why, he was here just a minute ago. Where can he be? Is he behind the radio?”
She went over there and looked.
“No, he’s not there. Is he behind the door? No.”
Then she went over to the chair where Joe was and lifted up the cushion.
“Why here he is.”
But before she could say anything else Joe slid out of the chair and ran upstairs.
“I guess he’s going to hide in the bathroom,” I told Sarah Blevins. “Sometimes he does that when ladies bother
him because they can’t go in there after him.”
Sarah went to the foot of the stairs.
“Joe’s sleepy,” she said in loud voice. “I guess he wants to go to bed. He will tell us a story tomorrow. Goodnight, Joe.”
Then she came back and sat down in the living room. She looked sort of mad.
“Helen,” she said, “you must keep quiet when I’m talking to Joe. What’s wrong with him now is that he’s hard
people say he’s shy so much that he thinks he is shy. He acts shy. He isn’t really shy, he only thinks he is. When
withdraws like this, you must pretend it’s just a game he’s playing, or you must explain it to him like I did just
now and make it reasonable.. Have I made it clear to you? Do you understand?”
“I don’t know if I do or not,” I said.
“Well, it doesn’t matter. Just so you keep quiet and let me manage your little brother my own way. By the time
your mother comes back I’ll have him adjusted. But you must cooperate.”
“All right,” I told her.
Because it would be nice and my mother would be glad if she got home and Joe was talking to people and not
running from them any more, and not being stubborn and singing little songs when they asked him to, and making
speeches and things like that. So I would do like Sarah Blevins said, and be quiet and pretend I didn’t know why
he was hiding.
*
The next morning we had breakfast and I looked on the paper see what I was supposed to do. I was supposed
to do Household Tasks for half an hour. Sarah Blevins told me to go upstairs and make up my bed, and then come
down and play outdoors until lunch. So I went up and began to clean up the bedroom, and I looked out of the
window and saw Joe playing in the front yard. He had some marbles and he was putting them in a row on the
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grass.
Pretty soon I saw Sarah Blevins coming out there and she had some papers in her hands.
“Hello, Joe,” she said. She sat down the grass beside him.
“May I play with you?” she asked, stretching her mouth into a smile at him.
Joe looked down at the ground and began to pick up the marbles one at a time. He would not look at Sarah
Blevins.
“Would you like to play a game that I have here?” Sarah Blevins said. She put one of the papers down on the
grass.
“It’s a game with pictures. Look. It’s fun. Do you want to play it with me?”
Joe began to shake his head. He began to slide away from her a little toward the bush.
“See the little girl in the picture,” Sarah Blevins told him, holding it up. “She is rolling a hoop. But something
is missing. Can you take the red pencil and put in what is missing?”
Joe kept shaking his head and Sarah kept holding out the pencil to him. Finally Joe got up and ran to the bush
and hid behind it. But Sarah went over there too and sat down.
“It’s nicer over here, isn’t it, Joe?” she said. “Let’s don’t play that game then, let’s play another one. Listen.”
She took another piece of paper and began to read off of it.
“‘The sun was shining on the sea, shining with all its might.’ Can you say that, Joe? Listen. ‘The sun was
shining on the sea, shining with all its might.’ Now you say it.”
But Joe began to look more nervous than ever, and he went around to the other side of the bush, and Sarah
followed him around there. She kept on talking.
“This is fun, isn’t it, Joe?” she said. “It’s like a game I know called follow the leader. Did you ever play that
game?”
Joe began to look kind of wild. He looked for another place to hide. There wasn’t any. He ran toward the front
porch, but I guess he thought that wouldn’t be any good, and all of a sudden he started climbing up the rose trellis.
There weren’t many roses on it, and it was just like a ladder. He went halfway up and then he turned his head
around to see if Sarah was coming.
This time she did not follow him. But anyway he climbed on higher until he got to the porch roof, and then he
crawled up on it and sat there and looked down at Sarah.
I spread up the bed in a hurry and went on downstairs and out into the yard to where they were. I wanted to see
what Sarah was going to do next to adjust Joe.
Sarah was standing there on the ground looking up at the roof. Her face was red and she looked sort of mad,
but she laughed and said to me:
“Did you see Joe go up the trellis? He’s playing that he’s a little squirrel, I guess. Did you see him climb?”
“Yes,” I said. I was not going to say anything else, because I was supposed to co-operate with her and keep
quiet.
“I wonder how a little squirrel comes down off a roof,” Sarah Blevins said. “Can you show us, Joe?”
We waited about ten minutes, but Joe did not come down. He went over and sat down behind the chimney. We
could just see his legs and a piece of his blouse. Then I forgot.
“We could get the stepladder and get him down that way,” I told Sarah Blevins. She gave me an awful mad
look.
“Be quiet,” she said, under her breath. Then she said in a loud voice:
“Why, we don’t want to get a little squirrel down with a ladder. He will come down himself in a little while to
get some nuts.”
“Or maybe he thinks he’s a bird,” I said. But Sarah Blevins didn’t pay any attention to me.
“I’m going to fix your lunch now, and when I get back I wouldn’t be surprised if Joe is on the ground playing
with you, Helen,” she said. “Being a squirrel is fun, but after all it’s nicer to be a little boy, isn’t it?”
And she took the papers and things and went into the house.
I sat down on the ground and looked up at Joe. After a while I said:
“Sarah Blevins has gone inside now, Joe. Why don’t you come down off of the roof and surprise her?”
Joe got from behind the chimney.
“No,” said Joe. After a minute he asked,
“When is she going home?”
“Maybe not till next Wednesday,” I said. “So come on down and do what she says. We’re supposed to.”
“I’ll come down next Wednesday,” Joe said.
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I could see that he was going to be stubborn and not come down off of the roof, and then Sarah Blevins
couldn’t adjust him before mother came back. I didn’t know what to do, so I just sat there and tried to think of
something. After a while some children from the next block came skating along the sidewalk.
“What are you doing, Helen?” they asked.
“Nothing,” I told them. “Only sitting here waiting for my little brother Joe to come down off. of the roof.”
They came up in the yard and looked up at Joe’s face, which was sticking over.
“What is he doing up there?” they asked.
“Just waiting. He’s going to sit there until next Wednesday.”
They all stood there staring at Joe with their mouths open. Just then an automobile with two men in it came
driving slowly along the street. The men looked out at us and stopped the car. A fat one stuck his head out the
window.
“Hey, kids,” he said. “Having a big time with school out and everything?”
“Yes, sir,” we said.
“Well, sir, how would you like to have your pictures on the Kiddies Vacation page of the Morning Journal so
all the other kids all over the city can see what fun you are having. Would you like that?”
“Yes, sir,” we told him.
So they got out of the car and the thin one had a camera. The fat one told us to stand in a line with our hands
on each other’s shoulders and pretend that we were skating. One of the other children said,
“Hey, mister, can Joe be in the picture?”
“Sure, sure,” the fat man said. “Who is Joe, your dog?”
“No,” I told him. “He’s my little brother. He’s up there.” I pointed up at the roof.
“Sure Joe can be in it,” the fat man said. “Hold everything, Bill,” he said to the man with the camera. “Come
on down, Joe,” he said.
“He can’t be in the picture if he has to come down to be in it,” I told the man. “He’s going to stay up there all
the rest of this week and some more too.”
“Ha, ha,” laughed the fat man. “That’s a new one, ain’t it? All over town they’re sitting in trees, but he’s the
first roof sitter. Well, I’ll tell you what. We wouldn’t want Joe to spoil his record, so we’ll take a picture of him
from the ground. The rest of you can stand around and be looking up at Joe. We’ll give him some free publicity.”
So we all stood around and pointed up at the roof, and the cameraman clicked the picture so quick that Joe
couldn’t hide his face or do anything about it. Then the man asked us our names and how old we were, what
grades at school we were in, and then they got in their car and drove away. And the children from the next block
hurried home to tell their mothers about having their pictures taken. And just then Sarah Blevins came to the door
and said lunch was ready.
“We have peanut butter sandwiches, Helen,” she said. “Maybe Joe will come down and get some.”
But he didn’t. I went in and sat down at the table.
“A man took our pictures,” I told Sarah Blevins.
But she didn’t pay any attention. I guess she was thinking what to do next to adjust Joe. When we finished
lunch she said we would just let Joe alone until he got hungry, and she put the dishes to soak and sat down and
began to look at a magazine.
I went outside and stayed in the front yard. So the afternoon went by and it was beginning to get dark, and after
a while it was really dark, and still Joe was on the roof. . I went in the house to see if supper was ready and to ask
Sarah Blevins what she was going to do.
“It’s dark,” I said, “and Joe is still up on the roof. He still won’t come down.”
“Go out and tell him that supper is ready,” said Sarah Blevins. “But do not tell him to come down. He must
decide that for himself. He must make up his own mind what he is going to do. If I make him come down now,
everything will be ruined.”
So I went out and told Joe supper was ready.
“Don’t you want any?” I asked him. His voice sounded very weak and far away.
“No,” he said.
“Are you going to sleep up there?” I asked him.
“Yes,” he said, and he sounded scared and stubborn at the same time. I went back and told Sarah Blevins.
“Very well,” she said.
So we ate supper and it was bedtime, and I went upstairs. I went to the window of my mother and father’s
bedroom. The moon was shining and I could look down on the porch roof and see Joe, sitting up close to the
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chimney.
“Are you awake, Joe?” I asked him.
“Yes,” his voice came up.
“Good-night, then,” I said.
I went to bed and I felt awful. I thought, well, anyway he can’t roll off, because the roof is wide and flat, but it
would be hard and maybe he would be hungry. So after a while I got two pillows and a blanket, and I went to the
window and dropped them down to Joe. I didn’t care if I had promised Sarah to co-operate. I knew my mother
wouldn’t want Joe to sleep out-of-doors without a blanket.
“Do you want something to eat, Joe?” I asked him low so she wouldn’t hear.
“Yes,” he said. “I want a peanut butter sandwich and some crackers.”
So I went into the kitchen and when I went past the living room I told Sarah Blevins I was going for a drink of
water, and I got some peanut butter sandwiches and a whole box of crackers, and I went back up to the window
and let them down to Joe by a string.
“But you oughtn’t to be so stubborn, Joe,” I told him while he was eating them. “You ought to do more what
people say and mind them better, or something awful might happen to you.”
“I don’t care,” Joe said. He was fixing the blanket and the pillows. He lay down on them and went to sleep.
The next morning Joe was still on the roof. We talked to him from the upstairs window, but he turned his back
because Sarah was there and he wouldn’t say anything to her.
“Your little brother is a very strange case,” Sarah Blevins said to me. She told me to get a bottle of milk and let
it down to him, because we couldn’t have him starving. And she would think what to do next.
About ten o’clock people began to drive past the house and they would drive slow and point up to our roof. A
few of them stopped their cars and came up on the sidewalk and looked.
“Little girl,” they said to me, “is this where the little boy lives that’s sitting on the roof, that his picture was in
the Journal this morning?”
I went and got the paper and there we all were on the vacation page, and under it it said:
Out to establish new record, Little Joe Marsden, 7, has joined the ranks of marathon sitters and declares that he will
stay on his roof until next Wednesday afternoon.

You couldn’t see much of Joe in the picture, only his head. But the rest of us were plain. I ran and showed the
paper to Sarah Blevins.
“Look!” I said. “Joe got his picture in the paper and look out in the street at the people.”
Sarah looked and she turned sort of pale. She asked me some questions, but she didn’t listen to what I said. She
straightened out her mouth and looked mad.
“I’m going out there and try one more time,” she said to herself. “And this is the last straw.”
“You mean you’re not going to try to adjust him any more?” I asked her, following her out into the yard, but
she didn’t answer me.
She looked up at him from the sidewalk. She changed her voice from mad to sweet.
“Helen, do you believe in magic?” she said to me. “I do. I'm going to close my eyes and count to ten, and when
I open them I believe Joe will be down off of the roof, standing right here on the grass.”
Then she shut her eyes and began to count. By now there were two cars parked in front of the house and a fat
man and a woman was in one of them and his face was red and he acted funny. He made funny motions at Joe and
he yelled,
“Don’t you do it, sonny. You stay there. She’s just trying to get you down.”
But he didn’t talk plain, and he smelled funny.
“Shhhh,” the woman in the car said, “Shhhh.” But she was giggling herself and she acted nearly as funny as
her husband.
“Six, seven, eight,” Sarah was saying very slow.
But just then something funny seemed to happen to Joe. He looked down and saw the people looking up at him
and he heard the fat man yelling,
“Don’t you do it, sonny.” Then all of a sudden instead of hiding from them he began to jump up and down on
the roof and yell at Sarah,
“This is my house. Let me alone.” And then he called her a bad name.
“Go home, old jackass,” he said.
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Sarah opened her mouth and looked surprised. I guess she was surprised that Joe could talk. He had not said
anything before her until now. The fat man began to laugh as loud as he could.
“That’s telling her!” he said and he drove the car away, and he was sort of whooping as he went and so was his
wife. “That's telling her!” they said.
The people in the other car stayed, though. Twice Sarah started to climb the trellis so she could talk to Joe
better, but both times he said, “Let me alone,” and looked like he was going to jump. So Sarah had to get down,
and she went over and talked to a woman. She told her that in all the time she had worked with children she had
never in her life seen one as stubborn as Joe. But she said if everyone had just let him alone she could have had
him adjusted, but now everything was spoiled.
But nobody paid much attention to her; because now Joe had turned out to be famous, because he was the only
roof sitter in town, and nobody cared what Sarah thought. The more people stopped and looked up at Joe, the
more I got proud of him, and I would tell everybody I was his sister and that he’d stayed up there all day and all
night and was going to stay until Wednesday, and everybody asked me questions about him and laughed, and
about three o’clock some newsreel cameramen that were in town for something else took some pictures of Joe for
the movies.
It was just after this that my father and mother came home. When they got out of the taxi, my mother saw the
people standing there and began to look scared.
“What is it?” she said. “What’s happened?”
“Look, Mother. Look, Daddy,” I yelled, pointing up to the roof. “Joe’s up there. He’s been up there nearly two
days. He had his picture in the paper, and the people have been coming to see him all day. He’s famous now.”
Then Sarah Blevins ran over and began talking fast, and she was really crying. She kept saying things about
how she had to adjust Joe, and then these people began to come and notice him and encourage him, and
everything was spoiled.
“And he called her a jackass,” I said. “And this is the stubbornest he ever was in his life. But now he’s not shy
any more. He didn’t hide from the people. Aren’t you glad Joe’s going to be in movies, and everybody will get to
see him?”
But my father and mother didn’t seem to be glad. And my father climbed up the trellis to get Joe, and Joe
started to jump but when he saw that Sarah was leaving he said he would down now. And Sarah went away with
her little black bag, she said she was so nervous she didn’t know what she was doing. All the people went away,
and that was the end of Joe being a roof sitter. He had to eat his supper and go to bed, even if it wasn’t dark, and
he couldn’t have any of the box of candy they had brought from Nashville where they had left and come because
my father’s Aunt Sadie had turned out not to be so sick after all.
But Joe was famous for several days, and all over town children began sitting on roofs, trying to break the
record. One of them, a little girl named Gladys Potts, sat on her garage roof for ninety three hours, but a storm
came up, and she had to come down.
And another thing, it seemed that all the attention he had got had adjusted Joe, because he was hardly at all shy
after that, and not so stubborn. He stopped hiding from people, and he would be in plays and things if he could
have some bananas afterwards. And at school the next year he let them dress him up in a long-tailed coat and long
trousers and be an usher in a Tom Thumb wedding.
So I guess it was a good thing after all.
134.46 The Actes And Monuments\fn{by John William Corrington (1932-1988)} Memphis, Shelby County, Tennessee,
U.S.A. (M) 15
After the coronary I quit. I could have slowed down, let things go easier, taken some of the jobs where little
more than appearance was required. But I didn’t do that. I like to believe that I cared too much for the law. No, I
do believe that. Because if I had cared nothing for the law, I would have played at being an attorney—or else
simply stopped being involved with law at all. But I did neither.
Rather I let go my partnership and began looking for some way to use all I knew, all I was coming to know. I
was thirty-eight, a good lawyer by any standard—including the money I had let collect in stocks. A bachelor and a
one-time loser on the coronary circuit. What do you do? Maybe you settle down in Manhattan and have fun?
Maybe you don’t. There is no room in Manhattan for fun—not in the crowd I knew, anyhow. You are either in it
or out of it; that was the rule, and everybody understood and accepted. Poor Harry wasn’t in it. So Harry had to
walk out of it. Who needs to be pushed?
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So Harry comes on very strong. Much stronger than anyone can credit, believe. Who knows where I caught the
idiot virus that took me down there? Maybe it was Absalom, Absalom!\fn{A novel by William Faulkner.} which once I
read, not understanding a word of it, but living in every crevice of time and space that the laureate of the Cracker
World created.
It is no overstatement to say that my friends paled when they received postcards from Vicksburg. It was much
too much. They were old postcards. Pictures in mezzotint of the Pennsylvania memorial, of the grass-covered
earthworks outside the town. Postcards which must have been printed at the latest in the early 1920s and which
had been in the old flyblown rack waiting for my hand almost a half century. I cannot remember what I wrote on
the cards, but it must have been wonderful. I can say it was wonderful, because outside of one slightly drunken
phone call from Manhattan late at night about a week after I arrived, I got no answers to those cards at all.
Perhaps they never arrived. Perhaps they slipped back into the time warp from which I had plucked them at the
little clapboard store outside town where there was a single gas-pump with a glass container at the top, and which
the proprietor had to pump full before it would run into the tank of my XKE.
Should I tell you about that man? Who sold me gas, counted out my change, made no move at my hood or
windshield; told me in guarded tones that he had seen a car like mine once long ago. A Mercer runabout, as he
remembers. Never mind.
I rented a place, leased it. Almost bought it right off, but had not quite that kind of guts. It was old, enormous,
with a yard of nearly an acre’s expanse. I came that first day to recognize what an acre meant in actual extent. I
stood in my yard near an arbor strung with the veiny ropes of scuppernong, I looked back at the house through the
branches of pear trees, past the trucks of pecan and oak strung with heavy beards of that moss that makes every
tree venerable which bears it. My house, on my property. Inside I had placed my books, my records, my liquor,
what little furniture I had collected in the brownstone I had left behind.
My first conclusion was that the coronary had affected my mind. I could have committed myself to Bellevue
with my doctor’s blessing. Or, secondly, had I found in some deep of my psyche a degree of masochism
unparalleled in the history of modern man? Is it true that Jewishness is simply a pathology, not a race or a
religion? Perhaps I had, in the depths of my pain and the confusion attendant on my attack, weighed myself in the
balance and found my life and its slender probings at purpose wanting utterly. Could it be that a man who in the
very embrace of probable death can find no reason for his living except the sweating grab of life itself housed in a
body, looks at all things and condemns himself to Mississippi?
Or finally, grossest of all, was there an insight in my delirium whereby I saw Mississippi not as exile, not as
condemnation, but as a place of salvations? Must we somehow search out the very pits and crannies of our secret
terrors in order to find what for us will be paradise? Consider as I did, in retrospect, that no man of normal
responses raised in Manhattan is going to look for himself in the deep South.
And yet how many of those men of normal responses are happy? How many die at the first thrust of coronary,
dreaming as life ebbs of a handful of dusty dark-green grapes, a sprig of verbena, the soft weathered marble of an
old Confederate monument within the shadow of which might have lain the meaning of their lives? I offer this
possibility only because we are, most of us, so very miserable living out the lives that sense and opportunity
provide. I wondered afterward, when I came to understand at least the meaning of my own choice, if we do not
usually fail ourselves of happiness—of satisfaction anyhow—by ignoring the possibilities of perversity.
Not perversion. Those we invariably attempt in some form. No, perversity: how few of us walk into the
darkness if that is what we fear. How few of us step into a situation which both terrifies and attracts us. If we fear
water, we avoid it rather than forcing ourselves to swim. If we fear heights, we refuse to make the single skydive
which might simultaneously free and captivate us. If we cannot bear cats, we push them away, settling for a world
of dogs. You see how gross my insights had become.
In order to live, I thought, standing there staring at the strange alien house which was now my legal domicile
and the place where I was determined to create, as in a crucible, the substance of my new life, it may be essential
to force, to invade, to overwhelm those shadowed places we fear, and fearing, learn to ignore as real possibilities
even when we know them to be real, to be palpable, to be standing erect against a hot sky windless and blind to
their own beauties, realizable only to those of us who come from distant places.
A simpler explanation was offered me later by one of Vicksburg’s most elegant antisemites, a dealer in cotton
futures who, loathing my nation and my region, my presumed religion and my race, became a close friend. He
suggested that Jews, for their perfidy, are condemned to have no place, to strike no roots. Don;’t you live always
out of a moral and spiritual suitcase? he asked slyly. Isn’t it notable that there has never been any great
architecture of the synagogue? How many of you speak the language of your great-grandfathers? Isn’t
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placelessness a curse?
Yes, I told him in answer to his last question. Indisputably yes. But think of the hungers of a placeless man.
Can you even begin to conceive the mind of a man who has suffered a failure of the heart once, who had fled all
ordinary lives and come to Mississippi?
No, he said, no longer joking or arch. No, I can’t conceive that mind. But I expect there must be riches in it.
You’ll be using your talents, he half asked, half stated. You’ll be going to help niggers with the law, won’t you?
Yes, I told him. That certainly. Not that it will mean a great deal. Only the reflex of the retired gunfighter who
no longer hopes to purge the world of good or evil but whose hand moves, claws at his side when pressed, out of a
nervous reaction so vast and profound that the very prohibition of God himself could not stop it.
Good, he said. Not about the niggers. Everybody in the country wants a try at that sack of cats. But not your
way. We’ve never had a man who came loving, needing, down here to do that kind of thing. I want a chance to see
this. It has got to be rich.
What, I asked. What will be so rich?
Why, seeing a Yankee Jew fighting in the South because he needs her, because he loves her. Did you ever in
your life hear the like of that?
How could I help loving? Where else could I come across such a man? but he was the least of it. There was, at
the garage which saw to my car, an avowed member of the klan who asked me why I had come so far to die. My
answer satisfied him: Because, if you have got to die, it is stupid to die just anywhere and by accident of some
valve in your heart. If it comes here, I will know why and maybe even when.
He looked at me and scratched his head.
My Christ, he said, I never heard nothing like that in all my life. You are a nut.
How do you like it, I asked him over the hood of my Jaguar, now dusty and hot with April sun.
Why, pretty well, he said, grinning, putting out his hand without volition or even I suspect the knowledge he
had extended it. I took it firmly, and he looked surprised. As if the last thing on earth he had ever expected to do
was shake hands with some skulking Yankee kike determined to stir up his coloreds.
By this time you have dismissed me as a lunatic or a liar or both. Very well. You only prove that the most
profound impulses of your spirit can find their fulfillment in Fairlawn, New Jersey. Good luck.
But if your possibilities are … what? more exotic—then I want to tell you the proving of what I found here in
Vicksburg, Mississippi. I want to tell you about Mr. Grierson, and the cases we worked on together.
At that time I was handling now and again the smallest of cases for certain black people who had heard that an
eccentric Yankee lawyer had come to town and would do a workmanlike job of defending chicken thieves, wifebeaters, smalltime hustlers, whores, and even pigeon droppers. This alone would have drawn me little enough
custom, but it was said further and experience proved it true that the Yankee did his work for free, a very ancient
mariner of Yankee lawyers doomed to work out his penance for bird-mangling or beast-thumping by giving away
his services to whatever Negro showed up with a likely story.
It was at first amazing to me how a Negro was willing often to take a chance of six months or a year of prison
to avoid a fifty-dollar fee, even when he had it. For some reason I could not at first grasp, my own logic had no
purchase with them. Think: suppose a man offered you free legal service. Wouldn’t you, like me, presume that the
service would be about worth the price? Yes, you would. But how do you suppose the blacks reasoned? One of
my chicken—actually a pig—thieves explained why he trusted me.
You got a nice house, ain’t you?
Yes, I said.
You out of jail yourself, ain’t you?
Yes.
You look like you eats pretty good.
I do, I eat very well. Except no pork. No saturated fats.
Huh?
Never mind.
Oh, religion, huh? All right. Anyhow, if you got a good house, if you look like eating regular, and if the judge
let you stand up there, you got as much going for you as any jackleg courthouse chaser I seen.
It was that very pig robber who carried me down one day in search of a law book. Something to do with statute
of limitations on pig thievery. It seems that my man was charged with having stolen a pig in 1959, the loss or
proof of it having come to light only in the last few days. I wanted to make absolutely sure that there was not
some awful exception to ordinary prescription in Mississippi law when the subject was pigs. There are some
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oddities in Texas law having to do with horses. I had never had much practice connected with livestock in
Manhattan. I thought I had better make sure.
So I was directed by a deputy who was everlastingly amused by the nature and style of my practice to the
offices of Mr. Grierson.
They were on a side street just beyond the business district. Among some rundown houses that must have been
neat and even prime in the 1920s but which had lost paint and heft and hope in the 1950s at the latest, there was a
huddle of small stores. A place that sold seed and fertilizer and cast-iron pots and glazed clay crocks that they
used to make pickles in.
Just past the pots and crocks there was a flat-roofed place with whitewashed doors and one large window,
heavy curtains behind it, across which was painted
FREE CHURCH OF THE OPEN BIBLE
There was a hasp on the door with a large combination lock hanging through it. I wondered what might be the
combination to the Open Bible.
Just past the church there was another storefront building standing a little to itself. There was a runway of tall
weeds and grass between it and the church, and it was set back a little from the sidewalk with a patch of tree lawn
in front. On either side of the door was a huge fig tree, green and leafy and beginning to bear. Through the heavy
foliage I could see that there were windows behind the trees. They seemed to have been painted over crudely, so
that they looked like giant blinkered eyes which had no wish to see out into the street. Above the door itself was a
sign made of natural wood hanging from a wrought-iron support: On it was graved in faded gold letters cut down
into the wood
W.C.GRIERSON
ATTY. AT LAW.
The door itself was recessed fairly deeply and I got the notion that it was not the original door, that it had
nothing really to do with the building which was, like those nearby, simply a long frame affair, what they—we—
call a shotgun building, although much wider and apparently longer. I stood there in the early summer sun looking
at that door as if it were the entrance to somewhere else, another place. Why? I rubbed my chin and thought, and
then I found, back in the fine debris of my old life, back behind the sword edge of my coronary, the recollection of
another summer afternoon spent with a lovely woman at some gallery, some wealthy home—somewhere. We had
gone to see paintings, and there had been one among all the others that I could not put out of mind. It had been by
the Albrights, those strange brothers. Of a door massive and ancient, buffed and scarred, the very deepest symbol
both of a life and of the passage through which life itself must pass. On its weather-beaten panels hung a black
wreath, each dark leaf pointed as a spike, shimmering in the mist of its own surreality. My God, I remembered
thinking, is death like that? Is it finally a door with a wreath standing isolated from air and grass—a even from the
materials which are supposed to surround the fabric of a door? And then I thought, the lovely woman beside me
talking still about a Fragonard she had spotted nearby, of Rilke’s words:
Der grosse Tod.

“The great Death each has in himself, that is the fruit round which all revolves.”
But the title of the painting was That Which I Should Have Done, I Did Not Do, and I could find neither
sweetness nor rest in that.
Yes, I am standing still in front of that frame building in my town of Vicksburg, and, yes, looking at the
shadowed door which now after all looks only the least bit like the other one, the weather, the light, the
substantiality of all things about being so much less dense. Reality spares us; we do not have to know what else
there is very frequently, do we? A colored boy no more than twelve walked by in a polo shirt and worn corduroy
pants. He exchanged a quick glance with me and stepped on past, a transistor radio hanging from his neck, a tiny
tinny thing which crooned:
… looks like the end, my friend,
got to get in the wind, my friend,
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These are not my people, no, no,
these are not my people …

Surely he had his radio aimed at me. How could he tell? And was the announcer a friend of his? He was an
agent of the station which had discovered me, an alien, waxing in their midst. All of this I thought in jest, putting
sudden ftashcuts of the Albrights’ door out of mind, reaching for the knob, and stepping inside.
I do not know why I was not prepared. I should have been. No reason for me to suppose that a lawyer’s office
here, in an old frame building, would have the sort of Byzantine formality I remembered from New York.
Receptionist, secretary, inner office—with possibly a young clerk interposed somewhere between. But the mind is
stamped inalterably with such impressions when we have done business a certain way for a very long time.
So I was not prepared when Mr. Grierson turned in his chair and smiled at me and said:
“Well, this is nice. Mighty nice. I don’t know as I expected it.”
“I beg …” I began. Then I tried again. Best not beg.
“I’m sorry. Have we met?” Is it better to be sorry than to beg, I thought instantly. Too late.
“You’d be the lawyer just come down. Got you a house and everything.”
My God, I thought, even a B-movie would tell you that things travel like lightning here. He probably saw the
deed, the note of transfer on the title. Knows what you paid for the lease, what you owe on the house if you pick
up the option. Knows your last address, your last place of employ. Knows about your little chicken-thief cases,
your car … I almost thought coronary.
“Yes,” I said, putting out my hand as he rose and offered his. “I’m Harry Cohen.”
He motioned me to a chair near his desk and I sat down, trying as I did to begin the task of seeing him, of
seeing this place in which he worked. Trying at the same time to put out of mind the impressions I had created,
had begun to suppose from the moment the deputy had told me where to come. If we could only stay free of our
own guesses, what would ever make us wrong in advance?
He walked over to a large safe against the wall to the left of the door. It was taller than he was, and the door
opened slowly as he turned the handle. He stood reaching into its dark recesses, his back to me. I wondered what
he was looking for as his voice came to me, small talk like a magician’s patter, over his shoulder.
“Yes, Mr. Cohen. It’s kind of you to pay a courtesy call. A custom languishing. Not dead, but in a bad way. A
fine custom. Men who stand to the law shouldn’t meet for the first time arguing a motion before Basil Plinsoll or
one of the other boys on the circuit here.”
I scanned the room as he spoke. I would deal with him later. It was a bright room—almost the opposite of what
the door suggested. Or was it only the opposite of what the Albrights’ door suggested?
On the wall over his flat desk, the shape and design of which had vanished long ago, I suspected, beneath a
welter of papers and books, there were three old tintype portraits. Only they were not tintypes. They were fresh
modern reproductions of tintypes. In the center, in a military uniform I almost recognized, was that stern beautiful
face one recognizes without ever even having seen it. It was Lee. To his right, left profile toward me, hung the
other one, that crafty rebel whose religion had almost severed the continent, Jackson. I did not know the third. He
had a Tatar’s face, long, bony, richly harsh. His beard was a careless Vandyke and the effect was that of seeing the
man who had last closed the Albrights’ door, nailed the wreath on it, and walked away, hands in uniform pockets.
Whistling.
Mr. Grierson turned from the safe, hands filled with two tumblers and a dark brown bottle without a label. It
had no cap. There seemed to be a cork stuck in it. He set all of it down on the edge of his desk and pulled the
bottle’s stopper with his teeth. The liquor was the lightest possible amber, a cataract of white gold as it twinkled
into the glasses. He smiled up at me.
“You’ll like it, he said.” Maybe not this time. But you let me send you a couple bottles. You’ll come to like it.”
“Corn,” I said.
“Surely. Comes from upstate. Costs more than it used to. Bribes are just like the cost of living.”
I sat back and sipped a little. It was peculiar, nothing like whiskey, really. It was a shock in the mouth,
vanished as you swallowed. Then it hit the pit of your stomach and paralyzed you for the briefest moment. Then
great warmth, a happiness that spoke of cells receiving gifts, of veins moving to a new rhythm, muscles swaying
like grain in a breeze-swept field. It was lovely. Nothing like whiskey. More like sipping the past, something
intangible that could yet make you feel glad that it had been there.
Mr. Grierson sat watching me now. As I took another swallow, deeper this time, I watched him back. A man of
middle height, aged now but hale. Steel-rimmed glasses revealing large innocent blue eyes that seemed never to
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have encountered guile. He had that almost cherubic look that one associated with country doctors—or, in certain
cases, with southern politicians. He wore an old suede coat cut for hunting. I had never seen anything like it. It
was a soft umber and fit as if it had been his own pelt originally.
“Your jacket,” I couldn’t help saying, feeling the whiskey lift me and waft me toward him, toward his smile.
“Could I get one—”
“At Lilywhite’s,” he said.
“Here?”
“London,” he said apologetically. “And even there back in 1949. I wouldn’t reckon they make ’em like this
any more.”
He wasn’t putting me on, I could tell. But I could tell too that he enjoyed that level of conversation. It pleased
him to please with pleasantries. One moves from a series of set exchanges to another. An infinite series, and when
the last series is exhausted, it is either time to go, or you have lived out your life and death clears its throat, almost
loath to interrupt, and says that it is time. I thought I would not want to go on like that.
Coronary. O God, how that word has come to press me with its softness, its multiple implications. Corona.
Carnal. Corot. Coronary. A place, a name, the vaguest warm exhalation glimmering from an eclipsed sun.
Shivering golden and eternal around the glyph of a saint. Called then a Glory. I lay for weeks thinking Coronary,
wondering when it would reach into my chest once more and squeeze ever so gently and bring out with its
tenderness my soul, toss that gauzy essence upward like a freed dove to fly outward, past morning, past evening,
past the blue sky into the glistening midnight blue of deep space, and past that even to the place where souls fly,
shaking great flakes of their own hoarded meaning outward, downward on all suns and the worlds thereunder.
“Another little drink,” Mr. Grierson suggested. “I believe you’ve already found something in it.”
“I was thinking … of martinis.”
“No comparison. Next step from corn would be … perhaps a pipe of opium.”
I did not even wonder if he spoke from experience or from some book by Saxe Rohmer. I wanted to go on.
“Mr. Grierson, I wonder if you have the Southern Reporter from—”
He poured each of us another glass.
“I have it all, he said. “I think my … library will fill your …”
I looked around. There was a single bookcase across the room, and only a handful of books in it. I must have
looked doubtful. He gave me the oddest of small glances, and I took refuge in my whiskey.
“Maybe we should go into the library,” he said, rising and walking toward a door at the back of the room
which I had not even noticed until now. It was painted the same dull color as the rest of the office. There was a
hook nailed badly to it with coats and jackets and what looked like an old fishing hat hanging from the hook.
I followed him and stepped ahead of him as he opened the door. What shall I say? I have to tell you that
Coronary fluttered not far away, and I stepped in and turned in the new room slowly, slowly, taking it in, feeling,
thinking in a simultaneity resembling that first moment of the attack:
So this is what lies behind them, southerners. There is always that front room, the epitome of the ordinary, a
haven for bumpkins. And behind, in one way, one sense or another, there is always this.
Because it was, properly speaking, not a room. No, many rooms. It went on, back at least four more rooms,
and perhaps side rooms off each of the main rooms toward the back. And I knew without even entering the others
that they were all more or less like this one I was standing in:
Filled from floor to roof with books. Thousands upon thousands of books. Books in leather and buckram, old,
new, burnished bindings and drab old cloth. Behind and around the shelves the walls were paneled in deepest
cherry wood. Before me was a beautiful nineteenth-century library table surrounded by chairs. It was like the rare
book room of a great private library. I moved spellbound toward the nearest shelf. It was … religion. What was
not there? Josephus. The Fathers in hundreds of volumes. The Paris edition of Aquinas. Was this a first of the
Complutensian Polyglot? Scrolls in ivory cases. Swedenborg, Charles Fort. A dissolving Latin text from the early
seventeenth century. The Exercises of Ignatius, Marcion, Tertullian. And I could see that the rest of the room was
of a kind with those I was looking at.
“I had a house once,” Mr. Grierson was saying. “But even then it didn’t seem fitting to have all this stuff out
where my clients could see it. Folks here can abide a lot of peculiarity, but you ought not to flaunt it. You want to
keep your appetites kind of to yourself.”
This in a depreciating voice, as if possession of books, especially in great number, was somehow a vice—no,
not a vice, distinctly not a vice, but an eccentricity that must disturb the chicken thief or the roughneck with a
ruptured disk. Was it a kindness to spare them this?
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“I think you’ll find most anything you’ll need here,” Mr. Grierson said softly. “Except for science. Not much
science. Darwin, Huxley, Newton—all the giants. I kind of gave up when they went to the journals. They stopped
doing books, you know.”
“Yes,” I said. Still thinking, this is where the southerners have stored it all. You ask, how could Faulkner …
how could Dickey … down here, in this … place …? This is how.
I knew that this was madness. I did not question that. This time, had there been a psychiatrist close by, I would
have gone to him at once without a doubt. Because, after all, this was not what I thought, but worse: what I felt. I
knew it was not so, and still I believed it.
“This is where I do … my work,” Mr. Grierson was saying.
“Work,” I repeated as we entered another room filled with Literature. All of it. My hand fell on a shelf filled
with French. Huysmans, Daudet, De Musset, Merimee—and a large set of portfolios. They were labeled simply
Proust. I took one out. It was bound in a gray cloth patterned in diamond-shaped wreaths, each filled with star-like
snowflakes, smaller wreaths, featherlike bursts gathered at the bottom, nine sprays flaring at the top.
“It was the wallpaper,” Mr. Grierson was saying. “That pattern …”
I opened the portfolio. In it were printed sheets covered with scrawling script, almost every line of print
scratched out or added to.
“Proofs. Of Du Côté de chez Swann. I was in Paris … in 1922. Gide … Anyhow, I came across …”
“Of course. You’ve studied them?”
“Oh yes. The Pléiade text isn’t … quite right.”
We went on for a long time, shelf by shelf. But we did not finish. We never finished. It could have taken
weeks, months, so rich was his treasure.
*
I left at dusk with Grierson seeing me to the door, inviting me back soon, offering me the freedom of his
library. I was back home sitting under my arbor with whiskey and a carafe of water on a small table beside me
before I recalled that I had never gotten around to checking in the Mississippi code as to its position on pigs and
those who made off with them.
*
The pig had prescribed, sure enough. But on the way out of court, I found myself involved in another case
dealing, if you will, with similar matters.
They were bringing in a young man in blue jeans, wearing a peculiar shirt made of fragments, rags—like a
patchwork quilt. He had very long hair like Prince Valiant, except not so neat. He was cuffed between two
deputies. One, large with a face the color of rare steak, kept his club between the young man’s wrists, twisting it
from time to time. There seemed somehow to be an understanding between them: the deputy would twist his club
viciously; the young man would shriek briefly. Neither changed his expression during this operation.
“What did he do?” I asked the other deputy who looked much like a young Barry Fitzgerald.
“That sonofabitch cussed us,” he told me with that crinkly simian smile I had seen in Going My Way. “We
should of killed him.”
“Local boy,” I asked.
“You got to be shitting me,” he answered, watching his partner doing the twist once more. “He’s some
goddamned Yankee. Michigan or New York, I don’t know. We should of killed him.”
“Did you find anything in his car?”
“Car, your ass. He was hitching out on U.S. 80. We better not of found anything on him. I know I’d of killed
him for sure. I can’t stand it; nobody smoking dope.”
“What’s the charge?”
“Reviling,” he said, eyes almost vanishing in that attenuated annealed Mississippi version of an Irish grin.
“Two counts.”
“Two?”
“We was both there. He was vile to Bobby Ralph and me both.”
“What did he say?”
“Wow,” Barry Fitzgerald’s nephew crinkled at me. “We should of killed him and dumped him in Crawfish
Creek.”
“What?”
“Pigs.”
“Sorry?”
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“You heard. Called us—Bobby Ralph and me—pigs. My God, how do you reckon we kept off of killing him? I
think it was a question of free association. Pigs. I had had luck with pigs so far. Maybe this Yankee sonofabitch—
pardon me—was sent for my special care. God knows the care he would get otherwise. Just then Barry’s partner
gave the young man a final supreme wrench. He came up off the floor of the courthouse hallway at least three
feet. He squealed and looked at me with profound disgust.
“You old bastard,” he drawled, hunching his shoulders. “Would you let ’em book me so I can get these things
off?”
“I’m a lawyer,” I said.
“You’re fucking bad news,” the young man said wearily.
“See,” Barry said, as his partner shoved the young man down the hall toward the booking room. “Reckon we
ought to take him back out an lose him?”
“No,” I said. “You don’t want to do that.
“No,” Barry said, walking after his partner and their day’s bag. “No, you lose him and the feds shake all the
feathers out of your pallet looking for him. Christ, all you have to do to make him important is lose him. Or paint
him black.”
“You leave the ninety-nine lambs and seek the one that’s lost,” I said, striving for his idiom.
“Anyone does that is a goddamned fool,” Barry said over his shoulder. “And he’s going to be out of the sheep
business before he knows it. Lost is lost.”
Later—you guessed it—he sent for me. On the theory that I seemed to be the only one in town able to speak
English as he knew it, as opposed to Lower Mississippian. We talked in a corner of his cell. There was a sad
Mexican and a local drunk in the cell with him. The three had reached a kind of standoff between them. None
could understand the other. Each seemed weird to the others. Since they had no weapons and were roughly the
same size, an accommodation had been arranged. No one would begin a fight which could not be handicapped.
His name was Rand McNally. He might have been a nice-looking young man if he had wanted to be. But he
was not. His eyes were circled, his skin dry and flaked. I could not tell precisely what color his hair was. He had a
small transistor radio the size of a cigarette pack stuck in the pocket of his shirt. It was tuned to a local rockmusic station:
She’s got everything she needs,
She’s an artist,
She don’t look back …

“The spic stinks and the redneck keeps puking over there in the corner,” Rand McNally told me. “But that’s all
right. I’ve got it coming. I deserve it. Jesus, I wish I’d kept my mouth shut.”
“Or stayed out of Mississippi.”
“It was an accident, Mississippi.”
“Some say that,” I told him.
“Oh shit. I mean being here. I was running away from a … girl. It come up Mississippi.”
“Where are you from?”
He sat back and fingered his essay at a beard. It was long and a kind of dark red. I supposed his hair was
probably the same color if it was washed. The beard was sparse, oriental. Above it, he had large green eyes which
somehow gave me a start each time I looked squarely into them; I am not used to being put off by a physical
characteristic, but those eyes, deeply circled, seemed to demand a concentration and attention I had no wish to
muster. They seemed, too, to require the truth. Not knowing the truth, I evaded such demands whenever possible.
I wished I had let him pass on with Barry Fitzgerald’s kinsman and his partner. No, I didn’t.
“I don’t know,” Rand McNally said. “From one place after another. I just remember motels and rooming
houses. The old man was an automobile mechanic. I never had the idea it started anywhere. I mean, it had to start
somewhere. I got born, didn’t I? But I remember it being one dump after another forever. Al’s Garage, Bo-Peep
Motel, Fixit Tire Company, Millard’s Auto Court; Willie’s Car Repair, Big Town Motor Hotel. Somewhere the old
man had a woman and she had me—told him I was his—and then on to the next place. She dropped off
somewhere. I think he whipped up on her. I seem to remember something. About money? Sure, probably. I don’t
remember her.”
I saw his father, a great tall harried man with grease worked permanently into the skin of his knuckles, under
his fingernails, with the soul of Alice’s white rabbit, an ancient Elgin\fn{ A type of wristwatch, no longer made.} running
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fast in his pocket and a notebook listing all the small towns, garages, and motels he was obliged to move through
before it was done. One entry said: Get Son. Another said: Son grown. Leaves. There were faded smeared
penciled checks beside each entry. Life lived between Marvin Gardens and Baltic Avenue.\fn{Locations on the
board game, Monopoly.}
“How do you want to plead?” I asked him. He shrugged.
“Make it easy on yourself. I’ve got a couple of months to do here. Price of pork.”
I had not thought him intelligent enough to have a sense of humor. We smiled at each other then. The transistor
was quacking another of its vast repertoire of current tunes:
These are not my people,
No, no, these are not my people.
Looks like the end, my friend, .
Got to get in the wind, my friend …

“I’m going to plead you innocent. No malice.”
He tossed his hair back and smiled up at me. His green eyes seemed to hang on mine for a long while. It
surprised me that someone so worn, so ground off by the endless procession of new people in his life, could reach
across to the latest in that anonymous parade with even the appearance of interest.
“No malice,” he said. “That’s true.”
*
It was late that evening when the phone rang. At the other end was Billy Phipps, one of the county attorney’s
assistants. His voice was lazy with an undertone of something like amusement or exultation. I did not like him. He
was provincial as a Bronx delivery man and took pleasure in the webbing of paltry law as it snared those who had
not the slightest idea of its working. His own ignorance made him delight in that of others.
“Well, what do you think of your boy Rand McNally,” he asked.
“Not a lot,” I said, wondering why he would bother with a call on such a matter. “It seems silly to put him on
the county for a little mild name-calling. Hadn’t you ought to leave room for rape-murderers?”
At the other end of the line, I could hear Phipps draw in his breath.
I pause only to say that I neither believe nor disbelieve in magic, precognition, spiritualism, and so on. I come
to feel that all we do in the four dimensions of our world\fn{ Length, breadth, height and depth.} is like the action of
water beetles skating on the surface of a still lake, turning our tricks between water and air, resident truly, fully, in
neither, committed vaguely to both. Are we material—or other? I receive hints from varied sources. If you have
loitered at the gates of Coronary, you must wonder. Is a massive seizure only a statistically predictable failure of
meat mechanism? Could it be counted a spiritual experience? Who, what seizes the heart? Who, what attacks the
heart? Could it be an entrance into the indices of those currents which play above and below the beetle, in the
great eternal world where there are neither serials, sequences nor statistics? Where forever, possibly, dear God and
his precious Adversary choose to disagree as to the purpose of their copulation? At my worst—or best?—
moments, I seem to hear, like a radio signal from the most remote reaches of time and space, the voice of the
Entities making their cases over and over, yet never the same, because each permutation is a case unto itself. Is it
the voice of God one hears, arguing point by point, A to B to C, coolly, without rancor or regret—like Herman
Kahn? Is it Satan who sobs and exults, demands, entreats, laughs, chides, tears a passion and mutters sullenly? Or
are those voices reversed? Maybe I am gulled believing in polarities. Why not? Could not God howl and sob the
Natural Order of Normal Occasions? While Satan urges quietly the Stewing Urgencies of Madness? Why not?
And why should we not in one way or another receive darts and splinters from those age-long and intricate
arguments?
So much to explain my mind as I heard Phipps draw in his breath.
Jesus, I thought, a message.
“What did he tell you?” Phipps asked quietly, his normal sneering country manner gone altogether.
“Nothing,” I said. “What do you mean?”
“Counselor, we got a telegram from Shreveport. They want to talk to Pig Boy. About a rape-murder.”
“Ah,” I said, and felt those faintest stirrings in my chest. Not even a warning, only the dimmest—can I say,
sweetest—touch of recollection, of terrible nostalgia, from the distant geographies of Coronary. Like the negative
of a photograph of a memory, saying: This twinge, this whisper, is what you felt without noticing before you came
that day for the first time upon the passage to Coronary. Be warned and decide. It is a landscape you wish to visit
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again? Is it, pulsing once more, a place where gain outmeasured loss? Stroke the contingencies and wonder your
way to a decision. You have been once across the bourn from which few travelers return. Do you have it for
another trip? And will that trip too be round?
“Ah,” I said again to Phipps. “Let me get back to you, all right?”
It was all right. Spatially, Rand McNally was fixed. This allowed certain latitude with time. Tomorrow would
be just fine. Since the rape-murder, evocation of a nameless victim cooling after life’s fitful fever 350 miles away
in north Louisiana, was fixed irrevocably in time and there could be, for those to whom its being was announced,
no moving from it even as it receded backward and away now, once more permutation in the patterns spoken of in
that bower where God and his Demon Son ramble on to no probable conclusion.
Is it strange to say that after the call from Phipps I found myself thinking less of the long-haired boy than
before? Before I had been searching for a way to free him from, at most, a three months’ term in jail. Now, when
he might stand within the shadow of death or a lifetime in prison, he seemed somehow less a point of urgency.
Perhaps because I believed not only that he had committed that rape-murder in another place and time, but that he
had, in passage from one serial point called Shreveport to another called Vicksburg—both noted as mandatory in a
book such as his father had been slave to—placed upon that act, called rape-murder by authorities who have the
legal right to give comings-together names and sanctions, his own ineradicable mark: a fingerprint, a lost cap, one
unforgettable smile caught by a barmaid in a café as he passed toward or from the fusion with another—
presumably female—in that timetable inherited from his father, and for all either I or he could say, from the very
Adam of his blood. However that might be, there was no hurry now. Ninety days in the county jail, so implacable
only a little while before, no longer mattered. Which called to my mind, making me laugh inordinately, that on the
day of Coronary I had developed a painful hangnail. It is a question of magnitudes. When Coronary came, I was
transformed into one who, having disliked mosquito bites, now used the Washington Monument for a toothpick.
Mosquitoes, landing, would fall to their deaths in the vastness of a single pore. And later, drinking off my bourbon
and water and sugar, I slept without dreams. Or, as I am told, dreaming constantly, but remembering none when it
came time to awaken.
*
“I hear you reached in for a kitty and caught yourself a puma,” my telephone was saying.
It was Mr. Grierson calling. He wanted to know if he could be of assistance.
“Seeing you hadn’t figured on anything quite like this,” he said blandly.
Yes, I told him. Hell yes. Only small boys and large fools stand alone when they might have allies. Anyhow, I
thought, McNally will barely have representation anyhow: a heart patient obsessed with the exotica of his
complaint; an old man gone bibliophile from sheer loneliness. We would see.
We did. It was noon when we got in. Rand McNally stared out at the jailer in whose eyes he had obviously
gained status. When he opened the cell, he loosened the strap on his ancient pistol.
This here bastard is a killer, I could almost hear him thinking.
Mr. Grierson hitched up his pants, passed his hand over this thin hair, and sat down on a chair the jailer had
provided for him. I made do with the seat of the toilet. Mr. Grierson studied the boy for a moment, then looked at
me expectantly, as if protocol required that I begin. I nodded, returning the compliment to my elder. I had divined
already how such things would move in Mississippi. Mr. Grierson returned my nod and cleared his throat.
“Well, sir, it appears that clandestine hog-calling is the least of your problems.”
Rand McNally stared at him in astonishment. Then he laughed, looked at me, saw me smile despite myself. He
went on laughing while Mr. Grierson sat quietly, an expression bemused and pleasant on his face.
“I’m glad you got such a fine spirit, son. You’re gonna need it.”
Rand McNally took the earplug of his transistor out and hung it through the spring of the empty bunk above
his. The Mexican and the farmer were gone now. Perhaps released to the terrors and punishment of sobriety;
perhaps simply transferred to other cells in honor of Rand McNally’s new status.
“Huh,” McNally said to Mr. Grierson.
“If you did to that lady in Shreveport what they say you did, you’re gonna have a chance to stand pat whilst
they strap you in the electric chair. Shave your head, I believe, before you go.”
Rand McNally shuddered. Whether it was the standing pat, the chair, or the head-shaving I could not tell.
“Well,” Mr. Grierson asked him. “What about it?”
Yes. Well, he told us. He was glad it was over; was tired of running. (“Son of a bitch only did what he did three
days ago,” Mr. Grierson observed later. “What do you reckon? Think he’s been reading Crime and Punishment?”)
He had gone to work for an elderly widow in Shreveport, had cut the yard for a meal, had hung a shelf for a
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dollar, and came back the next day to whitewash a fence for two dollars. He had whitewashed most of the day
with her looking on from her kitchen past the blooming wisteria and lazy bees. Near sundown, covered with sweat
and whitewash, he had gone inside to get a glass of ice water and his two dollars. As he drank, the woman
squinted out at the fence, saying,
“It’ll take another coat.”
“Huh,” Rand McNally said.
“Another coat. Then I’ll pay you,” she said softly, smirking at him, some last wilted, pressed and dried wisp of
her ancient femininity peeking through. At the very worst time.
She said something else that he could not remember and he picked up a knife with which she had been dicing
peaches and pushed it into her throat. Then he pushed her over on the kitchen table, pulled off her clothes and
down his pants, made with that agonized and astonished crone the beast with two backs, blood, coughing, and
great silence between them. In retrospect he was mildly surprised by it all. It was not, he told us, a planned
happening. He was curious that, following the knife, he had discovered himself erect. Why he pressed on with it,
distasteful and grotesque as it was, he could not say. But when he was done—he did get done, by the way—he
found that she was still very much alive, admonishing him with one long bony liver-spotted finger.
So he got the remainder of the whitewash, dragged it back into the house in a huge wallpaper-paste bucket
while he held up his pants with one hand. While she lay there mute, violated, bleeding, he whitewashed the
kitchen: the walls, floor, cabinets, stove, icebox, calendar, and four-color lithograph of Jesus suffering the little
children. Chairs, hangers, spice rack, coffee, tea, sugar and flour bins, breadbox, and cookie jar. All white. At last
he rolled her off onto the floor, whitewashed the table, and put her back in the middle of it. After studying it all for
a moment, he decided, and whitewashed her too. Which, so far as he could remember, was all he could remember.
“Ummm,” Mr. Grierson said. “So she was alive when you were done with your fooling?”
“Alive and kicking,” Rand McNally said without smiling. “You see I got to die, don’t you?”
“Well,” Mr. Grierson said, looking at me, “you ain’t done much by way of making a case against that. Do you
want to die?”
“Everybody wants to die,” Rand McNally said. He was picking his toes, disengaged now, considering certain
vastnesses he had talked himself to the edge of.
“Right. At the proper place and time. How do you like the chair?”
“Ride the lightning? What a gas,” Rand McNally almost smiled. “Anybody’d do that to an old lady has got to
pay the price. You know that’s so. The price is lightning in this state.”
“Well,” Mr. Grierson said, getting up stiffly. “Let me study on it, son. I’ll see you.”
As we left, Rand McNally was screwing the transistor’s plug into his ear.
“Christ,” he said. “A sonofabitch would do that has got to die.”
Outside we passed Billy Phipps talking to a couple of police we didn’t know. Phipps nodded to us. I suppose
they were from Shreveport.
“Do you smell Rand McNally—”
“Sneaking up on an insanity plea,” Mr. Grierson finished my sentence. “Indeed I do.”
“It looks good. From slimy start to filthy finish, doesn’t it?”
“Ummmm,” Mr. Grierson hummed, smiling. “All he’s got to do is convince a jury he’s Tom Sawyer.”
“And she was Becky Sharp?”
He looked at me sorrowfully and shook his head as if only a Yankee would have pressed it that awful inch.
“Thatcher,” he said. “But there is a question still—”
“Yes?”
“If he is trying to get himself decked out with an insanity plea, the question is: Why did he kill the old lady,
and then do that to her? If he hadn’t, he wouldn’t need any kind of plea at all, would he?”
That afternoon under the scuppernongs I felt as if I were waiting for some final word, some conclusive
disposition of my own case. There was a dread in me, an anxiety without an object. I thought ceaselessly of Rand
McNally and his insane erection in the midst of an act of violence. I thought of his surprise at it. I thought of my
own prophecy over the phone to Phipps. What had brought him to this place, this conclusion? He had stepped
from life into process: extradition, arraignment, indictment, trial, sentencing. I came to feel that. he had ceased to
exist, to be a human being owed and owing. He was no longer a proper object of feeling. No one only thought
about him. One took him into account along with Dr. Crippen, Charles Starkweather, Bruno Hauptmann, Richard
Speck, and the others of that terrible brotherhood whose reality is at once absolute and yet mouldering day by
month by year in antique police archives or grinning dustily in the tensionless shadows of wax museums.
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It was just after supper when Mr. Grierson appeared. He pulled into the drive in a 1941 Ford Super DeLuxe
coupe. It was jet black and looked as if it had been minted—not built, minted—an hour or so before. He wore a
white linen suit and a peculiar tie: simply two struts of black mohair which lay beneath and outlined the white
points of his narrow shirt-collar. It was not that his car and clothes were old-fashioned; it was that while they were
dated, they were not quaint or superannuated or amusing. As if by some shift, Mr. Grierson had managed the trick
of avoiding the lapse of time, of nullifying it so that what had been remained, continued unchanged. Could one
pile up the past densely enough around himself so as to forbid its dwindling? And what would happen if the rest
of us shared that fierce subterranean determination to drag down the velocity at which today became yesterday? It
would fail, of course. You cannot disintegrate the fabric of physics. But what would happen?
We spoke of the weather, hot and dry, the bane of planters hereabouts. No sweet June rain. Only scorching sun,
the river lying like a brown serpent between us and those like us in Louisiana. It was the mention of Louisiana
that Mr. Grierson chose as his pathway past the amenities.
“He’s crossing the big river tomorrow. Waived extradition.”
“Oh? Did you—?”
“Talk to him again? O yes. Surely. Shreveport detective showed up while I was there.”
He smiled at me, knowing what thoughts had crossed my mind and instantly been dropped as I asked my
question.
“I’ll speak to him in the morning—apprise him of his rights.”
“He was forcefully apprised of his rights. Not once, but several times. And he repudiated everyone of them in
obscene terms.”
“What? I don’t—”
“He said it was a goddamned piss-poor legal system that gave all these rights to a … fucking pervert.”
Mr. Grierson looked embarrassed for the sake of the quotation.
“Jesus,” I said, almost dropping the bottle of sourmash from I which I was pouring our drinks. “Christ, he is
crazy. He must have been reading Dostoevsky.”
“I don’t know,” Mr. Grierson said. “He gave me this. Said it was your fee.”
He handed me a greasy fragment of oiled paper—the kind they wrap hamburgers in. There was what looked
like a quatrain scrawled on it in no. 2 pencil:
It’s bitter knowledge one learns from travel,
The world so small from day to day,
The horror of our image will unravel,
A pool of dread in deserts of dismay.

“What’s that,” I asked Mr. Grierson. He smiled and sipped his whiskey.
“You can come over to my place and look it up, he said. “The idea is interesting. Wine don’t travel well.”
“The horror of our image—”
“Seems what broke him up was that business after he stabbed the old lady. He didn’t seem much concerned
about the stabbing, you know. It was … the other.”
“And the finale …?”
“The whitewashing? Oh, no, he liked that fine. You can’t make up for it, he told me. But you do the best you
can. That boy is a caution …”
We sat drinking for a while. I shook my head and said, not so much to Mr. Grierson as to myself:
“It’s … as if Rand McNally was a … historical figure.”
“Well, yes. That’s so. But then, we all are.”
“Yes …”
“But history ain’t like grace, is it? It has different rules. Which is to say, no rules at all.”
I stared at him. Grace? What might that be? Luck? Fortune? I had heard the word. I simply attached no
meaning to it. Now this old man set it before me as an alternative to history. I felt that dread again, some low
order of clairvoyance wherein I imagined that Coronary might open once more: at first like the tiny entrance to
Alice’s garden—then like the colossal gates of ancient Babylon.
It struck me at that instant with ghastly irrationality that grace was the emanation of vaginal purpose and
womb’s rest. Is grace death?
“Is grace death?” I heard myself asking aloud.
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“It could be,” Mr. Grierson answered. “I can imagine in a few years I might ask for that grace. But not
altogether. History is the law. Grace is the prophets. History comes upon us. I reckon we have to find grace for
ourselves. The law works wrath rather than grace, Luther\fn{ Martin Luther (1483-1546), Augustinian monk, theologian and
… other things.} said.
“That line … the horror of our image …”
“Yes. Well, that’s what brought grace to my mind. I think that boy has just broke into and out of history.”
“Yes?”
“Something else I remember from Luther: certain it is that man must completely despair of himself in order to
become fit to receive the grace of Christ.”
“I didn’t know you were a Lutheran.”
“Hell, I’m not. Never could be. Most often, I quote Calvin.\fn{ John Calvin (1509-1564), French theologian .} But you
always go for water out of the sweetest well, don’t you?”
“No and yes. He cares all right. He wants to get on with it, don’t you see? He’s sick of problems. But no, there
won’t be any more motor courts and repair shops for old Rand McNally.”
“Problems …”
“What happened to him that evening in that old woman’s kitchen? Do you know? How is it that killing moved
to something like what they call an act of love? Neither fits the hour’s need. What happened? That’s the problem.
I felt very warm, my face flushed, my hands wet as if I had just climbed out of the river. Believe me. I was
afraid. I thought it was another attack. Tryst might be better. Liaison, assignation.
“You feeling bad,” Mr. Grierson asked, pouring us both a little more whiskey.
“No,” I lied. “I’m fine. Just thinking. Was it grace that came on Rand McNally? Is that what you want to say?”
“Lord no,” Mr. Grierson smiled depreciatingly. “That’d be crazy. Grace to kill and rape an old woman? Naw, I
never said that. I wasn’t speaking for grace, you know.
“He’s insane. They’ll find him insane.”
“Sure. So was Joan of Arc. So was Raymond of Toulouse.”
“Raymond …?”
“A hobby of mine,” he spread his hands. “I take on old cases sometimes. Not Joan. She’s all right, taken care
of. But Raymond …”
Who was an Albigensian—or at least no less than their defender in his province. Tormented by orthodox
authorities most of his life, he died outside that grace which Rome claimed to purvey exclusively, and lay
unburied in the Charter house of the Hospitallers for four hundred years. Mr. Grierson told me much more—told
me that he had written a three-hundred-page brief in Latin defending the acts and character of Raymond of
Toulouse as those of a most Christian prince. But that was, he said, with a perfectly straight face, ancient history.
He was working now on the defense of Anne Albright, a young girl burned during the Marian persecutions at
Smithfield in 1556. It was to be a class action, aimed at overturning the convictions of all those Protestants burned
under Mary Tudor.
“What about the Catholics,” I asked sardonically, draining my whiskey.
“Fisher, Southwell, Campion? No need. The world’s good opinion justifies them. As well waste time on More
or Beckett. No, I go for those lost to history, done to death with no posthumous justification.”
“That’s a mad hobby,” I told him.
Somehow his pastime made me angry. At first I supposed my anger came from the waste of legal talent that so
many people needed—like Rand McNally. But, no, it was deeper than that. Could it be that I, a child of history,
descendant of those whom history had dragged to America, resented Grierson’s tampering with the past? How
many of yesterday’s innocents, perjured to their graves, can we bear to have thrust before us? Isn’t the evil in our
midst sufficient unto the day?
“The past is past,” I said almost shortly.
Mr. Grierson looked disgusted.
“My Christ,” he said. I had never heard him speak profanely before. “You sit under an arbor in Vicksburg,
Mississippi, and say that? You better get hold of history before you go probing grace.”
We were quiet for a long while then, Grierson’s breach of manners resting on us both. At last he left, walking
slowly, stiffly out to that bright ancient automobile that came alive with the first press of the starter. I stood in the
yard and watched him go, and found when I went into the house that it was much later than I had thought.
I found myself gripped by a strange malaise the next day, and for weeks following I did no work. I walked
amidst the grassy park land of the old battlefields. I touched stone markers and tried to reach through the granite
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and marble to touch the flesh of that pain, to find what those thousands of deaths had said and meant. It was not
the northern soldiers I sought: history had trapped them in their statement. It had to do with the union, one and
indivisible, with equality and an end to chattel slavery. That was what they had said, whether they said it or not.
But the southerners, those aliens, outsiders, dying for slavery, owning no slaves, dying for the rights of states that
had no great care for their rights. In the name of Death which had engulfed them all, why?
But I could find nothing there. It was history, certainly: the moments, acts frozen in monuments, but it told me
nothing. I could find nothing in it at all. One evening as the last light faded, I sat on a slope near the Temple of
Illinois and wept. What did I lack? What sacred capacity for imagining had been denied me? Could I ever come to
understand the meaning of the law, much less of life itself, if all history were closed to me?
Or was it not a lack but a possession which kept me from grasping the past as it presented itself, history as it
laid down skein of consuming time about us all? I imagined then that it was Coronary. That I had been drawn out
of history, out of an intimacy with it by that assault. What was the time or space to an anchorite who stared at
forever? How could consequence matter to one who had touched All at Once? When I tried to concern myself
with practical matters, I would remember Coronary and smile and withdraw into myself, forget to pay the net
electric bill on time, suffering afterward the gross.
Surely, I thought, I cannot care or know within history because I am beyond it, a vestal of Coronary, graced
with a large probable knowledge of how I will die. Knowing too that superflux of certain action can even preempt
the day of that dying. I know too much, have been too deeply touched to succumb to history. I have no past, no
particulars, no accidents. I am substance of flesh tenderly holding for an instant essence of spirit. I am escaping
even as I think of it. Surely, I thought, a vision of one’s dying must be grace. Yes, I am in grace, whatever that
means.
Toward the end of some months of such odd consideration, I saw a small notice in a New Orleans paper that
announced—purported to announce—the judgment of Louisiana on Rand McNally. He had been found
incompetent to stand trial. Yes. The people had adjudged him insane. Not culpable. Simply a biological misstep
within history. To be confined until the end of biology corrected the error of its beginning.
I found that I was sweating. As if in the presence of something immutable, and preternaturally awful. It had no
name, and I could give it no shape. I began to reduce the feeling to an idea. Was I sorry? How is that possible?
Capital punishment is a ghastly relic from that past barbarism. To place a man in such state that he knows almost
to the moment the time of his death is …
Is what? The blessing of Coronary? My God, is it punishment or grace? I sat with my face in my hands, feeling
my own doomed flesh between my fingers, trying to plumb this thing and yet trying not to let the juices of my
body rise storm-like within, carrying me toward that dark port once more.
One evening a few weeks later, I drove downtown and bought two dozen tamales from a cart on a street corner.
It was an indulgence, the smallest of sneers behind the back of Coronary. It was possible to go on with bland food
and a rare glass of wine; so long as the notion dangled there ahead that one day I would buy tamales and beer and
risk all for a mouthful of pretended health.
I carried home my tamales, opened a beer, and began to eat with my fingers. The grease, the spices, the rough
cornmeal, the harsh surface of the cheap beer. Before the attack, in New York, I would never have dreamed of
eating such stuff. But to live in grace is to dare all things. Then I looked down at the faded stained palimpsest of
the old newspaper in which the tamales were wrapped. Above Captain Easy, next to the crossword puzzle, was a
short article. It told of a suicide, that of a mad rapist-killer about to be sent to the state hospital, how he had
managed to fashion a noose of guitar strings and elevate himself by a steel support in the skylight.
It was Rand McNally, of course. No doubt enraged by a system so blind and feckless as to suffer his kind to
live, a self-created lynch mob determined to do justice to himself. My hand trembled, spilling beer. A rapistmurderer will lead them, I think I thought. A little later that evening, my second cardiac arrest took place.
Dr. Freud, with the most fulsome humility I say you should have been in there. You would have forgotten
physiology: it was not the smooth agonized tissue of my heart which sent tearful chemicals upward to trek the
barren steppes of my brain. No, in there, within the futureless glow of Coronary, I was constructing my soul.
What, precisely, occurred there? Why should I not smile like Lazarus and suggest that the price of such
knowledge is the sedulous management and encouragement of your own coronary involvement?
Because I need to tell it. That is why we do things always, isn’t it? Because we must. Not because we should.
But never mind. That is part of what I have to tell you. I saw Rand McNally in there, and Joan of Lorraine,
Raymond of Toulouse, and Anne Albright. All in Coronary, yes, Dr. Freud. Being a man dead, there is no reason
one must honor time or space, chronology or sequence, in his hallucinations.
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It was the Happy Isles, where I was, looking much like the country around Sausalito. There was worship and
diversion, of course, and the smoky odor of terror. Two Mississippi deputies dragged Raymond before the
Inquisition. Anne Albright was condemned once more for having denied the doctrine of Transubsegregation. They
claimed that Joan had stolen something: Cochon, pig? A Smithfield ham! Mary Tudor curtseyed to Lester Maddox
as they sat in high mahogany bleachers in Rouen’s town square. Agnew preached against the foul heresies of all
spiritual mediums while shrouded klansmen tied Rand McNally to a stake, doused him with whitewash, and set
him afire.
I think I saw Jesus, now only an elderly Jew, in a side-street weeping, blowing his nose, shaking his head as
the Grand Inquisitor passed in triumphant procession, giving us both a piercing stare, blowing us kisses. Behind
him in chains marched Giordano Bruno and John Hus, Mac Parker and Emmett Till. Savonarola was handcuffed
to Malcolm X, and Michael Servetus walked painfully, side by side with Bobby Hutton. The line went on forever,
I thought, filled with faces I did not know: those who had blessed us with their pain, those suffering now, those
yet to come. I wondered why I was not among them, but old Jesus, who was kind, and whom they ignored, said
that there were those who must act and those who must see. It was given, God help me, that I should see.
There were other visions which I have forgotten or which I must not reveal. I saw then the ecstasy of Coronary,
the end of all things, and was satisfied. It was only important that nothing be lost on my account. What does that
mean?
*
“What does that mean?” I asked Mr. Grierson when he carne to the hospital to visit me, as soon as they
allowed anyone to come at all.
“Ah,” he said, his pink scalp glistening in the weak light above my bed. “Economy. You got to note all
transmutations. Correct all falsehoods. Don’t you see that? Lies, falsehoods, perversions of reality—those are
man’s sovereign capabilities. Only man can rend the fabric of things as they are. Nothing else in the universe is
confused, uncertain, able to lie, except man. And through those lies, those rifts in reality, is where all things are
wasted. But—”
“But what?”
“Well,” Mr. Grierson smiled. “That’s what my hobby is about.
“Your … cases … Anne Albright …?”
“Sure. No lie survives so long as the truth is stated. Those are the terms of the game.”
“I don’t see … what if people believe the lie …”
“It doesn’t matter. Tell the truth. Sooner or later that mere unprovable undefended assertion of the truth will
prevail.”
“How can you believe …?”
Mr. Grierson shrugged.
“How not? We got all the time in the world. When the profit goes out of a lie, nobody wants to bother
defending it any longer. That’s where grace joins history, you see?”
“I did. I did see. He was right. A lie couldn’t stand forever. Because there is no history so old, so impervious to
revision, that the simple truth doesn’t establish itself sooner or later. Like gravity. the consequences of truth can be
avoided for a while. Sometimes a little while, sometimes a great while. But in the end that which is false
crumbles, falls away, and only the truth is left. So long as that truth has been once stated, no matter how feebly,
under whatever pain.
“Yes,” Mr. Grierson said quietly, taking a sheaf of yellowed papers out of his briefcase. “What with all the time
you’ve got on your hands just now, I reckoned you just as well get started.”
“Started …?”
He handed me the file.
“In southern Texas, summer of 1892, there was this Mexican woman … they gave her something like a trial,
then they went ahead and lynched her which was what they had in mind all along. It was the late summer of 1892.
There was a panic that year, a depression, some trouble in Pullman Town …”
I lay back, eyes closed, veteran of trances. Why not tell you of one part of my final vision? Why not? Yes, I
saw, larger than the sky, what they call the Sacred Heart, burning with love for all the universe. I saw its veins and
arteries, how we everyone moved through it and away again, the sludge of lies and torture and deceit choking its
flow like cholesterol. I saw that heart shudder, pulse erratically. I saw the fibrillation of God’s own motive center,
and I cried out that I should share His pain, and rise to the dignity of sacrifice.
Grace is history transcendent, made true at last. And faith is the act of embracing all time, assured of renewing
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it, making the heart whole once more.
“It’s an easy one,” Mr. Grierson told me. “They did Rosa Gonzales wrong. You won’t have any trouble.”
I smiled and reached for the file.
“I don’t think I’ll ever have any real trouble again,” I told him.
131.134 Finding Natasha\fn{by Madison Smartt Bell (1957- )} Nashville, Davidson County, Tennessee, U.S.A (M) 7
“Hey, captain,” Stuart said. He’d seen the dog as soon as he turned the corner, stretched over the door sill of
the bar in a wide amber beam of the afternoon sun.
“Hey, babe, you still remember me?”
He hesitated, just outside the doorway, in case the big German shepherd did not remember him after all. No
doubt that Captain was a lot older now, shrunken into his bagging skin, the hair along the ridge of his back turning
white. A yellow eye opened briefly on Stuart and then drowsed slowly back shut. Stuart took a long step over the
dog and was inside the shadowy space of the bar.
He had expected Henry to be behind the counter and he felt a pulse of disappointment when he saw it was
Arthur instead. On Saturday nights Arthur would often cover the bar while Henry and Isabel went out to dinner,
but ordinarily they wouldn’t have left so early, not at mid-afternoon. Stuart sat down at the outside corner of the
bar. When Arthur got over to him Stuart could see he didn’t remember who he was.
“Short beer,” Stuart said, not especially wanting to get into it just yet. There were two people sitting at the far
end of the counter, he couldn’t quite make out their faces in the shadows, and nobody else in the place. He
swiveled his stool back toward the door and as his eyes adjusted to the dim he saw the new paint, new paneling. It
had all been done over, the broken booths and tables all replaced, a new jukebox right where the pay phone used
to be. The opposite wall was practically papered with portrait sketches of the Mets.
“Hey, what’s going on?” Stuart said. Arthur had put down the glass of beer and picked up the dollar Stuart had
laid on the bar. “Hey, you even got new glasses too? Henry and Isabel do all this work?”
“They retired,” Arthur said, staring at Stuart, like he knew he ought to recognize him now. “What, you haven’t
been around in a while, right? You move in Manhattan?”
“Further than that,” Stuart said. He pushed the beer glass a little away from him. A weird little bell-shaped
thing, nothing like the straight tumblers Henry had used.
“Who would it be but Stuart?” said one of the men at the far end of the bar. Stuart peered back into the dim.
“Give him a shot on me, Arthur.”
“Clifton,” Stuart said. Arthur was reaching behind him for a bottle of Jack, he’d remembered that much now, at
least.
“Nah,” Stuart said. “No thanks.”
“What, you don’t drink anymore either?” Clifton said.
“I drink,” Stuart said. “It’s a little early.”
Clifton was on his feet, walking up into the light toward him now. He looked like he’d had little sleep and
there was reddish stubble on his face. Stuart shifted to the edge of his stool and put one foot on the floor.
“You’re back, hey?” Clifton said.
“Righto,” Stuart said.
Clifton parted T-shirt from jeans to scratch at his shriveled belly,
“Miss your old friends?”
“Some of them,” Stuart said, “Any of them still around?”
“Like the song goes,” Clifton said, “they’re all dead or in prison.”
“Ah, but I see you’re still here, though,”
“Yeah, Partially.”
“What about Ricky?”
“He’s around, sometimes. Moved over to Greenpoint, though.”
“And Rita?”
“I don’t know, I heard she went to L..A.”
“Thought I saw Tombo over around Tompkins Square …”
“Probably you did. He’s still around there as far as I know.”
“What about Natasha, then?”
“Ah,” Clifton said. “You know I can’t remember when I last saw Natasha.”
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“She still doing business with Uncle Bill, you think?”
“Uncle Bill got sick and died,” Clifton said, and glanced up at the clock. “Speaking of which, I got to make a
little run—”
“Yeah, well,” Stuart said. “Great to see you and everything.”
“Yeah,” Clifton said, “What do you need?”
“Man,” Stuart said. “You can’t talk about that in Henry’s place.”
“You been away quite a while, babe,” Clifton said, “It’s not Henry’s place anymore. So, you know, I can be
back in a hour.”
“Not to see me,” Stuart said. “No more.”
“Yeah? We’ll see you,” Clifton said. “Dig you later, babe.” He stepped over the dog and went out through the
bar of sunlight reddening in the doorway.
Stuart raised his hand and let it drop on the counter.
“They moved too?” he said. “They moved out of upstairs?”
“Yeah,” Arthur said. “Out to Starrett City.”
“Man,” Stuart said. “Can’t quite get used to it.”
“The new guy opens the kitchen back up,” Arthur said. “That should really make a difference.”
“What now?”
Stuart got up and went toward the back. A half partition had been raised in front of the area where Henry and
Isabel used to have their own meals, and now there were four small tables set up as for a restaurant. Stuart turned
back to Arthur.
“Captain lets people go back in there now?” Stuart walked back to his stool and sat. “Man, used to be if you
just stepped over that line he was right there ready to take your leg off for you.”
“I think he’ll have to get over that,” Arthur said. “He’s old for all that, anyhow.”
The dog heaved himself up from the door sill, walked back into the room, and lay stiffly down again.
“Yeah, Captain, getting cold, you’re right,” Arthur said. Then to Stuart: “Want to shut that door?”
Stuart got up. It had been a mild fall day but now the air had a winter bite. He pushed the door shut and stayed
for a minute, squinting through the window at the dropping sun, across the VFW\fn{ Veterans of Foreign Wars.} decal
on the pane.
“Can’t believe they’d of left the dog here,” he said, turning back toward the counter.
“Henry comes by to see him,” Arthur said. “You couldn’t take him out of this place, though. He would just
die.”
*
Upstate, the week before, it had turned cold early, and alongside the railroad track the river was choked with
ice. Stuart had bought papers at the station, the News, the Post, but he couldn’t seem to focus on the print. From
the far shore of the Hudson, chilly brown bluffs frowned over at him, sliding back and back. The train ran so low
on the east bank it seemed that one long step could have carried him onto the surface of the river, though solid as
the ice appeared it could hardly have held anybody’s weight so early in the season. He stared through the smutty
window of his car, the view infrequently broken up by a tree jolting by, or a building, or the long low sheds at the
stations: New Hamburg, Beacon, Cold Spring. Opposite West Point the ice vanished and the river’s surface turned
steel smooth and gray.
If he’d been a fish, Stuart caught himself wondering, how much farther down could he swim without
dissolving? Chemicals warmed the water down here, as much as and more than any freaks of weather. What fish
would swim into that kind of trouble? He’d slept little the night before, his last night in Millbrook, so maybe that
and too much coffee accounted for the jitters that worsened as Tarrytown and Yonkers fell back by, and rose
toward actual nausea when the George Washington Bridge, almost a mirage down river, floated into clearer view.
If he'd been a fish he could breathe water, though the water here might kill or change him. He was headed into a
hostile element, a diver for what pearl he couldn’t say.
The train dragged toward 125th Street like a weight pulling him under. The couple of years he’d been away
were long enough he should have stayed forever. No point to come back now, so late, unless to recover
something, what? The train dropped along the dark vector of the tunnel to Grand Central, and Stuart, like a
hooded hawk, grew calm.
*
An hour or two and he’d remembered how to swim again, or glide. A thermal carried him up into a Times
Square hotel, one of the kind where they did a take when he said he wanted the room all night, but by the week it
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turned out to be a bargain. Suspended in some other current, Stuart lazed back out into the street and drifted, from
a bar to a street-corner stand to one of the old needle parks to another bar, and so on. Don't go where you used to
go, they’d told him at the center, don’t see those same old people, or you’ll fall. No doubt that bigger, meaner fish
still eyed him from their neighbor eddies, but he wasn’t bleeding anymore, and a flick of tailor fin shot all of them
away.
The weather was still bland down here, much milder than upstate, though it began to have its bitter aftertaste of
cold. Stuart cruised up into the chill of the evening, watching whores and dealers check him over before they
swirled away, always wondering if he might run into Natasha. He was not exactly looking yet, but developing a
ghost of an intention. If he had asked himself, Why her? he would have had no answer. Just … Natasha. He had
written her a time or two from Millbrook, hadn’t had anything back, not that he’d expected it. Why Natasha?
Others had been as close, or closer, and he didn’t want to look for them. He wasn’t looking for Natasha either. It
had been spontaneous at first, this feeling that she was about to appear.
*
Clifton had been wrong about Rita, Stuart eventually found out. She wasn’t in L.A. after all, she was in
Bellevue getting over hepatitis A. They made him take a shot of gamma globulin when he went in to see her, even
though he tried to tell them how long he’d been upstate. He also tried a joke about needles, but the nurses didn’t
laugh. When Rita invited him to sit down he had to tell her no.
“Funny, almost everybody seems to say that,” Rita said.
Her smile was not particularly bright. She was on a big ward, but curtains ran on tracks between the beds, and
there were a couple of chairs pulled up to her nightstand, with magazines piled on the seats. The whites of her
eyes were still a funny color and she was so thin that Stuart had trouble telling what were the lines of her body
and what were only wrinkles in the sheet.
“Well, now,” Stuart said. “You look good.”
“Don’t give me that,” Rita said. “I look like I’m gonna die.”
“You’re not,” Stuart said.
“Not this time,” Rita said. Stuart groped for a commonplace.
“Clifton told me you went west.”
“No way,” Rita said, patting the mattress with a bony hand. “I been right here.”
“When do you get out?” Stuart said.
“I don’t know. Two weeks, more maybe. They don’t want to give me a date.”
Rita’s folding alarm clock ticked loudly across the next patch of silence.
“You need anything?” Stuart said.
“Not that I can get.”
“Well let me know OK?” Stuart pulled the curtain back and paused in the gap.
“Hey, I been kind of trying to get hold of Natasha. You wouldn’t know what she’s been up to, would you?”
“I know she hasn’t been up here,” Rita said. “Not a whole lot else. Last I heard she was tricking for Uncle
Bill.”
“My God,” Stuart said. “That sounds like a losing proposition.”
“You know how it is,” Rita said. “She got a nice big nut to make every day.”
“I guess,” Stuart said. “Hey, but Clifton told me Uncle Bill was dead.”
“Is that right,” Rita said. “Clifton seems to be kind of full of bad information these days.”
*
Bars and coffee shops, coffee shops and bars. Stuart circled the island from end to end of the old boundaries:
the Marlin, McCarthy’s Three roses, the Chinatown spots, anywhere she might have come in for any reason, rest
her feet, get out of the weather, kill time waiting to score. Some places they remembered what he drank, but
mostly not, and every now and then he’d meet somebody else who hadn’t seen Natasha.
“Nah, man, she ain’t been around here.”
“Didn’t I hear she went to Chicago? I can’t think if it was her or somebody else. Memory slips a little on the
fourth one.”
“Haven’t seen her in about eight months. Maybe not since last summer.”
“Hey, Stuart, what ever happened to that snippy little black-haired girl you used to hang around with.”
Wish I knew … On sleepless nights, he’d eat small-hour breakfasts at the Golden Corner or someplace just
about like it, hunched down behind a newspaper, eavesdropping on the booths around him full of hookers on
break, waiting for the voice or the name. By the time winter set hard in the city he’d started on the false alarms,
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recognizing Natasha in just about any middle-sized dark-haired white girl. It happened more than once a night
sometimes, he’d have to walk right up to whomever he’d spotted and then at the last minute veer away. He did
that so many times that the hookers started calling him Mr. No-Money Man.
*
Uncle Bill’s place was up at 125th Street near the Chinese restaurant, just past the train trestle. A black kid with
his hair done up in tight cornrows was waiting by the entry when Stuart arrived, one leg cocked up on the railing,
the loose foot swinging to its limit like the pendulum of a clock. Stuart stood sideways to keep one eye on him
while he studied the row of bells. The third one now said “Childress” instead of “B.B.” like it should have, but he
reached to ring it anyway.
“Man done gone,” the black kid said. Stuart turned all the way toward him.
“What man is that?”
“Billbro, who else?”
“Know where he went?”
The kid spat over the railing.
“You got a cigarette on you, man?”
Stuart passed him a single Marlboro.
“He in the trench,” the kid said. “There’s a place just about ten blocks up can fix what it is you need.”
Stuart laughed briefly.
“You think I’m the right color to be going about ten blocks up from here?”
The kid grinned and blew some smoke.
“Long’s you go with me you are.”
“Thanks anyway,” Stuart said. “It was a personal visit kind of thing. What was this trench you were talking
about?”
“Out on one of them islands, I forget.” The kid’s tennis shoe, fat with thick lacing and white as new bones, beat
back and forth on the hinge of his knee.
“You know, when you die without no money, then they shove you in the trench.”
“Oh,” Stuart said. “That trench. Do you get a box at least?”
“I don’t think so, bro,” the kid said. “Maybe you might get a bag.”
*
Up at Millbrook, Stuart’s image of Natasha had been clear as a photograph tacked to the wall, but once he was
back in the city it began to blur and fade and run together in a swamp of other faces: magazine covers, or actresses
on posters outside the movies, and always and especially the dozens of near-misses that kept on slipping past him.
Now her memory was less a face and figure than just a group of gestures, and these too began to dissipate and
dissolve, until when he thought of Natasha he often thought of a painting he’d once seen by Manet: a full-length
portrait of a woman in a gray dust coat down to her feet, one hand lightly extended toward what—a birdcage? He
couldn’t even remember the painting all that well. The woman in the portrait was nothing like Natasha, She had a
totally different face, was taller, heavier, had red hair. Yet the cool repose of her expression also managed to
suggest that she was poised at the edge of something. Stuart began to doubt if he would recognize Natasha when
he found her, and what if he’d already passed her by? He recognized people who weren’t her frequently enough,
that much was for sure.
*
Stuart was trying to outlast a drunk with a three A.M. breakfast at the Golden Corner when a hooker slid into
the booth across from him.
“I been thinking about you, Mr. No-Money Man,” she said. “I been thinking, if you ate a little hit less
breakfast, you might have a little bit more money.”
When she laughed, her eyes half disappeared into warm crinkles at their corners. Stuart saw she was a lot older
than she wanted to appear, but not bad looking still, in a stringy kind of way. He sort of liked her face, under all
the make-up. She was wearing white lipstick and white eye shadow, on skin the shade of tan kid leather. The wig
she had on was a color no hair had ever been.
“I bet you got fifty cent right now,” she said. “Buy me a cup of coffee.”
“Get the number ten breakfast if you want it,” Stuart said. “Or anything else they got.” He was in a slightly
reckless condition and a lot of his concentration was being spent on keeping her from splitting into twos and
fours.
“Hell, yes,” she said, and shouted an order toward the counter. “I knew you had that money all along.”
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“Not that much,” Stuart said, laying down his fork.
“Enough,” she said, aiming a long fingernail at his nose. “Your trouble is you think you can’t find what you
need. You know I seen you looking. Up and down and up and down”—she slapped the table—“You might not
think it but I can do it all myself, do it real well too.”
“Breakfast only,” Stuart said, and as if those were the magic words, an oblong plate of hash and eggs came
skidding into the space between her elbows.
“I got it now,” she said, biting into a triangle of damp toast. “You not looking for something. You looking for
somebody, right?”
“Yeah,” Stuart said. “Right.”
“Have to be a girlfriend.”
“As a matter of fact, no,” Stuart said. “Just somebody I used to know.”
“What for, then?”
“I don’t know,” Stuart said. “I think I got survivor syndrome.”
“Say what?”
“I feel responsible," Stuart said, hearing his words begin to slur. “For like … for everybody. Don’t ask me why
but I always felt like she’d be the only one I could do anything about.”
He elbowed his plate out of the way and clasped his hands in front of him.
“It’s got to be like a long chain of people, see? I take hold of her and she takes hold of somebody else and
finally somebody takes hold of you maybe, and then if everybody holds on tight we all get out of here.”
The hooker shoveled in a large amount of hash and eggs with a few rapid movements and then looked back up.
“Out of where?”
“Ah, I can’t explain it,” Stuart said, fumbling out a cigarette. “Whose idea was this, anyway?”
The hooker stared at him, not smiling so much now.
“You be knee-walking drunk once you stand up, won’t you?” she said after a while. “Man, where you coming
from with this kind of talk?”
“Straight out of hell,” Stuart said, trying to get his cigarette together with his match. “You familiar with the
place?”
*
Over the winter he started going to the kung fu movies, across 42 nd Street and around Times Square. It was a
better time killer than drinking for him now; he’d tried getting drunk a few more times but he didn’t much like
where it took him. He went to the movies at night or sometimes in the afternoons, wearing a knit cap pulled down
to his eye sockets so others couldn’t tell much about him in the dark. It would take him a while, sometimes, to
find a seat. Often whole sections had been ripped out, and also he liked to get one that put his back to a post or
some other barrier. In the half-light reflected back from the screen, the rest of the audience milled through clouds
of dope smoke, dealing for sinsé or street ludes or dust, each cluster playing a different boom box, usually louder
than the soundtrack. They only turned to the screen when there was fighting, but the fight scenes always got their
whole attention, bringing screams of approval from every cranny of the huge decaying theaters.
Stuart, on the other hand, always watched all the way through, even the tedious love scenes. He was not very
discriminating, could watch the same picture again and again, often staying so long he would have forgotten
whether it was day or night by the time he returned to the street. The movies were all so similar that there was not
much to choose among them, if you were going to bother to watch them at all. He observed that the theme of
return was prevalent. What the returning person usually did was kill people, keeping it up until there was no one
left or he was killed himself.
*
Twisted among the lumps and rickets of his moldy ricket of a bed, Stuart falls into a dream so deep and
profoundly revealing that at every juncture of it he posts his waking self a message: You must remember this. The
dream is room within room within room, each suppressing its breathless secret, and on every threshold, Stuart
swears he will remember. Each revelation has sufficient power to make him almost weep. When he sits up
suddenly awake, the message is still thinly wrapped around him, bound up in a single word, a name.
Clifton. Stuart stared at a gleaming crack in the gritty windowpane, an arm’s reach across the space between
the bedstead and the wall. Clifton, that was nothing but nothing, and the dream was entirely gone. He flopped
back over onto his side, eyes falling back shut, fingers begin to twitch, and a shard of the dream returns to him.
The self of his dream comes hurrying from a building and in passing glances at a peddler on the sidewalk, a
concrete-colored man propping up a dismal scrap of a tree. Its branches are hung with little figurines carved in
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wood and stone, and Stuart, hastening on his way, takes in as a matter of course that each of them astonishingly
lives, is animate, moving toward the others, or away. In the dream he rushes past as though it were completely
ordinary, but now he is transfixed by the gemlike movement of the tree, this nonsense miracle, a mere wonder
outside the context of the dream, and uninterpretable. Stuart sat back up in the knot of his grimy blanket,
muttering, Clifton. Surely, somewhere in all of this there must be something to extract.
*
Back in Brooklyn, Stuart checked in Henry’s old bar to see if anyone knew where Clifton was living now and
found that no one did. He tried the old place up on Broadway and the super sent him back around the corner to a
half-renovated building between two shells on South 8 th Street. It was a sunny day, though cold, and even the well
to the basement door was full of light. Stuart rolled his newspaper tighter in his right hand and rapped on the door
with his left. It took five or ten minutes of off-and-on knocking before the door pulled back on the chain, then
redosed and opened all the way.
“You been a long time coming,” Clifton said.
Inside, the light that leaked down from the street level was thin and watery. Clifton shimmered vaguely as he
yawned and stretched; it looked like he’d been caught asleep, though it was well past noon. There was something
that smelled to Stuart a little like old blood. He followed Clifton into the room and kicked the door shut behind
him with his heel.
“The worried man,” Clifton said, bending away from Stuart to get a T-shirt from the bed. “Well, babe, you
ready for me to make your troubles go away?”
“Can you?” Stuart said. “Clifton?”
When Clifton began to turn toward him, Stuart lashed at him with the rolled newspaper, and the heavy elbow
of pipe he’d furled inside it knocked Clifton all the way over and sent him sliding into the rear wall.
“What in hell is the matter with you?” Clifton said. He sat up against the wall and stroked at the side of his
mouth, his finger coming away red from a little cut.
“Have you gone crazy or what?”
Stuart looked down at him, trying to feel something, anything, but could not. He thought for no reason of the
trench, bags jumbled into it, barely covered with a damp film of dirt.
“Just curious,” he said haltingly.
“Yeah, well, are you satisfied now?”
“Not really,” Stuart said. The newspaper hung at the full length of his arm, pointed at the floor. “I was thinking
I might beat your face out the back of your head, but I don’t really feel like it now.”
“That’s real good, Stuart,” Clifton said. “I’m glad you don’t feel like it now. You don’t maybe want to tell me
why you felt like it a minute ago?”
“I don’t know why,” Stuart said. “What happened to Natasha?”
“Man, are you kidding me, man?” Clifton said. “I’m going to tell you the truth now, O.K. I don’t freaking
know.”
Stuart took a step forward, hefting the newspaper. Clifton raised one hand more or less in front of his face and
pushed up into a crouch with the other.
“Hey, I would tell you now if I knew, man,” he said. “You got the edge on me, O.K.? Besides, what would I
want to hide it for? I don’t know any more than you do, man.”
“O.K,” Stuart said, and let the newspaper fall back to rest against his thigh. Clifton reached into the side of his
mouth and took something out and looked at it.
“This is my tooth I got here, man,” he said. “I cannot believe you did this over that dumb freaking chick.”
“I had a dream,” Stuart said, “but maybe this wasn’t what it was supposed to he about.”
Clifton pushed himself up off the floor and stood, pressing the T-shirt over the bleeding edge of his mouth.
“Yeah, well, thanks for stopping by,” he said, words a little slurred by the cloth. “Next time I see you I’m going
to kill you, you do know that, I hope.”
“No you won’t,” Stuart said.
“Maybe, maybe not.” Clifton said. “Don’t turn your back.”
*
Almost every day he bought a paper and almost every day he didn’t read much of it. He’d glance through
quickly and then roll it and carry it all day, till the front pages began to curl and tatter and the ink started to bleed
off on his fingers. After a while the feel of the rolled newspapers stopped reminding him directly of Clifton and
only made him uncomfortable in a dull way he couldn’t identify.
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There was always too much news about missing people, and too many of the ones who weren’t missing were
dead. Every time he heard about someone else missing he wondered how many just vanished without being
missed. Every third person he passed on the street was probably missing from somewhere.
“Missing” was no more than a whitewash; a better word would he “gone.” Gone people. Whenever Stuart
looked at the faces on the milk cartons, he had a deep feeling the children were dead. He didn’t own a picture of
Natasha, but all the same he was convinced that if she’d died he would have known that too.
*
When it got warm enough to sit outside again Stuart sat in Tompkins Square with one more unread newspaper
flattened on the bench beside him and watched Tombo coming across from the east side. He would have let him
go on by, but Tombo saw him before he could get the paper up, came over, and sat down.
“Long time,” Tombo said. “I wasn’t even sure you were still around.”
“I’m here,” Stuart said.
Tombo leaned back on the bench, shooting his long legs out before him. He had on a nice pair of gray pleated
pants, expensive looking. None of it ever seemed to age or even touch him. He still had his dark and vaguely
foreign prettiness, perfect skin, red pouty mouth, long eyelashes like a girl’s. Stuart watched him blink his eyes
and sniffle.
“Hey, you know Clifton’s been talking you down a lot,” Tombo said, shifting around in Stuart’s direction. “He
keeps on telling everybody he’s gonna fix your business.”
“Good,” Stuart said. “If he’s talking about it then he won’t do anything.”
“You think?”
“Clifton’s got a temper,” Stuart said. “But he’ll never let it take him all the way to jail.”
“Maybe not,” Tombo said. He snorted, pulled out a handkerchief, and blew his nose.
“Allergies, man,” he said. “It always gets to me around this time of year.”
“What are you giving me that line for?” Stuart said. “I’m not a cop.”
“Right, I forgot,” Tombo said, glancing over at him under his eyelashes. “You still clean?”
“Yeah, Stuart said.
“They do a pretty good job on you up at Millbrook, huh? It sticks?”
“So far,” Stuart said. “One day at a time and all that kind of thing.”
Tombo shifted around on the bench.
“I’d been thinking maybe I might go up there sometime myself,” he said.
“Well,” Stuart said. “When you decide to go, ten you’ll go.”
“People tell me you’re looking for Natasha,” Tombo said.
“Do they,” Stuart said. “Everybody likes to talk to you about my business, seems. Why, you haven’t seen her,
have you?”
“Not in a year at least, nope. Sorry, bud. What are you looking for her for?”
“I quite looking for her,” Stuart said. “You can’t look for somebody around here, it’s ridiculous. I’m just …
I’m just waiting to find her, that’s all.”
“Interesting strategy,” Tombo said, standing up. “Well, good luck”
*
Stuart started making trips to Brooklyn, back to what had been henry’s place, though he didn’t much like the
feel of it, not after the remodeling. Why he kept going out there he didn’t really know, maybe just for the
inconvenience of it, for the journey. Clifton had stopped coming in, the new bartender was a stranger, there was
seldom anyone he knew there except the dog. They still hadn’t opened up the restaurant section. Sometimes
Stuart’s visit would coincide with Henry’s, who tended to drop in most Thursday and Friday afternoons. He’d take
Captain out around the block and then come back and sit at the bar, drinking white wine on ice from one of the
old straight glasses they’d apparently saved just to serve him with. It pleased Stuart that this one little thing was
still the same, and he felt happier in the place when Henry was in there too, though they didn’t have much to say
to each other past hello, and though the old man looked all wrong, sitting on the outside of the bar.
Whenever the weather was good enough, he walked back across the bridge and caught the subway at Delancey
Street on the Manhattan side. He was ina lot better shape than he’d been in the old days, but it was still enough of
an effort that doing it fast set his heart slamming. That sense of an urge out in front o him was familiar, though
now he wasn’t going for a fix; the energy he set out ahead of him had become its own point. The walkway was a
little more rundown than he remembered it. A lot of the ties had come loose and blown away, and now he could
look through cracks in the steel plating and see all the way down to the place far below the roadway where the
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water slowly turned and moiled. But the rise of excitement was the same as it always had been, as he pushed
himself up to the crux of the span, where the howling of the traffic stopped being a scream and became a sigh.
Arrived just there, with the afternoon barely past its daily crisis, he stopped and looked farther across at the tall
buildings limned explosively with light, exultant, thinking, This is what you always will forget, this is what you
never can remember, this is what you have to be here for.
*
It’s not the first but the fifth or sixth day of spring when Stuart finally finds Natasha. All winter he’s felt old
and moribund, frozen half through, but now a new green shoot of youth begins to uncurl inside of him. It’s a fresh
and tingling day, the weather so very fine that it alone would be enough to make you fall in love. The people in
Washington Square have bloomed into their summer clothes and they all look almost beautiful. Stuart walks
around the rim of the fountain, hands in his pockets, a cigarette guttering at the corner of his mouth, smiling a
little as the fair breeze ruffles his hair. He’s headed straight for Natasha before he’s even seen her, and then he
does: she's tapped out here on one of the benches just at the bottom edge of the circle, head lolled back, mouth a
little open, hands stretched palms-up on her knees. When he gets a little closer, he can even see her eyes darting
under the closed lids, looking at the things she’s dreaming of.
Man, she’s way too thin, she’s got bad-looking tracks, infected, and it’s a fifty-fifty chance she’s dying, but
Stuart won't think about any of that right now, just keeps on walking, up into the moment he’s believed in for so
long.
*TEXAS*
116.314 Excerpt from Interwoven: A Pioneer Chronicle: “The Stone Ranch”\fn{by Sallie Reynolds Matthews (18611938)} a ranch “on the Clear Fork” near Fort Griffin, Shackelford County, Texas, U.S.A.(F) 4
… The Stone Ranch, so called by our family because it was all built of stone, even to the large corrals, lay in
an open valley with beautiful hills to the south and, at a farther distance, to the west and northwest. Not far to the
northeast there is a little peak which we have always called Buzzard Peak and beneath which flows the Clear Fork
whose winding course came to within less than a mile of the ranch house. It was situated in what is now the
southwest corner of Throckmorton Couhty and was on the outside border of civilization. The country just
northwest of us was occupied solely by Indians and wild animals for hundreds of miles; great herds of buffaloes,
deer, antelopes and wild horses roamed the plains. The nearest ranch, Camp Cooper, was five miles east.
It was a bright sunny day when we came to the Stone Ranch, and although the house was not very large, it
appeared to be a veritable fortified castle with its thick stone walls, and seemed a haven of peace and quiet to the
family after having live in the crowded fort.
The house stood on the north side of a little creek, we called Walnut because of the many trees of that species
which grew along its banks. Across the creek on the south was a spring, covered by a stone house, where we kept
milk butter and meat in the warm weather.
The main building consisted of only two large rooms with fireplace in each room, and a wide hall between
with heavy double doors of oak opening on both north and south. The hall was made into a bedroom by closing
one side. One room had a plank floor; the other room and the hall were flagged with stone. On the north was a
detached building with two rooms, one with a fireplace. This we called the “bachelors’ hall” as it was occupied by
the young men and boys.
On entering the house, we found it in a state of disorder. Some of the windows were broken and the glass was
lying on the floor. Some wild animal, a wolf or panther, perhaps, had evidently been in the house, as one of the
inside doors had been badly gnawed on the edge. The sight of those glaring foot-marks gave me an eerie feeling; I
could imagine many and all kinds of wild animals visiting us at night time. How such things impress children! I
can see that dusty and glass-strewn floor, and that door deeply marked by animal teeth, in my mind’s eye now.
The work of putting things in order was started at once when Mother began to sweep, and Brother George took
the broom from her, saying,
“Let me sweep.”
There were a few pieces of furniture in the house when we took possession, some chairs and a little French
bedroom suite in white, decorated with a spray of flowers on the head and foot boards of the bed and on the
dresser drawers. To my childish eyes this furniture appeared about the last word in elegance.
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One day Glenn was nosing around in the old rock quarry nearby when he spied a wooden box which on
examination proved to be filled with dishes. I think there was almost a full dinner set of ordinary white queen’s
ware, decorated with tiny roses in relief. I remember there were several covered vegetable dishes. This was a rich
find for the family as the supply of china had become so depleted that there was not enough with which to set the
table, and tin ware was substituted. With all this new china the table appeared festive indeed.
There were other things found hidden in these rocks, cowbells, staples for ox yokes, and such, for all of which,
together with the pieces of furniture, my father paid when the owners came back.
Finding all these articles made the family feel that any pile of rock might contain hidden treasure, so when a
small mound of rock was discovered on a hill close by, the men at once proceeded to investigate in order to see
what was hidden there. What they found was a tiny coffin. There was no mark of any kind about this mound of
rock to indicate that it was a grave. Of course it was immediately replaced as found, and the little mound is still
there, but to this day we do not know to whom the child belonged.
The room with the stone floor in the main house was an all-purpose room. Mother’s bed was in one corner. At
the opposite wall stood a long table at which could be seated twelve or fifteen people, and in some way Mother
and Sister managed to set it always with a white cloth, clinging tenaciously to the refinements of life.
The cooking was done on the wide fireplace. On winter evenings after the ovens were set aside, the hearth
swept and table pushed against the wall, the family gathered around the fire. Often the boys would be molding
bullets, Mother and Sister sewing, knitting or mending. Many pecans, which had been gathered along the banks of
the Clear Fork or Walnut Creek, a short distance away, were cracked and sometimes roasted over the fire. Now
and then the cured tongue of a buffalo would be buried in the ashes and roasted; if you have never tasted this
special tidbit you have missed something to delight the taste of an epicurean.
Life was never monotonous to me even though there were no other little girls with which to play. I tagged
along after my young brothers, Glenn and Phin, as they played. They would make traps and sometimes get a bird,
which was always thrilling. They never put them in a cage, but would free them after playing with them a little
while.
On the south side of the creek near the spring house, there stood two magnificent elm trees, the interlocking
branches of which, like a huge umbrella, made a dense shade. The soil under the elms was moist and alluvial, a
contrast to the rocky, arid hillsides.
One day Mother observed Glenn and Phin, very busy with hoe and rake under these trees. She asked them
what they meant by all this work; they answered,
“We’re making a garden.”
“Well,” Mother replied, “Nothing will grow in that shade.”
This was a wet blanket indeed on their spirit of industry. Phin dropped his hoe, saying,
“Humph! I’m not going to work in the hot sun.”
Thus, garden making was over for the time.
Of course, I was too young to realize the seriousness of life, and it seemed a busy, happy time, full of
cheerfulness and useful tasks; but as I look back upon it now, I know it was fraught with much anxiety, especially
when the boys were out working with the cattle or scouting for Indians. It must have been lonely and rather
desolate for my mother and sister with so little contact with other women. There would be an occasional visitor
from Camp Cooper and Sister would sometimes ride down there with the men, but I do not believe my mother
ever left the ranch except one time during our stay there. There were neither newspapers nor magazines to keep us
in touch with the world, no church or Sunday school near.
I wonder how my parents kept track of the days with no calendars. My mother did lose the day once when she
did her Saturday cleaning and scrubbing on Sunday, and took a quiet Sabbath rest on Monday. As a rule there was
a peaceful calm on Sunday, different from other days, but not always, for at times that was the hardest day in the
week, with a crowd of extra men to cook for. Although women were scarce, men were fairly plentiful.
Besides the regular household of fifteen, there were many transient men coming and going. Sometimes they
came hunting buffaloes and other game; they did not have to search far for buffaloes as they were seldom out of
sight of the house from October to May. At other times they were scouting for Indians who had taken their horses.
The chief recreation for the young men was the hunt and this they thoroughly enjoyed. One noted one while
we were at the Stone Ranch was when they went up the river to a place they called Blackjack Thicket, near Fort
Phantom Hill, where they had hoped to find some black-tail deer. The common red and white-tail deer were very
plentiful where we lived, but there were no black-tail. I do not remember that they got any deer on this expedition,
but they did get a white buffalo which was a very great rarity, this being the first we had ever seen or heard of, and
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among the many thousands of buffaloes that were killed in this country, I never saw but one other white robe; it
was owned by Frank E. Conrad.
Two of my brothers, George and Ben, had a shot at this one, but George being the elder, got the skin. It was
given to an Army officer at Fort Griffin after the Fort was established, to be placed in the Smithsonian Institution
at Washington. In my visits to the Capital I have searched diligently in that and other museums and can find no
trace of its ever having been placed there. It was there at one time as some of the family saw it, and it does seem
as if there would be some record of it. The officials of these institutions have been most kind in assisting me in
my search for it.
When summer came my father made his yearly trip to Weatherford for supplies. On this trip my sister and her
baby, my brother, Ben, and I were along. The reason for Sister’s and my going was mainly to visit with our
relatives, the Barbers, and to have some pictures made, little tintypes they were. While we were away the ranch
was raided by Indians. One Sunday morning after most of the men had ridden off leaving only two as guards and
the two younger boys, Glenn and Phin, twelve and nine years of age respectively, fourteen Indians, Kiowas and
Comanches, charged about the house and fired a few times. Glenn used a gun as well as the two men and the
Indians soon left, taking with them five hundred head of cattle that they had rounded up and all the horses they
could lay hands on.
In those days it was customary for the cattlemen to put the young calves in the pen in order to keep the mothers
from straying away too far and to get them located and gentle. (At one time we also had fifty young buffalo calves
nursing the cows with the other calves.) There were sometimes a hundred or so calves in the pen. The Indians
turned out the calves and rounded in as many of the mothers as they could find, but not all, as some of them were
bawling in deep distress for days afterwards.
As Indians were not accustomed to seizing cattle, their usual quarry being only horses, some people think these
raiders were not Indians, but rather white desperadoes. If they were not Indians, they were artfully disguised in
Indian dress, war paint and feathers, and their war whoops were well simulated, for the family felt certain they
were Indians.
Father knew nothing of this incursion until when nearing home he heard that the ranch had been raided by
Indians. After this he thought surely the family would return to the fort. Not my little Scotch mother; she was
made of more heroic metal. When someone asked her if she had not been terribly frightened, she said,
“No, but I was all-fired mad.”
*
The next event of interest happened in April, 1867. Some horses had been stolen from settlers east of us and a
party of men, riding in hot haste to overtake the Indian marauders, came to our ranch where they were joined by
my brothers, George and William, and Si Hough. They overtook the Indians at the Double Mountain Fork of the
Brazos, a distance of thirty-five or forty miles from the Stone Ranch. They were loitering here, taking their ease
and shooting buffaloes, thinking they were out of the danger zone. They were taken by surprise and only one
escaped to tell the tale. They were outnumbered, there being ten white men to seven Indians. One of our men,
John Anderson, was shot through the arm, receiving a flesh wound, and a minie ball passed through William’s
sleeve. Brother George was the only one seriously hurt. He was shot with an arrow that entered his body just
above the navel. He was wearing a United States Army belt buckle which was about two inches wide by three
long. This buckle, we think, may have saved his life, as the arrow hit the edge of the buckle, breaking the force of
the shot to some extent or it would doubtless have gone through his body. These arrows had great force when shot
from strong Indian bows. He pulled the shaft out, but the head was left in his body, where it stayed fifteen years.
At first they thought it possibly might have dropped in the loose sand when the shaft was taken out and have been
covered, but that was not the case, as was proven in after years.
When Si came up and saw George lying there, he swore he would have the scalp of the Indian who shot him.
He was not long in getting it. This particular Indian was marked by his gay trappings; his war bonnet of eagle
feathers and bridle covered with disks of hammered silver proclaimed him a chieftain, they thought. The silverstudded bridle was given to Brother by Si Hough and is now treasured by William’s sons, Brother George having
had none to inherit it.
William and John Anderson rode all night to tell the family what had happened. The night before they came,
my father had a dream which so impressed him that he told Mother that one of the boys was wounded, and he was
walking the yard in distress and looking for a messenger when the two boys came. This premonition seemed
almost psychic. ..
How to get the wounded boy home was a problem. They tied two horses together, heads and tails, and filled in
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between with their packs. The packs, called kayaks, were made of cowhide and were on the order of oldfashioned saddlebags, only they were much larger and were used to put across a pack horse for carrying
provisions for cow hunts and scouts like this one. These were placed across the horses and filled, in with bedding,
and the wounded man was laid on this improvised bed. A man on each side led the horses as the slow journey
home was begun.
You can realize that this mode of travel was anything but comfortable for an injured man; it was almost
unbearable, but he endured it until nearing home when he asked to be put upon his horse which had an easy gait.
He wanted the family to see him sitting his horse! They, of course, did not know that he was still alive. When the
scouting party approached the ranch, the younger boys were on top of the smokehouse watching, and when they
counted the full number it was a great relief and joy to those at home.
In the meantime, Sam Newcomb was riding night and day to Weatherford, more than a hundred miles away,
for a doctor, only stopping for a bite to eat and a fresh horse at the ranches along the way, and he and Dr. James D.
Ray of Weatherford rode day and night on the return trip. When the doctor arrived, he probed the wound a little
and that ended his treatment. It was all he could do at that time as he did not have the facilities of modern surgery.
Strange to say, the wound healed without infection and soon he was going about as usual. However, he suffered a
good deal of pain in his body until the arrow was removed, although no one would have suspected this from the
active life he led.
The arrow head either went into the muscles of the back at first, or in some manner gradually worked its way
to the back. Years afterward there was a knot pushed out near his spine which he suspected was the arrow head
coming to the surface, and he was right about it, for in 1882 he went to Kansas City and had it taken out. The
following are excerpts from an account in the Kansas City Journal of July 18, 1882.
Yesterday afternoon there was removed from the body of George T. Reynolds, a prominent cattleman of Fort
Griffin, Texas, an arrow head, two inches long. Mr. Reynolds had carried this head sixteen years, three months and
fifteen days. On Friday last the gentleman came to this city and registered at the St. James hotel. His coming was for
the purpose of having a surgical operation performed.

Then follows an account of the Indian fight which is omitted here.
On his back opposite the place where the arrow entered his body, he could feel its head. At last he decided to have it
cut out and came to Kansas City as mentioned. Scales of rust were removed from the arrow head when it was taken
from his body. The point was blunt as if it had been eaten off with rust. This operation was performed by Drs. Lewis
and Griffith, in the presence of Dr. Powell of New York. The gentleman was resting easy last evening and feeling much
relieved.

There was no anesthetic used and before going into the operation he exacted a promise from the doctor that he
would stop when asked. Two friends went into the operating room with him to see him through. One of them ran
out as soon as the doctor started work. The other, “Shanghai” Pierce, a well known cattleman of South Texas,
became so excited when he saw the deep incision that he yelled,
“Stop, doctor, you are cutting that man to the hollow.”
At this my brother called a halt. The cut had missed the arrow head, and had gone down by the side of it.
Brother raised himself to a sitting posture and bent forward. The steel arrow head slipped out into the incision.
In addition to the bridle with the silver discs, there were many other trophies of this battle with Indians, bows
and quivers full of arrows, beads, earrings and bracelets by the dozens; and with shame I confess it, there were
several scalps, scalps not taken in wanton cruelty, but as a lesson to the Indians. It seemed that by using their own
tactics against them, they were more terrified; at least that is what was claimed by the white men.
*
Before going further, I want to state my sentiments in regard to the Indians. While the pioneers of this country
suffered greatly in many ways, not the least being agony of mind as well as body, I do not think the Indians were
by any means altogether to blame. The white people came to America as Christians. Did not the Pilgrim fathers
come primarily that they might worship God according to the dictates of their own consciences? And they did
treat the Indians kindly in the beginning and had a friendly welcome by Massasoit.\fn{ The native American chief
(1580?-1661) of the Wampanoag, who governed the greater part of what is now Massachusetts and Rhode Island, and who concluded the
earliest known treaty between the Europeans and the native aboriginal peoples (1621), barely a year after the arrival of the former to their
shores. The treaty lasted until 1675 .}But this did not continue for long, and as the settling of the country by white people

went on, we know there were many who cheated and exploited the Indians in every way possible, and in some
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instances treated them with ruthless cruelty.
One such incident came under my parents’ knowledge while they lived in Shelby County. During the rush to
the gold fields of California, a party of young men left their neighborhood to go there. In the party there was one
foolhardy fellow who boasted he would shoot the first Indian he saw. The first Indian he saw happened to be a
squaw, sitting on a log nursing her baby, and in cold blood he shot her. Could anything have been more dastardly
and heartless? They were immediately surrounded by Indians and the man who did the deed was demanded, and it
was obvious that if he were not surrendered, they would kill the whole party. So they gave him up and he was
deservedly flayed alive. They were merciful not to have killed the whole company; that is what Mr. White Man
would have done under like circumstances.
Another incident of cold-blooded cruelty on the part of white men was witnessed by my husband when a
young lad. There had been a band of Indians in the country, and a young man, son of Mr. Browning, a prominent
citizen, had been killed. A party of men were out scouting for these Indians, or any Indians, when they came upon
a lone redskin who apparently was lost. He may have belonged to the band which had killed young Browning, or
he may not, for no one knew. When found, he was roasting a skunk for his dinner. The scouts ordered him to
march off and he did so, never turning his head. He was shot in the back, and Browning was given the first shot to
appease his thirst for vengeance. The young lad mentioned above was in the party and he thought it a shocking
display of cowardice on the part of the white men. He says that if they had given the Indian some food and a
“plug” of a pony, they would have acted more like Christians and perhaps have served their country better.
Sometime during Civil War days, I do not know just what year it was, there was a band of Indians of the
Kickapoo tribe passing through this country going across to New Mexico. They were friendly and did not molest
anybody or anything. But they were Indians, and that was enough in the minds of some people. When they came
to the locality where the city of San Angeld now stands, they saw a body of men and not wanting any trouble they
sent one of their men out with a white flag to parley with these white men. The white men wanted no parley, they
wanted to fight. They killed this peace messenger and forced an encounter in which the white men were
ingloriously whipped. And the Indians went on their way without being further molested.
Now I do not hold any brief for the Indians nor am I posing as a Helen Hunt Jackson,\fn{ An American novelist
(1830-1885), of Massachusetts, whose books exposed the appalling living conditions of Native Americans .} but I do think that our
race has much to answer for. How are we going to reconcile that “Trail of Tears” when the Cherokees, a peaceful
tribe, were forced to leave their little homes and farms in western Georgia and North Carolina, because, forsooth,
the white man wanted the land, therefore the Indian must move on. They were sent into the new country of
Oklahoma that the Government had provided, and it is a fine country, a rich and beautiful land. But these people
did not want to give up their homes where they had spent their lives among familiar surroundings and which they
loved perhaps as we love ours. Many of them were old and feeble, and so many died on the way. It is spoken of
by those tribes as the “Trail of Tears” to this day. I think that if they had been treated more humanely from the
beginning, there would have been much less rapine and bloodshed. What could we expect of a people that were
gradually being driven from their home and country, their hunting grounds being taken without remuneration?
When the United States Government did set aside certain portions for their exclusive use, did not the white man
try in every way to get a share of that? If by no other means, he would take unto himself an Indian wife, and in
that way acquire land. If there had been more William Penns,\fn{ In 1681, William Penn obtained a grant of land from the
Crown in payment of a debt owed to his father, and he sailed there the following year, concluding among much other business a series of
treaties based on mutual trust with the Leni-Lenape Indians, and writing a valuable account of them, based on firsthand observation
(1683).} this would have been a more peaceful country in pioneer days. I, for one, believe a good bit in the inherent

nobility of the Red Man …
116.310 Excerpt from A Stove-up Cowboy’s Story: “Heading For The Setting Sun”\fn{by James Emmit McCauley
(1873-1924)} “in Anderson County, Lone Star State, close to Palestine,” Texas, U.S.A.(M) 4
… On the 14th day of August, 1873, I came prancing into this world. I was found in Anderson County, Lone
Star State, close to Palestine. My mother was also borned in Texas, but my father was from Missouri; so he had to
be shown before he would believe. When I was first borned my parents was living at Sherman Mill. My father
worked at the mill; that is, he cut saw logs for. the company out of the woods. But my first memory was to ride a
stick horse and to help hunt for cattle, for every once in a while somebody would go along the big road with a
small herd of cattle, drifting them west to grass and the prairie country. Then my first wishes and desires was to be
a wild and woolly cowboy. ’Twas all I wanted to do but nevertheless my parents quit the saw-mill and went to
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farming for a living. So I was reared up to be a plowboy instead of a cowboy.
My parents be poor like Job’s turkey. They farmed somebody else's land. The other men furnished the land and
the team and the plows and a house for us to live in and we then went cahoots in the crop. But to follow a scooter
plow in stumps, bare-footed, all day, didn’t suit a would-be cowboy.
So my early life was spent on a farm. Things jogged on this way until I was eight years old and my parents
started me to school in the little town of Overton. As I was the oldest boy I went by myself—and a country boy in
town at school stands a very poor show. They did me every way they wanted to, as Father had told me when any
of them done anything to me to go and tell the teacher. But they would lie out of it and I would be the one
punished. So I told Father how they done. So he told me the next one that done anything to me to do everything to
him but kill him. So next day I was laying for an opportunity to bust them up in business.
At the schoolhouse overhead was a Mason’s hall and on this day by some hook or crook they was repairing the
house and was building some brick flues and had some scaffolds built up by the side of the house. And at noon I
went out of the house to eat my cornbread and sow-belly. Some of them boys had got up on the scaffold, and
when I opened my bucket they throwed a half a brick in my bucket. I upped with the brick and brought the
gentleman off there head first and I kept poking the brick until I had three of them down. A doctor was sent for,
and while they was attending the sick, lame and lazy, I skeedaddled for home and told Father. So in his company
he went back with me. Father told the professor how I had been treated, how the boys lied on me and I bore the
blame, and how he had told me to pestle them up some myself. From that day on I bore the name of Bald Hornet,
but I was cock of the walk and crowed when I wanted.
It was natural for me, I guess, to be mean. Once an old man (I’ll call him Johnson) told Father I had been
stealing his apples and he gave me an unmerciful whipping. But I was laying for that old man. A big Methodist
camp meeting was in progress, which I was attending with the balance of the family. Father had an uncle of mine
living with us and he went on before us and he changed his clothes and I spied his pants. So I sneaked them and
he had forgot his knife. That night I watched old man Johnson hang his hat on the brush arbor posts. I slipped up
gently and took it down and made for the bushes. I literally cut it all to pieces, and it was laid to me but I lied out
of it as I had no knife. But the good old man never said I swiped any more of his apples.
About this time Father had made a raise some way and bought us a horse and occasionally he’d let me ride it to
town or some place in the country. I’d ride with one foot out of the stirrup and sit away over on one side as that
was the way I had noticed the cowboys riding. The more I saw of them drifting west, the more determined I was
to be a cowboy. Then in 1883 my parents moved west out on the Brazos River in Baylor County. That country
was then nothing but ranches, only a nester (farmer) now and then. It was the home of the cattle kings, as the
buffalo had left and the Indians quit raiding on the settlers. Nothing could have suited me more than to be in a
cow country, as farming didn’t set well with me. But we moved back a little to the town of Graham and father got
work on a ranch close to Graham and they put me to work riding fences. This is getting on a horse and taking a
hammer and a steepler and when the fence is loose from the post to fix it up.
This was a better job than I had been having, but I wanted to go with the outfit where they didn’t do anything
but drive cattle.
In 1888 I was going to a little country school and there was a pretty little miss (I’ll call her Gussie Thornton)
with blue eyes and golden hair that won the admiration of my heart. I built many air castles with her in them, but
they all fell through as most air castles do. Another boy quite a lot older and larger than I caused most of my
troubles. He undertook to see that I could not talk to her and called me bad names which caused us to fight. In the
fight he had me down and was giving me a good, sound thrashing and I was about ready to holler calf rope when
his knife fell out of his pocket. When I picked it up he didn’t see me, and the blade being loose in the rivet it was
not much of a job to open it. I slammed it into him in the hip. I want you to know I did not have to beg him to get
off. He got up and yelled he was knifed. This girl was one of the first there to see what was wrong. When she saw
the blood all over this boy and my hand bloody she thought I had killed him. I told her that she had caused the
trouble. The rest of the children went to inform the teacher; so I bid my first love good-bye and started for home,
which I was not long in reaching.
I told my mother what had happened, and after kissing her a fond farewell I started for the setting sun. I felt
that if I stayed there that to prison I would go or that else I would be hung or that boy’s father would reck
vengeance on me. We lived then in Parker County. By nightfall I had walked some twenty miles when I struck a
freighter going to Jacksboro. After I had told him what had happened, he said I had done the bully right. After we
got to Jacksboro, he kept me at his house some eight or ten days.
Next I struck a cow outfit going to the ranch. I struck them for a job and they took me in and in six more days
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we was at headquarters of the old Figger Eight.\fn{ Figure Eight; a cattle brand.} They put me to wrangling horses.
That job is to herd the horses that the rest of the cowboys ride. Every rider has from six to ten horses and while he
is off on the round-up the wrangler herds what they are not riding, and when the chuck wagon moves from one
camping place to another he drives the loose horses and keeps with the chuck wagon. I thought this was pretty
good. It beat being in jail or being hung. The first thing I done when I had worked out money enough was to send
and get me a new Colt 45, six-shooter, so that if anybody come to take me back to Parker County he would meet
with a warm reception. I had blood in my eye and didn’t mean to be arrested if it could be helped.
I soon got enough of the horse herding, but that was all they would let me do. But when the fall work was over
I stayed at the ranch and cut stove wood and done odd jobs around the place until spring. And when spring did
come I had a new saddle and a little pony and some $30 in money. About the first of April I struck northwest as I
was determined to go up the trail to Montana. I rode to the X I T headquarters at Channing, Texas, where five trail
outfits was fixing to go to Montana. After looking the bosses over, I tackled one called Scanlous John. He looked
me over. I was tall enough, but slim was only part of it. He asked me my name and I told him.
“Well,” he says, “Slim Jim, I don’t think you would make a cowboy.”
I told him if I lived I would. After I hung with him for some two or three days he said,
“Well, boy, I’ll take you along if you’ll promise to go plumb through.”
When I got to the X I Ts, I was broke and I did not have no bed and not much clothes. So poor old Scanlous
John took me over to the store and bought me some clothes and a new pair of boots and took me in and let me
sleep with him. Cowboys have to furnish their own bed and saddle blankets, saddle and bridle and spurs, but the
company usually furnish rope and the company always boards a man. ’Tis understood without asking that your
board is furnished. I’ll never forget poor old John for the kindness he showed me when I was a youth and in
trouble too. We got to be quite chummy before the trail herd was ready to start for Montana. During the last days
of April we got things together to start. He gave me a gentle mount of horses, for which I thanked him with all my
heart.
On the last day of April we moved out and began to round up to get us a herd. Two herds was put up before
ours come, we being the middle one. But of all the funny things I had ever saw was the new trail cowboys
mounting. Some could ride them and some would ride about two jumps and then there was a horse loose with a
saddle on. But ’twas fun to me. Beat hoeing cotton or plowing corn. I wanted to try some of those that pitched but
I was afraid I could not ride them and as I was doing very well I thought I would let well enough alone.
The first night I stood guard I’ll never forget. Standing guard with cattle is like this: The cattle are driven up as
close together as they can very well stand and have plenty of room, and are held this way. About dark they will
all, or most of them, lay down. And then everybody goes to the wagon, which is usually camped close, but about
two or three. These cowboys are called the first guard. They will hold the cattle there part of the night and then
they will wake up two or three more and they will stand their part, and so on. I was put on first guard until 10:30
o’clock. I didn’t have any trouble with the cattle, as they lay all right, but I didn’t think my guard would ever be
out, the time dragged so awful-slow. But finely the second guard took them and I turned in. The next morning was
a fine day and we was moving on towards Montana, slowly.
On the third night, as usual, I was on the first guard, just Scanlous John and me, and about nine o’clock a black
cloud from the northwest come up. I had on my slicker, or oil coat. It began to rain in torrents. The vivid lightning
began to flash. The thunder began to roar. And all at once the steers got on their feet and in less time than it takes
to tell it they was gone. The night was as dark as ink, only for the lightning. My horse was on his job, so he stayed
with the cattle. Then I realized that the so-much-talked-of stampeding herd of longhorn steers was now a reality.
Every time it would lighten and a loud clap of thunder follow they would change their course, and in a short time
I found the herd had split or divided, but into how many bunches I didn’t know. After some two hours of storm the
rain quit and soon it cleared off and the moon shined out, but I didn’t know where my pard was or which way the
wagon might be.
I had about three hundred head of steers and after everything was still they lay down and I thought I’d see if I
could find the other part of the herd. But to my sorrow I could not, so I thought I’d shoot my six-shooter and see if
anybody would come or answer me. Bang she went and away went the bunch I was holding. Now I had more
trouble than if I had a let things alone. After chasing them for an hour, I guess, I got them stopped, but I didn’t
shoot any more. I saw I was in to it for the night and so I made the best of a bad bargain. Well, the moon in all its
beauty came at last and as the sun arose across the eastern horizon in all its glory they never was a poor, wore out
sleepier boy than I was. But still I was in trouble, for there I was with a bunch of cattle all alone with nobody in
sight and I didn’t know which way to go to the wagon. I was so hungry and tired I didn’t know what to do.
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About ten o’clock a man came in sight. They was looking for me but didn’t know which way to look. He told
me the direction the wagon was. I lit out. I had drifted something like ten miles to the southeast and if any boy
ever did enjoy something to eat it was me. If bacon and beans ever tasted good it was then. The boys all told the
boss he had lost his tenderfoot, but when they found out I had held a bunch all night they didn’t say tenderfoot
any more. I thought ’twas the most miserable night I had ever experienced in all my life. They said it was the way
they initiated all the down east boys, so I took it for granted and hoped ’twould not happen any more.
Things rocked on very well till we struck the Arkansaw River between La Junta and Pueblo, Colorado. It got
so stormy up there in the breaks of the Rocky Mountains that we had a storm every night, nearly. Oh, but I did
wish I was back in good old Texas plowing corn or hoeing cotton, but alas, I was not, and was made of too good
stuff to show the white feather.\fn{ Behave in a cowardly manner.} On we went with a slow but steady gait towards
Montana.
My real troubles was yet to come. When we reached the Arkansaw River we went up it three or four days
before we crossed. When finely we put into it, it was about level full, as the snow had been melting up in the
mountains long enough to swell it until it was a raging torrent. I waited as long as I could before I went in. I didn’t
get in good until it was swimming. I didn’t get far before my horse got tangled in some drift and sank to rise no
more. I had taken off my boots and most of my clothes for fear of something like this. The first thing that come
handy was a four year old steer. I got him by the tail and away we went for the other side, which we reached after
so long a time. I promised myself I’d never swim the Arkansaw any more.
I had lost my saddle, bridle, blankets and spurs and was broke; that is, I didn’t have enough money to buy a
new outfit. What to do I didn’t know, but I kept my troubles to myself, and the boys began to guy me about riding
bareback until Scanlous John came to my rescue. He told me to ride on the chuck wagon until he could buy me a
saddle. He told me the company would pay for me a new outfit. So I felt some better. In the course of a week he
sent to Pueblo and got me a new outfit out and out. Then I was one of the boys—a new $45 saddle. But I
promised myself that I’d never go up the trail with a herd any more, that swimming them rivers was just a little bit
too dangerous for me.
Finely we came to the last river. It was the worst of them all, and I would not have tried to swim it for all the
cattle up there. ’Tis noted for its swiftness and it has two currents. The top current is some two feet deep, and the
under current runs twice as fast as the top. ’Twas the noted Yellowstone River. When you go below the top current
nothing comes up. ’Tis such a suck to it that to sink in the Yellowstone is a gone fawn skin. When we got there,
the other two herds had not crossed. They seemed to be waiting for us. We crossed close to Miles City. There is
some islands there. We would put the cattle in and some men there with boats helped us swim them to an island.
From it we would swim them for the next island.
After all five of the herds got there about half of the men quit and went to Miles City and blowed in their
money. From there on we put all the cattle in one herd and just drifted them on to the ranch, which was not very
far. We could not drive so many cattle. All we could do was just drift them through. We was fourteen days
crossing the five herds. I helped four days and then went to Miles City and crossed on the bridge, and got on the
other side and had a good time herding. It beat working in the melted snow water that seemed colder than any ice
water I ever saw. It makes the cold chills run over me now to think of that cold water.
One day I went to town just to see what it was like. I had wrote home to mother from way down the country at
Pueblo and I told mother to write to Miles City. A letter from her was waiting me. They had moved to Johnson
County close to the little town of Pleasant Point. She said the boy I had the trouble with had got well. She begged
me to come home. I drawed $50 of my money and sent it to Mother.
A desire to go back kindly got next to me, but I was determined to go through or know the reason why. So on
August 22nd we landed at the headquarter ranch of the X I T in Montana.
After staying a few days taking in the sights, Scanlous John and me prepared to go back to the good old Lone
Star State. On the 27th of August it came a light snow and that made me want to get away worse, for any place that
it snows in the summer don’t suit a Texas cow- puncher, or it didn’t me. So I asked John when would we start and
how was we going. He told me we would go with a train of beef cattle to Chicago, and from there to Kansas City
and then I’d have to buy my own ticket from there on.
On the 5th of September we left with a train of beef over the Great Northern Railroad. I have forgot the little
town we shipped from but anyway they jerked them through. We fed and watered after they was unloaded at St.
Paul, Minnesota. That was the largest city I had ever been in. If I had been by myself I never would have got out
of there, but my boss had been a father to me and I done just what he said and everything went all right. ’Twas
here that I first saw the great Mississippi River, but I had seen so much water that it didn’t charm me much. But
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the sight of the steamboats—that took my eye. I talked to Scanlous John until he agreed to take a ride on one, so
we went up to Minneapolis and back on a steamboat. Next morning we loaded our cattle and on we went to
Chicago—the second sized city in the United States.
Nothing would do John but that we must each buy us a suit of new clothes. After visiting the barber shop and
having our hair took off some five inches and a good bath—the first I had had since I crossed the Yellowstone
River—we proceeded to dike up in new clothes from head to foot. After laying around there two days, I told John
I’d have to go on or I’d have no money. We here got our passes reversed to Kansas City and from there I had to
buy my ticket. It was here that I had to bid my best friend among cowpunchers good-bye, and from that day to
this I have never seen him any more.
After my ticket was paid for and I was on the train I had just $4.60 in my pocket. I left Kansas City in the
afternoon and the next afternoon I reached Fort Worth, Texas, just in time to catch a train for Mansfield. Mother
was there to meet me. Oh, never was I hugged so much in all my born days and I never was so glad to see
anybody as I was Mother. From back some place Mother dug up stuff after we reached home—preserves, jelly,
jam, eggs, pies and so on until I began to think I was somebody. We sat up until nearly midnight talking over the
past. Mother said I didn’t get out of sight until that boy’s father and the officer was there to take me in; she said
they watched the place for nearly a month before they gave it up.
After staying around home for a few days father asked me if I didn’t think I could pick a little cotton. Well, that
didn’t sound very good, but nevertheless I began to pick the fleecy staple. I stayed at home until in the spring. I
had picked cotton and cut cord wood until I had bought me another pony …
116.321 Excerpt from The Wind\fn{by Dorothy Scarborough (1878-1935)} Mount Carmel, Smith County, Texas,
U.S.A. (F) 6
A young girl was traveling along on a westbound train one day in late December, between Christmas and the
new year. Family loyalty had named her Letitia after a great-aunt, but affection had softened that to Letty, so that
she had not suffered unduly. Until recently love had smoothed all things in her life. She was a pretty girl, who
looked younger than her eighteen years—a slight and almost childish figure in her black dress, with her blonde
and wavy hair, her eyes blue as periwinkles in old-fashioned gardens, and her cheeks delicately pink as the petals
of peach blooms. She looked tired now, however, for she had come all the distance from Virginia to Texas. She
had spent the night at Fort Worth to break her journey, and now she was on the last day of her trip. She would
reach Sweetwater that night.
She had never seen Sweetwater, nor heard it described, and she knew of it only as a postmark on a letter. But
the name was pleasant-sounding, and so she whispered it to herself from time to time, while her fancy conjured up
pictures of what the little town would look like. There would be home-like houses with their dream-inviting open
fires in big fireplaces, and their porches overgrown with vines, as in the Virginia villages she knew. There would
be lawns and orchards, and gardens with all the flowers one loved, each in its season, a cycle of beauty from early
spring to late fall. And trees, of course, whose great, benignant branches sheltered nesting birds in spring, whose
leaves in summer laced the sky and rustled softly when the wind blew, and sometimes hung as motionless as
pictured leaves when there was no breeze.
Would there be a little river, perhaps, slipping like a silver shadow through the town, where a girl and a boy
might row a boat on summer afternoons, or a creek that showed rainbow minnows in its shallows and ferns along
the banks? Or a lake, if only a tiny one, or a pond where water lilies bloomed with creamy petals and hearts of
gold, and water hyacinths purple-blue? One thing she was sure of—there would be water, sweet and cool and
pure, for wasn’t the place named Sweetwater?
As one visions heaven according to his dreams of loved earthly beauty, so Letty Mason pieced together a
Sweetwater that was to contain all the things she cared for most. She had to do something to keep from being too
bitterly unhappy. When there was nothing to look to but a past that grief and separation had broken up, and a
future that held she knew not what, and only so much of a present as a ride on a train, what could a girl do?
She gave a look at her present in an impulse of panic to escape the sorrow of yesterdays and the terror of
unknown tomorrows. The day coach with its rows of red plush seats, all turned the same way like people that
dared not look behind them, would be all right for anyone who was not alone and unhappy and afraid. Until a few
months ago Letty could have laughed and had fun in it, while now it seemed ugly and hostile. At one end of the
coach there was a big blackened coal bin and an iron stove as huge and red as a Santa Claus, when the brakeman
had stuffed it with coal. There were not many passengers in the car—a few men with broad-brimmed Stetson hats,
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several mothers with their babies, a few older children, and one grandmotherly gray-haired woman crocheting
white-thread lace. A little girl in a red-plaid dress and hair braided in tight, serious pig-tails, kept pacing up and
down the aisle, touching the tops of the seats as if in some mysterious game. An urchin of about five, with eyes as
round and expressionless as glass marbles, spilled his plump body half over the seat in front of Letty and stared at
her without winking. She tried to smile at him, but she could not manage the necessary energy, and in fact the
youngster seemed to expect no response to his scrutiny.
A man across the aisle looked at her now and then over the top of his Dallas News, and smiled tentatively, but
she turned away each time. He was a rather handsome man, with wavy black hair and dark eyes and a mustache
that quirked up at the ends. He was proud of that mustache, she decided, for he played with it affectionately. He
looked old, over thirty, she felt sure.
There was something faintly familiar about him, suggestive of some one else she had known, perhaps long
ago. As she looked at him surreptitiously, she was sure that she had never seen this man before—because he was a
person that she would have remembered if she had ever known him—but he was teasingly reminiscent of another.
Who was it? She tried to analyze the impressions he called up—half pleasurable recollections, half fear and
repulsion, vaguely commingled as in the waking remembrance of a dream.
When she had been traveling for several hours, the conductor came along and stopped to spek to her, as if he
thought she might be lonesome.
“Getting’ on all hunky dory?”
“Yes.”
She contrived a smile for him, because he was so kind, and his eyebrows were so funny! They were black and
they spurted suddenly out from above his eyes like mustaches stuck on in the wrong place. They fascinated her,
because she had never seen any like them before. But she mustn’t let the good man know that she was smiling at
his mustaches instead of at him.
“What is Sweetwater like?” she asked. “Do you suppose I’ll love it?”
His eyebrows arched themselves jerkily.
“Well, h-mm, that depends on the folks you’ve got there, daughter.”
“I don’t see why,” she contended. “There are lots of places you could like without folks. There are places—
you know—where you never could get lonesome, even if you stayed there by yourself for hours and hours.
They’re so pretty and peaceful they rest you, and happify you, as the darkeys say, so you feel right at home there.
And you enjoy being yourself so much that you don’t miss other people.”
“Yes, that’s right.”
The eye-mustaches twinkled at her cheerily and then the conductor moved off down the aisle without trying to
prove his point, as if indeed he preferred not to.
Letty huddled again in the comer of her red plush prison and gazed out of the window. The train was scudding
along what seemed to be abandoned peach orchards, where unkempt trees were growing, their leafless branches
sprawled and scrawny, instead of being trimmed and tended as in the orchards that she knew at home. And there
were no fences round them, no protection at all to keep thieves from stealing the fruit in summer when there was
any. Queer!
They were the largest orchards she had ever seen, she reflected, for they stretched along both sides of the track
for miles and miles. She hadn’t noticed just where they began, and it seemed as if they never would end. The
ground was covered with a dead grass that waved in the wind, bent low, as if water were rippling over it. The trees
weren’t planted in rows, but sattered irregularly in a wild and lawless abandon. She puzzled over the strangeness
of it all. She thought illogically of a remark she had heard once from an old man:
“All signs fail in Texas.”
When the little red-plaid girl came by again, Letty put out a hand to detain her.
“Why don't they have fences to their peach orchards?” she asked.
“Where?” the child wished to know.
Letty pointed to the trees on each side of the track.
The little girl stared at her in puzzled fashion for a moment, and then she giggled, with laughter as light and
spontaneous as soap-bubbles of mirth.
The Dallas News was lowered and Letty saw that the man across the aisle was smiling in amusement
somewhat carefully restrained. He had been listening, then, to what she said!
“Those are mesquite trees. Wild.” he volunteered.
Letty blushed and drew back. When Letty blushed, the process was one to distract and delight the beholder—
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as if the pink of peach blooms had suddenly turned into rosy flame. It always scared and upset her when it
happened, so that in consequence she blushed more vividly than ever.
As if to reassure her, because sympathetic of her emotions, the man erected the barricade of Dallas News
again, though with manifest reluctance. After a moment, when he no doubt thought that she had somewhat
recovered, he ventured forth again.
“They do look like old peach trees. I’ve heard folks often say the same thing.”
Letty made no answer. With a lingering glance, which made her color flare up again, he retired behind his
paper and made no effort to prolong the conversation.
As the miles slipped by, Letty noticed that the mesquites tended to grow smaller. At first they had been large,
not like forest trees, of course, but good-sized, while now they were dwindling. Why was that?, She looked for
other trees, but saw none of her old familiar friends—only these stranger mesquites. She felt depressed and
forlorn. Would life snatch from her even the trees she loved? But of course it was a long way yet to Sweetwater,
and the landscape could change a lot before she got there. She needn’t worry.
Still, she leaned her cheek against her hand and gave herself up to unhappy premonitions. To go into a country
you didn’t know about was hard, and to leave the home you had loved all your life was cruel. Life didn’t leave
you much choice, but just shoved you around as if you hadn’t any right to feelings.
Suddenly, when she was wiping away a surreptitious tear, she was roused by a touch on her shoulder. Starting
up, she saw that the man from across the aisle had moved over and sat beside her. He spoke casually.
“Like to see some prairie dogs? Maybe you never saw any.”
“No,” she said, fluttering rosily. “I never have.”
He pointed one forefinger toward the ground beside the track and her following gaze saw a stretch of land with
small hummocks scattered over it like earthen breastworks thrown up for Lilliputian warfare. Queer little animals
were disporting themselves about them, red-brown, dumpy creatures like young puppies that had not yet begun to
lengthen into dogs—some sitting on their haunches on top of the mounds, some scampering about on the ground
that was bare of vegetation and hard-packed as a floor. Some looked with suspicion at the train, and then dived
down into holes in the ground. Some ran clumsily away, while a few held their place with impudent disdain of
engines and human beings.
“This is a dog town,” the man went on to elaborate. “They have a colony, you see, and they dig underground
homes for themselves, and live down there. 1 reckon that’s where the old settlers got their notion of dugouts.
Sometimes rattlers live in the holes with them, or maybe only in holes they’ve left. And ground squirrels, and hoot
owls. They have tunnels running between the mounds all over the place.”
“Why, how cunning!” she cried, forgetting her woes and her faint fear of this stranger. To think there were such
darling little animals she had never even heard of! She leaned in excitement against the window and flattened her
nose against the glass like a youngster, to watch them in their antics.
“Does a prairie-dog town have a mayor and a city council?” She laughed dimplingly. “I don’t see the church,
or the school house or the jail.”
He grinned.
“I reckon they’re not much of a religious or educated bunch, any more than the rest of us out here. But they’re
sociable little cusses and mighty human in some of their ways. The children make pets of ’em.”
Her fancy flashed off to the government of a prairie-dog settlement.
“That fat, lazy one there must be the bigwig, the rich man,” she hazarded. “His mound is higher than the
others, and he didn’t duck when he saw the train coming. Some of ’em are silly cowards.”
“Like folks,” he concurred, as he twisted his mustache with long, browned fingers, and smiled. He settled back
at ease beside her, as if there could be no possibility of his being unwelcome. His air was that of a man who had a
lazy energy well controlled, beneath whose apparent indolence a superb strength lay concealed, whose interested
indifference was not greatly accustomed to rebuffs. He smilingly looked down at her.
Letty, who had been but momentarily startled out of her shyness in the excitement of seeing prairie dogs for
the first time, now gave a quick frown and drew back within her shell of reserve. But the stranger appeared not to
notice. Or was it that he noticed and disregarded?
“Live in Texas?” he asked.
“No,” she said coldly. She wouldn’t talk with him, and then he would go away and leave her alone. Who was
he that he should speak to her like this? And then, almost without her volition, her sense of truthfulness answered
his question.
“I—haven’t—but I guess I’m going to,” she faltered, facing the fact definitely for the first time. The blue eyes
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filmed with tears, and the scarlet, fluted mouth like a pomegranate flower, quivered..
“Going far?” he probed. Considerately, he made no mention of her emotion.
“I get off at Sweetwater. Do you know the place?”
“Yes.”
Her desire for information, her thirst for facts about this place that was to be her home, struggled with her
timidity, and won.
“Tell me about it. Will I like living there?” Her tone had an anxious eagerness that made him slow in his reply,
as if he must choose his words with care. He deliberated with judicial gravity, while she looked her palpitating
suspense. At last he spoke.
“What do you say to a bargain? I’ll tell you about Sweetwater, if you'll tell me first about the place you come
from. Fair enough?”
“I guess so,” she stammered. Now she was practically forced to talk to him! Did he really want to hear about
Virginia, or was he pretending? She looked out of the window as if to evoke a picture, and then she turned back to
him.
“My home is—or was—in Virginia, in a little town you never heard of, I s’pose. It’s like the country, but it’s a
town, too, so you don’t get lonesome. There are neighbors, and young people to go about with, but still it’s just as
green and lovely as the country could be.”
She had to pause an instant, struggling with homesickness. Oh, that little loved country town in Virginia! When
should she see it again? Would life fling years as well as miles between it and her?
He gave a smile to-encourage her.
“Sounds nice. Never was in Virginia myself. Tell me how the place looks.”
She got a grip on herself. Perhaps he did want to hear about it, and if so she must do justice to Virginia for one
who had never been there to see it for himself. She must show it to him in her words, so that he’d know how dear
and beautiful it was.
“Our house—” Here she choked an instant, remembering that it was not hers any more. “The house I lived in
isn’t so very big, but it’s homey. It’s old, because Grandfather Mason built it for his bride when he was married
the first time. It’s out in the edge of town, and has a wide porch across the front, so you can sit and watch the sun
set through the pine trees at one side. You can see the sun rise on the other side, across a lake that has willows
dipping in the water, and alders, and other lovely greeny stuffs.”
She closed her eyes a moment, as if blinded with memories.
“There are woodsy roads rambling round, with sumack bright in the sun, and wild honeysuckle trailing
everywhere, making the whole place sweet with its smell, and blackberry vines so pretty when the white blossoms
are out, and so luscious when the berries are ripe in summer. And Virginia creeper, and the trumpet vine with its
wonderful red bugles, climbing up the trees and covering the fence posts and stumps. And a vine we call the cigar
plant, with its little, long red bloom like a tiny lighted cigar.”
“That’s a sensible-sounding plant,” he threw in. “Vines are all beautiful, I think. They’re like charity, for they
go covering up the ugly things and places, the dead trees, the stumps and rough fence posts, and make everything
graceful.”
Her tone was dreamily reminiscent now.
“That’s right,” she agreed, with smiling attention. “And the flowers. There are all sorts of wild flowers there,
too, so many I couldn’t name them all, but I love every one. There’s the butterfly weed, that the darkeys call
“chigger plant.” How funny to call it that—when it has gay orange blossoms like gorgeous butterflies lighted
there for a second. You can almost see them fold and unfold their wings!”
“Yes?”
“Then there are the daisies that bloom everywhere in early summer, acres on acres of them, white, with golden
hearts, nodding at you in the sun like children telling you to come and play with them. And wild tiger-lilies in the
shadowy places, like Indian girls in gay blankets. And the blue-eyed grass, and Jack-in-the-pulpit, and Bouncing
Bet. And the wild roses are the sweetest things in the world, so pink and delicate and perfect! And the jewel-weed
in shady spots … and wild violets, and Queen Anne’s Lace, with the flowers as fine as cobwebs, and the little
birds’ nests of green curled up. And wild morning-glory running everywhere, and black-eyed Susans. And, oh, I
couldn’t possibly tell you about all of them!”
She paused breathlessly, after her rush of words. Then she blushed to think how much she had been talking to
this stranger.
“Guess I’ll have to go and see them myself some time,” he rendered opinion.
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So maybe he was interested, after all, and not pretending.
“And the trees—” she went on, not wishing to slight such dear friends. “I mustn’t forget them. Such wonderful
trees as we do have there! Pines that stand on tiptoe to peek into heaven, so I always feel like asking them what
they see there. And tulip poplars that have such gorgeous blooms, and dogwood that makes the hills all white in
spring-time. And holly with its berries for Christmas. There’s a big mimosa on our lawn. Did you ever see a
mimosa?”
He shook his head regretfully. His look seemed to hint that he recognized that not having seen a mimosa tree
he had led a wasted life.
She tried to make it up to him.
“It’s leaves are lacy, like ferns, and its blooms are tiny pompons like flowers of the sensitive plant, pinkishyellow, soft as soft. There’s a big magnolia there, too. You know a magnolia is such a joy, for you can write on the
leaves while they are glossy and dark, and even after they’ve turned brown, you can still read what you’ve
written.
“And the flowers! When I see a magnolia blossom, it seems to me it must have fallen down from heaven in the
night.”
She caught her breath sharply.
“I do hope there’ll be magnolias in Sweetwater.”
He cherished his mustache without enlightening her on that point.
“What else is there?” he asked.
“There’s a hedge of crepe myrtle by the garden. In late summer it has rose-colored blooms like silky, crinkled
crepe, the prettiest thing you ever saw. You want to love it, and make little dance frocks out of it! In the fall the
trees in the town and in the woods are all colors, yellow and brown and bronze and red, so that I often wonder
which I love best, springtime or autumn.”
“What did you do all day?” he questioned.
“Oh, I wasn’t idle! I took care of Mother, and made my own clothes, and taught a class in Sunday school, and
helped with church suppers. And I read a lot, everything I could get, and I took music lessons, and had a good
time with the boys and girls.”
She turned to him suddenly, shutting the door on her past.
“Now tell me about Sweetwater. And please tell me I’ll love it there!”
The blue eyes, the scarlet fluted mouth, the tremulous dimple all entreated him to speak well of Sweetwater.
He uttered but one curt word:
“No.”
Her eyes widened in dismay and reproach.
“Why not?”
He folded his arms and looked at her keenly.
“Go back to your Virginia, little girl. This country’s not like what you’ve been used to. Take my advice and
vamoose—while the going’s good.”
Her chin trembled.
“But I can’t!” she jerked. “I haven’t any money—and I haven’t got anything to go back to!”
“Why did you ever leave?” he flung at her.
She looked at him with piteous eyes, defending herself against what she felt to be an accusation.
“Mother died, and she was all I had left.” She caught her under lip with her teeth to stop its quivering. “And
she’d been sick so long that after she was dead, the debts licked up the homestead and everything, just like an
earthquake swallowing them.”
“What are you doing so far down here?”
“Cousin Beverley owns a ranch in West Texas. I haven’t seen him since I was a child, but the pastor wrote to
him after Mother died, and asked him if I couldn’t come out and live with them. Cousin Beverley said to come on,
if I thought it best, that I could teach the children. He was afraid I wouldn’t like it much, but the neighbors
thought I’d better come. It would be a change for me, they said.”
“It’ll be a change, all right.” His tone was grim. “A hell of a change!”
She felt chill with an indefinable fear of the future, as if some cold, dark wing had fanned her. She tried to ask
him a question, but for the moment she could not find her voice to speak. Her blue eyes gazed enthralled at him,
as if he could read for her the future, could reveal what lay for her behind the curtains of the coming days.
He turned to face her unsmilingly.
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“What’s your cousin’s name?”
“Beverley Mason.” Even the syllables of that dear name sounded unfamiliar to her, as if this strange
environment had cast a spell over everything.
“I’ve seen him. He’s a good hombre,” he answered briefly. “But he don’t live in Sweetwater. What made you
think he did?”
“His letter was mailed from there.”
He gave an unhumorous smile.
“Out in this country a man may live a hundred miles from his postmark. He don’t go for mail twice a day,
understand. Bev Mason’s ranch is over twenty-five miles from Sweetwater. I’ve got an outfit farther west myself,
but I live in Fort Worth. Couldn’t hog-tie me to stay all year round out here. Savez?”
The hands that lay loosely in her lap were trembling.
“But what is the trouble with the country—that you tell me to go back?”
“It’s all right for them that like it. Some do—mostly men, though. It’s hard on the women. Folks say the West
is good enough for a man or a dog, but no place for a woman or a cat.”
“But why, why?”
“The wind is the worst thing.”
She drew a relieved sigh.
“Oh, wind? That’s nothing to be afraid of.”
He went on as though she had not spoken.
“It’s ruination to a woman's looks and nerves pretty often. It dries up her skin till it gets brown and tough as
leather. It near ’bout puts her eyes out with the sand it blows in ’em all day. It gets on her nerves with its constantblowing—makes her irritable and jumpy.”
She gave a light, casual gesture with one hand.
“It blows everywhere, I reckon, even in Virginia. Sometimes in winter we have regular storms of wind and
rain. But we don’t think anything of them.
He gave her an amused sidelong glance, and twisted his mustache in silence. His air was that of an adult who
disdains to attempt to make anything clear to a persistent but silly child.
“What else is there so terrible out here?” she prodded. The man was just teasing her, of course, and she would
let him see that she wasn’t so easily gulled.
“The work out here is hard on women. Can’t get any help, and can’t have the conveniences they have in other
sections. Plenty o’ cowboys to run the ranch, but no women to help in the house. And the chuck department on a
regular ranch is no job to sneeze at, let me tell you.”
“I won’t mind that, either,” she affirmed courageously. “I always worked at home, as I told you. I did the
dusting.”
“You’ll have a chore on your hands if you keep up that end of it out here,” he said sardonically. His white teeth
gleamed in a smile.
She was rather breathless, but would not surrender.
“What else?” she demanded.
“Women get lonesome. No neighbors if you live on a ranch. Just a few cowboys and too damned many cattle
and coyotes. It’s enough to run a woman loco.”
“But the men stand it, don’t they?”
“It’s a man-sized job. And the cow-punchers can go to town every so often and get on a high lonesome and
lose money at poker. That relieves ’em. But the women can’t do that, poor calicoes. They got to stay bottled up,
and it’s liable to bust ’em, sooner or later.”
She began to feel that he might be serious. She took a few moments to study the question, while she looked out
of the window in silence. Then she turned to him.
“It’s not what I’d choose, but I didn’t know what else to do. Oh, why aren’t girls taught to make their living
and take care of themselves, the same as men?” Her little black-bordered handkerchief dabbed at her eyes.
The man turned his searching gaze on her and spoke meditatively, with a sort of crisp drawl.
“It’d be a pity for that pretty face of yours to be ruined by the wind—like I’ve seen some women’s faces. If
you stay out here, ’twon’t be long before your skin won’t be as pink and white as it is now. In a little while your
hair won’t be as yellow and soft, after the hot sun has bleached it and the wind has roughed it. Pretty soon your
eyes won’t be as clear and blue as they are now, after the sand has near ’bout blinded ’em—if you stay out here.”
She turned from him in bitter silence and gazed at the telephone poles. The man beside her whistled softly, a
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weird, haunting tune. Then he began to sing words to it.
Oh, bury me not on the lone prai-rie,
Where the wild coyotes will howl over me!
In a narrow grave, just six by three,
Oh, bury me not on the lone prai-rie!

Tears began to trickle down her cheeks …
133.32 The Contract Of Corporal Twing\fn{by Solon K. Stewart (1883U.S.A. (M) 7

)}

Bracketville, Kinney County, Texas,

Two men sat on a sandstone ledge, looking out across the desert. Behind them stood a third. To the north, just
visible over the edge of the dun-hued cliff, two hawks wheeled and circled in the cloud-flecked sky. These, and
the figures on the ledge were the only life in the compass of hills and bluffs which ringed them round on every
side.
It was that transitional period when—the last of the snows a month gone, the terrible heat of Mesopotamian
summer weeks in the future—the upland valleys of the Jebel Hamrin still bloom like a garden, their fragrance
riding down the wind even past Deli Abbas far out on the desert, already parched and burning under the ardent
sun.
The country was such as would have delighted the eye of the scenic painter: the long, serrated ridges of
crumbling sandstone, the broad swales, the grass-and flower-grown valleys between the bold, upstanding cliffs, an
occasional flaring patch of scarlet poppies giving a touch of color to their towering drabness.
At their right, its spidery legs asprawl on the rock, the steel ferrules firmly wedged in a natural fissure, and two
holes drilled for them, the tripod of a signallers’ glass was standing, the telescope pointed through the break in the
escarpment four miles away, where the Mosul road debouched from the hills, meandered across the desert to Deli
Abbas; and, crossing the Khalis, straggled on through Baqubah to Baghdad, sixty miles away.\fn{ The area was part of
the Ottoman Empire since the capture of Baghdad by Murad IV [(1609-1640), Sultan (from 1623)] in 1638 .}
The smallest of the three had the air of one intently watching, his hands clasped about his bare knees, the iron
heelcplates of his heavy ammunition boots braced in a jagged crack of the rock. The other seated figure, his face
shaded by the peak of his topee, was setting down, letter by letter, in carefully-made block capitals, the message
repeated by the man whose eye was glued to the lens of the telescope.
The desert spread its immensity before them.
Far away to the southwest, a dark smudge of cloud against the dancing horizon showed where Abu Saida and
Abu Jezra, the most advanced outpost of the British, across the Diyalah, lay baking under the brassy sun. A bluegreen island in the tawny sea betokened Deli Abbas; the caravan routes, threading their way hither and yon across
the vast emptiness, looked for all the world like streaks of foam left on the placid surface of the unrippled ocean
by some vessel long since hull down over the horizon.
Here and there, attracting the eye rather by motion than color, a black bar, like a water-logged spar, bespoke a
random Arab, his aba merging into the desert background as soon as motion ceased. Brown patches, as of floating
seaweed, resolved themselves into camel hair khayyams of Bedouins; their scattered flocks like schools of slowmoving fish.
The men were silent, impressed by the dreary majesty of the scene unrolled like a map before their feet. The
garish sun beat down out of a brazen sky on the tortured world. Under its rays objects five miles away were wellnigh as distinctly seen as if half a mile distant in a less clear atmosphere. So it was that the askari,\fn{Soldier.}
crouching in tbe shelter of a great upstanding dun-colored boulder, was able to make the shot he would otherwise
never have attempted. For more than an hour, moving with infinite caution, he had made his way along the
narrow, sand-covered bench, a quarter of a mile distant. It was tbe only spot in tbe immediate circle of bills from
wbicb a rifle bullet could reach the ledge occupied by the signallers without coming in range of the machine-gun
standing with legs wide aspraddle a few feet from the glass. His tarboosh was laid aside, his head wrapped in a
strip of khaki, the same tint as the standstone ledge along which he crawled. His khundaras, the heavy, hob-nailed
Turkish marching boots, had been removed, and his feet wrapped in a pair of puttees. His buttons were blackened
in the fire, every bit of metal about his rifle sandpapered, and covered with khaki paint. For the Turkish snipers
left nothing undone to insure success when stalking their human prey. .
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Taking advantage of every projection in the dun-hued wall, crawling flat on his belly, lying for long periods
absolutely motionless, he gained the nearest point, on the desert side of the valley. So skillful had been his
approach, that the sharp eyes of the seated cockney, ceaselessly moving up and down the valley, narrowly
scanning the face of the opposite bluff from time to time, had failed to notice him.
Reaching the narrowed end of the ledge, where another foot’s advance would have plunged him over the edge,
to go hurtling down two hundred feet to the rocks below, he carefully thrust forward his rifle, moving with infinite
slowness and patience. He knew the range; and carefully adjusted the telescope sight, which he extracted from the
padded case strapped to his side under his armpit. Resting the muzzle on the edge, he took aim. Holding his lungs
half full, his sinewy forefinger curling about the trigger with a steady pressure instead of a pull, he fired.
As the echoes reverberated in avalanches of sound, flying back and forth from wall to wall, filling the gorge
with thunderous roars, the seated figure sprang to his feet, threw his arms aloft with the jerky motion of a
marionette, and half spun about on his toes. Then he plunged, face downward on the scorching surface of the
rock, his head striking with the sickening crunch of bone. His splaying fingers clawed the rock, his body gave a
convulsive twitch, and then lay still in the garish sunlight.
Instinctively the two remaining men threw themselves flat beside the gun.
“From across the valley,” whispered the man who had been looking through the telescope. “Right through the
chest. It couldn’t have come from any other direction.”
“Yuss,” answered his companion in a hoarse, broken voice. “Bli-me! That Johnny can shoot. Poor ole Perkins.”
In far-away Deli Abbas a heliograph was twinkling, and the signaller’s voice trailed away into tense silence, as
he read the pregnant dots and dashes.
AAA Message received AAA If can hold out till dark relieving party leaves Deli Abbas hr past dark AAA Repeat
back for confirmation if recd AAA

The cockney uttered a crackling oath, snarling in savage anger as he turned to his companion.
“Much bloody good it’ll do us, the bleeders starting an hour arter dark. ’owever, we’ll ’ave to bloody well
acknowledge their message. Gawd’s truth! You’d think the barstards was in barricks, pipe-claying their belts and
a-polishin’ of their-buttons, they’re that cashullike. Gawd stri-me pink! British Harmy? Mob of perishing—!
Watch out for that there Johnny, an’ fire at any think wot moves; ’e ’as ’imself wrapped in khaki, more’n likely;
but ’e must rise to fire, an’ you’ll see ’im move.”
Waiting till his silent companion had the gun adjusted, the muzzle trained tentatively toward the opposite bluff,
the signaller cautiously raised himself; and, with lowered head, advanced slowly to the helio. A puff of smoke
sprang out from the ledge, and he fell flat on the rock beside the instrument, uttering a string of lurid obscenities
as the bullet struck within six inches of his head, ricochetted, and hummed down the valley like some angry giant
fly.
As an echo to the thunderous roar of the Turk’s rifle, the gun’s prattle sounded like the ripping and tearing of
some gigantic fabric. The steel stream swept the wall a quarter of a mjle away. In the clear air they saw the sniper
stagger half way to his feet, claw wildly at his chest, and spin over the edge, his body twisting round and round
before it struck the bottom with a sickening crunch which carried to their ears.
Once more the cockney rose. He made a lightning adjustment, and flashed back the RD signifying they were
alive, and the message received. He did not dare stand upright long enough to repeat the message back, not
knowing what unseen eyes might be watching from some concealed niche in the rocks. As he threw himself
down, his blue eyes darting up and down the valley with quick, terrierlike glances, he reached out a scrawny,
sunburned hand and drew his rifle toward him.
The other raised his head slightly, and sent a long, searching look in the direction of the Sakaltuton Pass, seven
miles away. He started to speak. His eyes wandered toward the break in the escarpment; and he remained silent, as
his eyes ranged the vast expanse of drab desolation. Insensibly, he yielded to the influence of the wonderful
prospect unfolded maplike before him. Noone can look for long at the desert and remain unresponsive to its subtle
quiescence.
The rock became hotter and hotter as the morning advanced, and the sun climbed toward the zenith. From time
to time puffs of dead, sterile wind blew over them, making the flesh tingle where the drenched flannel shirts clung
to them like plaster. The metal work of the gun was almost unbearable to the touch; and their spine-pads were
heated as if by the blast from an open furnace door.
“Gawd bli-me!” the smaller man’s voice broke the pervasive quiet, the tones, for all their sharpness, sounding
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dead and flat in the still void. “Saint Peter fryin’ on ’is bleedin’ grid was ’aving a chill to wot we’re getting ’ere,
along of roasting on this rock, and blistering under this bloody sun, wiv no water to drink between nah and
sundahn. Gawd’s curse on this country, and them as wants to tyke it! Let Johnny keep it an’ be damned to ’im!
The whole damned Mespot ain’t worth the life of one Tommy—such as ’im,” and he choked suddenly, as he
indicated the motionless form of their mate, face downward on the scorching rock; above which two tayaaras, the
Mesopotamian vultures, were already slowly circling high in the blue emptiness.
“Well, well,” the other answered, his voice, quiet, grave, deep-toned, sounding in strange contrast to his
companion’s querulous, hysterical speech, “swearing never did any good yet, that I could see. Keep your pecker
up, and carry on. We only have to sit tight, and keep our eyes open, and they’ll be here before midnight. Though
God knows—”
The cockney interrupted with a snarling laugh.
“Oh, yuss! Of course Gawd knows all abaht it, no daht. But a bloody lot ’e cares for the likes of you and me.
’Ere’s you, an’ me, and ’im,” with a convulsive movement of the throat, as he indicated the quiet form, “we’re
blinkin’ Christians—or so our crime sheets an’ medical ’istries says. Rahnd in these yere ’ills is the bleedin’
Turks, wot worships Aller, and their bleedin’ Mahomet. They’re tykin’ pot shots at our Christian ’eads, like narsty
little boys shyin’ cocoanuts on ’Ampstead ’Eath August bank ’oliday, every time we raises our nappers. Garn! You
give me the pip. The ruddy chaplains say the cross’ll prove triumphant over the blinkin’ crescent. But—wot price
the cross, with us a-grillin’ like two kippers, ’ere on this sizzlin’ rock?”
“If we only trust—”
“Yah! You gospel wallahs is all alike. You give me the bleedin’ sick, wiv your trust and bloody faif. We ’ad faif
and trust in our bleedin’ officer; an’ ’ere we walks plumb into this nullah, wiv the Turks pottin’ us from every
rock, till there’s only me an’ you an’ poor ole Perkins ’ere, waitin’ till some sniper sends us West. Arf the Turkish
harmy between us an’ Abu Saida, an’ you tell me to trust. If Gawd knows we’re ’ere, why don’t ’e stretch out ’is
hand, an’ bloody well get us aht of it; or at least go arsty wiv the ’eat of the ruddy sun."
The other did not answer. His long, lean figure, asprawl on the rock, looked like some fantastic mannikin;
thrown carelessly down, its part played out. The spidery supports of telescope and heliograph looked too tenuous
to be real. The squat gun was like some great toy beetle, the stumpy tripod fixed firmly in the fissured rock giving
it a maimed, one-sided appearance, as if one of its legs had been torn off in the drama just played.
The cockney continued, after a brief pause. His voice was low and far away, the monotonous sing-song
showing that he talked as much for his own satisfaction, as for the other’s ears.
“Elijah Twing. Elijah! That’s me: signaller corpril, passed aht at Canterbury, expert signaller, wiv two flags up,
and droring proficiency pay. Gawd bli-me! Wiv a monniker like Elijah—an’ the ’eathen Turks a-chasin’ of me
through these perishin’ ’ills, leavin’ me ’ere a-grillin’ on the rocks. The sparrers\fn{ Sparrows.} fed Elijah in the
wilderness, an’ took ’im up in a bleedin’ chariot of fire—w’ich couldn’t ’ave been pleasant, if it was arf as ’ot as
this sun on my backside, and the rock a-scorchin’ of me in front. And Joshua, ’e told the sun to stand still. Why?
’E was a blinkin’ genril. ’E ’ad a bloody E.P. tent to sit under the shyde of. Wot did ’e care—grantin’ it’s all true—
if ’is men ’ad to march in the ’eat, carryin’ their rifles an’ baynits, an’ their bleedin’ packs. ’E was a perishing
officer. It’s them as always ’as the best of it. ’Ere’s us—roasting. Does the officer oo got us into this mess ’ave to
lie ’ere an’ bake? Nah. ’E cops it peaceful-like, an’ leaves the likes of you an’ me to be roasted, an’ baked, an’
potted, w’ile another officer, miles away across the bleedin’ desert ’eliographs to us to trust in ’im—’e’ll bloody
well get us aht of it.
“Yuss; they’ll get us aht of it—w’en we’ve snuffed it, and the wild ’ill\fn{ Hill.} Arabs ’as cut an’ ’acked us, an’
took our clobber off, and left us nakid ’ere for the jackals to sniff and gnaw at. An’ you a-wantin’ to snuffle a
yimn.\fn{Hymn.} Oh yuss, I know. Me favver an’ me muvver was Bible punchers same as you, always a-tellin’ of
’im an’ ’is ways. But ’e’s always for them wot has. I’ve seed it since I came ’ere to the East—always on the side
of the officers. The Tommies? Bli-me! They can shift for themselves: Gawd’s busy lookin’ out for the officers, an’
the bloody Turks.
“One of us must be right. You’re C. of E.,\fn{ Church of England.} I’m chapel,\fn{Protestant.} Perkins there was R.
C.\fn{Roman Catholic.} One of the three must ‘a been Christians. But w’en night comes, the ’eathen Turks’ll come,
led by this Aller they worships, an’ ’oo’ll be better off—me. as trusted my officer, you oo trusted to Gawd,
Perkins oo went to mass last week, or Johnny, as trusts to Aller—an’ cops the bloody lot of us?”
The low, monotonous voice droned on. Under garish light of Eastern midday, death ringing them round, death
beating down from the unclouded sky, to strike them down with a touch if their heads were for a moment
uncovered by the pith topees, he droned of his home in the London slums, the life of hardship and semi401

starvation, the years in the board school, the voyage, the return to the slums, the enlistment to escape the prospect
of a quick old age, the workhouse, and the potter’s field at the end. The war came; and he looked on death in
every hideous form, never to see the shielding, guiding hand of God, though every Gospel wallah and Bible
puncher told of His mercy and loving kindness.
He laughed cynically.
“So,” he concluded, “’ave it as you like. Gawd or no Gawd, I’m ’aving none in mine. A signaller corpril I am,
Elijah Twing wot rose from the ranks by ’is own ’elp, knowing that if ’e must trust somebody, it was ’imself,
signaller corpril Twing.”
He had said it all before, in barracks, on the transport, in camp on the desert’s outermost rim. It was long
familiar to the man at his side, who gave no heed, his eyes incessantly sweeping the valley’s length.
Watchful as he was, he did not see the figure six hundred yards away, clinging like a fly to the sheer wall, up
which he had been working for an hour past.
The ledge on which they lay commanded the knife-cut in the hills known as the Abu Hajar Pass. To gain the
desert and Deli Abbas, the Turks must run the gauntlet of the gun’s murderous fire. Alone of the outpost of twenty
men, Twing and Carson had been able to gain it; where they remained, straining anxious eyes toward Deli Abbas
and the supporting column. The Thirteenth Turkish Army Corps, and the British Thirteenth Division were
speeding toward the pass; one from the plains between the Jebel Hamrin and the Persian frontier, the other across
the desert from the railhead at Abu Saida. British and Turkish planes had plotted the hills, engaged in battle,
returned to their commands to report. The British outpost had arrived first in the pass, been surprised, wiped out
with the exception of the men on the rock. And in their hands, an unbelieving, ignorant cockney, and a deeply
religious, taciturn clerk, was the fate of two armies.
So are the destinies of nations decided.
The climbing askari, like his luckless precursor, gained the seemingly inaccessible peak, uncoiled the rope
wrapped about him, fastened it to a pinnacle of the rock. Half-screened by the shoulder of the cliff, clinging to the
rope as they climbed, a dozen Turks swarmed up, to find ample footing. The machine gun was hoisted, assembled,
trained on the unconscious figures on the lower ledge.
Twing was about to resume his monody of unbelief when the valley once more resounded with the tattoo of
machine gun fire, and the steel struck the rock about the two signallers, whirring down the stony corridor like a
flight of insane bumble bees. The tall man gave a sudden, sharp cry, half-starting from his recumbent position.
Then he collapsed and lay still, the stain on the rock telling its own grim story.
There was a slight depression a few feet away. To it the corporal dragged his wounded mate. His first-aid kit
was torn open, and the hurt, a ragged groove across the chest, quickly and skilfully dressed.
“Right-o, matey!” and one who had heard the blasphemous utterances would not have recognized the voice, its
tones soft and gentle as a woman’s. “Right as a top, my old brancher. Lie doggo, w’ile I give the bleeders wot
for.”
Clinging like a limpet to the rock, he moved cautiously forward, an inch at a time, till he could reach the ankle
of the dead signaller. He pulled the body forward till it lay, a parapet of flesh and bone, along the edge of the
depression. With a sudden spring and rush, he reached the gun, picked it up, and slid into the depression, the
bullets from the Turks’ weapon singing about him like angry wasps. With quick and capable hands he adjusted the
piece, straightened the belt.
Many and long were the hours when, cursing the sergeants mentally, filled with hot, blind rage at this
intangible, compelling something called discipline, his eyes burning, his face grimy with sweat and powdersmoke, his throat smarting with the pungent fumes, he had fired at the butts on Salisbury Plain. Now he thanked
whatever gods he worshiped that the sergeants had been men who knew their work, that he had learned it well,
hateful though it was.
The smoking muzzle just clear of his mate’s dead body, he sent a tentative shot or two droning up the gorge.
The range found, the tap-tapping of the gun quickened to the steady roar of the weapon served by expert hands.
The Turkish fire died away, as the crew threw themselves down to escape the steel messengers of death.
As soon as their fire ceased, he ceased in turn, watching the ledge cautiously, above the dead body. Telescope
and helio had been smashed, but the night lamp, safe in the depression, had escaped injury.
The heat grew and grew as the sun reached the meridian, and began sliding down toward the Tigris and Lake
Shari. The wounded man, unprotected, burning with the raging fever induced by a gunshot wound, had not uttered
a complaint since that first sharp cry. Twing raised his head, and rested it on his knee, placing his own body so
that it would shade the other somewhat.
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The long afternoon dragged its seemingly interminable length across the brazen sky. Now and again the Turks,
perched on their dizzy pinnacle, sent a desultory shot in the direction of Twing and his wounded companion. Each
time it was received with a snarling curse, and answered by a withering stream of fire which made them throw
themselves flat for safety on the rock.
Once, the party in the pass attempted a sudden rush, thinking to catch him unawares, and gain the shelter of the
fallen sandstone slabs, just inside the mouth of the pass. This done, they could have held it against any force from
the desert till their main body, five hours’ march away, came up. At the first echoing sound of the iron-heeled
khundaras, which carried far through the somnolent air, Twing depressed the gun, traversing to the left. As the
askaris dashed into the open, the gun spat fire, the bullets ricochetting from the rocky bottom; the bent and
twisted steel inflicting wounds more terrible than direct hits. Followed by the cries, the groans, the calls on Allah
from their stricken fellows, they crowded back into the shelter of the rock.
Carson was delirious, the burning fever of the gunshot wound increased by the terrific heat. There was nothing
Twing could do to ease him. Their water was gone, spilled from bullet-struck bottles in the night. That in the
casing of the gun was all but boiling, impregnated with oil. His ears tortured by the ceaseless moaning, which was
occasionally broken by wild cries as his mate strove frantically to rise and dash away in search of a cooling drink,
the little corporal sat huddled behind the gun, his body interposed between the sun and the raving man. He cast his
eyes toward the desert, and stiffened in every fiber, as his eyes swept the far-away horizon.
Far away, almost at the desert’s rim, something was moving. Out from the smudge which represented Qualat al
Mufti, midway between Abu Jezra and Deli Abbas it came, skirting the Serajik Marshes: a long, slow-moving
snake, crawling toward the hills.
“Oh, yuss!” he said hoarsely; his broken, discolored teeth showing in a snarl like a dog’s. “You’re a-comin’ for
us—arter we’re done in by these bleedin’ Turks. And I ’ope they don’t arf mess you abaht, afore you drives ’em
aht of it.”
Both tripods were smashed by the Turkish bullets. But, grouse as he might, the instinct of discipline was strong
within him. He reached out with infinite caution, and drew the brass-bound telescope to him. It drew a shot, which
he automatically returned; and the torrid silence once more settled down. Luckily, the lenses were unbroken. He
focused the glass, resting it across the dead man’s haunches. Yes, the long column, advancing slowly,
determinedly, was heading straight into the escarpment. As he looked, the helio at Abu ]ezra twinkled, and he
caught the CC signifying a code message.
He read. It was to the effect that the column was to rest at Den Abbas an hour upon arrival. The men already
there were to fall in as soon as darkness fell, take the pass, relieve the party established there, hold the position till
the supporting column moved up.
“Oh, yuss! But would the bleeders be so bloody anxious if they knew all that was left of their party was us, and
—this! This, wot was poor ole Perkins? Tell ’em? I don’t think!”
Mile by mile, as the sky became overcast with the afternoon’s banked-up clouds, the column wound its way
across the desert while the unprotected corporal held his sun-tortured body before his mate. Had the summer been
at its height, he would never have lasted the day. As it was, the crest of the heat passed, leaving him weak, spent,
half-crazed with heat, thirst, and anxiety.
The western horizon dimmed, and faded, as the sun drooped low behind Lake Shari and the Tigris. The
flamboyant colors of the Mesopotamian sunset flaunted their chromatic splendors across the sky, which purpled,
flamed into saffron and crimson-gold, faded into pink, to pearly gray. Then the all-pervading purple wrapped the
world in mystery. A lone jackal yapped once, somewhere far off in the twisting maze of gorges and valleys.
As the darkness settled, Twing sent a tentative shot wailing down the gorge, to warn the Turks that he was
watching, always watching. There was no answer; the hills were as quiet as the desert.
The night lamp was uninjured and again discipline asserted itself. He adjusted it. Then taking off his shirt, he
wrung out the sweat, and rolled it into a cushion for Carson’s head. Rising, he stretched his cramped limbs,
drawing in deep breaths of the keen night air. With night, coolness came with a suddenness almost startling. In ten
minutes, though the rock was still almost unbearable to the touch, he was shivering, his teeth chattering.
He had thought the day long. He did not know the seconds could drag so slowly by, as he sat down again,.
straining tensely in the dark; now to hear a rumor of the British approach, now to discern some stealthy sound
telling that the Turks were stealing down the pass. For eighteen hours he had been without water, the greater part
of the time under the fiercest heat in Asia. He had heard his mates struck down in that wild melee in the dark, and
had barely won his way by stealth back to the ledge where Perkins and Carson were left with the instruments.
Their fire had stemmed the rush of the Turks, uncertain what strength was there. The last to die had done so,
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horribly, within reach of his outstretched hand—and he unable to do a thing.
Through the day he had had something to watch, on which to concentrate his mind. The care of his wounded
mate engaged his attention when he was not watching the Turks. Now, Carson slept. And, stark and stiff, the body
of Perkins served him as a back rest, as he sat, legs asprawl straight out in front of him.
The mysterious night noises of the hills, intensified a hundredfold by the echoes, filled the air with vague,
unreal whisperings, as if the dead walked through the night, whispering to themselves and him. His head throbbed
from the sun which had beat down on him all day. He broke into a sweat, despite the chill; felt himself cringing
with unnamed dread, greater than any fear ever experienced when he looked Death in the eyes, smiling and
unconcerned. A sudden tinkling sound caused him to spring frantically to the gun, and sear the darkness with the
flashes from its muzzle. Whether or not the Turks had ventured into the open, he did not know.
“My Gawd, my Gawd! Will the bleeders ever come?” he cried aloud; and then shrank within himself at the
sound of his voice, thin and flat in the pervasive stillness. And he had not noticed till then how very still it was, as
if the whispering dead ceased for a moment, listening to his cry.
“Bloody well balmy; off my chump,” he muttered, getting control of his jangled nerves. He had thought it
quiet. Now, he knew that never, in London’s busiest hour, had he heard so many sounds, so many whispering
voices, unseen, but close at hand. Carson awoke with a moaning request for water.
“Yuss, yuss, matey. I know its cruel ’ard. But there just ain’t a drop. I’d drain my ’eart’s blood, if that’d ’elp.
But wot can I do, nab; wot can I do?”
“Oh my God, water, water-just one drop,” and the wounded man’s voice trailed off incoherently; though ever
and again Twing caught the one word, “water!”
“W’en they come,” Twing began, pausing as a sudden thought struck him. “Wot if …”
Bending low, he lit the night lamp, adjusted the shutter, trained it toward where he thought the break in the
escarpment to be. If they could see, if they had hearts, they would hurry, hurry, bringing water to his wounded
mate. Again and again he sent the cry for help, peering into the darkness desertward for the flashed RD which
would tell him his message was caught. It was useless; and the hours dragged by with no sound from Turks or
British.
The noises of the hills again began their chorus. Carson woke calling for water in a weak whisper, fainter than
before. The sound wrenched Twing’s heart. With proper care, Carson’s wound would not be fatal. But, burning
with fever, two hours under the morrow’s sun would end in raving madness, and ghastly, searing death. Unless …
He cast a quick glance upward at the spreading, thickening canopy of cloud—the same overspreading
blackness that the leading files of the British column, lying among the rocks outside the pass were watching, as
they awaited the supporting column.
*
“My word!” the speaker seemed to have uttered the exclamation without volition. “Lightning—and at this time
of the year.”
The words drew a sharply-whispered reprimand from the nearest sergeant. But it drew the men’s eyes aloft.
And as they watched with an interest which deepened into wonder, the flash on the clouds was followed by a
series of shorter ones, resolving themselves into the preliminary of a message, flashed by the shutter of a signal
lamp.
The signallers among them read, repeating word by word the message dashed and dotted against the cloudscreened sky; a message the column heard with a rustle of amazed whisperings, which the officers did not think to
stop. Slowly and evenly the dots and dashes followed each other in measured, ordered sequence, filling them with
an emotion they could not have expressed in words.
AAA God this is corporal Twing expert signaller passed out Canterbury AAA I here on bloody rock my mate private
Carson wounded AAA Rest of us gone West Some of them will get to you AAA God I said I didn’t believe in you I
don’t now AAA Get my mate out of this bleeding mess and I believe in you AAA It’s a bargain AAA God it ain’t for
myself I say this AAA It is laid down that NCO at all times see to comfort and safety of men in their charge AAA So I
got to get him to British lines AAA It’s a damn hard job AAA God give me the guts to carry on what I’m a doing of and
carry on Corporal Twing signaller

And there followed the VE signifying the end of the message.
There was no order given to the leading platoons. The platoons, as disciplined bodies of men, for a space were
non-existent; for a space were stricken from the rolls of the British Army. There arose a murmur, which grew and
strengthened to the deep-chested, roaring cheer of the English going into action, the wild yells of the Irish, the
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sullen shouts of the Highlanders, the eerie screeching of the Gurkhas, their sworn blood-brothers. There came the
clatter of accouterments, the scraping of iron-shod heels on the rocks. Instinctively opening out, they moved at a
run, straight toward the dark, sinister mouth of the pass. Their officers shouted at them unheeded, unheeded beat
them with their fists, menaced them with a drawn revolver here and there. They went forward steadily into the
menacing darkness. Far up the pass sounded a shot, a rocket streaked up, burst into a blossom of flame,
illuminating for an instant the dun, drab walls of the Abu Hajar. Then came the steady prattle of a machine gun.
“Damn your eyes, then!” a boyish voice sounded above the clatter of feet, as a subaltern cursed his men with
fearsome blasphemies. “Come along, and see if you’re as willing to carry on as you were to start.”
They answered according to their nature. The English and the Scots fixed bayonets as they ran; the Irish
clubbed their rifles; the little Gurkhas threw theirs clattering on the rocks, drawing the curved, wicked kukris
dangling against their buttocks.
The Turks, too, had seen the message flashed on the clouds. Not able to read it, they had taken it as a signal to
advance; and, reinforced by the rapidly arriving companies, started down the pass to meet the British.
Jammed in the narrow gut, they met breast-on in the dark; and, pressed forward by the eager men behind, were
crushed so closely together, straining, grunting, swearing, sweating, neither side able to raise arms with which to
strike, till the Gurkhas, wriggling between the legs of their brothers, the Highlanders, ham-strung the foremost
Turks, or ripped their bellies with the murderous knives. Stumbling and sliding, their weapons freed from the
pressure by the fallen Turks, the British advanced a pace, swung their bayonets with the “hay-maker’s” cut,
uttering a sobbing “Hu-uh!” as the steel struck home. The Highlanders cut and stabbed cannily in dour silence.
Here and there a dull thud told when an Irish rifle crushed a Turkish skull. The Gurkhas yelped incessantly, as
they plied their kukris like eager hounds pulling down their prey.
Brought up hurriedly from the rear, a machine gun was mounted on a jutting ledge, and its streaming fire went
above the advancing men into the Turks massed at the turn of the pass. .
The Turks fought bravely. But the pressure of the British was irresistible. Their foe retreated slowly, sullenly,
fighting doggedly, as is their habit. The turn of the pass was reached; and as the gorge opened into the broader
valley, the leading files opened out, and sent a scattering volley into the rearmost companies. As more and more
men came up, bringing the machine gun, the fire increased, and the retreating Turks moved faster and faster, back
toward the heart of the hills, followed by the exultant, triumphant British. Through the range, till they streamed
out onto the plain of the Nahrin.
The open country before him, dimly seen as a blue-gray shadow, vague, unreal under the stars, the British
commander gave an order, and a bugle shrilled the recall.
When the sun came up behind the towering, snow-clad Pusht-I-Koh, the mighty Persian Hills, and the day
flamed, suddenly into the Abu Hajar, the Thirteenth moved up, company by company, to occupy the coveted pass.
The search party was already afoot before dawn; but it was not till day made clear the configuration of the pass
that Corporal Twing was found.
He was lying at the foot of the steep, tortuous path leading up to the ledge where he had made his bargain.
Creeping down, the unconscious Carson on his back, he was caught in the jam, knocked off his feet, trod upon
alike by Gurkha, Scot and Turk. Throwing himself on his prostrate mate, he saved him from the tramplings of the.
iron-shod press. When the pressure lessened he was able to struggle back a few feet, dragging Carson with him.
Once clear of the melee, his exhausted body could do no more. He drifted into unconsciousness kicked, bruised,
terribly punished. He was restored to consciousness by the ministrations of a sergeant of the R.A.M.C.\fn{ Royal
Army Medical Corps.}
As an officer, regarding him with wonder, kindliness, an abashed sell-consciousness at the memory of the
message he had read, gave orders to carry him to the rear, Twing spoke, his voice tremulous and weak, but a
certain doggedness in his tones.
“Begging your pardon, sir. But might I arsk a favor, sir?”
“Yes, corporal. What is it? Certainly. Anything that’s possible.”
“Well, sir; you see, sir, it’s like this here. I didn’t know you was comink, so I made a contrack.”
“Yes?” the officer asked, as the other paused.
“Well, if it’s possible, sir, I’d like the sergeant to ’elp me up to that perishing ledge. My dead mate’s up there—
Perkins. Privit Carson’ll pull through, sir.”
“Well?”
“Well, sir, I been a bit of a rotter—but I bloody well ’ave to keep a contrack, bein’ a N.C.O., ’aven’t I? Could
you, sir?” and his drawn, haggard cheeks were suffused, as a shamefaced expression flitted across his face, to
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leave his jaw set doggedly.
“I’d like to stay there arf a mo by myself, sir, afore they tykes me to the bleedin’ ’orspital. I want to kneel by
my mate to say me—prayers.”
116.337 Excerpt from No Quittin’ Sense\fn{by C. C. White (1885-1974)} in the center of the Piny Woods of East
Texas, Nacogdoches County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 3
… After I left my father’s farm I just kept walking. I didn’t stop when I got to Nacogdoches. I didn’t have no
money for food or lodging. I just started walking on towards Center.
It was thirty-three miles. About dark I stopped at a white man’s farm and asked him if he had any work I could
do to pay for something to eat and a place to sleep. He said,
“Can you cut sprouts?”I said,
“Yes suh. Mr. Prayter Windham learned me.”
The man said he’d pay four bits a day and board and room if I’d stay and work a week. I did. 1 worked sunup
to sundown. I wanted my money, so I give good service. Saturday morning he paid me off at the breakfast table.
Said to come back if I ever needed a job.
I started walking along the road again and come to a little place called Swift. Somebody there said,
“Man, don’t you know they don’t allow no niggers here?” I said,
“I’m just passing.” He said,
“They don’t allow no niggers here at all.” I said,
“I’m going through.” And I kept on walking. Out along the road the other side of town I met a man on a horse
and he told me the same thing. Said,
“They just don’t allow colored people in this part of the country. They’ll sic dogs on you.” He was trying to be
nice to me. Said,
“If somebody sics dogs on you, you go up a tree. Don’t let them dogs catch you, they’ll tear you up.”
I kept on walking toward Center, but I did stop and get me a stick. It was a strong, green pole about the size of
my arm. I carried it like a cane, and I meant to swing it hard at anything that tried to hurt me.
When I walked through Martinsville I saw some men up on a porch roof painting a house. They started
laughing and hollering. They said,
“Oh-oh, there goes a nigger. Let’s go down and paint him.” I walked on, with my big stick, acting like I hadn’t
heard them. And they didn’t do nothing.
*
When I come to Center, I found Frank still working at the hotel. I got me a job there in Center, too, on the
Santa Fe Railroad. It was with a section crew, fixing the tracks. I lived with the other men, in a bunkhouse, and we
all ate our meals in another building that was there beside the bunkhouse. Payday was every two weeks, and they
took out one day’s pay for hospital insurance each time. We worked six days a week, got overtime for Sundays. I
never did like to work on Sundays, but I did sometimes. They only fed us on the days we worked. Liza was living
in Center then so I generally ate at her house on Sundays.
When I worked for the railroad I worked fast and careful, just like I’d done all my life. The section boss
noticed this, and looked like he maybe favored me sometimes. Naturally, the other men didn’t like that. But it just
wasn’t in me to shirk. If I was gonna do a thing I wanted to do it right, I wanted to do it the best I could, that’s the
only way I knowed how to do. So I made up my mind to do like I wanted to, and if the rest of them didn’t like it.
they could lump it. They said,
“Lookit him work. Don’t you wish you liked to work like that? Must be lots of fun.”
I kept on working, and didn’t look up. Somebody said,
“Oh, Charley would rather work than anything. He’d even rather work than whore.” Another one said,
“My goodness gracious man, Charley wouldn’t whore. His mammy told him it wasn’t nice.”
That evening in the bunkhouse they was still at it. It was Saturday, and we was all getting washed up. There
was a visitor there. He was the brother of one of the men, and he came in there sometimes to get cleaned up. He
wasn’t supposed to, but every once in a while he did. He was running around without any clothes on, like most of
the other men, and he come over and set down on my bed. I said,
“You get away from here. You got sores all over you. I don’t want to catch that stuff.”
The other men guffawed. One said,
“Somebody better tell our little Charley how you catch the clap, he don’t seem to know.” Somebody else said,
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“Oh, let him go ask his mammy.” And he come over and leaned over in my face and said,
“You gonna go see your mammy this weekend, Charley? You better ask her—”
I hit him. I had him pounded up pretty good before they got me off of him. After that things settled down and
everybody got dressed and got out of there.
I went to see a girl I’d been going with. I wondered about the things I’d seen and heard in the bunkhouse that
evening. I had never gone around with bad women. I’d only gone with young girls, and I’d always treated them
nice, like I’d want other boys to treat my sister. I didn’t want to mess up no boy’s sister, because I figured if a boy
messed up my sister I’d want to kill him. After I left the girl’s house, I went and bought me a bottle of whiskey
and went and found Frank and we drunk it.
Things went pretty good at work the next week. The men had about give up on teasing me. When Saturday
come they wanted me to go with them, said they was sorry they’d made me mad, they was only trying to have a
little fun. We went over to a place and had a game of craps, then we went and got us some supper. After that we
went to what they called Miss Minni’s. It was a red-light house. A couple of fellows I didn’t know got into a fight,
and one of them got cut up pretty bad. Made me think of the time Albert Jones was trying to cut Dan Kimbrew up
in our garden.
After that I generally went with the men on Saturday evenings. I’d follow them around till we’d come to that
red-light place. I couldn’t take that. Too much going on. Killing folks, and beating up, and slashing with knives.
I’d buy me a bottle of whiskey and go back to the bunkhouse.
One evening we went to a place over in “the quarter.” I’d been hearing the other men talk about it. There was
lots of women there. All kinds. Some old, some young, some half-naked, some dressed nice—just any type you
wanted. I guess there must a been twenty-five of them. There was always some of them dancing. Others would be
setting at tables with men, drinking. One girl kept teasing me, and teasing me. Finally I bought her a bottle of
beer. She said,
“Come on, let’s go to my room.”
All these women had rooms close around there. I guess they was hired by the man that owned the place.
When this girl started trying to get me to go to her room, I got up and bought me a bottle of whiskey and went
home. I guess I might have gone with her if I wasn’t so scared. I was scared of what I might catch. I’d seen that
man that hung around our bunkhouse, and he got worse and worse. He was half eat up. Some of the other men had
it, too, but they wasn’t as bad off as he was. I figured that was one thing I didn’t want.
One day after I’d eat Sunday dinner at Liza’s I was fixing to leave and she wanted to know was I coming back
for supper. I said,
“No, I don’t expect so.” She moved over between me and the door and said,
“Charley, I been hearing things about you.”
I’d been expecting her to get around to this, but I tried to turn it off. I said,
“What you been hearing, gal? That you got the most handsomest big ole brother there is?”
She didn't tell me what she'd been hearing, but she talked about bad diseases, and how you couldn’t get rid of
them if you ever got them, and how I’d just be throwing my life away if I caught one. Then she said I ought to
watch how I talked. Said,
“You sound just like them other men that work on that railroad.”
She said it was time I was thinking of getting married. Soon as I could get away from her I left and went over
where Frank was.
*
One Saturday night I went to see one of my girls that lived down near Shelbyville, and then I stayed the night
with a cousin of Mama’s that lived close by. I took my old muzzle-loader with me, so 1 could go squirrel hunting
Sunday.
I hadn’t been out in the woods south of Shelbyville since we moved from there to Possum Trot when I was ten.
I had about half a bottle of whiskey in my pocket, that was left over from the night before, so I set down on a rock
and had a little drink while I loaded my gun. I’d started out without any wadding but it didn’t take me long to find
a old hornet nest.
I got one squirrel but didn’t see no more. I don’t think I was looking very hard. I just kept walking, and after
while I come out on the path Mama always took when she worked for the George Smith family in Shelbyville, so
I decided to go on down and have a look at where we used to live. When I topped the last hill and started down
towards the old rail fence I remembered how I set there so many times and waited for Mama, and how tickled I’d
be when I seen her come over that hill, and how I’d run to meet her.
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The old, fence was about rotted down. I punched the bottom rail with my foot and ants piled out, hurrying
around, looking for some place to run to. Like men from a burning whore-house, I thought. I kicked the rail again.
“Run, damn you,” I told them.
I walked on down and stood under the big oak tree where I preached to my dolls. I felt silly now, remembering
that.
“Huh. I sure was a stupid kid,” I said out loud.
The old house was still there, but didn’t nobody live in it. The door was hanging by just a piece of one old
leather hinge. I went in. Had to be careful not to fall through the rotten floor. There was the fireplace where Mama
used to cook. And there, still nailed to the wall, was some old shelves she kept meal and syrup and stuff on. I
remembered when Dan Kimbrew built the shelves for us, and how he made two doors to shut across them. Part of
one door was still there, on the floor. And beside it was one of the old forked-stick hinges he’d used. I picked it up
and rubbed the dust off it. I hadn’t seen one of them old hinges since we left that place.
I walked over and looked out the window. Wasn’t no glass in it. Hadn’t been glass in it when we lived there
neither. But now even the old wooden shutter was gone, was just a hole in the wall. Out there was the place where
we’d had our garden that time when Albert Jones and Dan Kimbrew got into that fight. And there was the
chinquapin thicket. And on up on the hill was Albert Jones’s house.
I went and set on the steps, where Frank and me had set that day after Albert knocked my teeth out. I started to
load my gun, and as I tamped the hornet nest down I begin to hurt just like I hurt that time when Albert beat me. I
rubbed my face and finished off the whiskey. Then I got up and started up the hill, kicking chinquapin burrs, hard,
every which way with my new shoes. When I got in Albert’s yard I hollered,
“Hallo! Anybody home?” Then I raised my gun and waited. The man that opened the door was a stranger. I
said,
“Where’s Albert?” The man said,
“What you talking about?”
“I’m looking for old Albert Jones. Where is he?” The man said,
“Ain’t nobody like that here. And what you doing with that gun? What you up to?”
I lowered the gun.
"I been squirrel hunting, and if Albert ain’t here where is he?”
The man begin to get mad.
“I told you I don’t know nothing about no Albert Jones. I never even heered of nobody like that in all the five
years I been here. Now you take that gun and gIt on off away from here, you hear?”
So I left.
The next day the men got to riding me again. We was working there on the track, and I was driving them big
spikes that hold the tracks to the cross-ties. One feller said,
“Where you reckon Charley was Saturday night? He wasn’t at the bunkhouse.”
“Well, he weren’t at Miss Minnie’s,” chimed in another one. “Least- wise, I didn’t see him. And I was there all
night, in one room or another.” Another one said,
“Oh, you know Charley only lays around with nice girls.”
He come over to me.
“You out with one of them nice girls Saturday night, Charley?”
I got me a good grip on the sledge hammer, and I just looked at them, first one and then another. Most of them
remembered right away how they had something to do on down the track. The ones that couldn’t leave shut up.
*
Frank had got himself a wife by that time, and him and her kept telling me about a girl they thught I ought to
meet. I wasn’t interested. Frank had introduced me to girls before.
“But Charley, this one is different. This is a nice girl,: he told me. I said,
“Oh, sure. They’re all nice.” I could see him and his wife thought I was being unreasonable. I said,
“Now you just let me tell you something. I ain’t looking to find no nice girl. I don’t think there is any such a
thing. But you want me to find you a bad one? Well you just put a whole bunch of them in a room and blindfold
me and turn me loose in there and the first one I put my hands on, that’ll be her.”
So I didn’t stay to meet their nice-girl.
Liza tried to talk to me every once in a while, but I didn’t pay no attention to her. I didn’t argue with her. I
didn’t want to fuss with Liza. But I figured I didn’t have to pay her no mind. I was twenty-one years old. I didn’t
like the way I was living, either. But didn’t seem like I knowed anything to do about it. I was mean, and hard to
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get along with. The men I worked with had stopped teasing me, but I still stayed in a bad humor most of the time.
One morning I kicked all the dishes off the breakfast table. The cook had fried the eggs till they was like shoe
leather, and I liked mine cooked soft. It didn’t take much to set me off. I was already mad. I’d walked two miles to
see a girl the night before, and when I got there I found her with another man. So when I tasted them old rubbery
eggs, I just jumped on the end of the big long table and started cussing. I said,
“I’m gonna kick every dish off this table. Who thinks I won’t?”
And I started kicking. The men jumped back. Some of them grabbed their plates, but some didn’t have time. I
kicked everything off onto the floor and jumped off the other end of the table. They stood there and let me do it.
Nobody tried to stop me. Some of them was bigger than me. They could a stopped me. But they didn’t.
Them was what I think of as my mean years …
116.318 Excerpts from The Great Plains: “The Texans Touch The Plains”\fn{by Walter Prescott Webb (1888-1963)}
Catharge, Panola County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 3
… The dividing line between the East and the West cuts the state of Texas into two almost equal parts. As
Colonel Marcy pointed out, the Cross Timbers roughly marked the dividing line, which in his time separated
civilized man from the savage. Below the Cross Timbers the line veers to the southeast, touching the coast near
the old town of Indianola. This brings it about that the country around San Antonio and southward from there
partakes of the nature of the Plains. San Antonio was the Plains outpost of Spanish occupation. The Plains Indians
raided around San Antonio and on to the coast throughout the open country, or wherever they could ride on
horseback. The Mexicans were even less successful than the Spaniards had been.
In 1821 Stephen F. Austin introduced into Texas (then a Mexican province) a colony of immigrants from the
United States. He did not, however, attempt to make his settlement near the Plains portion of the state; he chose
that portion of the state which is in its nature very similar to the more fertile regions of the Mississippi Valley.
Like the people who two decades later went to Oregon, he sought the timbered and well-watered environment
along the Brazos and Colorado rivers, in which the settlers he expected to introduce would feel at home. Austin’s
biographer has thus described the land that the empresario chose:
… Austin’s boundaries included the fairest part of the province then known-land of exhaustless fertility, abundantly
watered and accessible to the sea, timber and prairie interspersed in convenient proportions … All who visited Texas
and returned to the United States advertised its superior natural advantages, and men who had themselves no intention
of emigrating wrote to Austin for reliable information which they might detail to others …

The other American contractors who followed Austin to Texas established themselves as near his colony as
circumstances would permit. Although the strength of Austin’s colony had something to do with this decision, the
nature of the land probably had as much or more. The Americans were appropriating to themselves the
agricultural lands lying along the middle courses of the rivers. It is significant that not one of these settlements lay
west of the ninety-eighth meridian, and more significant that those which lay north and west of Austin’s colony
were in continual apprehension of the Indians.
Austin’s relations with the Comanches are worth noting here, not because they were important but because
they were significant. In March, 1822, he found it necessary to go from San Antonio to Mexico City on business.
Between San Antonio and Laredo he came into the barren country, which pushes eastward in this section. He
described it as the “poorest I ever saw in my life, it is generally nothing but sand, entirely void of timber, covered
with scrubby thorn bushes and prickly pear.” He declared Laredo to be “as poor as sand banks, and drought, and
indolence can make it.” These statements show that the careful and conservative Austin, who became the father of
Texas, would have been repelled immediately had he been confronted with the necessity of making a settlement in
this, a pure Plains environment. He had no experience that fitted him to live without timber and water.
As Austin went south he found that “between San Antonio and Monterrey the Indians were a continual
menace.” He was in the southern range of the Apaches and Comanches, and near the Nueces River he and his
single companion were surrounded and captured by fifty Comanches, who seized all their belongings. But when
the Comanches found that their captives were Americans and not Mexicans, they gave them their freedom and
restored all their property except a bridle, four blankets (note that what they kept pertained to horses), and a
Spanish grammar! Knowing the Comanches to be horsemen, we can easily understand their keeping the bridle
and blankets, but just what they wanted with the Spanish grammar remains a mystery.
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In applying for a grant to settle his “Little Colony,” on the east bank of the Colorado, north and west of the
original settlement, Austin declared that the people of San Antonio requested him to settle there to protect
travelers and check Comanche and Tahuacano raids on San Antonio.
That Austin understood the Indian situation in Texas and the difference between a Plains Indian and a timber
Indian is perfectly clear from a reading of his biography and letters. In eastern Texas were the generally peaceful
Cherokees, Choctaws, and Caddos; among the settlers were the weak Tonkawas, and below them on the coast the
ferocious but numerically weak Karankaws. To the west were the Wacos and Tahuacanos, who might be termed a
semi-Plains people: they dwelt in the Prairie Plains, and although they cultivated crops they also rode horses and
hunted the buffalo. Beyond these were the never-to-be-misunderstood Comanches.
Austin, always keenly alive to the practical policy that he should follow purely in reference to his own colony,
did not fail to make good use of the Comanche’s partiality for Americans. In connection with this subject Barker
says:
… The desperate situation can be inferred from the embarrassing proposal which Austin made to the political chief
for avoiding Comanche hostility in 1825. Rumor reported these Indians to be raiding San Antonio and Goliad, robbing
and killing, but the settlers still profited from their partiality to Americans and were not disturbed. Though it shamed
him to the soul, Austin suggested that they take advantage of this circumstance until they were strong enough to carry
on an effective campaign … [He] counseled the selfish policy of sauve qui peut until the settlement was on its feet …

Further light is thrown on the Texas Indian question by two orders which Austin received from the superior
military officer in Texas. The first, dated August 21, 1825, ordered him to march at once against the Wacos,
Tahuacanos, and Tahuiases; the second, dated five days later, countermanded the order because the Comanches
were reported to be at the Waco villages in force. Both orders were received the same day. Austin, foreseeing a
repetition of the first order, adroitly began to maneuver the Indian situation into his own hands; that is, he took the
initiative and distributed a questionnaire among his people to ascertain the consensus of opinion concerning the
policy that should be pursued. Should they go to war with the western Indians and leave the colony open to the
incursions of the coast tribes? Should they ask the Tonkawas and Lipans (the eastern remnant of the Apaches and
undying enemies of the Comanches) to join them? Should they fight or should they make treaties? With unerring
skill Austin inserted the suggestion that it would be better to delay. Revenge should wait on the proper time, and
that time should be determined by cool judgment and not by passion. In the meantime the colony would grow
strong, and, besides, the Leftwich colony was about to be settled between them and the troublesome Indians, and
would serve as a buffer.
Like a skillful parliamentarian Austin kept peace when both his colonists and the Mexican government wanted
war. When he wrote a friend that the government was displeased that he had not gone to war, the friend replied
that it was better to be driven from the country by the government than by the Indians.
Austin did not hesitate, however, to take strong measures against the Indians. In the winter following the
incidents just related his settlement was entered by Choctaws in search of Tonkawas and by Tahuacanos on a
horse-stealing expedition. The thieving Indians were attacked, and a number were killed. Austin now made
preparations for an Indian campaign in May of 1826, and did exactly what the Spaniards had done in the previous
century: he formed an alliance with the Cherokees, Shawnees, and Delawares; but the alliance was vetoed by the
Mexican officials, and the campaign was suspended.
In the summer Austin called together the representatives of the various militia districts to adopt a plan by
which to guard against the incursions of the Indians. “The result of this conference was an arrangement to keep
from twenty to thirty mounted rangers in service all the time.” We do not know whether these rangers were called
into service; but it does not matter, for the provision for them is significant.
Austin had not settled his colony on the Plains, but he was near enough to the Plains to feel the influence of the
Plains Indians, who always came and went on horseback. It is to be noted that the most serious trouble came from
the west, and that this trouble had brought into embryo the organization of the Texas Rangers, later to be perfected
and developed into a mounted fighting organization whose reputation has spread over the English-speaking world
and is intimately known by at least one Latin nation.
Just as the explorers who set out from Missouri to cross the Plains had to leave their boats and take to wagons
and horses, so the Texans found it necessary to mount their horses in order to meet the mounted Plains Indians.
The Texans still had to learn much about horses and horseback fighting, but they had no choice in the matter, if
they were to succeed in their contest with the Indians for possession of the Plains.
It is not the purpose here to follow in detail the spread of Austin’s colony, the coming of other contractors and
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immigrants from the United States to Texas. As they came in they found it necessary to push north and west of the
original settlements, debouching on the open Plains, where they came into contact and into conflict with the
Plains Indians. At first they made no effort at permanent settlement in that direction, but clung almost instinctively
to the woodland region. From 1821 to 1836 these venturesome Texans were the outriders of the American frontier.
They had thrust a salient into the frontier of Mexico. They were still in a familiar physical environment, but they
were so close to the borders of the new environment that its problems confronted them from the first. They could
not go northwest, west, or southwest without coming into the range of the Comanches and other mounted Indians.
They were also in contact with the Mexicans—not so much with the Mexican population as with the Mexican
government, under which they had voluntarily placed themselves but with which they never found themselves in
complete accord.
Potentially, Texas was a center of three conflicting civilizations—that of the Mexicans, that of the Texans, and
that of the Plains Indians. The potential conflict soon became a real one, eventuating in that tempestuous period
beginning with the Texas revolution and ending with the Mexican War, between which events the Texans
maintained an independent republic.
During the ten years of the republic\fn{ 1836-1845.} Texas and the Texans had no peace. Mexico refused to
recognize the independence of its lost province and maintained a constant threat of war which expressed itself in
occasional partisan raids into Texas. San Antonio was twice captured by Mexican armies. The Texans also made
two attacks against Mexico. In 1841 the Santa Fe expedition left Austin with the ostensible purpose of
establishing the jurisdiction of Texas over Santa Fe and, if possible, of making good the claim of Texas to the
upper Rio Grande valley. In 1842 a party of Texans set out to invade Mexico. Their disastrous venture is known as
the Mier Expedition, for the reason that when the Texans reached Mier they were captured by a Mexican army.
Both the Santa Fe Expedition and the Mier Expedition ended in disaster, most of the participants being captured
and some executed.
Out of their long experience with both Mexicans and Indians the Texans learned that they could never afford to
surrender. The memory of what happened at the Alamo in 1836 affected the attitude of those who found
themselves in conflict with the Mexicans. But the Mexicans were not the only foes who gave no quarter: the
Plains Indians who dwelt in the West did not know the meaning of the word and were past masters in the art of
human torture. Thus it came about that the Texans were confronted by two foes to neither of whom they could
surrender: they had to fight.
It is a military axiom that an enemy imposes on his foe his own military methods, provided they be superior
ones. The military methods of both the Plains Indians and the Mexicans had to do with horses.
The Texas border war was not a warfare of pitched battles, but of great distances, sudden incursions, and rapid
flight on horseback. The attackers always came on horseback, with an organization mobile and fleet and elusive.
They had to be met and pursued on horseback with an organization equally mobile. Had Texas been populous and
wealthy its task of defense would have been easy; but it had few men to enlist and nothing save land and paper
money, equally worthless in Texas, to pay them with. Whatever fighting force Texas devised, therefore, must be
small and economical as well as mobile and fleet. From these hard conditions was evolved the organization of the
Texas Rangers. What these men had inherited and brought with them to the West was blended with what they
acquired after their arrival into a type which was thus set forth by an understanding writer:
“A Texas Ranger can ride like a Mexican, trail like an Indian, shoot like a Tennesseean, and fight like a very
devil!” …
116.335 Excerpt from Cow People: “Bogged Shadows”\fn{by J. Frank Dobie (1888-1964)} Three Rivers, Live Oak
County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 2
… Before Findlay Simpson died in 1924, he had become a legendary character in the Irish-featured land where
he rode and yarned. That was mainly on the O’Connor ranches. He had worked up to be boss under Pat Lambert,
and he used to say that Pat Lambert was the most considerate boss he ever knew: he would give every man in his
pay eighteen hours to do a day’s work in.
They say that one time a cow crowd of O’Connor hands, some white, some black, decided to test out the
talking powers of Findlay Simpson. It was early summer and the weather was pleasant. After an easier than usual
day’s work, the boys got him strung out. They had arranged their pallets so that when a listener became too sleepy
to listen longer he could easily awaken the next man, who would egg Findley on. Findlay talked all that night and
worked the next day. The second night he kept the relays up, then worked all day. The third night one of the relays
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went to sleep on him, and then Findlay decided that as nobody was listening he had as well sleep awhile himself.
He was up with the Morning Star, talking to the cook, when the first hand came to the coffeepot.
He became a kind of court entertainer for parties of young people on the ranch. When the late Tom O’Connor,
great-grandson of the Tom O’Connor who founded the ranch, was a young man in camp; he might say at the end
of a day’s riding,
“Findlay, tell me some of those lies. Tell me about the big snow in the northwest the winter you spent up
there.”
“Yes, it snowed and snowed,” Findlay would begin. “The cattle drifted up against the mountains on the south
side, and the snow filled up the valleys between the mountains. The cattle were all under it. It held there for six
months before it begun to thaw good. Then it melted down so the cattle could walk out. You wouldn’t believe they
could hibernate that way like bears, but they could. They went into the snow fat, and when they come out they
was packing rolls of taller around their tails.
“But I never see anything up in that cold country to what I see here in the big blizzard of 1899. During that dieup hands would take pack horses out from the Melon Creek ranch every morning to bring in the hides skinned off
dead cattle. Well, one day I was riding along Copano Creek looking for bogged-up stuff, pulling out cows and
skinning as I went. I guess this was maybe a month after the big freeze. Let’s see, that was on the twelfth of
February.
“Well, over in a little place between some granjeno bushes and a huisache I seen a cow standing. She looked
as gaunt as a gutted snow-bird. I pulled over to make sure she was all right. It was troublesome to get through
some bushes right next to her, and I yelled so she’d turn round and show herself better. She didn’t budge. Then I
started in to her, and when I leaned over to dodge a limb, I seen a calf standing by her side a-sucking. It didn’t
move neither. When I got slap in on her, she still didn’t move and the calf didn’t neither.
“Thinks I to myself, ‘This is mighty funny. I’ve heard of the lockjaw but never heard of the lockfoot.’
“I quirted her on the back, and still she didn’t move. Then I got down and give myself a tap with the quirt to
make sure I wasn’t paralyzed. That cow was as dead as a doornail just a-standing there, and that calf. was as dead
as a doornail just a-sucking there. When cattle die standing up, it’s hard tImes.
“That winter of ’99 was an awful winter on everything, but I don’t know as it was any worse on animals in
general than the drouth of ’86. The creeks all dried up that year and what waterholes were left got. so boggy the
buzzards were scared to fly over them for fear their shadders would bog down. The country was full of razorback
hogs then, and most of them got such big balls of mud on their tails that the weight would draw back everything
on the animal clear up to the snout. When you met a razorback face to face, he’d be grinning at you like a
Cheshire cat, ‘cause his lips were pulled back. Why, the mudballs on their tails drew their eyelids back so tight the
razorbacks couldn’t sleep.
“Then the critters drunk so much mud they all got pot-bellied. I’ve seen one of them just a-rocking and ateetering and a-seesawing on his belly, unable to get his hindfeet or his forefeet either on the ground. There he’d
be up in the air, on top of his own belly, his eyelids pulled back by the weight of mud on his tail, and his eyes
bugged out till you could have roped ’em with a grapevine. It was a sight, I tell you.
“But talking about mud and water, one year I went with a train of cattle to Chicago for Dennis O’Connor. We
got along all right till we left New Orleans and started across the biggest lake there is, I guess, outside the Gulf of
Mexico. We’d no more ’n got out on the bridge when I heard the derndest whistling and screeching from the
engine a man ever listened to. The train stopped and still the whistling went on. I was riding in the caboose, and I
crawled up in the cupola to look out. Then I seen what the trouble was. It was enough to make a man and an
engine both whistle.
“It looked to me like all the alligators in the world had crawled up out of that lake to sun theirselves on the
bridge. They were laying acrost the tracks and in between the rails and dangling over the ties and every which
way. The cowcatcher had plowed up the first ones, I guess. At least, they was piled up ahead of the engine higher
than the smokestack. Now the engine couldn’t budge. The engineer kept a- whistling and the trainmen sorter
cleared the pile away. Then we went on a few feet, the engine all the time letting out screeches that would have
waked up dead Spaniards in the Refugio graveyard. Why, before we got acrost that lake the engineer had wore out
his whistle. Then he wore out his bell a-ringing it. After that we didn’t have no more trouble and the cattle sold
well in Chicago. But them alligators!
"Still, I don’t know as they were much thicker on that big lake than I see them oncet in San Jacinto River. I
was taking a herd of T H C cattle east, and it was an awful wet year. We’d been having plenty of trouble. We had
to pull twenty or thirty out of a bog they got into in a cut at the Colorado River. Then the Brazos was up on a toot,
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and the herd got into a mill while they were swimming in the middle of it. We’d sweated at some of the little
creeks, and I shore was a-dreading the San Jacinto.
“But when we got to it, the sun was right for crossing-back behind us instead of in the cattle’s eyes—and I told
the boys to pop their leggins and bring ’em a-stringing. I was back a little from the point, and when I got to the
bank I never was more surprised in my life. Them cattle was a-walking across dry-shod, like the Children of Israel
a-crossing the Red Sea. They was a-stepping on alligators’ backs. Seemed like the alligators had all congregated
to sun their backs or something like that. They didn’t seem to mind the weight. I guess being so thick that way
they kinder supported each other.
“When I come to cross, my horse give a snort, but he took the bridge all right. Still, I didn’t feel easy. I knowed
if one of them alligators give a flip of his tail so’s to hit the nose of some snuffy steer, there’d be a stompede
would shake their ancestors. But nothing like that happened.
“The biggest alligator I ever see was in the Mission River, right here in Refugio County. I was riding up it one
day looking out for bogged animals, and before I knowed it, the bed was practically dry.
“Thinks I, ‘This is mighty peculiar. I was up above here about three miles day before yesterday and the river
was bank-full—fuller’n I ever see it except after a big rain. Now down here there ain’t no water at all.’
“Well, I kept a-riding on upstream, my curiosity getting more and more het up. Then I come to the answer of
all my curiosity. It was an alligator, a regular giant of an alligator, the Goliath of all alligators that ever lived. His
tail had got tangled up in a lot of willer roots on one side of the bank and in pawing and struggling he had
evidently hung his snout and forelegs in the roots on the opposite bank. There he was stretched out damning the
whole river up, so the water was about to make Refugio a deep-sea port up above and the bed drying up down
below.
“I could have killed the critter easy, but I wasn’t going to destroy a specimen like that. I just took my axe and
cut the roots. But when that alligator got loose, danged if he didn’t have to crawl out on the prairie to turn around.
The river was just too little for him to operate in. He really belonged over in the San Jacinto River.
“People in this country think they have big mosquitoes and big frogs and big cottonwood trees and all that, but
they ought to go over on the San Jacinto. Why, Tom, I remember when you was a boy shaking with a chill one
day over on the San Antonio River and getting blue around the gills and imagining you was really having the
ague. You’d been tanking up on Grove’s Tasteless Chill Tonic. Nobody was heeding my remedy of a glass full of
whiskey mixed with the juice of an even one hundred Mexican peppers.
“But I’ll tell you again, the chills on the San Antonio River or anywhere else in this western country ain’t
nothing to compare with the chills on the San Jacinto. Ain’t nothing, I tell you.
“One time over there I was riding along kinder out from the bottom when I noticed the leaves of a certain
cottonwood tree just a-shaking and a-trembling like they was bewitched. I stopped and looked all around and not
another leaf in the whole timber was a-moving. It was so dead ca’m I’d been saying to myself how a storm must
be brewing.
“Still, to make certain there wasn’t no current of air anywhere, I spit on my finger and held it up to see which
direction any little breeze might be blowing. Not a breath from any point.
“Then I rode straight in to that cottonwood to see what in the creation was causing such a commotion, amongst
the leaves. If it was squirrels or coons frisking about, the leaves would be shaking just in one place, but they were
shaking all over the tree, and it was a big one, high up over all the other trees.
“Well, sir, when I got there, you'd never guess what I discovered. There was the king bullfrog of the San
Jacinto bottoms having a chill. He was backed up against that tree and the tears was just a-rolling out of his eyes,
he was shaking so hard. And all unbeknownst to him he was shaking so hard against the cottonwood that all its
leaves was a-trembling.”
About here Findlay Simpson discovered that Tom O’Connor and everybody else had gone to sleep. …
109.128 The Jilting Of Granny Weatherall\fn{by Katherine Anne Porter (1890-1980)} Indian Creek, Brown County,
Texas, U.S.A. (F) 4
She flicked her wrist neatly out of Doctor Harry’s pudgy careful fingers and pulled the sheet up to her chin.
The brat ought to be in knee breeches. Doctoring around the country with spectacles on his nose! “Get along now,
take you schoolbooks and go. There’s nothing wrong with me.”
Doctor Harry spread a warm paw like a cushion on her forehead where the forked green vein danced and made
her eyelids twitch. “Now, now, be a good girl, and we’ll have you up in no time.”
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“That’s no way to speak to a woman nearly eighty years old just because she’s down. I’d have you respect your
elders, young man.”
“Well, Missy, excuse me.” Doctor Harry patted her cheek. “But I’ve got to warn you, haven’t I? You’re a
marvel, but you must be careful or you’re going to be good and sorry.”
“Don’t tell me what I’m going to be. I’m on my feet now, morally speaking. It’s Cornelia. I had to go to bed to
get rid of her.”
Her bones felt loose, and floated around in her skin, and Doctor Harry floated like a balloon around the foot of
the bed. He floated and pulled down his waistcoat and swung his glasses on a cord.
“Well, stay where you are, it certainly can’t hurt you.”
“Get along and doctor your sick,” said Granny Weatherall. “Leave a well woman alone. I’ll call for you when I
want you. … Where were you forty years ago when I pulled through milk-leg and double pneumonia? You
weren’t even born. Don’t let Cornelia lead you on,” she shouted, because Doctor Harry appeared to float up to the
ceiling and out. “I pay my own bills, and I don’t throw my money away on nonsense!”
She meant to wave good-by, but it was too much trouble. Her eyes closed of themselves, it was like a dark
curtain drawn around the bed. The pillow rose and floated under her, pleasant as a hammock in a light wind. She
listened to the leaves rustling outside the window. No, somebody was swishing newspapers: no, Cornelia and
Doctor Harry were whispering together. She leaped broad awake, thinking they whispered in her ear.
“She was never like this, never like this!”
“Well, what can we expect?”
“Yes, eighty years old. …”
Well, and what if she was? She still had ears. It was like Cornelia to whisper around doors. She always kept
things secret in such a public way. She was always being tactful and kind. Cornelia was dutiful; that was the
trouble with her. Dutiful and good: “So good and dutiful, ”said Granny, “that I’d like to spank her.” She saw
herself spanking Cornelia and making a fine job of it.
“What’d you say, Mother?”
Granny felt her face tying up in hard knots.
“Can’t a body think, I’d like to know?”
“I thought you might want something.”
“I do. I want a lot of things. First off, go away and don’t whisper.”
She lay and drowsed, hoping in her sleep that the children would keep out and let her rest a minute. It had been
a long day. Not that she was tired. It was always pleasant to snatch a minute now and then. There was always so
much to be done, let me see: tomorrow.
Tomorrow was far away and there was nothing to trouble about. Things were finished somehow when the time
came; thank God there was always a little margin over for peace: then a person could spread out the plan of life
and tuck in the edges orderly. It was good to have everything clean and folded away, with the hair brushes and
tonic bottles sitting straight on the white embroidered linen: the day started without fuss and the pantry shelves
laid out with rows of jelly glasses and brown jugs and white stone-china jars with blue whirligigs and words
painted on them: coffee, tea, sugar, ginger, cinnamon, allspice: and the bronze clock with the lion on top nicely
dusted off. The dust that lion could collect in twenty-four hours! The box in the attic with all those letters tied up,
well, she’d have to go through that tomorrow. All those letters—George’s letters and John’s letters and her letters
to them both—lying around for the children to find afterwards made her uneasy. Yes, that would be tomorrow’s
business. No use to let them know how silly she had been once.
While she was rummaging around she found death in her mind and it felt clammy and unfamiliar. She had
spent so much time preparing for death there was no need for bringing it up again. Let it take care of itself now.
When she was sixty she had felt very old, finished, and went around making farewell trips to see her children and
grandchildren, with a secret in her mind: This is the very last of your mother, children! Then she made her will
and came down with a long fever. That was all just a notion like a lot of other things, but it was lucky too, for she
had once for all got over the idea of dying for a long time. Now she couldn’t be worried. She hoped she had better
sense now. Her father had lived to be one hundred and two years old and had drunk a noggin of strong hot toddy
on his last birthday. He told the reporters it was his daily habit, and he owed his long life to that. He had made
quite a scandal and was very pleased about it. She believed she’d just plague Cornelia a little.
“Cornelia! Cornelia!” No footsteps, but a sudden hand on her cheek. “Bless you, where have you been?”
“Here, mother.”
“Well, Cornelia, I want a noggin of hot toddy.”
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“Are you cold, darling?”
“I’m chilly, Cornelia. Lying in bed stops the circulation. I must have told you that a thousand times.”
Well, she could just hear Cornelia telling her husband that Mother was getting a little childish and they’d have
to humor her. The thing that most annoyed her was that Cornelia thought she was deaf, dumb, and blind. Little
hasty glances and tiny gestures tossed around her and over her head saying, “Don’t cross her, let her have her way,
she’s eighty years old,” and she sitting there as if she lived in a thin glass cage. Sometimes Granny almost made
up her mind to pack up and move back to her own house where nobody could remind her every minute that she
was old. Wait, wait, Cornelia, till your own children whisper behind your back!
In her day she had kept a better house and had got more work done. She wasn’t too old yet for Lydia to be
driving eighty miles for advice when one of the children jumped the track, and Jimmy still dropped in and talked
things over: “Now, Mammy, you’ve a good business head, I want to know what you think of this? …” Old.
Cornelia couldn’t change the furniture around without asking. Little things, little things! They had been so sweet
when they were little. Granny wished the old days were back again with the children young and everything to be
done over. It had been a hard pull, but not too much for her. When she thought of all the food she had cooked, and
all the clothes she had cut and sewed, and all the gardens she had made—well, the children showed it. There they
were, made out of her, and they couldn’t get away from that. Sometimes she wanted to see John again and point to
them and say, Well, I didn’t do so badly, did I? But that would have to wait. That was for tomorrow. She used to
think of him as a man, but now all the children were older than their father, and he would be a child beside her if
she saw him now. It seemed strange and there was something wrong in the idea. Why, he couldn’t possibly
recognize her. She had fenced in a hundred acres once, digging the post holes herself and clamping the wires with
just a Negro boy to help. That changed a woman. John would be looking for a young woman with the peaked
Spanish comb in her hair and the painted fan. Digging post holes changed a woman. Riding country roads in the
winter when women had their babies was another thing: sitting up nights with sick horses and sick Negroes and
sick children and hardly ever losing one. John, I hardly ever lost one of them! John would see that in a minute,
that would be something he could understand, she wouldn’t have to explain anything!
It made her feel like rolling up her sleeves and putting the whole place to rights again. No matter if Cornelia
was determined to be everywhere at once, there were a great many things left undone on this place. She would
start tomorrow and do them. It was good to be strong enough for everything, even if all you made melted and
changed and slipped under your hands, so that by the time you finished you almost forgot what you were working
for. What was it I set out to do? she asked herself intently, but she could not remember. A fog rose over the valley,
she saw it marching across the creek swallowing the trees and moving up the hill like an army of ghosts. Soon it
would be at the near edge of the orchard, and then it was time to go in and light the lamps. Come in, children,
don’t stay out in the night air.
Lighting the lamps had been beautiful. The children huddled up to her and breathed like little calves waiting at
the bars in the twilight. Their eyes followed the match and watched the flame rise and settled in a blue curve, then
they moved away from her. The lamp was lit, they didn’t have to be scared and hang on to mother any more.
Never, never, never more. God, for all my life I thank Thee. Without Thee, my God, I could never have done it.
Hail, Mary, full of grace.
I want you to pick all the fruit this year and see that nothing is wasted. There’s always someone who can use it.
Don’t let good things rot for want of using. You waste life when you waste good food. Don’t let things get lost.
It’s bitter to lose things. No, don’t let me get to thinking, not when I am tired and taking a little nap before supper.
…
The pillow rose about her shoulders and pressed against her heart and the memory was being squeezed out of
it: oh, push down the pillow, somebody: it would smother her if she tried to hold it. Such a fresh breeze blowing
and such a green day with no threats in it. But he had not come, just the same. What does a woman do when she
has put on the white veil and set out the white cake for a man and he doesn’t come? She tried to remember. No, I
swear he never harmed me but in that. He never harmed me but in that … and what if he did? There was the day,
the day, but a whirl of dark smoke rose and covered it, crept up and over into the bright field where everything
was planted so carefully in orderly rows. That was hell, she knew hell when she saw it. For sixty years she had
prayed against remembering him and against losing her soul in the deep pit of hell, and now the two things were
mingled in one and the thought of him was a smoky cloud from hell that moved and crept in her head when she
had just got rid of Doctor Harry and was trying to rest a minute. Wounded vanity, Ellen, said a sharp voice in the
top of her mind. Don’t let your wounded vanity get the upper hand of you. Plenty of girls get jilted. You were
jilted, weren’t you? Then stand up to it. Her eyelids wavered and let in streamers of blue-gray light like tissue
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paper over her eyes. She must get up and pull the shades down or she’d never sleep. She was in bed again and the
shades were not down. How cold that happen? Better turn over, hide from the light, sleeping in the light gave you
nightmares. “Mother, how do you feel now?” and a stinging wetness on her forehead. But I don’t like having my
face washed in cold water!
Hapsy? George? Lydia? Jimmy? No, Cornelia, and her features were swollen and full of little puddles.
“They’re coming, darling, they’ll all be here soon.” Go wash you face, child, you look funny.
Instead of obeying, Cornelia knelt down and put her head on the pillow. She seemed to be talking but there was
no sound. “Well, are you tongue-tied? Whose birthday is it? Are you going to give a party?”
Cornelia’s mouth moved urgently in strange shapes. “Don’t do that, you bother me, daughter.”
“Oh, no, Mother. Oh, no. …”
Nonsense. It was strange about children. They disputed your every word. “No what, Cornelia?”
“Here’s Doctor Harry.”
“I won’t see that boy again. He just left five minutes ago.”
“That was this morning, Mother. It’s night now. Here’s the nurse.”
“This is Doctor Harry, Mrs. Weatherall. I never saw you look so young and happy!”
“Ah, I’ll never be young again—but I’d be happy if they’d let me lie in peace and get rested.”
She thought she spoke up loudly, but no one answered. A warm weight on her forehead, a warm bracelet on
her wrist, and a breeze went on whispering, trying to tell her something. A shuffle of leaves in the everlasting
hand of God, He blew on them and they danced and rattled. “Mother, don’t mind, we’re going to give you a little
hypodermic.” “Look here, daughter, how do ants get in this bed? I saw sugar ants yesterday.” Did you send for
Hapsy too?
It was Hapsy she really wanted. She had to go a long way back through a great many rooms to find Hapsy
standing with a baby on her arm. She seemed to herself to be Hapsy also, and the baby on Hapsy’s arm was Hapsy
and himself and herself, all at once, and there was no surprise in the meeting. Then Hapsy melted from within and
turned flimsy as gray gauze and the baby was a gauzy shadow, and Hapsy came up close and said, “I thought
you’d never come,” and looked at her very searchingly and said, “You haven’t changed a bit!” They leaned
forward to kiss, when Cornelia began whispering from a long way off, “Oh, is there anything you want to tell
me? Is there anything I can do for you?”
Yes, she had changed her mind after sixty years and she would like to see George. I want you to find George.
Find him and be sure to tell him I forgot him. I want him to know I had my husband just the same and my children
and my house like any other woman. A good house too and a good husband that I loved and fine children out of
him. Better than I hoped for even. Tell him I was given back everything he took away and more. Oh, n, oh, God,
no, there was something else besides the house and the man and the children. Oh, surely they were not all? What
was it? Something not given back. … Her breath crowded down under her ribs and grew into a monstrous
frightening shape with cutting edges; it bored up into her head, and the agony was unbelievable: Yes, John, get the
doctor now, no more talk, my time has come.
When this one was born it should be the last. The last. It should have been born first, for it was the one she had
truly wanted. Everything came in good time. Nothing left out, left over. She was strong, in three days she would
be as well as ever. Better. A woman needed milk in her to have her full health.
“Mother, do you hear me?”
“I’ve been telling you—”
“Mother, Father Connolly’s here.”
“I went to Holy Communion only last week. Tell him I’m not so sinful as all that.”
“Father just wants to speak to you.”
He could speak as much as he pleased. It was like him to drop in and inquire about her soul as if it were a
teething baby, and then stay on for a cup of tea and a round of cards and gossip. He always had a funny story of
some sort, usually about an Irishman who made his little mistakes and confessed them, and the point lay in some
absurd thing he would blurt out in the confessional showing his struggles between native piety and original sin.
Granny felt easy about her soul, Cornelia, where are your manners? Give Father Connolly a chair. She had her
secret comfortable understanding with a few favorite saints who cleared a straight road to God for her. All as
surely signed and sealed as the papers for the new Forty Acres. Forever … heirs and assigns forever. Since the day
the wedding cake was not cut, but thrown out and wasted. The whole bottom dropped out of the world, and there
she was blind and sweating with nothing under her feet and the walls falling away. His hand had caught her under
the breast, she had not fallen, there was the freshly polished floor wither the green rug on it, just as before. He had
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cursed like a sailor’s parrot and said, “I’ll kill him for you.” Don’t lay a hand on him, for my sake leave
something to God “Now, Ellen, you must believe what I tell you. …”
So there was nothing, nothing to worry about any more, except sometimes in the night one of the children
screamed in a nightmare, and they both hustled out shaking and hunting for the matches and calling, “There, wait
a minute, here we are!” John, get the doctor now, Hapsy’s time has come. But there was Hapsy standing by the
bed in a white cap. “Cornelia, tell Hapsy to take off her cap. I can’t see her plain.”
Her eyes opened very wide and the room stood out like a picture she had seen somewhere. Dark colors with
the shadows rising towards the ceiling in long angles. The tall black dresser gleamed with nothing on it but John’s
picture, enlarged from a little one, with John’s eyes very black when they should have been blue. You never saw
him, so how do you know how he looked? But the man insisted the copy was perfect, it was very rich and
handsome. For a picture, yes, but it’s not my husband. The table by the bed had a linen cover and a candle and a
crucifix. The light was blue from Cornelia’s silk lampshades. No sort of light at all, just frippery. You had to live
forty years with kerosene lamps to appreciate honest electricity. She felt very strong and she saw Doctor Harry
with a rosy nimbus around him.
“You look like a saint, Doctor Harry, and I vow that’s as near as you’ll ever come to it.”
“She’s saying something.”
“I heard you, Cornelia. What’s all this carrying-on?”
“Father Connolly’s saying—”
Cornelia’s voice staggered and bumped like a cart in a bad road. It rounded corners and turned back again and
arrived nowhere. Granny stepped up in the cart very lightly and reached for the reins, but a man sat beside her and
she knew him by his hands, driving the cart. She did not look in his face, for she knew without seeing, but looked
instead down the road where the trees leaned over and bowed to each other and a thousand birds were singing a
Mass. She felt like singing too, but she put her hand in the bosom of her dress and pulled out a rosary, and Father
Connolly murmured Latin in a very solemn voice and tickled her feet. My God, will you stop that nonsense? I’m
a married woman. What if he did run away and leave me to face the priest by myself? I found another a whole
world better. I wouldn’t have exchanged my husband for anybody except St. Michael himself, and you may tell
him that for me with a thank you in the bargain.
Light flashed on her closed eyelids, and a deep roaring shook her. Cornelia, is that lightning? I hear thunder.
There’s going to be a storm. Close all the windows. Call the children in. … “Mother, here we are, all of us.” “Is
that you, Hapsy?” “Oh, no, I’m Lydia. We drove as fast as we could.” Their faces drifted above her, drifted away.
The rosary fell out of her hands and Lydia put it back. Jimmy tried to help, their hands fumbled together, and
Granny closed two fingers around Jimmy’s thumb. Beads wouldn’t do, it must be something alive. She was so
amazed her thoughts ran round and round. So, my dear Lord, this is my death and I wasn’t even thinking about it.
My children have come to see me die. But I can’t, it’s not time. Oh, I always hated surprises. I wanted to give
Cornelia the amethyst set—Cornelia, you’re to have the amethyst set, but Hapsy’s to wear it when she wants, and
Doctor Harry, do shut up. Nobody sent for you. Oh, my dear Lord, do wait a minute. I meant to do something
about the Forty Acres, Jimmy doesn’t need it and Lydia will later on, with that worthless husband of hers. I meant
to finish the altar cloth and send six bottles of wine to Sister Borgia for her dyspepsia. I want to send six bottles of
wine to Sister Borgia, Father Connolly, now don’t let me forget.
Cornelia’s voice made short turns and tilted over and crashed. “Oh, Mother, oh, Mother, oh, Mother. …”
“I’m not going, Cornelia. I’m taken by surprise. I can’t go.”
You’ll see Hapsy again. What about her? “I thought you’d never come.” Granny made a long journey outward,
looking for Hapsy. What if I don’t find her? What then? Her heart sank down and down, thee was no bottom to
death, she couldn’t come to the end of it. The blue light from Cornelia’s lampshade drew into a tiny point in the
center of her brain, it flickered and winked like an eye, quietly it fluttered and dwindled. Granny lay curled down
within herself, amazed and watchful, staring at the point of light that was herself; her body was now only a deeper
mass of shadows in an endless darkness and this darkness would curl around the light and swallow it up. God,
give a sign!
For the second time there was no sign. Again no bridegroom and the priest in the house. She could not remember any other sorrow because this grief wiped them all away. Oh, no, there’s nothing more cruel than this—I’ll
never forgive it. She stretched herself with a deep breath and blew out the light.
116.331 Excerpt from My First Thirty Years\fn{by Gertrude Beasley (1892-1955)} Cross Plains, Callahan County,
Texas, U.S.A. (F) 4
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… Thirty years ago, I lay in the womb of a woman, conceived in a sexual act of rape, being carried during the
prenatal period by an unwilling and rebellious mother, finally bursting from the womb only to be tormented in a
family whose members I despised or pitied, and brought into association with people whom I should never have
chosen. Sometimes I wish that, as I lay in the womb, a pink soft embryo, I had somehow thought, breathed or
moved and wrought destruction to the woman who bore me, and her eight miserable children who preceded me,
and the four round-faced mediocrites who came after me, and her husband, a monstrously cruel, Christ-like, and
handsome man with an animal’s appetite for begetting children.
It is perfectly clear to me that life is not worth living, but it is also equally clear that life is worth talking about.
Perhaps talk is the greatest thing in the world. If I could destroy my bump of curiosity, I would go on this January
day to the river at the Kremlin where Russian churchmen are said to be carrying out religious rites (a piece of
idiocy which prevents life from being worth while) and throw my body into its icy depths. But I have curiosity,
fear, and that potent enemy of death known as hope. Besides I have enough money (U. S.) to keep me going for
nearly two years …
The first flood of consciousness in life, the first mile stone of our miserable existence here, stands out, I think,
before an intelligent mind. I remember mine. I was lying on my back on the hard, dirt floor of the stalls in my
father’s horse-lot. My hands were being held by my older brothers and my feet also, I think, and the great weight
on my body seemed about to crush me. God, what an awful thing! Would the consciousness, the struggle for
breath, which seemed about to be pressed out in case my frame broke in, my ribs stuck into my entrails and heart,
ever return! Thus was I first made conscious. The rest was only a dark whirl; perhaps the wind was blowing; and
it seems to me now there was laughter. My oldest brother, then about sixteen years old, though he was very small
for his age, was trying to have sexual intercourse with me, although I was only about four years old at the time. Of
recent years I have been startled at having this picture come into my mind and said,
“God, what if I had really been crushed to death!”
But I answer now that perhaps it would have been better. I remember distinctly that between the ages of four
and about nine, each of my five brothers older than myself tried at one time or another to have sexual intercourse
with me. Although I feared and hated my three oldest brothers, the two just older than myself, being nearly my
own size, brought me no fear, only shame in case we should be found out. In fact, I think when the three of us
were exploring the field of sex together, watching and talking about animals in their sex-acts, and using all the
childish expressions concerning sex life, that I was quite as interested in our childish efforts at sexual intercourse
as they were.
*
There are some things which I remember with pleasure about the house and surroundings where I was born—
pleasurable merely because of the form which the picture takes in my own mind, for I assure you there is nothing
in the content of my early life which I should care to remember. I put it down here because I can’t forget it, and,
because I want to see what forms it will take as I talk about it.
It was a two-roomed shack; that is a large boxed house of one room with a small side room, divided into a
kitchen and what my mother referred to as a “shed room” for the boys. The stalls, pig-pens, and cow-lots were
some distance from the house, as was also the field planted mostly with cotton, cane and corn in the spring. I
received my first impression of the beauty of spring here; I remember beauty and light. For although my mother
already had ten children to cook for, and all the rest of it, before we left Coleman County, Texas, she had time to
cultivate flowers. I think I can honestly say that one of the little flashes of admiration which I early felt for her lay
in her ability to give, what appeared to me, such a great number of names of flowers.
Then there was song in that age when I was four, impressed upon me in a singular way on the occasion of my
mother’s catching a dear little humming bird which sang about her potted and tin-canned flowers just without a
low door of our house. I remember how she screamed and chattered about it, calling it sweet and dear, as she put
her hands over it when finding it in the blossom of one of her flowers. It struck in my soul—here was something
lovely, something which the hands of a woman, who so often appeared vulgar, coarse and ignorant to me even
when I was a mere baby, put into a fly trap with the tenderest care and assured us, a whole brood of round-faced
children, that in a few days it would sing. Here was my first conscious moment of beauty. The sun shone brightly
that day.
But it was not all delight, for my mother screamed too loudly when she caught the bird, and I felt she was
giving us an exhibition, as the saying was she was “putting on”—there was a note of affectation in her voice. This
incident also saddened me, for the bird did not sing and was let out “to be free” by the same hands. I felt the same
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strong emotion, this time to weep—and also wondered if the pretty speech about letting the bird “free” was quite
sincerely stated by this woman, my mother, whom I doubted, hated, sometimes admired and greatly pitied.
There were many, many emotional experiences which registered themselves in my consciousness, and were
stored away in memory during this first year of conscious recognition of feelings and events. For example, I quite
understood that my parents did not get on; indeed, I think I felt their great hatred for one another. In fact, my
mother used to hiss so and pooh, pooh so, with the corners of her mouth a way down when talking of my father
and his family, that I wondered at him and feared him, so much so that when he came in at night, sat by the fire,
held me on his lap, played and grunted over me, I wanted to respond rather contemptuously. If he asked me very
ardently, “Hug yer daddy’s neck, tight, tight,” I would do it very slowly for I was wondering if it were not true
that he was one of the meanest men who ever lived. My mother had already suggested it in my presence scores of
times at this early age and the statement that “the Beasleys is the sorriest people that God ever made” was not
only written in my brain but in my soul. Then, too, I knew that my father beat his animals unmercifully, a thing
which terrified me; and that he sometimes beat my brothers with as little concern as though they were cast iron.
One day, this same year, I remember, one of the boys ran to the house from the field and cried out frantically to
my mother,
“Maw, he’s killing ole Mary.”
I feel now how it saddened and frightened me. The old mare which he had been driving at the plough had
suddenly sulked and he had beaten her with chains until her body was full of welts, and finally with a stray stroke
had knocked one of her eyes completely out. My mother ran about with her apron over her arm in a frenzy and
finally disappeared from the house in an effort to stop him.
And then he could swear so loudly and in such ear-splitting tones—“Hell fire!” “God damn it to hell!” and the
like—his god-damning usually rendering me perfectly stiff and dumb. The whole household was usually silenced
with his oaths. Although my brothers swore and all of us said “God” and “God Amighty” whenever we chose,
nobody could begin to put the cutting swiftness and frightfulness into oaths as the head of the house did.
*
Many things crowd into my mind now of the happenings of that first year of memory, at four or perhaps
younger. Going to town was always a big event for my mother, who went a few times each year to buy clothing
for herself and the family. One of the most humorous events of her preparation was the putting on of her corsets.
Being inclined to be stout due to excessive child bearing, having been pregnant every second year since she was
eighteen, her waist line had naturally disappeared. My three oldest sisters were the instruments for putting her into
this vice. First, the corsets were unlaced as far as the strings would allow and then the three girls would stand
around her as required, holding her at the waist, while she craned her short neck over her ample breasts in an
effort to put the hooks into the eyes at the front of the corsets. Then someone pulled the strings at the back until
she called out enough and the corseting was finished; and everybody was in good humor unless some one of the
girls had chanced to laugh, or to cause her to laugh, to shake her abdomen so as to prevent the “hooking.” Then
someone was liable to get a large smack, and she would turn to nagging and scolding, perhaps saying that
everything went wrong whenever she went to town, besides, “yer Daddy never wants me to go nowhere.”
On this occasion I think she was going to Coleman City, the town where she wanted to put my oldest brother
and oldest sister at school, for she, at least, always considered “ejication” important. But my father declared that
they would only get into “devilment” and so the plan was never carried out, in spite of the fact that my mother
declared many times after I grew up that there was money enough to put them to school for several months that
year, as there had been a large cotton crop harvested. I remember sitting near the fireplace, on one of these
occasions, at a very early hour in the morning, watching her dress, and asking her not to forget my tea-set, for it
was in the late fall and she was to buy the Christmas things.
*
Then, one day something happened. I stood at my mother’s bedside early in the morning, and although it was
July, I seem to have been cold as I shivered there in my bare feet. A red, soft, little wad lay near her and wriggled
a little. I was astonished. Besides my mother looked very ill. An itching desire made me want to stroke its hair,
but I was not permitted to touch it. The drawl in my own voice sounds in my ears now,
“Maw, where did you git that little baby?”
She answered that the doctor had brought it to her during the night in his saddle bags. Nearly everyone in that
section of the country rode horseback and usually carried a pair of bags attached at the back of his saddle. I can’t
recall that it occurred to me to question this baby-in-the-saddle-bag theory. She talked a bit to herself saying that
the poor little thing’s head was “mashed out of shape” a little but that she would rub it back in place. Perhaps it
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would not live, and then she enumerated her babies, with the perplexity of a sick woman and with a note of
sadness as she spoke. This was the eleventh one.
But the baby proved to be very much alive, growing and requiring a lot of attention, and I was made its nurse
maid. A little chair was bought especially for me, in which I used to sit and rock the baby during the long hours
when practically everyone older than myself was at work in the field, while my mother prepared the meals and
did all the sewing and patching for the family.
Fancy what the patching alone amounted to. There were five boys to “patch for” and make over old trousers
for; besides my oldest sister never learned to sew at an early age and so my mother had to make all her clothes
until she was almost grown, as well as those of the other girls and the babies. Sometimes she would work into the
night after the whole household had been snoring for hours.
We stayed here until the second crop was gathered, I think, and my father finding the “grubbing” too difficult
and requiring too much time, or the grass too dry, or the summers too hot, or the cotton crop too little, or the water
too mineral or “gyp,” or that the horses were getting “locoed,” or the cows didn’t bear calves fast enough—
something or other was always wrong with the big central taps of the resources of life—began to talk of “pulling
up” and going to look for another place. Although my mother was never what I should call a happy woman, as my
earliest remembrances are of how she had been “dragged down” and how hard life had been since she had been in
the Beasley family, she became more depressed and almost melancholy at such talk. If there was anything wrong
with the farming there was wood to be hauled to the townspeople; there was “freighting” to be done, that is
hauling goods from the railway center to the little country town; besides this was a great cattle country, my father
having already a small herd of young cows and a number of horses and mules, the young stock and especially the
“calf crop” in another year would make farming only as a minor industry, unnecessary.
Months passed and the cotton and maize were harvested. I picked my first pounds of cotton at odd times when
my mother or some of the others took care of Martha Washington, for that is what my mother called her having
about “run out” of names by the time the fifth daughter arrived.
One day my father returned from town after selling the cotton; he walked with a slight stagger but seemed in
the best of spirits. That is, a smile, if a little bitter, nevertheless curved his lips and radiated his face as he sat by
the fireplace and told what his wife considered vulgar (in the sense of obscene) stories. But we children were
always a little terrified: whether or not he smiled had no special significance for us, as he was just as likely to turn
to storming and swearing the next minute if anything angered him. My mother was angry and pouting, hissing and
turning the corners of her mouth down.
“I declare to God, there’s never been no woman mistreated as I’ve been.” Some of the older children
whispered:
“Pa’s drunk.”
All talked little or in hushed tones; and my parents did not speak to one another. 1 felt that I was thinking and
acting just like my mother, at least I would have liked to have assumed her attitude as I walked about the room
near the fireplace; and if I registered any other emotions at this time they were fear and sadness.
*
My second and third sisters whispered together a lot about being thirteen or when one of them would be or was
thirteen. One day about this time when I was asleep in a tent or in some house or old wagon yard, as was often the
case when we were camped, my second brother, who was then, I think, nearly twenty years old, came and lay by
me and tried to wake me for some sexual communication. When I woke and saw his penis which he had laid
against my legs, I was frightened, perhaps at the size of it as much as anything, and filled with disgust and shameshame that almost consumed me with frightfulness and horror. I cried out at first and my brother seemed
frightened (although we were alone in the room) and then I turned away from him and feigned sleep; he left me
and went. to his own bed. I remember that I had a strong sexual desire at this time, a desire which I experienced at
the age of five or six when sexual energy was so great in me that I used to press something against myself trying
to obtain gratification, but this desire was also accompanied by great shame, and horror that made one’s flesh
shrivel up or appear to crack as with some dreadful malady. The vow which I made to myself then was similar in
seriousness to me to an experience which I had when I was twelve (some three years later) which I afterwards
referred to as my “conversion.” And that vow was that in spite of my desire, this thing should never happen to me
again; in three years I would be twelve and then the next was thirteen; and although I did not know what being
“thirteen” meant in any special way, I well understood from my sisters’ whisperings and significant glances that
something important, perhaps awful, happened to one then; I would keep away from all this.
Besides, I had a great deal of contempt for my three oldest brothers. I could spell better than any of them
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unless it was my second brother and on one occasion I had “spelled down” the whole lot of them. Then my fourth
and fifth brothers, a few years older than myself, were no longer of great sexual interest to me as competition had
already developed between us not only as to who could read, write and memorize with greatest efficiency, but also
as to our physical strength. From the age of seven or eight to about eleven, I used to have from time to time
terrible fights—fist-fighting, hair-pulling, and the like—with these two boys, in which bouts I often proved a very
good match for them. In fact, I think the intense and consuming sex energy which I felt at my earliest
recollections, at four years or perhaps even before, which was far greater, consuming far more of my conscious
desires than that of food-hunger, began to diminish as soon as I learned to read at the age of five. At least it
appears to me now that, during those first few months of reading, my sex energy was held completely in
abeyance.
*
Many terrible things happened during the first two or three years of my mother’s separation from my father—
some of them so terrible that I was sometimes quite exhausted for hours or often for several days on account of
the nervous strain. One evening about nine o’clock after all the younger members of the family had gone to sleep
my mother entered the room where the boys slept with a heavy horse whip in her hand (with my two older sisters
standing about the doorway armed in some way, I think) and began beating my fourth brother, a boy about fifteen
years old, who had just undressed and gone to bed. He cried out to her at first to stop but she was sufficiently
armed and re-enforced so that he had to take “what was coming to him.” I was poring over some school book
when this awful crash came; and the thunder and distress of my mother’s voice; the lash and crack of a heavy
whip called me to the door where I could see and hear.
“Oh, God, I have a notion to take a gun and shoot you,” cried my mother in a frenzy, her face dripping with
tears and sweat.
At first my brother pre- tended that he did not know why she was beating him. Then my mother said she had
caught him there in the barnyard with the old cow. She kept calling out to her God to witness what she was saying
and telling the boy that the most merciful thing she could do would be to kill him. She kept lashing him as he
rolled about on the bed clad only in his underwear until he cried out half daring, half begging,
“Kill me, I wish you would take the gun and shoot me.”
Finding herself exhausted she stood in the room, weeping and explaining to my brother that if he lived to be a
man he would thank her for the lesson she was trying to teach him. She went on,
“I have knowed for years that some of you older boys was doin’ things that no human bein’ ought ever to be
guilty of. That’s one reason why I left yer ole Daddy because he would never help me to raise you children right.”
She became more quiet and explained to him that such a thing was not only a crime in the sight of God but it
seemed to her, she couldn’t quite remember, that it was a criminal offense punishable by death in the old days.
She had talked this over with my oldest brother who had asked some man who knew about such things and she
was perfectly sure that there was a law on the criminal statutes of the State of Texas making bestiality a
penitentiary offense. She secured some sort of promise from him that he would never do such a thing again but
she also assured him that she would never attempt to beat a boy as large and as old as he again. The next time she
would turn him over to the officers and “let the law take its course.”
Afterwards she and my two sisters went into the kitchen to talk; my mother was telling them about having
caught my third brother, who was then about twenty-one years old, at this same disgusting thing. She added with a
deep sigh that she was so glad the three oldest boys had gone away (during the first two or three years my three
oldest brothers worked or farmed near Abilene, but afterwards they went to quite other sections of the country) for
she was getting afraid of them especially the third one; she had lain awake nights praying to her God asking what
to do. Then she added in a whisper,
“I was just scared nearly to death before that old cow’s calf come … God, I didn’t know.”
At such times she would sit perfectly , dumb for a minute, then jump up from her chair brushing a whole
stream of tears from her face with the corner of her apron and start towards the door saying,
“Emma, pull that curtain across there; Carrie, see if that other door is locked; I thought I saw a man’s face at
that window the other night; I declare to God, sometimes I think this will kill me.”
The next day we would start off to school and perhaps when we were just ready to go or were just taking the
last sop of molasses at breakfast my mother would start up with,
“You children, hear me, don’t you ever tell ennybody what happened here last night. If ennybody asks you,
you tell ’em this or you tell ’em that or you tell ’em you don’t know. Don’t you ever dare breathe a word about
what goes on in this house … about yer ole Daddy or about how some of these children has acted. If I ever hear
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that you have told these little Scott young uns or a child at school enny of the troubles that we have, I’ll beat you
in an inch of your life.” Then she would say in a half whisper to one of the older ones,
“My God, I wouldn’t have enny respectable person know about this thing for ennything in this world. It’s the
biggest disgrace that could ever befall enny family.”
Sometimes threats from my parents rendered me rebellious and angry at heart but this time I was glad of my
mother’s severe attitude, for I, too, was afraid someone would find out what had happened the night before. I
would watch anxiously the expression on the faces of the neighbors’ children when we met in the street on the
way to school and wonder if they had heard anything or would ask me any questions …
116.327 The Bride\fn{by Hallie Crawford Stillwell (1897-1997)} Waco, McLennan County, Texas, U.S.A. (F) 4
It was July 29, 1918. I was a nervous bride-to-be and twenty years old. I should have been excited and elated
that the handsomest and most eligible bachelor around had proposed marriage, but instead I could only think of
Papa’s words:
“He’s too old for you and he hasn’t led a proper life. That man drinks and gambles too much. He’s just not
suitable for you, daughter!”
Still, I was a determined woman even at that young age. I chose to marry Roy Stillwell against Mama’s and
Papa’s words of advice. I had too much respect for my parents to blatantly defy them, so Roy and I just climbed
into his Hudson Super-6, drove to the Brewster County Court House, got our marriage license, and imposed on
my cousin, Sadie Crawford Harrington. After a quick ceremony at her house, we drove to Marathon and boarded
the train for San Antonio, where we would spend our honeymoon at the Gunter Hotel.
Four days later we left San Antonio and headed home, where I was to present my new husband to Mama and
Papa. I was anxious and apprehensive when we left the train station in Marathon. The drive from Marathon to
Alpine was quiet as both of us anticipated the worst reaction from my parents.
We drove up to my home and walked inside. The family was sitting at the dinner table. I stumbled over my
words very quickly.
“Mama and Papa, Roy and I are married!”
Roy and I stood side by side and waited.
After a few moments of tense silence, Papa rose and spoke.
“Well, the die is cast! Y’all better sit down and have some supper.”
From that day forward, Roy was a member of my family. Mama and Papa never looked back and never treated
Roy any worse than any other member of my family. I had anticipated the worst and had gotten what 1 had really
hoped for, acceptance of Roy by my mother and father.
My father did question Roy extensively about our lives together. He asked Roy,
“Are you going to be living in your house in Marathon?”
Roy was prompt in his reply.
“I own that house in Marathon, but the ranch is my home and Hallie will be living on the ranch with me. We
will keep the house in town as a place to come when we need to be in town, which should not be very often.”
1 knew Papa was not any too happy about my living that far from town, especially in a place so close to the
Mexican border. Not only was Pancho Villa\fn{Francisco Villa, aka Pancho Villa (1877-1923), Mexican revolutionary leader.} a
renowned raider but many Mexicans used his name as their scapegoat when they raided isolated ranches along the
Rio Grande. Papa frowned, but only warned:
“Just take good care of her.”
Once we had visited with family and friends for a few days, Roy decided that we had better head for his ranch,
a ride some seventy-five miles from Alpine and an all-day drive. As we rode along I could tell that Roy was
somewhat apprehensive. He was polite and pointed out many interesting names and places along the way. I
absorbed the beautiful surroundings and knew that I would be happy around the mountains and cacti that
protected the rough terrain. Once we were within ten miles of the ranch, Roy began to get quiet and looked quite
concerned. I finally asked.
“Roy is something bothering you?”
“Well, Hallie, there has never been a woman living on my ranch. The cowhands and I have always taken care
of everything and never felt we needed a woman. Now, these men are good men but they may need a while to get
used to you.”
As we drove up to the ranch house, I saw three rough-looking cowboys leaning up against a brush arbor that
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was attached to a tiny shack that was the ranch headquarters. I really hadn’t expected much but I was somewhat
surprised at its size, one room about twelve feet by sixteen feet. Still I kept my chin up.
Roy, being quite a gentleman, slid out of the car and came around to open my door. He allowed me to get out
and then pointed toward the tiny house.
“This is it!”
I started toward the house with Roy right behind me.
“Hell, that woman schoolteacher won’t last six months down here in this Godforsaken country,” was the
remark that I heard from one of the ranch hands as Roy and I made our way toward the arbor. I really did not pay
too much attention to this remark because I knew that it was one I was not supposed to hear. Roy either did not
hear it or pretended not to hear it; and we walked up to the trio awaiting us.
The men showed respect by removing their hats and extending their hands, but I felt their discontent. They
stood quietly under the arbor while Roy ushered me inside. It did not take me long to survey the domain. The
room contained a small wood cook-stove with a smoke-blackened coffee pot, a huge black iron teakettle, and a
few pots and pans. There was a small cabinet (usually referred to as a safe) and on it was a shelf where a water
bucket and gourd dipper stood. Also in the room were one table, one chair, two wooden benches, and only one
bedroll, a mass of rolled-up quilts wrapped in a tarp in a corner. I then realized that I would have to share that
cowboy bedroll with Roy, and that it would be our bed.
“Come on in, boys, let’s fix a bite of supper,” called Roy to the men waiting impatiently outside, as he
immediately began to scrape ashes out of the stove.
I sat in a chair as those clumsy cowboys stomped into the house and began to cook our supper. Little did I
know how efficient at camp cooking they were. The more they worked, the more in the way I felt. As those earlier
words from the cowboys echoed through my mind, I became more determined to stay. I wanted desperately to
make a go of my marriage regardless of the stinging remarks these men had made.
As I sat at the table to have my first meal in my new home, I again felt the coldness of the ranch hands’
reception. They were ignoring me, and Roy was bending over backwards to melt the icy atmosphere. I smiled at
the hands’ crude remarks and complimented the cooks.
Not one of the three icebergs thawed that evening. The only conversation consisted of shallow cutting remarks.
“I reckon you’ll be a goin’ back to town most of the time,” Lee said as he gathered the tin plates, three-pronged
forks, and case knives to wash.
“No, I expect to live here with Roy, or I wouldn’t have married him,” I replied.
“It’s no fittin’ place fer a woman,” mumbled Jona as he headed for the door.
“We have work ahead of us tomorrow, boys. See you in the morning,” Roy said as he untied the bedroll, spread
it on the floor, and prepared our bed for the night.
I watched as the three taciturn men picked up their bedrolls stacked under the arbor and retired to the barn. I
was glad to have them out of my sight. They had been acting as if they owned Roy, I thought. I turned to say
something to Roy and found him already in the bedroll. I fumbled around for awhile, got myself ready for bed,
and rolled in next to him.
“They will never own me,” I muttered without thinking.
Roy, already half asleep, asked what I had said.
“Nothing, absolutely nothing,” I whispered.
I curled up in the bedroll and thought about the peaceful night, warm with a light stir of a cool breeze. I heard
the squeak of the wooden wheel on the windmill as it turned. Once in a while, I heard a coyote yip in the distance
or a mother cow bawling for her calf. The hypnotic rhythm of the windmill should have put me to sleep, but it
didn’t. The remarks I had overheard that evening were still too fresh on my mind. My hipbones ached as I turned
from side to side attempting to get comfortable. My mind remained active. I wondered what my role as a pioneer
ranch wife would be like. This man lying next to me had had such a different life from mine.
*
As I mused on the blending of my life and his, my thoughts traveled backwards. I had been born in Waco,
Texas, on October 20, 1897, and at the age of one year, my parents, Guy and Nancy Crawford, moved me, my
brother Frank, and my sister Mabel to the San Angelo area. As we children grew, my parents became concerned
about our education and better opportunities for our family. With these two aims in mind, we made five moves in
twelve years, during which time our family had grown to include another brother, Alvin, and another sister,
Lovenia. All of our moves were in West Texas except for a three-year period of homesteading in the territory of
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New Mexico. Alvin had been born in 1900 in Ozona, where we had lived for two years, and Lovenia was born in
1905 in San Angelo, where we had also resided. Included in this family was my father’s sister, Lambe, who had
made her home with us always. Even though our family was large, my father never hesitated to make a move if he
felt that it would be for the betterment of our family.
Moves during this era were hard and we had to move in covered wagons. In preparation for a journey, wagon
wheels had to be soaked in hot linseed oil, hubs greased, and wagon beds repaired. We spent several days on the
road as we traveled to each new place. And with each new home, we faced a new set of hardships, something
Aunt Lambe was always good at predicting. She seemed to have a nose for catastrophe.
The last move I made with my family was in 1910 to Alpine, Brewster County, Texas. It didn’t take long for
my parents to realize that Alpine met their needs. It offered opportunities to make a good living, the school system
was good, and Uncle Jim Crawford (my father’s brother), and his family also lived there. Because of the
advantages offered in Alpine, particularly in education, my father settled us there and sent all of us children to
school except for Frank, who was needed to help with my father’s business, a local grocery store.
I started school in Alpine as a sixth grader, and by the time I graduated from Alpine High School in 1916, I not
only had my high school diploma but also my teaching certificate. I had completed six weeks of training at the
Normal School for Teachers and had taken and passed the state examinations, allowing me certification to teach in
the state of Texas.
There were few jobs for women during these years, and teaching was certainly the most respectable job for a
woman in the West Texas area. I had heard that there was a vacancy in Presidio, and I quickly wrote a letter to the
president of the Board of Trustees of the Presidio Common School. In a short time, 1 was informed that I had a
teaching job.
Presidio was largely populated by Texans of Mexican descent. Most of these people had fled Mexico seeking
protection from Pancho Villa and his raiders. Pancho Villa and his army had recently captured Ojinaga, Mexico,
just across the Rio Grande from Presidio, and all of Mexico was in a rebellion, causing many hardships within the
country and a torn-up government.
My father thought this place was too dangerous for a young lady. He didn’t want me to go, and stressed this
point often.
“Daughter, I think you’re going on a wild goose chase,” he said. I finally replied somewhat flippantly,
“Then I’ll gather my geese.” Even though my father disapproved of my going to Presidio, I armed myself with
a six-shooter, my father’s favorite and most dependable weapon and one he was very glad to lend me, took my
teaching certificate, and headed for Presidio.
When I arrived in Presidio, I found the days hot, the sand deep, the Mexicans strange, and the U. S. soldiers
curious about an Anglo girl moving there. There was only one other white girl there, Alice Gourley, who was also
a teacher. These soldiers were stationed there to protect the U. S. border and often wondered at our wanting to
teach in such a dangerous setting. The lodgings provided for Alice and me were makeshift and not very
comfortable. After a short time there, I sent for my sister Mabel to take a teaching position in the school. She,
Alice, and I set up housekeeping together, and this made our living there more satisfactory and my stay more
pleasant. Although the environment was harsh I was not a quitter, and the dangerous happenings there could not
keep me from my school and my sweet little children.
Most of my days in this village were spent working with the children, preparing lessons, or cleaning the
schoolhouse. In the evenings, the three of us would often visit with the Texas Rangers and customs agents
stationed there. We attended church on Sundays and once a week we were able to watch a silent movie. I never
remember being bored or discontented.
Mabel had to walk three miles to her school and I really felt sorry for her. I decided to help her out. I put out
word that I wanted to buy a horse, and before long a Mexican approached me. He told me that he had a horse to
sell and wanted twenty-two dollars for it. I paid for the horse and led him to our cabin, where I presented him to
Mabel. She was excited that she would not have to walk so far any longer.
Mabel got up every morning and rode that horse to and from school for about a month. Then, one day, two
customs agents appeared at our door asking about the horse outside and wanting to know who owned it. Of
course, I proudly claimed ownership.
“Lady, you bought a ‘wet horse’!” stated the agents, meaning that I had bought a horse that had been brought
illegally from Mexico.
I did not understand what he was talking about at first. I was surprised to find out that the horse had been
brought from Mexico without proper documents. The agents told me that they would have to seize my animal. We
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were all depressed about the loss of the horse and Mabel’s means of transportation to her school.
I think those agents felt sorry for me and they gave me twenty-five dollars for the horse. They explained that
the government was paying for the horse and would return it to Mexico. I knew in my heart that those men
created that purse for me, and I will never forget them.
The Mexican people of Presidio were very respectful, as were most of the soldiers. Of course, there can always
be one “bad apple in the barrel” and I had to come across that one soldier.
One night, around midnight, I was sound asleep. Alice awakened me abruptly, whispering that someone was
trying to break into our cabin. I rushed to the front door and called to some passing soldiers who were on patrol.
They heard our story, began a search, and found a young soldier boy hiding in a haystack behind our place. That
soldier was promptly placed in the guardhouse, and the next day was tried and sentenced to six months in
confinement. That soldier’s commanding officer came by the next day and apologized for the soldier’s bad
behavior. He assured us that the soldiers were there to protect us and gave us a strong sense of security. After that
we felt much more comfortable.
There was seldom any routine in Presidio, and we were forced to adjust quickly to changes. Many times during
that year in Presidio, the Mexicans from Ojinaga heard rumors of Pancho Villa planning a raid on the village.
People packed up their families, friends, and belongings and came to Presidio, where they sought refuge. There
were nights when we were awakened to the sounds of babies crying, women fussing, and feet rustling along the
streets. We knew then that the rumors were flying. Each time the Mexicans moved to Presidio, the three of us had
to move to the custom agent’s house that was positioned in the center of the fort. We hated to have to move so
quickly from our own cabin, but the commanding officer assured us that it was for our own protection.
The times were rough. To get to my school, I had to walk half a mile in deep sand in heat that often soared
above a hundred degrees Fahrenheit. I also had to wear my father’s gun to school every day. On my way home
from school one day, two drunk soldiers began to follow me. I knew that they were not just taking a walk. I
quickened my pace and they did too. I took off running and they quickly came after me. I never thought of using
my gun; I only thought of getting away: I probably ran faster that day than I ever ran in my whole life, and I did
outrun them. When I finally got to our cabin I stormed inside and bolted our door. I knew that the only reason that
I got away from them was because they were so drunk. I learned much during that one year, and the experiences
prepared me for many hardships I later faced in life.
The following year, 1917, I moved to Marathon, Texas, to teach where the dangers were fewer. This move
made my father very happy, but I was not overly excited until I met a tall, handsome cowboy who drove a Hudson
Super-6. At this time, I was boarding with the Louie Ritchey family. The Ritcheys were Roy’s friends, and they
invited him to attend a dance with us at “Punkin Center” (a lone little schoolhouse) just north of town. I danced
with Roy until the sun was peeking over the mountains early the next morning. I had the most wonderful time of
my life, and Marathon became a much brighter place in which to teach and live.
After that one evening of dancing and fun, Roy invited me for automobile rides (a luxury of that time), picnics,
and all social functions held in Marathon. Roy, being old-fashioned, believed that the way to a woman’s heart was
through a serenade and candy. Roy could not sing or play the guitar, but he found Ira Shely, a fiddler, and a blind
Mexican who accompanied Ira with a guitar, to sing to me outside my window. I began to find myself awakening
in the middle of the night to melodious love songs. I would be arisen from a deep sleep by the music of my
favorite songs, “Listen to the Mockingbird” and “The Reagan Waltz.” At that point, I knew that Roy Stillwell was
the most dashing, handsome, and romantic man in the country, or at least knew what made my heart do “flipflops.” He was twenty years my senior, but this made no difference and I found myself completely in love. After
such fine courting, Roy and I became engaged for a short time: four months.
*
As I reminisced over these wonderful memories, the hard floor softened and Roy’s peaceful breathing began to
relax me. As I lay in my new home and listened to the harmonious sounds around the ranch, I knew that I had
begun to “gather my geese.”
Stillwell Ranch was and is located twenty-two miles north of the Rio Grande as it flows between Texas and
Mexico. It is forty-six miles from Marathon, the nearest town. When Roy first brought me to this ranch, it
consisted of three hundred sections of open range and small traps (pastures for holding livestock) here and there.
This was the last frontier of Texas; it became known as the Big Bend country. I knew that I would come to love
the land although it was hot, sandy, and even lonely at times.
As I settled more comfortably in our bedroll I thought of my arrival at the ranch and how I had looked forward
to a new life. I thought of the Maravillas Creek and how Roy told me that the creek had water in it only when it
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rained, which wasn’t often. There were rocky mountains, low cactus-covered hills, and dagger flats. This was a
land of stark beauty. I knew it was also a land of danger. I began to think about this environment that I knew I
loved already. I knew that Roy would protect me from the dangers and teach me how to protect myself. I was
ready to accept my responsibilities as his wife and for the ranch. We could and would make Stillwell Ranch what
we wanted it to be if we worked together.
I did dwell on the fact that Pancho Villa and his raiders were rampaging the full length of the border. I had
heard how they were taking food from ranches, stealing horses, and killing people. I knew that my new home was
in a vulnerable position for such raids. Most of the ranchmen in our area had moved their families to town for
safety at this time. Our neighbors to the south at Glen Springs in the Chisos Mountains had already suffered
bloodshed. I knew that I would have to be very careful in whatever I did, yet I was prepared to face all odds. This
final acceptance of my life with Roy eased my mind, and I soon drifted into a restful sleep.
It seemed to me that I had hardly lapsed into sleep when Roy, who had slept the whole night through, woke me
with a cup of coffee in his hand.
“Drink this, then crawl out and get dressed so the boys can come in for their coffee,” he said as he moved me
off the pallet, tied up the bed, and stashed it away in the corner of the room.
I was in no mood to greet the boys so early in the morning. With coffee in hand and half awake, I left the
kitchen and made my way to a rock at the top of the large sand dune that lay just back of the house to sit and drink
my coffee in my own silence. The sun was coming up over Stillwell Mountain as I glanced at the wide expanse of
country before me. Not a breath of air was stirring, and the peaceful surroundings of early morning calmed my
inner thoughts. I was fully prepared for another day as Jona stuck his head out the back door and called to me:
“Biscuits are ready!”
148.99 The Ill Wind\fn{by Robert Robinson (1899- )} Texas, U.S.A. (M) 3
As best I can recollect, this is the way it happened:
I got up about the usual time that morning and went out to get some kindling to make a fire with. Well, I
noticed that it was kinda still and sultry like, and I told Martha when I got back in that I believed it was going to
come a storm. She said she hoped it rained, as the tomatoes needed it bad. You see, we’d set out a five-acre patch
of them about a week before. I didn’t tell her that I was afraid that it was going to turn into a sandstorm. I knew
she’d have a fit. She always does.
Martha’d worked too hard. You see, we moved on this place more’n fifteen years ago. We were young then,
and we figured we’d make no end of money. We came here from Missouri ’cause we wanted to get a start so’s we
could give the boy an education. We just had one kid then, Johnnie. We got five now. But that ain’t got nothing to
do with the story.
As I was saying, Martha’d worked too hard. We had to pay out the place, and it seemed like luck would never
break our way. The first year the sod didn’t make enough to pay expenses; then several years we were blown out
by sand; the drought got us a couple of times; and then we had a good many other things to happen that kinda
took the wind out of our sails.
And then there was another thing that I hate to mention that seemed to worry her no end. You see, Martha was
awful religious. She comes from that kind of stock. For some reason or other I ain’t never took to religion much.
It always seemed like foolishness to me. That kinda hurt her. And when everything begin to go wrong she laid it
to me being so ungodly. I used to laugh and joke her about it, but she took it serious as ever’thing. She’d say:
“All right, you can joke about it all you want to, but some day you’ll see. The Lord’ll exact His toll; He’ll
make you pay.”
Well, she got up, and as usual she cried a little. I didn’t blame her. Poor old Martha! She’d had such dreams,
and they’d all been blown away, as you might say.
Then too she was a sick woman a lot of the time. She had the neuralgia and the catarrh, and between them,
with all the work she did, they kept her feeling mighty poorly.
But, as I was saying, Martha got up, and after she’d had her little cry she was all right. She got Minnie up—
that’s our oldest girl—and they started getting breakfast. It weren’t daylight yet, but the east was beginning to get
sorta rosy like and you could kinda smell the sun a-coming. I rousted out Henry and Johnnie—they’re our oldest
boys—and we started to the barn to feed the stock.
Well, I saw that sure enough we were in for something. The red in the east had spread until it covered quite a
bit of the sky, and it didn’t look like it usually does. It was as if somebody had hung a thin yellow veil over it. And
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I noticed that there was a bank of dark-looking clouds hanging low against the northwest sky line. And so I yelled
for Martha to leave breakfast alone and come milk before it started raining, or something. I was purty sure by that
time that it weren’t going to be no ordinary rain, but I didn’t want Martha to know it till she had to.
I’ve seen a lot of west Texas storms, and I’ve seen them break records coming up, but I ain’t never seen one
that could keep in smelling distance of that one that morning. Why, do you know, by the time Martha and Minnie
could get to the cow pen and get one cow apiece milked that bank of clouds was halfway up the sky and going so
fast you could see it a-moving. The sun was just peeping over the horizon and looking so red and awful, and the
air was so still, and you could hear for miles. I made out ever’word Old Man Holland said to one of his little boys,
who it ’peared had done something he shouldn’t, and it was more’n two miles over to their place. The air had a
sort of pressing-down effect. You kinda had to put out an effort to get enough breath to keep you from gasping.
And sweat! It just poured down my face.
Well, I went on back in the barn and began shucking some corn to shell so as I could take it to town the next
day, Saturday, and get it ground into meal. Directly I heard Martha let out a squeal and I knew something was up.
I hurried out and saw her standing in the middle of the cow lot looking about her in a wild sort of way. She kinda
looks wild, anyway, when she first gets up, with her hair a-stringing down and her dress askew.
“It’s going to come a cyclone!” she yells to me. And then she tells Minnie to come on, and away they goes to
the house lickity split. She hollers and tells me to come on and let’s go down the cellar.
I looked about and, by heck, I felt like making a run for the hole myself. The cloud had spread away over the
barn, and on both the east and west there was a rolling, working mass of sand a-tearing along the prairie at a
terrific rate. Above I could hear the wind rumbling and growling, and about a mile and a half away I saw bearing
down on me a black, awful-looking mass. And there weren’t a breath of air a-stirring where I was.
And hot! Gosh, but the sweat was just naturally pouring off me!
Well, you can tell the world that I made fast time getting to the house. By the time I was there Martha had all the
kids out in the yard. We went down the cellar, and I managed to pull the door too just as the first whiff of wind hit.
Well, we stayed down there for I guess as long as thirty minutes. By that time the hardest part of the wind, it
seemed, had passed. Now, that doesn’t mean that it weren’t blowing yet. Gosh, no! It was still moaning and
whistling, making the craziest sound in the cellar flue. I stayed down there till I judged that it was safe to come
out, and I started to open up. Martha she kicked some, but I told her I wanted to see what the wind had done to
everything.
I raised the door a little, and the wind got a whip at it. Danged if it didn’t tear it right out of my hands and bust
it into a dozen pieces against the ground. Then there weren’t nothing else to do but come out.
Martha she grabbed the kids and said she weren’t coming out, but when she saw me standing up she judged it
was safe, so she took a chance and came about halfway up the steps. There came a moment’s lull about that time.
Now, I don’t mean that the wind quit blowing. Land, no! I just mean that it didn’t blow so hard for a minute or
so. Martha saw that I knew what I was talking about, so she hustled the kids out, and they got ready to make a run
for the house.
Well, about that time along came a hard gust and caught Molly—that’s our second girl—right in the middle
and blew her sky-winding. It didn’t hurt her none, and I saw it, so I laughed. Now, maybe that didn’t make Martha
mad. Gosh! She started after Molly, who couldn’t seem to get her feet, and danged if Martha didn’t get turned
over. Then I seen that it was time for me to take a hand, so I did. I got ’em both on their feet., but Martha, she
couldn’t seem to stand. She said it’d hurt her back; that she guessed that I was satisfied now that I had probably
killed her; that that’s what I’d been trying to do for a long time.
Now Martha she knew better than that, but when she gets all wrought up she jest has to say something like
that. Of course her back weren’t broke. It was just her imagination. She’s got anything beat for imagining things
that I ever seen. But you can tell the world that she gave me Hail Columbia just the same.
Well, I finally got ’em all safely in the house, and then I begin to try to see what damage had been done to the
other buildings. I expected to see every one of ’em laying slap on the ground. I couldn’t see very well from the
window, but I could tell that at least a part of the barn was standing. Then I looked for the chicken house, but it
weren’t nowhere to be seen. Right then and there I said to myself that I had to go out and see about it.
Martha she didn’t want me to.
“That’s it! Go out and get yourself killed and then what’ll become of us?” she says with the tears a-running
down her cheeks. Just for fun I put in, kinda innocent like:
“Why, Martha, I didn’t think I amounted to much around here anyway, to hear you tell it.”
Well, sir, I hadn’t no more’n got that out of my mouth than I was sorry as heck that I’d said it. She begin to cry
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and take on something terrible. Said that I was just making that up; that it was me that didn’t care anything for
her; that I’d go out and get my neck broke and leave the poor little children to be orphans. To quiet her I told her I
wouldn’t go. And then I begin peering out of the windows of every room that gave me a view of the lots and
chicken house; and I begin to wonder out loud what had become of them chickens. D’rectly Martha she says:
“Looks like you’d go out and see about them instead of setting around in here and letting ’em blow away.”
Now, that’s just like Martha. It hadn’t been five minutes before that she was crying because I was thinking of
going out. Anyway, I went.
Them chickens was a sight to behold. When the wind took their house and sent it flying from over their heads
they was sent rolling and tumbling every which way. Least, I guess they were from the way they were scattered.
Some of ’em had caught against the garden fence—it was made out of hog wire—but most of ’em had been
blown out across the field where they’d been able to get protection behind some new listed furrows that I had
plowed only a few days before.
The cow shed was gone and the fence was down. The cows had drifted up against the wire fence that separated
the pasture from the fields. There they stood, their heads down, all hunched up like they used to do on cold winter
days. But now, instead of snow caked on their backs, it was sand. Every once and a while an extra hard puff
would send ’em forward like it was going to make ’em get in the fence. That kinda skeered me, so I went back to
the house and got Johnnie to come and help me put ’em in the horse lot.
Martha objected to him going out, but he didn’t listen, just came a-tearing. He was tickled to death to get out. It
was a kind of picnic for him. Least, he ’peared to take it that way. All the kids seemed to be having a rip-roaring
good time out of the storm. But you can tell the world that I weren’t.
Well, we tried to drive them cows in the lot. Every time we’d turn them against the wind they’d blink their
eyes, shake their heads, go a few paces, and then turn around and start tearing back to the fence. About the third
time we tried it one of ’em went too far and got in the wire just as I was afraid she would. We tried to get her out,
and she pulled and sawed about, which made it all the worse. She got all tangled up and tore down the wire.
We tried to get old Boss out of the fence, but she was helpless. Poor old thing! I seen that she was a goner, so
to put her out of her misery I sent Johnnie in the house to get the gun. I told him not to let his ma see him, but it
was wasted breath. She spied him on the road out and follered him just a-boiling. Of course she didn’t know what
he’d come after the gun for, and it skeered her. Then she saw what’d happened. Of course she laid it on to me,
Land, how she did carry on!
We shot Boss. Then I went down and found out that the horses were faring purty well, considering ever’thing.
They were all covered in sand, but that weren’t nothing. I fed ’em and killed as much time as I could, ’cause I
wanted to stay away from the house as long as possible. I knew good and well that Martha’d pour it onto me hot
and heavy when I came in.
But, do you know, when I got in she didn’t say a word for a long time. She was a-setting in the sitting room
rocking back and forth in a chair that we’d got from Chicago a couple of years before. She just set there and
rocked and looked at me so funny I felt downftght creepy. I’d a whole lot druther she’d a’give it to me hot and
heavy. Fact is, I tried to start her. I says, kinda funny like:
“Well, it looks like the good Lord don’t like us none a-tall. Don’t look like He’d a’treated you this way,
Martha.”
I thought sure that’d make her boil over, but it didn’t. She just kept rocking back and forth and looking at me in
that strange sort of way. I noticed a couple of tears that were running down her cheeks. They made little clear
streaks through the dust. Maybe you think I wasn’t getting skeered.
“What’s the matter, Martha?” I asks in an anxious voice. She didn't answer a-tall.
“Do you feel bad?”
Still no answer. She just kept right on a-rocking and a-rocking, and she kept right on looking at me in that
crazy sort of way. Then she says in a awful voice:
“The Lord’s judgment has fell upon us.”
Gosh, but I felt creepy! It was so gloomy there in the room in spite of it being broad open daylight. You see,
the sun was hid behind dust clouds and the windows didn'’t let in much light, they were so dirty. The sand was adrizzling down from the ceiling and a-coming in through the cracks around the windows and doors; the wind was
howling about the roof of the house; and there she set and just rocked and rocked, and every now and then she’d
say:
“The Lord’s judgment has fell upon us.”
I tried to get her to go to bed, but she wouldn’t make a move; I got up and traipsed around trying to stir up
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some noise so’s I could drive away that creepy feeling that she gave me with her rocking and saying in such a
awful voice that the Lord’s judgment was upon us. But somehow it didn’t do no good. I began to be afraid that she
was going crazy, and the more I watched her the more I believed it. I had often thought that she’d do it some time
when she’d get on one of her tears.
Every now and then she’d raise her hands up toward the ceiling and make the craziest motions and mutter
something under her breath. And all the time she just kept a-rocking and a-rocking.
I tried several things to arouse her. The kids were beginning to notice it and to get scared and to cry. Leastwise,
the youngest ones was. Finally I happened to think of a bright idea. If I’d pretend I’d suddenly got religion, thinks
I to myself, maybe she’d get cheered up and get over her spell. I kinda hated to do it because I hated to be a
hypocrite, but, thinks I, circumstances alter cases, so I decided to take a shot.
I went around where she could see me and got down on my knees and begin to pray. I asked her to help me;
said I felt the spirit of the Lord descending upon me. Then I knew at once that I’d hit the nail right on the head.
She let out a shout and fell on her knees by my side, and such praying I never heard before. It actually skeered
me, she was so wild about it. She’d throw up her arms and cry out at the top of her voice for the Lord to send
down His blessed healing power and wipe out all my sins. The little kids, they got skeered and begin to squall
with all their might, and johnnie, Minnie and Mollie were struck dumb at first; then they fell on their knees and
begin to pray. That only added fuel to Martha’s praying.
“Lord,” she screamed above the roar of the storm, “Thou seest this man’s children on their knees to you
pleading that you wash away their papa’s sins; you see his wife that has lived with him in all his wickedness all
these years, kneeling and asking you to send your healing grace.”
Abont that time she got all choked up, and I decided it was time for me to give up, so I suddenly got up and
told her that I saw the light; that I was saved.
Well, I’ve seen some wild ones in my time, but never one as crazy as she was for the next ten minutes or so.
She begin to shout and jump around; then she threw her arms around my neck and praised the Lord so loud in my
ear she nearly busted my eardrum; she sang and she shouted hurrah, hosannah, bless His precious name, and other
such things, until the house fairly rung with her voice above the shriek of the storm. And Minnie, who is kinda
like her ma in being religious and excitable like, begin to shout and sing too. Maybe you think that between them
and the storm and the kids a-squalling there weren’t some racket being made. I felt kinda foolish.
The rest of the day Martha was so cheerful it made me ashamed of myself. Thinks I: why, if I’d a’known that
it’d make so much difference to her I’d a’confessed a long time ago. I’d a’been a hypocrite to give Martha that
much pleasure because she ain’t had any too much joy in this life, anyway.
Well, I joined the church, and I ain’t never had the nerve to tell Martha what a hypocrite I’ve been. She’s been
much happier. Of course she gets on a spell now and then, but not near as often as she used to. She’s feeling much
better too. I guess, all and all, it’s a good thing, a mighty good thing. Anyway, that’s how I come to be such a
church-goer. They elected me deacon not long ago, said I was the regularest attending member they had. I don't
feel near so bad about being a hypocrite, any more.
The fact is, I don’t know for sure that I am one.
1920
110.195 Roses\fn{by Margaret Alexander Edwards (1902-1988)} Childress, Childress County, Texas, U.S.A. (F) 8
The woman, who likes to be called Susan, not Sue, looks down at her hands in her lap; and when she looks up,
still listening, the man once again catches her eye. He has dark, curly hair and a mustache. His look is steady,
absorbed, savoring, unabashed ly sexual. She has no idea how long he has been staring.
The audience for the lecture is arranged in a horseshoe around the lectern, which places Susan and the man,
though 20 feet apart, virtually face to face. If she looks straight ahead, she cannot avoid him.
At first, she looks away. She turns her head to the windows which open greenly onto the pefect lawns of a
Southern campus. Stuck into the grass at intervals are various impromptu signs, hand-lettered and lashed to
pointyed sticks, which serve to guide th ememberse of the conference from one building to the next. She has
never been to Mississippi before. She has been flown here this morning as an invited guest and speaker. It is May,
and roses are blooming in carefully groomed plots. She is still experiencing the wonderment of disoreintation. Her
mind is putting down rudimentary paths in which is otherwise a blank acreage of the unfamiliar. Directly in her
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line of sight sits a handsome man.
The speaker continues to drone facts, to make points, to pose rhetorical questions. Shen the demonstration
begins, with charts and graphs, Susan must crane her nectk to see them. The man with the mustache is not
bothering to leah forward. He is still observing her. He tilts his head backward, very slightly. This movement
lowers is leds so that his gaze changes from a commanding regard to one more relaxed, more wistful and amused.
In such a manner he acknowledges her having seen him.
“Do you enjoy that sort of stuff?” he asks later. He has ambled up to her immediatley after the stiff applause
and the shuffling departures. People are drifting to the next forum and Susan intends to follow them.
“‘That sort of stuff’ is my field. I’m in business. And you?” She is brisk and direct.
He isn’t wearing one of the plastic-coated greeting tags that would announce his name and company. Hers is
pinned inefficiently to her blouse. It sags on the sink. He is quite young and carries no jacket, wears no tyie. “No,
I’m not in business,” he says. They laugh as if this were funny.
“Susan,” he says, touching her tag ver lightly with his fingertip. “Susan Vaughan.”
“Not Sue,” she ssays.
“I like it.” He shakes her hand with a gruff formality. He is called Edwin, and he doesn’t volunteer a surname.
“Not Ed?” she says, and they laugh again.
They walk together out of the hall. Susan holds her program in front of her and takes her direction from a
mimeographed\fn{The text has: mineographed.} map. “Straight along here,” she says.
“No. We turn.”
“That’s an exit.”
“Right.” He gives her a quick cut of his eyes, conspiratorial.
“No, I’m sorry,” she says. She won’t leave.
Somewhat to her surprise, he follows her downthe corridor and through heavy metal doors which lead them
into a huge, acoustically perfect auditorium in which she fancies she hears paper tearing. Someone is merely
arranging notes on the lectern. A booming thump is a pitchere of water being set by an empty glass. They sit
down. As they wait, she learns he is twenty-four, originally from Virginia, now living in Atlanta. He hasa been
hired to take pictures for a slide presentation called “Art and the Business Environment.” He will man the
projector while the lecturer explains what is being shown.
“Tomorrow,” he says.
“I’m just the brawn of the operation,” he adds.
She can tell he wants to be reassured. “I would have said you were the artist. You look line one.”
An hour of packaging and profit margins makes him restless. When Susan turns her head to him and gestures
slightly toward the door, meaning that he can leave if he wishes, he at once stops slouching and stretching and,
like a reprimanded child, sits stock still, rigid with effgort. He’s too young, she thinks.
“You bore that very welol,” she says, “for someone whose field is photography.” They are finding their way to
the cafeteria. He has been issued a conference member’s pass. His card is blue. Hers is yelloiw, the speical ticket.
“I’ll enjoy lunch,” he says, “I eat antying. If I’m hungry.”
“I see. And you’re hungry?”
“Always. But mostly when I see something good.” He keeps smiling at her, giving his words double meaning.
His drawl is exceptionally mild, softening all that he says though not blurrin git, as a mist softens but doesn’t blur
a landscape.
Susan feels she is blushing. “Already a glutton? Discipline yourself now so that later you won’t get fat.”
“Oh, beer will get me in the end. Like it does all us Dixie boys.”
In the scafeteria they must separate. Blue cards eat in the main dining area. Yellow cards go to the reserved
section, o the tables behind a velvet cordon, whee the utensils are wrapped in cloth napkins and there are vases of
flowers. Susan sits by two peole who are experts in her field. The conversation is lively. She forgets all about the
young man named Edwin until she sees him walking on a gravel path outside in the sunshine.
They confront each other beside one of the large plantings of roses. The earth has been thoroughly turned till it
is brown and weedless, and the clipped bushes emerge individually from the soil, sending out budsd and blooms
in corollas of color. She points to one particularly lovely blossom whjich is apricot-shaded, tipped with pinnk.
“Imagine naming it Mudge,” she says, for its tag reads Mudge’s Twentieth Anniversary.
“What does that mean?” he asks, baffled.
“That’s the name of the rose. Each variety has a name.”
He falls into stride beside her when he learns she is heading for her room. She is staying in a motel adjacent to
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the campus.
“They’ve put you up in style, haven’t they?” he says. “I’m supposed to be sleepin gin one of the dorems.”
Now Susan remembers having see him in the airport this morning. He must have arrived on another flight, but
had been waiting for his luggage when she had been. His large blue canvas backpack had contained something
that had broken.
“A bottle of Jack Daniel’s,” he says in reply to her question. “Black label tool”
“I saw you picking the ieces of glass out of a towel.”
“Yeah. And my undersear stinks of it. I’ll be smelling like I’m drinking on the job.” He shakes his head. “I
would have been doing just that if I hadn’t had such bum luck.”
“Too bad.”
The conversation falls. They walk in silence. Susan stares straight ahead, aware that his next words will be
personal, and they are.
“You’re married, aren’t you?”
“No.”
“I would have thought you were. Divorced?”
“No.”
“Living with a guy?”
“No.”
He is silent. She says, “Give up?”
He looks to make sure she is smiling. Finding that she is, he takes the joke. “So what are you, a nun?”
“I’ve separated from the man I usesd to live weith and I’m about to get married. To someone else.”
“Complicated.”
“Aren’t we all?”
She is not more than moderately beautiful, with regular features, acceptable slimness, a clear complexion, large
eyes. She has a vibrancy which some men find disagreeable, and in close conversation she seems sometimes not
to listen, then turns with a disconcerting flash of attention and proves by her response that she has heard every
word. She is attractive to men who fear being needed. Her level gaze, her matter-of-factness, and her quiet alarm
at being physically approached reassure them she will back away, keep her own counsel, not grieve if they change
their minds. She would seem cold, except that she moves with the ease of contentment, and the veiled stroke of
her eyes across a male body is quick for the crucial details and apprecitive.
“I live with my girlfriend,” he says. “We’ve been together four years.” He tells her name, describes how she
sews patchwork pillows and stuffs toy dragons for a crafts store by day, then goes to school at night. She is
studying for a real-estate licensse. She wants to buy a house.
Susan notices how sad he looks. “Do you have a job?” she says. “I mean, besides your photography.”
“Yeah. I work for my uncle on and off. Mostly off.”
They have ararived at the motel. Susan takes the key out of her purse to read its nbumber, then walks dowsn
the row of doors until she stands before 22.
“You’re twenty-two?” he says, right beside her as she unfastens the lock.
“No, thirty-three, Edwin. And just for now, good-bye. I want to bathe and take a nap.” She has slid through
without him and she shuts the door.
The afternoon’s hot sun is gone. The room is dark. She doesn’t open the blinds. After her bath, she lies on the
bedspread nude in the cool, humming gloom. The air conditioner is on. Whoever cleaned the room must have
turned it on, routinely, for Susan hasn’t touched it. The breeze from its vents stirs the long panel of beige curtains.
Thee are beige walls, beige spreads, and even the plaid of the armchair upholstery has beige stripes. She thinks
of the Someone Somewhere whose job it was to choose the wall color and the fabrics, who sat and thumbed
through many samples and considered what went with what, holding swatches together. Perhaps to reconstruct
such a scene in her mind will make this dull cubicle become morer personal and real. But beige is a coward’s
color, she concludes. She closes her eyes.
She imagines making love to him, this Edwin. Under him at first, with his arms encircling. Then looking down
on him, his mustache like a winged moth. Being kissed, his dark mustache tickling. With eerie exactitude, she can
imagine her hands gripped on his back and his muscles working. She opens her eyes. The gentle purr of artificial
wind makes the curtains’ hems ripple. Even the ceiling is beige here. The speech she must deliver crosses her
mind. She doesn’t like the second paragraph, and she now knows h ow she can change it to make it better. She is
suddenly very happy, with the guilty happiness of the traveler who never really wants to go home.
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Whenever she leaves where she belongs, she becomes immediately detached and missews nothing and no one
she has leeft behind. It is something she never confesses about herself. She keeps a list of namese and addreseses
of the peole she will write to. As if she were missing them. This exercise withg postcards and stamps seems
necessary for sanity, for otherwise she feels cut adrift. She likes the thought that she can step out of heer regular
life, then step back in it again. Being in a completely different place, with no ties to her friendsd or past, excites
her. The sensatikon reminds her of acting, of her days in college theater, when she wold dress and paint herself
into a stranger, then walk from the wings into the fiercer brilliance of the stage, a place whee silence was as vast,
rustling attentiveness in the greenish black cavern beyond the footlights. Such moments of speaking her lines
were her most intense experiences of privacy. Now travel takes her there, into deep solitude.
He finds her later as she climgbs a flight of stairs heading for a seminar. Is she planning to waste more time
listening to “pontificators”? He wants to know. She smiles, because it’s so evident he has thought carefully to
come up with a word like “pontificators” to impress her.
“I know it all seems a waste to you,” she says.
He nods.
“But these are my subjects. SI’m working mny way up the corporate ladder, hyouy see. I’ve got to pay attention
to the rungs.”
He wants her to come for a walk. While she was napping, he discovered a park. “It isn’t far. You’ll like it.”
“I’m sure I would.” She shakes her head.
“No, really.”
Then she notices that the seminar room is small, unventilated, and drab. Two men, already seated, are smoking
cigars. Does she need to know more about profit sharing? Will the speaker even know that much more than she?
Thus far the conference hasn’t impressed her.
“I’m with you,” she says, turning suddenly, and he flushes with surprise, beaming, set aglow. She is reminded
how uniquely atrractive young men can be, men who are still novices at disguising their feelings, whose
dissimulations fail. Perhaps this is because their circulatory systems are excellent. Their colors change. They
redden with delight and pale with dismay. They are prone to unanticipated erections. “Edwin,” she says, “you’re
delightful.”
He pretends he hasn’t heard.
As they walk along the shaded boulevards (to his directions, no longer to hers) he is talking. She listens. He
knows only that she lives and works in Philadelphia, that her parents are alive, that she doesn’t smoke. This is
enough for him. He isn’t curious. Instead, he is rapturously enthusiastic on the subject o fhis own life. He has built
a cabin in a plot of woods his father owns. It’s hardly a cabin, just a three-walled shelter with a concrete floor and
screens, a place to set up the folding cots and aluminum chairs, a roof to shade the beer cooler. He and his friends
to there to drink and to swim in the lake. He’s building a platform cantilevered over the water. “you’ll be able to
run out and dive off the end,” he says, as if Susan might actually come there and see it.
“Is the water deep enough?” she answers.
“Always deep enough. And there are snakes in there swimming around.” He makes a zigzag in the air with one
fainger, looking at her to see how she will react.
She smiles.
“But harmless snakes,” he says. “They crook up their heads and look at you. Don’t bitye or do much of
anything. The mosquitoese are the ones that bite.” His girl friend hates going to the lake because of the
mosquitoes.
The park is typical of any small-town Southern park. It is part zoo, part garden, part war memorial. Two dogs
chase each other. There are swings whose metal seats and chains have been heated in the strong sun to such a
degree that a small boy in shorts, lifted up to take a seat, shrieks and cries. The azaleas are past their prime.
Clusters of their last flowers, limp pink handkerchiefs, still cling to the branches.
“Disappointed?” he says. “It looked better earlier when it was cooler and I was here alone.”
“No, I like being here. It’s just that it’s hot.”
They walk under the shade of magnolias. When they reach the other end of the park, he shows her a deep
concrete basin painted mint green, filled weith a dozen alligators, none of which is over five feet long. All of them
float motionless in the mud-colored water.
Susan has braced her arms on the basin’s rim as she looks down. They look comfortable, don’t they?” shew
says.
“Or dead.”
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“But they have their eyes open.”
“Dead people’s eyes are often open.” He says this wisely, as if this were something he has known for a long
while. “You can’t keep them shut too easily. They tend to come open again.” He explains that the uncle form
whom he works owns a mortuary. “I’m an assistant, and it’s good money.”
Again, as when he described the snakes, he is looking at her, measuring her reaction.
Susan nods gravely, wondering why men feel the urge to shock the very women whom they wish to please.
Men are always doing this, she thinks. They tell her horrid stories, use coarse words, confess crimes, hoping for
what? Her disgust? Her approbation? She has never figured this out, but she accepts it as part of the seduction
ritual.
She says, “I’ve never seen a body. I mean, a dead human being’s bnody.”
“It can make you sad. If they’re young.”
“Not if they’re old?”
“Then you feel sad they got old. Not so much that they died.”
As they begin to walk back to the park gates, he says, “I took my gear over tgo the door, and I met a girl
there.”
“Oh?”
“Yeah. She’s a nice one.”
Susan smiles and arches her brows. “Lucky you.” She does not slow her pace. She lifts her hair off the back of
her neck, to cool herself.
He is waiting for her to say more. Forcefully, he pulls a switch off a tree, setrips it of leaves, then flicks it over
and over. It makes a dull, savage hiss through the air.
She is silent.
He says, “So maybe I won’t sleep alone tonight.”
“Not if your luck holds.”
She avoids his eyes, which are on her. She doubts he hs met another woman, for if he has, why isn’t he there,
not here? Or is he flattering her that he prefers her? Or challenging her that she must take him or another will?
Whatever his aim, his effect has been to make the Mississippi humidity more oppressive. The small of her back
and her underarms are damp.
They pass the swing set again. No children swing there. The two dogs that have bveen chasing each other now
move in a tight circle, nose to tail. The bigger, fluffy dog, the male, is licking the ass of the short-hair. This gives a
new meaning, thinks Susan, to the expression “Dog eat dog.”
“You want a drink?” he says, pointing to a water fountai under the last tree in theline of magnolias. The
cement-cradled public drinking fountain font has smooth pebbles crusting its pedestal’s surface and a burnished
brass button. As he presses the button, the sater spurts in a high arc, lifting over the chrome rim and falling to the
ground. Susan notices how the grass grows much greener in that very spot.
“I’m not thirsty,” she says.
He sticks his face into the water, squiring his squinting eyes, opening his mouth fishlike, spluttering. Then he
jumps backward, releasing the button and shouting, “Wooo—eee!”
The arc of water dies.
He does the same thing twice more, then shakes his wet, curly hair. “Feels good,” he says. “And the water’s
cold.”
On the campus, she leaves him at the bed of rorses and continues on to her room. His last words were, “See
you at dinner,” b ut she has decided to go late to avoid him. She will sit with her peers. She will recoup her
professionalism. She will settle to the taks of making contacts, gleaning news, trading facts. She will take some
time to look over her speech. She will linger at the interminable cocktail party. She will get a night’s sleep.
The next morning, she sees him across the empty tables, eating his breakfast alone. He is a late riser just as she
is. She joins him with her tray.
“Good morning, Edwin.”
“Hi.” He glowers. He won’t smile at her.
She sits across from him. He is drinking black coffee and eating toast spread thickly with jam. His plate has
already been cleaned. He had drunk two glasses of juice.
He tells her that breakfast is always the best meal in any cafeteria. “It’s harder to louse up, I guess. The cook
has two ingredients—bread and eggs, eggs and bread. Get’s lots of practice.” Still he won’t smile.
“You look tired,” she says.
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“No sleep.”
“She kept you up then?”
When he raises his eyes, perplexed, Susan knows he has forgotten his line of the day before. “What about the
girl back at the dorm?” she prompts him “Weren’t you lucky?”
“No.”
He tells her his hard-luck story. Not only would the girl not have him, but his room was taken by someone else.
He returned very late from drinking at a bar only to find that there was no place for him to sleep. His belongings
had been placed out in the hall. “There was nothing for me to do but unroll my sleeping bag and sack out right
there.”
“On the floor?”
He nods.
Susan feels he shold complain to the conference managers. “They shouldn’t have flown you here, then not
provided you with a place to stay. Have you told someone?”
“Not yet.”
He hasn’t been able to take a shower either, he says. Something is wrong with the plumbing in the wing where
he slept. There has been no running wqter. In the other wing, there was such a long line of students waiting turns
that he gave up.
“Well, that’s outrageous,” she says. “Here. Take my key. I won’t be using my room at all this morning. You can
take your shower there."
He smiles and refuses. Has she forgotten that he’s going to show his slides? “I thought you’d come see the
work of the artist.” He pronounces “artist,” with irony, deprecatig himself. She can tell he is eager for her to agree
to be there.
Instead of concentrating, as she should, on advances in marketing tecyhniques, Susan sits through the lecture
that is illustrated with Edwin’s slides. Most art, she concludes, makes big buildings more depressing, not less so.
There seems to be a dead eye in the business world, which fills recessed-lit foyers, corridors, and offices with
paintings that look programmed, flat, and cost-efficient. Even more dismal are the chunky welded-steel sculptures
that dwarf any courtyard’s spindly potted trees.
“What did you think?” Edwin asks her afterward.
She is evasive, of course. “It was nice.”
“You didn’t like it. I can tell.”
“You take good photographs. I merely wish your subjects had been more worthy.”
This pleases him. “You mean they were good, my phtographs?”
“Of course they were. They were clear. They wseem well-composed. You’ll have to forgive me for not
knowing more about it.”
Mollified, he says, “I complained about what happened last night. I’ve been promised another room. But so far
nothing’s happened.”
They are walking on the now familiar path. The roses send up a heavenly smell. Blooms that were full and
perfect just the day before are now showering petals, and buds that were tightly bound are loosening. There is a
rose named Bliss.
She says, “What is you rlast name? I’ve been meaning to ask you.”
“Hunter.”
It seems too apropos, and she laughs. Hunter, stalker, trapper. Seeker of quarry.
“See?” he says, and he has flipped open his wallet to show his driver’s license. She realizes this is what he still
hs to do occasionally when he buys a drink.
Then he says abruptly, in a burst, “I like being with you. It’s easy to be with you.” This tiny affirmation
appears to have cost him a great eeffort, for he has struggled to get it out, and now, with its weight gone, he walks
as if he just set down a burden. He bounces on his toes. He flexes his shoulders.
Amused, she touches his forearm, a signal for him to halt, and she lets her hand rest on him even when he
stops. “See that?” she says, nodding her head.
“See what?”
“That. The bush with those three different types of roses on it. they do that by grafting. Aren’t they clever?”
He holds her touch by remaining breathlessly still. Then he moves slightly closer, leaning with such
imperceptible insistence forwad that her hand resting lightly becomes a soft pressure on his muscle. sHe can scent
wht he woul dsmell like if she were to turn into his shoulder and rest her face on him, as she could very easily do.
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He parts his lips and losers his head, for kissing.
She chooses to pull back but squeezes his arm as she releases him. He knows enough about women to take her
lead, withdrawing himself, to mask any resentment, and to resume walking beside her, measureing his steps to
hers. In complete silence they walk the full length of thelong rose bed until they have reached the point where
they usually part.
“Well, Mr. Hunter,” she says quietly, “I have a bed that’s big enough for two and a shower that works. Would
you like to spend the night with me?”
“Yes, I would,” His voice is tremulous, a little high, and more tender than a whisper.
She doesn’t have to look to confirm that his face is suffused with color and gently tilted, like the blooms she
stands beside. She says, “Will you come after dinner, after it gets dark?”
“I will.”
As quickly as that, it has happened. He turns stiffly and begins to walk away until the walk is too much for him
and he must break irrepressibly into a run. She watches. Moments before making him her offer, Susan Vaughan,
with her pinned name tag and her conference notes, wouldn’t have predicted she would make such a departure
from the official schedule. What am I doing, she wonders. And why?
Because, she thinks, while washing herself carefully in the spotless tiled bathroom, he gave no wrong answers.
Because he said, simply, forthrightly, “I like being with yol It’s easy to be with you.” Because he knew how to
lean forward very slowly and responsively, and equally he had understaood he should pull away. Becus ehis arm
was lean and lithe, and he smelt of the ocean.
The Mississippi twilight, when it finally begins, is prolonged. At least it seems so to Susan. the sun has set for
hours before the streetlights bloink on and some of the cars take the signal to use their headlights. Still it is far
from dark. The heat haze becomes a vast purple mist. She sits on the bed, fully dressed again, and tries to read.
She anticipate suggesting that they go out together to a bar, for she is having her usual second thoughts. All
men are risks. And why sleep with them, she asks herself, anxious now. Her hands sweat, and her stomach is tight.
Men are either wonderfully sweet, physically magical, in which case their power to compel is great and
relinquishing them is hard. Or else they are disappointing, petty, arrogant, ridiculous, demanding, and one wold so
much rather be alone. She rises and begins to pace the floor.
She wishes she had said nothing to Edwin Hunter. Taking him on in unnecessary, promiscuous, perhaps even
dangerous. Instantly she represses the fear that he might abuse her or harm her. This sort of bad experience has
never happened to her. (Yet, she concedes. The worst has never happened to me yet.) Like a sportsman, though,
who weighs the chances, she prides herself on her luck, her deft choices, her dshrewd timing. She has known
which men to trust. She has never guessed wrongly. Her loving father gave her a sixth sense in sex.
I will enjoy him, she tgells herself. She goes to the mirror andlooks. There she is, here remembered self and all
her changes, her own composite, which no new friend, scertainly no stranger, can ever see. She feels inviolate.
She feels wreathed in a luxurious peace and desired, for a moment. Then, very suddenly, she’s lonely in a silence
murmuring with traffic. What if he doesn’t come? But he will, of course, because she rememberes the inadvertent
jolt he gave at the moment she propositioned him. She smiles at the recollection. It was as if she had delivered
him a physical blow violent enough to have made him stagger. He’s an experienced but not a jaded twenty-four.
And he has no place to stay the night, she thinks, imagining him stretching out in a bedroll on a lineoleum
floor. Being glad to offer creaturely comforts to win his gratitude, she give up for goo dher thought of writing
anote, sticking it to the door, turning off the lights, and hiding. She sits at what serves as a dressing table and
opens here mouth to examine her teeth. His teeth still have their little scalloped flutings, the mark of youth. Hers
are worn. Two lines in the skin of her neck won’t vanish, no matter which way she holdsher head. These lines are
new? No, she has had them always, but they used to disappear when she lifted her chin. Like this.
She is exposing her pale neck to the strong light when she hears a soft tap-tap-tap. She rises at once and opens
the door to find him standing there. His head is bowed, and slowly he lifts it. He is nerevous and unsmiling. His
pack looks heavy on his sholdrs. At first she thinks he had come with terrible newes, for his face looks stricken.
Wild-eyed, startled. His eyelids are open preternaturally. He reminds her of a panicked horse.
“You’re here,” she says. “I’m glad you’re early.”
“Yeah.”
“You’ll have plenty of time for your shower.”
He is looking around the room as he enters it.
“Is anything wrong?”
“No.” He shrugs off the straps and eases the pack to the floor.
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“Why not put it there?” She points to a corner near her suitcase.
He swings the pack into the corner, then stands looking at it. When he turns to her, he folds his arms. He is still
unsmiling and pale. He looks so terrified that she is afraid she will laugh. She realizes he had hoped to find her
undressed.
“Would you like a drink?” she says.
“No, don’t bother.”
“It’s no bother. The ice machine is just down the way.”
“No, no. I’m fine. I don’t need it.”
“I’ve been working on my speech,” she says, nodding at the papers spread out on the bureau. He walks over to
them and examines her briefcase, slim, expensive, of black leather with brass fastenings. He opens it, then shuts
it. Hearing the click of its locks seems to intrigue him.
In the lamplight, his skin is very smooth, and standing there as he does, slender and slouching, he makes her
feel what she rarely feels for men—protective.
“Your shower, Mr. Hunter? Here’s a bit of soap, especially for you.” She hands him a sample-size soap cake
still in its wrapper. “That’s the bathroom,..” She points to the door. “And extra towels are folded on the back of
the toilet. You’ll see them.”
Obediently, fully clothed, he goes into the bathroom, closing the door.
She takes off her clothes. When she hears the shower running, she goes in. He is momentarily invisible,
standing just beyond her on the other side of the frosted glass. Under the rush of water, his body is a tanned
rippling and his head a dark rose.
She pulls open the panel and steps into water and into his arms.
“You’re like a regular girl,” he says, looking at her, laughing with pleasure. “Like the others.”
“You expected something else?” She’s amused. He has obviously taken the age difference too seriously. Now
he is confident again, sroking and teasing her body with his hands.
As she lathers him with soap, he suddenly says, “Hey, pleases, let’s stop this. I’ve had two showers already. I
don’t want to wait any longer. Can’t we just go to bed?”
It will be later, after they have spent their first energies and lie curled together, that she confronts him with
“You slipped up,m didn’t you?” She is smiling. “What was this about your having had two showers before
showing up here? You said so.”
He is silent.
“Come, come. I’m not angry. I just want to know the truth.”
He grins with satisfaction, rubbing her hip gently with his palm. His hands by being calloused from his
carpentry create new sensations on her skin.
“Now, own up,” she says. “Tell me. You’ve been fibbing to me, haven’t you?” (Another part of the ritual: men
tend to lie.)
“Me?”
“Admit it. You had access to a bathroom of your own, didn’t you?”
In the half-dark, he chuckles.
“Not that I mind.” She squeezes his arm. “I like being wanted for something more than my plumbing.”
“Okay, I confess to a bathroom.”
“One that worked?”
“Yep, that worked.”
“Furthermore, you wee using a room all to yourself, now weren’t you? A firm mattress, a bureau, etcetera.”
“Yes.”
“Ah, I should’ve know it. You didn’t sleep on that hallway floor.”
“No.” He raises himself on his elbow so as to look down on her. His erection under her hand is pink as a rose,
petal soft.
“And all my sympathy’s been wasted!” She laughs. “Why, you rogue, you naughty cheat, there was nothing
wrong with your room!”
“Oh, but there was,” he says.
“What?”
“Sugar,” he leans to tell her in his lowest, loveliest voice, “they forgot to put a woman in my bed.”
This next time, with ebullience, with style, he moves into her as one who knows his way. He is looking directly
into her face as he takes her. His tentative movements and questioning probes give way to the full stroke of
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pleasure-giving that makes her cry out. At another point, when he lifts her shoulders to shift her, repositioning her,
she is aware how he moves a body’s weight often in his work. Practiced. And that revelation—of his laying out
the dead—chills her momentarily; then, with myserious force, stimulates her to reoffer herself even more
passionately.
Later, in the complete dark, Susan says, “Edwin?” Lights from the street cannot penetrate the curtains and he is
invisible, yet she knows by his breath’s new rhythm and how hs head lolls too carefully on her breast that he is
awake.
“Yeah.”
“How deep is your lake?”
He moves even closer. “Twenty feet after a solid rain.”
“I’m sorry I’ll never see it.”
“Well, it’s not so pretty really. And the mosquitoes are bad.”
The next morning she walks back and forth from closet to suitcase, packing, clenched against feeling
depressed. She is scheduled to deliver her paper, then answer questions, then be driven to the airport. The man
named Edwin Hunter is still there. Under the draawn sheet, his long body is stretched out qs immobile as an
alligator’s. His eyes are open. He watches. The morning light turns the bedroom’s beige a rose’s pink.
Methodical action soothes here. She clips the typed pages together and arranges them in her briefcase. She puts
stamps on her postcards. From he bathroom, she gatheres a Givenchy soap in a plastic case, a zippered make-up
bag, a bottle of L’air du Temps, a toothbrush made for travel that retracts into a silver cylinder, and deosits these
in a suitcase. She slips over her head a long chain with carnelian pendant, then loops up her hair and fastens it,
holding the pins in her teeth.
“When do you give your speech?” he says, sitting up.
She reads her wristwatch. “An hour and a half.”
“Come here.”
As he lifts her skirt and begins to strip her of her pants, she takes hold of his wrists. She kisses his coarse, curly
hair.
“Wicked,” she says.
“Who’s the man you’re supposed to marry?”
Because the question is surly and rhetorical, she doesn’t answer.
They make love again. When they have finished and she has dressed once more and he has pulled on a pair of
bourbon-scented jeans and a shirt, he takes fro his pack a dog-eared spiral-bound notebook. He borrows her
pencil. “I want to give you my address,” he says, tearing an edge from a page.
She shakes her head.
“What? Why not?” He give her a rueful look.
“Thanks, but I can’t write you.”
“Okay.”
He wads the paper and with a quick grace tosses it. She watches its slow, perfect arc. It vanishes into the
wastepaper basket. “But I’ll think of you,” he says. “May I do that?”
“And I of you.” She means it.
He leaves first. In the full light, he makes his way across the parking lot. She watches him from behind folds of
the beige curtain. This moment is utterly real toher. Without detachment. From the way he holds his head and
sauntes, tapping lightly with one hand the hoods of the cars he passes, she guesses he is whistling.
112.217 The Crime\fn{by Georgia McKinley (1917- )} Dallas, Dallas County, Texas, U.S.A. (F) 6
Some Saturdays the two white men did not hunt, but would sit nearly motionless on the front porch of the little
lodge, with the bourbon\fn{Capitalized in the text.} and the bucket of ice cubes between them on the floor, staring
somberly off toward the rows of houses which had crept out from the city to menace their land. On such days they
were short-tempered and mean as old dogs sitting in the sun, snapping at each other and at Leroy, the Negro
whom they always brought with them to carry and clean the game.
Leroy had gone on these excursions for so long that in some ways he knew the men better than anyone else
did, including their wives, and he could predict what their mood would be from the moment they picked him up in
town. This winter noon the very blast of their horn in the street outside alarmed him. He had just sat down in the
kitchen to eat a plate of grits and bacon fat for lunch, when too soon and too loud, the deep note rolled through his
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daughter’s flimsy little house as though to level it. Leroy rose straight up from the table, propelled on the sound.
“They here!” he said, his hands fluttering before him in quieting motions. “Oh Lord, oh shush,” he muttered, but
again the horn called.
Of course everyone in the house, everyone in the neighborhood had heard. His daughter, with whom he lived,
now appeared in the doorway. “Well, you friends is here again, Poppa,” she said, her voice buttery and rich with
sarcasm. “You white friends come to call for you, Poppa, and they seem anxious. Better hurry on—” She planted
herself across his path and in spite of the racket outside, held him motionless with her stubborn presence.
“Well, I hears ’em,” he said, and bending his head sulkily, hoping she didn’t mean to start anything, he noticed
his own hands hanging limply on the air. The skin of his hands was turning gray with age; once they had been a
deep solid brown, but now they looked as if they had been coated with a bluish-white powder which would not
come off. He scrubbed them against his shirt and held them up, then looked over at his daughter but she weas still
there, looking up at him with her twitching, middle-aged face.
“Where you goin’, Poppa?” she said.
He stared at her. “I goin’ with them, of course, and I got to go, Irma.”
“You goin’ with them white men again?” she said in a sudden loud voice.
He hung his head. He could never understand Irma, touchy and nervous as she was, always talking anxiously
over the telephone about a committee or a meeting. Ever since his wife had died and he had moved in with her, it
had been a shame for him to do what he had done all his life: to work for whatever white people offered to pay
him; to take their old clothes; to go to backdoors for handouts on Christmas and Easter and Thanksgiving and to
go with the two men outside whenever and wherever they wanted.
“I not gonna have ’em come down here no mo’,” she said. “Roaring in down here in they big car honking and
hollering. My neighbors is respectable and they don’t like it.”
“Well, I tell ’em I meet ’em somewheres else,” he said in a little, bright voice. It sounded like a child’s lie and
they both knew it.
“Now I’m thinkin’ about you, Poppa, ever bit as much as me,” she went on warningly.
“Well, don’t you ever worry about me, I always get along with ’em.”
Her face drew in and became smaller and more pointed, marked by deep lines, and her eyes grew sharp at the
centers and soft with black tears around the edges. “Self-respeck,” she said in a ragged whisper as though the
word had lodged in her throat,” I’m talkin’ about self-respeck.”
“Um-hum,” he said affirmatively and stood looking down at her, waiting.
Then she shrugged, sighed, and stepped barely out of his path. “You a white man’s nigger,” she said to him
very gently and without any particular interest as he passed.
The little house was long and narrow as a railroad car and the kitchen was at the far end; he had still to walk
the whole length of it and somewhere ahead of him his grandchildren were waiting. Light came in a thin yellow
strip through the front door and as he walked toward it, he passed the three children crowded darkly together in
the shadows. They let him pass in silence. They were ready to go to the white men’s schools when the time should
come and too self-involved to notice him.
Outside, he turned uneasily to look back and saw that they were all watching him. The house was so narrow
that, seen from the front door, they seemed to be standing close together in one group, and against the brown
wallpaper, from the yellow crowded dimness of the house, their black faces looked after him, unmoving and
touched with sadness.
He lifted his hand in a confused movement of farewell and turned away, then stopped to get himself together;
rubbed down his hair, looked at his cracked shoes and wiped them against his pants legs. Under his feet on the dirt
path was a pulp of mashed chinaberries from the tree overhead, their thick meal sending up a sweetish smell. He
lifted his eyes from this gray and yellow mess to the white men’s car. There was the Cadillac, huge and gay in the
winter scene of gray leafless tress and gray paintless houses. Amid the crumble and decay of the little yards,
between the garbage and mud, the car struck hard and solid against his eyes and shone before him silver and
glistening blue. There was now a deep solemn quiet across the neighborhood as if everyone were waiting in the
houses, watching from hiding as he approached the car. In a sudden fever of excitement, he thought, “Someone
goan throw a rock,” and carefully scraping the chinaberries off his feet, he got into the car.
“Mr. Underwood, Mr. McIntire,” he murmured politely, but after all the noise they had made, they were bent
above a newspaper open between them and did not seem to notice he had come.
He sank into the back seat, out of sight, he hoped, of the people in the houses, but he was still aware of them.
He was oddly aware even of what the one among them felt who was going to throw something; the heft of a solid
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object seemed to run along his own arm. “Come on, please, Mr. Underwood, let’s get out of here,” he said.
The man at the wheel turned and gave him a sly look. “What’s matter, Leroy, your daughter been after you
again?” he said, as he started the car.
“Yessuh,” Leroy said with a ghostly, high, crackling laugh. It had been the white men’s idea, while his wife
was alive, that she held a rolling pin over his head, and now his daughter had stepped into their place. This had
nothing to do with the truth, just as his crazy cackle was not his real laughter, but both pleased the white men and
gave them something to talk about. It would never have occurred to him to tell them anything about his daughter
that was true: he would have felt it was none of their business. The white men and his daughter were simply there
for him to deal with from time to time and he was happy and relieved when he was able to do so in such a way as
to make one or all of them happy. So now, in the car, the unpleasantness at his daughter’s house was past, before
him was whatever the afternoon might bring; but now blessedly, there was nothing to think about, nothing to do
but wait. He folded his hands dryly in his lap and his mind, with a rush, floated free.
When he was a child he had been hired out in cotton-picking seasons to a family of Negroes who lived in east
Texas. The house in which he had stayed stood in the middle of a field with the cotton rows planted up against its
walls, so that a child had only to step through the door or roll out a window to be in the field and at work. It was
there that he had first learned to snatch a moment when he was not at work for blank rest of mind and body. After
so many years and so much hard work, when he was not dealing directly with a tool and a task in hand, he did not
think. The higher centers of his brain were still.
Now the winter sun, still high in the sky, was on his side of the car; the glass of the window concentrated the
rays to his old chilled bones. With his head back on the cushions, his nose awoke and found the smell high up in
the big car, thin, sour and delicious—beer! The white men had been drinking beer. He breathed in dreamily,
warmed by the sun, the white men moving dimly in their own world, thousands of miles away in the front seat.
Mr. McIntire, the little nervous one, kept twisting about, looking out the front, the side window, the back, up,
down, anywhere, everywhere, and talking talking. Mr. Underwood sat heavily around the wheel as if grown upon
it, his big face flat and vacant from the side, giving nothing. Leroy had gone on hunting trips far and near with
them for over thirty years, and although at least half of what they said always lay in his mind unused, a great
waste pile of white words, still had his own feelings and lights in which they were clearly reflected.
It was partly because of Mr. Underwood’s name, but more because of his nature, that Leroy, almost ever since
he had known him, had though of him as being like a big and solid tree, a hard, rough trunk of a man, never to be
moved from the exact place in which he had made his slow and stubborn growth. Mr. McIntire, so happy and
careless, had little weight beside him, and merely ran like a squirrel in Mr. Underwood’s branches, always looking
brightly around and chattering.
Leroy found Mr. McIntire only amusing, and though he almost never listened to his words, he enjoyed hearing
him talk. The man spoke in crazy spurts, the speed of his own nervous thoughts straining against his soft and
whining southern speech.
“Look at that, look at that,” Mr. McIntire was saying, “They’re putting up another damned motel here …”
Mr. Underwood did not look aside from the highway but said slowly, “We used to shoot quail there, you
remember that?”
But Mr. McIntire was busy at the window. “Now will you look, will you just look at that?”
Leroy looked lazily out the window. There where the flat land had lain so long in black plowed fields or empty
prairie grasslands (they had shot quail here a few times) now there was a whole city of bright little houses, row
upon row, acre upon acre, off to the edge of sight.
“Now isn’t that a damnable shame,” Mr. Underwood said suddenly in great bitterness.
They had passed this addition and others like it almost all the way out to the hunting lodge every Saturday now
for three or four years—five, six, seven years they had been building out from town in this direction, coming in
with bulldozers and piles of bright new wood, and leaving behind them the finished boxes. Still, every time they
passed, something new had been started or finished and that got on the white men’s nerves, but Leroy could not
understand why they should seem to be so angry about it now. They were in a bad mood about something, he
thought, that was for sure. Reluctantly, he roused and gathered himself pay a little more attention to them.
Fifteen years ago, the men would have laughed at all this, packed up and gone off to wild country. Only ten
years ago the three of them had gone to the Grand Tetons and hunted moose above the timberline. Since then,
though they had planned many trips, they had never quite made one—there was something a little wrong about
Mr. Underwood’s heart, Mr. McIntire said he had an ulcer. Still the men had their two hundred acres which they
kept stocked with birds and small game, and they had a fine lake full of fish on the property, but the little box
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houses had almost reached them now, and already the County had cut a highway straight across their land, slicing
open the red clay earth with machines and leaving it healed with a wide gray macadam scar. It seemed unlikely
that a wild duck would ever land on the lake again and day to day nothing was quite the same as it had been the
day before.
Presently Mr. McIntire said wildly, “Look, look at that; now there’s their damned Zeppelin!”
“Their what?” Mr. Underwood gnawed out.
Mr. McIntire had rolled down the glass and was leaning away out the window. “It said—in the paper—they
were going to have a Zeppelin,” he yelled over his shoulder. “They’ll play searchlights on it tonight.”
Leroy looked out too. There in the great blue sky floated the peaceful silver sausage, out just in the direction
they were going.
Mr. Underwood spoke in his blank voice. “Leroy.”
“Yessuh?” He sat up straight. “Mr. Underwood?”
“They’re opening a new supermarket out by the hunting property today. Got the Zeppelin there. You want to
go over?”
“You want me git you sumthin?” he asked carefully.
“Hell no. I mean you want to go? They’re gonna have a hillbilly band and free corsages for ladies. White and
colored invited. It said so in the paper.”
Leroy stirred on his body hips and rubbed his hands with a sound of paper, puzzled that Mr. Underwood should
seem to be blaming him for the supermarket. “No suh, I don’t wanna go there,” he said quickly. “Not to no
supermarket. Ah gets so lost and bamboozled in them places. Why I ’member once—” He gave his cracked and
crazy laugh but there was no response from the front seat.
“Lots of colored folks be there, Leroy,” Mr. Underwood said. “Lots of colored moving into that area.”
“Yessuh,” he said and rubbed down his gray hair. “I guess so.” And then they left him and passed on to other
things. There was a Negro settlement building up out there, they said; one big block of the houses you could see
from the hunting lodge belonged to Negroes; other solid blocks belonged to white people and they were building
at the edges of all the areas so that they grew closer and closer together.
“They’ll meet,” Mr. Underwood was saying. “Have to come a street with new white houses on one side and
new colored houses on the other.”
“Boy, I’d hate to be there when that happens,” Mr. McIntire said, bouncing around.
“Yeh,” said Mr. Underwood. He brooded over the wheel for a few minutes. “Hell, don’t kid yourself,” he said,
“the first thing you know it’ll be possible, it’ll be legal, for some black son of a bitch to move in next door to any
of us.
Leroy looked up and saw Mr. Underwood’s eyes, a bright clean blue, standing fixed on him in the rear-view
mirror.
He dropped his own eyes quickly. In the front seat the white men went on with their jabbering as though
nothing had happened, but Leroy sat quietly, his eyes on his folded hands.
He thought of all the years he had gotten along so fine with them—how they had kidded at and taken care of
him. He could get almost anything he wanted from them by telling a long, pitiful story of trouble, or by making
himself look so silly with some ramblin crazy tale that they would laugh to bust their sides and do whatever he
wanted. He thought now with quiet relish of some of these occasions and laughed noiselessly to himself.
But the car had been turned ferociously off the highway and onto the torn and rutted red clay road that led up
to the hunting lodge and when they had lurched to a stop behind the little house, Mr. Underwood and Mr. McIntire
left the car immediately, walked around to the front and stared intently off into the wide sunny distance. For a
moment Leroy thought they had gone to look for a duck on the lake below or the rise of a bird, as they had done
so often in the past. Then, getting out himself, he saw their eyes were fixed beyond the sweet empty brown slopes
and valleys of their own property, off toward the flag-decorated building with the silver sausage floating above it
and the highway where clots of little cars were moving in both directions. “Got a nice big crowd,” Mr. McIntire
said in a voice like spitting.
“Colored and white invited,” Mr. Underwood said, and lifted his arms widely to the horizon.
Then they went into the house but instead of loading their guns, Leroy heard them rattling out ice cubes into a
bucket. In a few minutes, they brought the makings of their drinks and came out onto the porch. He saw Mr.
Underwood kick a chair viciously into place and they sat glumly down, facing out toward the small far hills.
He sighed. There would be no hunting today, for they would never touch a gun after having drunk whiskey.
There would be nothing for him to do, for his sole duty was to clean the game, and he shrugged and gathered up
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his hands like a couple of awkward parcels and sat down at his usual place, a broken-down wooden bench in the
yard. He liked to clean the game as well as anything he ever did, holding the small soft bodies in his loose hands,
making the feathers or the scales fly, and he took seriously his job of seeing that it was equally divided between
them. For as long as he could remember they had kidded him about stealing their game from them, but in fact it
was he who kept them from cheating each other. However, none of that joking today, but only the white men
sitting on the porch growing crosser and meaner as the afternoon wore on.
Feeling lonely, he looked sadly out before him. The near fields, warm and still, he knew foot by foot; all the
sweep of winter grass, the clumps of cedar or mesquite, the gray bare lake. Sluggishly his eyes rose to where the
hated houses stood line on line across the hills like rows of little white teeth, gnawing off the distance that lay
between them and him. “They coming,”: he thought unhappily, “they sure gonna spoil the hunting.”
There was nothing he could do about it. Slowly, helplessly he dropped his eyes from the hills, down down,
until they rested upon a small circle of ground at his feet and found there many comfortable and familiar things:
scalloped brown leaves and tiny acorns from the scrub oak trees, shining stalks of dry grass, some wing feathers
of a mallard and everywhere whorls of soft gray breast feathers from birds, and right in the middle, a good big
cluster of dried horse droppings, all smelling warmly, dustily of earth. He knew that if you sat still in the direct
sun, even in winter, you could pull its heat straight through your skin until you had a pool of warmth inside you.
This he did now and the voices on the porch diminished for him and disappeared. Gradually he leaned forward,
head closer to the ground, until he felt the sun also touch the back of his neck. He did not sleep, he merely
peacefully existed.
Thee was no time for him then; he would have noted the movement of hours only when the sun had set and left
him cold. He could not have said how much later it was when he realized the white men were talking about him.
There was a drunken rise and whine to their voices which had not been there when he heard them last.
“Now take Leroy,” Mr. Underwood was saying. “There’s a fine example of the new Negro—alert, intelligent—
a real ball o’fire, ain’t he?>”
“Hard to keep him still—mighty peppy, full of fight,” Mr. McIntire said and laughed a long, soughing laugh.
“The new Negro,” Mr. Underwood mused, and then his voice rose sharply. “Why the hell you suppose he
thinks we bring him out here? For his beauty, or his sweet smell, or just because he’s so nice and black and
shiny?”
“Why hell,” Mr. McIntire said, “he just thinks we want him to sit with us so we won’t be lonely for him. That’s
what they think now—they think we just want to be with them all the time and everywhere we go—on the buses,
you know, and in the schools, and come to dinner with us, and marry our young girls so we’ll all really be
together—”
“Leeroy,” Mr. Underwood suddenly howled out like a banshee, “What you doing?”
His eyes rose dead blank. “I been sittin’ here a spell, Mistah Underwood. Ain’t no game to clean. What I goan
do?”
“Well, you can get up off your black ass and go in there and start cleaning up this house.”
Leroy looked at him in hopeless puzzlement. “This house?” he said tonelessly. Then with gathering force, he
said, “But Mistah Underwood, I ain’t never done that before.”
“Well, times are changing, Leroy,” Mr. Underwood said, “and we got to change with ’em, so git going.”
He arose stiffly, went around the house and leaned in dignity against the back screen. All his life he had been
kept so busy following the white men’s rules that he had never had time to think much about them. It did not seem
queer that while he slept in the same room with them, and occasionally, on cold nights, under the same blanket
with them on hunting trips, he would be an unwelcomed next-door neighbor. It had never bothered him to be
cursed or called a thief or a liar by the white men but today, for the first time, they had called him a Negro. In the
years he had known them, they had never before mentioned the color of his skin, avoiding it so completely that he
had come to realize without knowing it that this was the one thing which none of them must talk about.
So he knew now they did not want him to clean the house, nor mind if he sat still in the sun—they were after
something else entirely. They wanted him to fight with them; this much he now understood. He saw that they had
pushed and would keep pushing him back until he did something—some unknown and unthought of thing.
Frightened by the strangeness of the situation and remembering all the years he had been with them, he could not
think now how to be against them. But the fact of his log servitude came newly to his mind and he thought of all
he had taken from them—all the laughing and the cursing and the dirty nigger work they had given him to do—
and now this. Lonely and chilled in the waning light, he leaned against the door driving his mind before him past
the outer edges of his own experience, determined that he must act, since they wanted him to, but not realizing
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how little of himself had been left him to act with.
And then the answer came to him; rose complete in his brain from outside himself, formed of ideas which were
not his own. He would steal from them; that was what he would do. He had always known that some Negroes did
steal from the whites; he had always know that white people expected Negroes to steal. It was the old and
accepted way to get back. Now he knew that this was what he too must do and he stood for a moment in a sudden
sweat of relief, thankful that he had been able to think of just the right thing.
Then going quickly into the house, he rummaged in the bathroom closet, found the laundry bag, and taking it
into the kitchen, put it down in the middle of the floor. He looked wonderingly about the rough kitchen and
decided to start with the liquor closet, both because he knew the whiskey was expensive and because it was
something he would never have wanted for himself. Foraging among the bottles, he took out one each of
Bourbon, Scotch and cognac, respectfully wiped off the dirty shoulders on his pants, and put them into his sack.
Now that he had begun to steal, laying his hands for the first time on things which did not belong to him, he
passed into a kind of coma of excitement. At the thought of his own courage, his hands trembled wildly, and his
thoughts seemed to come to him with dazzling clarity, like balls of colored light which rose up through his brain
and burst, giving out ideas, “Take the toaster,” “Better get the guns,” “No—finish the kitchen first.” Now in his
excitement, he slammed the liquor closet door and turned to the food cabinet, but the lower shelves contained
only good inexpensive food, cans of soup and pork-and-beans. Dutifully he climbed up onto the counter to reach
the delicacies on the higher shelves. He was standing there, brooding among the odd-shaped tins and crockery jar,
wondering what was worth stealing, when the white men came out to see what the noise was about. He looked
down, his big hands full of cans, and saw them.
They were staring up at him in dazed solemnity. “What the hell do you think you’re doing?” Mr. McIntire
asked in genuine amazement.
“Why, I’se stealing,” he said politely, as if in answer to a stupid question, but unexpectedly, on the last syllable,
his voice quavered off to a higher note. The men looked astonished, as if they had not expected anything like this
at all and their surprise was mirrored in him. That stuff there,” he explained, trying to get his bearings.
Mr. Underwood jerked the sack open and they stood for a moment looking down into it at the odd assortment:
the three clean bottles, the greasy old toaster, and a few worthless odds and ends of bar equipment, including a
bottle cork with a laughin pottery head. After a moment, Mr. Underwood raised a round, blank face and his eyes
roamed off, wild and unfocused, around the kitchen and then back up to Lereoy. “What you doing up there, Roy?”
he asked.
The sweat broke out on Leroy’s face. “I’se stealing, Mr. Underwood,” he said. “I’se just stealing.”
Now Mr. McIntire’s little eyes swept up and over Leroy with bright curiosity and he looked down at the sack
and nodded reasonably. “That’s right,” he said, “he’s stealing.”
But Mr. Underwood broke out in a wounded, enraged roar. “But Leroy, you never done that before.” He raised
his red hands, grabbed fiercely at the air, and lunging toward Leroy, stumbled and half fell across the sack.
As he struggled to his feet, Mr. McIntire caught hold of his arm and pulled him toward the door. “Come on,”
he said, “no use to get yourself excited over a nigger stealing. We’ll go out on the porch and talk it over.”
When they had left the room, Leroy crumpled down from his place somewhere near the ceiling and crouched
on the counter, the cans dangling in his hands. He had had not thought beyond this. The shooting lights which had
guided him died out in his head; whatever had seized him left as suddenly as it had come, leaving behind it
nothing, hardly even any memory of itself. He knew that he was in deep trouble from which formless horrors
would flow.
His mind lay still in a hollow of fright, while all around it, he heard the men’s voices, coming wordlessly from
the porch, Mr. Underwood’s howling out in brutal fury, Mr. McIntire’s breaking anxiously across it, as if trying to
calm him down. In his interior misery, it seemed to Leroy that Mr. Underwood would now be sure to have a heart
attack, that there was nothing to stop that, too, from following.
Squatting on the counter, after a time his knee joints began to ache but still he did not move. He would not have
moved if they had, as he expected, gone to the phone to call the police, or eve if the police had burst into the
kitchen, keeping himself removed to the last moment from what was going to happen, but suddenly he heard a
sound which was so unexpected that it fixed his attention. At first, as though he had never heard it before, he
wasn’t sure just what it was. Then he realized that someone was laughing. He let himself down from his counter
and crept closer to them out into the living room which adjoined the porch.
It was Mr. McIntire who was laughing, with the sound rising in a long, high-pitched yowl.
“What the hell’s the matter with you?” Mr. Underwood asked him. “You lost your mind, too?” He had begun
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his question in scorn and amazement but before he had finished there was the slightest rippling and bubbling
through the hard surface of his own voice, as if from something rising from below.
“Oh I can’t help it—it strikes me funny,” Mr. McIntire said, still laughing. “I was just thinking that all those
years we been kidding Leroy about stealing, he probably really was. Because now it seems like he’s got so used to
it he doesn’t even bother hiding it any more—just stands in the middle of the kitchen and fills up his sack—”
Harshly, reluctantly, Mr. Underwood laughed too. “All these years—you really think so?” He spoke in a voice
filled with wonder and something akin to appreciation. “Well, I’ll be goddam, the crazy nigger,” he said, and
chuckled.
“We could tell the police he’s been stealing from us for thirty years and we finally got good and tired of it.”
Mr. McIntire snickered.
“Well, I ought to teach him a lesson,” Mr. Underwood said sullenly. But then suddenly all the mirth which had
threatened his control began to flow through in long, hard brays of laughter. “Well, I’ll be goddam,” he said again.
“How do you suppose he expected to get it home? Were we supposed to drive him there and he’d get out with his
sack and thank us for the ride—I mean, how did he have it figured? Can you just tell me that?”
“Why, you can’t understand them,” Mr. McIntire said reasonably.
“I don’t know about that,”{ Mr. Underwood said slowly. “You’ve just got to remember that they’re like
children—these people are just like children.” Filaments of tenderness clotted wetly in is voice so that he cleared
his throat largely. “It’s those damned smart Yankee organizers cause the trouble!” he said. “Our southern Negroes
are just like children. Oh Lee-roy,” he called out, “come out here.”
Leroy scuttled forward out of the living room and stood in the doorway to the porch, blinking crazily out at
them. The sunny porch, with the men lounging at rest in the wicker chairs, was so usual that it seemed totally
strange, like something he had never seen before. He was weak and unnerved with the anticipation of trouble that
did not come.
But the men were sprawled out at their ease, looking casually, without interest, out at the wide circle of the
world. He leaned cautiously against the door and shuffled his feet to get their attention. “Hi Leroy,” Mr.
Underwood said without looking around.
“Are you gonna call the police now?” he asked. His voice came out louder than usual; in fact, in his surprise
that he had spoken at all, it seemed to him almost as though his voice ran crying out before him down the little
hills.
“Oh now, Leroy,” Mr. Underwood said, “of course we’re not gonna call the police. I tell you what,” he added,
“we’re gonna give you those things you put in your sack—you just go right ahead and take ’em.”
“Oh no,” Leroy cried out, appalled, “I don’t want them things—what I goan do with ’em?” But he felt tired.
He sagged against the door and ceased to speak or listen. Now the sun was very low, the long rays running across
the porch and striking back into the house, but the men sat looking straight into it, their faces shallow and
expressionless, the empty slopes of their own property before them. He stood behind them, no longer thinking of
them or of anything else. Then with a start he became aware that their ears stood from their heads pinkly shining
in the late light, rosy-red, purple-veined, a strange and unnatural color.
But Mr. Underwood turned his round eyes sweetly upon him and said coaxingly, like a child at bedtime.
“Come on, Leroy, come on out and sit down with us and tell us about this great big robbery you pulled off …”
For a moment, his eyes flitted about as if he were looking for another place to go, but his feet moved him out
toward them. He sat down at the extreme edge of a chair and his eyes went wearily backward into his head,
seeking invention, and then slowly his hands rose up before him the gray fingers spread and rigid, as though they
held the form of the story he had devised. From deep within him, creaky and flawed, there rose his old crazy
cackle. “Well now, gentmun, I tell you,” he began …
138.35 The Girl At Cabe Ranch\fn{by A. C. Greene (1923-2002)} Abilene, Taylor County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 5
The road turned into a puzzle of trails going off left and right. I asked the boy, Harris, if he knew which was
which and he shook his head, yes. The woman at the Chamber of Commerce back in Toller said Harris knew the
country better than anybody except Uncle Bartlett, whoever that was.
“I don’t see how you can tell these ruts apart,” I said to the boy as we bounced along in the pickup.
“Just know ’em,” he said.
I had picked a bad day in a bad month in a bad season to make the trip. Fifteenth of July. It couldn’t have been
hotter and it couldn’t have been drier. One of the ranchers in Toller said if it rained now all the cows would die
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from fright. Why had Uncle Sam picked such places for western history, or why had I picked western history as
my field when there are so many more timely and relevant disciplines?
After the Chamber of Commerce woman recommended him I found Harris and we made a deal. He said we’d
better go in his old pickup truck, the roads might be a little hard on my Chrysler. I thought about the Chrysler
now, parked at the courthouse square, its air conditioner doing me no good.
We went north out of Toller on the state highway, across a wide, hot mesquite prairie. The tires on the concrete
highway sounded to me like sizzling flesh and went bumpity-bump, bumpity-bump as they hit the tar-filled joints.
The sound took the place of the conversation I wasn’t having with Harris. The ranch road turned off the highway
ten miles out of town, and now we had driven another five or so over Cabe ranch land.
“I don’t see any cattle,” I said.
The boy didn’t answer but kept glaring down the road like that old picture of the heroic railroad engineer in a
storm you used to see. I hadn’t been told the boy’s full name. Just Harris. Something Harris or Harris Something;
the woman at the Chamber of Commerce didn’t say and neither did Harris. He looked to be about twenty. He
might have been a little older. The older I get the less I can tell ages, especially younger ages.
“Any of the Cabes live out here?” I asked.
“Mart Cabe does,” he said.
“I don’t think I’d want to live out here, even if I owned it all,” I said.
“He doesn’t own it all. He’s got two brothers own part of it.”
“Well, I wouldn’t want to live on it if I had ten brothers.”
“He’s just got two.”
I told myself I had asked for that comeback, but I knew Harris hadn’t meant it as a retort. There was no need
for me to be so damned contemptuous of this country. It was mine, too, or I was its. I was born less than fifty
miles from the Cabe ranch. But something had gone different in me, and where boys like Harris whoever-he-was
had taken up 4H clubs and horses, I’d taken up history and books. Pretty soon they couldn’t understand me and
my history books, and I didn’t try to understand them and their horses. So I left. That had been a long time ago.
Twenty-five years ago, at least. A long time to be away and come back.
The sun was shining from all directions. The ground was red and dusty, the grass was brown and dusty; but
then, “brown is the natural condition of the grass,” an old emigrants’ guide once said of this country. The land
rolled away in hills which fell into breaks and draws. You could see for miles; it was all rocks and grass and red
clay dirt and the only trees were mesquite bushes, seldom taller than a man—and the ranchers killed even those
because they kept the brown grass from growing.
But I found myself settling into an excited sort of contentment as I rode with the boy, letting him pick out the
way from among these twisting, all-alike trails. I breathed deep, feeling the hot, dry air going down into my lungs.
The air is the best thing about that country, to me.
The boy was wearing an old Stetson Double X with the wings, folded up rodeo style. When I was a boy a
rancher wouldn’t have been caught dead wearing his Stetson that way. Television even tells the cowboys how to
dress. Harris was nice looking, neat around the neck, and his hair clean. He had to have some pride to keep his
hair washed, working on the ranches away from everybody like he did.
“Is that the Cabe house over there?” I pointed to a gray, wooden structure, needing paint, with a lone tree
beside it.
“That’s the Mulkeys’. Mr. Mulkey’s the foreman.” The boy looked over at the Mulkey house.
“The Cabe house is a lot nicer.”
We drove around the gray house. A television aerial rose above it and a red Ford was parked in the carport.
With a few neighbors and a coat of paint the whole scene would have fit neatly in a suburb. A woman waved at us.
“We going to stop?” I asked as the boy slowed down.
“Not unless you want to,” he said. .
I laughed.
“You're the boss, Harris. You’re taking me where we’re going.”
We didn’t stop. The road, if you want to call it that, circled the house and went into a big pasture behind it. We
came out of the pasture through a cattle guard, then dropped down the side of a hill and were alone again. Hot it
was, but magnificent it was, too. You could turn in any direction and see no trace of the hand of man—except for
our pickup truck.
About two miles from the foreman’s house the ruts parted like railroad tracks at a switch. One set went right,
through a tall gate with a sign on it: Horsetail Ranch. We took that one.
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“The name sounds like a dude ranch,” I commented as we started down this new branch of the road. Once
again my humor failed to reach Harris.
“Horsetail’s a big outfit. The Cabes’ve got land all the way into Young County.”
Sometimes I would lose all traces of the road as the entire landscape turned into a brown panorama. Here and
there another set of tracks would spill off, disappearing into the grass like a ship’s wake. Then we came to a level
stretch and I could see tall, green trees about a mile ahead.
“That must be the river,” I said, more or less to myself.
“That’s the Clear Fork,” the boy said. “It runs all year.”
“Is it drinkable?”
“Reckon so. I’ve done it enough. Gets gyppy when it’s low. Drains from the gyp beds out on the Plains.” He
paused, then asked,
“You thirsty?” Before I could answer he said,
“We'll stop by the house and get a drink. They’ve got a good well.”
The Cabe ranch house surprised me. I was prepared for something like the foreman’s house or possibly
something huge and Victorian out of a western movie. It was neither. It had age and dignity and that unexpected
beauty one finds now and then left from the frontier. It was tall and stood high off the ground. It was built of rock,
old and carefully masoned. A square cupola surmounted the roof, and there were six tall, slender chimneys, three
on the east, three on the west, standing in rows. A white, wooden fence was around the yard and four lines of old,
big trees outlined the rectangle of land where the house stood.
“That is tremendous,” I said in admiration.
Harris drove the pickup to the back door and honked the horn, then got out.
“We’ll go in,” he said.
An old brown hound yelped and barked at us from inside the fence as we walked up to the gate. The boy
leaned over and unlatched the gate from the inside and said something to the old hound. He waited to snap the
latch on the gate after I went through as though I wouldn’t know how. We walked up to the big, deep porch along
the back side of the house. The door opened and a blonde-headed girl came out, looked at me, then at the boy.
“Hello,” she said.
“Hello, Sid,” he said back. “How about some water?”
She looked at me without answering him.
“Oh. This is Dr. Powell.” He made a motion toward me.
“I’m Sidonie Cabe,” she said, deciding to hold out her hand. It wasn’t hard and dry like some country hands
are from work and weather. But then, it wasn’t soft and moist either. She was a good-looking girl. About eighteen,
I guessed. She had on shorts, and her long, slim legs were brown. She was barefooted and her toenails were
painted bright red. I looked freshly done.
“Come in,” she said. “Mother and Sis are over at the Fultons’. I’m here by myself.”
“Where’s your dad?” the boy asked.
“He’s gone to Denver to an auction. He and Zene Mulkey flew.”
“It’s a little lonesome out here by yourself, isn’t it?” I asked.
“She doesn’t mind,” Harris said to me, then to her, “Dr. Powell’s from California. He’s come out to see the
fort.”
“Are you a history teacher?” she asked.
“Sometimes,” I said. “Right now I’m writing a book on some of the old outposts in this part of the country.
Doing research.”
“Oh,” she said, and gave a little shrug. “I’ll fix some cold water.”
We went into a big room that opened off the kitchen. There was a well at one end of the room and the wall of
the kitchen was rock.
“This used to be the sleeping porch a long time ago. Before air conditioning,” the boy said. “Mr. Cabe says the
well was enclosed because of the Indians.”
I doubted this but didn’t say anything. You learn not to disturb family legends when you’re a historian. It
looked to me as if the well had been dug close to the house for convenience and whoever added the porch room
enclosed it for the same reason. The girl brought out a big enamel pitcher of ice water with some glasses.
Suddenly I felt as if I could drink it all.
“I’ve lost my hump,” I said, over my third glass.
“Your hump?” the girl looked toward me.
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“That’s what we used to say when I was a kid. Your hump was what kept you from getting thirsty. We thought
a camel’s hump was full of water.”
“Did you live out here?”
“I was born in Taylor county.”
“You don’t live there now though, do you?”
“No. I left to go to college and never moved back.”
“Mr. Cabe says the stone for this house came from the old fort,” the boy interjected.
“I was wondering if it didn’t,” I said.
“There’s some frosted glass around the front door that’s supposed to be from the fort, too,” the girl said.
“How far is the fort from here?” I asked.
“Not far. Just across the river over there,” the girl said, pointing out the direction of the back door.
“Can we drive it?” I asked. The boy answered.
“No, you’ve got to wade the river. Road’s been washed out for years.”
The girl turned to him coldly.
“You can drive there, too. You can go through the Lambert and drive there. You just came the wrong way to
get there in an automobile.”
The boy grinned.
“We’re not in an ‘auto-mobile.’ We’re in a pickup.”
“All right, or in a pickup either.” She reached out a bare, red-toed foot and kicked at a magazine. She must
have been reading it when we drove up.
“It’s pretty over there,” she said, not looking at either of us but concentrating on the movement of the
magazine with her toe. “I go there all the time. Ride over. Especially the graveyard. Down where Spring Creek
runs into the Clear Fork. Daddy says it’s dangerous because of the copperheads but I go there anyway.”
“It’s too hot,” the boy said. “Too hot and muggy.” He looked toward me.
“The fort’s on a flat that backs up against the hill. It’s a lot lower than it is here. It doesn’t get any breeze.”
“Yes,” I smiled in historical superiority, “General Pomeroy used to complain in his letters to his wife about
how hot it got. ‘Sweaty as a well,’ he wrote to her.”
The girl looked up.
“Was General Pomeroy really at this fort … the famous one?”
“He was commander here just before the Civil War. Spent nearly two years.”
“Well, good,” she smiled. “I’ve lived here all my life and I never have known for sure. I thought it. was just a
kind of legend.”
“I knew it,” the boy said, without looking at her.
“General Pomeroy might have spent a lot of his time right where we’re sitting,” I said. “He wrote his wife that
when the nights were too hot, he’d take his gear to what he called ‘the Red Bluff beyond the River’ and sleep.”
“I know where that is,” the girl said. “It’s the place around behind the cowsheds. It’s real high above the river.”
“That may be the spot,” I told her. “Of course, in a hundred and some-odd years things can change a lot. The
river may have cut the bluff down years ago.”
“It doesn’t change that much around here,” she said. “Nothing does.”
“I don’t think that’s the bluff,” the boy said.
“Why?” she turned toward him fiercely. “You don’t know anything about it. Dr. Powell said it was. He knows
a lot more about it than you do. You’re just an … an ignorant cowboy,” she bit her lower lip, “that’s all you are.
You don’t want to be anything else.”
“I still don’t think that’s the bluff,” the boy said, not looking at her. “General Pomeroy would have had to come
plumb around to the shallows to get across. He wouldn’t have walked that far just for a cool place to sleep.”
“He had a horse,” she said tautly.
“He wouldn’t have saddled up a horse just for that.”
“Things were different then. He had aides and servants to saddle his horse. You heard what Dr. Powell said.
The river might have been different.”
She looked at me as if she were demanding I support her statement. I ducked out.
“All he wrote his wife was that he oftentimes took his bedroll and spent the night on the red bluff beyond the
river. I just assumed it might be here, if the fort lies below this land.”
The girl looked at the boy sullenly. When she turned back to me I could see tears gathering on the bottom rims
of her deep blue eyes.
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“Do you write for the movies or TV, Dr. Powell?” she asked.
“No, just history books. I don’t even write historical novels.”
“And you’ve come all the way out here just to write a history book?”
“Partly. It’s sort of a homecoming for me, coming from near here. I’ve got to go other places, too.”
“If I left here I’d never come back,” she said. “I wouldn’t come back to write a book or do anything else. I’d
go away and I’d stay wherever it was I went.”
“Why, this is wonderful country, Miss Cabe,” I said. “The old fort over there, just across the river … it has a
lot of romance connected to it. General Pomeroy’s son Catlett brought his beautiful young bride here on their
honeymoon. She was daughter of the governor of Virginia.”
“He brought her here to live?” the girl asked.
“Yes, and she was just about your age. Cat Pomeroy was a soldier, too. A lieutenant under his father.”
“I’d die before I’d let a man bring me to a place like this,” she said.
“Well, I’ll admit, she didn’t stay long. She went back to Virginia.”
“Did she divorce him?”
“Oh, no. She just went back there to have a baby and live while her husband was on frontier duty.”
“I’d have divorced him,” the girl said firmly.
“You wouldn’t have done any such thing,” the boy said suddenly. “You’d have come out here and lived at that
fort with him and liked it, heat and all. And you wouldn’t have run back to Virginia just to have a baby, neither.”
She shook her head violently.
“I would have, and someday when I leave I’ll show you. I’ll never set foot here again.”
The boy watched her.
“You couldn’t do that. You can’t even spend a weekend in Dallas without wanting to come back. Your daddy
told me so. He said, ‘I can’t get a room on the west side of the hotel or old Sid’ll spent all her time gazing out the
window tryin’ to see home.’”
She was crying.
“That’s a lie you made up. Every word of it. It’s daddy wants to come back early. Not me.”
“And you wait,” the boy continued, “when you go off to that girls’ college this fall, you’ll be home Christmas
and you’ll say, ‘Oh, Harris, I don’t want to go back.’ You’ll flat hate it, being gone from here.”
“I won’t!” she was crying hard. “I’ll go away and get married to somebody in another place. Anywhere but
here.”
The boy watched her. They acted as if they were going to do something more, but finally the boy stood up and
grinned.
“Well, I guess we better get going.”
“I suppose we’d better,” I said, standing also. I felt to blame for the little domestic quarrel, as it were. “Thanks
again for the water, Miss Cabe,” I said. “You saved our lives.”
Harris stood there running his tongue over his lips.
“All right,” he said, then turned to me and motioned, “come on,” and walked out the door.
“I’m sorry, Sid,” I said. “I didn’t mean to start a fuss between you and Harris.”
She shook her head, and her hair fell golden around her face. She wiped her tears away with her bare hand,
pushing her hair back at the same time.
“You didn’t start anything, Dr. Powell. You just got in on something. You better go on before he runs off and
leaves you.” She tossed her head and looked at me.
“He’s just a cowboy. All he thinks about is land and cattle. That’s all he wants out of life. Just like my daddy.
He won’t even get any more education. Thinks he knows everything he needs to know.” She looked at me sadly.
“I’d marry him if he was different.”
I took her hand.
“Goodbye, Sid.”
“Come back again sometime,” she said, sniffing.
The boy was seated in the pickup when I walked out. His rodeo hat was pushed down on his forehead.
“Why don’t we wade across from here?” I asked.
“Naw. Get in. We’ll drive.”
“I thought you couldn’t get there driving?”
“You can if you go through the Lambert.”
“Have we got time?”
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“It’s not far. It’s no further than through the Cabe if you start for there in the first place.”
I smiled.
“There must not be any cute girls at the Lambert ranch.”
My humor failed again.
“There isn’t anything at the Lambert but cattle and cowmen,” he said. “It’s a big spread. A genuine ranch, not
anything TV dreamed up. I’ll guarantee you, I’d like to think I’d ever run something just half as big as the
Lambert.”
I decided I’d better make my amends to the boy, too.
“Harris,” I said, “I apologize for what happened. I didn’t realize I would bring up a sore subject, telling about
the old fort.”
“You didn’t. We go through it all the time. In fact, you might have done her some good. That story about the
general’s son bringing his bride out here … she’ll go to thinking about it and next time I see her, she’ll be telling
me how much tougher she is than some Virginia aristocrat.” He nodded his head in a strong affirmative.
“And, by God, she is.”
He wheeled the pickup around and we bounced down another gravelly hill to take up the pursuit of a pair of
faint creases in the dry grass. It didn’t look like a road to me. But the boy knew where he was going. I leaned back
and let him drive.
138.40 North Of The Big River\fn{by Elmer Kelton (1926-2009)} Andrews, Andrews County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 4
I’d always looked down my nose at ranchmen hiring wetbacks. That’s the people who swim over into Texas
from the south of the Rio Grande. They generally come in the dark of the moon, looking back over their shoulders
for the border patrol. Folks call me Ike Ballantine. For forty years I’ve been ranching ten miles north of the river.
The way I figured it, cheap wetback labor was unfair to workers on our own side of the river. Besides, hiring
wetbacks was breaking the law, just like their swimming over had been.
But then Pedro Gonzales came along.
It all commenced one evening when I was sitting in a rawhide chair on my front porch, glancing over the stock
news in the San Angelo paper. I happened to look up over my reading glasses and spot this feller slipping up
through the brush afoot. I stepped into the house and grabbed my .30-.30. As I levered a cartridge into the breech I
watched the man bend low and sprint up to the house. He disappeared under a window.
Little Juanita Chavez was fixing supper in the kitchen. Her eyes got as big as the biscuits she was cutting when
I slipped through there with the rifle. I stepped out the door and waited on the back porch. When the fellow came
around the comer, I shoved the gun barrel under his nose. He dropped a little bundle he was carrying. His
brownish skin turned a shade lighter, and he licked his lips.
“Please, sir,” he said nervously, in good English. “I mean no harm.”
I saw then that he was young, not much older than Juanita.
All of a sudden he slumped over onto the porch. I was so surprised I dropped the rifle and grabbed him. That
was when I saw the bloodstains on his shirt, and the knife-slit in his sleeve.
I yelled for Juanita to go get her dad, but old Trinidad was already running up from the barn. His soft belly
bounced up and down over a low-slung belt. Neither one of us was as young as we used to be, but we managed to
carry the boy into the house and lay him down on a couch.
Juanita hustled some hot water. Her pretty face got a little pale as she cleaned up the knife wound. It wasn’t too
deep, and it hadn’t struck an artery. She held a warm, damp cloth on the boy’s forehead while I poured rubbing
alcohol into the wound. Busy as I was, I couldn’t help seeing the way Juanita’s dark eyes melted when that boy
began to flinch.
I’d known Juanita ever since she was born, and I’d never seen her look that way before. Her dad had been
working for me for thirty years. He was nearing middle age when he brought a young wife to share the little house
he lived in, out back of mine. The woman had died when Juanita was born. My own wife was gone, too. So
between old Trinidad and me, we’d managed to raise Juanita ourselves. Now, watching the way she handled the
man, I guess we, both felt proud of ourselves.
The young man looked startled as he opened his eyes and saw Juanita bending over him. Waking up and seeing
a girl like her would be apt to make any man think of heaven.
We heard the rattling of a pickup truck on the road leading up to the house. The young Mexican’s eyes got
wide as if it was the hangman coming.
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“It’s Señor Barfield,” he exclaimed. “I must get away!”
He jumped up and almost fell to the floor. I helped Juanita put him back on the couch.
“Keep him still,” I told her. “I don’t know what this is all about, but Barfield won’t get him.”
I walked out front as Clint Barfield braked his pickup to a stop. Although he was my neighbor on the south, it
was the first time he had been on my place since I’d caught him trying to cheat me in a cattle trade a couple of
years back. He crawled out of his pickup like a mad bull coming through a barbed-wire fence. Another man was
with him, his dark-skinned segundo named Salazar.
“I’m looking for a damned wetback that left my place this mornin’,” Barfield boomed. “If he’s come over here,
I want him right now!”
Barfield's face had always made me think of a grizzly bear, especially when he was mad.
“What do you want him for?” I asked.
“He stole one of my horses. If you got him here, bring him out.”
I could feel a fire kindling up in me. I wished I’d brought my gun along.
“There's nobody here but me and the Chavez family,” I told him flatly. “And I’d just as soon you’d git off my
place.”
Barfield stood glaring as if he wanted to take an ax handle to me. He was big enough to whip me without any
help.
Just then Salazar came around the corner of the house. I hadn’t noticed him sneak away. He was carrying the
bundle of clothes the young Mexican had dropped by the back porch.
“I won’t fool with you, Ballantine,” Barfield thundered. “Drag that boy out here or I’ll tell the border patrol
you’re harborin’ wetbacks!”
I couldn’t help snickering.
“But you’d have to tell them how you come to know. You probably had him grubbin’ prickly pear, then refused
to pay him, like you do so many wetbacks. If he took a horse, he’d probably earned it.”
Barfield and Salazar began to move toward me. Then they stopped and looked up on the porch. I glanced back.
Old Trinidad stood there like a bulldog, the .30-.30 rifle in his hands.
Barfield swallowed hard, and his face got the color of a ripe apple. He raised his fist.
“All right, Ballantine, but we’ll be back.”
They crawled into the pickup and drove off so fast the dust didn’t settle for ten minutes.
The boy felt a lot better then. His name was Pedro Gonzales, he told us. He had worked as a vaquero on
ranches down in Chihuahua. But the outbreak of foot and mouth disease and the quarantine laid against Mexican
cattle by the United States government had been hard on Mexican ranchmen, and Pedro couldn’t find work any
more. He had decided to swim over and try the Texas side.
He had hit Barfield’s ranch, which lay on the river. Barfield and Salazar had offered him a nice chunk of
money to help them with a job and keep his mouth shut. Under the light of the moon Salazar had led Pedro and a
couple more vaqueros across the river. They had picked up about forty steer yearlings from a Mexican ranchman
and pushed them back across the river. A few hundred yards to the north, on rocky land where tracks wouldn’t
show, Barfield had a movable sheep-panel corral and a couple of bobtail cattle trucks waiting for the contraband
steers. Bought cheap, the cattle would at least triple his money on Texas markets.
By the time Pedro realized what serious trouble he was letting himself in for, it was too late. Next day he
bundled up the few clothes he had. He found Salazar in the barn and asked to be paid off. Salazar knew the boy
was pulling up stakes. He slipped out his knife and sprung at Pedro. Pedro grabbed the man’s arm and held the
knife point inches away from his throat. The two pitched and rolled on the barn floor. Sweat was popping out on
Salazar’s swarthy face as Pedro held him on the floor and struggled for the knife. Pedro saw a big, rusty gate
hinge under a saddle rack. He grabbed it with one hand and slung it at Salazar’s head. The knife blade cut into
Pedro’s arm, but Salazar was stunned. Holding his wounded arm, Pedro grabbed his bundle and ran out the barn
door. A saddled horse stood tied to a fence. It was Salazar’s. Pedro swung up and lit out the only open gate.
He should have headed south of the river, he realized later. But the pasture lay to the north, and Pedro’s only
thought was to get away. Men came after him, but he stayed clear of them. Finally the tired horse stumbled, and
Pedro sprawled on the ground. He was weak, and couldn’t get up in time to catch the mount, so he started out
afoot.
As he got his strength back, Pedro turned out to be a lot of help to us. At first he worked around the houses and
corrals, helping old Trinidad finish up a lot of jobs that there hadn’t been time for before. He fixed up the kitchen
for Juanita, rearranging shelves and building new ones to save her a lot of steps. He fixed the leaky faucets and
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cleaned out the stovepipes. I could see Juanita’s eyes go soft every time he came around her. It worried me a little.
By the time Pedro had been on the place three weeks, I was ready to let him stay, border patrol or no border
patrol. I’d just about forgotten the trouble I’d had with Clint Barfield, and Pedro was a top-notch cowboy.
But then it all came back to me in a hail of hot lead. Pedro and I were out horseback, looking for wormies in
the south pasture which neighbored Barfield’s place. I didn’t think much about riding across the flat close to the
fence. I’d done it ten thousand times before. All of a sudden a bullet zipped between us and whined off into the
brush. My horse reared up and like to’ve spilled me. Another shot came from over past the fence, and a third
bullet hit the horse. I sailed out over his shoulder and lit rolling in the sand.
The rifleman was really after me now. A bullet thudded into the ground in front of my face as I got up. I started
running, and another hit behind me.
Pedro yelled. I turned and saw him spurring after me. He reined up, grabbed me, and helped me swing up
behind him. Then we rode for better cover, the rifleman still shooting. Pedro’s horse, Snorter, didn’t like the
double load, but I managed to hold on to Pedro.
We rode straight to the house. I stomped in, grabbed my .30-.30, and got another gun for Pedro.
“From now on this gun is yours,” I said, my blood hot enough to melt the watch in my pocket. “If you ever
catch any of Barfield’s bunch on my place, use it!”
We caught fresh horses and headed back, me ridin’ Trinidad’s old saddle. Nothing happened when we got to
where we’d been shot at. The man was gone. We tied our horses to the fence and crossed over afoot. I was still
mad enough to’ve bit the wires in two. All we could find was spent cartridge cases, an empty Bull Durham sack,
and a penny-size Mexican match box.
“Salazar!” Pedro gritted, half spitting the word out.
“The sheriff’ll be interested in this,” I said angrily.
Then I thought better. He would be too interested. I’d have to tell him about Pedro. By this time I knew I sure
didn’t want to lose that boy.
Juanita didn't want to lose him either. She was waiting by the gate when we rode in. Tears of happiness rolled
down her cheeks as she saw that we were both in good shape. She threw her arms around Pedro and clung to him,
and I noticed he held on to her pretty tight.
Old Trinidad was standing in the barn door. He shook his gray head. The wrinkles in his face looked deeper
than ever.
“What do we do when he must go back to Mexico?” he asked me sadly. “Juanita, she has Mexican blood, but
she is American. She not happy south of the river.”
I felt like there was a heavy rock on top of my heart.
“She won’t be happy here, either Trinidad—not without him.”
That night I began to get some hope. I read in the Angelo paper that Mexico was taking Texas off its labor
blacklist and the ranchmen and farmers could make applications to keep any wetbacks that were already on their
places.
I didn’t tell Pedro or the Chavezes. No use getting their hopes up for something that might not work out. The
next morning I got into the pickup and drove to town. I hunted up a border patrol officer and asked him about the
piece in the paper. It was right, he said. I’d have to go to an employment commission office and file application to
keep Pedro.
It was mid-afternoon when I finally hit the long road back to the ranch, and not long before sundown when I
drove up to the house. Juanita came running out the door when she heard me. Tears were streaming down her
face.
“He’s gone!” she cried. ‘He’s gone!”
She was so broke up I couldn't get any sense out of her. While she cried on my shoulder, old Trinidad told me
about it. Pedro had saddled up Snorter and left a couple of hours before. He had felt he was to blame for me
getting shot at. He had told Juanita he loved her, but he knew she couldn’t be happy in Mexico. And he didn’t
want to be torn away from her later, the way he would be if the border patrol got him. So he was going back to
Mexico now, before it was too late. He had taken the rifle I had given him, and a pocketful of shells, on the
chance that he might strike some of Barfield’s bunch on his way to the river. If we couldn’t head him off before he
got to the river, there wasn’t much chance of ever getting him back. The Mexican government had a habit of
throwing Americans in the calaboose for going down there soliciting labor.
I told Trinidad we’d get the pickup and try to overtake him. I took the .30-.30 down off the rack and got my
deer-hunting rifle out of the closet for Trinidad. We took out across country, hoping to beat him to the river. We
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might have, too, if we hadn’t hit that rough stretch and got the pickup stuck on high center. We fumed and fussed
for an hour before we got the blamed thing loose. It was dark then, but the moon was coming out.
Way ahead of us, and off to the right, we could see car lights moving. We cut our own lights off and felt along
in the dark. A mile from the river we heard shots, and I recognized the peculiar sound of that old rifle Pedro had
taken.
“Pedro’s run onto Barfield’s bunch,” I said, my heart climbing up in my throat. I gunned the old pickup, and
we bounced across that rough country like a matchbox behind a bicycle. I didn’t dare turn the lights on now. A
little way from where the shooting was, I pulled to a stop.
“I’m goin’ down to haul Pedro out of there, Trinidad,” I said. “You better stay here. If somethin’ goes wrong,
it’ll be good to have you out here where you can help us. If we make it, we’ll pick you up.”
Trinidad protested, but he got out. As I drove off he was still arguing with me, using his hands as much as his
mouth. I stepped on the gas again, heading for that rifle. Soon I saw Pedro. Jamming on the brakes, I tooted the
horn and hollered:
“Over here, Pedro! It’s me, Ike!”
Pedro fired one more shot and came running. Guns flashed back in the darkness. A bullet slammed through the
top of the pickup. Pedro jumped in, and we spun back around.
“Thanks to God you have come,” he breathed. “My shells were about gone.”
Barfield was bringing cattle across the river again, he told me breathlessly. Pedro had accidentally run into one
of Barfield’s sentries, stationed down the river a ways to keep a lookout for the border patrol. When the shooting
had started, Pedro had got down behind cover, and his horse had run off.
They were after us on horseback now. Pedro smashed the back window and fired through it with his rifle.
Bullets clanged into the pickup. Every time Pedro levered a hot shell case out of the rifle, I flinched, expecting it
to flip down my collar.
That’s why I didn’t see the ditch ahead till it was too late. A front wheel cut into it. We came to a sudden jolting
stop. By the time our heads had cleared, Barfield, Salazar, and another rider had us covered.
“Crawl out of there with your hands up,” Barfield growled. “This is where we even up the score.”
There wasn't much else we could do. Salazar and the other rider tied our hands behind our backs.
“What do we do with the pickup, Señor Barfield?” asked Salazar. “Nobody cares about this wetback, but they
look for Ike Ballantine.”
Barfield grunted.
“Nobody’ll ever know what happened if they can’t find no sign. I know a gully close to here where we can
cave a bank in on top of the pickup and cover it up, with them two in it.”
Barfield got in the pickup, started. racing the motor and rocked back and forth till the pickup came out of the
ditch. He left the motor running and jumped out.
“Put them in the back and keep an eye on them, Salazar,” he ordered. “We may need them to push if we get in
a ditch again.” To the rider he said,
“Follow along behind us with the horses. We got to have them [to] get away from the gully.”
They forced us to get in the bed of the pickup, then Barfield commenced driving slowly across country in the
moonlight. Salazar sat there by the end gate, watching us like a cat does a mouse he’s playing with. Behind us,
down by the river, we saw three sets of car lights. A few shots rang out, then there was silence.
“The border patrol, Salazar,” I said. Any other time I’d have laughed. “The shootin’ must’ve brought them.
They’ll be roundin’ up your friends with the trucks and cattle.”
Even at the distance I could see fury cross over Salazar’s swarthy face.
“They will be too late to help you, señor.”
I glanced sideways at Pedro. He was sitting in one corner, his back to the side of the pickup. I noticed he was
working his wrists up and down a little. Barfield’s bullets had left jagged holes in the pickup. Pedro was sawing
his ropes in two on the rim of one of them. Behind us I could see a rider following along. In the darkness I
couldn’t tell much about him, but I figured it was Barfield’s man.
All of a sudden Pedro shook his ropes loose and sprang up at Salazar like a panther after a horse. The outlaw
was too startled to do anything for a second. His gun went flying as Pedro hit him. Then the two plunged over the
end gate and sprawled out on the ground.
Barfield braked the pickup to a sudden stop and piled out, a gun in his hand. Pedro wouldn’t have a chance, I
thought. Although my hands were behind my back, I stood up and jumped out at Barfield, hoping a boot heel in
his belly might stop him. He dodged. As I went down on my knees he fetched me a blow with his gun barrel that
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flattened me out. My heart seemed to stop beating as I raised up a little and saw Barfield trying to draw down on
Pedro. But Pedro and Salazar were rolling on the ground like a couple of mountain lions. For a moment Pedro
was on top. Barfield leveled the gun, and I closed my eyes.
But it wasn’t a pistol that spoke. It was my deer rifle. I opened my eyes to see Barfield slump to the ground.
Old Trinidad was there, the rifle in his hand. He was fighting to keep hold of a boogered horse. I managed to get
to my feet and walk over to him. Pedro and Salazar were still locked together on the ground. I caught the glint of a
knife in Salazar’s hand, and saw that Pedro was holding the man’s wrist like a vise. Inch by inch Pedro forced the
knife back around. All of a sudden he shoved it downward.
Salazar stiffened, shuddered, then kind of relaxed. He was dead.
Pedro arose slowly, looking at the knife. He dropped it in the sand and turned to look at us. His face gleamed
with sweat.
“I should have killed him on that day at Barfield’s,” he said bitterly. “The chance was mine.”
Car lights moved toward us, and a spotlight played back and forth across the brush. It was the border patrol.
Pedro limped over to the pickup and turned on the lights to guide the patrolmen. Old Trinidad picked up the knife
and cut the ropes that my wrists were bound with.
“That was you that was follerin’ us on horseback,” I said. I still couldn’t savvy. “I thought it was Barfield’s
man.”
Trinidad grinned a little.
“When you drive into the ditch I run to help. But I see the riders get there before me. I think it is better I wait.
As soon as the pickup go, I slip up and take the man’s horse away from him.”
I began to savvy.
“Where’s the man now?”
Trinidad broke into a broad grin that reached from one ear to the other.
“He’s still there, I think. He have one awful headache.”
Well sir, to make a long story short, the government was grateful to Pedro. It had suspected that cattle was
being pushed across the river. Government riders had secretly searched over Barfield’s place, but hadn’t found
any Mexican stock. That was because Barfield trucked them off.
Old Trinidad moved into the main house with me, putting his gear in the back bedroom. Then we all pitched in
and started fixing up the house he and Juanita had been living in. By the time we got through with it, it was a right
pretty little place.
Just right for a young couple to start out in.
134.67 Trip In A Summer Dress\fn{by Annette Sanford (1929- )} Cuero, Dewitt County, Texas, U.S.A. (F) 4
Moths are already dying under the street lamps when I board the bus. I have said goodbye to my mother and to
Matthew, who is crying because he’s almost six and knows I won’t be back in time for his birthday. I won’t be
back for the next one either, but who’s going to tell him that?
I spread myself out on two seats. I have a brown plastic purse, a tan makeup case, and a paperback book. I
could be anybody starting a trip.
The driver is putting the rest of my things in the luggage compartment. His name is E. E. Davis, and the sign at
the front of the bus says not to talk to him. He can count on me.
The bus is coughing gray smoke into the loading lanes. I can see my mother and Matthew moving back into
the station, out of sight. I fan myself with the paperback and smooth the skirt of my dress. Blue. Cotton. No
sleeves.
“It’s too late for a summer dress,” my mother said while we waited. Before that, she said October is a cold
month in Arkansas. She said that Matthew needs vitamins, that the man who sells tickets looks like Uncle Harry.
Some things she said twice without even noticing.
We’re moving finally. E. E. Davis is making announcements in a voice like a spoon scraping a cooking pot. We
rest twenty minutes in Huntsville, we stay in our seats while the coach is in motion. All the time he’s talking I’m
watching my mother and Matthew on the corner waiting for the light to change. Matthew is sucking two fingers
and searching the bus windows for me. I could wave, but I don’t.
I’m riding off into the night because two days from now in Eureka Springs, Arkansas, I’m going to be married.
Bill Richards is his name. He has brown hair and a gentle touch and a barber shop. He thinks marriages are made
in heaven. He thinks Matthew is my mother’s son.
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She’s young enough. She married and had her first child when she was fifteen. So did I, but I wasn’t married.
Matthew was born on Uncle Harry’s tree farm in East Texas where I went with my mother after she told all her
friends she was pregnant again. She needed fresh air and a brother’s sympathy, she said, and me to look after her.
Knowing me, maybe some of them believed her. I was skinny and flat-chested and worked after school in the
aviary at the zoo mixing up peanut butter and sunflower seeds and feeding fuzzy orphans with an eye dropper.
Most nights I studied. What happened was just a mistake I made because I’d never given much thought to that
kind of thing and when the time came it caught me without my mind made up one way or the other..
So we went to the tree farm. Every day while we waited my mother preached me a sermon: you didn’t pass
around a child like a piece of cake, and you didn’t own him like a house or a refrigerator, and you didn’t tell him
one thing was true one day and something else was true the next. You took a child and set him down in the safest
place you could find. Then you taught him the rules and let him grow. One thing for sure: you didn’t come along
later just when he was thinking he was a rose and tell him he was a lily instead, just because it suited you to.
What you did was you gave him to your mother and father and you called him your brother and that was that.
Except for one thing. They let you name him.
I picked Matthew because of the dream. All through that night I’d been Moses’ sister tending to the reed basket
when the queen found him. All night I was Moses’ sister running up and down that river bank hollering till my
throat about burst. When the pain was over, there he was—with my mother taking care of him just like the Bible
story says. Only you can’t name a little pink baby Moses because Moses was mostly an old man. So I settled on
Matthew.
It made him mine.
There are four people on this bus. There’s a black boy in the second seat blowing bubbles with his gum. Across
from him are a couple of ladies just out of the beauty parlor with hair too blue, and a child one seat up across from
me. A little girl. Scared probably. She’s pretty young for traveling in the dark.
I’m not going to look at them anymore. Everything you do in this life gets mixed up with something else, so
you better watch out, even just looking at people. Landscapes are safer. Pine trees, rice fields, oil rigs. I got my fill
of them coming back from Uncle Harry’s. I didn’t look once at Matthew, but I felt him, even when he wasn’t
crying. He had hold of me way down deep and wouldn’t let go for love nor money.
I sat on the back seat. My father drove and my mother cooed at her brand new son, the first one in four girls. If
she said that one time, she said it a hundred. Finally I said—so loud my father ran off the road,
“He’s not your child! I birthed him. I’m his mother, and I’m going to raise him up to know I am! Now what’s
the matter with that?” My mother said,
“Count the l’s, and you’ll know.”
She didn’t even turn around.
I got used to it, the way you do a thorn that won’t come out or chronic appendicitis. But it’s hard to pretend all
the time that something’s true when it isn’t.
So I didn’t. I talked to Matthew about it. I fed him cereal on the back porch by the banana tree, and I told him
just how it was he came about. I took him to the park in his red-striped stroller and showed him pansies and tulips
and iris blooming. I told him they were beautiful and that’s the way it is with love.
Only I hadn’t loved his father, I said, and that’s where I was wrong. A person ought never to give his body if
his soul can’t come along.
I told him I’d never leave him because he was me and I was him, and no matter what his mother—who was
really his grandmother—said, I had a plan that would save us.
Then he learned to talk, and I had to quit all that.
It’s just as well ’cause look at me now. Leaving. Going away from him as hard and fast as ever I can. Me and
E. E. Davis burning up the pavement to Huntsville so we can rest twenty minutes and start up again.
Now here’s a town.
That little girl across the aisle is rising up and squirming around. Maybe she lives here. Maybe one of those
houses going by with lights on and people eating supper inside is hers. But I’m not going to ask. You get a child
started talking, you can’t stop them sometimes.
Like Matthew.
The day I said yes to Bill Richards I set my plan a-going. I took Matthew to the park like I always had. We sat
under a tree where I knew something was likely to happen because lately it always did, and when it started, I said:
“Looka there, Matthew. See that redbird feeding her baby?”
“That’s not her baby,” he said when he finally found the limb. “She’s littler than it.”
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“That’s right. The baby’s a cowbird, but it thinks it’s a redbird.” He was real interested.
“Does the redbird know it’s not her baby?”
“Yes, but she keeps on taking care of it because it hatched in her nest and she loves it.”
“How did it get in her nest?”
“Its mama left it there.” I’m taking it slow by then, being mighty careful. “She gave it to the redbirds, but just
for a little while.”
Matthew looked at me.
“Mamas don’t do that.”
“Sometimes they do. If they have to.”
“Why would they have to?”
“If they can’t take care of the babies, it’s better that way.”
“Why can’t they take care of them?”
“Well. For one thing, cowbirds are too lazy to build nests. Or won’t. Or can’t.”
I saw right away I’d said it all wrong. Matthew stuck out his bottom lip.
“I don’t like cowbirds.”
“They aren’t really bad birds,” I said quick as I could. “They just got started on the wrong foot— wing.”
Nothing went right with that conversation.
“They’re ugly too.”
“The mama comes back, Matthew. She always comes back. She whistles and the baby hears and they fly away
together.”
“I wouldn’t go. I’d peck her with my nose.”
“Let’s go look at the swans,” I said.
“I’d tell her to go away and never come back.”
“Maybe you’d like some popcorn.”
“I would be a redbird forever!”
“Or peanuts. How about a nice big bag?”
When we got home he crawled up in my mother’s lap and kissed her a million times. He told her cowbirds are
awful. He told her he was mighty glad he belonged to her and not to a cowbird. She was mighty glad too, she said.
I told her now was the time to set things straight and she could be a plenty big help if she wanted to.
She told me little pitchers have big ears.
Eureka Springs is about the size of this town we’re going through. In Eureka Springs the barber shop of Bill
Richards is set on a mountain corner, he says, and the streets drop off like shelves around it. Eureka Springs is a
tourist place. Christ stands on a hill there and sees the goings-on. In Eureka Springs, Bill Richards has a house
with window boxes in the front and geraniums growing out, just waiting for someone to pick them.
I can see people in these houses in this town hanging up coats and opening doors and kissing each other.
Women are washing dishes, and kids are getting lessons. Next year Matthew is going to school in Houston. My
mother will walk with him to the corner where he’ll catch the bus. He’ll have on short pants and a red shirt
because red’s his favorite color, and he won’t want to let go of her hand. In Eureka Springs it will be too cool for a
boy to start school wearing short pants.
In Eureka Springs, a boy won’t have to.
I can see I was wrong about that little girl. She’s not scared. She’s been up and down the aisle twice and
pestered E. E. Davis. She’s gotten chewing gum from the boy and candy from the ladies. It’s my turn now, I
guess.
“Hello.” I know better, but I can’t help it. She puts a sticky hand on my arm.
“How come you’re crying?”
“Dirt in my eye.”
“From the chemical plant,” she says, pretty smarty. “They're p'’uters. They make plastic bags and umberellas.”
I open my purse and take out a Kleenex.
“How do you know?”
“I know everything on this road.”
“You live on it?” She throws back her head like a TV star.
“Prac’ly. Fridays I go that way.” She points toward the back window. “Sundays I come back. My daddy’s got
week-in custardy.” She hangs on the seat in front of me and breathes through her mouth. She smells like corn
chips.
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“They had a big fight, but Mama won most of me. You got any kids?”
“No—yes.”
“Don’t you know?” A tooth is missing under those pouty lips.
“I have a boy, a little younger than you.” I never said it out loud before to anybody but Matthew, and him when
he was just a baby.
“Where is he?”
“At home. With his grandmother.”
“Whyn’t you bring him?”
“I’m going a far piece. He’s better off there.” She pops her gum and swings a couple of times on one heel.
“You got a boyfriend?”
“Yes.” It’s out before I can stop it. I ought to bite my tongue off or shake her good. A child with no manners is
an abomination before the Lord, my mother says. That’s one thing about my mother. She won’t let Matthew get
away with a thing. The child turns up her mouth corners, but it’s not a smile.
“My mama’s got one too. Name’s Rex. He’s got three gold teeth and a Cadillac.”
“How far is it to Huntsville?”
“Two more towns and a dance hall.”
“You run on. I’m going to take a nap.”
She wanders off up the aisle and plops in a seat. In a second her feet are up in it, her skirt sky-high. Somebody
ought to care that she does that. Somebody ought to be here to tell her to sit up like a lady. Especially on a bus. All
kinds of people ride buses.
I met Bill Richards on a bus. Going to Galveston for Splash Day. He helped us off and carried my tote bag and
bought us hot dogs. He bought Matthew a snow cone. He built him a castle. He gave him a shoulder ride right into
the waves. A girl married to Bill Richards wouldn’t have to do a thing but love him. A girl married to Bill
Richards wouldn’t tell him she had a son with no father, my mother said. And she wouldn’t tell her son he was her
son. Or a redbird either. She would forget it and love her brother.
We’re stopping at a filling station sort of place. The blue-haired ladies are tying nets around their heads and
stuffing things in paper sacks. They get out and a lot of hot air comes in. The door pops shut and E. E. Davis gives
it the gas.
“Ten more miles to Huntsville.”
“My mama better be there this time!” the child says, loud and quivery.
I had it right in the first place, I guess. Her scare is just all slicked over with chewing gum and smart talk.
Inside she’s powerful shaky.
“Your mama’ll be there, don’t you worry.” Before I can close my mouth she’s on me like a plaster cast. I
should have been a missionary.
“She’s always late. Last time I waited all night. The bus station man bought me a cheese sandwich and covered
me up with his coat.”
“Something kept her, I guess.”
“Yeah.” She slides down in the seat beside me. “Rex.”
I don’t want to talk to her. I want to think about things. I want to figure out how it’s going to be in Eureka
Springs with Christ looking right into the kitchen window when I’m kissing Bill Richards, and Him knowing all
the time about Moses’ sister. I want to think about Matthew growing up and getting married himself and even
dying without ever knowing I’m his mother.
Most of all I want to get off this bus and go and get my baby.
“Huntsville!” yells E. E.
“I told you! I told you she wouldn’t be here.”
That child’s got a grip on my left hand so tight the blood’s quit running. We’re standing in the waiting room
with lots of faces, but none of them is the right one. It’s pitch dark outside and hot as a devil’s poker.
“Just sit down,” I say. “She’ll come.”
“I have to go to the bathroom.”
“Go ahead. I’ll watch for her.”
I go in the phone booth. No matter what my mother says, Matthew is a big boy. He can take it. So can Bill
Richards. I put two quarters and seven nickels on the shelf by the receiver. I get the dial tone. I spin the numbers
out, eleven of them, and drop my money in the slot.
I see the woman coming in out of the dark. She’s holding hands—with a gold-toothed man and her mouth’s all
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pouty like the child’s. My mother’s voice shouts hello in my ear.\fn{ Not to be rude; people used to do that at the beginning
of the use of long-distance calling; probably from the unconscious racial memory of raising ones voice in order to be understood when
shouting from hill to hill, or street-corner to street-corner, or across a street from house to house; but they don’t do it any more .}

“Wait,” I tell her.
I open the door of the phone booth.
“Wait! She’s in the restroom. Your child. There, she’s coming yonder.”
I can see they wish she wasn’t. I can see how they hate Sundays.
“Talk if you’re going to,” my mother says. She only calls long distance when somebody dies.
“Mama, I wanted to tell you—”
“That you wish you had your coat. I knew it! The air’s too still and sticky not to be breeding a blizzard.”
“It’s hot here, for goodness sakes!”
“Won’t be for long. Thirty by morning the TV says. Twenty where you’re going. Look in the makeup case. I
stuck in your blue wool sweater.”
“Matthew—”
“In bed and finally dropping off. I told him an hour ago, the sooner you shed today, the quicker tomorrow’ll
come, but he’s something else to convince, that boy.”
“Comes by it naturally,” I say, and plenty loud, but she doesn’t hear.
“Have a good trip,” she’s yelling, “and wrap up warm in the wind.”
When I step outside, it’s blowing all right, just like she said. Hard from the north and sharp as a scissors. By
the time E. E. Davis swings open the door and bellows, “All aboard for Eureka Springs,” that wind is tossing up
newspapers and bus drivers’ caps and hems of summer dresses. It’s whipping through door cracks and rippling
puddles and freezing my arms where the sleeves ought to be.
If I was my mother, I’d get mighty tired of always being right.
138.44 Excerpt from The Last Picture Show\fn{by Larry Jeff McMurtry (1936- )} Wichita Falls, Wichita County,
Texas, U.S.A. (M) 4
All day the boys alternated, one driving the other sleeping, and by late evening they were in the Valley, driving
between the green orange groves. It was amazing how different the world was, once the plains were left behind. In
the Valley there were even palm trees. The sky was violet, and dusk lingered until they were almost to
Matamoros. Every few miles they passed roadside groceries, lit with yellow light bulbs and crowded with tables
piled high with corn and squash, cabbages and tomatoes.
“This is a crazy place,” Duane said. “Who you reckon eats all that squash?”
They drove straight on through Brownsville and paid a fat, bored tollhouse keeper twenty cents so they could
drive across the bridge. Below them was the Rio Grande, a river they had heard about all their lives. Its waters
were mostly dark, touched only here and there by the yellow bridge lights. Several Mexican boys in ragged shirts
were sitting on one of the guardrails, spitting into the water and chattering to one another.
A few blocks from the bridge they came to a stoplight on a pole, with four or five boys squatting by it.
Apparently someone had run into the light pole because it was leaning away from the street at a forty-five degree
angle. As soon as Sonny stopped one of the boys ran out and jumped lightly onto the running board.
“Girl?” he said. “Boy’s Town? Dirty movie?”
“Well, I guess,” Sonny said. “I guess,” Sonny said. “I guess that’s what we came for.”
The boy quickly got in the cab and began to chatter directions in Tex-Mex—Sonny followed them as best he
could. They soon left the boulevard and got into some of the narrowest streets the boys had ever seen. Barefooted
kids and cats and dogs were playing in the street, night or no night, and they moved aside for the pickup very
reluctantly. A smell of onions seemed to pervade the whole town, and the streets went every which direction.
There were lots of intersections but no stop signs—apparently the right of way belonged to the driver with the
most nerve. Sonny kept stopping at the intersections, but that was a reversal of local custom: most drivers beeped
their horns and speeded up, hoping to dart through before anyone could hit them.
Mexico was more different from Thalia than either of the boys would have believed. The number of people
who went about at night was amazing to them. In Thalia three or four boys on the courthouse square constituted a
lively crowd, but the streets of Matamoros teemed with people. Groups of men stood on what, in Thalia, would
have been sidewalks, children rushed about in the dust, and old men sat against buildings.
Their guide finally ordered them to stop in front of a dark lump that was apparently some sort of dwelling.
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“This couldn’t be no whorehouse,” Duane said. “It ain’t big enough to have a whore in it.”
Not knowing what else to do, they got out and followed their guide to the door. A paunchy Mexican in his
undershirt and khakis opened it and grunted at the guide.
“Ees got movies,” the boy said.
They all went inside, into a bedroom. Through an open doorway the boys could see an old woman stirring
something in a pot, onions and tomatoes it smelled like. An old man with no shirt on and white hair on his chest
sat at a table staring at some dominoes. Neither the old man nor old woman so much as glanced at the boys. There
were two beds in the bedroom and on one of them three little Mexican boys were curled up, asleep. Sonny felt
strange when he saw them. They looked very helpless, and he could not feel it was very polite for Duane and him
to barge into their room. The paunchy man immediately brought up the subject of movies.
“Ten dollars,” he said. “Got all kinds.”
He knelt and drew a tiny little projector out from under the bed and took several rolls of eight-millimeter film
out of a little bureau. The boys looked uncomfortably at one another. They either had to pay and watch the movies
or else refuse and leave, and since they had driven five hundred miles to see some wickedness it was pointless to
refuse. Duane handed over a ten dollar bill and the man stuffed it in his pocket and calmly began to clear one of
the beds. He picked the sleeping boys up one at a time, carried them into the kitchen, and deposited them under
the table where the old man sat. The little boys moaned a little and stirred in their sleep, but they didn’t wake up.
The paunchy man then put the projector on their bed and prepared to show the movies on a sheet hung against the
opposite wall.
“I don’t like this,” Sonny said, appalled. “I never come all this way just to get some kids out of bed. If he ain’t
got a better place than this to show them I’d just as soon go on.”
Duane was of the same mind, but when they tried to explain themselves, the guide and the projectionist both
seemed puzzled.
“Ees okay,” the guide said. “Sleepin’ away.” He gestured at the three little boys, all of whom were sound
asleep on the dirt floor.
Sonny and Duane were stubborn. Even though the little boys were asleep, it wouldn’t do: they couldn’t enjoy a
dirty movie so long as they were in sight of the displaced kids. Finally the projectionist shrugged, picked up the
projector, and led them back through the hot kitchen and across an alley. The guide followed, carrying the film.
Above them the sky was dark and the stars very bright.
They came to what seemed to be a sort of long outhouse, and when the guide knocked a thin, middle-aged man
opened the door. He had only one leg, but no crutch, the room being so small that he could easily hop from one
resting place to the next. As soon as they were all inside the guide informed the boys that it would cost them five
dollars more because of the change of rooms: the one-legged man could not be put to the trouble of sitting
through a pornographic movie for nothing. Sonny paid it and the projectionist plugged the projector into a light
socket. An old American calendar hung on the door, a picture of a girl in mechanic’s overalls on the front of it.
The one-legged man simply turned the calendar around and they had a screen.
“You mean they’re going to show it on the back of a calendar,” Duane said. “For fifteen dollars?”
The light was turned off and the projector began to buzz—the title of the picture was Mans Best Friend. It was
clearly an old picture, because the lady who came on the screen was dressed like ladies in Laurel and Hardy
movies. The similarity was so strong that for a moment the boys expected Laurel and Hardy to come on the screen
and do dirty things to her. As the plot unfolded the print became more and more scratchy and more and more
faded; soon it was barely possible to tell that the figures on the screen were human. The boys leaned forward to
get a better look and were amazed to discover that the figures on the screen weren’t all human. One of the actors
was a German shepherd dog.
“My God,” Duane said.
They both immediately felt the trip was worthwhile, if only for the gossip value. Nobody in Thalia had ever
seen a dog and a lady behaving that way: clearly it was the ultimate depravity, even more depraved than having
congress with Negro whores. They were speechless. A man came on and replaced the dog, and then the dog came
back on and he and the man teamed up. The projectionist and the guide chuckled with delight at this development,
but the boys were too surprised to do anything but watch. The ugliness of it all held them spellbound.
When it was over they walked to the pickup in silence, followed by the guide and the projectionist. The latter
was making a sales pitch.
“Lots more reels,” he said. “Got French, Gypsy, Chinese lesbian, all kinds. Five dollars a reel from now on.”
The boys shook their heads. They wanted to get away and think. The guide shrugged and climbed in beside
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them and they drove away, leaving the fat man in the middle of the road.
“I hope he puts them kids back in bed,” Sonny commented.
“Boy’s Town now,” the guide said happily. “Five hundred girls there. Clean, too.”
They soon left the downtown area and bumped off toward the outskirts of Matamoros. A red Chevrolet with
Texas license plates was just in front of them, throwing the white dust of the dirt road up into their headlights.
Soon they saw Boy’s Town, the neon lights from the larger cabarets winking red and green against the night. At
first it looked like there were a hundred clubs, but after they drove around a while they saw that there were only
fifteen or twenty big places, one on every corner. Between the corners were dark, unlit rows of cribs. The guide
gestured contemptuously at the cribs and took them to a place called the Cabaret ZeeZee. When the boys parked,
a fat policeman in khakis walked up and offered to open the door for them, but the guide chattered insultingly to
him and he shrugged lazily and turned away.
The boys entered the cabaret timidly, expecting to be mobbed at once by whores or else slugged by Mexican
gangsters, but neither thing happened. They were simply ignored. There was a large jukebox and a few couples
dancing, but most of the people in the club were American boys, sitting around tables.
“The competition’s gonna be worse here than it is in Thalia,” Duane said. “We might as well get some beer.”
They sat down at one of the tile-topped tables and waited several minutes before a waitress came over and got
their order. She brought them the first Mexican beer they had ever tasted, and they drank the first bottles thirstily.
In their tired, excited state the beer quickly took effect—before they knew it they had had five bottles apiece, and
the fatigue of the trip seemed to be dropping away. A fat-faced girl in a green blouse came over, introduced herself
as Juanita, and with no further preamble squeezed Sonny intimately through his blue jeans. He was amazed.
Though responsive, he felt the evening would bring better things than Juanita, so he politely demurred. Juanita
went around and squeezed Duane the same way, but got the same reply.
“Texas ees full of queers,” she said, swishing her buttocks derogatorily as she walked away.
The boys contemplated themselves over the beer bottles, wondering if they had been seriously insulted.
As the night wore on Sonny gradually set his mind on a slim, black-headed girl who spent most of her time on
the dance floor, dancing with boys from Texas A & M. There were a good many boys from Texas A & M in the
cabaret.
“I thought Aggies was all irresistible cocksmen,” Duane said. “What’s so many of them doing in a
whorehouse?”
In time Sonny approached the girl, whose name was Maria. She cheerfully came to the table with him and
downed three whiskeys while he was having a final beer. Between drinks she blew her warm, slightly sticky
breath in his ear and squeezed him the way Juanita had.
“All night party?” she asked. “Jus’ tweenty-five dollars. We can leef right now.”
It seemed ungallant to haggle with such a confident girl, so Sonny agreed. It turned out he owed eight dollars
for the drinks, but it didn’t seem gallant to haggle about that either. He paid, and Maria led him out the back door
of the Cabaret ZeeZee into a very dark alley, where the only light was from the bright stars far above. The place
she took him didn’t even have a door, just a blue curtain with a light behind it. The room was extremely tiny. The
one light bulb was in a socket on the wall and the bed was an old iron cot with a small mattress and a thin green
bedspread.
In the room, Maria seemed less perky than she had in the club. She looked younger than she had inside. Sonny
watched her unzip her dress—her back was brown and smooth, but when she turned to face him he was really
surprised. Her breasts were heavy, her nipples large and purplish, and she was clearly pregnant. He had never seen
a pregnant woman naked before, but he knew from the heavy bulge of her abdomen that she must be carrying a
child. She tried to look at him with whorish gaiety, but somehow it didn’t work: the smile was without life, and
showed her gums. When he was undressed she splashed him with coolish water from a brown pitcher, and
scrutinized him with such care that an old worry popped into his mind. Perhaps his equipment was too small? He
had worried about that when he first began to go with Ruth, and had even tried to find out how large one’s
equipment was supposed to be, but the only two reference works in the high-school library were the World Book
and the Texas Almanac, neither of which had anything helpful on penises. Gradually it had ceased to worry him,
but with Maria he had begun to feel generally hesitant.
“But aren’t you going to have a baby?” he asked, not sure that the question was proper.
Maria nodded.
“Two already,” she said, meaning to reassure him. Her heavy breasts and large grape-colored nipples were not
at all congruous with her thin calves and girlish shoulders.
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Sonny lay down with her on the cot, but he knew even before he began that somehow twenty-five dollars had
been lost. He didn’t want to stay in the room all night, or even very much of it.
Two minutes later it came home to him why Ruth had insisted they make love on the floor: the cot springs
wailed and screamed, and the sound made him feel as though every move he made was sinful. He had driven five
hundred miles to get away from Thalia, and the springs took him right back, made him feel exposed. Everyone in
town would know that he had done it with a pregnant whore.
Suddenly he ceased to care about the twenty-five dollars, or about anything; the fatigues of the long trip, down
from the plains, through the hill country and the brush country, through Austin and San Antone, five hundred
miles of it all pressed against the backs of his legs and up his body, too heavy to support. To Maria’s amazement
he simply stopped and went to sleep.
*
When he awoke, he was very hot. The green counterpane was soaked with his sweat. It was not until he had
been awake a minute or two that he realized the sun was shining in his face. He was still in the room where Maria
had brought him, but the room had no roof—the night before he had not even noticed. It was just an open crib.
He hurriedly got up and put on his clothes, his head aching. While he was tying his shoes he suddenly had to
vomit, and barely made it past the blue curtain into the street. When he had finished vomiting and was kneeling in
the white dust waiting for his strength to come back he heard a slow clop-clop and looked up to see a strange
wagon rounding the corner into his part of the street. It was a water wagon, drawn by a decrepit brown mule and
driven by an old man. The wagon was entirely filled by a large rubber water tank wrapped in ragged canvas; as
the wagon moved the water sloshed out of the open tank and dripped down the sides of the wagon into the white
dust.
The old man wore a straw hat so old that it had turned brown. His grizzled whiskers were as white as Sam the
Lion’s hair. As he stopped the mule, three or four whores stepped out of their cribs with water pitchers in their
hands. One passed right by Sonny, a heavy woman with a relaxed face and large white breasts that almost spilled
out of her green robe. The whores were barefooted and seemed much happier than they had seemed the night
before. They chattered like high-school girls and came lightly to the wagon to get their water. The old man spoke
to them cheerfully, and when the first group had filled their pitchers he popped the mule lightly with the rein and
proceeded up the street, the slow clop-clop of the mule’s feet very loud in the still morning. When he passed
where Sonny was kneeling the old man nodded to him kindly and gestured with a tin dipper he had in his hand.
Sonny gratefully took a dipper of water from him, using it to wash the sour taste out of his mouth. The old man
smiled at him sympathetically and said something in a philosophic tone, something which Sonny took to mean
that life was a matter of ups and downs.
He stayed where he was and watched the wagon until it rounded the next corner. As it moved slowly up the
street the whores of Matamoros came out of their cribs, some of them combing their black hair, some with white
bosoms uncovered, all with brown pitchers in their hands and coins for the old water man.
Sonny found Duane asleep in the front seat of the pickup, his legs sticking out the window. Three little boys
were playing in the road, trying to lead a dusty white goat across into a pasture of scraggly mesquite. The goat
apparently wanted to go into the Cabaret ZeeZee. A depressed looking spotted dog followed behind the boys and
occasionally yapped discouragedly at the goat.
Duane was too bleary and sick to do more than grunt. His hair was plastered to his temples with sweat.
“You drive,” he said.
By some miracle Sonny managed to wind his way through Matamoros to the Rio Grande—in daylight the
water in the river was green. The boys stood groggily under the custom’s shed for a few minutes, wondering why
in the world they had been so foolish as to come all the way to Mexico. Thalia seemed an impossible distance
away.
“I don’t know if I can make it,” Sonny said.
“How much money we got?”
They found, to their dismay, that their money had somehow evaporated. They had four dollars between them.
There was the money that Sam and Genevieve had given them, hidden in the seat springs, but they had not
planned to use that.
“I guess we can pay them back in a week or two,” Sonny said. “We’ll have to use it.”
When the customs men were through the boys got back in the pickup and drove slowly out of Brownsville,
along the Valley highway. Heat waves shimmered above the green cabbage fields. Despite the sun and heat Duane
soon went to sleep again and slept heavily, wallowing in his own sweat. Sonny drove automatically; he was
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depressed, but not exactly sleepy, and he paced himself from town to town, not daring to think any farther ahead
than the next city limits sign.
Soon the thought of Ruth began to bother him. In retrospect it seemed incredibly foolish that he should drive a
thousand miles to go to sleep on a pregnant girl’s stomach, when any afternoon he could have a much better time
with Ruth. The thought of her slim, familiar body and cool hands suddenly made him very horny and even more
depressed with himself. It occurred to him that he might even be diseased, and he stopped in a filling station in
Alice to inspect himself. Duane woke up and exhibited similar anxieties. For the rest of the day they stopped and
peed every fifty miles, just to be sure they could.
There was money enough for gas, but not much for food, so they managed on Cokes, peanuts, and a couple of
candy bars. Evening finally came, coolness with it, and the boys got a second wind. The trip ceased to seem like
such a fiasco: after all, they had been to Mexico, visited whorehouses, seen dirty movies. In Thalia it would be
regarded as a great adventure, and they could hardly wait to tell about it.
The country around Thalia had never looked so good to them as it did when they came back into it, at four in
the morning. The dark pastures, the farmhouses, the oil derricks and even the jackrabbits that went dashing across
the road in front of them, all seemed comfortable, familiar, private even, part of what was theirs and no one else’s.
After the strangeness of Matamoros the lights of Thalia were especially reassuring. Duane was driving when they
pulled in. He whipped through the red light and turned toward the café. Genevieve would be glad to see they were
safely back.
To their astonishment, the café was dark. No one at all was there. The café had never been closed, not even on
Christmas, and the boys were stunned. Inside, one little light behind the counter shone on the aspirin, the cough
drops, the chewing gum, and cheap cigars.
“It ain’t a holiday, is it?” Sonny said. There was nothing to do but go over to the courthouse and wake up Andy
Fanner—he would know what had happened.
Andy woke up hard, but they kept at him and he finally got out of the car and rubbed his stubbly jaw, trying to
figure out what the boys wanted.
“Oh yeah, you all been gone, ain’t you,” he said. “Gone to Mexico. You don’t know about it. Sam the Lion
died yesterday mornin’.”
“Died?” Sonny said.
After a moment he walked over to the curb in front of the courthouse and sat down. The traffic light blinked
red and green over the empty street. Andy came over to the curb too, yawning and rubbing the back of his neck.
“Yep,” he said. “Quite a blow. Keeled over on one of the snooker tables. Had a stroke.”
Soon it was dawn, a cool, dewy spring dawn that wet the court house grass and left a low white mist on the
pastures for the sun to burn away. Andy sat on the fender of his Nash and told all about the death and how
everybody had taken it, who had cried and who hadn’t.
“Good thing you all got back today, you’d ’a missed the funeral,” he said. “How’d you find Mexico?”
Sonny could not have told him; he had lost track of things and just wanted to sit on the curb and watch the
traffic light change.
134.103 Unknown Feathers\fn{by Dianne Benedict (1941- )} Houston, Harris County, Texas, U.S.A. (F) 7
He woke in the night in the room she had put him in when they found out he was not going to get well. He saw
a pool of moonlight in one corner and the long gauze curtains flapping out the open window like ghosts waving.
He knew from the color of the shadows that it was near the morning. He looked past the foot of the bed and saw
that the door was open into the hall, and that the top part of the stairs was caught in a square of moonlight crossed
with thin black bars. Into this moonlight appeared his wife, coming barefooted up the stairs in her cotton slip. The
black bars glided over her face and breast, and then she was in the room, standing in front of his chifforobe, which
had the door hanging open and all the drawers pulled out. He watched her take his shirts down, with the hangers
still in them, and all his trousers, and the brass ring holding his neckties. She took down also his two suits, the
lightweight gray one and the brown wool one, which had hung there, unworn, for over twenty years. She held
these clothes against her, lifting them high to keep them from dragging, and went to the top of the stairs. There
she paused, then descended sideways, looking carefully to see where to put her feet.
He drew himself up on his elbow and gazed about the room. It looked bare and strange. His fiddle was missing
from the oak bench beside his bed. Gone, as well, were all his catalogues, and the bell that she had given him to
summon her. He reached out and felt along the windowsill for his pipe and scraper, but they were gone, too. He
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lay back and stared at the ceiling, studying a water-mark there, shaped like a crab, with which, over the past two
months, he had grown very familiar.
After a few moments, his wife returned. This time she brought with her an old slat basket into which she
gathered all his unwashed clothes that he’d thrown in a heap on the chair, and the belongings he’d collected on the
shelf over the washstand, including his many bottles of medicine.
“What have you done with my fiddle?” he asked her. “And my catalogues?”
She turned and stared at him, then came and stood beside him.
“I’ve reached the end of it,” she said. “You have got to call the county people to come get you. I can’t keep you
any more.”
She pulled his blanket back until she had uncovered the small dog, which had curled itself into a ball against
his leg. The dog raised its head sleepily and looked around the room. She lifted it by the skin of its neck and put it
into the basket under the clothes. Then she went down the stairs. He got out of the bed and followed her.
Twice he had to rest on the stairs, braced against the wall until his head cleared. When he reached the landing
at the bottom, he caught sight of himself in the old silver-spotted mirror which had hung there since he was a
young man, newly married.
He hardly recognized himself. He looked much older than his fifty years, and his eyes were large and dark and
sunk into his head. He drew back from the specter of this, startled, as though from the face of an animal. Then he
forced himself to look again, steadily, and this time was content that he’d kept himself shaven and clean. He was
glad that he had been careful with his large mustache, which had remained glossy and reddish and full of vigor.
He had not been downstairs in many weeks, and everything looked smaller there, crowded, and not as clean as
he remembered it. When he entered the kitchen, he found his wife waiting for him by the back door, holding the
dog against her breast. She lifted the latch and went out, and then stood on the steps, keeping the screen door open
for him. He came down beside her on the steps and took the dog out of her hands.
“The keys are in the truck,” she said. “It’s been too long and I can’t take no more of it.”
She went back up into the house and closed the wooden door. He turned on the steps and regarded the horizon,
which was a diffuse, silver-colored haze bearing in its center the white edge of the sun. Nearby, in the dark yard,
he saw the bed they had always used for sleeping in the open on warm nights. Spreading over it, just as he
remembered, was the big pear tree. This tree was caught in the first light, and crowded to the tip of every branch
with buds.
*
Two weeks later, at around the same hour, he lay asleep under the flowering tree in the old iron bed. He lay
exposed, in his suit of sweat-stained underwear, his long legs tangled in a brown blanket. He had grown a coarse
beard, and his hair looked as stiff and unruly as a horse brush. His pale, sorrowing face was troubled by some
dream that was bothering him.
The night had ceased its deep sounding and turned toward the morning. With the coming of the light, the full
moon, hovering in the northern quarter, had grown as thin and insignificant as a piece of old cheesecloth.
In the countryside, the animals slept on. The coyotes were flung out on mounds of husks under the cactus. The
old boar havalenas, fallen like stones in the open, ground their tusks. The little armadillos slept curled around
roots underground.
In the hen house, the hens quaked and teetered in deep sleep behind the dusty panes; the calf slept in the barn,
next to the cow, who slept tied to the wall; and the two mares, sisters, slept with their faces touching. Even the
metal-blue milk pails slept in a row, dreaming, in a slant of shadow by the bin of oats.
The man slept on his side, his hands pressed together between his thighs. All night he’d been calling to his wife
for water, and she hadn’t brought it. Now he slept heavily in a stupor of thirst and exhaustion. Against his chest
slept the small, hairless dog, which was about the size of a teapot.
Suddenly the back door of the house was flung open, and his wife rushed barefoot down the steps, carrying an
iron pot full of water. She was a small middle-aged woman with wiry arms and cropped hair the color of
gunpowder. She wore a long-tailed khaki shirt, which flapped around her like a brown bird taking flight.
She ran full speed across the yard, clutching the pot, and when she reached the man in his bed, she drenched
him with the water. He sat up, gasping, his arms held away from his sides, and the small dog leapt to the ground
and began running in a circle, carrying on pitifully, as if it had been struck by lightning.
The woman held the pot upside down and shook out the last drops. Then she crossed the yard and went back
into the house.
The man got out of bed and picked up the dog and scraped the water off it, holding it under the armpits. It
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continued to cry piercingly, the way an animal cries when it is certain it has been killed. He shook it, then hugged
it to him, then put his hand over its face, but nothing would console it. Finally he dropped it to the ground and
stood at the foot of the bed, shaking.
“Mrs. Hart,” he shouted at the house. “Mrs. Hart, I say. Can you hear me?”
There was no answer.
“I am leaving here today, Mrs. Hart. I am going to call the county people to come get me. Can you hear me?”
The large white face of a horse, with dark eyes, appeared in a window of the barn.
“But first off you can expect a caller. For I aim to come calling on you, Mrs. Hart. I aim to enter the house
today. And the county people can enter with me as witness.”
The man put his hand on the bed railing to steady himself.
“What have you done with my fiddle?” he shouted. “And my catalogues!”
Again there was no answer, only his own voice coming back at him from out of the range-land.
“I will not be held accountable for what happens now! Not after you violated my personal belongings! Do you
hear me?”
“Hear me? Hear me?” came the echo from the countryside.
“That, Ma’am, is where you went too far!”
“Too far. Too far.”
He sat on the foot of the bed, hugging himself, shivering.
“No food this whole time,” he said, “and now she’s stopped bringing the water.”
He studied the small dog, which lay on its side, whimpering, glassy-eyed, as if it had lost all sense of this
world.
“Soon’s she hears a man’s about to croak, she gets possessed to see if she can murder him.”
He ran his hands roughly through his hair, shedding a shower of drops.
“Goes overboard with it.”
He moved backward onto the bed and lay down, drawing his legs up. He lay with his back to the house, staring
at the countryside. Every few seconds a bout of violent shivering racked him. Beside him, on the hard ground, the
small dog grew quiet and drifted into a stupor.
In the barn window, the mare moved over to make room for her sister. The two of them lifted their chins over
the sill, and watched the man with deep interest, as if something new and unusual were about to happen to him.
*
Woody Hart woke to the sound of his wife taking an ax to a leg of his bed. He lay rigid, feeling a thud hit the
bed every few seconds, aware that this had been going on for quite some time. He rolled over with an arm up,
expecting to see the ax raised, but no one was there. He eased over to the edge and peered down and there was the
small dog lying in the dust, looking stunned. After a second, the dog came alive and sat up, measuring the
distance up onto the bed with a keen eye. Then it hove back on its haunches and shot through the air like a slung
stone. It hit the side of the bed hard, and fell back into the dust.
“Fool dog has drove out his brains thataway long as I can recall,” Woody said. “Doesn’t never seem to learn.”
He stretched out his hand to the dog, and it got to its feet, shaking, and began to prance about weakly. It came
to him and sniffed the length of each of his fingers, then climbed into his palm, lifting its feet in carefully one at a
time.
Woody put the dog inside his shirt next to his ribs and lay back. He looked through the branches of the pear
tree and felt himself being drawn upward through the clusters of blossoms into the sky, which had flung itself
over the earth like a bolt of blue cloth. He heard, far away, the calling of geese.
“What month is this?” he said, listening to the geese coming, and soon they were close overhead, descending
swiftly, and he counted them as they went by, five geese, of an unknown feather, all faintly dappled and brown,
like rooks.
“Headed for the sinkhole, likely,” he said.
He watched the geese drift down into the mesquites near the bend in the road. He pictured them settling into
the crater of water, scummy and green, in its beach of pocked mud.
“Is it the month of geese?” he said. “By damn, what geese are those?”
He heard the door up at the house open and close, and he turned and called out through the bars of his bed,
“Mrs. Hart, are you aware that the summertime is over, and it’s into the time now of the migration of the
birds?” He watched his wife go into the shed and come out with a harness, and he called out,
“It’s getting on too late in the year to be turning the sod.”
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She paid no attention to him. She went on into the barn. After a few minutes, she came back out, leading the
mule. The mule plodded in his harness, the loose straps trailing behind him.
“You take that animal out in the heat of the day,” Woody said, “and come evening you’ll be towing him home
by the hind feet.”
His wife drew the mule up in front of the shed and harnessed him to the plow and crossed with him between
the trough and the windmill.
“Is it or is it not the fall of the year?” Woody Hart shouted.
But she was gone. He knew that she was headed around the shed, and would urge the mule into the wide plot
bordered on three sides by prickly-pear so dense that it was like a sea of turtles. He pictured the mule throwing his
weight forward against the collar, and saw the woman’s small sinewy arms, brown as saddle leather, steadying the
blade in the cut.
A memory came to him then of his wife, maybe three, maybe four years ago, bringing his fiddle to him over a
field of busted sod. He was mending fence. He looked up and saw her coming toward him over the rough furrows.
He remembered how she had looked in her cotton dress, her feet bare, the fiddle held high in one hand and the
bow held high in the other, and he said,
“I recollect now why she brought that fiddle out there.”
He laughed a low laugh, and the small dog, roused up by this, shuffled against him.
“She never was up to no good, that one,” Woody said.
He recalled, as if it were only the day before, the deep light of that evening and the shadow of the fence
stretching further and further over the field. He remembered lifting the fiddle to his chest and drawing whispers
out of it as she undid her buttons and slipped out of her garments, one by one. Afterwards, she had gone back
across the field alone, bare and sleek as a child who’s been playing in the river.
“Wished I had that fiddle now,” he said. “Maybe she’d feed me.”
He reached inside his shirt and put his hand over the small dog. With its globular belly and thin feet, it felt like
a warm, dry frog. He traced, with his fingers, the pea-sized cowlick on its breast.
“Wished I had that fiddle now,” he said.
*
He dozed, and woke, and dozed again.
He dreamed that it was night, and he was standing in the middle of the yard in the moonlight, and he looked up
and saw his fiddle, with the bow beside it, lying on the roof of the house. In that moment, he caught sight of his
wife standing at the window, wrapped all around with the long gauze curtains. He raised both fists and shouted to
her that he was coming in, that it was no earthly use to bolt the door, but before he had taken very many steps
forward, the house broke into flame at all of its seams, like something made out of paper, and sank by slow
degrees toward the ground.
He woke, trembling and weak, blinded by the sun which blazed at him through the branches. He turned onto
his side and studied the house. The tarpaper roof, littered with broken shingles, was set upon in that moment by
sparrows falling on it like a shower of leaves.
Then he caught sight of something which interested him. It was a length of fish wire, wrapped around a branch
over his head, hanging down maybe two or three feet with a cork on the end of it.
He took the dog out of his shirt and set it in a twist of the blanket. Then he eased up, took hold of the wire and
hauled it free. When he did this the limb snapped back, showering him with petals, and making him feel dizzy and
frail. After a moment he crawled to the head of the bed and tied the fish wire tautly between two bars of the
railing. He strummed on it, and it gave out a good sound that was a little like an acorn dropping down inside an
old piano. He plucked on the wire rhythmically, pressing it up against the rail in different locations with his
thumb, and this made a sound like eaves-water dripping into a barrel.
“Dogged if it ain’t a regular sound,” he said.
He played on, searching out the notes, until soon he was into some of his old tunes. He lost track of the time,
propped against the head of the bed, making his music, singing with an increasingly full heart. The small dog
crept up by slow degrees, and turned itself around deftly on his belly, and slept.
After a while, Woody became aware of someone on the road down near the sinkhole. He looked over and saw
a group of women approaching. He counted five of them. He thought at first they were gypsies, but when they got
closer he decided they must be the nuns from the old people’s home in Twin Rivers, coming around on their
yearly drive for bottles and rags. They were dressed in brown habits with the hoods thrown back, and seemed very
relaxed and happy, looking about them as if vastly pleased to be out in this great wilderness of cactus and thorny
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mesquite.
As they passed through the gate, he saw that one of them had a light-haired child by the hand, a slightly built
boy, not yet of school age.
They filed into the yard, smiling and waving to him, and the lead nun called out, “That was very fine music,
Mr. Hart,” and the others nodded and said, “Yes, indeed,” and “Truly.”
They all came on toward him, looking tired and happy, as if they had reached the end of a long journey. They
walked barefoot through the dust of the track, and when they were closer he saw that they wore, under their
coarse habits, garments of fine white cloth which flashed at their wrists and ankles as they walked. As they
approached, he was overcome by shame regarding his state of attire.
“Mrs. Hart is in the sorghum field out back of the shed,” he said, trying, with this information, to fend them off
before they got any nearer, but they came on toward him.
“My, what a fine place to lie you have there, Mr. Hart,” the lead nun said. “Do you mind if we rest here with
you for a space of time?”
She had come right up to his bed by then, and she upended his bucket—which, to his profound relief, was
empty at that moment—and settled herself on it, and then they had all arrived. They milled around him, making
him feel dizzy and frail. They moved in and out of his line of vision, speaking in low voices, and it was something
to do with an air they had, slightly, of taking charge of him, that afforded him a small sense of relief. He felt like
an ailing turtle overtaken by a school of energetic fish.
Two of the nuns went behind him at the head of the bed. Another crossed over to the base of the tree and pulled
herself onto one of the lower limbs.
“I wouldn’t put no weight on them branches,” Woody said, but the nun rolled her sleeves to the elbow and
climbed from one limb to another until she had reached a place high up. As she settled herself there, she was
struck and lit up by the sun, and Woody looked closely, shielding his eyes with his hand, and saw that the lighthaired child had made his way up there too, and was sitting on the branch beside her. The boy looked down
through the branches, swinging his feet, and the sight of him sitting there, rocking back and forth with a pleased
look, reminded Woody that two years ago there was a deck of planks with a roof over it in that very place in the
tree. He hadn’t thought about that deck in a long while. He remembered putting it together out of the boards and
tin lining of an old trough which had leaked so badly that no amount of repair could make it right.
Thinking back on this deck in the tree, he felt the chills from earlier that morning creep in on him again. He
drew up his blanket and turned onto his side.
Beside the bed, the lead nun spoke to one of the others in a low voice and all the sounds—the voices of the
women, the wind in the leaves, the heavy tread nearby of the two mares moving in the stall—began to drone, as if
everything were happening in a huge, windy chamber.
Woody drew the blanket closer around him and looked far out into the countryside. There he saw a tired orange
light approaching under a haze of dust which had lifted and covered the sun. He remembered how strange that
deck of planks had looked, like something that had fallen down into the tree from another planet.
“Sawed off the limb, by damn, and brought it down,” he said. He reached out his hand to the two nuns beside
the bed.
“Not too long ago there was a child on the way,” he said, “and I put a deck up for it. I put a deck up in the tree
for it to play in. But it was born dead.”
He lay back on his pillow, watching the branch split the last inch, after the sawing, watching the deck descend
swiftly, all of a piece, with an explosion of leaves and branches, to the ground.
He studied the deep orange light that was moving swiftly toward him across the cedars. It slipped heavily over
him, and lit up the yard, and the slow blades on the windmill, and the roof of the house—like a wing on a long
journey. The dust, which had come up heavily out of the range land, was filtering like smoke over the sun, and all
he could think on was the sight of that branch falling, and falling, and his wife weeping—a high, weak sound with
no heart left in it. It made him tired to hear it.
*
On that day, two years ago, the dust had defeated him. He’d been out in the eastern sector that whole morning,
shearing, and by noon was full of wool grease and thorns. He was working with his friend, John, who had his
sheep there, too, and the three hands from town that they were hiring by the day. They’d gone through no more
than half the bunch they’d brought in, but the dust had begun to blow, and it was the middle of that kind of whiteheat drought that can drive a man to the staggers and raise up for him, in the faraway stretches, whole cities of
celestial light—and so at midday they turned out into the pens the ones that were left and put the rest of it off into
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the cool of the following morning.
By the time he arrived home, the dust was a wall around him, out of which the thorn trees and the outbuildings
loomed suddenly and came toward him like shapes in a dream. In the barn, his horse pulled out of the loosened
saddle and whirled in the stall, squealing with raw temper, maddened by the dust which drifted through every
crack and could not be gotten away from.
He wrapped his head in his jacket and felt his way along the paddock fence through the dervish sand, and
when he had climbed the steps and pulled open the back door against the wind, and latched it behind him, the
house was deeply and strangely quiet. He recalled that his wife had gone out on foot early that morning to look
for a lamb of hers, a dark one that she’d been raising, that had gotten out of the barn. The worry came over him
that she’d gotten lost, herself. He called to her, and looked around the kitchen for some sign of her, but could not
tell, even, what was laid out on the table, for the room was filling with dust and had grown very dark in the last
hour. He went to the pump and tried for a long time to draw water, though there was hardly a cupful left in the
bucket to prime with. Finally he pulled open his shirt and went up the stairs to the basin in the bedroom. The small
portion of water there was laid over thickly with dust, but he cupped it in his hands, and raised it to his face. Then
he heard, downstairs, a single muffled cry which he knew, without need for any questioning, was his wife gone
into labor with the child.
He descended the stairs two at a time and found her lying on her side on the bare mattress in the spare room.
She was holding the bed railing, and her face was streaked with dust and tears. She had thrown the covers off onto
the floor, and nearby was the cradle laid over with a long gauze cloth. The air in the room was very deep with the
dust.
He slipped his hands under her, thinking to carry her directly to the truck, but she rolled away and began to
breathe rapidly, with a little cry for each breath. Then she drew a long shuddering breath, and held it, and in the
deep silence before she breathed again, he watched a stain bloom and spread swiftly on the mattress under her.
“It’s now! It’s now!” she said, drawing breath rapidly, and then the deep breaths came again, and then the
silence.
This time she gripped his sleeve in one hand, staring at him with eyes that could not see, and lifted up slowly
with the strain.
He unfastened her trousers and hauled them off her and rolled her over, and she let out her breath in a long
high wail. Her legs looked very small and white, and now he could spread them open and crawl up and kneel
between them, and this time when she fell silent and bore down, he looked and saw the bulge of the child’s head,
a taut oval spreading wider, and inside the oval of patch of blue scalp with hair.
“Push, push,” he said. “Yes! Push!” but she let go of the air, and lay back, gasping, and the child’s head was
drawn back up into her body. He reached past her legs and took hold of both her hands.
“It’s going to come right now, oh, now,” she said, drawing the deep breath.
“Yes, it’s coming now,” he said, “it’s coming. Push. Push,” he said, bearing down with her, and this time, in the
long silence, it was as if they were rocking together in a small craft, and holding onto her was like pulling on the
oars. Then the oval bloomed over the head once more, and the image came to him of the sheep getting turned out
of the wool, one after the other—of the wool-mat laying back first at the neck, then off the shoulders, then lifting
away from the flanks, and the sheep emerging white and clean and without blemish, as though getting born into a
new life.
His wife shuddered violently and called out, “I’m falling. Oh, Woody, don’t let go of me,” and all this while
the child was sliding out slowly, with great dignity.
It was blue as a hyacinth, folded, glistening. It was smooth as if it were made out of marble. It lay quivering on
the bed, already filming with the dust.
“Don’t let go of me,” his wife said.
“It’s got to breathe,” he said.
“I’m falling, Woody, don’t let go!”
“It’s got to cry,” he said, and he took the child up by the feet and shook it, but it didn’t cry.
“Is it the child?” she said.
“Jesus, God,” he said. “You can’t help me.” And he laid the child face down and knelt over it and pressed on it
heavily to make it suck air; but though he worked at this tirelessly—forgetting his wife, and the dust, and the
house shuddering in the hot wind, and the vast tracts of land upon which, by now, most of his sheep lay dying in
the heat—though he kneaded and pulled on the small body, the child remained still.
Finally he stopped. His wife had raised herself up on her elbow, and was watching, and she reached out to
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touch the child, but he pushed her hand away, and brought out his knife, and severed the cord.
“The child is dead,” he said.
“No, listen,” she said, holding onto his arm, “I want to have it.”
“The child is dead,” he said. He pulled the long cloth off the cradle, and wound the child up in it tightly, solid
and white. He took this bundle out of the room and laid it on the dough-board in the kitchen. Then he backed off,
and stood in the doorway, watching. The white cloth was soon laid over by a fine powdering of dust, like flour.
*
He was brought out of his reverie by the sound of the plow dragging, and he looked back through the bars of
the bed and saw his wife coming in from the field. She halted the mule in front of the shed and leaned on his
shoulder. She had a handkerchief knotted around her head, against the sweat, and was all over one color from the
dust. The mule stood with his head down, the plow still bound to him by the harness.
“Couple of jackstraws,” Woody said. “Either one moves, the other’ll drop.”
His wife unstrapped the plow, and led the mule into the barn. After that the light began to deepen and evening
came on slowly.
Woody wondered what had happened to the day. Over his head, the tree began to shimmer, and he looked up
and saw that the nun and the child had decked every branch, even the small twigs, with crystal glass. It had
become very quiet, and the wind, which was dying down, stirred the tree and beat the pieces of glass against each
other like chimes. Gradually the sun descended into deepening layers of color out over the farthest reaches of the
cedars, and Woody lay still on his pillow, listening to the chimes and watching the shadow of his bed lengthening
into the yard like a giant crab. When he spoke, it felt as if the words came from him like a river moving slowly.
“Why has she brought me no water?” he said.
“Did you call to her for water?” someone said, and he turned and saw the lead nun standing beside him. Her
voice had the sound of someone calling up out of a well.
“Yes, I called for water. I called for water plenty!”
“Well, she finally brought it to you, didn’t she?” she said.
By then he could hear other voices. He saw light flickering, like the noon sun through the foliage, and then the
nuns were leaning close over him and he felt a great wind blowing past as if they had pulled his bed into a tunnel,
and then he slept.
*
He woke, and it was night. The full moon, crossed with short rags of clouds, cast a light over the countryside
that was like a white sea with the waves halted. Something moved nearby, and he looked closely into the shadow
of the tree and saw his wife standing there, wrapped in a blanket. She gazed at him with eyes full of dark feeling.
He moved over to make a place for her in the bed, and her blanket opened like a husk, and she came out of it bare
and frail in the moonlight. Her little white breasts looked childish and exposed, and her limbs reminded him, as
they always had, of those of a half-grown boy. She came in beside him, slipping one leg under him, and crossing
the other over him, and eased herself close up into the hollow under his arm.
Then they lay still, taking in the night sounds. He heard the frogs lamenting by the sinkhole, and the crickets’
wall of song, and, raining steadily down on everything, the massive hollow booming of the stars. He watched,
over their heads, the tree sailing through the night sky swiftly, with strong purpose. It bore the full moon with it,
netted in its branches like a chalice, or a giant moth.
*
When he woke the next morning, his wife lay curled against him, cold as a stone. He took her by the shoulder
and shook her, but she would not waken. He drew away from her and gazed down at her. Her hair was stiff with
dust and chaff; the skin over her nose was raw from the sun, and her lips were blistered. He reached beyond her
for the blanket and worked it under her so that he could wrap her in it tightly and safely. Then he saw, standing
upright in the crotch of the tree, the bottle of sleeping tablets they’d given him at the hospital, and half of them
gone.
“Did you think to get rid of me thataway?” he said to her angrily. He stared for a long while at her gaunt and
sorrowing face and at the tear streaks running from her closed eyes into her hair.
After that, he lay without moving beside her as the hours passed and the heat of the day intensified. The shade
from the tree was scant in the buffeting white waves of heat. He lay beside his wife under the noon sun,
wondering what it would be like to have a thunderstorm roll up overhead and drench him, and sometimes it felt to
him, indeed, as if water of some kind were very close; but then he would hear the dog whine and feel it licking the
salt sweat from his hand, and he would recall that they were now into some dry portion of the summer, and that
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there would be many days still ahead without rain.
He picked up the dog and set it on the ground beside the bed, hoping maybe it would relieve itself and then go
and find water, but it only stood weakly, looking down at its own shadow lying between its four feet like a little
puddle.
“Go on over and sit up on the step there, buddy,” Woody said, forgetting that his wife lay wrapped securely
beside him. “Maybe she’ll take notice of you.”
He thought he heard the sound of the pump handle then, and he looked over at the house and was surprised to
see that the five nuns had come calling on them again. They were approaching in a group.
“Don’t take one more step in my direction without bringing water,” he called out, and the lead nun raised her
hand and answered,
“Indeed, Mr. Hart, that’s exactly what we had on our minds. We were thinking maybe you’d like to go down
with us to the river.”
He laughed at this, thinking of the blistered land with its few sinkholes of water.
“What river is that?” he asked, and she said,
“The one we passed on our way here.”
Then they were surrounding him on all sides and lifting him easily until he was on his feet beside the bed.
“Now, hold on here,” he said. “I believe this is something has got to be talked over first with Mrs. Hart,” but
they had slipped their arms around him by then, and the lead nun pointed down the road and said,
“It’s only just a short distance over the rise, Mr. Hart. Did you think it was in some faraway country?”
They moved with him slowly forward, and he wondered what rise she could be referring to, for the land was as
flat as a griddle. He looked ahead and caught sight of the light-haired child standing at the gate, looking back and
waiting.
“If we’re going out into the pasturage,” Woody said, “she’d want to know,” but they bore him steadily on
across the yard and through the gate, and when they passed over into the open country he looked ahead a short
distance and saw the child standing in the dust of the road, motioning to them to come faster.
“I wouldn’t let him wander far,” Woody said, and then he felt the road lifting them and they started slowly up a
long grade. When they reached the top, he looked down at the river, vast and slow-moving, with the light on it
almost too bright to be looked at, and now he remembered it well, with its little copse of willows, and its swaying
grasses. He saw brightness strike and spread swiftly where the wind scuffed the water.
“It looks like a good place to lie down right there under them willow trees,” he said.
They went through the tall grass slowly, with the child running ahead of them, leaving a wake of silver in the
green.
“She should know to come here,” Woody said. “Could one of you run tell her? She’s probably still out in the
field behind the shed.”
They gathered close around him, then, in the shade under the willows. He felt himself being eased down, and
he thought he saw the child going naked into the water.
“Time to bathe him,” the lead nun said, and he thought at first she meant the boy; but then they were bending
nearer, and they had taken off their coarse brown robes. As the water rose around them, the rays striking off them
blazed brighter and brighter, until all he could see was their faces in the wide slow river of light.
138.48 Why Texas Is The Way It Is\fn{by Betty Sue Flowers (1947- )} Waco, McLennan County, Texas, U.S.A. (F)
3
If you look up myth in the dictionary, you’ll see several definitions. One characterizes “myth” as a story that
isn’t true, which is the usual way we use the term. Another defines “myth” as a story told about the gods. But the
third and most interesting definition of “myth” is a story that we accept uncritically—a definition that doesn’t say
anything about whether or not the story is true.
It’s that third definition of myth that helps to explain why Texas is the way it is. Texas is not just a state, as the
cliché goes, it’s a state of mind. The mythology of Texas is known throughout the world, the mythological
landscape of Texas appears in hundreds of films, and the stereotypical image of Texans is so familiar that all it
takes is a hat, boots, a drawl, and attitude to make a character recognizably Texan. Myth of this type—a story we
accept uncritically, which embodies our values and expresses our identity—usually tends to err on the side of the
positive. But every myth casts a shadow—the bigger the myth, the larger the shadow side of the myth.
The Texas myth is a particularly strong myth, and arguably, you could say it’s done a lot to hold together a
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large, disparate space. But Texas is in transition now, and it’s time to think about the story we tell about who we
Texans are and what our values are. How does the Texan myth contribute to our development? How does it
possibly hold us back? We’re more diverse than ever, and that old cotton, oil, and cattle nexus that forms the
background for so many Texas stories is shifting to other places—high-tech, for example.
I was reminded of this shift a few years ago. My four-year old child and some of his friends were playing
cowboys and Indians in the playscape at McDonald’s. The girls had to be the Indians, of course, which means
they spent most of the time in captivity while the boys got to run around pretending to shoot guns. Suddenly, as if
on cue, the boys began yelling,
“The Indians are coming, the Indians are coming!”
Of course, the Indians were already captured—but if you’re playing cowboys and Indians, there’s always a
new group of Indians coming.
“The Indians are coming, the Indians are coming!” Now I knew what the next lines would be:
“Call out the cavalry.” But they said,
“The Indians are coming! Quick, dial 9-1-1!”
A characteristic of myths is that they evolve. The facts of our lives are always changing. But our destiny as a
state depends not just on these changing facts but on the story we tell about what’s happening and who we are and
what we want to do about these changes. In the same way, an individual’s life is shaped not just by the facts, but
also by the story the person tells about these facts.
You can tell the story of the facts of your life as a hero tale. You can tell the story as a victim tale. You can
choose any of a number of plots on which to talk about the story of your life. And while we may or may not have
much control over the facts, we do have control over the plot, and it’s the plot—the myth rather than the facts—
that shapes the future.
Given the power of our Texas myth, we should look very closely at the story we have traditionally told about
who we are and what we aspire to be.
There are four main features of the Texas myth, based on the four central myths that have shaped us in the
West: the hero myth; the religious myth (remembering that a “myth” is not necessarily untrue); the enlightenment
myth, in which, fortunately, our country was founded; and the economic myth, in which we now reside.
Of these four myths, the one that has shaped the Texas myth most particularly is the hero myth. Myths do not
just emerge full-blown, like Athena from the head of Zeus. They’re made up of bits and pieces of other myths—
and the Texas myth is made up of bits and pieces of the hero myth.
Certain aspects of the hero myth are important to consider. For example, the hero myth emphasizes the
individual and not the community. We praise the self-made man. The hero myth puts a premium on the will, not
the heart:
“A man’s got to do what a man’s got to do.”
Every schoolchild in Texas to some extent still grows up with this myth. Many towns name their public
schools after heroes of the Alamo—Travis, Bowie, Fanin, Crockett. The names of the half-dozen main heroes of
the Alamo were familiar to all of us—so familiar that as a third-grade Girl Scout on a field trip to the Alamo, I
was shocked to realize that there were more than six people who died there. I thought it was six people against the
whole Mexican army. That was how focused we were on the individual hero myth.
We admire the rugged individualist, the wildcatter, the risk-taker, whether he’s up or down. There’s no end to
stories about Texas heroes. They’re so familiar to us that I won’t dwell on this aspect of the Texas myth, but move
on to the next.
Second, the Texas myth is related to the land itself. It’s a distinctive version of the Promised Land myth. The
German immigrants to Texas, among many others, came here in part because of the sales job that was done on
what a great land it was. The idea was that you could just throw a seed on the ground, and it would grow
immediately. Texas was described as a kind of Eden so often that the first book published in English in Texas
mentioned this hype. The book was written by Mary Austin Holley and was based on letters she sent back from a
visit to Austin’s colony. In this book, Holley criticized the extravagance with which admirers of the Texas myth
talked about the land—“as if enchantment had indeed thrown its spell over their minds.” This was 1831—and we
were already bragging about our land.
Another example can be found in Scene Two of one of the earliest poems published in Texas—a book-length
poem by Hugh Kerr published in 1838 and entitled: A Poetical Description of Texas, and Narrative of Many
Interesting Events in that Country, Embracing a Period of Several Years, Interspersed with Moral and Political
Impressions: Also, an Appeal to Those Who Oppose the Union of Texas with the United States, and the
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Anticipation of that Event. To Which is Added the Texas Heroes, No.1 & 2.
I shall quote four lines from that poem:
Gonzales and Victoria
Are towns upon the Guadalupe;
The first is distant from the bay,
The latter, some thirty miles up.

Lines such as these prompted a contemporary critic to say,
“Oh, Kerr, Kerr, Kerr | what did you write those poems fur?”
Now, Kerr also praises the beauty of Texas extravagantly. A quote:
Few spots on earth can this excel.

But even he admits:
In these remarks we do not mean
The whole of Texas to include:
Some parts of Texas, we have seen,
Which from this praise, we must exclude.

In any case, there’s another facet to this land of milk and honey myth, or land of oil and money, as it later
became, and that’s valuing of the land not so much for its beauty or its history or flora and fauna particularly—
just the land itself. This is not the European or East Coast custom of a second or country home. You get to a
certain point in life in Texas, you get your deer lease, or if you’re lucky, your ranch. This is not sightseeing. This
is not relaxation. This is possession.
The Texas Centennial poet, Grace Noll Crowell, wrote a poem in that centennial year of 1936 called Texas the
Woman in which these lines appear:
As if she were a woman, men have loved
Their Texas through the years:
And men are men, and love is what it is;
Impelling each to grapple with his hands
For his beloved, possessing what is his:
Texas the woman, soft-eyed, gracious, fair,
Her head held high, a star caught in her hair.

Of course, any state can be personified as a lady, but what makes this analogy so pervasive in Texas poetry is
that Texas, unlike most earlier states, was pictured as independent from its beginning—liberty as a woman with a
star “caught in her hair.” The 1836 struggle was seen not as a civil war with one section of Mexico rebelling
against another, but as a war of liberty against tyranny, with Texas as liberty.
And that leads to the third feature of the Texas myth, which is that the Texas myth is a subset of the myth of
the United States as the home of liberty. In fact, Texas founders consciously grafted what they were doing onto the
U.S. myth of the Revolution—even though the story didn’t exactly fit, because our relation to Mexico was not the
same as the colonists’ relationship to Great Britain. But we did graft our myth onto that myth, and then it simply
froze into place.
The U.S. myth went on to incorporate things like the melting pot, the immigrant, and the great cities, such a
Chicago and New York. Many different details were added to the U.S. myth as it developed. But Texas stayed in a
kind of perpetual state of primal, rural independence of mind, and that is important for our myth.
I have been told that even our electric grid is so independent that it connects to the rest of the world in only
two places. And perhaps we stayed in that formative state of the U.S. myth for so long because our economy
stayed tied to cattle, oil, and other products of the land. We’re a little like Jefferson’s ideal of a nation of farmers
and small landowners—only transposed a bit to ranchers and large landowners.
So these three features of the Texas myth—the hero, the land, and a version of liberty—are very powerful. Let
me give you an example of how this works even today.
Texas recently had a very effective campaign against littering, which was called “Don’t Mess With Texas.”
What this Texas ad company, GSD&M, did, whether consciously or not, was to take three aspects of our myth and
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perform a kind of Aikido movement on it. That is, they took the energy that comes from our macho “don’t mess
with me” ethõs and the fierce possessiveness we have in relation to our land and used it to a different end. After
that campaign, those of us who felt we had a constitutional right to throw beer cans on the highway out of our
pickups, almost overnight, quit throwing beer cans. During the next five years, there was a 72 percent drop in
litter. That’s a phenomenal change, one largely attributed to this campaign. What made it so effective? It used the
energy of the Texas myth and turned it to other ends.
This little story about the anti-litter campaign points to a key feature about myths—that while they can be very
powerful, their power can be moved to other ends. And if any people can use the power of myth to new ends,
Texans can. Why? Because of the fourth feature of the Texas myth: that we hold our myths as myths. We tell them
consciously as myths. In fact, many Texans buy their first pair of boots only when they’re heading off to Harvard.
We may never wear boots in Texas, but we’ll put them on before heading up north.
We support our myth overtly. It’s not just Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison and President George Bush who were
cheerleaders. We all are when it comes to Texas and we’re outside of Texas. We’ve been known to exaggerate, to
tell tall tales. We’re master storytellers. And that means that we have it in our power to transform the story of who
we are and what we aspire to be.
116.340 Excerpt from The Liars’ Club\fn{by Mary Karr (1955- )} Groves, Jefferson County, Texas, U.S.A. (F) 2
My daddy had grown up with three loud brothers and a sister in a logging camp in, the piney section of East
Texas called The Big Thicket. His family lived mostly without hard currency, buying coffee and sugar with credit
vouchers at the Kirby Lumber Company Store. Other than that and such luxuries as calico for dresses, they grew
and shot and caught what they needed.
That world was long gone before my birth, but I remember it. In fact, my father told me so many stories about
his childhood that it seems in most ways more vivid to me than my own. His stories got told and retold before an
audience of drinking men he played dominoes with on days off. They met at the American Legion or in the back
room of Fisher’s Bait Shop at times when their wives thought they were paying bills or down at the union hall.
Somebody’s pissed-off wife eventually christened them the Liars’ Club, and it stuck. Certainly not much of the
truth in any technical sense got told there.
Except for Christmas Eve morning, when they met in the Legion parking lot at dawn to exchange identical gift
bottles of Jack Daniel’s from the windows of their pickups, the men had no official meeting time and place. I
never saw evidence of any planning. They never called each other on the phone. No one’s wife or kids ever
carried a message to meet at thus-and-such a place. They all just seemed to meander together, seemingly by
instinct, to a given place and hour that had magically planted itself in their collective noggins. No women ever
came along. I was the only child allowed, a fact frequently held up as proof that I was hopelessly spoiled. I would
ask Daddy for money for a Coke or shuffleboard or to unlock the pool table, and it was only a matter of time
before somebody piped over at us that he was spoiling me and that if he kept it up, I wasn’t going to be worth a
shit.
Comments like that always rang a little too true to me. Sometimes I’d even fake starting to give the coin back
or shying away from the pool table. But Daddy would just wag his head at whoever spoke.
“Leave her alone. She can do anything she’s big enough to do, cain’t you, Pokey?”
And then I would say I guessed I could.
Of all the men in the Liars’ Club, Daddy told the best stories. When he started one, the guys invariably fell
quiet, studying their laps or their cards or the inner rims of their beer mugs like men in prayer. No matter how
many tangents he took or how far the tale flew from its starting point before he reeled it back, he had this gift:
He knew how to be believed.
He mastered it the way he mastered bluffing in poker, which probably happened long before my appearance.
His tough half-breed face would move between solemn blankness and sudden caricature. He kept stock expressions for stock characters. When his jaw jutted and stiffened and his eyes squinted, I expected to hear the faint
brogue of his uncle Husky. A wide-eyed expression was the black man Ugh, who taught him cards and dice. His
sister pursed her lips in steady disapproval. His mother wore an enormous bonnet like a big blue halo, so he’d
always introduce her by fanning his hands behind his head, saying Here comes Momma.
*
My father comes into focus for me on a Liars’ Club afternoon. He sits at a wobbly card table weighed down by
a bottle. Even now the scene seems so real to me that I can’t but write it in the present tense. I am dangling my
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legs off the bar at the Legion and shelling unroasted peanuts from a burlap bag while Daddy slides the domino
tiles around the table. They make a clicking sound. I haven’t started going to school yet, so the day seems without
beginning or end, stalled in the beer-smelling dark of the Legion.
Cooter has just asked Daddy if he had planned to run away from home.
“They wasn’t no planning to it,” Daddy says, then lights a cigarette to stall, picking a few strands of tobacco
off his tongue as if that gesture may take all the time in the world. “Poppa had give me a silver dollar and told me
to get into town and buy some coffee. Had to cross the train tracks to get there. When that old train come around
the turn, it had to slow up. Well, when it slowed up, I jumped, and that dollar come with me.
“Got a job threshing wheat up to Kansas. Slept at night with some other old boys in this fella’s barn. Man by
the name of Hamlet. Sorriest sonofabitch ever to tread shoe leather. Wouldn’t bring you a drink from sunup to
lunch. And married to the prettiest woman you ever seen. A butt like two bulldogs in a bag.”
This last makes everybody laugh.
I ask him how he got home, and he slides the story back on track. While I’m waiting for his answer, I split
open a fresh peanut with my fingernail. The unroasted shell is soft as skin, the meat of the nut chewy and almost
tasteless without salt. Daddy finishes his drink and moves a domino.
“About didn’t make it. Hopped the Double-E train from Kansas City to New Orleans. Cold?” He glares at each
of us as if we might doubt the cold. “That wind come inching in those boxcar cracks like a straight razor. It’ll cut
your gizzard out, don’t think it won’t.
“They finally loaded some cattle on somewhere in Arkansas, and cozied up to this old heifer. I’d of froze to
death without her. Many’s the time I think of that old cow. Tried milking her, but it come out froze solid. Like a
Popsicle.”
“It’s getting high and deep in here,” Shug says. He’s the only black man I’ve ever seen in the Legion, and then
only when the rest of the guys are there. He wears a forest-green porkpie hat with the joker from a deck of cards
stuck on the side. He’s famously intolerant of Daddy’s horseshit, and so tends to up the credibility factor when
around.
“I shit you not,” Daddy says and sprinkles some salt in the triangular hole in his beer can. “You hop one of
those bastards some January and ride her. You’ll be pissing ice cubes. I guarangoddamntee you that.”
They shake their heads, and I can see Daddy considering his next move by pretending to study his dominoes.
They’re lined up like bricks in a wall, and after he chooses one, he makes a show of lining it up right on the
tabletop; then marking down his score.
“They unloaded one old boy stiff as a plank from down off the next car over. He was a old one. Didn’t have no
business riding trains that old. And when we tipped him down to haul him off—they was four or five of us lifting
him—about a dozen of these round fuzzy things rolled out his pant leg. Big as your thumb, and white.” He
measures off the right length on his thumb.
“Those were the crown pearls, no doubt,” Shug says.
Daddy stares seriously into the middle distance, as if the old man in question were standing there himself,
waiting for his story to get told properly and witnessing the ignorance that Daddy had to suffer in the process.
“Wasn't no such thing. If you shut up, I can tell your thickheaded self what they was.”
“Let him tell it,” Cooter says, then lowers his head into a cloud of cigar smoke. Cooter is bothered by the fact
that Shug is colored, and takes any chance to scold him, which the other guys tend to ignore. Shug gives me Fig
Newtons out of his glove compartment, and I feel evil seeing him scolded for no reason and not saying anything.
But I know the rules and so lay low.
“One old boy had a big black skillet in his gear. So we built a fire on the edge of the freight yard. It was a kind
of hobo camp already there, some other guys set up all around. Nobody bothered us. This old fella’s stretched out
behind us stiff as this bench I’m sitting on here.”
“The dead one?” I ask, and the men shift around in their chairs, a signal for me to shut up, so I do.
“That’s right. And you ain’t never gonna guess what happens when they thaw.”
This is the turning point. Daddy cocks his head at everybody to savor it. The men don't even fake indifference.
The domino tiles stop their endless clicking. The cigar smoke might even seem to quit winding around on itself
for a minute. Nobody so much as takes a drink.
“They pop like firecrackers and let off the biggest stink you ever smelled.”
“They was farts?” Cooter finally screams, more high-pitched than is masculine, and at that the men start to
laugh. Daddy’s Adam's apple googles up and down, and Ben slaps the table, and Shug has to wipe his eyes after a
minute.
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When everybody settles down, Daddy passes the bottle around again and jumps back to the story of his coming
home without even a stab at a segue.\fn{Without even attempting to perform the windup to this tale in the way he told the part of it
just concluded; the term is Italian.}
“Ain’t nothing else to tell. I just walked up through the razor grass to Daddy’s old dirt yard. And there’s the old
man, sitting on the porch. Just exactly like I left him the year before. And he looks up at me serious as polio and
says,
“‘You git the coffee?’”
134.139 The Prophet From Jupiter\fn{by Tony Earley (1961- )} San Antonio, Bexar County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 8
My house, the dam keeper’s house, sits above the lake on Pierce-Arrow Point. The dam juts out of the end of
the point and curves away across the cove into the ridge on the other side of the channel. On this side is the water,
115 feet deep at the base of the dam, and on the other side is air: the gorge, the river starting up again, rocks far
down below, a vista. There are houses on 100-foot lots all the way around the lake, and too many real estate
brokers. Sometimes at night, the real estate brokers pull up each other’s signs and sling them into the lake.
A family on Tryon Bay has a Labrador retriever that swims in circles for hours, chasing ducks. You can buy
postcards in town with the dog on the front, swimming, swimming, the ducks always just out of reach. There is a
red and white sign on the Tryon Bay bridge that says NO JUMPING OR DIVING FROM BRIDGE , and I could drop
the water level down a foot and a half any summer Saturday and paralyze all the teenage boys I wanted.
Sometimes rednecks whoop and yell nigger! and throw beer bottles at Junie Wilson, who walks up and down
Highway 20 with a coat hanger around his neck. Junie drops a dollar bill into the water every time he crosses the
bridge.
The Prophet from Jupiter brings his five young sons to the bridge to watch the Lab swim. The six of them
stand in a line at the guardrail and clap and wave their arms and shout encouragement for the dog. Down in the
water, the ducks let the dog get almost to them before they fly away. They fly maybe thirty, forty yards, that’s all,
and splash back down. The townies call the dog Shithead. You may not believe me, but I swear I have heard ducks
laugh. Shithead, as he paddles around the bay, puffs like he is dying. This is where I live and this is what I think: a
dam is an unnatural thing, like a diaphragm.
The most important part of my job is to maintain a constant pond level. But the lake rises all night, every night;
the river never stops. When I drive below town, coming back toward home, I’m afraid I’ll meet the lake coming
down through the gorge. When Lake Glen was built, it covered the old town of Uree with eighty-five feet of
water. As the dam was raised higher and higher across the river, workmen did not tear down the houses. Fish
swim in and out of the open doors. Old Man Bill Burdette left his 1916 chain-drive Reo truck parked beside his
house when he moved away.
The diver who inspected the dam in 1961 told the Mayor that he saw a catfish as big as a man swimming by
the floodgates. The fish is a local legend. At night I fish for it, from the catwalk connecting the floodgates, using
deep-sea tackle and cow guts for bait. The fish hangs in the water facing the dam, just above the lake’s muddy
bottom, and listens to the faint sound of the river glittering on the other side of the concrete. The Prophet from
Jupiter says,
“When you pull your giant fish out of the water, it will speak true words.”
When they tell history, people will remember me because of the fish, even if I don’t catch it.
The Prophet from Jupiter’s real name is Archie Simpson. He sold real estate and made a fortune in Jupiter,
Florida, until nine years ago when God told him that he was the one true prophet who would lead the Christians in
the last days before the Rapture. The Prophet says his first words after God finished talking were,
“Jesus Christ, you gotta be kidding.”
He is not shy about telling the story, and does not seem crazy. He has a young wife who wears beaded Indian
headbands and does not shave under her arms.
Old Man Bill Burdette’s four sons hired divers and dragged their father's Reo truck out of the lake fifty years to
the day after the water rose. The Burdette boys spent $6,000 restoring the old Reo and then said to anyone who
would listen,
“I don’t know why Daddy left it. It was just like new.”
Bill, Jr., the eldest son, drives it in the town parade every Fourth of July, the back loaded with waving
grandchildren. The oldest ones look embarrassed. In town, in front of the Rogue Mountain Restaurant, there is a
plywood cutout of a cross-eyed bear. The bear holds up a red and white sign that says FAT.
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Before I start fishing, I pour ripe blood from the bottom of my bait bucket into the water. I use treble hooks
sharp as razors. A reel like a winch. Randy, the assistant dam keeper, is an orderly at the hospital in
Hendersonville and fishes with me after he gets off work. He does not believe the story about the fish as big as a
man. I fish all night. Sometimes small catfish, ripping intestines from the treble hooks, impale themselves and
make a small noise like crying when I pull them out of the water. I hold them by the tail and hit their heads against
the rail of the catwalk and toss them backward over the edge of the dam.
At dawn, I open the small gate that lets water into the turbine house, throw the generator switches, and go to
bed. The Town of Lake Glen makes a million dollars a year selling electricity. Everybody who works for the Town
of Lake Glen has a new town truck to drive. The Prophet from Jupiter makes miniature ladder-back chairs that he
sells wholesale to the gift shops on the highway. His young wife braids long bands of cowhide into bullwhips and
attaches them to clean pine handles. With a hot tool she bums a small cross and the words LAKE GLEN, NORTH
CAROLINA on the sides of the handles. She once said to me,
“I know that what my husband says about God is true because every time we make love he fills me with the
most incredible light.”
The bullwhips she makes hang like snakes in front of the gift shops, and tourists stop and buy them by the
dozen. It is inexplicable. Once, during lunch in the Rogue Mountain Restaurant, the Prophet from Jupiter looked
down into his bowl of vegetable soup and said,
“You know, in the last days Christians won’t be able to get corn.”
The high-voltage wires leading away from the turbine house, you can actually hear them hum. Sometime
during the afternoon—cartoons are on television, the turbines have spun all day, in the town hall they are counting
money, the skiers are sunburned in their shining boats, and the fishermen are drunk—the water level drops back
down to where I try to keep it and the alarm goes off. I get out of bed and go down the narrow stairs to the turbine
house and close the gate. All around Lake Glen it is brilliant summer: the town policemen park beside the beach
and look out from under the brims of their Smoky the Bear hats at the college girls glistening in the sun. The night
of the Fourth of July; the main channel of the lake fills up with boats, and the running lights on the dark water
glitter like stars. The fireworks draw lines on the sky like the ghosts of the veins in your eyes after you have stared
into the sun.
People who should know better play jokes on Junie Wilson. If they tell him that hair spray will scare away
ghosts, he carries a can with him everywhere he goes, like Mace, until somebody tells him differently. If they tell
him that ghosts at night drive ski boats, he will not walk by the marina for days or get within 200 yards of a fast
boat. The Prophet from Jupiter says that Junie has the gift of true sight. The Mayor gives Junie rides to keep him
out of trouble.
This is what it’s like to live on Lake Glen: in the spring the sun shines all the way through you and you twist
down inside yourself, like a seed, and think about growing. There are red and white signs on the water side of the
dam that say DANGER! MAINTAIN A DISTANCE OF 200 YARDS , but you can’t read them from that far away. In April
the wind blows down out of the mountains and across the cove toward my house, and the sun and the water smell
like my wife’s hair. Along the western shore in the summer, in the campgrounds beside the highway, gas lanterns
glow like ghosts against the mountains. Boys and girls who will never see each other again, and somehow know
it, make desperate promises and rub against each other in the laurel; they wade in their underwear in the cold
river. In the summer night, bullwhips pop like rifles.
*
Lake Glen was built between the mountains—Rogue Mountain and Rumbling Caesar—in 1927 by the Lake
Glen Development Company. They built the dam, the municipal building, and a hotel with 200 rooms before the
stock market crashed. My wife’s name is Elisabeth. She lives, until I leave Lake Glen, with her mother in Monte
Sano, Alabama, and has nothing to say to me. Twice a day the town tour boat stops 200 yards from the dam and I
can hear the guide over the tinny loudspeaker explain how it would be dangerous to get any closer. Two summers
ago the town made a deal with the family on Tryon Bay to keep Shithead penned until the tour boat came to the
bay at ten and two. The ducks, however, proved to be undependable. In his pen Shithead became despondent. The
problem was that the ducks swim on Tryon Bay every day, you just never know when. Elisabeth says that for
years I had nothing to say to her and that I shouldn’t expect her to have much to say to me. There are hurricanefence gates at each end of the dam, and only Randy and the Mayor and I have keys. When fishermen approach it
in boats I stand in the kitchen and ring the alarm bell until they leave. They shout at me perched on top of a cliff
of water. This is something they do not consider.
The old people say that when Aunt Plutina Williams left her house for the last time before the lake was
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flooded, she closed her windows and shut and locked the door. Some of the streets in the Town of Lake Glen still
have the old Development Company names: Air Strip Road. Yacht Club Drive. H. L. Mencken Circle. Elisabeth,
before she left, taught the church preschool class every other Sunday. One year she brought her class here for an
Easter egg hunt, and when she unlatched the gate on the front porch they tumbled in their new clothes down the
grassy slope toward the lake. Elisabeth followed me down to the turbine house once and over the roar of the
generators screamed into my ear,
“Why won’t you talk to me? What are you holding back?”
The new police chief asked for a key to the hurricane-fence gates, but the Mayor refused to give him one.
The Lake Glen Hotel is sold and renovated about every five years, and banners are hung across the front of it
on the days it reopens. A crowd gathers and old men sit and watch from the shade under the arches of the
municipal building. A Florida Yankee makes a speech about the coming renaissance in Lake Glen. The Mayor cuts
the ribbon and everybody claps. But the Town of Lake Glen doesn’t have an air strip or a yacht club: the hotel
never stays open longer than a season. Most of the time, the signs of every real estate broker in town are lined up
in front of it like stiff flags.
Elisabeth stood in the lake that Easter in a new yellow dress; the water was up over her calves. The children
squealed on the bank. Maybe then, watching Elisabeth, I believed for a minute in the risen Christ. This is what has
happened: my wife, Elisabeth, is pregnant with the new police chief’s child. Randy never mentions my
misfortune, unless I mention it first. I am grooming him to be the new dam keeper. From the catwalk at night we
see in the distance across the channel the lights of the town. There is no reason to come here and stay in a hotel
with 200 rooms. There is no reason to stay here at all.
Randy fishes for crappie with an ultralight rod that is limber as a switch and will some nights pull seventy-five,
a hundred out of the dark water, glittering, like nickels. He fishes in his white orderly clothes. He smells
disinfected and doesn’t stay all night. This is what I have done: I took the passenger-side shoulder harness out of
my Town of Lake Glen truck and bolted it with long screw anchors into the side of the dam, behind the catwalk. I
buckle up when I fish. I don’t want to be pulled into the water.
Randy is twenty years old and already has two children. He is not married. His girlfriend is tall and skinny and
mean-looking. Randy says she fucks like a cat. The old people say that the morning of the day the water came up,
somebody asked Aunt Plutina why she closed her windows and locked her doors, and she said,
“Why you never know. Sometime I just might want to come back.”
Junie Wilson has seen her. I am afraid that someday I will see her, too. The last time I slept with Elisabeth, two
hearts beat inside her.
Randy will go far in this town. Sometimes I can see Elisabeth bending her back into the new police chief.
Randy says don’t think about it. He is an ex-redneck who learned the value of cutting his hair and being nice to
Floridians. He someday might be mayor. He brought his girlfriend to the town employee barbecue and swim party
at the Mayor’s glass house, and her nipples were stiff, like buttons. My shoulder harness is a good thing:
sometimes late at night I doze, leaning forward against it, and dream of something huge, suspended in the water
beneath me, its eyes yellow and open. At the party I saw Randy whisper something into his girlfriend’s ear. She
looked down at the front of her shirt and said out loud,
“Well, Jesus Christ, Randy. What do you want me to do about it?”
*
During the summers in the thirties the Lake Glen Hotel was a refuge for people who could not afford to
summer in the Catskills anymore. Down the road from the hotel, where the Community Center is now, there was a
dance pavilion built on wooden pilings out over the bay. Elisabeth stood in the lake in a new yellow dress, holding
a jar. The kids from the Sunday school squatted at the edge of the water and looked for tadpoles. The Mayor was
diagnosed with testicular cancer in the spring and waits to see if he had his operation in time.
From my dam I have caught catfish that weighed eighteen, twenty-four, and thirty-one pounds: just babies.
Randy said the thirty-one-pounder was big enough. I think I scare him. I got my picture in the paper in
Hendersonville, holding up the fish. My beard is long and significant; the catfish looks wise. I mailed a copy to
Elisabeth in Monte Sano. The new police chief drives up to the hurricane-fence gate after Randy goes home, and
shines his spot-light on me. I don’t even unbuckle my harness anymore. The Mayor is not running for reelection. I
will stay until inauguration day. The new police chief will live with Elisabeth and their child in the dam keeper’s
house; Randy’s girlfriend is pregnant again and the house isn’t big enough for three kids.
The dance pavilion orchestra was made up of college boys from Chapel Hill and black musicians who had lost
their summer hotel jobs up north. The college boys and the black men played nightly for tips, in their shirtsleeves
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on the covered bandstand, tunes that had been popular during the twenties. On the open wooden floor out over the
water the refugees danced under paper lanterns and blazing mosquito torches. Bootleggers dressed in overalls and
wide-brimmed hats drove their Model Ts down out of the laurel and sold moonshine in the parking lot.
The new police chief came here from New York State and is greatly admired by the Florida Yankees for his
courtesy and creased trousers. I try to hate him, but it is too much like hating myself for what I have done, for
what I have left undone. Florida Yankees have too much money and nothing to do. They bitch about the municipal
government and run against each other for Town Council. They drive to Hendersonville wearing sweat suits and
walk around and around the mall. Randy will not express a preference for Town Council candidates, not even to
me. He will go far. His girlfriend will be the first lady of the Town of Lake Glen.
The Mayor came here on summer break from Chapel Hill in 1931 and never went back. He played second
trumpet in the Lake Glen orchestra. He took his trust fund and bought lakefront land for eighteen cents on the
dollar. At the end of the night, the Mayor says, after the band had packed up their instruments and walked back to
the hotel, the last of the dancers stood at the pavilion rail and looked out at the lake. Fog grew up out of the water.
Frogs screeched in the cattails near the river channel. The Mayor says that the last dancers would peel off their
clothes and dive white and naked into the foggy lake. He says that when they laughed he could hear it from the
road as he walked away, or from his boat as it drifted between the mountains on the black lake before first light.
Some nights I think that if I drove over to the Community Center and turned off my lights I could see them
dancing on the fog.
Junie Wilson has taught me to believe in ghosts. The music I hear comes from a distance: I can never make out
the tune. I remember that Elisabeth used to put her heels against the bed and raise herself up—she used to push
her breasts together with her hands.
“Ghosts is with us everywhere,” Junie Wilson says.
The old people say that the town of Uree held a square dance on the bank of the river the night before the
water came up. They say that Jim Skipper, drunk on moonshine, shit in the middle of his kitchen floor and set his
house on fire. This is something that happened: Elisabeth and I tried to have a baby for seven years before we
went to see a fertility specialist in Asheville. The old people say that the whole town whooped and danced in
circles in front of Jim Skipper’s burning house, and that boys and girls desperate for each other sneaked off and
humped urgently in the deserted buildings, that last night before the town began to sink. All the trees around the
town of Uree had been cut. They lay tangled where they fell.
During the Second World War the government ran the Lake Glen Hotel as a retreat for Army Air Corps officers
on leave from Europe. The Mayor says that the pilots—the ones who were not joined at the hotel by their wives—
lay in still rows on the beach all day, sweating moonshine. At night they went either to the dance pavilion, where
they tried to screw summer girls or the girls who walked down out of the laurel in homemade dresses, or they
went to the whorehouse on the second floor of the Glen Haven Restaurant, where the whores were from
Charleston, some of them exotic and Gullah,\fn{ I.e., descended from West African slaves who inhabited the sea islands and
coastal districts of Georgia, South Carolina and a small section of north-eastern Florida. The term is also used as a name for the language of
these people, and there is a reference to this use at the end of this story .} and the jukebox thumped with swing. The house

specialty was fried catfish and hush puppies made with beer.
The Prophet from Jupiter and his young wife live with their five sons in the Glen Haven building because the
rent is so cheap. There are ten rooms upstairs, five on each side of a narrow hall. One Sunday morning in the early
spring, the Prophet’s son Zeke told Elisabeth that he dreamed Jesus came to his house and pulled a big bucket of
water out of a well and everybody drank from it.
The fertility specialist, Dr. Suzanne Childress, said that I had lethargic sperm.
“I knew it wasn’t me,” Elisabeth said, “I knew it wasn’t me.” Dr. Suzanne Childress said,
“Your sperm count is normal. They just do not swim well enough to reach and fertilize Elisabeth’s ovum.”
They say that Jim Skipper camped out under his wagon for three weeks beside the rising lake. He borrowed a
boat from the Lake Glen Development Company and paddled around the sinking houses. He looked in the
windows until they disappeared, and then he banged on the tin roofs with his paddle. He said he did not know
how to live anywhere else. They say that before Jim Skipper shot himself, he stood in his borrowed boat and
pissed down Old Man Bill Burdette’s chimney. Elisabeth said,
“You always thought it was me, didn’t you?” Dr. Suzanne Childress said,
“I think that perhaps we can correct your problem with dietary supplements. Vitamins. Do you exercise?”
Elisabeth said,
“I’m ovulating right now. I can tell.” Dr. Suzanne Childress said,
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“I know.”
They closed the dance pavilion for good in 1944 when a moon-shiner named Rudy Thomas, in a fight over a
Glen Haven whore named Sunshine, stabbed a B-27 pilot from New York eleven times and pushed him into the
lake. Rudy Thomas died of tuberculosis in Central Prison in Raleigh in 1951. They say that Jim Skipper was a
good man but one crazy son of a bitch.
Several nights a week during his second summer in town the Mayor leaned a chambermaid named Lavonia
over the windscreen of his 1928 Chris-Craft and screwed her until his legs got so weak that he almost fell out of
the boat. Junie Wilson says that the boxes on the sides of telephone poles—if the ghosts have turned them on—
make him so drunk that he is afraid he is going to fall into the lake. The coat hanger around Junie’s neck protects
him from evil spirits.
“Sweet Lavonia,” the Mayor says, “had the kind of body that a young man would paint on the side of his
airplane before he flew off to fight in a war.”
The young Mayor took off his clothes as he drove his boat fast across the dark lake. Lavonia waited between
two boulders on the shore near Uree Shoals. The Mayor cut the engine and drifted into the cove. Lavonia stepped
out from between the rocks, pulled her skirt up around her waist, and waded out to the boat. The white Mayor
glowed in the darkness and played gospel songs on his trumpet while she walked through the water. There wasn’t
a house or a light in sight. Lavonia told him every night while he squeezed her breasts,
“You’re putting the devil inside of me.”
The boat turned in the water, and the Mayor owned everything he could see. Randy in his orderly clothes,
jigging for crappie, tells me there is nothing wrong with me, that to make a woman pregnant you have to flick her
in a certain way, that’s all, you have to put your seed where it will take.
Junie Wilson woke me up one morning yelling,
“Open the gate! Open the gate!”
One of the town cops had told him that ghosts wouldn’t walk across a dam, that walking across a dam was the
way for a man to get rid of his ghosts once and for all. Junie sees three ghosts in his dreams: he sees a man
standing in a boat, he sees a woman looking out the window of a house under water, and he sees his mama wading
out into the lake. This last dream torments Junie the most, because he doesn’t know how to swim. He stands on
the bank and yells for her to come back. We walked across the dam, water up close beside Junie, the air falling
away beside me. Junie said,
“She better get out of that water if she knows what’s good for her.”
What my wife said is true: I never thought it was me. After we made love Elisabeth kept her legs squeezed
tight together, even after she went to sleep.
“Ghosts is keeping me awake,” Junie said. “I got to get rid of these ghosts so I can get me some sleep. Ghosts
is crucifying me.”
“Something’s wrong with me,” Elisabeth whispered. “I can’t have a baby.” I said,
“I still love you. Shhh.”
Before we went to see Dr. Suzanne Childress, I liked to sit astride Elisabeth, hard and slick between her
breasts. Lavonia tried to kill the baby inside her by drinking two quarts of moonshine that she bought from a
bootlegger named Big Julie Cooper in the pavilion parking lot. Junie didn’t speak until he was four. Ghosts began
to chase him when he was twelve. The first time Lavonia saw Junie touching himself, she whipped him with a belt
and told him that if he ever did that again a white man would come with a big knife and cut it off. Elisabeth, when
I was finished, wiped her chest and neck off with a towel.
Bugs fly like angels into the white light of the gas lantern and then spin and fall into the water. Randy jabs the
air with his index finger:
“It’s special pussy, man, way back in the back. It burns like fire.”
The Mayor gave Lavonia a little money every month until she died three years ago. He does not give money to
Junie because Junie drops dollar bills off the Tryon Bay bridge. He does it so that the ghosts won’t turn on their
machines when he walks by telephone poles. The Mayor says,
“Jesus Christ, if I gave that boy a million dollars, he’d throw every bit of it off that damn bridge.” Randy says,
“Man, women go crazy when you start hitting that baby spot. They’ll scratch the hell out of you. You gotta
time it right, that’s all. You gotta let it go when you hit it.” He slaps the back of one hand into the other.
“Bang. You gotta get the pussy they don’t want you to have.”
Junie Wilson and I walked back and forth across the dam until the alarm went off and I had to close the gate
and shut down the generators. I didn’t tell Junie about the machines in the turbine house. Elisabeth said over the
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phone from Monte Sano,
“I know you won’t believe it now, but all I ever wanted was for you to pay attention to me.”
In a sterile men’s room in the doctor’s office, I put my hands against the wall and Elisabeth jerked me off into
a glass bottle. Junie Wilson said that he did not feel any better, and I said that walking across the dam does not
always work.
In August the air over the lake is so thick you can see it, and distances through the haze look impossible to
cross. The water is smooth and gray, and the Town of Lake Glen shimmers across the channel like the place it
tried to be. At the beach, policemen sit in their station wagons with their air conditioners running. The college
girls are tanned the color of baseball gloves. Randy’s girlfriend is starting to gain weight and Randy fishes less;
the crappie have all but stopped biting. The Prophet from Jupiter winks and says that in hot weather his wife
smells like good earth and that God has blessed him in more ways than one. In the hot summer the ghosts keep
their machines turned on all the time, and Junie Wilson staggers through town like a drunk. If there is one true
thing I know to tell you, it is this: in North Carolina, even in the mountains, it takes more than a month of your
life to live through August.
September is no cooler, but the sky begins to brighten, like a promise, and the town begins to pack itself up for
leaving. The college girls go first, their tans already fading, and motor homes with bicycles strapped to their backs
groan up out of the campgrounds to the shimmering highway. Boys and girls damp with sweat sneak away to say
goodbye in the laurel and make promises one last time. Around the lake, family by family, summer people close
up their houses and go back to where they came from in June. The Florida Yankees have mercifully decided
among themselves who the new mayor will be, but the council candidates drive around town at night and tear
down each other’s campaign posters. My beard is down to the middle of my chest. Junie Wilson walks through
town with his hands held up beside his face like blinders, to keep from seeing the bright faces stapled to the
telephone poles. One afternoon I slept in front of a fan and dreamed it was spring: Elisabeth waded in the lake and
I sat on the porch and held a baby whose hair smelled like the sun. I dialed a 1-900 phone-love number and
charged it to the Town of Lake Glen, and a woman named Betty said she wanted me to come in her mouth. In the
closed-up summer houses, burglar alarms squeal in frequencies only bats can hear and the lights burn all night,
turned on and off by automatic timers, but the rooms are empty and still.
In the fall the wild ducks fly away after the summer people in great, glittering V’s. Weekend tourists drive up
from Charlotte and Greenville to point at the leaves and buy pumpkins. The ducks skim low over the channel in
front of my house, their wings whistling like blood, and then cross the dam, suddenly very high in the air. The
Floridians burn leaves in their yards and inhale the smoke like Mentholatum. Randy said, “Man, I hope there ain’t
going to be any hard feelings,” and stopped coming to fish.
Early one morning my line stiffened and moved through the water for twenty yards. When I set the hook, the
stiff rod bent double against a great weight. And then it was gone. The next night the new police chief sat outside
the gate in his Jeep and played an easy-listening radio station over his loudspeaker. In the town of Uree, Aunt
Plutina Williams sits and looks out the window of her house. Jim Skipper wanders in and out of the houses. A
giant fish moves through the air like a zeppelin. The new police chief said over the loudspeaker, “Look, chief, I
just—” and then stopped talking and backed up and drove away.
*
In November 1928 the Lake Glen dam almost washed away. A flash flood boiled down out of the mountains
after a week of rain, and the dam keeper did not open the floodgates in time. The water rose and filled the lake
bed like a bowl before it spilled over the top of the dam. Old Man Bill Burdette drove down the mountain in his
new truck to warn people downstream: the lake had turned itself back into a river and was cutting a channel
through the earth around the side of the dam. They say that the men of the Lake Glen Development Company
construction crews hauled six heavy freight wagons of red roofing slate from the hotel site and threw it over the
side of the gorge. Local men came down out of the laurel and worked in the rain filling sandbags and tossing them
into the hole. But still the water ran muddy around the side of the dam and over the tops of the sandbags and the
roofing. The workers rolled the six empty wagons in on top of the pile. They carried all of the furniture and both
stoves out of the dam keeper’s house and threw it in. They pushed three Model T Fords belonging to the company,
as well as the superintendent’s personal Pierce-Arrow, into the channel the river cut around the side of the dam.
But the water still snaked its way through the wreckage, downhill toward the riverbed.
This October, Town of Lake Glen workmen hung huge red and yellow banners shaped like leaves from wires
stretched between the telephone poles. They built cider stands and arts-and-crafts booths and a small plywood
stage in the parking lot in front of the Lake Glen Hotel. The Chamber of Commerce called the whole thing
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ColorFest! and promoted it on the Asheville TV station. Hundreds of tourists showed up, wearing bright sweaters,
even though it was warm. I saw townies look at me when they thought I wasn’t looking, and their eyes said: I
wonder what he’s going to do. My beard is a torrent of hair. A high school clogging team from Hendersonville
stomped on the wooden stage. Little boys stood at the edge of the stage and looked up through the swirling white
petticoats of the girl dancers, Shithead’s owners walked him through the crowd on a leash. The Prophet from
Jupiter and his wife sold miniature ladder-back chairs and bullwhips from a booth, and gave away spiritual tracts
about the coming Rapture. Junie Wilson, crying for somebody to help him before the white man came to get him,
showed his erection to three of Old Man Bill Burdette’s great-granddaughters, who were sitting in the back of the
1916 Reo truck.
In 1928 the workers at the collapsing dam looked at each other in the rain. Everything seemed lost. The
superintendent of the Lake Glen Development Company produced a Colt revolver and a box of cartridges. Big
Julie Cooper took the superintendent’s gun when nobody else would and one at a time shot twenty-four
Development Company mules right between the eyes. The workers threw the dead and dying mules in on top of
the cars and the wagons and the red roofing slate and the furniture and the stoves, before the rain slacked and the
water retreated back to the lake side of the dam. Then the superintendent threw his hat into the gorge and danced a
jig and said,
“Boys, you don't miss your water until your dam starts to go.”
When the roads dried out, the Development Company brought a steam shovel to cover the debris and the
mules with dirt and rock blasted from the sides of the mountains, but not before the weather cleared and the mules
swelled and rotted in the late autumn sun. They say that you could smell the mules for miles—some of them even
exploded—and that workmen putting the roof on the hotel, at the other end of the channel, wore kerchiefs dipped
in camphor tied around their faces. They say that a black funnel cloud of buzzards and crows spun in the air over
the gorge and that you could see it a long way away. At night bears came down off of Rumbling Caesar and ate
the rotting mules. Big Julie Cooper said,
“By God, now let me tell you something. That son of a bitch liked to of went.”
When Old Man Bill Burdette’s three great-granddaughters screamed, the new police chief twisted Junie
Wilson’s arm behind his back. Junie screamed, “Jesus! Jesus! Oh God! Please don’t cut me,” and tried to get
away. The whole ColorFest! crowd ran up close and silently watched while Junie and the new police chief spun
around and around.
“I’m not going to hurt you, Junie,” the new police chief said.
Two other town cops showed up and held Junie down while the new police chief very efficiently handcuffed
Junie and tied his legs together with three bullwhips the Mayor brought from the Prophet from Jupiter’s booth.
The new police chief covered Junie’s erection with a red ColorFest! banner shaped like a leaf. Junie’s coat hanger
was bent and twisted around his face. The new police chief pulled it off and handed it to the Mayor. Junie
screamed for his mother over and over until his eyes rolled back in his head and his body began to jerk. Shithead
howled. The high school clogging team from Hendersonville the whole time stomped and spun, wild-eyed, on the
flimsy plywood stage.
*
The first Monday after Thanksgiving, I raised one of the floodgates halfway and lowered the lake eight feet.
Randy will fill the lake back up the first Monday in February. It will be his job to maintain a constant pond level.
Every day I try to piss off the river side of the dam in a stream that will reach from me to the bottom of the gorge,
but it is impossible to do. When the lake level is down, the exposed pilings of the boathouses are spindly like the
legs of old men. Randy’s girlfriend has started to show and her breasts are heavy. The new police chief spends
three days in Monte Sano with my wife every other week. The hotel is dark and for sale and locked up tight.
When the water is down the people who live here year-round replace the rotten boards on their docks and the
rotten rungs on their uncovered ladders. All around the lake circular saws squeal. The water over the town of Uree
seems darker somehow than the rest of the lake, and I’ve always wanted to drop the lake down far enough to see
what is down there. At the end of that last night, when Jim Skipper’s house had burned down to a glowing pile of
ashes, the people of the town of Uree sang Shall We Gather at the River and then stood around, just looking at
their houses and barns and sheds, wishing they had done more, until the sun came over the dam at the head of the
gorge. The Mayor stays mostly in his house now. His successor has been elected. Randy wore a necktie and a
sport coat and met with the mayor-elect to discuss ways to generate electricity more efficiently. The Mayor keeps
his thermostat set on eighty-five and still cannot get warm. The word from the state hospital in Morganton is that
Junie Wilson has no idea where he is or what has happened and screams every time he sees a white doctor.
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The lake began to freeze during a cold snap the week before Christmas. There were circles of whiter ice where
part of the lake thawed in the sun and then refroze again at night. The temperature dropped fast all day Christmas
Eve, and the ice closed in and trapped a tame duck on Tryon Bay. Shithead, going out after the duck, broke
through a soft spot in the ice and could not get back out.
In fifteen minutes most of the town of Lake Glen was on the Tryon Bay bridge screaming,
“Come on, Shithead! Come on, boy, you can do it!”
Nobody could remember who had a canoe or think of how to rescue the dog. The Prophet from Jupiter, before
anyone could stop him, ran across the frozen mud and slid head-first out onto the ice. The duck frozen to the lake
in the middle of the bay flailed its wings. I stood beside the new police chief on the bank and screamed for the
Prophet to “Lie still! Lie still!” that we would find a way to save him.
The Prophet from Jupiter moved his lips and began to inch his way forward across the ice. It groaned under his
weight. Cracks in the ice shot away from his body like frozen lightning. The Prophet kept going, an inch at a time,
none of us breathing until he reached forward into the hole and grabbed Shithead by the collar and pulled him up
onto the ice. It held. The dog quivered for a second and skittered back toward shore, its belly low to the frozen
lake.
We opened our mouths to cheer, but there was a crack like a gunshot, and the Prophet from Jupiter
disappeared. He came up, once—he looked surprised more than anything else, his face deathly white, his mouth a
black O—and then disappeared again and did not come back up. On the bridge the Prophet’s five sons ran in place
and screamed and held their arms toward the water. Randy’s girlfriend kept her arms wrapped tight around the
Prophet’s wife, who shouted, “Ok Jesus! Ok Jesus!” and tried to jump off of the bridge. By the time we got boats
on the lake, and broke the ice with sledgehammers, and pulled grappling hooks on the ends of ropes through the
dark water and hooked the Prophet and dragged him up, there was nothing even God could do. The duck frozen to
the lake had beaten itself to death against the ice. The new police chief sat down on the bank and cried like a baby.
Elisabeth’s water broke that night. The new police chief called the Mayor and left for Monte Sino, and the
Mayor called me. I walked back and forth and back and forth across the dam until all the ghosts of Lake Glen
buzzed in my ears like electricity: I saw the Prophet from Jupiter riding with Old Man Bill Burdette, down the
streets of Uree in a 1916 Reo truck, toward the light in Aunt Plutina Williams’s window; I saw catfish as big as
men, with whiskers like bullwhips, lie down at the feet of the Prophet and speak in a thousand strange tongues; I
saw dancers moving against each other in the air to music I had never heard; I saw Lavonia, naked and beautiful,
bathing and healing Junie in a moonlit cove; I saw Elisabeth standing at the edge of the lake in the spring, nursing
a child who smelled like the sun; I saw the new police chief in a boat watching over his family; I saw the Mayor
on his knees praying in Gullah with Charleston whores; I saw Jim Skipper and Rudy Thomas and Big Julie
Cooper driving a bleeding pilot beside the river in a wagon pulled by twenty-four mules; I saw the Prophet from
Jupiter and his five sons shoot out of the lake like Fourth of July rockets and shout with incredible light and
tongues of fire,
“Rise, children of the water: Rise and be whole in the kingdom of God.”
168.1 Hard Core\fn{by Gabe Hudson (1971- )} Austin?, Travis County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 5
My buddy Meat’s the one who showed me the true joy of handling the M203. I mean, yeah, the M16 was okay.
You hear a lot of us Marines making a big hoo-ha about our M16s.
“This is my rifle, there are many like it, but this one is mine” and all that.
But after rolling with Meat, I’d take my M203 over an M16 any day.
You hear all those Nam doggies bragging on their old-school Blooper Gun, the M79 grenade launcher. It could
blow up NVC from a hundred feet away. My instructor at Survival Evasion Resistance Escape school, what we
called SERE, was Sergeant Bloodworth, a Force Recon Nam doggy who used to brag on how he could fire a
grenade with the Blooper Gun and blow up a running NVC in mid-stride.
But the Blooper Gun was a pain in the ass, an extra weapon you had to tote around in the bush. So after
Vietnam, they came up with the M203 grenade launcher, which clips on to your service rifle. The M203 is one
size fits all—jack that puppy into the forward receiver of your M16A2, your M4Al carbine, whatever you got, and
let fly. If you timed it right, your grenade would blow up right in the Iraqi soldier’s face. We called that a facial.
Because of my training in muay thai kickboxing, I’d been the punter for my high school football team down in
Austin, Texas. Nobody in their right mind wants to be the punter. On Sundays. you see all those other NFL guys
doing what they’ve dreamed of doing since they could pee straight. And then there’s the team’s queer little punter,
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jumping up and down on the sidelines like he’s begging someone to punch his lights out. But there in the desert,
with the M203 in hand, I was the quarterback. It definitely put a new twist on the term “long bomb.”
I scored my first facial back in February. I’d been in the desert for a month. We were in a firefight with a small
pack of Iraqi soldiers—they’d ambushed our convoy as we crossed the bridge at Samarra—when I spotted a lone
Iraqi perched on the berm. My guys were taking a lot of heat. I saw Meat pinned down in no-man’s-land, behind
our Jeep, which was up on its side and covered in flames. Every time Meat tried to scramble out, this Iraqi
sprayed the area with his AK-47. Tat-tat-tat-tat. I scrambled for cover behind some brush along the Euphrates. I
was gasping for air. By then I didn’t have to use the M203’s sights, so I just cocked back and squeezed the trigger
and watched the grenade sail through the sky. Straight towards the end zone. At the last second, I shouted,
“Yo!” The Iraqi stood up and turned around. Just in time to make it a facial.
Touchdown!
Meat galloped up.
“That’s right, G! You rollin’ tight! Hard core, baby! That’s hard core!”
I pumped my knees in a crazy war dance, a little number Meat and me liked to call the Baghdad Boogie. Meat
jumped in too, right then and there. Meat’s version of the Baghdad Boogie was breakdancing, doing the robot. In
his MOPP4 gear, popping and locking with those AK-47 rounds whizzing by, Meat looked hilarious.
“Who’s your monkey now?!” I shouted at the sky. “Who’s got the big monkey dick now, bitch?!”
Meat stopped dancing and looked at me. A hailstorm of rounds buzzed by us.
“What?” I said, the smile sliding off my face.
“Anh Hung,” Meat said. “Dude, why you gotta talk smack about Lam Binh? Talking about your big monkey
dick like that? That shit’s completely disrespectful.”
Lam Binh. Always back to Lam Binh. Even out there in the desert, there was no escaping Lam Binh.
*
My twin sister Lam Binh’s the reason I became a Marine. Lam Binh or maybe Meat, though I never would
have told Lam Binh that. Lam Binh has always hated Meat. Or at least since 1981. Me and Lam Binh were
thirteen years old, living with our American dad in Austin. One day after school, before I knew what was
happening, Lam Binh came streaking into my room naked, laughing her head off.
“Hey! Let’s playa game!”
She jumped up on my bed, squatted over me so that my face was just a few inches from her vagina. Then she
said the name of the game was POW: She said that POW meant Prisoner of War, and that some of the older girls
had been talking about POW in the girls’ bathroom. Lam Binh said POW was like Truth or Dare, but way better.
Lam Binh said she would tie me up and do things to me, and then I would tie her up and do things to her.
“But first you have to get naked! Hurry up!” she said.
“Get the heck out of my room, willya?” I shouted. But the truth is I couldn’t take my eyes off of what was right
in front of my face.
“Don’t be that way! You’ll like POW. But you have to get naked first.”
“Okay. Hold on,” I said. “Lemme go to the bathroom first. I gotta pee. Be right back.”
And with that I ran out into the woods behind our house. It was as if my legs had a mind of their own, ferrying
me out into the wilderness.
The next afternoon Lam Binh repeated her performance. I was inspecting the shuriken Japanese throwing stars
that I’d bought at a head shop when she bolted into my room, laughing.
“POW! POW!” she shouted.
Only this time she was wearing cammies and a pair of combat boots. She looked like a regular GI Jane. Lam
Binh chased after me when I fled out into the woods, clinging to my stars.
“Hold up!” she cried.
I ran in a zigzag. I threw one of my stars as far as I could, so that when it struck the ground it would distract
Lam Binh. I hid in a tree for a while. I lay down in the creek and used a dirty straw to breathe underwater as Lam
Binh ran by, shouting my name. That’s how I first learned about Escape and Evasion.
And hunting, too. Because while my sister hunted me out in the woods that afternoon, I did some hunting of
my own. I’d been practising with those throwing stars for a few weeks, nailing empty beer cans set up on the
ground. But that afternoon I moved on to my first live target: I killed a field mouse from thirty feet away. Clean
head shot. Then I nailed a couple of birds. Then a raccoon.
I wasn't sure what to aim for next—there were too many squirrels, they were too easy—when I saw a stray dog
that must have wandered into the woods from my junior high grounds down the street. It was a Scottish terrier. I
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could hear Lam Binh calling out my name.
“Anh Hung! Anh Hung!”
To be fair, I tried to give that Scottish terrier a head start before I began the hunt. But it just kept coming up to
me with its tail wagging. Finally I got pissed and it ended up being me who had to run away from the dog—to get
enough distance between us so that I could chuck my throwing star at it. But it kept running back to me! So I
ended up having to take down that Scottish terrier from close range.
I hadn't heard Lam Binh calling for a while, so afterwards I just headed home.
*
The next day, at school, it turned out that the Scottish terrier belonged to this blonde girl named Zoe in my
algebra class. Zoe was the girl who had gotten everyone calling me Chinky Dinky Poo Poo, which all the kids
eventually shortened to just plain Chinky Dink. There were LOST signs posted all around the school about Zoe’s
missing dog that Friday morning. They said that Zoe had been walking her Scottish terrier, Tigger, around the
school track, when a giant black man in a ski mask came running out of the woods and snatched the dog up and
ran off. I knew that was a lie, but I couldn’t say anything, because then everyone would know it was me. I was
scared as hell of getting caught, and so I can’t say I was too upset when I heard in the cafeteria that day that the
police had already brought in a suspect for questioning, a semi-retarded black man I used to see playing Space
Invaders up at the 7-Eleven.
Don’t get me wrong. I’m not a racist-in fact I hate racists. But as a minority, there’s only so much you can do
for another minority before you have to think about what’s best for you. Besides, the way I figured it, I’d be a lot
more useful to black people in the free world than locked up behind bars.
To prove my point, that afternoon I went up to Tolesha, the black girl in my world geography class, and offered
to let her copy my homework for the rest of the year. Free of charge. Tolesha got bussed in from the other side of
town and I figured she probably had a job after school, something that helped her family make ends meet, and
being able to copy my homework would free her up to work more hours at her job. Turned out I was right.
Because Tolesha, with a big white smile, gratefully accepted my offer.
When the final bell rang that afternoon, I raced out to the woods and hid that dead Scottish terrier where no
one could find it. When I came back to my house, I saw my new neighbour, Timmy, sitting in his wheelchair out
in his backyard. He had only just moved to town, but he was already captain of the Students for Christ club at
school.
“Hey! Come here a sec!” he said. I trotted over.
“Help me out, buddy. Fetch me that bird I just killed.” He pointed at the ground under the bird feeder. I found a
dead cardinal there and handed it to Timmy. He held up his fancy slingshot.
“Pretty cool, huh?”
“I guess.” I held up one of my stars. “But not as cool as this.” Timmy eyeballed the star with admiration.
“You a soldier, too?” he said. “What you been hunting, soldier?”
I stared at Timmy in his wheelchair. His legs looked weird, like pipe cleaners all twisted up below him. There
was a red, white and blue sticker on his wheelchair that said:
LET US COUNT OUR BLESSINGS
Something in, his voice made Timmy seem hugely vulnerable, trustworthy.
The next thing I knew I heard myself confessing, telling Timmy what I’d done to the Scottish terrier. When I
was done talking, Timmy practically bit my head off.
“You idiot! Your sister’s always in those woods. She’s definitely gonna find that dog!”
Timmy was right. If Lam Binh discovered the Scottish terrier, she’d surely put two and two together. After all,
Lam Binh was a genius. The star of the Gifted and Talented programme. Perfect score on the CAT test. Straight
As.
I grabbed Timmy’s chair and wheeled him out into the woods. When we reached the little clearing, I said,
“Here it is.” Then, with Timmy barking instructions, I built a little fire.
Let me say this, though: the dogburgers were totally Timmy’s idea. One thousand per cent. Timmy insisted we
go back to his house to get his dad’s hunting knife for skinning. Timmy brought the buns and ketchup from his
kitchen. Timmy even brought paper plates in his backpack. And Timmy said if I didn’t help him eat the burgers,
then he’d rat me out himself. He said,
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“I’m on your side here. But I can’t do everything.” He handed me a plate.
“Now eat your chow, soldier.”
Scared of getting caught, I scarfed my first burger as the late afternoon sun bled through the canopy of leaves
overhead. About halfway through I heard Lam Binh calling out my name, way off in the woods.
“Anh Hung! Anh Hung! Come out, come out, wherever you are!” Timmy said,
“She’ll never find us. Hey, your sister’s hot, though. Do you like to tuck her or what?”
I didn’t know what to say, but I could tell Timmy would like me more if I said yes. So I said,
“Of course. Whaddya think I am, a homo?”
We'd erected a spit over the fire. Timmy said he’d learned this stuff in Boy Scouts, and that one day he would
become a United States Marine. Timmy said,
“That’s why I pray so much. God’s gonna get me out of this here chair. Miracles happen.”
“Whatever.”
“It’s true. Shoot. You should read the Bible. And you should come to one of our Students for Christ meetings.
Free cake and juice. Sometimes pizza. Then you’d know all this stuff. I’m gonna get out of this wheelchair soon. I
mean, all I have to do is find Jesus, and then nail Jesus to a cross. Then God’ll get me out of this wheelchair, so I
can become a Marine.”
“A Marine?” I said. “Give me a break. I’m going to train in the black arts of bushido. One day I’m going to be
a Samurai warrior.”
“What’s that?” said Timmy.
“Something that could kick a Marine’s ass with his eyes closed.”
“You Chinese or something?”
“Half Vietnamese. I was born in the tunnels of Cu Chi. My mother was a mighty NVC warrior. They called her
Blue Dragon. My name means Hero in Vietnamese.”
“Talk about serious freaksville.”
“I thought you were my friend. If you’re not my friend, just say the word.” I picked up one of my throwing
stars.
“You a Commie bastard? My dad says he killed all the Commie bastards in Nam.”
“No, dickweed.” I raised the throwing star, poised to throw.
“Take it easy, dude. My dad says those Commie bastards could fight real good.”
“Not as good as a Samurai,” I said.
That’s when Lam Binh burst into the clearing. Her cammies made it hard to see her against the trees but the
sun was glinting all around her. Her eyes swelled when she took in the scene.
“What the hell are you guys doing?! What the frick is that?!” she said, pointing to what was left of the Scottish
terrier on the spit. She pinched her nose. “Whew. It stinks.”
“Wow,” said Timmy, his eyes suddenly filled with a weird light. “Why didn’t you tell me your sister was
Jesus?”
I didn't say anything. Timmy said,
“Grab her! Get her before she runs away! Use the rope! It’s miracle time!”
I stood up, dusting my palms off on my jeans. I saw Lam Binh’s smile fade, replaced by a look of uncertainty.
Then Lam Binh bolted back into the woods, and we chased after her.
I don’t want to talk about what me and Timmy did to my sister that afternoon. How we created a whole new
version of POW and how it changed all our lives forever. But I will say that those dogburgers were rancid. I was
sick that night, throwing up everywhere. That’s how I came to be a vegetarian. And that’s how I gave Timmy his
nickname, the name I’ve known him by ever since; Meat.
*
You might know Lam Binh from her porn movies, but you’d only know her by her porn name: V:J., which
stands for Vietnamese
Jesus. The same Lam Binh that graduated from Yale summa cum laude, with a double major in Post-Feminist
Theory and Asian-American Studies. The same Lam Binh that was approached by the FBI about possible
employment, and the same Lam Binh that told the FBI that she’d rather shoot herself in the vagina than work for
the same American government that raped and pillaged Vietnam.
Or maybe you know Lam Binh from her anti-war commercials. A few months ago, during the build-up to the
Gulf War, an international human rights organization hired Lam Binh to do a graphic series of anti-war
commercials called No Blood for Oil.
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Because of how graphic the commercials were, HBO was the only channel running the series. But when they
became hot on college campuses, the media picked up on the whole phenomenon, and now they can’t get enough
of Lam Binh: her father a decorated Vietnam Vet, her mother a member of the VC resistance, her brother a Marine
deployed in Iraq.
I saw Lam Binh’s latest commercial before shipping out to Saudi Arabia. A bunch of us from 2 nd Platoon were
partying at Meat’s pad. We were playing quarters and doing shots of Goldschlager with the tunes pumping—
Public Enemy, I think it was. The TV was on in the background with the volume off. When No Blood for Oil III
came on, Corporal Danberger cried,
“Holy shit! Here we go!”
On the TV, a chimpanzee in a Marine Corps dress blue uniform was beating his meat. He was standing on top
of an M1A1 Abrams tank in the desert and he had his trousers around his ankles. That chimpanzee was really
going at it. Lam Binh was crouched below him with her mouth open. Suddenly the chimpanzee grimaced, like
somebody had kicked him in the nuts. Then he came all over Lam Binh’s face. But when Lam Binh looked at the
camera, the chimpanzee’s cum was black. And shiny. Like oil. And it spelled the words NO BLOOD FOR OIL
across her face. Then in bold yellow letters the words FIGHT THE WAR AGAINST WAR: BECOME A
SOLDIER FOR PEACE flashed across the screen.
“Oooh-rah! Bomb’s away!” Meat cried. Then he grinned at me and said,
“That monkey gave your sister there a facial! Like his dick was an M203 firing grenades, yo! Oooh-rah! Yo
Monkey!” he said to me. “Tell your sister I seriously dig No Blood for Oil III! Tell her that’s my favourite.” He
made a circle with his hand and moved it up and down like he was jerking off.
*
The next night, 1 drove over to Lam Binh’s apartment in Oceanside for dinner. On the way 1 promised myself
that I would never tell her what Meat had said. But of course I immediately spilled the beans. Lam Binh was in
the kitchen, making pho—which our mom used to make for us when we lived in Saigon-and 1 was on the couch,
cleaning my Beretta 9mm pistol.
“Meat said he loves No Blood for Oil III. I mean, your art.”
That’s how Lam Binh told me to refer to her commercials. 1 didn't mention the thing Meat did with his hand.
“That’s how Meat put it,” I said. “He seemed real sincere.”
I had my Beretta 9mm broken down into pieces, spread out on the coffee table. I ran a rag over the magazine
catch assembly.
“What!” Lam Binh’s eyes got big. “Where does he get off? What an asshole!”
I knew I’d made a mistake by bringing it up.
“I thought you liked Meat. 1 thought you’d forgiven him. That was all a long time ago. We were just kids.”
This was classic damashi, which in ninjutsu is used to mean “deception.” Shadowhand. 1 was trying to run
some interference, to throw Lam Binh off the scent before she got any more pissed. Lam Binh is a worthy
adversary, but I knew how to do this from SERE. In the POW part of the training cycle, Sergeant Bloodworth
locked me up in this tiny wood box for a couple of days—you didn’t eat—and then he dragged me out for
repeated interrogations. Sit you in the chair, jack you for information. I learned how to outsmart my interrogator
with covert misdirection. How to tell a truthful story by telling lies. Because if your captors get the whole truth
they’ll kill you—or kill your mates because you ratted them out. The trick is to tell your POW story without
making your interrogator cut off one of your hands, or throw acid in your face. You’ve got to plot each word like
your life depends on it, but give the impression that you don’t fucking care if you live. Your delivery has to be a
perfect mixture of fear and courage. You also have to be ready to die. That part’s total Samurai. Lam Binh said,
“Are you fucking kidding me, Anh Hung? You’re gonna have to do a helluva lot better than this, with your Jedi
mind tricks. Give me a break.”
By this point, I’d put the Beretta 9mm all the way back together again. The weapon was so clean you could
wipe your ass with it. I chambered a round.
Then Lam Binh slammed a carrot down on the cutting board. She said,
“Listen. I’ll. Tell. You. What.” Then Lam Binh said she’d cut Meat’s dick off if he ever came near her.
“Just like this!” And brought the knife down right through the carrot.
*
The day after I scored that facial along the Euphrates, me and Meat I were sent into Basra for a little Sneak and
Peek under the cover of darkness. Intel had given the word that some Republican Guard were holed up in the local
junior high school. A renegade band, using the school as a hide site, were terrorizing the locals and making hit and
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runs on our guys along Highway 10. We came flying over Basra in a Blackhawk and pulled into position above
the school. Hertz, the pilot, turned and shouted,
“Okay, gents! Time for me to drop a load. Go! Go! Go!”
Meat and me jumped out the hatch. We fast-roped down about halfway and then busted through a second-floor
window in a shower of glass shards. There were old desks strewn around the room and a chalkboard on the wall.
It reminded me of our old school. I half expected to see a Scottish terrier running around with a throwing star
sticking out of its head.
Then a giant, bearded Republican Guard leapt out from behind a desk and charged Meat. He was running at
top speed, but his pistol was steady and I saw the red light dance across Meat’s chest.
And that’s when I knew we were in big trouble.
*UTAH*
165.68 Excerpt from The Life Story of Brigham Young\fn{by Susan Young Gates (1856-1933)} Salt Lake City, Salt
Lake County, Utah, U.S.A. (F) 13
The dynamic force of Brigham Young, together with the ever unpopular religion which he represented, made
him, however unwittingly, the focus of all Utah history and Mormon development for over thirty years. That he
was of lowly birth, without early school training, could not lessen the majesty of his own great personality. This
humble disciple of Jesus Christ was destined to become the second President of the re-established Church of
Christ, first Governor of the American State of Utah, founder of cities and prosperous settlements with their
farms, mills, factories, schools, colleges, meeting-places and temples, conqueror of the Great American Desert
and the Creator of an Empire in the great inter-mountain spaces of Western America.
Brigham Young was a Puritan of the Puritans, an American born of New England Americans. His father, John
Young, was a soldier of the Revolutionary War and served under General Washington. Like many others at that
period he thought to better his condition by the removal of his already large and rapidly increasing family, from
Hopkinton, in the State of Massachusetts, where his father and grandfather had lived and died, to the southern
edge of Vermont, in Windham County, where a small town, Whittingham, had been established twenty years
before. Here a log house was built, and a delicate wife, Abigail Howe Young, was located, and soon thereafter her
ninth child and fourth son, Brigham, was born on June I, 1801.
His name, Brigham, was the surname of his uncle, Phineas Brigham, who married his mother’s sister, Susanna.
Thus Brigham Young, like the Prophet Joseph Smith, was born in Vermont; but Brigham’s Vermont birthplace
was rather the accident of circumstance. The Youngs were all Massachusetts Pilgrims and Puritans, back on both
lines to the early settlement of the New England States. The children born to John and Abigail were Nancy, Fanny,
Rhoda, John Jr., Nabby, Susanna, Joseph, Phineas Howe, Brigham, Louisa and Lorenzo Dow. They all grew to be
stalwart and useful men and women, and assisted greatly in the building of the West.
*
The childhood of Brigham Young was marked by plain living and high thinking. Fanny, his older sister, was
the official nurse and milkmaid of the family; the unruly family cows would allow no one but deft-handed, gentle
Fanny to essay the daily task. The baby Brigham was put on a bottle because of the continued illness of the
mother and shared the passionate preference for Fanny, crying lustily if the others sought to relieve the burdened
little sister of her constant charge.
The daily routine of the family followed the pattern of their Puritan forebears. The father was strict to
sternness. Brigham once remarked:
“It was a word and a blow with my father, but the blow came first.”
To listen to a fiddle, to laugh or shout on the Sabbath day was a fault unforgivable. But the mother’s tact and
sympathy mellowed the sternness of the father and encircled childish deeds and faults with tender solicitude. She
taught them their letters and gave them what schooling she could. The girls were taught today’s lost arts of plain
and fancy needlework, candle-dipping, rag-carpet making, quilt-piecing, spinning and weaving. Besides these
duties were those of baby-tending for older ones, together with chicken-feeding and milking. The boys were all
busy on the farm and the older sons were apprenticed out to learn some useful trade. .
The diet of these migrating pioneers was that of their condition and inheritance. They invariably had baked
potatoes, plenty of eggs, milk and cheese, “Johnny cake” and buttermilk, varied by “gardensass” in summer, and
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gingerbread and squash pie and dried beans put into the brick oven on Saturday night for the Sabbath dinner so
that no cooking and work should mar the sacred peace of that day. All this made for the health and simplicity of
the happy home. In it all was cleanliness.
Father, mother, children, all of them, loved and made music. The mother was a choir singer in the Methodist
congregation, where she and her God-fearing husband worshipped. Parents and children read and studied the
scriptures and they were eager students of the primitive schools of their neighbourhood during such periods as
their almost nomadic life permitted. All of them inherited easy verbal expression, a good deal of literary and
musical taste with “genteel” manners, and some were gay and vivacious; they were affectionate, generous and
cheerful.
During his boyhood Brigham Young worked with his father on the farm. At the time of his mother’s death,
when he was fourteen years of age, he was “apprenticed out” to learn a trade—that of carpenter and painter. This
he learned with such success that he entered business for himself when he was sixteen years of age. He became an
expert carpenter and cabinet-maker, as some of his early work exists to testify, and he was wont to mention the
fact that his best accomplishment was painting and glazing.
*
As a youth Brigham Young took little active interest in religion, and on this point records:
“I was taught by my parents to live a strictly moral life. Still, it was not until my twenty-second year that I
became serious and religiously inclined. Soon after this I attached myself to the Methodist Church.”
He cultivated contact with intelligent men older than himself, yet retained lively relationship with youth.
Always fond of children, he drew them naturally into the radius of his magnetic friendship. As a youth, he
gathered little boys around him, telling them patriotic stories, inciting them to deeds of valour, and raising their
ideals of life.
He had but eleven days of formal schooling, according to his own account. His mother taught him to read, and
his father inculcated a love for the stately prose of the Bible. He was an intelligent student of life, and his intake
of knowledge on any and every point was only equalled by his output of quiet leadership, even in his earliest
years. His powers of observation were very acute. He was serious-minded, but possessed a keen sense of humour.
He studied men and early showed his matchless power to centralize their thoughts upon the Cause he advocated
rather than upon himself as an instrument.
Tall, five feet ten in youth, vigorous, handsome and magnetic, his physical comeliness was severely adorned
with a cleanliness which was at times radiant. He was highly respected and so far as is known in his youth had no
enemies, excited no jealousy, and travelled easily along life’s beaten pathway, side by side with his fellow men.
*
Farming in the summer and between times working at his trade of carpenter, cabinet-maker, painter and
glazier, Brigham Young moved about from settlement to settlement during his early maturity. The family had
removed to New York State. Several villages now credit themselves as having been his permanent dwelling-place.
It is probable that he found it necessary to shift his quarters as he found work in various localities.
It was but a natural and logical step that pushed him into matrimony. He loved the peaceful seclusion of a
home, yearned for the domestic independence which alone fosters character development and the self-expression
which had been denied him since his mother’s long illness and her final death in his early life. More than all, he
loved children and that joy which alone comes from congenial wedded affection.
He was twenty-three when at some social gathering in Aurelius, Cayuga County, in the State of New York, he
met a beautiful young woman, Miriam Angeline Works, daughter of Asa and Jerusha Works. To her he soon began
to pay attentions, which were accepted with the same gentle propriety in which they were offered. There was
nothing tempestuous nor impassioned in his outer conduct, then or ever.
In spite of its brevity the courtship was most romantic, and on October 8, 1824, the marriage was
consummated. The love he gave his young wife was deep and abiding, and his loyalty to her was unquestioned.
Miriam was a beautiful blonde, with blue eyes, a finely chiselled face and wavy hair. She possessed a gentle,
uncomplaining spirit and was in every way most lovable. She became the mother of two girls, Elizabeth and
Vilate, but was an invalid during the latter part of her life. Brigham Young once remarked that after marriage he
worked for half a crown a day when he could not get more; got breakfast for his wife, himself, and the little girls,
dressed the children, cleaned up the house, carried his wife to the rocking-chair by the fireplace and left her there
until he could return in the evening. When he came home he cooked his own and the family’s supper, put his wife
back to bed and finished up the day’s domestic labours.
The house he built for his wife in Mendon, New York State, is a charming bit of early Colonial cottage
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workmanship, and still stands. He was in fairly comfortable circumstances, for he had the foresight to seize upon
opportunity and use self-restraint to husband his resources. However, he did not display any unusual or ambitious
traits. He was content with his good parents, brothers and sisters, his beautiful and loving wife and two little girls,
his friends and neighbours. It is doubtful if he would have moved far or travelled much but for the thrilling appeal
from God which was soon to enter his soul and drive out every tlrought but to “gather up to Zion” where Christ
and His Prophet were re-establishing righteousness in the last days.
*
Soon after the establishment of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, news of the youthful Prophet
Joseph Smith with his heavenly visitation and his “gold Bible” filtered through Western New York State, carried
by the town and county papers, through travellers and visitors into the adjoining counties of the State. Palmyra,
where the Smith family lived, was only forty miles away, and Brigham Young heard the rumours of the New
Prophet. Never credulous, yet attracted by the sheer audacity of a “brand new” American religion, a Puritan cry
for new light on old doctrines, a bold reply to the insistent question of the old Roman Church as to where and how
the Reformers received divine authority, he felt the need of personal investigation and individual mental
measuring of old and new standards.
His conversion was preceded by months and months of study, of comparison between Scripture texts and the
balancing of the breathtaking claims of the modern Prophet. Those claims covered vast chasms between
orthodoxy and the new Gospel. He was told that a new revelation had come to the earth, to open the closed door
so deftly locked against revelation by the last translators of the New Testament in applying John the Revelator’s
closing words to his own Book of Revelations. To the Scriptures of ancient times had been added another, the
Book of Mormon, translated by divine gift and power. This book was a record of the people who lived on the
American continent who were the ancestors of the American Indians. It was a record of the struggles of another
branch of the house of Israel. The keys and powers of the ancient Priesthood which had been lost for centuries
since the apostasy of the mother Church had been restored. Now, all men, not alone the chosen few who became
pastors and priests, but all worthy men who accepted the Gospel, could receive those keys and powers.
The new Church taught that life before this earth was individually lived, and life, after death, would continue
personality, progress and intellectual growth; that such life was and would be as eternal as God was eternal; that
women were to share in all the blessings and gifts of life here and hereafter, side by side with their husbands,
fathers and sons, while the sealing ordinance which bound together husbands and wives, parents and children,
continued in force and efficacy throughout eternity; that through this key his own beloved mother and invalid
wife, his father, brothers, sisters, all, would be his companions and associates throughout an active intelligent
eternity. These principles hung suspended on the thread of his reasoning faculties which had been trained in the
school of Protestant rejection of revelation.
Above all, he was confronted with the vast upheaval of all creeds and beliefs, Catholic and Protestant,
contained in the declaration by the Prophet Joseph that God was a Being of personal dimensions and the prototype
of Adam, whom He had created in “His own likeness and His own image.” More unbelievable still, he must
accept the statement that our Father, in the divine compassion He felt for His children, had graciously opened the
locked door of vision and revelation, had Himself condescended to come and to bring with Him his Only
Begotten Son, Jesus Christ, who both appeared in the backwoods of a lowly farmer’s home-place in Western New
York State in answer to the solemn petition of a youth who was praying for light and an answer to his natural
question about the particular church which God would have him choose out of all the warring sects and creeds
around him.
He listened to the reports and considered the testimony of already converted friends.
“I weighed the matter studiously for nearly two years,” he once declared, “before I made up my mind to
receive that Book. I looked at it on all sides. All other religions I could fathom … but this new one I reasoned on
month after month, until I came to a certain knowledge of its truth. Had this not been the case I never would have
embraced it to this day. I wished time sufficient to prove all things for myself.”
He told of his own conversion by answering his daughter who had expressed a longing desire to know that the
Gospel was true, that Jesus was the Christ and that Joseph Smith was divinely ordained to re-establish His Church
in latter days; not merely to hope and try to believe it, but to know as her father knew its truth. He said,
“Daughter, there is only one way to find it out. And that is the way I found it out and the way your mother
found it. Get down on your knees and ask God to give you that testimony and knowledge which Peter had when
Christ asked the Apostles: ‘Whom do ye say I am?’”
Finally, on April 14, 1832, when he was 31 years of age, he was baptised into the Church at Mendon, Monroe
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County, New York.
*
After his own acceptance of the new Gospel, he was instrumental in bringing about the conversion of all his
brothers and sisters, his aged father, and his own dying wife. Alas! she enjoyed the earthly membership of the new
Church only a few weeks before she passed away on September 8, 1832. Brief as was the period, her soul was
nevertheless lifted to God in transports of joy and gratitude so that the sting of death was taken away, and she died
rejoicing in the sure knowledge of a divine family reunion in that heaven which would be a glorious home for
husband, wife, parents and children. Her two little girls were taken into the household of Brigham Young’s lifelong friend and associate, Heber C. Kimball and here he lived when not travelling and preaching.
He spent a portion of the winter of 1832-33 in and around West Labora, Canada, baptizing and organizing
branches of the new Church, which was now gathering in volume, strength, and members, though only organized
three years previously, on April 6, 1830.
In July, 1833, Brigham Young was commissioned by the Prophet to gather converts from the western part of
New York State and lead them to Kirtland, a little town on Lake Erie, not far from Cleveland, Ohio. The Prophet
had been led and driven by circumstances and by revelation to this place and it became the headquarters of the
Church.
Missionaries were sent out to all the surrounding country, east and west, and to the extreme borders of the
wilderness around the Mississippi River. Branches of the Church were established in many places in the State of
New York and elsewhere. At this time also the saints were building up branches of the Church at Independence,
Jackson County, in Missouri, and the site of the great Centre Temple of Zion there to be erected at some future
time had been dedicated with solemn ceremonies.
All of these activities were punctuated by constant persecution. There were attacks from mobs, and Joseph
Smith was arrested on every conceivable pretext; some bitter, some scornful, all of them attempts to thwart the
growth and spread of the restored Gospel. It was into this fiercely whirling maelstrom of action and reaction that
Brigham Young and his whole family—his two motherless children, father, brothers and sisters—together with his
true and beloved friend, Heber C. Kimball, had entered to take active part.
During the winter of 1833-34, Brigham Young was sent by the Prophet back and forth on various missions.
While in Kirtland he met another fine New England convert of Puritan stock, Mary Ann Angell, a daughter of
James and Phoebe Morten Angell. She was a member of the Free Will Baptists and a Sunday School teacher. Her
study of the Scriptures, especially the prophecies, so engrossed her mind, that she confidently looked for their
fulfilment, in consequence of which she resolved never to marry until she should meet “a man of God,” one in
whom she could confide and with whom her heart could unite in the active duties of a Christian life. Thus it was
that she remained single until nearly thirty years of age. She was married to Brigham Young on February 18,
1834, and became at once the kind mother, faithful, uncomplaining wife and friend to him and his family that she
remained throughout her whole life.
*
In Kirtland, he built a comfortable home for his new wife and their growing family. She was both willing and
capable of bearing the heavy load of major domestic responsibility, for she knew her husband was one of the
Prophet’s “minute men.” She had need to be wise, prudent and brave, for her husband was constantly out on the
“firing line.” But wherever he was, Brigham Young studied the Scriptures, read history and such publications as
were possible to secure, remembering the fundamental thought expressed by the Prophet Joseph, that “the glory of
God is intelligence.”
In the winter of 1835-36, he attended the School of the Prophets at Kirtland, a school for adult study in which
Professor Seixas, a learned Hebrew scholar, was employed to teach the Hebrew language; worked upon his own
home, the school-house, printing office, and not least the Kirtland Temple, superintending its painting and
finishing. The building which still stands, is a chaste example of pure Colonial architecture and is a monument of
devotion to art, to religion, and to a people who could and would undertake so costly an enterprise in their poverty
and persecution.
From his baptism into the Church until 1835, Brigham Young laboured incessantly for the new religion that he
had embraced. In the summers he travelled far and wide, preaching and expounding his beliefs; in the winters, he
served the Church in Kirtland as needs arose, and laboured with his hands to provide for his family. The
persecutions that were poured upon the people he met bravely. All these events had much to do in shaping the
subsequent course of his life.
Then in 1835. came the events that. determined his career of leadership.
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*
Because of the harrowing and bloodthirsty attacks of lawless mobs in Ohio a number of saints had moved to
Missouri. Here they had purchased land and settled, but only to meet with persecution anew. They were whipped,
plundered and robbed of their possessions by men who hated them for their unpopular religion and their antislavery sentiments.
So in the spring of 1834, the Prophet Joseph Smith organised what he called “Zion’s Camp,” a religio-military
body, to redeem and rehabilitate the stricken saints in Jackson County, Missouri. This was increased on the way
by another two hundred and the expedition proved an epoch in Church history. It was truly a testing time for the
men who went out upon that humanitarian mission.
Brigham Young was among the foremost of those who participated. He made the entire journey of nearly one
thousand miles, mostly on foot, always ready at the Prophet’s call, never questioning his inspirational leadership,
stimulating others through his own cheerful obedience to gather round the harassed leader-like loyal soldiers of
the Cross. The epochal march of that Camp to relieve the mob-driven saints in Missouri and to pioneer a new
refuge for the Ohio saints who were likewise harried and persecuted is an American history page that has never
been properly written. Women there were in the Camp whose courage and fidelity put to shame the occasional
grumblers and rebels against the Prophet. Music cheered them at times, and the sweet singing of the young
brothers was especially enjoyed by the Prophet.
On their return to Kirtland, the Prophet was inspired to chose twelve apostles, and these were selected from
those who were members of Zion’s Camp. This body is the next quorum in authority after the First Presidency.
Brigham Young was third in seniority of appointment, being ordained February 14, 1835.
*
During the eight years of its occupancy by the saints, Kirtland was the scene of marvellous spiritual
providences, glorious revelations, swift civic growth, temple building and financial experiments. But it was
coupled with bitter persecutions, hostile efforts to slay the Prophet, mobs tarring and feathering him, and lawsuit
after lawsuit. Mingled with all this outward hatred and abuse was the defection of a number of apostles and
leading men. No doubt the Prophet found it. as much of a problem to listen to all his would-be counsellors in the
Church with their various cries of “lo here,” and “lo there,” as it was to escape and evade his declared enemies.
His Church enemies claimed he had favourites; he was no business man; he had lost touch with God. They were
ambitious men who would take honour to themselves and rule in his stead.
During this trying period, when bitter apostasy turned several of the apostles into vindictive accusers of the
maligned leader, Brigham Young never faltered. Without hesitancy he denounced the traitors, strengthened the
doubting, weak-kneed and trembling believers.
At this time some of the apostles and leading men who through ambition had been disaffected held a council
meeting in the upper room of the Temple, when the question before them was to ascertain how the Prophet Joseph
could be deposed.
“I rose up,” records Brigham Young in his journal, “and in a plain and forcible manner told them that Joseph
was a Prophet, and I knew it. Though they might rail and slander him as much as they pleased they could not
destroy the appointment of the Prophet of God; they could only destroy their own authority, cut the thread that
bound them to the Prophet and to God, and sink themselves to hell. Many were highly enraged at my decided
opposition to their measures, and Jacob Bump (an old pugilist) was so exasperated that he could not sit still. Some
of the brethren near him put their hands on him and requested him to be quiet, but he writhed and twisted his arms
and body saying, ‘How can I keep my hands off that man?’ I told him if he thought it would give him any relief
that he might lay them on. The meeting was broken up without the apostates being able to unite on any decided
measure of opposition. This was a crisis when earth and hell seemed leagued to overthrow the Prophet and the
Church of God.”
*
Because of the bold stand he took in upholding the Prophet, Brigham Young was obliged to leave Kirtland.
“I left on the morning of December 22, 1837,” he records, “in consequence of the fury of the mob and the
spirit that prevailed in the apostates, who had threatened to destroy me because I would proclaim, publicly and
privately that I knew, by the power of the Holy Ghost, that Joseph Smith was a Prophet of the Most High God,
and had not transgressed and fallen as apostates declared.”
When Brigham Young entered Kirtland in 1832, he turned over his property to the Church as he wanted no
financial ties to bind him. When he was driven out of there five years later he owned much property, of which he
was entirely dispossessed by the mob.
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The Church as a body removed from Ohio to Missouri in the early spring of 1838. Their sojourn as a people in
that state, however, was brief and stormy.
*
At that time this was literally the outpost of Western civilisation and the Missourians were—many of them at
least—refugees from the law and all of them intolerant and hot headed. From the governor down they hated the
peaceful, industrious cleanly New England farmer Mormons who worked, minded their own business, voted
almost as a unit, and always against slave-holding or slave-driving bosses, political or otherwise. Neither the
Prophet nor his followers believed in slavery, and this brought them animosity and hatred, if there were no other
reason, from their Missouri neighbours.
Secret societies were formed to expel the Mormons from Missouri. Religious bigotry, difference of political
views and the jealousy of former settlers towards newcomers may be given as the causes of the great persecution
which followed the people while in that state.
The mob spirit begun in Harmony, Pennsylvania, in the month of June, 1830, when the Church was but a few
months old, had followed the Prophet and his associates to Colesville, Ohio, in July and August, 1830; to break
out anew at Hiram, Portage County, Ohio, in March, 1832. While tarrying one night at the latter place the Prophet
was dragged out of his house by a mob, who tore him out of his wife’s arms, carried him into an adjoining
meadow, tarred and feathered him and put aquafortis (nitric acid) in his mouth. Sidney Rigdon was treated with
the same indignities. The Prophet, however, undaunted by this brutal treatment, preached the next day with his
flesh all scarified and defaced, and proved the folly of persecution, by baptising three new converts at the close of
the services.
*
Sweeping over to Missouri in 1833, 1834, 1835 and 1836, the persecution brought death and destruction of
men, women, and children on farms and settlements in Clay and Jackson Counties. Both the newspapers of the
Latter Day Saints were stopped, their printing press confiscated, the bishop tarred and feathered, and a massacre
took place, during which men, women and children were slain by disguised yelling demons who assaulted the
peaceful community.
At Gallatin, Daviess County, on election day, August 6, 1838, the mob gathered around the Mormon voters,
and finding threats and sneers not enough to deter them, entered into open warfare with them. The affair was
finally made the basis, not of inquiry, but of an exterminating order by Governor Lilburn W. Boggs, and there
followed attack upon attack. The little village of De Witt, in Carroll County was besieged, the saints expelled, and
then an official desperado ordered an assault upon the settlement at Far West, in Caldwell County. Here David W.
Patten, one of the apostles in charge of the Missouri settlements, was killed. He had attempted to lead a defence
company of men formed in front of their homes, and was shot down with the first broadside from the mob. Two
other men were killed and ten were seriously wounded. An attempt was made by General David R. Atchinson to
stem the mobocratic lawlessness, but his written appeal to Governor Boggs went unheeded. Boggs listened only
to apostates, to those who wanted to rid the state of these northern sympathizers, and who were eagerly hoping to
seize the improved lands and homes made by the industrious Mormons.
Finally, at Haun’s Mill, about twelve miles from Far West, in October, 1838, an armed force gathered under the
permission of Boggs, who had said openly, “The quarrel is between the mob and the Mormons, let them fight it
out;” and whose exterminating order contained such iniquitous statements as, “The Mormons must be treated as
enemies and must be exterminated or driven from the State.” Such a military mob led by Colonel William O.
Jennings, rode down the hill to Haun’s Millon that peaceful day, and opened fire immediately upon the little
settlement, slaying men, women and children: eighteen of them. One of the slain was an old revolutionary soldier,
Thomas McBride; one was a lad of ten, Sardius Smith, who had crawled under the bellows in the blacksmith’s
shop. The savage white murderer remarked, as he perpetrated his dastardly deed:
“Nits will make lice, and if he lives he’ll be a Mormon.”
Then followed pillage and robbery, stripping of the dead and shouting in glee as they rode off with their booty.
*
Then had come the Prophet from Kirtland, to appeal for redress and to protect the saints. Instead he was seized,
flung into jail and he and his brother Hyrum were there detained for months and submitted to endless insults and
indignities on a “trumped-up” charge of “treason, murder, arson, burglary, robbery, larceny and perjury.”
They were imprisoned in jail in Liberty (note the irony of the name) and were subjected to every known insult
to crown the personal trials of tarring and feathering, whipping and near-drowning suffered especially by the
Prophet.
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The following testimony of Hyrum Smith, gives a vivid picture of these persecutions:
The same jury as sat in the day time were placed over us as a guard at night. They tantalised us and boasted of their
great achievements at Haun’s Mill and at other places, telling us how many houses they had burned, and how many
sheep, cattle and hogs they had driven off belonging to the Mormons.

They boasted of their unspeakable crimes in the most vile and filthy language; and left no stone unturned to
complete the mental anguish of their suffering prisoners.
In the fall of 1838 about 15,000 of the saints scattered throughout Clay County and the adjoining counties,
were driven out, many perishing from wounds and bruises, want and exposure. There were 12,000 people in
Caldwell County alone, where most of the trouble had occurred. It was an army of stricken and helpless refugees
to handle. The Battle of Crooked River and Haun’s Mill Massacre had paralysed the poor saint’s who were in
Missouri; the Prophet and Patriarch were in prison; David W. Patten, second of the Twelve, was killed. At this
juncture, Thomas B. Marsh, the Senior or President of the Twelve Apostles, apostatised from the Church (to return
broken and humiliated many years later), leaving Brigham Young as the Senior or President of the Quorum.
*
Before leaving the State of Missouri Brigham Young again demonstrated his courage and loyalty. A prophecy
and commandment of the Lord to Joseph Smith was that they should begin laying the foundaion for a Temple in
Far West, April 26th, 1839. The Prophet was in jail and the mob had sworn that this prophecy should not be
fulfilled. But Brigham Young called the apostles, five of whom were able to espond, set out for Far West, reached
the spot at daybreak and, acording to instructions, the brethren held a conference, ordained Wilford Woodruff and
George A. Smith as apostles, cut off thirteen apostates from the Church, dismissed the meeting and the people all
quietly dispersed before anyone was aware of their presence.
At this critical time, when the Prophet and about seventy of his ssociates were held as prisoners, came the
infamous final exterminting order of Governor L. W. Boggs, who gave the Mormons three lays to leave the State
of Missouri, or be delivered over to death. Brigham Young, who had been appointed by the Prophet to superintend
the removal of the Saints from Missouri was away from home at the time. His wife with the two step-children and
her eldest boy, Joseph, with the baby twins, Brigham Junior, and little Mary, were alone in Far West.
Mary was a gentle sweet little creature whose life was brief yet none the less beautiful. She was brought to
death’s door through an accident which was the direct result of these mobbings and drivings of the Saints. When
the cruel exterminating order came, Sister Young, undaunted by the absence of her husband and protector,
procured a wagon and put what few movables she could crowd therein, and persuaded an Elder to help her to get
away. She sat on the top of the load on her baggage and bedding with a baby on each arm, and three little children
clinging to her skirts.
Just as they started out, the wagon ran into a huge rut, and the baby girl was thrown out under the wheel. With
a groan of dismay the driver picked up the bleeding bundle and laid it on the trembling mother’s lap, with the
remark that “the poor little thing could not live.” Blood was pouring from louth and nose.
“Don’t prophesy evil, brother, take the other baby!” cried the mother as she took the apparent lifeless form.
With skilful hands she dressed the wounds, praying mightily all the while. Mary lived and grew to be the finest
child of the family.
*
After the accident Sister Young travelled on for two days in her sorry plight; at the end of that time they were
met by Brigham Young, who had come back for them in a wagon with two yoke of cattle. He immediately loaded
them into his wagon. Herein he also placed Elder Orson Pratt and his family. They travelled thus for two days,
reaching a small village. He endeavoured in vain to secure a house in which to leave them. None could be
procured, but he found a stable, which he at once cleaned out and whitewashed, laying some boards on the floor,
and making things as comfortable as he could. Into this stable he moved his own and Elder Pratt’s family, leaving
them there while he went back after more of the Saints.
He brought two families up to the little stable-house and leaving them there took his own and Elder Pratt’s
family a two days’ journey farther on. Again and again he relocated them in different places along the way, and
returned for the other families he had left at the stable in the village. In this way he moved four families from Far
West to Quincy, in Illinois.
During this trying period Brigham Young left his own family eleven times to succour the poor and to assist the
more helpless to get away from the howling mobs of Missouri. In similar manner was accomplished the removal
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of the people from Missouri to Illinois in the years 1838-39, necessitated by the constant mobbings and drivings
by the prejudiced Missourians.
*
The Prophet was held prisoner until November I, 1838, when he was tried by court martial and condemned to
death. But his jailers had more mercy than the officers of that government which his forefathers had fought for so
valiantly, and they permitted him to escape. After the saints had been driven out of Missouri, the Church
purchased a large tract of land named Commerce, Hancock County, in Illinois, and there they began to build a
city.
At that time, in the spring of 1839, Commerce was the merest outpost, just a group of two or three traders’ huts
located on a bluff of the Mississippi River. Here the first house was built in June, 1839; the town soon grew into a
flourishing city and was rechristened Nauvoo, which means Beautiful. The site, however, was an unhealthy one,
for it was marshy land and fever and ague were prevalent. An epidemic of malaria broke out among the poorly
clad, ill-fed refugees. Brigham Young and his family who had obtained rooms in a broken-down military barrack
at Montrose on the other side of the river, were stricken in common with nearly all the others.
Here came the Prophet, according to Brigham Young’s own story, to heal and to bless.
Joseph arose from his bed of sickness, and the power of God rested upon him. He commenced in his own house and
doorway, commanding the sick in the name of Jesus Christ, to arise, and be made whole, and they were healed
according to the word. He then continued to travel from house to house and from tent to tent, upon the bank of the river,
healing the sick as he went. … He walked into the cabin where I was lying sick, and commanded me, in the name of
Jesus Christ, to arise and be made whole. I arose and was healed, and followed him and the brethren into the house of
Elijah Fordham, who was supposed to be dying. He was commanded in the name of Jesus Christ, to arise and be made
whole. The Prophet’s voice was as the voice of God. Brother Fordham instantly leaped from his bed, called for his
clothes, dressed, and followed us into the street. We went then into the house of Joseph B. Nobles, who also lay very
sick, and he was healed in the same manner.

The Prophet had taken the sick into his home until it was like a hospital; and he attended them until he was
taken ill himself and confined to his bed for several days. However, he quickly instituted sanitary regulations,
good drainage, and had exceeding care for cleanliness, such as the burning of refuse. Later, through the foresight
and industry of these hardy settlers, sanitary laws were passed and Nauvoo became an ideal dwelling place.
It was the Prophet who laid out the streets in rectangular forms, directed the people to plant shade trees and
beautiful flowers, and urged the building of schools, thus creating a magic-like civilization in the heart of the
wilderness. Within five years there were over twenty thousand saints settled in Nauvoo and surrounding villages,
with school-houses, meeting-houses, stores, shops and outlying farms, crowning the prairie hills of Illinois at that
spot. Nauvoo at that time was the largest city in Illinois; Chicago was but a trading post.
An early traveller, who passed through there in the “forties” and studied the Mormon question, gives a very
eloquent picture of the colony which at that time existed there. He describes the generosity of the Legislature of
Illinois in granting a charter to Nauvoo for the Mormon militia, called the “Nauvoo Legion,” of which the Prophet
was appointed commander. He speaks of the Prophet being elected mayor of the city and noted that he was
supreme in all matters, civil and military, as well as religious.
*
The mind of the Prophet had been moved upon in June, 1837, to open up a mission for proselytizing the
European nations, beginning with Great Britain, and in that year four missionaries were sent over, headed by
Heber C. Kimball. After Brother Kimball’s return he was sent again with Brigham Young and in September, 1839,
they left Nauvoo to continue that missionary work in Great Britain and Europe.
When Brigham Young and his friend Heber C. Kimball started on their European missionary journey from
Nauvoo in 1839 they both left sick families behind. They were also ill themselves, Brigham Young being too sick
to climb into the wagon. They stopped at the home of Harriet Wheeler Decker, in Quincy, and this good lady took
the quilt from her bed and wrapped it about the shoulders of Brigham Young, as his clothes were thin and very
old. Mormon missionaries are unpaid and at that time they followed the Biblical injunction:
“Carry neither purse, nor scrip, nor shoes; and salute no man by the way.”
The story of the overland trip to New York; of miles of walking with scanty provision for travel; of miraculous
sums given at the moment when boats and ships were to be boarded; of food asked for and found, would fill a
volume. Speaking of his work in England, Brigham Young records:
I tarried in England twelve months and sixteen days, and under my supervision between eight and nine thousand
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persons were baptised (though some later apostatised) before we left. Churches were organized and an emigration
scheme prepared. Ships were chartered and companies sailed out. When I landed in Liverpool I had six bits (three
shillings) with which I purchased a hat. Within a twelve-month one of the finest vessels in the harbour tied up to carry
myself and brethren across the water. The agents of the vessel said such a thing had never been done before, but they
were anxious to oblige us, for we had chartered and fitted out several ships and as our emigration promised to be a large
business they wanted to carry us home. In that twelve months we had printed in England five thousand copies of the
Book of Mormon, three thousand hymn books, and commenced the Millennial Star, a publication which has continued
to this day; over sixty thousand tracts had been distributed by the Elders in the towns they visited or at their meetings.
I do not recollect spending more than one penny, needlessly, while in England, and that was for a bunch of grapes
while passing through Smithfield Market, in Manchester. When I took them in my hand I saw women passing through
the market who, I knew, were suffering from hunger. … I felt that I ought to have given that penny to the poor.
Whenever I went from my office, if I neglected to take my pocketful of coppers to give to the poor mendicants which
are everywhere to be met with, I would return to my desk and take a handful of coppers from the drawer, and as I
walked along would give something to such objects of pity and distress as I met, and pass on without being hindered by
them.

It was on June 6, 1840, that the very first company of European saints, consisting of forty souls shipped from
Liverpool, the second one sailed on September 8, 1840, with two hundred members on board. Thus began the vast
movement of Mormon emigration which has brought over 100,000 members of the Church to America, chiefly to
Western America, from European shores. A plan to regulate this stream of emigrating thousands was suggested by
the Prophet at the time, and was later crystallised by Brigham Young in Utah, and called the Perpetual Emigration
Fund. Capital was raised by those in Utah and loaned to worthy emigrants, who in turn paid back to assist other
worthy emigrants. This Fund, begun in 1849, was operative until 1887, and by it many thousands were helped to
find new homes in the Far West.
On April 21, 1841, Brigham Young and six of the leading brethren left Liverpool with a company of saints for
America and the New West.
*
“On my return from England,” says Brigham Young,
I found my family living in a small, unfinished log cabin, situated in a low, wet lot in Nauvoo, so swampy that when
the first attempt was made to plough it the oxen mired; but after the city was drained it became a very valuable garden
plot.
Although I had to spend the principal part of my time at the call of Brother Joseph in the service of the Church, the
portion of time left me I spent in draining, fencing, and cultivating my lot, building a temporary shed for my cow,
chinking and otherwise finishing my house; and as a cellar was needed underground, I built one with brick. Frost never
penetrated it, although in summer articles would mildew in it.

His daily journal at this period is filled with items concerning his going here and there to examine lands, to
plan cities, and to send out heralds of the Gospel. He and other apostles were called upon in a Council Meeting of
the Church “to take the burden of the business of the Church, especially as pertaining to Church lands and settling
the saints on their arrival,” in order to relieve the load resting so heavily on the shoulders of the harassed Prophet
and leader. Among other activities came his election to the city council.
*
While Brigham Young was away in England in the winter of 1841, the Prophet was commanded by the Lord to
build another Temple to His name, and it was then that he received further revelations concerning the principle of
baptism for the dead. In a letter on this subject the Prophet wrote:
The doctrine of baptism for the dead was certainly practised by the ancient churches and St. Paul endeavours to
prove the doctrine of the resurrection from the dead, and says: ‘Else what shall they do which are baptised for the dead,
if the dead nse not at all? Why are they then baptised for the dead?’

Great was his joy when on returning home from his foreign mission he learned that the Prophet was inspired to
connect him closely with this avenue of missionary labour. On November 8, 1841, he was called upon to dedicate
the newly-constructed font in the Temple basement: “The first font erected and dedicated for the baptism of the
dead in this dispensation.”
*
In the following May the Prophet introduced to a few selected leaders of the Church the divine rituals and
ceremonies which comprise the blessings and covenants of the Temple ceremonies. These latter are called the
Endowments and pertain to man’s knowledge of life in a pre-existent state; the journey of life on Earth; and life
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and progression in the Hereafter. In addition to these ceremonies, marriages and baptisms are performed. The
ordinances are most beautiful and uplifting. They are participated in by righteous members only and are sacred
rather than secret. It is noteworthy that in all these ceremonies the wife was and is endowed sealed and blessed
side by side with her husband. Indeed, it is impossible for a man, as for a woman, to receive the highest blessings
alone; “neither is the man without the woman, nor the woman without the man in the Lord.”
*
On his return from a brief Eastern trip on Church business in July, 1843, Brigham Young attended a council
meeting held at the Prophet’s home where Elders Young, Kimball, and George A. Smith were present, when the
doctrine of celestial marriage as revealed to the Prophet was expounded to them. The marriage ceremony in the
Christian world is bounded only by time—“till death do ye part.” Nor is it solemnised by one holding the
authority from God to “seal on earth and it shall be sealed in Heaven, to loose on earth and it shall be loosed in
heaven.”
The revelation rests upon the glorious principle of the eternity of the marriage covenant. The union of man and
woman, when solemnised by one holding the authority to seal for time and the endless ages of eternity, is of
eternal binding force. Children born of that union will remain in the patriarchal family group forever, unless
individuals forfeit the blessings through breaking the laws of chastity, of loyalty, or are guilty of the crime of
murder.
The fundamental truth of the Gospel rests upon the eternal nature of man, and concerns itself with the eternity
of the family relationship. The heavenly family, our Father, our Mother, the Divine Son, together with all the
brothers and sisters of Jesus, from Adam and Eve to the last child born on earth, constitute the past, present and
future glory of God. As with the heavenly family so with the earthly family. In the resurrection, husbands and
wives with their children will, where worthy of exaltation, preserve and enlarge their united relations for ever and
ever.
The Prophet taught that life did not, could not originate or be created on this earth. The life of plant and
animal, as that of man himself, is eternal. Each spirit, clothed as it may be in an earthly tabernacle, is co-existent
with God, our Father. The earth-life is our econd estate, and we pass on from experience to experience, from glory
to glory throughout the countless ages of eternity—if we will to progress rather than to retrograde. Our priceless
possession is our free agency, and we may use it as we will. The whole purpose and concern of God and His Son
Jesus Christ, is to help His children to know truth and obey law; to progress throughout eternity.
The glory of God is to bring to pass the salvation and exaltation of lis children. If His happiness centres in His
children, so much more does that of His earthly children who bear and rear their children evolve around the
family altar. “His course is one eternal round.”All men should be privileged to become husbands and fathers in
ighteousness. All women should be blessed with wifehood and motherhood.
Understanding the eternal nature of man, and that his progression is from sphere to sphere, from life existence
to life existence, then the right to be born on earth and partake of a mortal tabernacle becomes priceless privilege
for the spirits yet unborn. For they cannot parake of the next “glory” of the world beyond this until they have
become possessed of a mortal tabernacle. Therefore, does man become a solemn partner with his Maker in
providing tabernacles for the waiting spirits—spiritual children of our Heavenly Father. Parenthood, is, therefore,
akin to Godhood, in so far as it is righteous in inception and development. “Children are an heritage of the Lord”
taught both ancient and modern prophets.
*
The Prophet’s mind was enlightened to understand these great truths and these he taught to his followers. The
privilege of having more than one woman sealed to the same husband is not by any means a corollary of the
sealing law. Indeed, “couples married in the Temples are and always have been sealed for time and for eternity.
Plurality of wives is entirely Biblical and was permitted by our Heavenly Father in this dispensation solely for the
purpose of giving mrtal tabernacles through a worthy lineage to spirits who are waiting on the Other Side for that
glorious privilege and who cannot advance until they are possessed of mortal tabernacles. Thus parenthood
becomes a solemn privilege and thus that order of marriage was held as a religious sacrament to all those who
lived it in righteousness.
If undertaken merely for unworthy physical reasons it would and did estroy those who practised it. William
Clayton, a clerk in the Prophet’s employ, who wrote the revelation concerning plural marriage at the Prophet’s
dictation, made the following statement some years later in Salt Lake City:
One day in the month of February, 1843, the Prophet invited me to walk with him. … This was the first time he
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talked with me on the subject of plural marriage. He informed me that the doctrine and principle was right in the sight
of our Heavenly Father, and that it was a doctrine which pertained to Celestial order and glory.

In the following July Brother Clayton wrote out the revelation at the Prophet’s dictation which was read by
several of the authorities of the Church.
*
It is generally believed in the outside world that Brigham Young introduced the principle of plural marriage
into the Church after the martyrdom of the Prophet.
This is untrue. The grandnephew of the Prophet, Joseph Fielding Smith, who is the present Church Historian,
writes as follows in his recently published history of the Church:
The doctrine of Plural Marriage was made known to the Prophet as early as the summer of 1831, and by him was
taught to a few others, but it was not practised until the Lord commanded it. Secrecy was imposed until such time as He
saw fit for its introduction. When the Prophet was commanded to practise this principle, he hesitated and deferred
taking action for some time. To do so was one of the greatest trials of his life. He knew the doctrine was in conflict with
the traditions and teachings of the world and would arouse increased persecution; moreover, his own prejudices were in
opposition to the doctrine. However, the Lord had commanded Him and he must act.

No matter what people may think to the contrary the matter was viewed with profound dread and dismay by
the men and women who first received and practised it.
Brigham Young as one of the great defenders of the Prophet would naturally be one of the first to whom this
revealed truth would be made known. He could not deny that the practice was entirely Biblical and he could not
deny that Joseph Smith was a Prophet of God. To accept one truth was to accept all. However, his natural
Puritanic chastity of mind and spirit revolted at this principle; yet once accepted, it must enter into his life’s
experience.
*
A few of the leading men and women accepted the principle and following the example and counsel of the
Prophet, entered into the Patriarchal Order of Marriage with the full approval of their first wives, taking their
other wives into their homes or arranging separate homes where possible.
Some of his associates waited not for counselor permission. They set themselves up as arbiters of their own
destiny and corrupted women under pretence of following the Prophet’s example. These apostates from the
Church would not and could not accept nor comprehend the difference between unbridled licence and that Order
which is inspired and accepted as an eternal contract between two or more parties binding them to rear families
and to support and sustain virtue, sobriety and unselfish justice. The man who elects to become a law unto himself
puts himself without the pale of earthly and divine government. Of such were Joseph’s enemies.
In this as in every vital truth of the revealed word of God, Brigham Young was not slow to make action follow
upon the heels of belief in the teachings of the modern Prophet. He married Miriam Works first in 1824. Left a
widower in 1832 he married Mary Ann Angell as this narrative has shown. He was sealed by the Prophet, and
with full approval of “Mother,” Mary Ann, to Lucy Wheeler Decker, on June 15, 1842. Harriet Cook Campbell
was also sealed to him by the Prophet, June, 1843, and Clara Decker, sister of Lucy Decker, was sealed to him on
May 8, 1844.
The associates of the Prophet, especially the men nearest him in council, accepted. as did Brigham Young. the
principle of Celestial and of Plural Marriage, as of divine origin. Some indeed. there may have been. whose
motives, human complexes that they were, savoured quite as much of physical as of spiritual reactions.
Any such soon discovered that marriage solemnly entered into with attendant family burden-bearing definitely
assumed, involved vast mental resources of self-control and self-denial, varied with occasional emotional
tempests.
Yankee-bred women were “individuals” and there were no age-old Oriental backgrounds of traditions and
domestic regulatory usage in that day. Any man who fancied that the women of his household would have the
heavy end of the trouble-balance while he soared into easy indulgence was due for a rude awakening. Mormon
women were persons, not a sex-group. The man soon found that his particular life-job was that of domestic
moderator. What he most wanted was a mere bagatelle compared to the insistently declared desires of two or more
wives. Any man who then or thereafter made what might be termed “a success” of Plural Marriage had an
instinctive well-poised character, a keen sense of human values, and an abiding trust in the divinity of the
revelation with an accompanying trust in God. The women who accepted it rightly were noble in spirit. unselfish
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and ready to forget and forgive. They reasoned: better a part of a pure and a devoted man’s love than all of a
corrupt or even a selfish, sordid man’s companionship.
*
Our Father in heaven may not be the Avenger of the broken commandments which He has committed to His
earthly children; but He knows all law, is governed by law and cannot in the nature of law act independently of
law and its fulfilment. Men and women who keep righteous law reap the blessings. Those who break God’s law.
which is the enunciation of divine, eternal principle, suffer the consequences. The Prophet taught all these truths
in their plainness and simplicity. His associate elders knew, according to their intelligent capacities, that the vital
principle of marital relations could be assumed and maintained righteously only on the principle of justice and
rigid virtue in both parties. Few men, comparatively speaking, chose to assume the domestic burdens involved in
this marital order; never more than four per cent. Those who did were as a rule of the best type of citizens. Their
lives, their families and descendants, even to the sixth and seventh generations are the best existing testimony of
the nobility and purity of their motives and of their parenthood.
If it required courage, self-control and faith on the part of the men who entered that Order of Marriage, what of
the women? They, whose age-long traditions, fierce maternal jealousies and emotional reactions rendered them at
once a prey to their own suspicious watchfulness and sex-selfishness? Only faith could sustain them in this
modern domestic innovation. Reason was invoked only at the call of prayer; tolerance was possible alone when
faith held the anchor. That these brave women succeeded in establishing individual friendly contacts with the
other wives; nay, at times actually achieved lasting, close friendships with one another and the children of the
household is a monument to them, while it also constitutes the best argument in support of the sacred character of
that one-time Marital Order. There were heroines in those days!
Very few of all these plural wives in the Church ever invoked public condemnation of that Order through press
or on platform; while the percentage of divorces, always very easy to obtain, was so small as to be negligible.
There was as little domestic unhappiness in that Order, nay less, strange as that may sound, than in the
monogamic form of marriage. Yet these women were intelligent, alert to truth, wide of vision and progressive
American citizens.
It was expected, nay required, that the consent and approval of the first wife to the entrance of another wife in
the home be obtained. As a rule this was done; where men failed, disaster and confusion resulted, unless the first
wife was bigger-minded, nobler-hearted than her unwise husband. Not a few happy plural families owed much of
their peace and harmony to the generous and saintly character of the “first wife.” But there was no discrimination
as to the order of entrance into the family. The last wife had as many privileges as the first. They were equal in all
matters in the home and before the law.
The home life in Nauvoo flowed calmly and steadily about the hurrying, harassed feet of the men who planted
and sowed, hammered and forged, travelled and preached. This toil of mind and strain of body dropped away
when tired husband and father stepped over the threshold of those homes, where peace and faith kept the hearth
fire bright and the altar-flame constant. Those wives, mothers and restless-bodied children knew the joy of truehome-building and pure soul expansion. Struggle, toil, trouble, sickness, death, persecution, scorn, all these
reactionary wave forces might swirl and beat about the outer walls of their homes, but were never allowed to enter
within the sacred portals which guarded the love and confidence of hearts united for earthly and heavenly
existence. The women baked and churned, scrubbed and spun, coloured and wove with their little ones about their
knees and all sharing, according to size and strength the family burdens. They were happy and busy.
*
The foregoing statement of authenticated fact is in no sense an advocacy of present-day plural marriage. For
today sees the Mormon Church as faithfully committed to the monogamic form of marriage, as it was to another
form in past years.
It is a long page of Church history which covers the efforts of the American Government to compel the
Mormon Church to abandon that form of marriage. The Church claimed that plural marriage was a vital part of
their religion, while the Government insisted that it was a civil practice only. That is the very rock upon which
marriage is splitting into fragments in the Christian world today. Congress ignored petitions, listened to no
appeals. The Edmunds law of 1882 made the contracting of plural marriage and living in that order, punishable by
law. Contested again and again, the Supreme Court finally declared the law constitutional. Meanwhile
prosecution, persecution and imprisonment occurred, and Church property was escheated and the leaders
imprisoned.
The practice of plural marriage was accepted as a sacrament, however, and God knew the people were honest
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and true. But the laws of the land must be obeyed. No community can exist without just laws which all must obey;
and the saints had always held the law in respect. It is a cardinal principle of their religion to honour and obey all
the laws of the land in which they live.
*
Then came a revelation to President Wilford Woodruff in 1890 that the people were no more required to enter
into that order of marriage.
The Church in solemn assembly accepted President Woodruff’s Manifesto in 1890, prohibiting plural
marriages, and the members who wish to retain standing and fellowship in the Church are bound to accept and
abide by that action.
There were a few members of the Church—which is built on man’s use of his own free agency—who refused
to give assent to the termination of that order of marriage. However, the Church had ruled and the people voted to
sustain the new revelation. Those who since that time have refused to abide by that law are not only out of
harmony with the Church but are excommunicated from its membership. It must be remembered that never more
than a small minority of the people ever practised this order of marriage.
As might be surmised, marriage in a church that seals husband and wife together for all eternity is a very
solemn affair. Young people have always been taught that marriage is a holy sacrament and a necessary part of
mortal experience as well as a glorious privilege and a source of incomparable earthly and heavenly joy when
lived righteously.
Without love, men and women cannot serve each other and certainly may not serve God. Yet if any man or
woman wishes freedom from church or family ties within the fold of Christ, let them but announce that desire,
and every door is opened. The sealing power given to Peter and to Joseph Smith has the key to “bind on earth and
it shall be bound in heaven; to loose on earth and it shall be loosed in heaven.”
*
Brigham Young used to say that the cause for divorce was a bitter estrangement of the heart, brought about in
practically all cases through the selfishness, drunkenness, adultery or cruelty of the husband. But it is readily
granted also that women, being human, may and do give vent to their selfish desires and through wilful
inefficiency give cause for permanent estrangement of affection. Therefore, separations are possible for
unworthiness or deep-seated incompatibility. A man who might complain was first reprimanded and taught to
remove the cause of his own conduct. So with the woman.
For just cause, men and women under all circumstances are given divorce, but they are taught that it must be a
last resort, granted after all means of prevention have failed. Contrary to the customs of some communities, the
women here are not the sole sufferers under such circumstances; for no possible disgrace is attached to the
divorced wife, unless her own acts have disgraced her. She and her children are almost invariably sheltered in
some other good man’s home, through a second honourable and congenial marriage. …
198.190 Excerpt from Mountain Time\fn{by Bernard DeVoto (1897-1955)} Ogden, Weber County, Utah, U.S.A. (M)
11
1
The house officers of Mercy Hospital ate dinner when and where they could. Some of them could get as much
as twenty minutes free and eat in the dining room. Some carried a plate from the kitchen to a ward desk or a lab
table and came back to it when they could. Some phoned the kitchen to put something on a tray and they’d get to
it sometime. But at six-thirty every afternoon all who were on the surgical service, six assistant residents and
eighteen interns, were supposed to meet in the head resident’s suite to discuss the day’s job. At least half of them
were always able to get there for at least part of the twenty or thirty minutes it took.
Most of them lived in the west end of the Nurses’ Home, in the corner of the grounds nearest Tenth Avenue. It
was a rose-brick building that had been built for the indigent poor of New York City in 1844 and called Paupers’
House, a useful name still. The head resident had not only a cell but a cubicle too, fully twelve feet square though
one corner was cut off by a main steam line. Its plaster walls had presumably been painted tan and there were a
desk and four chairs that had come down the ages. On the wall over the desk was a row of framed photographs,
former residents.
These photographs were eight by ten and tradition said that they were not hung till the subject moved up out of
Mercy into the great world of surgery. Cy Kinsman, who in March 1919 had been surgjcal resident for just over
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three months, was violating tradition; he was hanging his at the end of the row and it was ten by twelve. It showed
him in his uniform as a captain of the Medical Corps, which would make it doubly offensive to the juniors.
Pete Estey, senior assistant resident and in charge of the Emergency Ward, got there first. At the end of any day
the state of a house officer’s clothes made him resemble a street cleaner but the University of Virginia gave Pete
an air even in whites and he had natural advantages too. He was not the only one in the service who admired Cy’s
hands but he was the only one whom Cy felt free to call a friend. Pete comprehended the photograph at once.
“Buildin’ a back fire, Cy?”
“Applying a counterirritant.”
“Counter-counterirritant.”
“I don’t want to let the boys down. Don’t they count on me to be snooty?”
“I’d say they generally use two t's. Nice piece of serge. Cam Steele says you look like a lopsided left guard. I
don’t think you’re a bit lopsided.”
“You should have seen me in His Majesty’s uniform. And by God I had a striker to keep it clean. Batman, we
King’s men said.”
“Make a useful innovation at Mercy.”
“What suit would he keep clean?”
Pete sat on the Boor. It was nothing to Pete Estey that Dr. Alexander McAllister, the deity of Mercy Hospital,
had brought back a stranger from Base 98 in France as his assistant and heir, and had passed him over everyone’s
head to make him resident.
To others it meant a good deal and the affront was not diminished by the fact that Little Mac had brought back
a man who was not only very good indeed but behaved with due consciousness of his talents. Kinsman? you were
supposed to say on the service, oh, he’s a brilliant bastard but he’s a bastard.
They came in by twos and threes now, more than usual for they were going to get some of their own back
tonight. Reynolds—in charge of Obstetrics, crammed with medical intelligence, a man who would permit himself
no problems, married—Reynolds glanced from the photograph to Cy and said,
“Leaving us?”
“Just. revising the procedure.”
You needed no clairvoyance to perceive that Reynolds disliked Cy in the self-contained way of a man who was
sure of himself and knew where he was going—or to understand that he would behave correctly toward any man
who had the power of a head resident. But Cam Steele openly hated Cy’s guts and Cam crowded up to the
photograph.
“Damn if it isn’t Kinsman in a soldier suit. Did you get to France, Cy?” That was good for a general laugh and
Cam played for another one.
“Get a chance to operate over there? Be a good idea to tell us about it sometime.” Cy said,
“Happy hour first.” Steele looked happy at once.
“Was there something about a carcinoma?” he said, and various faces lighted up. Cy cooled them off.
“We had a drunk in Ward C today.”
The intern who had been brought up from the dog lab just four days ago turned pink and squared his shoulders.
His name was Woodard and he looked ready to take it. Somebody would damn well have to. Cy had got there in
time to stop the brawl before any harm was done, but the episode was an indignity to medicine and a slur on the
honor of Mercy Hospital.
“Okay; Woodard,” he said. “I can’t say it was your fault. I didn’t, either, for it was mine. Mercy pays me two
precious dollars a day to make sure that our noses are all clean. France is a big laugh, but in France you’d be in
quarters now and headed for a general court. You’d be lucky if they ever let you paint another tonsil. A patient
gets a pint of liquor and gets drunk. No. It won’t happen again—not if an archangel tries to bring it in. He might
have killed someone. Or himself. We don’t like surplus deaths at Mercy.” Cy let sweetness seep into his voice.
“You see, they show in the weekly report. The Old Man might have been vexed.”
Nobody was looking at him. Pete Estey asked from his corner by the steam pipes,
“Found out how he got it?”
“Part of the ward service of Mercy. He got it from an orderly—Rizutto.” That compounded the shame, which
might have been tolerable if it had come in under a visitor’s coat.
“That does it,” Pete said. “I guess you a to make a report.”
“Rizutto is fired. So is Swenson, out of the kitchen. The Superintendent couldn’t prove it on Swenson but he’s
fired. The Old Man will hist my tail up between my shoulders tomorrow.” Cam Steele was impatient.
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“What about today’s miracle of surgery? Or is diagnosis the word I mean?”
Cy nodded. They were entitled to their fun.
“Did you bring the plate, Charlie?” Charlie Moss—in charge of Private Wing—propped a large X-ray plate up
on Cy’s desk and the boys crowded round it.
“Patient lives at Gramercy Park and today was a precious privilege for Charlie and me. We’ll never see the
inside of his house but we’re well acquainted with the inside of patient.” Steele said,
“What we hear is, there was a carcinoma there all the time.”
“That’s right.”
“You mean, now we’ve got to wrestle with the idea you could be wrong; Cy?”
That was what they had a chance to ram home. The Old Man had rammed it home this morning. Dr. Alexander
McAllister and his assistant had disagreed about that carcinoma, of which not the faintest shadow showed on the
X-ray plate and about which the clinical indications had been contradictory. Little Mac said there was a growth
there; Cy said he didn’t have enough to go on. At this time yesterday Cy had advised the juniors that intuition was
an untrustworthy instrument of diagnosis.
If it was a cancer, it had so impressive an owner that Dr. McAllister did not bother to throw the preliminary
tantrum in the scrub room that was one way of getting the focus he liked. He came in peacefully and started
scrubbing up in silence. He even smiled at the nurse who held his gown.
“Did you pack a lunch?” Cy muttered to Charlie Moss. “The McAllister Excavating and Marching Club is off
down the bay. All day inside a millionaire.” Charlie played them close to his chest.
“Want to bet Mac is wrong? One dollar there’s no cancer?”
“I didn’t say thete wasn’t. I said the Little Giant doesn’t know.” So, with the incision made and the stomach in
view, Little Mac paused and turtned a poker face toward Cy.
“Don’t see it, Cy.
“No, Colonel.”
“Moss?”
“No, sir.” Mac said over his shoulder to the dozen-odd medical students in the high seats,
“Indications of carcinoma were yes and no. We X-rayed it. Didn’t show on the plates. My assistant couldn’t
see it. Neither could I. Can’t see it now. Obviously can’t be there. Means nothing that patient was losing weight
like a punctured balloon. Means nothing that the digestive habits of a lifetime had gone haywire.”
He thrust a hand into the incision and brought up the pylorus. There it was on the back, a round hard mass. The
old devil! He became McAllister the Great with an aura of wisdom at a thousand watts.
“Feel it, Cy.” Cy felt it, though he had no doubts.
“Feel it, Moss.” Charlie felt it.
“Science said it couldn’t be there,” Mac told the medical students. “Is there, by God.”
“Wait a minute, Colonel,” Cy said, too low to be heard up above, “What I said was, you weren’t sure.” Mac
explored inside, talking as he worked.
“That’s right, Cy. If I’d waited to be sure, that would have been science but the patient would have died. As it
is we’re probably in time. Patient practically sure to live.”
That’s the intuition of the master too, and furthermore your genius will rise up and persuade you to stay in too
long. Cy refrained from saying it. What he did say was,
“Going to send a specimen to Pathology?”
“Before I go on in? Trying to tell me it’s not malignant?”
“No. Still, you don’t know if it is.”
“Oh, hell, Cy.” To the seats,
“My assistant wants me to wait while Pathology tells me it’s cancer. Nothing on the dome of the liver. Nothing
on the mesentery. No metastasis. We’re in time. Science is a pretty thing, Cy, but a surgeon has got to think with
his fingers.”
“I’ll remember. A surgeon thinks with his fingers. A surgeon has the infallible reflex.” Getting apprehensive,
Charlie Moss muttered,
“Shut up, Cy.” Mac heard him.
“Yes, do shut up, Cy. And don’t be a theoretical surgeon. It couldn’t be there, only it was. I will now operate.”
He did so for well over two hours, radically, according to a technique and, with instruments he had invented,
all named for him. He took about two thirds of the stomach and the upper part of the duodenum, then hooked up
the intestine. Cy placed clamps, tied bleeders, used sponges, following those gifted fingers with fingers just as
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gifted. He vigilantly watched his master, aware that Mac was watching him just as critically. No need: neither
would catch the other off base. Alexander McAllister had been called the best operator in the AEF and was
certainly the best abdominal man in the United States. He was, all five-feet-six of him, a great surgeon. And he
had picked Cy on the principle that a great man’s assistant had to be an apprentice great man.
At Base Hospital 98 there had been no occasion to think of Mac in any way but just that: a superb workman, a
man who walked up to the job, who stood all the pressure that might be put on him. In the four months since that
simple time ended Cy had come to understand that Mac was a prima donna, a grandstander, and the spotlighted
tyrant of Mercy Hospital. And none of that mattered at all when the chips were down. When Mac walked out on
the operating floor he put on greatness.
He was a great man now. Rose Stine, the redheaded Jewess who would go on running the pathology lab till her
chief got back from France, came in to get her specimen and stayed to watch the master workman. She glanced at
Cy and her eyes over her mask derided him—excellence in others is a mortal pang, isn’t it, Kinsman? She
understood Cy too well but was doing him an injustice. Little Mac was Caruso singing an aria, he was Christy
Mathewson pitching to the Cubs, and above all things else Dr. Kinsman admired perfection of skill. Afterward
Mac was too pleased by his performance to bawl Cy out for impudence on the floor.
“Didn’t show on the plate, huh? There is no substitute for clinical experience, Cy.”
“Your ace took it, Colonel. And still you didn’t know what was there.”
“The hell I didn’t. Your fingers think. You may not know how you know but you know. When you’ve worked
at it as long as I have, you don’t question what you know. You tear up the tests and go ahead, if your fingers say
so.”
That was what the juniors found enjoyable now. Cam Steele whinnied.
“That limb you climbed out on, Cy—you still want us to string along with science?”
“The great surgeon guessed right,” Cy said equably. “He thought it all out with his fingers. My point is, you
people fall, oh, say half a millimeter short of being the great surgeon. And you can’t read Braille. Better hold to
the tests.”
“We like to think you’re a great surgeon too,” one of them said.
“Sure, must have forty pounds on the Old Man,” Steele agreed.. “But you’d say Mac’s got a future in surgery,
wouldn’t you?” Cy said,
“Dr. Kinsman’s point for the eager mind is just this: if you guess that something’s there and find it there, that
was still a guess.”
“Or maybe if you say it’s there and then you find it’s there, that’s surgery.”
“Surgery is so many things. Evisceration, for instance. The Old Man’s job this morning was a fine poem, only
it was twelve dozen poems. When something shows up in front of the thinking fingers, it just has to come out.”
Charlie Moss confirmed him.
“No five o’clockwhistle at all. He just went right on.” Pete Estey could be trusted to keep his grip on the point.
“I declare, you’re a hard man to follow, Cy. Which point are you making? That we ought to wait till the X-ray
shows it even if the patient dies—”
“I say nobody should be allowed to hack away the trunk till Pathology says what it is—ten years from now
nobody will be allowed to.”
“Sure, but you’re also bellyaching that we mustri’t do things in too big a way or the patient will die. I say that’s
two points and they ain’t the same.”
“Cy’s point,” Cam Steele said, “is it’s time to talk about the X Point.”
Tht got a laugh too. The X Point; called everything from the Kinsman Crossroads on down, sometimes a long
way down, came close to being Cy’s obsession. It was the great divide. On one side of it the patient lived, on the
other side of it he must infallibly die, and medicine ought to know more about it. Charlie Moss said,
“Want to try another limb, Cy? What’s the prognosis on our millionaire?” Cy shook his head.
“The odds would say he’s a long way past Painted Post this minute. We spent at least three-quarters of an hour
too long inside him, just for the view. But he’s a McAllister miracle and it’s bad judgment to bet against a
miracle.”
A summons had arrived for Reynolds. At the door he said,
“How are we to know how near we are to Painted Post, Cy? Are we supposed to smell it?"
Reynolds could not know it but his cool voice had stopped Cy short. For it brought instantly into his mind the
big, bearded face of Wesley Wales Kinsman, M.D., of the Rocky Mountains. Old Doc Kinsman, the sagebrush
GP,\fn{General Practitioner} dead these eight years. Old Doc Kinsman, who had been the science of medicine and the
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healing art in Custis for so many years. Old Doc Kinsman, who believed that he could smell death the moment he
came into a patient’s house, if death had an appointment there—“How’d you know he was going to die, Doc?”—
and that rumbling voice, “I knew—I can smell death.”
“You know,” Cy said, “my old man believed that. He thought he could smell death.” Reynolds asked, “Could
he?” and went out.
“I bet your old man was a humdinger too,” Steele said. Cy was still seeing that bearded face.
“He could not. He couldn’t smell it. No, and the Little Giant can’t feel it with his fingers, etiher.”
The annunciator bell was ringing for Pete Estey. Cy waved them out.
“Better get back to a million dollars, Charlie. He’ll need a lot of blood out there at Painted Post.”
Cy sat down to write up the miracle for the weekly staff conference where Little Mac would discuss it—if the
miracle were still in town on Friday. He was called to Ward B, where a scared intern had some blood coming
through a dressing.
“Change the dressing, everything’s okay,” Cy said. But Dr. Epstein had specifically said not to change it.
“Change it,” Cy said.
At the ward desk he read rapidly through the day’s records. A third-day appendix had shot up a temperature
spike and Cy called the intern, but the boy had been on the job and the spike had already begun to go down. He
had them by heart, anyway; the other pictures were all right. He wrote a series of directions—Mrs. Christopherson
won’t need so much saline from now on, Mrs. Peticic can go on solids tomorrow, I don’t like Mrs. Smalley’s
urine, run another series of tests right away. Medical Wing got him on the phone and his opposite number said
they were only six hours late on that alleged backache, would Cy be so good as to come now or go to hell?
He crossed the court through a March slush storm and the head medical resident was dressed in store clothes
and his wife was waiting downstairs. God almighty, they got time off in Medical. They decided that the tests said
it was just a backache but let’s try all over again and be sure. Cy said he’d like to apply for the first vacancy on
the service, and went :back to his kingdom.
His kingdom from noon on, anyway, when the staff were mostly gone and there was nobody to say sir to. It
was the best of all as the night quiet welled through the Wing and a man could feel the tiller rope ride easier in his
hands. He began his evening rounds. In Private Wing Charlie Moss was coming out of the carcinoma’s door. He
whispered, “He’s practically eating at Delmonico’s now—I’ll take a dollar for a dollar-ten,” as they went in.
The nurse stood up and the three of them gazed silently at that elderly, withdrawn face in the dark. Old Doc
Kinsman’s Dostrils would have known. Old Doc Kinsman’s son had no way of knowing.
“I’ve been known to be wrong,” he whispered and Charlie nodded quite seriously.
The six big rooms of Ward A were spokes of a wheel and Cy heard a rasping breath. He stepped in, glanced at
the first bed,. stepped out. The foor nurse and an intern came out of the linen closet.
“Put your cap on straight, swwetheart,” Cy said, “and get in and take a look at that first bed.”
He stood in the door till the intern thrust out his hands for “safe.” Well, the pleasures of the brotherhood of St.
Luke were frugal enough at best, and his mind veered for a moment toward Rose Stine.
Just off the rotunda an assistant resident—Vince Moriarty—was gesturing with an intern. They swung toward
Cy in a single motion and said together,
“Dr. Ewald’s lung abscess—”
Cy nodded. It was in a four-bed room and the nurse knew, if the boys didn’t. Cy looked and listened, leaned
over, nodded to her, and drew the boys outside.
“He’ll be a statistic in five minutes. Hemorrhage. Nothing to be done. What was the argument?”
“I called Vince. He had you paged,” the intern said. “He phoned Dr. Ewald. I said he ought to wait and leave it
to you.” Cy said sourly,
“Why not get him started upstairs and let a nurse phone?”
He caught himself. Think you’re Little Mac, Kinsman?
“Actually there was no point—he’d have died in the elevator. As for procedure, you’re right”—to the intern
—“I get paid so the staff can take in a good show. Go phone Ewald I said as you were.”
Moriarty’s eyes had a look that they’d forget about before the year was out. A big Pennsylvania fullback with a
Holy Cross brogue. He hadn’t had those years of advanced dressing station, Mobile 48, and Base 98. Cy put a
hand on his shoulder.
“Some of them die, Vince.”
“Yeah. “I’ll go stand by.”
And that was right and Vince had instincts. Cy headed toward home. But even if you could smell it, there still
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ought to be better ways to get in between, and oftener. Dorothy Sponberg came out of her office, bony, stooped,
her nondescript gray hair raddled, her cap falling off, and handed him tomorrow’s operating schedule. Her title
was Superintendent of Nurses but a more accurate one would have been Mercy Hospital. Maybe Cy ran the
surgical service but Sponberg ran the little world, and maybe there were those who hated his guts hut Sponberg
didn’t.
“Don’t you ever sleep, Dorothy?”
“Don't you ever get tired, Cyrus?”
“Never have yet. Mac’s only got a gall bladder? I ought to watch Smith do that splenectomy.” Dorothy sniffed.
“You ought to help with that gall bladder. Then you’ve got an appendix and a hernia.”
The stairwell at Paupers’ House had warmth, dim light, and a high tenor singing Lord Jeffrey Amherst. Pete
Estey was at Cy’s desk, his shoes off, with a clipboard of notes.
“Rest easy, I’m on call,” he said. “I just got me some temperature curves that maybe make sense but not where
I went to school.”
They batted them round for a while. The tenor tried Far Above Cayuga’s Waters and quit. It was the hour when
Mercy fell asleep: getting on toward a quarter to ten. Pete stood up.
“Have your batman lay out my mauve silk.”
He yawned. Even yawning he looked like the fifth generation at the University of Virginia and doubtless was.
“You sleep sometimes, what more do you want?” Cy said. "Mac promised you that he and St. Luke and us,
we’re all one together.”
“Monks of the modem world.”
“I’d trade my rosary for a seat at the Follies. Second balcony.” There was in Pete something admirable and
strong.
“Maybe for both your lungs, you mean. You got a fine talent for makin’ folks mad, Cy, but you don’t fool my
daddy’s son about the healing art. I’ll have your calls piped through me. Get some sleep.”
“Good night, Pete.”.
The room was chillier when the lithe, quiet man went out of it. Cy fussed some more with the notes for the
staff conference. Ask Mac if he wanted slides. Beef to Mac about how long it took the chem lab to get a report
back. Beef to the Superintendent about the lights in Ward C, about Vince Moriarty’s losing his afternoon off,
about the kitchen’s differential in the temperatures. of soup. That did it. Another day, another dollar. He started to
undress and the wind was slapping sleet against the window.
He would go to sleep the moment he lay down, so he stood for a moment trying to catch something that went
glimmering ahead of his mind. Something about St. Luke and the healing art? About a talent for infuriating
people? Or was it something about Old Doc Kinsman—and just what? He lay down and his telephone was
ringing. It was two-forty. Another dollar coming up.
“This is Emergency,” the nurse was saying. She giggled. “Dr. Estey says to tell you he wouldn’t wake you for a
seat to the Follies. An appendix came in but he’s found it’s perforated. Dr. Estey says on the run, please.”
“Those are my feet you hear,” Cy said.
2
Though a Park Avenue THOUGH cyst and therefore precious to Dr. McAllister, this was only a cyst after all.
But there had been an earlier one and the scar tissue began to present difficulties. Mac showed the quickening
wariness that means tension disciplined to use, a signature of surgical skill. Cy placed a hemostat, stood back, and
said curtly,
“Hold it, Colonel.” Mac froze, his eyes snapping.
“Hold out your left arm.” Cy turned to the nurse at the instrument table.
“Get a sterile sleeve and put it on Dr. McAllister’s left arm. Dr. Grubner’s gown brushed against your back and
elbow.”
Dr. Grubner, the patient’s physician, was present for the patient’s reassurance. He wore a gown but he wasn’t
sterile and knew it. Mac walked to the permanganate basin, dipped his hands, turned, and exploded in a series of
high-pressure obscenities. Charlie Moss shifted hands on the retractor he was holding. The anesthetist stood up till
he could look over the sheet that screened off the patient’s breathing. Mac swore till he had restored his inner
equilibrium. Nobody misunderstood or blamed him; you had to have some release. When the new sleeve was
fastened on he came back, said “Number 3, nurse,” held out his hand for the scalpel, and went tranquilly to work.
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At nine-thirty Cy scrubbed up again to do a simple appendectomy. Vincent Moriarty and Cam Steele were his
team. He was supposed to teach Steele something by precept and example, but it was a question whether a man
with Steele’s hands could be taught.
“Cam,” he said, while the nurse who was giving the anesthetic still said no, “for God’s sake don't leap on the
bleeders. You don’t have to get a sack over them.” That probably made things worse, for Steele was at a high
pitch already.
Only a small triangle of skin was exposed but as he took the scalpel from the nurse Cy remembered the
shrunken, half-withered body under the sheets. A sudden pity seized him. One of Mercy’s innumerable clients
from the docks and slums, and he had been terrified last night. One of the poor who did not trouble the awareness
of McAllister the Great. He would get a couple of weeks in clean sheets, then be sent back to his daily stupor in
flophouses. As he made the incision, everything else dropped out of mind; He had done several hundred
operations at Mobile 48 and Base 98 and this one was routine, a stereotype. He was sure and economical,
concerned only to get in and get out with the least time.
His easy serenity had the room relaxed too, though it would have been less stiff anyway since no staff man was
here. The nurse at the patient’s feet—she had nothing to do except be there—was Ginny Fortier. She had
contrived to make even a sterile cap flirtatious and her blue eyes were mostly on Vince Moriarty. That must be
why Vince had howled so loud when he lost his night off.
“Can the big ox get round a dance floor, Ginny?” Cy asked.
Ginny giggled. What would Mac have done if a nurse had giggled?
“If he doesn’t get his hand out of my way I’ll cut it off,” Cy added.
Vince, holding a protractor carelessly, didn’t get his hand out of the way in time, so Cy rapped it with the butt
end of the scalpel. Vince turned red and beatitude showed in Cam Steele’s eyes, for that was a supreme insult and
it had not been directed at him. A few moments later Cy evened matters.
“Hang on to the railing, Steele, or you’ll fall in the incision.”
Vince visibly wanted to close the incision but Cy, the job finished, stepped back and said,
“Sew it up, Cam. Don’t break Mercy's needles and try not to get a flap of the liver at the same time.”
The edge of Steele’s cap was sodden with sweat and his forehead was corrugated. Cy watched with
incomprehension and his hands twitched in his gloves; on Rocky Mountain trout streams at fourteen he had tied
leaders with a deftness Steele would never have. The man had ten thumbs and none of them an expert thumb.
There was no cure for stupidity and no help for it among McAllister men, who had to think with their fingers.
Afterward Cy said,
“Look here, Cam, you’ve got to do better than you’re doing. You’re awkward—and you’re not allowed to be.
People have nervous systems. You can’t jangle them with bad hands.”
The tension that merely made more careful workmen of Dr. McAllister and Dr. Kinsman had Steele higher
than a kite.
“Christ almighty!” he shouted. “I close the best I can. What do you want, what are you looking for?”
That would not do, either. What good was a man who could not face the job coldly?
“Maybe another trick in the dog lab would help.”
But Steele’s eyes flashed a repudiation of such demotion that he just succeeded in holding back. It was
astonishing how easy people found it not to love Cy Kinsman.
*
Since it was Friday and he would have to stay for staff conference anyway, Dr. McAllister made the grand
rounds. There was a touch of the parade that used to open a Buffalo Bill show—and Cy’s mind snatched at
something that came almost within thought but slipped away. Mac looked every bit of his five-feet six, and with
such elegance of brown worsted, starched and striped blue cuffs, gold links, thin gold chain across the waist, coat
that had white facings, and the manner of Napoleon. There were several visiting Elks on hand from Chicago,
Detroit, and other provincial towns. Twenty-odd medical students. Dorothy Sponberg. A sprinkling of interns, and
Cy as top kick from the old army or the drum major of Bill Cody’s cavalcade. They went through the wards the
way the First Division had gone down the Champs Elysees.
It was here that tact and sagacity with ward nurses paid a house officer dividends, for they could make or mar
his part in the performance. They had everything so dressed up and the information so readily available that Cy
could not miss. Part of the act was to toss questions at the resident so fast that he must surely fumble but Cy never
did. And he bore himself with unimpeachable respect, even a seemly awe, toward his chief. Clearly thyroid, I
think, Dr. McAllister, and I’ve had one consultation with Medical and they’ll send a man to run some more tests.
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This is Mrs. Lipschitz, Dr. McAllister; there’s blood sugar we find it hard to explain; Dr. Thorwald will see her
this afternoon. Why, no, Dr. McAllister, I hadn’t thought glucose necessary for Mrs. Cohen but I’ll order it.
Mac stopped at one bed and the nurse whisked off the sheet as if she were unveiling a portrait of the chief.
Mrs. Scipola, of the Tenth Avenue Scipolas, a kidney case of Dr. Thorwald’s, the staff member on duty this
month. Mac studied a sheaf of reports and was moved to lecture on renal inadequacy and renal storm. Everyone
craned forward. Napoleon was talking, or an archbishop, and with the audience so tuned who wouldn’t have a
tongue of fire? The Old Man was good, though out of his field and far from revolutionary, but even the Chicago
visitor, who for all Mac knew might have invented the kidney, seemed spellbound. The medics were rapt, the
nurses worshipful, though Cy noted with satisfaction that Dorothy Sponberg was checking off items in her
notebook. Mac finished; in the silence you expected to hear the choir standing up.
“Keep a sharp watch on her,” Mac said and strode on. Out in the hall he stopped, pointed a finger at the ward
intern, and peremptorily demanded,
“Why did I say that?” The intern knew perfectly well but awe choked him.
“Dr. McAllister is thinking of the picket-fence curve on the patient’s chart,” Cy said.
Everyone nodded: picket-fence curve, that means the patient is going to die. The parade moved on.
There was another lecture in Ward A, this time on the diagnosis of thyroid. A reflex of protest stirred in Cy.
There should be no sanctities in this world and especially there should be none in medicine, but hospitals were
organized for the adoration of their staffs. They walked through incense before acolytes on their knees: no wonder
they grew pompous, tyrannical, and infallible. In another room Mac summoned everyone round him with a nod.
He picked up the clipboard of reports and checked them aloud, slowly, with emphasis, tapping his finger. He
gestured and the nurse uncovered the patient, a scrawny woman with beady, suspicious eyes. Mac methodically
probed the upper abdomen, asked one of the visitors to do the same, then Cy, then Moriarty, then an intern. In the
corridor he barked at Cy,
“What’s the picture, Kinsman? Malignant or benign?”
No thanks. “I’d prefer to explore and send a specimen to Pathology, sir.” That sufficed for Mac’s purpose.
“Where would you send a specimen if you were in the Maine woods?”
He said “Benign,” and strode down the corridor. In the transepts of Mercy you could hear faint strains of the
Magnificat. Or of Caesar’s trumpets.
He was superb at the conference. There had been a peritonitis death—not Mac’s—and he nosed down every
scent, tireless, ingenious, bent on fixing the responsibility. What had been done? What hadn’t been done? He had
Dr. Spicer, the operator, in a cold defensive rage. Nothing could be determined and Mac ordered. them to think it
over for a week, for by God he would have no unexplained deaths at Mercy. He closed the session with an
unexpected gift.
“Dr. Kinsman stopped me in the middle of an operation this morning. He had seen a damned numbskull
contaminate my sleeve. Dr. Kinsman was on his toes. Never hurt anybody at Mercy yet to be on his toes.”
Look at the title: Doctor Kinsman! Cy went off to Mac’s office with him, three rooms in green tile and green
leather at a thousand dollars a square foot, and a view of Eighth Street with Dr. McAllister’s fourteen-foot
limousine and Negro chauffeur at the curb. Also view of the endless March rain. Napoleon was in the mood to
relax with his marshals. He held out a cigarette case, the gold gratitude of a patient.
“Thanks for the tip, Colonel,” Cy said. “But it won’t make the boys love me.” Mac laughed.
“None of them in a mood to ask your hand in marriage, I hear. By God, I don’t pick a staff for lovableness. Do
your job. Sponberg says Steele was a mistake.” Cy nodded, dust at his heart.
“Better bring him up to be ‘S’. Superintendent. That peritonitis case had a right to live. What’s your theory?”
“Hell,” Mac said. “Spicer probably nicked a bowel.” It fed a faint resentment, a resentment familiar but not
quite clear.
“He had a right to live,” Cy repeated. Perhaps it was just too much elegance in Napoleon’s clothes.
“I’m operating on Dr. Feinman Tuesday morning,” Mac said. “Stomach ulcer.” Dr. Feinman was chief of
Obstetrics. But also,
“Tuesday is my afternoon and evening off.” Mac said,
“Just see to it that you’re not scheduled anywhere at eight o’clock.”
A gust swept heavy rain across the window.
“Remember how it rained at Toul?” Mac said suddenly—and brought blue rainy dusks and a thousand
unreplaced emotions into Cy’s mind.
Even the afternoon of Armistice Day. They had operated all day long, and at dusk he and Mac in the garden
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behind the chateau, trench coats over bloody whites, walking up and down between ilex hedges, and singing in
the wards. Mac had said, by God what was the use of having a brother-in-law who was a United States Senator if
you couldn’t go home now, and he was going home, and in a dozen sparse words offered Cy the residency of
Mercy. They went through rain and blue dusk and singing to find the champagne Mac said he had. You and me
and Mercy Hospital and the future.
Something twisted and ached. Cy should have felt a surge of remembered comradeship, an older and a younger
man doing a job with the same sureness. He didn’t. Someone had laid some dry twigs on that faint resentment.
“It was a better hole than we knew,” he said.
“Gripes you to square up and salute a lot of stuffed shirts you’d have been giving orders to in France, don’t it?
Damn good for you, Cy. You’re an undisciplined cub. Somebody’s got to curry you below the knees.”
“You’ll take care of it, Colonel. Well, I’ve got to go run my pushcart.” He was scrutinizing Mac’s chin.
“You never wore a Van Dyke, did you?” he was impelled to ask. Mac laughed.
“By God, now you’ve got me looking like Rothweiler.” At Mercy references to Dr. Rothweiler, the surgical
chief at Presbyterian, were humorous.
*
Back on the job, Cy shook off a vague discomfort and the illusion that for a moment Mac really had had a
beard. As he passed the chem lab a technician beckoned him in and held forth tiresomely about a tissue section
that was in dispute. Cy cut it short by picking up the slide and the plugged test tube that held the rest of the
specimen and saying he would ask Pathology to check again.
Pathology was just down the corridor. Cy came through the door on robber soles. Rose Stine was peering down
a binoculat microscope and Cam Steele was standing back of her, unable to break in on her concentration. Cy
grinned. Rose was an ambitious gal, she was going to conquer cancer. The obvious difficulty was that her
ambition was at war with her hormones, and the body round which her white gown was wrapped sagaciously was
sure to sabotage her career. Steele was medicining his deep hurt.
“I saw you ease in this morning for a glimpse of the Kinsman effect. Too bad, sister. He never even knew you
were there.”
Blue light from a condenser made a half circle on her cheek. She said absently,
“He did a sweet job.”
“You’ll never make it, Rose—better lower your sights. Try Woodard, try Moriarty, hell, try me. I’ll say this,
though, the bastard has got genius in his hands.”
Rose looked up from the mike. Her lips parted.
“You’re telling me?”
The white gown rippled and would have caught anyone’s interest as it assuredly caught Steele’s. Cy said,
“Mercy has no endowed bed for Miss Stine, Cam. Miss Sponberg has been paging you for twenty minutes.”
Steele said “Okay,” between his teeth. But he went out.
“Smoke by all means, Rose,” Cy said. “We have no rules that an attractive woman need observe.” She lit a
cigarette and swung round on the lab stool.
“It’s your delicacy that has us all loving you,” she said. “I run this lab, Cy, and maybe you’d better stop short at
the door. Can I do something for you?” He laid the slide and test tube on her bench.
“I wonder,” he said.
She looked at him; their eyes met and held. She let one foot 6nd the floor. Cy said,
“So he needn’t tell you about my hands?”
“It’s this way.” Rose picked up the test tube, said, “I reported on that,” put it down. “There are so many Cam
Steeles in the world. Don’t blame a woman who has to associate with them if a daydream gets the upper hand.
Especially when the reality can smash the daydream all to hell.”
He laid a hand on her shoulder. A hand that was said to have genius in it and a shoulder warm under the sleeve
and softer than one would have supposed. Rose said, remotely,
“Cam Steele wants to make me, he really wants to. That’s flattering, a little, and—human. You’re a little like a
man making an experiment in the dog lab.” Her voice softened.
“Kinsman, I wonder if you know this battle you’re 6ghting is really with yourself.”
“There isn’t any battle.”
He dropped his arm to her waist and lifted her off the lab stool. Her lips were warm and welcoming.
“Sooner or later, I suppose,” she murmured and her arms tightened. When she thrust him away her breast was
high and her cheeks splendid.
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“That’s what I promised Virchow’s statue I’d never do in the lab,” she said. “No!” when he closed in, and the
girl who was smiling was certainly not Dr. Stine.
“Haven’t the boys got enough on you? Damn you, Cy, you wouldn’t know my address. You can always get that
the office. Get out of here.”
*
At seven o’clock Tuesday morning Emergency received a stevedore who had fallen down an open hatch and
was no better for it. Pete had Cy on the phone at once. He was working on a ruptured spleen when Little Mac, in
his shirt sleeves, was at the door of the operating room and swearing at him for not turning the case over to
someone else.
“I didn’t shove him in,” Cy said, without looking up, and did not hear whether Mac had any more thoughts. He
and Pete worked hard, they worked long, and they worked to no avail. They had the wreckage cleared up and the
stevedore on his way out of the operating room when he died. Cy remembered Dr. Feinman’s ulcer for the first
time and began to swear.
“That’s what was on Mac’s mind. Hellish presumptuous of the poor not to wait, with the Little Giant working
out on a colleague.”
“You’re mad because we lost him. I’ve heard you say some of them have to die.”
Cy went straight to the room scheduled for Mac’s job. It was over and Mac had gone—in a miff, Dorothy
Sponberg said. Charlie Moss had taken Cy’s place and they had called Reynolds from Obstetrics to help out with
his own chief. The nurses had all the ward windows open, for March had requisitioned a day from the end of May.
Sun and softness drove the residual shame from Cy’s mind and he went about his chores With intensifying
impatience. He ate lunch With a chap from Medical who wanted the paradoxes of the kidney settled forthwith,
then ran through corridors and across the grounds to Paupers’ House. He had bought the blue serge suit in the fall
of 1915 for twenty-two dollars at the Harvard Coop—he had been newly raised to senior intern, which was what
they called the resident at Peter Bent Brigham, and it had had just a few days’ wear all told. He owned three
neckties, too. He went back to give Pete Estey some final, quite unnecessary directions and they walked to the
main entrance together and out to the gray stone steps. Smells of salt marsh and plowed Jersey fields were
blowing up Eighth Street and the sunlight was shot with powdered gold.
Years ago some benefactor had given Mercy a statue, a six-foot stone bird of no determinable species. It stood
outside the door and generations of interns had called it the Pregnant Auk. Cy put an arm round it and gazed down
the long vista of Mercy’s architecture, which was of all periods and all begrimed. Moist, warm air, a wind
whipping papers along the street, a sheen on pavement and on glass—contentment overspread Cy Kinsman. It
was not in the least what he had envisioned that rainy dusk at Toul. But it was a good place, it answered to the
competent hands of Dr. Kinsman, it was his nickel’s worth and it would do. An ambulance came clanging out of
the areaway and turned eastward.
“There goes your bright boy in a fireman’s hat,” Cy said. “He’ll make trouble for you if trouble can be made.
You run Dr. McAllister’s hospital pretty while I’m gone.”
“Your hospital will still be here when you get back. I declare, you do look odd in clothes.” The Virginia drawl
ran liltingly.
“You. got a nice day for it, Cy. I reckon you aim to waste it consortin’ with harlots.”
“I aim to get my girl and buy her some jelly beans.”
“Deborah?” Pete had not seen Deborah but he had met her mother a month ago when Cy got her a job singing
at the Trustees’ tea that opened a drive for funds.
“Make my compliments to Mrs. Willard. Do girls average that pretty in the Rocky Mountains?
“Just in our home town. You should have known her sister.”
“Sure it’s Deborah you want to buy some jelly beans? Sure it ain’t her mummy?”
“You have antique ideas. If I wanted to buy Mummy some jelly beans, I’d buy her some.”
He waved and turned east, up Eighth Street, amused by Pete’s notion. If he had wanted Josephine Willard, he
would assuredly have taken her. He had been back from France less than a week when on lower Fifth Avenue a
gale blew a young woman into his arms and she turned out to be Josephine Caneday, of Custis. But not Josephine
Caneday any longer. She had been just a scrawny gawker at true love years ago when her older sister had ravished
Cy’s adolescent heart, but now she was a woman with a husband, a daughter, a job, and, it developed presently, a
lost career as well. He remembered that there used to be some idea that she would be a singer. She assured him
that it had proved groundless: she had a good way with Sunday solos in third-rate churches, to eke out the family
income, she said, and she could touch your heart with Stephen Foster. But New York had not needed long to
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uncover the remaining truths about her voice and she had met Sam Willard. End of story..
“We do not live in the Village!” Josephine said at intervals, and they didn’t, they had moved out of the Village,
to West Twenty-third Street in Chelsea, soon after Deborah was born. The Willards had the two-room third floor
of a converted house and when Josephine got a war job had taken a room on the fourth floor for Deborah
*
Cy found Deborah playing on the sidewalk today, lazily watched by the colored girl who took care of her while
Mummy ana Daddy were at their respective offices. She flung herself into his arms, screaming, then danced on
alternate feet waving her arms. She would be five this summer.
“Central Park! Central Park! Cy, you promised.”
“But not with that face.”
“Course not.”
She tugged him up to the fourth floor, Anna, the colored girl, panting after, and scrubbed herself shiny. She got
out an immaculate white dress and a yellow hair ribbon which she made Cy tie. It made her dark brown hair
glossy but that hair was neither so lovely nor so dark as her mother.
“Can we ride a bus?”
“Let’s be rich and take a taxi.”
“No, a bus! And on top!”
The prince’s golden coach bore them up Fifth Avenue with the wind spoiling Anna’s work on that hair,
Deborah squirming in the circle of Cy’s arm, and sun-drugged lovers laughing at her confidences about the zoo,
Enchantment cost a bus fare and no more—Deborah flattened herself against cages, stood entranced while two
elephants ate hay, squealed because a zebra was just like the picture in her book, and had to be hauled back from
under the rail in front of the monkeys. Cy noticed the pulse in her neck pounding in the lion house—funny, no
reason at all, she doesn’t know she should be scared but she is scared.
They went out and fed peanuts to the squirrels. Deborah loped across the yellow parody of spring grass and her
patent leather shoes were caked with mud when he got her back. Then a climax beyond hope or fantasy, for there
was an inclosure with ponies in it. He lifted her to the saddle. She rode that shaggy, unpleasant-looking little beast
round and round, her face consecrated, her legs tense, and heaven in her eyes He kept giving the attendant dimes
for another round till he thought maybe the white dress was dirty enough.
“Come on down off your bronc,” he said. “It’s ice-cream time.” She fell off in his arms.
“What’s my bronc, Cy?”
“And you with a mother out of Custis!” he said, revolted. “You underprivileged brat from a degenerate
metropolis. A bronc is a cayuse.”
She was exhausted. Also magnificently soiled. He took her to a Fifth Avenue palace where a countess who
directed waitresses eyed her grime without appreciation, and stuffed her with chocolate ice cream. The fats would
build strength—if they stayed down. She was satiated but drooping when they went out into waning afternoon.
“You may take me home in a taxi if you wish,” she said.
He did so but stopped it near Madison Square for a window had caught his eye. Deborah revived and was rapt
and agonized, given a whole store to choose a toy from. She ended by making it a white teddy bear more than half
her size and much cleaner. As they came out there was a sudden blare of music from down the Avenue and
Deborah squealed,
“Soldiers!”
Cy took her under one arm and the bear under the other and ran for Madison Square and its plaster arch. By
now too many troops had marched through it for New York to get excited, but crowds formed, there was cheering,
torn paper began to flutter down from offices. These boys had new uniforms and old flags, now uncased; they had
clearly been drilled in close order ever since the Armistice, and they were trying to be bored and bleak above an
ecstasy of homecoming. Unmistakably they were veterans. They had been there. Cy Kinsman knew, for he had
been there too.
A platoon marked time to dress its ranks and Cy was able to identify a collar ornament. This was the I78th
Infantry! Cierges, Nantillois, la Ville aux Bois, CuneI, Brieulles-sur-Meuse—they were names on muddy, bloody
tags tied to muddier, bloodier blouses when they reached Base 98. They stormed Cy’s mind. Base 98 and Captain
Kinsman and Colonel McAllister working, so the inviolable rules said, only twelve hours a day, twelve hours that
frequently saw their second sunset and second midnight before any of the teams could be changed. He strained to
identify faces, he wanted to shout names—but no face he could recognize would be here and no name he could
shout would draw an answer from the marching ranks. He thought someone yelled “Hi, Doc!” and stared with
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unendurable intensity, but it was just a hallucination.
Only last October—those names were only five months old! He thought suddenly, you’re older than you know,
and scorned the thought as sentimental. Well, he was home now and the I78th were home—and just where were
they? Not by so far as the eye could see where they had expected to be. The I78th kept coming through the
meretricious plaster arch in double column of squads. The gimcrack splendor of that arch might nerve them for
the more elaborate horror at the Public Library, where there had been built what was called The Court of the
Heroic Dead—and thank God the dead could not see it.
The cheering in Madison Square was suddenly too long, the rhythm of arms and legs overpowering. Whatever
you expect, you’re wrong, he thought. Never believe the advance notices. It’s too bad, or maybe it isn’t. Let us not
be simple of heart or simple of mind. He lowered Deborah from his shoulder and sought the quiet of a side street.
“You crying, Cy?” Deborah asked.
“I don’t think so, honey. Sometimes you don’t know whether it’s crying or guffawing. You see, I used to be a
soldier too.”
“But you’re a Doctor.”
“Promise to tell them that at Mercy.”
When they got back to West Twenty-third Street the business day was over. Josephine was back from Howe
and Bergstein, where she was an office manager, and Sam Willard was back from Brett and Moran, where he was
a sub-editor. Cy and Deborah walked into what was obviously a quarrel and was only interrupted by their
entrance. Sam’s round, boyish face was red with anger and his little mustache was bristling. Josephine’s face was
pale, framed by her dark hair, but her eyes had fire in them. At once they begot in Cy the attitude which he
recognized as their principal interest for him: detachment. With the Willards he could be an impersonal observer
of behavior, a scientist watching how response succeeded stimulus. At Mercy you could not quite watch the
paramecia through a microscope.
“You get to look at pictures in your room, Debby,” Josephine said. She led the child out, calling back,
“This isn’t over, it’s just beginning.”
She was tall, taller than Sam, which was a clear violation of nature’s plan, too slender, graceful in hip and
shoulder and thigh. Cy looked inquiringly at Sam Willard. In the three and a half months he had known Sam the
detached observer had suspended judgment. The universal yardstick was a question: how good are you at your
job? How good are you? The observing mind had no way of knowing about the literary calling. Perhaps juvenility
was essential to it. Maybe behavior and ideas which would seem absurd on a ward floor were necessary for a
proper functioning at Sam’s job. Biological organization explained all behavior but there were adaptations and the
detached mind would adopt no theory about literary adaptations.
“This is the How-Are-We-Going-To-Support-Our-Child number,” Sam burst out. “What a town Custis must
be! Custis, the queen city of Philistia.”
“What’s the trouble?”
“I quit my job. And now you’d think Gabriel had blown his horn and we were caught short.”
But indignant pride was yielding to grievance. Sam could not help looking as if teacher had slapped his face.
“I let Brett and Moran look at the novel I’ve been writing. They turned it down. Naturally I quit working for
them.”
Sam’s biological organization required him to be proud and hurt—and to rush home to Josephine to pout and
sop up reassurance. But Josephine’s biological organization required her to be terrified by the loss of income and
then to get tearing mad at her little boy. It looked as if biological organization was too bad for the novelist.
“So what are you going to do now?”
“I’m going to quit playing it safe,” Sam said, though his eyes were beginning to moisten. “Have I got the guts
to be an artist or haven’t I? I’m going to write the book over again.”
Maybe it was going to be necessary to respect the literary organization. Sam was probably being cockeyed but
he definitely had shown more decision and more guts than Cy had supposed he had. But Josephine came back, her
shoes off for comfort, and pitched in. It was an absorbing scene for the observer of behavior. He could see the
anxieties working out in her—she would have to demand more money from Howe and Bergstein, and probably
wouldn’t get it for it was an employer’s labor market now. She would have to find churches that paid more.
Since behavior was implicit in biological organization it could be predicted and the scene went exactly as
science had foreseen. But there was an expert touch when it came out that Sam had spent his separat!on pay from
Brett and Moran for a new typewriter. Give the artist fit tools.
Cy had no doubt that the scene was already a cliché in the novels which friends of Sam whom he had met here
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were writing, and none that it would get inserted in Sam’s—where it would prove that marriage poisons the
creative impulse. Josephine was eloquent in derision and then at the right moment burst into repentant tears and
began to cry with much enjoyment on the artist’s vindicated shoulder.
“You should never have shown them a first draft,” she said. And,
“Brett and Moran are stupes—you just shocked them, darling, all their ideas are early nineteenth century.
Anyone else will—snap it up.” Urgency grew on her.
“Now you can really concentrate on it. There won’t be anything to distract you or tire you out. Now you can
really do your damnedest.”
Cy was content with the findings of the detached mind. Stimulus had produced response as science had
foreseen. Josephine turned toward him.
“Go pick up something in a delicatessen and have dinner with us, Cy, you’re rich and we’re artists.”
Sure. He would give her thirty seconds to get her dress off and say fifteen minutes to get it back on again. And
most decidedly no. He had made enough observations for the time being. He went out into a wind that was
bringing cold with it. Dissatisfaction had opened up again. He kept thinking of the I78th Infantry. He kept
thinking of Base 98 and Mobile 48 which had preceded it. And of Lieutenant Kinsman of the British Expeditionary Force, with the Harvard Unit for a year before we were in the war. And of Captain Kinsman, Medical Corps,
United States Arrity. And of Custis.
And then he was thinking not of Josephine precisely but of her dress. He stepped into a drug store and found a
phone. Rose Stine said,
“I’ve been home three-quarters of an hour. I’ve been waiting for you to call.”
*
The detached mind was quiet and the world was serene and seemly when he came down Eighth Street again,
towards midnight. The bases of content—and discontent—were remarkably simple. As he came through the door
into Mercy, Dorothy Sponberg hurried up. The repository of wisdom, the counselor and buttress of the young, was
just perceptibly agitated.
“Cyrus,” she said—and maybe there were a few women her age in Custis who would call hini that—“they’ve
been trying to get you. Get over to Private Wing. Dr. Feinman—something’s gone wrong!”
“Have you phoned Dr. McAllister?” Dorothy Sponberg looked straight down the corridor.
“He went to Albany with the Governor,” she said without expression. She turned scarlet when Cy grinned at
her, for she knew as well as he did that the chief of surgery does not leave town when he has a colleague as a
patient.
“You get there now, Cyrus,” she commanded him.
He loped across the court for they had called for Kinsman in an emergency and the world ran on ball bearings.
But he slowed down when he got there for it was an obligation to seem snooty to the young. They were at the
floor desk on the fourth foor, Pete, Charlie Moss, Reynolds, and the head nurse of Private Wing. And it was heady
stuff, the relief that showed in them when he came up.
“What’s gone wrong at Millionaires’ Rest?” he inquired. “Pete, did I or didn’t I tell you to run Mercy right?”
“You got no call to be off pleasurin’ yourself while the children get scared,” Peter told him. “Here’s somethin’
the Trustees won’t like at all. We been wonderin’ can we be ships’ doctors, maybe, or police surgeons after the
Trustees speak their little piece.”
They told him the simple story and took him to Dr. Feinman’s room. Feinman’s blood pressure had fallen and
his pulse had started to climb and had kept on climbing. Now there was marked air hunger. A coherent picture
formed. Cy read the chart, took pulse and respiration, asked the routine questions, and told Charlie Moss that it
had been a serious mistake not to type the patient’s blood and that was the first thing they’d get started upstairs.
Reynolds said,
“Transfusions are getting to be another obsession.”
“Maybe. And in five years we’ll be typing everyone who comes in, no matter who or for what.” He turned to
Pete.
“Why aren’t you scrubbed up?”
“Me go in? While there’s a chance of getting you? And what about those telephone numbers you didn’t leave?
I was going to phone the sheriff of New York.”
“What’s wrong with Feinman?”
“Profound shock.”
“Sure. But why?”
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“Could be the Old Man didn’t take quite enough and she pulled loose.”
“Any time the Old Man didn’t take enough we’d stop the press and put it on page one. I’d say he’s bleeding
along the suture line somewhere. Mac was going to Albany—there’s probably one bleeder he got masterful with.
Get scrubbed up, all three of you. I’m going in.”
“He’s my chief,” Reynolds said. “Maybe we ought to send for a big shot?”
“Long ago but you didn’t. Feinman’s taking a bearing on the X Point this minute. I’m going in.”
It was a messy job but Cy found the vessel that had been improperly ligated. The Old Man had probably tied it
himself as a professional courtesy.
“At a guess, I won’t be told to write this case up,” he remarked to his three assistants. Then he added,
“The ethics of loyalty say we ought to decide faulty post-operative care was responsible. We won’t.”
Charlie Moss gave him half of a grateful look. Cy closed the incision. He had the donor wheeled up to the
table and gave the transfusion himself.
“Sit with him, Charlie. Ring me any time. Mercy’s nose is now clean.”
Pete and Reynolds rode downstairs with him and they headed toward Paupers’ House. It would go down in no
book that the house officers of Mercy had done what they were supposed to do.
“I thought I’d made it plain,” Cy said, “that in Private Wing, and in fact with all paying patients, no
carelessness is tolerated. Only with our clients the poor.”
“Sure, Cy,” Reynolds said, “you’re a better man than McAllister. We get it. We got it long ago.”
Reynolds turned off up a corridor. Cy grinned after him. Pete said,
“You didn’t act scared, Cy—weren’t you? I mean, Feinman being on the staff?”
“That isn’t the sort of thing that scares me.”
“I could name you three M.D.’s that were just one jump from the privy.”
They came into Paupers’ House, damp air from before the dawn following them and the scrape of someone’s
snoring resonant in the stairwell. Pete had not been scared; he had faced up to the job. In a way that was all that
anyone had a right to ask of a surgeon or of anyone else. In a way.
“Well, what does?” Pete asked.
“Does what?”
“Scare you,”
“I’ll let you know. Get some sleep.”
How solicitous they were for each other’s sleep. The elegant and commodious quarters of Mercy’s surgical
resident vibrated with a question of discipleship. It depended on what job you had to face up to. Cy heard that
imagined voice yelling “Hi, Doc!” at him as the troops went by, and shrugged away the irreconcilables with a
brief remembrance of Rose Stine’s breasts before he fell asleep. …
1920
198.74 Sand\fn{by Wanda Burnett (1907- )} Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County, Utah, U.S.A. (F) 7
Sometimes the wagon jolted into a hole and a cloud of dust rolled away to the side of the road and settled like
a smother over the small blue berries of the scrubby spruce. But mostly the rood was smooth and ran ahead and
behind the wagon—a string, long and thin, stretching across the desert. Only the sagebrush, the road, and the
dusty blue-berried spruce for miles and the sun pricking the sand. Now and then the dust, caught by a slight
breeze, twirled like a funnel into the sky and was gone. Ghosts. Desert ghosts. Dancing.
I felt all scooped out and empty looking down at the desert and the purple mounds that ran like the rhythm of a
song along the desert’s edge. I remember.
I was five then and I sat in the back of the covered-in wagon with my brother. I had on black stockings and the
dust kept turning them gray. I brushed and brushed, but it did no good. Once the wagon stopped and my mother
came around the back and winked at me. I told her no, but she said I’d better anyway.
So I went with her. I gathered a few of the wrinkled berries and some sagebrush. When we came back my dad
was standing in front of the wagon, one hand shading his eyes and the other pointing ahead.
“Look,” he said, “there’s our road, way down there ta hell’n gone!”
I didn’t know where we were going. No one had told me. I had forgotten to ask.
Then we got back into the wagon and the horses went plop-plopping along the road again. Then it must have
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been noon because my mother opened a package and gave me a cheese sandwich and a tomato. I ate the tomato
because I was thirsty and I poked a hole through the sandwich and wore it for a ring till my mother saw me, then I
nibbled the crust and dropped the sandwich into the dust.
*
The house, standing there on the edge of the road, was gaunt scarred and two hollow-eyed windows stared out
from beneath the rusty tin roof. Steps, worn and rough, slobbered down over the lip of the open doorway. It stood
there with its hands on its hips and its head cocked to one side, a fat old woman of a house. Toothless. Dirty. Old
and complaining. And when the wind sweeping down the gulch whistled around the house it moaned and swayed
back and forth, and on bad nights it cried.
There were no coverings on the floors and a long plank table ran the full length of the dining room. The whole
house smelled of sour bread dough and the kitchen shelves were lined with cans of tomatoes, opened and spoiling.
I went snooping around. Someeone told me it was a boarding house and that all the men from the mines would
eat at our house now. I guessed that was all right. My mother was a pretty good cook, anyway.
There was an awful racket going on in the kitchen. My mother sweeping out cans and rubbish, brushing off
shelves, shaking stoves, opening cupboards, and talking fast about filthy Japs and pigs and all. Her hat still
bobbed up and down on the top of her head and a streak of soot ran from under her nose like a big flowing
moustache.
My dad and another man brought in the two trunks, funny fat trunks with wallpaper linings. They set them in a
small room just off the dining room, and that night when we slept there, we had to put pans and big, square bread
drippers all over the beds and floor to catch the rain that poured down through the leaky tin roof.
Once, when the house no longer cried and the rain had finalIy stopped, I saw something run along the floor. It
came close to my bed and drank from the black pan of water and its eyes were little lights there in the dark room.
My mother set up a candle, but the water dripping from the ceiling kept putting it out. But I guess it was a rat all
right, because the next morning my dad went down into the town—there were only two stores there—and bought
three big traps and I helped him carry them home.
*
Elva was the tall one with the sad blue eyes and her hair was a cloud of fluff above her broad face. But she
wasn't much good in the kitchen, my mother said. She was slow and she kept getting in the way. But I liked her.
She used to chew my gum for me—the hard spruce gum that we gathered from the pine trees. Then my mother
found out and I had to chew my own gum.
I remember once Elva peeled a whole water-bucket of potatoes and the potatoes were like a handful of marbles
there in the bottom of the bucket and the peelings over an inch thick. My mother was mad about it, too.
So Elva and I went for a walk. We walked up past the mines, through the little grove of pines, and out to the
very edge of the hill. And down below we could see the desert sleeping there in the sun and the paths wandering
lost-like through the sand. But when I looked, my face got stiff and my ears grew tight and I felt all choked up
inside. Elva was a statue staring down—all quiet and smooth. Then she slipped away, down the hill toward the
desert. She kept sinking deeper and deeper into the sand and when I caught up with her she was making a funny
little crackled sound way down in her throat. I thought she was laughing, but I guess she wasn’t because when I
laughed she just dug her fingers into the sand and told me not to. We went back to the house then, but that night
she went for a walk alone and I didn’t see her any more.
*
My mother liked Bertha best. She was big and brown and healthy. Big Brown Bertha, the men called her. She
moved like a house afire. She could swing an ax like a man and lift a hundred pound bag of sugar with no effort at
all. Once she came right through the kitchen swinging the ax back and forth in front of her and yelling,
“Out of my way, out of my way, I’m mad!”
Straight for the wood pile she went. She chopped her anger into little pieces and the chips flew away. Bertha—
and her wood-chopping-madness.
I remember the first time my dad rang the big triangle dinner bell. He kept looking at his watch and asking my
mother if it wasn’t time yet and I kept telling him that I was sure it was time. I wanted to see what would happen.
So he finally went out on the front porch and gave the big triangle half a dozen good smacks with an iron bar. It
was like stirring up an ant hill. The men came swarming down the hill. One man fell face down in the dirt. No-one
bothered. They ran up the front steps and into the dining room. And when three of them jumped over the railing
and fell on the porch I yelled to my dad to hit ’em, hit ’em hard—but he just stood there with the iron rod in his
hand and didn’t move.
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I peeked in through the window. The men were running around the table and bellowing,
“White bread! My God, it’s white bread!”
They filled their pockets and the fronts of their bibbed overalls. They ate till their eyes bulged. They were
heavy dirty men. Wild animals from the mountains. Sometimes, when my mother looked tired, I hated them and I
hid the on rod so my dad couldn’t ring the dinner bell. I thought it opened the door of the mines, too.
There was a long man there in the dining room. Long and sort of tied in the middle—a jellybean man, bulging
at both ends. He sood off in a corner alone. He didn’t yell about the white bread either. And when the men sat
down to eat they edged him off the end of the long bench.
He just sat on the floor looking round dazed and empty and once, before my mother noticed him and made him
sit by the kitchen where she could serve him, he hopped under the table and began picking up the bread crumbs
like a bird and the men whistled and threw handfuls of crumbs to him and caged him in with their knees. I always
whispered when he was around because I thought he was deaf and dumb.
*
Sometimes I went with my dad to buy cigars, but mostly we just went there to talk. It was a good excuse
though, the cigars. The old storekeeper had a fuzzy short beard. He was always waiting for the weather to warm
up a bit so he could shave. When he talked he rubbed his hands and peered over the rims of his glasses and his
voice was thin and crackled. An old granny voice.
Once, when I went there alone, he invited me into his parlor. You just st:pped down one step from the store and
tlrough an old worn curtain and there you were. He always kept the blinds down halfway, he said, because the
dust didn’t show up so much then. I guess he didn’t have a wife. But he had a phonograph that blossomed from its
small wooden box in the corner like a huge purple morning glory and in another corner of the room a glass
cabinet squatted on its short curved legs.
There were a few samples of ore scattered around on the shelves of the cabinet and way back on the bottom
shelf, slumped over and lirty, there was a doll with a waxy pale face and hair that fell in yellow-brown strings
over its eyes. He didn’t like me to look at the doll. He got nervous when I went near the cabinet and made me sit
in the little brown rocking-chair close by the phonograph.
I thought it was fine listening to the record played over and over again and I rocked back and forth waiting for
the words, “Oh, you great big, beautiful doll, I’d like to squeeze you, but I’m afraid you’ll break.” I rocked closer
to the cabinet. Then some one rapped on the counter and the old man slipped through the curtain, up the step, and
back into the store.
I went home. I told my mother about the doll and the phonograph. After that my brother went for the cigars.
*
Big Mrs. Rawls was coming down to make jelly-roll for the men. We took the kitchen door off so she could
come in. She lived up the hill from our place in a tent. I guess it was easier that way, without doors. She waddled
over to a chair and oozed down over the sides and kept fanning herself and “whewing.”
It should have been a good jelly-roll. She used almost a half a sack of flour and all the bottled jelly in the
house. She rolled the dough out in big white slabs and smeared them thick with jelly, then she rolled them from
one end like a carpet. But the jelly kept running out of the ends and the sides so she fastened them together with
toothpicks.
I followed her around with a spoon and ate all the jelly that wouldn’t stay in the roll. My mother kept ahing
and ohing and saying what beautiful jelly-rolls they were and Mrs. Rawls just swelled all up with pride when she
slipped them into the oven.
“Don’t jump!” she said, “or you’ll spoil the whole shootin’ match.”
So I held my breath and tip-toed over to the corner and sat high up on a stool. She plumped herself down in a
chair and all the dishes on the shelves clattered. She made jelly-roll for everyone when she was a girl, she said.
She’d even won prizes at fairs with them.
And roly-poly pudding! Well, that was something, too. She bet the men would like that.
I didn’t say anything, but I could see the smoke curling out from the sides of the oven door. My mother sniffed
the air a couple of times. Mrs. Rawls went on gabbing. Not noticing. Finally she went over and opened the oven.
She pulled out one pan. Then she pulled out another pan.
“Only the jelly burning on the edge,” she said.
She tried to slip them back in a hurry, but I ran over with my spoon and looked into the pans sitting on the
open oven door. It was a tired jelly-roll all flat and panting. Little rivers of jelly ran around in the gluey mass of
dough and the picket fence of toothpick standing tall and thin in the middle guarded a small breathing bubble
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pushed up by the stream. It was like the grave on the hill back of the house.
*
Then I don’t know. I guess everyone went kind of crazy. My mother and Bertha made Mrs. Rawls sit down in
the middle of the floor and they circled the pans, steaming and hot, around her. And one empty pan, a round one
with handles on both sides, they put on her head and called her Roly-Poly, the Queen of the Jelly-Rolls. They
danced round and round, in between the pans and out again. I thought my mother would be mad about not having
any dessert for the men and all, but she just laughed and danced around the pans.
I laughed too, then. I laughed all inside till I got a pain and had to roll all over the kitchen floor.
Bertha said to wait a minute. She ran out and brought in the screen door from the back porch and they caged
Mrs. Rawls in the corner. The top part of the door had little black bars running up and down and in one place the
screen was broken and loose. Her hair fell sloppily down her face and she clumped back and forth and tried to
roar. Once she reached her big paw through the cage and cuffed Bertha on the head.
I ran back and forth with pans of jelly-roll. My mother said she roared because she was hungry, so we stuffed
the roll through the bars and the jelly ran in tears through our fingers and down our arms. Once I threw a piece
through the bars and into the cage. It landed in her hair and the jelly ran down her big face and into her eyes and
when it dried there it looked like drops of blood.
The men came stomping into the dining room for lunch. My mother said, “Oh, Lord,” and the screen door fell
to the floor and Mrs. Rawls waddled away. Her eyes were glassy and she kept swallowing the air in big gulps. I
sat on the steps and watched her going home, up the hill, slowly, and little Mr. Rawls running along beside her
like a nervous whisper.
*
The wagon came in with the supplies that afternoon and I went out to see them unloaded. The canned goods
were all battered up and tomato juice was oozing out of the cans. Sometimes they left the meat and butter down
on the spur\fn{The spur of the railroad} for days before they brought it out to the camp and the meat would be spoiled
and the butter rancid.
And once they were unloading a barrel of water from the wagon. It slipped and the water ran down the thirsty
road and was gone. We didn’t have any water then for two days. I remember, my dad had to hire a wagon and
make the thirty mile trip to the next town.
It was always the water. This time the water had been put in gasoline barrels and was so strong that it couldn’t
even be used for dish water. I didn’t mind though. I liked the smell. When my mother wasn’t looking I smeared
some of the grease from the fat black barrel on my dress for perfume. It smelled of the city where we used to live.
My mother talked a lot about going home that day, and about what we could do when we got back. But that
night Bertha made taffy, stretching the hot candy till it shone like fine silk threads. Some of the men came over,
too, and we cleared out the dining room and danced.
It was fine then. Everyone forgot about the water. There was plenty of beer anyway. Some one brought an old
concertina and before the night was over a violin showed up and wheezed along beside the concertina.
And I sat high on the table and watched.
*
I guess he’d been knocking a long time out there on the front porch. He didn’t generally walk right in like that.
He looked tired and small and scared. He’d been running, too.
“Give old man Rawls a drink!” some one said. But when he got the drink he just kept picking it up and setting
it down again, all lost. And finally they pulled him into the square of dancers and he danced round and round.
There was a terrible racket then. Everyone clapped and stomped louder than ever. And when Mr. Rawls yelled,
“Cupped! God damn it! Cupped, I say!” everyone thought he was drunk and they clapped him on the back and
danced faster and faster.
My mother gave him another glass of beer and my dad told him to dive right in, but he wouldn’t take it. He
said, she’s being cupped again, my wife, and sort of whimpered. Then he ran out of the door and into the dark.
My mother said, “Oh, Lord,” and ran after him. And I ran after her. Straight up the hill we went. It was black. I
kept stumbling. Then we were there, in front of the tent. The shadows from the candle inside the tent made the
figures moving around look old and bent in the middle and I was afraid to go in. I sat outside in the dark listeriing
to the moaning inside. Once a coyote howled far up in the hills and I wished I’d gone in then.
I looked in under the tent. A mountain covered with a white sheet moved up and down on a long bed. Hands
came out from the sheet and clawed the air—big hands—Mrs. Rawls’ hands. And a doctor walked back and forth
with bottles and spoons. Pretty soon my mother came out and we went home.
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She didn’t say much. I asked her what about Mrs. Rawls and she said, what did I mean tagging along when I
was supposed to be in bed? So I didn’t say any more. The next morning a wagon came slowly down the mountain,
past the boarding house, and on through the town. It was all covered in [black] and solemn. I waved to Mr. Rawls,
but he just walked on with his head down—following back of the wagon.
I don’t know. I guess it must have been the jelly-roll that did it. My mother and Bertha were putting the screen
door back on its hinges and wiping the bars with a big cloth and crying a little. I heard my mother tell Bertha that
it was from excitement and overeating that Mrs. Rawls had died. And her heart.
I went away then. I went out and gathered pine cones and I wondered about Mrs. Rawls, and why Mr. Rawls
walked back of the wagon with his head bent down. I thought of the awfully big hole they’d have to dig for Mrs.
Rawls. They couldn’t dig it in the sand. The sand would crawl back in and there wouldn’t be room for her.
He never came back, though—Mr. Rawls. The people waited and waited for him. Some one said he had gone
all the way to California—walking right on through the Nevada desert. Following the sun. No one knew.
The tent stayed on the hill for days and days and the wind rushing through the open flaps of the doorway
pulled and tore at the canvas. Then one morning I ran up the hill, and the tent was gone and only the big square,
vacant and smooth, was left. I never went back any more.
*
It was no use, my mother said, she wouldn’t stay another day. Saloons, and everything springing up right next
door and all. Drunken men lolling on our front porch. And our bedroom window looking into a saloon.
Hammering. Hammering. All day long. And cussing, and spitting and chewing.
I thought it was pretty bad, too, and I went out and kicked the toes out of my shoes. I kicked the blocks of
wood that had been cut from the planks. I kicked them right at the men. I found a big box of nails and lugged
them away. I hid them in the cellar. I thought saloons must be pretty bad.
I kind of hated to see my mother go, but I helped her pack and I sat on the top of the trunks so she could fasten
the locks. I didn’t know what I’d do when she left. Just go on shelling pinenuts, I guess, and maybe walk up the
hill and look down into the desert. And maybe go down and see the old man and listen to the phonograph.
But I wished Elva would come back. Bertha was no good. She wouldn’t walk. I watched my mother take the
heavy sack of pinenuts down from the shelf and tie a knot in the top.
I went out and picked an armful of the wild goldenrod that smiled around the dismal gray sheds in the back
yard and thought of the time Bertha had drenched the feathery blossoms with a pan of steaming water. The
blossoms had turned brown and slumped to the earth like a heavy sigh.
I hated Bertha then. I hated her now when I thought of it. When I go home, I thought, I’ll take some of the
roots buried in the sandy soil and plant them in our town—I’ll take the desert, and its warm yellow smell back
home.
I ran around the house and out to the front with the flowers and my mother boosted me up into the back of the
wagon. There were a lot of people there and they stood in a fringe around the wagon. Some of the women dabbed
at the corners of their eyes with their white aprons.
And Sam gave my mother a box of candy tied with a bright red ribbon. He didn’t look like a jelly-bean any
more and I noticed his hands, bony, loose, and worried, hanging from his wrists.
Then, somehow, I had the big doll in my arms and its eyes opened and shut and its hair still hung in long
yellow-brown strings. Its face was dusty and smudged with tears and I held it tight in my arms.
*
The wagon moved slowly down the hill and into the desert. The wind had blown the sand into crinkled waves
along the sides of the road; and on the hill, just before we dipped into the desert, I noticed the little blue berries of
the spruce were withered old faces hanging dead on the branches. The dust still rolled from under the wagon in
clouds and settled over the bushes and the long thin tongue of a road slipped from under the wagon, down the hill.
Then we were there—there in front of the depot and I had a big lump in my throat and I couldn’t cry. The
depot was all hollowed out inside and dark and dirty. My dad bought me an all-day sucker, an orange one, and a
little glass pitcher that sparkled like the sand in the sun away back there in the desert. When I looked at the
pitcher, the lump in my throat got bigger and bigger and I felt all pulled out from the middle again.
I ran away, then. I ran up back of the depot. The roofs of the houses on the hillside were flat black hands
stretched out in the sun.
It was no use. I wouldn’t say good-bye to them, to my mother and father and brother, down there waiting for
the train. I’d stay on the hill of sand back of the depot. I took off my shoes and stockings and dug my toes deep
into the sun-warmed sand.
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I filled the pitcher and the sand poured out, trickling through my fingers, and fell in a spatter of diamonds
down the front of my dress. I filled it again and again. The sand was like a river flowing on and on down to the
depot and over the tracks. And I waded knee-deep in the river.
The train. Howling. I’d wash it off the tracks. I’d bury it deep in the river. I filled the pitcher again. .
Faster! Faster! More sand poured from the pitcher and danced down the hill. The moaning whistle grew louder.
The train hissed and screamed and coughed white clouds into the sky. They floated up over the depot roof and I
watched them go to nothing.
Then my mother, puffing and panting, whisked me out of the river and down the hill. The pitcher slipped from
my fingers and the sand trickled away, a patch of tiny broken smiles scattered in the sun.
132.131 Milk\fn{by Ronald F. Carlson (1947- )} Logan, Cache County, Utah, U.S.A. (M) 5
They almost fingerprint the children before I can stop them. Phyllis is making a rare personal appearance in
my office to help with a motorcycle injury claim, and I want to squeeze every minute out of her, and I’m taking
no calls. We all call Phyllis the Queen of Wrongful Death, which is the truest nickname in the firm. She likes
being a hard case, and she’s lording it over me a bit this morning, rereading a lot of the stuff that I’d summarized
for her, when Tim buzzes and says Annie’s on the line.
I almost wave it off. It’s probably a lunch date and there’s going to be no lunch today, because I want to get
this motorcycle case buttoned up so we can take the twins on a picnic this weekend. Now that they can walk, our
house is getting real small.
But it’s not lunch. It’s Community Fuel’s Fingerprint Program. I listen to Annie tell the story and watch Phyllis
frowning through the file. My mother read about the program in the paper and with so many children abducted
and missing, etc. etc. etc. Annie closes with I know what you think, but this is something we should do for your
mother’s sake.
I don’t say anything.
“Jim?” Annie says.
“Ann. You said it. You know what I think. No way. Not the twins. Not for my mother. Not for anybody.”
“She’s coming over to get us in half an hour.”
“Ann,” I say again. “Take her to lunch, but do not fingerprint the boys. Okay? Under no circumstances. That’s
all.”
“It’s no big deal—”
“Tell my mother that.”
“I’m going to tell your mother that you’re terrified and unable at this time to do the right thing.”
When I hang up, Phyllis looks up. At thirty-four she wears those auspicious half glasses, which, drunk at last
year’s firm barbecue, she admitted to me are just part of her costume—“dress to win”—and I admit now that they
intimidate me.
“Fingerprints?” she says. “Are the twins being booked?”
“It’s that I.D. program at Community Fuel. My mother wants to take the kids.”
“And …?”
“My kids are not being fingerprinted. I’m not caving in to this raging paranoia. It’s a better world than people
think.”
Phyllis takes off her awful glasses and lets them drop on their necklace against her breast.
“And you're not scared in the least, are you?”
*
When I come home from work, Lee and Bobby laugh their heads off. It has become my favorite part of the
day. I peek into the kitchen and say, “Oh-oh!” and they amble in stiffly in their tiny overalls, arms up for balance,
and they start, “Oh-oh!” as I pick them up and they laugh and laugh as we do our entire repertoire of sounds—
Dadda, Momma, Baby, and the eleven or twelve other syllables, as well as a good portion of growling, humming,
meowing, mooing, and buzzing. When I whistle softly through my teeth, they hug me hard to make me stop.
They are fraternal twins. Bobby has a lot of hair and a full face. Lee, though he probably weighs the same—
twenty-two pounds—seems slighter, more fragile. Ironically, Bobby cries more and easier. They can lie on a
blanket with fists full of each other’s hair, and only Bobby will fuss. They each have four and a half teeth and they
call each other the same name: Baby.
Tonight I lift them up and the laughing intensifies as I tote them into the living room where Annie is picking up
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the blanket and toys. She starts right in.
“Well, boys, it’s Daddy the Rulemaker.”
“Annie—”
“The lawgiver.” She holds the bundle in her arms and stands to face me. She goes on in a gruff voice,
“No fingerprints. Not in this house! Not for anybody!”
Bobby and Lee think this is wonderful and they laugh again. Each has a good hold on my hair and their
laughing pulls my scalp in two directions. Annie comes right up to the boys and makes a mock frown, her nose
against mine. She growls.
“Not even for my mother!”
She kisses me quickly and disappears into the boys’ room. The boys snap around quickly and the hair pulling
brings tears to my eyes.
Annie’s got me. We’ve been married nine years, and it’s been a good marriage; we’ve grown up together
really, and only since the boys have arrived have I started with this rule stuff. Annie and I used to go crazy after
visiting our friends Stuart and Ruth and their kids. Everything was rules. No baseball in the backyard. No jackets
in the basement. No magazines in the kitchen. No loud talking in the hall. No snacks during homework.
We promised then never to post rules. Driving home from their house, Annie and I would make up rules and
laugh until we’d have to pull over. No hair dryers in the bathtub. No looking out the window while someone is
talking to you. No looking at the answers to the crossword puzzle. No shirt, no shoes, no service.
And Annie even gave Ruth one of our ridiculous lists, typed up as a joke (their lists were typed and posted on
the refrigerator door), but Ruth did not think it was that funny. She said,
“Wait until you have kids.”
And now I have both kids in my arms when Annie comes back into the room.
“Call your mother,” she says, taking Lee from me and putting him in his high chair. “She wants to know why
you’re not looking out for the best interest of your children. Put Bobby in his chair before you call, okay?”
We’ve been through this all before, but I can see this week is going to be different. I saw the news programs on
television and saw the troops of children being fingerprinted. I made it clear from the beginning that we did not
want to do that. Annie was fine with that, but my mother wanted to know why, in light of all the missing children
and the recent abductions, why wouldn’t I do it for their sake.
“Because,” I had explained to her at last, at the end of my patience. “Because the only use those prints will
ever have is in identifying a body, okay? Do you see? They use them to identify the body. And my children will
not need fingerprints, because nothing is going to happen to my children. Is that clear?”
I had almost yelled at my mother.
“We don’t need fingerprints!”
Then my mother would be hurt for a few days and then silent for a few days and then there’d be another news
story and we’d do it all again.
Annie would try to intervene, make peace.
“It’s not a big deal. The boys will forget it. Your mother would feel better.”
“No.”
“Why not?”
I don’t know how many times we had some version of that conversation, but I do know that once I took
Annie’s wrist and raged through the house like the sorry creature I can be at times, pointing to the low surfaces.
“Because, we’ve got fingerprints! Look!”
I made her look at the entryway door and the thousand hands printed there, at the car windows, and the front of
the fridge, and finally the television, where a vivid hand printed in rice cereal made Tom Brokaw on the evening
news look like he was growing a beard.
“We have fingerprints. And I love these fingerprints. We don’t need any others.” All Annie said was
“Can I have this now?” She indicated her arm.
I let her go. She simply turned her back and went in to check on the boys, shaking her head.
And there was the milk. I wanted Annie to change milk. We had been getting the Hilltop green half-gallon
cartons. Then they started putting children on the back panels, missing children. Under the bold heading
MISSING would be two green and white photographs of the children with their statistics printed underneath: date
of birth, age, height, eyes, hair, weight, date missing, from … The photographs themselves assumed a lurid,
tabloid quality, and every time I opened the fridge they cautioned me in a way I didn’t care for. I’d already seen
ads for missing children on a weekly mailer we receive that offers—on the flip side discount coupons for curtain
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and rug cleaning, optical services and fast food, primarily chicken. And in Roy’s Drug one night I dropped the
Archie comic I was going to buy for the boys (to keep them from ripping up our art books) when I saw two
missing children inside the front cover. It was all getting to me.
One night, late, I went into Smith’s Food King and turned all the Hilltop milk to the back panel so sixty
children stared out from the dairy case. I started it as a statement of some kind, but when I stepped back across the
aisle and saw their group sadness, all those green and white poor-resolution smiles, wan even in the bright Food
King light, I lost my breath. I fled the store and sulked home and asked Annie if we could buy another brand.
When I told her why, when I told her about the two kids taking a little starch out of the world for me when I
opened the refrigerator at two A.M. to grab Bobby a bottle, those nights when he still fusses, Annie just said no.
Tonight after I have the fifteenth version of my fingerprint call with my mother, I am out of tolerance, reason,
generosity, and any of their relatives. I never swear in the company of my mother, and as I sit down in the kitchen
and watch Annie spoon the boys their macaroni and strained beef, I think perhaps I should. I might not have this
knot in my neck. There on the table is the Hilltop milk with somebody’s picture on the back. I don’t know why,
but I start,
“Annie, I don’t want this milk in the house.” She’s cool.
“And is there a reason for that, oh powerful Rulemaker?”
“I’ve told you the reason. I’m not interested in being depressed or in having my children frightened by faces of
lost souls in the refrigerator.”
Annie says nothing. She spoons the macaroni into Bobby’s open mouth. After each mouthful, he goes
“mmmmnnnnn!” and laughs. It’s something I taught the boys with Milupa and bananas, but Lee’s version is
softer, almost a sigh of satisfaction.
“What is the point? There is no point in publishing these lurid photographs.”
“They’re not lurid.”
“What’s the point? I am supposed to study the carton, cruise the city, stop every child walking home from
school: Is he missing? Would he like to go home now? Really, what? I see some girl playing tennis against the
practice wall in Liberty Park, am I supposed to match her with my carton collection of missing children?”
I’ve raised my voice a little, I can tell, because Annie looks narrow-eyed, stony. She hands me the spoon for
Lee, who is smiling at me for yelling. Annie rises and takes the milk and puts it in the refrigerator.
“Missing children don’t get to play tennis,” she says quietly, wiping Bobby up and putting him on the floor.
Bobby goes immediately to the one cupboard I haven’t safety clipped, opens it, and pulls a large bottle of olives
onto his foot. He watches the bottle roll across the floor, and when it stops against the stove, he looks up into my
face with his beautiful face and he starts to cry.
“Bobby’s first,” Annie says, plucking him from the floor. “Bobby’s first in bed tonight!”
When she carts Bobby off, I let Lee out of his chair. I hand him his bottle out of the fridge and he takes it with
both hands as if it were an award. He starts to walk off, then realizes, I guess, that Mom isn’t here and he doesn’t
really know where to go. So, he looks up at me, a child who resembles an angel so much it is troubling. Then
Annie is behind him, lifting him away, and I am left alone in the kitchen.
I wipe up the chairs and the floor and cap the macaroni and strained beef, but when I put them away, I see that
green Hilltop milk carton.
“You want to close the fridge?” Annie is behind me.
“No look. Look at this.”
“Close the fridge door.”
“Look!”
I point at the child, his green and white photograph so grim in the bright light of the fridge. I take one carton of
milk out and close the fridge. I read aloud:
MISSING: Name: Richard Tarrel. D.O.B.: 10/21/81. Age: 4. Height: 2 feet 8 inches. Eyes: blue. Hair: light brown.
Weight: 27 pounds. Date missing: 6/24183. From: Omaha—

I mean to make a point by reading it, but the “twenty-seven pounds” gets me a little, and by the time I read
“Omaha,” I stop and sit down and look across at Annie. She looks like she is going to cry. She looks a lot like I
have made her cry again. She firms her mouth once and shakes her head as she stands up to leave the room.
“Nebraska,” she whispers. “Omaha, Nebraska.”
I sit at the kitchen table listening to Bobby and Lee murmuring toward sleep in their room, and I look at little
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twenty-seven-pound Richard Tarrel. Even in the poor-quality photograph he is beautiful, his eyes huge and dark,
his lips pouted in a coy James Dean smile. There is no background in the photo, but I’ve been to Omaha. I can
imagine the backyard somewhere out near 92 nd Street, the swing set, the young peach tree Richard’s father planted
this summer, after the man at the nursery told him that though it was small, there would be peaches next fall.
The next morning, I’ve got the day trip to Denver, the quick deposition, and back on the nine o’clock. Annie is
cordial to me in the morning—well, stern. I have a cup of coffee and pick at some of Bobby’s scrambled eggs.
Annie doesn’t offer to have the whole gang drive me to the airport, which would have happened if we weren’t
fighting. I feel bad about it, kind of flat, but the boys will not have their fingerprints taken. I do not believe in it
and it will not happen. Not my boys. It’s a rule.
The flight over is rocky. The plane pitches heavily up the slope and then down, across the mountains to
Denver. Sitting in the window seat of my row, one empty seat away, is a pale blond girl. I’m trying to head all the
forms so I can maybe make the early plane tonight, but she stops me. I have to study her. She huddles to the
window, her fragile face poised there, watching the unchanging grayness. Her Levi’s are worn and the red plaid
bag she clutches on her lap is years old. Her shirt is a blue-stripe dress shirt that could never, ever fit her; it is five
sizes large. She sits in a linty, dark-blue serape.
I can’t stop myself from looking at her. Date of birth: 1969. Age: 17. Height: 5 feet 9 inches. Eyes: brown.
Hair: light blond. Weight: 120. Date missing: …
The girl turns her face to me in the bouncing airplane and speaks, her lips barely moving.
“Don’t,” she says. “Please. Just don’t.”
*
My deposition is a witness to a motorcycle accident, a sophomore in psychology, and I meet him at the
University Union in Boulder just after noon. In. our hour, I learn: both children moved to avoid the cycle, but they
moved different ways and one, the victim, our client, was hit and injured. My witness was driving pizza delivery
behind the motorcycle and saw it all. Daylight. Sun to his back. A simple story. After the witness leaves for class,
I sit in the modular furniture, mesmerized for a while by the young people streaming around me.
There are children everywhere. All the way down the highway from Boulder to Denver, I see them alone and
in groups, kicking along in the gravel. They all seem to need haircuts. I check my watch: two o’clock on a school
day. Why isn’t anybody where he’s supposed to be? I think about our case; it’s a given. I wonder what help the
settlement will be to the parents of the hurt girl. I try to make the equation in my mind. We’ll ask for six hundred
thousand and get two. The girl’s eleven years old and has one complete knee and six tenths of the other. Let’s see:
she’ll have that limp for sixty-eight years, if she lives her statistic. That’s three thousand dollars a year not to walk
like everyone else, or play soccer, I guess, or tennis. I ditch my rental car at the Avis curb, and think:
What a strange man I’m becoming. What’s happening to me?
The six o’clock is full so I hit the little sky lounge near the gate and have a Manhattan. I used to love having an
hour or two to ransack the magazines and have a Manhattan, my little joke living in the West, but now it’s not
much fun. There seems some urgency about getting home. I can’t really settle down. I want to get home.
Sometimes, driving home alone in the last two blocks before our house, a feeling descends upon me like a gift.
It is as if a huge door had opened and I can breathe differently, see the entire scope of our lives, and it makes me
unreasonably happy. It makes me want to rush into the kitchen and sweep Annie up and cry,
Forgive me, forgive us, let’s never quarrel again, we have everything.
I don’t know where the feeling comes from or how real it is, but I have it tonight as I turn into the driveway.
My mother’s white Seville is parked to one side, something I didn’t really want to see, but there’s our house
standing like a house in a story, an entire happy little world. The kitchen windows are beautiful yellow squares,
and a blue glow in the two small windows out front means they’re watching television.
I vow to go in cheerfully and join them, open a beer, chat openly with the two women about everything. This
fingerprint thing doesn't have to be such a big deal. We can agree. We can face the future without unreasonable
fear.
In the kitchen, two blue Community Fuel folders spill across the table. On the cover of each is a large white
fingerprint the size of a head of lettuce. Underneath the print it says, COMMUNITY I.D. PROJECT
FINGERPRINT.
I can hear the women talking in the other room under the television noises. I open the first folder and there it is
in Annie’s printing: Bobby Hensley. Date of Birth. Age. Weight. Hair. There is an empty square: place recent
photograph here. And below: the ten smudges of Bobby’s fingers.
I reach two bottles out of the fridge, one Nuk, one yellow nipple for Lee, and slip them inside my sportcoat. I
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tiptoe into the boys’ room. Lee is asleep in a knot of blanket; Bobby lies on his side with his thumb loosely in his
mouth experimenting with sounds: doya, doya, moya. He looks up at me calmly and smiles and then rolls to a
crawl and stands in his crib. I pick him up and park him in a shoulder and then lift Lee like a melon under my
forearm. I sweep the boys noiselessly through the kitchen and out to the car.
I am calm enough to strap them in their car seats, Lee asleep in the back and Bobby on the seat next to me in
the front. I coast back down the driveway before starting the car, and I am on the road half a block before I pull
the lights on.
“Ba …” Bobby says as we pass a city bus in front of East High. “Ba …”
“Bus,” I say, the first word I’ve said aloud since my plane landed. “That’s right. It’s a bus.”
The streets are luminous, wet and shiny, ticketed with early leaves, and our tires make the friction I have
always loved to hear after rain. So the streets whisper darkly as we slow at each bright intersection, the flaring 7Elevens, the flat white splash of a gas station. Then it is dark again, and we are driving.
Lee starts to squeak, which means he will babble for a while and then cry. He’s a little tongue-tied and is
gradually tearing the cord underneath by stretching his mouth in low squalls that become real crying after about a
minute. I stop at the light at Fourth and State and give both boys their bottles.
We turn left onto State and head south, cruising by the jillion colored lights the kids love. In the rearview
mirror, I can see Lee settled now in his seat. He has learned to balance the bottle on the car seat arm-tray, so his
hands are free. Right now, they extend off to each side, palms up, and Lee opens and closes his hands slowly as he
watches them and sucks on the bottle.
Bobby has his head tipped right to witness the spectacle of neon from the bars and motels, the bright dragon
above the Double Hey Rice Palace, the pulsing tire in front of Big O. He has his bottle clutched in both hands and
set hard in the side of his mouth like a cigar.
When I was a boy I remember that my father would always pick up babies in restaurants. We’d go to Harmon’s
on North Temple about every other Sunday as a treat. My brother and I always had the gorgeous shakes,
strawberry and chocolate, too thick for the straw, my mother always wore one of her three pretty dresses and
patted our faces with the corner of her napkin, and my father would always spot a baby three tables away. He
would simply rise and go over to the little family and pick up their baby and bring it over to our table and talk to
it, asking did it want to be ours and things like that, just loud enough for the parents to hear. I remember the
parents always smiling, perhaps an older sister craning her neck to see where the baby had gone, and my father
dipping a spoon into my strawberry shake for the child. Sometimes he’d keep the baby on his lap for half an hour,
showing off; sometimes he would return it right away, the baby squirming in his arms, fighting for a last glance at
my strawberry shake. My father gave forty kids their first taste of ice cream at our table, and no one seemed to be
scared of anything.
“Namma,” Bobby says, lifting his bottle over the seat and dropping it. He places one hand on the window and
says it again,
“Namma.”
Somewhere out in this garish Disneyland of light, he has spotted a bear, and now he wants “Namma,” his bear,
actually a stuffed raccoon. Namma is the one who taught us all Peek-a-boo and Where’s-your-nose. In my haste
leaving the house, I have forgotten Namma.
In the back seat, Lee is again asleep, his arms limp at his sides, his bottle still protruding from his mouth.
“Namma,” Bobby says turning to me.
“Namma,” I say back to him and he smiles. We will have to go home. Namma is at home peeking out of a
corner of the crib. Bobby is still smiling at me coyly, waiting for me to say something else, so I sing his favorite
song: The Lion Sleeps Tonight.
“A-wimba-way, a-wimba-way, a-wimba-way,” I sing, nodding my head so Bobby will nod his too. “In the
jungle, the quiet jungle, the lion sleeps tonight …”
Tired, he leans his head back against the car seat and watches me sing, his open-mouth grin never changing. I
do a lot of extra “a-wimba-ways,” and the song ends somewhere in Murray. Bobby has closed his mouth now; his
eyes are next. I look at my watch: ten to twelve; and I realize that this is the latest I’ve been out since the boys
were born, and people are everywhere. We better go home.
I do a V-turn in the bright, crowded parking lot of a 7-Eleven. A lone teenager leans against the phones,
smoking a cigarette. He wears a Levi’s jacket and a blue bandanna around his neck. I look at his face, the
eyebrows almost grown together, the pretty lower lip. Date of birth: 1971. Age: 15. Height: 5 feet 7 inches.
Weight: 125. Eyes: blue. Hair: dark brown. Date missing: I don’t know. On the milk carton there will be a date,
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but as I glance back at the boy, I can only see that it looks like he’s been out in the night a long time.
Three blocks later, Bobby’s asleep. It’s late. The traffic is thick and bright. I pass a twenty-four-hour Safeway
and the parking lot is full. Behind me the headlights teem. A man cruises by us smoking a cigarette in a large
Chevrolet. Two couples on motorcycles, the girls holding on, their faces turned out of the wind into their
boyfriends’ backs. A new station wagon, three girls bouncing in the front seat. Two boys in a Volkswagen bug,
their elbows out the windows as if summer weren’t really over.
At home Annie has checked on the children by now and found them gone, and she has found my valise, and
she has given my mother another drink and calmed her down. She knows I’m coming home. We have been safe
all our lives. We’ve traveled: London, Tokyo, Paris, where we saw a diplomat shot down the block from us. Annie
has broken her leg skiing. Our Cherokee was totaled by a street department truck two summers ago. We have
always felt safe until the boys arrived, and now I am afraid of everything.
I start to sing. We’re locked in, the windows are up. These are my boys. I sing softly, “a-wimba-way, a-wimbaway, a-wimba-way, a-wimba-way,” and on, even at a stop light. I can feel people looking at me, and I lower my
face onto the back of my hand on the steering wheel.
It’s so late. What is everybody doing up so late?
*VERMONT*
169.17 The Condition of Greece in 1827 and 1828\fn{by Jonathan Peckham Miller (1796-1847)} Randolph, Orange
County, Vermont, U.S.A. (M) 65
March 8, 1827—
I received this morning from Mr. Lynde Catlin, Chairman of the Executive Greek Committee of New York, the
following instructions:
NewYork, March 8, 1827.
Mr. Jonathan P. Miller,
Sir:
The Executive Committee for the relief of the Greeks, in the city of New. York, having appointed you their agent for
the distribution of the provisions and clothing, composing the cargo of the ship Chancellor, Barker, master, now lying
in the port of New York, herewith enclose a copy of the invoice and bill of lading of said cargo, and beg leave to call
your attention to the following instructions.
You are aware that this cargo is the result of contributions made by benevolent individuals and associations in this
country. These contributions have been received by the Executive Committee, under the distinct pledge, that their best
exertions should be used to appropriate them, without diminution or abatement, to the sole object of feeding and
clothing the necessitous inhabitants of Greece. As it is not the object of the Executive Committee to take any part in the
controversy between the Greeks and Turks, these provisions and clothing are not designed to supply the garrisons of the
former, but are intended for the relief of the women, children, and old men, non-combatants of Greece.
Believing that the donations intrusted to their care would not reach the objects for whose relief they were made,
without an agent of known intelligence and fidelity to superintend, as far as practicable, their distribution, the Executive
Committee, relying upon your knowledge of the country of Greece,\fn{Miller says in his journal that he first arrived
there in 1824: H} and your intimate acquaintance with the condition of its inhabitants, derived from many months
residence among them, and, above all, upon the highly honourable. testimonials to your private worth, which they have
received, have deputed you to the execution of this high trust.
The Chancellor has cleared for the port of Napoli di Romania,\fn{Located at the head of what is now called the Gulf
of Argolis, and not many miles from that city.} because it is believed this port would be found, on the arriva1 of the
ship, in possession of the Greeks, and that, by landing the cargo there, superior facilities would be afforded to its
distribution, agreeably to the wishes of the. Committee. Should it appear, however, from information you may receive
on your passage out, at any of the intermediate ports at which the ship may touch for information or refreshment, that
these objects would not be best answered by making the port of Napoli di Romania the port of discharge, you are at
liberty to alter her destination to any other port in the Morea, or Grecian Islands, where the cargo can most easily be
distributed among the destitute women, children, and old men, and all other Grecians not actually engaged in the war.
Captain Barker will, under your direction, touch at Cerigo, Hydra, or any other place or places that you may
designate as the most suitable for acquiring information relative to the object of your mission.
On arrival at your port of discharge, you will immediately, if practicable, consult with our countrymen, Dr. Howe
and Mr. Jarvis, and such other individuals of known intelligence and fidelity to the cause of liberty in Greece, as may
be within your reach, upon the most feasible mode of distribution, in conformity with the views of the Committee; and
after such consultation, you will proceed without delay to the distribution, giving to it as much of your personal
attention as is practicable. You will of course avail yourself of every facility the existing government of Greece may be
disposed to lend you in the execution of your trust; but it is recommended to you to preserve at all times, if practicable,
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a controlling influence over the property intrusted to your care, until it reach the sufferers for whose relief it was
designed. The Committee are aware that you may find it difficult to pursue, in the distribution of these provisions and
clothing, that distinction which might commend itself to the fastidious observers of national neutrality, but they do not
wish to limit your discretion by anything beyond reasonable diligence.
The Committee would impress upon you the importance of keeping a detailed account of all your proceedings, after
your departure from this port, noting the plans adopted by you, the advice received, and the agents you may find it
necessary to employ; this request is made with the more earnestness, as the Committee are desirous of laying before the
donors who have intrusted to them the sacred fund for the relief of a suffering people, a minute account of the mode of
its distribution.
As the Executive Committee expect to despatch a second cargo of provisions to Greece within a few days, they have
to request that you will remain in that country until further advised by them; and in the meantime they hope to receive
intelligence from you by every opportunity for communication.
Wishing you entire success in the discharge of the interesting and important trust which you have nobly assumed,
and hoping that your voyage may be as pleasant as its object is benevolent, the Executive Committee have the honour
to subscribe themselves, most respectfully,
Your obedient. Servants, (Signed)
Lynde Catlin, Stephen Allen, Preserved Fish, Peter Sharpe, George Griswold, James I. Jones, Fred’k Sheldon, F.
Vandenburg, Hiram Ketchum.

March 9—
This morning I received from the hands of George Griswold, a copy of the Articles of Agreement with the
owner of the ship Chancellor, an invoice of the cargo, and a bill of lading.
Articles of Agreemen: Between George Griswold and Preserved Fish, on the part of the Executive Greek Committee of
New York, and Silas Holmes, owner of the ship Chancellor.
It is agreed between Silas Holmes, owner of the ship Chancellor, and George Griswold and Preserved Fish, shippers
of the within mentioned cargo, that Captain Barker is to touch at one or more places (in addition to Napoli di Romania)
as the agent and consignee may direct, for the purpose of safe delivery of said cargo to the Greeks. It is further agreed
that the shippers of the cargo are to pay such port charges as may be exacted by the governments at the different ports
at which she touches for the purpose of receiving orders and delivering the cargo.
George Griswold, Preserved Fish, Silas Holmes.
New-York, 8th March, 1827.
Bill of Lading: Shipped, in good order and well conditioned, by Preserved Fish and George Griswold, on board the ship
called the Chancellor, whereof Barker is master, now lying at the port of New York, and bound for Napoli di Romania,
to say: One hundred and fifty-four casks of rice, three hundred and fifty-six barrels of Indian meal, nine hundred and
thirty-eight barrels of flour, two hundred and five half-barrels of flour, seven casks of corn, four hundred and ten barrels
of bread, fifty half-barrels of bread, twenty-one barrels and one half-barrel of salted provisions, three casks of hams,
twenty-two boxes and bales of dry goods and wearing apparel, &c.; for account of citizens of the United States. Invoice
endorsed by me, being marked and numbered as in the margin, and are to be delivered in the like order and condition at
the port of Napoli di Romania and such other ports as the agent may direct, the dangers of the seas only excepted, unto
Mr. Jonathan P. Miller, or to his assigns, he they paying freight for the said goods, nothing, the same having been paid
in New York before sailing, with average accustomed.\fn{A note reads: The whole valued at 13,766 dollars.}
In witness whereof, the master of the said vessel or purser, hath affirmed to four bills of lading, all of this tenor and
date, one of which being accomplished, the others to stand void.
Dated at New York the 8th day of March, 1827.
George Barker.

March 9—
All things being in readiness for the Chancellor's departure, the Committee having politely paid my expenses
from Vermont, as well as those arising from my stay at New-York, and having received from Mr. Catlin,
Chairman of the Committee, three hundred dollars to defray my personal expenses while absent from the United
States, I took leave of the gentlemen of the Committee, and went on board.
March 10—
Got under way in the morning, but the wind shifting, we were obliged to come to an anchor at the Quarantine
ground, about six miles south-west from New York, where the wind obliged us to remain till next day.
March 11—
We again got under way, and succeeded in getting to sea about six o’clock in the evening.
As we passed Sandy Hook, and the crew were bidding adieu to their native land, I could not but reflect how
strongly impressed upon the hearts of men, is the love of their native country. And what, thought I, is the object of
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our voyage? But to relieve those who are now suffering, beyond what can be expressed, on account of these very
feelings, which I perceive and so much admire in these hardy sons of Neptune, and which I trust in God, I shall
ever be able in some degree to cherish in my own bosom.
March 15—
Having been much annoyed for the three last days by sea-sickness, I have been able to pay but little attention
to the weather, otherwise than to remark its roughness.
A violent storm overtook us about eight o’clock last evening, in which the ship came near being lost. Capt.
Barker and his mates conducted with a good degree of energy during the whole of the storm. The crew, however,
with the exception of one man, were much frightened, and could be induced to do but little. The sea ran
exceedingly high, and it broke over our decks in fearful volumes, sweeping every thing away except our two
chain cables, and the coppers of our cambouse.
Higb o’er the poop the audacious waves aspired.\fn{William Falconer, Scottish poet (1732-1769)}

Early this morning, Capt. Barker asked my opinion in regard to what was best to be done under existing
circumstances: whether I judged it better to return to New York at once or to attempt to make some other port. He
urged, in behalf of returning, that as our boats were gone, we should stand but a poor chance of getting any
assistance from other vessels at sea, and that our water would fail, being now reduced to three casks. He also
represented the difficulties which attended the repairing of ships at Bermuda, the almost impossibility of landing
at the Azores (or Western Islands) and the length of time it would probably take to repair damages and have boats
built at Gibraltar.
I replied that I thought we ought by all means to try and make Gibraltar if possible, and, as one, was willing to
go immediately upon an allowance, in order to reach that port.
Capt. Barker. replied that as he judged himself to be only four hundred miles from New York, it was his
decided opinion that we should save both time and expense in returning there at once.
After some time being spent in discussing the subject, I told Capt. Barker that I by no means wished to be
instrumental in putting the lives of the ship’s company in jeopardy; that from his long nautical experience he
ought to be a much better judge of what should be done in the present case than myself: if, therefore, it was his
opinion that we had better return to the United States, I should make no further objections, notwithstanding my
wishes to proceed, and the mortification which I felt in being obliged to return. We accordingly put about to
regain our port of departure.
March 26—
Made the highlands of Neversink on the Jersey shore early this morning, having had but three days of pleasant
weather since we left the land on the 11 th instant. We entered the harbour of New York with a fine breeze, and
came to anchor off the Coffee-House Slip, at four o’clock, in the afternoon. The salutations of my friends were
precisely what I had anticipated:
“We are glad to know that you are alive and well, but sorry to see you.”
March 30—
The Chancellor being repaired and again ready for sea, she was hauled off into the North River, and I expected
by all means she would proceed to sea the next morning; but on conversing with the owner at evening, he
informed me that he allowed no vessel of his to go to sea on the Sabbath. This, to be sure, appeared rather strange,
as all the crew were on board, and would not be permitted to go on shore, even to attend church. I quoted to him
that glorious saying of our Saviour, addressed to the Pharisees, “I will have mercy and not sacrifice;” but as his
resolution appeared to be grounded upon a matter of conscience, I had nothing farther to say upon the subject, as
there are perhaps fifty who do not pay what attention which they ought to the Sabbath, to one who regards it too
scrupulously.
March 31—
Went on board this morning, but the ship did not get to sea, although all hands were ready and the wind was
fair.
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April 1—
About ten o’clock A. M. we got under way, and at four in the afternoon we again passed the lighthouse at
Sandy Hook, and were happy at again finding ourselves at sea.
Now on the Atlantic waves we ride afar,
Where Andes, giant of the western star,
With meteor standard to the winds unfurled,
Looks from his throne of clouds o’er half the world.\fn{ No source indicated.}

April 17—
Made Saint Michael’s, one of the Azores or Westenrn Islands, about ten o’clock this morning, having had
cracking breezes every day but one since we left New York.
April 27—
Made Cape St. Vincent on the coast of Portugal, at four o’clock P. M.
April 28—
At half past two o’clock P. M. we came to anchor in the harbour of Gibraltar, and were immediately admitted
to pratique.\fn{Liberty to go ashore; a nautical term.}
Upon going on shore, we were informed that the brig Tontine, Capt. Harris, from Philadelphia, bound on the
same benevolent voyage as ourselves, left this port five days since, for Serigo (the ancient Cytherea) and thence
directly to Napoli di Romania. Loud are the complaints of merchants at Gibraltar of the piracies committed by the
Greeks. Without stopping to inquire, what are the reasons of these piracies, or what portion of the Greek
population may be engaged in them, they condemn the whole nation at once, as a race of banditti, and seem
determined to devote them to destruction.
These sentiments are, 1 think, quite illiberal. My knowledge of the country and the people, by a two years
residence among them, and having acted as a volunteer in their cause, has given me an opportunity to witness
their bravery and fortitude under the most discouraging circumstances, and I am fully convinced that they are
highly deserving the sympathy and assistance of my countrymen.
April 29—
In the morning, I addressed a letter to the Executive Greek Committee of New York. and in the afternoon I
dined with Mr. M’Call, United States Navy Agent at Gibraltar, in company with Capt. Barker, Mr. Furlong, from
Virginia, and several other gentlemen. The dinner was a good one and the company excellent. Mr. M’Call has
seen much of the world, and conversed with ease and elegance. I was pleased with his company, though he is a
bachelor, and unfriendly to the Greeks.
Gentlemen:
It is with sentiments of gratiiude to Him who rules both ihe winds and the waves; that I now have the pleasure of
announcing to you, the good success which has attended us since we last left New York. Without wearying your
patience by entering into a minute logbook detail of our passage, suffice it to say, that scarcely a breeze has blown
adverse to our course, or a calm retarded our progress, since we left New York the second time. Health and cheerfulness
have been our constant companions, and hopes of pleasing anticipation, for a successful termination of our voyage,
brightened the future. Not an individual in the United States could have been more deeply mortified than myself at the
necessity of our return. Sensible of what a powerful charm to the human mind is that which is termed good luck, and
the discouragement which its opposite oftentimes brings to the best of causes—aware, also, to what misery the
inhabitants of Greece must by this time be reduced—it was not until after I had used every argument in my power to
dissuade Capt. Barker from his resolution to return, that I consented to what his experience had made him more capable
of determining than myself. The despatch with which we refitted in New York being so much greater than what it
would have been here, that we probably saved time by the course pursued since our misfortune on the night of the 14 th
March. I sincerely hope, Gentlemen (as experience must have taught every reflecting mind, that no great good can be
accomplished without efforts of more than ordinary exertion) that the Chancellor’s detention a few days will not prove
a means of diminishing in any degree, the donations of a free and enlightened people to a nation of sufferers.
As we have learned that Commodore Rogers has all the naval force under his command engaged in suppressing
piracies in the Archipelago, and that it would be doubtful whether he would have it in his power to give us a convoy,
even should we go to Port Mahon and request it, we have therefore concluded to sail directly for the island of Cerigo,
and from thence to Napoli di Romania. There is almost as little koown here respecting the affairs of Greece, as in the
United States. It is said, however, that Lord Cochrane has at length entered the Grecian service in earnest, and that he
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has succeeded in capturing a corvette, lately built at Leghorn, by Muhammed Ali of Egypt.
Constant complaints are made, of the outrages committed by the Greek pirates. On this subject, I would observe,
that it is no more than everyone, acquainted with the state of Greece, might have fore8een. A people despoiled of their
property, driven to the sad alternative, in many instances, of killing their own families, or yielding them slaves to the
Turks, without any settled place of residence, or any efficient government to keep them within bounds, would take
property when and where they might find it. The pirate cannot, however, nor ought not to be exonerated from the
punishment due to the worst of criminals. But ought a nation to suffer for the conduct of a few lawless individuals?
Shall a nation, striving for those rights without which life is not worth possesing, perish by famine and pestilence,
because a small portion of its inhabitants choose, or, rather, are driven, to become a scourge to their fellow-men? This is
a subject which demands a more thorough investigation, and on which more may be said, than time will permit at
present.
Your exertions, Gentlemen, in this cause, have no relation either to war or pirates, but are made to clothe the naked
and feed the hungry, to snatch from famine its victim, to administer to the necessitits of decrepit old age, and to save
youth and beauty from a premature grave. Both reason and revelation declare your exertions to be of a heavenly nature,
and such as will not fail of affording you consolation when earthly scenes shall have lost their power to please.
Wishing you, Gentlemen, every success in your labours to assist distressed humanity, I have the pleasure of
subscribing myself, with due respect, your humble and obedidient servant,
J. P. Miller

April 30—
I purchased several articles for keeping bachelor’s hall in Greece, and spent the remainder of the day in
xamining the fortification, and seeing the 12th and 85th regiments pass a review.
The great attention paid by the British government to the comfort, health, and morale of their troops here,
reflects great honour upon the government, as well as recommending itself in the strongest manner to the attention
of every enlightened government. The pay of five dollars per montb, clothes and rations, received by the
American soldier, are far more than what are allowed to the English; but where, in our enlightened land, is the
hospital, for him who has served his twenty-one years, to retire to, that he may spend his remaining days in peace?
The excavations in the rock of Gibraltar are immense, the walks and gardens delightful, but the expense of
keeping up so large a garrison of regular troops would never meet the policy of a government like that of the
United States.
In the afternoon I examined an herd of cattle belonging to Governor Don, containing individuals from severa]
countries. A Genoese heifer, of a beautiful black colour with a white face, was a fine animal; though black, her
eyes were entirely free from that fiery appearance so common to cattle of that complexion. A young bison from
India, was to me quite a curiosity; he was of a pale reddish colour upon the body, but about the neck it approached
nearly to a brown; his neck was short and thick, his horns not an inch in length, his eyes rather fiery; he had a
large hump upon the shoulders like the bison or buffalo of the United States; his tail resembled that of an ape and
his rump that of a hog. He appeared perfectly docile, and used his limbs actively.
May 1—
Early this morning we got under way and commenced beating out of the bay of Gibraltar, with the wind to the
eastward, and a strong current running at the rate of three miles an hour. As the wind has been a long time in that
quarter, we hope that it will soon change to a more favourable direction for our course. I shall feel extremely
anxious until this voyage is accomplished, for if we should fall in with pirates, we must fall a prey to them, our
guns not being in a situation to allow us to fight them. But the will of Heaven be done.
No hostile band can antedate our doom
Till fate condemns us to the silent tomb;
Fixed is the term of all the race of earth,
And such the hard condition of our birth.\fn{Homer’s Iliad.}

May 14—
Arrived at Messina, in the Island of Sicily, at nine o’clock in the morning, but did ont come to an anchor, Capt.
Barker only wishing to make some inquiries of Mr. Payson respecting a return freight. We were not permitted to
land, and were allowed to hold but a few moments conversation with Mr. Payson. He informed us that the United
States frigate Constitution, Capt. Patterson, was at Syracuse, and was to sail immediately from thence for the
Archipelago.\fn{As the contested portions of Greece were then often called: H } Although I apprehended not the least danger
myself, yet as Capt. Barker and his mates are so uneasy since the reports which they heard at Gibraltar of the
outrages committed by the pirates in the Archipelago, that I have thought it advisable to call at Syracuse, and
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request Capt. Patterson to give us convoy. Mr. Payson, who is U. S. Consul at Messina, advised me to pursue this
course. We left the harbour of this city after one hour’s stay, much disgusted with the policy of a government,
which keeps its subjects in filth and wretchedness, and then debars, by quarantine regulations, clean and healthy
people from visiting them.
May 15—
Arrived off Syracuse last night, and hove the ship to, until morning. Immediately on our arrival I wrote the
following letter to Capt. Patterson, intending to send it in the morning:
To Capt. Patterson, Commanding U. S. frigate Constitution.
Respected Sir:
The ship Chancellor, George Barker, master, has been chartered hy the Executive Greek Committee in New.York,
and is laden with provisions for the women, children, and old men; non-combatants of Greece. The cargo is wbolly
intrusted to my care, and I can assure you on the honour of a gentleman, that there is not an article on board which
could even excite the suspicion of the most fastidious observer of national neutrality. I had letters from several of the
members of our general government to Commodore Rodgers, requesting him to give us convoy, but being informed at
Gibraltar by the U. S. navy agent, Mr. McCall, that all the vessels of the squadron were employed, I judged it useless to
go to Port Mahon and request that of the Commodore which I was informed he had not the means of granting. I
accordingly left the letters to be forwarded from Gibraltar. At Messina, this morning, we were informed that you were
at Syracuse, and that it was thought you would soon sail for the Archipelago. On hearing this, I conc]uded it would be
proper for me to call upon you, and after stating the object of our voyage, to request you, if it should be consistent with
your own views on the subject, to give us convoy. I am the more urgent in making this request on account of Captain
Barker, who, since the reports which he heard at Gibraltar of the outrages committed in the Archipelago, believes it
unsafe to proceed thither without convoy.
Hoping, my dear Sir, that your health has been quite good since I saw you at Smyrna, I subscribe myself, with due
respect, your obedient servant,
J. P. Miller,
Agent for the Executive Greek Committee in the City of New York.
Bay of Syracu.e, May 14, 1827.

At five o’clock in the morning we had the mortficatlon to learn from a fisherman that the Constiution had
sailed at twelve o’clock yesterday for Smyrna. On hearing this, we determined to make the best of our way to
Napoli di Romana.\fn{A small port at the head of the Gulf of Argolis, on the Peloponesse: H } The Chancellor has two ninepound guns and eight muskets; these, with five pair of pistols, compose our weapons of defence. We have put our
arms in as good order as possible, and shall fight all pirates, who do not exceed double our number. If we are
boarded by the Turkish fleet, we shall declare ourselves bound for Smyrna with provisions for the American
squadron, and request them to give us convoy through the Archipelago.
The wind dying away, we have nothing to beguile the tediousness of a calm, but to turn our eyes upon Mount
Etna, whose crater is sending forth smoke, while at a few rods below, the snow lies at a great depth. When the
clouds in their progress screen the mountain from our sight, we then turn our eyes upon the beautiful bay of
Syracuse, and extending the view, catch a sight of the harbour: imagination is excited, and we almost fancy we see
the ships of Marcellus set on fire, and burning by the scientific skill of Archimedes; and then behold that God-like
man bleeding beneath the hand of a stern Roman soldier, who, ignorant of his victim’s worth, thrust his weapon,
as he would have done at viler bodies.
Illustrious man! . Who can read of thy wondrous works, and not in the language of the poet inquire,
Shall nature, bound to earth’s diurnal span,
The fire of God, the immortal soul of man?\fn{Pleasures of Hope.}

Surely one like thyself, if living in the present degraded state of thy country, would redeem the baseness of her
sons, and the more than shamefulness of her daughters. When one reflects upon the character of the hen-pecked
tyrant who now governs this once happy island, he is led to say,
“One greater than” Dyonisius “is here.”\fn{No citation.}

May 18—
At two o’clock in the afternooll we made Cape Matapan, the southernmost point of the Moreil, lying between
the gulfs of Coron and Colokythia. On account of the hazy atmosphere, we mistook this cape for the island of
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Cerigo, and fearing, as the wind blew a strong breteze from the northwest, that we might drive too near the rocky
shore of Candia, we tacked ship and beat up the gulf of Coron. At four o’clock we discovered our mistake, and
nearly at the same time, a Turkish frigate to windward. This frigate, in perfect unison with our feelings, passed
without speaking us, and afterwards tacked and stood in for Modon.
May 19—
At iix o’clock in the morning the wind shifted to the eastward, which made it necessary for us to beat past the
island of Cerigo. At ten o’clock, a young crane fell upon our deck. How or in what manner it reached the ship,
still remains a mystery to all of us, unless it had been borne upon the back of another; it could not have flown the
distance, being as yet unfledged. At four in the afternoon, as we were standing on the starboard tack, we saw a
Greek mystico\fn{A small fishing boat: H} umder the lee of Cerigo. I proposed to Capt. Barker, that we should
bring this boat to, in order to learn the position of the Turkish fleet, and to prevent the loss of time we must be at
in obtaining the same information by running into the port of St. Nicholas, in the island of Cerigo. We accordingly
made a signal for the mystico to come along side. The captain of her informed us that the Turkish fleet was at
Modon, and the Greek fleet at Hydra. He also stated that the United States frigate Constitution had passed Cerigo
yesterday, on her way to Smyrna. As it was blowing a heavy Levanter\fn{East wind.} we thought it best not to ask
any turther questions, and. so permitted the mystico to pass on, the boatmen thinking all the while that we were a
man of war.
May 20—
Wee have berm beating all day against a stronh Levanter, and have not gained eight miles to the windward. As
we are not more than ninety miles from Napoli di Romania, it will easily be perceived that patience must have her
perf(,ct work.
May 22—
The Levanter still continues, and we have only been able to weather Cape St. Angelo, though we have been
constantly beating to the windward for the last forty-eight hours, with single reef topsails.
May 23—
The Levanter dying away during the night, was succeeded by a calm. At half past four in the morning, a fine
breeze sprang up from the southwest, which promised to take us to Napoli in a short time. Arrived at our port of
destination at eleven, P.M.
May 24—
Early in the morning, we saw a boat put off from a frigate on the opposite side of the harbor, and shape her
course for us. It was not long before we discovered the stars and stripes of our own dear country, and were highly
gratified to learn from the commander of the boat that she belonged to the frigate Constitution—a name
particularly gratefu] to an American’s ears when abroad. Capt. Patterson had seen us the day before, beating into
the harbour, and had the goodness not only to keep a light burning for us during the night, but had sent his boat at
this early hour to inform us of the present political state of Napoli di Romania, and to afford us any assistance
which might be in his power, towards effecting the safe landing of our cargo.
At eight o’clock, Dr. Howe, my old friend and former companion in Greece, came on board. I shall leave it for
those who have been companions in foreign countries, and have seen each other by turns brought almost to the
gates of death, destitute of every comfort but the heart-felt satisfaction of knowing that they were suffering in a
good cause, to judge of the emotions of my heart on meeting him again at this time. Grateful indeed was I to that
overruling Providence, which had watched over and protected us, while so many of our former acquaintances in
Greece were sleeping in the arms of death.
I showed Dr. Howe my instructions from the committee in New York, and requested him to give me his
opinion as to the best course we could pursue in order to their fulfilment. After some consultation, it was agreed
that I should call upon Capt. Patterson and show him my instructions, and learn, if possible, how long he intended
to remain at Napoli di Romania.
I accordingly went on board the frigate, where I was politely received by my gallant countrymen, and bid
welcome on board the Constitution, a ship which I have always had the greatest curiosity to see. Capt. Patterson
not being on board, having gone to visit the tomb of Agamemnon, I remained until his return. From him I received
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a hearty welcome, also, and the offer of all the assistance in his power, to promote the object of our voyage to
Greece.
Upon going on shore, Dr. Howe and myself waited on the Provincial Government of Napoli, and explained to
them our instructions for disposing of the cargo of the Chancellor. They informed us the General Government
was daily expected at Napoli, from Poros;\fn{ An island lying just across the Saronic Gulf from Athens, but in Greek hands: H }
that the brig Tontine, from Philadelphia, had arrived ten days ago, at that island. They also further informed us,
that Gen. Grivas, a native of Missolonghi,\n{One of the original cities to rise against the Ottoman Empire in 1821: H } who at
present had the command of the Pallamedi\fn{ A large fortress.} at Napoli, would, if he had it. in his power, be likely
to take a share of the flour for his soldiers. In order therefore to prevent such an occurrence, we decided on putting
five hundred barrels into a small castle in the harbour, under the command of another Missolonghiote, by the
name of Kriosis. This flour we intended to distribute among those who inhabit the motuntains, living in holes and
cavs, between Argos and Corinth, in the vicinity of Mycena and Nemea; all of which places have been destroyed,
and the surrounding country made desolate, by the Turks.
We also concluded to land, and place in the magazines of Napoli di Romania, six hundred and ninety-five
barrels of flour, twenty-nine tierces of rice, and nineteen boxes of dry goods, clothing, &c. and also two half.
barrels of salt provisions.
May 26—
By eleven o’clock this morning, we had safely deposited the above mentioned part of the cargo in the places
designated, and had the articles put under the care of men who could be depended upon for honesty; Dr. Howe, at
the same time, superintending the whole. As the committee had not appropriated any money to defray the
expenses of discharging the said cargo, I agreed with six boatmen to furnish me with a boat each, and three men
in a boat, for a Spanish dollar each per day, to be paid in flour. Capt. Patterson had the goodness to send a boat’s
crew to assist Capt. Barker in discharging the cargo.
At twelve o’clock, I called upon General Colocotroni, delivered to him two letters which were sent from the
United States, read to him my instructions from the Greek Committee in New York, and explained the manner in
which the provisions had been raised in the United States, for the suffering inhabitants of Greece. The old general
bade me again welcome to Greece, and expressed a wish that He who governs the fates of all men, would reward
those who do not forget their fellow-beings in distress.
As there are several thousand Greeks in the mountains which separate Argos\fn{ Just a few miles north of where
Miller’s ship is docked: H} from old Arcadia, we judged it best to place sixty barrels at the Mills of Napoli, for the use
of the sufferers in that quarter and to ship one hundred barrels on board an Ionian vessel, for those women and
children who escaped from Missolonghi before its fall. These (one hundred barrels) we shall consign to the
English resident at the island of Calamos, and request him to attend to their distribution according to the
instructions of the Committee.
In the afternoon, the Chancellor moved across the harbour to the Mills, and there deposited one hundred and
sixty barrels of bread and flour for the purposes above mentioned.
As we are under the necessity of raising a little money to send a coasting vessel to Calamos, I have, with the
advice of Dr. Howe, concluded to sell the three casks of hams to the officers of the Constitution, for ten cents per
pound; and to sell them also two barrels of corn meal, at what it cost in New York, with the addition of freight.
The latter they requested for the accommodation of the Yankees on board.
May 27—
Called upon General Grivas, who commands the Pallamedi. As I was personally acquainted with him at
Missolonghi, and knew that he conducted himself there as a brave man, I scrupled not to tell him, that I hoped
there would be no violence used on the part of anyone, to divert from the object for which these provisions were
raised, any part of them; that I had pledged myself to the Committee, that I would do all in my power to comply
with the request of the donors, and would never listen to any proposal to divert them to any other use. After
reading to him my instructions, he acknowledged that what I said was perfectly correct. While conversing with
General Grivas, I received the following letter from the Government:
Commission of Government of the Republic of Greece.
To Mr. J. P. Miller,
Sir:
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We bid you a welcome return to Greece.
As the General Government is actually here, and as you ought to address yourself to it, according to the instructions
which you have received from the Philanthropic Society of Philadelphia,\fn{ The Tontine, from Philadelphia, having arrived
before me, they presumed I came from the same place, and under the same instructions. } we invite you to come here, as soon as
rossihle, with your vessel, without discharging any part of the cargo at Napoli.
Go. Mavromichalis,
I. Nakos,
J. M. Milaitis,
Go. Glarakis, Secretary of State.
Poros, May 14 (26), 1827.

Immediately on the receipt of this letter, it was judged best to proceed directly to Poros, with the remaining
part of the cargo; not, however, for the purpose of delivering it into the hands of the Greek Government, but
because it is believed that the provisions will be in perfect safety at Poros, while at this place there is some
apprehension to the contrary. It is necessary, however, to assign some reasons for this determination, and the
following .vere given:
First—To show our respect to the Government of Greece, (which is always too little respected by the chiefs of
the nation.)\fn{At least two civil wars between the Greeks of the Pelloponesos were undertaken during this, the first phase of Greek
Reunification (between 1821 and 1832): H}
Secondly—As Poros is nearer to the present seat of war in and about Athens, I shall have an opportunity of
relieving a greater share of misery in that quarter than in any other.
May 28—
Dr. Howe nobly offering to devote his time to the distribution of the provisions at Napoli di Romania and the
Mills, and also to ship the one hundred barrels of flour tor Calamos, I gave aim the following power to act for me
in my absence.
Napoli di Romania, May 28th, 1827.
Know all men by these presents, that I, J. P. Miller, agent for the Executive Greek Committee in the city of New
York, do hereby authorize Dr. Samuel G. Howe, my countryman, to act in my place, in the distribution of the provisions
at Napoli and the Mills, and also to ship one hundred barrels of bread and flour, for the suffering Missolonghiotes at the
island of Calamos; at the same time, enjoining it upon him to keep strictly in view the great object for which these
donations were made by our countrymen in the United States. A copy of my instructions from the Committee in New
York are herewith presented for your further guidance. Wishing you much pleasure in discharging this pleasing duty, I
am truJy yours, &c.
J. P. Miller,
Agent for the Executive Greek Cornmittee of New York

All things being in readiness for our departure to Poros, we weighed anchor at six o’clock, P.M. and sailed
from the harbour of Napoli, the Constitution giving us convoy as far as the island of Spetzia. Capt. Patterson then,
in order to remove every fear of Capt. Barker, in relation to the pirates, sent a boat’s crew under the command of
Mr. Blanchard, and also one of his pilots, to take us into Poros.
I eannot omit expressing at this time and in this place, my warmest thanks to Capt. Patterson and the officers
under his command, for the kind manner in which they received and treated us during the whole time Capt.
Barker was discharging the cargo. My gratitude to them is heightened when I contrast their conduct with that of
Capt. David Deacon, commander of the United States ship Erie, to me last summer, at Smyrna.
At that time, I had just arrived at Smyrna, in an English frigate, destitute of money, clothes, and passports,
having recently lost the two last, at the fall of Missolonghi, in the defence of which I had taken a part. Capt.
Deacon not only gave me to undersmnd that I had lost my right as an American citizen by serving as a volunteer
in Greece, but absolutely refused to permit me to comply with a general invitation from all his ward-room officers
to accompany them to Candia, or even to give me protection on board his vessel, unless I would say that I
considered my life was absolutely in danger, (a declaration which I could by no means make). If Capt. Deacon
was apprehensive of committing the neutrality of his flag, by giving protection to his countryman in distress,
because he had been in the Greek service, why, I would ask, did he, on his return from Candia, bring two Turkish
officers to Smyrna, in order to forward them on their way to Constantinople, whither they were going with
despatches? Let him answer to his countrymen for these offences.
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May 29—
While on our passage to this place, Capt. Barker paid me $69.20, received by him from Lieut. McCullock,
caterer of the Constitution’s ward-room, for hams and corn meal sold to them, viz: 582 lbs. of hams, at 10 ceats,
$58 20; 2 bbls. corn meal, at 5½ dollars, $11.00, $69.20.
We arrived at Poros in the afternoon, when I immediately adaressed the following letter to the Government:
To the Members of the Legislative and Executive departments of the Government of Greece.
Gentlemen:
I received your letter of the 14 th inst., and have lost no time in repairing to Poros, and laying before you the
instructions of the Executive Greek Committee of the city of New York, whose agent I have been appointed. In doing
this, I beg leave to call your attention to a few remarks on the feelings of my countrymen towards your cause, and the
more fully to unfold to you my responsibility for a faithful application of the property committed to my care, to the
objects for which it has been raised in the United States. You need not be informed by me, Gentlemen, at this late
period of your contest, that there exists a most lively interest in your behalf on the other side of the Atlantic. Among the
many in that quarter of the world, who have heard of your manlike resistance against the combined forces of the
Ottoman Empire,\fn{Probably an oblique reference to the Egyptian and Albanian levies requested by the Sultan in his endeavor to
destroy the spirit of Greek resistance to his tyranny: H} and the unprecedented state of wretchedness to which a most
barbarous warfare has reduced many of your countrymen, the Executive Greek Committee of New York are not the
least conspicuous. Belonging, however, as they do, to a neutral power, the policy of whose government is, never to be
the first aggressor, the Committee have confined themselves to the object of relieving the sufferings of the women,
children, and old men, non-combatants of Greece. My instruetions are strictly to this effect and I have pledged myself
to fulfil them to the utmost of my power. However urgent may be my own wishes to relieve the wants of those brave
men with whom I have passed so many days in the camp, or however well I may be convinced of the present need of
the Government to have provisions placed in their hands, and at their disposal, yet I can by no means listen to any other
disposition of the provisions and clothing in my charge, than that contained in my instructions, in the execution of
which, Gentlemen, I trust that I shall have your sopport and approbation. No pleasure of an earthly nature can be
greater than that which I enjoy, in again visiting your country, and of having it in my power to administer in some
measure towards relieving the sufferings of its inhabitants. I am rejoiced to find things in relation to your country’s
salvation looking more prosperous than when I left Greece a year ago. Who knows but a few more showers of blood
poured from the hearts of your sons and your daughters, shed by infidel hands, may not thaw the icy policy of Europe,
so far as to compassionate your sufferings. But if this fails, let not your friends in Europe and America ever have the
mortification of hearing of your having again submitted to the Turks. Imitate your brethren of Scio, Ipsara, and
Missolonghi, and if your independence is not achieved, your extinction will at least be glorious, and your reward in
heaven that of martyrs for the religion of Christ and the liberty of your country.
With respectful consideration,
I am your humble servant,
J. P. Miller, Agent, etc.

As soon as I had finished the foregoing letter, I went on shore and delivered it into the hands of the
Government. The letter being read, the members expressed their approbation of the sentiments contained in it, and
again bid me welcome to Greece.
I next called upon my old friend, John Geker, who, when I was in Greece before, and nearly destitute of
money, lent me a hundred dollars, without any other security than my word, that if I should live, I would
endeavour to pay him. My feelings on meeting with this man, and having it in my power to repay him, can be
conceived only by those who have been placed in a similar situation, but can never be expressed.
Compare this man’s conduct. with that of one of my own countrymen, who, when I was in the same destitute
condition, in a foreign land, refused me assistance and protection. Geker’s nobleness and disinterested generosity
can only be estimated by my stating that he was informed that I was poor, and was about to return to my own
country, which was more than four thousand miles distant, and that he might never again hear of me. I cancelled
the obligation I was under, by paying him from the money advanced me by the Committee to defray my personal
expenses.
May 30—
Early in the morning. I called upon Count Poro, who was formerly known to me in Greece, and requested him
to introduce me to Col. Hydeck, the Bavarian agent, to whose care the cargo of the Tontine, from Philadelphia,
had been intrusted. I was accordingly introduced, and found the Colonel a complete gentleman. He offered me the
use of one of his magazines to store the remaining part of the Chancellor’s cargo, until such time as I could
deliver it into the hands of those for whose use it had been raised in the United States.
Alas! if 1 had time I could weep over the sad fate of many of my old friends and former companions in this
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country. who, during the few short months of my absence, have passed beyond the toils and dangers of this
transitory state of existence into the broad fields of eternity. Among the great number of foreigners who have
either died or been killed in battle since my absence, no one do I miss more than Count Peter Gamba. He first
came to Greece with Lord Byron, with whom he remained until his Lordship’s death: he then accompanied his
remains to England, and after a few months absence, returned, again to take a part in a cause which to him was
dearer tban life. I saw much of him when in Greece before, and always found bim to be a soldier and a gentleman.
May 31—
Early this morning we commenced discharging the remaining part of the cargo. The perplexity of discharging
or loading vessels where there are no wharves must be readily perceived by every mercantile man; but,
notwithstanding, we soon discharged the whole of the cargo, although the Chancellor lay at anchor in the bay, a
considerable distance from the magazine.
There appears to be one hundred and one barrels of flour more on board the Chancellor than what are
contained in the bills of lading. For these I gave Capt. Barker a receipt, as he assured me it must have been a
mistake made in New York in shipping the cargo. I wrote to the Greek Committee, reporting the progress I had
made, and the plans which I have adopted for the proper distribution of the cargo.
At the urgent request of Mr. Worrell, I agreed to superintend the distribution of the cargo of the Tontine, from
Philadelphia, according to his letters of instruction received from the Greek Committee of Philadelphia.
In the evening I went on board and took leave of Capt. Barker and the crew of the Chancellor. With them I
have passed many pleasant hours, and I know of no ship in which I would rather traverse the ocean than the
Chancellor.
Received from Mr. Blanchard, midshipman of the Constitution, fourteen dollars, for two barrels of :flour,
which I let him have for the accommodation of his mess.
As it is impossible for me to meet all the expenses which must daily occur, to employ men to secure the cargo
in the magazines, and to pay others for conveying it to the places where I wish to make the distribution, without
having some money, I have thought it best, with the advice of Dr. Howe, to pursue the course which I have
mentioned with the officers of the Constitution, in regard to the flour, hams, and Indian meal, and to render to the
Committee a faithful account of the same. This has become absolutely necessary, as expenses have already
occurred, and others must occur. The Committee in New York only gave me a small amount in specie to pay my
personal expenses, and verbal instructions, in addition to my written ones, that if any expenses should occur, they
must be paid out of the cargo. This may produce some embarrassment, but 1 shall do the best in my power.
June 2—
This morning I received the following letter from the Government:
To Mr. Miller, Agent for the Greek Committee in New York.
Dear Sir:
As there are twenty-five families of men who have been and now are employed on public service in this island, who
are in a very destitute situation, the women and children getting but little to eat: we therefore beg you to give them a
barrel of flour each, if consistent with your instructions.
George Mavromichalis,
John M. Milaitis
Icanulis Nakos,
G. Glarakis, Secretary of State.
May 20, Old Style, 1827

I complied with the request contained in the foregoingletter, and delivered the twenty-five barrels of flour, one
to each family.
In the afternoon I distributed three pieces of cotton, cut into suitable parts for shirts for both adults and
children. The poor wretches to whom I gave it were almost naked, and their emotions and expressions of gratitude
on receiving it melted me into tears.
At four o’clock I called upon Capt. Hastings. He appears to be the very man for the place he holds, as the
commander of one of the steam vessels, and fully justifies the excellent character which he has always borne. I
was introduced to Mr. Findlay, a Scotch gentleman, who has been some time in Greece.
June 3, 1827—
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This morning I received a letter from Dr. Howe, informing me that Colocotroni and Grivas had made an
attempt to seize the provisions deposited at Napoli, for the use of their soldiers. Colocotroni founded his right for
so doing on the contents of a letter which I delivered to him, sent by the Hon. E. Everett, of Boston, Mass.,
wherein he complimented him on his appeal to the feelings of our benevolent citizens in behalf of the suffering
women and children of Greece. What could induce the old kleft\fn{Robber; a term applied to the mountain bandits. } to put
such a construction upon the contents of the letter, I cannot conceive, unless it be for the purpose of remaining in
Napoli with his soldiers until they eat up the flour. There was not the most distant intimation in Mr. Everett’s letter
upon which he could ground a claim to any part of the cargo, and as I had made him acquainted with the nature of
my instructions, the old chief knew he was committing violence.
I accordingly made arrangements, and was on the point of setting off instantly for Napoli, in order to see what
could be done to secure the property from these rapacious chiefs, and if it was already gone, to reproach them
with their perfidy; when a boat arrived, and brought information that Dr. Howe, with his usual promptness, when
he discovered the intentions of these two chiefs to seize the flour, had despatched a boat to Spetzia to inform Capt.
Patterson of the circumstances of the case, and that he had immediately returned to Napoli and compelled the
chiefs to restore the keys of the magazines to Dr. Howe, and had made them promise not to interfere in the affair
again. Thus are we more and more under obligations to our gallant countryman for the important services which
he has rendered us.
Good God! What were my feelings, when at evening I saw seven women and three children, who escaping
from Ibrahim Pasha at Gastouni, arrived at this place in such a state of distress and wretchedness as cannot with
modesty be described. The three children were as naked as when they were born, and their mothers but a little
better off. When I first saw them, I involuntarily raised my hands to Heaven. Alas! said I why were these wretches
brought into existence? But it is not for me to arraign the wisdom of the Almighty. I hastened to my lodgings, and
soon clothed them and from the donations sent from Newark, in New Jersey, blessing God, who in his providence
had put it in my power to do them so great a service.
June 4—
Early this morning a courier arrived from Napoli di Romania, bringing me a letter from Dr. Howe, who
informed me of his difficulty with the Chiefs, and the assistance which he had received from Capt. Patterson. The
Doctor desired me to come myself to Napoli immediately, or to send him an order, signed and sealed, to act under
existing circumstances as should seem best to himself. As I have the most perfect confidence in the Doctor’s
judgment in relation to the affairs of Greece, and as I cannot well leave Poros at present, I sent him an order to act
accordingly.
The following plan was agreed upon between Col. Hydeck and myself, as the best one to be adopted in the
distribution of the provisions at this place:
First.—We propose to send ninety-five barrels of Indian meal to the sufferers in and about Corinth.
Secondly.—Sixty tierces of rice to the sick and wounded at Salamis, and also one hundred barrels of flour for
the poor upon the same Island.
Thirdly.—Two hundred barrels of flour for the Athenians who have taken refuge in the Islands.
Fourthly.—One hundred barrels of flour for the poor in the Island of Egina.
Fifthly.—One hundred barrels of meal for the poor in the Island of Candia.
Sixthly.—One hundred barrels of flour for the poor in this Island (Poros) and in the mountains of the
Peloponnesus, between the Aegean Sea and the Gulf of Argolis
This plan, if possible, we shall carry into effect, but if anything shall occur to frustrate our intentions, we shall
adopt some other course which may promise to be the most feasible. I shall always endeavour to keep a small
portion of provisions and clothing by me, while I am in the country, in order to supply the wants of those who are
the most destitute, coming under my own observation; as there are hundreds daily calling on me who have hardly
clothes sufficient to cover themselves.
The salt provisions, of which there are twenty barrels here, it was thought best to dispose of at the moderate
pricce of five dollars per barrel for the use of the Greek fleet, and the money arising from the sale of it to be
applied to the purpose of paying the expenses of agents, boatmen, porters, and others whom it is found necessary
to employ.
In the evening I received another letter from Dr. Howe, requesting me to come to Napoli. I accordingly called
upml the officers of Government at Poros, and informed them of my intention, and the reason of setting off
immediately for Napoli; and at the same time inlorming them that Col. Hydeck would act for me in everthing
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respecting my agency during my absence.
After putting my seal upon the box of clothing that I had open (a thing of much more importance in this
country than a strong lock) I set off for Napoli di Romania in an open boat.
We arrived at Napoli the next day at four o’clock in the afternoon. I found that Dr. Howe had acted with so
much prudence and energy in the affair with the Chiefs, that he had secured the greater part of the cargo that was
landed at Napoli for the use of the poor, much, however, against tbe will of old Colocotroni, who intended to lay
hands upon the whole of it; but as the Docter intends giving me a detailed account of the whole affair, I shall
forbear to make any further remarks at present, but shall introduce his report in another part of my Journal.
June 6.—
I proceeded to examine the cases of hats, of which there were four. On one of them the donor had been careful
not to intrust his name. It was composed of damaged unfinished hats, in such a state that they would rather hasten
the march of death upon the bearer of one of them, than serve either as a protection against heat or cold. Every
man has a right to select his own donations, but to make others pay freight upon useless articles is neither manly
nor honest.
After making the necessary arrangements for the greater security of the goods at Napoli, which the
circumstances seemed to require, I concluded to return to Poros, taking with me eight of the boxes of clothing and
dry goods, to be distributed by myself, and left the others to be given out under the direction of Dr. Howe.
June 7.—
In the afternoon I got all things in readiness for my departure from Napoli, but the wind being contrary, we
were unable to sail. Our party accordingly took up their lodgings without the walls of the town, and sailed early
on the following morning, with so smart a breeze that we were soon wet through to the skin by the dashing of the
sea into our little boat.
Off Hydra\fn{The Island of Hydra: H} we spoke a boat from Poros, the Captain of which informed us that Athens
had capitulated to the Turks on Tuesday last\fn{ 5th June, 1827; they were to hold the city until the conclusion of peace in 1832:
H} and that the soldiers and families had been brought from the Piraeus in a French frigate.\fn{ The French, Russians
and British all had naval units in the area, a circumstance which enabled them to visit upon the combined Turkish and Egyptian naval
power a second Lepanto in the coming October: H} This intelligence immediately cast a gloom over our little party.

“Alas!” said Flogaietes, an intelligent Ionian, eho was my fellow passenger, “my country must be lost then!”
“We will all die before that time arrives,” said the Captain of the boat, who was from Krinethia.
“Athens is nothing,” said a young Macedonian; “let the Turks have it, they will soon starve to death there
themselves.”
Thus our time passed away in gloomy despondency, with an occasional remark, until our arrivat at Poros,
which was not until eleven o’clock at night.'
June 9—
I called at Col. Hydeck’s quarters early in the morning, but found that he had gone with provisions to Corinth,
and would not return to Poros under three days.
1 wrote a letter to Mr. P. Fish, one of the Executive Greek Committee, which I forwarded by an English officer.
In the afternoon, I peceived the following letter from the Bishop of Tallanti, whom .I had formerly known at
Athens:
My beloved brother Miller:
Having been informed by some letters which I have received from my friends, of your safe arrival at the island of
Poros, I was truly overwhelmed with joy. This truly shows your benevolence and goodness, because you practise and
follow with an ardent desire the object of doing good, in assisting the afflicted and distressed of my country, in general,
and especially the Athenians, who are now wandering with their wives and children, here and there, without homes,
naked and barefoot, begging their scanty subsistence, without the means of providing their daily bread. Charity is the
greatest virtue existing among men, and those who practise it are blessed by the Lord Jesus Christ, and by the God of
all grace in the holy gospel. “Blessed are the merciful, for they shall receive mercy.” If many philanthropists who have
given charity to those that were hungered, have been rewarded by God, you will be much more so inasmuch as you are
really a minister of mercy, and pursue the course with pleasure, without consulting either fatigue or danger, but only
trusting in the benevolent God for protection. Like the apostles, you have become a real minister of charity. The poor
widows and orphans offer to you and your countrymen, their thanks; and are praying to God for your health, happiness,
and prosperity, and are watering their petitions with their tears. O! how much I regret, that from a wound in my foot, I
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am prevented from coming thither, and doing my duty by thanking you, for your trouble to assist my friends and
brothers. As my wound is daily getting better, I hope to be able to come by the first of next week, and by the help of
God to satisfy my conviction of duty.
Farewell. I am truly yours,
Neophytos,
Bishop of Tallanti,
Island of Hydra, June 6th 1827.

June 10—
In the morning I received a message from the Government, requesting me to call upon them, which I did
immediately, and was presented with a catalogue of eight hundred and three families, the heads of which bave
either been killed, or have died in the service. Tbe widows and orphans they have collected, and are to send them
to me in the afternoon, to receive clothes, shoes, and whatever else I may chance to have, to relieve their wants.
I sent ninety-five barrels of Indian meal to Col. Hydeck at Corinth, according to previous arrangement, to be
applied by him in the best manner to meet the views of the Committee.
Received tbe following letter from Capt. Hastings, in relation to the salt provisions:
From Capt. Hastings to J. P. Miller.
Sir:
I beg you to allow me to purchase from you, ten barre1s of salt meat, for the sea service of the Karteria steam vessel,
under my command. In doing this, you will be aiding, rather than opposing, the objects of the committee who have
charged you with these stores; since the money (as you must be well aware) will be of more service to the poor than the
meat could possibly be. I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
Frank Henry Hastings,
Capt. Greek Vessel of War, Karteria,
At Poros, June 9th, 1827.

As I am perfectly satisfied of the correctness of Capt. Hastings’ remarks, I delivered to him ten barrels of salt
meat. It is very difficult for me, or any one of my assistants to distribute this kind of food in retail, and it is not so
well adapted to the starving inhabitants, as flour or meal. If, therefore, any part of the cargo must be sacrificed to
pay ex:penses, it is better to take the saIl meat than any other.
Received from Capt. Hastings his order on Col. Hydeck for fifty dollars, in payment for the salt meat.
The secretary of Col. Hydeck gave me this afternoon a list of the articles received from on board the
Chancellor, with an account of the expenses incurred in discharging the cargo, viz,
Received in Magazine: 20 barrels salt meat, 125 tierces rice, 5 do\fn{ Ditto: H} Indian corn, 553 barrels flour and Indian
meal, 56 half-barrels flour, 1 box and 2 bales dry goods.
George Stenos, Sec’y to Col. Hydek.
Paid Expenses: F'or clearing the Magazine, 33 piastres and 20 paras; boats employed in conveying barrels, 164.34;
seven labourers employed in storing barrels, 76.00; two men to oversee labourers, 9.00; twelve men to assist in
unloading boats, 36.00; provisions and wine for labourers, 30.14; repair of boat injured, 50.00. Total of 394.34
Geo. Stenos, Sec’y, &c.

As one of the boats was broken by the can-hooks slipping off from a tierce of rice, and the owner of it being
poor, I allowed for the repairing of it, fifty piastres, making the whole expense of unlading at Poros, three hundred
and ninety-four piastres and thirty-four paras.\fn{ An editorial note gives the following rate of exchange: 1 piastre = c.7¢; 1 para
= c. a fifth of a cent. The total bill was about $27.65. }
The remainder of the afternoon was spent in the laborious occupation of distributing personally to those of
whom a list was delivered to me in the morning by the Government
Opened the box of clothing from Orange, New Jersey, and began distributing to those who were nearly naked.
In half an hour, there were collected around my quarters, at least a thousand women and children. In order to
prevent any deception on the part of those to whom I should give,
I placed several soldiers outside of the door, who selected those who were nearly naked, and passed them into
the house, where, with the assistance of two old women, they were clothed and passed out, the soldiers taking care
that they did not come a second time.
It was a novel sight to see the young Hellenes rigged out in the Frank dress. Some of them were so much
pleased with the checkered cotton dresses, that they would fairly laugh out when we were putting them on. The
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Greeks, amid all their distresses, are ever fond of jokes; and many pleasantries occurred to alleviate my feelings in
witnessing so much misery.
Among the many real objects of charity presented today, there was one woman who was well dressed, but
being in a situation which naturally excites compassion, she importuned me a great while to give her something to
make her comfortable at the birth of her child. The naked remonstrated against her petitions, saying, that she had
clothes and they had none. At length, I found a shirt for an infant, which I gave her, against the time of need; upon
which, the ragged multitude raised such a shout of disapprobation, that the woman went away, and troubled me no
more.
The gown pattern, presented to some fair Miss of Greece, by two young men of New Jersey, I gave to an
Athenian girl, who had lost her father and all her property in the recent fall of Athens. She was indeed beautiful;
and if the young men who contributed to cover her nakedness, and shield her from the glare of sensuality, had
seen her in her new costume, I doubt if there would not have been a contest for her favour. I believe her charms
would have produced a simultaneous expression in the words of Byron:
Maid of Athens! ere we part,
Give, oh! give me back my heart.

I finished the distribution of all the ready made clothing in the boxes from Orange, in New Jersey, and the
boxes of shoes from Newark.
The wretched state in which this country is at present, renders it almost impossible to do business with any
great degree of exactness. I have found it impossible to keep a detailed account of all the articles as I gave them
out, or to describe the individuals to whom I gave them. Many of the bundles and articles of clothing contained
sentiments, and directions with which it was entirely out of my power to comply. The man of business will
understand me, and I hope all will excuse me for not. being more particular, when they are informed that I have
no one to write in English but myself, and this I do while sitting on a mat with my desk upon my knees, and often
surrounded by a hundred beings of the grade between the pretending gentleman and the downright knave, more
ravenous in their disposition than Virgil’s Harpies—too lazy to work, and too cowardly to fight, and who are
constantly laying plans to induce the Government to persaude me to fill their maws with food designed for honest
men.
Oh! what a goodly outside falsehood hath.\fn{No citation.}

Twice I have detected these fellows, just as they were on the point of deceiving both the Government and
myself.
June 11—
Received a message from the Government this morning, requesting me to call on them. On presenting myself,
I found that they had prepared another catalogue of ninety-five widows and orphans, belonging to the island of
Poros, whose husbands and fathers had been killed in this revolution. To these, the government wished me to give
two thousand okas of flour equal to twenty-six barrels and two-thirds (an oka being about two pounds and a half).
After stating to the Government my views in respect to an equal distribution of the flour, they presented the
widows and orphans, whose tears I could not withstand, and so I gave them my word that as soon as Col. Hydeck
should return, we would deliver them the flour. I took this precaution for fear they might also draw upon the
Colonel, after I had given them their share.
I delivered to the Superintendent of the Hospital at Methana, two hundred shirts ready made, and one roll of
sheeting from the cargo of the Tontine, from Philadelphia; and one hundred and forty-one pair of men’s shoes,
from the boxes sent from Newark, New Jersey, and from Fairhaven, by the Chancellor, from New York. For
these, Dr. Chiriachidesetti gave a receipt.
From the Government of Spetzia, I received a letter, of which the following is a translation:
We, the police of the island of Spetzia, being informed that Spyrus Karoses has a family of eleven individuals, viz.
four girls, three boys, two aged parents, himself and wife, all of whom are unable to work, from sickness. Though he
labours with all his strength every day, yet he is not able to provide sufficient food to support his family. He is therefore
coming to Poros, in hopes of finding some remedy for his wants. The present writing is given him as a testimony of his
being really in want.
O. Scateus,
Minister of Police,
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Spetzia, May 28th, 1827.

After having the above letter by me for some time, without complying with the request contained in it,
apprehensive of an imposition, I at length decided on sending this family half a barrel of flour; having been
otherways satisfied that the letter contained a true statement.
As the Spetziotes contrived, as they thought, a deep plan to deceive me on my first arrival with the Chancellor
at Napoli di Romania, I have since been quite suspicious of them. As soon as they heard of my arrival at Napoli,
they found some one who could write English, and after writing an order in Greek for me to repair with the cargo
of the Chancellor, to that island, immediately, they signed Lord Cochrane’s name to it, and then had it put into
English. I, of course, paid little attention to it, and in a few days discovered the whole to be a forgery.
A courier arrived, bringing news that a civil war had broken out and is now raging at Napoli di Romania,
between old Colocotroni and Grivas, the commander of the Pallamedi. It is also stated that two hundred have been
killed.
June 12—
0ne of the men employed by Dr. Howe in distributing the flour, arrived at Poros this morning from Napoli di
Romania, and confirms the report of the civil war, but states that only three had been killed. This man’s life had
been threatened by Colocotroni, from suspicion that he advised Dr. Howe not to give him six hundred barrels of
flour, the amount of the old klept’s demand.
In the afternoon Col. Fabvier called upon me. As I had been acquainted with him when I was in Greece before,
I was rejoiced to see him. Fabvier is a man of military talents, and has seen much service. He was aid-de-camp to
Marmont at the the battle of Salamanca, in Spain. Being sent with despatches from Spain to Napoleon in Russia,
he arrived at the French camp the evening before the great battle of Borodino, in which he volunteered his
services, and was wounded. He was afterwards sent by the Emperor to Persia, &c. He entered the Greek service in
1825, and though in some respects he has been unfortunate, yet he has always conducted himself like a brave man
and an able soldier.
He gave me a detailed account of the terms of capitulation made at Athens betlveen the garrison and the
Turkish Siraskier, and the reasons which led to them. Though there was barely sufficient to enable the garrison to
hold out two months; yet as Gen. Church had abandoned Attica altogether, the soldiers within the Acropolis
became clamorous, saying that they were willing to cut their way through the Turks to the Piraeus, but as there
were no boats there to receive them, they would only be cut to pieces. The chiefs therefore found it necessary to
capitulate. The terms were, that the garrison and the families within the Acropolis should come out with their arms
and all their effects, and that they should be conveyed in neutral vessels to some part of the Morea which is in the
possession of the Greeks. The capitulation was well kept.
Fabvier speaks in high terms of the talents of the Seraskier. It appears that this man is from Georgia, and a
Christian by birth, but being taken young by the Turks, was purchased by a merchant of Keritaia, a town in Asia
Minor, and from a slave, has risen by his prowess to be a Pacha of three tails.
In the evening I called upon Demetrius Kallergis, with whom I formerly served in the Island of Candia. He is
now recovering from the wounds which he received at Athens, but the poor fellow’s ears are probably by this time
at Constantinople.
Kallergis related the veteran-like manner in which a deaf and dumb soldier of his died at Athens while
defending him. Kallergis having fallen, and being unable to defend himself on account of his wounds, was
surrounded by a party of Turks. His mute soldier took post over his body, and for a time defended his master, and
kept the Turks at bay, but was finally cut down dead on the spot. Kallergis had his ears shaved off close to his
head, but his life was spared, and he was afterwards ransomed for a large sum of money.
A Greek Priest, bowed down with age, and nearly naked, called late in the evening for the purpose of getting
something to relieve his wants. I gave him cloth to make him a suit of clothes and a shirt. The old man shed tears,
and was on the point of prostrating hirnself at my feet, after the custom of the East, when I prevented him. I
informed him that I was only the almoner of my countrymen’s charity to the distressed of his nation, and that it
becomes men to bow themselves before their Creator only, from whose hand comes every good gift.
June 13—
Early in the morning I received a letter from Dr. Howe, dated at Napoli, on Monday evening the 11 th, in which
he writes that he anticipated great trouble the next morning; but as he had only fifty barrels left, there cannot be a
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great perversion made of the donations, even if the chiefs should again seize them.
The Government sent me a request in favour of four families, who were in great distress. Three of them I
found to be really so, but the husband of the other family was living and in health: he had been a man of some
property, but is at present poor. I told him at once that I could not give him anything, so long as there were so
many widows and orphans perishing from hunger, and that, as he was able, he must work. He replied that he had
no trade. I directed him to go and pick up snails, and I would buy them of him.
His son, who was near, said that if I did not give to him, he would go and get his arms, and see what I would
do then. I told him if he was not off immediately, I would flog him, and if he returned with his arms I would shoot
him, sans ceremonie.
I then returned the letter to the Government, requesting them to alter it. They approved of what I had done, and
altered the letter, of which the following is a translation:
Government of Greece—to J. P. Miller, Agent, &c.
Sir:
Beside other Greek families who are in great want, there are several from Livadia and Thebes, who are wandering in
the Islands of Egina, Salamis, and Ankistri, and others at Epidaurus, worthy of compassion and charity. Here are also
some poor families who were formerly rich, but are now reduced to the last para. The three widows, Constantina,
Roiandrew, and Orsa, with their orphan children, we consider worthy of charity, on account of their great misfortunes.
G. Mavromichalis,
J. M. Milaites,
J. Nakos,
G. Glarakis, Secretary of State.

Let me escape the censure of doubting the superintending Providence of an all-wise Creator. But when I see
the indescribable wretchedness which daily surrounds me, I often inquire—why have these beings been called
into existence to suffer such extremes of misery! Alas! it is quite too much for me; my soul is often on fire, and
my wishes towards Europe, (that coolly permits such horrors as these to exist,) are, that to them ere long,
The gates of mercy, may all be shut up,
And the flushed soldier, rough, and hard of heart,
In liberty of bloody hand, may range
With conscience wide as Hell.\fn{Shakespeare.}

O that with five loaves and a few small fishes I could feed and satisfy as many as did HIM, who died for the
good of mankind.
In the evening, though fatigued from the occurrences of the day, I wrote a letter to the Greek Committee at
New York, by the way of England.
In the night I was attacked with a severe pain in the chest, which threatened to terminate in a fever.
June 14—
Arose in the morning quite unwell, and was soon obliged to take to my mat again. Called a barber and was
bled. Confined to my quarters all day.
Col. Hydeck arrived in the evening from Corinth, and gave me a most melancholy picture of the miserable
state of the inhabitants in and about that place. He reported that the Indian meal was put into the hands of faithful
individuals selected for the purpose of distributing it to the poor, and that it was so distributed. The rice, he stated,
as by previous agreement, had been deposited for the use of the sick.
A sturdy priest called late in the evening, and asked for charity. I inquired if he had a family, to which he
replied that he was not married.
“Are you sick!?
“No,” said he, “but I am a priest, and am not able to work.”
“Go,” said I, “I can give you nothing; go find yourself a wife, and raise up soldiers to fight for your country.”
The fellow went away quite mortified.
June 15—
Still unwell, but passed the night more comfortably than the preceding.
Col. Hydeck called in the morning and we compared our catalogues, to prevent deception. I found mine to
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contain twelve hundred widows and orphans, to whom it was decided to give one hundred and fifteen barrels of
flour, to be divided equally among them all.. This created a great disturbance, especially among the families of
Poros to whom I had previously agreed to give two thousand okas; but upon further reflection, and a knowledge
of the widespread distress, I considered it improper to make any distinction.
I sent to the Government, to inform them that I could not possibly make any other distinction between the
applicants than what their wants demanded, and as this could not be precisely ascertained, I should proceed to
deliver to all of them alike. Several Poriote soldiers threatened me with vengeance, if I did not deliver to the
families of the Island according to the demand of the Government.
I sent a message to the Government, to say that I was so indisposed as not to be able to call upon them: that
conceiving the course I was pursuing, by delivering to the widows and orphans equal portions of flour, was just
and equitable, and that as a Republican I could not do otherwise; I therefore was determined to persist in it until I
should accomplish my object, or be obliged to abandon it by force.
The Government returned me an answer, that they were satisfied that I was right, and gave assurance that no
violence should be offered me.
Received from Capt. Hastings, by the hands of William Karing, Esq. fifty dollars, in full for ten barrels of salt
meat, sold him for the use of the Karteria.
Col. Fabvier made an application to me, to supply his soldiers with some clothing, and some of them who had
recently come out of the Acropolis were quite destitute of clothes. I could do nothing mare than show him my
instructions from the Greek Committee in New Yark, which was the politest way of refusing his request.
Gave cloth to six girls and four small boys, sufficient to make them all suits of clothes. Gave also to six
women, a pair of shoes to each.
In the evening I was introduced to Capt. Thomas, an Englishman, formerly in the Mexican service, but now
commanding a Greek brig of war. Also to a German by the name of Miller, who arrived in Greece soon after I left
the country last year. He is said to have served with honour since engaged in this cause.
The Captain of the boat who took me to Napoli di Romania and brought me back, presented me with his bill,
which 1 paid, amounting to eight dollars.
June 16—
Commenced delivering out the flour to the poor widows and orphans at Poros, collected from various places.
To those of Poros I gave seven barrels of flour, which were divided equally among ninety-seven souls: to the
others I delivered one hundred and twenty barrels of flour, to be divided among one thousand eight hundred and
two souls. Sent the half barrel to Spetzia for the suffering family of eleven individuals. Also delivered about one
thousand yards of cotton and woollen cloth to the naked.
I have found it quite a delicate thing to interfere in the distribution of the cargo of the Tontine from
Philadelphia, although requested by Mr. Worral, the supercargo and agent, to assist him. The cargo of this vessel
was delivered into the hands of the Government before my arrival, and I have therefore no actual claim to it.
Believing, however, that the Government would follow, as far as may be in their power, the instructions of the
Philadelphia Committee, I gave them, at their request, the following letter:
To the Government of Greece.
Gentlemen:
As the cargo of the Tontine was delivered into your hands before my arrival, I think it improper for me to demand its
being delivered to me, when, I am sensible, you are much better acquainted with the wants of your countrymen than
myself; I therefore deliver up to your honourable body all the right which I may have over the said cargo, begging you
to bear in mind that I have given my word, that I would do all in my power to secure its delivery to the objects for
whose relief it has been sent from the United States. The letter of instructions from the Philadelphia Committee you
have already. I herewith enclose you the invoice of said cargo. With due respect, I have the honour to be,
Gentlemen, your humble servant,
J. P. Miller, Agent, &c.
Poros, June 16th, 1827.

In the evening 1 took a long walk on the Peloponnesian side of the Island. After walking some distance in the
mountains, I found a family under a tree, the mother of which was sick of a fever, with four children around her.
Having nothing else with me, I gave the mother two dollars, at the same tiine telling her that it was a donation
from the ladies in America. The poor creature was overwhelmed with joy. She called upon God to bless the souls
of those who had so liberally supplied her wants.
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June 17—
In the morning I sent Mr. George Constantine, a young man whom I have known since I first came to Greece,
with seventy-five barrels of flour, and twenty-five barrels of corn meal, to the Island of Egina. I also sent two
pieces of woollen and two of cotton cloth, twenty-eight pair of women’s and children’s shoes, and. two hundred
suits of clothes from the box sent from New Haven. in Connecticut. Gen. Jarvis, who is now at Egina, will assist
Constantine in the distribution.
After obtaining a letter from the General Government to the police of Egina, I addressed the following letter to
the Primates of that Island:
To the Primates of the Island of Egina.
Gentlemen.
I herewith send to your Island, under the care of Mr. George Constantine, seventy-five barrels of flour, and twentyfive barrels of Indian meal, together with a large present of cloth, clothes, and shoes, all the donations of American
citizens to the distressed widows, orphans, and old men, who may happen to be in Egina. I have given to Mr.
Constantine, and to my countryman, Mr. Jarvis, full power to distribute the above mentioned articles, in such manner as
they shall think proper. Trusting, gentlemen, to your goodness to furnish them with a magazine, and to afford them
every assistance in your power, towards accomplishing the object of their voyage, I subscribe myself your obedient and
humble servant,..
J. P. MILLER, Agent, &c.
Poros, June 17, 1827.

Distributed a piece of cotton cloth and two of fustian to several Athenian families.
A little after sunset a soldier of Gen. Makroaina was killed in a quarrel with a Poriote, near my quarters. When
we consider that all the Greeks are armed, and that they have no other way of settling their quarrels, but in using
them, it is rather a matter of wonder that no more of them are killed.
Two persons came to solicit cloth, in order to lay out a person who had just departed this life, I trust for a
better. I refused to give them any while so many of the living were naked.
While walking in the streets, I observed a boy and girl hand in hand, almost naked. The girl appeared about
nine, and the boy about seven years of age. On inquiry, I found that they were orphans, and that their father had
been driven from Haivali (a town in Asia Minor) by the Turks, and had nobly fallen in battle. This boy I have
taken as my own, with the consent of the Government; and by the blessing of God, who early taught me to feel
the loss of a father. I am determined, that in me he shall ever find a friend and protector. The little girl, when she
found her brother was preferred, wept most bitterly; but what can I do? Great God! thou knowest my heart; if I
could save this people, I would not count my life dear unto myself.
June I8—
Gave to the refugees from Thebes and Athens fifty-five garments, out of the box sent from New Haven, in
Connecticut; also six pair of shoes.
In the evening I saw upon the Platine a man whom I thought I knew, though he was disguised in a Hydraote
dress. It proved to be one Allen, .from Kentucky, a man whom I am ashamed to acknowledge as a countryman.
Anything further concerning this person, will not be necessary for those who have been in the Levant for the last
three years.
Received two letters from Dr. Howe, dated at Napoli di Romania, in which he complains of the great trouble
and difficulty he meets with in distributing provisions.
June 20—
Last evening I had the pleasure of Capt. Thomas’s company. I am highly pleased with this man. Though an
Irishman by birth, he is a denizen of the United States, and a real friend to liberty
Received a letter from George Constantine, at Egina, saying that everything goes on well there in regard to the
distribution.
A lad came to my house in great haste, unable to speak a word of Greek, and in a state of much trepidation and
terror. My servant, who is from Cyprus, understanding the Turkish language, asked him what was the matter? He
replied that his master being offended, was in search of him to kill him, dcclaring that he'was a Turk. The lad
declared that he was a Sciote by birth, and was taken by the Turks at the time of the massacre at that Island, and
had since been at Constantinople, where he had forgotten his native language. Being in a Turkish ship belonging
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to his master, he was taken by the Greeks, and his master getting in a passion with him, was on the point of killing
him. He had made his escape, and fled to my house for protection, which I gave him.
At eleven o’clock what was my delight to find an officer who was approaching my quarters to be Lieut.
Hudson, of the U. S. ship Warren, which had just arrived from Smyrna. Capt. Kearney, her commander, had, on
his arrival off Poros, politely sent on shore to inquire if there was anything which he could do for me in order to
secure the safe delivery of the American donations, and also to offer me any other assistance which might be in
his power.
My heart swells with gratitude towards my gallant countrymen, for their kindness to me. I went on board the
Warren, where I met with a most kind reception from Capt. Kearney and the officers under his command. The
officers and all on board expressed the greatest desire for the success of this unfortunate people. As the wind was
contrary, Capt. Kearney concluded it best to bring his ship to anchor, and remain until the morrow.
On leaving the Warren, the officers of the wardroom presented three barrels of flour, to be distributed as I
should think proper among the widows and orphans of Poros. Several of the officers accompanied me on shore,
and among the number was Lieut. Sawyer, from Burlington, Vermont, with whose family I have been a long time
acquainted.
I introduced the gentlemen to G. Glarakis, the Secretary of State, and after parting with him, endeavoured to
make them as comfortable as possible in my poor quarters.
June 21—
There arrived at this place last evening six females, who had just escaped from the Arabs. Early this morning
they were brought to my quarters. On going out, O, God of mercy! what a sight was presented to my view! A girl
of eleven or twelve years of age stood before me, with her nose cut off close to her face, and her lips all cut off, so
that the gums and jaws were left entirely naked. All this had been done more than a year ago, and the poor
creature was yet alive. Her refusal to yield to the embraees of an Arab was the cause of this horrid and shocking
barbarity.
This girl I was determined to exhibit on board the Warren, but Capt. Kearney anIved on shore just as I was on
the point of putting off for tbis purpose. To that gentleman I would refer the inquirer concerning this shocking
sight. Capt. Kearney gave the poor creature two dollars.
The other five females had submitted to numerous hardships, abuses, wounds, and sufferings. One of the five,
a woman about twenty five years old, gave me, in the presence of Jarvis, who arrived about ten minutes after
Capt. Kearney had left, a relation of her captivity. After having had her husband killed before her eyes, she was
taken by a party of Arabs, who inflicted wounds and such personal abuses as cannot be related.
“God forgive me,” said she, “for my sins, that 1 had not died rather than have ever submitted to such
treatment.” The pour creature wept, and I kept her cmipany.
“O God,” said I, “it is too much for me to hear!!”
I clothed all the poor ereatures comfortably, and gave them six dollars in money.
Two pIeces of cotton cloth, and three pieces of woollen, were distributed to a number of other naked and
suffering beings.
Before Capt. Kearney left the Island, I introduced him to the Government, and to Mavrocordato, and several
other Greek Chiefs, who were cxceedingly pleased with the visit. At his departure, I accompanied him to the
shore, and took my leave of as generous a man as our navy can boast of having.
By the Warren I sent a case of surgical instruments to Dr. Howe, received from Mr. Worrell of the Tontine.
Towards night G. Glarakis, Secretary of State, called upon me, and stated that the boy who had taken refuge in
my house, was found, on further investigation, to be a Turk, and had invented the tale of his being a Sciote for the
purpose of saving his life. Although from the specimens of Turkish barbarity which I have had before me today, I
feel but little compassion for such hellish miscreants, yet I have taken him under my protection, and shall do all in
my power to comply with the request contained in the following letter:
This boy, by name Chemsit, and son of Champts Aga, being a Lakiss Agatri in Constantinople, is in nowise, as he
falsely states, a Christian. My wish is, to beg you, my dear Sir, to use your influence with the Captain of the American
frigate to take him on board, as he is in danger of losing his life here, in case there should be any particular act or
barbarity committed by the Turks.
My sister is at present a slave in the Island of Scio, at a village called Vassilonicon. Her name is Margareta
Tharatina, and in Turkish, Sevasti. By inquiring at Scio after the name of this person, the affair might be settled to the
great satisfaction of both parties, by an exchange. I have the honour to be yours truly,
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Antonios Tharati
Poros, June 21, 1827.

After receiving the foregoing letter, I continued to deliver personally to numerous individuals garments and
cloth, and dealt out some portions of rice to the sick. The scene of misery which from morning till night is
exhibited around my quarters, is quite sufficient to appal the heart of anyone.
June 22—
Gave out to-day, clotl), and some suits of clothes, to the refugees who are daily coming in from Attica.
June 23—
Spent the day in arranging affairs relative to the distribution at Yaukres, and in writing letters to the United
States.
One may judge of the inefficiency of the present Greek Government, which has neither money nor power, by
the following anecdote:
A boat loaded with wheat happened to be robbed by pirates, at no great distance from Poros. The boatmen
immediately came to the Island and laid their case before the Government, who sent them to me with a request
that I would give them two thousand okas of flour. I went directly to the government, and demanded the reason of
so singular a request. The Secretary replied, that he knew it was wrong, but in order to get rid of the men, the
order was given, knowing, at the same time, that I would refuse them.
June 24—
Jarvis gives Rucha melancholy account of the sufferings of the population from Livadia, Thebes, Megara, and
Attica, now assembled on the Isthmus of Corinth at the port of the ancient Cenchrea, now Yankres, where
numbers daily perish for want of food, that we have thought it best to send thither some additional supplies
immediately. Jarvis will, therefore, set off tomorrow with one hundred barrels of Indian meal, and twenty-five
tierces of rice. He will also take two pieces of cotton cloth, four pieces of striped cotton, thirty pair of women’s
and children’s shoes, and fifteen ready-made garments; all of which he will distribute among the sufferers, and
make out as regular a report of the same as possible on his return.
A Pole, by the name of Surjeskey, whom I have known since my first arrival in Greece in 1824, called upon
me. I was rejoiced to find him still living, as I knew him to be a brave and generous man, who has served in
Greece from the best of motives. Surjeskey informed me that he was without money and clothes. I thought of the
name of Kosciusko, his services in the cause of my country, in the days of trial which our fathers endured, and so
far deviated from my instructions as to supply Surjeskey with a trifle of both these articles, of which he stood in
great need.
Irregularities daily multiply, and it is extremely difficult to know whom to trust. After I had sent the letter of
the 16th June to the Government, resigning into their hands all the right which I might have to the cargo of the
Tontine, (which right was nothing at all, the property having been previously given to them,) Col. Hydeck, the
Bavarian agent, purchased the cargo for 2,550 dollars; but on going to the magazine, he found that the men with
whom the government had intrusted the keys, had stolen nearly one third of the property. Previous to my sending
the above-mentioned letter to the acting Government, I had several times requested them to givt up the keys of the
magazine to me, that I might assist in the distribution, according to the request of Mr. Worrell; the agent from
Philadelphia; but their excuses were of such a Levantine\fn{ Evasive.} nature,.that I well knew they never intended
to do it.
Col. Hydeck assures me that his only object in purchasing the above cargo, is to devote it scrupulously to the
good of Greece.
In the night, I was again attacked with a violent pain in my head, and fever. The town of Poros is entirely
excluded from the north wind, which is always refreshing at this season of the year. To this circumstance, and that
of having bad water, is attributed its unhealthiness.
June 25—
Gen. Jarvis sailed in the course of the forenoon, with the before mentioned cargo, for Cenchrea, (now Yankres)
taking with him several armed men as a precaution against pirates.
Received the following note from the Government in favour of an Hydraote family in distress:
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Sir:
Aietas Lupergos, has a family of five persons whom he is unable to support, having lost a leg and an arm belore
Athens; this is therefore to beg you to assist his suffering family, as they are in great want.
Yours, truly,
By order of the Government,
G. Glarakis, Sec’ry.

In conformity with the above request, I gave the family half a barrel of flour.
Glarakis came to take leave of me previous to his setting off for Napoli di Romania, for which place the
Government is to set off this evening. He recommended a wdow to me for charity. As she had friends living at
Cephalonia\fn{One of the Ionian Islands.} I gave her two dollars to pay her passage and that of her two children
to that island. The Turkish boy I sent to Dr. Howe at Napoli di Romania, by Giarakis, as I could do nothing with,
that stubborn cur, without killing him; for the better I used him, the worse he behaved. By this course I was in
hopes of procuring a passage to Smyrna, and having him exchanged for the sister of Tharati, as requested by his
letter of the 21st June, 1827, and who was a prisoner among the Turks at Scio.
June 26—
Although still unwell. the constant presentation of distress in various forms, draws off my attention from my
own comparatively insignificant sufferings.
Distributed to the poor two pieces of fustian cloth, and several pairs of women’s and children’s shoes.
A Poriote killed this afternoon a lovely young girl from Argos. The murderer was instigated by jealousy, to
commit this foul deed. He made his escape to the mountains, little or no exertions being made to bring him to
justice.
June 27—
Received the following letter from Constantine at Egina:
My dear Sir:
I have the pleasure to inform you, that after great trouble in arranging the catalogues, they are at length finished, and
I have begun distributing today, giving to each individual one oka and a half (about 3¾ lbs.) of flour or meal. The
expenses are very great, and I can get no more than one piastre (about seven cents) a piece for the empty barrels.
I remain truly yours,
George Constantine,
Egina, June 23rd, I827.

I sold to Capt. Coldridge a box of white wool hats, for the small sum of one dollar and twelve cents, it being all
I could possibly get for them, as they had been damaged by the salt water. Capt. Coldridge took them in order to
have them covered with canvass for his sailors; the idea of hats or caps as a dress for the head in this country
being as novel as that of turbans for men in the United States.
June 28—
I also sold to Capt. Coldridge two barrels of flour for fourteen dollars. As my expenses are daily increasing, I
am obliged to meet them. We now have to employ three men, since the Government removed to Napoli, to guard
tbe magazines at night, Col. Hydeck having had one of his broken open and several articles stolen.
Received a letter from Dr. Howe at Napoli, and he informs me that the U. S. ship Warren, Capt. Kearney,
sailed for Smyrna, but is to return in ten or twelve days.
Constantine returned from Egina in the afternoon, and gave me the following account of the distribution at that
place:
To J. P. Miller, &c.
Dear Sir:
On my arrival at Egina, I called upon the government of the Island, delivered to them my letters from the General
Government, and explained to them the instructions which I had received from you. I was immediately furnished with a
magazine to store my flour, and committees were formed to make out catalogues of the names of the widows, orphans,
and old men, from the different parts of Greece, who were scattered through the Island. On going through the Island, I
found the inhabitants in the greatest misery, many of the families living in holes and caves, having been eating herbs
and snails for several weeks, without even tasting a piece of bread or other kind of food.
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The ancient houses in this Island are now all cleared from the dirt and rubbish which filled them, and the earth is
again peopled with inhabitants, but in the most wretched condition.
The poor creatures, on being informed of the nature of the donation, raised their hands to Heaven, and called upon
God to bless the donors, and forever to protect them from the misery they are now suffering.
The number of souls who were relieved by the donations, belonging to the different provinces, are as follows, viz.
Of the refugees from Athens, there were 1,959; from Corinth, 250; from Salon, 280; from Livadia, 260; from Asia
Minor, 160; from a village of Livadia, 170; from Ipsara, 250; from Missolonghi, 27; from Scio, 69. Belonging to the
Island of Egina, 280. Number of souls, 3,696
This number being more than we had calculated upon, I found, upon making a calculation, that no more than one
oka and a half (3¾ lbs.) could be given to each individual. After much delay in arranging the catalogues, they were at
length finished, and the flour was then weighed out and distributed to the poor, under my immediate inspection.
The cloth, clothes, and shoes, I distributed in the same manner as you do at Poros, that is, whenever I saw a person
nearly or quite naked, I gave to them.
The expenses of transportation and distribution amount to 178 piastres. Sold thirty empty barrels for 25 piastres, and
gave the remainder of them to the men who made out the catalogues, as a compensation for their services.
The account stands thus: for boat hire, loading, and discharging, 120 piastres; my own expenses, 58, = 178. Less
received for empty barrels, 25 = 153 balance due me (about $10.71).
I am truly yours,
George Constantine

June 29—
Delivered to James Tumbasis, of Crete, eleven tierces of rice for the use of the widows and orphans of that
island, whose husbands and fathers have been killed in battle, or have died of disease. As Tumbasis was Eparch of
Candia at the commencement of the Revolution, he is well acquainted with these famIlies, and has undertaken to
get catalogues made out and to distribute the rice among them.
In conversation with my old friend John Geker, an intelligent Hydraote merchant, he advised me to persevere
in conformity to my instructions in the distribution of the cargoes, notwithstanding what might be urged against it.
by others who were interested in having it applied to suit their own views. He added, “that it encouraged the poor
creatures much, to see that they were not forgotten in their extreme distress.”
Finished the last of four barrels of flour, and two of Indian meal, which I had taken to my quarters to give out
as I might find occasion. .
June 30—
Called upon an Athenian family. The mother, a woman of sixty years of age, was blind, and had four children
who were small and unable to work. I gave her two dollars, and left her with the sad reflection that death would
soon deprive the poor creatures of a mother whose situation entitled her to compassion.
July 1—
I spent several hours yesterday and today in looking out the sick, who were on the other side of the harbour,
some in the open air, some under trees, and others in huts. I placed them all in a hut which I hired, and gave them
regular rations of rice.
Gave several gown patterns, and other articles of dress to the poor creatures who are daily arriving from all
quarters, suffering from nakedness and starvation. In the afternoon received the following letter from Jarvis:
Cenchrea, June 50th, 1827.
My Dear Miller:
I send by the Captain of the boat, a cargo of empty barrels which I wish you to take and store in the best manner
possible. The boatman has no freight to claim from you; and concerning myself, I hope, by the second boat, to inform
you of everything which has passed. I have distributed, within four days, ninety barrels of meal and twenty-two tierces
of rice to above five thousand souls, most of whom have escaped from the Turks.
They thank God and the good people of the United States, for this which prolongs for a short time their existence. I
am not able to detail the whole affair for want of time. Though I have spent two or three most troublesome and
laborious days, yet they have been the most satisfactory to my feelings, on account of the happiness of distributing the
bounty of Americans, and the heart-felt gratitude with which it was received.
I can assure you that Corinth is in great danger, the dervans (or passes) being open, and the soldiers in great want of
bread.
If it please God I shall see you within two or three days, and referring you to that time, I remain your sincere friend,
George Jarvis
P. S. The Turks drove all the Greeks from me, and we had the very devil to pay here yesterday. Gen. Church also
arrived here yesterday.
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July 2—
In compliance with the wish of Dr. Howe, I have been making preparations for sending to that Hospital, at
Napoli di Rumania, twelve hundred piasters. (84 dollars). Constantine will go with this sum as soon as we can
find a conveyance sufficiently safe against an attack from the pirates, who have become so bold as to attack boats
even in the mouth of this harbour.
I must record one of the transactions of this day, however humbling it may be to myself. Having been invited
to dine on board his Britannic Majesty’s ship Talbot, I was highly pleased with my reception, and was on the point
of leaving when Jarvis came on board. He stated that he had been at my quarters, and that a young man (whom I
had treated with every kindness and civility) had ordered him out of the house, and on his refusal, drew my
ataghan and drove him from it, pursuing him some distance into the street.
On hearing this I instantly left. the Talbot, determined to have nothing more to do with a man so destitute of
gratitude. On arriving at my tlouse I found everthing in great disorder, and the young man (who sball be
nameless) asleep upon the floor. I roused him up and bade him leave my bouse immediately, which he refused to
do. Having a large sword-cane in my band, I gave him several blows. The cane broke, and before I was aware, I
had given him two severe wounds on the head. I se'nt for a surgeon and had his wounds dressed, and shall do all
in my power to retrieve the injury I have done him.
July 3—
Wrote a letter to Lord Cochran, who arrived here the day before yesterday, explaining the whole affair, and
expressing my. regret at its having ocurred to one of his officers. Receivled the following letter from Jarvis on the
subject:
Poros, July3rd, 1827
My dear Miller:
I cannot with proproiety call upon you at your quarters, before I know whether the man is turned out, who was either
drunk or insane, and who yesterday behaved as a villain and a common vagabond to me. I have to settle the account of
the distribution, but beg for a respite until my return from Napoli, as I have despatches of importance which hurry me
away. The freight of the boats being 175 piasters, I beg you to pay. I always remain, dear Sir, your sincere friend,
George Jarvis.

This day I gave away the last remaining piece of fustian cloth to eleven women, who had escaped from the
Turks at Calavrita, and who were nearly naked.
July 4th, 1827.—
All eyes at Poros, were turned towards me this morning, as the birthday of my nation. I therefore concluded to
make a small dinner party, and close it by drinking a few toasts. Germans, Englishmen, Greeks, and Americans
composed our party. We had many patriotic toasts, and the afternoon passed away agreeably.
July 5—
Being attacked in the morning by a fever, I was bled, and took other precautions to throw it off. Continued,
however, quite unwell for several days.
July 9—
I had so far recovered as to set up and walk about a little, when about noon 1 was informed that there was an
American vessel off the harbour. 1 took a boat and was going on board, when 1 met another coming on shore, in
which was my friend Dr. Howe, accompanied by Mr. Stuyversant, from New York. By the latter gentleman I
received the following letter from Lynde Catlin, Esq., Chairman of the Executive Greek Committee in New York.
To Mr. J. P. Miller
New York, May 12th, 1827.
Dear Sir:
Since your departure for Greece, our committee have been diligent in procuring means in aid of the sufferers of that
country, and have succeeded in making up a second cargo, which they now send forward by the ship Six Brothers.
About one third of this cargo has been collected at Albany, and this shipment is a joint one by Albany and New
York. The canals are but just opened, and there will yet come forward the contributions of the inland towns. We shall
therefore have another shipment to make, either by taking another whole ship, or uniting with Philadelphia or Boston
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for that purpose. This cargo, by the Six Brothers, is consigned to Mr. John R. Stuyversant, who goes as Supercargo, and
yourself. Enclose a copy of the Committee’s letter of instructions, and a duplicate bill of lading.
You will recollect that, at your departure it was our expectation to have sent Lieut. Carpenter, as Supercargo, but his
peculiar situation in the Navy prevented his going. The Committee then made an engagement with Lieut. Breese, also
of the Navy, to go in the same capacity, but we have been deprived of his services, by his being ordered, yesterday, to
go on board the Lexington sloop of war, under sailing orders for the Mediterranean. This greatly embarrassed us, the
Six Brothers being laden and ready to depart, but Mr. Stuyversant very promptly acceeded to our request to accompany
the shipment, and to be associated with you as consignee and distributor.
Mr. Stuyversant is a descendent of Governor Stuyversant, (one of the original settlers of this place). His family and
connections are most respectable and estimable. His stay with you will be no longer than is necessary for your aid in
handing and putting the cargo in train for distribution, and sending you such assistance as you need. Your stay may be
prolonged, as the Boston Committee may ask your aid in relation to the cargo to be sent from that port. With my best
wishes for your health and happiness in Greece, I am most respectfully yours,
Lynde Catlin, Chairman,
Ex. Gr. Com. N. York.
Summary of the Bill of Lading of the Six Brothers: 1,213 barrels of corn meal; 50 tirces of rice; 52 tirces of peas; 105
barrels of bread; 200 half-barrels of bread; 100 barrels of mackerel; 121½ barrels of beef and pork; 229½ barrels of
flour; 4 barrels of medicine; 5 boxes of medicine; 2 bundles of medicine; 2 barrels of dried fish; 14 boxes of dried fish;
40 boxes of clothing; 5 bales of clothing; 1 bundle of clothing.

These supplies have arrived in good condition, as the cargo of the Chancellor is almost exhausted, and there re
hundreds and thousands seeking the shores of the Peninsula and Islands, that they may chance to partake of the
bounty of America, of which they have heard.
Received a letter from Glarakis, of which the following is a translation:
Friend Miller:
Several families of Livadia have taken refuge at Epidaurus and Egina, having with difficulty escaped the sword of
the Turks. These distressed families are naked and in want of their daily bread. Knowing your benevolent feelings, I
take the liberty to recommend to you the said families of Livadia, and I have no doubt that you will relieve their wants
according to the instructions of the Committee: I wish to be heartily remembered to you,
G. Glarakis,.
Napoli, 18 (30) June, 1827.

In consequence of this letter, I despatched a man with one hundred barrels of meal and flour to Epidaurus.
Paid two hundred piastres for magazine and house rent, and gave two dollars to two sick persons.
July 10—
Took a house which had under it two large magazines, and began discharging the cargo of the Six Brothers. As
the magazines are under the house, we shall not be obliged to keep a guard in the night.
July 13—
Spent the two last days in discharging, storing, and taking an account of the cargo of the Six-Brothers.
Opened several of the boxes of clothing, in order to arrange them for distribution. In one of them was found an
excellent cheese “in good order and well conditioned.”
A report reached here this evening of another contest and civil commotion between the Chiefs at Napoli di
Romania, and their partisans.
Dr. Howe and Mr. George Finley, a Scotch Philhellene of known character for worth and integrity, sailed this
morning in a goelette, for the purpose of distributing on the coast of Maina and Zaconia. They took with them: 50
tierces of peas; 23 tierces of rice; 28 half0barrels of bread; 2 barrels, 4 boxes, and 2 bundles of medicine; 8 boxes
of salt fish; and 7 boxes of clothing.
July 14—
Distributed this day to the poor of Thamala, who had taken refuge in the Island of Poros, 2 tierces of peas, 4
tierces of rice, and 50 barrels of flour and Indian meal.
July 17—
My goelette being loaded with 40 tierces of rice, 5 tierces of Indian corn, 204 barrels of meal, 1 barrel of salts,
2 boxes of salt fish, 6 barrels of salt provisions, 11 barrels of bread and 11 barrels of clothing, I went on board
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about noon, accompanied by Mr. J. R. Stuyversasnt, Gen. Jarvis, and two soldiers, when we immediately got
under way for Ankistri. Having two cannon, twenty men, and a good quantity of small arms, we bid defiance to
the pirates. We had a pleasant passage of four hours to Egina, where we cam to an anchor for the night, there
being nothing but an open road-stead at the Island of Ankistri.
At Egina I found a number of my old Athenian friends, who all gave me a hearty welcome to the Island. The
fortune of war had made a great difference in their situations since our last interview, but the Greeks bear
misfortune with wonderful patience. My estimahle friend George Psylus, of Athens, and formerly editor of the
Athenian Journal, now resides in Hydra, highly valued for his integrity and patriotism, by all the friends of
Grecian liberty who have the pleasure of his acquaintance.
We called upon the gallant Canaris, having previously selected trom among tLe dry goods a tine piece of lightcoloured cassimere. We thought it advisable to make him a present of it, in the name of the benevolent citizens of
our country, as it is well known that he is poor, and notwithstanding his services, often straitened in his means of
supporting his family.
July 18—
We got under way early this morning, and arrived at Ankistri about noon. We immediately informed the
inhabitants of the object of our visit, and desired them to make out catalogues of the names of the widows, old
men, and orphans. The inhabitants of this Island now amount to more than three tlhousand souls, the greater part
of whom have lately fled from the Turks, escaping only with their lives.
As soon as the catalogues were finished, we had those whose names were written set down in tribes, and then
commenced delivering out the meal, giving to each person four okas, equal to ten pounds. As there were many
soldiers in the place, we had rather a troublesome time of it, as they would often come and demand flour. The
sight of misery around us was one that might well wring the hardest heart. To see two thousand people assembled,
in rags, with haggard countenances, eagerly watching the little we had to give them, and on receiving it, raising
their hands to Heaven in thankfulness for this unexpected assistance; while the poor creatures who had not yet
received, were raising their hands in supplication to us, and begging for God’s sake not to forget them.
Mr. Stuyversant was often overcome with grief; and shed tears abundantly at such sights of human woe and
wretchedness.
We distributed ninety-six barrels of Indian meal, and four tierces of rice, to rising sixteen hundred souls; and
divided three boxes of clothing among those who were nearly naked. We spent two very fatiguing days in the
midst of as much misery as human nature is capable of supporting.
A little girl almost naked came to me on the evening of the 18 th, and desired me to take her with me, saying
that she had neither father nor mother living. As she was only nine years old, I could not refuse her request. I
accordingly took her as one over whom I intended to exercise the office of a father; but what was my surprise to
find the next day, that she not only had a mother but a father also, who were living, and in such distress, that they
had sent little Sappho to palm herself upon me, as an orphan.
On my asking the mother how she could teach her child to deceive in such a way, she replied, that not only
Sappho, but her other five children, must perish for want of food, as soon as the meal which I had given them was
expended; and she thought that if her daughter passed herself on me for an orphan, I might be induced to take her,
and thus save one of her family from starvation.
When I saw the anxiety of the mother to save the life of her child, I had not sufficient resolution to give her up,
and though my means are small, yet by the blessing of God, I am resolved to do the best I can to support
her.\fn{The child is now in the family of Governor Winthrop, of where she is treated and sent to school like one of his own children. }
July 20—
Early in the moruing we got under weigh for Epidaurus and arrived there early in the afternoon. I had
previously sent a Sciote, by the name of Demetrius Rhoides to this place with one hundred barrels of Indian meal
in two boats; but one of them having on board forty-four barrels, returned, the Captain having quarrelled with his
crew. These barrels we took into the goelette, and dismissed the boat.
On our arrival at Epidaurus we found that Rhoides had got catalogues made out to the amount of three
thousand souls and had distributed the fifty-six barrels, giving to each individual four okas, (ten pounds). We
distributed in the whole at Epidaurus one hundred and forty barrels of meal and flour, sixteen tierces of rice, and
five of Indian corn. We also distributed four boxes of dry goods, five pairs of boots, fifty-eight pairs of shoes, and
half a barrel of Glauber salts.\fn{ Sodium sulphate, taken internally by those unable to afford medicine, and used as a laxative and
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diuretic.}

A particular description of this distribution, and the distress and misery of the population assembled at
Epidaurus, would fill a volume of no small number of pages. Suffice it to say, that there are at least six thousand
souls assembled from different parts of Greece, now overrun by the victorious Turks. Hundreds are out in the
open air without any kind of shelter but the shade of a tree. Sickness prevails among them to a great extent. We
saw a fine looking girl, of about eighteen years of age, under a tree sick with a fever. She was an orphan, and a
cousin was the nearest relative she had living. We gave the poor creature a blanket, clothing, rice, and medicine.
There was a heavy shower of rain this afternoon. Mr. Stuyversant could not believe that the sick would be
suffered to remain out during it, in the open air. In order to be satisfied, I proposed that we should take a walk and
see; and, on doing so, we found the poor sick girl still in the same place, and completely drenched with the rain.
As we landed our boxes of clothing the first day, we were obliged to take up our lodgings on shore, in order to
guard them. Our host was a Greek Priest from Salona, who treated us as well as his circumstances would permit,
with the expectation, as we afterwards discovered, of getting a large sum of money from us.
Near midnight, we were roused from our sleep hy a general cry to arms through the whole place. I instantly
rose, and, after requesting Mr. Stuyversant not to leave the house until my return, I went out to learn the cause of
the alarm. On reaching the bazar, I found that some Greek soldiers, on their way to Napoli di Romania, being a
little warm with wine, had put the whole place in commotion. Returning to our lodgings, I assured Mr.
Stuyversant that it was only a fracas of some soldiers, and that we might again venture to retire to rest.
July 21—
Nothing can be more difficult than to distribute provisions and clothing to such a people as the Greeks, in their
present distress, with any degree of equity. Most of the people are poor, but there are some who have money, and
these are generally the worst class of the Greeks. These fellows grudge everything which does not fall into their
own hands, and will do all in their power to secure everything to themselves. Such Greeks have often come to me,
and told me with all the gravity possible, that these donations should.be given to the army; and, in less than three
minutes, these same persons have asked me for a barrel of flour for themselves.
We were completely surrounded today by a crowd of more than three thousand persons for more than four
hours, in distributing the clothing; and though in some instances we might have been imposed upon, we
nevertheless have the satisfaction of knowing that those who received were nearly naked. A poor girl, as she was
returning with her flour, was run over by a horse, and much bruised. I gave her six piastres to assist her during her
recovery. To three sick persons I gave a dollar and a half. I also distributed here, as well as at Ankistri, several
thousands of the needles sent from Albany, in the state of New-York.
July 22—
We visited the ruins of the temple of Esculapius, situated about half an hour’s walk from the town, upon a
small peninsula. At sunset we took our departure from this place, and embarked on board the goelette, much
dissatisfied with our host for manifesting a disposition to appropriate to his own use every thing which was
intended for the poor. When we were on board, and had time to reflect on the scenes we had witnessed for the last
five days, it was with difficulty that my feelings could be suppressed. Merciflll God! said I to myself, thou canst
not delight in human misery. Why then this distress? Here I paused, as unwilling to be found arraigning the
conduct of my Maker, as ashamed of my own ignorance in matters of this nature.
July 23—
We got under way early in the morning, and shaped our course for Egina, but the wind being contrary, we did
not reach the island until evening. I called upun my friend George Psylus and informed him that I had five boxes
of dry goods, seven barrels of beef and pork, and one barrel of mackerel, which I wished to be distributed to the
poor at Egina, in addition to what they had already received. It was proposed, that as it would be exceedingly
difficult for anyone to distribute these articles, that they should be given into the hands of the Reverend the
Bishop of Tallanti, to be distributed by him. As the Bishop was at Hydra, I took Psylus’ receipt for the articles. To
two families who were very poor I gave two barrels of flour.
July 25—
At Egina we proposed to sell several tierces of rice, in order to meet the expenses of the goelette and the
soldiers who accompanied us as a guard. We disposed of twenty tierces at fifty-five paras the oka, but as these
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tierces belonged to the first cargo, that of the Chancellor, we found many of them more or less damaged from salt
water, so much so, that the third part of some of the tierces was completely rotten. Of the damaged we judged that
there were at least five tierces, though we gave the better part of it to the poor. At the recommendation of Psylus, I
gave two dollars to two widows, who had been for some time sick.
We were happy to learn, this morning, that the U. S. frigate Constitution had arrived at the Island. Mr.
Stuyversant, Jarvis, and myself went on board, and were politely received by our countrymen. The officers, from
the gallant commander to the youngest midshipman, all seemed pleased in rendering our visit on board as pleasant
as possible. Capt. Patterson had been at Athens a few days before, and had, through the information, as it is
supposed, of the Austrians, been rather coolly treated. Mr. Offley, son of the U. S. Consul at Smyrna, and his wife,
were on board the frigate. Mrs. Offley is the first American lady that I have seen in the Levant; and her
intelligence and good sense will not fail of enabling her to exhibit a good specimen of the American fair in the
East.
A man who was on the spot dnring the civil war at Napoli di Romania, arrived at Egina today; he informed us
that nearly two hundred persons had been killed, and the town pillaged by the soldiers
William T. Washington, son of Lund Washington, of Washington City, is among the slain. On his second arrival
in Greece, which was only about twenty days before his death, he had taken part in the civil war, joined the party
of Foutomares in opposition to Grivas, and was directing a piece of cannon against the Pallamedi, when a shot
from that fortress struck him near the hip; he was conveyed on board an English armed vessel, then lying in the
haroour, where he soon died.
July 26—
After distributing fifty okas of rice to the sick, and leaving half a barrel of salts in the hands of Drs. Anyagoras
and Vetalis, to be distributed to those who were too poor to purchase medicine, and constituting the former, jointly
with Psylus, a committee to distribute the salt provisions and clothing, in case the Bishop of Tallanti should not
arrive, we weighed anchor, and stood for Poros, reaching our quarters in that Island at midnight.
July 27—
Early in the morning I took out the remaining articles which were in the magazine, and immediately
commenced loading the goelette again for Salamis, induced to do so from finding the following letter at my
quarters from Capt. Patterson:
U.S. Ship Constitution,
Poros, July 24.
Dear Sir:
I arrived here yesterday, to give protection to any American vessel that I might meet with, and learnt that the ship Six
Brothers had been here, and had departed for Smyrna; I regret not having met you here, as you might probably have
given me information to govern my movements as respects any vessels you might expect here or at Napoli, whither 1
have some idea of going. I have been at Coulouri, in the Island of Salamis, and at Corinth, and at each place met
numerous objects of charity, and such as come within your instructions in the distribution of your provisions, and
should be happy to learn that some may be sent to them. This place will again be visited ere long by one of my vessels.
With great regard and respect, your obedient servant,
D. T. Patterson.

A bridle which I found among the donations; I gave to Gen. Jarvis, and also one of the calf-skins.
The four boxes put up at Cooperstown, in Otsego County, New.York, reflect the highest credit upon the
inhabitants of that place, as the articles were most judiciously chosen. I would not be understood by these remarks
to cast reflections upon the donations from other places. Some articles; to be sure, which I found in several of the
boxes, apppeared rather odd in this country; such for instance as small clothes;\fn{The knee-britches worn in the
18th and very early 19th century by elements of the American governing classes.} military caps, hats; &c.; but they
all demonstrate the good feeling which exists in America towards this suffering people.
I gave two dollars, two blankets, and two shirts, to two sailors who had lost a leg each on board the Hellas.
Paid fifty piastres for medicine for a family of seven persons, four of whom had been for a long time sick.
July 28—
Such a number of poor had collected at Poros during our absence, that we judged it advisable to make
something of a general distribution to them. Mr. Stuyversant and I accordingly began delivering out to them. We
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distributed four boxes of clothing; fourteen barrels of Indian meal; and two tierces of rice. Those who were not so
poor, seeing we did not regard them, began to murmur.
They said they were not able to see so much given away, without getting a share of it themselves. A Hydriote,
who had taken a little too much wine, came to take a barrel by force. Knives were drawn, and menacing words
were used, but the fellow soon found it too hot for him, left the barrel, and made off, after getting a sound
drubbing.
We were assured today by Mons. Gropius, tbat England, France; and Russia, were assuredly going to interfere,
and no longer permit the Grand Turk to send his legions of Devils into Greece, At this my heart rejoices. Late as it
is, I rejoice that thousands of innocent beings will escape from the sword of more than marble-hearted tyrants.
July 30—
The goelette being again loaded with thirteen tierces of rice, two hundred and ninety-one barrels of Indian
meal, and two boxes of dry goods, got under way for Salamis. Mr. Stuyversant, Gen. Jarvis, and four soldiers are
on board, besides the Captain and crew. They will go first to Coulouri, a town on the island of Salamis, where
they will immediately commence the distribution of the cargo, according to the instructions of the Greek
Committee. As there are many pirates in that quarter, I have told Capt. Constantine that I will pay for all the
powder and shot he expends in defending the property on board.
I paid to Demetrius Roides, for eighteen days services at Epidaurus, together with his expenses, ten dollars.
Gave two blankets, two shirts, cloth for two suits of clothes, one pair of shoes, and two dollars in money to two
Candiotes who were in great distress, and had each lost a leg at Athens. Gave a dollar to a sick woman, to enable
her to employ a physician.
At evening, Mr. George Findley, who had accompanied Dr. Howe to Napoli di Malvasia, Astros, and Zacunia,
arrived at Poros. Mr. Findley gave me very encouraging accounts of the distribution under the direction of Dr.
Howe. He said, “that in the present state of the country, the American donations could not be better applied.”
From a man like Mr. Findley, who is well acquainted with the state of Greece, and not connfcted with any party,
such au opinion is very gratifying to one situated as I am.
Received from George Stenos, Secretary to Col. Hydeck, an account of the delivery of that part of the
Chancellor’s cargo deposited in his magazine. Upon examining the account, 1 found it correct. I am happy to say,
that in all my transactions with that gentleman, I have found him a man of the nicest sense of honour, and a steady
friend to Greecian liberty.
I have been obliged to keep a large family in my bouse, as many poor wretches were daily coming, and
wishing to do something, in order to get bread. I think it better to set them to work, even if it amounts to nothing,
rather than support them in idleness. I have therefore, in this way, distributed much flour, rice, and fish, at my own
quarters.
August 2—
Received a visit from Colonel Fabvier, who wishes me to do something for the wives and families of the Tactic
troops, who are at Methana, as well as for the other poor who are assembled at that island. I informed him, that if
he would take the trouble to get catalogues made out of those who were in distress, I would go myself and
distribute meal and clothing to them.
I paid 754 piastres for boats, labourers, and men to keep an account of the cargo of the Six Brothers as it was
discharged (it being about $52 78).
August 4—
Early in the morning the boat of Col. Fabvier arrived from Methana, with a catalogue of thirty-nine families, whose
husbands have been killed in this war. It was accompanied by a polite note, requesting me to pay a visit to Methana—
but, as I have not been well for some days, I am unable to comply with the request. I therefore sent those articles which
I intended for Methaua, with the following letter to Col. Jabvier.
My Dear Sir:
I received this morning your polite note, together with the catalogue of distressed families. I have sent by your boat
thirty-one barrels of Indian meal, and one box of clothing, which I wish you to divide among the families according to
the instructions of the Greek Committee to me, which you have seen. I am exceeciingly sorry that circumstances
prevent me from coming and paying you a visit at Methana, but at some other time I may be able to do s0. You will
have the goodness to forward to me a receipt of the articles received as soon as possible. With due respect, I have the
honour to be, dear sir,
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Your humble servant,
J. P. Miller, Agent &c.

Gave two barrels of flour to two widows, the one with six children, the other with four, and herself blind.
In the afternoon of August 4, 1827, I commenced loading Kyekes for Egina, where I intend to send two
hundred barrels of Indian meal, to be distributed by the Bishop of Tallanti, Psylus, and Dr. Anyaoras, to the poor
refugees who are increasing in that island.
August 5—
All things being ready, the boats loaded with 204 barrels of Indian meal, I addressed the following letter to
George Psylus, at Egina.
My dear friend:
Impressed with the idea that I have not given enough to the poor at Egina, since I have been witness to their
numbers and wretchedness, I herewith send George Constantine with two hundred and four barrels of Indian meal,
which I have directed him to deliver to you, Dr. Anyagoras, and some other person whom you may think fit to associate
with yourselves, for the purpose of delivering it to the poor women, children, and old men, who are scattered in the
island. You, my dear sir, are already acquainted with my instructions from the Executive Greek Committee, and I have
the fullest confidence that you will use every exertion to apply this donation according to the wishes of those who have
so generously given it to your suffering countrymen. I am sorry to learn that the Bishop of Tallanti is not able to come
to Egina, as we flattered ourselves he would, to attend to the distribution of the clothing which I left in your care. I
think it will be best for you to choose your third man for the Committee from among the Ipsariots. I shoud name
Canaris, but you, who are well acquainted with them all, will doubtless make a wise choice. You will be good enough
to send me a receipt for the number of barrles which you receive by Constantine, as well as a regular account of the
distribution after it is made. As I know you will have to be at some expense, I shall insist upon knowing the amount,
and will authorize Constantine to pay the same. With great respect, &c.
J. P. Miller, Agent &c.
Poros, August 5, 1827.

Wm. Kering, Esqr., one of tbe Commissioners for supplying the Greek navy, called upon me for the purpose of
buying some salt provisions. He was informed that I was ready to sell all the beef and pork in my possession at
the low price of five dollars per barrel, provided I could be assured that tbe fleet received it at tbe same price. He
assured me that it should be delivered according to my proposition, and that if I wished it, he would give me a
statement to that effect, signed by all the members of the Commission.\fn{ I.e., a separate Commission supplying the Greek
fleet, which consisted of a Dr. Gosse, Col. Hydeclt, Jacob Tombasis, and William Kering. Dr. Gosse is an agent sent out by Mr. Eynard, a
benevoleljt Swiss, who has given several thousand dollars in aid of tbe Greeks .) Provisions made in this manner render a double
service to the country, while the peaceable object of my mission can by no means be injured by it.\fn{ I.e., perishable
foods are sold for specie which can be used to buy food more easily stored and to defray local expenses in transporting and storing ship
cargoes once they reached disembarking points: H}

I gave out eight barrels of Indian meal to the poor, and ten pair of stockings to poor women.
The goelette, with Jarvis and Mr. Stuyversant, arrived about noon from Salamis, and in a few minutes after, the
one with Dr. Howe came from Spetzia. I paid off the goelette employed by Dr. Howe, giving the owner one
hundred and forty-four dollars and a half, according to agreement.
August 7—
Yesterday was spent in loading the goelette again for Peada. Early this morning went over to the Morea, and
gave tickets to sixty poor families, whose condition I examined, and directed them to come to my quarters and get
flour. I found an infant who had lost its parents, and an old woman who had taken it to nurse. I gave her two
dollars in money, and a ticket for some meal.
Dr. Howe is anxious to have an hospital established at Krinetha. He has consulted with the Government upon
the subject, as well as with Col. Hydeck and others, who all approve of the thing. I have consented to assist the
plan, inasmuch as it is not to be considered a mIlitary hospital, though sick and wounded soldiers may be
received.
I baptised a poor female infant, and called her Diedama, after my mother, who happens to have an Hellenic
name.
Paid for loading the goelette one hundred and forty-six piastres, and to one of the boatmen who came from
Egina thirty-nine piastres.
The goelette being again loaded with 301 barrels Indian meal, 10 do bread, 1 box of dry goods, she was hauled
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off into the north harbour to be ready to sail with the first fair wind. I gave to the soldiers who went as a guard,
one barrel of pork and two barrels of bread for rations. Mr. Stuyesant will go in the vessel to Peada, where he will
meet Jarvis, who has gone forward to arrange matters for sending a part of the cargo to Ligurio, a town three
hours from the sea.
Paid to a boatman sixteen piastres for putting barrels on board the goelette.
August 8—
The goelette sailed this morning for Peada. I finished giving tickets to the poor on the Morea, opposite to
Poros, the number amounting to more than two thousand.
August 9—
Commenced giving out Indian meal to the poor, who came with my tickets, and rice to the sick, of which I
distributed twelve barrels of the former, and one tierce of the latter.
Constantine arrived from Egina, and brought me a letter from Psylus, and also a receipt for 201 barrels of
meal, instead of 204, three barrels having been stolen by one of the boatmen.
The expenses of Constantine, together with the charge for boats and storing barrels at Egina, amount to 126
piastres.
The man who stole the three barrels I had arrested and brought before the Astronomos. He at first denied the
charge, but at length confessed that he had given the barrels to his own family. The Astronomos (or magistrate)
wished me to set a value on the articles stolen. As the man is poor; I put them at six dollars only, which sum, if he
should be able to pay, I intend to return, by giving it to his wife and children.
The British frigate Cambrian arrived today, and anchored in the harbour of Poros. I sold to the master of the
frigate six barrels of flour and one of mackerel, for forty-seven dollars. To those unacquainted with my situation,
it may appear strange and inconsistent, that flour sent to the Greeks, should be sold to other nations. But as my
expenses in distributing are very great, I am obliged to sell when I can get an opportunity, the Committee in New
York not having provided the means to pay these expenses.
I dined on board the Cambrian today, and there met most of my old friends, who had shown me so many
fuvours when in Greece before. To them I am still under obligations, for their kindness and attention when I was
in a destitute condition. I am also indebted to them for a passage to Smyrna, where I found the U. S. ship Erie,
and was glad to see my country’s flag waving in a Turkish port. But what was my surprise to learn that Capt.
Deacons, her commander, and my countryman, would not allow me to take passage with him to Candia, (although
I had received an invitation from the ward-room officers to that effect) because I had been in the service of the
Greeks. Such is the inconsistency of the world. Capt. D. is unworthy of the Republican state of New Jersey, to
which I understand he belongs.
August 10—
Began giving out tickets to the poor in Poros. Gave two dollars to a poor man, who had his arm shattered by a
cannon ball, he having come from Thamala, a village three hours distance from Poros.
In the evening received a letter from Dr. Howe, dated at Hydra, in which he informed me that on leaving Poros
he had narrowly escaped falling into the hands of the pirates.
August 11—
Spent the day in writing and distributing tickets to the poor in Poros. Came to the resolution of leaving Poros
and taking up my quarters in the Island of Spetzia, as there are more poor in that quarter at present, owing to the
civil war at Napoli. Dr. Howe is exceedingly anxious for this movement, on account of the accommodation of
magazines in the place, and the facility of administering relief to the distressed.
August 13—
Early in the morning commenced distributing to the accumulated poor in Poros, and continued through the day.
We were not able, however, to finish, and appointed another day to finish the distribution.
Lord Cochrane arrived at Poros this afternoon, from a cruise off Candia, where he took a Turkish corvette,
after an action of forty minutes, in which the Turks had forty men killed, while the Greeks had none killed or
wounded.
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August 14—
Finished giving outt tickets to the remaining poor at Poros.
In the evening received a letter from Lord Cochrane, recommending to my notice six Greek females, who were
found on board the corvette, taken off Candia, in slavery to the Turks.
August 15—
Recommenced giving to the poor, and distributed forty-five barrels of Indian meal, seven tierces of rice, and
twelve barrels of flour.
The goelette arrived about noon from Peada. As I have now finished distributing in that quarter, I settled with
Capt. Constantine, paying him for his services, and those of his vessel and crew, for thirty-two das, one hundred
and eleven dollars in money, 220 okas of meat, and 220 okas of bread, (550 lbs.)
August 15—
Went on board the Hellas early in the morning, to attend to the wants of the females mentioned in the letter of
Lord Cochrane, but found that they had departed for Spetzia, having received some intelligence from their friends
in that Island.
I had a few friends to dine with me today, among whom was Col. Pisa, a Neapolitan officer; famous for his
sufferings in the cause of liberty. After dinner we crossed over to the Morea, and took a walk, and there we found
a poor blind man, to whom I gave a dollar.
August 16—
Paid sevenry-eight dollars to Jarvis, for his expenses with six soldiers for one month and a half. Sold to him,
for the use of his soldiers, two barrels of pork, two harrels of mackerel, and three pair of shoes, for twenty-one
dollars.
Delivered to him one tierce and a half of rice, for the sick, and twenty barrels of bread for the poor in Corinth.
August 17—
I gave tickets to an additional number of widows in Poros, whose husbands had been killed in battle, to the
number of sixty-three.
Received a letter in Greek from a woman at Ankistri, of which the following is a translation:
Ankistri, August 14, 1827.
My dear Sir:
I by my humble letter, take the liberty in the first place to ask after your health, and secondly, to inform you that,
although in great distress, we are perfectly well. I send to you, by my son-in-law, my daughter. If you wish, take her
into your service: may God inspire you for the best; if not, send her back by the same man. You know, my dear Sir, that
my daughter has never been separated from me until now; distress and starvation oblige me to send her away. I hope
that you, being a good man, will take good care of her, and allow no one to injure her.
I remain your humble servant,
Catherine, the wife of George

August 18—
Distributed to the Poriote widows, to whom I had last given tickets, twenty half-barrels of bread, and four
barrels of Indian meal.
No one who has not been a witness, can form any idea of the scene exhibited around my house from morning
till night. Hundreds of half-starved and ragged beings are hourly relating to me their numerous distresses, and
demanding charity. To distinguish between the real and pretending sufferers, is sometimes exceedingly difficult.
There is something so forcibly expressive in the Greek manner of representing misfortunes, and beseeching
charity, that it is not a .little difficult, for one possessed of sensibility, to avoid being greatly distressed, by
constantly hearing their complaints.
Gave a barrel of bread to some poor creatures who had been robbed by the pirates. Gave half a barrel of bread
to a poor widow, on the recommendation of Mons. Gropius. Sent to the poor woman at Ankistri who wrote me a
letter, half a barrel of bread, and retained her duaughter in the service of my household.
August 19—
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Gave a dollar to an Athenian widow who was sick, and who bad five little children; also half a barrel of bread
and fourteen yards of cotton cloth.
There were five French Pbilhellenes, who were about to leave Greece, called upon me for assistance. They
were without shoes, and had no money to buy them. I was at first determined not to give them any, as they were
about to leave the country; but when I came to see the poor fellows with their feet to the ground, I changed my
mind, and gave each a pair.
August 21—
Gave to a poor Athenian widow with five children, and who had lost her husband in the Acropolis, half a barrel
of bread, and 15 yards of cotton cloth. She was recommended to me bv Mons. Gropius.
August 24—
Received a letter this morning from Dr. Howe, who complains of the tediousness of remaining at Napoli di
Romania, and wishes to be relieved for a short time by Mr. Stuyversant. He is waiting the arrival of a vesse1 from
America, to prevent her unloading there, lest the cargo fall into the hands of the rapacious Chiefs.
Paid to the courier whom I sent to Napoli fifteen piastres and a pair of shoes.
Mr. Stuyversant and I dined on hoard the English frigate Cambrian, where we were highly entertained by the
officers.
Sold to the master of the Cambrian nine barrels of flour, and one of mackerel, for sixty-eight dollars. Sold two
pair of shoes to Dr. Inches for two dollars.
August 25—
Called in the morning upon Mons. Gropius, in company with Mr. Stuyversant. On the way we met a poor
fellow who had both his hands cut off by the Turks. Gave the unfortunate man a dollar. We also in our walk found
an old woman who was bowed down with disease, to whom we also gave a dollar.
August 26—
Gave two dollars to a poor woman who was sick, with a, large family. Gave one dollar, and half a barrel of
bread, to a poor fellow who came to me crawling upon his hands and knees, having had his feet cut off by the
Turks.
Received a letter from Jarvis at Corinth, requesting me to pay 50 piastres for taking the provisions to that
place. He also writes that the Greeks have succeeded in taking fifty camels from the Turks near Thebes.
August 27—
The brig Levant, Captain Osgood, with Mr. G. R. Leib, Supercargo, arrived at Poros this afternoon, laden with
provisions, sent out from Philadelphia. By this arrival, I received the following letter from the chairman of the
Greek Committee of that city:
To Jonathan P. Miller.
Dear Sir:
Your well-renowned zeal in the cause of Greece, your experience and services in that country, and your knowledge
of the regular authorities, have induced us to take the liberty to associate you in the distribution of the cargo of the
vessel, intended solely for the relief of the men, women, and children of the Greeks. Although we cannot anticipate any
difference of opinion between you and Mr. Leib, in regard to this important object, yet, as such a circumstance may
take place, we think proper to guard against the contingency. In that event, we wish the opinion of Dr. Howe (or, in his
absence, of Mr. Jarvis) to be had, and considered as umpirage in the case. Information as to the state of Greece, and the
disposal of the cargo of this vessel, or of the Tontine, Captain Harris, or anthing bearing on the prospects of the
belligerents, will greatly oblige
Your obedient humble servants.
In behalf of the Greek Conlmittee of Philadelphia,
Matt5hew Carey, Ch’n.
W. Meredeth, Sec’y.
Noris Stanley,
James Ronaldson.
Philadelphia, May 13, 1827.

August 28—
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Commenced discharging the cargo of the Levant. Came to the resolution of disposing of the same in the
following manner, with the concurrence of Mr. Leib, viz: 500 barrels of bread and flour, to be sent to Crabousa, in
the island of Candia; 200 barrels of bread to Egina; 400 barrels bread and flour to Napoli di Romania; 400 do do
do to Fanar; 100 do do do to the island of Milo; 100 do do do do Calamos; 100 do we propose to selI for the use
of the hospital we intend to establish at Egina.
The fish we propose to selI to the Commission for supplying the Greek fleet, in order to raise money for
defraying expenses.
August 29—
Engaged the Trabaculo of Captain P. S. Marcelesi for one month, for one hundred dollars, half to be paid on
signing tile contract, the remainder at the close of the month
Mr. Leib arid Dr. Howe sailed for Egina about eleven o’clock this morning. taking with them two hundred
barrels for distribution.
Towards evening I took a walk, accompanied by Captain Osgood and Mr. Sluyversant, during which we
discovered a poor man sick, to whom I gave a dollar.
August 30—
Paid ninety piastres to the proprietors of two boats which took barrels to Egina.
Paid eight dollars for boat,; and workmen in discharging the cargo of the Levant.
Paid eighty piastres for the passage of Dr. Howe and Mr. Leib to Egina, and back again to Poros.
Gave to a Missolonghiote, who was wounded at Athens, one barrel of bread.
August 31—
I engaged a goelette for fifteen days, for 750 piastres ($52.50) 150.okas of bread, and two barrels of fish. This
goelette has nineteen men and twelve guns on board, and is capable of repelIing the attack of any of the pirates.
Paid sixty piastres for stowing barrels in the magazme.
September 2—
Gave two dollars to another man who had his feet cut off by the Turks.
Continued to unload the brig. Found about 400 barrels of the bread of such.a quality as to be loathsome to the
sight, and could never be eaten by human beings, except in a state of extreme starvation. The remaining part of
the cargo appears good.
September 3—
Captain Osgood, Admiral Miaulis, Captain Thomas, and a number of English officers, dined with me today.
We passed our time agreeably, and the evening closed without disorder, although my quarters were surrounded by
the poor, to whom were distributed two barrells of Indian meal, and two barrels of bread.
September 4—
Mr. Leib, who had done me the pleasure of taking up his qnarters with me on shore, was taken sick this
morning with a fever, for which we all feel exceedingly sorry, as his company has been a source of great pleasure
to us all
Gave to a poor boy, who had a wounded hand, one dollar, that be might employ a physician to cure it.
Much hurried with business today, in order to get the goelette ready for sea. Received a letter from Jarvis,
dated at Corintb, August 19, (31,) 1827, containing a detailed report of the distributions committed to his charge.
September 7—
Spent the last three days in searching out the sick, and in relieving their wants.
The brig Levant sailed on Wednesday morning on her return to the United States. We took an affectionate leave
of Mr. Leib and Captain Osgood, highly pleased with them as countrymen, and extremely happy in having formed
an acquaintance on Grecian shores. –
Received from Dr. Gosse, one of the commissioners for supplying the Greek fleet with provis- ions, $357.00,
for sixty-five barrels of beef and pork, and eight barrels of fish.
Received from Captain Hastings, of the steam ship Karteria, $31.00, for four barrels of fish, and three barrels
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of beef.
Dr. Samuel G. Howe reported. to me an account in detail of the two distributions made by him previous to the
27th August, 1827. I find the amount due him for services and expenses to be $152 00.
I here take the opportunity to remark, that no man can be better qualified for distributing food and clothing in
Greece than Dr. Howe. Speaking with fluency four different languages (English, French, Italian, Greek)
possessing a benevolent heart, and firmness of character, sharing the friendship and having the confidence of all
good men in Greece, he has rendered me services as agent of the Committee for which through life, I trust, I shall
be grateful.
Septen1ber 8—
Gave out thirty-five tickets for rice, to the sick. It is enough to move the heart of anyone to see the miserable
plight in which most of the sick are to be found. Without a para (one fifth of a cent) to pay a physician, or to
purchase medicines, they are obliged to lie in their lousy huts, or be exposed in the open air with no other hopes
than the bounty of the good people of America to keep their destitute families from starvation. –
Gave five dollars to different sick persons, to enabIe them to get medical aid. Also, distributed half a tierce of
rice, three barrels of meal, and eight barrels of bread.
Sold four tierces of rice for $63.
September 10—
An English brig arrived bringing me a letter from J. D. Russ, Supercargo of the brig Statesman, from Boston,
Massachusetts, laden with provisions for the Greeks. The Statesman had run into Hydra, for information in regard
to the situation of Napoli di Romania, and to ascertain where Dr. Howe and myself were to be found.
Immediately on receiving this letter, I set off for Hydra, on board the Greek brig Souvenier, and arrived at
Hydra the next day at 12 o’clock, where I was informed that the Statesman had departed early in the morning, for
Poros.
As no time was to be lost, I took a boat and crossed over to the Peloponnesus, and there took horses and passed
over the mountains to the coast opposite Poros, at which place I arrived in the evening, having been five hours on
horseback, over roads of no ordinary roughness. While at Hydra, I gave four dollars to four poor females, who
had no clothes to cover their nakedness.
Paid for the expenses of the journey, four dollars.
Paid to Dr. Howe $152, to settle our accounts to the 27th August, 1827.
On my arrival at Poros, I received from Dr. Russ, the following letter from the Chairman of the Greek
Committee in Boston.
Boston, June 26th, 1827.
Mr. J. P. Miller, Sir:
The Committee appointed by a meeting of the citizens of Boston, and its vicinity, to receive contributions for the
relief of the inhabitants of Greece, have from the funds placed in their hands by benevolent individuals in this state and
some of the neighbouring states, loaded the brig Statesman, Capt. Bray, with sundry articles of provisions and clothing,
an invoice of which is enclosed. They have appointed John D. Russ, M.D. to be their agent for the distribution of this
cargo among the suffering Greeks, in conformity with the views of the donors. They are desirous of procuring your cooperation with him, and also that of Dr. Howe, in the discharge of this difficult service.
The Committee have supposed that your intimate acquaintance with the condition and wants of the inhabitants of
Greece would enable you, and that your devotion to the cause would dispose you, to aid in giving effect to the
benevolent design of the contributors to this fund, and they have named you joint agents with Dr. Russ, in the execution
of this commission. Enclosed is a copy of the instructions of the Committee to Dr. Russ, by which it is their wish you
should also be governed, should you accept the trust tendered to you.
As some indemnity for the trouble in the execution of this trust, and in consideration of the many other services
which you have rendered in the same humane cause, which would deserve, if the Committee felt authorized to offer it,
a much more ample testimonial, I am directed by them to ask your acceptance of the sum of $250, which amount will
be retained in the hands of the Chairman, drawing interest, subject to your order.
Respectfully yours,
Henderson Inches, Ch’n.

September 12—
Early in the morning, the following note was received from Col. Pisa.
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Col. Pisa presents his best compliments to Dr. Howe, and desires him, in favour of Icaia Zoli Mastrachi Pierry
Tombast, and Ambri, who are struggling with misfortune. Col. Pisa’s best compliments to Mr. Miller, and his worthy
friend Mr. Stuyversant.
Wednesday morning, Sept. 12th, IS27.

Gave to the above-mentioned individuals, for their families, two barrels of bread, and one of mackerel.
Gave also a barrel of bread to another poor family.
Paid for two magazines for storing the cargo of the Statesman, one hundred and sixty piastres.
Received a letter from Dr. Howe, giving an account of the distributions at Spetzia.
Received a letter from Tombazzi, in favour of a poor Hydraote widow with six children, to whom I gave a
barrel of bread.
Distributed half a tierce of rice to the sick, and three barrels of meal.
Gave one dollar to an Athenian girl, who was extremely poor.
Gave to three poor women, who came from Krinethea, a barrel of bread, and half a barrel of meal.
September 13—
Drs. Howe and Russ left Poros this morning, for Egina, in the Trabaculo, with 277 barrels of bread, from the
cargo of the Statesman.
A boat, with sixty barrels of bread, from on board the Statesman, was upset this morning, by a flaw of wind, as
she was coming on shore. There were no lives lost, neither was the bread, but it wag nearly all spoiled, by being
soaked in salt water. We got it all on the shore, and let the poor take it off in sacks.
September 14—
Continued unloading the brig Statesman. Showed to Capt. Bray several poor creatures who had been mutilated,
by having had their limbs cut off in a barbarotls manner, by the Turks.
Gave a dollar to a poor woman who was sick.
September I5—
Paid 400 piastres ($28) for discharging and storing the cargo of the brig Statesman.
September 17—
Gave to Capt. Bray, with the approbation of all concerned in the distribution, one barrel of beef, one of flour,
and one of bread, and twenty okas of rice, to serve as provisions for the Greek children to be sent to the United
States.
George Constantine arrived today from Candia, where we had sent him with a goelette, laden with flour, meal,
bread, and peas, the receipt for which was given to Mr. Leib, Supercargo of the Levant. By Constantine I received
the following letter from the Commission of Candia.
To J. P. Miller, Esq.
Dear Sir:
We have received from George Constantine, whom you have sent to our island, the flour, bread, and peas, which you
sent for the relief of those families, that are here at present, and those who are daily escaping from the Turks. Whilst the
Committee assure you, that they will take all necessary care to apply them according to the purposes for which the
philanthropic committees in America have sent them, they wish to express to you the great gratitude which tne poor of
Candia feel towards their benefactors and yourself, for your philanthropic exertions in relieving their wants.
With the greatest respect, we are your humble servants.
B. Chalis
Martinianos Pemiks,
J. Z. Xanthemachalis,
D. B. Castos,
Members of the Commission

I paid the captain of the goelette 750 piastres for taking the above-mentioned cargo to Candia.
Paid to G. Constantine, ten dollars, for his services and expenses on the voyage, and for discharging the cargo
at Grabousa.
September 18—
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The Trabaculo being again loaded with 273 barrels of rye and Indian meal, sailed this morning for the gulf of
Napoli di Romania, the cargo being under the charge of Mr. Stuyversant and George Constantine, who are
directed to distribute as much as possible of the same among the poor inhabitants of the mountains between
Tripolitza and Corinth.
Delivered to a poor Athenian, on the recommendation of Psylus, of the Bishop of Tallanti, and others, two
barrels of rye meal, and one of Indian, also sixteen yards of calico and three pair of stockings.
Delivered on the recommendation of Prince Mavrocordato, seven barrels of flour to various persons.
Distributed to the poor three barrels of Indian meal and a tierce of rice.
September 19—
Delivered to two poor women who came from Epidauruss two barrels of Indian meal and half a barrel of
beans.
Paid for boats in discharging the Statesman ten dollars.
Paid to labourers in storing said cargos fifteen dollars.
Gave one dollar to a poor wounded man who came from Methana, to pay his passage to Syra.
September 20—
I delivered to Captain Stykos half a tierce of rice, one of beans, one barrel of flour, and one of bread. He is the
famous Greek chief who first entered the Pallamedi at Napoli di Romania, when the Greeks stormed that place
and who marched and fought his way through Tripolitza with 30 men in the nights when the Turks had possession
of it. Stykos has a large family who have nothing to eat but herbss he having been sick for the last three months.
Distributed to the poor two barrels of meal and one of bread.
Gave a barrel of beans and one of flour to a poor Athenian family at the request of Dr. Howe. Gave the same
quantity to a family from Tripolitza recommended by the Bishop of Napoli di Romania.
Gave to an Athenian widow half a barrel of Indian meal.
September 22—
Dr. Russ and myself, on riding to Thamala, found a poor man who was laying beside the road sick, and to him
I gave a dollar.
Gave three barrels of Indian meal to two poor families, who came recommended by several Bishops.
I received a note from Petroni Bay Mavromichalis asking for a little flour and other provisions for his voyage
to Maina. With the approbation of Dr. Russ I gave him one barrel of bread, one of Indian meal, and one of flour,
supposing it to be sufficient to last him, his family, and crew to Maina, which is no more than one day’s sail from
this place. At evening, however, he returned the barrels, saying the present was too small for him to accept. I
thanked him for returning them, and replied that there were thousands who would not think the present too small,
and who had too much modesty even to ask for charity.
September 24—
I gave to a poor family from Negropont a barrel of Indian meal, three pair of stockings and three of shoes.
Gave also to a poor man cotton cloth sufficient to make him a dress.
Robbed of two hundred and seventy-three barrels of flour and meal at Napoli.
September 27—
Mr. Stuyversant and George Constantine arrived this day from Napoli di Romania, where they had been
robbed of all the cargo of the Trabaculo by the Committee appointed for the safety of the place. The
circumstances were as follows:
The Trabaculo had been loaded with 273 barrels of Indian and rye meal, which was intended to be distributed
to the inhabitants of the mountains between Tripolitza and Corinth. The Trabaculo was ordered not to go near to
Napoli di Romania, until all the cargo was distributed, except 23 barrels, which Constantine was ordered to
distribute to the poor Suliote families who were at Napoli. Mr. Stuyversant accompanied Constantine to see that
the distribution was properly made.
On the Trabaculo arriving at the Mills of Napoli (13 miles distant from the town) Constantine proceeded into
the mountains, giving to the starving inhabitants tickets to come down to the shore and get meal. Soon after he left
the Mills, there arose a gale of wind which obliged the captain of the Trabaculo to run into the harbour of Napoli
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for safety.
As soon as the inhabitants of the place knew of the arrival of the Trabaculo in the harbour, they drew up a
petition requesting Mr. Stuyversant to deliver the cargo into their hands for the purpose of giving it to Grivas for
his soldiers. Mr. Stuyversant peremptorily refused, and would not listen to any of their representations. They then
sent a party of soldiers on board and took the cargo by force.
On Constantine’s return he found that this act of violence had been committed by the Commission appointed
for the safety of the place, on the plea that unless they did so, the soldiers would again fire upon the town.
Constantine remonstrated with them on the perfidy of the action, and they promised to return it to me, if I should
demand it; but he found that they had already begun to deliver it out to the soldiers. Mr. Stuyversant and
Constantine left Napoli immediately and returned to Poros this evening.
We were all exceedingly mortified at this act of violence done to our property, when we were exerting
ourselves to the utmost of our power to apply the contributions of our countrvmen according to the instructions
which they had given us, and for the benefit of the suffering Greeks. Dr. Howe addressed a letter to the Greek
Government at Egina, signed by all of us, wherein we remonstrated in modest but decided language against the
proceeding, and demanded of their honourable body redress for the injury. It was decided that I should present
this letter to the Government and demand an answer.
September 28—
Left Poros for Egina, at which place I arrived on Saturday morning, 27 th. Called upon the Government,
delivered them the letter, and requested an answer. They expressed their disapprobation of the transaction, and
said, that they had received letters from Napoli, stating, that the Committee were forced by the soldiers to take the
cargo of the Trabaculo, in order to save the town from being again pillaged. On representing to Glarakis, the
Secretary of State, the ingratitude of the Greeks, after all the services which had been done them by the
Americans, he replied, “That it was true, but what can we as a Government do? My own house was pillaged in
this very Napoli not more than a month since, and all my goods taken.” He shed tears, and begged me to have
patience and compassion for the mistaken conduct of his countrymen. On this I left the island and returned to
Poros, finding that there was no possibility of redress.
I cannot excuse the Chiefs for laying violent hands upon the provisions intended for their starving countrymen;
but if anything can palliate their conduct, it is found in a principle of human nature well expressed by the great
dramatic poet:
Fie on ambition! Fie on myself, that have
A sword and yet am ready to famish.\fn{Shakespeare.}

Hence it was that remonstrance was in vain. When the soldiers were starving they could not listen to argument.
Venter non habet aures.\fn{The belly has no ears.}

The Government had no money to pay, to clothe or feed the soldiers, and they seized upon the food intended
for those who, though hungry and naked, could not fight or defend their country.
September30—
I arrived at Poros about noon, where I found the goelette, intended to be sent to the islands, nearly loaded. Paid
to Capt. Marcellesi $50 for the use of his Trabaculo for fifteen days, having paid him in advance $50 for the first
fifteen days, according to agreement.
Gave a barrel of pease to a poor man, recommended to me by the Bishop of Tallanti. Gave two barrels of
Indian meal to a poor man recommended by Geka, a respectable Hydraote merchant. Gave, on the same
recommendation, a barrel of Indian meal to a poor Hydraote widow. Gave, also, a barrel of meal to a poor blind
man. Delivered. to the poor men who loaded the goelette five barrels of Indian meal in payment for their services.
Distributed to the poor at my quarters, two barrels of bread.
Paid expenses of my voyage to Egina and back, five dollars. Gave to sundry poor people while there, four
dollars.
October 3—
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Sold eleven tierces of rice for 2845 piastres ($100.15). The rice is much damaged by worms and bugs.
Gave a barrel of Indian meal and one of beans to a poor widow, whose husband was killled a few days since in
the brig commanded by Captain Thomas.
Paid eight piastres for a poor man who was sick. Gave to a wounded man, one dollar; and to a sick woman,
one dollar. Gave to a family from Haivali, one barrel of Indian meal.
October 4—
Received this morning the following letter from Capt. Thomas of the Greek Navy.
On board the Sauveur, Gulf of Lepanto, Oct. 2, 1827.
My dear Sir:
Your protégé, Mr. Brown, arrived last night, as I anchored, after the destruction of the Turkish squadron in this Gulf,
and the capture of three Austrians. I shall interest myself in his behalf with Lord Cochrane. In the mean time, he shall
have charge of a watch on board the Sauveur. We have had warm work since entering the Gulf. I fear my Premier
Scanlan will be a corpse ere this reaches you.
In great haste, believe me yours, &c.
George Thomas

I gave two dollars to a poor American sailor, who wished to go on board Capt. Thomas’s brig to pay his
expenses to Corinth. Gave ten bags of peas to the same number of poor families at Poros. Gave half a barrel of
flour to a poor widow. I gave a barrel of Indian meal to the bearer, on receiving the following letter, written in
English, from my friend Psylus (a Greek).
Egina, Sept. 2nd, 1827.
Dear Miller:
This woman is a very poor creature; she lost her man in the assault of the Turks into the town of Athens. She has
four little boys. For this reason she is very worthy of your charity. I pray you, if you still have some shoes, to send us
some for many poor, who go without them.
Believe me, Sir, your most obedient servant,
George Psylus
P. S. The Bishop offers you his compliments.

October 5—
I gave to sundry poor people, who were sick, two tierces of rice, and five barrels of Indian meal, two barrels of
beans, and three barrels of bread.
October 8—
For the three last days I have been quite unwell, with a severe cold. The poor are daily, from morning to night,
surrounding my quarters, crying out for food and clothing; and it is with the utmost difficulty that they can be
induced to depart.
On receiving a letter from Gen. Haji M’Chalis, in favour of the widows of his soldiers, who fell at Athens, I
gave him twenty barrels of Indian meal, and one tierce of rice, together with some cotton clothes. Gave one of the
swords, found among the cargo of the Six Brothers, to a soldier, who is going in the expedition to Scio. Gave a
barrel of meal to a poor woman, who was sick, with a family of small children. The following is a translation of
M’Chalis’ letter to me:
To J. P. Miller, Esq.
My dear Sir:
You are not ignorant that many of the dragoons under my command were killed in various engagements before
Athens; many of whom left behind them large families, who are now distressed for bread to supply their daily wants. I
have hitherto supplied these families, as much as possible, from my own purse; but you, Sir, are aware that it is
impossible, for one man alone to be able to supply the wants of so many individuals, without a large fortune. They
therefore have recourse to your assistance through me, and beg you fervently not to overlook them, but kindly supply
their wants, as you have those of the other poor Greeks. I intended to have mentioned the subject to you the other day
when you were at Egina, but your sudden departure prevented me from so doing. If you can comply with my request,
please to deliver what you intend for the said families, to the bearer, who will bring it to me at Napoli.
I remain truly your humble servant,
H. M’CHALIS.
Egina, Oct.4th, 1827
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October 9—
As the poor of Poros have, for several days past, been entreating me to give them another share of the
donations, I had a catalogue of the poor widows, and orphans, and infirm old men again made out, which
amounted to three hundred and sixty three souls. Among these, I divided equally twenty-five barrels of Indian
meal. Gave to a poor soldier, who lost his leg under Kariskaki, before Athens, a barrel of Indian meal, and cloth to
make him a suit of clothes. Gave to a couple of poor women, from Damala, half a barrel of Indian meal and some
rice.
October 12—
On receiving a letter from Col. Fabvier, who is about to leave Methana with the troops, intended to act against
the Turkish force in Scio, in favour of the poor families under his care at that place, gave to him fifty-four barrels
of Indian and rye meal. Distributed half a tierce of rice, and eight barrels of Indian and rye meal to the poor.
October 14—
Capt. St. George Sutton, nephew of Lord Cochrane, and several other officers in the Greek navy dined with me
today. Gave two barrels of Indian meal, and four pair of stockings to the poor. Received the following letter from
the Greek government:
Office of State, Secretary of Foreign Affairs, to J. P. Miller, Esq.
Sir:
Some families, who have been deprived of their husbands at the unfortunate siege of Missolonghi, having escaped
from the enemy, and taken refuge in this Island, have applied to the Government, in great distress, to relieve their
wants. The said families, who are six in number, the government would recommend to you for charity, having had
already ample proofs of your disposition to relieve distress.
I am, with due respect, your friend,
G. Glarakis, Sec’ry,
Egina, Oct. 7th, 1827

In compliance with the request contained in the above letter, I gave a barrel of Indian meal to each family.
Gave to the lame, the halt, and the blind, collected around the magazine, four barrels of rye and Indian meal. Gave
a poor woman, who was sick, one dollar, to enable her to provide herself with medical assistance.
October 17—
Sold to Jarvis, for his own use, three barrels of fish, two of meat, and one tierce of rice for thirty-seven dollars.
Distributed one tierce of peas, and three barrels of Indian meal, and one piece of cotton to the poor. Gave a dollar
to a sick woman, and seven piastres to a man.
October 18—
I received the following letter from the Greek Government, with one from General Church upon the same
subject.
The Greek Government to J. P. Miller, Esq.
Egina, Sept. 27th , O. S.\fn{Old Style: H} 1827.
Sir:
Several families baving been driven from their homes through fear of the enemy, have taken refuge in the monastery
of Mega Spelio, in the province of Calavrita, are in want of their daily bread, and solicit the aid of the Government. Not
being able to supply their wants, the Government have recourse to you, and beg you to assist thent from what you have
in hand of the donations.
I subscribe myself, with great respect,
Your friend,
G. Glarakis, Sec’y.

In compliance with the above letter, and the one from Gen. Church, I sent to Mega Spelio 150 barrels of rye
and Indian meal. Paid 30 piastres for rent of magazine.
October 19—
Distributed to the poor half a tierce of rice, and four barrels of meal. Gave one dollar to a poor woman to pay
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her fare to the island of Tino, where she has friends. Gave eight piastres to a poor sick woman.
October 20—
Sold to the Commission for supplying the Greek fleet the following articles: 20 tierces rice (damaged) at one
piastre the oka; 63 barrels of fish, at $4 per barrel; 87 do beef and pork, at $5 per bbl. Without these supplies the
fleet could not put to sea. By so doing, I aided the cause of the country, and supplied myself with means to meet
current. expenses.
October 21—
Jarvis, on opening his barrels of salt provisions, found two of them spoiled, and I accordingly took them back.
Col. Pisa arrived from Syra, and brought me the following letter from Dr. Howe:
Syra, October 18, 1827.
My dear Miller:
Col. Pisa is just going off, and I send by him a few lines, to inform you that we are still in life and health. We have
beep delayed by different causes, but shall leave here tomorrow for Poros. There has just been brought in here an
American vessel from Boston, which was plundered by the pirates, and found by a Greek goelette on shore at Delos,
without one soul on board, and the boat missing.
Yours, &c.
S. G. Howe.

Gave a barrel of meal to a poor woman, recommended to me by Psylus. Distributed to the sick ahout a barrel
of rice, and to the poor four barrels of Indian meal.
October 23—
Drs. Howe and Russ arrived this morning, from distributing among the Islands, an acount of which I expect to
receive from them.
Gave out one barrel of flour to a poor family, and a barrel of bread to another. Gave a dollar to a poor boy who
was sick.
Paid to George Constantine one hundred dollars for five months services, half of which he received in
provisions.
October 24—
Gave to a poor woman one barrel of Indian meal, and to another 20 okas of rice.
October 25—
Went to Egina in company with Dr. Russ, in order to get some boards to make beds for the hospital, and to get
pay for two barrels of flour, three kegs of peas, fifty okas of rice, and six pieces of leather, which I had sold to
Alexander Kaperi, a Sciote merchant, whom we considered one of the most honourable of the Greeks; but on our
arrival we found that he had departed with the expedition intended to act against Scio, which continued in the
possession of the Turks. As I have ever considered him an honourable man, I trust that he will pay for the articles
when he returns, as he is by no means poor.
When we went to purchase the boards for the hospital, we told the men our object, and yet they contrived a
regular plan to defraud us out of 300 piastres.
October 26—
News arrived at Egina of a decided victory gained over the Turkish fleet at Navarino, by the combined fleets of
England, France, and Russia. The Greeks are all in the highest spirits, on account of the destruction of the Turkish
fleet, believing that their redemption is now certain.\fn{ It was indeed the turning point of this phase of Greek Independence.
The Allied fleet of only 27 ships with 1,324 guns was offered battle by a combined Egyptian/Turkish fleet under Ibrahim Pasha numbering
89 ships with 2,240 guns; but the result was that the Muslim naval force lost 60 ships and some 8,000 sailors and soldiers in an action four
hours long, to none for the Allies and only 176 officers and men killed. Miller provides further details below: H }

Found at Egina Mr. Heartly, a missionary whom I had formerly known at Malta and Smyrna. My meeting with
him was extremely pleasant. I consider him a faithful and laborious servant of the Prince of Peace.
Gave two dollars to a poor woman who has lately lost her sight by sickness, and one dollar to an Athenian
widow, pointed out to me by the Bishop of Talanti.
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October 27—
Received a long letter from Petroni. Bay Mavromichalis, desiring me to send some provisions to the destitute
inhabitants of Maina. I was obliged to inform him that until another vessel arrived I had it not in my power to do
so.
I gave a dollar apiece to three blind men who were in a state of starvation.
Fourteen marriages were celebrated this day at Egina, in consequpnce of the news received yesterday of the
destruction of the Turkish fleet. Tbe parties had been hetrothed for two or three years, but the miseries of the
country had prevented consummation until now, when the prospect brightens.
October 29—
Speridian Tricoupi delivered an address to the people in public to-day, on account of the late victbry over the
Turkish fleet in the harbour of Navarino. Tbere was rejoicing, and a public procession on the occasion. The
audience was numerous and attentive, and the address by no means contemptible.
Gave to an orphan girl who was nearly naked sixteen piastres.
October 30—
Capt. Hamilton, of the British frigate Cambrian, arrived at Egina this morning. I went on board as soon as
possible, in order to learn the particulars of the victory. After waiting on the officers of the gun room Capt.
Hamilton gave me an audience of an hour, during which time he gave me a detailed account of the engagement,
and showed me the official letter addressed to the combined fteets by Vice-Admiral Sir E. Codrington, in which
he complimented the forces under his command on the courage and unity of feeling which they displayed during
the engagement. The following is the account of killed and wounded during the action, which he gave me: English
(74 killed, 198 wounded); French (43 killed, 141 wounded); Russian (59 killed, 139 wounded); Total of 654
casualties.
Capt. Hamilton represented the distress in Maina (a part of ancient Laconia) as being beyond all description.
He gave from the Cambrian’s stores all that he was able to spare, to relieve the poor wretches who were daily
dying before his eyes of starvation. He showed me a letter which he had addressed to the Admiral, in which he
expressed an earnest wish that the people of England might follow the example of the Americans! and send out
provisions and men to superintend their distribution. In speaking of the Bay of Maina, he observed:
“If you should give to Petroni Bay tomorrow, bread for the poor, I know well that he would sell it.”
October 31—
I sent three wounded men to the hospital at Poros, and paid two dollars for their passage thither. They were
Greeks, who had been forced on board the Turkish fleet, were blown up during the engagement at Navarino, and
afterwards taken up by the boats of the Cambrian.
Gave to a poor widow one dollar. Purchased boards to the amount of twenty-five dollars, to increase the
accommodations at the hospital. Returned to Poros at night, and paid five dollars for all my expenses during my
absence.
November 2—
Of the 63 barrels of fish (herring) which were sold to the Commission for supplying the navy, 45 proved on
examination to be spoiled, and five barrels of beef. I accordingly took them back, and gave others in their place.
Delivered to Dr. Russ 22 tierces of rice and 119 barrels of Indian and rye meal, for the use of the hospital; also to
Mr. Stuyvesant one barrel of Indian meal for distribution. Gave a barrel of bread and one of Indian meal to the
poor.
Mr. Stuyvesant left Poros this morning, in company with Capt. Richards, late of the U. S. army. They were
fortunate enough to get a passage on board the Sauvieur, by the politeness of Capt. Thomas, who gives them a
passage to Syra, from whence they will, if possible, get a passage to Marseilles, and from thence to England, and
the United States. Mr. Stuyvesant has been over three months and a half in Greece, during which time he has
devoted himself cheerflllly to the duties of his agency, without murmuring at the privations and hardships which
he frequently had to encounter. His advice and company have been to me sources of usefulness and pleasure,
while his upright conduct has won him the esteem of all those gentlemen with whom he became acquainted in this
country; and I look forward with pleasure to the hour when I hope to meet him on our native shores.
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November 6—
News arrived of the retaking of Scio by the Greeks. The particulars are not yet known, but it causes great joy.
November 7—
Heard today of the arrival of an American vessel at Napoli di Romania; but judge of my surprise when I heard
that she had broken bulk and delivered upwards of 500 barrels of meal and salt provisions to that den of thieves!!
I had left letters there, signed by Dr. Howe, Mr. Leib, Mr. Stuyvesant, and myself, apprising the captain and
Supercargo of any American vessel which might arrive there, of the perfidy of the local government.
It was reported that the captain had left Napoli for Poros, two days since. Fearing that he might fall in with
pirates, I procured a boat and several armed men, to go out in quest of the vessel, and bring her into the harbour.
As I was unwell, Dr. Russ took command of the boat.
At eight o’clock in the evening, some one knocked at my door, and on opening it, I was happy to find that my
friend Stuyvesant had returned; having met the brig Jane, from New York, at sea, and got on board of her. He
informed that the Jane was beating into the harbour, and would soon be at anchor. He brought me also the
following letter from the Chairman of the Greek Committee.
Letter from the Greek Committee to J. P. Miller.
New York, September 10th, 1827.
Dear Sir:
The Executive Committee for the relief of the Greeks, in the city of New York, acknowledge with great pleasure, the
receipt of your letter, dated Poros, June 2 nd, enclosing a copy of your communication addressed to the Greek
Government. This letter was received the 29 th ultimo. The committee entirely approve of the course pursued by you;
and your letter, which was immediately made public, was calculated to give great satisfaction to the donors of the
provisions and clothing, with the distribution of which you was charged. The Six Brothers, containing the second cargo
of supplies, under the charge of Mr. Stuyvesant, sailed from this port on or about the eighth of May last, and her cargo,
no doubt, ere this, is delivered. By the Six Brothers, the Committee wrote, requesting you not to return until the arrival
of the third cargo. This cargo is now sent, under the care of Mr. Henry A. V. Post, who is charged, in connexion with
yourself, to make distribution of the same. We fear, from the advices received in this country, that the affairs of Greece,
unless foreign aid shall be speedily afforded, are in a desperate situation. You can assure the Greeks of the sympathies
of thousands of their fellow Christians in this country.
Although there are some funds remaining in the hands of the New York and Albany Committees, yet it is believed
these will not be sufficient to enable them to despatch a fourth cargo; so that, after the distribution of the cargo of the
Jane, the Committee will have no further need of your services in Greece, and you are at liberty to return whenever it
shall suit your convenience,
For the Executive Greek Committee.
Lynde Catlin.
Contents of the Cargo as by the Invoice: 1274 barrels kiln dried corn meal; 266 do. flour; 111 half-barrels flour; 65
barrels pork; 6 do. beef; 5 tierces peas; 6 barrels peas; 1 barrel wheat; 115 boxes, bales, tierces, and bundles of clothing,
&c.

Though it was night, I went on board the Jane, in defiance of a fever which had been upon me for two days. I
found Dr. Russ already on board, and was introduced to Mr. Post, Captain Proctor, Mr. Bartlett, and Mr. Tarleton.
I expressed to Mr. Post my surprise that he should have broken bulk at Napoli, after receiving the letter signed
by us all. He justified himself, however, on account of the misery which he saw in the place, and his desire to
relieve it. He was not so much to blame as the artful chiefs, who pressed forward all the naked poor, and starving
inhabitants, presenting such a scene of human woe and wretchedness as no American with a spark of sympathy
could withstand. It had the desired effect, and operated upon a heart, full of the sympathies of our nature, and
unaccustomed to fraud and guile I felt deeply vexed, however, to think that the Chiefs of Napoli, after so many
acts of violence, should be again permitted to possess themselves of the provisions designed for the poor; for after
the barrels were landed, the needy multitude were driven away, and almost all went to the soldiers.
November 6—
Paid 160 piastres for magazines to store the cargo of the Jane. Gave one dollar to a poor man to pay his
passage to the island of Tino, where he had friends.
Gave one barrel of meal to a poor woman who came from Maina, for herself and family. Delivered four barrels
of Indian meal, to be distributed among twenty-one Greeks, who escaped from the Turkish tleet, when it was
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destroyed at Navarino.
November 7—
It being a fast day, we were not able to begin unloading the Jane.
November 8—
Early in the morning commenced discharging the remaining part of the cargo of the Jane.
The hospital under the care of Drs. Howe and Russ commenced operations this morning.
Gave one barrel of Indian meal to a poor Hydrate, and another to a poor widow, and distributed one barrel to
sundry poor from my quarters.
November 9—
Continued unloading the brig Jane, and arranging affairs for sending a schooner load of provisions to
Lutracha. Engaged a schooner to perform the voyage for forty-five dollars and sixty okas of bread.
Settled with Dr. Howe for the expenses incurred in establishing the hospital. The doctor presented me with a
minute and correct account, by which it appeared that he had expended 4033 piastres, and had received, from the
sale of rice and of empty barrels, 3310 piastres; and that there was consequently due him 723 piastres (equal to
about $50.61) which I paid to him.
November 10—
Paid 800 piastres for boats and labourers in discharging the cargo of the Jane.
Distributed to the poor three barrels of meal and five pair of shoes.
Exchanged a pair of boots with Captain Proctor for some articles for the hospital, and sold a pair of stockings
to Dr. Howe for 25 cents.
November 11—
Made an arrangement with Captain Proctor to take three orphan children to America, one girl and two boys.
One of the boys has been adopted by Dr. Howe, and one by Mr. Stuyvesant. To these children we gave three
blankets and sundry articles of clothing. For their support on the passage we gave to Captain Proctor two barrels
of salt provisions, one barrel of flour, and one of Indian meal.
Distributed to the poor three barrels of Indian meal, seven pair of shoes, one coat, three shirts, and one piece of
cotton cloth.
Gave three barrels of Indian meal to three poor Suliote families, consisting of 21 persons.
November 12—
Delivered to the Suliote families, at Thamala, five barrels of Indian meal. Gave to the poor sundry articles of
clothing and one barrel of Indian meal, and a barrel of damaged meat. Gave to a poor Philhellene a pair of shoes
and a pair of stockings. Paid three piastres for boat hire.
The schooner being loaded with 17,467 okas of wheat flour, 148 barrels of Indian meal, one cask of peas, 21
boxes and packages of clothing, will sail in the morning under the direction of Mr. Post, for Lutracha.
November 13—
Dr. Howe and Mr. Stuyvesant, with four Greek children under their protection, left Poros this morning in the
brig Jane, bound for the port of New York.
Mr. Post sailed also this morning for the port of Kenchrea, with the schooner and cargo before mentioned for
distribution at Lutracha.
Delivered to Dr. Russ, for the hospital, from the cargo of the Jane, fourteen coverlets and nineteen sheets.
Distributed to sundry poor persons, one barrel of Indian meal, and half a tierce of rice; and also six pair of
shoes, and several articles of clothing.
Paid one dollar for boat hire.
November 14—
One of the wealthiest and most influential men in Poros, came to purchase a pair of shoes, for he knew well
that I would not give them to him. He bought one pair, for which he paid a dollar, and tried to bribe my servant to
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let him steal two more pairs. He is well known by the name of Kako George.
Distributed to the poor three barrels of Indian meal, and half a tierce of rice. Gave to Col. Pisa for distribution
among the poor, six barrels of Indian meal.
November 15—
Early in the morning I received the following letter from the Greek Government.
The Greek Government to the Agents of the American Philanthropic Committees.
Gentlemen:
The bearers of these letters are shepherds, who were obliged to flee from Tripolitza, before the invading army of
Ibrahim Pasha, and to take up their residence in the neighbourhood of Napoli di Romania, where the soldiers of Grivas
fell on them a few days since, and robbed them of all their flocks, together with their clothes and arms. Knowing your
philanthropy, we commend them to your mercy.
By order of the Government,
G. Glarakis, Sec’y.
Egina, November 12, 1827.

I had hardly finished reading the foregoing letter, when the surgeon of Grivas, from Napoli, brought me a
petition from the local government of that place, requesting me to give something to their hospital. The repeated
acts of violence committed by the Chiefs and Government of Napoli on the American donations were sufficient to
make me refuse their request; but I had also every reason to believe that this same surgeou had killed Dr. Bruno,
physician to Lord Byron, a few months since, in order to possess himself of his clothes; and with this belief, I
shall, therefore, leave the Committee to judge in what manner I received him.
Gave to a poor woman, with six children, from Krinethea, one barrel of meal, three pair of stockings, three pair
of shoes, and sundry articles of clothing.
Gave to the hospital 500 yards of cotton cloth, three sheets, three pair of pantaloons, ten pair of stockings, and
one shirt.
Gave to a poor man one pair of shoes.
Gave to a poor woman, who had three orphan children under her protection, two barrels of Indian meal.
Gave to another poor woman, a shirt, a pair of stockings, and a pair of shoes. To a third, a gown, two shirts,
two pair of stockings, a pair of shoes, and a handkerchief.
November 16—
Delivered to Dr. Russ, for the use of the hospital, fourteen shirts, ten pair of pantaloons, three vests and two
gowns, and sundry other articles of clothing.
Delivered to the poor thirteen pair of shoes, and numerous articles of dress, and also one barrel of Indian meal
and one barrel of flour.
Nota Botzaris, uncle to the famous Marco, who fell at Carvara, called upon me to solicit something for the
Suliote families at Napoli. He acknowledged the receipt of the ten barrels, which I had sent to him a few days
since. He said that he intended to bring all the Suliote families from Napoli to Thamala, in which case I promised
to give them 100 barrels of flour and meal, but would not trust it in or near to Napoli. I made the old chief a
present of a pair of fine riding gloves, which I found in the cargo of the Jane, with which he seemed highly
pleased.
November 17—
Sold to Captain Chrystal, who is now in the service of Lord Cochrane, seven pair of shoes for as many dollars.
In overhauling the boxes of clothing find many articles useful to the hospital. Gave to Dr. Russ, for that
establishment, fourteen sheets and blankets, bed ticking for eight beds, five pair of pillow cases, and forty shirts.
Paid six dollars for a brass kettle for the hospital.
Delivered to the poor sundry articles of clothing, and distributed to them three barrels of Indian meal.
Gave to a poor woman, who was in a state of starvation, a barrel of flour, and sundry articles of clothing.
Distributed three barrels of Indian meal and one of rye, and various articles of clothing to numerous other poor.
There was a great deal of judgment used by the donors in making up the assortment of dry goods which
compose the Jane’s cargo. A better assortment I have not seen, nor one more calculated to do good to this destitute
people. Delivered to Dr. Russ three boxes for the use of the hospital.
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Sold to Col. Pisa (who was robbed by the pirates a few days ago) clothing to the amount of four dollars.
Gave several parcels of woollen yarn to the poor women to make themselves stockings.
November 18—
Distributed to the poor two barrels of rye, and three of Indian meal. Gave a shawl to a poor woman, and a pair
of stockings each to six others.
An Athenian sent to me his wife’s gown that I might purchase it, saying he had sold his last articles of furniture
to procure food. I sent him the garment back again, with a dollar in cash, and a barrel of Indian meal.
November 19—
Went to see a black man from the United States, who had an arm and a leg broken in the engagement with the
Turks in the Gulf of Lepanto. I gave him two dollars to enable him to pay off his nurse, and promised to move
him to the hospital.
Gave a cartridge box and canteen, together with the powder and ball found in one of the boxes. to a Captain
who is about to sail on an expedition to Candia against the Turks.
Distributed ten pair of shoes, together with sundry articles of clothing, to the almost naked.
Sold two pair of shoes to some wealthy Hydraotes for two dollars.
November 20—
Early in the morning I distributed to the poor two barrels of rye, and one of Indian meal.
Delivered to Nota Botzaris for the Suliote families which he had brought from Napoli di Romania, 100 barrels
of flour and Indian meal, together with sundry articles of clothing. Gave furniture to Dr. Rues for the hospital to
the amount of eight dollars.
The little girl which I had adopted was sent to the United States with Captain Proctor, in the brig Jane, under
the care of Dr. Howe and Mr. Stuyvesant. This afternoon the stepfather called, and pretended much sorrow at my
having sent his child away; but as I knew that the scoundrel had, on his second marriage, endeavoured to kill the
child, and had gone off and left her without a para (a fifth of a cent) for six months in Poros, I gave him a sound
flogging with a cowskin, and sent him about his business.
November 21—
Gave the paper found in one of the boxes to Dr. Russ for the use of the hospital.
Distributed to the poor four barrels of Indian meal, and two of rye, also six gowns, twelve shirts, fourteen pair
of shoes and stockings, and some cotton cloth.
November 22—
The schooner, with Mr. Post, returned this morning from Corinth, where the whole cargo has been distributed
to about four thousand poor people, inhabiting the town of Lutracha on the gulf of Corinth. Jarvis assisted Mr.
Post in the distribution, and returned with him to Poros.
Distributed to sundry poor people 23 pair of shoes, 8 do stockings, 14 gowns, 20 shirts, and 2 pair pantaloons.
Gave also to a poor woman from Constantinople, a gown and a handkerchief.
Paid for soldering a large kettle nine piastres.
Paid to a soldier, who accompanied Dr. Howe in making sundry distributions, 165 piastres.
Paid for the services of the vessel (a martigo) for twelve days, 61 dollars.
November 23—
Gave a barrel of flour to a poor Hydraote, recommended to me by John Geka.
Gave to a poor fellow who lost a leg at Athens, two shirts, a pair of shoes, and cloth to make him a winter’s
dress.
Distributed to various poor persons, four barrels of Indian meal, twelve pair of shoes, twelve shirts, four
gowns, one shawl, and three handkerchiefs.
Gave to the poor shepherds who had been robbed by Grivas and his soldiers, thirty barrels of Indian and rye
meal, and one box of ready made clothing.
Sent a man to Egina, to pay 158 piastres for the use of the magazine taken by Dr. Howe. Paid the man three
dollars for performing the voyage.
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November 24—
Delivered to the poor ten pair of shoes, ten pair of stockings, sixty-five yards of cotton cloth, and sundry other
articles of clothing.
Gave to Dr. Russ, for the use of the hospital, a quantity of white silk found in one of the boxes from Albany.
Gave to a. poor widow, who came in the evening with her infant child (both of them almost naked) cloth for a
suit of clothes, a pair of shoes and stockings, and a handkerchief.
November 25—
Had the Bishop of Thamala, with five other priests, to dedicate the hospital. Admiral Miaulis, Tombazis, Geka,
and a number of the other principal men in the island were present, to give solemnity and interest on the occasion.
Paid 6 dollars for the dedication.
Gave to a woman who is 102 years old, a barrel of Indian meal and two blankets.
Paid for conveying patients to the hospital 10 piastres, for dying cloth 154 piastres, for lemons 1 dollar.
Distributed to the poor nine barrels of Indian meal, six pair of shoes, and four pair of stockings.
November 26—
Distributed to the poor sixteen barrels of bread and meal, three boxes of clothing, three barrels of fish, twelve
suits of clothes to as many individuals, twenty-eight pair of shoes, a quantity of thread, thimbles, and needles.
Gave to a Hydraote who lost his leg before Missolonghi, under the gallant Miaulis, a barrel of flour and one of
Indian meal.
The disposition shown by many of the higher class of Greeks to defraud the poor is most notorious and worthy
of the greatest detestation. Accustomed so long to the oppression of the Turkish government, they know of no
method of acquiring riches but by chicanery and fraud, and they have but faint ideas of the disinterested
benevolence which prompted the American donations.
Threw into the sea three barrels of meat which was fairly rotten.
Paid to the Ipsariote, who had charge of our barrels at Egina, six dollars for his services.
November 27—
Distributed to the poor four barrels of bread and three of Indian meal, together with two hundred yards of cloth
and twelve pair of shoes.
November 28—
Gave to the bishop of Negroponi, on the recommendation of Mavrocordato, two barre]s of meal and seventy
yards cotton cloth.
Distributed to the poor two barrels of bread and eight of Indian meal; also two hats and four pair of shoes, with
sundry articles of clothing and two calf skins.
November 29—
Distributed one tierce of rice, three hundred yards cloth, ten pair shoes and stockings, and one calf skin.
Two American sailors having arrived at Poros, in the steam-vessel Perseverance, about two months since, were
desirous of returning to the United States: the one of them belonged to Norfolk, Virginia, where he has a family;
the other to Boston, Massachusetts. They deposited their money, amounting to 60 dollars, together with a good
silver watch, with me during their stay at this island. As they could not speak the language, I hired a Kiecke for
them, in order to go to Milo to find an American vessel to take them home. The owner of the boat was an old
Poriote, by the name of Pantalis. They sailed from Poros in the evening; the boat’s crew consisting of three
persons, all from Poros, together with Pantalis, the owner, one English and the two American sailors. A Hydraote
boat, it appears, was laying in wait for them outside of the harbour, and took them, and after robbing and killing
them, scuttled and sunk the boat. Three of the Poriotes have left widows and orphans, to whom I have given four
barrels of bread, one of pork, one of meal, and thirty yards of cloth, as they are poor. Pantalis, the owner of the
boat was a good old man: I have always found him honest and faithful whenever I have employed him.
November 30—
Gave to two Athenian widows two barrels of bread. Their husbands were both killed at Athens. Gave cloth to
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an old man from Tripolitza to make him a suit of clothes, and also a barrel of bread and a pair of shoes. Received
a letter from old Fotomares, a Souliote chief, inquiring if the hundred barrels, which I delivered to Nota Botzaris,
were to be equally divided among the widows and orphans of the whole tribe of Suliotes; as it appears that
Botzaris has manifested some disposition to appropriate the whole to himself.
Learnt that the brig which robbed the American brig Phebe Ann, last summer, off Napoli di Malvasia, is the
very one proposed by the Bay of Maina to me, to convey the American donations to the distressed women and
children of that province. On learning this fact, I not only refused having any thing to do with the Bay, or his ship,
but addressed two letters; the one to David Offley, Esq. United States consul at Smyrna, and the other to the
commander of any United States vessel in the Archipelago, informing them of the facts. These letters I sent under
cover to the Rev. Edward Brewer, American missionary at Syra, to be forwarded by him to their respective
destination.
December 1—
Received a note from the Astronomos of Poros, in behalf of two poor widows and their orphan children; to
whom I gave a barreI of meal and sixteen yards of cloth.
Received also a note from Glarakis, Secretary of State, in behalf of a native of Rakova, who had a large and
destitute family, having lost all his property by the Turks.
December 2—
Delivered to three poor people with families a barrel of rye meal each, and twenty-five yards of woollen cloth.
Gave to other individuals ten pair of shoes and eight pair of stockings.
Gave to a poor woman from Haivali in Asia Minor, who is blind, a barrel of ftour.
Gave to another poor widow with five children a barrel of Indian meal, and twelve yards of cloth.
Settled with the tailor for making clothes for the boy which Dr. Howe took to the United States, and for
making capotes (cloaks) for the hospital. Paid his demand in rice, to the amount of two hundred piastres.
December 3—
Petroni Bay called to receive my final answer, whether I would send the donations intended for Maina in his
brig or not. I informed him that I considered my first answer final, and that I considered it little less than a
personal insult for him to press me to confide property to him, or to suffer it to be put on board his vessel, after I
was satisfied that he had been employed in robbing an American vessel upon the high seas. I told him I had given
information of the facts to tbe American squadron, and hoped to have the satisfaction of hearing in a few days that
his vessel would be burnt.
Gave to the poor half a tierce of rice, and six barrels of bread, together with sundry articles of clothing.
Lord Cochrane arrived here today, after a fruitless cruise of one month.
December 4—
Gave a barrel of meat, half a barrel of bread, and ten yards of woollen cloth to a distressed family of seven
persons. The husband was a sailor and had been impressed, and detained seven years in the Turkish fleet, but
made his escape at the battle of Navarino.
Gave to an old man from the mountains of Roumelia a barrel of rye meal; and to one who was wounded at
Athens, a barrel of bread, and fourteen yards of cloth. Distributed to sundry poor half a tierce of rice, six barrels of
bread, and various articles of clothing.
On visiting the hospital to-day, I was much delighted with its appearance. The sick and wounded under the
care of Dr. Russ, were neat, clean, and comfortable. It meets the entire approbation of all who visit it, and is
calculated to do much good to this afflicted people. Although such an establishment was not at first contemplated,
it has grown out of the necessity of circumstances, and many of the donations were calculated to aid in such cases.
The credit is due to Drs. Howe and Russ, for their exertions in getting it into operation, and in applying their
medical skill to the relief of the sick. Dr. Howe has left us for the United States, and the hospital remains under
the care of Dr. Russ. A part of the donations may be thus applied with the greatest possible benefit, under our own
immediate inspection.
December 5—
George Wilson, of Providence, in Rhode. Island, paid me a visit today. He is first gunner in the Greek fleet,
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and has conducted himself in such a manner since he has been in the service as to reflect credit both on himself
and country. Such was the gallantry which he displayed in the action with the Turkish fleet in the Gulf of Lepanto,
that Lord Cochrane publicly drank his health at a dinner party given in commemoration of the event.
Distributed one barrel of pork and six barrels of bread to the poor, together with sundry articles of clothing.
The Astronomos of Poros sent me a long list of widows and orphans, but I ascertained that they were all
persons of his own family. I therefore sent him word that I had nothing more to distribute at Poros, that I had
already given more than 2000 dollars worth of property to the Island, and that the claims of the poor at Calamata,
Mistra, Nisea, Navarinoi and Modon, were much greater than those of the poor of Poros.
December 6—
Gave to six poor women from Kathara three barrels of bread, and ten yards of cloth. Gave to the poor, three
barrels of meat, one of Indian meal, and four of bread.
About twelve o’clock at night Jarvis went to the door, where he found six women sleeping upon the rocks (in a
winter’s night) almost naked. They bad come from Krinetha, the distance of sixteen hours, in quest of food and
clothing. I arose and gave them two barrels of bread and thirty yards of cloth.
December 7—
On rising in the morning, found as usual the gate crowded with naked and starving old men, women, and
children.
Distributed to the poor one barrel of flour, five of bread, three of beans, and one of fish; also, fifteen yards of
woollen, and fifty of cotton cloth, together with sundry articles of clothing.
Gave to an aged priest, who came from Spetzia with Messrs. Post and Jarvis, a barrel of bread and a barrel of
beans.
Gave to a man, who, having lost call his property in the Revolution, has become extremely poor, with a large
family, three barrels of bread, and thirty yards of cloth.
December 8—
Had a number of friends to dinner this day at the hospital, all of whom were pleased with the establishment
and the comfort it affords to the sick.
Among the guests was Dr. Gosse, the head of the Commission for supplying the Greek Navy. He informed me,
that in eight or ten days the Commissioners would be able to pay us for the provisions which they purchased of
us, and which amount in value to upwards of one thousand eight hundred dollars.
We passed the afternoon and evening agreeably.
December 9—
Engaged a Spetziote brig to take provisions to Maina. Agreed with Capt. Geo. Limbassi, owner of the brig
Hypria, to pay him 3½ piastres per barrel, and provisions for the crew, during the voyage. Commenced loading,
and made some progress today.
Distributed to the poor six barrels of fish and ten of bread.
Gave to six families from Dumbraina, six barrels of Indian meal, and half a tierce of rice.
Gave a barrel of bread and fifteen yards of cloth to a poor woman, recommended to me by Glarakis,
Paid five dollars for the use of the magazine.
December 10—
It rained all day, and prevented us from completing the lading of the brig.
Distributed to the poor eight barrels of Indian meal, half a tierce of rice, and twelve pair of stockings, together
with about one hundred yards of cotton and woollen cloth.
The poor who are from morning till night around my house, frequently amount to two and three hundred. They
often come from a distance of twenty and thirty miles; but the greatest caution is necessary, in order to prevent
deception.
December 11—
Distributed to the poor eight barrels of damaged fish, which, notwithstanding, was greedily devoured by the
hungry multitude. Gave out also ten barrels of rye and Indian meal, seven barrels of bread, and sundry articles of
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clothing.
Finished loading the brig for Maina, there being on board 49 barrels of salt provisions, and 1051 barrels of
flour, rice, bread, and meal.
Constantine Bay called, just as the brig was about to sail, and demanded of me a passage to Maina for his
Secretary, which I promptly refused.
Paid one hundred piastrei for loading the brig, and two hundred for a magazine.
Heard at evening of a victory gained over the Turks at Tricoli by Gen. Karitasso, and other Chiefs. The Turks
are said to have lost six hundred men and fifteen pieces of cannon.
December 12—
Distributed to the poor four barrels of bread, three barrels of Indian meal, half a tierce of rice, five barrels of
flour, and four of meal, with sundry articles of clothing.
Deivered to a priest from Salona three barrels of fish for twenty-one persons, who are in the greatest distress
and poverty.
December 15—
Delivered to George Comonopolo, on the recommendation of Mavrocordato, ten barrels of fish and two of
flour, with sundry articles of clothing, to be distributed among 115 souls, who are at Astros.
Gave to an aged priest, on the recommendation of Mons. Gropius, two barrels of fish, for two poor families
from Livadia.
Distributed to the poor six barrels of bread and meal, more than thirty ready made garments, and eight pair of
shoes.
December 14—
It is truly a novel sight m this part of the world to see the Grecian girls running around in their plaid gowns,
made in the Frank (or American) fashion. It does one’s heart good to see so many women and children decently
clothed, though not in the fashion of the country. The children are mightily tickled and pleased with their new
dresses. The contrast is indeed very great, since they now look decent and comfortable, whereas when they first
presented themselves, many were almost naked, and some entirely so.
The garments sent without making, with thread, and tape packed up in them, do great credit to the donors in
America.
Distributed to the poor four barrels of bread, and three of beans, with sundry articles of clothing.
Paid half a dollar for the freight of the barrels sent to Astros. Paid 50 piastres for the rent of a magazine. Paid
350 piastres for the rent of the hospital for one month.
December 15—
Dined on board the Hellas today. Distributed four barrels of Indian meal, five of beans, and four of bread, with
various articles of clothing.
Gave to a poor man, recommended by the Bishop of Tallanti, Psylus, and others, two barrels of fish, and one of
bread.
Gave to another, on the recommendation of Mavrocordato, the same amount of provisions.
Delivered to Dr. Russ eight boxes of clothing to be distributed from the hospital.
December 16—
Greece at the present time, is to all intents and purposes in a state of anarchy. At Hydra there is a civil war; at
Napoli di Romania the soldiers plunder without restraint. At this place (Poros) there is no personal security; and it
is my opinion, that if it had not been for the services rendered us in the beginnig by Captain Patterson, of the
United States ship Constitution, and the good use we have made of it since, we should have been robbed long ago.
Distributed half a tierce of rice, three barrels of Indian meal, two of beans, and four of bread, to the poor who
had lately come in from different places, together with sundry articles of clothing.
December 17—
Dr. Gosse called early in the morning to inform me, that as he was going to Corfu, he would take any quantity
of provisions which I might wish to send to the suffering refugees at the island of Calamos.
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I accordingly delivered to him 130 barrels of flour, bread, and beans, and took his receipt for the same; then
addressed the following letter to the English Resident at Calamos.
To the English Resident at Calamos.
Sir:
Believing that you, in common with your countrymen, are willing to aid the cause of philanthropy, I have taken the
liberty to send to your care, by Dr. Gosse, 130 barrels of flour, bread, and beans, which I wish to be distributed to the
old men, women, and children, who have taken refuge in Calamos from the shores of Greece. These provisions are a
portion of those sent out from the United States by the philanthropic Committees, for the objects above mentioned. The
Committees will be under great obligations to you for distributing them.
With due respect, I have the honour to be, Sir, your humble servant,
J. P. Miller, .Agent, &c.
Poros, December 17, 1827.

After this, distributed to the poor four barrels of bread, and three of beans, and two of flour; also several
artieles of clothing to persons almost naked. Gave a shawl to an Athenian female, who bad been formerly wealthy,
but ws now reduced to abject poverty.
Paid three dollars for boatage, porterage, &c.
December 15—
Distrlbuted to the poor half a tierce or rice, and two barrels of beans; and to a number of women sundry articles
of clothing.
A woman who had been apparently well dressed came to my door and asked for bread. Her countenance
indicated inanition. She declared she had eaten nothing for two days. On my giving her some bread, she almost
fainted with joy, and fell to devouring it with great greediness. I afterward gave her a barrel of bread and some
rice.
December 19—
Gave to six poor wretches who escaped from the Turks at Patras, two barrels of: bread, two of beans, and two
of Indian meal, together with six suits of clothes.
The number of poor daily increases, coming in from all parts of the country and islands. It is a heart-rending
reflection, that the means of supplying their wants will soon be exhausted, and then a miserable death by
starvation must be their portion.
Hundreds, perhaps thousands, will die in this way before the winter is over.
December 20—
Distributed to the poor four barrels of Indian meal, two of flour, and one of beans, together with sundry articles
of clothing.
My servant, who was with me when I was in Greece before, and who has ever acted the part of an honest
fellow, informed me today that he intended to marry before I left the country, that I might become, as the Greeks
call it, his kombaros, or sponsor. He has fixed his affections on a girl of eighteen, from Athens, whose name is
Athenu,and who is as beautiful as the rose when in its full bloom. Next Sunday week is appointed for the time of
celebrating their nuptials.
December 21—
Took James Williams, a black man from Baltimore, into my house, he having been some time in the hospital.
Williams came to Greece with Lord Cochrane, was cook of the Sauvieur, and conducted himself with great
coolness and intrepidity in several engagements, particularly at the battle in the Gulf of Lepanto, where he showed
truly that he had been in the school of Decatur; for when no Greek could be found to take the helm, Williams
volunteered his services, and was there struck down by a splinter, which broke his leg and arm. He had before
contended with the Turks, for he had lost a finger before Algiers in the United States service, under Decatur.
Being destitute of clothing, I provided him with a double suit.
Report says that the English and French ambassadors have left Constantinople, and arrived at Corfu.
Distributed to the poor three barrels of bread, two of rye meal, and one of beans.
December 21—
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Gave two dollars and a barrel of bread to four poor fellows who had escaped from the Turks, at the battle of
Navarino. Gave some, clothes to a poor man, and three barrels of beans to three families, who escaped from
Dumbraina.
December 22—
Clothed four poor girls, and gave them a barrel of bread. They had been set free at Gastouni by the Turks, with
whom they had been in slavery. The Turkish troops in the Morea are beginning to be short of provisions; the more
humane of them consequently let female prisoners off without killing them, while the more hard-hearted end their
disgrace and misery at once, by taking their lives.
December 28—
The young man who is with me, and whom I sent to Egina, returned today, and brought with him 167 dollars,
due by Karalo Miliany, a debt which he had contracted with Dr. Howe, previous to our deciding to establish a
hospital at Poros. This amount was short of the whole sum by 150 piastres, which Dr. Howe had ordered him to
pay to Nicholi Inopolo, as his due.
The Government, or rather the shadow of one, is said to be one great seat of disorder and confusion. One of the
members, in open assembly, is said to have beaten another with the stick of his pipe.
I received a letter from the widow of the late Dr. Vitalis, who represents her need of charity in pressing terms.
I, therefore, sent her a barrel of flour, and one of Indian meal.
Distributed two barrels of Indian meal.
December 29—
Found a mistake in my Journal of three days, but as almanacks are not known in Greece, and I am by no means
a proficient in the calendar of Greek Saints, it can not be so much wondered at.
Sold to the astronomos at Poros fifty barrels of flour, at four dollars and a half per barrel (equal to $225). This
will enable me to settle my accounts, and have one hundred dollars for my passage to the United States.
If Dr. Goss had been able to have paid us for the salt proviHions, there would have been no need of this sale, as
our account against the Commission is upwards of eighteen hundred dollars; but though we have no doubts about
the certainty of the payment, yet if I should wait for it, I might possibly have to spend the winter in Greece. I
have, therefore, left the power to receive and settle the account with Dr. Russ.
December 31—
An Austrian armed brig arrived at Poros, this morning, from Modon, with Greek prisoners, set at liberty by the
Turks, The poor wretches are in a most deplorable state for clothes and all the necessaries of life.
Gave to them fifteen barrels of meal, flour, and bread, together with a few articles of clothing.
I applied to the Austrian Commander to give me a passage to Smyrna. He expressed the very great pleasure he
should have in so doing; but said he must stop at Syra. As this would by no means incommode me, I rather wished
it. After compliments were over, however, it appered that he by no means wished to take me, as his words were as
evasive and Levantine as are to be found in any part of the Mediterranean. His language was, as the French say,
Lever d’un compliment.\fn{As light as a compliment.}

Distributed sundry articles of clothing to the poor.
Gave to an aged priest, who brought me letters from the Government, two barrels of herrings and one of flour.
Gave five dollars to two Suliote women who had lost their husbands at the Philari, and who were destitute of a
place to lodge.
Paid Noicholaki, my clerk, 25 dollars for his services.
Paid for the rent of my house since October, 400 piastres.
January 1, 1828—
A Hydraote sailor was killed last night on board the steam-vessel Perseverance by the commander, Major
Hesketh, in consequence of a transaction disgraceful to the latter. The poor man has left a wife and four children
to suffer and lament his loss.
Distributed three barrels of bread, four of beans, two of flour, one of meat, and one tierce of rice.
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Paid 150 piastres to the man who was sent to Napoli di Romania, in September last, with letters, in order to
prevent the cargoes arriving there, from falling into the hands of Grivas and the other chiefs.
January 2—
Distributed four barrels of flour, three of beans, and two of Indian meal.
Gave out all the remaining clothing which I had, and removed to the hospital. Here it was determined to put
the remaining provisions at the disposal of Dr. Russ, and make arrangements to leave the country, as by my last
letters from the New York Greek Committee, no further supplies from the United States are expected. Dr. Russ,
however, will remain in Greece for some time, taking care of the sick, and doing as much good as the scanty
means at his disposal will permit, in hopes, however, that information of the distresses of this country, and the
sufferings of a brave and heroic people, conveyed to America, by Dr. Howe and other Philhellenes who have
returned, will induce our countrymen to renewed exertions, as their donations have already saved thousands of
women and children from nakedness and famine.
The money due by Dr. Gosse, if paid to Dr. Russ, will enable him to keep up the hospital establishment until
next summer, when, if no further assistance should arrive from America, he must leave the country, and abandon a
cause which is near to the hearts of those who have seen and witnessed the fortitude with which this people have
borne an intensity of suffering; bravely contending for seven years against the whole power of the Turks with a
determination never again to submit to their authority.
January 4—
Paid to Dr. Russ, for money expended by him in the distribution of clothing, provisions, &c., 627 piastres.
Paid my old faithful servant, Panota, 684.
Paid to a soldier employed by Dr. Howe, 50.
January 5—
The brig returned from Maina, the distribution being finished at that place. Mr. Post and Jarvis are to return by
land through the Morea to Poros.
Paid to the Captain eighteen and a half doubloons for freight and demurrage.\fn{ Delay; i.e., the delay of a vessel
beyond the time allowed in her charter for loading, unloading or sailing. }
De1ivered to Dr. Russ, for the use of the hospital, and distribution after my departure, the following provisions,
viz: Meal, flour, and bread, 400 bbls; Peas, 30; Salt provisions, 50; Rice, 17.
January 6—
Hearing that there were several men of war at Egina, I went thither in order to find a passage to Milo, Smyrna,
or Malta, as it is by no means safe to pass to either of those places unless in an armed vessel, on account of the
pirates. Arrived at Egina in the evening, and slept on board the steamboat.
About ten in the evening, his Britannic Majesty’s ship the Cambrian arrived from Smyrna. Considering the
many favours I have received from the officers of this ship, one may well judge of the pleasure I felt at her arrival,
and the prospect of seeing my old friends among her officers.
January 7—
Early in the morning I went on board the Cambrian, where I was well received by the officers, and a passage
offered me on her sailing to Milo.
I met on board the celebrated Mr. Wolfe, the Jew Missionary. He appears to be the same devoted person,
notwithstanding his marriage to Lady Georgiana Walpole, as when I saw him in Asia Minor last year. I took Dr.
Corck and Mr. Wolfe on shore in my boat, and showed them the house of the Rev. Mr. Heartley. It is worthy of
remark, that notwithstanding the numerous travels and voyages of Mr. Wolfe, he is so timid and nervous in a boat,
as to give serious annoyance to all who take passage with him.
Distributed a box of clothing which I brought with me from Poros, to the widows and children recommended
to me by Psylus, and the Bishop of Tallanti.
Gave to a poor old woman two dollars, and to another one.
Proposed to return to Poros at night, but could find no conveyance.
January 8—
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lt blew so hard all day from the Northwest that no boats left Egina.
Gave two dollars to a blind man.
January 9—
Left Egina in the morning, but did not arrive at Poros until the next morning. Paid expenses, amounting to six
dollars.
January 10—
Called upon Dr. Gosse, who has just returned from Corfu, but has not been able to obtain money for the
Commission; consequently the amount due us is not forthcoming.
The English Resident at the Island of Calamos refused to permit the landing the 130 barrels which I sent to
Calamos; wherefore Dr. Gosse brought them back again to Poros, although the Greeks from the continent who
have taken refuge in that Island are daily dying with hunger.
Distributed six barrels of meal and flour, and two of salt provisions.
January 11—
Distributed four barrels of beans, two of Indian meal, three of flour, and sixty okas of rice.
Delivered to Dr. Russ 710 barrels of meal; bread, and salt provisions.
I am now ready, and hourly waiting the arrival of the Cambrian to take my departure from Greece, after a
residence of more than eight months in Poros, employed in the perplexing business of attempting to do justice to
thousands of helpless, destitute beings, in defiance of the plans and machinations of the chiefs and others. How far
I have executed with justice the confidence reposed in me by the Committees in the United States, I shall not
pretend to say, but leave it to those who have been witnesses of my conduct to determine and report. I shall only
remark, that the campaigns which I made when first in Greece, although attended with trials and privations, were
nothing in comparison with the trouble, anxiety, and perplexity with which I have spent the last eight momhs.
January 12—
Distributed to the poor three barrels of flour and two of Indian meal.
Capt. Nicholi Geka, of Poros, formerly a representative of the General Government of Greece, called upon Dr.
Russ and myself in the month of 6 October last, and wished to get a few articles of clothing and cloth for his
family’s use, as he said he could not find them at Porus. We informed him that those articles were for distribution,
and that we could not dispose of them otherwise than to the poor. He replied that he would pay for them more
than the poor would get if they should sell the articles after being given to them.
We thereupon sold him goods to the amount of ten dollars. Not sending the money, I waited until this time,
when I was on the point of departure, and sent my servant to ask for the money. But judge of my surprise, at his
not only refusing to pay the money. but also threatening to beat my servant if he presumed again to ask him!
I called upon him immediately, accused him of his villany, and assured him it was not me, but his poor
countrymen whom he had robbed. It was all to no purpose; he still refused to pay. This is a fair specimen of some
of the primates of Greece:
This is not the noble and honourable John Geka, who lent me one hundred dollars when I was in want, as 1
have before mentioned in another part. of my Jourual.
January 13—
Gave five barrels of flour and one of fish to eight poor families, the individuals of which I have supporterd for
the last six months.
Heard that a Turkish force of fourteen sail, including the transporrts, was fitting out against Scio and if they
should be allowed to sail, all the hopes of the Greeks remaining in that Island, and the desire of others to regain it,
would be lost.
January 14—
My countryman, Lieut. Brown, of the steamship Enterprise, called upon me in the morning, with the
compliments of Capt. Kirkwood, to say that he should sail for Scio this evening, and would be happy to give me a
passage if I should wish it. As I was only waiting for the arrival of the Cambrian, to avail myself of the invitation
given me by the officers of a passage to Milo, I immediately decided to offer my services on board the Enterprise,
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as a volunteer, and when the expedition should be over, to take a passage to the United States.
I did this from a conviction that I might be of service to Capt. Kirkwood, as he understood but little or nothing
of the Greek language; and to show to the world that, although I think but slightly of the modern Greek character,
I still consider the people and their cause worthy of exposing my life in order to assist them, for I believe that
there are many good men, and redeeming spirits among them, who have contended, and who will continue to
contend, until the country is severed frum the Ottoman Empire.
After getting a few articles of small stores for my voyage, I found I had but five doubloons left. With this sum I
and my little orphan boy Ankrion must find our way to.the United States, if war and winds and health prove
favourable.
Sent my baggage on board, took an affectionate leave of Dr. Russ, for whom I have the highest regard and
esteem. 1 also took leave of the widows, orphans, and poor, who wept at my departure.
When I learnt that the Cambrian had arrived from Egina, common politeness required that I should call upon
the officers, and explain the reasons of my declining a passage with them: but gratitude, heart-felt gratitude for
past and present kindnesses, led me to do it. I was politely received on board the Cambrian, but my intended
expedition was called a mad scheme. My word, however, was given, and could not be recalled, even if I had
wished it.
Went on board the Enterprise, where I found Dr. Russ. We spent the evening pleasantly, in company with Capt.
Kirkwood, and our countryman, George Brown, his first Lieutenant. At 8 o’clock Dr. Russ and I again parrted,
and he went on shore.
Our steam was getting up, and orders were given for heaving short the anchor, when, to our very great
mortification, about eleven o’clock one of our boilers burst. All hopes of our being able to get to sea for the next
forty-eight hours were now at an end; but as I had taken leave of all my friends in Poros, I did not intend to return
thither again until such time as the steam vessel should be repaired, and again in order for sea.
In reference to the steam-vessel built in England, and the frigate Hellas, built in the United States, I have often
heard foreign officers observe, that, “if the Americans have cheated the Greeks in building the frigates, the latter
have something to show that the whole was not an imposition, for a finer frigate than the Helias is not to be
found; but as for the steamboats, they are good for nothing.”\fn{ A reference to an incident wherein the Greeks paid for two
64 gun frigates, but received only one in return, thus being defrauded of several hundreds of thousands of dollars by American merchants—
so an editorial note: H}

I had taken with me on board the Enterprise an orphan boy, of five years of age, whose father was killed two
years since in Livadia, and whose mother died last summer at Napoli di Romania. He has a brother who is ten
years of age. Their aunt, who is their nearest relative living, brought them to me about two months since, saying
that she was obliged to beg, and, if I did not take the boys, they must. starve. I consented to let them remain in my
house until I should start for the United States.
The older boy, named Anastatius, Dr. Russ decided on taking as his own. I therefore gave the aunt a barrel of
flour, and sent the younger boy, little Ankrion, back to her; but the little fellow did nothing for two days and
nights but cry to return. so I ventured on taking him, trusting that I might find a place for him in the United States,
and so prevent him from starving.
January 15—
About noun I received the following letter from Dr. Russ:
My dear Miller:
You are unwise to go in the steamboat. News has arrived that the French fleet have hindered the Turks from passing
over to Scio, and, if they have done this, you may be assured that they will also hinder the Greeks from meddling with
the Turks; so I see no chance of your gaining laurels in the field of battle, but I do see the probability of your dancing
about among the islands for ten or twelve days, and finally returning here cursing your stars for being so unlucky.
Yours triuly,
J. D. Russ
P. S. Bundle up your things and come on shore. The Cambrian will sail either this evening or tomorrow. J. D. R.

Convinced of the good sense and propriety of Dr. Russ’ letter, I packed up my things and went on board the
Cambrian, where I was made welcome by the others; with my five doubloons, I hope to be able to reach Gibraltar,
if I should be fortunate enough soon to find a ship.
Captain Hamilton is now blockading Poros, on account of some piracies which had been committed by its
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inhabitants on Ionian property.
January 16—
Lord Brabison, an Irish nobleman, and Mr. Buchanan, who belonged to the British embassy at Constantinople,
invited me (as the Cambrian did not sail) to go with them on a visit to the Temple of Nepstune, on the island of
Poros. This temple is a complete ruin; not a single column of it is either standing or lying on its site. It was
situated on the northeast side of the island, commanding a view of Cape Sunium, the Parthenon at Athens, tbe
Temple of Jupiter at Egina, and Corrinth. This spot will ever be interesting on account of its being the place where
Demosthenes died and was buried. Tradition points out the spot where his tomb is said to have been, but no
vestige of it can now be traced.
We returned to the ship about twelve o’clock, and dined on board with Captain Hamilton. Three other
gentlemen (Messrs. Elliot, Vevadore, and Willey) were also present. The conversation was principally upon the
struggle between tbe Turks and Greeks and the turn which it would give to the affairs of Europe.
As Captain Hamilton had taken the day before a number of boats from the harbour, on the Poriotes refusing to
pay for sundry piracies which they had committed on British property, he was detained another day to settle the
affair.
January 17—
The Poriotes being convinced of Captain Hamilton’s intention of firing upon the town unless they complied
with his terms, paid down the money demanded in compensation for their piracies.
The Cambrian sailed in the morning for Cerigo, after receiving indemnity from the Poriotes.
When off Napoli di Malvasin, we fell in with His Britannic Majesty’s ship the Warspite, which had on board
Count Capo D’Istrias, the President of Greece, now on his way to take upon himself the duties of the chief
Magistrate of a people who have called him to that station.
Mr. Smart, the First Lieutenant, who boarded the Warspite, informed me that the Count had brought with him
no troops, and only $60,000 in money. If this indeed is all the resources he has to depend upon, 1 greatly fear the
result of his attempt to establish order in Greece.
January 18—
It commenced blowing a heavy gale trom the northeast, and it increased to such a degree, that the Cambrian
had some of her topmast rigging carried away, and was obliged to anchor in a small harbour around to the west of
Cape St. Angelo.
January 21—
The storm abating, the frigate got under way, having been detained three days on account of its violence.
January 22—
Made the harbour of Cerigo, where a vessel of war was found in waiting to take Mr. Buchanan to Corfu.
January 24—
Made the island of Milo yesterday afternoon, but did not enter the harbour until this morning. As his Majesty’s
frigate the Isis, Sir Thomas Staines, who was to command the expedition to Carabousa, had gone to Egina,
Captain Hamilton decided on returuing thither immediately.
I took leave of Captain Hamilton, who on parting remarked, that as I was going to America, it was not likely
we should ever meet again. I thanked him for the many favours he had shown me, and replied, that if we should
not. meet in this world again, I trusted we might in a better one, where wars and revolutions would be no more,
Took an affectionate leave of the other officers of the Cambrian, and went on shore with Peter Mitchel, the
English consul at Milo.
The consul informed me that the U. S. ship Warren, Captain Kearney, had left Milo the morning before for
Smyrna, and that there was no vessel in the harbour for Malta. I therefore took up my lodgings at his house until
such time as I could find a passage for Smyrna, Malta, or some of the Ionian islands, where I might perform my
quarantine.
January 25—
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Set off this morning to walk to the port of Milo three miles from the town. When about half way, I met a man
bundled up in a grigo, with a Greek cap upon his head, whom I recognised to be the Rev. Joseph Wolfe, whom I
had left, not many days before, at Egina. He informed me, that he had just arrived from Syra, in a martigo, on his
way to Cephalonia, but that he rather wished to go to Malta. I told him I was on my way to the harbour to
ascertain if any vessel had arrived bound to Smyrna, Malta, or the Ionian islands, of which I would inform him on
my return. Finding none but the martigo, I returned to the town, and met Mr. Wolfe at the consul’s. The storm
which began last night continued with increased violence.
January 26—
No less than fifteen vessels had arrived at Milo during the last twenty.four hours on account of the storm, but
none of them for ports to which I wished to go. I therefore concluded upon taking passage in the martigo with Mr.
Wolfe for Cephalonia, in case no better opportunity should present itself before the storm abated.
At the request of the British Consul, I called upon one of the refugees from Coron. She was a poor woman,
who had been confined to her bed for the last year by disease in her feet, and she was in a most deplorahle
condition.
Gave her two dollars, and Mr. Wolfe the same amount.
January 27—
A Hussian frigate, with about two hundred soldiers, arrived here last night, having put into Milo on account of
the storm. They are bound to Napoli di Romania, to be put at the disposal of Capo D’Istrias.
The British Consul at Milo with his family is much cast duwn, in consequence of the death of his only son,
who was pilot on board of H. M. ship the Asia, at the memorable battle of Navarino, and who was treacherously
killed by some of the crew of Moharem Bay’s ship, while in a boat interpreting to the said Bay the order of the
British Admiral.
With the increase of our commerce in the Levant, Milo will be a desirable place to station an American Consul,
as most of our ships have to touch here for pilots, or on account of bad weather.
January 28—
As no other opportunity presented itself, I agreed with the Caplain of the Martigo to take me to Cephaloma for
sixteen dollars, and find my own provisions. My expenses at Milo, and for stores purchased for my voyage
amounted to ten dollars.
At three o’clock in the afternoon we got under way, and began beating out of the harbour against a head wind.
January 29—
As the wind died away, and it remained a calm during the most part of the night, we made but little progress,
and the morning found us in the neighbourhood of the haunts of the pirates, but we fortunately saw none of them.
At ten in the evening we had a severe gale from the northeast, which lasted until eight the next morning, when we
found ourselves off Cape Matapan.
January 30—
We had a calm all this dav, with the tantalizing expectation of the pirates coming off from Maina every
moment to plunder us. However, night came on, and no pirates appeared.
January 31—
The wind rising from the northwest, we were obliged to beat up the gulf of Coron. About two o’clock in the
afternoon, as we were standing in towards the shore of Maina, we saw the brig (formerly the schooner) of Petroni
Bay, which robbed the American vessel off Napoli di Malvasia last season, standing for us. As she was
endeaouring to get to windward by working under the land, I advised the Captain, who was half frightened to
death, to put the martigo off before the wind, and crowd all sail possible upon her, as I knew the pirates were not
accustomed to go far from the shore, on account of the Turkish vessels at Modon. The Captain complied with my
advice, and as soon as the pirate observed our manreuvre, he put about in chase.
We soon found that the piratical vessel was the better sailer and gained upon us. Horror seemed to seize upon
the Captain and crew, and they appeared inclined to heave-to, in order to pacify the pirates the more, saying that if
they should take us in our flight, they would murder us all, but by yielding peaceably, they would spare our lives,
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and treat us better. I objected to this proposition, and declared to the Captain that if he did heave-to, I would
accuse him of being privy to the piracy.
This argument had its desired effect. We kept on our course for about three hours, running before the wind
directly out to sea, when we had the satisfaction of seeing the pirate tack, and stand in for the land.
February 1—
It came on to blow so hard today, that to prevent foundering at sea, we were obliged to run into other danger by
making the harbour of Navarino, and trusting ourselves into the hands of the Turks. We entered the harbour and
came to anchor about two o’clock in the afternoon.\fn{ The battle, which resulted to the great Allied victory, was not followed
up on land, which was still in Turkish possession: H}
By this proceeding, I was well aware of the great risk in relation to myself, as I had my Journal and papers
respecting my agency to Greece with me, as well as my little boy dressed after the fashion of his country. But as I
saw the martigo was in danger of foundering at sea, I felt unwilling to hazard the lives of others, and therefore
made no objection to the general wish to make a harbour, though I thought it doubtful whether I should ever leave
the place with my head on my shoulders.
On entering the harbour, we saw the wrecks of the Turkish fleet which was destroyed by the allied fleets, still
floating around the harbour, together with many half-consumed carcasses of men which were seattered along
shore. After we had anchored, a Turkish boat came along-side, and inquired where we were from, asked the news,
but did not board us. They informed us that Sir Frederick Adam, Lord High Commissioner of the Ionian Islands,
had been there in a ship of war the day before, and had gone to Modon, to have an interview with Ibrahim Pacha.
February 2—
A party of about three hundred Arabs cume into Navarino to-day from Tripolitza. Their appearanee is
miserable indeed. Mr. Wolfe was desirous or going on shore with the Captain, in order to distribute some Arabic
Bibles, but I persuaded him that it was not prudent to do so, as the Arabs might fire upon him. The Captain had
not got half way to the fortress when two Arabs fired upon the boat from the shore, and one ball passed through
the boat in the very place which was allotted for Mr. Wolfe to sit, provided he had gone.
February 8—
The storm continuing, we could not get to sea. A number of boats, filled with Arabs, passed us today, but none
of them boarded us. An Arab sent off word that he had a Greek woman with a child of four years of age, both of
which he oftered to sell for twenty-one dollars; but as we had no place to put the poor creatures, we could not
redeem them.
February 4—
The wind having shifted during the night, we began at daylight to beat out of the harbour, and found ourselves
at eight o’clock in the morning again at sea, thankful for having safely escaped from a place where we could not
feel ourselves otherwise than unpleasantly situated.
The wind blew a strong breeze from the southwest; and as we got to sea, it increased to a gale. We had passed
the small island which lies between Navarino and Arcadia, when a sudden squall carried away our topmast, with
top and top-gallant sails, both of which were set at the time. We were nearly capsized by the violence and
suddenness of the squall.
Being on deck with my little boy, a splinter from the mast sufficiently large to have killed him, fell within six
inches of his head. I hastily put the boy below, seized a hatchet, and cut the topmast stays on the larboard side,
which let the spars and sails fall into the water. At this moment Mr. Wolfe eame on deck, but as I feared that he
might increase the confusion into which the Captain and crew were already thrown, I assumed a tone of authority,
and ordered him below.
After two hours labour, we succeeded in getting things in order, and having rigged something like a topmast,
pursued our voyage, grateful for our delivery from danger so imminent.
February 5—
We had a fair wind all last night, and this morning made the Island of Zante, and immediately after the Island
of Cephalonia. We did not however reach the port of the latter island until eight o’clock this evening.
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February 6—
Owing to the strong wind which continued to prevail, we were obliged to anchor in the roadstead at the mouth
of the harbour last night, and we have not been able to alter out position during the day; and indeed such has been
its violence, that not a boat has appeared in sight.
February 7—
The wind abating a little to.day, Mr. Wolfe sent on shore a letter of recommendation which he had to the
British Resident, Col. Napier. The boat brought back a polite note from Col. N. informing us that our quarantine
would be twenty five days, that the Lazaretto was a very miserable place, and that he was fearful we should repent
our resolution of getting pratique from this island, but at the same time offering us the best accommodation in bis
power.
February 8—
Got under way, and entered the harbour at an early hour this morning, and, after being examined by the police
physician, we were shown by Dr. Muir, Superintendent of the Health Office, to our quarters in the Lazaretto. On
entering them, I could but think of the lines of Milton.
Hail, horrors, hail! and thou
Profoundest Hell, receive
Thy new possessor.

Our quarters consisted of a room about twenty feet square, and nearly the same in height, without floor,
furniture, or fire-place. As we had eaten nothing of any consequence for the last twenty-four bours, our first
business was to get some food, and we were soon presented with half a dozen of wine and a bottle of brandy, from
Dr. Muir. Col. Napier sent us a file of Galignani’s Messenger, in one of which, the number for 1 st January. 1828, I
had the pleasure of seeing the message of the President of the United States to both Houses of Congress, delivered
in tbe preceding November.
February 10—
Mr. Wolfe read to me one of his discourses on the second coming of the Messiah. His ideas are to me novel,
and tbough I must rank myself among tbe number of unbelievers in his doctrines, yet there is a degree ef
plausibility in bis arguments. They are drawn from the prophets and the apocalypse, rather than f.rom the other
parts of Scripture by taking those passages which are generally believed to relate to the church spiritual in their
most enlarged and literal sense.
Of his doctrine the following may be considered the most prominent articles of belief. First, that the Messiah
will descend and reign as king of the Jews at Jerusalem. Secondlly, that the earth will not be destroyed, but
renewed, together with the animal creation. The whole of this curious creed may be found in a work entitled, The
Coming of the Messiah, by Inan Josaphat Benezza, a converted Jew.
February 11—
We had a call to.day from Mr. Dixon, a Scotch gentleman, who has come to this island for the purpose of
establishing schools. The Government has given him a monastery and its revenues, for the purpose of enabling
him to prosecute his work. The monastery is situated at St. Andrea, five miles distant from Argostoli, the principal
town in the island.
February 16—
An Italian, who arrived today from Dragomesta, reports that General Church is there employed in fortifying
the place, but has not as yet had any engagement with the Turks. Capt. Hastings, with the steam vessel
Perseverance, was at the same place.
General Sir Richard Church, who arrived in Greece about the same time with Lord Cochrane, has, like him,
been able to effect nothing for the good of the country. Though the General is said to possess all the
accomplishments of a gentleman, and to conduct himself strictly as such, yet his military career in Greece has
only served to show how little the importance of a high sounding title can avail when a man is put upon his own
resources, without the assistance of a powerful government.
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It is decidedly my opinion (and I think I am not alone in it) that if Lord Cochrane and Gen. Church had never
seen Greece, Athens would this day have been in the hands of the Greeks and the brave Karaiskaki alive and
triumphant in all Attica.
February 20—
Mr. Castlebone, a Hanoverian officer, arrived today from Syra. He left Scio on the 30 th January, baving lost bis
friend, Lieutenant Lutzens, wbo was killed in a sortie made by tbe Turks from the castle upon tbe corps of Col.
Fabvier. The Greeks succeeded in driving back the Turks, of whom between six and seven hundred were killed.
The loss of the Greeks was not great, but the death of poor Lutzens is seriously to be lamented. He was a young
man of good abilities, and humble piety, and adds one more to the already large list of German Philhellenists who
have laid their bones in Greece.
February 21—
Col. Napier called upon us today. He appears to be a man of good sense and much discernment. He is forty-six
years of age, of a slender form, and about five feet eight inches in height. He has been a number of times severely
wounded, having been left for dead, and returned as such on the memorable field of Corunna in Spain. He has,
within the last year, married a lady of wealth in England. When Mr. Wolfe spoke to him on the second coming of
the Messiah, he appeared much delighted with his ideas, until Mr. Wolfe stated the very great privileges which the
Jews would possess over the Gentiles, when the Messiah should be seated upon his throne at Jerusalem. On
hearing this, the Colonel hastily took leave, which led me to think he was unfavourably impressed with this part
of the discourse.
February 23—
The Jews assembled today, it being their Sabbath, before our Lazaretto to the number of ten or twelve. Mr.
Wolfe addressed them in Hebrew and Italian, in reference to the second coming of the Messiab, and the future
glory of Jerusalem. They by no means seemed displeased at his discourse, asked him to call upon them when we
got pratique, and promised to assemble on the next Saturday to hear him again.
February 24—
This day completes the thirtieth year of my life. It is not with self-complacency that I look back upon the
chequered life that I have led thus far, but I trust it is with humble gratitude to my Author and Preserver, that I
now reflect upon the various scenes which I have passed in safety, and a matter of sincere regret that I have done
no more for the good of my fellowmen.
March 1—
The Jews, to the number of thirty, assembled today before the door of the Lazaretto, to hear another discourse
from Mr. Wolfe. The Greeks were also, from the novelty of the thing, induced to attend. Several English officers
were also present, making up a congregation of three or four hundred people. He addressed the assembly in
Hebrew and Italian.
Having had a visit from the physician of the Lazaretto today, we are informed, that if the Resident gives his
consent, we shall be set at liberty tomorrow. We waited with no small allxiety until eight o’clock in the evening,
when I received the following note from Col. Napier.
My dear Sir:
I wish you joy of your probable evacuation of the Lazaretto. Pray do me the favour to dine with me on Monday, at
five o’clock.
Your humble servant,
C. Napier.
Saturday evening, March 1, 1828.

Mr. Wolfe also received a similar note.
March 2—
We were dismissed from the Lazaretto this morning, having performed a quarantine of twenty-two days. We
called upon Col. Napier, who received us with kindness, and introduced us to hia lady. He offered me a lodging in
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his house, as Mr. Wolfe was going to St. Andrea to visit Mr. Dixon.
At dinner, Col. Napier informed me, that he was in the United States during the late war, that he was ashamed
to mention his having been at Craney Island in Virginia; but that he did all in his power to prevent the abuses
committed there by the British soldiers. He also stated, that the book entitled the Exposition Of the Late War, was
strictly correct.
March 3—
Read some remarks made on Greece, her means of defence, moral character, &c. by Col. Napier, in two
pamphlets published by him, entitled War in Greece (1821) and Greece in 1824.
I cannot but remark how much it is to be regretted, that a man like Col. Napier should not have had sufficient
encouragement given him to have assumed the chief command in Greece, which has heretofore been held either
by ignorant Palikars\fn{The capitani of the mountain bands of Armatoli, who differ but little from the klephtai, of which Colocotroni
was one (so an editorial note).} or conceited coxcombs ever since the commencement of the Revolution.
We settled today the expenses of our quarantine, amounting to one hundred and one dollars, the half of which
($50) I paid.
Mr. Wolfe, two English, and two Austrian officers, dined here today. At table it was reported as certain. that the
British frigate Cambrian had been lost; but that the officers and crew were all saved in the boats of other ships.
Carabousa, it is said, surrendered without fighting, the pirates all having made their escape.
Mr. Wolfe, in conversation, enjoined upon all the frequent reading of the Bible. One of the Austrians asked,
“What he should do when his king forbids him to read the Bible?”
I am upon further acquaintance more and more pleased with Col. Napier. I think him one of the cleverest men I
have ever met with.
The Post-office establishment in these islands is decidedly little short of what we should expect in the most
despotic governments. I was obliged to pay, today, two dollars on letters of recommendation, which I had received
from my friends in Greece to gentlemen in France and England. My letters for the United States, I am also told, I
must put into the post-office and pay postage on them. This I am determined not to do, as they are twenty in
number, written by Dr. Russ, Messrs. Brown. Post, and Jarvis, to their friends in the United States. I contend they
have nothing to do with them, and I shall take them with me to Corfu, and run the risk of being put in prison.
March 4—
Mr. Wolfe gave a short and interesting history of his travels and missions to a number of officers assembled at
the house of Col. Napier.
We are informed that the steamboat which we have been expecting may not arrive, but that a sailboat will soon
depart for Corfu.
March 6—
I rode out with Col. Napier in a carriage, the first I have been in since I left the United States. We proceeded to
the distance of six or seven miles, in a circular direction around the island, by a very good road.
The Col. informed me, not as a report, but as a fact, that the English army suffered more in America, in
proportion to the numbers opposed to them, than what they had in any other country.
March 7—
Fearful that the steamboat would not arrive, we took passage in a small boat for Corfu.
Col. Napier, Mr. Augustus Thompson from New Brunswiclr in North America, and Captain Canida,
accompanied us to the shore, where we had a friendly parting from men who had treated us with every possible
attention. Our boat was small and crowded with passengers.
We set sail about noon, and began beating out of the harbour of Argostoli, which is one of the finest in the
world. We had but just effected our object when a violent storm arose, and we were obliged to put back to
Cephalonia.
March 8—
We took passage in the steamboat which luckily arrived this morning from Zante. The fare for myself and boy
is 12 dollars besides our provisions, each passenger finding himself.
Not being allowed to take with me the letters which I had from my countrymen in Greece, to their friends in
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America, I had recourse to a Yankee expedient rather than part with them, viz. I broke them all open and directed
them to myself.
We had a pleasant voyage, stopping the first night at St. Maura, and arriving at Corfu the next day at two
o’clock in the afternoon. I took up my lodgings at the house of Mrs. Sutton, an Englishwoman, while Mr. Wolfe
put up with the Rev. Mr. Lowns of the Dissenting Missionary Society.
March 11—
I called at the Palace, and paid my respects to Sir Frederick Adam, the Lord High Commissioner of the Ionian
Islands. He received me politely, invited me to attend a ball in the evening at the Palace, which I declined doing
on account of the state of my wardrobe.
I called upon the brother of Count Capo d’Istrias, who received me kindly, and expressed a wish to take and
educate the little boy which I had, alleging as a reason, that he was afraid the boy would never return to his
country, if I should take him to America. In reply to his solicitations, I informed him that I would consider the
matter, and, let him know soon my determination.
March 12—
Corfu is the most beautiful as well as the most populous of the Ionian islands, containing about 80,000
inhabitants. The weather at this season is remarkably fine. The tempcratllre of the air is about the same as in the
latter part of May in the eastern parts of the United States. The trees are now putting forth their leaves, and
everything wears the smile of spring.
The Palace built for the Lord High Commissioner is a fine building, situated on the west side of a most
heautiful esplanade which it entirely overlooks. The Venetians erected immense fortifications at Corfu, which
would require thirty thousand men to garrison them properly. The English are now blowing up many of the old
fortifications, and building new ones on a small island at the entrancec of the harbour.
Visited the university in company with Mr. Black, an English gentleman. The building was formerly an old
Venetian palace, fitted up and liberally endowed by the late Lord Guildford. The library is large, and the books, it
is said, are remarkably well selected. The number of students at present is about three hundred. As the will of I.ord
Guilford is not yet known, the fate of the university remains doubtful.
Although the Ionian Islands have improved more under the English government than under that of any other
power; yet it is very unpopu1ar, owing in the first place to that disgusting hauteur so common to the English
character, and secondly to the unvarying practice which they follow wherever they have sway, of levying heavy
taxes upon the people. All the benefit which the Ionians enjoy from their Senate and House of Representatives, is
to pay them for consenting to the wishes of the Lord High Commissioner, whose views are seldom or never
crossed by this scarecrow of a government. .
The Lord High Commissioner has a salary of £5000 ($22,222.22) a year, and the President of the Senate 6,000
dollars.
Count Capo D’Istrias’ brother sent one of his boys to see if mine would go to his house, but the little fellow
threw off his flocata (cloak) and began to beat the other, calling him a karata,\fn{A term of reproach.} and telling
him that he was going to America. When I came in he wept, and begged me not to leave him. I consulted with Mr.
Lowns, of the Church Missionary Society, upon the subject, and he advised me by all means to take the boy with
me.
March 16—
Agreed with the Captain of an English packet to take me and my little boy to Gibraltar for 125 dollars, the
usual fare being one hundreded and fifty dollars for a single grown person. My expenses at Corfu were fourteen
dollars. In the evening I went on board the packet Marchioness of Queensbury, Capt. Hanah, with my little boy
and baggage.
March 17—
We were under way at daybreak, but it being calm, we made but little headway, and night still fouud us in the
channel of Corfu. Nothing can appear more beautifill than the main from the channel. The tops of the highest
mountains are covered with snow, while the valleys are teeming with all the freshness of Spring.
March 24—
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Owing to contrary winds, we did not each Malta until this day, although the distance is but three hundred and
fifty miles. Mr. Eynaud, our Vice-Consul, called and informed me that the American brig Leander, bound for
Salem, Mass. would sail in three or four days for that place. I told I him if he could procure me a passage for one
hundred dollars, together with my boy, I should be glad to take a passage in the Leander.
The next morning I received the following note from the Consul:
Mr. P. Eynaud presents his respectful compliments to Mr. J. P. Miller, and begs to inform him that he has seen Capt.
Smith, of the brig Leander, who says that he will give Mr. Miller and his little boy a passage to the United States for
one hundred Spanish dollars, and that they may go on board as soon as they please. Capt. S. will provide them with all
necessaries.

March 25—
The Rev. Mr. Temple and Mr. Wilson called upon me in the afternoon. Mr. Temple informed me that he should
sail soon for the United States. At night took my leave of the officers and passengers of the British packet, and
went on board the Leander. When rounding the point in order to enter the quarantine harbour, the sea was very
high, and our boat was nearly swamped. Went on board the Leander, where I was introduced to Capt. Smith and
James Silver, the Supercargo, who kindly offered to supply me with a hundred dollars (in order that I might not be
put to the inconvenience of drawing at Maita) and to take my bills on Boston.
March 27—
I took leave today of the Rev. Joseph Wolfe, Missionary to Palestine, who has been my travelling companion
for the last three months. Mr. Wolfe is a warm-hearted, generous man; much devoted to the ingathering of his
kindred, according to the flesh, to the fold of Jesus.
March 28—
News arrived this morning from Constantinople by an Austrian vessel, that the Russian army had commenced
crossing the Fruth, in order to attack the Turks; though I most heartily wish this news to prove true, yet I do not
think it from a source to be entitled to implicit confidence.
March 29—
Everything being in readiness for sea, we took in our last passenger from Malta, which proved to be a fine
Jackass (with a noble pair of ears) purchased by Capt. Smith and the Supercargo, Mr. Silver. At two o’clock P. M.
we got under way, with the wind to the eastward, and soon lost sight of Malta. .
Hail social borrors, like my tate severe!
Old ocean hail, beneath wbose azure zone
The secret deep lies unexplored, unknown.\fn{Not referenced.}

Such is the journey of life to one who becomes in a manner the child of fortune.
ApriI 17—
Passed Gibraltar in the morning, and succeeded in getting out to sea about the middle of the afternoon. The
Leander’s crew were all young men. Their morals appeared to be good. They all kept their reckoning and logs,
and were a ship’s company which reflects great credit upon the owner and master of the brig.
May 17—
The Leander arrived at Salem this evening. I shall reverse the lines of the poet, and say:
Welcome “the land where the clonds love to rest,
Like tbe throne of the dead on the mountain’s cold breast;
Where to the cataract’s roar the eagles reply,
And like her lone bosom, expands to the sky.”

May 18—
Much pleased to find the people of Salem so much alive to relieving the wants of the Greeks. Was introduced
to the Hon. Timothy Pickering and Gen. Miller.
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May 20—
Arrived at Boston, and found my late companion and friend Dr. Howe alive and well.
May 26—
Arrived in New York.
May 27—
Met with the Greek Committee at the Mayor’s office, and ascertained that a new Committee had succeeded to
the one from which I received my instructions. I find among them, however, some of the former Committee, and
the same philanthropy and zealous exertions in behalf of Grecian independence and liberty.
Mr. Griswold, Chairman of the Committee, states that the brig Herald was ready to sail with a valuable cargo
of provisions and clothing, which had been ensured for 49,800 dollars, and. he presented the invoice and bill of
lading for the agents who are going out in her.
Learned that Mr. Samuel Woodruff, of Connecticut, and my late companion in Greece, Mr. John R. Stuyvesant,
were going out as agents for the distribution of the cargo. They are also to he accompanied by the Rev. Jonas
King, late Missionary to Palestine, who goes to Greece at the request of an association of ladies in New York, to
establish schools, and otherwise promote the literary and moral interests of the people.
In answer to inquiries of the Committee, I replied that it would be advisable to supply the agents with money
to pay their expenses, and not trust to selling any part of the cargo for that. purpose, as 1 had been obliged to do,
as the state of the country was such as to render it impossible to sell without a great sacrifice.
The Committee accordingly provided the agents with 1000 dollars in specie.
May 28—
Went on board the Herald, which lay in the stream, in company with Dr. S. Akerly, Secretary of the Greek
Committee, and the agents. While the crew were heaving up the anchor, we parted with the gentlemen, wishing
them a prosperous voyage and a safe return.
June 7—
Submitted my Journal to the Greek Committee, upon which it was referred to a sub-committee for
examination.
June 14—
The Committee reported resolutions of approbation, and recommended the publication of the Journal.
I shall now conclude by annexing a summary statement of the several cargoes of provisions and clothing sent
to Greece, in the distribution of which I had a principal agency, excepting the brig Tontine, which, having arrived
before me, was delivered to the Government.
The ship Chancellor from New York, cargo valued at
The brig Six Brothers from New York,
The brig Jane from NewYurk and Albany,
The brig Tontine from Philadelphia,
The brig Levant frum Philadelphia
The brig Statesman from Boston,
Total

$17,500.00
$16,614.00
$ 8,900.00
$13,856.40
$ 8,547.18
$11,555.60
$76,973.08

Or the five cargoes mainly at my disposal, the principal part has been distributed according to instruction, and
the best of my judgment; and in my opinion, and that of all who have aided me in the distribution, they have done
much good, and relieved much distress.
Of the provisions diverted from their intended objects the following is a summary, making an amount of about
one thousand and seventy-one barrels of Indian meal and flour, viz.
Given to General Grivas, commander of the Pallamidi at Napoli, to prevent violence 133 bbls. flour.
Given to Fotomares for the same reason.
143
Given to Commandant at Bourgi.
26
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Seized by General Colocotroni.
55
Stolen by the soldiers.
11
These belonged to the cargo of the Chancellor.
Of the cargo of the Six Brothers, the authorities of Napoli seized 273 barrels of flour and Indian meal to
prevent the soldiers from plundering the place.
From the cargo of the Janet 500 barrels of flour and Indian meal, and 14 boxes dry goods and clothing, were
landed at Napoli, and delivered by the local authorities to the soldiers, except 70 barrels, which were given to the
poor.
Having now, as I hope, delivered an impartial and satisfactory account of my agency in a delicate and arduous
trust, I have only to add my wishes for the deliverance of Greece; for, notwithstanding the equivocal character of
many of the people of that country, there are yet great, good, and learned men among them, and I should rejoice to
see them entirely freed from the Turkish yoke.
The Greek language has been considered and taught in our seminaries as a dead language; but it is a
remarkable fact, that although the country of Greece has heen subject. to foreign masters, and has been overrun
and occupied by nations of different language during the whole of the Christian era; yet the Greeks retain and
speak their native tongue with very little variation from that of the classic ages.
Greece was first subdued by the Romans, whose government, religion, and language have ceased. Where are
the Goths and Vandals who subdued the Roman empire, and occupied Greece as a part of it? The Venetians next
became masters of her classic soil. They were driven thence by the Turks, who have held the people uf that illfated country in crue1 bondage for the last four centuries.
The first converts to Christianity were among the Greeks, and amidst all their oppressions and changes of
rulers, they have not lost their religion nor their languagp. The New Testameut was first written and promulgated
to the world in their native tongue, and is read and understood by the modern Greeks without difficulty. There are
some ignorant and bad priests among them, but I have met good, learned, and pious clergymen in that country.
The people of Greece bave shown their determination to be freed from Turkish bondage, by rising against their
oppressors. and they have contended for seven years against a cruel and vindictive foe, and at fearful odds. Their
bravery and devotion to the cause of their country has not been surpassed in ancient or modern times. Many good
and brave men have fallen in the struggle, and many bad men have risen to posts of honour and command. There
are, however, redeeming spirits among the survivors, and a determination among the suffering inhahitants never
more to submit to the Turks, which will cause Greece to be regenerated, and to become an independent nation.
1920
170.79 1. The Canada Geese Quilt 2. The Night The Bells Rang: Two Short Stories\fn{by Natalie Kinsey-Warnock
(1956- )} Newport, Orleans County, Vermont, U.S.A. (F) 18
1
The geese came over Miles Hill, flying low and fast, heading north. Ariel, sitting in a wild apple tree,watched
them come closer, silver flashes against the dark sky. They passed over, their lonesome cries carrying to her on the
cold march wind.
Ariel shivered, not so much from the cold, as from the way their song stirred her. She always watched for the
geese; she almost believed that spring couldn’t start until she’d heard them.
When she could no longer hear them, she climbed down and walked across the fields. Snow still lay in the
hollows, but the sun had uncovered the spare brown grass on the tops of the knolls, hinting of spring. But here in
the Northeast Kingdom of Vermont it would be another two months before her father could plow the fields with
Lady and Jack, the gentle work horses, and begin his spring planting.
When she walked into the house, Grandma was bending over her quilting frame. She sewed with small,
straight stitches.
“I saw geese today, Grandma,” Ariel said. Grandma stopped stitching and looked up.
“They’re early this year,” she said. “Did you sketch them?”
“No,” said Ariel, “it’s too cold to hold a pencil.”
*
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Ariel spent hours walking through the fields and woods, drawing wildflowers and birds. For a year, she had
kept the sketches hidden in a drawer, under her socks. It wasn’t that she had thought Papa and Mama would
disapprove, but they had always seemed to be talking about the war in Europe and worrying about Mama’s cousin
Garvin who was fighting in the Philippines. But then the war was over, Garvin was safe, and Ariel still didn’t
show any of the sketches to her family. One day as she sat drawing under the apple tree, Grandma had suddenly
appeared.
“Why didn’t you tell us you liked to draw?” she asked.
“I didn’t think they were good enough,” Ariel said shyly.
“Your mother wanted to be an artist,” Grandma said, quietly, “but after she got married, she never painted
again.” She held up Ariel's drawing of a ruffed grouse.
“You have talent, Ariel, an artist’s eye. Don’t ever give it up.” And with that encouragement, Grandma had
become someone Ariel could talk to about her own dream of becoming an artist.
*
Ariel stood next to the quilting frame. The quilt was called Double Wedding Ring and Grandma had made it in
shades of blue, rose, and lavender.
“Who’s this quilt for, Grandma?” she asked.
“Mrs. Perkins. Her daughter’s getting married.” Ariel touched the cloth lightly.
“It’s beautiful,” she said, “like always.” Grandma looked sideways at her.
“You want to help me with it?” she asked.
“Yuck,” Ariel said, then she saw Grandma was teasing her. Grandma knew she hated to sew. But Ariel loved
the quilts grandmother made. Grandma had a photo album of all the quilts she’d sold or given away. Some of her
quilts were now in faraway places like Scotland and New Zealand. Papa had a Bear Paw quilt in green and brown,
and Mama had two that Grandma had given to her: the Scottish Thistle had been a wedding gift, and the Iris quilt
had celebrated Ariel’s birth ten years ago. Ariel reached for a cookie.
“Now don’t go having your supper upside down,” Grandma scolded.
“Ariel, please set the table,” Ariel’s mother called. She was mashing potatoes in the kettle on the stove.
“Mama, why did you stop painting?” Ariel asked. Her mother looked startled.
“How did you find out about that?”
“Grandma told me,” Ariel said. “Did Papa make you stop?”
“Heavens, no. Your father is the most understanding man I ever met.”
“Then, why did you stop?” Ariel persisted. Mama stood thinking.
“I’m not sure, really,” she said. "I was so in love with your father, I guess I just got caught up with being a
wife, and then a mother.”
“Will you ever paint again?” Ariel asked.
“Maybe. I’ve found myself thinking about it lately. But I think I’ll have to wait a little while longer.”
“Why?” asked Ariel.
Mama smiled.
“I’ll tell you after supper,” she said.
*
After supper the family gathgered around the woodstove.Mama and Papa sat next to each other, holding hands.
Ariel thought her mother looked pale.
“Mama, are you sick?” Arielasked. Her mother laughed.
“Not exactly,” she said, “but I did want to tell you and Mother something important. We’re going to have a
new baby around here.”
Grandma sat back in her chair, a satisfied smile on her face.
“I knew it,” she said to herself, but Ariel I didn’t even hear her. She was too stunned.
A baby! She’d asked Mama for a baby a long time ago, but Mama had just changed the subject. Now she
wasn’t sure she wanted a baby around. Wouldn’t a baby make them all just forget about her?
Everyone was chattering away excitedly, and Ariel thought no one noticed when she slipped out to the yard. It
was dark, but Ariel had climbed that apple tree so many times she could do it by touch alone. She leaned back
against the trunk and felt herself drawn into the black, cold night. The stars hung low in the frosty sky. Ariel felt
she could almost reach out and touch them. She found the Big Dipper, upside down this time of year, and
Cassiopeia. Her father had taught her some of the constellations. One night he’d told her a legend:
The Indians believed the stars were children of the sun. In the morning before the sun left for work, he would
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put his children to bed. Then in the evening, when he came home, he would wake all his children up and set them
in the sky to watch over the world while he slept. On some eve.nings, the sun would be so tired that he forgot to
wake his children. On those nights, the sky was dark because the stars were sleeping.
The stars were not sleeping tonight. They were awake and glittering like shards of ice. The air was so still.
Ariel heard the storm door open and close and the crunch of footsteps.
“Ariel?” Grandma’s voice rose through the leafless branches. “I’d like to join you up there, but I’m afraid my
tree-climbing days are over.”
Ariel giggled and slid to the ground. Grandma hugged her.
“Oh, Ariel,” she said, “how like me you are. I used to run to the hayloft when I wanted to be alone. What if we
go there and talk?”
*
The loft was dark and cozy. Grandma and Ariel settled into the fragrant hay. Grandma spoke first.
“I knew you’d be feeling confused about the new baby.”
“I’m just not sure how I feel about it. One part of me is glad and part of me is sad,” Ariel said.
Grandma nodded.
“I remember feeling that way, too. But I had seven younger brothers and sisters, so I know what it’s like to be
an older sister.”
“Didn’t it change the way things were, Grandma?”
“Oh, I’ll say it did! I never got lonely, and I didn’t have much time for myself, but I’ll tell you something else.
I wouldn’t have traded those years and those memories for anything. And when you do have brothers and sisters,
why, then you can’t ever imagine not having them. They can be your closest friends.”
Grandma shifted position.
“I remember this hay being softer,” she said ruefully. “I hate getting old.”
“You’re not getting old,” Ariel cried, feeling suddenly protective of her grandmother.
“Thank you, honey, but of course I am,” said Grandma. Her voice had a faraway sound to it. “It happened
before I realized it. One day I looked in the mirror and an old woman stared back at me.”
Ariel had never heard her grandmother talk like this before. Grandma was treating her like a close friend, but
Ariel felt a little frightened. She didn’t want to think of Grandma getting older.
“I’m sorry, Ariel,” Grandma said, “I didn’t mean to sound like that. What do you say we go inside and make
some fudge to celebrate this new baby?”
*
Over the next few weeks, everyone’s thoughts were on the baby. Papa whispered to Ariel that he was making a
butternut cradle and asked if she wanted to help him build it. She said yes, but kept thinking about what she could
do special for the baby. She could help Papa, but the cradle would still be his present, his idea.
Nothing I do will be good enough, she thought.
She went to talk to Grandma. She felt even closer to Grandma after their talk in the hayloft.
“I know what you mean,” said Grandma. “I’ve been wondering what I could make, too.”
“You?” Ariel asked, surprised. “You can make just about anything.”
“Well,” said Grandma, “I wanted to make a very special quilt for the baby. But I’ve only made quilts from
patterns my mother taught me, handed down to her by her mother. I wish this quilt could be one that nobody’s
ever seen before. I hoped you’d draw it."
Ariel searched Grandma’s face for hints of teasing, but saw none.
“Really?” she asked. “You think I could do it?”
Grandma stroked Ariel's hair.
“I know you could. You have so much talent. And it would mean so much to everyone.”
“But, Grandma, don’t you see?” Ariel cried. “It’s the same thing as Papa’s cradle. Even if I draw the design,
you’ll be the one making the quilt, so it’ll be your present, not mine.”
“Ariel,” Grandma said, “I can sew, but I can’t draw. I’ve always wished I could but I can’t. But you can design
a picture that’s never been made into a quilt before.”
Ariel never thought of it like that. Her eyes sparkled. Later, when Grandma went to the kitchen to start supper,
she found Ariel sitting at the table, surrounded by crumpled paper.
“Looks like things aren’t going so well,” Grandma said.
“They’re terrible,” Ariel answered. “I don’t know whether it’s going to be a girl or boy, so I don’t know what
to draw.” Grandma sat thinking.
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“This is going to be a special quilt because of you,” she said, “so I think you should have the design show
what’s special to you. Why don’t you think of it that way?”
*
Ariel worked on the drawing every afternoon when she got home from school. The geese were still migrating
north, so she took her sketchbook to the wild apple tree and watched as the geese flew over. Out here, in the raw
openness, she could feel what was important to her and the design came easily. She took the rolled drawing to
Grandma’s room.
“I got it done, Grandma,” she said softly.
She unrolled it on the bed. On the paper, three Canada geese flew over a stand of cattails and an apple tree just
in bloom. The shape of Miles Hill rose behind the tree. Grandma didn’t say anything, and Ariel said,
“You don’t like it, do you?” Grandma hugged her.
“Ariel, it’s wonderful,” she said. “I was just a little scared. I’m not sure I’ll be able to make the quilt as
beautiful as that drawing deserves. Come, help me decide on the colors.”
*
Spring came with a rush of wildflowers and soft rain. Papa was busy in the fields. Ariel planted the garden for
her mother who found bending difficult. Ariel would hate the weeding later, but she did enjoy the planting:
opening the brightly colored packets and pushing the seeds into the warm tiled earth.
In the evenings, Ariel helped Grandma cut out the pieces of cloth and watched as Grandma sewed them
together. The quilt began to take on a life of its own, as if the geese really were rising from the cloth.
*
School let out in June and haying began. The most Papa would let Mama do was drive the horses—(“Really,
Austin,” she would say, “I’m not helpless.”)—so Ariel worked on the wagon while Papa tossed the hay up to her.
She stomped the hay down with her feet as he had shown her, so that the load held together for the bumpy ride
back to the barn.
It was hot, tiring work. Ariel rushed to keep pace with her father. Sweat trickled down her back, and chaff
stuck to her face and arms. Just when it seemed that the itch of the chaff would drive her crazy, they’d have a load
and be riding back to the barn, a slight breeze cooling her skin. Then she could relax for a few minutes and watch
red-tailed hawks circle over Miles Hill.
They got one load in just before a storm hit. Black clouds had chased them, and Mama had backed the wagon
into the barn just as the hailstones hit. While she ran to the house, Papa and Ariel unloaded the hay. The hail
pelleted the roof like gunfire, so loud they couldn’t speak above it. Everything seemed to glow in a strange green
light.
Suddenly, Mama was standing in the door- way, her face unnaturally pale against the dark sky. There were red
blotches on her arms where the hailstones had hit. Papa was beside her in an instant.
“Austin,” she said, “it’s Mother,” and they both sprinted toward the house.
Ariel followed them, no longer aware of the storm. She’d heard the fear in Mama’s voice; something was
terribly wrong. She stood on the porch, afraid to go into the house. The wind whipped at her clothes, and lightning
tore jagged streaks through the sky. She shivered even though she wasn’t cold.
Papa drove the car right up to the steps. He ran back into the house and, in a few minutes, he and Mama came
back out, carrying Grandma. Grandma’s eyes were closed, her face gray. Ariel shrank back against the porch
railing. Papa lay Grandma in the back seat of the car.
Mama ducked back onto the porch and gripped Ariel’s arms.
“Ariel, we have to get Grandma to the doctor. I’m counting on you to take care of yourself. Just go inside and
stay there.”
“Is Grandma going to die?” Ariel asked. Her voice sounded cracked and wavering.
Her mother was trying hard not to cry.
“I don’t know, honey,” she said.
Her mouth trembled. She climbed into the back seat, cradling Grandma’s head in her lap. Ariel watched the car
go down the driveway and disappear over the hill. She was alone.
She wandered from room to room. Her footsteps echoed on the pine floors. The old house seemed to be
holding its breath, waiting for someone to fill its emptiness. Ariel took the Iris quilt from Mama’s cedar chest. She
wrapped it around herself and sat in the rocker. The picture of Grandma as she was carried to the car played over
and over in her mind. She imagined Papa and Mama coming home, both of them crying and she’d know Grandma
was dead without them telling her.
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Papa didn’t get home until dusk. Ariel met him at the door and he gathered her up in his arms.
“Where’s Mama?” Ariel asked, afraid to ask about Grandma.
“She’s staying at the hospital,” he said. “Grandma’s very sick, and Mama doesn’t want to leave her.”
“I’m scared, Papa,” said Ariel.
“So am I,” he said, “but worrying won’t help. We need to keep busy.”
*
The days blurred together. Ariel felt numb, as if her body belonged to someone else. Mama stayed with
Grandma. Meals were a strange mixture of leftovers and the few things Papa could cook. Papa and Ariel did the
milking, forked hay down for the cows, curried and fed the horses, collected eggs, and tried to keep the house
tidy. Papa did his best to keep Ariel’s spirits up, but nothing loosened the fear that gripped her heart.
Ariel had a dream. In it, Grandma was at the cookstove, making pancakes. There was a rolled-up quilt on the
table behind her. The quilt unfolded and geese began to fly out, their dark bodies filling the kitchen. Grandma
raised her arms in front of her face and pushed through their beating wings. Ariel called after her, but Grandma
kept walking into the darkness of their wings until she disappeared.
Ariel sat up in bed, her heart thudding. The eastern sky was just beginning to lighten. The smell of pancakes
drifted up the stairs. Ariel was out of bed in an instant, running barefoot down the stairs.
Grandma? she thought.
Mama and Papa stood by the stove, talking softly as Mama flipped the pancakes. Mama turned and saw Ariel.
“Mother’s out of the woods now,” she declared, brushing back tendrils of hair. She had stayed at the hospital
four days, but to Ariel it seemed like months since Mama had been home. Mama had grown thinner, but that only
emphasized the growing roundness of the baby. Papa hugged her.
“Claire,” he said, “you’ve got to get some rest. You’ve run yourself ragged. It’s not good for the baby.”
Mama was too tired to protest.
“I do need some sleep,” she admitted. She handed the spatula to Papa, and walked to the bedroom. Ariel
followed at a distance. She watched as Mama lay down.
Mama turned over in bed, and saw her stand- ing in the doorway. She held out her arms and Ariel rushed into
them.
“I’m sorry I’ve been gone so much,” Mama said, stroking Ariel’s hair.
“When is Grandma coming home?” Ariel asked.
“Not for a long time, honey,” Mama said. “She’s been very sick. And even when she does come home, she’ll
be different.”
“What do you mean, Mama?”
“Grandma’s had a stroke. She can’t walk very well and it’s hard for her to pronounce words. She’s going to
need all f us to help her.”
Mama sounded so tired. Ariel had a dozen questions to ask, but Mama was already drifting off to sleep.
*
Grandma came home in August. Ariel was afrid of her. The frail, drooped-face woman in the bedroom couldn’t
be Grandma. Grandma had pink cheeks and busy hands; the woman in the bedroom was gray and shriveled.
Mama had said not to tire Grandma. Ariel told herself that that was the only reason she wasn’t visiting with
Grandma, but she knew it was more than that. She didn’t like to look at Grandma. She didn’t know what to say, or
how to act.
Ariel spent more and more time outside, helping Papa with his work. When she did corne inside, if she didn’t
look at that closed door, she could almost forget how everything had changed.
*
It was almost a relief to start school. Then Ariel didn’t need to make so many excuses. With school, chores,
and homework, there just wasn’t any time to visit with Grandma.
Then one evening, Mama came out of Grandma’s bedroom, sat down heavily in the rocker and covered her
face with her hands. Papa had just corne in from doing the milking and saw her.
“What’s wrong, Claire?” he asked. “Is it the baby?” She shook her head.
“Oh, Austin,” she said. “Mother’s given up. I thought she’d get her strength back being home. She had therapy
at the hospital, and the doctor said she was able to walk with a cane now. He thought she would do better at home,
but she feels she’s a burden, and she isn’t even trying to get better. I just don’t think I can take it anymore,
watching her lie there like that.”
Ariel hadn't realized before that this was as hard on Mama as it was on her. And even harder on Grandma.
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Grandma was lying in that room, feeling that the family would be better off without her.
If it was me who was sick, thought Ariel, Grandma would do everything she could to help me.
*
When she got home from school the next afternoon, she took a deep breath and walked into Grandma’s room.
She leaned against the door wondering what she would say. Grandma looked pale and still, nothing like the
determined, energetic woman Ariel remembered.
“We had a test at school today,” Ariel said, hesitantly, “and I got an A. We”ve been studying mythology. You’d
read me all those stories before, anyway, remember? And I told the teacher the legend about the stars being the
sun’s children. She liked it.”
Grandma hadn’t moved or said a word. Ariel felt very uncomfortable. She knew she was rambling on to fill the
silence. She sighed.
“Well, I’ll see you tomorrow, Grandma,” she said.
Mama met her in the hall. She hugged Ariel.
“Thank you for visiting with Grandma,” Mama said. “I know it’s not easy.”
“Mama, I felt like I might as well be talking to an empty bed.”
“I know, honey,” said Mama. “But we’ve just got to keep on trying. Something will break through that wall
she’s put up.”
*
Ariel began bringing things from her walks: an apple from her special tree, a bunch of ripe wild grapes she’d
picked from the fencerow. One afternoon, she walked over to the bed, her hands cupped.
“Grandma, look!”
She opened her hands; an orange monarch butterfly rested lightly on them.
“I was walking home through the pasture and hundreds of butterflies flew up. Papa says they’re migrating. Oh,
Grandma, they were so beautiful! They filled the air.”
And for the first I time, Ariel saw a flicker of interest in Grandma’s eyes.
She’s listening! Ariel thought, excitedly.
“They’re still in the pasture,” she said. “Let’s go out and see them.”
Grandma shook her head. Ariel leaned closer.
“Please, Grandma. Why have you given up? We need you. Please don’t give up,” she pleaded, and saw tears in
Grandma’s eyes.
It was a short walk. Grandma held Ariel’s arm and took slow, halting steps, but there was color in her cheeks
where there had been none before.
They stopped to pick chicory and Queen Anne’s lace. Grandma cradled the wildflowers lovingly and looked
out over the valley. The hillsides were beginning to change color. The late afternoon sun slanted across the fields.
Grandma breathed the fall air deeply. For the first time since she’d been home, she looked happy.
*
Grandma began to talk. Her tongue moved clumsily over the words, but Ariel heard and understood them.
“I forgot life is so good,” Grandma said.
When they got back to the house, Ariel lifted the quilt from its drawer and laid it in Grandma’s lap.
“Now we can finish the quilt together,” Ariel said. Grandma held up her crooked hand.
“It won’t be as good as if you sewed it,” Ariel admitted, “but you can teach me.”
Grandma gave her a questioning look.
“I know,” Ariel said, laughing, “I hate to sew. And don’t expect me to do it again. But this is a special
occasion. Besides, you’ve done most of the work.”
*
Before her stroke, Grandma had appliqued all of the design, added a border of deep blue cloth, and started the
quilting. In the past, Grandma’s quick, sure fingers would have flown through the rest. Now it was up to Ariel.
Papa was filling the barn with the summer’s harvest, and Mama was so busy these days with canning and
preserving the food from the garden and orchard that it was easy for Ariel to slip into Grandma’s room to work on
the quilt without getting questioned.
The quilting seemed agonizingly slow. Ariel made a lot of mistakes. She had to pull out stitches, and she
pricked her fingers. Worst of all was sitting inside when the weather outside was so inviting.
As if to tease her, the days were especially lovely, the last warm days before the cold months of winter. The
hills blazed with the scarlet and orange of maples, and the yellow of poppIes and birches. Apples and butternuts
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hung heavily from the trees along the fencerow, almost begging to be picked.
*
One afternoon, as Ariel walked home from school, one of the first great wedges of geese honked southward.
Ariel watched them and her heart thrilled to their ancient song. She wished she was with them, sailing high and
tree on the wind. But Grandma was waiting.
Grandma’s room seemed dark and airless compared to the deep ocean of sky and crystalline air. Ariel sat
sulkily in her chair and picked up the quilt. She thought she could still hear the geese calling. She tugged at the
knot in the thread until it broke, then threw the quilt to the floor.
“Oh, I’m so sick of sewing!” she cried. “A stupid quilt for a stupid baby. I’m never going to sew again. I hate
it!” She jumped up and ran for the door.
“Ariel, wait,” Grandma called. Ariel spun around and before she could stop them, the words spilled out,
“I want to be outside. I hate that quilt and I hate you!”
She froze in horror. To her amazement, Grandma chuckled.
“Good for you,” Grandma said in a slow, deliberate voice that was a result of her stroke. “Ever since I got
home, you and your folks have been tiptoeing around here like you were on eggshells, afraid to say or do anything
that might upset me. You’re the first person to get mad, and I’m glad of it.”
“But, Grandma, I didn”t mean to say such a horrible thing. You must hate me.”
“Oh, fiddlesticks, and I know you don’t hate me. You’re mad because I got sick and it made you scared. I get
mad, too, because I can’t do some of the things I used to.”
Ariel ran to give Grandma a hug.
“I really love you, Grandma. And I think it’s a beautiful quilt.”
“But we’ll both be glad when it’s done, won’t we?” Grandma said with a twinkle in her eye. “Run along and
enjoy the afternoon. The quilt will still be here tomorrow.”
After that, whenever Ariel got frustrated, she reminded herself of the battle Grandma faced. Grandma struggled
with words, and with legs and hands that could no longer be trusted.
When the quilt was finally finished, Ariel was almost afraid to touch it. She’d never seen so beautiful a quilt.
She and Grandma wrapped it in a sheet and stored it away in Grandma’s old trunk.
*
Grandma and Ariel presented the quilt to Mama on a quiet Sunday afternoon.
Mamna hugged the quilt and cried.
“It’s so beautiful,” she kept repeating, while she stroked the cloth. “And you both made it! Mother, I’m so
proud of you,” she said to Grandma, then hugged Ariel extra hard.
“Thank you, Ariel,” she whispered. “You gave me the best gift of all. You gave me back my mother.”
Through the next few weeks, while everyone waited for the baby, life seemed to be back to normal, but for
Ariel nothing would ever be the same. She and Grandma talked and, by using a cane, Grandma was able to go for
short walks with her, but Ariel felt a hollowness inside. She knew now that Grandma wouldn’t always be there.
She tried not to think about Grandma dying, but the thought always seemed to be in her mind.
*
On a cold, gray morning late in October, Ariel came down !he stairs to find Grandma alone in the kitchen.
Grandma still slurred words and one leg dragged when she walked, but her fierce pride got her up in the morning
before everyone else to start breakfast.
“Where is everybody?” Ariel asked.
“Your mother went to the hospital early this morning, Ariel,” Grandma said. “The baby is on the way.”
“Really? The baby’s coming today?” asked Ariel. “How long will it take, Grandma?”
Grandma smiled and sighed.
“You can never tell, honey. Your dad will call us.”
They kept busy all morning. Ariel fed the calves, then helped Grandma by sweeping the floors. Grandma
couldn’t do much housework anymore, but she could still bake. Blueberry muffins, pumpkin and apple pies, and
fresh loaves of bread lined the counter.
“Grandma, what’s all this food for?” Ariel asked.
“It’s just to keep me busy,” Grandma said. “Some people pace. I bake.”
*
With all the chores done, Ariel found she couldn’t keep her mind on anything. She dressed warmly, went to the
pasture, and climbed the apple tree. The branches swayed in the wind. Slate-gray clouds raced across the sky
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above her.
So much had happened this year. Grandma sick, and Mama having the baby. Ariel felt like all the worry was
trying to strangle her. Why did things have to change? What if something happened to Mama, or the baby?
Grandma had been sick for a long time and now was different. What will life be like when she’s gone? she
thought.
She had never felt so alone. She heard them before she saw them, the haunting calls of geese in the air. They
came from the north, flying ahead of the Canadian winds that would soon bring snow. Their cries touched her and
her own thudding heart seemed to beat with the same steady rhythm as their wings.
They’re gone again for this year, she thought. But they’ll be back in the spring. How did they know to return?
Year after year, they knew, even the ones that were fiying the route for the first time. A knowledge passed on.
Like Grandma. Grandma had taught her things without making it seem like teaching. When to watch for the
geese. Where to look for the lady’s slippers and bloodroot in the swamp.
What it was like to be an older sister. How to sew a quilt even if you hated sewing.
Ariel watched the geese until they disappeared over the hills, then slowly walked home.
*
After the grayness outside, the kitchen seemed warm and cheery. Ariel hadn’t realized how chilled she had
gotten watching the geese. Grandma had lit a fire in the cookstove. A plate of fresh doughnuts sat in the middle of
the table. Grandma was smiling.
“Your dad just called,” she said. You have a brother. He and your mother are just fine. Your dad’s going to take
us to see them later.” Ariel could see the happiness, and relief, on Grandma’s face.
A brother? The word sounded so strange to Ariel. She wasn’t sure what it was going to be like having a
brother, but she wasn’t worried about it anymore.
“Why, Ariel, you’re still shivering.”
Grandma made her sit next to the stove and brought her a cup of hot cider.
“Now, just drink that, and I’ll get you something to wrap yourself in,” Grandma said, and limped to her
bedroom.
She reappeared within a minute, carrying a sheet-wrapped bundle. She placed the bundle in Ariel’s lap.
“That should do it,” she said. “Open it.”
The sheet fell away. Inside was a quilt. Ariel looked at Grandma, her face showing her puzzlement.
“Is this the baby’s quilt?” she asked.
“Take a closer look,” said Grandma.
Ariel unfolded the quilt.
There were three geese but instead of cattails, they flew over a bed of wild blue-flag iris. In the night sky, over
Miles Hill and the apple tree, glittered the Big Dipper and the North Star. Grandma’s eyes sparkled like stars.
“Oh, Grandma,” breathed Ariel, “is this really for me? But your stroke … when did you make it?”
Grandma pulled her rocking chair close to Ariel and sat down. She touched the quilt with her stiff fingers, and
spoke softly.
“When I first saw the drawing you’d made, I saw you in it. So much of what you love, and who you are, was in
that drawing. I just thought the night sky suited you better. I made your quilt first, while the magic was still fresh.”
Hearing all the emotion in Grandma’s voice made the back of Ariel’s throat ache. Then Grandma met her eyes.
“I wanted to make something special for you,” she said. “I’ll love that new little boy, but you’re part of my
heart, Ariel.”
Tears welled up in Ariel’s eyes.
“Don’t be so afraid for me,” Grandma said softly. Ariel stared at her, unable to speak, and Grandma continued.
“I know you’re afraid I’ll die,” she said. “But you and I must make the most of our time together. I’ll always
be with you, Ariel, in your memories, and in your heart. Besides,” she added, smiling crookedly, “now you and
I’ve got that boy to raise.”
Grandma went back to the stove, humming as she worked.
Ariel pulled the quilt tighter around her shoulders. Wrapped in the geese, the night sky, and her grandmother’s
love, she felt safer than she had for a long time.
2
Stars glittered like ice in the darkness. Mason turtled his chin into the sheepskin collar of his coat, and held the
lantern higher as he stumbled toward the buttery light that shone from the window. He had .never felt such a
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biting wind. It blew out of the north, from Canada, and wrapped around him like a blanket, taking his breath
away. On most nights, he would have taken a moment to look at the sky and pick out the constellations he knew.
But not on a night like this. Besides, his stomach was growling; he wondered what Mama was cooking for supper.
A blast of cold air followed him into the kitchen. His mother looked up from her kneading as the wind picked
up snow from the ground and swirled it through the room.
“Your father coming in soon?” she asked. Bits of bread dough clung to her fingers, and there was a smudge of
flour on her nose.
Mason stamped off his boots and set the lantern on the table.
“He’ll be in, in a minute,” he said. “He wanted to check Chelsea.”
“This cold goes right to a body’s bones,” Mama said. “Would be a bad night for that foal to be born. Seems as
babies only come on bad nights, though.” She smiled at Mason. “You did.” Then she changed the subject.
“Take your barn boots off, and sit yourself by the fire. Supper will be ready as soon as your father comes in.”
Mason's stomach growled as he pulled the rocking chair closer to the stove.
“What are we having, Mama?” he asked.
“Chicken and biscuits and pumpkin pie,” Mama sang out.
The door opened again and Father came in with a gust of the arctic air. Ice crystals laced his bushy eyebrows.
Ira, Mason’s four-year-old brother, raced across the room and Father caught him up in a bear hug.
Mama scurried to set the table, smiling now that her family was safe from the weather. To Mason, she always
seemed to be in motion.
“Supper’s all ready, Sterling,” Mama said. “How is Chelsea?”
“That foal’s coming tonight,” Father said, setting Ira down. “Guess I won’t be getting much sleep.” He looked
grave.
“I’m more worried about this weather. I’ve never felt such cold, especially for so many days. The mercury’s
frozen in the thermometer. I figure it’s close to fifty degrees below zero.”
“Mercy!” said Mama. “As if things weren’t bad enough with the war going on, and everyone short on fuel. I
hope this new year will bring better times.”
They all sat at the table. Mama filled their plates with chicken and biscuits, which Father declared were the
lightest in the county, then spooned on thick chicken gravy. Mason’s mouth watered. He could hardly wait while
Father said grace.
The first forkful of biscuit and gravy melted in his mouth. Mama did make the best biscuits.
“How was school today, Mason?” Father asked.
“All right,” Mason mumbled. He hurriedly took a bite of chicken and chewed vigorously. Mama wouldn’t
want him to talk with his mouth full.
School hadn’t been all right. It had been awful. And it seemed to get worse every day because of Aden Cutler.
Aden was much older, and bigger than Mason. He was in high school, but during recess some of the older boys
always showed up at the grade school to bully the younger children. Aden was their ring leader, and he was
meaner than anyone Mason had ever met.
It had been so cold in the schoolhouse that Miss MacKnight had let them huddle around the stove while they
did their lessons. But the cold hadn’t kept the boys from going outside, and the high sehool boys were there,
waiting for them.
Aden had stolen his hat and filled it with snow. Then he’d pushed Mason down, sat on him, and jammed the
snow-filled hat over Mason’s head. Mason had felt like he was going to suffocate. He hadn’t cried out, even when
Aden punched him in the stomach, but tears had frozen to his cheeks and Aden had called him a baby. Worst of
all, Aden had stolen his mittens, too, the red ones Mama had knit him for Christmas. It was small comfort that
Aden was mean to everyone. He didn’t pick fights with the high school boys; he tormented the younger children
who weren’t big enough or strong enough to fight back.
Anger flooded through him again, and the delicious supper turned to sawdust in his mouth. He finished his
pumpkin pie without really tasting it, then excused himself. Mama and Father didn’t notice when he left; they
were discussing the food rationing. Europe was so far from Vermont, but the war there was affecting everyone’s
life.
Ira ran over to Mason, carrying a piece of paper.
“Look what I drew today,” he said. The paper was covered with squiggles and smudges.
“You can have it if you want,” Ira said eagerly. Mason pushed it away.
“I don’t want it,” he said. “It looks like a baby made it.”
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Ira's eyes filled with tears.
“Mason, is that any way to talk to your brother?” Father said sternly.
Mason looked at his feet.
“No, sir,” he mumbled. “It’s just …”
“Just what, son?”
“Nothing,” Mason said.
Father studied him for a moment, but didn’t ask any more questions.
Mama cleared the table and put Ira to bed. Father worked by the stove, scraping an ax handle smooth with a
piece of glass. The clock struck nine and Father set down the handle.
“Guess I’ll go check Chelsea again,” he said. “Like to join me, son?”
Mason could hardly believe his ears.
“You mean I can stay up with you?” he asked. Even on Friday nights, Mama didn’t let him stay up late. Father
chuckled.
“Well, the New Year is just a few days old, and you don’t have school tomorrow. I figure helping that foal
come into the world is as good a way as any to begin 1918.”
“Be sure to dress warmly, Mason,” Mama said quietly.
Mason put on his overcoat, hat, and boots, and thought he’d made it past his mother’s sharp eyes.
“Where are your mittens?” Mama asked. Mason’ heart thudded.
“I lost them,” he lied.
“Oh, Mason,” Mama sighed. Mason braced himself for the scolding, but Mama just pressed her lips together.
She went to the closet and brought out a pair of Father’s old mittens.
“Wear these,” she said. “You can’t go out on a night like this without something on your hands.”
She smiled at him. Mason almost wished Mama had scolded him; he wouldn’t have felt so guilty. And he hated
Aden even more for making him feel that way.
The night seemed even colder now, after the comfort of the kitchen. The moisture from his breath turned to ice,
and Mason felt icicles on his eyelashes. He was grateful when they reached the protection of the barn.
Chelsea was restless. Father spoke to the bay mare soothingly, and he and Mason sat just outside her stall on
the edge of the lantern’s light. Mason could hear the cows and Bennington, the other Morgan horse, munching
hay. The wind howled outside, but the animals were safe and warm in the barn.
“You didn’t lose your mittens, did you, Mason?” Father said quietly.
Mason didn’t say anything for awhile. He just sat and breathed in the warm animal smells.
“Why do there have to be mean people?” he asked.
Father chewed thoughtfully on a piece of hay.
“That’s a hard one to answer, son. ’Course now, if you were referring to one person in particular, there just
might be an answer. Usually, they’re angry at something, or someone, even themselves. Take that Aden Cutler, for
example.”
Mason sat up straight. Had Father read his mind? But Father went on talking without looking at him.
“I knew his father, George Cutler, before he died. He was a cruel man, and drinking made him meaner. George
beat his animals, and he didn’t treat his family any better. His wife used to claim that she fell down the stairs, but
she only seemed to fall down those stairs when George came home drunk. He beat Aden plenty, too, I imagine,
just like he beat his cows. That boy got to believing he’d done something to deserve those beatings. Builds up
anger, a desperation in a body. I expect Aden’s lashing out at others ’cause he can’t lash out at his father.”
Mason was trying to imagine what it would be like to live in a family like that when Father went on.
“I guess I don’t have a good answer to your question, son. Your mother would say it takes all kinds of people
to make a world. And some folks wonder how God could allow this war to happen.”
“Mr. Watson says it’s a glorious war.”
“War’s a terrible thing, son. It’s not glorious, or manly, like so many say. It’s pain and death and ruined lives. I
think the glory is in watching the land produce something that wasn’t there before you planted the seeds. Loving a
good woman and raising fine children. There’s glory in training a fine horse, like Bennington there, or being with
your son in a warm barn on a cold night waiting for a new foal. Life’s a miracle, son. I don’t know why some
folks are so eager to snuff it out.”
Mason settled deeper into the hay. Things were always all right when Father was around. If only he wouldn’t
have to go to school again and face Aden.
Mason thought he had closed his eyes just for a moment, but when Father shook his shoulder, the sky outside
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was pale where the sun would soon be rising.
“Wake up, son,” Father said. “The foal’s coming.”
Chelsea lay on her side. Mason was frightened to hear her groaning and to see so much blood, but Father
didn’t seem to be alarmed. The foal’s front legs and head had emerged, wet and slick, looking shiny white through
the sheath that held them. Chelsea groaned and heaved again, and the foal slid out onto the hay.
“It’s a colt,” Father said. “A bay.”
Father peeled the bag and mucus from the foal’s head. The foal twitched and Mason heard the quick intake of
air as the colt took his first breath.
“Father,” Mason ventured, “do you think I’m strong enough to help you train this colt?”
“Takes more than strength, son. It takes gentleness and patience to get the most out of a good horse.”
Father doesn’t think I can do it, Mason thought sadly, but his heart soared as Father continued.
“It will be awhile before this colt will be ready to train, but when it’s time, you might be just the man I’m
looking for to help me.”
It was a fine way to start a new year.
*
School was no better the next week. On Monday, Aden stuffed snow into Mason’s mouth. Mason flung himself
at Aden, arms flailing, and got a bloody nose when Aden punched him in the face. On the second day, Aden took
Mason’s boots and threw them into Mrs. Cleever’s cow pasture.
“I wash you were dead!” Mason screamed. He was choking with rage. After his talk with father, he’d started to
feel sorry for Aden, but not any more. If only I were bigger, he thought. I’d make Aden sorry he ever picked on
me. He wouldn’t ever dare touch me again.
Mason walked through the snow in his socks to retrieve his boots and was late for class. Miss MacKnight gave
him a stern look. A few of the kids giggled. Mason slid into his seat, his face flushed as much with anger as
shame. He sat all morning in wet socks, trying not to cry out from the pain as his feet thawed out. He wished
Aden were dead. All afternoon, he dreamed of awful things he would do to get back at Aden.
The days dragged on. Mason dreaded going to school. The cold spell hung on, too. When the sun did shine, it
seemed too weak to ever warm the earth again. In school, Miss MacKnight told them how glaciers once covered
the land and carved the hills and valleys under mountains of ice. Mason wondered if this was the start of another
Ice Age. If the glaciers came once, couldn’t they come again? What if the snow never melted, and just kept piling
up, year after year?
Miss MacKnight had also told them of the Year of No Summer, back in 1816. There was snow every month
and no crops ripened, so people had left Vermont in droves. Maybe summer wouldn’t come again. Mason tried to
remember what the hills looked like when they were covered with new leaves, more green than anything could be,
and the fields when Father turned the long black furrows with the heavy plow, killdeer crying and gliding over the
rich, dark earth.
The cold made chores harder at home. The pump froze and Father and Mason hauled water in buckets from the
river for the house and barn. Father chopped a hole through the ice on the river and said he had never seen the ice
so thick. Just hauling water for the cows and horses kept Mason busy, for they drank a lot, but he had other chores
to do, too. In the evenings, as he dragged the heavy pails and later fed the calves and forked down hay from the
mow, he dreamed up reasons why he couldn’t go to school the next day. When he woke in the mornings, his
stomach felt sick. One morning, he couldn’t even eat breakfast.
“I’m not hungry, Mama,” he said.
“Nonsense,” she said. “Your brain needs fuel to learn. Besides, you’re always hungry.”
“I feel pretty sick, Mama. Maybe I shouldn’t go to school.”
“I declare, Mason, I don’t know what's gotten in to you. Maybe you need a dose of castor oil.”
Mason scurried out the door. Nothing was worse than castor oil. The thick slimy ball of it stuck in his throat for
hours, no matter how much he swallowed.
He kicked at snow clumps in the yard. Maybe he could hide in the woods all day, then just go home at night.
Maybe he could run away, go to live with his Aunt Margaret in Craftsbury. No, he didn’t like Aunt Margaret, and
besides, everyone would just call him a coward for running off like that. Maybe he could act like he’d slipped off
the Black River bridge and pretend his leg was broken. Maybe it would be better to really have a broken leg than
to have to be tormented by Aden.
Ira was in the yard. He held a stick in both hands; and he had Mama’s tin colander on his head.
“What are you doing?” Mason asked him.
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“I’m fighting the Germans,” Ira said. “You’d better get down. They might shoot you.”
“You look stupid,” Mason said.
“Wanna play a little while?” Ira asked. “You can wear my helmet and use my gun.”
Mason cuffed Ira’s head and knocked off the colander.
“Who’d want to play with you? You’re just a dumb kid.”
Ira’s lips puckered and he ran for the house.
“Crybaby, crybay,” Mason sang, but inside he wondered if he would ever feel worse than he did right then.
*
Father’s birthday was coming.
Mason had been drawing a picture for him of Bennington and Chelsea pulling the big snow roller, with Father
driving. He had worked on it for days, trying to make the horses look as real as he could. Miss MacKnight had
praised it and held it up to show the rest of the class.
On the day before Father’s birthday, Mason tucked the drawing carefully inside his coat and started for home.
It was a blustery day in late March. The sky was the color of Mama’s pewter candlesticks. Snow devils swirled
in the pasture along the road. Mason hoped there would be time to go sledding before chore time.
There was a lull in the wind as Mason got to the bridge over the river. He unbuttoned his coat and pulled out
the drawing to admire it again. He was eager to show it to Father tomorrow.
A gust of wind plucked the picture from his mittened hand. It spiraled upward with the wind, then floated
down, down, onto the ice of the Black River.
Mason couldn’t believe it. His gift for Father had just been in his hand and now it lay hopelessly lost.
Maybe he could get it back. Maybe he could sneak out onto the river and grab the picture. It would just take a
minute.
“Don’t ever walk out onto that ice,” Father had told him. “Ice that forms over running water isn’t safe.”
If he didn’t go on the ice, his picture would be carried away by the wind or swallowed by the river when the
ice melted. Father would never see the work he had done.
Mason heard the snow crunch behind him. He looked over his shoulder and his heart sank. Aden stared at him,
his blue wool hat pulled crookedly to one side.
“What are you crying about, kid?” Aden jeered. Mason wiped his nose with his mitten.
“Nothing,” he mumbled.
“Well, maybe I’ll give you something to cry about,” Aden said. He raised his fist.
A corner of the drawing fluttered in the wind, and the movement caught Aden’s eye. He peered over the bridge
railing.
“You draw that?” Aden asked.
Mason nodded miserably, waiting for Aden’s punch.
“Who for?” Aden persisted.
“My father. Tomorrow’s his birthday.”
Aden dropped his fist. He stared at the paper on the river.
“Your father ever beat you?” he asked.
Mason was too stunned to answer. He shook his head dumbly.
“I seen your father working the horses once,” Aden said. “He seemed real gentle with them. Didn’t beat ’em or
anything.”
Before Mason could say anything, Aden slid down the riverbank and onto the ice. The first crack of the ice
sounded like a gunshot. Aden froze, his self-confident smile gone. Mason could hear the low-throated warning of
the concealed water. Aden took another step and the ice cracked again.
Mason’s stomach lurched. What would he do if Aden broke through? He could run to old Mrs. Rupert’s house,
but she wouldn’t be able to help, and by the time he did find someone and get back to the river, he would be too
late for Aden.
Aden lay on his belly and inched toward the picture. Mason could see drops of sweat on his pale forehead. He
wanted to yell to Aden to come back, to forget about the picture, but he couldn’t speak.
Aden reached the drawing, grabbed it, and turned around, still lying on his stomach. The ice cracked again, and
Aden’s nerve deserted him. He leaped to his feet and dashed for the riverbank. One foot broke through, and the
cold black water surged over the ice. Mason moaned, and then Aden stood before him, flushed and breathing hard.
He handed Mason the drawing.
“Don’t tell anybody about this,” was all he said. He pushed past Mason and ran up the road leading to the
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Cutler farm.
Mason stared at his drawing. He felt numb. He didn’t even feel glad that Aden had saved his picture. He’d
considered going onto that ice. If Father found out, he’d be furious. And he’d be even angrier to learn that Aden
had risked his life just for a silly picture.
When Mason got home, he threw the drawing into his closet.
He was quiet at supper. Mama felt his forehead.
“Are you feeling all right, Mason?” she asked, but Mason only nodded. He did his chores and went to bed
without being told.
The next morning, Mason gave the picture to Father. When Father said it was well done, Mason squirmed in
his chair. He was afraid to tell Father about Aden and the ice, but he couldn’t help feeling that the picture was
more a present from Aden than from him.
That day at school, Aden didn’t bother him at all.
*
School was out for the sugaring season. Father drove Chelsea and Bennington through the wods and scattered
the wooden buckets. Then he bored holes, one or two, in each maple tree. Mason hammered an iron spile into
each hole, then he and Mama hung a bucket on each spile. As the sap dripped from the tree, it fell plunk, plunk
into the bucket, a song of spring.
Father sad sugaring depended on the weather; when the days were warm and the nights dropped below
freezing, then the sap ran best.
Father and Mason were in the woods every day now. They went from tree to tree, filling the gathering pails
they carried with the clear, sweet sap, and poured it into the large wooden tub that Chelsea and Bennington pulled.
Whenever Mason got thirsty, he drank cold sap from the buckets.
The snow was still deep in the woods. Father and Mason sank as they carried the pails to the tub. It was hard
work, and Mason got tired, but he didn’t complain. He felt proud to work with Father.
As he walked by one spruce tree, Mason chipped off a piece of the amber resin on the bark, and popped it into
his mouth. He liked spruce gum’s sharp flavor, but knew anything he ate later would taste terrible. Spruce gum’s
aftertaste didn’t leave your mouth for a long time.
“It’s the turpentine in it,” Father had explained.
When the large tub was full, Father drove back to the sugarhouse. Mason liked these rides; they gave him a
chance to rest, and there was something almost lulling about the thop, thop of the horses’ hooves and the slosh of
the sap in the tub. But he liked even better being in the sugarhouse.
There was so much to see, and smell, in the sugarhouse. The fire crackled and hissed in the arch, and thick
clouds of fragrant steam billowed from the large flat pans that sat over the arch where the sap bubbled and boiled
its way to syrup.
Mama boiled most of the syrup a little longer, then poured it into pails and tubs where it crystallized. This was
the family’s sugar for the whole year. But Mama kept enough as syrup to use for pancakes and on oatmeal every
morning.
Since sap is mostly water, it takes about forty gallons of sap to make one gallon of syrup. The water must be
evaporated, or “boiled off.” Father said boiling was an art, and he was proud of the way Mama boiled. She
seemed to be everywhere: feeding wood into the huge iron arch to keep a steady, hot fire under the pans of boiling
sap, watching the sap cook down, then drawing off the syrup when it reached the right density. The faster the sap
was evaporated, the lighter in color and the higher its grade, so Mama boiled with only a shallow layer of sap in
the pan, but watched closely. If the pans scorched, the syrup was spoiled.
Mama had never scorched the pans.
Mama put some of the hot syrup in a cup. Mason took a sip and let the delicate sweetness linger on his tongue.
“Leave a taste for me,” Father said as he strode through the door.
“It’s a good run, Geneva,” he said. “The holding tank is full. Looks like a long night ahead.”
“I shan’t complain,” Mama said. “We’ve needed more sugar, what with the rationing. If you’ll take over, I’ll
run fix us some supper.” She looked at Mason.
“If you’ll pack a place in the snow, we’ll have a special dessert.”
“Sugar-on-snow!” Mason and Ira shouted together.
To Mason’s stomach, it seemed like hours before Mama came back with their supper packed in an old apple
box. Father turned over some wooden buckets for chairs, and they all sat around the arch. The light from the
flames cast their shadows against the wall.
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There were beans baked in syrup and hot corn bread. Mama had baked extra.
“I’m feeding two men now,” she said and Mason felt warmth clear down to his toes.
“Me, too,” said Ira.
“You’re not a man,” Mason said hotly.
“Am, too,” Ira shouted, then laughed when Father swung him onto his shoulder.
“Before you two get to arguing, I’d like to get to my dessert,” Father said and carried Ira and a kettle of syrup
outside.
Mama had cooked some of the syrup down further and she ladled the syrup in swirls onto the snow where it
cooled to a soft, waxy candy.
“Too bad we didn’t have some pickles and doughnuts,” Father joked.
Mama pulled back the dishcloth from the apple box. She lifted out a jar of pickles and a plate of golden
doughnuts. Father looked at Mama in amazement.
“Why, Geneva, when did you have time to make doughnuts?” he asked.
“Sugar-on-snow just wouldn’t be the same without doughnuts,” Mama said.
“You’re a wonder,” Father said quietly. Mama blushed, but Mason could tell she was pleased.
Mason ate the soft maple candy. Then he ate a sour pickle to cut the sweetness so that he could eat more sugaron-snow. And he ate five of Mama’s sweet-milk doughnuts.
“We’ll have to roll this boy to bed,” Mama said and smiled.
It was a perfect evening. They were all together under the clear, cold sky. Mason felt full and sleepy, and
content to just lean back against Father as the darkness deepened and settled like a sigh around them.
From the woods came a rasping noise.
“What’s that sound?” Mason asked. Mama, Father, and Ira listened, then Mama clapped her hands softly.
“It’s a saw-whet owl,” she said. “Oh, I haven’t heard one in years.”
“Listen to it,” Father said to Mason, “and you’ll hear how it got its name. Its call sounds like a man
sharpening, or whetting, a large mill saw. It only makes the sound you hear in late winter, though.”
They all listened.
“The first time I ever heard one was at this time of year when I was a little girl,” Mama said. “My father went
to filing one of his saws, trying to coax the owl out, and before I knew it, that owl had flown in and landed on
Papa’s shoulder. Such a tiny thing. It could have fit in his hand.”
Mason saw the faraway look in her eyes. He tried to imagine her as a little girl.
“On a night like this, it’s hard to believe there’s a war going on and young men are dying,” Father said. No one
said anything for awhile.
“It is lovely out here,” Mama sighed, “but I can’t dawdle forever. We’ll be here most of the night as is.”
Mason and Ira got to stay in the sugar-house, too, on a made-up bed in the little loft. From his blankets, Mason
could look out the square hole that served as a window.
The great dome of sky was speckled with stars. The Big Dipper was tipped over now, spilling onto Butternut
Hill. Orion stood guard over the western horizon, and to the right of the Hunter, Mason found the fuzzy cluster of
Pleiades, the Seven Sisters. He wondered if there were soldiers looking at the sky, too, watching the same stars he
was and thinking of home.
Downstairs, Mama and Father took turns boiling. They sat talking, long into the night, their gentle voices
rising with the steam, lulling Mason to sleep.
For three weeks, Mason and Father gathered the sap when it ran, and Mama kept busy boiling. The days grew
warmer, and the snow melted from the woods, swelling the streams. The air was filled with the song of rushing
water and the lonesome cries of geese winging north. When the trees began to bud, Father said sugaring was over.
Mason and Father picked up all the buckets from the woods and pulled the spiles from the trees. They took the
buckets back to the sugarhouse and washed them, stacking them in preparation for next year.
School began again. Mason had been wondering if Aden had really changed or if the teasing would start all
over again, but Aden didn’t come to school the first day, or the next. When a week had gone by, Mason got up the
courage to approach one of the other high-school boys.
“Where’s Aden?” he asked.
“Didn’t you hear? He ran off, joined the army.”
Mason didn’t know what to say. Did that mean Aden was never coming back to school?
The older boys started to talk among themselves. They were envious of what Aden had done.
“How could he enlist?” one of the boys asked. “He wasn’t old enough.”
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“He went to Glover to join up ’cause around here they knew he was too young,” said another. Mason knew
him; he was Ed Hawkens, the storekeeper’s son.
“I’m going to join, too, soon’s I can. With me and Aden over there, we’ll send the Kaiser running with his tail
between his legs.”
Ed hooted and started to wrestle with one of the other boys, and no one noticed when Mason slipped away. He
wanted time to think. Aden wouldn’t be bothering him anymore, but Mason didn’t feel happy. Aden had been
mean to him, but Mason hadn’t stood up to him. Then Aden had saved the picture, but Mason hadn’t thanked him.
His stomach was so jumbled with emotion, he didn’t know how he felt about Aden anymore.
He didn’t know how he felt about himself.
*
Mason was sure he loved spring the best: the smell of newly plowed 3earth, the blush of wildflowers in the
pastures, the sweet pefume of apple blossoms, the flush of color, from gray to delicate green, that swept up the
slope of Butternut Hill as the trees leafed out, and traipsing to the high pasture every day to check the ripeness of
the wild strawberries. He was sure—until summer arrived and school was finished, and summer daqys that were
his own stretched before him like a string of jewels. Anyway, he always liked to think of an endless string of days
that were his own, but Father and Mama had different ideas about that than he did. There was always so much
work to do on the farm, and Mason was old enough to help.
Mason and Mama planted the garden and kept it weeded. He, Father, and Mama hayed the fields together;
Mama drove the horses, Father forked the hay up onto the wagon, and Mason stomped the hay down as Father
had shown him so the load would hold together for the trip back to the barn. He helped Father lay new shingles on
the back side of the barn, and on a rainy day, he and Mama wallpapered the living room.
One day, Father sent Mason to whitewash the springhouse. Ira tagged along.
“Can I help, Mason?” Ira asked.
“Not here,” said Mason, “but you think you’re so big, you can feed the chickens. That will be your job now.”
“Oh, boy,” said Ira, clapping his hands.
Mason smiled wickedly.
“But there’s something you’d better remember,” he said. “Chickens will eat your toes. They’ll bite them right
off, if you let them near you.” He knew he was being horrible, but he just couldn’t seem to stop himself.
Ira’s eyes opened wide.
“You backing out, crybaby?” Mason challenged. Ira pressed his lips together.
“No,” he said firmly, and ran to the barn to look at the chickens.
Most days held hard work, but there were fun times, too. After haying, they all went swimming in the springfed pond, where Mason liked to exhale and sink slowly into the cold depths of the water; he would close his eyes
and feel the ropes of arum, arrowroot, and bullhead lily trail along his body. Other days, he, Ira, and Mama picked
pails and pails of raspberries and blackberries, the dark, sweet juices staining their fingers.
Once, Mason startled a bear in the thicket. He stumbled through the bushes and almost fell on the furry black
body. The bear woofed and spun around. Mashed berries stuck to the fur on his head. If Mason hadn’t been so
scared, he would have laughed at the bear’s surprised expression. They stared at each other a few seconds, then
the bear dropped to all fours and ran away faster than Mason would have thought an animal that size could run.
Mason’s knees shook a long time after the bear left.
Sometimes, Father could be talked into going fishing, usually on rainy days when other work couldn’t be done.
Mason wished he could fish alone with Father, but Ira always got to come along.
They fished the upper stretches of the Black River where it tumbled out of the hills and through the pasture
where the horses grazed. It was fun to watch the colt, Jubal, race and buck and roll in the fragrant clover.
“You’ve been a great help to your Mother and me this year, Mason,” Father said.
“Do you think I might be able to help train Jubal to show him at the fair next year?” Mason asked, his heart
thudding.
“Me, too,” Ira cried. Mason could have choked him.
“You’re just a stupid baby,” Mason muttered through clenched teeth. “Why do you always have to spoil
everything?”
“Seems to me a boy that wants to train horses ought to be able to get along with his own brother,” Father said
quietly.
Mason, his face flushed with shame and anger, knew better than to argue.
Summer passed too quickly. The routine of chores, school, and more chores resumed. Mason was surprised to
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find that he was almost the tallest in his class now, next to Gaston Lepage. He had grown over the summer
without even realizing it, and he knew he was stronger. He was in the sixth grade now and sometimes when he
had finished his sums, Miss MacKnight had him help the fifth grade with their spelling. Father and Mama were
proud of his school-work, but Mason knew Father still thought of him as a boy too young to handle Jubal. On a
cloudless day in September, Father came back from town and searched out Mason.
“I feel like playing hooky,” Father said. “It’s a little early in the season yet, but let’s make some cider.”
He tried to sound cheerful, but Mason thought his eyes looked sad.
Mason and Father piled baskets and feed sacks onto the wagon and Bennington pulled them up to the orchard
on Butternut Hill. The old, gnarled trees held Greenings, Bethels, Duchess, and some crab apples that gave
Father’s cider a breezy tartness. A few of the trees were leafless, killed by the long cold spell of the winter.
“The Pumpkin Sweet’s dead,” Father said sadly. “My grandfather planted that tree.”
The Pumpkin Sweets were big yellow apples, as sweet as bananas. They were too sweet for Mason’s taste, to
eat right off the tree, but he and Father liked them baked and cut up into a bowl of bread and milk for Sunday
supper. Mason and Father carefully gathered several baskets of unblemished fruit that would be stored in the
cellar just for eating and cooking. Father stored the best apples in hemlock sawdust to keep them crisp. Then
Father sent Mason up the trees to shake down a hailstorm of the red and green globes.
From the branches, Mason faced the wind and looked toward the spine of the Green Mountains where the
upper ridges were beginning to change color. There had already been several nights of frost, and it wouldn’t be
long before those ridges were covered with snow. The air was as crisp as the apples they gathered, and after their
work, held the heavy sweetness of bruised fruit. Cradled in the arms of the tree, Mason wanted to reach out and
hold the warmth in the earth just a little longer, to keep the season from spinning past so fast into winter.
Father was looking out over the valley, too. It was almost like he could hear Mason’s thoughts.
“Seems like my bones feel the cold of winter coming on earlier every year,” Mason heard Father say. “I can
feel the dying.”
Mason wondered what dying Father was talking about: the fall flowers like aster and goldenrod, the soldiers,
or his own, but Mason was afraid to ask.
Father drove the wagon to the barn and they unloaded the apples beside the huge oak press. Most farmers
didn’t have their own cider press and usually hauled wagon-loads of apples to the cider mill in town, but Father
had inherited both the large orchard and the oak press from his grandfather.
Father poured the feed sacks of apples, one at a time, through the grinder. There was a cylinder in the grinder
which was studded with nails and as the cylinder turned, the nails chopped the apples into bits. Mason held
Mama’s washbasin under the cylinder to catch the pulp, or pomace as Father called it. Then it was time to put the
pomace in the press, a large, slatted box that was too heavy for Mason to lift. Over the press there were two giant
iron screws. Mason poured several washbasins of pomace into the press and leveled it out with a hoe that Father
had scrubbed clean. Father then spread a thick layer of clean oat straw over the pomace, and Mason put more
apple pulp over the straw. He and Father kept layering the pulp and straw until the box was almost full.
Father laid a heavy plank over the straw and pomace, and turned the screws to press on the plank. Mason
pushed a large wooden tub under the press; this was the part he liked best.
Father kept turning the screws, and as the plank pressed the pomace, the juice began to flow out into the tub,
ruby-colored and fragrant.
“Nice, juicy apples,” Father said. “Should give us a good yield.”
When they were all done, they had thirty gallons of cider. Mason and Father each had a glassful and Mason
thought it was the best-tasting cider he’d ever had, sweet and tart at the same time.
By the time he and Father had washed out the press, dusk had settled and the cows were waiting at the gate.
Mason drove the cows into the barn and helped Father with the feeding and milking, then held the lantern while
Father carried the full milk pails to the house.
They sat down to supper.
“I heard some news in town today,” Father said as he stabbed a slice of ham. “Aden Cutler was killed in
France.”
Mason froze. Aden dead? Father continued.
“The telegram came to Mrs. Cutler this morning. Our troops had the Germans in full retreat. We were pushing
them back through a place called the Argonne Forest. That’s where Aden died.”
They were all silent for a few moments, then Mama sighed.
“It’s a terrible thing to say,” she said, “but that boy was trouble, simple as that. I didn’t wish bad for him, but
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he never did anything good his whole life.”
Mama served up the scalloped potatoes. She and Father began talking about poor Mrs. Cutler so no one heard
Mason when he whispered,
“Yes, he did.”
That’s why Father had looked sad when he came back from town, and why he had talked of dying. Why hadn’t
Father said anything to him while they were gathering apples, or pressing cider? All that time that Mason had
been having fun, Aden had been dead.
Aden was in his dreams that night, images of Aden crawling on ice with Germans chasing him, firing rifles
while he only had snowballs to throw at them. Aden broke through the ice and slipped under the dark water, while
the Germans stood at the edge of the ice, firing their guns down into the jagged hole.
Mason woke, trembling and afraid to go back to sleep. What was it like to die? Aden had been so far from
home and family. Mason tried to imagine what it would be like to be scared and all alone, not being able to see
Father, Mama, or even Ira again. When he finally fell back into troubled sleep, he didn’t hear Mama call and was
late for school.
The whole school seemed subdued. The schoolyard was quiet even at recess. Aden hadn't been liked, but it was
still a shock for the town to lose one of its own. No one was able to concentrate and, for the first time ever, Miss
MacKnight sent everyone home early.
Mason didn’t feel like playing, and went to the barn to do his chores. Ira was feeding the chickens and Mason
stood in the shadows to watch him. Ira held the pan of corn in one hand, his other hand on the door. The chickens
raced over to be fed, and Ira jumped backward, spilling the corn on the ground. His face was white.
He’s scared of them! Mason thought with surprise. Because of what I told him. And he realized with shame
that he’d been as mean to Ira as Aden had ever been to him. Ira probably hated him. Maybe Ira wanted him dead,
just like he’d wanted Aden dead.
Only I didn’t really want him to die, thought Mason.
Mason put a hand on Ira’s shoulder. Ira jumped again.
“I used to be afraid of chickens,” Mason said.
“You were?” Ira said. He stared up at Mason, his eyes huge.
“Sure,” said Mason. “The trick is not letting them know you’re afraid. You just walk in there and pretend to be
brave. Follow me.”
He would talk with Father tonight, and tell him all about being mean to Ira. He could have helped Ira this
summer, he could have taught him to swim, showed him which pools the largest brook trout liked to hide in,
played catch with him. He would start being a better brother. And tonight, he would tell Father about Aden saving
the picture, and Father would know that Aden Cutler had done at least one good thing in his life.
Mason got a new pan of com and they walked together into the pen. Ira clung to him like a shadow, but instead
of being annoyed,Mason felt stronger and happier than he had for a long time.
*
Mason, Ira, and Mama were stacking the last of the firewood. That noon, Mama had sent Father to town.
“You’ve been working so hard, Sterling,” she said. “Give yourself a rest. Mason and I can finish the wood.”
It was a clear day but cold. Mason breathed on his hands to warm them. The crows were flocking, and a chorus
of their raspy cawing rose from the cornfield.
Over the past few weeks, Mason, Father, and Mama had dug the potatoes, carrots, turnips, and beets and stored
them in the cellar. He and Father had picked sacks of butternuts. Later, on winter nights, he and Father would
break their hard shells and Mama would use the rich nut meats in cakes and maple candy. Father had brought a
wagonload of fir boughs from the woods, and he and Mason had piled them around the outside of the house to
help keep out the winter cold. Mason and Mama had held the heavy storm windows, while Father latched them in
place. All of them felt ready for winter.
Movement on the road caught Mason’s eye. It was Father coming back from town. Father was leaning low
over Chelsea, running her flat out. Mason felt the hair stand up on his neck.
Mama was beside Mason in an instant, shading her eyes.
“Something’s wrong,” she said. “Sterling never runs that horse.”
Father clattered into the yard and slid off Chelsea’s back.
“The war is over!” he shouted. “The war is over!”
He grabbed Mama by the waist and whirled her around. Sometimes when he did this, Mama would push
against him, saying, “Oh, Sterling, put me down,” but when Mason looked at them, twirling in the afternoon sun,
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Mama was hugging Father, and her eyes were shining through her tears.
“Is it really over, Father?” Father caught Mason up in his embrace.
“Yes, son. The killing’s over. And the men will be coming back.”
Not all the men, thought Mason. Not Aden.
The years seemed to melt from Father and he laughed like a boy.
“Go get the sleigh bells from the barn, son. And the cowbell, too. Hurry. Everyone in town’s meeting at the
church. Every bell we have will ring tonight.”
Mason ran for the bells, while Father rubbed Chelsea down and put her in the stable. Then he helped Father
hitch Bennington to the buggy. Mason felt feverish with excitement. He’d never seen Father so giddy.
They all clambered into the buggy. Father looped the sleigh bells around his neck and clucked twice.
Bennington stretched into his road trot, his black hooves flashing, eating up the miles. Mama clutched her hat, and
never once suggested to Father that he should slow down.
They heard the shouts from town long before they got there. Father was right, Mason thought. Everyone in
town must have showed up; the street was crowded with people and horses.
“What’s that line for?” Mason asked, pointing toward the church.
“The men are taking turns ringing the church bell. Why don’t you come get in line with me?”
Mason’s heart swelled. The men, Father had said.
“Okay,” Mason said. “But I gotta do something first.”
Mason hadn’t realized he was searching the crowd for a face until he saw her, Mrs. Cutler, standing by the
town hall a little apart from the crowd. Her arms were wrapped around her chest as if she was hugging herself.
She looked old and sad.
“Mrs. Cutler?”
She turned and Mason felt panic. What could he say to her?
“It’s about Aden,” he stammered.
“Aden’s dead,” she said flatly. “Probably you’re glad about that. Seems most folks are. Oh, they don’t say that,
but I can tell what they’re thinking.”
“No, ma;am, I’m not glad.” She didn’t seem to have heard him.
“That boy, he was a handful. Has been ever since his daddy died. I know people thought he was worthless, but
he wasn’t so bad as folks say.”
“I know,” said Mason. “He did something for me once and I never thanked him. I wish he were coming back.”
Then he wished he hadn’t said that; Mrs. Cutler’s lower lip began to tremble.
“I’m sorry,” Mason said, and turned to leave.
“Thank you,” she said. “Nobody ever said anything nice about my boy before.”
Father was calling, and Mason couldn’t think of anything else to say. He left Mrs. Cutler and ran to get in line.
But he’d already decided. Tomorrow he would go over to Mrs. Cutler’s and split and pile her wood for winter.
She’d be needing some help around the farm now.
When his turn came, Mason grabbed the rope and pulled with all his strength. The first peal of the bell rang out
like a rifleshot.
From the surrounding hills answered the voices of other bells. The air was so clear, bells could be heard from
towns as far as fifteen miles away, their sweet crystal notes like birdsong.
In the church, the women had filled the tables with coffee and doughnuts and the men were lined up, whooping
and drumming each other on the back, waiting for their turn to pull the rope. The bells would ring all night.
In the gathering dusk, Mason pulled the rope, ringing for peace and lost innocence, ringing the bell for Aden.
*VIRGINIA*
162.140 Excerpt from Memoirs of the War in the Southern Department of the United States\fn{by Henry Lee
(1756-1818)} Dumfries, Prince William County, Virginia, U.S.A. (M) 6
… Giving to the sergeant three guineas,\fn{ Three pounds three shillings.} and presenting his best wishes, Lee
recommended him to start without delay, and enjoined him to communicate his arrival in New York as soon
thereafter as might be practicable. Champe pulling out his watch, compared it with the major’s, reminding the
latter of the importance of holding back pursuit, which he was convinced would take place in the course of the
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night, and which might be fatal, as he knew that he should be obliged to zigzag in order to avoid the patroles,
which would consume time. It was now nearly eleven.\fn{ Sergeant Champe had been instructed to attempt to kidnapp General
Benedict Arnold, after his attempts to deliver West Point to the British had been found out, with the view in mind of saving the life of
Major John André (1751-1780), a young officer in the British army who had negotiated with General Arnold for the surrender of the fort
and been subsequently captured by American forces. }

The sergeant returned to camp, and taking his cloak, valise and orderly book, he drew his horse from the
picket, and mounting him put himself upon fortune. Lee, charmed with his expeditious consummation of the first
part of the enterprise, retired to rest.
Useless attempt! the past scene could not be obliterated; and, indeed, had that been practicnble, the interruption
which ensued would have stopped repose.
Within half an hour Captain Carnes, officer of the day, waited upon the major, and with considerable emotion
told him that one of the patrole had fallen in with a dragoon, who, being challenged, put spur to his horse and
escaped, though instantly pursued; Lee complaining of the interruption and pretending to be extremely fatigued
by his ride to and from headquarters, answered as if he did not understand what had been said, which compelled
the captain to repeat it.
Who can the fellow that was pursued be? inquired the major; adding, a countryman, probably.
No, replied the captain, the patrole sufficiently distinguished him as to know that he was a dragoon; probably
one from the army, if not certainly one of our own.
This idea was ridiculed from its improbability, as during the whole war but a single dragoon had deserted from
the legion.\fn{As the mounted cavalry were often called; their opposite number on the British side were nicknamed “Tarleton’s
Legion.”} This did not convince Carnes, so much stress was it now the fashion to lay on the desertion of Arnold,
and the probable effect of his example.
The captain withdrew to examine the squndron of horse, whom he had ordered to assemble in pursuance of
established usage on similar occasions. Very quickly he returned, stating that the scoundrel was known, and was
no less a person than the sergeant-major, who had gone off with his horse, baggage, arms and orderly book—so
presumed, as neither the one nor the other could be found. Sensibly affected at the supposed baseness of a soldier
extremely repected, the captain added that he had ordered a party to make ready for pursuit, and begged the
major’s written orders.
Occasionally this discourse was interrupted, and every idea suggested which the excellent charucter of the
sergeaut warranted, to induce the suspicion that he had uot deserted, but had taken the lIberty to leave camp with a
view to personal pleasure: an example, said Lee, too often set by the officers themselves, destructive as it was of
discipline, opposed as it was to orders, aud disastrous as it might prove to the corps in the course of service.
Some little delay was thus interposed; but it being now announced that the pursuing party was ready, Major
Lee directed a change in the officer, saying that he had a particular service in view, which he had determined to
entrust to the lieutenant ready for duty, and which probably must be performed in the morning. He therefore
directed him to summon Cornet Middleton for the present command.
Lee was induced thus to act, first to add to the delay, and next from his knowledge of the tenderness of
Middleton’s disposition, which he hoped would lead to the protection of Champe should he be take. Within ten
minutes Middleton appeared to receive his orders, which were delivered to him made out in the customary form,
and signed by the major.
Pursue so far as you can with safety sergeant Champe, who is suspected of deserting to the enemy, and has taken the
road leading to Paulus Hook. Bring him alive, that he may suffer in the presence of the army; but kill him if he resists,
or escapes after being taken.

Detaining the cornet a few minutes longer in advising him what course to pursue—urging him to take care of
the horse and accoutrements, if recovered, and enjoining him to be on his guard, lest he might, by his eager
pursuit, improvidently fall into the hands of the enemy—the major dismIssed Middleton, wishing him success.
A shower of rain fell soon after Champe’s departure, which enabled the pursuing dragoons to take the trail of
his horse; knowing, as officer and trooper did, the make of their shoes, whose impression was an unerring
guide.\fn{A note reads: The horses being all shod by our own farriers, the shoes were made in the same form; which, with a private mark
annexed to the fore-shoes, aud known to the troopers, pointed out the trail of our dragoons to each other, which was often very useful. }
When Middleton departed, it was a few minutes past twelve; so that Champe had only the start of rather more
than all hour—by no means as long as was desired. Lee became very unhappy, not only because the estimable and
gallant Champe might be injured, but lest the enterprise might be delayed: and he spent a sleepless night.
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*
The pursuing party during the night, was, on their part, delayed by the necessary halts to examine occasionally
the road, as the impression of the horse’s shoes directed their course; this was unfortunately too evident, no other
horse having passed along the road since the shower. When the day broke, Middleton was no longer forced to halt,
and he pressed on with rapidity. Ascending an eminence before he reached the Three Pidgeons, some miles on the
north of the village of Bergen, as the pursuing party reached its summit, Champe was descried not more than half
a mile in front. Resembling an Indian in his vigilance, the sergeant at the same moment discovered the party
(whose object he was no stranger to), and giving spur to his horse, he determined to outstrip his pursuers.
Middleton at the same instant put his horses to the top of their speed; and being (as the legion all were) veIl
acquainted with the country, he recollected a short route through the woods to the bridge below Bergen, which
diverged from the great road just after you gain the Three Pidgeone. Reaching the point of separation, he halted;
and dividing his party, directed a sergeant with a few dragoon8 to take the near cut, and possess with all possible
despatch the bridge, while he with the residue followed Champe; not doubting but that Champe must deliver
himself up, as he would be closed between himself and his sergeant.
Champe did not forget the shurt cut, and would have taken it himself, but he knew it was the usual route of our
parties when returning in the day from the neighborhood of the enemy, properly preferring the woods to the road.
He consequently avoided it; and persuaded that Middleton would avail himself of it, wisely resolved to relinquish
his intention of getting to Paulus Hook, and to seek refuge from two British galleys, lying a few miles to the west
of Bergen.
This was a station always occupied by one or two galleys, and which it was known now lay there. Entering the
village of Bergen, Champe turned to his right, and disguising his change of course as much as he could by taking
the beaten streets, turning as they turned, he passed through the village and took the road towards Elizabethtown
Point. Middleton’s sergeant gained the bridge, where he concealed himself, ready to pounce upon Champe when
he came up; and Middleton, pursuing his course through Bergen, soon got also to the bridge, when, to his extreme
mortification, he found that the sergeant had slipped through his fingers.
Returning up the road, he inquired of the villngers of Bergen, whether a dragoon had been seen that morning
preceding his party. He was answered inthe affirmative, but couId learn nothing satisfactorily as to the route he
took. While engaged in inquiries himself, he spread his party through the village to strike the trail of Champe’s
horse, a resort always recurred to. Some of his dragoons hit it just as the sergeant, leaving the village, got in the
road to the Point.
Pursuit was renewed with vigor, and again Champe was descried. He, apprehending the event, had prepared
himself for it, by lashing his valise (containing his clothes and orderly book) on his shoulders, and holding his
drawn sword in his hand, having thrown away its scabbard. This he did to save what was indispensable to him,
and to prevent any interruption to his swimming by the scabbard, should Middleton, as he presumed, when
disappointed at the bridge, take the measures adopted by him.
The pursuit was rapid and close, as the stop occasioned by the sergeant’s preparations for swimming had
brought Middleton within two or three hundred yards. As soon as Champe got abreast of the galleys, he
dismounted, and running through the marsh to the river, plunged into it, calling upon the galleys for help. This
was readily given; they fired upon our horse, and sent a boat to meet Champe, who was taken in and carried on
board, and conveyed to New York with a letter from the captain of the galley, stating the past scene, all of which
he had seen.
*
The horse with his equipments, the sergeant’s cloak and sword scabbard, were recovered; the sword itself,
being held by Champe until he plunged into the river, was lost, as Middleton found it necessary to retire without
searching for it. About three o’clock in the evening our party returned, and the soldiers, seeing the horse (well
known to them) in our possession, made the air resound with exclamations that the scoundrel was killed.
Major Lee, called by this heart-rending annunciation from his tent, saw the sergeant’s horse led by one of
Middleton’s dragoons, and began to reproach himself with the blood of the high prized faithful and intrepid
Champe. Stifling his agony, he advanced to meet Middleton, and became somewhat relieved as soon as he got
near enough to discern the countenance of his officer and party. There wos evidence in their looks of
disappointment, and he was quickly. relieved by Middleton’s information that the sergeant had effected his escape
with the loss of his horse, and narrated the particulars just recited. Lee’s joy was now as full as, the moment
before, his torture had been excruciatulg. Never was a happier conclusion. The sergeant escaped unhurt, carrying
with him to the enemy undeniable testimony of the sincerity of his desertion—cancelling every apprehension
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before entertained, lest the enemy might suspect him of being what he really was.
Major Lee imparted to the commander-in-chief the occurrence, who was sensibly affected by the hair-breadth
escape of Champe, and anticipated with pleasure the good effect sure to follow the enemy’s knowledge of its
manner.
*
On the fourth day after Champe's departure, Lee received a letter .from him, written the day before in a
disguised hand, without any signature, and stating what had passed after he got on board the galley, where he was
kindly received.
He was carried to the commandant of New York as soon as he arrived, and presented the letter addressed to
this officer from the captain of the galley. Being asked as to what corps he belonged, and a few other common
questions, he was sent under care of an orderly sergeant to the adjutant-general, who, finding that he was
sergeant-major of the legion horse, heretofore remarkable for their fidelity, he began to interrogate him. He was
told by Champe, that such was the spirit of defection which prevailed among the American troops in consequence
of Arnold’s example, that he haa no doubt, if the temper was properly cherished, Washington’s ranks would not
only be greatly thinned, but that some of his best corps would leave him. To this conclusion, the sergeant said, he
was led by his own observations, and especially by his knowledge of the discontents which agitated the corps to
which he had belonged. His size, place of birth, his form, countenance, color of his hair, the corps in which he had
served, with other remarks, in conformity to the British usage, was noted in a large folio book. After this was
finished, he was sent to the commander-in-chief, in charge of one of the staff, with a letter from the adjutantgeneral.
Sir Henry Clinton treated him very kmdly, and detaomed him more than one hour, asking him many questions,
all leading—first, to know to what extent this spirit of defection might be pushed by proper incitements; what the
most operating incitements; whether any general officers were suspected by Washington as concerned in Arnold’s
conspiracy, or any other officers of note; who they were, and whether the troops approved or censured
Washington’s suspicions; whether his popularity in that army was sinking, or continued stationary.
What was Major André’s eituation—whether any change had taken place in the manner of his confinement;
what was the current opinion of his probable fate; and whether it was thought Washington would treat him as a
spy.
To these various interrogations, some of which were perplexing, Champe answered warily; exciting,
nevertheless, hopes that the adoption of proper measuree to encourage desertion (of which he could not pretend to
form an opinion) would certainly bring off hundreds of the American soldiers, including some of the best troops,
horse as well as foot. Respecting the fate of André, he said he was ignorant, though there appeared to be a general
wish in the army that his life should not be taken; and that he believed it would depend more upon the disposition
of Congress, than on the will of Washington.
After this long conversation ended, Sir Henry presented Champe with a couple of guineas, and recommended
him to wait upon General Arnold, who was engaged in raising an American legion in the service of His Majesty.
He directed one of his aides to write to Arnold by Champe, stating who he was, and what he had said about the
disposition in the army to follow his example; which very soon done, it was given to the orderly attending on
Champe to be presented with the deserter to General Arnold.
Arnold expressed much satisfaction on hearing from Champe the manner of his eacape, and the effect of
Arnold’s example; and concluded his numerous inquiriea by assigning quarters to the sergeant—the same as were
occupied by his recruiting sergeants. He also proposed to Champe to join his legion, telling him he would give to
him the same station he had held in the rebel service, and promising hm further advancement when merited.
Expressing his wish to retire from war, and his conviction of the certalnty of his being hung if ever taken by
the rebels, he begged to be excused from enlistment; assuring the general, that should he change his mind, he
would certainly accept his offer.
Retiring to the designated quarters, Champe now turned his attention to the delivery of his letters, which he
could not effect until the next night, and then only to one of the two incognita to whom he was recommended.
This man received the sergeant with extreme attention, and having read the letter, assured Champe that he might
rely on his faithful co-operation in doing everything in his power consistent with his safety, to guard which
required the utmost prudence and circumspection.
The sole object in which the aId of this individual was required regarded the general and others of our army.
implicated in the information sent to Washington by him. To this object Champe urged his attention; assurig him
of the solicitude it had excited, and telling him that its speedy investigation had induced the general to send him
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into New York.
Promising to enter upon it with zeal, and engaging to send out Champe’s letters to Major Lee, he fixed the time
and place for their next meeting, when they separated.
*
Lee made known to the general what had been transmitted to him by Champe, and received in answer
directions to press Champe to the expeditious conclusion of his mission; as the fate of André would be soon
decided, when little or no delay could be admitted in executing whatever sentence the court might decree. The
same meosenger who brought Champe’s letter, returned with the ordered communication. Five days had nearly
elapsed after reaching New York, before Champe saw the confidant to whom only the attempt against Arnold was
to be entrusted.
This person entered with promptitude into the design, promising his cordial assistance. To procure a proper
associate to Champe was the first object, and this he promised to do with all possible despatch. Furnishing a
conveyance to Lee, we again heard from Champe, who stated what I have related, with the additional intelligence
that he had that morning (the last of September) been appointed one of Arnold’s recruiting sergeants, having
enlisted the day before with Arnold; and that he was induced to take this afflicting step, for the purpose of
securing uninterrupted ingress and egress to the house which the general occupied; it being indispensable to a
speedy conclusion of the difficult enterprise which the information he had just received had so forcibly urged. He
added, that the difficulties in his way were numerous and stubborn, and that his prospect of success was by no
means cheering. With respect to the additional treason, he asserted that he had every reason to believe that it was
groundless; that the report took its rise in the enemy’s camp, and that he hoped soon to clear up that matter
satisfactorily.
The pleasure which the last part of this communication afforded, was damped by the tidings it imparted
respecting Arnold, as on hIs speedy delivery depended Andre’s relief: The interposition of Sir Henry Clinton, who
was extremely anxious to save his much loved aid-de-camp, still continued; and it was expected the examination
of witnesses and the defence of the prisoner, would protract the decision of the court of inquiry, now assembled,
and give sufficient time for the consummation of the project committed to Champe.
*
A complete disappointment took place from a quarter unforeseen and unexpected: the honorable and
accomplished André, knowing his guilt, disdained defence, and prevented the examination of witnesses by
confessing the character in which he stood.
On the next day (the 2nd of October) the court again assembled; when every doubt that could possibly arise in
the case having been removed by the previous confession, André was declared to be a spy, and condemned to
suffer accordingly. The sentence was executed on the subsequent day, in the usual form, the commander-in-chief
deemIng it improper to interpose any delay. In this decision he was warranted by the very unpromising
intelligence received from Champe; by the still existing implication of other officers in Arnold’s conspiracy; by a
due regard to public opinion; and by real tenderness to the condemned.
Neither Congress nor the nation could have been with propriety informed of the cause of the delay, and
without such information it must have excited in both alarm and suspicion. André himself could not have been
entrusted with the secret, and would consequently have attributed the unlooked-for event to the expostulation and
exertion of Sir Henry Clinton, which would not fail to produce in his breast expectations of ultimate relief; to
excite which would have been cruel, as the realization of such expectation depended upon a possible but
improbable contingency.
The fate of André, hastened by himself, deprived the enterprise committed to Champe of a feature which had
been highly prized by its projector, and which had very much engaged the heart of the individual chosen to
execute it. Washington ordered Major Lee to communicate what had passed to the sergeant, with directions to
encourage him to prosecute with unrelaxed vigor the remaining objects of his instructions, but to intermit haste in
the execution only as far as was compatible with final success.
This was accordingly done by the first opportunity, in the manner directed. Champe deplored the sad necessity
which occurred, and candidly confessed that the hope of enabling Washington to save the life of André (who had
been the subject of universal commiseration in the American cnmp) greatly contributed to remove the serious
difficulties which opposed his acceding to the proposition when first propounded. Some documents accompanied
this communication, tending to prove the innocence of the accused general; they were completely satisfactory, and
did credit to the discrimination, zeal and diligence of the sergeant. Lee inclosed them immediately to the
commander-in-chief, who was pleased to Iexpress the satisfaction he derived from the information, and to order
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the major to wait upon him the next day; when the whole subject was reexamined; and the distrust heretofore
entertained of the accused was forever dismissed.
Nothing now remained to be done, but the seizure and safe delivery of Arnold. To this object Champe gave his
undivided attention: and on the 19th October Major Lee received from him a very particular account of the
progress he had made, with the outlines of his plan. This was. without delay, submitted to Washington; with a
request for a tew additional guineas. The general’s letter, written on the same day (20 th October). evinces his
attention to the minutim of business, as well as his immutable determination to possess Arnold alive, or not at all.
This was his original injunction, which he never omitted to enforce upon every proper occasion.
Major Lee had an opportunity in the course of the week of writing to Champe, when he told him that the
rewards which he had promised to his associates would be certainly paid on the delivery of Arnold; and in the
meantime, small sums of money would be furnished for casual expenses, it being deemed improper that he should
appear with much, lest it might lead to suspicion and detection; that five guineas were now sent, and that more
would follow when absolutely necessary.
*
Ten days elapsed before Champe brought his measures to conclusion, when Lee received from him his final
communication, appointing the third subsequent night for a party of dragoons to meet him at Hoboken, when he
hoped to deliver Arnold to the officer.
Champe had, from his enlistment into the American Legion (Arnold’s corps), every opportuuity he could wish,
to attend to the habIts of the general. He discovered that it was his custom to return home about twelve every
night, and that previous to going to bed he always visited the garden. During this visit the conspirators were to
seize him, and being prepared with a gag, intended to have applied the same instantly.
Adjoining the house in which Arnold resided, and in which it was designed to seize and gag him, Champe had
taken off severa1 of the railings and replaced them, so that with care and without noise he could readily open his
way to the adjoining alley. Into this alley he meant to have conveyed his prisoner, aided by his companion, one of
two associates who had been introduced by the friend to whom Champe had been originally made known by letter
from the commander-in-chief, and with whose aid and counsel he had so far conducted the enterprise. His other
associate was with the boat prepared at one of the wharves on the Hudson river, to receive the party.
Champe and his friend intended to have placed themselves each under Arnold’s shoulder, and to have thus
borne him through the most unfrequented alleys and streets to the boat; representing Arnold, in case of being
questioned, as a drunken soldier whom they were conveying to the guard-house. When arrived at the boat the
difficulties would be all surmounted, there being no danger nor obstacle in passing to the Jersey shore.
These :particulars, as soon as known to Lee, were communicated to the commander-in-chief, who was highly
gratified with the much desired intelligence. He directed Major Lee to meet Champe, and to take care that Arnold
should not be hurt.
The day arrived, and Lee with a party of dragoons left camp late in the evening, with three led accoutred
horses; one for Arnold, one for the sergeant, and the third for his associate, never doubting the success of the
enterprise, from the tenor of the last received communication. The party reached Hoboken about midnight, where
they were concealed in the adjoining wood—Lee with three dragoons stationing himself near the river shore.
Hour after hour passed—no boat approached. At length the day broke and the major retired to his party, and
with his led horses returned to camp, when he proceeded to headquarters to inform the general of the much
lamented disappointment, as mortifying as inexplicable. Washington having perused Champe’s plan and
communication, had indulged the presumption that at length the object of his keen and constant pursuit was sure
of execution, and did not dissemble the joy such conviction produced. He was chagrined at the issue, and
apprehended that his faithful sergeant must have been detected in the last scene of his tedious and difficult
enterprise.
*
In a few days, Lee received an anonymous letter from Champe’s patron and friend, informing him that on the
day preceding the night fixed for the execution of the plot, Arnold had removed his quarters to another part of the
town, to superintend the embarkation of troops, preparing (as was rumored) for an expedition to be directed by
himself; and that the American Legion, consisting chiefly of American deserters, had beeu transferred from their
barracks to one of the transports; it being apprehended that if left on shore until the expedition was ready, many of
them might desert.
Thus it happened that John Champe, instead of crossing the Hudson that night, was safely deposited on board
one of the fleet of transports, from whence he never departed until the troops under Arnold landed in Virginia!
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Nor was he able to escape from the British army until after the junction of Lord Cornwallis at Petersburg, when he
deserted; and proceeding high up into Virginia he passed into North Carolina near the 8aura towns, and keeping in
the friendly districts of that state, safely joined the army soon after it had passed the Congaree in pursuit of Lord
Rawdon.
His appearance excited extreme surprise among his former comrades, which was not a little increased when
they saw the cordial reception he met with from the late major, now Lieutenant-Colonel Lee. His whole story
soon became known to the corps, which reproduced the love and respect of officer and soldier (heretofore
invariably entertained for the sergeant), heightened by universal admiration of his late daring and arduous attempt.
Champe was introduced to general Greene, who very cheerfully complied with the promises made by the
commander-in-chief, as far as in his power; and having provided the sergeant with a good horse and money for his
journey, sent him to general Washington, who munificently anticipated every desire of the sergeant and presented
hIm with his discharge from further service, lest he might, in the vicissitudes of war, fall into the enemy’s hands;
when, if recognised, he was sure to die on a gibbet. …
1819
165.127 Excerpt from Behind The Scenes: Thirty Years A Slave and Four Years In The White House\fn{by
Elizabeth Hobbs Keckley (1818-1907)} Dinwiddie Court House, Dinwiddie County, Virginia, U.S.A. (F) 29
Ever since arriving in Washington I had a. great desire to work for the ladies of the White House, and to
accomplish this end I was ready to make almost any sacrifice consistent with propriety. Work came in slow1y, and
I was beginning to feel very much embarrassed, for I did not know how I was to meet the bills staring me in the
face. It is true, the bills were small, but then they were formidable to me, who had little or nothing to pay them
with.
While in this situation I called at the Ringolds, where I met Mrs. Captain Lee. Mrs. L. was in a state bordering
on excitement, as the great event of the season, the dinner-party given in honor of the Prince of Wales, was soon
to come off, and she must have a dress suitable for the occasion. The silk had been purchased, but a dress-maker
had not yet been found. Miss Ringold recommended me, and I received the order to make the dress.
When I called on Mrs. Lee the next day, her husband was in the room, and handing me a roll of bank bills,
amounting to oue huudred dollars, he requested me to purchase the trimmings, and to spare no expense in making
a selection. With the money in my pocket I went out in the street, entered the store of Harper & Mitchell, and
asked to look at their laces. Mr. Harper waited on me himself, and was polite and kind. When I asked permission
to carry the laces to Mrs. Lee, in order to learn whether she could approve my selection or not, he gave a ready
assent. When I reminded him that I was a stranger, and that the goods were valuable, he remarked that he was not
afraid to trust me—that he believed my face was the index to an honest heart.
It was pleasant to be spoken to thus, and I shall never forget the kind words of Mr. Harper. I often recall them,
for they are associated with the dawn of a brighter period in my dark life.
I purchased the trimmings, and Mr. Harper allowed me a commission of twenty-five dollars on the purchase.
The dress was done in time, and it gave complete satisfaction. Mrs. Lee attracted great attention at the dinnerparty, and her elegant dress proved a good card for me. I received numerous orders, and was relieved from all
pecuniary embarrassments.
*
One of my patrons was Mrs. Gen. McClean, a daughter of Gen. Sumner. One day when I was very busy, Mrs.
McC. drove up to my apartments, came in where I was engaged with my needle, and in her emphatic way said:
“Lizzie, I am invited to dine at Willard’s on next Sunday, and positively I have not a dress fit to wear on the
occasion. I have just purchased material, and you must commence work on it right away.”
“But Mrs. McClean,” I replied, “I have more work now promised than I can do. It is impossible for me to
make a dress for you to wear on Sunday next.”
“Pshaw! Nothing is impossible. I must have the dress made by Sunday,” and she spoke with some impatience.
“I am sorry,” I began, but she interrupted me.
“Now don’t say no again. I tell you that you must make the dress. I have often heard you say that you would
like to work for the ladies of the White House. Well, I have it in my power to obtain you this privilege. I know
Mrs. Lincoln well, and you shall make a dress for her provided you finish mine in time to wear at dinner on
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Sunday.”
The inducement was the best that could have been offered. I would undertake the dress if I should have to sit
up all night—every night, to make my pledge good. I sent out and employed assistants, and, after much worry and
trouble, the dress was completed to the satisfaction of Mrs. McClean.
*
It appears that Mrs. Lincoln had upset a cup of coffee on the dress she designed wearing on the evening of the
reception after the inauguration of Abraham Lincoln as President of the United States, which rendered it necessary
that she should have a new one for the occasion. On asking Mrs. McClean who her dressmaker was, that lady
promptly informed her,
“Lizzie Keckley.”
“Lizzie Keckley? The name is familiar to me. She used to work for some of my lady friends in St. Louis, and
they spoke well of her. Can you recommend her to me?”
“With confidence. Shall I send her to you!”
“If you pleage. I shall feel uuder many obligations for your kindness.”
*
The next Sunday Mrs. McClean sent me a message to call at her house at four o’clock P.M., that day. As she
did not state why I was to call, I determined to wait till Monday morning. Monday morning came, and nine
o’clock found me at Mrs. McC’s house. The streets of the capital were thronged with people, for this was
Inauguration day. A new President, a man of the people from the broad prairies of the West, was to accept the
solemn oath of office, was to assume the responsibilities attached to the high position of Chief Magistrate of the
United States.
Never was such deep interest felt in the inauguration proceedings as was felt today; for threats of agsassination
had been made, and every breeze from the South came heavily laden with the rumors of war. Around Willard’s
hotel swayed an excited crowd, and it was with the utmost difficulty that I worked my way to the house on the
opposite side of the street, occupied by the McCleans. Mrs. McClean was out, but presently an aide on General
McClean’s staff called, and informed me that I was wanted a Willard’s. I crossed the street, and on entering the
hotel was met by Mrs. McClean, who greeted me:
“Lizzie, why did you not come yesterday, as I requested? Mrs. Lincoln wanted to see you, but I fear that now
you are too late.”
“I am sorry, Mrs. McClean. You did not say what you wanted with me yesterday, so I judged that this morning
would do as well.”
“You should have come yesterday,” she insisted. “Go up to Mrs. Lincoln’s room”—giving me the number
—“she may find use for you yet.”
“With a nervous step I passed on, and knocked at Mrs. Lincoln’s door.
*
A cheery voice bade me come in, and a lady, inclined to stoutness, about forty years of age, stood before me.
“You are Lizzie Keckley, I believe.” I bowed assent.
“The dressmaker that Mrs. McClean recommended—”
“Yes, madam.”
“Very well; I have not time to talk to you now, but would like to have you call at the White House, at eight
o’clock tomorrow morning, where I shall then be.”
I bowed myself out of the room, and returned to my apartments. The day passed slowly, for I could not help
but speculate in relation to the appointed interview for the morrow. My long-cherished hope was about to be
realized, and I could not rest.
*
Tuesday morning, at eight o’clock, I crossed the threshold of the White House for the first time. I was shown
into a waiting-room, and informed that Mrs. Lincoln was at breakfast. In the waiting-room I found no less than
three mantua-makers waiting for an interview with the wife of the new President. It seems that Mrs. Lincoln had
told several of her lady friends that she had urgent need for a dressmaker, and that each of these friends had sent
her mantua-maker to the White House.
Hope fell at once. With so many rivals for the position sought after, I regarded my chances for success as
extremely doubtful. I was the last one summoned to Mrs. Lincoln’s presence. All the others had a hearing, and
were dismissed. I went upstairs timidly, and entering the room with nervous step, discovered the wife of the
President standing by a window, looking out, and engaged in lively conversation with a lady, Mrs. Grimsly, as I
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afterwards learned. Mrs. L. came forward, and greeted me warmly.
“You have come at last. Mrs. Keckley, who have you worked for in the city?”
“Among others, Mrs. Senator Davis has been one of my best patrons,” was my reply.
“Mrs. Davis! So you have worked for her, have you? Of course you gave satisfaction; so far, good. Can you do
my work?”
“Yes, Mrs. Lincoln. Will you have much work for me to do?”
“That, Mrs. Keckley, will depend altogether upon your prices. I trust that your terms are reasonable. I cannot
afford to be extravagant. We are just from the West, and are poor. If you do not charge too much, I shall be able to
give you all my work.”
“I do not think there will be any difficulty about charges, :Mrs. Lincoln; my terms are reasonable.”
“Well, if you will work cheap, you shall have plenty to do. I can’t afford to pay big prices, so I frankly tell you
so in the beginning.”
*
The terms were satisfactorily arranged, and I measured Mrs. Lincoln, took the dress with me, a bright rosecolored moire-antique, and returned the next day to fit it on her. A number of ladies were in the room, all making
preparations for the levée to come off on Friday night. These ladies, I learned, were relatives of Mrs. L’s—Mrs.
Edwards and Mrs. Kellogg, her own sisters, and Elizabeth Edwards and Julia Baker, her nieces. Mrs. Lincoln this
morning was dressed in a cashmere wrapper, quilted down the front; and she wore a simple headdress. The other
ladies wore morning robes.
I was hard at work on the dress, when I was informed that the levée had been postponed from Friday night till
Tuesday night. This, of course, gave me more time to complete my task. Mrs. Lincoln sent for me, and suggested
some alteration in style, which was made. She also requested that I make a waist of blue watered silk for Mrs.
Grimsly, as work on the dress would not require all my time.
*
Tuesday evening came, and I had taken the last stitches on the dress. I folded it and carried it to the White
House, with the waist for Mrs. Grimsly. When I went upstairs, I found the ladies in a terrible state of excitement.
Mrs. Lincoln was protesting that she could not go down, for the reason that she had nothing to wear.
“Mrs. Keckley, you have disappointed me—deceived me. Why do you bring my dress at this late hour?”
“Because I have just finished it, and I thought 1 should be in time.”
“But you are not in time, Mrs. Keckley; you have bitterly disappointed me. I have no time now to dress, and,
what is more, I will not dress, and go downstairs.”
“I am sorry if I have disappointed you, Mrs. Lincoln, for I intended to be in time. Will you let me dress you? I
can have you ready in a few minutes.”
“No, I won’t be dressed. I will stay in my room. Mr. Lincoln can go down with the other ladies.”
“But there is plenty of time for you to dress, Mary,” joined in Mrs. Grimsly and Mrs. Edwards. “Let Mrs.
Keckley assist you, and she will soon have you ready.”
*
Thus urged, she consented. I dressed her hair, and arranged the dress on her. It fitted nicely, and she was
pleased. Mr. Lincoln came in, threw himself on the sofa, laughed with Willie and little Tad, and then commenced
pulling on his gloves, quoting poetry all the while.
“You seem to be in a poetical mood tonight,” said his wife.
“Yes, mother, these are poetical times,” was his pleasant reply. “I declare, you look charming in that dress.
Mrs. Keckley has met with great success.” And then he proceeded to compliment the other ladies
Mrs. Lincoln looked elegant in her rose-colored moire-antique. She wore a pearl necklace, pearl earrings, pearl
bracelets, and red roses in her hair. Mrs. Baker was dressed in lemon-colored silk; Mrs. Kellogg in a drab silk,
ashes of rose; Mrs. Ed wards in a brown and black silk; Miss Edwards in crimson, and Mrs. Grimsly in blue
watered silk.
Just before starting downstairs, :Mrs. Lincoln’s lace handkerchief was the object of search. It had been
displaced by Tad, who was mischievons, and hard to restrain. The handkerchief fonnd, all became serene. Mrs.
Lincoln took the President’s arm, and with smiling face led the train below. I was surprised at her grace and
composure. I had heard so much, in current and malicious report, of her low life, of her ignorance and vulgarity,
that I expected to see her embarrassed on this occasion. Report, I soon saw, was wrong. No queen, accustomed to
the usages of royalty all her life, could have comported herself with more calmness and dignity than did the wife
of the President. She was confident and self-possessed, and confidence always gives grace.
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*
This levee was a brilliant one, and the only one of the season. I became the regular modiste of :Mrs. Lincoln. I
made fifteen or sixteen dresses for her during the spring and early part of the summer, when she left Washington;
spending the hot weather at Saratoga, Long Branch, and other places. In the mean time I was employed by Mrs.
Senator Douglas, one of the loveliest ladies that I ever met, Mrs. Secretary Wells, Mrs. Secretary Stanton, and
others. Mrs. Douglas always dressed in deep mourning, with excellent taste, and several of the leading ladies of
Washington society were extremely jealous of her superior attractions.
*
Mrs. Lincoln returned to Washington in November, and again duty called me to the White House.
The war was now in progress, and every day brought stirring news from the front—the front, where the Gray
opposed the Blue, where flashed the bright sabre in the sunshine, where were heard the angry notes of battle, the
deep roar of cannon, and the fearful rattle of musketry; where new graves were being made every day, where
brother forgot a mother’s early blessing and sought the life-blood of brother, and friend raised the deadly knife
against friend.
Oh, the front, with its stirring battle sceneses!
Oh, the front, with its ghagtly heaps of dead!
The life of the nation was at stake; and when the land was full of sorrow, there could not be much gayety at the
capital. The days passed quietly with me. I soon learned that some people had an intense desire to penetrate the
inner circle of the White House. No President and his family, heretofore occupying this mansion, ever excited so
much curiosity as the present ineumbents. Mr. Lincoln had grown up in the wilds of the West, and evil report had
said much of him and his wife. The polite world was shocked, and the tendency to exaggerate intensified
curiosity.
As soon as it was known that I was the modiste of Mrs. Lincoln, parties crowded around and affected
friendship for me, hoping to induce me to betray the secrets of the domestic circle. One day a woman, I will not
call her a lady, drove up to my rooms, gave me an order to make a dress, and insisted on partly paying me in
advance. She called on me every day, and was exceedingly kind. When she came to take her dress away, she
cantiously remarked:
“Mrs. Keckley, yon know Mrs. Lincoln.”
“Yes.”
“You are her modiste; are you not?”
“Yes.”
“You know her very well; do you not?”
“I am with her every day or two.”
“Don’t you think you would have some influence with her?”
“I cannot say. Mrs. Lincoln, I presnme, would listen to anything I should suggest, but whether she would be
influenced by a suggestion of mine is another qnestion.”
“I am sure that you could inflnence her, Mrs. Keckley. Now listen; I have a proposition to make. I have a great
desire to become an inmate of the White House. I have heard so much of Mr. Lincoln’s goodness that I .should
like to be near him; and if I can enter the White House no other way, I am willing to go as a menial. My dear Mrs.
Keckley, will you not recommend me to Mrs. Lincoln as a friend of yours out of employment, and ask her to take
me as a chambermaid? If you will do this you shall be well rewarded. It may be worth several thousand dollars to
you in time.”
I looked at the woman in amazement. A bribe, and to betray the confidence of my employer! Turning to her
with a glance of scorn, I said:
“Madam, you are mistaken in regard to my character. Sooner than betray the trust of a friend, I would throw
myself into the Potomac River. I am not so base as that. Pardon me, but there is the door, and I trust that you will
never enter my room again.” She sprang to her feet in deep confusion, and passed through the door, murmuring:
“Very well; you will live to regret your action today.”
“Never, never!” I exclaimed, and closed the door after her with a bang.
I afterwards learned that this woman was an actress, and that her object was to enter the White House as a
servant, learn its secrets, and then publish a scandal to the world. I do not give her name, for such publicity would
wound the sensitive feelings of friends, who would have to share her disgrace, without being responsible for her
faults. I simply record the incident to show how I often was approached by unprincipled parties. It is unnecessary
to say that I indignantly refused every bribe offered.
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*
The first public appearance of Mrs. Lincoln that winter was at the reception on New Year’s Day. This reception
was shortly followed by a brilliant levée. The day after the levée I went to the White House, and while fitting a
dress to Mrs. Lincoln, she said:
“Lizabeth”—she had learned to drop the E—“Lizabeth, I have an idea. These are war times, and we must be as
economical as possible. You know the President is expected to give a series of state dinners every winter, and
these dinners are very costly. Now I want to avoid this expense; and my idea is, that if I give three large
receptions, the state dinners can be scratched from the programme. What do you think, Lizabeth?”
“I think that you are right, Mrs. Lincoln.”
“I am glad to hear you say so. If I can make Mr. Lincoln take the same view of the case, I shall not fail to put
the idea into practice.”
Before I left her room that day, Mr. Lincoln came in. She at once stated the case to him. He pondered the
question a few moments before answering.
“Mother, I am afraid your plan will not work.”
“But it will work, if you will only determine that it shall work.”
“It is breaking in on the regular custom,” he mildly replied.
“But you forget, father, these are war times, and old customs can be done away with for the once. The idea is
economical, you must admit.”
“Yes, mother, but we must think of something besides economy.”
“I do think of something else. Public receptions are more democratic than stupid state dinners—are more in
keeping with the spirit of the institutions of our country, as you would say if called upon to make a stump speech.
There are a great many strangers in the city, foreigners and others, whom we can entertain at our receptions, but
whom we cannot invite to our dinners.”
“I believe you are right, mother. You argue the point well. I think that we shall have to decide on the
receptions.”
So the day was carried. The question was decided, and arrangements were made fot: the first reception. It now
was January, and cards were issued for February.
*
The children, Tad and Willie, were constantly receiving presents. Willie was so delighted with a little pony,
that he insisted on riding it every day.
The weather was changeable, and exposure resluted in a severe cold, which deepened into fever. He was very
sick, and I was summoned to his bedside. It was sad to see the poor boy suffer. Always of a delicate constitution,
he could not resist the strong inroads of disease. The days dragged wearily by., and he grew weaker and more
shadow-like. He was his mother’s favorite child, and she doted on him. It grieved her heart sorely to see him
suffer. When able to be about, he was almost constantly by her side. When I would go in her room, almost always
I found blue-eyed Willie there, reading from an open book, or curled up in a chair with pencil and paper in hand.
He had decidedly a literary taste, and was a studious boy. A short time before his death he wrote this simple little
poem:
To the Editor of the National Republican.
Washington, D. C.,
October 30,1861.
Dear Sir:
I enclose you my first attempt at poetry.
Yours truly,
Wm. W. Lincoln.
Lines
On the Death of Colonel Edward Baker
There was no patriot like Baker,
So noble and so true;
He fell as a soldier on the field,
His face to the sky of blue.
His voice is silent in the hall
Which oft his presence graced;
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No more he’ll hear the loud acclaim
Which rang from place to place.
No squeamish notions filled his breast,
The Union was his theme;
“No surrender and no compromise,”
His day-thought and night’s dream.
His Country has her part to pay
To’rds those he has left behind;
His widow and his children all,
She must always keep in mind.

Finding that Willie continued to grow worse, Mrs. Lincoln determined to withdraw her cards of invitation and
postpone the reception. Mr. Lincoln thonght that the cards had better not be withdrawn. At least he advised that
the doctor be consulted before any steps were taken. Accordingly Dr. Stone was called in.
He pronounced Willie better, and said that there was every reason for an early recovery. He thought, since the
invitations had been issued, it would be best to go on with the reception. Willie, he insisted, was in no immediate
danger.
Mrs. Lincoln was guided by these counsels, and no postponement was aunounced.
*
On the evening of the reception Willie was suddenly taken worse His mother sat by his bedside a long while,
holding his feverish hand in her own, and watching his labored breathing. The doctor claimed there was no canse
for alarm. I arranged Mrs. Lincoln’s hair, then assisted her to dress. Her dress was white satin, trimmed with black
lace. The trail was very long, and as she swept throngh the room, Mr. Lincoln was standing with his back to the
fire, his hands behind him, and his eyes on the carpet. His face wore a thoughtfnl, solemn look. The rustling of the
satin dress attracted his attention. He looked at it a few moments; then, in his quaint, quiet way remarked:
“Whew! Our cat has a long tail tonight.”
Mrs. Lincoln did not reply. The President added:
“Mother, it is my opinion, if some of that tail was nearer the head, it would be in better style” and he glanced at
her bare arms and neck. She had a beautiful neck and arm, and low dresses were becoming to her.
She turned away with a look of offended dignity, and presently took the President’s arm, and both went
downstairs to their guests, leaving me alone with the sick boy.
*
The reception was a large and brilliant one, and the rich notes of the Marine Band in the apartments below
came to the sick-room in soft, subdued murmurs, like the wild, faint sobbing of far-off spirits. Some of the young
people had suggested dancing, but Mr. Lincoln met the suggestion with an emphatic veto.
The brilliance of the scene could not dispel the sadness that rested upon the face of Mrs. Lincoln. During the
evening she came upstairs several times, and stood by the bedside of the suffering boy. She loved him with a
mother’s heart, and her anxiety was great.
*
The night passed slowly; morning came, and Willie was worse. He lingered a few days, and died. God called
the beautiful spirit home, and the house of joy was turned into the house of mourning. I was worn out with
watching, and was not in the room when Willie died, but was inlmediately sent for. I assisted in washing him and
dressing him, and then laid him on the bed, when :Mr. Lincoln came in.
I never saw a man so bowed down with grief. He came to the bed, lifted the cover from the face of his child,
gazed at it long and earnestly, murmuring,
“My poor boy, he was too good for this earth. God has called him home. I know that he is much better off in
heaven, but then we loved him so. It is hard, hard to have him die!”
Great sobs choked his utterance. He buried his head in his hands, and his tall frame was convulsed with
emotion. I stood at the foot of the bed, my eyes full of tears, looking at the man in silent, awe-stricken wonder.
His grief unnerved him, and made him a weak, passive child. I did not dream that his rugged nature could be so
moved. I shall never forget those solemn moments—genius and greatness weeping over love’s idol lost.
There is a grandeur as well as a simplicity about the picture that will never fade. With me it is immortal—I
really believe that I shall carry it with me across the dark, mysterious river of death.
*
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Mrs. Lincoln’s grief was inconsolable. The pale face of her dead boy threw her into convulsions. Around him
love’s tendrils had been twined, and now that he was dressed for the tomb, it was like tearing the tendrils out of
the heart by their roots. Willie, she often said, if spared by Providence, would be the hope and stay of her old age.
But Providence had not spared him. The light faded from his eyes, and the death-dew had gathered on his brow. In
one of her paroxysms of grief the President kindly bent over his wife, took her by the arm, and gently led her to
the window. With a stately, solemn gesture, he pointed to the luratic asylum.
“Mother, do you see that large white building on the hill yonder? Try and control your grief, or it will drive
you mad, and we may have to send you there.”
Mrs. Lincoln was so completely overwhelmed with sorrow that she did not attend the funeral. Willie was laid
to rest in the cemetery, and the White House was draped in mourning. Black crape everywhere met the eye,
contrasting strangely with the gay and brilliant colors of a few days before. Party dresses were laid aside, and
everyone who crossed the threshold of the Presidential mansion spoke in subdued tones when they thought of the
sweet boy at rest—
Under the sod and the dew.

Previous to this I had lost my son. Leaving Wilberforce, he went to the battlefield with the three months troops,
and was killed in Missouri—found his grave on the battlefield where the gallant General Lyon fell. It was a sad
blow to me, and the kind womanly letter that Mrs. Lincoln wrote to me when she heard of my bereavement was
full of golden words of comfort.
Nathaniel Parker Willis,\fn{American poet and journalist (1806-1867)} the genial poet, now sleeping in his grave,
wrote this beautiful sketch of Willie Lincoln, after the sad death of the bright-eyed boy:
This little fellow had his acquaintances among his father’s friends, and I chanced to be one of them. He never failed
to seek me out in the crowd, shake hands, and make some pleasant remark; and this, in a boy of ten years of age, was,
to say the least, endearing to a stranger. But he had more than mere affectionateness. His self-possession—aplomb, as
the French call it—was extraordinary. I was one day passing the White House, when he was outside with a play-fellow
on the sidewalk. Mr. Seward\fn{William Henry Seward (1801-1872), Lincoln’s Secretary of State.} drove in, with
Prince Napoleon\fn{Napoleon Joseph Charles Paul Bonaparte (1822-1891), son of the brother of Napoleon I, Jérôme
Bonparte (1784-1860)} and two of his suite in the carriage; and, in a mock-heroic way—terms of intimacy evidently
existing between the boy and the Secretary—the official gentleman took off his hat, and the Napoleon did the same, all
making the young Prince President a ceremonious salute.
Not a bit staggered with the homage, Willie drew himself up to his full height, took off his little cap with graceful
self-possession, and bowed down formally to the ground, like a little ambassador. They drove past, and he went on
unconcernedly with his play: the impromptu readiness and good judgment being clearly a part of his nature. His genial
and open expression of countenance was none the less ingenuous and fearless for a certain tincture of fun; and it was in
this mingling of qualities that he so faithfully resembled his father.
With all the splendor that was around this little fellow in his new home, he was so bravely and beautifully himself—
and that only. A wild flower transplanted from the prairie to the hot-house, he retained bis prairie habits, unalterably
pure and simple, till he died. His leading trait seemed to be a fearless and kindly frankness, willing that everything
should be as different as it p]eased, but resting unmoved in his own conscious single-heartedness. 1 found 1 was
studying him irresistibly, as one of the sweet problems of childhood that the world is blessed with in rare places; and
the news of his death (I was absent from Washington, on a visit to my own children, at the time) came to me like a knell
heard unexpectedly at a merry-making.
On the day of the funeral I went before the hour, to take a near farewell look at the dear boy; for they had embalmed
him to send home to the West—to sleep under the sod of his own valley—and the coffin-lid was to be closed before the
service. The family had just taken their leave of him, and the servants and nurses were seeing him for the last time—
and with tears and sobs wholly unrestrained, for he was loved like an idol by every one of them. He lay with eyes
closed—his brown hair parted as we had known it—pale in the slumber of death; but otherwise unchanged, for he was
dressed as if for the evening, and held in one of his hands, crossed upon his breast, a bunch of exquisite flowers—a
message coming from his mother, while we were looking upon him, that those flowers might be preserved for her. She
was lying sick in her bed, worn out with grief and overwatching.
The funeral was very touching. Of the entertainments in the East Room the boy had been—for those who now
assembled more especially—a most life-giving variation. With his bright face, and his apt greetings and replies, he was
remembered in every part of that crimson-curtained hall, built only for pleasure—of all the crowds, each night,
certainly the one least likely to be death’s first mark.
He was his father’s favorite. They were intimates—often seen hand in hand. And there sat the man, with a burden on
his brain at which the world marvels—bent now with the load at both heart and brain—staggering under a blow like the
taking from him of his child! His men of power sat around him—McClellan, with a moist eye wlien he bowed to the
prayer, as I could see from where I stood; and Chase\fn{Salmon Portland Chase (1808-1873), Lincoln’s Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court (from 1864; though at this time his Secretary of the Treasury) } and Seward, with their austere
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features at work; and senators, and ambassadors, and soldiers, all struggling with their tears—great hearts sorrowing
with the President as a stricken man and a brother. That God may give him strength for all his burdens is, I am sure, at
present the prayer of a nation.

*
This sketch was very much admired by Mrs. Lincoln. I copy it from the scrap-book in which she pasted it, with
many tears, with her own hands.
*
In the summer of 1862, freedmen began to flock into WaBbington from Maryland and Virginia. They came
with a great hope in their hearts, and with all their worldly goods on their backs. Fresh from the bonds of slavery,
fresh from the benighted regions of the plantation, they came to the Capital looking for liberty, and many of them
not knowing it when they found it. Many good friends reached forth kind hands, but the North is not warm and
impulsive. For one kind word spoken, two harsh ones were uttered; there was something repelling in the
atmosphere, and the bright joyous dreams of freedom to the slave faded—were sadly altered, in the presence of
that stern, practical mother, reality.
Instead of flowery paths, days of perpetual sunshine, and bowers hanging with golden fruit, the road was
rugged and full of thoms, the sunshine was eclipsed by shadows, and the mute appeals for help too often were
answered by cold neglect. Poor dusky children of slavery, men and women of my own race—the transition from
slavery to freedom was too sudden for you! The bright dreams were too rudely dispelled; you were not prepared
for the new life that opened before you, and the great masses of the North learned to look upon your helplessness
with indifference—learned to speak of you as an idle, dependent race. Reason should have prompted kinder
thoughts. Charity is ever kind.
One fair summer evening I was walking the streets of Washington, accompanied by a friend, when a band of
music was heard in the distance. We wondered what it could mean, and curiosity prompted us to :find out its
meaning. We quickened our steps, and discovered that it came from the house of Mrs. Farnham. The yard was
brilliantly lighted, ladies and gentlemen were moving about, and the band was playing some of its sweetest airs.
We approached the sentinel on duty at the gate, and asked what was going on. He told us that it was a festival
given for the benefit of the sick and wounded soldiers in the city.
This suggested an idea to me. If the white people can give festivals to raise funds for the relief of suffering
soldiers, why should not the well-to-do colored people go to work to do something for the benefit of the suffering
blacks.
I could not rest. The thought was ever present with me, and the next Sunday I made a suggestion in the colored
church, that a society of colored people be formed to labor for the benefit of the unfortunate freedmen. The idea
proved popular, and in two weeks “The Contraband Relief Association” was organized, with forty working
members.
*
In September of 1862, Mrs. Lincoln left Washington for New York, and requested me to follow her in a few
days, and join her at the Metropolitan Hotel. I was glad of the opportunity to do so, for I thought that in New York
I would be able to do something in the interests of our Society. Armed with credentials, I took the train for New
York, and went to the Metropolitan, where Mrs. Lincoln had secured accommodations for me. The next morning I
told Mrs. Lincoln of my project; and she immediately headed my list with a subscription of $200. I circulated
among the colored people, and got them thoroughly interested in the subject, when I was called to Boston by Mrs.
Lincoln, who wished to visit her son Robert, attending college in that city. I met Mr. Wendell Phillips, and other
Boston philanthropists, who gave me all the assistance in their power. We held a maes meeting at the Colored
Baptist Ohurch; Rev. Mr. Grimes, in Boston, raised a sum of money, and organized there a branch society. The
society was organized by Mrs. Grimes, wife of the pastor, assisted by Mrs. Martin, wife of Rev. Stella Martin.
This branch of the main society, during the war, was able to send us over eighty large boxes of goods, contributed
exclusively by the colored people of Boston.
Returning to New York, we held a successful meetiug at the Shiloh Church, Rev. Henry Highland Garnet,
pastor. The Metropolitan Hotel, at that time as now, employed colored help. I suggested the object of my mission
to Robert Thompson, Steward of the Hotel, who immediately raised quite a sum of money amoug the dining-room
waiters. Mr. Frederick Douglass contributed $200, besides lecturing for us. Other prominent colored men sent in
liberal contributidns. From England a large quantity of stores was received.\fn{ A note reades: The Sheffield Anti-Slavery
Society of England contributed through Mr. Frederick Douglass, to the Freedmen’s Relief Association, $24.00; Aberdeen Ladies’ Society,
$40.00; Anti-Slavery Society of Edinburg, Scotland, $48.00; Friends at Bristol, England, $176.00; Birmingham Negro’s Friend Society,
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$50.00. also received through Mr. Charles R. Douglass, from the Birmingham society, $33.00. }

Mrs. Lincoln made frequent contributions, as also did the President. In 1863 I was re-elected President of the
Association, which office I continue to hold.
*
For two years after Willie’s death the White House was the scene of no fashionable display. The memory of the
dead boy was duly respected. In some things Mrs. Lincoln was an altered woman. Sometimes, when in her room,
with no one present but myself, the mere mention of Willie’s name would excite her emotion, and any trifling
memento that recalled him would move her to tears. She could not bear to look upon his picture; and after his
death she never crossed the threshold of the Guest’s Room in which he died, or the Green Room in which he was
embalmed. There was something snpernatural in her dread of these things, and something that she could not
explain.
Tad’s nature was the opposite of Willie’s, and he was always regarded as his father’s favorite child. His black
eyes fairly sparkled with mischief.
*
The war progressed, fair fields had been stained with blood, thonsands of brave men had fallen, and thousands
of eyes were weeping for the fallen at home. There were desolate hearthstones in the Sonth as well as in the
North, and as the people of my race watched the sanguinary struggle, the ebb and flow of the tide of battle, they
lifted their faces Zionward, as if they hoped to catch a glimpse of the Promised Land beyoud the sulphurous
clouds of smoke which shifted now and then but to reveal ghastly rows of new-made graves. Sometimes the very
life of the nation seemed to tremble with the fierce shock of arms.
In 1863 the Confederates were flushed with victory, and sometimes it looked as if the proud flag of the Union,
the glorious old Stars and Stripes, must yield half its nationality to the tri-barred flag that floated grandly over
long columns of gray. These were sad, anxious days to Mr. Lincoln, and those who saw the man in privacy only
could tell how much he suffered.
One day he came into the room where I was fitting a dress on Mrs. Lincoln. His step was slow and heavy, and
his face sad. Like a tired child he threw himself upon a sofa, and shaded his eyes with his hands. He was a
complete picture of dejection. :Mrs. Lincoln, observing his troubled look, asked:
“Where have you been, father?”
“To the War Department,” was the brief, almost sullen answer.
“Any news?”
“Yes, plenty of news, but no good news. It is dark, dark everywhere.”
He reached forth one of his long arms, and took a small Bible from a stand near the head of the sofa, opened
the pages of the holy book, and soon was absorbed in reading them. A quarter of an hour passed, and on glancing
at the sofa the face of the President seemed more cheerful The dejected look was gone, and the countenance was
lighted up with new resolution and hope. The change was so marked that I could not but wonder at it, and wonder
led to the desire to know what book of the Bible afforded so much comfort to the reader.
Making the search for a missing article an excuse, I walked gently around the sofa, and looking into the open
book, I discovered that Mr. Lincoln was reading that divine comforter, Job. He read with Christian eagerness, and
the courage and hope that he derived from the inspired pages made him a new man. I almost imagined hlat I could
hear the Lord speaking to him from out the whirlwind of battle:
“Gird up thy loins now like a man: I will demand of thee, and declare thou unto me.”
What a sublime picture was this! A ruler of a mighty nation going to the pages of the Bible with simple
Christian earnestness for comfort and courage, and finding both in the darkest hours of a nation’s calamity. Ponder
it, O ye scoffers at God’s Holy Word, and then hang yonr heads for very shame!
*
Frequent letters were received warning Mr. Lincoln of assassination, but he never gave a second thought to the
mysterious warnings. The letters, however, sorely troubled his wife. She seemed to read impending danger in
every rustling leaf, in every whisper of the wind.
“Where are you going now, father?” she would say to him, as she observed him putting on his overshoes and
shawl.
“I am going over to the War Department, mother, to try and learn some news.”
“But, father, you should not go out alone. You know you are surrounded with danger.”
“All imagination. What does anyone want to harm me for? Don’t worry about me, mother, as if I were a little
child, for no one is going to molest me;” and with a confident, unsuspecting air he would close the door behind
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him, descend the stairs, and pass out to his lonely walk.
For weeks, when trouble was anticipated, friends of the President would sleep in the White House to guard him
from danger.
*
Robert would come home every few months, bringing new joy to the family circle. He was very anxious to
quit school and enter the army, but the move was sternly opposed by his mother.
“We have lost one son, and his loss is as much as I can bear, without being called upon to make another
sacrifice,” she would say, when the subject was under discussion.
“But many a poor mother has given up all her sons,” mildly suggested Mr. Lincoln “and our son is not more
dear to us than the sons of other people are to their mothers.”
“That may be; but I cannot bear to have Robert exposed to danger. His services are not required in the field,
and the sacrifice would be a needless one.”
“The services of every man who loves his country are required in this war. You should take a liberal instead of
a selfish view of the question, mother.”
Argument at last prevailed, and permiddion was granted Robert to enter the army. With the rank of Captain and
A.D.C.\fn{Aide-de-Camp; he would have a staff appointment, rather than be enlisted in the ranks.} he went to the
field, amd remained in the army till the close of the war.
*
I well recollect a little incident that gave me a clearer insight into Robert’s character. He was at home at the
time the Tom Thumb combination was at Washington. The marriage of little Hop-o’-my-thumb—Charles Stratton
—to Miss Warren created no little excitement in the world, and the people of Washington participated in the
general curiosity. Some of Mrs. Lincoln’s friends made her believe that it was the duty of Mrs. Lincoln to show
some attention to the remarkable dwarfs. Tom Thumb had been caressed by royalty in the Old World, and why
should not the wife of the President of his native country smile upon him also?
Verily, duty is one of the greatest bug-bears in life. A hasty reception was arranged, and cards of invitation
issued. I had dressed :Mrs. Lincoln, and she was ready to go below and receive her guests, when Robert entered
his mother’s room.
“You are at leisure this afternoon, are you not, Robert?”
“Yes, mother.”
“Of course, then, you will dress and come downstairs.”
“No, mother, I do not propose to assist in entertaining Tom Thumb. My notions of duty, perhaps, are somewhat
different from yours.”
Robert had a lofty soul, and he could not stoop to all of the follies and absurdities of the ephemeral current of
fashionable life.
*
Mrs. Lincoln’s love for her husband sometimes prompted her to act very strangely. She was extremely jealous
of him, and if a lady desired to court her displeasure, she could select no surer way to do it than to pay marked
attention to the President. These little jealous freaks often were a source of pepplexity to Mr. Lincoln. If it was a
reception for which they were dressing, he would come into her room to conduct her downstairs, and while
pulling on his gloves ask, with a merry twinkle in his eyes :
“Well, mother, who must I talk with tonight—shall it be Mrs. D?”
“That deceitful woman! No, you shall not listen to her flattery.”
“Well, then, what do you say to Miss C? She is too young and handsome to practise deceit.”
“Young and handsome, you call her! You should not judge beauty for me. No, she is in league with Mrs. D.,
and yon shall not talk with her.”
“Well, mother, I must talk with someone. Is there anyone that you do not object to?” trying to button his glove,
with a mock expression of gravity.
“I don’t know as it is necessary that you should talk to anybody in particular. You know well enough, Mr.
Lincoln, that I do not approve of your flirtations with silly women, just as if you were a beardless boy, fresh from
school.”
“But, mother, I insist that I must talk with somebody. I can’t stand around like a simpleton, and say nothing. If
you will not tell me who I may talk with, please tell me who I may not talk with.”
“There is Mrs. D. and Miss C. in particular. I detest them both. Mrs. B. also will come around you, but you
need not listen to her flattery. These are the ones in particular.”
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“Very well, mother; now that we have settled the question to your satisfaction, we will go downstairs;” and
always with stately dignity, he proffered his arm and led the way.
*
Often Mr. And Mrs. Lincoln discussed the relations of Cabinet officers, and gentlemen prominent in politics, in
my presence. I soon learned that the wife of the President had no love for Mr. Salmon P. Chase, at that time
Secretary of the Treasury. She was well versed in human character, was somewhat suspicious of those by whom
she was surrounded, and often her judgment was correct. Her intuition about the sincerity of individuals was more
accurate than that of her husband. She looked beyond, and read the reflection of action in the future.
Her hostility to Mr. Chase was very bitter. She claimed that he was a selfish politician instead of a true patriot,
and warned Mr. Lincoln not to trust him too far. The daughter of the Secretary was quite a belle in Washington,
and :Mrs. Lincoln, who was jealous of the popularity of others, had no desire to build up her social position
through political favor to her father. Miss Chase, now Mrs. Senator Sprague, was a lovely woman, and was
worthy of all the admiration she received. Mr. Lincoln was more confiding than his wife. He never suspected the
fidelity of those who claimed to be his friends. Honest to the very core himself, and frank as a child, he never
dreamed of questioning the sincerity of others.
“Father, I do wish that you would inquire a little into the motives of Chase,” said his wife one day. The
President was lying carelessly upon a sofa, holding a newspaper in his hamds.
“Mother, you are too suspicious. I give you credit for sagacity, but you are disposed to magnify trifles. Chase is
a patriot, and one of my best friends.”
“Yes, one of your best friends because it is his interest to be so. He is anything for Chase. If he thought he
could make anything by it, he would betray you tomorrow.”
“I fear that you are prejudiced against the man, mother. I know that you do him injustice.”
“Mr. Lincoln, you are either blind or will not see. I am not the only one that has warned you against him.”
“True, I receive letters daily from all parts of the country, telling me not to trust Chase; but then these letters
are written by the political enemies of the Secretary, and it would be unjust and foolish to pay any attention to
them.”
“Very well, you will find out some day, if you live long enough, that I have read the man correctly. I only hope
that your eyes may not be opened to the truth when it is too late.”
The President, as far as I could judge from his conversation with his wife, continued to confide in Mr. Chase to
the time of his tragic death.
*
Mrs. Lincoln was especially severe on Mr. Wm. H. Seward,\fn{ William Henry Seward (1801-1872)} Secretary of
State. She but rarely lost an opportunity to say an unkind word of him.
One morning I went to the White Rouse earlier than usual. :Mr. Lincoln was sitting in a chair, reading a paper,
stroking with one hand the head of little Tad. I was basting a dress for Mrs. Lincoln. A servant entered, and
handed the President a letter just brought by a messenger. He broke the seal, and when he had read the contents
his wife asked:
“Who is the letter from, father?”
“Seward; I must go over and see him today.”
“Seward! I wish you had nothing to do with that man. He cannot be trusted.”
“You say the same of Chase. If I listened to you, I should soon be without a Cabinet.”
“Better be without it than to confide in some of the men that you do. Seward is worse than Chase. He has no
principle.”
“Mother, you are mistaken; your prejudices are so violent that you do not stop to reason. Seward is an able
man, and the country as well as myself can trust him.”
“Father, you are too honest for this world! You should have been born a saint. You will generally find it a safe
rule to distrust a disappointed, ambitious politician. It makes me mad to see you sit still and let that hypocrite,
Seward, twine you around his finger as if you were a skein of thread.”
“It is useless to argue the question, mother. You cannot change my opinion.”
*
Mrs. Lincoln prided herself upon her ability to read character. She was shrewd and far-seeing, and had no
patience with the frank, confiding nature of the President. When Andrew Johnson\fn{ Lincoln’s Vice-President and
successor (1808-1875)} was urged for military Governor of Tennessee, Mrs. Lincoln bitterly opposed the
appointment.
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“He is a demagogue,” she said, almost fiercely, “and if you place him in power, Mr. Lincoln, mark my words,
you will rue it some day.”
General McClellan,\fn{George Brinton McClellan (1826-1885)} when made Commander-in-Chief, was the idol of the
soldiers, and never was a general more universally popular.
“He is a humbug,” remarked Mrs. Lincoln one day in my presence.
“What makes you think so, mother?” good-naturedly inquired the President.
“Because he talks so much and does so little. If I had the power I would very soon take off his head, and put
some energetic man in his place.”
“But I regard McClellan as a patriot and an able soldier. He has been much embarrassed. The troops are raw,
and the subordinate officers inclined to be rebellious. There are too many politicians in the army with shoulderstraps. McClellan is young and popular, and they are jealous of him. They will kill him off if they can.”
“McClellan can make plenty of excuse for himself, therefore he needs no advocate in you. If he would only do
something, and not promise so much, I might learn to have a little faith in him. I tell you he is a humbug, and you
will have to find some man to take his place, that is, if you wish to conquer the South.”
Mrs. Lincoln could not tolerate General Grant.
“He is a butcher,” she would often say, “and is not fit to be at the head of an army.”
“But he has been very successful in the field,” argued the President.
“Yes, he generally manages to claim a victory, but such a victory! He loses two men to the enemy’s one. He
has no management, no regard for life. If the war should continue four years longer, and he should remain in
power, he would depopulate the North. I could fight an army as well myself. According to his tactics, there is
nothing under the heavens to do but to march a new line of men up in front of the rebel breastworks to be shot
down as fast as they take their position, and keep marching until the enemy grows tired of the slaughter. Grant, I
repeat, is an obstinate fool and a butcher.”
“Well, mother, supposing that we give you command of the army. No doubt you would do much better than
any general that has been tried.”
There was a twinkle in the eyes, and a ring of irony in the voice. I have often heard Mrs. Lincoln say that if .
Grant should ever be elected President of the United States she would desire to leave the country, and remain
absent during his term of office.
*
It was well kuown that Mrs. Lincoln’s brothers were in the Confederate army, and for this reason it was often
charged that her sympathies were with the South. Those who made the hasty charge were never more widely
mistaken.
One morning, on my way to the White House, I heard that Captain Alexander Todd, one of her brothers, had
been killed. I did not like to inform Mrs. Lincoln of his death, judging that it would be painful news to her. I had
been in her room but a few minutes when she said, with apparent unconcern,
“Lizzie, I have just heard that one of my brothers has beeu killed in the war.”
“I also heard the same, Mrs. Lincoln, but hesitated to speak of it, for fear the subject would be a painful one to
you.”
“You need not hesitate. Of course, it is but natural that I should feel for one so nearly related to me, but not to
the extent that you suppose. He made his choice long ago. He decided against my husband, and through him
against me. He has been fighting against me; and since he chose to be our deadly enemy, I see no special reason
why I should bitterly monrn his death.”
I felt relieved, and in subsequent conversations learned that Mrs. Lincoln had no sympathy for the South.
“Why should I sympathize with the rebels,” she would say; “are they not against me? They would hang my
husband tomorrow if it was in their power, and perhaps gibbet me with him. How then can I sympathize with a
people at war with me and mine?” She always objected to being thought Southern in feeling.
*
Mr. Lincoln was generous by nature, and though his whole heart was in the war, he could not but respect the
valor of thoe opposed to him. His soul was too great for the narrow, selfish views of partisanship. Brave by nature
himself, he honored bravery in others, even his foes. Time and again I have heard him speak in the highest terms
of the soldierly qualities of such brave Confederate generals as Lee, Stonewall Jackson, and Joseph E. Johnson.
Jackson was his ideal soldier.
“He is a brave, honest Presbyterian soldier,” were his words; “what a pity that we should have to fight such a
gallant fellow! If we only had such a man to lead the armies of the North, the country would not be appalled with
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so many disasters.”
As this is a rambling chapter, I will here record an incident showing his feeling toward Robert E. Lee. The very
morning of the day on which he was assassinated, his son, Capt. Robert Lincoln, came into the room with a
portrait of General Lee in his hand. The President took the picture, laid it on a table before him, scanned the face
thoughtfully, and said:
“It is a good face; it is the face of a noble, noble, brave man. I am glad that the war is over at last.” Looking up
at Robert, he continued:
“Well, my son, you have returned safely from the front. The war is now closed, and we soon will live in peace
with the brave men that have been fighting against us. I trust that the era of good feeling has returned with the
war, and that henceforth we shall live in peace.
“Now listen to me, Robert: you must lay aside your uniform, and return to college. I wish you to read law for
three years, and at the end of that time I hope that we will be able to tell whether you will make a lawyer or not.”
His face was more cheerful than I had seen it for a long while, and he seemed to be in a generous, forgiving mood.
*
Some of the freedmen and freedwomen had exaggerated ideas of liberty. To them it was a beautiful vision, a
land of sunshine, rest, and glorious promise. They flocked to Washington, and since their extravagant hopes were
not realized, it was but natural that many of them should bitterly feel their disappointment. The colored people are
wedded to associations, and when you destroy these you destroy half of the happiness of their lives. They make a
home, and are so fond of it that they prefer it, squalid though it be, to the comparative ease and luxury of a
shifting, roaming life.
Well, the emancipated slaves, in coming North, left old associations behind them, and the love for the past was
so strong that they could not find much beauty in the new life so suddenly opened to them. Thousands of the
disappointed, huddled together in camps, fretted and pined like children for the “good old times.” In visiting them
in the interests of the Relief Society of which I was president: they would crowd around me with pitiful stories of
distress. Often I heard them declare that they would rather go back to slavery in the South, and be with their old
masters, than to enjoy the freedom of the North.
I believe they were sincere in these declarations, because dependence had become a part of their second nature,
and independence brought with it the cares and vexations of poverty.
I was very much amused one day at the grave complaints of a good old, simple-minded woman, fresh from a
life of servitude. She had never ventured beyond a plantation until coming North. The change was too radical for
her, and she could not exactly understand it. She thought, as many others thought, that Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln were
the government, and that the President and his wife had nothing to do but to supply the extravagant wants of
everyone that applied to them. The wants of this old woman, however, were not very extravagant.
“Why, Missus Keckley,” said she to me one day, “I is been here eight months, and Missus Lingom an’t even
give me one shife. Bliss God, childen, if I had at know dat de Government, and Mister and Missus Government,
was going to do dat ar way, I neber would ’ave comed here in God’s wurld. My old missus us’t gib me two shifes
eber year.”
I could not restrain a laugh at the grave manner in which this good old woman entered her protest. Her idea of
freedom was two or more old shifts every year. Northern readers may not fully recognize the pith of the joke. On
the Southern plantation, the mistress, according to established custom, every year made a present of certain undergarments to her slaves, which articles were always anxiously looked forward to, and thankfully received. The old
woman had been in the habit of receiving annually two shifts from her mistress, and she thought the wife of the
President of the United States very mean for overlooking this established custom of the plantation.
While some of the emancipated blacks pined for the old associations of slavery, and refused to help
themselves, others went to work with commendable energy, and planned with remarkable forethought. They built
themselves cabins, and each family cultivated for itself a small patch of ground. The colored people are fond of
domestic life, and with them domestication means happy children, a fat pig, a dozen or more chickens, and a
garden.
Whoever visits the Freedmen’s Village now in the vicinity of Washington will discover all of these evidences
of prosperity and happiness. The schools are objects of much interest. Good teachers, white and colored, are
employed, and whole brigades of bright-eyed dusky children are there taught the common branches of education.
These children are studious, and the teachers inform me that their advancement is rapid. I number among my
personal friends twelve colored girls employed as teachers in the schools at Washington. The Colored Mission
Sabbath School, established through the influence of Gen. Brown at the Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church, is
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always an object of great interest to the residents of the Capital, as well as to the hundreds of strangers visiting the
city.
*
In 1864 the receptions again commenced at the White House. For the first two years of Mr. Lincoln’s
administration, the President selected a lady to join in the promenade with him, which left Mrs. Lincoln free to
choose an escort from among the distinguished gentlemen that always surrounded her on such occasions. This
custom at last was discontinued by Mrs. Lincoln.
“Lizabeth!”—I was sewing in her room, and she was seated in a comfortable armchair—“Lizabeth, 1 have
been thinking over a little matter. As you are well aware, the President, at every reception, selects a lady to lead
the promenade with him. Now it occurs to me that this custom is an absurd one. On such occasions our guests
recognize the position of the President as first of all; consequently, he takes the lead in everything; well, now, if
they recognize his position they should also recognize mine. 1 am his wife, and should lead with him. And yet he
offers his arm to any other lady in the room, making her first with him and placing me second. The custom is an
absurd one, and I mean to abolish it. The dignity that I owe to my position, as Mrs. President, demands that I
should not hesitate any longer to act.”
Mrs. Lincoln kept her word. Ever after this, she either led the promenade with the President, or the President
walked alone or with a gentleman. The change was much remarked, but the reason why it was made, I believe,
was never generally known.
*
In 1864 much doubt existed in regard to the re-election of Mr. Lincoln, and the White Honse was besieged by
all grades of politicians. Mrs. Lincoln was often blamed for having a certain class of men around her.
“I have an object in view, Lizabeth,” she said to me in reference to this matter. “In a political canvass it is
policy to cultivate every element of strength. These men have influence, and we require influence to re-elect Mr.
Lincoln. I will be clever to them until after the election, and then, if we remain at the White House, I will drop
every one of them, and let them know very plainly that I only made tools of them. They are all unprincipled set,
and I don’t mind a little double-dealing with them.”
“Does Mr. Lincoln know what your purpose is?” I asked.
“God no; he would never sanction such a proceeding, so I keep him in the dark, and will tell him of it when all
is over. He is too honest to take the proper care of his own interests, so I feel it to be my duty to electioneer for
him.”
Mr. Lincoln, as every one knows, was far from handsome. He was not admired for his graceful figure and
finely moulded face, but for the nobility of his soul and the greatness of his heart. His wife was different. He was
wholly unselfish in every respect, and I believe that he loved the mother of his children very tenderly. He liked
nothing but affection from her, but did not always receive it. When in one of her wayward impulsive moods, she
was apt to say and do things that wounded him deeply. If he had not obeyed her, she would have been powerless
to cloud his thoughtful face, or gild it with a ray of sunshine as she pleased. We are indifferent to those we do not
love, and certainly the President was not indifferent to his wife. She often wounded him in unguarded moments,
but calm reflection never failed to bring regret.
*
Mrs. Lincoln was extremely anxious that her husband should be re-elected President of the United States. In
endeavoring to make a display becoming her exalted position, she had to incur many expenses. Mr. Lincoln’s
salary was inadequate to meet them, and she was forced to run in debt, hoping that good fortune would favor her,
and enable her to extricate herself from an embarrassing situation. She bought the most expensive goods on credit,
and in the summer of 1864 enormous unpaid bills stared her in the face.
“What do you think about the election, Lizabeth?” she said to me one morning.
“I think that Mr. Lincoln will remain in the White House four years longer,” I replied, looking up from my
work.
“What makes you think so? Somehow I have learned to fear that he will be defeated.”
“Because he has been tried, and has proved faithful to the best interests of the country. The people of the North
recognize in him an honest man, and they are willing to confide in him, at least until the war has been brought to a
close. The Southern people made his election a pretext for rebellion, and now to replace him by some one else,
after years of sanguinary war, would look too much like a surrender of the North. So, Mr. Lincoln is certain to be
re-elected. He represents a principle, and to maintain this principle the loyal people of the loyal States will vote
for him, even if he had no merits to commend him.”
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“Your view is a plausible one, Lizabeth, and your confidence gives me new hope. If he should be defeated, I do
not know what would become of us all. To me, to him, there is more at stake in this election than he dreams of:”
“What can you mean, Mrs. Lincoln? I do not comprehend.”
“Simply this. I have contracted large debts, of which he knows nothing, and which he will be unable to pay if
he is defeated.”
“What are your debt, Mrs. Lincoln?”
“They consist chiefly of store bills. I owe altogether about twenty-seven thousand dollars; the principal portion
at Stewart’s, in New York. You understand, Lizabeth, that Mr. Lincoln has but little idea of the expense of a
woman’s wardrobe. He glances at my rich dresses, and is happy in the belief that the few hundred dollars that I
obtain from him supply all my wants. I must dress in costly materials. The people scrutinize every article that I
wear with critical curiosity. The very fact of having grown up in the West, subjects me to more searching
observation. To keep up appearances, I must have money—more than Mr. Lincoln can spare for me. He is too
honest to make a penny outside of his salary; consequently I had, and still have, no alternative but to run in debt.”
“And Mr. Lincoln does not even suspect how much you owe?”
“God, no!”—this was a favorite expression of hers—“and I would not have him suspect. If he knew that his
wife was involved to the extent that she is, the knowledge would drive him mad. He is so sincere aud
straightforward himself, that he is shocked by the duplicity of others. He does not know a thing about any debts,
and I value his happiness, not to speak of my own, too much to allow him to know anything. This is what troubles
me so much. If he is re-elected, I can keep him in ignorance of my affairs; but if he is defeated, then the bills will
be sent in, and he will know all,” and something like a hysterical sob escaped her.
Mrs. Linooln sometimes feared that the politicians would get hold of the particulars of her debts, and use them
in the Presidential campaign against her husband; and when this thought occurred to her, she was almost crazy
with anxiety and fear. When in one of these excited moods, she would fiercely exclaim”
“The Republican politicians must pay my debts. Hundreds of them are getting immensely rich off thc
patronage of my husband, and it is but fair that they should help me out of my embarrassment. I will make a
demand of them, and when I tell them the facts they cannot refuse to advance whatever money I require.”
*
Mrs. Lincoln came to my apartments one day towards the close of the summer of 1864, to consult me in
relation to a dress. And here let me remark, I never approved of ladies, attached to the Presidential household,
coming to my rooms. I always thought that it would be more consistent with their dignity to send for me, and let
me come to them, instead of their coming to me. I may have peculiar notions about some things, and this may be
regarded as one of tllem. No matter, I have recorded my opinion. I cannot forget the associations of my early life.
Well, Mrs. Lincoln came to my rooms, and, as usual, she had much to say about the Presidential ejection. After
some conversation, she asked:
“Lizzie, where do you think I will be this time next summer?”
“Why, in the White House, of course.”
“I cannot believe so. I have no hope of the re-election of Mr. Lincoln. The canvass is a heated one, the people
begin to murmur at the war, and every vile charge is brought against my husband.”
“No matter,” I replied, “Mr. Lincoln will be re-elected. I am so confident of it, that I am tempted to ask a favor
of you.”
“A favor! Well, if we remain in the White House I shall be able to do you many favors. What is the special
favor?”
“Simply this, Mrs. Lincoln—I should like for you to make me a present of the right-hand glove that the
President wears at the first public reception after his second inaugural.”
“You shall have it in welcome. It will be so filthy when he pulls it off, I shall be tempted to take the tongs and
put it in the fire. I cannot imagine, Lizabeth, what you want with such a glove.”
“I shall cherish it as a precious memento of the second inauguration of the man who has done so much for my
race. He has been a Jehovah to my people—has lifted them out of bondage, and directed their footsteps from
darkness into light. I shall keep the glove, and hand it down to posterity.”
“You have some strange ideas, Lizabeth. Never mind, you shall have the glove; that is, if Mr. Lincoln
continues President after the 4th of March next.”
I held Mrs. Lincoln to her promise. That glove is now in my possession, bearing the marks of the thousands of
hands that grasped the honest hand of Mr. Lincoln on that eventful night. Alas! it has become a prouder, sadder
memento than I ever dreamed—prior to making the request—it would be.
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*
In due time the election came off, and all of my predictions were verified. The loyal States decided that Mr.
Lincoln should continue at the nation’s helm. Autumn faded, winter dragged slowly by, and still the country
resounded with the clash of arms. The South was suffering, yet suffering was borne with heroic determination,
and the army continued to present a bold, defiant front. With the first early breath of spring, thousands of people
gathered in Washington to witness the second inauguration of Abraham Lincoln as President of the United States.
It was a stirring day in the National Capital, and one that will never fade from the memory of those who
witnessed the imposing ceremonies. The morning was dark and gloomy; clouds hung like a pall in the sky, as if
portending some great disaster. But when the President stepped forward to receive the oath of office, the clouds
parted, and a ray of sunshine streamed from the heavens to fall upon aud gild his face. It is also said that a brilliant
star was seen at noon-day. It was the noon-day of life with Mr. Lincoln, and the star, as viewed in the light of
subsequent events, was emblematic of a summons from on high.
This was Saturday, and on Monday evening I went to the White House to dress Mrs. Lincoln for the first grand
levée. While arranging Mrs. L.’s hair, the President came in. It was the first time I had seen him since the
inauguration, and I went up to him, proffering my hand with words of congratulation. He grasped my outstretched
hand warmly, and held it while he spoke:
“Thank you. Well, Madam Elizabeth”—he always called me Madam Elizabeth—“I don’t know whether I
should feel thankful or not. The position brings with it many trials. We do not know what we are destined to pass
through. But God will be with us all. I put my trust in God.”
He dropped my hand, and with solemn face walked across the room and took his seat on the sofa. Prior to this I
had congratulated Mrs. Lincoln, and she had answered with a sigh,
“Thank you, Elizabeth; but now that we have won the position, I almost wish it were otherwise. Poor :Mr.
Lincoln is looking so broken-hearted, so completely worn out, I fear he will not get through the next four years.”
Was it a presentiment that made her take a sad view of the future? News from the front was never more
cheering. On every side the Confederates were losing ground, and the lines of blue were advancing in triumph. As
I would look out my window almost every day, I could see the artillery going past on its way to the open space of
ground, to fire a salute in honor of some new victory. From every point came glorious news of the success of the
soldiers that fought for the Union. And yet, in their private chamber, away from the curious eyes of the world, the
President and his wife wore sad, anxious faces.
I finished dressing Mrs. Lincoln, and she took the President’s arm and went below. It was one of the largest
receptions ever held in Washington. Thousands crowded the halls and rooms of the White House, eager to shake
Mr. Lincoln by his hand, and receive a gracious smile from his wife. The jam was terrible, and the enthusiasm
great. The President’s hand was well shaken, and the next day, on visiting Mrs. Lincoln, I received the boiled
glove that Mr. Lincoln had worn on his right hand that night.
Many colored people were in Washington, and large numbers had desired to attend the levée, but orders were
issued not to admit them. A gentleman, a member of Congress, on his way to the White House, recognized Mr.
Frederick Douglass, the eloquent colored orator, on the outskirts of the crowd.
“How do you do, Mr. Douglass. A fearful jam tonight. You are going in, of course.”
“No—that is, no to your last question.”
“Not going in to shake the President by the hand? Why, pray?”
“The best reason in the world. Strict orders have been issued not to admit people of color.”
“It is a shame, Mr. Douglass, that yon should thus be placed under ban. Never mind; wait here, and I will see
what can be done.”
The gentleman entered the White House, and working his way to the President, asked permission to introduce
Mr. Donglass to him.
“Certainly,” said Mr. Lincoln. “Bring Mr. Donglass in, by all means. I shall be glad to meet him.”
The gentleman returned, and soon Mr. Douglass stood face to face with the President. Mr. Lincoln pressed his
hand warmly, saying:
“Mr. Douglass, I am glad to meet you. I have long admired your course, and I value your opinions highly.”
Mr. Douglass was very proud of the manner in which Mr. Lincoln received him. On leaving the White House
he came to a friend’s house where a reception was being held, and he related the incident with great pleasure to
myself and others.
*
On the Monday following the reception at the White House, everybody was busy preparing for the grand
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inaugural ball to come off that night. I was in Mrs. Lincoln’s room the greater portion of the day. While dressing
her that night, the President came in, and I remarked to him how much Mr. Douglass had been pleased on the
night he was presented to Mr. Lincoln. Mrs. L. at once turned to her husband with the inquiry,
“Father, why was not Mr. Douglass introduced to me?”
“I do not know. I thought he was presented.”
“But he was not.”
“It must have been an oversight then, mother; I am sorry you did not meet him.”
I finished dressing her for the ball, and accompanied her to the door. She was dressed magnificently, and
entered the ballroom leaning on the arm of Senator Sumner, a gentleman that she very much admired. Mr. Lincoln
walked into the ballroom accompanied by two gentlemen. This ball closed the season. It was the last time that the
President and his wife ever appeared in public.
*
Some days after, Mrs. Lincoln, with a party of friends, went to City Point on a visit. Mrs. Lincoln had returned
to Washington prior to the 2nd of April. On Monday, April 3rd, Mrs. Secretary Harlan came into my room with
material for a dress. While conversing with her, I saw artillery pass the window; and as it was on its way to fire a
salute, I inferred that good news had been received at the War Department. My reception room was on one side of
the street, and my workroom on the other side. Inquiring the cause of the demonstration, we were told that
Richmond had fallen.
Mrs. Harlan took one of my hands in each of her own, and we rejoiced together. I ran across to my workroom,
and on entering it, discovered that the girls in my employ also had heard the good news. They were particularly
elated, as it was reported that the rebel capital had surrendered to colored troops. I had promised my employees a
holiday when Richmond should fall; and now that Richmond had fallen, they reminded me of my promise.
I recrossed to my reception room, and Mrs. Harlan told me that the good news was enough for her—she could
afford to wait for her dress, and to give the girls a holiday and a treat, by all means. She returned to her house, and
I joined my girls in the joy of the long-promised holiday.
We wandered about the streets of the city with happy faces, and hearts overflowing with joy. The clerks in the
various departments also enjoyed a holiday, and they improved it by getting gloriously fuddled. Towards evening
I saw S., and many other usually clear-headed men, in the street, in a confused, uncertain state of mind.
Mrs. Lincoln had invited me to accompany her to City Point. I went to the White House, and told her that if
she intended to return, I would regard it as a privilege to go with her, as City Point was near Petersburg, my old
home. Mrs. L. said she designed returning, and would be delighted to take me with her; so it was arranged that I
should accompany her.
*
A few days after we were on board the steamer, en route for City Point. :Mrs. Lincoln was joined by :Mrs.
Secretary Harlan and daughter, Senator Sumner, and several other gentlemen. Prior to this, :Mr. Lincoln had
started for City Point, and before we reached our destination he had visited Richmond, Petersburg, and other
points.
We arrived on Friday, and Mrs. Lincoln was much disappointed when she learned that the President had visited
the late Confederate capital, as she had greatly desired to be with him when he entered the conquered stronghold.
It was immediately arranged that the entire party on board the River Queen should visit Richmond, and other
points, with the President.
The next morning, after the arrangement was perfected, we were steaming up James River—the river that so
long had been impassable, even to our gunboats. The air was balmy, and the banks of the river were beautiful, and
fragrant with the first sweet blossoms of spring. For hours I stood on deck, breathing the pure air, and viewing the
landscape on either side of the majestically flowing river. Here stretched fair fields, emblematic of peace—and
here deserted camps and frowning forts, speaking of the stern vicissitudes of war. Alas! how many changes had
taken place since my eye had wandered over the classic fields of dear old Virginia! A birthplace is always dear, no
matter under what circumstances you were born, since it revives in memory the golden hours of childhood, free
from philosophy, aud the warm kiss of a mother. I wondered if I should catch a glimpse of a familiar face; I
wondered what had become of those I once knew; had they fallen in battle, been scattered by the relentless tide of
war, or were they still living as they lived when last I saw them? I wondered, now that Richmond had fallen, and
Virginia been restored to the clustering stars of the Union, if the people would come together in the bonds of
peace; and as I gazed and wondered, the River Queen rapidly carried us to our destination.
The Presidential party were all curiosity on entering Richmond. They drove about the streets of the city, and
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examined every object of interest. The Capitol presented a desolate appearance—desks broken, and papers
scattered promiscuously in the hurried flight of the Confederate Congress. I picked up a nnmber of papers, and, by
curious coincidence, the resolution prohibiting all free colored people from entering the State of Virginia. In the
Senate chamber I sat in the chair that Jefferson Davis sometimes occupied; also in the chair of the Vice-President,
Alexander H. Stephens.
We paid a visit to the mansion occupied by Mr. Davis and family during the war, and the ladies who were in
charge of it scowled darkly upon our party as we passed through and inspected the different rooms. After a
delightful visit we returned to City Point.
*
That night, in the cabin of the River Queen, smiling faces gathered around the dinner-table. One of the guests
was a young officer attached to the Sanitary Commission. He was seated near Mrs. Lincoln, and, by way of
pleasantry, remarked:
“Mrs. Lincoln, you should have seen the President the other day, on his triumphal entry into Richmond. He
was the cynosure of all eyes. The ladies kissed their hands to him, and greeted him with the waving of
handkerchiefs. He is quite a hero when surrounded by pretty young ladies.”
The young officer suddenly paused with a look of embarrassment. :Mrs. Lincoln turned to him with flashing
eyes, with the remark that his familiarity was offensive to her. Quite a scene followed, and I do not think that the
Captain who incurred :Mrs. Lincoln’s displeasure will ever forget that memorable evening in the cabin of the
River Queen, at City Point.
*
Saturday morning the whole party decided to visit Petersburg, and I was only too eager to accompany them.
When we arrived at the city, numbers crowded around the train, and a little ragged negro boy ventured timidly
into the car occupied by Mr. Lincoln and immediate friends, and in replying to numerous questions, used the word
“tote.”
“Tote,” remarked Mr. Lincoln; “what do you mean by tote?”
“Why, massa, to tote um on your back.”
“Very definite, my son; I presume while you tote a thing, you carry it. By the way, Sumner,” turning to the
Senator, “what is the origin of tote?”
“Its origin is said to be African. The Latin word totum, rom totus, means all—an entire body—the whole.”
“But my young friend here did not mean an entire body, or anything of the kind, when he said he would tote
my things for me,” interrupted the President.
“Very true,” continued the Senator. “He used the word tote in the African sense, to carry, to bear. Tote in this
sense is defined in our standard dictionaries as a colloquial word of the Southern States, used especially by the
negroes.”
“Then you regard the word as a good one?”
“Not elegant, certainly. For myself, I should prefer a better word; but since it has been established by usage, I
cannot refuse to recognize it.”
Thus the conversation proceeded in pleasant style.
*
Getting out of the car, the President and those with him went to visit the forts and other scenes, while I
wandered off by myself in search of those whom I had known in other days. War, grim-visaged war, I soon
discovered had brought many changes to the city so well known to me in the days of my youth. I found a number
of old friends, but the greater portion of the population were strange to me. The scenes suggested painful
memories;, and I was not sorry to turn my back again upon the city. A large, peculiarly shaped oak tree, I well
remember, attracted the particular attention of the President; it grew upon the outskirts of Petersburg, and as he
had discovered it on his first visit, a few days previous to the second, he insisted that the party should go with him
to take a look at the isolated and magnificent specimen of the stately grandeur of the forest. Every member of the
party was only too willing to accede to the President’s request, and the visit to the oak was made, and much
enjoyed.
*
On our return to City Point from Petersburg the train moved slowly, and the President, observing a terrapin
basking in the warm sunshine on the wayside, had the conductor stop the train, and one of the brakemen bring the
terrapin in to him. The movements of the ungainly little animal seemed to delight him, and he amused himself
with it until we reached James River, where our steamer lay. Tad stood near, and joined in the happy laugh with
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his father.
*
For a week the River Queen remained in James River, anchored the greater portion of the time at City Point,
and a pleasant and memorable week was it to all on board. During the whole of this time a yacht lay in the stream
about a quarter of a mile distant, and its peculiar movements attracted the attention of all on board. General Grant
and Mrs. Grant were on our steamer several times, and many distinguished officers of the army also were
entertained by the President and his party.
Mr. Lincoln, when not off on an excursion of any kind, lounged about the boat, talking familiarly with every
one that approached him.
*
The day before we started on our journey back to Washington, Mr. Lincoln was engaged in reviewing the
troops in camp. He returned to the boat in the evening, with a tired, weary look.
“Mother,” he aaid to his wife, “I have shaken so many hands today that my arms ache tonight. I almost wish
that I could go to bed now.”
As the twilight shadows deepened the lamps were lighted, and the boat was brilliantly illuminated; as it lay in
the river, decked with many-colored lights, it looked like an enchanted floating palace. A military band was on
board, and as the honrs lengthened into night it discoursed sweet music. Many officers came on board to say
good-by, and the scene was a brilliant one indeed. About 10 o’clock Mr. Lincoln was called upon to make a
speech. Rising to his feet, he said:
“You must excuse me, ladies and gentlemen. I am too tired to speak tonight. On next Tuesday night I make a
speech in Washington, at which time you will learn all I have to say. And now, by way of parting from the brave
soldiers of our gallant army, I call upon the band to play Dixie. It has always been a favorite of mine, and since
we have captured it, we have a perfect right to enjoy it.”
On taking his seat the band at once struck up with Dixie, that sweet, inspiring air; and when the music died
away, there were clapping of hands and other manifestations of applause.
At 11 o’clock the last good-by was spoken, the lights were taken down, the River Queen rounded out into the
water and we were on our way back to Washington. We arrived at the Capital at 6 o’clock on Sunday evening,
where the party separated, each going to his and her own home.
This was one of the most delightfnl trips of my life, and I always revert to it with feelings of genuine pleasure.
*
I had never heard Mr. Lincoln make a public speech, and, knowing the man so well, was very anxious to hear
him. On the morning of the Tuesday after our return from City Point, Mrs. Lincoln came to my apartments, and
before she drove away I asked permission to come to the White House that night and hear Mr. Lincoln speak.
“Certainly, Lizabeth; if you take any interest in political speeches, come and listen in welcome.”
“Thank you, Mrs. Lincoln. May I trespass further on your kindness by asking permission to bring a friend with
me?”
“Yes, bring your friend also. By the way, come in time to dress me before the speaking commences.”
“I will be in time. You may rely npon that. Good morning,” I added, as she swept from my room, and, passing
out into the street, entered her carriage and drove away.
*
About 7 o’clock that evening I entered the White House. As I went upstairs I glanced into Mr. Lincoln’s room
through the half-open door, and seated by a desk was the President, looking over his notes and muttering to
himself. His face was thoughtful, his manner abstracted, and I knew, as I paused a moment to watch him, that he
was rehearsing the part that he was to play in the great drama soon to commence.
Proceeding to Mrs. Lincoln’s apartment, I worked with busy fingers, and in a short time her toilette was
completed.
*
Great crowds began to gather in front of the White House, and loud calls were made for the President. The
band stopped playing, and as he advanced to the centre window over the door to make his address, I looked out,
and never saw such a mass of heads before. It was like a black, gently swelling sea. The swaying motion of the
crowd, in the dim uncertain light, was like the rising and faIling of billows—like the ebb and flow of the tide upon
the stranded shore of the ocean. Close to the house the faces were plainly discernible, but they faded into mere
ghostly outlines on the outskirts of the assembly; and what added to the weird, spectral beauty of the scene, was
the confused hum of voices that rose above the sea of forms, sounding like the subdued, sullen roar of an ocean
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storm, or the wind soughing through the dark lonely forest. It was a grand and imposing scene, and when the
President, with pale face and his soul flashing through his eyes, advanced to speak, he looked more like a demigod than a man crowned with the fleeting days of mortality.
The moment the President appeared at the window he was greeted with a storm of applause, and voices
rechoed the cry,
“A light! a light!” A lamp was brought, and little Tad at once rushed to his father’s side, exclaiming:
“Let me hold the light, Papa! Let me hold the light!”
:Mrs. Lincoln directed that the wish of her son be gratified, and the lamp was transferred to his hands. The
father and son standing there in the presence of thousands of free citizens, the one lost in a chain of eloquent
ideas, the other looking up into the speaking face with a proud, manly look, formed a beautiful and striking
tableau.
There were a number of distinguished gentlemen, as well as ladies, in the room, nearly all of whom remarked
the picture. I stood a short distance from Mr. Lincoln, and as the light from the lamp fell full upon him, making
him stand out boldly in the darkness, a sudden thought struck me, and I whispered to the friend at my side:
“What an easy matter would it be to kill the President, as he stands there! He could be shot down from the
crowd, and no one be able to tell who fired the shot.”
I do not know what put such an idea into my head, unless it was the sudden remembrance of the many
warnings that Mr. Lincoln had received.
The next day, I made mention to Mrs. Lincoln of the idea that had impressed me so strangely the night before,
and she replied with a sigh:
“Yes, yes, Mr. Lincoln’s life is always exposed. Ah, no one knows what it is to live in constant dread of some
fearful tragedy. The President has been warned so often, that I tremble for him on every public occasion. I have a
presentiment that he will meet with a sudden and violent end. I pray God to protect my beloved hueband from the
hands of the assassin.”
*
Mr. Lincoln was fond of pets. He had two goats that knew thc sound of his voice, and when he called them
they would come bounding to his side. In the warm bright days, he and Tad would sometimes play in the yard
with these goats, for an hour at a time. One Saturday afternoon I went to the White House to dress Mrs. Lincoln. I
had nearly completed my task when the President came in. It was a bright day, and walking to the window, he
looked down into the yard, smiled, aud, turning to me, asked:
“Madam Elizabeth, you are fond of pets, are you not?”
“O yes, sir,” I answered.
“Well, come here and look at my two goats. I believe they are the kindest and best goats in the world. See how
they sniff the clear air, and skip and play in the sunshine. Whew! What a jump,” he exclaimed as one of the goats
made a lofty spring. “Madam Elizabeth, did you ever before see such an active goat?” Musing moment, he
continued:
“He feeds on my bonnty: and jumps with joy. Do you think we could call him a bounty-jumper? But I flatter
the bounty-jumper. My goat is far above him. I would rather wear his horns and hairy coat through life, than
demean myself to the level of the man who plunders the national treasury in the name of patriotism. The man who
enlists into the service for a consideration, and deserts the moment he receives his money but to repeat the play, is
bad enough; but the men who manipulate the grand machine and who simply make the bounty-jumper their agent
in an outrageous fraud are far worse. They arc beneath the worms that crawl in the dark hidden places of earth.”
His lips curled with haughty scorn, and a cloud was gathering on his brow.
Only a moment the shadow rested on his face. Just then both goats looked up at the window and shook their
heads as if they would say,
“How d’ye do, old friend?”
“See, Madam Elizabeth,” exclaimed the President in a tone of enthusiasm, “my pets recognize me. How
earnestly they look! There they go again; what jolly fun!” and he laughed outright as the goats bounded swiftly to
the other. side of the yard. Just then Mrs. Lincoln called out,
“Come, Lizabeth; if I get ready to go down this evening I must finish dressing myself, or you must stop staring
at those silly goats.”
*
Mrs. Lincoln was not fond of pets, and she could not understand how Mr. Lincoln could take so much delight
in his goats. After Willie’s death, she could not bear the sight of anything he loved, not even a flower. Costly
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bouquets were presented to her, but she turned from them with a shudder, and either placed them in a room where
she could not see them, or threw them out of the window. She gave all of Willie’s toys—everything connected
with him—away, as she said she could not look upon them without thiuking of her poor dead boy, and to think of
him, in his white shroud and cold grave, was maddening.
I never in my life saw a more peculiarly constituted woman. Search the world over, and you will not find her
counterpart. After :Mr. Lincoln’s death, the goats that he loved so well were given away—I believe to Mrs. Lee,
nee Miss Blair, one of the few ladies with whom :Mrs. Lincoln was on intimate terms in Washington.
*
During my residence in the Capital I made my home with Mr. and :Mrs. Walker Lewis, people of my own race,
and friends in the truest sense of the word. The days passed without any incident of particular note disturbing the
current of life. On Friday moring, April 14 th—alas! what American does not remember the day—I saw Mrs.
Lincoln but for a moment. She told me that she was to attend the theatre that night with the President, but I was
not summoned to assist her in making her toilette. Sherman had swept from the northern border of Georgia
through the heart of the Confederacy down to the sea, striking the death-blow to the rebellion. Grant had pursued
General Lee beyond Richmond, and the army of Virginia, that had made such stubborn resistance, was crumbling
to pieces. Fort Snmter had fallen—the stronghold first wrenched from the Union, and which had braved the fury
of Federal guns for so many years, was restored to the Union; the end of the war was near at hand, and the great
pulse of the loyal North thrilled with joy. The dark war-cloud was fading, and a white-robed angel seemed to
hover in the sky, whispering,
“Peace—peace on earth, good-will toward men!”
Sons, brothers, fathers, friends, sweethearts were coming home. Soon the white tents would be folded, the
volunteer army be disbanded, and tranquillity again reign. Happy, happy day!—happy at least to those who fought
under the banner of the Union. There was great rejoicing throughout the North. From the Atlantic to the Pacific,
flags were gay]y thrown to the breeze, and at night every city blazed with its tens of thousand lights.
*
But scarcely had the fireworks ceased to play, and the lights been taken down from the windows, when the
lightning flashed the most appalling news over the magnetic wires.
“The President has been murdered!” spoke the swift-winged messenger, and the lond hnzza died upon the lips.
A nation suddenly pansed in the midst of festivity, and stood paralyzed with horror—transfixed with awe.
Oh, memorable day! Oh, memorable night!
Never before was joy so violently contrasted with sorrow.
*
At 11 o’clock at night I was awakened by an old friend and neighbor, Miss M. Brown, with the startling
intelligence that the entire Cabinet had been assassinated, and Mr. Lincoln shot, bnt not mortally wonnded. When
I heard the words I felt as if the blood had been frozen in my veins, and that my lungs must collapse for the want
air. Mr. Lincoln shot! the Cabinet assassinated! What could it mean?
The streets were alive with wondering, awe-stricken people. Rumors flew thick and fast, and the wildest
reports came with every new arrival. The words were repeated with blanched cheeks and quivering lips. I waked
Mr. and :Mrs. Lewis, and told them that the President was shot, and that I must go to the White House.
I could not remain in a state of uncertainty. I felt that the house would not hold me. They tried to quiet me, but
gentle words could not calm the wild tempest. They quickly dressed themselves, anu we sallied out into the street
to drift with the excited throng.
We walked rapidly towards the White House, and on our way passed the residence of Secretary Seward, which
was surrounded by armed soldiers, keeping back all intruders with the point of the bayonet.
We hurried on, and as we approached the White House, saw that it too was surrounded with soldiers. Every
entrance was strongly guarded, and no one was permitted to pass. The guard at the gate told us that Mr. Lincoln
had not been brought home, but refused to give any other information.
More excited than ever, we wandered down the street. Grief and anxiety were making me weak, and as we
joined the outskirts of a large crowd, I began to feel as meek and humble as a penitent child. A gray-haired old
man was passing. I caught a glimpse of his face, and it seemed so full of kindness and sorrow that I gently
touched his arm, and imploringly asked:
“Will you please, sir, to tell me whether :Mr. Lincoln is dead or not?”
“Not dead,” he replied, “but dying. God help us!” and with a heavy step he passed on.
Not dead, but dying! then indeed God help us!
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*
We learned that the President was mortally wounded—that he had been shot down in his box at the theatre, and
that he was not expected to live till morning; when we returned home with heavy hearts. I could not sleep. I
wanted to go to Mrs. Lincoln, as I pictured her wild with grief; but then I did not know where to find her, and I
must wait till morning. Never did the hours drag so slowly. Every moment seemed an age, and I could do nothing
but walk about and hold my arms in mental agony.
Morning came at last, and a sad morning was it. The flags that floated so gayly yesterday now were draped in
black, and hung in silent folds at half-mast. The President was dead, and a nation was mourning for him. Every
house was draped in black, and every face wore a solemn look. People spoke in subdued tones, and glided
whisperingly, wonderingly, silently about the streets.
*
About eleven o’clock on Saturday morning a carriage drove up to the door, and a messenger asked for
“Elizabeth Keckley.”
“Who wants her?” I asked.
“I come from Mrs. Lincoln. If you are Mrs. Keckley, come with me immediately to the White House.”
I hastily put on my shawl and bonnet, and was driven at a rapid rate to the White House. Everything about the
building was sad and solemn. I was quickly shown to Mrs. Lincoln’s room, and on entering, saw Mrs. L. tossing
uneasily about upon a bed. The room was darkened, and the only person in it besides the widow of the President
was Mrs. Secretary Welles, who had spent the night with her. Bowing to Mrs. Welles, I went to the bedside.
“Why did you not come to me last night, Elizabeth—I sent for you,” Mrs. Lincoln asked in a low whisper.
“I did try to come to you, but I could not find you,” I answered, as I laid my hand upon her hot brow.
I afterwards learned, that when she had partially recovered from the first shock of the terrible tragedy in the
theatre, Mrs. Welles asked:
“‘Is there no one, Mrs. Lincoln, that you desire to have with you in this terrible affliction?’
“‘Yes, send for Elizabeth Keckley. I want her just as soon as she can be brought here.’
Three messengers, it appears, were successively despatched for me, but all of them mistook the number and
failed to find me.
*
Shortly after entering the room on Saturday morning, Mrs. Welles excused herself, as she said she must go to
her own family, and I was left alone with Mrs. Lincoln.
She was nearly exhausted with grief, and when she became a little quiet, I asked and received permission to go
into the Guests’ Room, where the body of the President lay in state. When I crossed the threshold of the room, I
could not help recalling the day on which I had seen little Willie lying in his coffin where the body of his father
now lay. I remembered how the President had wept over the pale beautiful face of his gifted boy, and now the
President himself was dead. The last time I saw him he spoke kindly to me, but alas I the lips would never move
again. The light had faded from his eyes, and when the light went out the soul went with it.
What a noble soul was his—noble in all the noble attributes of God! Never did I enter the solemn chamber of
death with such palpitating heart and trembling footsteps as I entered it that day. No common mortal had died.
The Moses of my people had fallen in the hour of his triumph. Fame had woven her choicest chaplet for his brow.
Though the brow was cold and pale in death, the chaplet should not fade, for God had studded it with the glory of
the eternal stars.
When I entered the room, the members of the Cabinet and many distinguished officers of the army were
grouped around the body of their fallen chief. They made room for me, and, approaching the body, I lifted the
white cloth from the white face of the man that I had worshipped as an idol-looked upon as a demi-god. Not.
withstanding the violence of the death of the President, there was something beautiful as well as grandly solemn
in the expression of the placid face. There lurked the sweetness and gentleness of childhood, and the stately
grandeur of god-like intellect. I gazed long at the face, and turned away with tears in my eyes and a choking
sensation in my throat. Ah! never was man so widely mourned before. The whole world bowed their heads in
grief when Abraham Lincoln died.
*
Returning to Mrs. Lincoln’s room, I found her in a new paroxysm of grief. Robert was bending over his mother
with tender affection, and little Tad was crouched at the foot of the bed with a world of agony in his young face. I
shall never forget the scene—the wails of a broken heart, the unearthly shrieks, the terrible convulsions, the wild,
tempestuous outbursts of grief from the soul. I bathed Mrs. Lincoln’s head with cold water, and soothed the
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terrible tornado as best I could.
Tad’s grief at his father's death was as great as the grief of his mother, but her terrible outbursts awed the boy
into silence. Sometimes he would throw his arms around her neck, and exclaim, between his broken sobs,
“Don’t cry so, Mamma! Don’t cry, or you will make me cry, too! You will break my heart.”
:Mrs. Lincoln could not bear to hear Tad cry, and when he would plead to her not to break his heart, she would
calm herself with a great effort, and clasp her child in her arms.
*
Every room in the White House was darkened, and everyone spoke in subdued tones, and moved about with
muffled tread. The very atmosphere breathed of the great sorrow which weighed heavily upon each heart. Mrs.
Lincoln never left her room, and while the body of her husband was being borne in solemn state from the Atlantic
to the broad prairies of the West, she was weeping with her fatherless children in her private chamber. She denied
admittance to almost everyone, and I was her only companion, except her children, in the days of her great
sorrow.
*
There were many surmises as to who was implicated with J. Wilkes Booth in the assassination of the President.
A new messenger had accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln to the theatre on that terrible Friday night. It was the
duty of this messenger to stand at the door of the box during the performance, and thus guard the inmates from all
intrusion. It appears that the messenger was carried away by the play, and so neglected his duty that Booth gained
easy admission to the box. Mrs. Lincoln firmly believed that this messenger was implicated in the assassination
plot.
One night I was lying on a lounge near the bed occupied by Mrs. Lincoln. One of the servants entering the
room, Mrs. L. asked:
“Who is on watch tonight?”
“The new messenger,” was the reply.
“What! the man who attended us to the theatre on the night my dear, good husband was murdered? He, I
believe, is one of the mnrderers. Tell him to come in to me.”
The messenger had overheard Mrs. Lincoln's words through the half-open door, and when he came in he was
trembling violently. She turned to him fiercely:
“So you are on guard tonight—on guard in the White House after helping to murder the President!”
“Pardon me, but I did not help to murder the President. I could never stoop to murder—much less to the
murder of so good and great a man as the President.”
“But it appears that you did stoop to murder—”
“No, no! don’t say that,” he broke in. “God knows that I am innocent.”
“I don’t believe you. Why were yon not at the door to keep the assassin out when he rushed into the box?”
“I did wrong, I admit, and I have bitterly repented it, but I did not help to kill the President. I did not believe
that anyone would try to kill so good a man in such a public place, and the belief made me careless. I was
attracted by the play, and did not see the assassin enter the box.”
“But you should have seen him. You had no business to be careless. I shall always believe that you are guilty.
Hush! I shan’t hear another word,” she exclaimed, as the messenger essayed to reply. “Go now and keep your
watch,” she added, with an imperious wave of her hand.
With mechanical step and white face the messenger left the room, and Mrs. Lincoln fell back on her pillow,
covered her face with her hands, and commenced sobbing.
*
Robert was very tender to his mother in the days of her sorrow. He suffered deeply, as his haggard face
indicated, but he was ever manly and collected when in the presence of his mother. :Mrs. Lincoln was extremely
nervous, and she refnsed to have anybody about her but myself. Many ladies called, but she received none of
them. Had she been leas secluded in her grief, perhaps she would have had many warmer friends today than she
has.
But far be it from me to harshly judge the sorrow of anyone. Could the ladies who called to condole with Mrs.
Lincoln, after the death of her husband, and who were denied admittance to her chamber, have seen how
completely prostrated she was with grief, they would have learned to speak more kindly of her. Often at night,
when Tad would hear her sobbing, he would get up, and come to her bed in his white sleeping- clothes:
“Don’t cry, Mamma; I cannot sleep if you cry! Papa was good, and he has gone to heaven. He is happy there.
He is with God and brother Willie. Don’t cry, Mamma, or I will cry too.”
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The closing appeal always proved the most effectual, as Mrs. Lincoln could not bear to hear her child cry.
*
Tad had been petted by his father, but petting could not spoil such a manly nature as his. He seemed to realize that
he was the son of a President—to realize it in its loftiest and noblest sense. One morniug, while being dressed, he
looked up at his nurse, and said:
“Pa is dead. I can hardly believe that I shall never see him again. I must learn to take care of myself now.” He
looked thoughtful a moment, the added,
“Yes, Pa is dead, and I am only Tad Lincoln now, little Tad, like other little boys. I am not a President’s son
now. I won’t have many presents any more. Well, I will try and be a good boy, aud will hope to go some day to Pa
and brother Willie, in heaven.”
He was a brave, manly child, and knew that. influence had passed out of their hands with the death of his
father, and that his position in life was altered. He seemed to feel that people petted him, and gave him presents,
because they wanted to please the President of the United States.
From that period forward he became more independent, and in a short time learned to dispense with the
services of a nurse. While in Chicago, I saw him get out his clothes one Sunday morning and dress himself, and
the change was such a great one to me—for while in the White House, servants obeyed his every nod and bid—
that I could scarcely refrain from shedding tears. Had his father lived, I knew it would have been different with his
favorite boy. Tad roomed with Robert, and he always took pride in pleasing his brother.
*
After the Committee had started West with the body of the President, there was quite a breeze of excitement
for a few days as to where the remains should be interred. Secretary Stanton and others held frequent conferences
with Robert, Mr. Todd, Mrs. Lincoln’s cousin, and Dr. Henry, an old schoolmate and friend of Mr. Lincoln. The
city authorities of Springfield had purchased a beautiful plot of ground in a prosperous portion of the city, and
work was rapidly progressing on the tomb, when Mrs. Lincoln made strenuous objection to the location.
She declared that she would stop the body in Chicago before it should be laid to rest in the lot purchased for
the purpose by the City of Springfield. She gave as a reason, that it was her desire to be laid by the side of her
husband when she died, and that such would be out of the question in a public place of the kind.
As is well known, the difficulty was finally settled by placing the remains of the President in the family vault
at Oak Ridge, a charming spot for the home of the dead.
*
After the President’s funeral :Mrs. Lincoln rallied, and began to make preparations to leave the White House.
One day she suddenly exclaimed:
“God, Elizabeth, what a change! Did ever woman have to suffer so much and experience so great a change? I
had an ambition to be Mrs. President; that ambition has been gratified, and now I must step down from the
pedestal. My poor husband! Had he never been President, he might be living today. Alas! all is over with me!”
Folding her arms for a few moments, she rocked back and forth, then commenced again, more vehemently
than ever:
“My God, Elizabeth, I can never go back to Springfield! no, never, until I go in my shroud to be laid by my
dear husband’s side, and may Heaven speed that day! I should like to live for my sons, but life is so full of misery
that I would rather die.”
And then she would go off into a fit of hysterics.
*
For five weeks Mrs. Lincoln was confined to her room. Packing afforded quite a relief, as it so closely
occupied us that we had not much time for lamentation. Letters of condolence were received from all parts of the
conntry, and even from foreign potentates, but Mr. Andrew Johnson, the successor of Mr. Lincoln, never called on
the widow, or even so much as wrote a line expressing sympathy for her grief and the loss of her husband. Robert
called on him one day to tell him that his mother would turn the White Honse over to him in a few days, and he
never even so much as inquired after their welfare. Mrs. Lincoln firmly believes that Mr. Johnson was concerned
in the assassination plot.
In packing, Mrs. Lincoln gave away everything intimately connected with the President, as she said that she
could not bear to be reminded of the past. The articles were given to those who were regarded as the warmest of
Mr. Lincoln’s admirers. All of the presents passed through my hands. The dress that Mrs. Lincoln wore on the
night of the assassination was given to Mrs. Slade, the wife of an old and faithfnl messenger. The cloak, stained
with the President’s blood, was given to me, as also was the bonnet worn on the same memorable night.
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Afterwards I received the comb and brush that Mr. Lincoln used during his residence at the White House. With
this same comb and brush I had often combed his head. When almost ready to go down to a reception, he would
tunl to me with a quizzical look:
“Well, Madam Elizabeth, will you brush my bristles down tonight?”
“Yes, Mr. Lincoln.”
Then he would take his seat in an easy chair, and sit quietly while I arranged his hair. As may well be
imagined, I was only too glad to accept this comb and brush from the hands of :Mrs. Lincoln. The cloak, bonnet,
comb, and brush, the glove worn at the first reception after the second inaugural, and Mr. Liucoln’s over-shoes
also given to me, I have since donated for the benefit of Wilberforce University, a colored college near Xenia,
Ohio, destroyed by fire on the night that the President was murdered.
*
There was much surmise, when Mrs. Lincoln left the White House, what her fifty or sixty boxes, not to count
her score of trunks, could contain. Had the government not been so liberal in furnishing the boxes, it is possible
that there would have been less demand for so much transportation. The boxes were loosely packed, and many of
them with articles not worth carrying away. Mrs. Lincoln had a passion for hoarding old things, believing, with
Toodles, that they were “handy to have about the house.”
The bonnets that she brought with her from Springfield, in addition to every one purchased during her
residence in Washington, were packed in the boxes, and transported to Chicago. She remarked that she might find
use for the material some day, and it was prudent to look to the future. I am sorry to say that Mrs. Lincoln’s
foresight in regard to the future was only confined to cast-off clothing, as she owed, at the time of the President’s
death, different store bills amounting to seventy thousand dollars. Mr. Lincoln knew nothing of these bills, and the
only happy feature of his assassination was that he died in ignorance of them. Had he known to what extent his
wife was involved, the fact would have embittered the only pleasant moments of his life.
I disclose this secret in regard to Mrs. Lincoln’s debts, in order to explain why she should subsequently have
labored under pecuniary embarrassment. The children, as well as herself had received a vast number of presents
during Mr. Lincoln’s administration, and these presents constituted a large item in the contents of the boxes.
The only article of furniture, so far as I know, taken away from the White House by Mrs. Lincoln, was a little
dressing-stand used by the President. I recollect hearing him say one day:
“Mother, this little stand is so handy, and suits me so well, that I do not know how I shall get along without it
when we move away from here.”
He was standing before a mirror, brushing his hair, when he made the remark,
“Well, father,” Mrs. Lincoln replied, “if you like the stand so well, we will take it with us when we go away.”
“Not for the world,” he exclaimed; but she interrupted him :
“I 8hould like to know what difference it makes if we put a better one in its place.”
“That alters the question. If you will put a stand in its place worth twice as much as this one, and the
Commissioner consents, then I have no objection.”
Mrs. Lincoln remembered these words, and, with the consent of the Cummis8ioner, took the 8tand to Chicago
with her for the benefit of little Tad. Another stand, I must not forget to add, was put in its place.
*
It is charged that a great deal of furniture was lost from the White House during Mr. Lincoln’s occupation of it.
Very true, and it can be accounted for in this way: In some respects, to put the case very plainly, Mrs. Lincoln was
“penny wise and pound foolish.” When she moved into the White House, she discharged the Steward, whose
business it was to look after the affairs of the household. When the Steward was dismissed, there was no one to
superintend affairs, and the servants carried away many pieces of furniture. In this manner the furniture rapidly
disappeared.
*
Robert was frequently in the room where the boxes were being packed, and he tried without avail to influence
his mother to set fire to her vast stores of old goods.
“What are you going to do with that old dress, mother?” he would ask.
“Never mind, Robert, I will find use for it. You do not understand this business.”
“And what is more, I hope I never may understand it. I wish to heaven the car would take fire in which you
place these boxes for transportation to Chicago, and burn all of your old piunder up,” and then, with an impatient
geature, he would turn on his heel and leave the room.
“Robert is so impetuous,” his mother would say to me, after the closing of the door. “He never thinks about the
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future. Well, I hope that he will get over his boyish notions in time.”
Many of the articles that Mrs. Lincoln took away from the White House were given, after her arrival in
Chicago, for the benefit of charity fairs.
*
At last everything was packed, and the day for departure for the West came. I can never forget that day; it was
so unlike the day when the body of the President was borne from tho hall in grand and solemn state. Then
thousands gathered to bow the head in reverence as the plumed hearse drove down the line. There was all the
pomp of military display—drooping flags, battalions with reversed arms, and bauds playing dirge-like airs. Now,
the wife of the President was leaving the White House, and there was scarcely a friend to tell her good-by. She
passed down the public stairway, entered her carriage, and quietly drove to the depot where we took the cars. The
silence was almost painful.
It had been arranged that I should go to Ohicago. When Mrs. Lincoln first suggested her plan, I strongly
objected; but I had been with her so long, that she had acquired great power over me.
“I cannot go West with you, Mrs. Lincoln,” I said, when the idea was first advanced.
“But you must go to Chicago with me, Elizabeth; I cannot do without you.”
“You forget my business, Mrs. Lincoln. I cannot leave it. Just now I have the spring trousseau to make tor Mrs.
Douglas, and I have promised to have it done in less than a week.”
“Never mind. Mrs. Donglas can get someone else to make her trousseau. You may find it to your interest to go.
I am very poor now, but if Congress makes an appropriation for my benefit, you shall be well rewarded.”
“It is not the reward, but—” I commenced, by way of reply, but she stopped me:
“Now don’t say another word about it, if you do not wish to distress me. I have determined that you shall go to
Chicago with me, and you must go.”
When Mrs. Douglas learned that Mrs. Lincoln wished me to accompany her West, she sent me word:
“Never mind me. Do all you can for Mrs. Liucoln. My heart’s sympathy is with her.” Finding that no excuse
would be accepted, I made preparations to go to Chicago with Mrs. L.
*
The green car had specially been chartered for us, and in this we were conveyed to the West. Dr. Henry
accompanied. us, and he was remarkably attentive and kind. The first night out, Mrs. Lincoln had a severe
headache; and while I was bathing her temples, she said to me:
“Lizabeth, you are my best and kindest friend, and I love you as my best friend. I wish it were in my power to
make you comfortable for the balance of your days. If Congress provides for me, depend upon it, I will provide
for you.”
The trip was devoid of interest. We arrived in Chicago without accident or delay, and apartments were secured
for us at the Tremont House, where we remained one week. At the expiration of this time Mrs. Lincoln decided
that living at the hotel was attended with too much expense, so it was arranged that we should go to the country.
Rooms were selected at Hyde Park, a summer resort.
Robert and Tad accompanied their mother to Hyde Park.
*
We arrived about 3 o’clock in the afternoon of Saturday. The place had just been opened the summer before,
and there was a newness about everything. The accommodations were not first-class, the rooms being small and
plainly furnished. It was a lively day for us all. Robert occupied himself unpacking his books, and arranging them
on the shelves in the corner of his small but neat room. I assisted him, he talking pleasantly all the while. When
we were through, he folded his arms, stood off a little distance from the mantel, with an abstracted look as if he
were thinking of the great change in his fortunes—acontrasting the present with the past.. Turning to me, he
asked:
“Well, Mrs. Keckley, how do you like our new quarters?”
“This is a delightful place, and I think you will pass your time pleasantly,” I answered. He looked at me with a
quizzical smile, then remarked:
“You call it a delightful place! Well, perhaps it is. Since you do not have to stay here, you can safely say as
much about the charming situation as you please. I presume that I must put up with it, as mother’s pleasure must
be consulted before my own. But candidly, I would almost as soon be dead as be compelled to remain three
months in this dreary house.”
He seemed to feel what he said, and going to the window, he 1ooked out upon the view with moody
countenance.
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I passed into Mrs. Lincoln’s room, and found her lying upon the bed, sobbing as if her heart would break.
“What a dreary place, Lizzie! and to think that I should be compelled to live here, because I have not the
means to live elsewhere. Ah! what a sad change has come to us all.”
I had listened to her sobbing for eight weeks, therefore I was never surprised to find her in tears. Tad was the
only cheerful one of the party. He was a child of sunshine, and nothing seemed to dampen the ardor of his spirits.
*
Sunday was a very quiet day. I looked out of my window in the morning, upon the beautiful lake that formed
one of the most delightfull views from the house. The wind was just strong enough to ripple the broad bosom of
the water, and each ripple caught a jewel from the sunshine, and threw it sparkling up towards the sky. Here and
there a sailboat silently glided into view, or sank below the faint blue line that marked the horizon—glided and
melted away like the spectral shadows that sometimes haunt the white snow fields in the cold, tranquil light of a
winter’s moon.
As I stood by my window that morning, looking out upon the lake, my thoughts were etherealized—the
reflected subeams suggested visions of crowns studded with the jewels of eternal life, and I wondered how
anyone could call Hyde Park a dreary place. I had seen so much trouble in my life, that I was willing to fold my
arms and sink into a passive slumber—slumber anywhere, so the great longing of the soul was gratified—relit.
Robert spent the day in his room with his books, while I remained in Mrs. Lincoln’s room, talking with her,
contrasting the present with the past, and drawing plans for the future. She held no communication, by letter or
otherwise, with any of her relatives or old friends, saying that she wished to lead a secluded life for the summer.
Old faces, she claimed, would only bring back memories of scenes that she desired to forget; and new faces, she
felt assured, could not sympathize with her distress, or add to the comforts of her situation.
*
On Monday morning, Robert was getting ready to ride into Chicago, as businees called him to the city.
“Where you goin’, brother Bob?”—Tad generally called Robert, brother Bob.
“Only into town!” was the brief reply.
“Mayn’t I go with you?”
“Ask mother. I think that she will say no.” Just then Mrs. Lincoln came in, and Tad ran to her, with the eager
question:
“Oh, Ma! Can’t I go to town with brother Bob? I want to go so badly.”
“Go to town? No; you must stay and keep me company. Besides, I have determined that you shall get a lesson
every day, and I am going to commence today with you.”
“I don’t want to get a lesson—I won’t get a lesson,” broke in the impetuous boy. “I don’t want to learn my
book; I want to go to town!”
“I suppose you want to grow up to be a great dunce. Hush, Tad; you shall not go to town until you bave said a
lesson;” and the mother looked resolute.
“May I go after I learn my book?” was the next question.
“Yes; if Robert will wait for you.”
“Oh, Bob will wait; won’t you, Bob?”
“No, I cannot wait; but the landlord is going in this afternoon, and you can go with him. You must do as
mother tells you, Tad. You are getting to be a big boy now, and must start to school next fall; and you would not
like to go to school without knowing how to read.”
“Where’s my book, Ma? Get my book quick. I will say my lesson,” and he jumped about the room,
boisterously, boy-like.
“Be quiet, Tad. Here is your book, and we will now begin the first lesson,” said his mother, as she seated
herself in an easy chair.
*
Tad had always been much humored by his parents, especially by his father. He suffered from a slight
impediment in his speech, and had never been made to go to school; consequently his book knowledge was very
limited. I knew that his education had been neglected, but had no idea he was so deficient as the first lesson at
Hyde Park proved him to be.
Drawing a low chair to his mother’s side he opened his book and began to slowly spell the first word: “A-p-e”.
“Well, what does A-p-e spell?”
“Monkey,” was the instant rejoinder. The word was illustrated by a small wood-cut of an ape, which looked to
Tad’s eyes very much like a monkey; and his pronunciation was guided by the picture, and not by the bounds of
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the different letters.
“Nonsense!" exclaimed his mother. “A-p-e does not spell monkey.”
“Does spell monkey! Isn’t that a monkey?” and Tad pointed triumphantly to the picture.
“No, it is not a monkey.”
“Not a monkey? What is it, then?”
“An ape.”
“An ape? ’Taint an ape. Don’t I know a monkey when I see it?”
“No, if you say that is a monkey.”
“I do know a monkey. I’ve seen lots of them in the street with the organs. I know a monkey better than yon do,
’cause I always go ont into the street to see them when they come by, and you don’t.”
“But, Tad, listen to me. An ape is a species of the monkey. It looks like a monkey, but it is not a monkey.”
“It shouldn’t look like a monkey, then. Here, Yib”—he always called me Yib—“isn’t this a monkey, and don’t
A-p-e spell monkey? Ma don’t know anything about it,” and he thrust his book into my face in an earnest, excited
manner.
I conld not longer restrain myself, and burst ont laughing. Tad looked very much offended, and I hastened to
say:
“I beg your pardon, Master Tad; I hope that you will excuse my want of politeness.” He bowed his head in a
patronizing way, and returned to the original question:
“Isn’t this a monkey? Don’t A-p-e spell monkey?”
“No, Tad; your mother is right. A-p-e spells ape.”
“You don’t know as much as Ma. Both of you don’t know anything;” and Master Tad’s eyes flashed with
indignation.
Robert entered the room, and the question was referred to him. After many explanations, he succeeded in
convincing Tad that A-p-e does not spell monkey, and the balance of the lesson was got over with less difficulty.
*
Whenever I think of this incident I am tempted to laugh; and then it occurs to me that had Tad been a negro
boy, not the son of a President, and so difficult to instruct, he would have been called thick-skulled, and would
have been held up as an example of the inferiority of race.
I know many full negro boys, able to read and write, who are not older than Tad Lincoln was when he persisted
that A-p-e spelt monkey. Do not imagine that I desire to reflect upon the intellect of little Tad. Not at all; he is a
bright boy, a son that will do honor to the genius and greatness of his father; I only mean to say that some
incidents are about as damaging to one side of the question as to the other.
If a colored boy appears dull, so does a white boy sometimes; and if a whole race is judged by a single
example of apparent dulness, another race should be judged by a similar example.
*
I returned to Washington, with Mrs. Lincoln’s best wishes for my success in business. The journey was devoid
of incident. After resting a few days, I called at the White House, and transacted some business for Mrs. Lincoln. I
had no desire to enter the house, for everything about it bitterly reminded me of the past; and when I came out of
the door, I hoped that I had crossed the threshold for the last time. I was asked by some of my friends if I had sent
my business cards to Mr. Johnson’s family, and my answer was that I had not, as I had no desire to work for the
President’s family. Mr. Johnson was no friend to Mr. Lincoln, and he had failed to treat Mrs. Lincoln, in the hour
of her greatest sorrow, with even common courtesy.
Having promised to make a spring trousseau for Mrs. Senator Douglas as soon as I should return from
Chicago, I called on her to meet the engagement. She appeared pleased to see me, and in greeting me, asked, with
evident surprise:
"Why, Keckley”—she always called me Keckley—“is this you? I did not know you were coming back. It was
reported that you designed remaining with Mrs. Lincoln all summer.”
“Mrs. Lincoln would have been glad to have kept me with her had she been able.”
“Able? What do you mean by that?”
“Simply this: already she is laboring under pecuniary embarrassment, and was only able to pay my expenses,
and allow me nothing for my time.”
“You surprise me. I thought she was left in good circumstances.”
“So many think, it appears. Mrs. Lincoln, I assure you, is now practising the closest economy. I must do
something for myself, Mrs. Douglas, so I have come back to Washington to open my shop.”
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*
The next day I collected my assistants, and my business went on as usual. Orders came in more rapidly than I
could fill them. One day, in the middle of the month of June, the girl who was attending the door came into the
cutting-room, where I was hard at work:
“Mrs. Keckley, there is a lady below, who wants to see you.”
“Who is she?”
“I don’t know. I did not learn her name.”
“Is her face familiar? Does she look like a regular customer?”
“No, she is a stranger. I don’t think she was ever here before. She came in an open carriage, with a black
woman for an attendant.”
“It may be the wife of one of Johnson’s new secretaries. Do go down, Mrs. Keckley,” exclaimed my work-girls
in a chorus. I went below, and on entering the parlor, a plainly dressed lady rose to her feet, and asked:
“Is this the dressmaker?”
“Yes, I am a dressmaker.”
“Mrs. Keckley?”
“Yes.”
“Mrs. Lincoln’s former dressmaker, were you not?”
“Yes, I worked for Mrs. Lincoln.”
“Are you very busy now?”
“Very, indeed.”
“Can you do anything for me?”
“That depends upon what is to be doue, and when it is to be done.”
“Well, say one dress now, and several others a few weeks later.”
“I can make one dress for you now, but no more. I cannot finish the one for you in less than three weeks.”
“That will answer. I am Mrs. Patterson, the daughter of President Johnson. I expect my sister, Mrs. Stover, here
in three weeks, and the dress is for her. We are both the same size, and you can fit the dress to me.”
*
The terms were satisfactorily arranged, and after measuring Mrs. Patterson, she bade me good morning,
entered her carriage, and drove away. When I went upstairs into the workroom, the girls were anxious to learn
who my visitor was.
“It was Mrs. Patterson, the daughter of President Johnson,” I answered, in response to several questions.
“What! the daughter of our good Moses. Are yon going to work for her?”
“I have taken her order.”
“I fear that Johnson will prove a poor Moses, and I would not work for any of the family,”remarked one of the
girls. None of them appeared to like Mr. Lincoln’s successor.
*
I finiished the dress for Mrs. Patterson, and it gave satisfaction. I afterwards learned that both Mrs. Patterson
and Mrs. Stover were kind-hearted, plain, unassuming women, making no pretensions to elegance. One day when
I called at the White House, in relation to some work that I was doing for them, I found Mrs. Patterson busily at
work with a sewing machine. The sight was a novel one to me for the White House, for as long as I remained with
Mrs. Lincoln, I do not recollect ever having seen her with a needle in her hand.
The last work done for the Johnsons by me were two dresses, one for each of the sisters. Mrs. Patterson
subsequently wrote me a note, requesting me to cut and fit a dress for her; to which I replied that I never cut and
fitted work to be made up outside of my work-room. This brought our business relations to an abrupt end.
*
The months passed, and my business prospered I continually received letters from Mrs. Lincoln, and as the
anniversary of her husband’s death approached, she wrote in a sadder strain. Before I left Chicago she had exacted
the promise that should Congress make an appropriation for her benefit, I must join her in the West, and go with
her to visit the tomb of the President for the first time. The appropriation was made one of the conditions of my
visit, for without relief from Congress she would be unable to bear my expenses.
The appropriation was not made; and so I was unable to join Mrs. Lincoln at the appointed time. She wrote me
that her plan was to leave Chicago in the morning with Tad, reach Springfield at night, stop at one of the hotels,
drive out to Oak Ridge the next day, and take the train for Chicago the same evening, thus avoiding a meeting
with any of her old friends. This plan, as she afterwards wrote me, was carried out.
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When the second anniversary approached, President Johnson and party were “swinging round the circle,” and
as they were to visit Chicago, she was especially anxious to be away from the city when they sholud arrive;
accordingly she hurried off to Springfield, and spent the time in weeping over the tomb where repose the
hallowed ashes of her husband.
During all this time I was asked many questions about Mrs. Lincoln, some prompted by friendship, but a
greater number by curiosity; but my brief answers, I fear, were not always accepted as the most satisfactory. …
54.126 Excerpt from Two Little Confederates\fn{by Thomas Nelson Page (1853-1922)} Oakland Plantation,
Beaverdam, Hanover County, Virginia, U.S.A. (M) 4
… The raiders were up early next morning scouring the woods and country around. They knew that the fugitive Confederate soldiers could not have gone far, for the Federals had every road picketed, and their main body
was not far away.
As the morning wore on, it became a grave question at Oakland how the two soldiers were to subsist. They had
no provisions with them, and the roads were so closely watched that there was no chance of their obtaining any.
The matter was talked over, and the boys’ mother and Cousin Belle were in despair.
“They can eat their shoes,” said Willy, reflectively.
The ladies exclaimed in horror. “That’s what men always do when they get lost in a wilderness where there is
no game.”
This piece of information from Willy did not impress his hearers as much as he supposed it would.
“I’ll tell you! Let me and Frank go and carry ’em something to eat!”
“How do you know where they are?”
“They are at our Robber’s Cave, aren’t they, Cousin Belle? We told the General yesterday how to get there,
didn’t we?”
“Yes, and he said last night that he would go there.”
Willy’s idea seemed a good one, and the offer was accepted. The boys were to go out as if to see the troops,
and were to take as much food as they thought could pass for their luncheon. Their mother cooked and put up a
luncheon large enough to have satisfied the appetites of any two young Brobdingnagians in Gulliver’s Travels.
Then they set out on their relief expedition.
The two sturdy little figures looked full of importance as they strode off up the road. They carried many loving
messages. Their Cousin Belle gave to each separately a long whispered message which each by himself was to
deliver to the General. It was thought best not to hazard a note.
They were watched by the ladies from the portico until they disappeared over the hill. They took a path which
led into the woods, and walked cautiously for fear some of the raiders might be lurking about. However, the boys
saw none of the enemy, and in a little while they came to a point where the pines began. Then they turned into the
woods, for the pines were so thick the boys could not be seen, and the pine needles made it so soft underfoot that
they could walk without making any noise. They were pushing their way through the bushes, when Frank
suddenly stopped.
“Hush!” he said. Willy halted and listened.
“There they are.”
From a little distance to one side, in the direction of the path they had just left, they heard the trampling of
horses’ feet.
“That’s not our men,” said Willy. “Hugh and the General haven’t any horses.”
“No, that’s the Yankees,” said Frank. “Let’s lie down. They may hear us.”
The boys flung themselves upon the ground and almost held their breath until the horses had passed out of
hearing.
“Do you reckon they are hunting for us?” asked Willy in an awed whisper.
“No, for Hugh and the General. Come on.”
They rose, went tiptoeing a little deeper into the pines, and made their way toward the cave.
“Maybe they’ve caught ’em,” suggested Willy.
“They can’t catch ’em in these pines,” replied Frank. “You can’t see any distance at all. A horse can’t get
through, and the General and Hugh could shoot ’em, and then get away before they could catch ’em.”
They hurried on.
“Frank, suppose they take us for Yankees?”
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Evidently Willy’s mind had been busy since Frank’s last speech.
“They aren’t going to shoot us,” said Frank; but it was an unpleasant suggestion, for they were not very far
from the dense clump of pines between two gullies, which the boys called their cave.
“We can whistle,” he said, presently. “Won’t Hugh and the General think we are enemies trying to surround
them?” Willy objected. The dilemma was a serious one.
“We’ll have to crawl up,” said Frank, after a pause.
And this was agreed upon. They were soon on the edge of the deep gully which, on one side, protected the spot
from all approach. They scrambled down its steep side and began to creep along, peeping over its other edge from
time to time, to see if they could discover the clearing which marked the little green spot on top of the hill, where
once had stood an old cabin.
The base of the ruined chimney, with its immense fireplace, constituted the boys’ “cave.” They were close to it,
now, and felt themselves to be in imminent danger of a sweeping fusillade. They had just crept up to the top of the
ravine and were consulting, when someone immediately behind them, not twenty feet away, called out:
“Hello! What are you boys doing here? Are you trying to capture us?”
They jumped at the unexpected voice. The General broke into a laugh. He had been sitting on the ground on
the other side of the slope, and had been watching their maneuvers for some time.
He brought them to the house spot where Hugh was asleep on the ground; he had been on watch all the
morning, and, during the General’s turn, was making up for lost sleep. He was soon wide awake enough, and he
and the General, with appetites bearing witness to their long fast, were without delay engaged in disposing of the
provisions which the boys had brought.
The boys were delighted with the mystery of their surroundings. Each in turn took the General aside and held a
long interview with him, and gave him all their Cousin Belle’s messages. No one had ever treated them with such
consideration as the General showed them. The two men asked the boys all about dispositions of the enemy, but
the boys had little to tell.
“They are after us pretty hotly,” said the General. “I think they are going away shortly. It’s nothing but a raid,
and they are moving on. We must get back to camp tonight.”
“How are you going?” asked the boys. “You haven’t any horses.”
“We are going to get some of their horses,” said the officer. “They have taken ours; now they must furnish us
with others.”
It was about time for the boys to start for home. The General took each of them aside, and talked for a long
time. Then the boys said good-by, and started in the direction of home. After crossing the gully, and walking on
through the woods for what they thought a safe distance, they turned into the path. They were talking merrily
about the General and Hugh and discussing a romantic plan for the recapture of horses from the enemy, when they
came out of the path into the road, and found themselves within twenty yards of a group of Federal soldiers,
quietly sitting on their horses, evidently guarding the road.
The sight of the blue-coats made the boys jump. They would have crept back, but it was too late. They had
caught the eye of the man nearest them. They ceased talking as suddenly as birds in the trees stop chirruping when
the hawk sails over; and when one Yankee called to them, in a stern tone, “Halt there!” and started to come toward
them, their hearts were in their mouths.
“Where are you boys going?” he asked, as he came up to them.
“Going home.”
“Where do you belong?”
“Over there—at Oakland,” pointing in the direction of their home, which seemed suddenly to have moved a
thousand miles away.
“Where have you been?” The other soldiers had come up now.
“Been down this way.” The boys’ voices were never so meek before. Each reply was like an apology.
“Been to see your brother?” asked one who had not spoken before—a pleasant-looking fellow. The boys
looked at him. They were paralyzed by dread of the approaching question.
“Now, boys, we know where you have been,” said a small fellow, who wore a yellow chevron on his arm. He
had a thin mustache and a sharp nose, and rode a wiry, dull sorrel horse. “You may just as well tell us all about it.
We know you’ve been to see ’em, and we are going to make you carry us where they are.”
“No, we ain’t,” said Frank doggedly. Willy expressed his determination also.
“If you don’t, it’s going to be pretty bad for you,” said the little corporal. He gave an order to two of the men,
who sprang from their horses, and, catching Frank, swung him up behind another cavalryman. The boy’s face was
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very pale, but he bit his lip.
“Go ahead,” continued the corporal to a number of his men, who started down the path. “You four men remain
here till we come back,” he said to the men on the ground, and to two others on horseback. “Keep him here,”
jerking his thumb toward Willy, whose face was already burning with emotion.
“I’m going with Frank,” said Willy. “Let me go,”—this to the man who had hold of him by the arm. “Frank,
make him let me go,” he shouted, bursting into tears, and turning on his captor with all his might.
“Willy, he’s not goin’ to hurt you. Don’t you tell!” called Frank, squirming until he dug his heels so into the
horse’s flanks that the horse began to kick up.
“Keep quiet, Johnny;\fn{I.e., “Johnny Reb”; a common appellation attached in the absence of knowledge to any of the soldiers
fighting for the traitorous cause of dismembering the Union and the immoral cause of upholding slavery .} he’s not goin’ to hurt
him,” said one of the men to Frank, kindly. He had a brown beard and shining white teeth.
They rode slowly down the narrow path, the dragoon holding Frank by the leg. Deep down in the woods,
beyond a small branch, the path forked.
“Which way?” asked the corporal, stopping and addressing Frank. “Which is it?” the corporal repeated.
“I ain’t going to tell,” said Frank firmly.
“Look here, Johnny; we’ve got you, and we are going to make you tell us; so you might just as well do it, easy.
If you don’t, we’re goin’ to make you.”
The boy said nothing.
“You men dismount. Stubbs, hold the horses.” He himself dismounted, and three others did the same, giving
their horses to a fourth.
“Get down!”—this to Frank and the soldier behind whom he was riding. The soldier dismounted, and the boy
slipped off after him and faced his captor, who held a strap in one hand.
“Are you goin’ to tell us?” he asked.
“No.”
“Don’t you know?” He came a step nearer, and held the strap forward. There was a long silence. The boy’s
face paled perceptibly, but took on a look as if the proceedings were indifferent to him.
“If you say you don’t know …” said the man, hesitating in the face of the boy’s resolution. “Don’t you know
where they are?”
“Yes, I know; but I ain’t goin’ to tell you,” said Frank bursting into tears.
“The little Johnny’s game,” said the soldier who had told him the others were not going to hurt Willy. The
corporal said something to this man in an undertone, to which he replie~, "You can try, but it isn’t going to do any
good. I don’t half like it, anyway.”
Frank had stopped crying after his first outburst.
“If you don’t tell, we are going to shoot you,” said the little soldier, drawing his pistol.
The boy shut his mouth close, and looked straight at the corporal. The man laid down his pistol, and, seizing
Frank, drew his hands behind him, and tied them.
“Get ready, men,” he said, as he drew the boy aside to a small tree, putting him with his back to it.
Frank thought his hour had come. He thought of his mother and Willy, and wondered if the soldiers would
shoot Willy, too. His face twitched and grew ghastly white. Then he thought of his father, and of how proud he
would be of his son’s bravery when he should hear of it. This gave him strength.
“The knot hurts my hands,” he said.
The man leaned over and eased it a little.
“I wasn”t crying because 1 was scared,” said Frank.
The kind looking fellow turned away.
“Now, boys, get ready,” said the corporal, taking up his pistol.
How large it looked to Frank! He wondered where the bullets would hit him, and whether he would be left
alone all night out there in the woods, and if his mother would come and kiss him.
“I want to say my prayers,” he said faintly.
The soldier made some reply which he could not hear, and the man with the beard started forward; but just
then all grew dark before his eyes.
Next, he thought he must have been shot, for he felt wet about his face. and was lying down. He heard
someone say, “He’s coming to,” and another replied, “Thank God!”
He opened his eyes. He was lying beside the little branch with his head in the lap of the big soldier with the
beard, and the little corporal was leaning over him throwing water in his face from a cap. The others were
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standing around.
“What’s the matter?” asked Frank.
“That’s all right,” said the little corporal, kindly. “We were just a-foolin’ a bit with you, Johnny.”
“We never meant to hurt you,” said the other. “You feel better now?”
“Yes, where's Willy?” He was too tired to move.
“He’s all right. We’ll take you to him.”
“Am 1 shot?” asked Frank.
“No! Do you think we’d have touched a hair of your head, and you such a brave little fellow? We were just
trying to scare you a bit and carried it too far, and you got a little faint; that’s all.”
The voice was so kind that Frank was encouraged to sit up.
“Can you walk now?” asked the corporal, helping him and steadying him as he rose to his feet.
“I’ll take him,” said the big fellow, and before the boy could move, he had stooped, taken Frank in his arms,
and was carrying him back toward the place where they had left Willy, while the others followed after with the
horses.
“I can walk,” said Frank.
“No, I’ll carry you, b-bless your heart!”
The boy did not know that the big dragoon was looking down at the light hair resting on his arm, and that
while he trod the Virginian wood path, in fancy he was home in Delaware; or that the pressure the boy felt from
his strong arms was a caress given for the sake of another boy far away on the Brandywine. After a little while
Frank asked to be put down.
The soldier gently set him on his feet; and before he let him go, kissed him.
“I’ve got a curly-headed fellow at home, just the size of you,” he said softly.
Frank saw that his eyes were moist.
“I hope you’ll get safe back to him,” he said.
“God grant it!” said the soldier.
When they reached the squad at the gate, they found Willy still in much distress on Frank’s account. But he
wiped his eyes when his brother reappeared, and listened with pride to the soldiers’ praise of Frank’s “grit,” as
they called it. When they let the boys go, the, little corporal wanted Frank to accept a five dollar gold piece; but he
politely declined it. …
107.266 Jordan’s End\fn{by Ellen Anderson Glasgow (1873-1945)} Richmond, Richmond Independent City, Virginia,
U.S.A. (F) 9
At the fork of the road there was the dead tree where buzzards were roosting, and through its boughs I saw the
last flare of the sunset. On either side the November woods were flung in broken masses against the sky. When I
stopped they appeared to move closer and surround me with vague, glimmering shapes. It seemed to me that I had
been driving for hours; yet the ancient negro who brought the message had told me to follow the Old Stage Road
till I came to Buzzard’s Tree at the fork. “F’om dar on hit’s mighty nigh ter Marse Jur’dn’s place,” the old man
had assured me, adding tremulously, “en young Miss she sez you mus’ come jes’ ez quick ez you kin.” I was
young then (that was more than thirty years ago), and I was just beginning the practice of medicine in one of the
more remote counties of Virginia.
My mare stopped, and leaning out, I gazed down each winding road, where it branched off, under half bared
boughs, into the autumnal haze of the distance. In a little while the red would fade from the sky, and the chill
night would find me still hesitating between those dubious ways which seemed to stretch into an immense
solitude. While I waited uncertainly there was a stir in the boughs overhead and a buzzard’s feather floated down
and settled softly on the robe over my knees. In the effort to drive off depression, I laughed aloud and addressed
my mare in a jocular tone:
“We’ll choose the most God-forsaken of the two, and see where it leads us.”
To my surprise the words brought an answer from the trees at my back. “If you’re goin’ to Isham’s store, keep
on the Old Stage road,” piped a voice from the underbrush.
Turning quickly, I saw the dwarfed figure of a very old man, with a hunched back, who was dragging a load of
pine knots out of the woods. Though he was so stooped that his head reached scarcely higher than my wheel, he
appeared to possess unusual vigor for one of his age and infirmities. He was dressed in a rough overcoat of some
wood brown shade, beneath which I could see his overalls of blue jeans. Under a thatch of grizzled hair his
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shrewd little eyes twinkled cunningly, and his bristly chin jutted so far forward that it barely escaped the
descending curve of his nose. I remember thinking that he could not be far from a hundred; his skin was so
wrinkled and weather-beaten that, at a distance, I had mistaken him for a negro.
I bowed politely. “Thank you, but I am going to Jordan’s End,” I replied.
He cackled softly. “Then you take the bad road. That’s Jurdn’s turnout.” He pointed to the sunken trail, deep in
mud, on the right. “an’ if you ain’t objectin’ to a little comp’ny, I’d be obleeged if you’d give me a lift. I’m bound
thar on my own o’ count, an’ it’s a long ways to tote these here lightwood knots.”
While I drew back my robe and made room for him, I watched him heave the load of resinous pine into the
buggy, and then scramble with agility to his place at my side.
“My name is Peterkin,” he remarked by way of introduction. “They call me Father Peterkin along o’ the
granchild’en.” He was a garrulous soul, I suspected, and would not be averse to imparting the information I
wanted.
“There’s not much travel this way,” I began, as we turned out of the cleared space into the deep tunnel of the
trees. Immediately the twilight enveloped us, though now and then the dusky glow in the sky was still visible. The
air was sharp with the tang of autumn; with the effluvium of rotting leaves, the drift of wood smoke, the ripe
flavor of crushed apples.
“Thar’s nary a stranger, thoughten he was a doctor, been to Juredn’s End as fur back as I kin recollect. Ain’t
you the new doctor?”
“Yes, I am the doctor.” I glanced down at the gnomelike shape in the wood brown overcoat. “Is it much
farther?”
“Naw, suh, we’re all but thar jest as soon as we come out of Whitten woods.”
“If the road is so little traveled, how do you happen to be going there?”
Without turning his head, the old man wagged his crescent shaped profile. “Oh, I live on the place. My son
Tony works a slice of the farm on shares,\fn{ Sharecropping; the system of land tenure developed during the Middle Ages and
perfected by the Americans, who have applied it to industry as well as to agriculture .}and I manage to lend a hand at the harvest
or corn shuckin’, and now-and-agen, with the cider. The old gentleman used to run the place that way afore he
went deranged, an’ now that the young one is laid up, thar ain’t nobody to look arter the farm but Miss Judith.
Them old ladies don’t count. Thar’s three of ’em, but they’re all addle-brained an’ look as if the buzzards had
picked ’em. I reckon that comes from bein’ shut up with crazy folks in that thar old tumbledown house. The roof
ain’t been patched fur so long that the shingles have most rotted away, an’ thar’s times, Tony says, when you kin
skearcely hear yo’ years fur the rumpus the wrens an’ rats are makin’ overhead.”
“What is the trouble with them—the Jordans, I mean?”
“Jest run to seed, suh, I reckon.”
“Is there no man of the family left?”
For a minute Father Peterkin made no reply. Then he shifted the bundle of pine knots, and responded warily.
“Young Alan, he’s still livin’ on the old place, but I hear he’s been took now, an’ is goin’ the way of all the rest of
’em. ’Tis a hard trial for Miss Judith, po’ young thing, an’ with a boy nine year old that’s the very spit an’ image
of his pa. Wall, wall, I kin recollect away back yonder when old Mr. Timothy Jurdn was the proudest man
anywhar aroun’ in these parts; but arter the War\fn{ World War I.} things sorter begun to go down hill with him, and
he was obleeged to draw in his horns.”
“Is he still living?”
The old man shook his head. “Mebbe he is, an’ mebbe he ain’t. Nobody knows but the Jurdn’s, an’ they ain’t
tellin’ fur the axin’.”
“I suppose it was this Miss Judith who sent for me?”
“’Twould most likely be, suh. She was one of the Yardleys that lived over yonder at Yardleys’ Field; an’ when
young Mr. Alan begun to take notice of her, ’twas the first time sence way back that one of the Jurdn’s had gone
courtin’ outside the family. That’s the reason the blood went bad like it did, I reckon. That’s a sayin’ down aroun’
here that Jurdn an’ Jurdn won’t mix.” The name was invariably called Jurdin by all classes; but I had already
discovered that names are rarely pronounced as they are spelled in Virginia.
“Have they been married long?”
“Ten year or so, suh. I remember as well as if ’twas yestiddy the day young Alan brought her home as a bride,
an’ thar warn’t a soul besides the three daft old ladies to welcome her. They drove over in my son Tony’s old
buggy, though ’twas spick an’ span then. I was goin’ to the house on an arerant, an’ I was standin’ right down thar
at the ice pond when they come by. She hadn’t been much in these parts, an’ none of us had ever seed her afore.
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When she looked up at young Alan her face was pink all over and her eyes was shinin’ bright as the moon. Then
the front do’ opened an’ them old ladies, as black as crows, flocked out on the po’ch. That never was anybody as
pert-lookin’ as Miss Judith was when she come here; but soon arterwards she begun to peak an’ pine, though
women folks at Jurdn’s End. They married sudden, an’ folks do say she didn’t know nothin’ about the famikly, an’
young Alan didn’t know much mo’ than she did. The old ladies had kep’ the secret away from him, sorter believin’
that what you don’t know cyarn’ hurt you. Anyways they never let it leak out tell arter his chile was born. That
ain’t never been but that one, an’ old Aunt Jerusly declares he was born with a caul over his face, so mebbe things
will be all right fur him in the long run.”
“But who are the old ladies? Are their husbands living?”
When Father Peterkin answered the question he had dropped his voice to a hoarse murmur. “Deranged. All
gone deranged,” he replied.
I shivered, for a chill depression seemed to emanate from the November woods. As we drove on, I
remembered grim tales of enchanted forests filled with evil faces and whispering voices. The scents of wood earth
and rotting leaves invaded my brain like a magic spell. On either side the forest was as still as death. Not a leaf
quivered, not a bird moved, not a small wild creature stirred in the underbrush. Only the glossy leaves and the
scarlet berries of the holly appeared alive amid the bare interlacing branches of the trees. I began to long for an
autumn clearing and the red light of the afterglow.\fn{ Of the sunset.}
“Are they living or dead?” I asked presently.
“I’ve hearn strange tattle,” answered the old man nervously, “but nobody kin tell. folks do say as young Alan’s
pa is shut up in a padded place, and that his gran’pa died thar arter thirty years. His uncles went crazy too, an’ the
daftness is beginnin’ to crop out in the women. Up tell now it has been mostly the men. One time I remember old
Mr. Peter Jurdn tryin’ to burn down the place in the dead of the night. That’s the end of the wood, suh. If you’ll
jest let me down here, I’ll be gittin’ along home across the old field, an’ thanky too.”
At last the woods ended abruptly on the edge of an abandoned field which was thickly sown with scrub pine
and broomsedge. The glow in the sky had faded now to a thin yellow-green, and a melancholy twilight pervaded
the landscape. In this twilight I looked over the few sheep huddled together on the ragged lawn, and saw the old
brick house crumbling beneath its rank growth of ivy. As I drew nearer I had the feeling that the surrounding
desolation brooded there like some sinister influence.
Forlorn as it appeared at this first approach, I surmised that Jordan’s End must have possessed once charm as
well as distinction. The proportions of the Georgian front were impressive, and there was beauty of design in the
quaint doorway, and in the steps of rounded stone which were brocaded now with a pattern of emerald moss. But
the whole place was badly in need of repair. Looking up, as I stopped, I saw that the eaves were falling away, that
crumpled shutters were sagging from loosened hinges, that odd scraps of hemp sacking or oil cloth were stuffed
into windows where panes were missing. When I stepped on the floor of the porch, I felt the rotting boards give
way under my feet.
After thundering vainly on the door, I descended the steps, and followed the beaten path that led round the
west wing of the house. When I had passed an old boxwood tree at the corner, I saw a woman and a boy of nine
years or so come out of a shed, which I took to be the smokehouse, and begin to gather chips from the woodpile.
The woman carried a basket made of splits on her arm, and while she stooped to fill this, she talked to the child in
a soft musical voice. Then, at the sound that I made, she put the basket aside, and rising to her feet, faced me in
the pallid light from the sky. Her head was thrown back, and over her dress of some dark calico, a tattered gray
shawl clung to her figure. That was thirty years ago; I am not young any longer; I have been in many countries
since then, and looked on many women; but her face, with that wan light on it, is the last one I shall forget in my
life. Beauty! Why, that woman will be beautiful when she is a skeleton, was the thought that flashed into my
mind.
She was very tall, and so thin that her flesh seemed faintly luminous, as if an inward light pierced the
transparent substance. It was the beauty, not of earth, but of triumphant spirit. Perfection, I suppose, is the rarest
thing we achieve in this world of incessant compromise with inferior forms; yet the woman who stood there in
that ruined place appeared to me to have stepped straight out of legend or allegory. The contour of her face was
Italian in its pure oval; her hair swept in wings of dusk above her clear forehead; and, from the faintly shadowed
hollows beneath her brows, the eyes that looked at me were purple-black, like dark pansies.
“I had given you up,” she began in a low voice, as if she were afraid of being overheard. “You are the doctor?”
“Yes, I am the doctor. I took the wrong road and lost my way. Are you Mrs. Jordan?”
She bowed her head. “Mrs. Alan Jordan. There are three Mrs. Jordans besides myself. My husband’s
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grandmother and the wives of his two uncles.”
“And it is your husband who is ill?”
“My husband, yes. I wrote a few days ago to Doctor Carstairs.” (Thirty years ago Carstairs, of Baltimore, was
the leading alienist in the country.) “He is coming tomorrow morning; but last night my husband was so restless
that I sent for you today.” Her rich voice, vibrating with suppressed feeling, made me think of stained glass
windows and low organ music.
“Before we go in,” I asked, “will you tell me as much as you can?”
Instead of replying to my request, she turned and laid her hand on the boy’s shoulder. “Take the chips to Aunt
Agatha, Benjamin,” she said, “and tell her that the doctor has come.”
While the child picked up the basket and ran up the sunken steps to the door, she watched him with breathless
anxiety. Not until he had disappeared into the hall did she lift her eyes to my face again. Then, without answering
my question, she murmured, with a sigh which was like the voice of that autumn evening, “We were once happy
here.” She was trying, I realized, to steel her heart against the despair that threatened it.
My gaze swept the obscure horizon, and returned to the mouldering woodpile where we were standing. The
yellow-green had faded from the sky, and the only light came from the house where a few scattered lamps were
burning. Through the open door I could see the hall, as bare as if the house were empty, and the spiral staircase
which crawled to the upper story. A fine old place once, but repulsive now in its abject decay, like some young
blood of former days who has grown senile.
“Have you managed to wring a living out of the land?” I asked, because I could think of no words that were
less compassionate.
“At first a poor one,” she answered slowly. We worked hard, harder than any negro in the fields, to keep things
together, but we were happy. Then three years ago this illness came, and after that everything went against us. In
the beginning it was simply brooding, a kind of melancholy, and we tried to ward it off by pretending that it was
not real, that we imagined it. Only of late, when it became so much worse, have we admitted the truth, have we
faced the reality—”
This passionate murmur, which had almost the effect of a chant rising out of the loneliness, was addressed, not
to me, but to some abstract and implacable power. While she uttered it her composure was like the tranquility of
the dead. She did not lift her hand to hold her shawl, which was slipping unnoticed from her shoulders, and her
eyes, so like dark flowers in their softness, did not leave my face.
“If you will tell me all, perhaps I may be able to help you,” I said.
“But you know your story,” she responded. “You must have heard it.”
“:Then it is true? Heredity, intermarriage, insanity?”
She did not wince at the bluntness of my speech. “My husband’s grandfather is in an asylum, still living after
almost thirty years. His father—my husband’s, I mean—died there a few years ago. Two of his uncles are there.
When it began I don’t know, or how far back it reaches. We have never talked of it. We have tried always to forget
it— Even now I cannot put the thing into words— My husband’s mother died of a broken heart, but the
grandmother and the two others are still living. You will see them when you go into the house. They are old
women now, and they feel nothing.”
“And there have been other cases?”
“I do not know. Are not four enough?”
“Do you know if it has assumed always the same form?” I was trying to be as brief as I could.
She flinched, and I saw that her unnatural calm was shaken at last. “The same, I believe. In the beginning there
is melancholy, moping, Grandmother calls it, and then—” She flung out her arms with a despairing gesture, and I
was reminded again of some tragic figure of legend.
“I know, I know.” I was young, and in spite of my pride, my voice trembled. “Has there been in any case
partial recovery, recurring at intervals?”
“In his grandfather’s case, yes. In the others none. With them it has been hopeless from the beginning.”
“And Carstairs is coming?”
“In the morning. I should have waited, but last night—” Her voice broke, and she drew the tattered shawl
about her with a shiver. “Last night something happened. Something happened,” she repeated, and could not go
on. Then, collecting her strength with an effort which made her tremble like a blade of grass in the wind, she
continued more quietly, “Today he has been better. For the first time he has slept, and I have been able to leave
him. Two of the hands from the fields are in the room.” Her tone changed suddenly, and a note of energy passed
into it. Some obscure resolution brought a tinge of color to her pale cheek. “I must know,” she added, “if this is as
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hopeless as all the others.”
I took a step toward the house. “Carstairs’s opinion is worth as much as that of any man living,” I answered.
“But will he tell me the truth?”
I shook my head. “He will tell you what he thinks. No man’s judgment is infallible.”
Turning away from me, she moved with an energetic step to the house. As I followed her into the hall the
threshold creaked under my tread, and I was visited by an apprehension, or, if you prefer, by a superstitious dread
of the floor above. Oh, I got over that kind of thing before I was many years older; though in the end I gave up
medicine, you know, and turned to literature as a safer outlet for a suppressed imagination.
But the dread was there at that moment, and it was not lessened by the glimpse I caught, at the foot of the
spiral staircase, of a scantily furnished room, where three lean black-robed figures, as impassive as the Fates, were
grouped in front of a wood fire. They were doing something with their hands. Knitting, crocheting, or plaiting
straw?
At the head of the stairs the woman stopped and looked back at me. The light from the kerosene lamp on the
wall fell over her, and I was struck afresh not only by the alien splendor of her beauty, but even more by the look
of consecration, of impassioned fidelity that illumined her face.
“He is very strong,” she said in a whisper. “Until this trouble came o him he had never had a day’s illness I his
life. We hoped that hard work, not having time to brood, might save us; but it has only brought the thing we feared
sooner.”
There was a question in her eyes, and I responded in the same subdued tone. “His health, you say, is good?”
What else was there for me to ask when I understood everything?
A shudder ran through her frame. “We used to think that a blessing, but now—” She broke off and then added
in a lifeless voice, “We keep to field hands in the room day and night, lest one should forget to watch the fire, or
fall asleep.”
A sound came from the room at the end of the hall, and, without finishing her sentence, she moved swiftly
toward the closed door. The apprehension, the dread, or whatever you choose to call it, was so strong upon me,
that I was seized by an impulse to turn and retreat down the spiral staircase. Yes, I know why some men turn
cowards in battle.
“I have come back, Alan,” she said in a voice that wrung my heartstrings.
The room was dimly lighted; and for a minute after I entered, I could see nothing clearly except the ruddy
glow of the wood fire in front of which two negroes were seated on low wooden stools. They had kindly faces,
these men; there was a primitive humility in their features, which might have been modeled out of the dark earth
of the fields.
Looking round the next minute, I saw that a young man was sitting away from the fire, huddled over in a
cretonne-covered\fn{Cretonne is a strong unglazed cotton or linen cloth used especially for curtains and upholstery .} chair with a
high back and deep wings. At our entrance the negroes glanced up with surprise; but the man in the winged chair
neither lifted his head nor turned his eyes in our direction. He sat there, lost within the impenetrable wilderness of
the insane, as remote from us and from the sound of our voices as if he were the inhabitant of an invisible world.
His head was sunk forward; his eyes were staring fixedly at some image we could not see; his fingers, moving
restlessly, were plaiting and unplaiting the fringe of a plaid shawl. Distraught as he was, he still possessed the
dignity of mere physical perfection. At his full height he must have measured not under six feet three; his hair was
the color of ripe wheat, and his eyes, in spite of their fixed gaze, were as blue as the sky after rain. And this was
only the beginning, I realized. With that constitution, that physical frame, he might live to be ninety.
“Alan!” breathed his wife again in her pleading murmur.
If he heard her voice, he gave no sign of it. Only when she crossed the room and bent over his chair, he put out
his hand, with a gesture of irritation, and pushed her away, as if she were a veil of smoke which came between
him and the object at which he was looking. Then his hand fell back to it sold place, and he resumed his
mechanical plaiting of the fringe.
The woman lifted her eyes to mine. “His father did that for twenty years,” she said in a whisper that was
scarcely more than a sigh of anguish.
When I had made my brief examination, we left the room as we had come, and descended the stairs together.
The three old women were still sitting in front of the wood fire. I do not think they had moved since we went
upstairs; but, as we reached the hall below, one of them, the youngest, I imagine, rose from her chair, and came
out to join us. She was crocheting something soft and small, an infant’s sacque,\fn{ Jacket.} I perceived as she
approached, of pink wool. The ball had rolled from her lap as she stood up, and it trailed after her now, like a
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woolen rose on the bare floor. When the skein pulled at her, she turned back and stooped to pick up the ball,
which she rewound with caressing fingers. Good God, an infant’s sacque in that house!
“Is it the same thing?” she asked.
“Hush!” responded the younger woman kindly. Turning to me she added, “We cannot talk here,” and opening
the door, passed out on the porch. Not until we had reached the lawn, and walked in silence to where my buggy
stood beneath an old locust tree, did she speak.
Then she said only, “You know now?”
“Yes, I know,” I replied, averting my eyes from her face while I gave my directions as briefly as I could. “I will
leave an opiate,” I said. “Tomorrow, if Carstairs should not come, send for me again. If he does come, I will talk
to him and see you afterward.”
“Thank you,” she answered gently; and taking the bottle from my hand, she turned away and walked quickly
back to the house.
I watched her as long as I could; and then getting into my buggy, I turned my mare’s head toward the woods,
and drove by moonlight, past Buzzard’s Tree and over the Old Stage Road, to my home. “I will see Carstairs
tomorrow,” was my last thought that night before I slept.
But, after all, I saw Carstairs only for a minute as he was taking the train. Life at its beginning and its end had
filled my morning; and when at last I reached the little station, Carstairs had paid his visit, and was waiting on the
platform for the approaching express. At first he showed a disposition to question me about the shooting, but as
soon as I was able to make my errand clear, his face clouded.
“So you’ve been there?” he said. “They didn’t tell me. An interesting case, if it were not for that poor woman.
Incurable, I’m afraid, when you consider the predisposing causes. The race is pretty well deteriorated, I suppose.
God! what isolation! I’ve advised her to send him away. There are three others, they tell me, at Staunton.”
The train came; he jumped on it, and was whisked away while I gazed after him. After all, I was none the wiser
because of the great reputation of Carstairs.
All that day I heard nothing more from Jordan’s End; and then, early next morning, the same decrepit negro
brought me a message.
“Young Miss, she tole me ter ax you ter come along wid me jes’ ez soon ez you kin git ready.”
“I’ll start, Uncle, and I’ll take you with me.”
My mare and buggy stood at the door. All I needed to do was to put on my overcoat, pick up my hat, and leave
word, for a possible patient, that I should return before noon. I knew the road now, and I told myself, as I set out,
that I would make as quick a trip as I could. For two nights I had been haunted by the memory of that man in the
armchair, plaiting and unplaiting the fringe of the plaid shawl. And his father had done that, the woman had told
me, for twenty years!
It was a brown autumn morning, raw, windless, with an overcast sky and a peculiar illusion of nearness about
the distance. A high wind had blown all night, but at dawn it had dropped suddenly, and now there was not so
much as a ripple in the broomsedge. Over the fields, when we came out of the woods, the thin trails of blue smoke
were as motionless as cobwebs. The lawn surrounding the house looked smaller than it had appeared to me in the
twilight, as if the barren fields had drawn closer since my last visit. Under the trees, where the few sheep were
browsing, the piles of leaves lay in windrifts along the sunken walk and against the wings of the house.
When I knocked the door was opened by one of the old women, who held a streamer of black cloth or rusty
crape in her hands.
“You may go straight upstairs,” she croaked; and, without waiting for an explanation, I entered the hall and ran
up the stairs.
The door of the room was closed, and I opened it noiselessly, and stepped over the threshold. MY first
sensation, as I entered, was one of cold. Then I saw that the windows were wide open, and that the room seemed
to be full of people, though, as I made out presently, there was no one there except Alan Jordan’s wife, her little
son, the two old aunts, and an aged crone of a negress. On the bed there was something under a yellow sheet of
fine linen (what the negroes call “a burial sheet,” I suppose), which had been handed down from some more
affluent generation.
When I went over, after a minute, and turned down one corner of the covering, I saw that my patient of the
other evening was dead. Not a line of pain marred his features, not a thread of gray dimmed the wheaten gold of
his hair. So he must have looked, I thought, when she first loved him. He had gone from life, not old, enfeebled
and repulsive, but enveloped still in the romantic illusion of their passion.
As I entered, the two old women, who had been fussing about the bed, drew back to make way for me, but the
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witch of a negress did not pause in the weird chant, an incantation of some sort, which she was mumbling. From
the rag carpet in front of the empty fireplace, the boy, with his father’s hair and his mother’s eyes, gazed at me
silently, broodingly, as if I were trespassing; and by the open window, with her eyes on the ashen November day,
the young wife stood motionless. While I looked at her a redbird flew out of the boughs of a cedar, and she
followed it with her eyes.
“You sent for me?” I said to her.
She did not turn. She was beyond the reach of my voice, of any voice, I imagine; but one of the palsied women
answered my question.
“He was like this when we found him this morning,” she said. “He had a bad night, and Judith and the two
hands were up with him until daybreak. Then he seemed to fall asleep, and Judith sent the hands, turn about, to
get their breakfast.”
While she spoke my eyes were on the bottle I had left there. Two nights ago it had been full, and now it stood
empty, without a cork, on the mantelpiece. They had not even thrown it away. It was typical of the pervading
inertia of the place that the bottle should still be standing there awaiting my visit.”
For an instant the shock held me speechless; when at last I fond my voice it was to ask:
“When did it happen?”
The old woman who had spoken took up the story. “Nobody knows. We have not touched him. No one but
Judith has gone near him.” Her words trailed off into unintelligible muttering. If she had ever had her wits about
her, I dare say fifty years at Jordan’s End had unsettled them completely.
I turned to the woman at the window. Against the gray sky and the black intersecting b ranches of the cedar,
her head, with its austere perfection, was surrounded by that visionary air of legend. So Antigone\fn{ The Antigone
born of the incestious union of Oedipus and his mother Jocasta .} might have looked on the day of her sacrifice,\fn{ So
Sophocles, where she was walled up in a cave, where she hanged herself; but Euripides says she escaped and lived happily with her
husband, at least for several years.} I reflected. I had never seen a creature who appeared so withdrawn, so detached,

from all human associations. It was as if some spiritual isolation divided her from her kind.
“I can do nothing,” I said.
For the first time she looked at me, and her eyes were unfathomable. “No, you can do nothing,” she answered.
He is safely dead.”
The negress was still crooning on; the other old women were fussing helplessly. It was impossible in their
presence, I felt, to put in words the thing I had to say.
“Will you come downstairs with me?” I asked. “Outside of this house?”
Turning quietly, she spoke to the boy. “Run out and play, dear. He would have wished it.”
Then, without a glance toward the bed, or the old women gathered about it, she followed me over the
threshold, down the stairs, and out on the deserted lawn. The ashen day could not touch her, I saw then. She was
either so remote from it, or so completely part of it, that she was impervious to its sadness. Her white face did not
become more pallid as the light struck it; her tragic eyes did not grow deeper; her frail figure under the thin shawl
did not shiver in the raw air. She felt nothing, I realized suddenly.
Wrapped in that silence as in a cloak, she walked across the windrifts of leaves to where my mare was waiting.
Her step was so slow, so unhurried, that I remember thinking she moved like one who had all eternity before her.
Oh, one has strange impressions, you know, at such moments!
In the middle of the lawn, where the trees had been stripped bare in the night, and the leaves were piled in long
mounds like double graves, she stopped and looked in my face. The air was so still that the whole place might
have been in a trance or asleep. Not a branch moved, not a leaf rustled on the ground, not a sparrow twittered in
the ivy; and even the few sheep stood motionless, as if they were under a spell. Farther away, beyond the sea of
broomsedge, where no wind stirred, I saw the flat desolation of the landscape. Nothing moved on the earth, but
high above, under the leaden clouds, a buzzard was sailing.
I moistened my lips before I spoke. “God knows I want to help you!” At the back of my brain a hideous
question was drumming. How had it happened? Could she have killed him? Had that delicate creature nerved her
will to the unspeakable act? It was incredible. It was inconceivable. And yet. …
“The worst is over,” she answered quietly, with that tearless agony which is so much more terrible than any
outburst of grief. “Whatever happens, I can never go through the worst again. Once in the beginning he wanted to
die. His great fear was that he might live too long, until it was too late to save himself. I made him wait then. I
held him back by a promise.”
So she had killed him, I thought. She went on steadily, after a minute, and I doubted again.
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“Thank God it was easier for him than he feared it would be,” she murmured.
No, it was not conceivable. He must have bribed one of the negroes. But who had stood by and watched
without intercepting? Who had been in the room? Well, either way! “I will do all I can to help you,” I said.
Her gaze did not waver. “There is so little that any one can do now,” she responded, as if she had not
understood what I meant. Suddenly, without the warning of a sob, a cry of despair went out of her, as if it were
torn from her breast. “He was my life,” she cried, “and I must go on!”
So full of agony was the sound that it seemed to pass like a gust of wind over the broomsedge. I waited until
the emptiness had opened and closed over it. Then I asked as quietly as I could:
“What will you do now?”
She collected herself with a shudder of pain. “As long as the old people live, I am tied here. I must bear it out
to the end. When they die, I shall go away and find work. I am sending my boy to school. Doctor Carstairs will
look after him, and he will help me when the time comes. While he needs me, there is no release.”
While I listened to her, I knew that the question on my lips would never be uttered. I should always remain
ignorant of the truth. The thing I feared most, standing there alone with her, was that some accident might solve
the mystery before I could escape. My eyes left her face and wandered over the dead leaves at our feet. No, I had
nothing to ask.
“Shall I come again?” That was all.
She shook her head. “Not unless I send for you. If I need you, I will send for you,” she answered; but in my
hear I knew that she would never send for me.
I held out my hand, but she did not take it; and I felt that she meant me to understand, by her refusal, that she
was beyond all consolation and all companionship. She was nearer to the bleak sky and the deserted fields than
she was to her kind.
As she turned away, the shawl slipped from her shoulders to the dead leaves over which she was walking; but
she did not stoop to recover it, nor did I make a movement to follow her. Long after she had entered the house I
stood there, gazing down on the garment that she had dropped. Then climbing into my buggy, I drove across the
field into the woods.
1920
134.71 Shadrach\fn{by William Styron (1925-2006)} Newport News, Newport News Independent City, Virginia,
U.S.A. (M) 11
My tenth summer on Earth, in the year 1935, will never leave my mind because of Shadrach and the way he
brightened and darkened my life then and thereafter. He turned up as if from nowhere, arriving at high noon in the
village where I grew up in Tidewater Virginia. He was a black apparition of unbelievable antiquity, palsied and
feeble, blue-gummed and grinning, a caricature of a caricature at a time when every creaky, superannuated Negro
grand-sire was (in the eyes of society, not alone the eyes of a small Southern white boy) a combination of Stepin
Fetchit and Uncle Remus.
On that day when he seemed to materialize before us, almost out of the ether, we were playing marbles. Little
boys rarely play marbles nowadays but marbles were an obsession in 1935, somewhat predating the yo-yo as a
kids’ craze. One could admire these elegant many-colored spheres as potentates admire rubies and emeralds; they
had a sound yet slippery substantiality, evoking the tactile delight—the same aesthetic yet opulent pleasure—of
small precious globes of jade. Thus, among other things, my memory of Shadrach is bound up with the lapidary
mineral feel of marbles in my fingers and the odor of cool bare earth on a smoldering hot day beneath a sycamore
tree, and still another odor (ineffaceably a part of the moment): a basic fetor, namely the axillary and inguinal
smell which that squeamish decade christened B.O., and which radiated from a child named Little Mole Dabney,
my opponent at marbles. He was ten years old, too, and had never been known to use Lifeboy soap, or any other
cleansing agent.
Which brings me soon enough to the Dabneys. For I realize I must deal with the Dabneys in order to try to
explain the encompassing mystery of Shadrach—who after a fashion was a Dabney himself.
The Dabneys were not close neighbors; they lived nearby down the road in a rambling weather-worn house
which lacked a lawn. On the grassless, graceless terrain of the front yard was a random litter of eviscerated
Frigidaires, electric generators, stoves, and the remains of two or three ancient automobiles whose scavenged
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carcasses lay abandoned beneath the sycamores like huge rusted insects. Poking up through these husks were
masses of weeds and hollyhocks, dandelions gone to seed, sunflowers. Junk and auto parts were a sideline of Mr.
Dabney, he also did odd jobs; but his primary pursuit was bootlegging.
Like such noble Virginia family names as Randolph and Peyton and Tucker and Harrison and Lee and
Fitzhugh and a score of others, the patronym Dabney is an illustrious one, but with the present Dabney, born
Vernon, the name had lost almost all of its luster. He should have gone to the University of Virginia; instead, he
dropped out of school in the fifth grade. It was not his fault; nor was it his fault that the family had so declined in
status. It was said that his father (a true scion of the distinguished old tree but a man with a “character defect” and
a weakness for the bottle) had long ago slid down the social ladder, forfeiting his F.F.V.\fn{ First Families of
Virginia.} status by marrying a half-breed Mattaponi or Pamunkey Indian girl from the York River, accounting
perhaps for the black hair and sallowish muddy complexion of the son.
Mr. Dabney—at this time, I imagine he was in his forties—was a runty, hyperactive entrepreneur with a sourly
intense, purse-lipped, preoccupied air and a sometimes rampaging temper. He also had a ridiculously foul mouth,
from which I learned my first dirty words. It was with delectation, with the same sickishly delighted apprehension
of evil which beset me about eight years later when I was accosted by my first prostitute, that I heard Mr. Dabney
in his frequent transports of rage use those words forbidden to me in my own home. His blasphemies and
obscenities, far from scaring me, caused me to shiver with their splendor. I practiced his words in secret, deriving
from their amalgamated filth what, in a dim pediatric way, I could perceive was erotic inflammation.
“Son of a bitch whorehouse bat shit Jesus Christ pisspot asshole!” I would screech into an empty closet, and
feel my little ten-year-old pecker rise.
Yet as ugly and threatening as Mr. Dabney might sometimes appear, I was never really daunted by him for he
had a humane and gentle side. Although he might curse like a stevedore at his wife and children, at the assorted
mutts and cats that thronged the place, at the pet billy goat which he once caught in the act of devouring his new
three-dollar Thom McAn shoes, I soon saw that even his most murderous fits were largely bluster.
Oh how I loved the Dabneys! I visited the Dabney homestead as often as I could, basking in its casual squalor.
I must avoid giving the impression of Tobacco Road, the Dabneys were of better quality. Yet there were
similarities. The mother, named Trixie, was a huge sweaty generous sugar loaf of a women, often drunk. It was
she, I am sure, who propagated the domestic sloppiness. But I loved her passionately just as I loved and envied
the whole Dabney tribe and that total absence in them of the bourgeois aspirations and gentility which were my
own inheritance. I envied the sheer teeming multitude of the Dabneys—there were seven children—which made
my status as an only child seem so effete, spoiled and lonesome.
Only illicit whiskey kept the family from complete destitution, and I envied their near poverty. Also their
religion. They were Baptists: as a Presbyterian I envied that. To be totally immersed—how wet and natural! They
lived in a house devoid of books or any reading matter except funny papers—more envy. I envied their abandoned
slovenliness, their sour unmade beds, their roaches, the cracked linoleum on the floor, the homely cur dogs
leprous with mange that foraged at will through house and yard. My perverse longings were—to turn around a
phrase unknown at the time—downwardly mobile. Afflicted at the age of ten by nostalgie de la boue, I felt
deprived of a certain depravity. I was too young to know, of course, that one of the countless things of which the
Dabneys were victim was the Great Depression.
Yet beneath this scruffy façade, the Dabneys were a family of some property. Although their ramshackle house
was rented, as were most of the dwellings in our village, they owned a place elsewhere, and there was
occasionally chatter in the household about “the Farm,” far upriver in King and Queen County. Mr. Dabney had
inherited the place from his dissolute father and it had been in the family for generations. It could not have been
much of a holding, or else it would have been sold years before, and when, long afterwards, I came to absorb the
history of the Virginia Tidewater—that primordial American demesne where the land was sucked dry by tobacco,
laid waste and destroyed a whole century before golden California became an idea, much less a hope or a
westward dream—I realized that the Dabney farm must have been as nondescript and as pathetic a relic as any of
the scores of shrunken, abandoned “plantations” scattered for a hundred miles across the tidelands between the
Potomac and the James. The chrysalis, unpainted, of a dinky, thrice-rebuilt farmhouse with a few mean acres in
corn and second-growth timber—that was all. Nonetheless it was to this ancestral dwelling that the nine Dabneys,
packed like squirming eels into a fifteen-year-old Model T Ford pockmarked with the ulcers of terminal decay,
would go forth for a month’s sojourn each August, as seemingly bland and blase about their customary estivation
as Rockefellers decamping to Pocantico Hills.
But they were not entirely vacationing. I did not know then but discovered later that the woodland glens and
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lost glades of the depopulated land of King and Queen were every moonshiner’s dream for hideaways in which to
decoct white lightning, and the exodus to “the Farm” served a purpose beyond the purely recreative: each Dabney
of whatever age and sex had at least a hand in the operation of the still, even if it was simply shucking corn.
All of the three Dabney boys bore the nickname of Mole, being differentiated from each other by a logical
nomenclature—Little, Middle, and Big Mole; I don’t think I ever knew their real names. It was the youngest of
the three Moles I was playing marbles with when Shadrach made his appearance. Little Mole was a child of
stunning ugliness, sharing with his brothers an inherited mixture of bulging thyroid eyes, mashed-in, spoon-like
nose and jutting jaw which (I say in retrospect) might have nicely corresponded to Cesare Lombroso’s description
of the criminal physiognomy. Something more remarkable—accounting surely for their colletive nickname—was
the fact that save for their graduated sizes they were nearly exact replicas of each other, appearing less related by
fraternal consanguinity than as monotonous clones, as if Big Mole had reproduced Middle who in turn had
created Little, my evil-smelling playmate. None of the Moles ever wished or was ever required to bathe and this
accounted for another phenomenon. At the vast and dismal consolidated rural school we attended, one could mark
the presence of any of the three Dabney brothers in a classroom by the circumambience of empty desks which
caused each Mole to be isolated from his classmates who, edging away without apology from the effluvium,
would leave the poor Mole abandoned in his aloneness, like some species of bacteria on a microscope slide whose
noxious discharge has destroyed all life in a circle around it.
By contrast—the absurdity of genetics!—the four Dabney girls were fair, fragrant in their Woolworth
perfumes, buxom, lusciously ripe of hindquarter, at least two of them knocked up and wed before attaining full
growth. Oh, those lost beauties …
That day Little Mole took aim with a glittering taw of surreal chalcedony; he had warts on his fingers, his odor
in my nostrils was quintessential Mole. He sent my agate spinning into the weeds.
*
Shadrach appeared then. We somehow sensed his presence, looked up and found him there. We had not heard
him approach, he had come as silently and portentously as if he had been lowered on some celestial apparatus
operated by unseen hands.
He was astoundingly black. I had never seen a Negro of that impenetrable hue: it was blackness of such
intensity that it reflected no light at all, achieving a virtual obliteration of facial features and taking on a
mysterious undertone which had the blue-gray of ashes. Perched on a fender, he was grinning at us from the
rusted frame of a demolished Pierce-Arrow. It was a blissful grin which revealed deathly purple gums, the
yellowish stumps of two teeth and a wet mobile tongue. For a long while he said nothing but, continuing to grin,
contentedly rooted at his crotch with a hand warped and wrinkled with age: the bones moved beneath the black
skin in clear skeletal outline. With his other hand he firmly grasped a walking stick.
It was then that I felt myself draw a breath in wonder at his age, which was surely unfathomable. He looked
older than all the patriarchs of Genesis whose names flooded my mind in a Sunday school litany: Lamech, Noah,
Enoch, and that perdurable old Jewish fossil, Methuselah. Little Mole and I drew closer, and I saw then that the
old man had to be at least partially blind; cataracts clouded his eyes like milky cauls, the corneas swam with
rheum. Yet he was not entirely without sight, I sensed the way he observed our approach; above the implacable
sweet grin there were flickers of wise recognition. His presence remained worrisomely Biblical; I felt myself
drawn to him with an almost devout compulsion, as if he were the prophet Elijah sent to bring truth, light, the
Word.
The shiny black mohair mail-order suit he wore was baggy and frayed, streaked with dust; the cuffs hung
loose, and from one of the ripped ankle-high clodhoppers protruded a naked black toe. Even so, the presence was
thrillingly ecclesiastical and fed my piety.
*
It was midsummer, the very trees seemed to hover on the edge of combustion; a mockingbird began to chant
nearby in notes rippling and clear. I walked closer to the granddaddy through a swarm of fat green flies supping
hungrily on the assorted offal carpeting the Dabney yard. Streams of sweat were pouring off the ancient black
face. Finally I heard him speak in a senescent voice so faint and garbled that it took moments for it to penetrate
my understanding. But I understood:
“Praise de Lawd. Praise His sweet name! Ise arrived in Ole Virginny!”
He beckoned to me with one of his elongated, bony, bituminous fingers; at first it alarmed me but then the
finger seemed to move appealingly, like a small harmless snake.
“Climb up on ole Shad’s knee,” he said.
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I was beginning to get the hang of his gluey diction, realized that it was a matter of listening to certain internal
rhythms; even so, with the throaty gulping sound of Africa in it, it was nigger talk I had never heard before.
“Jes climb up,” he commanded.
I obeyed. I obeyed with love and eagerness, it was like creeping up against the bosom of Abraham. In the
collapsed old lap I sat happily, fingering a brass chain which wound across the grease-shiny vest; at the end of the
chain, dangling, was a nickel-plated watch upon the face of which the black mitts of Mickey Mouse marked the
noontime hour. Giggling now, snuggled against the ministerial breast, I inhaled the odor of great age—
indefinable, not exactly unpleasant but stale like a long-unopened cupboard—mingled with the smell of
unlaundered fabric and dust. Only inches away the tongue quivered like a pink clapper in the dark gorge of a
cavernous bell.
“You jes a sweetie,” he crooned. “Is you a Dabney?”
I replied with regret, “No,” and pointed to Little Mole. “That’s a Dabney,” I said.
“You a sweetie, too,” he said, summoning Little Mole with the outstretched forefinger, black, palsied,
wiggling. “Oh, you jes de sweetest thing!”
The voice rose joyfully. Little Mole looked perplexed. I felt Shadrach’s entire body quiver; to my mystification
he was overcome with emotion at beholding a flesh-and-blood Dabney and as he reached toward the boy I heard
him breathe again:
“Praise de Lawd! Ise arrived in Ole Virginny!”
Then at that instant Shadrach suffered a cataclysmic crisis—one that plainly had to do with the fearful heat. He
could not, of course, grow pallid but something enormous and vital did dissolve within the black eternity of his
face; the wrinkled old skin of his cheeks sagged, his milky eyes rolled blindly upward, and uttering a soft moan he
fell back across the car’s ruptured seat with its naked springs and its holes disgorging horsehair.
“Watah!” I heard him cry feebly, “Watah!”
I slid out of his lap, watched the scrawny black legs no bigger around than pine saplings begin to shake and
twitch.
“Watah, please!” I heard the voice implore, but Little Mole and I needed no further urging; we were gone—
racing headlong to the kitchen and the cluttered, reeking sink.
“That old nigger’s dying!” Little Mole wailed.
We got a cracked jelly glass, ran water from the faucet in a panic, speculating as we did: Little Mole ventured
the notion of a heat stroke, I theorized a heart attack. We screamed and babbled, we debated whether the water
should be at body temperature or iced. Little Mole added half a cupful of salt, then decided that the water should
be hot. Our long delay was fortunate, for several moments later, as we hurried with the terrible potion to
Shadrach’s side, we found that the elder Dabney had appeared from a far corner of the yard and, taking command
of the emergency, had pried Shadrach away from the seat of the Pierce Arrow, dragged or carried him across the
plot of bare earth and propped him up against a tree trunk where he now stood sluicing water from a garden hose
into Shadrach’s gaping mouth. The old man gulped his fill. Then Mr. Dabney, small and fiercely intent in his
baggy overalls, hunched down over the stricken patriarch, whipped out a pint bottle from his pocket and poured a
stream of crystalline whiskey down into Shadrach’s gorge. While he did this he muttered to himself in tones of
incredulity and inwardly tickled amazement:
“Well, kiss my ass! Who are you, old uncle? Just who in the God damned hell are you?”
We heard Shadrach give a strangled cough, then he began to try out something resembling speech. But the
word he was almost able to produce was swallowed and lost in the hollow of his throat.
“What did he say? What did he say?” Mr. Dabney demanded impatiently.
“He said his name is Shadrach!” I shouted, proud that I alone seemed able to fathom this obscure Negro dialect
further muddied by the crippled cadences of senility.
“What’s he want?” Mr. Dabney said.
I bent my face toward Shadrach's, which looked contented again. His voice in my ear was at once whispery
and sweet, a gargle of beatitude:
“Die on Dabney ground.”
“I think he said,” I told Mr. Dabney at last, “that he wants to die on Dabney ground.”
“Well I’ll be God damned,” said Mr. Dabney.
“Praise de Lawd!” Shadrach cried suddenly, in a voice that even Mr. Dabney could understand. “Ise arrived in
Ole Virginny!” Mr. Dabney roared at me:
“Ask him where he came from!”
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Again I inclined my face to that black shrunken visage upturned to the blazing sun; I whispered the question
and the reply came back after a long silence, in fitful stammerings. At last I said to Mr. Dabney:
“He says he’s from Clay County down in Alabama.”
“Alabama! Well, kiss my ass!”
I felt Shadrach pluck at my sleeve and once more I bent down to listen. Many seconds passed before I could
discover the outlines of the words struggling for meaning on the flailing ungovernable tongue. But finally I
captured their shapes, arranged them in order.
“What did he say now?” Mr. Dabney said.
“He said he wants you to bury him.”
“Bury him!” Mr. Dabney shouted. “How can I bury him? He ain’t even dead yet!”
From Shadrach’s breast there now came a gentle keening sound which, commencing on a note of the purest
grief, startled me by the way it resolved itself suddenly into a mild faraway chuckle; the moonshine was taking
hold. The pink clapper of a tongue lolled in the cave of the jagged old mouth. Shadrach grinned.
“Ask him how old he is,” came the command. I asked him.
“Nimenime,” was the glutinous reply.
“He says he’s ninety-nine years old,” I reported, glancing up from the ageless abyss.
“Ninety-nine! Well, kiss my ass! Just kiss my ass!"\fn{Which means, of course, that he will have been born in 1836.}
*
Now other Dabneys began to arrive, including the mother, Trixie, and the two larger Moles, along with one of
the older teen-age daughters, whale-like but meltingly beautiful as she floated on the crest of her pregnancy, and
accompanied by her hulking, acne-cratered teen-age spouse. There also came a murmuring clutch of neighbors—
sun-reddened shipyard workers in cheap sport shirts, scampering towhead children, a quartet of scrawny
housewives in sack-like dresses, bluish crescents of sweat beneath their arms. In my memory they make an aching
tableau of those exhausted years. They jabbered and clucked in wonder at Shadrach, who, immobilized by
alcohol, heat, infirmity and his ninety-nine Augusts, beamed and raised his rheumy eyes to the sun.
“Praise de Lawd!” he quavered.
We hoisted him to his feet and supported the frail, almost weightless old frame as he limped on dancing tiptoe
to the house, where we settled him down upon a rumpsprung glider which squatted on the back porch in an
ambient fragrance of dog urine, tobacco smoke and mildew.
“You hungry, Shad?” Mr. Dabney bellowed. “Mama, get Shadrach something to eat!”
Slumped in the glider, the ancient visitor gorged himself like one plucked from the edge of critical starvation:
he devoured three cantaloupes, slurped down bowl after bowl of Rice Krispies, and gummed his way through a
panful of hot cornbread smeared with lard. We watched silently, in wonderment. Before our solemnly attentive
eyes he gently and carefully eased himself back on the malodorous pillows and with a soft sigh went to sleep.
*
Sometime after this—during the waning hours of the afternoon, when Shadrach woke up, and then on into the
evening—the mystery of the old man’s appearance became gradually unlocked. One of the Dabney daughters was
a fawn-faced creature of twelve named Edmonia; her fragile beauty (especially when contrasted with ill-favored
brothers) and her precocious breasts and bottom had caused me—young as I was—a troubling, unresolved itch. I
was awed by the ease and nonchalance with which she wiped the drool from Shadrach’s lips. Like me, she
possessed some inborn gift of interpretation, and through our joint efforts there was pieced together over several
hours an explanation for this old man—for his identity and his bizarre and inescapable coming.
He stayed on the glider, we put another pillow under his head. Nourishing his dragon’s appetite with Hershey
bars and, later on, with nips from Mr. Dabney’s bottle, we were able to coax from those aged lips a fragmented,
abbreviated but reasonably coherent biography. After a while it became an anxious business for, as one of the
adults noticed, old Shad seemed to be running a fever; his half-blind eyes swam about from time to time, and the
clotted phlegm which rose in his throat made it all the more difficult to understand anything. But somehow we
began to divine the truth. One phrase, repeated over and over, I particularly remember:
“Ise a Dabney.”
And indeed those words provided the chief clue to his story.
Born a slave on the Dabney plantation in King and Queen County, he had been sold down to Alabama in the
decades before the Civil War. Shadrach’s memory was imperfect regarding the date of his sale. Once he said
“fifty,” meaning 1850, and another time he said “fifty-five,” but it was an item of little importance; he was
probably somewhere between fifteen and twenty-five years old when his master—Vernon Dabney’s great649

grandfather—disposed of him, selling him to one of the many traders prowling the worn-out Virginia soil of that
stricken bygone era; and since in his confessional to us, garbled as it was, he used the word “coffle” (a word
beyond my ten-year-old knowledge but one whose meaning I later understood), he must have journeyed those six
hundred miles to Alabama on foot and in the company of God knows how many other black slaves, linked
together by chains.
So now, as we began slowly to discover, this was Shadrach’s return trip home to Ole Virginny—three-quarters
of a century or thereabouts after his departure from the land out of which he had sprung, which had nurtured him,
and where he had lived his happy years. Happy? Who knows? But we had to assume they were his happy years—
else why this incredible pilgrimage at the end of his life? As he had announced with such abrupt fervor earlier, he
wanted only to die and be buried on “Dabney ground.”
We learned that after the war he had become a sharecropper, that he had married three times and had had many
children (once he said twelve, another time fifteen; no matter, they were legion); he had outlived them all, wives
and offspring. Even the grandchildren had died off, or had somehow vanished.
“Ah was dibested of all mah plenty” was another statement I can still record verbatim.
Thus divested and (as he cheerfully made plain to all who gathered around him to listen) sensing mortality in
his own shriveled flesh and bones, he had departed Alabama on foot—just as he had come there—to find the
Virginia of his youth.
Six hundred miles! The trip, we were able to gather, took over four months, since he said he set out from Clay
County in the early spring. He walked nearly the entire way, although now and then he would accept a ride—
almost always, one can be sure, from the few Negroes who owned cars in the rural South of those years. He had
saved up a few dollars, which allowed him to provide for his stomach. He slept on the side of the road or in barns,
sometimes a friendly Negro family would give him shelter. The trek took him across Georgia and the Carolinas
and through Southside Virginia. His itinerary is still anyone’s conjecture. Because he could not read either road
sign or road map, he obviously followed his own northward-questing nose, a profoundly imperfect method of
finding one’s way (he allowed to Edmonia with a faint cackle) since he once got so far astray that he ended up not
only miles away from the proper highway but in a city and state completely off his route—Chattanooga,
Tennessee. But he circled back and moved on. And how, once arrived in Virginia with its teeming Dabneys, did he
discover the only Dabney who would matter, the single Dabney who was not merely the proprietor of his
birthplace but the one whom he also unquestioningly expected to oversee his swiftly approaching departure,
laying him to rest in the earth of their mutual ancestors? How did he find Vernon Dabney?
Mr. Dabney was by no means an ill-spirited or ungenerous man (despite his runaway temper), but was a soul
nonetheless beset by many woes in the dingy threadbare year 1935, being hard pressed not merely for dollars but
for dimes and quarters, crushed beneath an elephantine and inebriate wife along with three generally shiftless sons
and two knocked-up daughters plus two more in the offing, and living with the abiding threat of revenue agents
swooping down to terminate his livelihood and, perhaps, get him sent to the Atlanta penitentiary for five or six
years. He needed no more cares or burdens, and now in the hot katydid-shrill hours of the summer night I saw him
gaze down at the leathery old dying black face with an expression that mingled compassion and bewilderment and
stoppered-up rage and desperation, and then whisper to himself:
“He wants to die on Dabney ground! Well, kiss my ass, just kiss my ass!”
Plainly he wondered how, among all his horde of Virginia kinfolk, Shadrach found him, for he squatted low
and murmured:
“Shad! Shad, how come you knew who to look for?”
But in his fever Shadrach had drifted off to sleep, and so far as I ever knew there was never any answer to that.
*
The next day it was plain that Shadrach was badly off. During the night he had somehow fallen from the glider,
and in the early morning hours he was discovered on the floor, leaking blood. We bandaged him up. The wound
just above his ear was superficial, as it turned out, but it had done him no good; and when he was replaced on the
swing he appeared to be confused and at the edge of delirium, plucking at his shirt, whispering and rolling his
gentle opaque eyes at the ceiling. Whenever he spoke now his words were beyond the power of Edmonia or me to
comprehend, faint high-pitched mumbo-jumbo in a drowned dialect. He seemed to recognize no one. Trixie,
leaning over the old man as she sucked at her first Pabst Blue Ribbon of the morning, decided firmly that there
was no time to waste.
“Shoog,” she said to Mr. Dabney, using her habitual pet name (diminutive form of Sugar), “you better get out
the car if we’re goin’ to the Farm. I think he ain’t gone last much longer.”
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And so, given unusual parental leave to go along on the trip, I squeezed myself into the back seat of the Model
T, privileged to hold in my lap a huge greasy paper bag full of fried chicken which Trixie had prepared for
noontime dinner at the Farm.
Not all of the Dabneys made the journey—the two older daughters and the largest Mole were left behind—but
we still comprised a multitude. We children were packed sweatily skin to skin and atop each other’s laps in the
rear seat, which reproduced in miniature the messiness of the house with this new litter of empty R.C.
Cola\fn{Royal Crown Cola, still extant.} and Nehi bottles, funny papers, watermelon rinds, banana peels, greasy jack
handles, oil-smeared gears of assorted sizes and wads of old Kleenex. On the floor beneath my feet I even
discerned (to my intense discomfort, for I had just learned to recognize such an object) a crumpled, yellowish
used condom, left there haphazardly, I was certain, by one of the older daughters’ boyfriends who had been able to
borrow the heap for carnal sport. It was a bright summer day, scorchingly hot like the day preceding it, but the car
had no workable windows and we were pleasantly ventilated. Shadrach sat in the middle of the front seat. Mr.
Dabney was hunched over the wheel, chewing at a wad of tobacco and driving with black absorption; he had
stripped to his undershirt, and I thought I could almost see the rage and frustration in the tight bunched muscles of
his neck. He muttered curses at the balky gearshift but otherwise said little, rapt in his guardian misery. So
voluminous that the flesh of her shoulders fell in a freckled cascade over the back of her seat, Trixie loomed on
the other side of Shadrach; the corpulence of her body seemed in some way to both enfold and support the old
man, who nodded and dozed. The encircling hair around the shiny black head was, I thought, like a delicate halo
of the purest frost or foam. Curiously, for the first time since Shadrach’s coming, I felt a stab of grief and achingly
wanted him not to die.
“Shoog,” said Trixie, standing by the rail of the dumpy little ferry that crossed the York River, “what kind of
big birds do you reckon those are behind that boat there?”
The Model T had been the first car aboard, and all of us had flocked out to look at the river, leaving Shadrach
to sit there and sleep during the fifteen minute ride. The water was blue, sparkling with whitecaps, lovely. A huge
gray naval tug with white markings chugged along to the mine depot at Yorktown, trailing eddies of garbage and a
swooping flock of frantic gulls. Their squeals echoed across the peaceful channel.
“Seagulls,” said Mr. Dabney. “Ain’t you never recognized seagulls before? I can’t believe such a question.
Seagulls. Dumb greedy bastards.”
“Beautiful things,” she replied softly, “all big and white. Can you eat one?”
“So tough you’d like to choke to death.”
We were halfway across the river when Edmonia went to the car to get a ginger ale. When she came back she
said hesitantly:
“Mama, Shadrach has made a fantastic mess in his pants.”
“Oh Lord,” said Trixie.
Mr. Dabney clutched the rail and raised his small, pinched, tormented face to heaven.
“Ninety-nine years old! Christ almighty! He ain’t nothin’ but a ninety-nine years old baby!”
“It smells just awful,” said Edmonia.
“Why in the God damned hell didn’t he go to the bathroom before we left?” Mr. Dabney said. “Ain’t it bad
enough we got to drive three hours to the Farm without—
“Shoosh!” Trixie interrupted, moving ponderously to the car. ‘Poor ol’ thing, he can’t help it. Vernon, you see
how you manage your bowels fifty years from now.”
Once off the ferry we children giggled and squirmed in the back seat, pointedly squeezed our noses, and
scuffled amid the oily rubbish of the floorboards. It was an awful smell. But a few miles up the road in the hamlet
of Gloucester Court House, drowsing in eighteenth-century brick and ivy, Trixie brought relief to the situation by
bidding Mr. Dabney to stop at an Amoco station. Shadrach had partly awakened from his slumbrous trance. He
stirred restlessly in his pool of discomfort, and began to make little fretful sounds, so softly restrained as to barely
give voice to what must have been his real and terrible distress.
“There now, Shad,” Trixie said gently, “Trixie’l look after you.”
And this she did, half-coaxing, half-hoisting the old man from the car and into a standing position, then with
the help of Mr. Dabney propelling his skinny scarecrow frame in a suspended tiptoe dance to the rest room
marked COLORED, where to the muffled sound of rushing water she performed some careful rite of cleansing
and diapering. Then they brought him back to the car. For the first time that morning Shadrach seemed really
aroused from that stupor into which he had plunged so swiftly hours before.
“Praise de Lawd!” we heard him say, feebly but with spirit, as the elder Dabneys maneuvered him back onto
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the seat, purified. He gazed about him with glints of recognition, responding with soft chuckles to our little pats of
attention. Even Mr. Dabney seemed in sudden good humor.
“You comin’ along all right now, Shad?” he howled over the rackety cluttering sound of the motor.
Shadrach nodded and grinned but remained silent. There was a mood in the car of joy and revival.
“Slow down, Shoog,” Trixie murmured indolently, gulping at a beer, “there might be a speed cop.” I was filled
with elation, and hope tugged at my heart as the flowering landscape rushed by, green and lush with summer and
smelling of hay and honeysuckle.
*
The Dabney country retreat, as I have said, was dilapidated and rudimentary, a true downfall from bygone
majesty. Where there once stood a plantation house of the Palladian stateliness required of its kind during the
Tidewater dominion in its heyday, there now roosted a dwelling considerably grander than a shack yet modest by
any reckoning. Box-like, paintless, supported by naked concrete blocks and crowned by a roof of glistening sheet
metal, it would have been an eyesore almost anywhere except in King and Queen County, a bailiwick so distant
and underpopulated that the house was scarcely ever viewed by human eyes. A tilted privy out back lent another
homely note, junk littered the yard here too. \
But the soft green acres that surrounded the place were Elysian; the ancient fields and the wild woods rampant
with sweet gum and oak and redbud had reverted to the primeval glory of the time of Pocahontas and Powhatan;
grapevines crowded the emerald-green thickets which bordered the house on every side, a delicious winey smell
of cedar filled the air, and the forest at night echoed with the sound of whippoorwills. The house itself was
relatively clean, thanks not to any effort on the part of the Dabneys but to the fact that it remained unlived in by
Dabneys for most of the year.
That day after our fried chicken meal we placed Shadrach between clean sheets on a bed in one of the sparsely
furnished rooms, then turned to our various recreations. Little Mole and I played marbles all afternoon just outside
the house, seeking the shade of a majestic old beech tree; after an hour of crawling in the dirt our faces were
streaked and filthy. Later we took a plunge in the millpond, which, among other things, purged Little Mole of his
B.O. The other children went fishing for perch and bream in the brackish creek which ran through the woods. Mr.
Dabney drove off to get provisions at the crossroads store, then vanished into the underbrush to tinker around his
well-hidden still. Meanwhile Trixie tramped about with heavy footfalls in the kitchen and downed half a dozen
Blue Ribbons, pausing occasionally to look in on Shadrach. Little Mole and I peered in, too, from time to time.
Shadrach lay in a deep sleep and seemed to be at peace, even though now and then his breath came in a ragged
gasp and his long black fingers plucked convulsively at the hem of the sheet which covered him to his breast like
a white shroud.
Then the afternoon was over. After a dinner of fried perch and bream we all went to bed with the setting of the
sun. Little Mole and I lay sprawled naked in the heat on the same mattress, separated by a paper-thin wall from
Shadrach’s breathing, which rose and fell in my ears against the other night sounds of this faraway and timehaunted place: katydids and crickets and hoot owls and the reassuring cheer—now near, now almost lost—of a
whippoorwill.
*
Late the next morning the county sheriff paid a visit on Mr. Dabney. We were not at the house when he arrived,
and so he had to wait for us; we were at the graveyard. Shadrach still slept, with the children standing watch one
by one; after our watch Little Mole and I had spent an hour exploring the woods and swinging on the grapevines,
and when we emerged from a grove of pine trees, a quarter of a mile or so behind the house, we came upon Mr.
Dabney and Trixie. They were poking about in a bramble-filled plot of land which was the old Dabney family
burial ground. It was a sunny, peaceful place, where grasshoppers skittered in the tall grass. Choked with briars
and nettles and weeds and littered with tumble-down stone markers, unfenced and untended for countless decades,
it had been abandoned to the encroachments of summer after summer like this one, when even granite and marble
had to give way against the stranglehold of spreading roots and voracious green growing things.
*
All of Mr. Dabney’s remote ancestors lay buried here, together with their slaves, who slept in a plot several
feet off to the side—inseparable from their masters and mistresses, but steadfastly apart in death as in life. Mr.
Dabney stood amid the tombstones of the slaves, glaring gloomily down at the tangle of vegetation and at the
crumbling lopsided little markers. He held a shovel in his hand but had not begun to dig. The morning had
become hot, and the sweat streamed from his brow. I peered at the headstones, read the given names, which were
as matter-of-fact in their lack of patronymic as spaniels or cats: Fauntleroy, Wakefield, Sweet Betty, Mary, Jupiter,
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Lulu. Requiescat in Pace. Anno Domini 1790 … 1814 … 1831. All of these Dabneys, I thought, like Shadrach.
“I’ll be God damned if I believe there’s a square inch of space left,” Mr. Dabney observed to Trixie, and spat a
russet gob of tobacco juice into the weeds. “They just crowded all the old dead uncles and mammies they could
into this piece of land here. They must be shoulder to shoulder down there.”
He paused and made his characteristic sound of anguish—a choked dirge-like groan.
“Christ almighty! I hate to think of diggin’ about half a ton of dirt!”
“Shoog, why don’t you leave off diggin’ until this evenin’?” Trixie said. She was trying to fan herself with a
soggy handkerchief, and her face—which I had witnessed before in this state of drastic summer discomfort—
wore the washed-out bluish shade of skim milk. It usually preceded a fainting spell.
“This sun would kill a mule,” Mr. Dabney agreed, saying that he looked forward to a cool glass of iced tea, and
we made our way back to the house along a little path of bare earth that wound through a field glistening with
goldenrod.
Then, just as we arrived at the back of the house, we saw the sheriff waiting. He was standing with a foot on
the running board of his Plymouth sedan; perched on its front fender was a hulkingly round, intimidating silver
siren (in those days pronounced si-reen). He was a potbellied middle-aged man with a sun-scorched face fissured
with delicate seams and he wore steel-rimmed spectacles. A gold-plated star was pinned to his civilian shirt,
which was soaked with sweat. He appeared hearty, made an informal salute and said:
“Mornin’, Trixie. Mornin’, Vern.”
“Mornin’, Tazewell,” Mr. Dabney replied solemnly, though with an edge of suspicion. Without pause he
continued to trudge toward the house.
“You want some ice tea?”
“No thank you,” he said. “Vern, hold on a minute. I’d like a word with you.”
I was knowledgeable enough to fear in a vague way some involvement with the distillery in the woods, and I
held my breath, but then Mr. Dabney halted, turned, and said evenly:
“What’s wrong?”
“Vern,” the sheriff said, “I hear you’re fixin’ to bury an elderly colored man on your property here. Joe
Thornton down at the store said you told him that yesterday. Is that right?”
Mr. Dabney put his hands on his hips and glowered at the sheriff. Then he said:
“Joe Thornton is a God damned incurable blabbermouth. But that’s right. What’s wrong with that?”
“You can’t,’ said the sheriff.
There was a pause.
“Why not?” said Mr. Dabney.
“Because it’s against the law.”
I had seen rage, especially in matters involving the law, build up within Mr. Dabney in the past. A pulsing vein
always appeared near his temple, along with a rising flush in cheeks and brow; both came now, the little vein
began to wiggle and squirm like a worm.
“What do you mean, it’s against the law?”
“Just that. It’s against the law to bury anybody on private property.”
“Why is it against the law?” Mr. Dabney demanded.
“I don’t know why, Vern,” said the sheriff, with a touch of exasperation. “It just is, that’s all.”
Mr. Dabney flung his arm out—up and then down in a stiff, adamant, unrelenting gesture, like a railroad
semaphore.
“Down in that field, Tazewell, there have been people buried for nearabout two hundred years. I got an old
senile man on my hands. He was a slave and he was born on this place. Now he’s dyin’ and I’ve got to bury him
here. And I am.”
“Vern, let me tell you something,” the sheriff said with an attempt at patience. “You will not be permitted to do
any such a thing, so please don’t try to give me this argument. He will have to be buried in a place where it’s
legally permitted, like any of the colored churchyards around here, and he will have to be attended to by a
licensed colored undertaker. That’s the law, Commonwealth of Virginia, and there ain’t any which whys or
wherefores about it.”
Trixie began to anticipate Mr. Dabney’s fury and resentment even before he erupted.
“Shoog, keep yourself calm—”
“Bat shit! It is an outrage!” he roared. “Since when did a taxpaying citizen have to answer to the gov’ment in
order to bury a harmless sick old colored man on his own property! It goes against every bill of rights I ever heard
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of—”
“Shoog!” Trixie put in. “Please—” She began to wail.
The sheriff put out placating hands and loudly commanded:
“Quiet!” Then when Mr. Dabney and Trixie fell silent he went on:
“Vern, me an’ you have been acquainted for a long time, so please don’t give me no trouble. I’m tellin’ you for
the last time, this. Namely, you have got to arrange to get that old man buried at one of the colored churches
around here, and you will also have to have him taken care of by a licensed undertaker. You can have your choice.
There’s a well-known colored undertaker in Tappahannock and also I heard of one over in Middlesex, somewhere
near Urbanna or Saluda. if you want, I’ll give them a telephone call from the courthouse.”
I watched as the red rage in Mr. Dabney’s face was overtaken by a paler, softer hue of resignation. After a
brooding long silence, he said:
“All right then. All right! How much you reckon it’ll cost?”
“I don’t know exactly, Vern, but there was an old washer woman worked for me and Ruby died not long ago,
and I heard they buried her for thirty-five dollars.”
“Thirty-five dollars!” I heard Mr. Dabney breathe. “Christ have mercy!”
Perhaps it was only his rage which caused him to flee, but all afternoon Mr. Dabney was gone and we did not
see him again until that evening.
Meanwhile, Shadrach rallied for a time from his deep slumber, so taking us by surprise that we thought that he
might revive completely. Trixie was shelling peas and sipping beer while she watched Little Mole and me at our
marble game. Suddenly Edmonia, who had been assigned to tend to Shadrach for an hour, came running from the
house.
“Come here you all, real quick!” she said in a voice out of breath. “Shadrach’s wide awake and talking!”
And he was: when we rushed to his side we saw that he had hiked himself up in bed and his face for the first
time in many hours wore an alert and knowing expression, as if he were at least partially aware of his
surroundings. He had even regained his appetite. Edmonia had put a daisy in the buttonhole of his shirt, and at
some point during his amazing resurrection, she said, he had eaten part of it.
*
“You should have heard him just now,” Edmonia said, leaning over the bed. “He kept talking about going to
the millpond. What do you think he meant?”
“Well, could be he just wants to go see the millpond,” Trixie replied. She had brought Shadrach a bottle of RC
Cola from the kitchen and now she sat beside him, helping him to drink it through a paper straw.
“Shad,” she asked in a soft voice, “is that what you want? You want to go see the millpond?”
A look of anticipation and pleasure spread over the black face and possessed those old rheumy eyes. And his
voice was high-pitched but strong when he turned his head to Trixie and said:
“Yes ma’am, I does. I wants to see de millpond.”
“How come you want to see the millpond?” Trixie said gently. Shadrach offered no explanation, merely said
again:
"I wants to see de millpond.”
And so, in obedience to a wish whose reason we were unable to plumb but could not help honor, we took
Shadrach to see the millpond. It lay in the woods several hundred yards to the east of the house—an ageless
murky dammed-up pool bordered on one side by a glade of moss and fern, spectacularly green, and surrounded on
all its other sides by towering oaks and elms. Fed by springs and by the same swiftly rushing stream in which the
other children had gone fishing, its water mirrored the overhanging trees and the changing sky and was a
pleasurable ordeal to swim in, possessing the icy cold that shocks a body to its bones.
For a while we could not figure out how to transport Shadrach down to the place; it plainly would not do to try
to let him hobble that long distance, propelled, with our clumsy help, on his nearly strengthless legs in their
dangling gait. Finally someone thought of the wheelbarrow, which Mr. Dabney used to haul corn to the still. It
was fetched from its shed, and we quickly made of it a not unhandsome and passably comfortable sort of a
wheeled litter, filling it with hay and placing a blanket on top.
On this mound Shadrach rested easily, with a look of composure, as we moved him gently rocking down the
path. I watched him on the way: in my memory he still appears to be a half-blind but self-possessed and serene
African potentate being borne in the fullness of his many years to some longed-for, inevitable reward.
We set the wheelbarrow down on the mossy bank, and there for a long time Shadrach gazed at the millpond,
alive with its skating water bugs and trembling beneath a copper-colored haze of sunlight where small dragonflies
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swooped in nervous filmy iridescence. Standing next to the wheelbarrow, out of which the shanks of Shadrach’s
skinny legs protruded like fragile black reeds, I turned and stared into the ancient face, trying to determine what it
was he beheld now that created such a look of wistfulness and repose. His eyes began to follow the Dabney
children, who had stripped to their underdrawers and had plunged into the water. That seemed to be an answer,
and in a bright gleam I was certain that Shadrach had once swum here too, during some unimaginable August
nearly a hundred years before.
I had no way of knowing that if his long and solitary journey from the Deep South had been a quest to find this
millpond and for a recaptured glimpse of childhood, it may just as readily have been a final turning of his back on
a life of suffering. Even now I cannot say for certain, but I have always had to assume that the still-young
Shadrach who was emancipated in Alabama those many years ago was set loose, like most of his brothers and
sisters, into another slavery perhaps more excruciating than the sanctioned bondage. The chronicle has already
been a thousand times told about those people liberated into their new and incomprehensible nightmare: of their
poverty and hunger and humiliation, of the crosses burning in the night, random butchery and, above all, the
unending dread. None of that madness and mayhem belongs in this story, but without at least a reminder of these
things I would not be faithful to Shadrach. Despite the immense cheerfulness with which he had spoken to us of
being “dibested of mah plenty,” he must have endured unutterable adversity.
Yet his return to Virginia, I can now see, was out of no longing for the former bondage, but to find an earlier
innocence. And as a small boy at the edge of the millpond I saw Shadrach not as one who had fled darkness, but
had searched for light refracted within a flashing moment of remembered childhood. As Shadrach’s old clouded
eyes gazed at the millpond with its plunging and calling children, his face was suffused with an immeasurable
calm and sweetness, and I sensed that he had recaptured perhaps the one pure, untroubled moment in his life.
“Shad, did you go swimming here too?” I said.
But there was no answer. And it was not long before he was drowsing again; his head fell to the side and we
rolled him back to the house in the wheelbarrow.
*
On Saturday nights in the country the Dabneys usually went to bed as late as ten o’clock. That evening Mr.
Dabney returned at supper time, still sullen and fretful but saying little, still plainly distraught and sick over the
sheriffs mandate. He did not himself even pick up a fork. But the supper was one of those ample and blessed
meals of Trixie’s I recall so well. Only the bounty of a place like the Tidewater back-country could provide such a
feast for poor people in those hard-pressed years: ham with red-eye gravy, grits, collard greens, okra,\fn{ Yuck!}
sweet corn, huge red tomatoes oozing juice in a salad with onions and herbs and vinegar. For dessert there was a
delectable bread pudding drowned in fresh cream. Afterward, a farmer and bootlegging colleague from down the
road named Mr. Seddon R. Washington arrived in a broken-down pickup truck to join with Mr. Dabney at the only
pastime I ever saw him engage in—a game of dominoes.
Twilight fell and the oil lanterns were lit. Little Mole and I went back like dull slugs to our obsessive sport,
scratching a large circle in the dust beside the porch and crouching down with our crystals and agates in a mothcrazed oblong of lantern light, tiger-yellow and flickering. A full moon rose slowly out of the edge of the woods
like an immense, bright, faintly smudged balloon. The clicking of our marbles alternated with the click-click of
the dominoes on the porch bench.
“If you wish to know the plain and simple truth about whose fault it is,” I heard Mr. Dabney explain to Mr.
Washington, “you can say it is the fault of your Franklin D for Disaster Roosevelt. The Dutchman millionaire.
And his so-called New Deal ain’t worth a jugful of warm piss. You know how much I made last year—legal, that
is?”
“How much?” said Mr. Washington.
“I can’t even tell you. It would shame me. They are colored people sellin’ deviled crabs for five cents apiece on
the streets in Newport News made more than me. There is an injustice somewhere with this system.”
He paused.
“Eleanor’s near about as bad as he is.”
Another pause.
“They say she fools around with colored men and Jews. Preachers mainly.”
“Things bound to get better,” Mr. Washington said.
“They can’t get no worse,” said Mr. Dabney.
Footsteps made a soft slow padding sound across the porch and I looked up and saw Edmonia draw near her
father. She parted her lips, hesitated for a moment, then said:
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“Daddy, I think Shadrach has passed away.”
Mr. Dabney said nothing, attending to the dominoes with his expression of pinched, absorbed desperation and
muffled wrath. Edmonia put her hand lightly on his shoulder.
“Daddy, did you hear what I said?”
“I heard.”
“I was sitting next to him, holding his hand, and then all of a sudden his head—it just sort of rolled over and he
was still and not breathing. And his hand—it just got limp and—well, what I mean, cold.”
She paused again.
“He never made a sound.”
Mr. Washington rose with a cough and walked to the far edge of the porch, where he lit a pipe and gazed up at
the blazing moon. When again Mr. Dabney made no response, Edmonia lightly stroked the edge of his shoulder
and said gently:
“Daddy, I’m afraid.”
“What’re you afraid about?” he replied.
“I don’t know,” she said with a tremor. “Dying. It scares me. I don’t know what it means—death. I never saw
anyone—like that before.”
“Death ain’t nothin’ to be afraid about,” he blurted in a quick, choked voice. “It’s life that’s fearsome! Life!”
Suddenly he arose from the bench, scattering dominoes to the floor, and when he roared “ Life!” again I saw
Trixie emerge from the black hollow of the front door and approach with footfalls that sent a shudder through the
porch timbers.
“Now, Shoog—“ she began.
“Life is where you’ve got to be terrified!” he cried as the unplugged rage spilled forth. “Sometimes I
understand why men commit suicide! Where in the God damned hell am I goin’ to get the money to put him in the
ground? Niggers have always been the biggest problem! God damn it, I was brought up to have a certain respect
and say colored instead of niggers but they are always a problem, these niggers! They will just drag you down,
God damned black bastards! Nigger assholes! I ain’t got thirty-five dollars! I ain’t got twenty-five dollars! I ain’t
got five dollars!”
“Vernon!” Trixie’s voice rose, and she entreatingly spread out her great creamy arms. “Someday you’re goin’
to get a stroke!”
“And one other thing! Franklin D. Roosevelt is the worst nigger lover of them all!”
Then suddenly his fury—or the harsher, wilder part of it—seemed to evaporate, sucked up into the moonlit
night with its soft summery cricketing sounds and its scent of warm loam and honeysuckle. For an instant he
looked shrunken, runtier than ever, so light and frail that he might blow away like a leaf, and he ran a nervous,
trembling hand through his shock of tangled black hair.
“I know, I know,” he said in a faint unsteady voice edged with grief. “Poor old man, he couldn’t help it. He
was a decent, pitiful old thing, probably never done anybody the slightest harm. 1 ain’t got a thing in the world
against Shadrach. Poor old man.”
Crouched below the porch I felt an abrupt, smothering misery. The tenderest gust of wind blew from the woods
and I shivered at its touch on my cheek, mourning for Shadrach and Mr. Dabney, and slavery and destitution, and
all the human discord swirling around me in a time and place I could not understand. As if to banish my fierce
unease, I began to try—in a seizure of concentration—to count the fireflies sparkling in the night air. Eighteen,
nineteen, twenty …
“And anyway,” Trixie said, touching her husband’s hand, “he died on Dabney ground like he wanted to. Even
if he’s got to be put away in a strange graveyard.”
“Well, he won’t know the difference,” said Mr. Dabney. “When you’re dead nobody knows the difference.
Death ain’t much.”
135.24 Complicities\fn{by Alice Boyd Adams (1926-1999)} Fredericksburg, Fredericksburg Independent City,
Virginia, U.S.A. (F) 3
The young girl, Nan, who has come to stay with the Travises, Jay and Mary, on their farm in southern New
Hampshire—Nan is so thin that when she goes swimming in the pond deep indentations show between her small
ribs. Her finely downed cheeks are hollow, her eyes the enormous eyes of a famine victim, or perhaps a sufferer
from some lengthy and wasting disease. It is for this, from a desire to “build her up,” to put some flesh on those
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bones, that her parents have sent her to the Travises for the summer. Also, there is an unspoken wish to do good to
Mary and Jay, who are known to be “up against it,” as the phrase went.
This was all some time back, before any talk of eating disorders, and Nan’s parents, a kindly small-town
druggist and his wife, in western Pennsylvania, distant cousins of Mary Travis, do not think in terms of neurosis,
rejections of love—although it does seem to them that Nan eats a fair amount and is still morbidly thin.
Nan, at thirteen, is a fairly silly, unnaturally devious, and potentially bright girl (highest IQ in the local eighth
grade). She thinks she looks wonderful; she feels herself possessed of vast and thrilling secrets. How powerful she
is! and how private; no one knows anything about her, really, not even her lover. She does not use that word in
thinking about Dr. Thurston, the minister whose baby-sitter she occasionally is; the man who is out of his mind,
deranged with love for her, she says, and certainly he acts that way, following her everywhere in his car just to
look at her as she walks home from school with friends, meeting her in that same car for rendezvous on the edge
of town. Removing her clothes to cover her body with his mouth, kissing everywhere, breathing as though he
might die.
Dr. Thurston (impossible to think of him as Bill, the name his fat wife uses) is one of Nan’s secrets; the other is
what she thinks of as “losing food,” something she does in the bathroom with her fingers, after meals. Fingers
down her throat, which if she has waited too long do not feel good. But it works, she can eat all she wants to and
still have nothing on her bones but skin. Nothing to pinch, anywhere.
“I adore your pale thin body,” says Dr. Thurston. “I would never profane it.”
*
Jay Travis is a failed painter; it is hard otherwise to make a sum of his life. Once a successful advertising man,
he left his wife and married his assistant, Mary, and retired to the country to paint in a serious way, as he had
always intended. Periodically he takes slides and sometimes canvases down to New York, but nothing has ever
panned out, and they live mostly on the foolish articles that Mary writes (she knows they are foolish) for various
“ladies’ magazines.” For editors who are old friends, from Mary’s own single New York days.
Acerbic, melancholy, and exceptionally smart, Jay often feels that he may have been better off in a commercial
venture at which he could constantly scoff; he fears that he is not doing well with this serious dedication to his
talents—“such as they are,” as he himself would be the first to add. And this has been an especially bad year for
Jay; prostate surgery in January (“Some New Year’s present for a tired old cock” was his terrible joke) left him
weak and further depressed. Nothing sold, and the long wet spring wore on, and now they have this skinny
nymphet in the house, watching everything as fixedly as a cat.
What he truly loves, though, what Jay Travis literally adores is this farm, this lovely hillside acre with its
meadows and pond, its stands of birches and hemlocks and Norway pines, its surrounding low stone fence. And
the falling-down red barn, with its population of busy, half-tame cats, its bats and a family of owls. And he loves
the house, low-lying, weathered to silver, its long rooms smelling of apples and of lavender. On a cane, which is
half affectation, Jay paces his house and his land; he inspects the fences (for what? he wonders, whatever could
happen to a very old small stone fence?). He takes dishes of milk and tuna out to the barn for the cats, and he
squats there, hoping and watching for some feline form of affection, or even notice.
He watches almost translucent Nan, as she walks gingerly across the tender meadow grass and down to the
pond in her childish skimpy bathing suit—as, removing the towel from her shoulders, she shivers in the summer
morning air. Occasionally Jay goes into his studio, unveils the canvas, and stares at it for a while. Always, from
his window, he is hoping for a sight of Mary, whom he loves truly more than his land or his house, or his cats, or
anything in life that he can imagine.
*
Mary Travis, in early middle age (she is Jay’s third wife; as she herself puts it, some men just never learn), is
plump and beautiful and kind and very restless. She doesn’t move about a lot, as Jay always does, but she sits and
stares at books and windows, occasionally getting up to polish something. She has found some wonderful
lavender-smelling wax.
Or to cook.
Mary likes to cook. What she serves up is in fact exceptional, great culinary triumphs, often. Even just for Jay,
and recently for Jay and Nan, she makes lovely foam-light souffles, beautiful fresh vegetable terrines, and
mysterious rich soups. And magnificent cakes; she is perhaps at her best with cakes.
Having been told by Nan’s parents, her cousins, of their worry over their daughter’s weight, Mary watches
Nan’s breakfast consumption of blueberry muffins, her noontime intake of meat and cheese and fruit, her adultsized dinners. Pleased and flattered by this new consumer, Mary feels her own views of her cooking confirmed
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(this is her not-so-secret vanity). But then, further observing Nan, and with greater attention, she sees no change
whatsoever in the almost transparent flesh stretched over those delicate ribs. And she notes too the alacrity with
which Nan heads for the bathroom after each meal, a compulsion at first excused by murmurs about her dentist:
“He’s an absolute maniac about post-meal brushing.”
Observant and wise, Mary thinks, Can that silly little bitch be making herself throw up? How entirely
disgusting, not to mention the waste.
*
Though poor, the Travises are fond of giving parties, on Saturdays, generally. Around six in the evening people
start to arrive in their shabby cars, seemingly from everywhere, bearing casseroles or bags of fruit, boxes of
cookies.. Or bottles: these parties involve an enormous number of bottles, Nan has observed. As she plans to say
to her mother, they all drink like fish. An abstemious ghost, Nan hovers at the edges of these parties; she is often
in white, as though to emphasize her difference.
They eat and they drink and they dance, these middle-aged hedonists. They dance close together, mostly to old
slow scratched records, old songs that Nan has barely heard of. Squinched down in an ancient leather chair with a
heavy book, in a barely lit corner of the living room, Nan, who is not really reading, looks up from time to time at
whatever is going on—which is not much, usually.
Until the night that Mary sings.
More absorbed than usual in her reading (it is Gone With the Wind), Nan has come to what she thinks of as the
good parts, Rhett kissing Scarlett. She looks up with surprise at the sound of the piano, which no one ever plays;
someone is playing a song she knows, Honeysuckle Rose, a favorite of her father’s.
And then suddenly Mary is standing right there by the piano. And Mary is singing.
“Don’t—need—sugar— You just have to touch my cup—”
She is singing and laughing, embarrassed, but still her voice is rich and confident and sexy—oh, so sexy! Mary
is wearing a new blue dress, or maybe it’s old. It is tight, some shiny material, stretched tight over those big
breasts and hips. Nan, watching and listening (—a“it’s so sweet when you stir it up”—), experiences an extreme
and nameless, incomprehensible disturbance. She feels like throwing up, or screaming, or maybe just grabbing up
her knees so that her body is a tight-knit ball—and crying, crying there in her corner, in the semidark.
Is this falling in love? Has she fallen in love with Mary? She thinks it is more that she wants to be Mary. She
wants to be out there in the light, with everyone laughing and clapping. She wants to be singing, and fat. Oh, how
wildly, suddenly, she yearns for flesh, her own flesh. Oh, fat!
*
“Were your other two wives as beautiful as Mary?”
None of your fucking business, is what Jay feels would have been the proper answer to this question. But Nan
is only a child, he reminds himself. Also, she is their paying house guest. And so he contents himself with saying,
as vaguely as possible,
“No, not exactly.”
They are walking very slowly around the edge of the pond in an August twilight, Jay with his cane and Nan in
her tiny white shorts, a skin-tight T-shirt. He had not realized before that she had breasts—or does she? Those
small protuberances look a little unreal, as though she had stuffed something into a tiny bra—and it comes to Jay,
with the sureness of a vision, that she must have done exactly that; she stuffed her bra, but why? Why on earth?
And why has she come out after him like this, interrupting his solitary stroll?
“Thin or fat?” this terrible child persists. “Your wives.”
“Uh. On the plump side. I’ve always liked a little flesh.” But with great eagerness she has interrupted.
“There’s this man at home, you know? I baby-sit for him and his wife. He’s a minister, can you believe it? And
he is absolutely crazy about how thin I am. Just crazy! He follows me.”
“Nan, you must avoid this man. Tell him to go away. Tell your father.”
“Oh, I will. The very idea of him right now makes me—makes me want to throw up.”
Nan laughs immoderately at this disgusting remark.
*
“It’s quite a puzzle,” says Jay to Mary at dinner one night, about three weeks after that walk, that conversation
with Nan. It is in fact the next-to-last night of Nan’s visit, but she has gone to bed early, leaving Mary and Jay to
finish what has been a celebratory feast: they are not so much celebrating her imminent departure (not explicitly,
that is) but rather the fact that after years of professional drought, Jay’s agent has sold a large painting, a
landscape (in fact Jay’s own landscape, the meadow and stand of trees next to his studio). Not only was the
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painting sold, there is also a commission for four more large landscapes. And that was their conversation at
dinner: without Nan present, Jay was able to speak joyously of his good fortune, plans, and eagerness for work.
In terms of festivity, feasting, Mary quite outdid herself, with an oyster souffle, and something that she calls
her twenty-vegetable lamb stew, and an orange salad and a chocolate mousse. Nan, protesting fatigue, went off to
bed before the mousse was served (“I may come down for a little later on, will you save some for me, Mary?”)—
and it is this recent shift in Nan’s eating habits that they now discuss, and that Jay has just described as a puzzle.
He continues,
“I’d swear she’s eating less now, and at the same time she’s putting on some weight.”
This has been expressed more or less as a question to Mary, which Mary accepts, but she only says, “I think I
understand,” and she smiles.
And then, simultaneously, they lose all interest in Nan; they turn to each other as though they had been
separated for some time. They look at each other with a sort of pleased surprise—and then, because it strikes them
funny, they begin to laugh.
“Shall we dance?” Jay is still laughing as she says this, but that is what they do; they put on some old Glenn
Miller\fn{American musician (1904-1944).} records, from their own era, and Jimmy Lunceford and Tommy Dorsey—
and they dance. Laughing and dancing, very happy with each other, they end up necking on the sofa, exhaustedly,
like kids.
And that is how Nan finds them, asleep on the sofa. Mary is snoring lightly as Jay, asleep, breathes heavily into
her breast.
Giving them first a quick, disgusted look, Nan goes over to the cluttered table, which it does not occur to her to
clear. There is a large, dissolving plate of chocolate mousse, all of which she spoons slowly into her mouth—ah,
delicious! She will have to get the recipe for her mother, Nan thinks; they could have it at least once a week,
which should mean two or three pounds right there.
Slipping back into bed without even brushing her teeth, Nan continues with what has been a waking dream, a
plan: next summer, when she is sleek and fat—as fat as Mary is!—she will come back up here, and Jay will fall
madly in love with her. He will follow her everywhere, the way Dr. Thurston used to do. But she will say no, no
kissing even. You belong to Mary. And Mary, finding out what Nan has done, will say what a wonderful girl Nan
is, how truly good, as well as beautiful, and fat.
And then Nan will leave, probably off with some boyfriend of her own by then, and Mary and Jay will mourn
for her. Always.
“If only Nan were with us again this summer,” they will say, for years and years.
131.4 Past My Future\fn{by David Huddle (1942- )} Ivanhoe, Carroll County, Virginia, U.S.A. (M) 7
A few weeks after my fourteenth birthday, a friend of my parents, a Mr. Gordon, asked me—quietly and
directly—if I would like to have an adventure with him. He posed this question on a sunny afternoon while he and
I sat together at the edge of my family’s swimming pool, splashing our feet and talking. Mrs. Gordon sat with my
mother a few yards away; they were tanning themselves and chatting. I appreciated how perfectly Mr. Gordon
pitched his voice as much as if it had been a ring or a bracelet he had brought me. Only I could hear him. Of
course I knew that if I wished, I could brush his question aside as more of his teasing. But I knew too that if I let
my mother and Mrs. Gordon know what he had just said, he would be in trouble.
I told him yes—a yes just as quiet and direct as his question. There came a pause in our conversation—and our
kicking of the swimming pool water—during which he and I regarded each other. I noticed that Mr. Gordon had
shaved closely and recently. It pleased me to think that perhaps he had done so for my benefit. He said,
“Well.” And I said,
“Well?” And he said,
“Well, Marcy, I shall be in touch with you.”
Thinking about that day and those few minutes of conversation beside the pool, I ask myself if I understood
exactly what he had in mind. I wasn’t an infant. To be perfectly frank, I wanted my adventure with Mr. Gordon to
be a sexual one. Lately I had become ravenous for both experience and information. I’d read a few magazine
articles that my parents had given me and parts of the books that they’d hidden away from me. One night, months
earlier, when I was supposed to be attending a country club dance but was instead walking around the golf course
for the purpose of smoking cigarettes, I’d incidentally engaged in some very exciting kissing with a boy who had
put his hand on my breast. If he hadn’t gotten nervous and laughed about what we were doing—which I took to
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mean that he was laughing at my breast—that boy could have gone a lot further with me than he did. Had he
whispered that he wanted me to take off my clothes, I expect I would have taken them off. It was my first
experience with such an intensity; in only a few moments I had reached a point of being vulnerable to the boy.
Later in one’s carnal education, one learns to stop short of that point or else to move to it as quickly as possible;
that night I was intoxicated by what I hadn’t ever felt before. The boy was a year ahead of me in school, but the
next day, when I reviewed the events in my mind, I understood that he had no more experience than me and
probably less knowledge.
I would have tried whatever he knew enough about to ask for. Instead of a request, I got his inane whinny of a
laugh.
I was just getting used to my breasts. One seemed to be ahead of the other, which for all I knew made them
comical. But I felt certain that even if they were, Mr. Gordon wouldn’t laugh. He had always paid a grave
attention to me, had brought me presents, had once called me from Singapore to wish me happy birthday.
Whereas someone my own age could rather casually humiliate me, Mr. Gordon had for years been offering me a
careful regard. So I said,
“Yes.”
*
When you go into a room with one other person and lock the door behind you, you are momentarily free of
every principle by which people ordinarily speak and act with each other. How you’re going to be—what you say
and do, what you think and feel—with that person is entirely up to the two of you. You may legislate it as you
wish. This is something I learned from spending a number of afternoons in a seventh-floor view-of-the-lake suite
in Marsden Towers. Because I was on the track team at school, my parents didn’t question me about how I spent
my afternoons. I actually had quite a bit of time available to spend with Robert in the suite he had taken for us.
Freedom and power came to me in those rooms, which was why I kept wanting to go back there for as long as I
did.
There is a wrongness the world would have me feel about what Robert and I did. As if he committed a crime
against me beyond even what is considered acceptably criminal. I refuse to feel that wrongness. Robert harmed
me no more than I harmed him.
I realize now that my mother worked at being friends with Suzanne Gordon. I realize now that my mother had
a crush—of the very civilized and restrained sort—on Robert. Robert was accustomed to being courted by other
people. To my mother, he made himself entertaining, as he probably did to anyone who courted him. My mother
and Robert had grown up together in Shaker Heights;\fn{ A very wealthy suburb of Cleveland, Ohio .} in the past,
whenever they were together, they had enjoyed reviewing the lives of their childhood acquaintances.
Robert and my father had a formal regard for each other that was played out in terms my mother and I found
amusing. We teased my bookish and decidedly unathletic father about the stilted conversations he and Robert
carried on when they were required to chat. Mostly they discussed tennis, which Robert played regularly but
didn’t keep up with and which my father didn’t play but kept up with. My father had no real interest in tennis; it
was merely the case that every day of his life he read the Plain Dealer\fn{The daily newspaper of Cleveland.} very
thoroughly.
There was a subtlety to the way my mother and Suzanne Gordon related, a calculated warmth that generated
erratic conversations between the two of them. Having thought about her all these years, I have decided that
Suzanne was never able to locate herself properly in life, though she was an astute and able person. Sometimes I
think I grew up having a crush—of the dry and feeble sort—on Suzanne. I remembered things she said; I liked the
idea of her. She had no job; she had no children. Though she volunteered at the hospital and the library, she found
no kindred spirits among the other volunteers. Her manner was aloof, her conversation somewhat wry, her frame
of reference esoteric. Suzanne spent many hours reading of explorations, expeditions, feats of navigation, and
mountain climbing. I suspect that she found almost no one who shared her interests.
The interest she had in Robert, however, she was able to share with my mother. Each knew where the other
stood, though I believe that neither ever spoke frankly. As a young child, I had studied the way my mother and
Suzanne talked. They sat with their backs straight in their chairs, their ankles crossed, and their hands in their
laps, their faces pleasant. Such formal poses perfectly suited Suzanne; I hold vivid memories of her sitting like
that in our living room with the light from our bay window catching the reddish highlights of her hair. I could feel
the awkwardness of her talk with my mother when they took up certain topics they felt obligated to discuss—such
as my father, whom my mother wasn’t comfortable discussing and in whom Suzanne had no interest. But when
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they managed to bring the conversation around to their mutually passionate subject, they became animated, witty,
and amused, even slouchy and unladylike in their postures.
“Robert actually laughed at that joke?” my mother might ask, sitting forward in her chair. Suzanne’s laughter
would lilt through our house.
“Not only did he laugh at that joke, last night he told the same joke to Nick Shelton in this disgusting …”
I took these exchanges as the proper way for grown-up women to converse. Out in the future I saw similar
conversations awaiting me.
*
As I imagine most men do, Robert struggled to balance his appetite with his stamina. He was, however, a
master of sustaining the illusion of vast possibility within the circumstance of sexual intimacy. He and I did
nothing especially strange or hurtful or even, for that matter, adventuresome. I was fourteen. He was forty-one.
For a while, that alone was adventure enough for each of us. At first, Robert liked to say that our ages were very
nearly the same, the numbers were simply reversed. He seemed to be practicing a joke he might tell people if he
and I ever went out together in public:
“You know, Marcy and I are the same age, our numbers are merely …”
I was glad when he stopped saying it.
We did not go out together. Ever. The project we undertook was informing each other about ourselves. He
didn’t say so, but I think Robert wished me to teach him how it was to live in my mind and my body. He
discerned the questions I wished him to ask me. He knew when to be quiet and let me talk. Or when to let me
think through what I had just told him aloud until I came to the next thing I wanted to tell him. He knew when to
interrupt me, to get me excited, to make me try to answer four questions at once. Whatever he seemed to want to
know about me, I seemed to want to tell.
“Let the commerce commence,” Robert liked to say upon entering those rooms at Marsden Towers. I
understood him to mean both our talk and our sex. Mostly Robert asked questions, and I answered them. During
these conversations, we undressed, we kissed, we nuzzled, we stroked; after a while I understood that we were
talking as a way to extend the sex, to stretch it out and make it last. So the talk, for me, became a part of the sex—
the commerce. But sometimes the commerce evolved into the silences that we let pass when we were simply
breathing with each other in the afternoon sunlight that shone on our bed. Then we concentrated on not talking
because the silence had become what would make the sex last.
Though his curiosity about me was his first interest, Robert also wished me to know how it was to be him, to
live in his mind, his body. Those topics weren’t anything I had a natural curiosity about. What I most wanted him
to talk about was his wife, but he was reluctant to do so. If I asked him a question about Suzanne, he would
answer so carefully that I could almost feel him searching for the most neutral phrasing. Sometimes he would
finish up his answer with
“Why do you want to know?” Which I hated. I always told him,
“Oh, just because …”
I’m not sure I knew this at the time, but I think I wanted Robert to describe how it was to make love to
Suzanne—what little things she might have said, what she liked, even how she might have sighed or whimpered.
But of course that was exactly the kind of information Robert wasn’t about to give me. And I didn’t want him to
know I had such a squalid curiosity.
So I asked him questions about “the adult world”—as if it were a scientific topic. I did have a vague curiosity
about the concept of being grown up, or perhaps I just had a desire to vent my complaints about grownups. Robert
listened to me; sometimes he agreed, sometimes he sided with the teacher or the parent I was criticizing. He asked
me not to categorize him as “an adult.” One afternoon he told me,
“Think of the bodies of human beings as something like cars. We can’t see into each other’s interiors. Cars see
other cars. I’m a station wagon. You’re a sports car, but you have your top up so that I can’t see who’s driving. I
just see this little red MG streaking past me on the turnpike. I think to myself, My goodness, I wish I could be like
that MG. But the thing about it is, I am exactly like that MG. Except that I just got put behind the wheel of this
station wagon—this middle-aged body with a middle-aged male mind under the hood—and I can’t get out. I have
to keep driving the equipment I’ve been given. The rules are that I can’t give up the controls. But who’s driving
each one of us is this androgynous blob of a creature, one per car, all exactly the same. The driver of my car is
exactly like the driver of your car.
“These creatures have no distinguishable color or shape; they’re grayish greenish brown, polymorphous lumps,
about the size of an egg. They do not age; they have no gender, no ethnic or racial characteristics. They are neutral
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creatures—though highly intelligent. And they are impatient with us for having such limited equipment. Mine
thinks it’s silly of me to worry so much about you getting home on time. But it understands that I am given to
worrying. And yours probably wishes you’d keep more of an eye on the clock so as not to take the risk of having
your parents quiz you about where you’ve been. But it understands your inclination to give yourself completely
over to what you’re doing. If my inner being could talk to your inner being, the two of them would immediately
recognize that they’re identical. Right away they’d start criticizing us to each other. Mine would say, ‘I’ll swear,
Robert is so damn middle-aged sometimes. He just about drives me nuts.’ And yours would say, ‘I know exactly
what you mean. The other day Marcy went shopping with her mother, and you wouldn’t believe how she spoke to
…’”
It was very rare when Robert and I were together that I didn’t find myself engaged in whatever we were
talking about. I’ve come to know that he was quite an imaginative man, though when I was with him then, he did
not seem remarkable in that way. It was just that he liked talking with me so much that he made our conversations
interesting. He found ways to do that. And the ways he found had to do with figuring out what I might like to talk
about, what would entertain me or interest me or pique my curiosity. He didn’t ever condescend; I had a sense of
conversing with him, as if the two of us were talking our way toward some destination.
*
Here is something Robert told me he thought a young woman should know: If you think a man might be
interested in you but you’re not sure, find an occasion to sit close to him. Go with this man to a lecture, say, or a
reading, something in an auditorium, and preferably not a movie or a play, both of which can be distracting.
Unobtrusively fix yourself not to be touching him but to be very nearly that. If possible, align your upper arm
with his upper arm, not touching, of course, but approximately one inch apart. Then it’s simple. If he has no
interest in you, there will be nothing to notice. If he’s interested, you will feel a certain warmth coming from his
body. If he’s extremely interested, you’ll be surprised that his body would so overtly and crudely give him away.
In a man’s mind, even when it’s clear that he wants a woman to be thinking about him, he would prefer her not
to know the extent of his liking her. His body, however, will always reveal how much or how little interest he has.
Arranging the appropriate seating is the only difficulty. The man who knows this secret may, even as you are
trying to find out about him, easily measure your own interest.
Robert was utterly wrong about what my life was going to be like. Whether or not his little lesson was a useful
one I couldn’t say. I have had no occasion when it occurred to me to test it.
*
It ended because of a boy. I shouldn’t be ashamed of that, though it always seems to me this was how I
betrayed Robert. A boy my own age. I began talking to Robert about this boy. For a while I wasn’t thinking about
what I might be revealing. I was just telling him about school, and Allen Crandall kept coming up in my
conversation. I kept hearing myself say his name. I kept watching Robert when I said it.
That must have been how I realized I liked Allen Crandall. Allen was an athlete and moved through the
hallways with a swagger. Allen wasn’t afraid to disagree with even the teachers who got mad at you if you
disagreed with them. Sometimes I saw Allen looking at me as if he knew something amusing about me, though I
knew he didn’t. As I talked more and more about Allen to Robert, I began noticing a hardening of Robert’s face.
So I tried to hush myself up. By that time—or well before it—Robert had discerned my interest in Allen. So he
began to question me.
A sadness came into Robert’s voice—even into his body—that I hated.
The sadness actually became Robert’s oldness. For more than a year, I hadn’t paid much attention to his age,
but now it seemed evident in everything about him. His face, his clothes, the way he talked and combed his hair
and rubbed his temples when he was tired. Even the way he smelled. He had an expensive cologne-deodorantsoap fragrance about him that I had loved from back in my childhood but that now began to bother me.
Everything about Robert seemed so inescapably sad. He made me think of my father, alone in the house on
Sunday afternoons and listening to one of his classical records turned up loud the way he liked to listen to them.
The commerce had become almost completely conversation—and conversation that neither Robert nor I
seemed to enjoy. Quickly after I started talking so much about Allen, the commerce had changed.
“Let the commerce commence!” I called out one afternoon when I burst into the room, feeling exhilarated
from my day at school and meaning to make a joke that would cheer us both up. As I came in, Robert was
walking toward me in the little foyer. I knew he had in mind to give me one of his sad hugs. I was close enough to
him to notice his wince the instant I’d made my joke.
To his credit, Robert managed to stay just far enough ahead of me to know how I felt and what the
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consequences of my feelings were. One rainy afternoon I walked to the Marsden Towers thinking I just had to
make myself tell him I wasn’t going to be coming back there anymore. Robert was listening for me. Just as I set
my hand to knock, he swung open the door. He was cheerful, teasing, impeccably dressed in a new suit and shirt
and brightly striped tie. Usually he took his suit jacket off while he waited for me to arrive, but not today. He wore
it buttoned, and for a moment or two he looked as magnificent to me as when I had been a young girl looking up
at this grand visitor to our house. When he kissed me on both cheeks and then my forehead, I noticed that his
shoes had been freshly polished.
“I’m setting you free, my dear,” he said. “Our adventure has reached its conclusion.”
He had fancy glasses on a tray and champagne for himself and Perrier with a little dish of lemon slices for me..
He poured the glasses full, handed me mine, and lifted his to me.
“This has been so lovely, Marcy,” he said. “I can’t begin to tell you.”
There was more he planned to say. I wanted to help him say it. I lifted my glass to him too, so that our glasses
made the little link that seems so celebratory when you’re in the mood for it. Though he opened his mouth to go
on, Robert couldn’t. Just before he turned to the window, he began swatting the air in front of his eyes. I thought
he might be about to sneeze or that he was trying to wave away some insect buzzing at his face. Then, with his
back to me, he made a noise. Or I saw how his shoulders moved, and I imagined that he made a noise.
I knew.
“All right, Robert,” I said, and I set my glass back down on the tray. “Thank you,” I said. I touched the back of
his suit jacket. I brushed my hand down his back just a bit, just enough to feel how much he didn’t want me to
touch him. And I knew, then, to leave the room.
*
As a child, I was sometimes awakened by my parents making love. My room was across the hall from them,
and often what woke me was one of them getting up to close the door to their room. Then I could hear only faint
noises, their voices more like humming than talking. But even that way, with the door muffling what they said, I
could distinguish something different in their tones, a new sound, a quality that I didn’t hear them use in their
ordinary conversation—like a sound each made especially for the other, as if softly singing.
Sometimes either they forgot about the door being open or else they thought it was too deep into the night for
me to be awake. At any rate, they left it open. Then I could listen carefully. I found it very exciting to hear them. I
don’t know how old I was when I realized what they must be doing. When I was very little, of course, I must have
had no idea what they were up to. But I don’t remember that. I remember only knowing what the noise meant and
wanting to hear every single bit of it.
I’ve read about children being drawn to the sounds of their parents’ lovemaking, but I wasn’t ever tempted to
go to them or interrupt them. I stayed very quiet, because I wanted them to reach their conclusion. Which was
marked by my father’s restrained shout—into the pillow I suppose—“Oh, oh! Oh, my darling,” he said. I loved
that. I loved for him to call out. My father is long dead now, but remembering his voice like that still makes me
smile to myself.
As an adult, I have thought about what I heard. I’ve wondered, . for instance, about the extent of my mother’s
satisfaction. None of the noises I ever heard suggest that she reached orgasm during their intercourse, though the
sounds she made do suggest that her intercourse with my father was a pleasure to her. And she always seemed to
me someone who was aware of her own sexuality. So what did she do? Masturbate when no one was around? Go
without orgasms altogether? In those days there wasn’t much sex, I am tempted to say, but of course that would be
wrong. Enlightened sex is what there wasn’t much of. And I could be wrong about that too. At any rate, I never
heard my mother make a noise I could construe as her coming. Publicly, she was a bit of a prude; it’s possible she
faked not having orgasms. I suppose it’s improper to wonder very much about your mother coming.
The other part I wonder about is what effect it had on me to eavesdrop on their lovemaking. Did it make me
overly interested in sex? Had my parents awakened me and insisted that I listen to them, that would have been
sexual abuse. But of course it was very nearly the same experience, my listening to them so carefully from across
the hallway. Did it, for instance, make me vulnerable to Robert when he posed his question to me by the pool
side? Would I have so readily known what Robert meant if I hadn’t had this education, so to speak? Would I have
said yes so readily?
Not so long ago, talking with my friend Ute, we came to this topic, our parents’ sex lives. I told Ute that I’d
often overheard my parents doing it. When I asked her what effect she thought that might have had on me, she
said,
“I don’t know, Marcy. I can tell you that never in all my life did I see or hear any evidence that my parents
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even had sex lives. If you ask me, that was much worse than what you’re talking about. I sometimes wonder how
I ever got my feet on this planet. At least you know how you got here. At least you know your parents cared about
each other enough to do it.
I told Ute I supposed she had a point.
*
A few afternoons when he thought I would be home by myself, Robert called and attempted to chat with me,
politely, about how things were going for me. This was after our last meeting at Marsden Towers, and though I
didn’t wish them to be, these calls were awkward occasions. Neither of us was able to relax into a conversation.
On an afternoon when Allen Crandall had come home with me, ostensibly to study for an exam, Robert called.
It was spring, near the end of May. Allen and I were exuberant with the end of the school. year approaching and
with our discovery of each other. We were gossiping about our classmates and mocking them and laughing a great
deal while we walked around my house, drinking soda and munching on chips and crackers from the kitchen. I
was just then catching on to the way Allen talked, a clipped, half-joking way of saying everything. When the
phone rang, I had no doubt about who the caller was. The instant I heard myself say hello—with the fun still in
my voice but also a bit of the dread I felt at having to carry on even a short conversation with him—I knew that
Robert would know Allen was in the house with me.
There was the slightest bit of a pause. Then Robert’s voice came through the receiver:
“Hello, Marcy. I hope you’re well. I’ll call you back another time.” I said,
“All right.”
The line went dead. And of course Allen asked who it was. Instantly I had to make up something to tell him.
“My mom,” I said. “She wants me to … set out some eggs.”
I went to the refrigerator, removed a tray of brown eggs, and set them on the counter. Allen was looking at me
with his head tilted when I turned to him. He gave his head a little shake and said,
“Speaking of eggs, you think we ought to crack those books?” I said,
“Nah.”
And I went toward him, meaning to tickle him if I could. I wanted to recover the mood we’d had before the
phone rang.
“Weird over here at your house,” Allen said, dodging my attack. “Your mom calls and you get sad. You say,
‘All right,’ hang up the phone, then go to the refrigerator and set out a tray of eggs. Weird, I’d say.”
I stopped trying to tickle him.
“You haven’t seen anything yet, my dear,” I said.
“My dear” coming out of my mouth made my face turn hot; it was Robert’s phrase, not mine. But I was
determined not to be undone by Robert’s phone call. I began picking up things from throughout the house and
setting them in odd places. I carried a magazine from the living room to the kitchen, where I put it in the
refrigerator; I plucked down my father’s ski hat from the closet and arranged it as the centerpiece of the dining
room table; I asked Allen to take off his loafers, which I then ceremoniously carried to the downstairs bathroom
and placed in the sink. Allen was kind enough to overlook my desperation in trying to amuse him. He let himself
be amused, and soon we’d recovered the old spirit of kidding around.
That was the day I decided I wouldn’t ever, under any circumstances, tell Allen about Robert and me. Why
that day? I suppose because I saw myself taking a great deal of trouble to disguise the fact that my former lover
had called me. I realized that even having a former lover, not to mention a man almost three times as old as I was,
wasn’t something I wanted anybody my age to know. You would think—since I married him—a time would have
come when I could tell Allen all about Robert.
Such a time did not ever arrive. The swimming pool, the commerce, the way we sometimes ordered food sent
up to our room and ate it while the commerce went on—it was this intricate and intense part of my life. I wouldn’t
give it over to Allen. It wasn’t so much that I didn’t want Allen to have it as that I wanted to hold it entirely to
myself—whether from embarrassment or selfishness I have never been able to decide.
*
I’ve wondered whether or not Robert had in mind actual intercourse with me. We settled into a rhythm of
meeting at the suite he rented at Marsden Towers. Our rhythm had progressed to a point where for at least the last
hour I was there, he and I were in bed without our clothes on. Foreplay was what this was; I had read about it.
And I appreciated Robert’s patience. He seemed in no hurry, seemed to have no sexual destination in mind, as if
we could simply pass these hours in bed kissing and fondling each other—and of course talking—and that would
be fine with him. With his hands and his mouth, he had satisfied me; afterward he was so sweet to me that for a
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while I had no desire to go any further.
I think Robert wanted no more than that. But then I wanted all of it. And I didn’t want to say I wanted all of it.
It seemed so crude of me that I couldn’t bear saying it aloud. As a matter of fact, Robert’s restraint, his not
moving toward penetration, was something I associated with his elegance, his worldly sophistication. So this was
a project I set for myself, to move us closer and closer to actual sex without saying that was what I had in mind, to
move so gradually Robert would know it had happened only afterward. If my desires were crude, at least I could
be subtle in how I went about fulfilling them.
Robert had given me a certain amount of education about my menstrual cycle, so that I was able to calculate
the days when I was least likely to get pregnant. Over a couple of weeks, I moved toward fooling around with
Robert in bed in positions that were very close to intercourse. When our bodies were like that, I escalated my
conversation to an intense and amusing level. Robert was wary of me—I could feel him holding himself away
from me. But then, because he liked it, he got used to letting me arrange myself over him that way and to letting
me manipulate him with my hand while we carried on this intensely sexual conversation. Truth be told, it was
about as exciting a time as I’ve ever experienced in all of my sexual life. Perhaps that was because I had a
conquest in mind, and it was the only time I’ve ever done such a thing. Robert and I had journeyed through this
progressive choreography where I knew all it would take would be only one quick lifting of my hips, a push, and
a smooth plunge down.
There came an afternoon when I knew I was going to manage it. The look on his face, the little O of his mouth,
the stunned knitting of his brow, was priceless.
“You’re inside me now, aren’t you, Robert?” I whispered to him, bending close to his face, squeezing still
closer to him, trying to get all the front of my body against him. “You’re right in there, aren’t you?”
“Pregnant,” he mouthed.
“No,” I whispered. I couldn’t have known I wouldn’t get pregnant—and later on Robert would be scrupulous
about birth control—but at the moment I was foolishly certain it was a safe time. And what pain I felt was
something I seemed to set aside. For that matter, what sexual sensations I felt I knew, I would begin paying
attention to very shortly. I wanted only to consider the way the skin around his eyes crinkled in little involuntary
tremors. The deepest secret I think I know of men I took from Robert’s face in those few seconds.
In the moment when you bring him into yourself, a man is helpless before you. He will take great pains to keep
you from knowing that. When he comes, he is vulnerable to all of creation—which of course frightens him—but
when he first goes into you, he is vulnerable only to you—which frightens him most of all. In Robert’s face that
afternoon, I saw Judith of Bethulia holding up the head of Holofernes and Salome displaying the head of John the
Baptist. Though of course I didn’t really know what I saw, beyond the little O of Robert’s mouth and the skin
around his eyes. But it wasn’t long before Robert and I were past all that. Soon enough we were caught up in the
pleasure we had to give each other.
*
For many months I kept expecting I would see Robert. I knew he was having to maneuver rather carefully to
keep from encountering me in the course of socializing with my parents. He did manage that. If he and Suzanne
came over to our house, it was at a time when I wouldn’t be there. Somehow he kept those occasions to a
minimum. When my parents saw the Gordons, it was at a party at someone else’s house, a restaurant, or the
Gordons’ house. My mother was aware that Robert and Suzanne were not at our house nearly as often as they had
been in previous years, but it wasn’t something she chose to discuss with me. I knew she was keeping it to herself,
and I might have been a little irked about that. I do recall a conversation between my parents, in which my mother
said, “We don’t seem as close to them as we used to be,” and my father said, “Oh? I hadn’t noticed any change.”
Since they were talking about something else then, they let the topic of the Gordons drop, which suited me well
enough, because my pulse had picked up in a way that made me uncomfortable.
I have always had trouble giving it a name—affair, relationship, arrangement, liaison, I still don’t know what
to call it. At any rate, in the first months after Robert and I ended whatever it was, I dreaded seeing him. And I
thought he might try to see me. When it became apparent that he didn’t want to see me, I began wanting to see
him.
I wasn’t sure why. I certainly didn’t want to talk with Robert—because I hadn’t liked those telephone
conversations we had attempted. So even though talking had been what I most valued about being with him, I
knew that I wasn’t after any more talk. But now I did want to see him, and not just his face but the whole of him.
As if my eyes had to take hold of him.
Maybe more truthfully, what I wanted was for him to look at me and for me then to be able to see what his face
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would tell me about who I had become. Maybe I thought his face would tell me whether or not I had gone beyond
him.
For a while I entertained a fantasy that Robert came into our house on one of the afternoons when I was alone.
Robert simply walked in. From the living room where I sat, I saw him and wasn’t surprised or frightened. He was
dressed as he was when I had seen him last, in one of his dark business suits with a white shirt and a bright tie.
With his hands in his jacket pockets, he stood in our foyer, looking at me, neither frowning nor smiling. I returned
his stare. Then he took his hands from his pockets and made that downward movement, fluttering his fingers, as if
he were miming the way leaves would fall from a tree. In our rooms at Marsden Towers, that gesture meant that
he wished me to take off my clothes.
By that time—I was sixteen—I knew more about my body and had come to think that how it looked didn’t
have much to do with who I actually was. It was what it could do that mattered to me. For my school’s track team
I did hurdles and the high jump. My body’s strength and quickness were so important to me that I became irritated
when people made so much of how it looked. So in this fantasy, I said,
“No, Robert. That isn’t possible.”
My voice had a sternness I had never used with him. I remained sitting. And Robert said nothing then. He
merely nodded, looked wistful, turned, and left the house.
When I knew he was gone, I tiptoed quietly to the door, locked it, then stood with my back braced against it.
This moment of my back against the door was extremely satisfying. For a number of months, I found myself
moving through this daydream, refining it, taking a peculiar comfort from it.
One evening my parents invited Allen Crandall to join us for dinner at Forlini’s, a noisy place that had replaced
the bottom floor of one of the city’s old department stores. The dining area was so enormous that on a busy night
it was like a circus tent. Waiters and waitresses ran, busboys and busgirls ran, even the two hostesses ran and
smiled and shouted among the many tables of people as if this were an obstacle course for a clown race. My
parents liked Forlini’s because the crowd was young and stylish; my father said it was a preview of the people
who would be running the city in another ten years. My mother and I liked it for the spectacle, for being able to
see so many people all at once, not to mention the zipping back and forth of the waiters and waitresses, who all
wore khaki shorts and red T-shirts and who seemed to have been picked for their lively appearances. Allen had
never been to Forlini’s before; ordinarily he would have concentrated on practicing his conversational skills with
my parents, but this evening he seemed nearly overwhelmed by the thick hum of voices, all those bodies, and
their laughing, talking, feeding faces. The four of us sat at our table gawking at the people around us.
“Is that Robert? Isn’t that Robert and Suzanne?” my mother asked my father. She was sitting up straight in her
chair and squinting across the room.
A splash of ice water down my back might have affected me similarly. Shocked as I was, some part of me was
oddly angry that my mother had addressed her question only to my father. To her, my acquaintance with Robert
was so negligible that it hadn’t occurred to her to ask me. That angry part of myself seemed a distinct and
dangerous person at the moment. She was a Marcy who wanted to smack the restaurant table hard enough to
make the flatware clatter. She was a Marcy who wanted to make a speech to her parents, to Allen, and even to the
diners near us:
“Is that Robert Gordon? Well, Mother, why don’t you ask me? I am the one whose fingertips have touched
every square inch of that man’s body. I expect I am the one you should ask if the man you’re looking at is
Robert.”
What that Marcy wanted to prove with such a speech seemed just beyond my knowing. As quickly as she had
seemed about to burst into the open, she diminished down into my prudent self. I was in fact being so prudent that
I couldn’t make myself turn directly toward where my mother was straining to see. She must have remembered I
could recognize Robert too, because she said,
“Right there, Marcy.” Then, because she was sitting beside me and I wasn’t looking the right way, my mother
actually pulled my chin to turn my head in the proper direction.
So I saw him.
My mother held my head turned in Robert’s direction, as if she thought she had to keep helping me see him.
My eyesight seemed to soar across the room toward him and cast him in a light. So clearly could I see his face
that I noticed a ripple of tension pass from his temple down along his jaw line. I saw him squint to make out what
peculiar thing it was my mother was doing to my head. I saw him half lift one hand toward us, as if to wave or to
signal my mother to loosen her hold on me. His other hand he kept at Suzanne’s upper arm as they moved toward
the steps leading up out of the restaurant.
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Red-capped and bandannaed cooks shoved pizzas and casserole dishes into wood-burning ovens while they
shouted to each other and to the waiters and waitresses. Robert and Suzanne were far across the cavernous room,
which swelled and echoed with the raucous voices of hundreds of people. A woman at a table near us laughed at a
very high pitch; she seemed unable to stop herself. Near Robert and Suzanne a man stood up and waved both
arms to get the attention of someone. An Edith Piaf\fn{ Aka Edith Giovanna Gassion (1915-1963) Parisian singer of popular
songs.} song played stridently over the sound system. Even the ceiling lights seemed to flicker.
He was much paler than I had ever seen him, which made me suspect that during the months of our meetings at
Marsden Towers he must have used a tanning lamp. I wondered why I hadn’t noticed that at the time.
What disturbed me was how Robert’s body and Suzanne’s body were such a matched set. Robert had dressed
down for the evening—in a dark golf shirt and chinos. His thin chest and thick waist were much more visible than
when he wore a suit. Suzanne’s dress seemed almost designed to accentuate how age had softened her figure.
Anyone else looking at the couple leaving the restaurant probably wouldn’t have noticed their bodies at all. But I
couldn’t help it. The two of them were connected by how their bodies were placed in time—I saw that just so
clearly, the way I’ve suddenly realized I was seeing the male and female of a pair of birds. In Robert and Suzanne,
this wasn’t something I wanted to see. It felt improper, as if I were watching them undress together.
Robert was moving away from me even though he kept his face turned toward me. He appeared almost to be
pushing Suzanne to the exit. Though he knew me well enough to know I would never make a scene, he was
terrified that I might approach him in front of his wife. He was terrified that I might say hello to him.
I needed him to be so much better than that! A burst of fury came into me—and died almost immediately. But
had I been close enough to do so in that single instant, I would have spat upon him.
I’ve tried to forgive Robert his cowardice of that evening. I don’t think I’ve managed it. What I saw in his pale
face staring at me across the room was that with his wife beside him, he couldn’t stand to speak to me.
So he ran from a mere child.
Of course he had to turn his face away from me. When Robert did that—when he gave me the back of his thin
shoulders to see—I felt released. I felt as if I had just then beaten him at something. I became aware that I had half
risen from my chair and my parents and my boyfriend were staring at me. Easing back down into my seat, I
turned to them and found three frozen faces. Allen had even paused in chewing his food. Our lives depended on
what I was going to do next, I knew that. It took all my strength to smile at Allen and resume eating.
166.1 Excerpt from Laughing In The Dark: From Colored Girl to Woman of Color—A Journey From
Prison to Power\fn{by Patrice Gaines (1950- )} Quantico, Prince William County, Virginia, U.S.A. (F) 9
I threw back my head, the way I saw white girls do on TV, and imagined my stiff braids flying across my
shoulders. Vaseline, hot from the searing summer sun, melted down my bony brown legs; dust particles pricked
my skin like minute splinters of glass. None of this bothered me. I scanned the street for my royal white subjects.
It was 1954 and the Supreme Court had just declared segregated schools unconstitutional, and all around me
people were fighting about colored children going to school with white children. My mama had come home from
the hospital with a baby girl named Shelia, and I was no longer the only child. But neither of these facts altered
my life profoundly—at least not yet. I was a five-year-old colored queen, and my queendom existed on a military
base in Quantico, Virginia.
My subjects, my white playmates, Charlotte and Lucy, battled for my company, always presenting me with
gifts and fussing about who got to spend the most time with me.
It was years before I understood how dangerous their love had been, how it swathed me in a false sense of
belonging and set me up for a painful dethroning, the kind all black children in America face when they discover
their country does not love them one eenie meenie bit.
Neither Charlotte, Lucy, nor I knew any of this, so for part of my early life I flourished under the awe of my
white friends. Charlotte and Lucy loved my caramel skin and kinky hair, the characteristics that separated me
from them and from all the other kids in our neighborhood, who were white and pale, with thin, stringy hair.
Years later, when I was an adult and most of my friends were black, we talked of hating white people; I envied
my black friends because their hate was so pure and uncomplicated.
“I hate white people, too,” I would say, before thrusting my fist into the air in a sign of Black Power. But
inside, my heart beat with memories of Lucy and Charlotte, who had loved me unconditionally, in some way even
more than they had loved each other. While my black friends talked about their hatred, I remembered lying in bed
with my skinny legs tangled in the legs of white friends. I recalled evenings when Lucy’s or Charlotte’s mama
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called, “Dinner!” and we all ran to sit at the table together, to build houses with mashed potatoes or hide spinach
in our pockets, or just giggle.
Most of my black friends would never know what it was like to be loved by anyone white. Their hate was
unchallenged and definite. Mine was neither, and yet I couldn’t say I loved white people. What I feel lies
somewhere between love and hate; I constantly vacillate because I still carry Lucy and Charlotte with me.
Prompted by Lucy’s and Charlotte’s adoration, I secretly thanked God daily for my chocolate skin and cotton
candy hair. Being colored, I was a rare treasure, a museum piece walking among white mortals, close enough to
love or admiration for a five-year-old. But when I was an adult and a white man I was sleeping with called me
“exotic” and told me he dreamed of me chasing him through the jungle with my hair wild and a gun in my hand, I
thought how all my life some white people have viewed me as an alluring and bewitching alien. That wasn’t
anything close to love or admiration; I was being used to fulfill someone else’s fantasy.
“If you wash your face, will the color come off?” Charlotte asked me one day.
“No,” I giggled.
“Why are your mother and father so dark?”
Lucy flung her red hair over one shoulder, a signal that she thought she had stumped me. Her tone suggested
her question was an accusation, as if there were something wrong because my skin was chocolate and my parents
were a deep chocolate. But I knew my parents were beautiful. They had incredible smooth, dark skin—flawless,
without one blemish or mark. My mother had long, thick black hair, and my father had narrow, slanted eyes and
high cheekbones.
“My mother said God baked us all in an oven and He let some of us stay in longer because he wanted different
colors,” I said with an air of authority. “It makes the world beautiful.”
Lucy shut up, satisfied, her green eyes returning to their look of worship and awe. Anyway, both Lucy and
Charlotte also knew their mothers yearned to be colored. Didn’t they see them rub suntan lotion on their bodies
and lie in their small backyards until their skin grew ugly and red, and finally, beautiful and dark?
Meanwhile, the girls vied for my company. We lived in a row of attached brick houses, and my family’s house
was in the middle. For all I knew, this was how everyone lived—in houses that all looked alike, on a reservation
of land that had everything anyone needed: stores, movie theaters, a swimming pool, and a school. I would learn
over the next few years just how insulated my military world was. Racial prejudice existed, but it was pushed
underground and when it surfaced it was polite and gentle. No dogs and fire hoses; racist whites just ignored
coloreds or, at their worst, called them “niggers.”
When I came out in the mornings after breakfast each one of my friends was waiting with offerings to lure me
to spend the day. Charlotte, a blond girl who tanned easily, loved to picnic under the sun in her front yard. She
spread out a blanket and arranged her best doll-sized china plates for lunch. Her mother baked cookies, oftentimes
my favorite chocolate chip, and she let us pour our tea from her beautiful black teapot that Charlotte’s father had
brought back from Japan. At Lucy’s, the food was never as good, but the setup was awfully pretty. It was at
Lucy’s that I first used cloth napkins, which fascinated me because I had never thought of a napkin as something
that could be saved and reused. We sat on the front porch and ate leftovers, sometimes warm, buttered, canned
biscuits, most often cold sliced bread with jelly or butter. Lucy’s mom wouldn’t hear of us drinking tea, so it was
either water or, if we were lucky, Kool-Aid.
I tried to spend time with both girls, alternating whom I visited first because I didn’t want to hurt anyone’s
feelings. For some reason it never occurred to us to combine the two meals. Perhaps Lucy and Charlotte enjoyed
the game as much as I did. Anyway, after this daily ritual, they cleaned up while I—the queen—ran inside to
prepare for the afternoon, to pull out my jump rope, jacks, or hula hoop or one of my white doll babies.
I owned two black doll babies—Rita, a large doll who walked awkwardly if you held her hands and rocked her
from side to side while dragging her forward, and Ethel, named after my grandmother, a doll with a cloth body
that smelled. terrible because I accidentally peed on her nightly. All of my other babies were white, which didn’t
matter because I was too young to realize that they couldn’t really be my babies.
That summer Lucy, Charlotte, and I became blood sisters. We figured we had to perform this ritual before we
started first grade because we would be too busy after that.
“If we want to always be together, we got to do it,” said Lucy, who told us how her brother and his friends had
pricked their fingers and since then had been inseparable.
I was convinced before the last word fell from her mouth, but Charlotte, who was desperatdy afraid of seeing
her own blood, had to be persuaded. So Lucy and I pricked our forefingers and pressed them together to show her
that it wouldn’t kill us. Then Charlotte did it. I took a pink ribbon from my hair and tied it around her finger like a
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Band-Aid.
All summer we jumped rope and ran through the lawn sprinklers dressed in our bathing suits. We shook the
skinny trees that lined our street, then ran as the Japanese beetles flew out from the branches. In the evenings we
caught fireflies, ripping the glowing yellow lights from their bodies and sticking them on our earlobes or on our
fingers. I fancied myself as Cleopatra, who I thought was white because all I knew about Africa was what I saw in
Tarzan movies. And Cleopatra’s whiteness did not hinder my becoming her since at the age of six, race seemed
interchangeable to me. I understood race about as much as I did death.
We laughed and played until the days folded one into another and summer, like an old pressed accordion, was
silenced and put away.
*
We went off to first grade and miraculously, Lucy and I ended up in the same class. Whenever we spotted
Charlotte on the playground or standing in line waiting with her class at the water fountain we put up our
forefingers that carried her blood. I loved first grade, particularly story time. When Mrs. Bloomfield, a round,
middle-aged white woman, read to us, I tuned out everything in the world except her voice, which washed over
me and turned me into whatever I wanted to be.
I didn’t just hear her; I felt the stories. I laughed and cried and sometimes turned to find, to my surprise, that
none of the other children had had the same reaction.
Yet it became obvious that Mrs. Bloomfield felt differendy about me. It would be years before I realized that
her actions had racist overtones. She had a colored boy and a colored girl in her class, and while she tolerated the
colored boy, who was slow and shy and arrived in worn hand-me-down clothes, she particularly despised me—the
smart, confident colored girl who arrived impeccably dressed, walked like a queen, and was worshiped by a white
girl named Lucy.
To a little girl who believed that God baked all people in an oven like cookies, Mrs. Bloomfield just seemed to
have spells when she turned cranky and mean. She doled out gold stars to the white students and cleanup jobs to
me. When I wanted to go to the bathroom to pee, she made me hold it until I felt I would explode. When either the
colored boy or I waved a hand to answer a question, she ignored us. Halfway through the year the boy stopped
trying, but I tried harder. Sometimes when Lucy pleaded, “Mrs. Bloomfield, Patrice has her hand up!” she could
not ignore me. Occasionally her behavior made me believe I was bad and deserved such treatment. Adults have
that power over children, the power to make children believe in their own unworthiness. It happens to black
children in an infinite number of ways, particularly at school, and I wonder how many Mrs. Bloomfields there
have been and how many children they continue to damage. What Mrs. Bloomfield did was to undermine my selfesteem, and years later when I was an adult and my mother said, “I always told you you could do anything you
wanted to do,” I stared at her with a face blank of any such recollections. I can remember every painful signal
Mrs. Bloomfield sent me, but I cannot remember one word of my mother’s encouragement.
Even when I was in first grade and couldn’t explain to myself why Mrs. Bloomfield acted the way she did, I
hurt. She was the first person I ever met who did not like me because I was cute and polite or because I always
wore pretty clothes. I had an inkling that something was terribly wrong with the way she treated me, something
bigger than a child my size could understand. Children know when an action by an adult falls outside the realm of
real love. When smiles are false, children absorb the tension as static in the peace in which they normally live.
Mrs. Bloomfield took the only action she must have believed she, a white woman, could use to show that she
disliked having this colored girl in her class: she assigned me to cleanup duty after each playtime. While the other
children flopped down on the floor in a circle at Mrs. Bloomfield’s feet for story time, I hurried to put together
puzzles, place game pieces in their proper boxes, and seal the cans of clay. Then I put everything away neatly on
the shelves, learning early in my assignment that if I put them away hastily, Mrs. Bloomfield would pause in her
reading.
“Patrice, take those boxes off the games shelf and put them back again. Neatly,” she said.
My classmates, upset that some imaginary cat was still stuck up a tree or a genie was stuck inside a lamp,
looked at me with scorn, and I was embarrassed.
By the time I took my place at my teacher’s feet for story time, the first story would be nearly over. I listened
intently to the second one. On the way home on the bus, I always made Lucy tell me the first one. But she wasn’t
a good storyteller; she forgot details and got angry when I asked her questions.
The school year ended and I was thrilled to leave Mrs. Bloomfield.
“She’s a witch,” I told Lucy on the way home.
My friend looked at me as if I had cursed.
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“I like Mrs. Bloomfield. I want another teacher just like her,” Lucy said.
I was stunned. Perplexed. I stared at Lucy but didn’t say a word. Couldn’t my best friend see how our teacher
mistreated me? It was the first time Lucy and I had disagreed on something this important. How could I know that
this was just the first time of many when a white person, even a friend, would look at something and see nothing
of what I saw, particularly when race was concerned.
Of course, in kindergarten, I did not know how to express my bitter disappointment in Lucy; and this inability
to articulate bred a frustration and hopeleness so strong I could nearly taste it. On the bus home, I sat silent, next
to Lucy, and looked out the window and my hatred for Mrs. Bloomfied grew with each tree we passed. I could
feel hatred heating up inside my veins until it boiled into my head. But for now I only saw Mrs. Bloomfield as an
intruder, an adult who somehow had the power to blind my best friend.
*
First grade passed. My mama had another baby while I was in second grade, another sister for me. Her name
was Carol. My maternal grandmother, Grannie Ethel, came from Washington, D.C., to stay with us for a few
weeks and help Mama, just as she had after Shelia was born. Grannie Ethel was a stumpy, round woman with
arms like chicken drumsticks, fat and full near the shoulder blades. She was the only grandmother I knew, since
we seldom visited my father’s parents, who lived in the country, in Badin, North Carolina.
Grannie Ethel and her husband, “Prince Albert” King, whom I called Grampy, lived on the top floor of a fourstory walk-up apartment building that smelled of old Sunday meals and roach spray. When I visited during the
summer we sat on the stoop with the other tenants and watched the Shriners’ parade march right past the building.
My father loved babies, because they depended on him. By the time any of us children was old enough to have
activities engraved in our memories, our father had stopped spending time with us. Grampy was my introduction
to maleness. He chewed Prince Albert tobacco, smelled of Aqua Velva, and wore thin, ribbed white sleeveless
undershirts with armholes that hung nearly to the waist, T-shirts my siblings and I nicknamed “Grampy shirts.”
Grampy is the man I remember lifting me and tossing me into the air, kissing me and calling me “Patty-boo.”
Grannie Ethel worked for a while as a short-order cook in a small restaurant. Whenever we visited Washington
we dropped by and she fixed us snow cones with cherry or grape syrup. Eventually, she worked as a maid for
white people and brought me clothes they had thrown away, articles that seemed beautiful until I was in junior
high; then the clothes turned ugly, looked like white people’s second pickings—and I wouldn’t wear them.
Grannie’s apartment was as elegant as the homes in which she worked. She had fine antique furniture, the kind I
saw in pictures of white people’s houses. She took me with her to the Senators baseball games and to wrestling
matches, where my normally quiet grandmother pumped her fist in the air and yelled until she was hoarse.
*
Second grade ended, and we were in the middle of another summer. Charlotte, Lucy, and I sat on my front
porch one day, watching a moving van pull up to a house a few doors away. We were used to people moving into
our neighborhood. It was a fact of life that our dads could get transferred to another base at any time. We liked to
watch men unload the moving trucks, eyeing the contents for signs of children, for scooters and bikes, twin beds
and boxes marked “Toys.”
This time a car drove up behind the truck and a colored family stepped out.
“Wow, look at her,” I said, pointing to a girl who looked to be our age. She had extremely short hair that was
sticking up all over her head. Her skin was darker than that of my parents.
“She’s ugly,” Charlotte said, reaching back to finger the tip of her blond ponytail.
“Sure is,” I agreed.
That night my mama went over to welcome the family. My parents knew them from another base where they
had all lived before I was born.
“The little girl’s name is Mary Ann. I want you to go over and play with her tomorrow,” Mama said.
I shook my head “no” and pouted.
“Don’t tell me that. I’ll pop those lips of yours inside your mouth.”
I smiled. My mother said the silliest things, but I knew she was serious. I went to bed wondering how I could
follow my mother’s instructions and visit that new girl’s house without Lucy and Charlotte seeing me. The three
of us had agreed we didn’t want to play with her because she was too different from us and too ugly. But after
breakfast the next day, Mama made me sit on her bed until she was dressed. Then she took my hand and said,
“We’re going to visit the Smiths.”
The girl stood just inside the front screen door. She had on a cute pink shorts set with white polka dots on it,
but her hair was in little teeny braids and one of them, with a barrette on it, stood straight up in the air in the
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center of the top of her head.
“Hi.”
She spoke to me without taking her thumb out of her mouth. I didn’t say a word.
“Didn’t you hear Mary Ann speak to you?”
Mama jerked my arm.
“You two go play. I’m going to help Shirley unpack.”
I stood where Mama left me, but I didn’t speak. I was embarrassed by this girl who did not have what white
people loved: light, near-white skin, long hair, or good speech. And though I didn’t fully realize it yet, I loved
what white people loved.
“We useta live in Georcha,” the girl said.
Mama had already told me the new girl spoke with a southern accent.
“You shoulda stayed in Georgia,” I said.
Mary Ann ran up the stairs to our parents and I heard her crying. Mama yelled to me,
“Patrice Jean, you want your tail whipped? You play right with Mary Ann! Take her out to meet Lucy and
Charlotte!”
I started crying, so Mama came down.
“Now what’s wrong with you?” she asked.
I didn’t know exactly what was wrong, but I knew I couldn’t take that new girl out with me.
“She sucks her dumb thumb,” I said.
“Both of you, out on the porch!”
Mama opened the door and Mary Ann and I stepped outside. Mary Ann sat on the porch, and I sat on the
bottom step, peering around to see if my friends were close by. She sucked her thumb and drew on the concrete
with a piece of charcoal. I got up and picked honeysuckles off the bush next to the porch.
Lucy and Charlotte walked by on the sidewalk at the edge of the yard. They stopped and stared at me with
squinted eyes.
“Can you come out here and play?” Charlotte said. Mary Ann shook her head “yes.”
“Not you.” Lucy spat out the words.
“I have to ask my mama,” I said.
“You got to play with her?” asked Lucy.
I shook my head “yes.” Lucy and Charlotte shot me a look of sympathy. I ran in to talk to Mama, and when I
came back and told them Mama wouldn’t let me go off the porch without Mary Ann, they ran off toward the
creek. I turned to Mary Ann.
“See what you did?”
*
There were days that summer when I was forced to talk to Mary Ann because our mothers went shopping
together and took us and my baby sister, Shelia, with them. (My parents didn’t own a car, so whenever we went
anywhere it was with other people.) My mama and I never visited the Smiths’ house except before shopping trips.
Although Mama didn’t say it, I imagined it was because the Smiths’ house wasn’t as clean as ours. Sometimes the
kitchen sink was full of dirty dishes and clothes were draped across the living room furniture.
On each excursion with Mary Ann and her mother, I started out as a reluctant playmate; then after an hour or
so of sitting in the car with Mary Ann or walking together as we trailed behind our mothers, I was ready to talk.
Mary Ann whined a lot and stared at the ground when she talked, which irritated me. But she shot marbles like a
boy, snapping her finger hard and sending the glass balls spinning in place or zooming across the floor—
whichever way she called it. Nothing scared her either. No bug was too large for her to pick up with her bare
hands, no person too crazy-looking for her to approach.
But she always looked a mess. Sometimes her hair was all over her head and my mama combed and plaited it
in the car.
“Shirley, you’ve got to do better,” I heard Mama say often in the same preachy tone she used with me. Once in
a while she even raised her voice at Shirley, which surprised me, because my mama never raised her voice at
anyone, even when I thought she should, like when the store clerk ignored her, obviously because she was
colored.
At those times, Shirley usually would reach into her pocketbook, light a cigarette, and sit for a moment, staring
at a place that must have been empty, because it left her face a blank. I didn’t like Shirley Smith, but her hair,
jewelry, and makeup reminded me of Betty Boop, who I wanted to be when I grew up; that was until Mama told
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me Betty Boop was a cartoon character and not a real person I could be.
Shirley Smith wore more makeup than my mama, bright red lipstick and rouge on her high cheekbones. She
liked large, sparkling jewelry and tight clothes. Men noticed her, and I noticed that; even at eight years old, I
knew their attention was very important, transforming Shirley Smith into a beautiful, special creature. That was
the kind of adoration I wanted when I became a woman. I wanted to please men and make them smile, and they,
in turn, would make me feel good about myself.
I figured Mrs. Smith needed attention because Mr. Smith was always working. When I saw them together, they
were so different: he was stiff and stern and scared me, while she was funny and sad at the same time, but never
scary.
Mary Ann liked my mama and started calling her “Aunt Eleanor,” even though I told her each time,
“She’s not your aunt.”
I still didn’t play with Mary Ann when I was around Lucy and Charlotte.
*
Third grade started and I prayed to God to keep Mary Ann out of my class. He answered me, and she wound
up being the only colored child in Lucy’s class.
“She stinks sometimes,” said Lucy. “And her hair is so-o-o-o funny.”
We were talking about Mary Ann one afternoon sitting on the edge of the bank of the creek with our feet
dangling. We always went to the woods to discuss secrets or problems or anything that confused us.
“My mother said Mary Ann and her parents are niggers,” Lucy announced.
“What is a nigger?” asked Charlotte.
I shrugged.
“I don’t know,” I said.
None of us knew the definition of the word, but we knew enough to feel it wasn’t a good word. Just saying it
sent a vibration through us, like the ripples from the rocks we skipped across the creek. That night, as Mama ran
my bathwater, I asked her,
“What is a nigger?” She raised her eyebrows.
“Where did you hear that word?”
“I heard some kids say it.”
“A nigger is someone with a dirty mind,” Mama said.
That made sense, thought my eight-year-old self. Mary Ann’s parents were probably dirty because their house
was dirty sometimes and Mary Ann didn’t always bathe. When I saw Lucy and Charlotte I repeated the definition
to them, adding descriptions of the Smiths’ house at its worst.
“Your mama was right, Lucy,” I said. “Mary Ann and her parents are niggers.”
That was the last time any of us actually said the word nigger. By winter, I had an inkling something else was
wrong with Mary Ann’s family, something beyond dirty minds, but I wasn’t sure what. I overheard my parents
whispering about Shirley drinking too much, about arguments and fights and about “that poor chile, Mary Ann.”
Mama and I went to the Smiths’ house one Saturday morning and knocked and called out for a long time
before Shirley opened the door just a little.
“What’s the matter with your face?” Mama asked.
I peeped and saw Shirley’s left eye was black-and-blue and swollen shut. One side of her mouth was swollen,
too. Mary Ann, her nose snotty and her hair all over her head, was hugging her mother’s legs.
“You and Mary Ann go play,” Mama said, and this time, without hesitating, I took Mary Ann by the hand and
led her upstairs to her room. I had to pull her, and she only went after her mother said,
“Go on. I’ll be okay.”
I knew when I saw Mrs. Smith’s puffy face that her husband had beaten her. I had picked up clues from
conversations between my parents about the Smiths. Although my parents sometimes argued, my father was never
violent and I couldn’t imagine him hitting my mother. Mr. Smith was a different kind of man, I figured, and I was
even more afraid of him, because he had to be crazy to hurt someone he was supposed to love.
At that moment I felt sorry for Mary Ann because something was terribly wrong in her family and I could see
that she loved her mother just as much as I loved mine. We were both kids who had no real power to change
anything, living in a world run by adults who, as I had learned from Mrs. Bloomfield, could greatly disappoint
you. I figured Mary Ann probably wished for a clean house, long hair, a mother who didn’t drink, and a father
who didn’t beat her mother.
That night Mary Ann and her mother stayed at our house and Mary Ann slept in my bed. I let her play with all
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of my toys, even the ones I thought were too good for company to handle. I even gave her my favorite cat’s-eye
marble.
“Maybe you can play with me and Lucy and Charlotte one day,” I said, knowing I had to discuss it with my
other playmates first.
But that gave Mary Ann enough hope to make her smile the longest she had smiled that day. We went to sleep
holding hands. I peed in the bed that night, and I woke up that morning to discover that Mary Ann had peed, too.
We laughed and changed the sheets. I didn’t have to tell her to keep it a secret, and she didn’t have to tell me.
*
Mary Ann and her mama went home, and I went outside to play with Lucy and Charlotte. I didn’t see Mary
Ann anymore that day, not even sitting on her porch or playing in her yard like she usually did. That night I woke
up because someone was banging on the door. I heard Mama and Daddy get up. Then Mama screaming to Daddy:
“Bill! My God! My God!”
I jumped out of bed and ran downstairs. I ran past Daddy, who was on the telephone, and stopped at the door
where Mama was on her knees. She was holding Mrs. Smith.
“He shot me. He shot me,” Mary Ann’s mama kept saying.
“Get back in here!” Daddy yelled to me, and I backed up and stood a few feet behind Mama.
“You’re gonna be all right, Shirley. You’ll be all right. Just lie quiet,” Mama said over and over.
“Where’s Mary Ann, Mama?”
“Just get in here,” my father said.
My baby sister woke up and started crying, and Daddy ran upstairs and came back carrymg her just as an
ambulance and the military police arrived. They picked up Mrs. Smith and carried her away on a stretcher. The
red light flashed around the room, and I started crying.
“Go upstairs to your bed,” Daddy said.
I walked up the stairs but stopped at the top and sat down, too scared to go up there alone.
Later that morning Mama told me Mary Ann’s father had taken her away and that the police were looking for
them because Mr. Smith had shot his wife. On our porch was a large bloodstain. Lucy and Charlotte stayed near it
all day, staring at it and imagining what it felt like to bleed that much. Before the day was over my father tried to
wash the stain away with the hose and scrubbed at it, but it just faded a little. I think Daddy was embarrassed by
that stain, because I heard him call the shooting “a shame” and he told Mama,
“I hope they catch him.”
A week later Mama told me Mrs. Smith was out of the hospital. But she never came home and I never saw her
or Mary Ann again.
“The niggers are gone,” Lucy said after a moving van drove off with furniture and a box marked “Toys” that
they carried out of Mary Ann’s house.
“Don’t say that,” I insisted.
*
A part of my heart hurt in a way it had never hurt before. There was something profoundly wrong with the way
I had treated Mary Ann, something that was different than when I had an argument with Lucy or Charlotte and we
called each other names and didn’t speak for an hour or so. I didn’t know the answers, but I knew the questions:
Why had I rejected Mary Ann for Lucy and Charlotte? Why did I call Mary Ann a nigger? Was I supposed to look
out for her? If I was, why?
For years afterward I was haunted by this memory of turning my back on someone my own color. When I grew
old enough to realize what had happened and that the world considered me a nigger, too, I wanted to find Mary
Ann and plead for forgiveness. Later when I was a young woman screaming, “Black Power!” I imagined my
companions could look at me and know what I had done so shamefully to Mary Ann and see that I was really a
traitor.
I was a kid, but I was a black kid. Because of my skin my life already had a complexity to it that Lucy’s and
Charlotte’s would never have. My relationship with Mary Ann added to the pool of experience from which I
would draw to answer lifelong questions about race and its meaning.
It was years before I forgave myself for hating Mary Ann.
*
It was well after Mary Ann left, in 1959, when someone first called me a nigger.
On the news each evening, pictures flashed of young Negroes trying to get served at segregated lunch counters
while crowds of angry whites taunted and jeered and even threw things at them. Those images seemed to rile
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some people, so that the hatred, normally asleep inside them, awakened and they acted on it, according to their
beliefs.
It was the middle of fourth grade when a new student, a freckle-faced white boy, joined our class. He was in
my reading group, and when the group gathered at a table, the new boy, whose name was Tommy, said,
“I’m not sitting next to the nigger.”
I turned to see whom he was talking about and saw that he was sitting next to me. I looked at my teacher, Mrs.
Hardwick, for clarification, because I didn’t consider myself a nigger at all.
“We’re not going to use that word in here. It’s not a nice word,” she said.
Tommy insisted.
“My daddy said I don’t have to sit next to a nigger.”
Mrs. Hardwick took Tommy into the hall to talk and when they returned after a few minutes Tommy was quiet.
Still, occasionally during the year, he blurted out the word nigger.
“One day Patrice’s name will be in lights. She’s going to be a star,” Mrs. Hardwick told Tommy once.
Her comment filled me with such strong pride that I felt it was almost worth being called a nigger to hear a
teacher talk about me that way. It was the first time I was conscious of the fact that what white people said about
me would carry so much weight.
*
At home, my parents bought me a piano and I started taking lessons. I joined a Brownie troop with Lucy and
Charlotte and loved to sport my brown uniform, with all its badges and pins, and matching socks. At meetings we
learned to cook. I discovered I could draw and paint. We went to a weekend camp on a river, where we canoed
and slept in cabins. If I peed in bed, it was on a single cot where I slept alone and could hide my mishap. I was the
only colored child again but I was used to it and it didn’t seem to matter to any of the girls.
My father spent evenings in his lounge chair watching television. On Saturday he played golf for hours on the
base golf course, where I took lessons for a short while, not because I liked the game but because I wanted to
please my father. When the golf instructor required students to walk to the course for exercise, my mother
withdrew me, insisting it was too long a distance for me, the only girl in the class, to travel alone in the company
of boys.
Now and then, my father brought home a little animal he found on the course, once a stray dog, another time a
stray duck that we kept in the bathtub until reality struck my father and he carried the duck back to its natural
home. He also brought home trophies engraved with the name of the golf tournaments he had won. Mama kept up
the family album, which included newspaper articles on his wins with pictures of him holding his latest trophy.
He was usually the only colored person in the picture, though I recall at least twice seeing his good friend Mr.
Boone standing there with a trophy, too.
I never stopped to consider that this meant very few colored people played golf. Even when I was older, I
seldom pondered what it must have been like for my father—out there alone, a pioneer of sorts. This was just one
of his many accomplishments I never acknowledged or learned from.
He was not the kind of father I wanted him to be: he was not an emotionally sensitive man, one who would
notice that his oldest daughter yearned for his approval, or some sign of love. If Mama fixed my hair in a new
style that made me think I was beautiful, I ran, excited, to show Daddy. But he always seemed preoccupied, not
even looking in my direction, saying, “Uh-huh”—and nothing more.
As I grew into an awkward, confused preteen, he added to my insecurity by not returning my good-night
kisses: I kissed him on his forehead and he grumbled, “Good night,” his eyes still on the television.
*
One afternoon, the Brownie troop was riding with my scout leader in her station wagon. As we passed the golf
course, my leader said to another woman,
“My God, there’s a nigger out there.”
“He must be a caddie,” the other leader said.
“No, I think he’s playing golf. He—”
She stopped abruptly, as both of them remembered that I was in the car.
Looking out the window, I saw my father. For some reason, I felt embarrassed for the women and sorry I was
in the car to hear them. I sat back in my seat, silent.
Such moments came more frequently for me now, and resonated in me more deeply. My understanding of what
the world thought of me was expanding. On television, I had seen angry white people shout their hatred at the
colored teenagers trying to enter Central High School in Little Rock. I stared at the National Guard soldiers who
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did nothing. At age ten, I was truly baffled. How could anyone dislike a kid just because of her color? It seemed
so absurd that I couldn’t even get angry. I still had no idea yet that racism was widespread, that it even existed
outside of a place I heard of called “the South,” a place I figured was far away from my home in Quantico,
Virginia.
*
Near the end of fourth grade, shortly after we came home from school one day, Charlotte ran over to my house
crying.
“We’re moving! We’re moving!”
She cried so hard her body trembled. My mama ran to see what was wrong, and by the time she reached us I
was wailing, too. She made us sit down and calm ourselves, but ten minutes later we were in Lucy’s bedroom,
where we cried until our stomachs hurt. We were inseparable over the next three weeks, until the day came when
the movers emptied Charlotte’s house and she and her family climbed into their car.
Lucy and I waved and cried until our noses were runny. Charlotte sat in the back seat weeping on her big
brother’s shoulder and refused to look at us. She had given us her new address and we vowed to write forever and
later, when we were older, to visit each other.
I wrote for a little over a year, even after my family had also moved. But eventually there came a day when,
even through letters, Charlotte and I could tell we were no longer alike. We wrote less often until one day I
couldn’t find Charlotte’s address, and then—I couldn’t remember what state she lived in.
*
Lucy and I spent that summer thumbing through Seventeen magazine, which showed us all the clothes we
wished we could buy to turn our ten-year-old bodies into those of grand teenage creatures. Before summer ended,
our parents, in an attempt to keep us busy and away from boredom, chaperoned neighborhood preteen dances we
called “canteen” on Saturday evenings at the recreation center. We girls donned our favorite skirts and blouses and
lined up on one side of the room waiting to be chosen by a boy to dance.
Up until this time Lucy and I had never needed an invitation to jump out on the dance floor. We had danced
with each other, and when Charlotte had been with us the three of us would form a small circle and dance without
regard to who might be watching or whether or not some boy wanted to ask one of us to step out onto the floor.
This concept of dancing only with boys was new. I, for one, didn’t like it at all. Another thing: I had never
noticed before, but all the boys my age were white—would anyone of them ask me to dance?
The pressure was definitely on. Somehow the message had been transferred to us young girls that it was an
honor to be picked by a boy. That we had to stand there and wait—and hope.
When Stagger Lee came on, Lucy and I were content to pat our feet and move our hips a little in place on the
floor. But then came Smoke Gets in Your Eyes and we stood still, hoping.
The Platters sang, “They-ey asked me how I kneeew, my true love was truuuu-uuu-uu-uuuuue,” and a
redheaded, freckle-faced boy walked up to Lucy and held out his hand.
I nearly fainted.
The next minute, I looked up to see Lucy with her head on the boy’s chest and his hands on her back. When the
Platters crooned the next verse, only a fat girl with pocked skin and I were left unasked.
I felt small. I wanted to feel a boy’s arms around me. I wanted that same giggly feeling—only more of it—that
I got when I spotted some cute guy at school looking at me. If I wasn’t chosen because I was colored, that wasn’t
fair. The other girl was ugly and being ugly was a good reason, I concluded.
And yet I still wasn’t convinced that it was my color that kept a boy from asking me for a dance. That seemed
too stupid to be true.
Each note of the song made my heart beat faster. Then it was over. Lucy walked back to her place next to me,
smiling.
“His name is Jimmy,” she whispered.
“That’s nice,” I said.
She gave me her quizzical look, but before we could say another word, Mack the Knife was playing and
everybody was moving. Several of us girls found ourselves in a circle, bouncing to the music and laughing. This
was so much more fun than waiting for boys, I thought.
But I was the only one who thought that.
Most of the girls waited for boys even for the fast songs. Throughout the night Lucy danced on fast and slow
songs not only with Jimmy, but with several other boys.
By the end of the night, I had a headache that stemmed from knowing I was the only girl in the room who had
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not been asked at least once to dance. Even the fat girl with pimples went out on the floor twice. I considered
crying, but I was too angry for that.
“These white kids won’t see me cry,” I swore under my breath.
But it hurt. I had been rejected not just by boys, but by white boys, and that meant they were assuming
something about me because of my color. I wasn’t fat or ugly. I was cute, smart and funny and very neat, clean
and well dressed, all of which should have added up to lots of dance partners.
I had not factored in color.
I walked home with Lucy, who was giggling and talking about the boys she had danced with or about what soand-so had on or some new song she heard. We were halfway home before she noticed I wasn’t talking.
“What’s wrong with you?”
I was enraged. Mad that she had had a good time. Mad that she didn’t notice that I hadn’t.
“No one asked me to dance,” I said.
“No one?”
“You didn’t notice.” I stopped walking.
“I thought you didn’t want to dance.”
“Didn’t want to!”
I shoved Lucy with both my hands. She stumbled backward, blinked, then looked at me with wide, scared
eyes. Then she just turned and walked away. I watched her.
“You’re no kind of friend, Lucy!” I shouted, tears streaming down my cheeks.
I walked slowly home, keeping my distance behind her.
I had shocked myself with my anger, with the fact that I was willing to hurt Lucy because of it. But I was so
angry at her for not noticing and even angrier because she didn’t think I wanted just what she wanted: to have fun,
to be thought of as worthy and beautiful enough to be chosen as a dance partner by a boy.
*
The next day Lucy and I were best friends again. We rode our bikes, looked at magazines, and talked on the
phone when we were apart. But by Thursday Lucy was talking about what she was going to wear to the canteen
coming up Saturday.
“I’m not going,” I said.
“Come on, Pat. Go,” she pleaded.
“I’m not going.”
By Friday we were arguing.
“Suit yourself!” she shouted over the phone, and I hung up.
Saturday night I sat on my porch staring up at the stars, searching for constellations and confessing to myself
that I really hated Lucy.
“She’s not my friend. She doesn’t care about me,” I said.
I conjured up the memory of Mrs. Bloomfield and how Lucy had loved her. I thought about Mary Ann and the
word nigger. Being colored was a horrible curse, a burden too large for a little girl.
Why would God put anyone, but particularly children, through this? I cocked my head and thought I heard the
music from the canteen. I could taste the tears pouring out of my eyes.
*
Before the summer ended Lucy and I were no longer best friends.
Neither of us could point to the exact day our friendship changed. We certainly didn’t discuss it. But she
started spending time with two of the girls she met at the canteen, and when I told her I was never going back, she
dismissed me as “stupid.”
*
Shortly after fifth grade started, my father came home with orders for us to move to Beaufort, South Carolina.
Lucy and I cried together, not the gut-wrenching sobbing we had done when Charlotte left, but tears rolled down
our cheeks and we pressed together the fingers we had pricked to become blood sisters.
We vowed to write each other, to keep in contact for the rest of our lives. But I think we cried, too, because a
part of us knew that we had already reached the age of separation, the time when America would no longer allow
us to pretend we were alike.
A time to see that our country had come up with a countless number of ways to prevent us from being friends.
A time to see if we were up to the challenge of hurdling the wall built to separate us.
We were so young. Only children. Not strong enough to make it over without adults to help lift us. As a grown
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woman I would have another best friend who was white, and we have our hurdles, too. Being older and wiser, we
are able to climb over them. And I think knowing Charlotte and Lucy somehow made me want to try.
Yet to this day, I have never received a letter from Charlotte.
And I have never written one to her. …
*WASHINGTON*
149.85 The White Man Will Never Be Alone\fn{by Si’hai, Chief of the Suquamish and Duwamish (c.1780-1866)} on or
near Blake Island, Kitsap County, Washington, U.S.A.(M) 2
Yonder sky that has wept tears of compassion upon my people for centuries untold, and which to us appears
changeless and eternal, may change. Today is fair. Tomorrow it may be overcast with clouds. My words are like
the stars that never change. Whatever Seattle says the Great Chief at Washington can rely upon with as much
certainty as he can upon the return of the sun or the seasons.
The White Chief\fn{Governor Stevens of Washington Territory} says that Great Chief at Washington sends us
greetings of friendship and good-will. This is kind of him for we know he has little need of our friendship in
return. His people are many. They are like the grass that covers vast prairies. My people are few. They resemble
the scattering trees of a storm-swept plain.
The great—and I presume—good White Chief sends us word that he wishes to buy our lands but is willing to
allow us enough to live comfortably. This indeed appears just, even generous, for the Red Man no longer has
rights that he need respect, and the offer may be wise also, as we are no longer in need of an extensive country.
There was a time when our people covered the land as the waves of a wind-ruffled sea cover its shell-paved
floor, but that time long since passed away with the greatness of tribes that are now but a mournful memory. I will
not dwell on, nor mourn over, our untimely decay, nor reproach my paleface brothers with hastening it as we too
may have been somewhat to blame.
Youth is impulsive. When our young men grow angry at some real or imaginary wrong, and disfigure their
faces with black paint, it denotes that their hearts are black, and that they are often cruel and relentless, and our
old men and old women are unable to restrain them.
Thus it has ever been. Thus it was when the white man first began to push our forefathers westward. But let us
hope that the hostilities between us may never return. We would have everything to lose and nothing to gain.
Revenge by young men is considered gain, even at the cost of their own lives, but old men who stay at home in
times of war, and mothers who have sons to lose, know better.
Our good father at Washington—for I presume he is now our father as well as yours, since King George has
moved his boundaries further north—our great and good father, I say, sends us word that if we do as he desires he
will protect us. His brave warriors will be to us a bristling wall of strength, and his wonderful ships of war will fill
our harbors so that our ancient enemies far to the northward—the Hydas and Tsimpsians—will cease to frighten
our women, children and old men. Then in reality will he be our father and we his children.
But can that ever be? Your God is not our God! Your God loves your people and hates mine. He folds his
strong protecting arms lovingly about the paleface and leads him by the hand as a father leads his infant son—but
He has forsaken His red children—if they really are His. Our God, the Great Spirit, seems also to have forsaken
us. Your God makes your people wax strong every day. Soon they will fill all the land. Our people are ebbing
away like a rapidly receding tide that will never return.
The white man’s God cannot love our people or He would protect them. They seem to be orphans who can
look nowhere for help. How then can we be brothers? How can your God become our God and renew our
prosperity and awaken in us dreams of returning greatness? If we have a common heavenly father He must be
partial—for He came to His paleface children.
We never saw Him. He gave you laws but had no word for his red children whose teeming multitudes once
filled this vast continent as stars fill the firmament. No; we are two distinct races with separate origins and
separate destinies. There is little in common between us.
To us the ashes of our ancestors are sacred and their resting place is hallowed ground. You wander far from the
graves of your ancestors and seemingly without regret. Your religion was written upon tables of stone by the iron
finger of your God so that you could not forget. The Red Man could never comprehend nor remember it. Our
religion is the traditions of our ancestors—the dreams of our old men, given them in the solemn hours of night by
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the Great Spirit; and the visions of our sachems, and is written in the hearts of our people.
Your dead cease to love you and the land of their nativity as soon as they pass the portals of the tomb and
wander way beyond the stars. They are soon forgotten and never return. Our dead never forget the beautiful world
that gave them being. They still love its verdant valleys, its murmuring rivers, its magnificent mountains,
sequestered vales and verdant lined lakes and bays, and ever yearn in tender, fond affection over the lonely
hearted living, and often return from the Happy Hunting Ground to visit, guide, console and comfort them.
Day and night cannot dwell together. The Red Man has ever fled the approach of the White Man, as the
morning mist flees before the morning sun.
However, your proposition seems fair and I think that my people will accept it and will retire to the reservation
you offer them. Then we will dwell in peace, for the words of the Great White Chief seem to be the words of
nature speaking to my people out of dense darkness.
It matters little where we pass the remnant of our days. They will not be many. The Indians’ night promises to
be dark. Not a single star of hope hovers above his horizon. Sad-voiced winds moan in the distance. Grim fate
seems to be on the Red Man’s trail, and wherever he goes he will hear the approaching footsteps of his fell
destroyer and prepare stolidly to meet his doom, as does the wounded doe that hears the approaching footsteps of
the hunter.
A few more moons. A few more winters—and not one of the descendants of the mighty hosts that once moved
over this broad land or lived in happy homes, protected by the Great Spirit, will remain to mourn over the graves
of a people once more powerful and hopeful than yours.
But why should I mourn at the untimely fate of my people? Tribe follows tribe, and nation follows nation, like
the waves of the sea. It is the order of nature; and regret is useless. Your time of decay may be distant, but it will
surely come, for even the White Man whose God walked and talked with him as friend with friend, cannot be
exempt from the common destiny. We may be brothers after all. We will see.
We will ponder your proposition and when we decide we will let you know. But should we accept it, I here and
now make this condition that we will not be denied the privilege without molestation of visiting at any time the
tombs of our ancestors, friends and children. Every part of this soil is sacred in the estimation of my people. Every
hillside, every valley, every plain and grove, has been hallowed by some sad or happy event in days long
vanished. Even the rocks, which seem to be dumb and dead as they swelter in the sun along the silent shore, thrill
with memories of stirring events connected with the lives of my people, and the very dust upon which you now
stand responds more lovingly to their footsteps than to yours, because it is rich with the blood of our ancestors and
our bare feet are conscious of the sympathetic touch.
Our departed braves, fond mothers, glad, happy-hearted maidens, and even our little children who lived here
and rejoiced here for a brief season, will love these somber solitudes and at eventide they greet shadowy returning
spirits. And when the last Red Man shall have perished, and the memory of my tribe shall have become a myth
among the White Men, these shores will swarm with the invisible dead of my tribe, and when your children’s
children think themselves alone in the field, the store, the shop, upon the highway, or in the silence of the pathless
woods, they will not be alone.
In all the earth there is no place dedicated to solitude. At night when the streets of your cities and villages are
silent and you think them deserted, they will throng with the returning hosts that once filled them and still love
this beautiful land. The White Man will never be alone.
Let him be just and deal kindly with my people, for the dead are not powerless.
Dead, did I say? There is no death, only a change of worlds.
1819
149.85 A Yakima Creation Account\fn{by Coteeakun, son of Chief Kamiakin (before 1884/85- )} central Washington,
U.S.A. (M) 1
In the beginning of the world, all was water. Wheememeowah, the Great Chief Above, lived in the sky, above
the water, all alone.
When he decided to make the world, he went down to the shallow places and began to throw up great handfuls
of mud. Thus he made the land.
He piled some of the mud up so high that it froze hard and made the mountains. The rain, when it came, was
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turned into ice and snow on top of the high mountains. Some of the mud was made hard, into rocks. Since that
time the rocks have not changed, except that they have become harder.
We did not know all this by ourselves; we were told it by our fathers and grandfathers, who learned it from
their fathers and grandfathers. We were told that the Great Chief Above made many mountains. He made
everything just as our fathers told us. When we are hunting for game or berries in the mountains, we can see that
what they said is true.
The Great Chief Above made trees grow on the earth, and also roots and berries. He made a man out of a ball
of mud and told him what he should do. He should get fish from the waters, and deer and other game in the
forests.
When the man became lonely the Great Chief Above made a woman, to be a companion to him, and told her
what she should do. He taught her how to dress skins, and how to make baskets out of bark and roots which he
showed her how to find. He taught her which berries to gather for food and how to pick them and dry them. He
showed her how to cook the salmon and the game which the man brought.
One time when she was asleep, she had a dream. In her dream she wondered what more she could do to please
the man. She prayed to the Great Chief Above for help.
He answered her prayer by blowing his breath on her and giving her something which she could not see or
hear, smell or touch. This invisible something was preserved in a basket. Through it, the first woman taught her
daughters and granddaughters the designs and skills which had been taught her.
But in spite of all the things the Great Chief Above did for them, the new people quarreled. They quarreled so
much that Mother Earth was angry. In her anger, she shook the mountains so hard that those hanging over the
narrow part of Big River fell down. The rocks, falling into the water, dammed the stream and also made the rapids
and waterfalls there. Many people and animals were killed and buried under the rocks and mountains.
Some day the Great Chief Above will overturn those mountains and rocks. Then the spirits that once lived in
the bones buried there will go back into them.
Now, those spirits live in the tops of the mountains, watching their children on the earth and waiting for the
great change which is to come. The voices of these spirits can be heard in the mountains at all times. Mourners
who wail for their dead hear spirit voices reply to them, and thus they know that their lost ones are always near.
No one knows when the Great Chief Above will overturn the mountains. But we do know this: the spirits will
return only to the bones of people who in life kept the beliefs of their grandfathers. Only their bones will be
preserved under the mountains.
171.112 Excerpt from The Singing Creek Where The Willows Grow\fn{by Opal Irene Whiteley (1897-1992)} Colton,
Whitman County, Washington, U.S.A. (F) 33
Today the folks are gone away from the house we do live in. They are gone a little way away, to the ranch
house where the grandpa does live. I sit on our steps, and I do print. I like it, this house we do live in, being at the
edge of the near woods. So many little people do live in the near woods. I do have conversations with them. I
found the near woods first day I did go explores. That was the next day after we were come here.\fn{ This would
have been in 1903, when Opal Whiteley was six years old, and the family had just moved to Walden, near Cottage Grove, Oregon; for this
portion of the diary, which is its beginning, is recorded late in its author’s sixth year, and finishes at some time in her seventh. It is divided
into 38 chapters, of which I have reproduced the first 17. Unless otherwise indicated, all the notes were written by her, or by Benjamin
Hoff, the 1986 editor of her diary, and composer of its introduction:H}
All the way from the other logging camp in the beautiful mountains,\fn{ At Colton:H} we came in a wagon. Two

horses were in front of us—they walked in front of us all the way. When first we were come, we did live with
some other people, in the ranch house that wasn’t all builded yet. After that, we lived in a tent. And often when it
did rain, many raindrops came right through the tent—they did fall in patters on the stove, and on the floor, and on
the table. Too, they did make the quilts on the beds some damp; but that didn’t matter much, because they soon
got dried, hanging around the stove. By-and-by, we were come from the tent to this lumber shanty. It has got a
divide in it. One room we do have sleeps in. In the other room, we do have breakfast and supper.
Back of the house are some nice wood-rats. The most lovely of them all is Thomas Chatterton Jupiter
Zeus.\fn{A most dear velvety wood-rat} By the wood-shed is a brook. It goes singing on. Its joy-song does sing in my
heart. Under the house live some mice. I give them bread-scraps to eat. Under the steps lives a toad. He and I, we
are friends. I have named him—I call him Lucian Horace Ovid Virgil.\fn{ Opal will have learned these names from her
teacher at Walden’s one-room schoolhouse when the latter would read to her second-year class from Greek mythology as part of the
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pedagogy of the day in learning how to write; and also from the omnivorous reading in which she habitually engaged (one of the books
being Macaulay’s Lays of Ancient Rome:H}

Between the ranch house and the house we live in is the singing creek where the willows grow. We have
conversations. And there I do dabble my toes beside the willows. I feel the feels of gladness they do feel.
And often it is I go from the willows to the meeting of the road. That is just in front of the ranch house. There
the road does have divides. It goes three ways. One way, the road does go to the house of Sadie McKibben.\fn{ A
comforter in time of trouble} It doesn’t stop when it gets to her house, but mostly I do. The road just goes on to the
mill town, a little way away. In its going, it goes over a hill. Sometimes, the times Sadie McKibben isn’t at home,
I do go with Brave Horatius\fn{The shepherd dog} to the top of the hill. We look looks down upon the mill town.
Then we do face about, and come again home. Always we make stops at the house of Sadie McKibben. Her
house, it is close to the mill by the far woods. That mill makes a lot of noise. It can do two things at once: it makes
the noises, and also it does saw the logs into boards. About the mill do live some people, mostly men-folks. There
does live the good man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice.
Another way, the road does go the way I go when I go to the schoolhouse where I go to school. When it is
come there, it does go right on—on to the house of the girl who has no seeing. When it gets to her house, it does
make a bend, and it does go its way to the blue hills. As it goes, its way is near unto the way of the riviere [river]
that sings as it comes from the blue hills. There are singing brooks that come, going to the riviere. These brooks,
they and I, we are friends. I call them Orne and Loing and Yonne and Rille and Essonne.
Near unto the road, long ways between the brooks, are ranch houses. I have not knowing of the people that do
dwell in them; but I do know some of their cows and horses and pigs. They are friendly folk. Around the ranch
houses are fields. Woods used to grow, where now grows grain. When the mowers cut down the grain, they also
do cut down the cornflowers that grow in the fields. I follow along after, and I do pick them up. Of some of them,
I make a guirlande [garland]. When the guirlande is made, I do put it around the neck of William Shakspeare.\fn
{An old gray horse with an understanding soul } He does have appreciations. As we go walking down the lane, I do talk
with him about the one he is named for, and he does have understanding. He is such a beautiful gray horse, and
his ways are ways of gentleness. Too, he does have likings, like the likings I have, for the hills that are beyond the
fields—for the hills where are trails and tall fir trees, like the wonderful ones that do grow by the road.
So go two of the roads. The other road does lead to the upper logging camps. It goes only a little way from the
ranch house, and it comes to a riviere. Long time ago, this road did have a longing to go across the riviere. Some
wise people did have understandings, and they did build it a bridge to go across on. It went across the bridge, and
it goes on and on between the hills—the hills where dwell the talking fir trees.\fn{ She made friends in the forst wherever
she went. Children were fascinated by Opal; they gathered around her, and followed her as she walked. One of them recaled that “the birds
and butterflies came to her, and sat on her hand.” Her father claimed that she could tame any creature in the woods:H }

By its side goes the railroad track. Its appears are not so nice as are the appears of the road, and it has got only
a squeaky voice. But this railroad track does have shining rails—they stretch away and away, like a silver ribbon
that came from the moon in the night. I go a-walking on these rails. I get off when I do hear the approaches of the
dinkey-engine. On this track on every day, excepting Sunday, comes and goes the logging train. It goes to the
camps, and it does bring back cars of logs, and cars of lumber. These it does take to the mill town. There, engines
more big do take the cars of lumber to towns more big.
Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus has been waiting in my sun-bonnet a long time. He wants to go on explores.
Too, Brave Horatius and Isaiah\fn{ A plain dog} are having longings in their eyes. And I hear Peter Paul
Rubens\fn{A very dear pet pig} squealing in the pig-pen. Now I go—we go on explores.
*
Today was a warm, hot day. It was warm in the morning, and hot at noon. Before noon and after noon and after
that, I carried water to the hired men in the field, in a jug. I got the water out of the pump to put into the jug. I had
to put water in the pump before any would come out. The men were glad to have that water in the jug.
While I was taking the water in the jug to the men in the field, from her sewing-basket Lars Porsena of
Clusium\fn{A pet cow with a fondness for collecting things } took the mamma’s\fn{Mary Elizabeth Scott Whiteley, to whom Opal
was not close to as a child, and who was unalterably opposed to her daughter’s interest in naturalism as threatening her plans to make Opal
into a homemaker} thimble, and she didn’t have it and she couldn’t find it. She sent me to watch out for it, in the

house and in the yard and everywhere. I know how Lars Porsena of Clusium has a fondness for collecting things
of bright colors, like unto my fondness for collecting rocks; so I ran to his hiding-place in the old oak tree. There I
found the mamma’s thimble. But she said the pet crow’s having taken it was as though I had taken it, because he
was my property—so I got a spanking with the hazel switches that grow near unto our back steps. Inside me, I
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couldn’t help feeling she ought to have given me thanks for finding the thimble.
Afterwards, I made little vases out of clay. I put them in the oven to bake. The mamma found my vases of clay.
She threw them out the window. When I went to pick them up, they were broken. I felt sad inside. I went to talk
things over with my chum, Michael Angelo Sanzio Raphael.\fn{ A grand fir tree with an understanding soul } He is that
most tall fir tree that grows just back of the barn.
I scooted up the barn door. From there, I climbed onto the lower part of the barn roof. I walked up a ways. Up
there, I took a long look at the world about. One gets such a good wide view of the world from a barn roof. After,
I looked looks in four straight ways, and four corner ways. I said a little prayer. I always say a little prayer before
I jump off the barn into the arms of Michael Angelo Sanzio Raphael, because that jump is quite a long jump, and
if I did not land in the arms of Michael Angelo Sanzio Raphael, I might get my leg or neck broken. That would
mean I’d have to keep still a long time. Now I think that would be the most awful thing that could happen, for I do
so love to be active. So I always say a little prayer, and do that jump in a careful way. Today when I did jump, I
did land right proper in that fir tree. It is such a comfort to nestle up to Michael Angelo Sanzio Raphael when one
is in trouble. He is such a grand tree. He has an understanding soul.
After I talked with him and listened unto his voice, I slipped down out of his arms. I intended to slip into the
barn corral but I slid off the wrong limb, in the wrong way. I landed in the pig-pen, on top of Aphrodite, the
mother pig. She gave a peculiar grunt—it was not like those grunts she gives when she is comfortable. I felt I
ought to do something to make up to her for having come into her home out of the arms of Michael Angelo
Sanzio Raphael, instead of calling on her in the proper way. I decided a good way to make it up to her would be to
pull down the rail fence in that place where the pig-pen is weak, and take her for a walk.
I went to the wood-shed. I got a piece of clothes-line rope. While I was making a halter for the mother pig, I
took my Sunday-best hair-ribbon, the blue ribbon the Uncle Henry gave to me. I made a bow on that halter. I put
the bow just over her ears. That gave her the proper look. When the mamma saw us go walking by, she took the
bow from off the pig. She put that bow in the trunk. Me, she put under the bed.
By-and-by, some time long it was, she took me from under the bed and gave me a spanking. She did not have
time to give me a spanking when she put me under the bed; she left me there until she did have time. After she did
it, she sent me to the ranch house, to get milk for the baby.\fn{ Opal’s grandmother said of her granddaughter in a newspaper
interview in 1920: She was always a queer girl—a great hand to ask questions. She nearly worried Lizzie, her mother, to death asking
questions about all sorts of things at all sorts of times … When she wasn’t chattering or asking questions, or reading or writing, she would
be looking at nothing with big eyes, in what some people call a brown study, but what I call inattention and absentmindedness … she used
to have such queer fancies about the wind and the trees and the stars talking to her … I never did understand her, and switching didn’t
seem to make her any different. She would climb up in a big evergreen over the pigpen, and get to studying about something, and drop out
of the tree into the mud. Lizzie would spank her or switch her, or if Lizzie wasn’t feeling up to it, I would. I would talk to her,and she would
look right at me, as solemn as an owl and then, when I was all through, I would say, “Will you remember what I have said?” She would
say, “I was thinking of something else. What did you say?” and I would have to spank her all over again. She certainly was a trial }

I walked slow through the oak grove, looking for caterpillars. I found nine. Then I went to the pig-pen. The
chore boy was fixing back the rails I had pulled down. His temper was quite warm. He was saying prayer words
in a very quick way. I went not near unto him. I slipped around near Michael Angelo Sanzio Raphael. I peeked in
between the fence-rails. Aphrodite was again in the pig-pen. She was snoozing, so I tiptoed over to the rain-barrel
by the barn. I raise mosquitoes in the rain-barrel for my pet bats. Aristotle\fn{ A pet bat who died of eating too many
mosquitoes} eats more mosquitoes than Plato and Pliny\fn{ Twin bats} eat.
On my way to the house, I met Clementine, the Plymouth Rock hen, with her family. She only has twelve baby
chickens now. The grandpa says the other one she did have died of new monia [pneumonia], because I gave it too
many baths for its health.
When I came to the house, one of the cats—a black one—was sitting on the doorstep. I have not friendly
feelings for that big black cat. Day before the day that was yesterday, I saw him kill the mother hummingbird. He
knocked her with his paw, when she came to the nasturtiums. I didn’t even speak to him.
Just as I was going to knock on the back door for the milk, I heard a voice on the front porch—it was the voice
of a person who has an understanding soul. I hurried around to the front porch. There was Sadie McKibben, with
a basket on her arm! She beamed a smile at me. I went over and nestled up against her blue gingham apron with
cross-stitches on it.
The freckles on Sadie McKibben’s wrinkled face are as many as are the stars in the Milky Way, and she is
awful old—going on forty. Her hands are all brown and cracked, like the dried-up mud-puddles by the roadside in
July. And she has an understanding soul. She always has bandages ready in her pantry when some of my pets get
hurt. There are cookies in her cookie-jar when I don’t get home for meals. And she allows me to stake out
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earthworm claims in her back yard.
She walked along beside me when I took the milk home. When she carne near the lane, she took from her
basket wrapping-papers, and gave them to me to print upon. Then she kissed me good-bye upon the cheek, and
went her way to her home. I went my way to the house we live in.
After the mamma had switched me for not getting back sooner with the milk, she told me to fix the milk for
the baby. (The baby’s bottle used to be a brandy bottle, but it evoluted into a milk bottle when they put a nipple on
it.)
I sit here on the doorstep, printing this on the wrapping-paper Sadie McKibben gave me. The baby is in bed,
asleep. The mamma and the rest of the folks is gone to the ranch house. When they went away, she said for me to
stay in the doorway, to see that nothing comes to carry the baby away. By the step is Brave Horatius. At my feet is
Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus. I hear songs—lullaby songs of the trees. The back part of me feels a little bit
sore, but I am happy, listening to the twilight music of God’s good world. I’m real glad I’m alive.\fn{ Accounts were
given of Opal and her younger sister Pearl sitting quietly in Sunday School at the Cottage Grove Christian Church, their legs dangling
from the pew. When called upon, little Opal would stand up, walk to the front of the church, recite passage after passage of the Scriptures
from memory, then return to her place and sit down, leaving the rest of the children awestruck. Some Cottage Grove residents claimed that
she had memorized the Bible from cover to cover at an early age. Her familiarity with the language of the King James Version is reflected
in much of the wording of her diary}

*
The colic had the baby today, and there was no Castoria for the pains. There was none because yesterday Pearl
and I climbed upon a chair and then upon the dresser, and drank up the new bottle of Castoria. But the bottle had
an ache in it, and we swallowed the ache with the Castoria. That gave us queer feels. Pearl lay down on the bed. I
did rub her head. But she said it wasn’t her head, it was her back that hurt. Then she said it was her leg that ached.
The mamma came in the house then, and she did take Pearl in a quick way to the ranch house.
It was a good time for me to go away exploring. But I didn’t feel like going on an exploration trip. I just sat on
the doorstep. I did sit there and hold my chin in my hand. I did have no longings to print. I only did have longings
not to have those queer feels.
Brave Horatius came walking by. He did make a stop at the doorstep. He wagged his tail. That meant he
wanted to go on an exploration trip. Lars Porsena of Clusium came from the oak tree. He did perch on the back of
Brave Horatius. He gave two caws. That meant he wanted to go on an exploration trip. Thomas Chatterton Jupiter
Zeus came from under the house. He just crawled into my lap. I gave him pats, and he cuddled his nose up under
my curls. Peter Paul Rubens did squeal out in the pig-pen. He squealed the squeals he does squeal when he wants
to go on an exploration trip. Brave Horatius did wait and wait, but still those queer feels wouldn’t go away. Pretty
soon, I got awful sick.
By-and-by, I did have better feels. And today my feels are all right, and the mamma is gone a-visiting, and I
am going on an exploration trip. Brave Horatius and Lars Porsena of Clusium and Thomas Chatterton Jupiter
Zeus and Peter Paul Rubensfn{A very dear pet pig} are waiting while I do print this. And now we are going the way
that does lead to the blue hills.
Sometimes I share my bread and jam with yellowjackets, who have a home on the bush by the road, twenty
trees and one distant from the garden. Today I climbed upon the old rail fence close to their home, with a piece
and a half of bread and jam—and the half piece for them, and the piece for myself. But they all wanted to be
served at once, so it became necessary to turn over all bread and jam on hand. I broke it into little pieces, and they
had a royal feast there on the old fence-rail. I wanted my bread and jam—but then yellowjackets are such
interesting fairies, being among the world’s first paper-makers; and baby yellowjackets are such chubby
youngsters. Thinking of these things makes it a joy to share one’s bread and jam with these wasp fairies.
When I was coming back from feeding them, I heard a loud noise. That Rob Ryder was out there by the chute,
shouting at God in a very quick way. He was begging God to dam that chute right there in our back yard. Why, if
God answered his prayer, we would be in an awful fix—the house we live in would be under water, if God
dammed the chute! Now I think anger had Rob Ryder, or he would not pray kind God to be so unkind.
When I came again to the house we live in, the mamma was cutting out biscuits with the baking-powder can.
She put the pan of biscuits on the wood-box, back of the stove. She put a most clean dish-towel over the biscuits,
Then she went to gather in clothes. I got a thimble from the machine drawer. I cut little round biscuits from the
big biscuits. The mamma found me. She put the thimble back in the machine drawer. She put me under the bed.
Here under the bed, I now print.
By-and-by, after a long time, the mamma called me to come out from under the bed. She told me to put on my
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coat, and her big fascinator on my head. She fastened my coat with safety-pins. Then she gave me a lard-pail with
its lid on tight. She told me to go straight to the grandpa’s house for the milk, and to come straight home again.
I started to go straight for the milk. When I came near the hospital, I went over to it to get the pet mouse, Felix
Mendelssohn.\fn{A very dear pet mouse} I thought that a walk in the fresh air would be good for his health. I took
one of the safety- pins out of my coat. I pinned up a corner of the fascinator. That made a warm place next to my
curls for Felix Mendelssohn to ride in. (I call this mouse Felix Mendelssohn because sometimes he makes very
sweet music.)
Then I crossed to the cornfield. A cornfield is a very nice place, and some days we children make hair for our
clothes-pin dolls from the silken tassels of the corn that grow in the grandpa’s cornfield. Sometimes, which is
quite often, we break the cornstalks in getting the silk tassels. That makes bumps on the grandpa’s temper.
Tonight I walked zigzag across the field, to look for things. Into my apron pocket, I put bits of little rocks. By a
fallen cornstalk, I met two of my mouse friends. I gave them nibbles of food from the other apron pocket. I went
on, and saw a fat old toad by a clod. Mice and toads do have such beautiful eyes. I saw two caterpillars on an ear
of corn, after I turned the tassels back. All along the way, I kept hearing voices. Little leaves were whispering,
“Come, petite Françoise, over in the lane.” I saw another mouse with beautiful eyes. Then I saw a man and
woman coming across the field. The man was carrying a baby.
Soon I met them—it was Larry and Jean, and their little baby. They let me pat the baby’s hand and smooth
back its hair, for I do so love babies. When I grow up, I want twins and eight more children, and I want to write
outdoor books for children everywhere.
Tonight after Larry and Jean started on, I turned again to wave good-bye. I remembered the first time I saw
Larry and Jean, and the bit of poetry he said to her. They were standing by an old stump in the lane, where the
leaves whispered. Jean was crying. He patted her on the shoulder, and said:
There, little girl, don’t cry—
I’ll come back and marry you, by-and-by.

And he did. And the angels looking down from heaven saw their happiness and brought a baby real soon, when
they had been married most five months—which was very nice, for a baby is such a comfort, and twins are a
multiplication table of blessings. And Felix Mendelssohn is yet so little a person, and the baby of Larry and Jean
is growed more big. On the day I did hear him say to her that poetry, it was then I did find Felix Mendelssohn
there in the lane next to them. He was only a wee little mouse, then. And every week that he did grow a more
week old, I just put one more gray stone in the row of his growing. And there was nineteen more gray stones in
the row when the angels did bring the dear baby to Larry and Jean than there was stones in the row when they was
married. And now there are a goodly number more stones in the row of Felix Mendelssohn’s weeks of growing
old.
I have feels that there will be friendship between the dear mouse Felix Mendelssohn and the dear baby of
Larry and Jean. For by the stump where he did say that poetry to her was the abiding place of Felix Mendelssohn,
when I did have finding of him. This even time, he did snuggle more close by my curls. I have so much likes for
him. I did tell him that this night-time, he is to have sleeps close by.
When we were gone a little way, I did turn again to wave good-bye to the baby of Larry and Jean. After I
waved good-bye to the dear baby, I thought I'd go around by the lane where I first saw them and heard him say to
her that poetry. It is such a lovely lane. I call it our lane. Of course, it doesn’t belong to Brave Horatius and Lars
Porsena of Clusium and Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus and I and all the rest of us; it belongs to a big man that
lives in a big house. But it is our lane more than it is his lane, because he doesn’t know the grass and flowers that
grow there, and the birds that nest there, and the lizards that run along the fence, and the caterpillars and beetles
that go walking along the roads made by the wagon wheels. And he doesn’t stop to talk to the trees that grow all
along the lane.
All those trees are my friends. I call them by names I have given to them. I call them Hugh Capet, and Saint
Louis, and Good King Edward I—and the tallest one of all is Charlemagne, and the one around where the little
flowers talk most is William Wordsworth; and there are Byron, and Keats, and Shelley. When I go straight for the
milk, I do so like to come around this way by the lane, and talk to these tree friends. I stopped tonight to give to
each a word of greeting. When I got to the end of the lane, I climbed the gate, and thought I had better hurry
straight on to get the milk.
When I went by the barn, I saw a mouse run around the comer, and a graceful bat came near unto the barn
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door. I got the milk. It was near dark-time, so I came again home by the lane, and along the corduroy road. When I
got most home, I happened to remember the mamma wanted the milk in a hurry, so I began to hurry.
I don’t think I’ll print more tonight. I printed this sitting on the wood-box, where the mamma put me after she
spanked me, after I got home with the milk. Now I think I shall go out the bedroom window and talk to the stars.
They always smile so friendly. This is a very wonderful world to live in.
*
In the morning of today, when I was come part way to school, when I was come to the ending of the lane, I met
a glad surprise. There was my dear pet pig, a-waiting for me! I gave him three joy pats on the nose, and I did call
him by name ten times, I was so glad to see him. Being as I got a late start to school, I didn’t have enough time to
go around by the pig-pen, for our morning talk. And there he was, a-waiting for me at the ending of the lane! And
his name, it is Peter Paul Rubens.
His name is that because the first day I saw him was on the twenty-ninth of June. He was little, then—a very
plump young pig with a little red-ribbon squeal, and a wanting to go everywhere I did go. Sometimes he would
squeal, and I wouldn’t go to find out what he wanted. Then one day when his nose was sore, he did give such an
odd pain squeal. Of course, I run a quick run to help him. After that, when he had a chance, he would come to the
kitchen door and give that same squeal. That Peter Paul Rubens seemed to know that was the only one of all his
squeals that would bring me at once to where he was.
And this morning when I did start on to school, he gave that same squeal, and came a-following after. When he
was caught up with me, he gave a grunt, and then he gave his little red-ribbon squeal. A lump came up in my
throat, and I couldn’t tell him to turn around and go back to the pig-pen. So we just went along to school together.
When we got there, school was already took up. I went in first. The new teacher came back to tell me I was
tardy again. She did look out the door. She saw my dear Peter Paul Rubens. She did ask me where that pig came
from. I just started in to tell her all about him, from the day I first met him.
She did look long looks at me. She did look those looks for a long time. I made pleats in my apron with my
fingers. I made nine on one side, and three on the other side. When I was through counting the pleats I did make
in my apron, I did ask her what she was looking those long looks at me for. She said,
“I’m screwtineyesing [scrutinizing] you.”
I never did hear that word before—it is a new word. It does have an interest sound. I think I will have uses for
it. Now when I look long looks at a thing, I will print I did screwtineyes it.
After she did look more long looks at me, she went back to her desk by the blackboard. She did call the sixth
grade fiziologie class. I went to my seat. I only sat halfway in it. I so did so I would have seeing of my dear Peter
Paul Rubens.
He did wait at the steps; he looked long looks toward the door. It wasn’t long until he walked right in. I felt
such an amount of satisfaction, having him at school. Teacher felt not so.
Now I have wonders about things. I wonder why was it teacher didn’t want Peter Paul Rubens coming to
school. Why, he did make such a sweet picture as he did stand there in the doorway, looking looks about. And the
grunts he gave, they were such nice ones. He stood there saying,
“I have come to your school—what class are you going to put me in?” He said in plain grunts the very same
words I did say the first day 1 came to school.
The children all turned around in their seats. I’m sure they were glad he was come to school, and him talking
there in that dear way. But I guess our teacher doesn’t have understanding of pig talk. She just came at him in
such a hurry, with a stick of wood. And when I made interferes, she did send us both home, in a quick way.
We did have a most happy time coming home. We did go on an exploration trip. Before we were gone far, we
did have hungry feels. I took the lid off the lard-bucket that my school lunch was in. I did make divides of all my
bread and butter. Part I gave to Peter Paul Rubens, and he did have appreciations. He did grunt grunts for some
more. Pretty soon, it was all gone. We did go on.
We went on to the woods. I did dig up little plants with leaves that do stay green all winter. We saw many
beautiful things. Most everything we did see, I did explain about it to Peter Paul Rubens. I told him why—all
about why I was digging up so many of the little plants. I did want him to have understanding that I was going to
plant them again.
When I did have almost forty-five, and it was come near eventime, Brave Horatius and Lars Porsena of
Clusium did come to meet us. When I did have forty-five plants, we all did go in the way that does lead to the
cathedral, for this is the borning day of Girolamo Savonarola. And in the cathedral, I did plant little plants, as
many years as he was old. Forty-five I did so plant. And we had prayers, and came home.
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*
Aphrodite has got a nice blue ribbon all her very own, to wear when we go walking down the lane, and to
seivices in the cathedral. The man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice did give to Sadie McKibben the
money to buy it last time she went to the mill town. That was on the afternoon of the day before yesterday.
On yesterday, when I was coming my way home from school, I did meet with Sadie McKibben. It was nice to
see her freckles, and the smiles in her eyes. She did have me to shut my eyes, and she did lay in my hand the new
blue ribbon for Aphrodite that the man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice did have her to get. I felt glad
feels all over. I gave her all our thanks. I did have knowing all my animal friends would be glad for the
remembers of the needs of Aphrodite for a blue ribbon.
I did have beginnings of hurry feels to go to the pig- pen. I have thinks Sadie McKibben saw the hurrys in my
eyes. She said she would like to go hurrys to the pig-pen too, but she was on her way to the house of Mrs.
Limberger. She did kiss me good-bye—two on the cheeks, and one on the nose.
I run a quick run to the pig-pen, to show it to Aphrodite. I gave her little pats on the nose, and long rubs on the
ears, and I did tell her all about it. I did hold it close to her eyes, so she could have well seeing of its beautiful
blues, like the blues of the sky. She did grunt thank grunts, and she had wants to go for a walk, right away.
I did make invest tag ashuns [investigations] where there used to be a weak place in the pig-pen. It was not any
more. I did look close looks at it. I made pulls, but nothing made little slips. Before, it was not like that. I have
thinks that chore boy is giving too much at ten chuns [attentions] to the fence of this pig-pen that Aphrodite has
living in all of the time I am not taking her on walks.
I did feel some sad feels when I could not take her walking down the lane with her nice new blue ribbon on.
While I did feel the sad feels so, I did carry bracken ferns to make her a nice bed. It brought her feels of where we
were going for walks, where the bracken ferns grow.
When I did have her a nice bed of bracken fern, and some more all about her, I went goes to get the other folks.
Back with me came Brave Horatius, and Lars Porsena of Clusium, and Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus, and
Lucian Horace Ovid Virgil, and Felix Mendelssohn, and Louis II, le Grand Conde.\fn{A wood-mouse with likes to ride
in the sleeve of my red dress } When we were all come, I did climb into the pig-pen and I did tie on Aphrodite’s new
ribbon, so they all might have seeing of its blues like the sky. I sang a little thank song, and we had prayers, and I
gave Aphrodite little scratches on the back with a little stick, .like she does so like to have me do. That was to
make up for her not getting to go for a walk where the bracken ferns grow.
Now teacher is looking very straight looks at me. She says,
“Opal, put that away.”
I so do.
Today it is I do sit here at my desk, while the children are out for play at recess-time. I sit here and I do print. I
cannot have goings to talk with the trees that I do mostly have talks with at recess-time. I cannot have goings
down to the riviere across the road, like I do so go sometimes at recess-time. I sit here in my seat. Teacher says I
must stay in all this whole recess-time.
It was after some of our reading lessons this morning—it was then teacher did ask questions of all the school.
First she asked Jimmy eight things at once. She did ask him what is a horse and a donkey and a squirrel and a
engine and a road and a snake and a store and a rat. And he did tell her all. He did tell her in his way. Then she
asked Big Jud some things, and he got up in a slow way and said, “I don’t know,” like he most always does, and
he sat down. Then she asked Lola some things, and Lola did tell her, all in one breath. And teacher marked her a
good mark in the book, and she gave Lola a smile. And Lola gave her nice red hair a smooth-back, and smiled a
smile back at teacher.
Then it was teacher did call my name. I stood up real quick. I did have thinks it would be nice to get a smile
from her, like the smile she did smile upon Lola. And teacher did ask me eight things at once. She did ask me
what is a pig and a mouse and a baby deer and a duck and a turkey and a fish and a colt and a blackbird. And I did
say in a real quick way,
“A pig is a cochon and a mouse is a mulot and a baby deer is a daine and a duck is a canard and a turkey is a
dindon and a fish is a poisson and a colt is a poulain and a blackbird is a merle.” And after each one I did say,
teacher did shake her head and say, “It is not,” and I say, “It is.” When I was all through, she did say,
“You have them all wrong. You have not told what they are. They are not what you said they are.” And when
she said that, I did just say,
“They are. They are. They are.” Teacher said,
“Opal, you sit down.” I so did. But when I sat down, I said,
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“A pig is a cochon, a mouse is a mulot, a baby deer is a daine, a duck is a canard, a turkey is a dindon, a fish is
a poisson, a colt is a poulain, a blackbird is a merle.” Teacher says,
“Opal, for that you are going to stay in next recess, and both recess-times tomorrow, and the next day, and the
next day.”
Then she did look a look at all the school, and she did say as how my not getting to go out for recess-times
would be an egg sam pull [example] for all the other children in our school.
They are out at play. It is a most long recess. But I do know a pig is a cochon, and a mouse is a mulot, and a
baby deer is a daine, and a duck is a canard, and a turkey is a dindon, and a fish is a poisson, and a colt is a
poulain, and a blackbird is a merle. So I do know, for Angel Father always did call them so. He knows. He knows
what things are. But no one hereabouts does call things by the names Angel Father did. Sometimes I do have
thinks this world is a different world to live in. I do have lonesome feels.\fn{ Very early in her life, Opal claimed that she
had been adopted by the Whiteleys, and that her biological parents were French royalty, Henry d’Orléans and his cousin, the Princess
Marie, whom Opal said had been married in a secret ceremony; and Hoff has theorized that the girl endowed these entirely fictitious
relatives with all sorts of positive characteristics, while at the same time revealing the negative characteristics of the Whiteleys under the
characters of “the mamma” and “papa.”H}

This is a most long recess. While here I do sit, I do hear the talkings of the more big girls, outside the window
most near unto my desk. The children are playing Black Man, and the ones more little are playing tag. I have
thinks as how nice it would be to be having talks with Good King Edward I, and lovely Queen Eleanor of
Castile,\fn{A fir tree growing in the lane by Edward III } and Peter Paul Rubens, and Brave Horatius, and Lars Porsena of
Clusium, and Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus, and Aphrodite. And I do think this is a most long recess.
I still do have hearings of the talkings of the girls outside the windows. The more old girls are talking what
they want. Martha says she wants a bow. I don’t have seeings why she wants another one. Both her braids were
tied back this morningtime with a new bow, and its color was the color of the blossoms of camarine. Lola says
she wants a white silk dress. She says her life will be complete when she does have on a white silk dress—a white
silk dress with a little rufHe around the neck, and one around each sleeve. She says she will be a great lady, then.
And she says all the children will gather around her and sing, when she has her white silk dress on. And while
they sing, and while she does have her white silk dress on, she will stand up and stretch out her arms and bestow
her blessing on all the people, like the deacon does in the church at the mill town.
Now teacher is come to the door. She does say,
“Opal, you may eat your lunch—at your desk.” I did have hungry feels, and all this is noontime, instead of
short recess-time. It so has been a long recess-time. I did have thinks when came noontime of all the things I
would do, down by the riviere.
Now I do gather seeds along the road, and in the field. I lay in rows side by side the seeds I gather. With them I
do play comparer [comparison]. I look near looks at them. I do so to see how they look not like one another.
Some are big, and some are not so. And some are more large than others are large. And some do have wrinkles on
them, and some have little wings, and some do have silken sails.
Many so of all I did see on my way coming home from school on this even time; and too I did see four gray
squiuels [squirrels], and two chipmunks. And when I was come near the meeting of the roads, I saw a tramper
coming down the railroad track where the dinkey-engine comes with cars of lumbers from the upper camps. This
tramper, he did have a big roll on his back, and he walked steps on the ties in a slow, tired way.
When I was come more pear to the track, I did have thinks he might have hungry feels. Most trampers do.
While I was having thinks about it, I took the lid off my dinner-pail. There was just a half a piece of bread and
butter left. I was saving that. I was saving it to make divides between Peter Paul Rubens and Aphrodite and Felix
Mendelssohn and Louis II, le Grand Conde, and the rest of us. I did look looks from that piece of bread and butter
in the dinner-pail to the tramper going down the railroad track. I did have little feels of the big hungry feels he
might be having.
I ran a quick run to catch up with him. He was glad for it. He ate it in two bites.
And I came a quick way to our lane. I went along it. I made a stop by a hazel bush. I did stop to watch a
caterpillar making his cradle. He did not move about while he did make it—he did roll himself up in a leaf. That
almost hid him. He did weave white silk about him. I think it must be an interesting life, to live a caterpillar life.
Some days, I do think I would like to be a caterpiller, and by-and-by make a silk cradle. The silk a caterpillar
makes its cradle from does come from its mouth. I have seen it so. But not so have I seen come the silk the spider
does make its web of—this silk does come from the back part of the back of the spider.
When I was come to the house we live in, I did do the works the mamma did have for me to do. Then I made
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begins to fill the wood-box. When I did have ten sticks piled on its top, I looked to the door, where the mamma
was talking with Elsie. I did have sorry feels for the mamma—I heard her say she lost ten minutes. I did have
wants to help her find them. I looked looks under the cupboard, and they were not there. I looked looks in the
cook-table drawers, and they were not there. I looked looks into every machine-that-sews drawer, and I didn’t find
them. I crawled under the bed, but I had no seeing of them. Then I did look looks in all the corners of the house
that we do live in. I looked looks all about, but I didn’t find them. I have wonders where those ten minutes the
mamma lost are gone. While I did look more looks about for them, she did say for me to get out of her way. I so
did.
I went to look for the fairies. I went to the near woods. I hid behind the trees, and made little runs to big logs. I
walked along the logs, and I went among the ferns. I did tiptoe among the ferns; I looked looks about. I did touch
fern-fronds, and I did have feels of their gentle movements. I came to a big root. I hid in it. I so did to wait waits
for the fairies that come among the big trees.
While I did wait waits, I did have thinks about that letter I did write on the other day, for more color pencils
that I do have needs of to print with. I thought I would go to the moss-box by the old log. I thought I would have
goes there to see if the fairies yet did find my letter.
I went. The letter—it was gone. Then I did have joy feels all over—the color pencils, they were come! There
was a blue one, and a green one, and a yellow one. And there was a purple one, and a brown one, and a red one. I
did look looks at them a long time. It was so nice, the quick way the fairies did bring them.
While I was looking more looks at them, someone did come near the old root. It was my dear friend, Peter Paul
Rubens. I gave him four pats, and I showed him all the color pencils. Then I did make a start to go to the mill by
the far woods. Peter Paul Rubens went with me, and Brave Horatius came a-following after. All the way along, I
did feel glad feels, and I had thinks how happy the man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice would be
when he did so how quick the fairies did answer my letter and bring the color pencils.
When we were come near the mill by the far woods, it was near graylight-time. The lumber men were on their
home way. They did whistle as they did go. Two went side by side, and three came after. And one came after all. It
was the man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice. Brave Horatius made a quick run to meet him, and I did
follow after.
I did have him guess what it was the fairies did bring this time. He guessed a sugar-lump for William
Shakespeare every day next week. I told him it wasn’t a right guess. He guessed some more. But he couldn’t
guess right, so I showed them all to him. He was so surprised. He said he was so surprised the fairies did bring
them this soon. And he was so glad about it. He always is.
He and I, we do have knows the fairies walk often in these woods. And when I do have needs of more color
pencils to make more prints with, I do write the fairies about it. I write to them a little letter on leaves of trees, and
I do put it in the moss-box at the end of the old log. Then after they do come walking in the woods and find the
letter in the moss-box, they do bring the color pencils, and they lay them in the moss-box. I find them there, and I
am happy.
No one does have knowing of that moss-box but one. He is the man that wears gray neckties and is kind to
mice. He has knowing of the letters I do print on leavves and put there for the fairies. And after he does ask me,
and after I do tell him I have wrote to them for color pencils that I have needs of, he does take a little fern plant
and make a fern wish with it that the fairies will bring to me the color pencils I have needs of. Then we do plant
the little fern by the old log. And the time is not long until I do find the color pencils in the moss-box by the old
log. I am very happy.
*
Today the grandpa dug potatoes in the field. Too, the chore boy did dig potatoes in the field. I followed along
after. My work was to pick up the potatoes they got out of the ground. I picked them up, and piled them in piles.
Some of them were very plump. Some of them were not big. All of them wore brown dresses.
When they were in piles, I did stop to take looks at them. I walked up close; I looked them all over. I walked
off and took a long look at them. Potatoes are very interesting folks. I think they must see a lot of what is going on
in the earth—they have so many eyes. And after I did look those looks as I did go along, I did count the eyes that
every potato did have, and their numbers were in blessings.
To some piles, I did stop to give geology lectures. And some I did tell about the nursery, and the caterpillars in
it—the caterpillars that are going to hiver [winter] sleep in silken cradles, and some in woolen so go. To more
potatoes, I did tell about my hospital at Saint-Germain-en-Laye in the near woods, and all about the folks that
were in it, and that are in it, and how much prayers and songs and Mentholatum helps them to have well feels.
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And to some other potatoes, I did talk about my friends—about the talks that William Shakespeare and I do
have together; and about how Lars Porsena of Clusium does have a fondness for collecting things, and how he
does hide them in the oak tree near unto the house we live in; and about Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and the
poetry in her tracks. And one I did tell about the new ribbon Aphrodite has to wear, and how she does have a
fondness for chocolate creams. To the potato most near unto it, I did tell of the little bell that Peter Paul Rubens
does wear to cathedral service. To the one next to it, I did tell how Louis II, le Grand Conde, is a mouse of gentle
ways, and how he does have likings to ride in my sleeve.
And all the times I was picking up potatoes, I did have conversations with them. Too, I did have thinks of all
their growing days there in the ground, and all the things they did hear. Earth-voices are glad voices, and earthsongs come up from the ground through the plants; and in their flowering, and in the days before these days are
come, they do tell the earth-songs to the wind. And the wind in her goings does whisper them to folks to print for
other folks, so other folks do have knowing of earth’s songs. When I grow up, I am going to write for children—
and grownups that haven't grown up too much—all the earth-songs I now do hear.
I have thinks these potatoes growing here did have knowings of star-songs. I have kept watch in the field at
night, and I have seen the stars look kindness down upon them. And I have.walked between the rows of potatoes,
and I have watched the star-gleams on their leaves. And I have heard the wind ask of them the star-songs the stargleams did tell in shadows on their leaves. And as the wind did go walking in the field talking to the earth-voices
there, I did follow her down the rows. I did have feels of her presence near. And her goings-by made ripples on
my nightgown. Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus did cuddle more close up in my arms. And Brave Horatius
fcllowed after.
Sometimes, when a time long it is I have been walking and listening to the voices of the night, then it is Brave
Horatius does catch the corner of my nightgown in his mouth and he pulls—he pulls most hard, in the way that
does go to the house we live in. After he does pull, he barks the barks he always does bark when he has thinks it is
home-going time. I listen. Sometimes I go back. He goes with me. Sometimes I go on. He goes with me. And
often it is, he is here come with me to this field where the potatoes grow. And he knows most all the poetry I have
told them.
On the afternoon of today, when I did have a goodly number of potatoes in piles, I did have thinks as how this
was the going-away day of Saint François of Assisi, and the homing day of Jean François Millet—so I did take as
many potatoes as they years did dwell upon earth. Forty-four potatoes I so took for Saint François of Assisi, for
his years were near unto forty-four. Sixty potatoes I so took for Jean François Millet, for his years were sixty
years. All these potatoes I did lay in two rows—in one row was forty-four, and in the other row was sixty.
And as I had seeing of them all there, I did have thinks to have a choir. First I did sing,
“Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus, Dominus Deus,”
After I did sing it three times, I did have thinks as how it would be nice to have more in the choir. And I did
have remembers as how tomorrow is the going-away day of Philippe III, roi [king] de France; and so for the forty
years that were his years, I did bring forty more potatoes in a row. That made more in the choir. Then I did sing
three times over,
“Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spiritu Sancto. Hosanna in excelsis,”
Before I did get all through the last time with Hosanna in excelsis, I did have thinks as how the next day after
that day would be the borning day of Louis Philippe, roi de France, and the going-away day of Alfred Tennyson.
And I did bring more potatoes for the choir. Seventy-six I did so bring for the years that were the years of Louis
Philippe, roi de France; eighty-three I so did bring for the years that were the years of Alfred Tennyson. And the
choir, there was a goodly number of folks in it, all potato folks wearing brown robes. Then I did sing one Ave
Maria.
I was going to sing one more, when I did have thinks as how the next day after the next day after the next day
would be the going away day of Sir Philip Sidney\fn{ One of Minerva’s baby chickens}—so I did bring thirty-one more
potatoes for the choir. It did take a more long time to bring them, because all the potatoes near about were already
in the choir.
Brave Horatius did walk by my side, and he did have seeing as how I was bringing potatoes to the choir. And
so he did bring some—one at a time, he did pick them up and bring them, just like he does pick up a stick of wood
in his mouth when I am carrying in wood. He is a most helpful dog. Today I did have needs to keep watches—I
did so have needs to see that he put not more potatoes in the other choir-rows. First time he did bring a potato, he
did lay it down by the choir-row of Alfred Tennyson. Next potato he did bring, he did lay it by the choir-row of
Jean François Millet. Next time, I made a quick run when I did have seeing of him going to lay it down by the
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choir-row of Philippe III, roi de France. I did pat my foot, and tell him where to lay it for the choir-row of Sir
Philip Sidney. He so did. We did go for more.
When there were thirty-one potatoes in the choir-row of Sir Philip Sidney, we did start service again. I did
begin with Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus, Dominus Deus, and Brave Horatius did bark Amen. Then I did begin all
over, and he did so again. After we had prayers, I did sing one more Ave Maria. Then I did begin to sing, Deo
Gratias, Hosanna in excelsis, but I came not unto its ending—Brave Horatius did bark Amen before I was half
done. I just went on. He walked in front of me and did bark Amen, three times.
I was just going to sing the all of it. I did not so. I so did not, because the chore boy did have steps behind me.
He gave me three shoulder-shakes, and he did tell me to get a hurry on me and get those potatoes picked up.
I so did—I so did in a most quick way. The time it did take to pick them up, it was not a long time. And after
that, there was more potatoes to pick up. Brave Horatius did follow after. He gave helps. He did lay the potatoes
he did pick up on the piles I did pick up. He is a most good dog.
When near graylight-time was come, the chore boy went from the field. When most dark-time was come,
Brave Horatius and I so went.
When we were come to the house we live in, the folks was gone to visit at the house of Elsie. I did take my
bowl of bread and milk, and I did eat it on the back steps. Brave Horatius ate his supper near me. He did eat his all
long before I did mine, so I did give him some of mine. Then we watched the stars come out.
I did not have goings to school today, for this is wash-day, and the mamma did have needs of me at home.
There was baby clothes to wash. The mamma does say that is my work, and I do try to do it in the proper way she
does say it ought to be done. It does take quite a long time. And all the time it is taking, I do have longings to go
on exploration trips. And I do want to go talk with William Shakespeare, there where he is pulling logs in the near
woods. And I do want to go talk with Elizabeth Barrett Browning\fn{ A pet cow with poetry in her tracks } in the pasture,
and with Peter Paul Rubens and Aphrodite in the pig-pen. All the time it does take to wash the clothes of the baby
—it is a long time. And I do stop at in-between times, to listen to the voices. They are always talking. And the
brook that does go by our house is always bringing songs from the hills.
When the clothes of the baby were most white, I did bring them again to the wash-bench that does set on the
porch that does go out from our back door. Then there was the chickens to feed, and the stockings were to rub.
Stockings do have needs of many rubs—that makes them clean. While I did do the rubs, I did sing little songs to
the grasses that grow about our door. After the stockings did have many rubs, the baby it was to tend. I did sing it
songs of songs Angel Mother did sing to me, and sleeps came upon the baby. But she is a baby that does have
wake-ups between times. Today she had a goodly number.
By-and-by, when the washing was part done, then the mamma went away to the grandma’s house to get some
soap. When she went away, she did say she wished she didn’t have to bother with carrying water to scrub the
floor. She doesn’t. While she has been gone a good while, I have plenty of water on the floor, for her to mop it
when she gets back. When she did go away, she said to me to wring the clothes out of the wash. There were a lot
of clothes in the wash—skirts and aprons, and shirts and dresses, and clothes that you wear under dresses. Every
bit of clothes I took out of the tubs, I carried into the k,itchen and squeezed all the water out on the kitchen floor.
That makes lots of water everywhere—under the cook-table, and under the cupboard, and under the stove. Why,
there is most enough water to mop the three floors, and then some water would be left over. I did feel glad feels,
because it was so as the mamma did want it. While I did wait for her coming, I did make prints and mind the
baby.
When the mamma was come, she did look not glad looks at the water on the floor. She did only look looks for
the switches over the kitchen window. After I did have many sore feels, she put me out the door, to stay out. I did
have sorry feels for her—I did so try hard to be helps.
When a little way I was gone from the door, I did look looks about. I saw brown leaves, and brown birds.
Brown leaves were erable [maple] leaves and chene [oak] leaves, and the brown birds were wrens. And all their
ways were hurry ways.
I did turn about, and I did go in a hurry way to a root in the near woods. I so went to get my little candle. Then
I did go to the Jardin [garden] des Tuileries. Often it is I do go there, near unto the near woods. Many days after I
was here come, I did go ways to look for Jardin des Tuileries. I found it not. Sadie McKibben did say there is
none such here. Then, being needs for it, and it being not, I did have it so. And in it I have put statues of hiver and
all the others., and here I do plant plants and little trees. And every little tree that I did plant, it was for someone
that was. And on their borning days, I do hold services by the trees I have so planted for them.
Today I did go in quick steps to the tree I have planted for Louis Philippe, roi de France; for this is the day of
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his borning, in 1773. I did have prayers; then I did light my little candle. Seventy-six big candles Angel Father did
so light for him, but so I cannot do, for only one little candle I have. It did burn in a bright way. Then I did sing,
Deo Gratias. I so did sing for the boming day of Louis Philippe, roi de France. Then I did sing, Sanctus, sanctus,
sanctus, Dominus Deus.
Afterwards, I did have thinks about Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus—about his nose, its feels. I so went in the
way that does go to the hospital. That dear pet rat’s nose is getting well. Some way, he got his nose too near that
trap they set for rats in the barn. Of course when I found him that morning, I let him right out of the trap. He has a
ward all to himself in the hospital. For breakfast, he has some of my oatmeal; for dinner, he has some of my
dinner; and for supper, I carry to him corn in a jar lid. Sadie McKibben, who has on her face many freckles and a
kind heart, gives me enough Mentholatum to put on his nose seven times a day. And he is growing better.
And today, when I was come to the hospital, I took him in my arms. He did cuddle up. Too, he gave his cheese
squeak. That made me have lonesome feels. I can’t carry cheese to him anymore, out of the house we live in. I
can’t because, when the mamma learned that I was carrying cheese to Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus, she said to
me while she did apply a kindling to the back part of me,
“Don’t you dare carry any more cheese out to that rat!”
And since then, I do not carry cheese out to Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus. But I do carry him into the
kitchen to the cheese. I let him sniff long sniffs at it. Then I push his nose back, and I cut from the big piece of
cheese delicate slices for Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus. This I do when the mamma isn’t at home.
Today, she being come again to the house we live in, I could not have goings there for Thomas Chatterton
Jupiter Zeus to the cheese. I did go the way that goes to the house of Sadie McKibben. I did go that way so she
might have knowings of the nose-improvements of Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus.
When I was most come here, he did squeak more of his cheese squeaks. It was most hard, having hearing of
him and not having cheese for him. I could hardly keep from crying. He is a most lovely wood-rat, and all his
ways are ways of gentleness. And he is just like the mamma’s baby—when he squeaks, he does have expects to
get what he squeaks for. I did cuddle him up more close in my arms, and he had not squeaks again for some little
time.
It was when I was talking to Sadie McKibben about the chateau [castle] of Neuilly, that I do have most part
done—it was then he did give his squeaks. He began, and went on, and did continue so. I just couldn’t keep from
crying. His cheese longings are like my longings for Angel Mother and Angel Father. He did just crawl up and put
his nose against my curls. I did stand first on one foot, and then on the other. The things I was going to say did go
in a swallow down my throat.
Sadie McKibben did wipe her hands on her blue gingham apron with cross-stitches on it. She did have askings
what was the matter with Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus. And I just said,
“O Sadie McKibben—it’s his cheese squeak.”
And she said not a word, but she did go in a quick way to her kitchen. She brought back a piece of cheese. It
wasn’t a little piece; it was a great big piece. There’s enough in it for four breakfasts and six dinners. When Sadie
McKibben did give it to me for him, she did smooth back my curls and she did give me three kisses—one on each
cheek, and one on the nose. She smiled her smile upon us, and we were most happy.
And we did go from her house to the cathedral. There I did have a thank service for the goodness of God and
the goodness of Sadie McKibben, and the piece of cheese that did bring peace to the lovely Thomas Chatterton
Jupiter Zeus.
*
Today was a falltime-is-here day. I heard the men say so that were talking at the meeting of the roads. From the
meeting of the roads, I did hurry on. I so did in a quick way because, when I was come to the meeting of the
roads, I did have remembers as how the mamma did say at morningtime there was much work to be done before
eventime.
When I was come to the house we live in, the mamma and the little girl and the baby, they were all gone to the
house of Elsie. I made a start at the works. I did feed the chickens, and there was much wood to bring in, and baby
clothes to wash, and ashes to empty from the stove. These four things I did. I looked looks about, to see what
other works did have needs to be done.
I had remembers that when the papa went away to work this morning, he said he did not have time to cut the
ham before he went. I have knows if he is too busy in the morning to get a thing done, it mostly don’t get done
when he comes home from work at night—it so does not because he has so tired feels. Today I had thinks the time
was come when I better help about that ham.
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I went out to the wood-shed. I went not out to get wood; I went out to the wood-shed to tend to that ham. I had
thinks I better make an early start, or that ham wouldn’t be cut up by evening.
I piled wood high enough so I could stand on tiptoes and reach to the flour-sack the ham was tied in. But I
could not get that sack down. I pulled and pulled, but it wouldn’t come down. I didn’t have knows what I was
going to do.
Pretty soon, by having concentration of my thinks, I thought of a way. I got the scissors, and cut the bottom out
of that sack. That ham came down right quick. It landed on its back on the woodpile. My foot slipped, and I
landed on top of it. I got up, and dragged it up on the chopping-block. Then I got the butcher-knife from its place
in the cook-table drawer. I went to work.
That knife didn’t seem to make moves like the moves it does make when it is in the hands of the papa. I tried
to make it go down in a quick way. It went not so. I looked close looks at it. Its appears did have looks like it did
have needs of a sharp pennying [sharpening]. I have seen the papa sharp pen [sharpen] it on the grindstone by the
singing brook.
So did I. I poured a goodly amount of water on that stone wheel. Most of the water splashed off. The rest did
trickle away. Then I did hold that knife to the stone wheel, and I did make tries to turn it in a quick way, like I
have seen the papa do. But I could not make that wheel go in quick turns. It would not so go. I made big tries, for
a long time.
When I had thinks the knife did look some better, I did go again to my work. I walked three times around that
ham there on the chopping-block. I so did to take looks at it, to see where I better make begins. I did have thinks
in under its outside where it is most big would be the proper place.
I made begins. I did make the knife to go a little way. Then I made a stop to rest. Then I made the knife go
some more. I made another stop to rest. I went on.
Pretty soon, a slice of ham landed. It fell off the chopping-block On.to a stick .of wood. I picked it up. I held it
up to take a look at it. My, I did feel such proud feels, from my toes to my curls! I had it cut in such a nice way. It
had frills around it, and holes inbetween, just like Elsie’s crochet doily that she keeps on her best stand-table. I
have knows the papa never did cut a slice of ham that way. The slices of ham he cuts—they never do have frilly
looks, with holes inbetween.
After I did hang that slice of ham on a nail by the door, I did cut another slice. It was not so wide, but it had
more longness, and some strings on it like the little short strings on the nightcap of Jenny Strong.\fn{ A visitor with
an interesting bonnet} I had not decides yet where to hang it. It was when I was having thinks about it—it was then I
did hear a heavy step.
I turned me all about, and there was a tramper by the wood-shed door. He had not gentle looks, like some
trampers have. His beard did grow in the hobo way, and his appears did look like he knew not knowings of
neatness. He stood there, looking looks at that ham. He kept his looks on it, and he did walk right into the woodshed.
He had asking if the mamma was at home. I said,
“No, she is not—she is at the house of Elsie.” Then he says,
“I guess I’ll take this ham along with me.”
I almost lost my breathings, because I did have remembers of all the days the papa has plans to have that ham
for breakfast and dinner and supper. So I just sat down on the chopping-block—I sat on the ham., and I spread my
blue calico apron out over it. I put my hand on its handle that it hangs in the wood-shed by. Me and my apron
covered that ham, so he couldn’t have seeing of it. And while I sat on the ham, I did pray God to keep it safe for
the breakfasts and dinners and suppers of the papa and the mamma.
The tramper looked queer looks at me. He came a little more near. I did pray on. And God in his goodness sent
answers to my prayer, in a quick way. Brave Horatius came on a run from somewhere. He made a stop at the
wood-shed door; he looked a look in; he gave a growl. Then he went at that tramper. He did grab him by his
ragged pants. I have thinks maybe his teeth did touch the ankle of the tramper, because he gave a little pain
squeal, and shook his leg. Then he did go in a hurry, away. Brave Horatius followed after.
I was just going to start work again on that ham, when the mamma was come home from her visit. She did
soon give me a whipping, and put me here under the bed. Now I have wonders what that whipping was for. I did
feed the chickens, and carry in the wood, and do the baby’s washing, and empty the ashes. And more I did,
besides—I cut two slices of ham, with frills on them.
Now I have thinks about trampers—how they do differ. Many of them follow the railroad track. They make
goes to the upper camps, beyond the riviere. They do carry a roll on their backs. They so carry their blankets.
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They go that way, and some of them come down the track very soon again. Some stay nowhere long.
Some of the trampers that go the way that goes to the upper camps do have stops when they go by here. They
stop to get a bite to eat. And some come to the front door, and some do come to the back door. They knock on the
door. Some rap their knuckles hard, and some tap in a gentle way.
There was one who so did, one week ago. Sleeps was just come upon the baby, after I did sing it le chanson de
Saint Firmin [the song of Saint Firmin]. And I did go to the door, to see who it was. The man that it was, he said
he was on his way to get work at the upper camps. He was a man with a clean, sad face, and a kind look in his
eyes. And the roll upon his back was a heavy roll. I straightway did go and get my bowl of bread and milk, that I
was going to have for dinner. I gave it to him. He ate it in a hungry way, like Brave Horatius does eat his supper
when we are come back from a long explore trip. Then when the man did eat all the bread and milk, he did split
some wood, out in the woodshed. He did pile it up in a nice way. Then he went—he went on to the upper camps.
When he did go, he said,
“The Lord’s blessing be with you, child.” I said,
“It is.” And I did tell him,
“We have a cathedral in the woods, and this eventime when we have prayers there, we will pray that you may
get work at the upper camps.”
And at coming of even time, we did. And Peter Paul Rubens did grunt Amen at in-between times. Now every
day, we do pray for the man that was hungry, and had a kind look in his eyes.
*
Some days are long. Some days are short. The days that I have to stay in the house are the most long days of
all.
In the morningtime of now, I had thinks to go on explores. I was going to Saint Firmin, and adown the
Nonette. I was going to listen to its singings. And Peter Paul Rubens and Brave Horatius and Lars Porsena of
Clusium and Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus, we were all going together. When I did have the wood in the woodbox, the mamma hollered at me. She said when she got back from Elsie’s, she was going to make me stay in the
house all the rest of the day.
While she was gone to the house of Elsie, I did make prepares. I took all the safety-pins out of the machine
drawer. I took all the patch-pieces out of the mamma’s work-basket. I made patches all over my underskirt, except
where I do sit down. I put Louis II, le Grand Conde, in one of the pockets I did so make. I put Lucian Horace
Ovid Virgil\fn{A toad} in another one. In one more pocket, I put Felix Mendelssohn.\fn{ A very dear pet mouse} He
peeked out. Then he settled down. He so does like to take naps in the pockets I pin on my underskirts. I put
Nannerl Mozart\fn{A very shy mouse} in another pocket. Then when the mamma was come, I did walk into the
house in a quiet way.
Before she did go, she told me do’s to do while she was gone. She told me to keep the fire going, and to tend
the baby—to fix its bottle for it, and to mind it all the time. Then she shut the door and locked it, and went in the
way that does go to the house of the grandma, by the meeting of the roads. I did watch her out the window. Then I
did put some more wood in the fire. After that, I did look looks about.
There are no rows and rows and rows of books in this house, like Angel Mother and Angel Father had. There is
only three books here. One is a cook-book, and one is a doctor-book, and one is a almanac. They all are on top of
the cupboard, most against the top of the house. They have not interest names on their backs.
The alarm-clock does set on the shelf, where it always sets all day long. At night-time, it sets on a chair by the
bed that the mamma and the papa sleep in—it sets on the chair all night, with its alarm set. It is so the papa will be
made awake early in the morning. That clock has interest looks. Someday when there is not a fire in the stove, I
have thinks I will take that clock apart, to see what its looks are inside. On a day when there is no fire in the stove,
I will climb upon it. I can reach that shelf when I stand on tiptoe on top of the stove.
After I did look looks at the clock, I did look looks out the front window. There are calf-tracks by our front
door. These tracks are there because when I went walking with Elizabeth Barrett Browning on yesterday, I had her
wait at the front step while I did go into the kitchen to get her some sugar-lumps. She has a fondness for sweet
things. I think she will grow up to be a lovely cow. Her mooings now are very musical, and there is poetry in her
tracks. She does make such dainty ones. When they dry up in the lane, I dig up her tracks and save them. There is
much poetry in them. And when I take her track out that I keep in the back part of the cook-table drawer, I look at
it and think: This way passed Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
After I did look looks out the front window, I did look looks out the back window. William Shakespeare and
the others, they were pulling in logs. That Rob Ryder was trying to make them go more fast. All the horses do
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have to pull so hard when they pull logs in. Sometimes they look tired looks. And when they are come in from
work, I go to the barn; I rub their heads. For when the mamma is tired, she does like rubs on her head.
While I did watch the horses, the baby had wake-ups. I went to sing her to sleep. I sang her about William
Wordsworth.\fn{An oak tree in the lane}
When sleeps was come upon the baby, I had remembers when she went away, the mamma wished she did have
some varnish to shine up the furniture with. So while she is gone, I have given the furniture a shine-up with
Vaseline. Vaseline gives just as bright a shine as varnish does. I have aunt tis a pay shuns [anticipations] the
mamma will be pleased when her arrives come home.
When the furniture was all fixed proper, I looked a look out the window. Raindrops were beginning to come
down from the sky. Their coming was in a gentle way. I had longs to be out with them. I so do like to feel the
raindrops patter on my head, and I like to run runs and hold out my hands to meet them. There was more rain, and
there was sunshine. There came across the sky the arc-en-ciel [rainbow]. Then was its going, and grayness after. I
watched the raindrops in the brook, going on and on. When I grow up, I am going to write a book about a
raindrop’s journey.
While I did watch the raindrops, I had longs to go to the foret [forest] de Chantilly, and adown by Nonette. I
did have thinks more about it. I took some of the wood out of the wood-box. I stood it up for trees. I called them
all foret de Chantilly. We went a walk between them, Lucian Horace Ovid Virgil and I did. Then I took the dipper
full of water, and I let it pour in little pours a riviere on the kitchen floor.. That was for Nonette. Then all of us
went a walk by Nonette. We went in little steps, to make the time go longer. Felix Mendelssohn perched on my
shoulder. Louis II, le Grand Conde, did ride in my hands, and Nannerl Mozart in my apron pocket. I took some
more water and the dipper, and I made it go a little riviere to join Nonette. Then we went a walk by Lounette. And
more I did pour in little pours, to join Nonette. That was for Aunette.
After we did have walks all in-between the foret de Chantilly, I took more sticks from the wood-box back of
the stove, and I made another foret. Then we went walking in the foret d'Ermenonville.
When we were come back from that walk, I made some lions out of cheese. Two I made. I made them to put in
foret de Chantilly, at the begins of route du Connetable. Then we went a walk again in foret de Chantilly. I had to
have carefuls not to go a step too big, because I did stand the sticks of wood near unto one another, and.if I took a
big step, they might have falls over.
While I was standing up more sticks of wood for more trees in foret de Chantilly, the baby did have wake-ups.
I went to sing it to sleep. I sang it about Good King Edward I.\fn{A fir tree growing in the lane}
When I went again into the kitchen, there was Louis II, le Grand Conde, and Felix Mendelssohn, and Nannerl
Mozart, all in the foret de Chantilly. They were at the begins of the route du Connetable—they were nibbling
nibbles at the two lions there of cheese. Already they did have ragged noses, where all of the three mouses did
nibble nibbles. I have thinks I will have to make lions of stone for the begins of route du Connetable.
The baby had wakes-up again. I did sing it to sleep with Chant d’Automne ["Song of Autumn"].
Now I sit here and I print. The baby sleeps on. The wind comes creeping in under the door. It calls,
“Come, come, petite Françoise, come.”
It calls to me to come go exploring. It sings of the things that are to be found under leaves. It whispers the
dreams of the tall fir trees. It does pipe the gentle song the forest sings on gray days. I hear all the voices calling
me. I listen. But I cannot go.
*
Now are come the days of brown leaves. They fall from the trees; they flutter on the ground. When the brown
leaves flutter, they are saying little things. They talk with the wind. I hear them tell of their borning days, when
they did come into the world as leaves. And they whisper of the hoods they wore then. I saw them—I used to
count them, on the way to school. Today they were talking of the time before their borning days of this
springtime. They talked on and on, and I did listen on to what they were telling the wind and the earth in their
whisperings. They told how they were a part of earth and air, before their tree-borning days. And now they are
going back. In gray days of winter, they go back to the earth again. But they do not die.
And in the morning of today it. was that I did listen to these talkings of the brown leaves. Then I faced about. I
turned my face and all of me to the way that leads to the house we live in, for there was much works to be done.
When I was come to the house, I went around and I did walk in the back doorway. The mamma wasn’t in. I
took long looks about, to see what works I best do first. There was washed-up dishes in a bake-pan, so I did dishtowel them all and put them away. There was needs to climb upon a chair and upon a box, to put those dishes
where they ought to be put. While I was up there, I took looks about, to see what there was. I saw a cake of Bon
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Ami. Bon Ami is to give things a shine-up. And this morning I gave the knives a shine-up, and the forks, too.
Then I tried Bon Ami on the black kettles and the bake-pans. It did not give unto them such nice appears, so I
gave them a shine-up with Vaseline.
After that, I did take the broom from its place, and I gave the floor a good brooming. I broomed the boards up
and down and crossways. There was not a speck of dirt on them left. What I did sweep off with the broom, I did
place into a shoe-box lid, and dust it in the stove.
Then the floor did look clean, like the mamma does say it ought to look all the time. I put the broom back in its
place, where the mamma does say it ought to be.
Then I did look looks from the floor to the window. I thought I better clean the window, too, while I was fixing
things. Just when I started to put Bon Ami on the window, I did look out to see what I could see. I saw
Agamemnon Menelaus Dindon\fn{A pet turkey} going in a slow walk by. He was giving his neck a stretch-out. He
gave it another one, and when he made a swallow, his throat did look appears of croup. And croup does always
have needs of being fixed up. So I laid down the Bon Ami, and I went and I did pour a whole lot of coal-oil down
the throat of Agamemnon Menelaus Dindon. That was to make his croup go away. Now he will be feeling well
feels, real soon. He didn’t want to take the coal-oil—I had to hold him tight. Some turkey gobblers can kick most
hard.
When I did have him fixed, I thought I better take looks about, to see if any more folks did have croup appears.
I yet did have some coal-oil left in the bottle. Few folks were about, and none did have croup looks; so I did go
again to the cleaning of the window. When that was done in the proper way the mamma says it ought to be done, I
did stop to eat some bread and milk, for it was after dinner-time, and it was a long time before supper-time.
After that, I went out in the wood-shed, where the papa keeps his tools. He keeps them in a big box. Some days
he forgets to lock the box. Those days, I have very interesting times in the wood-shed. There are all kinds of
queer-looking things in that tool-box.
Just when I did have the lid open, the mamma did call. She was come again home. And she sent me back to
Elsie’s, to get the tidy she was crocheting that she did forget and leave there. So I did go the way that does lead to
the house of Elsie. It is not far from the house we live in. And Elsie has not been married long; she only has one
baby. She has much liking for it. Elsie is a very young girl—a very young girl to be married, the mamma says.
Today when I came to the house of Elsie, she was trotting on her knee that dear baby boy the angels brought
her when she did live at the other camp where we did live, too. To him she was singing a song. It was:
Gallop-a-trot,
Gallop-a-trot,
This is the way the gentlemen ride,
Gallop-a-trot.

She tossed her head as she did sing, and the joy-light danced in her eyes.
I have thinks it must be wonderful happiness to be married. I have seen the same joy-light in the eyes of her
tall young husband. It is there much when he is come home at eventide from work in the woods. Then she does
have many kind words and kisses for him. He has adoors [adores] for her. And too he has a pumpadoor
[pompadour] that he smooths back with Vaseline. Why, today I did see he had used most all of the Vaseline out of
that jar that sets on their kitchen shelf. That Vaseline jar has an interest look. I have been watching it. And every
day when I do stand on tiptoe and take peeks at it, there is not so much Vaseline in it as there was in it the day
before. I have thinks it does take a goodly amount to keep his pumpadoor smooth.
While I was bringing home the tidy the mamma did leave at the house of Elsie, I met a chapine\fn{Hooded (?);
probably an Opal-invented word} baby. He did sail away. Érrable [Airable] leaves did go in little hops, and so went I.
Soon I saw a gray board. I did turn it over. Under that old gray board were five little silk bags. They were white,
and they did feel lumps. I know baby spiders will come out of them when comes spring days, because last year I
found bags like these, and this year in the spring, baby spiders walked out. They were very fidgety youngsters.
Just when I did most have decides to take them to the nursery, I heard the mamma calling. I put the board back
again, in the way it was before I came that way; then I did run a quick run to the house. And the mamma did send
me in a hurry to the wood-shed—it was for two loads of wood she wanted.
I did bring in the first load in a hurry. The second load, I brought not so. I did pick up all the sticks my arms
could hold. While I was picking them up, I looked long looks at them. I went not to the kitchen with them in a
quick way. I was meditating. I did have thinks about the tree they all were, before they got chopped up. I did
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wonder how I would feel, if I was a very little piece of wood that got chopped out of a very big tree. I did think
that it would have hurt my feelings. I felt of the feelings of the wood. They did have a very sad feel.
Just when I was getting that topmost stick a bit wet with sympathy tears, then the mamma did come up behind
me with a switch. She said while she did switch,
“Stop your meditations!”
And while she did switch, I did drop the wood. I felt the feels the sticks of wood felt when they hit the floor.
Then I did pick them up with care, and I put them all in the wood-box, back of the cook-stove. I put them there
because the mamma said I must put them there. But all the time I was churning, I did hum a little song—it was a
good-bye song to the sticks in the wood-box, back of the kitchen stove.
When the churning was done and the butter was come, the mamma did lift all the little lumps of butter out of
the churn. Then she did pat them together in a big lump, and this she put away in the butter-box in the wood-shed.
When she went to lay herself down to rest on the bed, she did call me to rub her head. I like to rub the mamma’s
head, for it does help the worry lines to go away. Often I rub her head, for it is often she does have longings to
have it so; and I do think it is very nice to help people have what they do have longings for.
By-and-by, when the mamma did have sleeps, and after I did print, I did go to listen to the voices. The wind
was calling. His calling was to little wood-folk and me. He did call more again:
“Come, petite Françoise, come go explores!”
He was in a rush. I raced. Brave Horatius ran. We played tag with the wind. The wind does have many things
to tell. He does toss back one’s curls, so he can whisper things in one’s ears. Today he did twice push back my
curls three times, that I might better hear what he did have to say. He whispered little whispers about the cradles
of moths-to-be, that hang a-swinging on the bushes in the woods.
I went around to see about it. I looked looks on many bushes. Some brown leaves were swinging from some
bushes. No cradles I found.
By-and-by, I came to a log. It was a nice little log. It was as long as three pigs as long as Peter Paul Rubens. I
climbed upon it. I so did to look more looks about. The wind did blow in a real quick way—he made music all
around. I danced on the log. It is so much a big amount of joy to dance on a log when the wind does play the
harps in the forest. Then do I dance on tiptoe. I wave greetings to the plant-bush folks that do dance all about.
Today a grand pine tree did wave its arms to me, and the bush branches patted my cheek in a friendly way. The
wind again did blow back my curls—they clasped the fingers of the bush-people most near. I did turn around to
untangle them. It is most difficult to dance on tiptoe on a log when one’s curls are in a tangle with the branches of
a friendly bush that grows near unto the log, and does make bows to one while the wind doth blow.
When I did turn to untangle my curls, I saw a silken cradle in a hazel branch. I have thinks that the wind did
just tangle my curls so I would have seeing of that cradle. It was cream, with a hazel leaf halfway round it. I put it
to my ear, and I did listen. It had a little voice. It was not a tone voice; it was a heart voice. While I did listen, I did
feel its feels. It had lovely ones.
And I did hurry away in the way that does lead to the house of the girl that has no seeing. I went that way so
she too might know its feels, and hear its heart voice. She does so like to feel things—she has seeing by feels.
Often I do carry things to her when I find them. And she knows some of my friends. Peter Paul Rubens has gone
with me to visit her. So has gone Felix Mendelssohn and Nannerl Mozart, the two mices with voices that squeak
mouse songs in the night. And Plato and Pliny, the two bats, and others go, too. And their goings, and what she
has thinks about them, I have printed here in my prints. And it is often I go the way that does lead to her house,
for the girl who has no seeing, she and I, we are friends.
One day, I told her about the trees talking. Then she did want to know about the voices. And now I do help her
to hear them. And too, I tell her about comparer, that Angel Father did teach me to play, and I show her the way.
She cannot look long looks at things, to see how they look not looks alike, because she has no seeing. So she is
learning to play comparer by feels.
Today, after she did feel the feels of the cream cradle and we did play comparer, then she asked me what the
trees were saying. And I led her out across her yard and away to the woods, and Brave Horatius did follow after. I
led her in the way that does lead to that grand fir tree Good King Louis VI. And when we were come unto him, I
did touch his finger-tips to her cheeks. She liked that. Then we did stand near unto him, and I told her of the trees
in the night—of the things they tell to the shadows that wander through the woods. She said she didn’t think she
would like to be a shadow.
And just then, she stubbed her toe. She did ask me what that was there, near unto her foot. I told her it was a
ville [town] I did build there—the ville of St. Denis. She wanted to know why I builded it there. 1 told her there
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was needs of it being near unto Good King Louis VI, for he so loved it; so I builded it there, where his branches
shelter it and his kindness looks kind looks upon it. And I did tell her about his being on his way to St. Denis
when he died. While I builded up again the corner of the abbey, I did give explanations about how lovely it is to
be a gray shadow, walking along and touching the faces of people. Shadows do have such velvety fingers.
After that, we did go on. We went on to where dwell Alan of Bretagne,\fn{ A fir tree} and Etienne of Blois,\fn{A
fir tree in the woods} and Godefroi of Bouillon,\fn{A fir tree in the woods} and Raymond of Toulouse.\fn{A fir tree in the
woods} To each I led the girl who has no seeing, and she was glad to know them all. They are grand trees.
As we went our way, we did listen unto the voices. And I took all the hairpins that was in her hair out of it. I so
did so the wind could blow it back and whisper things into her ears. The wind does have so much to tell of far
lands, and of little folks that dwell near unto us in the fields and in the woods.
Today near even time, I did lead the girl who has no seeing a little way away into the forest, where it was
darkness, and shadows were. I led her toward a shadow that was coming our way. It did touch her cheeks with its
velvety fingers. And now she too does have likings for shadows, and her fear that was is gone.
And after that, we turned about to the way that does lead out of the forest. And so we went, and I led her again
home. We did hurry a bit. We so did because it was most time for her folks to be there. Often she does say I
mustn’t be thereabout when her folks are thereabout. I don’t be.
At the steps of the door that does go into her house, she did tell me good-bye. When she so did, she kissed me
on each cheek, like she always does. Then I did turn my face to the way that leads to the house we live in. Cloudships were sailing over the hills. They were in a hurry.. The wind was in a hurry. Brown leaves, little ones and big
ones, were hurrying along. I thought I had better get a hurry on me. I did.
When I was come near unto the barn, I did go in to get Plato and Pliny. I put them in my apron pockets. The
barn was rather dark. There were friendly shadows in its corners.
When I came out, I thought of Peter Paul Rubens—I did have thinks cathedral service would be good for his
soul. I went again into the barn, to get his little bell that he does always wear around his neck to service. And I did
put it on.
There was a time when there was no little bell for Peter Paul Rubens to wear to service. That was in the days
before one day when I did say to the man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice,
“I do have needs of a little bell for Peter Paul Rubens to wear to church.”
I got it. And Peter Paul Rubens always knows he is going to the cathedral when I put that little bell around his
neck. It does make lovely silver tinkles as he goes walking down the aisle to the altar.
Tonight so we did go, and too with us was Elizabeth Barrett Browning. When we were come near unto the
hospital, I went aside for Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus. In the cathedral, the wind and the trees sang a vesper
song. And I prayed for quite a time long, little prayers and long prayers for the goodness of us all. Peter Paul
Rubens did grunt Amen at in-between times. Now I hear the mamma say,
“I wonder where Opal is.”
She has forgets. I’m still under the bed where she did put me, quite a time ago. And all this nice long time,
light is come to here from the lamp on the kitchen table—light enough so I can print prints. I am happy. I think I
better crawl out now, and go into the bed for sleeps.
*
Near even time today, I did go out the house when the works were done. I went out the front door and a little
way down the path. I made a stop to watch the clouds. They first did come over the hills in a slow way; then they
did sail on and on. They were like ships. I did have wonders what thoughts they were carrying from the hills to
somewhere. While I did watch, Brave Horatius did come and stand by my side. He looked up at me. In his eyes
were askings. I made explainings. I told him,
“Le ciel est plein de nuages, qui ont l’air de navires.”\fn{“The sky is filled with clouds, which look like ships.”}
While I did talk with him, the mamma did call. I went in. Brave Horatius followed after. She made him go out
the other door. I went, too—I went to get the potatoes the mamma wanted for supper. I got them out of a sack in
the wood-shed.
When she did make prepares to peel the potatoes, the mamma reached away back in the cook-table drawer for
the paring-knife. When she did reach so far back, she did feel the track of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Then she
pulled it out, real quick. She threw it out the window. When I went to pick it up, it was broken into eleven pieces.
I did gather up all the pieces. They got a little bit wet, from tears that trickled down my nose. When I did get the
pieces together, I did put them in the back part of the machine drawer.
While I so did, I hears a grunt by the bedroom window. I climbed out. There was Peter Paul Rubens, and near
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unto him was Brave Horatius. To each, I gave four pats on the nose. They have likes for pats on the nose. Then I
went adown the path. They walked beside me. I saw the cloud-ships sailing on. I made a stop to tell Peter Paul
Rubens what I did tell Brave Horatius. I didn’t get it all told. When I did say, “Le ciel est plein de nuages,” Peter
Paul Rubens did grunt a grunt to go on. That was his own dear way of telling me that he already did have
knowings those clouds looked like ships. I gave him a pat, and one to Brave Horatius, too.
I went on. They walked beside me. I went on a little way; then I did go aside from the path. I so went to the
altar of Saint Louis. Three logs and four stumps and three trees it is distant from the path. And I took there with
me all the little plants with green leaves, the ones I did dig up yesterday. I brought them to plant them in a crown
there on his altar, for this day is the day of his crowning, in 1226. While I did plant them, the wind did sing a
memory song. And the trees were talking—I have thinks they were saying of the goodness of Saint Louis. Peter
Paul Rubens, he did have understanding of what they were saying. He did grunt Amen at in-between times.
Today in the morning, when the mamma was in the other room, I did take down from its hook the papa’s big
coat. I did put it onto me, and it did trail away out behind. I like to wear the papa's big coat. Jenny Strong, who
comes to visit us, says the reason I like to wear the papa’s big coat is because it makes me more grown-up. She’s
wrong. The reason I like to wear the papa’s big coat is because it has pockets in it—big ones—nice ones to put
toads and mice and caterpillars and beetles in. That’s why I like to wear the papa’s coat. Why, when I go walking
in the papa’s big coat, nearly the whole nursery can go along!
This morning, just as I was making a start out the door to the nursery, the mamma carne into the kitchen.
She did hurry to the door, and I did hurry out—but she caught me by the end of the coat. She did get that coat
off of me in a quick way. She hung it back on its nail. When it was hung on its nail in the proper way, she gave to
me a shoulder-shake. And I did go to feed the chickens.
After I did feed the chickens all and have some conversations with them, I went in to get the lard-pail that does
have my school lunch in it. While I was putting my jacket on, the mamma did tie a new piece of asfiditee
[asafetida] around my neck, to keep me from having disease. It was a big piece of asfiditee. It didn’t stay a big
piece very long. I divided it with my animal friends. Now each one of us has a bit of asfiditee tied around our
necks, so we will not catch sickness. I do so like to share things. I could not find Brave Horatius, to give him his
share—I did have it already to tie around his dear neck, but he did not answer when I did call. I called in the
woods, and I called in the field. When he did not corne, I went a little way back in the woods to a root. I hid his
piece of asnditee there. Tomorrow morning, I will tie it around his neck.
Near the root was a little wren. I made a stop to watch him. He was in a hurry—I thought he would tip over. I
went in a hurry to help him. Before I was come to the root, he was gone. And I saw his short tail no more.
When I got to school, teacher was standing there in the door. She was looking far-off looks, in the way that
does lead to the river. I thought maybe she was having dream-thoughts. I was just going to walk past her, when
she turned me about for inspection. She felt the outside of my left apron pocket. But I didn’t bring my pet toad
again to school this morning. I am not going to risk his life again. Next time, I am going to bring him to school in
a pocket in my underskirt.
Most all day in school today, I did study from the books Angel Mother and Angel Father did make for me. I did
screwtineyes the spell of words.
When school was let out, I went in the way that does lead to a grove where many chene trees do dwell. I so
went to get brown leaves. After I did have a goodly number of leaves, I did face about in the way that does lead to
the willow creek.
When I was come to the log that goes across the creek, I went halfway across. I went not all way across
because this is the going-away day of Henry I in 1135, and I did pause to scatter leaves upon the waters. I let them
fall, one by one. And they were sixty-seven, for his years were sixty-seven.
Then I went to bugle in the canyon. I did go by the pig-pen. I went that way to get Peter Paul Rubens. He does
so like to go for walks in that canyon of the far woods when I go to bugle there, and I do so like to have him go. I
have thinks the trees and the ferns and the singing brook all have gladness when Peter Paul Rubens comes a while
to walk in the woods. He does carry so much joy with him, everywhere he goes.
Today near even time, we did walk our way back unto near the cathedral. We made a stop there, for a short
prayer service. First I said “Our Father,” and then I said two short prayers—one was a thank prayer and one was a
glad prayer. As always, Peter Paul Rubens did grunt Amen at in-between times. Then he did go his way to the pigpen to get his supper, and I went aside to see if there was any sheeps on the hillside. I saw not one. And so I come
again to the field.
Elizabeth Barrett Browning was at the pasture-bars. There was lonesome feels in her mooings. I went and put
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my arm around her neck. It is such a comfort to have a friend near, when lonesome feels do come.
*
I have wonders—where is Brave Horatius? He comes not at my calling. Two days he is now gone. For him I
go on searches. I go the three roads that go the three ways from where they have meeting, in front of the ranch
house. On and on, I go. To the Orne and Rille, I go—I go adown their ways; I call and call. Into the woods beyond
the riviere, into the foret de Saint-Germain-en-Laye, I go. I listen. The sounds that were in time of summer are not
now. Brave Horatius is not there. I call and call. Then I come back again. I go to the house of the girl who has no
seeing. I go on. I go across the fields of Auverne and Picardie. But I have no seeing of my Brave Horatius. I come
back again.
The man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice, he does keep watch by the mill. But these two days, he
has had no seeing of Brave Horatius. I have wonders—where can he be? Every time I see the chore boy, he does
sing,
“There was a little dog, and his name was Rover; and when he died, he died all over. And when—he died—he
died—all o—ver.”
The last part he does wail in a most long way. I have not listenings to what that chore boy says. I go on; I pray
on; I look and I look for Brave Horatius.
I go four straight ways, and I corne back four different ways. When I am alone, I go back and forth by Jardin
des Tuileries, and across Pont Royal, and adown the singing creek where the willows grow. Lonesome feels are
everywhere. I call and I do call. And I do go on and on, to where Rhone flows around Camargue.
I turn about, and I go in the way that does go to the foret de Montmorency. I go to the foret de Montmorency.
No tree here is a chdtaignier [chestnut], but anyway, I do call it foret de Montmorency; and often it is I come here
—here I come with Brave Horatius. I went in through, and out through, but no answerings did come when I did
call. I wonder where he is.
In the morning of today when I did go that way, I did meet with the father of Lola,\fn{ A little girl in the school who
had wants for a white silk dress} and I did ask if he had seen my Brave Horatius. He did have no seeing of him. And he
did ask where all I was going on searches. I did tell him to Orne and Yonne and Rille, and to Camargue and
Picardie and Auvergne, and to the foret de Montmorency. And when I did so tell him, he did laugh. Most all the
folks do laugh at the names I do call places hereabout—they most all do laugh, ’cepting Sadie McKibben. She
smiles and smooths out my curls and says,
“Name ’em what ye are a mind to, dearie.”
Sadie McKibben has an understanding soul. She keeps watch out of her window for seeings of Brave Horatius,
and she has promised me she will ask everybody that she does see go by her house if they have had seeings of
Brave Horatius.
All my friends do feel lonesome feels for Brave Horatius. Lars Porsena of Clusium hardly has knowing what
to do. And Peter Paul Rubens did have goings with me three times on searches; and when I did have stops to pray,
he did grunt Amen. And he would like to have goings with me on the afternoon of today. But the pig-pen fence, it
was fixed most tight, and I couldn’t unfix it with the hammer so he might have goings with me. I did start on. He
did grunt grunts to go. I did feel more sad feels—I do so like to have him go with me on explores and searches.
Today I did go on, and then I did come back to give him more good-bye pats on the nose, until I was come again.
So I did, four times. I did tell him when Brave Horatius was found, we would soon come to his pen. Then I went
on.
On I went not far, for the mamma did call me to come tend the baby. And I came again to the house we live in.
When sleeps was upon the baby, I lay me down to sleep, for tired feels was upon me. Now I feel not so. I have
been making prints. The mamma is gone with the baby to the house of Elsie. I go now again to seek for my Brave
Horatius.
A little way I went. A long way I went. When I was come part way back again, I climbed upon the old gray
fence made of rails. I walked adown it to the gate-post, and there I sat. I sat there until I saw the shepherd bringing
down the sheep from the blue hills. When he was come in sight, I went up the road to meet him and all the sheeps.
And when I was come near unto them, I did have seeing—there by the shepherd’s side did abide my Brave
Horatius! I was happy. I was full of glad feels. Brave Horatius showed his glad feels in his tail, and he did look
fond looks at the flock of sheep. I so did, too.
And in the flock there was Bede of Jarrow, and Alfric of Canterbury, and Alberic de Briançon, and Felix of
Croyland. And there was Cynewulf, and Alcuin, and Orderic, and Gwian, and Elidor. And in the midst of the
flock, there was Guy de Cavaillon, and Raoul de Houdenc, and Edwin of Diera, and Adamnan of Iona. I did give
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to each and every one a word of greeting, as I did walk among the flock. And there were others that I had not yet
given names to. And last of them all, last of all the flock, was Dallan Forgaill.
And when we were come a little way, the shepherd did ask me again what were the names I did call his sheep.
And I told him all over again, and he did say them after me. But the ways he did say them were not just the ways I
say them, some of them. And he did ask me where I did have gettings of those names. And I did tell him I did
have gettings of those names from my two books that Angel Mother and Angel Father did write in.
We went on. Pretty soon, I did tell him as how it was while he was gone away to the blue hills, I did choose for
him another name. I told him how sometimes I did call him by that other name. He did have wantings to know
what the other name was. I did tell him this new name I have for him is Aidan of Iona come from Lindisfame. He
liked it. I told him I did, too.
We went on. We did have talks. When we were come near unto the lane, I did say,
“Good-bye, Aidan of Iona come from Lindisfarne. I am glad you and the flock are come.” He gave my curls a
smooth-back, and he said,
“Good-bye, little one.”
Then Brave Horatius and I went in a hurry, in the way that does go to the pig-pen. When we were gone part
ways, I looked a look back, and in the road there I saw Aidan of Iona come from Lindisfarne, still watching us.
Then we went on.
And we were full of gladness when we did reach the pig-pen, for Brave Horatius and Peter Paul Rubens and I,
we are friends. I did say a long thank prayer, for that we were together again. And Peter Paul Rubens did grunt
Amen.
I am feeling all queer inside. Yesterday was butchering day. Among the hogs they butchered was Peter Paul
Rubens.
The mamma let me go off to the woods all day, after my morning’s work was done. Brave Horatius and Lars
Porsena of Clusium went with me. A part of the time he perched on my shoulder, and then he would ride on the
back of Brave Horatius. Felix Mendelssohn rode in my apron pocket, and Elizabeth Barrett Browning followed
after.
We had not gone far, when we heard an awful squeal—so different from the way pigs squeal when they want
their supper. I felt cold all over. Then I did have knowings why the mamma had let me start away to the woods
without scolding. And I ran a quick run to save my dear Peter Paul Rubens—but already he was dying. And he
died with his head in my lap. I sat there feeling dead, too, until my knees were all wet with blood from the throat
of my dear Peter Paul Rubens.
After I changed my clothes and put the bloody ones in the rain-barrel, I did go to the woods to look for the soul
of Peter Paul Rubens. I didn’t find it. But I think when comes the spring, I will find it among the flowers—
probably in the blossom of a faon [fawn] lily, or in the top of a fir tree. Today when Brave Horatius and I went
through the woods, we did feel its presence near.
When I was come back from the woods, they made me grind sausage. And every time I did turn the handle I
could hear that little pain squeal Peter Paul Rubens always gave when he did want me to come where he was at
once.
*
This day when I was come home from school, I did have much wood to carry in, for cold days are come. I did
make goes to the wood-shed, to get the wood. Going to the wood-shed, I passed that new flour-sack hanging on
the clothes-line. It was flapping in the wind. By-and-by, that flour-sack is going to evolute into an underskirt for
me to wear under my dress when I go to school. I got my arms full of wood, as much as they could hold. Then I
came into the house, to put the wood into the box behind the stove.
The mamma was standing by the window. She looked worry looks at that new flour-sack hanging on the
clothes-line, there. She said she wished she knew a quicker way to get that miller’s brand out of the flour-sack.
She put on her fascinator and went a-visiting. She told me to watch the baby, that was sleeping on the bed. While I
was carrying in more sticks of wood, I tried to think of a quicker way to get that miller’s brand out of that floursack a-flapping there in the window.
When enough wood was in and two more loads besides, I did sit on the wood-box. After I did sit still a most
long time, thinks did come of away. I got the scissors out—I got them out of the mamma’s work-basket.
The time it did take to cut the miller’s brand out of the flour-sack, it was only a little time. And when it was
fixed, I did fold it in nice folds, with the nice crooks sticking out. The scissors did make those crooks in a nice
way. Scissors are useful—I do find much use for them. But the mamma likes not the uses I find for the scissors.
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She does say I am a new sance [nuisance]. I guess a new sance is something some grown-up people don’t like to
have around at all.
I have wonders about things. I have sore feels in my heart, and sore feels on the back part of me. I so want to
be helps to the mamma. But it’s very hard. Why, today when I did run to meet her, I did say,
“It’s out! It’s out! I’ve got it out!”
And she looked no glad looks. She did only look looks about for a hazel bush. First one she saw, she did take
two limbs of it. All the way to the door, she made tingles on me with them. I do not think she does have knowing
how they feel—such queer, sore feels. I feel she would not like their feels.
When we were come to the door, she did tell me to stay outside. She said I couldn’t come into her house. But I
did have knowing where I could go. I went to talk with Good King Edward I and lovely Eleanor of Castile. I did
climb onto the lane fence, and into the arms of lovely Queen Eleanor. I do so like to be in her arms when things
do trouble me. She has understandings.
From her arms, I did go to hunt for the soul of Peter Paul Rubens. Lucian Horace Ovid Virgil rode in my left
apron pocket, and Nannerl Mozart rode in my right apron pocket. She is a most shy mouse, and does keep her
nose hid. As we did go along, I did gather gray leaves—forty-two gray leaves I did so gather. Then we went on.
We went on to the near woods. I had not findings today for the soul of my cleat Peter Paul Rubens. But I did tell
the wind that was walking in the woods to tell Peter Paul Rubens I was come a-seeking for his soul. Then I did
turn my face to the way that does lead to the cathedral.. On the way, I met with Elizabeth Barrett Browning and
Brave Horatius and Isaiah. Together we did go to the cathedral.
We went unto the little tree that I have planted there for rememberings of good John Milton, for this day is the
day of his borning, in 1608. We did have prayers. It was so lonesome, Peter Paul Rubens not being there to grunt
Amen at in-between times. Brave Horatius came near unto me when prayers were most done. He did put his nose
against my hand for a pat. I gave him two. One was for him, and one was for Peter Paul Rubens that was.
Then we all did go in the way that does lead to the singing creek where the willows grow. When we were
come, all that were with me did stand very close by. They so did stand while I did drop the gray leaves upon the
water. All the forty-two leaves I did gather, I did drop upon the water—for this is the day of the going-away of
Antoine Van Dyck, in 1641; and his years, they were forty-two. When the leaves were all upon the water, I did say
a little prayer.
And we came home. It was most dark-time, and the lamp on the kitchen table did shine its light out the
window. And it came down the path to meet us.
There were pictures on the window-panes when I woke up this morning. By-and-by, the fire in the stove made
the room warm, and the pictures on the window-panes went away. I was sorry when they went away. I so did like
to look looks at them.
When I did have my breakfast, the mamma did send me to take a bucket of something with eggs on top it to
the ranch house. The outdoors did have coldness. It did make my fingers to have queer feels, and my nose felt like
I didn’t have any. Brave Horatius followed after me as I did go along. As I did go along, I did see ice on the mudpuddles. Every now and then, I did stop to break the ice on the mud-puddles. I broke the ice to see what was in the
water. Under the ice that was over the cow-tracks, there was no water—only dirt, cold and stiff, with little crystals
on it.
When I was come to the ranch house, the grandma did come to the door, and she took the bucket of something
with eggs on top it that the mamma did send to her. I started on to school. I did go as far as the pump. I made a
stop there. I was going to give its handle some lift-ups and some pull-downs, so water would come out. I have
likes to see water come out of that pump. But today, water won’t come out of the pump. The pump-handle won’t
go up and down. The grandpa said it froze in the night. I think it has got the croup. I expect it needs some coal-oil.
I have thinks I must tend to that pump tonight.
All day here at school, I now do study. For little bits of times, I do study my school-book. But most of the time,
I do study the books Angel Father and Angel Mother did write in. I do study these most every day at school. I do
study the spell of the words. And after times and before times, I do sing the spelling of the words to the gentle
Jersey cow, while I do ride her to pasture. And I sit in the manger at evening-time and sing the spellings of these
words to William Shakespeare, when he is come home from work in the woods. I have thinks most of my animal
friends do have knowings of the spelling of these words—it so often is I do sing the spellings of these wor:ds to
them.
When I did come home from school tonight, I did make a stop at that pump, to see how much coal-oil it did
need for its croup. But it had no needs to be tended—the croup that it did have on this morning was all gone.
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When I did give its handle some lift-ups and some push-downs, water did come out. I watched it. It stopped
coming out when I did stop giving it lift-ups and push-downs.
I went on. I saw the black cat, by the barn. On cold nights, I have given that cat long rubs on its back, and
sparks have come. I did have thinks about sparky things as I did come on home. Now I have knowings of these:
Cats are sparky—black ones, on a cold night. Stoves are sparky, on cold days. Rocks are sparky—flint ones, when
you give them a thump. The chore boy says some people are sparky. He doesn’t know what he is talking about.
When I was come into the house we live in, I gave the baby a gentle thump. It squawked, but there were no
sparks. Then the mamma came in the back door. She had not knows why it squawked, but she did tell me to mind
it. I so did. The mamma went out again, to the house of Elsie.
When she was gone, I did sing to the baby a new song I did make up today. Most every day, I do make up a
song. I sing them not when the mamma is in the house, for she does give me most hard spankings when I do start
to sing them. Today I did teeter the baby on the bed, as she said. And more I did—I did sing to her the new song. I
did sing to her:
Main tenant est hiver—
Le ciel est gris,
Le champ est tranquil,
Les Beurs dorment—
Maintenant est hiver.
*
Now it is winter—
The sky is gray,
The field is quiet,
The Bowers sleeping—
Now it is winter.

Then she did kick many kicks in the air. I did tickle her toes. She likes to have her toes tickled; she has likes
for it. This baby has likes for many things. She has likes to sit up on the bed. The mamma has me to prop it up, so
it won’t fall over. And this baby, it has likes to make bubbles with its mouth, and to stick its foot in its mouth. It
does like to rattle all the rattles the grandma and Jenny Strong and Elsie bring to it. It does have such likes to be
rocked. And most of the times when it is awake, it does want to be singed to, and carried about. It is a baby what
has satisfaction looks on its face for a little time, when it gets what it wants. It only has those satisfaction looks a
little time. Soon it does have some more wants, and it wants to have what it wants. The mamma does have me to
rock it and rock it, and teeter it on the bed, and walk the floor with it. Sometimes it does get most heavy. Then I
do let my knees bend under, and I do sit on the Boor and rock it back and forth. The mamma, she does have much
likes for it to have what it wants.
I am joy all over. I have found in the near woods a plant that has berries like the berries symphorine has. And
its leaves are like the leaves symphorine has. I have had seeings of it before. And every time I do meet with this
new old plant, I do say,
“I have happy feels to see you, Symphorine!”
And when the wind comes walking in the near woods, the little leaves of symphorine do whisper little
whispers. I have thinks they are telling me they were come here before I was come here. I make a stop to have
more listens. They do whisper,
“See, petite Françoise, we were a long time come.”
I can see they were, too, because their toes have grown quite a ways down in the ground.
Today as I did walk a walk to where they grow, I did tell them about the day that it is. I told them all about this
being the borning day of Jeanne d’Albret, mere de Henri IV, in 1528. I told the year-numbers on my fingers. I had
thinks they might have remembers better if I so told them on my fingers. (I do have remembers of numbers better
when I do tell them on my fingers.) Brave Horatius did stand by and listen while I so told them. We went on.
I tied bits of bread on the tips of the branches of the trees. Too, I tied on popcorn kernels. They looked like
snow-flowers blooming there on fir trees. I looked looks at them. I have knows the birds will be glad for them.
Often I do bring them here for them. When I have hungry feels, I feel the hungry feels the birds must be having.
So I have comes to tie things on the trees for them. Some have likes for different things—little gray one of the
black cap has likes for suet, and other folks has likes for other things.
There is a little box in the woods that I do keep things for the pheasants and grouses and squirrels, and more
little birds, and wood-mouses and wood-rats. In fall time days, Peter Paul Rubens did come here with me when I
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did bring seeds and nuts to this box for days of winter. When we were come to the box, I did have more thinks of
him. I think the soul of Peter Paul Rubens is not afar. I think it is in the forest. I go looking for it. I climb up in the
trees. I call and call. And then when I find it not, I do print a message on a leaf, and I tie it onto the highest limb I
can reach. And I leave it there with a little prayer for Peter Paul Rubens. I do miss him so.
Today after I so did leave a message on a leaf away up in a tree for him, I did have going in along the lane, and
out across the field, and down the road beyond the meeting of the roads. There was grayness everywhere—gray
clouds in the sky, and gray shadows above and in the canyon. And all the voices that did speak, they were gray
tones:
“Petite Françoise, c’est jour gris.”
And all the little lichens I did see along the way did seem a very part of all the grayness. And Felix
Mendelssohn in my apron pocket, he was a part of the grayness, too. And as I did go adown the road, I did meet
with a gray horse, and his grayness was like the grayness of William Shakespeare. Then I did turn about. I did turn
my face to the near woods, where is William Shakespeare.
When Rob Ryder isn’t looking, I give to William Shakespeare pieces of apple, and I pull grass for him. He so
likes a nice bit to eat after he does pull a long pull on the logs. And while I do feed him bits of apple and bits of
grass, I do tell him poems. William Shakespeare has likes for poems. And sometimes I do walk along by him
when he is pulling in logs, and I do tell the poems to him while he pulls. And I give his head rubs when he is
tired,and his back, too. And on some Sundays when he is in the pasture, I go there to talk with him. He comes to
meet me. William Shakespeare and I, we are friends. His soul is very beautiful. The man that wears gray neckties
and is kind to mice says he is a dear old horse.
*
Elsie has a brand-new baby, and all the things that go with it. There’s a pink fleur on its baby brush, and a pink
bow on its cradle-quilt. The angels brought the baby just last night, in the night. I have been to see it a goodly
number of times. Most everything I did start to do, I went aside before I did get through doing it, to take peeps at
the darling baby. I so did when I was sent to feed the chickens, and when I went to carry in the wood, and when I
went to visit Aphrodite, and when I went to take eggs to the folks that live yonder, and when I went to get some
soap at the ranch house, and when I went to take a sugar-lump to William Shakespeare, and when I went to take
food to the folks in the hospital, and when I went to the ranch house to get the milk. And in the between-times, I
did go in the way that does lead to the house of Elsie.
The baby, it is a beautiful baby, though it does have much redness of face from coming such a long way in the
cold last night. Maybe it was the coldness of the night that did cause the angels to make the mistake. They stopped
at the wrong house. I’m quite sure this is the very baby I have been praying for the angels to bring to the new
young folks that do live by the mill by the far woods. Dear Love, her young husband does call her. And they are
so happy. But they have been married seven whole months, and haven’t got a baby yet. Twice every day for a long
time, I have been praying prayers for the angels to bring them one real soon. And most all day today, I did feel I
better tell Elsie as how this baby isn’t her baby, before she does get too fond of it. She so likes to cuddle it, now.
Both morning and afternoon, I did put off going to tell her about it. I did wait most until eventime. Then I couldn’t
keep still any longer—I felt I would just have to speak to her about it, at once.
I did have knowings that Mrs. Limberger, that was staying with Elsie until the other woman was come back,
wouldn’t let me come in the door to see the baby again, because she has opinions that nineteen times is fully
enough to be a-coming to see a baby on the first day of its life on earth. So I went and got a wood box off the back
porch, and I did go around to the bedroom, window. I did get on top the wood box, and I made tappings on the
window-pane.
Elsie did have hearings. She did turn her head on the pillow. And she gave nods for me to come in. I pushed
the window a push enough so I could squeeze in. Then I sidled over to the bed.
Elsie did look so happy with the baby. I did swallow a lump in my throat. She looked kind smiles at me. I did
not like to bring disturbs to her calm. I just stood there, making pleats in my blue calico apron. I did have thinks
of Dear Love and the house without a baby, by the mill by the far woods. Then I felt I couldn’t wait any longer. I
just said,
“I know you are going to have a disappoint, Elsie, but I have got to tell you—this baby isn’t yours. It’s a
mistake. It really belongs to Dear Love, in that most new, most little house by the mill by the far woods. It’s the
one I’ve been praying the angels to bring her.”
Just when I was all out of breath from telling her, there did come the heavy step of Mrs. Limberger’s
approaches. Elsie did say in a gentle way,
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“Come to me early in the morning, and we will talk the matter over.” Then I went out the window.
From the house of Elsie, I did go to talk with Michael Angelo Sanzio Raphael. He does so understand. All
troubles that do trouble me, I do talk them over with him.
While I was telling him all about how the angels did make a mistake and did bring Dear Love's baby to the
house of Elsie, I did hear a little voice. It was a baby voice. It did come from the barn. I went in to see. It wasn’t in
the haystack. It seemed to come from away below. I slid down to the manger of the gentle Jersey cow. I thought
she was in the pasture, but there she was in the barn—and with her was a dear new baby calf!
When I did ask the ranch folks when it was brought, they did say it was brought in the night, last night. I have
thinks the same angel that did bring the new baby to the house of Elsie did bring also in her other arm that baby
calf to the gentle Jersey cow. Tonight I will pick it out a name from the books Angel Mother and Angel Father did
write in. Early in the morning, I will go again to the house of Elsie.
Early on the morning of today, I did go in the way that does lead to the house of Elsie. I did rap gentle raps on
the door, and the young husband of Elsie did come to raise the latch. When the door did come open, I did have
seeing that his black pumpadoor did seem to shine more than most times, and all the Vaseline was gone from the
jar that sets on the kitchen shelf. I did tell him how Elsie did say for me to come early in this morning. And before
he did have time for answers, Elsie did have hearing in the other room. She did call—she did call me to come in.
In I went. The baby, it was beside her. It was all wrapped in a blanket, so it couldn’t even have seeings out the
window how the raindrops was coming down so fast. The young husband of Elsie did look fond looks at that
blanket. I did begin to have fears he did have thinks it was his baby.
Elsie did unwrap the blanket from its red face. It’s just as red as it was yesterday, though the rain coming
makes the weather more warm. Elsie did say,
“See its long hair.”
And I did have seeing. It wasn’t long, though—not more than an inch. It was most black. And its eyes, they
were dark. It did have prefers to keep them shut. When I did see them, Elsie did say,
“Now about what we were talking about yesterday—next time you go to the house of Dear Love, have seeing
of the color of her eyes and hair, and also of her husband’s. I hardly think this baby’s hair and eyes are like theirs.
And maybe it is where it does belong.”
“I feel sure about that,” said her young husband. But I had not feels so.
Just then, the mamma did holler for me to come home, to bring wood in. I so come. Now she does have me
mind the baby. I do print.
When sleeps was come upon the mamma’s baby, I straightway did go in a hurry to the house of Dear Love, by
the mill by the far woods. All the way along, the raindrops were coming in a hurry down. Many of them did say,
“"Petite Françoise—too I wonder, I wonder.”
When I was come to the house of Dear Love, she was there and he was there. Her eyes were light blue, and her
hair, it was very light. Most cream hair, she has got. And her husband that does call her Dear Love—his eyes they
are blue, and he has red hair. I saw. And I was going right back, because I did feel sad feels.
Dear Love, she did lead me back into her house, and did have me to sit on a chair. I sat on its corner, and I felt
lumps come up in my throat. She did take off my fascinator, and she did take off my shoes, so my feet would get
dry. Then she did take me on her lap, and she did ask me what was the matter. And I just did tell her all about it—
all about how I had been praying for the angels to bring a baby real soon to them, and how sad feels I did feel
because they didn’t have a baby yet. Her husband did smile a quiet smile at her, and roses did come on her cheeks.
And I did have thinks that they did have thinks that this baby the angels did bring to the house of Elsie was their
baby.
Then I did give them careful explanations as how I too did have thinks it was their baby the angels did bring to
the house of Elsie, that I did pray for them to have real soon; and as how I did have thinks so yesterday, and last
night, and right up until now—when I did come to their house and have seeings of their blue eyes, and his having
red hair. I did tell them as how this baby couldn’t be theirs, because it has most dark hair and dark eyes, like the
eyes and the hair of the young husband of Elsie’s:
“Angels do have a big amount of goodly wisdom. They do bring to folks babies that are like them. To mother
sheeps, they do bring lambs. To mother horse, they do bring a poulain. To mother bats, they bring twin bats. To a
mother mouse, they do bring a baby mulot and some more like it, all at the same time. To mere daine, they do
bring a baby faon. To the gentle Jersey cow, they did bring a baby calf with creamness and brownness upon it, like
the creamness and brownness that is upon the gentle Jersey cow. Angels do have a goodly amount of wisdom—
they do bring to folks babies that do match them.”
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And after I did tell them that, I did have telling them as how, being as this baby didn’t have eyes and hair to
match theirs, it couldn’t be their baby. But I did tell them not to have disappoints too bad, because I am going to
pray on, and maybe she will get a baby next week.
When I did say that, her young husband did walk over to the window and look long looks out. I have thinks he
was having wonders if two or three angels would be coming with the angel that will be bringing their baby, and if
the cradle-quilt they bring with it will have a blue bow or a pink bow on it, and if its baby brush will have blue
fleurs or pink fleurs on it. I have wonders. .I think blue fleurs on its baby brush and a blue bow on its cradle-quilt
will look nicer with red hair than pink fleurs and a pink bow. I have thinks I better put that in my prayers.
By-and-by, when my feets were dry, they did put my shoes on, and they laced them up. They didn’t miss a
string-hole like I do sometimes, when I am in a hurry to get them tied up. Then, when they did have them tied up,
they did want me to stay to dinner. But I did have feels I must hurry back to the house of Elsie, and tell her that
the baby was hers. She might be having anxious feels about it.
When I did say good-bye, they did give me two apples—one for William Shakespeare and one for Elizabeth
Barrett Browning. And they did give me some cheese for Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus, and corn for Lars
Porsena of Clusium. And they came a long way with me.
Then I did go in hurry steps to the house of Elsie. As quick as her young husband did open the door, I did walk
right in, for I did have thinks maybe she did have some very anxious feels while I was gone. She smiled glad
smiles when I told her it was hers. It must have been an immense amount of relief, her now knowing it really was
her own baby. And when I did turn around to tell her young husband it was theirs, her young husband, he just
said,
“I knew it was mine.”
And he looked more fond looks at the blanket it was wrapped in. I have feels now it is nice for them to have it,
and it is good that they will not have needs to give it up, being as it matches them. Angels do have a goodly
amount of wisdom. This is a wonderful world to live in.
When I did say good-bye to Elsie and the charmante [charming] baby, I did go to the barn, where is the gentle
Jersey cow and the baby calf that does match her. That baby calf I have named Mathilde Plantagenet. I have
named her so for Mathilde that was daughter of Roi Henri I, and Mathilde that was daughter of Sainte Marguerite,
that was reine d’Écosse [queen of Scotland]. Mathilde Plantagenet is her name, because the name of the man
Mathilde did marry, it was Geoffroi Plantagenet. And too, in days of summer, the genet fleur [broom] grows near
unto here. I have had seeings of them by waters that flow by the mill town. And when their bloom time is come, I
will make for Mathilde Plantagenet a guirlande of les fleurs de genet. And we will go walking down the lane.
*
On the way home from school tonight, I did meet with Sadie McKibben, and it was very nice to see her
freckles. And she wore her blue gingham apron with cross-stitches on it. First when we were met, she did kiss me
on each cheek. Then she was going to shake hands with me. But I could not shake hands with her with my right
hand, because Louis II, le Grande Conde, was asleep in my sleeve. I had fears shaking hands with my right hand
would disturb his calm. So I gave explanations, and Sadie McKibben did have understanding. She gave me a kiss
on my nose and smoothed back my curls, and shook hands with my left hand.
When she so did, Felix Mendelssohn did poke his nose out the cuff. He made a quick run up my arm, and
settled down on my shoulder. He is a very quick-moving mouse. Sadie McKibben did see the movement his
moving did make on my sleeve. She asked me if that was all my friends I did take to school today. Then I lifted up
my apron, and I did show her Lucian Horace Ovid Virgil—he was riding in a pocket in my underskirt. She did
have wantings to know why it was that I was not carrying him in my apron pocket, as I used to do. I told her I did
not so now for teacher does feel of my apron pockets when I do corne into school in the morning. So I carry my
friends in my sleeves, and in pockets in my underskirt.
Sadie McKibben did have understanding. And she did say she thought she would have to be getting me a little
basket to carry them in. She said she was going to speak to the man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice
about the matter. I have thinks to be carried in a warm basket will please the souls of Louis II, le Grand Conde,
and Felix Mendelssohn, and Lucian Horace Ovid Virgil, and all the little folk that do go walking with me. It will
be almost as nice as to ride in the pockets of the papa’s big coat. I have thinks I will have needs to put pockets in
that basket, and divides, so there in it will be little rooms—little rooms for all the folks of the nursery. I will let
them have their turns riding to school in the basket. And there is enough room in my seat so that basket can set
right beside me. I can hardly wait waits until I do have that basket.
When Sadie McKibben did kiss me good-bye, she gave me a sugar-lump for William Shakespeare, and a piece
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of cheese for Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus, and a bone for Brave Horatius, and ten corn-seeds for Lars Porsena
of Clusium. She does have knowings of the likings of my friends. Then she went her way, and I did come my way
home to the house we live in.
When I was come, first I did feed the chickens, and then I did go to carry in the wood. It was while I was
carrying in wood that Rob Ryder came to borrow a hammer. I haven’t been near unto where he has been since I
did bite his hand the other day. And today the mamma tried to make me say to that Rob Ryder how sorry I was
because I bit him on the hand. But I wasn’t a bit sorry, and I wouldn’t say I was sorry—and if I got a chance I’d
bite him again, for his laying that big whip to the back of William Shakespeare when he doesn’t pull logs fast
enough. I know my William Shakespeare, and I know how hard he pulls to pull those logs. To pull those logs, he
does his very best.
And when he was gone away, the mamma did spank me most hard with the hair-brush. Then she put me out
the door. And I did go from the house we do live in to where do dwell King Edward III and Queen Philippa of
Hainault. They are grand trees. We are friends. Often it is I go to where they dwell when the mamma does put me
out of the house. Today I did stay long with them, and I did talk long with them. Mostly it was about the lovely
England when they were there, we did have talks about today. And the wind was talking, too. I think the wind
does have knowing of this being their wedding day, in 1328. As he did come near unto where they dwell, he did
walk among the willows by the singing creek. And I did climb down from the arms of Queen Philippa of Hainault
and go to gather watercress for the mamma—she does have such a fondness for it.
Then I did say good-bye, and I did say good-bye to all those twelve trees growing near unto them. And all
those twelve trees that do grow near unto King Edward III and Queen Philippa of Hainault, those twelve trees are
their twelve children. The tree most near unto Edward III, that is Edward, Prince of Wales; and the one next unto
him is Lionel, Duke of Clarence; and the one most near unto him, that is John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster. The
time was when there were only ten trees growing there, and I did have needs to plant two more. The little ones I
did plant. And one is for baby Blanche, and one is for baby William, the other one.
*
After I did dish-towel all the dishes that we did use in the breakfast meal, the mamma did send me to get barks
for the warming stove. While I was getting barks, I did stop to screwtineyes the plump wiggles that were in and
under all the barks. Those plump wiggles will grow and change—they will grow and change into beetles. I have
seen them do so. I have taken them from the bark, and they did so grow into beetles, after some long time. In the
nursery I kept them, while they did so change.
After the barks was in, I did go my way to school. I went aside to Saint Firmin, by Nonette. I made a stop
where the willows grow. I love to touch fingers with the willows—then I do feel the feels the willows feel. I did
tell them all and every one about this being the going-away day of Charlemagne in 814, and the borning day of
Henry VII, in 1457. Each pussy-willow baby did wear a gray silk tricot [sweater]. He did look warm. He smiled,
“Bonjour, petite Françoise!” in a friendly way. I think he does remember the days in summer when I did drink
in inspirations, dabbling my toes by his toes, there in the singing brook. When I did have talks with them for a
little time, I did go on. And all along, I stopped very often on the way, to talk to the other pussy-willows.
I was quite late to school. Teacher made me stand in the corner, to get my lesson with my face to the wall. I
didn’t mind that at all. There was a window in that part of the wall. It was near the corner. I looked looks at my
book, sometimes. Most of the times, I looked looks out the window. I had seeing of little plant folks just peeping
out of the earth to see what they could see. I did have thinks it would be nice to be one of them, and then grow up
and have a flower, and bees a-coming, and seed-children at fall time. I have thinks this is a very interest world to
live in. There is so much to see out the window when teacher does have one to stand in the corner to study one’s
lesson.
When teacher did send me to my seat to get my slate for arithmetic, .I did put Lucian Horace Ovid Virgil in my
desk by my Cyr’s Reader. I keep my books in one little corner of my desk, and that does leave a lot of room for
my animal friends. There was room enough for Lucian Horace Ovid Virgil to take nice little hops. But while I was
having recites with arithmetic, he hopped a little hop too far, and he fell out of my desk. I had quivers, and it was
hard to pay attentions to arithmetic.
When our lessons were done, I made a quick go to my seat. I looked a look-under for him. He was not there. I
looked more looks about. He was rows away, over by the seat-row where Lola has her sitting. I did almost sit
sideways in my seat, I had such anxious feels about him.
Lola had seeing. She made a reach-over. She picked him up in a gentle way; she put him in her apron pocket.
She made a begin to study her geography.. She asked teacher if she might get a drink from the dipper in the wrap705

room. She went. She made a come-back from the wrap-room down our row, going to her geography class. When
she went by my desk, she put her hand in my pocket. She went on to the recite bench. Lucian Horace Ovid Virgil
was back again in my apron pocket. I felt an immense amount of satisfaction feels.
Some days there is cream to be shaked into butter. The mamma does have me to make a handle go up and
down a lot of times in the churn. This makes the butter come. When there is only a little cream to be shaked into
butter, then the mamma has me to shake it to and fro in a glass jar. Sometimes it gets awfully heavy, and my arms
do get ache feels up and down. There are most ache feels when the butter is a long time in coming. It so was
today. I gave it many shakes, and I was having hopes it soon would be come. After some long time, when it was
most come, the lid came off and it all shaked out. Then the mamma did have cross feels, and the spanks she gave
made me to have sore feels, on the back part of me. I was making tries to be helps to her. That butter was almost
come.
After I did give the floor washes and mops-up where the splashes of buttermilk did jump, then the mamma put
me out the door, and told me to get out and stay out of her way. I so did. I went out across the field, and in along
the lane. Lars Porsena of Clusium had going with me. I looked looks away, to the meeting of the roads. There was
a horse come near unto it. A man was riding on this horse. I like to ride upon a horse. I like to stand up when I ride
upon a horse—it is so much joy. I feel the feels the horse does feel when he puts each foot to the ground.
When I did see that horse go on and on, then I did have feels it would be nice to go a long way on explores. I
did have thinks William Shakespeare had wants to go. He was in the lane. I gave him pats on the nose, and I
talked with him about it. We did start on.
When we were come to the end of the lane, there was the gate. It did take some long time to get it open. The
plug did stick so tight, and more yet. I did pull, and I made more pulls. It came out—it did corne out in a quick
way. I did have a quick set-down. I got up in a slow way. I did show William Shakespeare the way to go out the
gate. He went. I went.
We went adown the road. A little way we went, and we were come to a stump. I made a climb-up on it. From
the stump, I did climb upon the back of William Shakespeare. We went on.
When we were come to the meeting of the roads, we went the way of the road that goes to the upper camps.
We made no stops until we were come to where a long time ago the road had a longing to go across the riviere,
and some men that had understanding made it a bridge to go across on. When we were co.e to the bridge, we
made a stop, and I did sing to the riviere a song. I sang it le chant de Seine, de Havre et Essonne et Nonette et
Roullon et Iton et Darnetal et Ourcq et Rille et Loing et Eure et Audelle et Nonette et Sarc. I sang it as Angel
Father did teach me to, and as he has wrote it in the book. And after I did sing it all, we did watch the water splash
itself against the legs of the bridge. The water goes not now slow, as it did in summer days.
We went on. And the boards of the bridge did make squeaks as we went across; and they said in their squeaks,
“Petite Françoise, we have been waiting a long time for you to go across the riviere.” And I did have William
Shakespeare to make a little stop, so I could tell the boards,
“I have been waiting waits a long time to go across.”
While I so was doing, they did not squeak. When we made a start to go on, they did squeak.
After we were across the riviere, we went in a more slow way. There was so many things to see. Trees and
trees were all along the way. There were more ranch houses. I did have seeing of them set always back from the
road, and smoke did come in curls from out their chimneys. At a bend in the road, there was a big chene tree—it
was a very big one. On its arms there was bunches of mistletoe. I made a stop to have looks at them. I had thinks I
might reach up to them. I stood on tiptoe on the back of William Shakespeare. I could reach a reach to one limb. I
put my arms around it, and had a swing. It was very nice to swing—one, forward and two, back again.
But when I was ready to stand on William Shakespeare again, he was not there. I looked a look down and
about. He was gone on a little way. I had wonders what to do. There was most too many rocks to drop down on.
Lars Porsena came and perched on the limb above. I did call William Shakespeare four times, and in-between, I
called him by the bird-call that does mean I have needs of him. He did come, and he made a stop under the limb. I
was most glad. My arms did have a queer feel, from hanging there. I was real glad just to sit quiet on the back of
William Shakespeare while he did walk on. And Lars Porsena of Clusium did sit behind me.
We went on. We had seeing of the section men working on the railroad track where the dinkey-engine goes
with the cars of lumbers to the mill town. They were making stoop-overs. I had seeing they did screwtineyes the
rails, and the ties they stay upon. The men did wave their hands to us, and I did wave back. And on the fence,
there was a bird with a yellow chest and a little black moon across his front. His back, it was like the grasses of
the field grown old. And his song is the song of all the voices of the field. We have seeing of him and his brothers
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all days of the year.
After we had going past the next turn in the road, I did look a look back. A little bush with some tallness was
yet a-nodding. It was asking a question. I gave William Shakespeare two pats on the shoulder. That means “ Turn
about.” He did. When we were come to the bush a-nodding, I leaned over to the tallness of it. I put my ear close,
so I could have hearing. It had wants to know what day this was. I did tell it this day was the going-away day of
John of Gaunt, and the borning day of Felix Mendelssohn, in 1809. It had hearings, but it did not stop nodding.
But it was asking no questions—it was nodding nods of the day this is. I felt the satisfaction feels it did feel when
it did know the answer to its question. I do too have likes to ask questions about things, so to have knows.
We went on in a slow way. I did look looks about, and there were birds—robins, and two bluebirds, and more
larks of the meadow, and other crows like unto Lars Porsena of Clusium.
When we was come to another bend in the road, William Shakespeare made a stop. I made a slide-off. I went
to pick him some grass. A wagon went by. Two horses were in front of it, and on its high seat was a man with his
hat on sideways and a woman with a big fascinator most hiding her face. There was seven children in the wagon
—two with sleeps upon them, and a little girl with a tam-o’-shanter and a frown and a cape on her. I have thinks
from the looks on their faces they all did have wants to get soon to where they were going to. I brought the grass
back to the road to William Shakespeare. I smiled a smile, and waved to the last little girl of all on the wagon. She
smiled and waved her hand. Then three more of them waved. I waved some more. The wagon had its going on.
And William Shakespeare had begins to nibble at the grass I was holding in my fingers. While he did nibble
nibbles, I did tell him poems. William Shakespeare does have such a fondness for poetry, and nibbles of grass, and
apples, and sugar-lumps.
While we did have waiting at the bend of the road, I saw a maple tree with begins of buds upon it. I did walk
up to the tree. I put my ear to it, to have listens to the sap going up. It is a sound I like to hear—there is so much
of springtime in it.
While I did listen, in the other ear that was not to the maple tree I did have hearings of the talkings of the wind,
and petite plants just having begins to grow out of the earth. The wind did say,
“Je viens, je viens.” [“I come, I come.”] The plants did answer make:
“Nous entendons, nous entendons.”[“We hear, we hear.”] So they did speak. Then the wind did say,
“Le printemps viendra bientot.” [“The spring will come soon.”] And the plants did answer make:
“Nous fleurirons bientot.” [“We will soon blossom.”]
I did have glad feels. William Shakespeare moved a little move. I had some doubts if he did hear all plainly
they did say, so I went up to his nose and said it all over to him. He had understanding.
We went on. When we were come again to a stump, I did climb again upon his back.
We went by a big mill with piles of lumber to its near side, and a long, wide roof it had. There was a row of
lumber-shanties, and some more. There was children about, and dogs. They did smile and wave, and I did, too.
We went on. More fir trees of great tallness was on either side the road—they did stretch out their great arms to
welcome to us. I so do love trees. I have thinks I was once a tree, growing in the forest. Now all trees are my
brothers.
When we were gone a little way on from the very tall trees, in the sky, the light of day was going from blue to
silver. And thoughts had coming down the road to meet us. They were thoughts from out the mountains where are
the mines. They were thoughts from the canyons that come down to meet the road by the riviere. I did feel their
coming close about us—very near they were, and all about. We went on a little way, only. We went very slow. We
had listens to the thoughts. They were thoughts of blooming-time and coming-time—they were the soul-thoughts
of little things that soon will have their borning-time.
When we did go on, we did hear little sounds coming from a long way down the road. They were like the shoe
on the foot of a horse making touches on the road in a hurry way. The sound, it came more near. We made a stop
to have a listen. It was coming more near graylight-time, and we could not have plain sees until the horse was
come more near a way down the road. Then we had sees a man was riding on the horse. They came on in the
quick way that made the little fast patter sounds on the ground.
When he was most come to where we were, the man did have the horse to go in a more slow way. When he
was come to where we were, he did have the horse to stop. The man upon the horse was the man that wears gray
neckties and is kind to mice. He did seem most glad that we were on the road he was on. He did breathe some
satisfaction breathes, just like Sadie McKibben does when she finds I haven’t broken my bones when I fall out of
a tree.. Then he made begins. He said,
“The fairies—” And I said,
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“What?” He said,
“The fairies have left a note on a leaf in the moss-box by the old log. It was a note for me to go until I find you
and William Shakespeare, to bring you home again before starlight-time.”
There was a little fern-plant with the note on the leaf. He gave them to me. And we came our way home.
Now I have thinks it was God in his goodness did send the fairies to leave that fern-note on the leaf. And
William Shakespeare and I were glad he was come to meet us, for the stars were not and dark was, before we
were come home. But the man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice, he did have knows of the way of the
road by night.
*
Jenny Strong is come to visit us. She came in the morning of today. She came on the logging train. She brought
her bags with her. The mamma did send me to meet her, at the meeting of the roads. The bags, they were heavy to
carry, and my arms got some tired.
As we did go along, in-between times I did look looks at Jenny Strong. There is so much of interest about her.
The gray curls about her face did have the proper look she wants them to have. To get that proper look, she does
them up on curl-papers. I have seen her so do, when she was come to visit us before. And this morning her plump
cheeks were roses, and all her plumpness did most fill the gray dresses she was wearing. Jenny Strong has little
ruffles around the neck of that dress, like the little ruffles that was around the neck of the man with the glove,
when Titian made his picture. Those ruffles on the neck of the gray dress of Jenny Strong did look like it was their
joy to cuddle up against the back of her black bonnet. That black bonnet has a pink rosebud on it. And every time
that Jenny Strong does give her head a nod, that pink rosebud does give itself a nod. It must be interest to be a
pink rosebud on a black bonnet that Jenny Strong wears.
When we were come to the gate, Jenny Strong did hold her cape and her gray dress up in a careful way. She
had blue stockings on, and they was fastened up with pink ribbons. She went on while I did shut the gate. I did
come after. I could not come after in a quick way, because the bags was heavy. Pretty soon, Jenny Strong did have
seeing I was not there beside her; and she did wait waits for me a little while, and I did come to where she was.
We went on. The way was dampness near the singing creek, and Jenny Strong did take dainty steps as we did
go along. Lars Porsena of Clusium did come to meet us, and so came Brave Horatius; and Lars Porsena of
Clusium did perch upon his back. We went on. The pink rosebud on the black bonnet of Jenny Strong did nod
itself twelve times as we did go along.
When we were come near unto the house, there was a rooster by our front door—he was strutting along. He
was that same rooster that I tied a slice of bacon around his neck this morning, because he had queer actions in the
throat. When Jenny Strong saw him strutting along with the bacon wrapped around his throat, she did turn her
head to the side, with a delicate cough.
After Jenny Strong took off her cape and her black bonnet with the pink rosebud on it, I did pull the best
rocking-chair out in the middle of the room for her. She sat down in it and she did start to have talks with the
mamma. I did go to teeter the baby on the bed, as the mamma did say for me to do. Jenny Strong did rock big
rocks in that rocking-chair while she did talk. One time, she did almost rock over. She breathed a big breath.
Then, that she might not rock over again, I did put a stick of wood under the rocker. That helped some. But too, it
did keep her from rocking. She went on talking. I went back to the bed, to teeter the baby.
While I did teeter the baby, I did look looks out the window. In a bush that I do tie pieces of suet to, there was a
little gray bird with a black cap, and his throat it was black. He was a fluffy ball. And he almost did turn himself
upside-down on that branch. Then he went a go-away. Only a little way he went—then he was with more like
himself. They went on together.
By-and-by, the mamma’s baby did go to sleep, and I climbed off the bed and made a start to go to the nursery.
Jenny Strong did ask me where I was going. I did tell her. She said she thought she would like to go with me. We
did go out the door. Then I ran a quick run back, to get her black bonnet with the pink rosebud on it. I brought it to
her. She said being as I did bring it to her, she would wear it, but she had not in tent chuns [intentions] to when we
started. She had forgot it. But I didn’t have forgets—I do so like to see that pink rosebud nod itself.
We went on. We went a little way down the path; then I did go aside. Jenny Strong did follow after me. She
came over the little logs in a slow way. I did make stops to help her. The pink rosebud on the black bonnet did nod
itself fifteen times on the way—I did count its times.
When we were come to the nursery, first I did show her the many baby seeds I did gather by the wayside in the
fall time. I did tell her how I was going to plant them, when comes springtime. She did nod her head.
Every time she so did, the pink rosebud on the black bonnet did nod itself.
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After I told her most all about the seeds, I did show her the silk bags with spider eggs in them. Then I did show
her all the cradles the velvety caterpillars did make at fall time. I did give her explainings how butterflies and
moths would be a-coming out of the cradles when springtime was come. She looked concentration looks at them.
She gave her head some more nods. And the pink rosebud on the black bonnet gave itself some more nods.
I moved on to where the wood-mouse folks are. I was just going to show her what a nice nose and little hands
Nannerl Mozart has, and what a velvety mouse Felix Mendelssohn is. When I did turn about to so do, there was
Jenny Strong going in funny little hops over the logs. She was going in a hurry way to the house.
I did have a wonder—why was it she so went? I gave Felix Mendelssohn more pats, and I put him in my apron
pocket. And Nannerl Mozart did curl up in the bed I have fixed for her in the nursery. Then I did sing a lullaby
song to all the wood-mice in the nursery. And they are a goodly number. I did sing to them the song La Nonette
sings as it goes on its way to Oise.
Then I did go through the near woods, to the mill by the far woods. I so did go to see the man that wears gray
neckties and is kind to mice. When he had seeing that I was come by the big tree, he did say in his gentle way,
“What is it, little one? Is Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus not well?”
“Oh, yes,” I said, “he is most well, and he did have likes for that piece of cheese you did give to him on
yesterday. He is a most lovely wood-rat—and what I have come to tell you about is, we got company. She has a
fondness for pinkness. Her name is Jenny Strong, and she has a pink rosebud on her black bonnet, and ties her
blue stockings up with pink ribbons.”
And then I did ask him if he did not have thinks a pink ribbon would be nice for Thomas Chatterton Jupiter
Zeus to wear on some days—on days when he goes to cathedral service with me. And too, I did tell him how I did
have thinks a pink ribbon would be nice for William Shakespeare, and Felix Mendelssohn, and Lars Porsena of
Clusium, and Brave Horatius.
The man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice did have thinks like my thinks. He did say for me to go
write the fairies about it. And I did.
I did write it on a gray leaf. I put the gray leaf in a moss-box at the end of an old log, near unto the altar of
Saint Louis. The man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice knows about that moss-box where I do put
letters for the fairies. He believes in fairies, too. And we talk about them. He does ask me what I write to them
about, and what things I have needs for them to bring. I do tell him. And when the fairies do leave the things at the
end of the old log, I do take and show them to the man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice. He is so glad.
He does believe in fairies, too.
As I did come back through the near woods, I did stop by some grand fir trees to pray. When one does look
looks up at the grand trees growing up almost to the sky, one does always have longings to pray.
When I did come on, I did hear the mamma calling. When I was come to the door, she made me go stand in the
corner of the wood-shed. Soon she came out. She did shut the door tight behind her. Then she did ask me what for
was it I gave Jenny Strong such a scare. And she did spank me, most hard. Now I have sore feels, and I have
thinks it would be nice to have a cushion to sit on. And I do have wonders what it was Jenny Strong got scares
about. I think grownups are queer, sometimes.
When I did go into the house, all the scares was gone off Jenny Strong. The mamma soon did make me to go
under the bed. Here I print. Jenny Strong sits by the fire. She does sit in a rocking-chair, with her feet propped up
on a soap-box. She hums as she sits; she crochets as she hums. She does make lace in a quick way.
Now Jenny Strong and the mamma is gone to the house of Elsie, to see the new baby. When she did go, the
mamma did tell me to put the baby to sleep. I so did—I did sing it to sleep in the rocking-chair. I did sing it the
Nviere and fleuve [river that falls into the sea] song: “A is for Adour, Awe, Ain, Aube, Arroux, and Allier.” When I
did get to “D is for Douze, and Dordogne, and Durance,” the baby did move its arm. When I did get to “G is for
Caronrte, and Gers, and Card,” the baby did open its eyes. When I did get to “I is for Indre, and Isere, and
Iraouaddy,” it did close its eyes. I did sing on, and sleeps did come upon the baby.
We had lots on the table to eat tonight, because Jenny Strong is come. And most everything I did get to eat, I
did make divides of it for my animal friends. They will all have a good share. And they will be glad. There is
enough for all to have a good amount to eat, which often isn’t. I did feel a goodly amount of satisfaction, sitting
there at the supper-table tonight for a little time. I was thinking how glad the mice will be for the corn I have
saved for them. And too, Brave Horatius will have good feels in his mouth when he sees that big bone. And the
birds will like all the scraps that are on the plate of Jenny Strong, if I can get them before the mamma gives them
to that big gray cat.
I have seeings that the folks, they are almost through eating. I now am not at the table—I was only there for a
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very little while. I now am under the bed. The mamma did send me away from the table. It seems a long time ago.
She did send me away from the table because, when Jenny Strong asked me if I liked her dress, I said,
“Yes—and the ruffles around your neck are like the rufHes around the neck of the man with the glove, when
Titian made his picture.” Jenny Strong looked a queer look, and she said to the mamma,
“What a naughty child!”
The mamma did straightway tell me to crawl under the bed, and to stay there. I so am. I have feels Jenny
Strong has not had seeing of the picture of the man with the glove, that Titian did make. I thought it was nice to
tell her her rufHes were like his. They did look so nice.
I have wonders about folks. They are hard to understand. I think I will just say a little prayer.
My, I do have such hungry feels, now. They at the table are not through yet. I make swallows down my throat.
It is most hard not to eat what I have saved for my animal friends. But they will like it. So I can wait waits until
breakfast-time. I can. In-between times, I will have thinks and prayers.
*
This day—it was a lonely day. I did have longings all its hours, for Angel Mother and Angel Father. Inbetween times all day at school, I did print messages for them on gray leaves I did gather on the way to school. I
did tell on the leaves the longings I was having.
Too on the leaves, I did tell of William Shakespeare and our talks as we do go walking down the lane, and the
poetry I do tell him in the manger. And I did print on more leaves how I do read out of the books they did make—
how I do sit in the manger and read what is in them, and he does have understandings. And on other leaves, I did
tell them as how the nose of Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus that was soreness has now well feels, with prayers
and Mentholatum that Sadie McKibben did give; and as how the headache of the most big rooster has now well
feels, with camphoratum and vaselineatum; and as how the stomachache of Aphrodite did get well feels, with
castor oilatum that Sadie McKibben did give.
And after, I did tell of how on many days in gray-light-time, I have had going on searches for the kisses of
Angel Father—what he did tell me to keep watches for in the fleurs, while he was away, gone to the far lands.
And on more leaves, I did tell them as how Peter Paul Rubens that was is not now, and how I do carry about with
me the little bell he always did wear in the cathedral.
And when these leaves were so done, I did not go on for a time little. For a little time, I did have thinks. And
the thinks I did have, they were about the glad song. The glad song in my heart sings not bright today. It is
lonesome feels I have. But I do try to have thinks as how I can bring happiness to folks about. That is such a help
when lonesome feels do come. Angel Mother did say,
“Make earth glad, little one! That is the way to keep the fire-tongue of the glad song ever in your heart. It must
not go out!”
I so do try to keep it there. I so do try, for it is helps on cold days, and old days. And I did have remembers as
how it was Angel Mother did say,
“When one keeps the glad song singing in one’s heart, then do the hearts of others sing.”
So I did make hard swallows, to swallow all the lonesome feels. And I did have thinks as how I would stop to
get watercress for the mamma on the way home from school. She does have such a fondness for it. And too, she
does have longings for singing lessons. I am saving my pennies to buy her one. All the pennies that the man that
wears gray neckties and is kind to mice does give to me, I save. I put them in the corner of the wood-shed where
Brave Horatius sleeps at night. I think I have most enough pennies to buy her a singing lesson, now. I have
nineteen pennies. And when I grow up, I am going to buy her a whole rain-barrel full of singing lessons.
And then I did have thinks as how tomorrow I will be taking Elizabeth Barrett Browning to visit the girl who
has no seeing. They do both have likings for one another. The girl who has no seeing has an understanding soul.
All my friends do have appreciations of the pats she does give to them, and the words she does say. And
sometimes a goodly number of them do have goings to her house with me—that is, when her folks are not at
home. Then does Elizabeth Barrett Browning walk right by my side, up to the door. And Thomas Chatterton
Jupiter Zeus cuddles up in my arms, and in my pockets do ride other folks. And Brave Horatius follows after.
When we are come, she does smooth back my curls and give me a kiss. She says when we are come,
“Here is come the kingdom of heaven!” (I have feels she has mistakes about that, because the kingdom of
heaven, being up in the sky, is there beyond the stars.) And when we are come, she does have asking about the
voices, and I do help her to get understandings of the thoughts growing with the fleurs and the trees and the
leaves. And I do tell her as how those are God’s thoughts, growing right up out of the earth. And she wants to
know more—always she does ask for more. Tomorrow we will go, Elizabeth Barrett Browning and me; we will
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go the way that does lead to the house of the girl that has no seeing.
Today, after I did have thinks about it in school, I did print more messages on leaves for Angel Father and
Angel Mother. I did tell them about the girl who has no seeing. And on more leaves, I did print all about the
cathedral, and how the presence of Saint Louis is always near unto it. And then it was come time for school to let
out.
I went adown the road. I went the way by the field, where Aidan of lona come from Lindisfame was on
yesterday. I climbed the fence; I looked looks about. He was not there today. But there were Bede of Jarrow and
Felix of Croyland. I did have talks with them. I went on.
I went on to the singing creek where the willows grow. I gathered watercress for the mamma. Then I did go my
way to the house we live in. No one was there. I put the watercress for the mamma on the cook-table. Then I did
bring much wood in, and put it in the wood-box back of the kitchen stove.
After the chickens did have their supper feed, I did go into the near woods. I so went to tie the messages I did
print on gray leaves to the trees. And I tied one on one tree, and one on another. I tied them there that they may go
in thoughts to Angel Mother and Angel Father, up in heaven, there. And I did have thinks when the angels come to
walk in the near woods, they would see and carry them on. And I did say a little prayer every time I did tie on a
leaf-message.
I did look looks about. This woods is gray in winter, when come cold days. And gray shadows walk among the
trees. They touch one’s face with velvet fingers, when one goes walking there in the woods. In the winter, old
gray leaves grow to look like lace. They are very beautiful.
As I did go along, I saw many gray rocks. Some gray rocks had gray and green patches on them. Some of these
patches had ruffles all around their edges. The gray patches on gray rocks are lichens. My Angel Father said so.
Lichen folks talk in gray tones. I think they do talk more when come winter days—I hear their voices more in
December than I do hear their voices in July and June-time. Angel Father did show me the way to listen to lichen
voices. Most grownups don’t hear them at all. I see them walk right by in a hurry, sometimes. And all the time, the
lichen folks are saying things; and the things they say are their thoughts about the gladness of a winter day. I put
my ear close to the rocks, and I listen. That is how I do hear what they are saying. Then I do take a reed for a flute.
I climb on a stump—on the most high stump that is near. I pipe on the flute to the wind what the licheps are
saying. I am piper for the lichens that dwell on the gray rocks, and the lichens that cling to the trees grown old.
*
Morning works is done, and some more already, too. There is enough barks in for today and tomorrow, and
many kindlings are now in on the floor by the big wood-box.
I have had my dinner at the noontime, and I went into the barn. There were little sad sounds in the stall—it was
the moos of Mathilde Plantagenet.\fn{The baby calf of the gentle Jersey cow, that came on the night of the coming of Elsie’s
baby} Now I have thinks her moos were moos for some dinner at noontime. She has breakfast at momingtime, and
supper she has at graylight-time. But when noontime is come, Mathilde Plantagenet is here in the barn and her
mother, the most gentle Jersey cow, is away out in the pasture. I have thinks there is needs for me to take Mathilde
Plantagenet from the barn to the pasture at noontimes, so she may have her dinner. I go now to so do.
I did give the latch of the barn door a slip-back. Then I led Mathilde Plantagenet out by the little rope I did use
to use to lead Elizabeth Barrett Browning out by when she was a little calf.
We went our way to the pasture-bars. I did give to one a push, and it made a drop-down. Then I gave two more
pushes, and they went drop-downs. We went on through in-between. It took a more long time to fix up the
pasture-bars—they have so heavy feels when I go to put them back again. When I did have them so put, we made
a go-on.
We went a little way on. We did not have goes far, for the gentle Jersey cow had sees of our coming, and she
came to meet us. We was glad to have it so. I have thinks Mathilde Plantagenet did have most joy feels about it—
she did start to get her dinner from her mother in a quick way. I watched her suck, and suck some more. Seeing
her have her dinner from her mother a long time before suppertime did make me to have such a big amount of
satisfaction feels.
The grandpa felt not so. There was disturbs on his temper. He was at our house when I was come home from
leading Mathilde Plantagenet back to the barn, after she had sucked her mother a long time. The mamma did
spank me some, and some more. Now I have wonders: Why was it the grandpa felt not satisfaction feels at
Mathilde Plantagenet having her dinner near noontime, just like most all other children?
After the mamma did spank me, she told me more works to do. And she went with her father to the ranch
house, to see her mother that was newly come back from the mill town, where she did go early on this morning.
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When the more works was done, I went in a quick, soft way to the woods. I made little hops over the bushes—
the little bushes—as I did go along. I went along the path until I came near unto the way that does lead to the big
old log where is the moss-box. I hid behind a tree when I was almost come there. I so did to wait a wait to see if
the fairies were near about. I had not seeing of one about the moss-box. I looked looks about.
I looked looks about the old root by the log. I turned a big piece of bark over. Under it was something between
two layers of moss, tied up with a pink ribbon. I felt glad feels. When I did untie the pink ribbon around the moss,
there was lots more of pink ribbons. They did have little cards. And the little card on a nice long piece of pink
ribbon said,
“For Thomas Chatterton Jupiter Zeus.” Another card on a more long piece did say,
“For William Shakespeare.” Another card on a more short piece did say,
“For Lars Porsena of Clusium.” And there was a ribbon for Brave Horatius, and Isaiah, and Elizabeth Barrett
Browning, and for Mathilde Plantagenet—and there was more.
I did take them all in my arms, and I did go to the mill in the far woods. I so went to show all those pretty pink
ribbons to the man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice. I did show him all the cards that was on them. He
was glad—I had seeing of the glad light in his eyes. He and I, we do believe in fairies. Near him today was
working the man of the long step that whistles most all of the time. He is a man with an understanding soul. When
Brave Horatius did get his leg hurt the other day, this man did wash it and Mentholatum it, and he wrapped his
handkerchief in rounds around it. Brave Horatius has likes for him, too.
Today when I did show to the man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice all the pink ribbons the fairies
did bring, he did say he thought the other man would like to see Brave Horatius’s new pink ribbon that he was
going to wear to cathedral service come a-Sunday.
And he did have likes to see it. When I told him how it was brought by the fairies to the moss-box by the old
log, he said,
“By jolly—that’s fine!” And the man that wears gray neckties and is kind to mice gave me pats on the head,
and I brought the ribbons back to a box where I do keep things in the woods.
I went on. When I was come to the house we live in, I had sees the mamma was come back. When I was come
into the house, I had sees with her the mamma brought back a little bottle. It is called “China-Mending Glue—
Guaranteed to Stick.” That sounds great. I believe that bottle is quite a blessing. It has an interest look. It will be
of much use, in many ways. I’m glad the mamma set it on the lamp-shelf, because I can climb on the stove and
reach up to the shelf.
Now I go to talk with the willows where Nonette flows. I am going to tell them about this being the borning
day of Queen Elizabeth of York, in 1465. Then I am going goes to tell William Shakespeare and Lars Porsena of
Clusium about it. …
1920
132.96 Excerpt from How I Grew\fn{by Mary Therese McCarthy (1912-1989)} Seattle, King County, Washington,
U.S.A., (F) 11
I was born as a mind during 1925, my bodily birth having taken place in 1912. Throughout the thirteen years in
between, obviously, I must have had thoughts and mental impressions, perhaps even some sort of specifically
cerebral life that I no longer remember. Almost from the beginning, I had been aware of myself as “bright.” And
from a very early time reasoning was natural to me, as it is to a great many children, doubtless to animals as well.
What is Pavlov’s conditioned reflex but an inference drawn by a dog? The activities of incessant induction and
deduction are characteristically childlike—“Why don’t we say ‘Deliver us to evil,’” I am supposed to have asked,
“the way Mama does in Frederick & Nelson’s when she tells them to deliver it to Mrs. McCarthy?”—and slack
off rather than intensify as we grow older? My “cute” question, quoted by my mother in a letter to her mother-inlaw (apparently the last she wrote), may have been prompted by our evening prayers: did we already say the “Our
Father” and the “Hail Mary” besides “Now I lay me”? At six, I was too young to have had a rosary.
Someone, of course, was “hearing” our prayers; my father, probably, for I speak of “Mama” in the third
person. It is Daddy I must be questioning; Gertrude, our nurse, was too ignorant. And now, writing it down more
than sixty-five years later, all of a sudden I doubt the innocence of that question. There was premeditation behind
it, surely; playacting. I knew perfectly well that children could not pray to be delivered to evil and was only being
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clever—my vice already supplying my parents with “Mary’s funny sayings” to meet a sensed demand.
It is possible (to be fair) that the question “Why don’t we . . . ?” had honestly occurred to me in Frederick’s
listening to Mama order and being surprised to have “deliver,” an old bedtime acquaintance, pop up in the middle
of a department store. Or, conversely, as we intoned the Lord’s Prayer, my mind may have raced back to Mama at
Frederick’s. Which had priority, which bulked larger in my teeming experience, which name had I heard more
often, God’s or Frederick & Nelson’s? But if, in one way or another, the question had honestly occurred to me, the
answer could not have been slow to follow, without recourse to a grown-up.
No, that inquiry was saved up for an audience, rehearsed. For my father’s ear, I was not so much reasoning as
artfully mimicking the reasoning process of a child. In any case, as far as I know, this is the last of my cute
sayings on record. After the flu, there was no one there to record them any more. Nobody was writing to her
mother-in-law of the words and deeds of the four of us. With the abrupt disappearance of the demand, the supply
no doubt dried up. Soon our evening prayers—we knelt in a row now, wearing scratchy pajamas with feet in them
—underwent expansion. To “God bless Mama and Daddy” something new was added:
“Eternal rest grant unto them, O Lord, and let the perpetual light shine upon them.”
From an early time, too, I had been a great reader. My father had taught me, on his lap, before I started school
—A Child’s Garden of Verses and his favorite, Eugene Field, the newspaperman poet.\fn{A native of Missouri
(1850-1895), perhaps best known for his poetry for children.} But in the new life instituted for us after our
parents’ death almost no books were permitted—to save electricity, or because books could give us “ideas” that
would make us too big for our boots. A few volumes had come with us, I think, from Seattle to Minneapolis; those
would have been Black Beauty, the “autobiography” of a horse, by Anna Sewell, Hans Brinker or The Silver
Skates, Heidi; and Dante and Don Quixote illustrated by Doré—but these two were for looking at the pictures on
the living-room floor while a grown-up watched, not for reading. Someone, not our parents, was responsible for
Fabiola, the Church of the Catacombs, by Cardinal Wiseman, and I remember a little storybook, which soon
disappeared, about some Belgian children on a tow-path along a canal escaping from Germans—was it taken
away out of deference to the feelings of our great-aunt’s husband, the horrible Uncle Myers, who was of German
“extraction”? At any rate these are all the books I recall from the Minneapolis household, not counting Uncle
Myers’ own copy of Uncle Remus, Peter Rabbit (outgrown), and a set of the Campfire Girls (borrowed).
Yet the aunts must have had a Lives of the Saints, full of graphic accounts of every manner of martyrdom, and
where did I come upon a dark-greenish volume called The Nuremberg Stove, about a porcelain stove and
illustrated with German-looking woodcuts? And another story with a lot about P. P. Rubens and a Descent from
the Cross in Antwerp Cathedral? Not in school, certainly; the parochial school did not give us books, only readers
that had stories in them. I can still almost see the fifth- or sixth-grade reader that had Ruskin’s The King of the
Yellow River, with pages repeating themselves and the end missing—a fairly common binder’s error, but for a
child afflicted with book hunger, it was a deprivation of fiendish cruelty, worse than the arithmetic manual that
had the wrong answers in the back. Those school readers also gave you “tastes” of famous novels, very
tantalizing, too, like the chapter about Maggie and Tom Tulliver from the start of The Mill on the Floss, which
kept me in suspense for more than twenty years, Becky and Amelia Sedley leaving Miss Pinkerton’s, a sample of
Jane Eyre.
Oh! Among the books at home I was nearly forgetting The Water-Babies, by Charles Kingsley (illustrated, with
a gilt- and-green cover), which must have come from my father’s library—I can feel a consistent manly taste, like
an ex libris, marking little Tom, the sooty chimney-sweep who runs away from his cruel master and falls into a
river, Don Quixote and his nag, Dante and Virgil, and Wynken, Blynken, and Nod, who “sailed off in a wooden
shoe” one night, “sailed on a river of crystal light, into a sea of dew.” (Black Beauty, on the other hand, which was
a bit on the goody side, had surely been our mother’s.)
When he died, my father (another Tantalus effect) had been reading me a long fairy tale that we never finished.
It was about seven brothers who were changed into ravens and their little sister, left behind when they flew away,
who was given the task of knitting seven little shirts if she wanted them to change back into human shape again.
At the place we stopped reading, she had failed to finish one little sleeve. I would have given my immortal soul to
know what happened then, but in all the books of fairy tales that have come my way since, I have not been able to
find that story—only its first and second cousins, like The Seven Ravens and The Six Swans.
And what became of the book itself, big with a wine-colored cover? Was it left behind on the train to
Minneapolis when we all got sick with the flu? Or did our keepers promptly put it away as unsuitable, like my
little gold beauty-pins? In Minneapolis we were not allowed fairy stories any more interesting than The Three
Bears.
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But stop! That cannot be true. Certainly I read The Little Match Girl and The Snow Queen, with the little
robber girl I loved so and the piece of ice in little Kay’s eye that even then I understood to be a symbol, in other
words over my head. There was a good deal of that in Hans Andersen—the feeling of morals lurking like fish eyes
peering out from between stones in the depths of clear water. Except in The Snow Queen, where the furs and the
sleigh and the reindeer and Gerda and the robber girl made up for everything, I disliked those lurking morals; I
hated The Little Match Girl. And I was not fond of The Ugly Duckling either; I sensed a pious cheat there—not all
children who were “different” grew up into swans.
Was that why I was allowed to have Andersen, like a refined sort of punishment, in my room? And they let me
have another book, printed in big type on thick deckle-edged paper and possibly not by Andersen, that contained a
frightening tale about a figure named Ole Luk Oie who threw sand in people’s eyes just as they were going to
sleep. Not the same as the sandman; more of a bogey. Burying my head under the covers, for nights running I
used to scare myself in my pillow-less (better for the posture) bed with this runic fiction, repeating the words “Ole
Luk Oie” like a horrible spell. And in the morning, sure enough, my finger found grainy particles stuck to my
eyelashes showing that he had been there. But maybe, if you knew Danish, the story was more boring than
spooky, and the dread sand in the eyes was just a symbol of something in society.
Almost no books, but how then, while still in Minneapolis, did I learn about Loki and Balder the Beautiful and
Frey and his golden sister Freya, goddess of love and beauty? That was not the kind of thing the Sisters of St.
Joseph taught, and there were no comic books then to retell myths in strip language with balloons coming out of
the mouths of helmeted gods and heroes—just the funny papers, which showed funny people like Olive Oyl and
Miss Emmy Schmaltz.
Probably the answer lies in The Book of Knowledge, a junior encyclopedia that someone finally gave us—
proof that prayers were answered—and that our guardians for some reason let us keep and even use. They must
have thought that it was a collection of known facts and figures and therefore no more harmful than the diagrams
it carried of chemical retorts and the Bunsen burner. But to me, in that household, that red-bound set was like a
whole barrel of bootleg liquor, cut but still the real stuff. Of course there were facts in it (there had to be), but you
could ignore those; the main point was that it told you the plots of the world’s famous books from the Iliad
through The Count of Monte Cristo. If the Trojan Horse and the Cyclops were there (and Roland and Oliver), they
would have had to have Thor and his iron gloves, blind Hoder and his arrow—at least the “basics.”
Yet the suggestion leaves me unsatisfied. It does not account for the intimacy I formed with those scenes and
figures of Norse mythology: how Thor lost his hammer, Odin’s raven, the bad dreams of Balder, Sif’s hair—you
would think that I had had an entire Edda for Children hidden in the swing in our backyard.
Nor can I altogether account for the hold this material, however acquired, had on my imagination, for my so
much preferring those gods and goddesses to the “sunny” Greek ones. Perhaps I liked the strong light-and-dark
contrasts of the Northern tales. I was a firm believer in absolutes: the lack of shadings, of any in-between, made
Asgard a more natural residence than Mount Olympus for my mythic propensity, just as clear, concise Latin was
always more natural to me than Greek with all its “small, untranslatable words” (as Mrs. Ryberg at Vassar called
them).
But there was more to it than that. For a juvenile half enamored of the dark principle, fond of frightening
herself and her brothers with the stories she made up (or just a decided brunette with pale skin that she tried to see
as “olive”), there was a disappointing lack of evil in Greek my theology. Obviously they did not tell children
about the banquet of Thyestes, and all we knew of Jason was the Argo and the Golden Fleece, yet the crimes and
horrors that were kept from us “till we were old enough” (like the watches my brothers received from our Seattle
grandfather) were the work of mortals and titans, not Olympians. Even in his worst moments, no Greek god could
approach the twisted cunning of a Loki. I hated his very name, and yet in a way he “made” the story of the Aesir
for me.
In fact, the notion of a thoroughly evil creature sharing in the godhead was thoroughly un-Greek, and I suspect
that it did not sit well with me either at the age of nine or ten despite the spell of intrigue and danger he cast on
those tales. I could not quite fathom why Loki should go virtually unpunished even for the awful act of plotting
the slaying of Balder; did it have something to do with his mixed ancestry, half-god and half-giant? You would
think the least he deserved was permanent expulsion from Asgard, and yet he crept back, assuming new forms.
The weakness of the Aesir (even Thor) in dealing with him was mystifying; they seemed to treat him and his
relatives as fixtures of the establishment—his deathly daughter Hel ruled over the nether world.
Being already a “confirmed” Catholic, I associated gods with goodness and could not take a standpoint that
identified them simply with power—as sheer power of evil, Loki merited worship certainly. If I was unable to see
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that, it was doubtless because my model for badness was Satan. Proud Lucifer (Loki was a real cringer and
fawner) was cast out of heaven once and for all, and such power as he retained, below, among men, was helpless
before the saving action of God’s grace.
Yet now that I consider it, I can see that the appeal of Freya, Balder, Loki, and Company was, precisely, to my
Catholic nature. The Prince of Darkness, despite his large handicap, was a power for us, a kind of god even if we
avoided the Manichean heresy of picturing him as dividing the world in equal shares with God the Father. The
only surprise is that the Norse cosmogony should have felt so congenial to me given the prejudice against real
Norsemen—the “Scandihoovians” of Minnesota—that Irish Catholics learned at their mother’s knee. Evidently I
made no connection between the great battle of Ragnarok that was to end the world and the local Olsens and
Hansens. In the same way, my grandmother, old Lizzie McCarthy, who was “not over-fond” of Jews, never
appeared to notice that Jesus was one, at least on His mother’s side.
The sense of being at home among the Aesir, “speaking their language,” was all the more natural to a Catholic
child in that the Northern myths (though I did not guess it then) show clear traces of Christian impaste\fn
{Decoration.} overlaying very primitive material. Balder, in particular, their pure-as-snow sun god, is a lot closer
to Jesus on Mount Tabor than to Phoebus Apollo in his sky-chariot. The gods and Nature weep tears for him,
treacherously slain by an arrow of mistletoe, as he descends like Christ crucified to the lower world, but there is a
promise of a Second Coming, when all will live in harmony.
So it “fits,” I suppose, that when I left the house in Minneapolis and, before very long, the faith, the gods of
Asgard lost their hold on me. I have scarcely thought of them since. Looking them up now, to reaffirm my
memory, I am amazed to learn that Balder has a wife (Nanna); I had imagined him as a bachelor like Our Lord or
Sir Percival. Otherwise that Northern pantheon has remained surprisingly fresh in my mind, as though deep
frozen in a snow slide, untouched by any process of wear or tear. I do not think they figure in my writings even
metaphorically, unlike King Arthur and his knights, who turn up in the story of Peter Levi ( Birds of America). My
passion for them was a crush, which I got over so completely that the cure has left me with a perfect immunity to
Wagner. Though The Ring has been “in” twice during my life, I have never had any interest in it.
*
But I am digressing in the middle of a digression, piling Ossa on Pelion, we Latinists would say. I was talking
about books or, rather, about the scarcity of them that I had to endure between my seventh and my twelfth year.
Yet losing the thread (or seeming to) has given me time to wonder about the truth of what I was saying.
On reflection I see that I have been exaggerating. I cannot have waited more than a decade to read Thumbelina
and Puss ’n Boots, or Snow White or Rapunzel or Rumpelstiltskin. If they were already old friends when I read
them aloud to Reuel, it means that in Minneapolis we must have had the usual Grimm and Perrault fairy tales and
that secretly or openly I read them.
Aladdin and his lamp, too—I have a distinct memory of a genie, somewhat pear-shaped, emerging from a
cloud of smoke—Ali Baba, and Sinbad the Sailor, in one of whose adventures I first learned of the roc and
pictured to myself fearfully its huge white fabulous eggs.
Then there are books I feel I have read that I cannot remember in the Minneapolis house or “place” in the years
just following: Tanglewood Tales and a Pilgrim’s Progress illustrated with dark, Doré-like lithographs. But a
Catholic home would not have had Bunyan; still less would the Sisters of St. Joseph have given it to us in school
—almost better Foxe’s Book of Martyrs.
And yet I feel sure that I was a child—not a girl—when I saw the words “Apollyon” and “Slough of Despond”
and essayed to pronounce them to myself. The volume with its gloomy illustrations “belongs” in the Minneapolis
framework, more specifically in the glass-fronted bookcase in the parlor, and I can only suppose that, like the
Dante and Don Quixote, it had belonged to our father, more catholic in his tastes than the rest of his family, and
that our guardians were too ignorant to confiscate it.
It was not till I left Minneapolis, I think, that a book disappointed me. I could not finish Washington Irving’s
The Alhambra. That was in the convent, in Seattle. I doubt that such a thing could have happened in the
Minneapolis time, for then I could read just about any thing—I had an iron stomach for printed matter, like a
goat’s. To this day, 1 have a good digestion in this respect, which I must owe, like my generally good digestion
and appetite, to the Blaisdell Avenue regime. The ability to read almost anything was the corollary, obviously, of
deprivation, for, exaggerate or not, it is still true that we had very few books.
It is true, too, that at that time children by and large had a far greater power of absorption of the printed word
than children do today, and there also scarcity was a factor—children’s books were a comparative rarity, so that
children “made do” with books written for adults. The change came between my generation and the next: a book
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like The Water-Babies, which I “ate up” as a child, no doubt like my father before me, was utterly resistant to
being gulped down or even tasted by my son. And he rebelled against Cooper’s The Prairie, even though it was
being read aloud to him—a kind of spoon-feeding. You could blame that on the Hardy Boys, were it not for Henty
and H. Rider Haggard,\fn{Sir Henry Rider Haggard (1856-1925) was a former British colonial administrator and the author of King
Solomon’s Mines (1885), made into a film in 1950, and filled with slaughter and buried treasure and all sorts of desperate activities beloved
by teenage boys, natural terrorists of humanity. The Hardy Boys are pretty tame stuff by comparison. George Alfred Henty (1832-1902)
was a somewhat earlier English journalist and writer of adolescent adventure literature; he is responsible for such classics as Under Drake’s
Flag (1883), With Clive In India (1884), On the Irrawaddy (1892), With Roberts to Pretoria (1902), and a host of others, which were
designed to appeal to a natural thirst for violence in nature’s little ruffians.} whom he read straight through and begged for

more of.
On the whole, children’s taste in books seems to change more slowly than adults’. Heidi and Robin Hood are
still classics, and I have read the Howard Pyle King Arthur books not only to Reuel but to my husband’s children,
more than fifteen years his junior. But other old books have become inaccessible to young readers, as though
placed out of their reach by the modern child’s shrunken vocabulary. Stylistic mannerisms are another barrier.
They can cause books to date alarmingly, like affected fashions in dress, and this applies equally to old and young.
We cannot return to the favorites of our youth. It is as much as I can do to read Meredith now, though I devoured
him as a girl, to the point where until recently I supposed that my sentences must sound like him. But when a
couple of summers ago I reread Richard Feverel, I could not see the shadow of a resemblance; the problem was to
get through it at all.
Charles Kingsley, a “muscular Christian,” was a contemporary of Meredith’s. There is an old copy of The
Water-Babies (first published in 1863, four years after Richard Feverel) in the room where I am writing, inscribed
“Harry from Uncle Louis, Christmas 1904.”
The two names are in my family, “Harry” on both sides of it, but the book is no relation; it came with the
house in Maine when we bought it. Nevertheless the bookshelves that face me as I write are confronting me,
eerily, with the classics of my childhood: The Water-Babies, Andrew Lang’s edition of The Arabian Nights (same
illustrations), Black Beauty, Heidi, Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, even Manly’s English Poetry, where I found
Sister Helen a few years later on a Tacoma boarding-school shelf. It is as if these ghostly volumes that had formed
my persona had been haunting the house on the Maine seacoast that my husband was to buy in 1967.
But to return to the point at hand: The Water-Babies, which was written as a children’s story on a theme of
child labor, is extremely arch and fanciful, as much so as anything Meredith ever penned. On opening it yesterday,
I felt sympathy with the reluctant Reuel of forty years ago; the only plain sentence in the whole narrative is the
first one:
“Once upon a time there was a little chimney-sweep and his name was Tom.”
In the same way a new look at the first chapter of Vanity Fair, borrowed from the Bangor Public Library,
makes me wonder how this could have figured in the sixth-grade reader of St. Stephen’s parochial school. Even if
ruthlessly cut and preceded by a vocabulary, the need of which is emphasized by the markings in red ink of a
previous borrower underlining the difficult words: “equipage,” “bandy,” “Semiramis,” “incident to,”
“orthography,” “sensibility” …
Well! Necessity is the mother of invention: the shortage of books in the Minneapolis house was compensated
for by other kinds of reading-matter. We had the funny papers every afternoon and a whole section of them in
color on Sunday. There was also the Sunday magazine section, which we were allowed to look at (I can’t guess
why), spread out on the den rug after church. I remember best the high-society scandals, constituent elements
(come to think of it) of Henry James’s “international theme”—Anna Gould, Count Boni de Castellane, the muchmarried Peggy Hopkins Joyce, the Marquise de la Falaise de la Coudray, King Tut, the Kohinoor diamond, the
curse of the Carnarvons, and some medical curiosities.
Then there were religious periodicals: Grandma McCarthy’s blue-and-white Ave Maria, which I read in her
upstairs sunroom, and old Aunt Mary’s more low- brow Extension, sepia-toned, which I would “borrow” and keep
hidden under my mattress; both of these carried short stories. In Our Sunday Visitor, sold after church every
Sunday, you could read about the scary burning of crosses by the Ku Klux Klan on Catholic lawns, and there was
a gripping Question-and-Answer column that advised you, if you were a doctor, which to save, the mother or the
child, in a perilous childbirth—readers seemed to write in the same questions week after week, maybe in the hope
of getting a different answer. In church after Sunday Mass there were also free distributions of tracts on foreign
missions—that was probably where I learned of Father Damien and the lepers on Molokai—Catholics had a great
appetite for reading about gruesome diseases, especially those involving the rotting or falling off of parts of the
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body. But in general the various tracts, flyers, illustrated brochures on missionary work extended our horizons
almost like The National Geographic of Protestant homes.
That was all there was to the “media” then; the very word was unknown. There was no equivalent of The
Reader’s Digest; rotogravure sections of the Sunday papers were yet to come; radio was in the crystal-set stage—
in our house Uncle Myers’ envied toy. We were allowed to watch him listen with the earphones on his head. There
was a unique occasion, however, when we were brought to my grandmother’s house to listen to a radio “event” on
a big set for which you did not need earphones; that was the Dempsey-Firpo fight (September 14, 1923).
Unfortunately the knock-out took place early in the second round, almost before the fight had started, and there
was nothing to do but tag home to bed, sadly (at least in my case) because Luis Angel Firpo had lost.
My passion for the Bull of the Pampas\fn{ Firpo.} was a great laugh to the family. They did not understand that I
had fallen in love with his name. Names were often the reason for my preferences—what else did I have to go by?
And they are not such bad indicators: a man does not choose his name, but he can change it—witness Voltaire and
Muhammad Ali. That a little girl should have a passionate crush on a prize fighter may seem odd, but here again
the economics of scarcity were at work. It would have been more normal to be “crazy about” a star of the silver
screen, but I had never seen one, unless maybe an episode of Pearl White in the days of Mama and Daddy. During
the five years in Minneapolis, the only full-length movie I saw was The Seal of the Confessional, shown in the
church basement. It was about a handsome priest who heard a murderer’s confession and so had to keep silent,
rather tiresomely, while an innocent man was going to the chair, but there was an exciting sub-plot about an
atheist who was struck down by lightning when he defied God to demonstrate His existence. On Saturday
mornings our neighborhood movie house let children in free to see the trailer for the coming Western, but those
“tastes,” while whetting the appetite, were of course not a substitute for the real William S. Hart. By the time I left
Minneapolis and could go to the movies, the great days of silent film had passed.
Stage stars we never laid eyes on, nor vaudevillians. The only music we got to hear was a few records, e.g.,
Over There, Listen to the Mocking-bird, occasional band concerts in parks, the church organ, and military brasses
in parades; our grandmother’s “music room” contained a player piano, with rolls you inserted, but we were
forbidden to work it. We knew John McCormack and Harry Lauder from their photos, Caruso, probably, too, and
our great-aunts cherished a faded tintype of a figure called Chauncey Olcott, who, Webster’s tells me, was
“Chancellor John Olcott, 1860-1932, American actor and tenor,” surely of Irish descent. In my grandmother’s
“music room,” I eyed a big photograph of Mme. Schumann-Heink and was shocked by the monstrous bellows of
her bosom.
No public figures entered our ken, except for Marshal Foch, whom we saw in person—a trim little whitehaired figure—being welcomed by the city in front of the Art Institute, across from Fairoaks Park. During the
Harding-Cox campaign (1920), I pedaled our little wooden wagon up and down our driveway shouting “Hurrah
for Cox!” but the only basis for my support was that he was a Democrat and I thought my father had been one.
I was impressed by President Harding’s death because Seattle had a part in it. Returning from Alaska, he fell
sick (surely from the seafood?) in Seattle and died in San Francisco. It was exciting to see our birthplace “make”
the headlines.
From the McCarthy aunts, uncles, and cousins we had already heard more than once about the IWW mayor,
Ole Hansen, Seattle had elected. The initials, they said, stood for “I Won’t Work,” but I was less interested by that
than by his horrible first name, which I probably identified with Ole Luk Oie, the bogey in the storybook. My
happy memories of boulevards and grassy terraces and continual picnics in the backyard got muddied by the
McCarthy family’s Republican politics and dislike of their in-laws till I came to think of Seattle as a disreputable
place that had a dangerous district called Coon Hollow (I remembered that from my father) and an “I Won’t
Work” Ole for a mayor.
Needless to say, on the visual side we were kept well below the poverty line, just as in politics, reading,
entertainment. The house they had put us in was ugly, with an ugly yard and a few ugly bushes like Bridal Wreath.
For a while we were allowed to use a stereopticon, with views of the pyramids, and in my room there was a Baby
Stuart in a blue-and-white boy’s dress. In a group of schoolchildren, we could sometimes go to the museum,
where, running away from home, I once hid behind the cast of the Laocoon. But our clothes, faded, continually
pieced, let out, and let down, the repellent food we ate, my worn, dull black, second-hand rosary were cruelly
punishing to a sense of beauty.
Yet in this sphere our guardians were less effectual. They could keep books out of our hands, limit the
repertory of the phonograph, restrict our intercourse with the neighbors’ children by penning us within a wire net
fence, but they could not stop us from using our eyes. The passionate pleasure I got from soap bubbles, rainbows
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—anything iridescent, including smears of oil on street puddles—from the funny “faces” of pansies, spurs of
nasturtiums (which also concealed a nectar), freckles of foxglove, from holy pictures, spider webs, motes of dust
riding on a sun ray, “Jack Frost flowers,” dew, the white vestments at Easter, Easter lilies around the altar, all that
joy was beyond our guardians’ power of prevention. No more could they put a halt to it than they could keep us,
fenced in our yard, from reading the sky-writing that spelled out “Lucky Strike” on the summer sky while we
watched the words form.
Nature finds substitutes in the cultural realm, and how can I regret Orphans in the Storm, Little Lord
Fauntleroy, Buster Keaton, early Harold Lloyd, the Little Pepper books, the “Patty” books, Jeritza, Mary Garden,
when I had Balder and Freya, Thor and Sif, The Book of Knowledge, snowflakes, prismatic refractions, the seeds I
planted one year on Good Friday that turned into frilly sweet peas?
The wryness I feel on looking back at Uncle Myers and the Sheridan sisters, on that jaundice-colored house
with its attendant Golden Glow, Bridal Wreath, and gross rhubarb plant in the backyard, is almost wholly
material. I don’t mind about the cultural sustenance that was withheld from us—rather, the contrary. They seem to
have hit on a formula for child-rearing that virtually forced us to use our imaginations. What I mind is the horrible
food we were made to eat, the carrots I dumped out the window, the gristle and fat, the chicken necks I sucked to
draw out the little white cord, the prunes, farina, and Wheatena. Here there was no compensation, no sensibilizing
of the palate to shadings of taste; the envy with which we watched Uncle Myers put bananas on his corn flakes led
only to my devouring thirteen in one fevered session in my grandmother’s pantry in Seattle—a sickening
experience and my last encounter with the fruit.
The beatings with hairbrush and razor-strop I can still resent, but abstractly, as injustice. My body does not
remember them as it remembers the carrots and parsnips, still refusing more than sixty-five years later the
sweetish taste of the first unless camouflaged with mint, butter, caramelized sugar, and so on, and refusing the
second absolutely. As to compensation for the physical abuse I received (and I count being made to stay outdoors
in the snow for two hours at a stretch in sub-zero temperatures going down to twenty), I am not sure whether
Nature has seen to that or not. Certainly those people, at least in this world, never had .to pay for their crimes. Yet
I do not think that I have tried to avenge myself on them in what I have written—they were dead long before I
could use a typewriter.
As far as I can tell, I do not feel vindictive toward them, have not for years, maybe not since I was seated on a
train for Seattle with my other grandfather; my escape was my revenge. And if I triumph over them now, still
again, recalling details of their regimen, it is because the tale of it makes me smile. Perhaps that is Nature’s repair
work: over the years I have found a means—laughter—of turning pain into pleasure. Uncle Myers and Aunt
Margaret, my grandmother, too, in her own style, amuse me by their capacity for being awful. It is a sort of talent,
really, that people do not have nowadays or not in the same way. And, to the extent that my memory has been able
to do justice to that talent in them, they have been immortalized, which is to say that Uncle Myers and his
pedometer have been condemned to eternal derision.
Not his razor-strop, mind you. That is not funny. Yet if he had only that to speak for him, I do not think he
would “live” as a character. The pedometer humanizes, which is the first step toward immortality. Nevertheless
there are moralists who think I ought not to laugh or get an audience to laugh with me during a public reading at
the figure of Uncle Myers, my old persecutor. What they overlook is the fact that as the injured party I have
earned the right to laugh. My laughter is a victory over circumstances, and insofar as it betokens a disinterested
enjoyment I imagine it to be a kind of pardon. I had the choice of forgiving those incredible relatives of mine or
pitying myself on their account. Laughter is the great antidote for self-pity, maybe a specific for the malady. Yet
probably it does tend to dry one’s feelings out a little, as if by exposing them to a vigorous wind. So that
something must be subtracted from the compensation I seem to have received for injuries sustained. There is no
dampness in my emotions, and some moisture, I think, is needed to produce the deeper, the tragic, notes.
*
What I have been saying may suggest that already in Minneapolis my intelligence was at work organizing
those painful experiences so as to get the upper hand of them. But that is not so. Far from jesting to myself bitterly
on the theme of our deprivation, I literally did not think about it. in our parents’ lifetime, as the reader has seen, I
reasoned, with childish logic, trying to put together pieces of the puzzle children live in. Now that had stopped. I
made no effort to subject the thing that was happening to us to any process of understanding. Perhaps I was too
stunned to use my intelligence outside of school. The fact that what was happening was incredible, not to be
believed in as real by children who had been loved and spoiled by their parents, may explain the absence of
thought.
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In another sense, thought—at least on this subject—was superfluous. The explanation was always simple—no
mystery. If I was beaten with a razor-strop for having won a prize in a city-wide essay contest, I had no need to
ask myself why. I was told why; it was to keep me from getting stuck up—logical, given our position. And it was
easy to find the cause of that; it was simply that our parents had died. They were in the cemetery, bedded side by
side; we had been shown. And God was not going to send us any new parents. Nor would we want to be taken by
the Protestants, out in Seattle, in comparison to whom Myers and Margaret were the lesser evil, and we should be
thanking our stars for that.
If you started to question any of it, you bumped up against God’s will, which was higher than thought—as
every child knew. The alternative to thought was prayer. Since it would go against God’s will to ask for Mama and
Daddy to come back from heaven, I suppose I prayed, in my novenas, on my rosary beads, for our grandmother
McCarthy to take us (or, better still, just me) to live with her. My exploits of running away may have been aimed
at that, too, though the conscious intention was to escape punishment by hiding, in the confessional box, behind
the Laocoon. But on the whole it was wiser to pray for intentions that God would fully approve of, such as getting
our parish priest to give in to my pleas for confirmation though I was still below the age.
The arbitrariness of punishments was another deterrent to thought. No pattern could be discerned, and it was
not worthwhile to make the effort to see one. Of course there were other things to think about, had I been inclined.
For example, the German helmet and unexploded shells that our handsome uncle Louis had brought back to his
parents as souvenirs of the Great War might have led me to wonder about the place of wars in God’s scheme.
Children do make such general reflections. Reuel, aged seven (have I written this?), announced to me one evening
that he had decided that slavery was “a good idea, but quite mean,” and, again, one summer, a few years later, he
wrote me from Cape Cod:
“Dwight is trying to give up progressiveness, but I think it’s too late.”
No such thoughtful reflections (which are different from the logical reasoning common in children) were ever
framed by my own young mind. Perhaps Reuel’s reflectiveness only showed that he was spending his
impressionable years in not just one but two intellectual households. Certainly he was much occupied with
distinctions, as when he observed after his first term in boarding-school:
“You’re an intellectual, but my father’s a literary man.”
In my case, dreams substituted for thought. The bits and pieces of history and legend I was picking up were
fuel for my dreams, going up like bonfires, rather than building blocks for a picture of the world. I dreamed of
becoming a Carmelite nun, like the great St. Teresa, who was half my name-saint; it was the reputed harshness of
the discipline that appealed to me. For me, excess was attractive almost per se: not to be a mere nun, but to be a
cloistered, silent, non-teaching nun, in rope sandals, with a rope around the waist, continually fasting, and praying
two hours a day in her cell.
At the same time, not fully satisfied by this effaced, selfless, brown-clad vision, I pictured myself as an abbess.
Under my able administration were devoutly girded nuns singing the offices and at my right hand a chaplain, like
Teresa’s St. John of the Cross.
This dream conflicted with another. I was to marry the Pretender to the throne of France, and, fighting side by
side with him, commanding my own troops, I would win back his throne for him, place the crown on his head,
and become queen myself. “Queen Marie Therese”—my name would be the same as Louis XIV’s Spanish
consort’s.
To choose between these high destinies was hard. But at length I saw a way to reconcile them. First I would
marry the Pretender and win back his throne for him; having done that and become queen, I would abdicate and
retire to a convent where I would be elected abbess. But I could no longer be a Carmelite; none of the strict orders
accepted women who had been married.
There was another problem connected with my ambition. Should I marry the Duke de Guise, the actual
Pretender, or his son, the Count de Paris, who was nearer my age? The Duke de Guise seemed the better bet;
though old, he had the acknowledged kingly title, while the Count de Paris was a bird in the bush. Moreover, my
source (the Sunday magazine section) did not show any pictures of the Count, so that I had no idea what he
looked like. Whereas you could see plenty of photos of the Duke, gray-haired but erect in his bearing, thinwaisted and extremely tall. Or am I fusing newspaper likenesses of the modern Pretender with the old Duc de
Guise, head of the anti-Protestant League, a giant seven feet tall, who was felled at Blois by order of Henri III,
measuring his full length (I read somewhere) at the foot of the king’s bed? Such leakage or “running” as of nonfast colors is a common occurrence in the memory.
There are also unaccountable holes. What made me choose “Clementina” for a confirmation name when my
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wish was finally granted (“Perseverance wins the crown,” said old Father Gaughan)? It must have been for St.
Clement, an early pope, though I am unaware of having had any special devotion to him. In fact, I remember
nothing of any Clement, only the funny fact of becoming Mary Therese Clementina McCarthy. What I do
remember from that time is an ardent devotion to St. Agnes, symbol of purity, with her white woolly lamb. It was
her name I wanted to take at confirmation, and how and why I was re-routed to St. Clement I cannot imagine. My
only clue comes from San Clemente, on the Aventine, the church of the Irish Dominicans. Did a young priest on
Bishop O’Dea's staff, preparing me for the sacrament, infect me with a bug he had picked up from those Irishmen
during a year in Rome? In any case, the author of the Epistle of Clement (ca. A.D. 96), designed to heal a rift in
the church of Corinth, seems a peculiar choice.
Otherwise my mental life consisted of dreaming, greedily reading whatever I could, telling stories to myself
and my brothers. In school I wrote poems and was a champion speller, my nearest rival being a pale blond PolishAmerican boy named John Klosick, who sat in front of me and whom I loved for his delicacy of frame and
feature. My only stage appearance was as “Iris” in a playlet about the flowers: I had wanted to be “Rose,” the
heroine, but with my classes and nervous mannerisms probably I was not pretty enough for the leading part. No
doubt I consoled myself with the reminder that irises were the fleur-de-luce, the royal flower of France; in my
crepe-paper costume of purple petals and a crown I could therefore feel quite important in flower-land. For the
Greeks, as I could have gleaned from The Book of Knowledge, I was the personification of the rainbow and the
messenger of the gods—nobody had told me that I was also the sister of the Harpies. When the day of the
performance came, I was reconciled to my part and prepared to shine. Aunt Mary had taken great pains over my
costume, more elaborate than the others, the tiers of scalloped petals fitting my form like a real dress. Yet my first
full-scale public humiliation was in store.
When the curtains parted, we were revealed drawn up in rows simulating a flower garden. As a tall, nodding
bloom, my place was at the end of the front row, stage left. During rehearsals I had learned the parts of the other
flowers as well as my own. It was the same mistake—excessiveness—I had made with my first writing exercise
as a first-grader in the convent by dotting my “e”s for good measure as well as my “I”s, so that instead of starring
(as I had expected) I was placed at the bottom of the class. Now I let my lips move along with the voices of
“Rose,” “Violet,” and “Daisy” as they stepped forward one by one and recited their lines.
I am not sure whether this accompaniment was audible or just visible to the parents and relations out front.
And I cannot decide whether I was aware, myself, that my lips were moving like a prompter throughout the
playlet, whether in fact I intended to be noticed (“Look at Iris! She knows the whole play!”) or whether I was
oblivious, absorbed in the performance—the first theater, I realize, that I had ever seen. I am inclined to think it
was the second because of the slap in the face my pride received when my aunt Margaret came up to me furiously
at the end of the play. I don’t recall the words she used to bring me to my senses, only the derision in her voice—
typically Irish, by the way. It’s possible that she mimicked the movement of my young lips with her old ones. I
suppose she felt humiliated before all those parents, and some priests, too, probably. Or she angrily considered the
work Aunt Mary had put into my costume only to have me put the family to shame. At the time, though, it did not
occur to me to imagine her feelings.
In my fury, instead, I dared to strike at her (that must have been the time) with a Catholic periodical she was
carrying, folded, under her arm and that, sobbing, I wrested from her. The sequel I don’t know. I remember only
the awful. impiety of hitting out at her on the street and my wild heavy breathing. Afterwards did we walk home
together, heading for Uncle Myers’ razor-strop, my petals burning me like the shirt of Nessus?
It was not the last time that my lips moved visibly during a school performance accompanying (even
improving on) the other actors as they pronounced their lines. But when it happened again it was in Seattle, at the
Sacred Heart, and the correction was administered kindly, softened with praise for my execution of my own
assigned part. For a long time, even before I had renounced my Carmelite vocation, nothing could deter me from
my wish to be an actress. My writing, though I was held to be good at it, interested me less. I now suspect that my
stage ambitions were merely the vehicle for a hope to be acclaimed for my beauty; that must be a large incentive
for both sexes to choose careers in the theater.
With my glasses and straight hair I was far from beautiful, but I was not resigned to that. I would study myself
in the mirror, frizz my hair with leather curlers, make earrings out of wire and colored beads of glass, and decide,
tossing my dark head, that I had a gypsy allure. As my looks finally improved once I had got rid of the glasses
(and some braces they had fastened on my upper teeth), I invented other personae (one modeled on the
Madonna), giving fuel to my dreams of the stage. It was not till my junior year in college that I began to guess the
truth: that I would never be an actress.
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It came home to me in the Vassar Outdoor Theater. We were doing a dramatization of Chaucer’s The Knight’s
Tale, put into modem English; I had been cast in the part of Arcite, the second male lead. In the last act, having
just been killed by a fire-breathing dragon (a stage effect contributed by the Chemistry Department), I was lying
stage center, spotlit, on the grass when I heard a great laugh from the audience—forgetting that I was supposed to
be dead, I had pulled down the short tunic of my orange oilcloth costume, as though it were a skirt. And now I
perceive that it was all of a piece, consistent, that stage behavior of mine: onstage, unless I was actually speaking
my assigned lines (i.e., “acting”), I forgot that an audience could see me. Actors do not do that.
Earlier in that chastening performance—with my husband-to-be, a real actor, watching critically from a front
row—titters should have warned me that a cardboard tower, my prison, was noticeably shaking as I quaked with
stage fright; to lean against it for support had been a mistake. In school and college, I was given leading parts
(usually male) by teachers and student directors because I wanted them so badly and because by that time I had
the necessary looks and voice to pass for an actor, not just the ability to learn lines.
But I had no more vocation for it than I had to be a Carmelite nun or queen of France. The fact that I was so
rarely given the female lead (in The Knight’s Tale I had longed to be the Fair Emily, a votive of Diana, with whom
both the young knights are in love) ought to have tipped me off sooner. My stage appearances, testifying to my
need for applause, belonged to my dream life; they had little to do with the life of my mind.
*
When I was rescued by my Protestant grandfather from the evil spell of the house on Blaisdell Avenue, one of
the immediate effects was the opening up of libraries to me. His own, in the first place, in the tall Seattle house
looking out over Lake Washington where I was now taken to live. Then there was the library of Forest Ridge
Convent, where he was sending me as a five-day boarder (so that I would not lose my religion) and where I had
spent a few weeks as a day pupil when Mama was still alive.
My grandfather Preston’s library was strong on sets. The oak shelves, going all the way to the ceiling, held the
complete works of Dickens, Frank Stockton, Tolstoy, Sienkiewicz, Bulwer-Lytton, Dumas, and the complete Elsie
Dinsmore books, which had belonged to my mother when she was a little girl. The convent had all of Fenimore
Cooper, some Washington Irving, and Stoddard’s Lectures, with illustrations. During the sewing hour a nun read
Emma to us, Booth Tarkington’s The Gentleman from Indiana, and A Tale of Two Cities. I am not sure where I
found Longfellow’s Tales of a Wayside Inn, containing as one chapter “The Saga of King Olaf;” I had hated
Hiawatha, all too reminiscent of the civics of Minnehaha Park and Minnehaha Falls, but I loved those tales, and
they are the main reason I know something of European history—Normans, popes, and German emperors. It was
a shock, then, to discover rather recently that “Robert of Sicily, brother of Pope Urbane and Valmond, Emperor of
Allemaine,” who learned the lesson of humility one Easter Sunday in Palermo, was not an historical figure; all my
life, from the age of twelve on, I had been taking him for a minor Angevin.
Despite the efforts of the Forest Ridge librarian to “direct” my reading (e.g., Stoddard’s Lectures), I was
gobbling books in both libraries, in the same spirit as had led me to eat those thirteen bananas one right after the
other in Grandma Preston’s pantry, with the result that I could never eat a banana again. It was not like that,
luckily, with reading, though, now that books were multiplying before me like the loaves and fishes of the
miracle, I did become somewhat more picky.
With Dumas I had a special problem because of my religion. There was a set in the Preston library, a dozen or
so purplish volumes, and I could not keep my eyes off them, though I knew that the only Dumas not on the
Index\fn{The Index of Forbidden Books, a list of book titles published between 1559 and 1948 considered by the Vatican to be dangers to
faith and morals, the possession, reading, selling, or transmission of which was forbidden upon penalty of excommunication. In 1966, it
was announced that no new list would be published, that the existing lists were not binding, and that the penalty of excommunication had
been lifted.} was The Count of Monte Cristo, which I had already read. The craving was worst for The Queen’s

Necklace, because it was about Marie Antoinette’s diamonds and the Cardinal de Rohan. Will power, however,
enabled me to resist. But when I lost my faith, toward the end of my second year in the convent, there should have
been no further hindrance. The pleasure path lay open. And yet by some quirk familiar to me in later life, now that
Dumas had become accessible, I lost the desire for him. So far as I can remember, I never got around to reading
The Queen’s Necklace or, if I did, I never finished it. That applies to The Three Musketeers, too. To the best of my
knowledge, the only book of Dumas I have read all the way through is, precisely, The Count of Monte Cristo—
God is not mocked, I guess.
I missed out on Scott’s novels (though he was not on the Index), just as I had on Dumas. I came to him too late,
when my first hunger for fiction was sated. Something like that happened with the Little Colonel books and quite
a number of older girls’ classics. Basing my judgment on A Girl of the Limberlost by Gene Stratton Porter, I may
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have decided that they were too young for me. The exception was the enchanting Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, a
favorite with George Orwell, too, which I read several times, having “fallen” for her handsome father, Lorenzo
de’ Medici Randall. I think I had read Little Women already in Minneapolis and now I read Jo’s Boys and liked it
even better, just as I liked Through the Looking-Glass better than Alice in Wonderland.
My tastes were perverse. I preferred boys’ books to girls’ books. Like Reuel in the next generation, I loved
Henty’s Along the Irrawaddy, and I made my grandfather subscribe for me (in his name) to The American Boy.
Yet the only Kipling I read was The Light that Failed and Wee Willie Winkie (both school), and Kim when I was
an adult. The Jungle Book and Just So Stories I missed, because they failed to come my way when I was “right”
for them, i.e., in Minneapolis. I was a case of uneven development, like Lenin’s description of the leaps and
bounds in the progress of backward countries—or I was rising on one side, like a half-baked biscuit—and thanks
to that had few terms of reference in common with the schoolmates I was meeting. Unlike them, at the age of
eleven, I had never seen a movie (not counting The Seal of the Confessional); the children’s books I had read
dated back to my parents’ childhoods; I was unaware of the St. Nicholas magazine and, when I finally heard of it,
supposed it had something to do with the St. Nicholas Day School for girls in Seattle, where the Protestant upper
crust went. I arrived among my Sacred Heart contemporaries like a dropped stitch in time and in some ways I
never caught up—I was twice married and driving a car before I could ride a bicycle.
In Seattle my tastes in reading all at once became curiously adult. On weekends I now read trash for adults
instead of trash for children: True Story, True Confessions, movie magazines. The effect of this low-grade
reading-matter was to make me sometimes impatient with “slow” traditional books. That was probably why
Ivanhoe bored me so when we “had” it my first year in high school, while The Lady of the Lake, which could be
declaimed, was as exciting as a play, especially the great unmasking—“These are Clan Alpine’s warriors true. |
And, stranger, I am Roderick Dhu”— a fierce character whom, naturally, I thrilled to far more than to the tame
heroes.
In fact, my mental life toward the end of my time at Forest Ridge was at a dead low. The loss of my faith had
produced no countervailing benefit. Having started, almost by accident, to doubt the reality of God, I lost interest
in the subject when I discovered to my surprise that there was no real proof that He existed. Religion left me, to
return, if at all, in later years as an amused interest in theology. And I had no other object of thought. Sex
remained a closed book despite True Story and True Confessions, from which I merely concluded that one must be
careful not to sleep with a man (not even drop off for a minute) or a baby would begin growing inside one. My
interest in my own body centered on my breasts, which I kept a close watch on, hoping they would grow; there
were ads in those magazines that recommended creams and massage, and I was tempted to send in for free
samples, just as I was tempted by advertisements for a puzzling thing called a truss, which to my ears had a
salacious sound—I cannot remember whether a free trial was offered. What I lacked, above all, in this whole field
was reliable information.
My ignorance, not so very remarkable in a bright girl (in my experience, sexual wisdom seldom keeps pace
with the I ‘higher’ kind), points to what was a crucial problem for my development, the real obstacle to the birth
of a mind in my teeming brain—the fact that I had no friends. It ought to have alarmed my grandparents if they
were watching (which apparently they were not) that I had no one of my own age to talk to, no one to confide in,
no one I dared ask, for example, what a truss was. I could not trust my uncle Frank’s wife, named Isabel, active in
the younger married set, not to make fun of my strangeness—a thing about myself that I sensed without being
able to see. I did not take to my new classmates—a “Pat,” an “Eileen,” a “Joan,” with red hair, freckles, and
dandruff on the uniform. Mothers of these and others (I think of a stick named Jane Miller with glasses and a stiff
brother, Vincent) invited the class for tables of lotto followed by ice cream and cake on a Saturday, but I was
always glad to go home when my grandmother came to pick me up in her electric. None of those girls was ever
invited to our house, and at the time that did not strike me as peculiar since nobody but a relative had been
allowed to put foot in the house in Minneapolis. When at last a popular girl from the class ahead was demoted to
be my desk mate (a punishment for talking in study hall) and responded kindly to my overtures, it was partly from
pity, I now see, and a willingness to be entertained. We did not share thoughts.
Yet friendship, I believe, is essential to intellectuals. It is probably the growth hormone the mind requires as it
begins its activity of producing and exchanging ideas. You can date the evolving life of a mind, like the age of a
tree, by the rings of friendship formed by the expanding central trunk. In the course of my history, not love or
marriage so much as friendship has promoted growth.
When, at my own urging, then, in the year 1925, I entered a public high school in what is now the black district
of Seattle, it was not as though I were leaving a circle of friends behind to embark on the unknown. Certain
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Sacred heart presences—Marie-Louise L’ Abbe, Julia Dodge, Janet Preston, Marjorie MacPhail, the Von Phuls,
the Lyonses, the Danz girls, little Abbie Stuart Baillargeon, Eugenia McClellan, Susie Lowenstein—are stored in
my memory like fall leaves pressed in a school book, but though I cannot forget their names, faces, figures, the
awareness was not mutual. I had arrived among them a stranger from Minneapolis and to those I most worshipped
I remained that. At Garfield, again, I knew nobody; I had no former classmates from a city grade school to serve
as a launching pad. The convent I had left behind was utterly remote from this new milieu—no connection,
another planet—and when, in the second term, the exquisite Julia Dodge appeared among us, as a transfer from
Forest Ridge, it was like the transmigration of a soul from a distant heavenly body. Nobody among my new
acquaintances could believe that I knew her, and she showed no recognition of me.
I did not last long at public high school; my grandparents, wisely, withdrew me at the end of the first year
when, crazed by liberty, I almost ceased to study. Since the loss of my faith was proving to be permanent, more
than an adolescent’s caprice, we decided that I should go to a Protestant boarding-school, where there would be
little stress on religion. The choice lay between St. Margaret’s School, in Victoria, B.C., the Anna Head School, in
Berkeley, California (where Helen Wills had gone), and the Annie Wright Seminary, in nearby Tacoma. Needless
to say, I longed to go to Anna Head, which in fact was a good school, and my grandparents leaned toward Annie
Wright, where they could come to see me in the car on occasional Sundays, bringing fruit and cookies and a
flowering plant for my room. The principal, a Miss Preston, established a good rapport with my grandfather, and
thus my fate was decided.
In other words, accident—the coincidence of a surname and the driving time from Seattle—determined my
entire future. Had I got my wish and gone to Anna Head, I would have become Californian and I would not like
myself now. I prefer being a Puget Sound type that had gone east to college, as could happen, though rarely, to
Seattle girl; from Anna Head, I would probably have continued on to Stanford, or even Berkeley, and become a
sorority girl, a Gamma Phi, maybe, like my mother at the University of Washington. As to what I might have
turned into had St. Margaret’s in Victoria been elected, I cannot even guess.
On the choice of one’s secondary school, one’s course in life seems to be plotted, and often there is no
consciousness of a choice being made, no visible bifurcation of the ways: from grade school one continues to the
neighborhood high school (as my parents did) or one goes to the boarding-school where “everyone” in the family
has gone. Here the part played by chance seems all but unnoticeable, and the future appears to flow inevitably
from the past. With relatively rootless people, often transplanted, like myself, destiny’s decisions, on the contrary,
may appear highly capricious. I think of Reuel studying school catalogues and voting for Andover—a preference I
could not account for until in a corner of a photograph in the Andover catalogue I noticed a Ping-Pong table. In a
similar vein Edmund Wilson overruled Milton Academy (girls, proximity to Boston, a good curriculum) for the
self-evident reason that T. S. Eliot had been a Milton boy. In fact Reuel was sent to Brooks, in North Andover—a
decision that had something to do with the size of the headmaster’s dog.
But my own fates may have pronounced while I was still in public high school, months before Annie Wright
was even thought of or a single name-tape sewed on my underclothes. It may have happened on the day I got my
first library card from the Seattle Public Library—an important, even self-important, day for me, although I
cannot call it the happiest of my life, as Napoleon is supposed to have said of the day of his First Communion.
Nevertheless I remember the feeling of power conferred on me by the small, ruled piece of cardboard still empty
except for my name typed at the top and my signature below.
I was in the main downtown branch (not far from the YWCA, where I used to swim all by myself on winter
Saturdays in the pool), and the fiction shelves frightened me with a bewilderment of choice—a sensation
bordering on panic that one can get nowadays in a too-well-furnished supermarket. The power of choice I held
affected me as an urgency, forcing me to take out a book before I was fully prepared, hurrying me to make up my
mind as though behind me there were a crowd of other borrowers.
Summoning resolution, I picked a book from the shelves and advanced to the counter. It was The Nigger of the
Narcissus.
The librarian looked at me; I looked back at her. She took my card and tucked another one, stamped, in a flap
at the back of the volume. I had the impression that she might say something, but she let me walk away. In my
mind was only the vaguest notion of who Joseph Conrad was or had been …
115.239 Bad Company\fn{by Tess Gallagher (1943- )} Port Angeles, Clallam County, Washington, U.S.A. (F) 5
Mrs. Herbert drove into the cemetery, parked near the mausoleum, and got out with her flowers. The next day
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was Memorial Day, and the cemetery would be thronged with people. Entire families would arrive to bring
flowers to the graves of their loved ones. Tiny American flags would decorate the graves of the veterans. But
today the cemetery was still and deserted.
When she reached her husband’s grave she saw that someone had been there before her. The little metal vase
affixed to the headstone was crammed with daffodils and dandelions. Whoever had put them there hadn’t known
the difference between a flower and a weed. She put her flowers down on the flat gravestone and stared at the
unsightly wad of flowers. Only a man could have thrown together such a bouquet, she thought.
She raised her hand to her brow and looked around. A short distance away she saw a girl stretched out next to a
grave. She hadn’t seen her at first because the girl had not been standing. The girl lay propped on one elbow so
she could look down at the gravestone next to her. When Mrs. Herbert walked toward her, the girl did not lift her
head or move. Then she saw the girl pluck a blade of grass and touch it to her lips before letting it fall. Mrs.
Herbert’s shadow fell across the girl, and the girl looked up.
“Did you happen to see anyone at that grave over yonder?” Mrs. Herbert asked.
The girl raised herself to a sitting position. She looked at the woman, but didn’t say anything.
“She’s crazy, Mrs. Herbert thought, or else she can’t talk. She regretted having spoken to the girl at all. Then
the girl stood up and touched her hands together.
“There was a man. About an hour ago,” the girl said. “He could have been to that grave.”
“It’s my husband,” Mrs. Herbert said. “His grave. But I don’t know who cold have left those flowers.” She
noticed that the grave next to the girl had no flowers. She wondered at this, that anyone would come to a grave
and then leave nothing behind. At this time of day the shadows of the evergreens at the near end of the graveyard
crept gradually across the grass. It sent a chill through her shoulders. She drew her sweater together at the neck
and folded her arms.
“He didn’t stay long,” the girl volunteered. And then she smiled.
Mrs. Herbert thought it was a nice thing after all to speak to this stranger and to be answered courteously in
this sorrowful place.
“He was over at the mausoleum too,” the girl said.
Mrs. Herbert thought hard who it might be. She only knew one person buried in the mausoleum. He had been
dead ten years now and only one member of his family still survived. “It must have been Lloyd Medly,” she said.
“His brother, Homer, is over there in the mausoleum. His ashes, anyway. They grew up with my husband and me,
those boys.” She had spoken to Lloyd just last week on the telephone. He was in the habit of calling up every few
weeks to see how she was. “Homer’s on my mind a lot,” he’d said to her when they last talked.
“I don’t know anybody in the mausoleum,” the girl said.
Mrs. Herbert looked down and saw a little white dross engraved over the name on the stone. There were some
military designations she didn’t understand and, below the name, the dates 1914-1967. “Nineteen-fourteen! That’s
the year I was born,” she said, as if surprised that anyone born in that year had already passed on. For a moment it
seemed as if she and the one lying there in the ground had briefly touched lives.
“I can barely remember him,” the girl said. “But when I stay here awhile, things come back to me.” She was a
pretty girl with high Indian cheekbones. Mrs. Herbert noticed the way her hips went straight down from her waist.
She had slow, black eyes, and appeared to be in her late twenties.
“I can’t remember what Homer looked like,” Mrs. Herbert said. “But he could yodel like nobody’s business.
Yodeling had just come in.” She thought of Lloyd and how he and Arby, another brother, had been lucky to get
out of California alive after they’d gone there to bring Homer’s body back. Homer had been found dead in a
fleabag hotel with Lloyd'’ phone number in his shirt pocket. "“hey'’ as soon knock you in the head in them places
as to look at you,” Lloyd said afterwards.
“He was a street wino,” she said to the girl. “But he was a beautiful yodeler. And he could play the guitar too.”
“I think my dad used to whistle,” the girl said. “I think I remember him whistling.” She gazed toward the grove
of trees, then across the street to the elementary school building. No one was coming in or going out of the
building. It occurred to Mrs. Herbert that she had been to the cemetery hundreds of times and had never once seen
any children coming or going from the school. But she knew they did, as surely as she knew that the people
buried under the ground had once walked the earth, eaten meals, and answered to their names. She knew this as
surely as she knew Homer Medly had been a beautiful yodeler.
“If I died tomorrow, I wonder what my little girls would remember,” the girl said suddenly. Mrs. Herbert didn’t
know what to say to this so she didn’t say anything. After a moment the girl said, “I’d like to start bringing my
girls with me out here, but I hate to see kids run over the graves.”
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“I know what you mean,” Mrs. Herbert said. But then she thought of her own father. Something he had said
when he’d refused to be buried in the big country cemetery back home in Arkansas. “I want to be close enough to
home that my grandkids can trample on my grave if they want to.” But, as it turned out, everyone had moved
away, and it hadn’t mattered where he was buried.
“I always try to walk at the foot of the graves,” the girl said. “But sometimes I forget.” She put her hands into
the hip pockets of her jeans and looked toward the mausoleum. “Those ones that are ashes, they don’t have to
worry,” she said. She took her hands out of her pockets and sat down again on the grass next to the grave.
“Nobody walks over them,” she said. “I guess they just sit forever in those little cups.”
Mrs. Herbert considered the idea of Homer’s remains being contained in a little cup. She remembered that
Lloyd had said he and his brother had wanted to bring Homer’s body back, but there’d been too much red tape.
And then there was the expense. So they’d had him cremated and, between them, they’d taken turns on the train
holding the box with his ashes I it until they got home. Remembering this made her want to say a few words about
Homer. She’d met Homer in her girlhood at nearly the same time she’d met her husband. For a moment, it came
to her that Homer could have been her husband. But just as quickly she dismissed the thought. What had
happened to Homer had made a deep, unsettling impression on her. She and Lloyd had talked about it once when
they’d spoken in the supermarket. Lloyd had shaken his head and said, “Homer could have been something. He
just fell in with the wrong company.” And then he hadn’t said anything else.
The girl brushed at something on the headstone. “My father was killed in an accident,” she said. “We’d all
been in swimming and then we kids went to the cabin to nap. My mother woke us up, crying. ‘Your daddy’s
drowned,’ she said. This drunk tried to swim the river and when my father tried to save him, the man pulled him
down. ‘Your daddy’s drowned,’ she kept saying. But you don’t understand things when you’re a kid,” the girl
said. “And you don’t understand things later, either.”
Mrs. Herbert was struck by this. She touched her teeth against her bottom lip, then ran her tongue over the lip.
She didn’t know what to say, so she said, “There’s Homer that lived through the Second World War and then died
in California a pure alcoholic.” She shook her head. She didn’t understand any of it.
The girl stretched out on the ground once more and made herself comfortable. She looked up and nodded once.
Mrs. Herbert felt the girl slipping into a reverie, into a place she couldn’t follow, and she wanted to say something
to hold her back. But all she could think of was Homer Medly. She couldn’t feature why she couldn’t get Homer
off her mind. She wanted to tell the girl everything that was important to know about Homer Medly. How he had
fallen into bad company in the person of Lester Yates, a boy who had molested a young girl and been sent to the
penitentiary. How Beulah Looney had gone to the horse races in Santa Rosa, California, in 1935, and brought
back word that Homer was married, and to a fine-looking woman! But the woman didn’t live very long with
Homer. He got drunk and hammered out the headlights of their car, then threatened to bite off her nose.
But she didn’t tell the girl any of this. She couldn’t. Besides, the girl looked to be half asleep. Mrs. Herbert
looked down at the girl and it seemed the most natural thing in the world for the girl to be lying there alongside
her father’s grave. Then the girl rose on one elbow.
“I came out here the day of my divorce,” the girl said. “And then I kept coming out here. One time I lay down
and fell asleep,” she said. “The caretaker came over and asked me was I all right. Sure, I said. I’m all right.” The
girl laughed softly and tossed her black hair over her shoulder. “Fact is, I don’t know if I was all right. I been
coming here trying to figure things out. If my dad was alive I’d ask him what was going to become of me and my
girls. There’s another man ready to step in and take up where my husband left off. But even if a man runs out on
you it’s no comfort just to pick up with the next one that comes around. I got to do better,” the girl said. “I got to
think of my girls, but I got to think of me too.”
Mrs. Herbert felt she’d listened in on something important, and she wished she knew what to say to the girl for
comfort. She and her husband hadn’t been able to have children and, like so much of her life, she’d reconciled
herself to it and never looked back. But now she could imagine having a daughter to talk with and to advise.
Someone she could help in a difficult time. She felt she’d missed something precious and that she had nothing to
offer the girl except to stand there and listen. Since her husband’s death nearly a year ago it seemed that she
seldom did more than exchange a few words with people. And here she was telling a stranger about Homer and
listening to the girl tell her things back. Her memory of Homer seemed to insist on being told, and though she
didn’t understand why this should be, she didn’t want this meeting to end until she’d said what she had to say.
The shadows from the stand of trees had darkened the portion of the cemetery that lay in front of the school
building. The girl tilted her head toward the place her father was lying, and Mrs. Herbert thought she might be
praying—or about to pray.
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“Well, I’ve got peonies to put out,” Mrs. Herbert said, and she moved back a few steps. But the girl did not
acknowledge her leaving. Mrs. Herbert waited a minute, then turned and headed back across the graves. The
ground felt softer than it had been when she’d approached the girl, and she couldn’t help thinking that she had
stepped on someone each time she put her foot down.
She felt relieved when she reached her husband’s grave. She stood on the grave as if there at least she had a
right to do as she pleased. The grave was like a green island in the midst of other green islands. Then she heard a
car start up. She turned to look for the girl, but the girl was no longer there. The girl was gone. Just then Mrs.
Herbert saw a little red car head out of the cemetery.
She took hold of her flowers and began to fit them into a vase next to the flowers she guessed must be from
Lloyd. Once, a few weeks earlier, Lloyd had stopped at her house on the way to the cemetery and she’d given him
some flowers to take to Homer and some for her husband. “They were roarers, those two,” Lloyd had said as
she’d made up the two bouquets. She thought of her husband again. He’d been a drinker like Homer and, except
for having married her, he might have fallen in with bad company and ended the way Homer had.
She took her watering can and walked toward the spigot that stood near the mausoleum. She bent down and
ran water into the can as she rested her eyes on the mausoleum. Bad company, she thought. And it occurred to her
that here husband had been her bad company for all those years. And when he hadn’t been bad company, he’d
been no company at all. She listened to water run into the metal can and wondered what had saved her from being
pulled down by the lies of such a man, even as Lester Yates had pulled Homer Medly down.
She let herself recall the time her husband had flown into a rage after a drinking bout and accused her of
sleeping around, even though every night of their married life she’d slept nowhere but in the same bed with him.
He’d taken her set of china cups out onto the sidewalk and smashed them with the whole neighborhood looking
on. From then on they’d passed their evenings in silence. She would knit and she would look after the fire and
smoke cigarettes. God knows it wasn’t the way she’d wanted things. She’d thought she’d done the best she could.
But the memory of those long, silent evenings struck at her heart now, and she wished she could go back to that
time and speak to her husband. She knew there were old couples who lived differently, couples who took walks
together or played checkers or cards in the evenings. And then it came to her, the thought that she had been bad
company to him, had even denied him her company, going and coming from the house with barely a nod in his
direction, putting his meals on the table out of duty alone, keeping house like a jailer. The idea startled and pained
her, especially when she remembered how his illness had come on him until, in the last months, he was docile and
then finally helpless near the end. What had she given him? What had she done for him? She could answer only
that she had been there—like an implement, a shovel or a hoe. A lifetime of robbery! she thought. Then she
understood that it was herself she had robbed as much as her husband. And there was no way now to get back
their life together.
The water was running over the sides of the can, and she turned off the spigot. She picked up the watering can
and stood next to the mausoleum and stared at it as if someone had suddenly thrown an obstacle in her pathway.
She couldn’t understand why anyone would want to be put into such a place when they died. The front was faced
with rough stones and one wall was mostly glass so that visitors could peer inside. She had tried the door to this
place once, but it was locked. She supposed the relatives had keys, or else they were let in by the caretaker.
Homer was situated along the wall on the outside of the mausoleum. Thinking of Homer made her glad her
husband hadn’t ended up on the wall of the mausoleum as a pile of ashes. There was that to be thankful for.
When she reached his grave she poured water into the vase and then stared at the bronze nameplate where
enough space had been left for her own name and dates.
She remembered the day she and her husband had quarreled about where to buy their burial plots. Her husband
had said he wasn’t about to be buried anyplace that was likely to cave into the ocean. There were two cemeteries
in their town—this one, just off the main highway near the elementary school, and the other, which was located at
the edge of a bluff overlooking the ocean. He did not want to be near the ocean. He had said this several times.
Then he had gone down and purchased two plots side by side across from the school and close to the mausoleum.
She hadn’t said much. Then h had shown her the papers with the location of the graves marked with little X’s on a
map of the cemetery. The more she thought about it though, the more she set her mind on buying her own plot in
the cemetery overlooking the ocean. Then one day she arranged to go there, and she paid for a gravesite that very
day.
She hadn’t meant to tell her husband about her purchase, but one night they’d quarreled bitterly, and she’d
flung the news at him. She had two gravesites, she said—one with him and one away from him—and she would
do as she pleased when the time came. “Take your old bones and throw them in the ocean for all I care,” he told
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her.
They’d left it like that. Right up until he died, her husband hadn’t known where his wife was going to be
buried. But what a thing to have done to him! To have denied him even that small comfort. She realized now that
if anyone had told her about a woman who had done such a thing to a dying husband, she would have been
shocked and ashamed for her. But this was the story of herself she was considering, and she was the one who’d
sent her life’s company lonely to the grave. This thought was so painful to her she felt her body go rigid—as if
some force had struck here from the outside, and she had to brace herself to bear it.
She’d taken comfort in the idea of the second grave, even when she couldn’t make up her mind where she
would finally life. She had prolonged her decision and she saw this clearly now for what it was: a way to deny this
man with whom she had spent her life. Even when she came to the cemetery where her husband lay, she would
still be thinking, as she was now, about the cemetery near the ocean—how when she went there she could gaze
out at the little fishing boats on the water or listen to the gulls as they wheeled over the bluff. An oil tanker or a
freighter might appear and slide serenely across the horizon. She loved how slowly the ships passed, and how she
could follow them with her eyes until they were lost in the distance.
She gave the watering can a shake. There was water left in it, and she raised the can to her lips and drank
deeply and thought again of the ocean. What she also loved about that view was the thought that those who
walked in a cemetery, any cemetery, ought to be able to forget the dead for a moment and gaze out at something
larger than themselves. Something mysterious. The ocean tantalized her even as she felt a kind of foreboding
when she looked on it with her own death in mind. She could imagine children galloping over the graves, then
coming to a stop at the sharp cliff edge to stare down at the weaves far below. Her visits to the cemetery near the
ocean gave her leisure even after her grave there was no longer a secret. When her husband asked, “Have you
been out there?” she knew what he meant. “I have,” she said. And that was the extent of it. She thought she
understood those who committed adultery and then returned home—unfaithful and divided. Yet she did nothing to
change the situation. Then he had died, and some of the pleasure in her visits to the other grave seemed to have
gone with him.
As Mrs. Herbert’s life alone had settled into hits own routine, weeks might go by until, with a start, she would
realize she hadn’t been to either cemetery. The fact of her two graves became a mystery to her. The shadows of
the evergreens had reached where she was standing. She saw that the school building across the street was entirely
in shadow now. She gathered up the containers she’d used to carry flowers to the grave and picked up her garden
shears. On her way to the car she turned and looked at the flowers on her husband’s grave. They seemed to accuse
her of some neglect, some falsehood. She had decorated his grave, but there was no comfort in it for her. No
comfort, she thought, and she knew she had simply been dutiful toward her husband in death as she had been in
life. The thought quickened her step away from there. She reached her car and got in. For a moment she could not
think where it was she was supposed to go next.
*
A month passed after her visit to the cemetery. Daisies and carnations were in bloom, but Mrs. Herbert made
no visit to her husband’s grave. It was early on a Sunday when she finally decided to go again. She expected the
cemetery to be empty at that time of the morning, but no sooner had she arrived than a little red car drove into the
narrow roadway through the cemetery and parked near the mausoleum. Then the driver got out. Mrs. Herbert was
not surprised to see that it was the young woman she’d met before Decorations Day. She felt glad when the girl
raised her hand in greeting as she passed on her way to her father’s grave.
The girl stood by the grave with her head down, thinking. She had on a short red coat and a dress this time, as
if she might be on her way to church. Mrs. Herbert approved of this—that the girl was dressed up and that she
might go on to church. This caused another kind of respect to come into the visit. But what she felt most of all
was that this was a wonderful coincidence. She had met the girl twice now in the cemetery and she wondered at
this. Mrs. Herbert thought it must mean something, but she couldn’t think what.
Mrs. Herbert took the dead flowers from the vases and emptied the acrid water. There was a stench, as if the
water itself had a body that could decay and rot. She remembered a time in her girlhood when she and Homer and
her husband had been driving to a dance in the next county. The car radiator had boiled over and they’d walked to
a farm and asked for water. The farmer had given them some in a big glass jug. “It’s fine for your car, but I
wouldn’t drink it,” the man said. But the day was hot and after they’d filled the radiator each of them lifted the jug
and took a drink. The water tasted like something had died in it. “Jesus save me from water like that!” Homer had
said. “They invented whiskey to cover up water like that.” Her husband agreed that the water tasted bad, but he
took another drink anyway.
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Mrs. Herbert straightened and glanced again toward the girl. She seemed deep in thought as she stood beside
the grave. Mrs. Herbert saw that once again the girl had brought no flowers with her.
“Would you like some flowers for your grave?” Mrs. Herbert called to her. The girl looked startled, as if the
idea had never occurred to her. She waited a moment. Then she smiled and nodded. Mrs. Herbert busied herself
choosing flowers from her own bunch to make a modest bouquet. Then she stepped carefully over the graves
toward the girl. The girl took the flowers and pressed them to her face to smell them, as if these were the first
flowers she’d held in a long time.
“I love carnations,” she said. Then, before Mrs. Herbert could stop her, the girl began to dig a hole with her
fingers at the top of her father’s headstone.
“Wait! Just a minute,” Mrs. Herbert said. “I’ll find something.” She walked to her car and found a jar in the
trunk. She returned with this and the girl walked with her toward the mausoleum to draw water to fill the
container. The water spigot was near the corner of the mausoleum where Homer’s ashes lay, and she remembered
having told the girl about his death.
“There’s Homer,” Mrs. Herbert said, and pointed to the wall of the mausoleum. There were four nameplates to
each marble block and near each name a small fluted vase was attached to the stone. Most of the vases had faded
plastic flowers in them, but Homer’s vase was empty. The girl opened and closed her black eyes, then lifted her
flowers and poured a little of the fresh water into the container fastened to Homer’s stone. Then she took two
carnations and fitted them into the vase. It was the right thing to do and Mrs. Herbert felt as if she’d done it
herself.
As they walked back toward the graves Mrs. Herbert had the impulse to tell the girl about her gravesite near
the ocean. But before she could say anything, the girl said, “I’ve got what I came for. I been coming here asking
what I’m supposed to do with my life. Well, I’m not for sale. That’s what he let me know. I’m free now and I’m
going to stay free,” the girl said. Mrs. Herbert heard the word “free” as if from a great distance. Free, she thought,
but the word was meaningless to her. It came to her that in all her visits to her husband’s grave she’d gotten
nothing she needed. She’d just as well go and stand in her own backyard for all she got here. Buty she didn’t let
on to the girl she was feeling any of this, and when they set the container of carnations on the grave she said only,
“That’s better, sin’t it?”
“Yes,” the girl said. “Yes, it is.” She seemed then to want to be alone, so Mrs. Herbert made her way back to
her husband’s grave. But after a few minutes she saw that instead of staying around to enjoy the flowers, the girl
was leaving. She waved and Mrs. Herbert thought, I’ll never see her again. Before she could bring herself to lift
her hand to wave goodbye, the girl got into her car. Then the motor started, and she watched the car drive out of
the cemetery.
*
A week later the widow drove to the cemetery again. She looked around as she got out of the car, half
expecting to see the little red car drive up and the girl get out. But she knew this wouldn’t happen. At her
husband’s grave she cleared away the dead flowers from her last visit.
She had brought no flowers and didn’t quite know what to do with herself. She looked past the mausoleum and
saw that a new field was being cleared to make room for additional graves at the far end of the cemetery. The
sight brought a feeling of such desolation that she shuddered. She felt more alone than she had ever felt in her life.
For the first time she realized she would continue on this way to the end. Her whole body took on the dull
hopelessness of the feeling. She felt that if she had to speak she would have no voice. She was glad the girl wasn’t
there, that she would not have to speak to anyone in this place of regret and loneliness. Suddenly the caretaker
came out of a shed in the trees, turned on a sprinkler and disappeared back into the shed. Then, once again, there
was no one.
She waited a minute, and then lowered herself onto the grave. The water from the sprinkler whirled and looped
over the graves, but it did not reach as far as her husband’s grave. She looked around her, but saw no one. she
leaned back on the grave and stretched out her legs. She put her head on the ground and closed her eyes. The sun
was warm on her face and arms, and she began to feel drowsy.
As she lay thee she thought she heard children running and laughing somewhere in the cemetery. But she
couldn’t separate this sound from the sound of the water, and she did not open her eyes to see if there really were
children. The sprinkler made a whit-whit noise like a scythe going through a field of tall grass.
“I’m going to rest here a moment,” she said out loud without opening her eyes. Then she said, “I’ve decided.
You bought a place for me here, and that’s what you wanted. And that’s what I want too.”
She opened her eyes then and with an awful certainty she knew that her husband had heard nothing of what she
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had said. And not in all of time would he hear her. She’d cut herself off from him as someone too good, someone
too proud to do anything but injury to the likes of him. And this was her reward, that it would not matter to
anyone on the face of the earth what she did. This, she thought, was eternity—to be left so utterly alone and to
know that even her choice to be buried next to him would never reach her husband. Was she any better than the
meanest wino who died in some fleabag hotel and was eventually reduced to ashes? No, she understood, no better.
She had been no better than her husband all those years, and if she had saved him from a death like Homer’s, it
was only to die disowned at her own hearth. The enormity of this settled on her as she struggled to raise herself
up.
A light mist from the sprinkler touched her face, and when she looked around her, she saw a vastness like that
of the ocean. Headstones marked off the grass as far as she could see. she saw plainly a silent and fixed company
set out there, a company she had not chosen.
She looked and saw the caretaker in the doorway of the shed. He drew on his cigarette as he stood watching
her. She raised her hand and then brought it down to let him know she had seen him. He inclined his head and
went on smoking.
50.140 The Toughest Indian In The World\fn{by Sherman Joseph Alexie, Jr. (1966- )} Spokane, Spokane County,
Washington, U.S.A. (M) 6
Being a Spokane Indian, I only pick up Indian hitchhikers. I learned this particular ceremony from my father, a
Coeur d’ Alene, who always stopped for those twentieth-century aboriginal nomads who refused to believe the
salmon were gone. I don’t know what they believed in exactly, but they wore hope like a bright shirt.
My father never taught me about hope. Instead, he continually told me that our salmon—our hope—would
never come back, and though such lessons may seem cruel, I know enough to cover my heart in any crowd of
white people.
“They’ll kill you if they get the chance,” my father said. “Love you or hate you, white people will shoot you in
the heart. Even after all these years, they’ll still smell the salmon on you, the dead salmon, and that will make
white people dangerous.”
All of us, Indian and white, are haunted by salmon. When I was a boy, I leaned over the edge of one dam or
another—perhaps Long Lake or Little Falls or the great gray dragon known as the Grand Coulee—and watched
the ghosts of the salmon rise from the water to the sky and become constellations.
For most Indians, stars are nothing more than white tombstones scattered across a dark graveyard.
But the Indian hitchhikers my father picked up refused to admit the existence of sky, let alone the possibility
that salmon might be stars. They were common people who believed only in the thumb and the foot. My father
envied those simple Indian hitchhikers. He wanted to change their minds about salmon; he wanted to break open
their hearts and see the future in their blood. He loved them.
“Indian,” he said if it was an Indian, and he was never wrong, though I could never tell if the distant figure was
male or female, let alone Indian or not.
If a distant figure happened to be white, my father would drive by without comment.
That was how I learned to be silent in the presence of white people. The silence is not about hate or pain or
fear. Indians just like to believe that white people will vanish, perhaps explode into smoke, if they are ignored
enough times. Perhaps a thousand white families are still waiting for their sons and daughters to return home, and
can’t recognize them when they float back as morning fog.
“We better stop,” my mother said from the passenger seat. She was one of those Spokane women who always
wore a purple bandanna tied tightly around her head.
These days, her bandanna is usually red. There are reasons, motives, traditions behind the choice of color, but
my mother keeps them secret.
“Make room,” my father said to my siblings and me as we sat on the floor in the cavernous passenger area of
our blue van. We sat on carpet samples because my father had torn out the seats in a sober rage not long after he
bought the van from a crazy white man.
I have three brothers and three sisters now. Back then, I had four of each. I missed one of the funerals and cried
myself sick during the other one.
“Make room,” my father said again—he said everything twice—and only then did we scramble to make space
for the Indian hitchhiker.
Of course, it was easy enough to make room for one hitchhiker, but Indians usually travel in packs. Once or
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twice, we picked up entire all-Indian basketball teams, along with their coaches, girlfriends, and cousins. Fifteen,
twenty Indian strangers squeezed into the back of a blue van with nine wide-eyed Indian kids.
Back in those days, I loved the smell of Indians, and of Indian hitchhikers in particular. They were usually in
some stage of drunkenness, often in need of soap and a towel, and always ready to sing.
Oh, the songs! Indian blues bellowed at the highest volumes. We called them “49s,” those cross-cultural songs
that combined Indian lyrics and rhythms with country-and-western and blues melodies. It seemed that every
Indian knew all the lyrics to every Hank Williams song ever recorded. Hank was our Jesus, Patsy Cline was our
Virgin Mary, and Freddy Fender, George Jones, Conway Twitty, Loretta Lynn, Tammy Wynette, Charley Pride,
Ronnie Milsap, Tanya Tucker, Marty Robbins, Johnny Horton, Donna Fargo, and Charlie Rich were our disciples.
We all know that nostalgia is dangerous, but I remember those days with a clear conscience. Of course, we live in
different days now, and there aren’t as many Indian hitchhikers as there used to be.
*
Now, I drive my own car, a 1998 Toyota Camry, the best-selling automobile in the United States, and therefore
the one most often stolen. Consumer Reports has named it the most reliable family sedan for sixteen years
running, and I believe it.
In my Camry, I pick up three or four Indian hitchhikers a week. Mostly men. They’re usually headed home,
back to their reservations or somewhere close to their reservations. Indians hardly ever travel in a straight line, so
a Crow Indian might hitchhike west when his reservation is back east in Montana. He has some people to see in
Seattle, he might explain if I ever asked him. But I never ask Indians their reasons for hitchhiking. All that matters
is this: they are Indians walking, raising their thumbs, and I am there to pick them up.
At the newspaper where I work, my fellow reporters think I’m crazy to pick up hitchhikers. They’re all white
and never stop to pick up anybody, let alone an Indian. After all, we’re the ones who write the stories and
headlines:
HITCHHIKER KILLS HUSBAND AND WIFE
MISSING GIRL’S BODY FOUND
RAPIST STRIKES AGAIN
If I really tried, maybe I could explain to them why I pick up any Indian, but who wants to try? Instead, if they
ask I just give them a smile and turn back to my computer. My coworkers smile back and laugh loudly. They're
always laughing loudly at me, at one another, at themselves, at goofy typos in the newspapers, at the idea of
hitchhikers.
I dated one of them for a few months. Cindy. She covered the local courts: speeding tickets and divorces,
drunk driving and embezzlement. Cindy firmly believed in the who-what-where-when-why-and-how of
journalism. In daily conversation, she talked like she was writing the lead of her latest story. Hell, she talked like
that in bed.
“How does that feel?” I asked, quite possibly the only Indian man who has ever asked that question.
“I love it when you touch me there,” she answered. “But it would help if you rubbed it about thirty percent
lighter and with your thumb instead of your middle finger. And could you maybe turn the radio to a different
station? KYZY would be good. I feel like soft jazz will work better for me right now. A minor chord, a C or Gflat, or something like that. Okay, honey?”
During lovemaking, I would get so exhausted by the size of her erotic vocabulary that I would fall asleep
before my orgasm, continue pumping away as if I were awake, and then regain consciousness with a sudden start
when I finally did come, more out of reflex than passion.
Don't get me wrong. Cindy is a good one, cute and smart, funny as hell, a good catch no matter how you define
it, but she was also one of those white women who date only brown-skinned guys. Indians like me, black dudes,
Mexicans, even a few Iranians. I started to feel like a trophy, or like one of those entries in a personal ad. I asked
Cindy why she never dated pale boys.
“White guys bore me,” she said. “All they want to talk about is their fathers.”
“What do brown guys talk about?” I asked her.
“Their mothers,” she said and laughed, then prompdy left me for a public defender who was half Japanese and
half African, a combination that left Cindy dizzy with the interracial possibilities.
Since Cindy, I haven't dated anyone. I live in my studio apartment with the ghosts of two dogs, Felix and Oscar, and a laptop computer stuffed with bad poems, the aborted halves of three novels, and some three-paragraph
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personality pieces I wrote for the newspaper.
I’m a features writer, and an Indian at that, so I get all the shit jobs. Not the dangerous shit jobs or the monotonous shit jobs. No. I get to write the articles designed to please the eye, ear, and heart. And there is no
journalism more soul-endangering to write than journalism that aims to please.
So it was with reluctance that I climbed into my car last week and headed down Highway 2 to write some
damn pleasant story about some damn pleasant people. Then I saw the Indian hitchhiker standing beside the road.
He looked the way Indian hitchhikers usually look. Long, straggly black hair. Brown eyes and skin. Missing a
couple of teeth. A bad complexion that used to be much worse. Crooked nose that had been broken more than
once. Big, misshapen ears. A few whiskers masquerading as a mustache. Even before he climbed into my car I
could tell he was tough. He had some serious muscles that threatened to rip through his blue jeans and denim
jacket. When he was in the car, I could see his hands up close, and they told his whole story. His fingers were
twisted into weird, permanent shapes, and his knuckles were covered with layers of scar tissue.
“Jeez,” I said. “You’re a fighter, enit?” I threw in the “enit,” a reservation colloquialism, because I wanted the
fighter to know that I had grown up on the rez, in the woods, with every Indian in the world.
The hitchhiker looked down at his hands, flexed them into fists. I could tell it hurt him to do that.
“Yeah,” he said. “I’m a fighter.”
I pulled back onto the highway, looking over my shoulder to check my blind spot.
“What tribe are you?” I asked him, inverting the last two words in order to sound as aboriginal as possible.
“Lummi,” he said. “What about you?”
“Spokane.”
“I know some Spokanes. Haven’t seen them in a long time.”
He clutched his backpack in his lap like he didn’t want to let it go for anything. He reached inside a pocket and
pulled out a piece of deer jerky. I recognized it by the smell.
“Want some?” he asked.
Sure.
It had been a long time since I’d eaten jerky. The salt, the gamy taste. I felt as Indian as Indian gets, driving
down the road in a fast car, chewing on jerky, talking to an indigenous fighter.
“Where you headed?” I asked.
“Home. Back to the rez.”
I nodded my head as I passed a big truck. The driver gave us a smile as we went by. I tooted the horn.
“Big truck,” said the fighter.
*
I haven’t lived on my reservation for twelve years. But I live in Spokane, which is only an hour’s drive from
the rez. Still, I hardly ever go home. I don’t know why not. I don/t think about it much, I guess, but my mom and
dad still live in the same house where I grew up. My brothers and sisters, too. The ghosts of my two dead siblings
share an apartment in the converted high school. It’s just a local call from Spokane to the rez, so I talk to all of
them once or twice a week. Smoke signals courtesy of U.S. West Communications. Sometimes they call me up to
talk about the stories they’ve seen that I’ve written for the newspaper. Pet pigs and support groups and science
fairs. Once in a while, I used to fill in for the obituaries writer when she was sick. Then she died, and I had to
write her obituary.
“How far are you going?” asked the fighter, meaning how much closer was he going to get to his reservation
than he was now.
“Up to Wenatchee,” I said. “I’ve got some people to interview there.”
“Interview? What for?”
“I’m a reporter. I work for the newspaper.”
“No,’ said the fighter, looking at me like I was stupid for thinking he was stupid. “I mean, what’s the story
about?”
“Oh, not much. There’s two sets of twins who work for the fire department. Human-interest stuff, you know?”
“Two sets of twins, enit? That’s weird.”
He offered me more deer jerky, but I was too thirsty from the salty meat, so I offered him a Pepsi instead.
“Don’t mind if I do,” he said.
“They’re in a cooler on the backseat,” I said. “Grab me one, too.”
He maneuvered his backpack carefully and found room enough to reach into the backseat for the soda pop. He
opened my can first and handed it to me. A friendly gesture for a stranger. I took a big mouthful and hiccuped
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loudly.
“That always happens to me when I drink cold things,” he said.
We sipped slowly after that. I kept my eyes on the road while he stared out the window into the wheat fields.
We were quiet for many miles.
“Who do you fight?” I asked as we passed through another anonymous small town.
“Mostly Indians,” he said. “Money fights, you know? I go from rez to rez, fighting the best they have. Winner
takes all.”
“Jeez, I never heard of that.”
“Yeah, I guess it’s illegal.”
He rubbed his hands together. I could see fresh wounds.
“Man,” I said. “Those fights must be rough.”
The fighter stared out the window. I watched him for a little too long and almost drove off the road. Car horns
sounded all around us.
“Jeez,” the fighter said. “Close one, enit?”
“Close enough,” I said.
He hugged his backpack more tightly, using it as a barrier between his chest and the dashboard. An Indian
hitchhiker’s version of a passenger-side air bag.
“Who’d you fight last?” I asked, trying to concentrate on the road.
“Some Flathead,” he said. “In Arlee. He was supposed to be the toughest Indian in the world.”
“Was he?”
“Nah, no way. Wasn’t even close. Wasn’t even tougher than me.”
He told me how big the Flathead kid was, way over six feet tall and two hundred and some pounds. Big buck
Indian. Had hands as big as this and arms as big as that. Had a chin like a damn buffalo. The fighter told me that
he hit the Flathead kid harder than he ever hit anybody before.
“I hit him like he was a white man,” the fighter said. “I hit him like he was two or three white men rolled into
one.”
But the Flathead kid would not go down, even though his face swelled up so bad that he looked like the
Elephant Man. There were no referees, no judge, no bells to signal the end of the round. The winner was the
Indian still standing. Punch after punch, man, and the kid would not go down.
“I was so tired after a while,” said the fighter, “that I just took a step back and watched the kid. He stood there
with his arms down, swaying from side to side like some toy, you know? Head bobbing on his neck like there was
no bone at all. You couldn’t even see his eyes no more. He was all messed up.”
“What’d you do?” I asked.
“Ah, hell, I couldn’t fight him no more. That kid was planning to die before he ever went down. So I just sat on
the ground while they counted me out. Dumb Flathead kid didn’t even know what was happening. I just sat on the
ground while they raised his hand. While all the winners collected their money and all the losers cussed me out. I
just sat there, man.”
“Jeez," I said. “What happened next?”
“Not much. I sat there until everybody was gone. Then I stood up and decided to head for home. I’m tired of
this shit. I just want to go home for a while. I got enough money to last me a long time. I’m a rich Indian, you
hear? I’m a rich Indian.”
The fighter finished his Pepsi, rolled down his window, and pitched the can out. I almost protested, but decided
against it. I kept my empty can wedged between my legs.
“That’s a hell of a story,” I said.
“Ain’t no story,” he said. “It’s what happened.”
“Jeez,” I said. “You would’ve been a warrior in the old days, enit? You would’ve been a killer. You would have
stolen everybody’s goddamn horses. That would’ve been you. You would’ve been it.”
I was excited. I wanted the fighter to know how much I thought of him.
He didn’t even look at me.
“A killer,” he said. “Sure.”
*
We didn’t talk much after that. I pulled into Wenatchee just before sundown, and the fighter seemed happy to
be leaving me.
“Thanks for the ride, cousin,” he said as he climbed out. Indians always call each other cousin, especially if
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they’re strangers.
“Wait,” I said.
He looked at me, waiting impatiently.
I wanted to know if he had a place to sleep that night. It was supposed to get cold. There was a mountain range
between Wenatchee and his reservation. Big mountains that were dormant volcanoes, but that could all blow up at
any time. We wrote about it once in the newspaper. Things can change so quickly. So many emergencies and
disasters that we can barely keep track. I wanted to tell him how much I cared about my job, even if I had to write
about small-town firemen. I wanted to tell the fighter that I pick up all Indian hitchhikers, young and old, men and
women, and get them a little closer to home, even if I can’t get them all the way. I wanted to tell him that the night
sky was a graveyard. I wanted to know if he was the toughest Indian in the world.
“It’s late,” I finally said. “You can crash with me, if you want.”
He studied my face and then looked down the long road toward his reservation.
“Okay,” he said. “That sounds good.”
We got a room at the Pony Soldier Motel, and both of us laughed at the irony of it all. Inside the room, in a generic watercolor hanging above the bed, the U.S. Cavalry was kicking the crap out of a band of renegade Indians.
“What tribe you think they are?” I asked the fighter.
“All of them,” he said.
The fighter crashed on the floor while I curled up in the uncomfortable bed. I couldn’t sleep for the longest
time. I listened to the fighter talk in his sleep. I stared up at the water-stained ceiling. I don’t know what time it
was when I finally drifted off, and I don’t know what time it was when the fighter got into bed with me. He was
naked and his penis was hard. I felt it press against my back as he snuggled up close to me, reached inside my
underwear, and took my penis in his hand. Neither of us said a word. He continued to stroke me as he rubbed
himself against my back. That went on for a long time. I had never been that close to another man, but the
fighter’s callused fingers felt better than I would have imagined if I had ever allowed myself to imagine such
things.
“This isn’t working,” he whispered. “I can’t come.”
Without thinking, I reached around and took the fighter’s penis in my hand. He was surprisingly small.
“No,” he said. “I want to be inside you.”
“I don’t know,” I said. “I’ve never done this before.”
“It’s okay,” he said. “I’ll be careful. I have rubbers.”
Without waiting for my answer, he released me and got up from the bed. I turned to look at him. He was
beautiful and scarred. So much brown skin marked with bruises, badly healed wounds, and tattoos. His long black
hair was unbraided and hung down to his thin waist. My slacks and dress shirt were folded and draped over the
chair near the window. My shoes were sitting on the table. Blue light filled the room. The fighter bent down to his
pack and searched for his condoms. For reasons I could not explain then and cannot explain now, I kicked off my
underwear and rolled over on my stomach. I could not see him, but I could hear him breathing heavily as he found
the condoms, tore open a package, and rolled one over his penis. He crawled onto the bed, between my legs, and
slid a pillow beneath my belly.
“Are you ready?” he asked.
“I’m not gay,” I said.
“Sure,” he said as he pushed himself into me. He was small but it hurt; more than I expected, and I knew that I
would be sore for days afterward. But I wanted him to save me. He didn’t say anything. He just pumped into me
for a few minutes, came with a loud sigh, and then pulled out. I quickly rolled off the bed and went into the
bathroom. I locked the door behind me and stood there in the dark. I smelled like salmon.
“Hey,” the fighter said through the door. “Are you okay?”
“Yes,” I said. “I’m fine.”
A long silence.
“Hey,” he said. “Would you mind if I slept in the bed with you?”
I had no answer to that.
“Listen,” I said. “That Flathead boy you fought? You know, the one you really beat up? The one who wouldn’t
fall down?”
In my mind, I could see the fighter pummeling that boy. Punch after punch. The boy too beaten to fight back,
but too strong to fall down.
“Yeah, what about him?” asked the fighter.
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“What was his name?”
“His name?”
“Yeah, his name.”
“Elmer something or other.”
“Did he have an Indian name?”
“I have no idea. How the hell would I know that?”
I stood there in the dark for a long time. I was chilled. I wanted to get into bed and fall asleep.
“Hey,” I said. “I think, I think maybe—well, I think you should leave now.”
“Yeah,” said the fighter, not surprised. I heard him softly singing as he dressed and stuffed all of his belongings into his pack. I wanted to know what he was singing, so I opened the bathroom door just as he was opening
the door to leave. He stopped, looked at me, and smiled.
“Hey, tough guy,” he said. “You were good.”
The fighter walked out the door, left it open, and walked away. I stood in the doorway and watched him
continue his walk down the highway, past the city limits. I watched him rise from earth to sky and become a new
constellation. I closed the door and wondered what was going to happen next. Feeling uncomfortable and cold, I
went back into the bathroom. I ran the shower with the hottest water possible. I stared at myself in the mirror.
Steam quickly filled the room. I threw a few shadow punches. Feeling stronger, I stepped into the shower and
searched my body for changes. A middle-aged man needs to look for tumors. I dried myself with a towel too small
for the job. Then I crawled naked into bed. I wondered if I was a warrior in this life and if I had been a warrior in
a previous life.
Lonely and laughing, I fell asleep. I didn’t dream at all, not one bit. Or perhaps I dreamed but remembered
none of it. Instead, I woke early the next morning, before sunrise, and went out into the world. I walked past my
car. I stepped onto the pavement, still warm from the previous day’s sun. I started walking. In bare feet, I traveled
upriver toward the place where I was born and will someday die. At that moment, if you had broken open my
heart you could have looked inside and seen the thin white skeletons of one thousand salmon.
*WEST VIRGINIA*
137.68 The Doomdorf Mystery\fn{by Melville Davisson Post (1869-1930)} Romines Mills, Harrison County, West
Virginia, U.S.A. (M) 5
The pioneer was not the only man in the great mountains behind Virginia. Strange aliens drifted in after the
Colonial wars. All foreign armies are sprinkled with a cockle of adventurers that take root and remain. They were
with Braddock and La Salle, and they rode north out of Mexico after her many empires went to pieces.
I think Doomdorf crossed the seas with lturbide when that ill, starred adventurer returned to be shot against a
wall; but there was no Southern blood in him. He came from some European race remote and barbaric. The
evidences were all about him. He was a huge figure of a man with a black spade beard, broad, thick hands, and
square, flat fingers.
He had found a wedge of land between the Crown’s grant to Daniel Davisson and a Washington survey. It was
an uncovered triangle not worth the running of the lines; and so, no doubt, was left out, a sheer rock standing up
out of the river for a base, and a peak of the mountain rising northward behind it for an apex.
Doomdorf squatted on the rock. He must have brought a belt of gold pieces when he took to his horse, for he
hired old Robert Steuart’s slaves and built a stone house on the rock, and he brought the furnishings overland
from a frigate in the Chesapeake; and then in the handfuls of earth, wherever a root would hold, he planted the
mountain behind with peach trees. The gold gave out; but the devil is fertile in resources. Doomdorf built a log
still and turned the first fruits of the garden into a hell-brew. The idle and the vicious came with their stone jugs,
and violence and riot flowed out.
The government of Virginia was remote and its arm short and feeble; but the men who held the lands west of
the mountains against the savages under grants from George, and after that held them against George himself,
were efficient and expeditious. They had long patience, but when that failed they went up from their fields and
drove the thing before them out of the land, like a scourge of God.
There came a day when my Uncle Abner and Squire Randolph rode through the gap of the mountains to have
the thing out with Doomdorf. The work of his brew, which had the odors of Eden and the impulses of the devil in
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it, could be borne no longer. The drunken Negroes had shot old Duncan’s cattle and burned his haystacks, and the
land was on its feet.
They rode alone, but they were worth an army of little men. Randolph was vain and pompous and given over
to extravagance of words, but he was a gentleman beneath it, and fear was an alien and a stranger to him. And
Abner was the right hand of the land.
It was a day in early summer and the sun lay hot. They crossed through the broken spine of the mountains and
trailed along the river in the shade of the great chestnut trees. The road was only a path and the horses went one
before the other. It left the river when the rock began to rise and, making a detour through the grove of peach
trees, reached the house on the mountain side. Randolph and Abner got down, unsaddled their horses and turned
them out to graze, for their business with Doomdorf would not be over in an hour. Then they took a steep path that
brought them out on the mountain side of the house.
A man sat on a big red-roan horse in the paved court before the door. He was a gaunt old man. He sat bareheaded, the palms of his hands resting on the pommel of his saddle, his chin sunk in his black stock, his face in
retrospection, the wind moving gently his great shock of voluminous white hair. Under him the huge red horse
stood with his legs spread out like a horse of stone.
There was no sound. The door to the house was closed; insects moved in the sun; a shadow crept out from the
motionless figure, and swarms of yellow butterflies maneuvered like an army.
Abner and Randolph stopped. They knew the tragic figure—a circuit rider of the hills who preached the
invective of Isaiah as though he were the mouthpiece of a militant and avenging overlord; as though the
government of Virginia were the awful theocracy of the Book of Kings. The horse was dripping with sweat and
the man bore the dust and the evidences of a journey on him.
“Bronson,” said Abner, “where is Doomdorf?”
The old man lifted his head and looked down at Abner over the pommel of the saddle.
“‘Surely,’” he said, “‘he covereth his feet in his summer chamber.’”
Abner went over and knocked on the closed door, and presently the white, frightened face of a woman looked
out at him. She was a little faded woman, with fair hair, a broad foreign face, but with the delicate evidences of
gentle blood. Abner repeated his question.
“Where is Doomdorf?”
“Oh, sir,” she answered with a queer lisping accent, “he went to lie down in his south room after his midday
meal, as his custom is; and I went to the orchard to gather any fruit that might be ripened.” She hesitated and her
voice lisped into a whisper:
“He is not come out and I cannot wake him.”
The two men followed her through the hall and up the stairway to the door.
“It is always bolted,” she said, “when he goes to lie down.” And she knocked feebly with the tips of her
fingers. There was no answer and Randolph rattled the doorknob.
“Come out, Doomdorf!” he called in his big, bellowing voice. There was only silence and the echoes of the
words among the rafters.
Then Randolph set his shoulder to the door and burst it open. They went in. The room was flooded with sun
from the tall south windows. Doomdorf lay on a couch in a little offset of the room, a great scarlet patch on his
bosom and a pool of scarlet on the floor. The woman stood for a moment staring; then she cried out:
“At last I have killed him!” And she ran like a frightened hare.
The two men closed the door and went over to the couch. Doomdorf had been shot to death. There was a great
ragged hole in his waistcoat. They began to look about for the weapon with which the deed had been
accomplished, and in a moment found it—a fowling piece lying in two dogwood forks against the wall. The gun
had just been fired; there was a freshly exploded paper cap under the hammer.
There was little else in the room—a loom-woven red carpet on the floor; wooden shutters flung back from the
windows; a great oak table, and on it a big, round, glass water bottle, filled to its glass stopper with raw liquor
from the still. The stuff was limpid and clear as spring water; and, but for its pungent odor, one would have taken
it for God’s brew instead of Doomdorf’s. The sun lay on it and against the wall where hung the weapon that had
ejected the dead man out of life.
“Abner,” said Randolph, “this is murder! The woman took that gun down from the wall and shot Doomdorf
while he slept.”
Abner was standing by the table, his fingers round his chin.
“Randolph,” he replied, “what brought Bronson here?”
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“The same outrages that brought us,” said Randolph. “The mad old circuit rider has been preaching a crusade
against Doomdorf far and wide in the hills.” Abner answered, without taking his fingers from about his chin:
“You think this woman killed Doomdorf? Well, let us go and ask Bronson who killed him.”
They closed the door, leaving the dead man on his couch, and went down into the court. The old circuit rider
had put away his horse and got an ax. He had taken off his coat and pushed his shirtsleeves up over his long
elbows. He was on his way to the still to destroy the barrels of liquor. He stopped when the two men came out,
and Abner called to him.
“Bronson,” he said, “who killed Doomdorf?”
“I killed him,” replied the old man, and went on toward the still. Randolph swore under his breath.
“By the Almighty,” he said, “everybody couldn’t [have] killed him!”
“Who can tell how many had a hand in it?” replied Abner.
“Two have confessed!” cried Randolph. “Was there perhaps a third? Did you kill him, Abner? And I too? Man,
the thing is impossible!”
“The impossible,” replied Abner, “looks here like the truth. Come with me, Randolph, and I will show you a
thing more impossible than this.”
They returned through the house and up the stairs to the room. Abner closed the door behind them.
“Look at this bolt,” he said; “it is on the inside and not connected with the lock. How did the one who killed
Doomdorf get into this room, since the door was bolted?”
“Through the windows,” replied Randolph.
There were but two windows, facing the south, through which the sun entered. Abner led Randolph to them.
“Look!” he said. “The wall of the house is plumb with the sheer face of the rock. It is a hundred feet to the
river and the rock is as smooth as a sheet of glass. But that is not all. Look at these window frames; they are
cemented into their casement with dust and they are bound along their edges with cobwebs. These windows have
not been opened. How did the assassin enter?”
“The answer is evident,” said Randolph. “The one who killed Doomdorf hid in the room until he was asleep;
then he shot him and went out.”
“The explanation is excellent but for one thing,” replied Abner: “How did the assassin bolt the door behind
him on the inside of this room after he had gone out?” Randolph flung out his arms with a hopeless gesture.
“Who knows?” he cried. “Maybe Doomdorf killed himself.”
Abner laughed.
“And after firing a handful of shot into his heart he got up and put the gun back carefully into the forks against
the wall!”
“Well,” cried Randolph, “there is one open road out of this mystery. Bronson and this woman say they killed
Doomdorf, and if they killed him they surely know how they did it. Let us go down and ask them.”
“In the law court,” replied Abner; “that procedure would be considered sound sense; but we are in God’s court
and things are managed there in a somewhat stranger way. Before we go let us find out, if we can, at what hour it
was that Doomdorf died.”
He went over and took a big silver watch out of the dead man’s pocket. It was broken by a shot and the hands
lay at one hour after noon. He stood for a moment fingering his chin.
“At one o’clock,” he said, “Bronson, I think, was on the road to this place, and the woman was on the
mountain among the peach trees.” Randolph threw back his shoulders.
“Why waste time in speculation about it, Abner?” he said. “We know who did this thing. Let us go and get the
story of it out of their own mouths. Doomdorf died by the hand of either Branson or this woman.”
“I could better believe it,” replied Abner, “but for the running of a certain awful law.”
“What law?” said Randolph. “Is it a statute of Virginia?”
“It is a statute,” replied Abner, “of an authority somewhat higher. Mark the language of it: ‘He that killeth with
the sword must be killed with the sword.’” He came over and took Randolph by the arm.
“Must! Randolph, did you mark particularly the word ‘must’? It is a mandatory law. There is no room in it for
the vicissitudes or chance or fortune. There is no way round that word. Thus, we reap what we sow and nothing
else; thus, we receive what we give and nothing else. It is the weapon in our hands that finally destroys us. You
are looking at it now.”
And he turned him about so that the table and the weapon and the dead man were before him.
“‘He that killeth with the sword must be killed with the sword.’ And now,” he said, “let us go and try the
method of the law courts. Your faith is in the wisdom of their ways.”
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They found the old circuit rider at work in the still, staving in Doomdorf’s liquor casks, splitting the oak heads
with his ax.
“Bronson,” said Randolph, “how did you kill Doomdorf?” The old man stopped and stood leaning on his ax.
“I killed him,” replied the old man, '”as Elijah killed the captains of Ahaziah and their fifties. But not by the
hand of any man did I pray the Lord God to destroy Doomdorf, but with fire from heaven to destroy him.”
He stood up and extended his arms.
“His hands were full of blood,” he said. “With his abomination from these groves of Baal he stirred up the
people to contention, to strife and murder. The widow and the orphan cried to heaven against him. ‘I will surely
hear their cry,’ is the promise written in the Book. The land was weary of him; and I prayed the Lord God to
destroy him with fire from heaven, as he destroyed the Princes of Gomorrah in their palaces!”
Randolph made a gesture as of one who dismisses the impossible, but Abner’s face took on a deep, strange
look.
“With fire from heaven!” he repeated slowly to himself. Then he asked a question.
“A little while ago,” he said, “when we came, I asked you where Doomdorf was, and you answered me in the
language of the third chapter of the Book of Judges. Why did you answer me like that, Bronson?—‘Surely he
covereth his feet in his summer chamber.’”
“The woman told me that he had not come down from the room where he had gone up to sleep,” replied the
old man, “and that the door was locked. And then I knew that he was dead in his summer chamber like Eglon,
King of Moab.”
He extended his arm toward the south.
“I came here from the Great Valley,” he said, “to cut down these groves of Baal and to empty out this
abomination; but I did not know that the Lord had heard my prayer and visited His wrath on Doomdorf until I was
come up into these mountains to his door. When the woman spoke I knew it.”
And he went away to his horse, leaving the ax among the ruined barrels. Randolph interrupted.
“Come Abner,” he said, "this is wasted time. Bronson did not kill Doomdorf.” Abner answered slowly in his
deep, level voice:
“Do you realize, Randolph, how Doomdorf died?”
“Not by fire from heaven, at any rate,” said Randolph.
“Randolph,” replied Abner, “are you sure?”
“Abner,” cried Randolph, “you are pleased to jest, but I am in deadly, earnest. A crime has been done here
against the state. I am an officer of justice and I propose to discover the assassin if I can.”
He walked away toward the house and Abner followed, his hand: behind him and his great shoulders thrown
loosely forward, with a grin smile about his mouth.
“It is no use to talk with the mad old preacher,” Randolph went on “Let him empty out the liquor and ride
away. I won’t issue a warrant against him. Prayer may be a handy implement to do a murder with, Abner, but it is
not a deadly weapon under the statutes of Virginia. Doomdorf was dead when old Bronson got here with his
Scriptural jargon; this woman killed Doomdorf. I shall put her to an inquisition.”
“As you like,” replied Abner. “Your faith remains in the methods of the law courts.”
“Do you know of any better methods?” said Randolph.
“Perhaps,” replied Abner, “when you have finished.”
Night had entered the valley. The two men went into the house and set about preparing the corpse for burial.
They got candles, and made a coffin, and put Doomdorf in it, and straightened out his limbs, and folded his arm
across his shot out heart. Then they set the coffin on benches in the hall. They kindled a fire in the dining room
and sat down before it, with the door open and the red fire-light shining through on the dead man’s narrow,
everlasting house. The woman had put some cold meat, a golden cheese and a loaf on the table. They did not see
her, but they heard her moving about the house; and finally, on the gravel court outside, her step and the whinny
of a horse. Then she came in, dressed as for a journey. Randolph sprang up.
“Where are you going?” he said.
“To the sea and a ship,” replied the woman. Then she indicated the hall with a gesture.
“He is dead and I am free.”
There was a sudden illumination in her face. Randolph took a step toward her. His voice was big and harsh.
“Who killed Doomdorf?” he tried.
“I killed him,” replied the woman. “It was fair!”
“Fair!” echoed the justice. “What do you mean by that?”
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The woman shrugged her shoulders and put out her hands with a foreign gesture.
“I remember an old, old man sitting against a sunny wall, and a little girl, and one who came and talked a long
time with the old man, while the little girl plucked yellow flowers out of the grass and put them into her hair. Then
finally the stranger gave the old man a gold chain and took the little girl away.”
She flung out her hands.
“Oh, it was fair to kill him!” She looked up with a queer pathetic smile.
“The old man will be gone by now,” she said; “but I shall perhaps find the wall there, with the sun on it, and
the yellow flowers in the grass. And now, may I go?”
It is a law of the story-teller’s art that he does not tell a story. It is the listener who tells it. The story-teller does
but provide him with the stimuli.
Randolph got up and walked about the floor. He was a justice of the peace in a day when that office was filled
only by the landed gentry, after the English fashion; and the obligations of the law were strong on him. If he
should take liberties with the letter of it, how could the weak and evil be made to hold it in respect? Here was this
woman before him a confessed assassin. Could he let her go?
Abner sat unmoving by the hearth,. his elbow on the arm of his chair, his palm propping up his jaw, his face
clouded in deep lines. Randolph was consumed with vanity and the weakness of ostentation, but he shouldered his
duties for himself. Presently he stopped and looked at the woman, wan, faded like some prisoner of legend
escaped out of fabled dungeons into the sun. The firelight flickered past her to the box on the benches in the hall,
and the vast, inscrutable justice of heaven entered and overcame him.
“Yes,” he said. “Go! There is no jury in Virginia that would hold a woman for shooting a beast like that.” And
he thrust out his arm, with the fingers extended toward the dead man.
The woman made a little awkward curtsy.
“I thank you, sir.” Then she hesitated and lisped,
“But I have not shoot him.”
“Not shoot him!” cried Randolph. “Why, the man’s heart is riddled!”
“Yes, sir,” she said simply, like a child. “I kill him, but have not shoot him.”
Randolph took two long strides toward the woman.
“Not shoot him!” he repeated. “How then in the name of heaven, did you kill Doomdorf?” And his big voice
filled the empty places of the room.
“I will show you, sir,” she said.
She turned and went away into the house. Presently she returned with something folded up in a linen towel.
She put it on the table between the loaf of bread and the yellow cheese. Randolph stood over the table, and the
woman’s deft fingers undid the towel from round its deadly contents; and presently the thing lay there uncovered.
It was a little crude model of a human figure done in wax with a needle thrust through the bosom.
Randolph stood up with a great intake of the breath.
“Magic! By the eternal!”
“Yes, sir,” the woman explained, in her voice and manner of a child. “I have try to kill him many times—oh,
very many times!—with witch words which I have remember; but always they fail. Then, at last, I make him in
wax, and I put a needle through his heart; and I kill him very quickly.”
It was as clear as daylight, even to Randolph, that the woman was innocent. Her little harmless magic was the
pathetic effort of a child to kill a dragon. He hesitated a moment before he spoke, and then he decided like the
gentleman he was. If it helped the child to believe that her enchanted straw had slain the monster—well, he would
let her believe it.
“And now, sir, may I go?”
Randolph looked at the woman in a sort of wonder.
“Are you not afraid,” he said, “of the night and the mountains, and the long road?”
“Oh, no, sir,” she replied simply. “The good God will be everywhere now.”
It was an awful commentary on the dead man—that this strange half-child believed that all the evil in the
world had gone out with him; that now that he was dead, the sunlight of heaven would fill every nook and corner.
It was not a faith that either of the two men wished to shatter, and they let her go. It would be daylight
presently and the road through the mountains to the Chesapeake was open. Randolph came back to the fireside
after he had helped her into the saddle, and sat down. He tapped on the hearth for some time idly with the iron
poker; and then finally he spoke.
“This is the strangest thing that ever happened,” he said. “Here’s a mad old preacher who thinks that he killed
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Doomdorf with fire from Heaven, like Elijah the Tishbite; and here is a simple child of a woman who thinks she
killed him with a piece of magic of the Middle Ages—each as innocent of his death as I am. And yet, by the
eternal, the beast is dead!”
He drummed on the hearth with the poker, lifting it up and letting it drop through the hollow of his fingers.
“Somebody shot Doomdorf. But who? And how did he get into and out of that shut-up room? The assassin that
killed Doomdorf must have gotten into the room to kill him. Now, how did he get in?” He spoke as to himself, but
my uncle sitting across the hearth replied:
“Through the window.”
“Through the window!” echoed Randolph. “Why, man, you yourself showed me that the window had not been
opened, and the precipice below it a fly could hardly climb. Do you tell me now that the window was opened?”
“No,” said Abner, “it was never opened.”
Randolph got on his feet.
“Abner,” he cried, “are you saying that the one who killed Doomdorf climbed the sheer wall and got in through
a closed window, without disturbing the dust or the cobwebs on the window frame?”
My uncle looked Randolph in the face.
“The murderer of Doomdorf did even more,” he said. “That assassin not only climbed the face of that precipice
and got in through the closed window, but he shot Doomdorf to death and got out again through the closed
window; without leaving a single track or trace behind, and without disturbing a grain of dust or a thread of a
cobweb.”
Randolph swore a great oath.
“The thing is impossible!” he cried. “Men are not killed today in Virginia by black art or a curse of God.”
“By black art, no,” replied Abner; “but by the curse of God, yes. I think they are.”
Randolph drove his clenched right hand into the palm of his left.
“By the eternal!” he cried. “I would like to see the assassin who could do a murder like this, whether he be an
imp from the pit or an angel out of Heaven.”
“Very well,” replied Abner, undisturbed. “When he comes back tomorrow I will show you the assassin who
killed Doomdorf.”
When day broke they dug a grave and buried the dead man against the mountain among his peach trees. It was
noon when that work was ended. Abner threw down his spade and looked up at the sun.
“Randolph,” he said, “let us go and lay an ambush for this assassin. He is on the way here.”
And it was a strange ambush that he laid. When they were come again into the chamber where Doomdorf died
he bolted the door; then he loaded the fowling piece and put it carefully back on its rack against the wall. After
that he did another curious thing. He took the blood-stained coat, which they had stripped off the dead man when
they had prepared his body for the earth, put a pillow in it and laid it on the couch precisely where Doomdorf had
slept. And while he did these things Randolph stood in wonder and Abner talked:
“Look you, Randolph … we will trick the murderer … we will catch him in the act.”
Then he went over and took the puzzled justice by the arm.
“Watch!” he said. “The assassin is coming along the wall!”
But Randolph heard nothing, saw nothing. Only the sun entered. Abner’s hand tightened on his arm.
“It is here! Look!”
And he pointed to the wall.
Randolph, following the extended finger, saw a tiny brilliant disk of light moving slowly up along the wall
toward the lock of the fowling piece. Abner’s hand became a vise and his voice ran as over metal.
“‘He that killeth with the sword must be killed with the sword.’ It is the water bottle, full of Doomdorf’s liquor,
focusing the sun. And look, Randolph, how Bronson’s prayer was answered!”
The tiny disk of light traveled on the plate of the lock.
“It is fire from Heaven!”
The words rang above the roar of the fowling piece, and Randolph saw the dead man’s coat leap up on the
couch, riddled by the shot. The gun, in its natural position on the rack, pointed to the couch standing at the end of
the chamber, beyond the offset of the wall, and the focused sun had exploded the percussion cap.
Randolph made a great gesture, with his arm extended.
“It is a world,” he said, “filled with the mysterious joinder of accident!”
“It is a world,” replied Abner, “filled with the mysterious justice of God!”
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137.1 Excerpt from The Patriot\fn{by Pearl Sydenstricker Buck (1892-1973)} Hillsboro, Pocahontas County, West
Virginia, U.S.A. (F) 37
… There lived in the city of Shanghai in the fifteenth year of the Chinese Republic and in the western year
nineteen hundred and twenty-six, a rich banker whose surname was Wu, who had two sons. His family for several
generations had been wealthy, and for at least three had been known in the life of the city, although in differing
ways. Mr. Wu held the family’s present position because he was the head of the Great China Bank, which had
branches all through central and southern China. He had as a young man gone abroad to Japan and to Europe to
visit banks, and upon his return he had at once begun to build the bank which later became so powerful in the new
republic.
But his father, old General Wu, had nothing to do with banks except, as a military man, to look at them
hopefully in times of the war in which nevertheless he never fought. General Wu, in his youth during the late
Manchu dynasty, had been sent abroad, not by his parents, who were indeed filled with terror at the idea so that
his mother wept and refused food until he was allowed, by special imperial decree, to delay his going long enough
to give her a grandson. Only when a red and crying child, now Mr. Wu the banker, was placed in her old arms
immediately after his birth, did she allow General Wu, then an impetuous and handsome lad of eighteen, to go
abroad. He was sent with several other young men, by the Emperor, during the brief years when it seemed that the
dynasty would reform its old and obsolete army.
But the reforms were never made. All the world knows that the strong and powerful Empress Dowager
overruled her weak son, and put down his reforms, and General Wu found himself without money after less than
two years in Berlin. His father sent him enough to come home, and it was at that time that the young officer
perceived the importance of banks. Bankers, he decided, were the men who ruled nations, not emperors or kings,
and he made up his mind forthwith that his two-year-old son should become a banker.
And he was able to do as he had decided. Before his ship reached the docks of Shanghai, his old father had
died, and his mother, unable to linger after, killed herself by swallowing her jade and gold rings. General Wu,
therefore, found himself at the head of the Wu family, since he was the only son, and its huge fortunes were his, as
well as the ancestral houses and lands, which were not in Shanghai but far away in the inner province of Hunan.
The money was stored in curious places. Old Mr. Wu, deceased, had never understood or trusted banks. He
looked upon them as a purely foreign scheme for extortion. His large sums of cash were therefore in the shape of
silver shoes, which he kept in boxes under his own roof. General Wu’s first act was to deposit all these silver
shoes in the vaults of various banks. His next was to use many of them in the building of a great square brick
house in the French section of Shanghai, which was then the fashionable place to live. He hired a young French
architect to build the house, and also to have it furnished. When it stood completed he moved his family into it,
though it looked like a wealthy house in Paris and was not in the least Chinese. When his wife complained of its
discomforts, such for instance as the thick carpets which meant that nothing could be dropped upon the floors, he
reminded her that thousands of women in foreign countries had to put up with such discomforts. Thereafter he
paid no attention to her.
He lived in the house peacefully enough for forty years, while his eldest son grew up and became a banker and
his other sons were born and grew up and went their ways. His daughters he never included in the number of his
children, although he performed his duty and married them to well-to-do men, and having done his duty, ceased to
think of them further. His eldest son continued to live with him and his aging wife in the large French house, and
at the proper time was married to a well-educated young Shanghai lady, and by her he had his two sons, I-ko and
I-wan.
Old General Wu was perfectly satisfied when these two grandsons were born. He had lived a peaceful life and
had never been in a war nor seen a battle. But he was called General because the Emperor, long dead, had sent
him to a German military school, and also because of his great wealth. Moreover, he possessed several uniforms,
which he had ordered a Shanghai tailor to copy for him from the uniforms of an English general, an American
admiral, and a French marshal when these officers visited Shanghai at various times and inspected the troops of
their countries stationed there. Old General Wu was a handsome figure in any one of the uniforms, though the one
he wore most often was a combination of them made after his own design, with an added touch of the Russian
cossack. He did not, of course, wear these uniforms at home. There he wore soft old robes of heavy brocaded silks
and satins and on his feet velvet shoes. But the uniforms hung in his closet and were brushed by a manservant at
every change of season, when also all his medals, some of which he had bought and some of which had been
presented to him by different persons who wanted money, were polished and put away again.
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In this house I-ko and I-wan grew to young manhood with fair happiness, their chief trouble being only in the
difference of their two natures. For I-wan had always been the favorite with the whole household, grandparents,
parents, and servants. I-ko, the elder, was a pouting child, easily spoiled, who turned, it seemed naturally, to
mischief and malice. But I-wan was cheerful and tender, and the same indulgence which had been so ruinous to Iko seemed not to hurt him at all. He had reached his eighteenth year and had got into only one difficulty, which he
had never had to explain to his grandparents and parents because they knew nothing about it.
He had been arrested and put in jail.
It is true that he remained there only one night. As soon as it became known whose son he was, the head jailer
himself rushed into his cell, the sweat pouring down his face.
“Sir, forgive me for being a fool,” he cried to I-wan, who was sitting on three bricks piled one on top of the
other in a corner of a crowded and filthy cell. “But why didn’t you tell me, sir, that your father is Mr. Wu, the
banker, and your grandfather the old General?”
“If I deserve to go to jail, I deserve to go to jail,” I-wan replied with majesty.
He was the only one among the prisoners who wore a silk robe, and the ends were draggled with filth. A young
man who was in the cell with him had asked him scornfully,
“Why don’t you tuck up your wonderful robe?”
He was a rough-looking young man in a government-school uniform of cheap blue cotton. I-wan himself went
to a private school kept by missionaries for the sons of rich men. There they wore no uniforms, but always silk
robes.
“Because I have better ones,” I-wan had replied.
It was at this moment that the jailer came in. When he heard what I-wan said, his face fell into still more alarm.
“Don’t be angry with me, young lord!” he begged. “Why, your father could have me thrown out of this
pleasant jail if he liked! I am a poor man. Come out and I will hire a horse carriage and have you returned to your
father unharmed. And when you reach home, plead for me, young sir, I beg you!”
I-wan would have liked to refuse proudly. But he was only eighteen and he was tired and hungry, and the cell
was foul. His cell mates, moreover, were a sullen and dirty-looking group of men of different sorts and ages, and
of them all only the young student in the uniform seemed good. He rose, therefore, but with dignity, and went out.
But as the frightened jailer was about to lock the iron gate again I-wan paused.
“Wait!"” he commanded. “Let that student come out, also.”
“That I cannot,” the jailer said. “He is a revolutionist.”\fn{ “Revolutionary” is meant.}
“So am I,” I-wan declared.
It was true that he had been arrested in the foreign school as a revolutionist. Soldiers had come in and searched
them as they searched all students anywhere they found them. I-wan had been walking alone and as it happened
reading a book then very popular among all the students and written by a German named Karl Marx. Since he had
always done as he liked, be made no secret of it when the soldiers demanded what he was reading.
“Karl Marx,” he said, scornfully, for what did soldiers know?
But to his amazement they had at once arrested him and dragged him to prison and thrown him into the cell,
where he had raged all night long, at first aloud, until the other prisoners had snarled at him to be quiet so they
could sleep.
“The son of the great banker Wu could never be a revolutionist,” the jailer now declared.
But I-wan stamped his foot.
“I will certainly see that you lose your job!” he shouted.
The little jailer turned a paler yellow.
“But how shall I explain?” he wailed.
“Say I commanded it,” I-wan said. “Say that I personally am responsible.”
While this was going on the young man came and stood at the door, his square strong face unmoved, but his
eyes brilliant and watchful.
“Oh heaven!” the jailer wailed. “Oh mercy!”
But I-wan snatched the keys from his hand and himself opened the gate while the jailer moaned and pulled his
own hair.
“You can say you know nothing about it,” I-wan said, and held the door with his body and his foot only wide
enough for the young man, who came out at once and stood waiting. Then I-wan locked the gate again and gave
the key back to the jailer, and he touched the young man on the arm and they walked away together, while behind
them the dirty and cowed faces of the prisoners pressed against the bars.
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The two young men did not speak until they had climbed into the old horse carriage which the jailer called.
“I hope, sir,” he begged of I-wan, “that you will remember my plight if I am asked—”
“Let me know,” I-wan said curtly, and gave the horse driver the number of his father’s house.
They were already in the carriage, but at this the young man turned to him.
“You must know I cannot go there.”
“Why not?” I-wan asked.
“I am really a revolutionist,” the young man declared, smiling curiously.
“Are you?” I-wan asked. “But I have always wanted to find one.”
“There are plenty of us in the university,” the young man said lightly. And then before I-wan could stop him,
he had leaped from the low slowly-moving carriage.
“My name,” he said quickly, “is Liu En-lan, and I thank you for freedom.” He ran then into the crowd before Iwan could lay hold upon him, but he turned once, smiled a wide bright smile, and was gone. There was nothing
for I-wan to do but to go home.
When he entered the house he found he had not even been missed. Often he came in late when he went to the
theater, which was his usual amusement place since he was especially fond of plays about the heroes of ancient
times, such as one found in stories of good robbers, who robbed the rich and gave to the poor.\fn{ I remember when I
first saw Robin Hood; I wept that there should be strong, good men who were willing champions of poor and wretched people, whose
numbers only increase under Republican Administrations .} Two or three times a week he went to these plays and came

home near dawn and opened the door with his own key.
And in this house everyone slept late. Day after day he rose and ate his breakfast alone and went to school,
having seen no one except servants. Now he went upstairs to his own room. It was exactly as it had always been.
He went to the bed and tossed it as though he had slept in it. Then he took off his clothes, bathed himself and put
on over his white silk undergarments a plain robe of blue silk. He had scarcely done this before there was a cough
at the door, it opened, and his mother’s bondmaid, Peony, came in with tea as she did every morning.
“I am late,” she said hurriedly when she saw him already dressed. “I overslept myself.”
“It doesn’t matter,” he replied. “I am not going any more to that foreign school.”
“What now?” she asked, surprised, setting down the tray.
“I am going to the public university,” he announced.
“But that school!” she cried. “Anybody can go to it!”
“Therefore I can go,” he declared.
“Your father won’t let you,” Peony retorted, “nor your grandfather.”
“Then I won’t eat,” I-wan said with energy.
“Which means,” she said mischievously, “I must carry food in here under my coat as I have before when you
wanted something. Shame, I-wan! It’s I-ko’s trick!”
They both laughed. But that was how I-wan came to go to the National University, and how he came to know
the revolutionists and to become one of them.
For, surely enough, as soon as he stopped eating, his mother flew to his father and his grandmother assailed his
grandfather, and within fewer than four days he was wearing a uniform exactly like the one Liu En-lan wore,
except that his mother insisted that it be made of the best English broadcloth and cut by his grandfather’s tailor.
On this I-wan yielded, since after all it was but a small compromise and it gave his parents and grandparents some
feeling of satisfaction in their authority.
“At least,” they said, examining the new uniform when he put it on, “it is very becoming to him.”
“Come here,” his grandmother cried, “let me feel your cheeks!”
And still for compromise he bent and let her feel his cheeks with her dry old hands.
“Little meat dumpling!” she murmured.
And he endured this, too, because, after all, he had what he really wanted.”
*
Two years later, in this fifteenth year of the republic, I-wan, without anyone of his family dreaming such a
thing could be, had become one of those revolutionists whose secret groups met in every school in China. He
lived two wholly separate lives, his old life as the younger son in a rich house, and this other life as a passionate
young man among other such young men, dreaming of overthrowing the new republic and setting up a still newer
one, since they were as rebellious against the republic as their fathers had been against the throne. Neither life had
anything to do with the other. None of his schoolmates had even seen the big square house where he lived, until
one day in early autumn, he stopped on his way from school at a sweet-shop near his home. When he came out
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again someone passed him and called his name.
It was Peng Liu, one of the band of revolutionists, and the only one he did not like, though Peng Liu was of no
importance. He was the son of a small shopkeeper in the city, a small mean-looking fellow with narrow eyes and a
loose mouth through which he perpetually breathed with a foul breath. No one liked him, though these things,
after all, he could not help.
“I-wan!” Peng Liu called. “Where are you going?”
“Home,” I-wan replied, and wished he had thought of a lie, because now Peng Liu sauntered along with him
and there was nothing to do with him until they reached the big house. He made up his mind, however, that he
would not ask Peng Liu to come in. Peng Liu would never understand why, though a revolutionist, he lived in this
house, and he would not like him the better for seeing its luxuries. Besides, why was Peng Liu here at all? His
home was far away in the Chinese part\fn{ This house is in the Foreign Concession, where foreigners—and wealthy Chinese
acceptable to them—might build private houses of their own, on land ceded for that purpose in the unequal treaties which the enfeebled
Manchu government had granted several European countries, and also the United States prior to the establishment of the Republic of China
prior to the abdication of the Manchu in 1911.} of the city. Had Peng Liu purposely followed him?

He stopped at the gate and shifted his school books. He looked about him quickly and then he glanced at the
windows of the house to see if I-ko might be there watching him. He did not want I-ko to see Peng Liu. He would
immediately suspect Peng Liu’s poor garments and meager, sickly face. But there was no one at the windows, and
there were few people loitering in the hot sunshine of an early September afternoon in Shanghai. So he said in a
low clear voice,
“Until tomorrow, comrade!”
“Until tomorrow,” Peng Liu said quickly.
“Coward!” I-wan thought with scorn. “He is afraid to say comrade even when no one is near.” But Peng Liu
lingered.
“Is this where you live?” he asked with wonder. He looked up at the huge square brick house with columned
porticos.
“I can’t help it,” I-wan said. “My grandfather built it and my father lives with him, and naturally as yet I live
with my father.”
“It’s a fine foreign house,” Peng Liu said.
But I-wan despised the humility in his voice. He thought,
“Peng Liu would like to come in, but I won’t ask him. Besides, I-ko would despise him.”
“Good-by,” he repeated aloud.
“Good-by,” Peng Liu replied.
I-wan turned away sharply and ran up the marble steps and let himself quietly into the house. But he could not
be quiet enough for his grandmother when she was not drowsy with opium. And because she loved him so well
she tried every day not to be drowsy when he came home from school.
He was late today because of a secret meeting and because after it he had been hungry and stopped at the
sweet-shop and that was why her voice was impatient when she called,
“I-wan, come here! Where have you been?”
At that moment Peony came out of his grandmother’s room and took his books and his hat. She framed her soft
red lips into voiceless words.
“She is very cross!” He shrugged and frowned.
“Coming, Grandmother!” he answered. “Has I-ko come home?” he asked Peony. He waited until he saw her
shake her head, and then went into his grandmother’s room.
Every day since he was six years old and starting school he had to come straight to his grandmother as soon as
he reached home, and every day he hated it more. He was sullen whenever he thought of it, that this old woman
was waiting for him and that he must come to her. In their secret meetings when they talked of throwing off
family bondage, he had sprung to his feet and shouted,
“Until we are free of our families we can never accomplish anything!”
He was thinking of his own family, but especially of his grandmother.
“Here I am, Grandmother,” he said sulkily.
But she never noticed his sulkiness. She was sitting on the edge of the big, square couch. The lamp and pipe
were ready for her use. She had only been waiting for him.
“Come here,” she said. So he went a little nearer.
“Come here, so I can feel you,” she insisted.
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He had to go near her, though this was what he hated most. She put out her thin long-nailed hand and took his
hand in both of hers.
“Your palms are wet!” she exclaimed.
“It is very hot outside,” he said.
“You’ve been hurrying,” she scolded. “How often have I told you never to hurry? It destroys the life force.”
“I like to walk quickly,” he declared.
“It is not what you like,” she said. “You have to consider the family. You are my grandson.”
No, this was what he hated most of all, this sense that to her he was valuable only because he was her
grandson, a person to carry on her family.
“I must sometimes do what I like,” he said sullenly.
She gripped his wrist suddenly between her thumb and forefinger.
“You are always doing what you like,” she said loudly. “You think of no one but yourself—it is this
generation! I-ko is the same. He has not come near me all day.”
Then immediately she was afraid she had made him angry, so she reached for her comfit box with one hand,
still clinging to him with the other, and gave him a candied date.
He would have liked to refuse it, but when he saw it, he felt hungry against his will. He was always hungry! So
he took it, frowning, and ate it.
“There,” she said, laughing. “I don’t give these dates to anyone but you.”
She began caressing his arm under his sleeve.
“They are good for the blood—no one gets them but you and me. Although—“she raised her voice a little so
that Peony waiting in the hall might hear—“I know that miserable girl slave steals them when I am asleep!”
“I, Mistress?” Peony’s silvery tranquil voice answered through the open door. “Never, Mistress!”
“Yes, she does,” the old woman said to him. “She steals everything she can, that girl. We’ve had her eleven
years but she has no gratitude. She was only seven when we bought her and she was already a thief.”
He did not answer. He was not going to defend Peony and have his grandmother accuse him of wickedness. He
had made that mistake before. He pulled his hand away.
“Grandmother, I have a whole English paper to write before tomorrow,” he said.
“Ah, yes,” she said quickly, “you mustn’t sit up too late.”
“Good night, Grandmother,” he said, bowing.
“No, not good night,” she said coaxingly. “Come in again before you sleep.”
“But you’ll be lying stupid under that stuff,” he said rudely.
“No,” she said eagerly, “no, tell me when you are coming and I will be awake for you.”
“I can’t,” he replied. “How can I say when I shall be finished with all those books?”
She sighed. Then her eyes fell on the opium pipe and she wavered.
“Well, that is true,” she murmured. She waited an instant.
“Peony!” she called.
“Coming,” Peony answered.
She came into the room on quiet silk-shod feet and helped the old lady to lie down and began to prepare the
lamp. I-wan had not gone.
“I put your books on your table,” she said to him. The old lady’s eyes were already shut.
“You ought to be ashamed of yourself!” I-wan whispered. “Pandering to her like that!”
Peony opened her black apricot-shaped eyes widely.
“I have to do what I’m told!” she said.
He frowned and shook his head and marched to the door. Then he glanced back. She was stirring the sticky
stuff with a tiny silver spoon. But she was not looking at it. She was waiting mischievously for him, and when she
caught his glance she stuck her red tongue far out of her mouth. He slammed the door on the sight.
*
But there was no shutting out that sweet sick smell of opium. Upstairs in his own room he threw his windows
wide but it was still no use. The evening air was windless and the smell hung through the house, faint yet
penetrating. All his life he had smelled it and hated it. In an old Chinese house courtyard walls would have cut it
off, perhaps, but up through these vast halls and piled stairways the ancient odor of opium crept like a miasma. It
was the essence of everything I-wan hated, that stealing lethargic fragrance that in its very sweetness held
something of the stink of death. The house was saturated with it. It clung in the silk hangings on the walls and in
the red cushions on the chairs and couches. I-wan, pulling silk stuffed quilts about him at night in bed smelled, or
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imagined he did, that reek.
For that reason, he had told himself, he wanted his room bare, as bare as En-Ian’s little dormitory cubicle in the
university. He made Peony take down the heavy damask curtains which the French decorator, years before he was
born, had draped across the windows. Every window in the house had them except now these two in his rooms.
Without them the windows stretched tall and stark, and the light fell into his room like a blast of noise. Peony was
always complaining about the hideousness of his room. She was always trying to soften this hard light. Today
when he came in he saw at once she had been doing it again. In the window she had put a blue vase, and in that a
branch of rosy-flowered oleander. For a moment he thought,
“What have I to do with flowers? I’ll take them away.”
But he did not go beyond thinking. He did not want to hurt Peony’s feelings because she was the only one in
this house to whom he could talk at all. And he had not made up his mind whether or not he would tell even her
everything—that is, that he had joined finally that secret revolutionary band and that some day soon he must
renounce all else. When he thought of renouncing this house and this life, his heart swelled and shrank too. Still, it
was the only way to save the country—to cut off all this old dead life—the life of capitalism!\fn{ The problem, of
course, is much more complicated. It has at its root the constant internal tensions produced by our constant striving for altruism being
simultaneously at war with our constant temptation to selfishness: and the solution to the resulting anger has not yet been discovered to the
satisfaction of everyone; but, of course, about all this both I-wan and En-lan, boys after all, are essentially ignorant. Buddha would say, of
course, that the nature of the problem is simply in the striving; but I am not so sure he is correct; and yet, I do not believe that the problem
lies in resolving conflict. No: the problem is anger; rather, in the nature of anger, in something of that nature which is as yet an unknown
quantity, but can be known, can be measured, can be found out by human beings aided by computer analysis; and so the Protocol for World
Peace was born.:H}

Yes, I-ko was dead, too, as dead as his grandmother, even though he was a young man. He was dead because
he cared for nothing except himself and his own pleasures. Because of his position as the son of the president of a
great modern bank, he had an easy place near his father. I-wan himself did not know of all that I-ko did. But he
knew enough to know that he would never be like I-ko if he could help it.
Now he took off his dark blue school uniform and put on a long robe of soft gray-green silk. This was because
his grandfather disliked to see him at home in the rough school uniform.
“When you come into my presence,” he had directed I-wan, “appear in your natural garb.”
“When I renounce them all,” I-wan thought to himself as he fastened the small buttons of twisted silk, “I will
never wear anything but the uniform.”
For of course in that life of revolution to which he would go, this robe would be absurd. To clamber over
rocks, to march long miles among country villages, to preach on the streets to the people and tell them they ought
to revolt against the rich and those who oppressed them—one could not wear a silk gown for such things. He must
even change his name. No one would believe in the son of a rich Shanghai banker—
He heard a little cough and suddenly Peony put her head in at the door.
“Your grandfather asks why you delay, and your parents command you to come at once,” she announced.
“I’m coming,” he said shortly.
Her voice changed. She came into the room and went straight toward the window.
“Did you see the oleander?” she asked softly.”
“Yes,” he said.
Now he was taking off his leather shoes and putting on black. velvet slippers. If his grandfather heard him
clacking on the floors in his school shoes he would simply have to turn around again and come back and change.
“Aren’t they beautiful with the light shining through them?” Peony asked.
He looked up.
For the first time in his life he suddenly saw Peony not as Peony, the handmaid with whom he had played and
quarreled as long as he could remember. She was a pretty girl standing by those flowers. If he did not know she
was only Peony, he would say she was a pretty girl.
“I didn’t look at them,” he said.
And without a word he went out. Why did he now notice how Peony looked? He remembered when Peony was
a small yellow-faced mite who never seemed to grow at all.
“Certainly she costs us nothing in food,” his mother always said.
No one could say Peony was yellow, now. She would never be tall, but she was not yellow.
He crossed the great square upstairs hall and he stood before a heavy walnut door opposite his own and
coughed.
“Come in,” his grandfather called. So he went in.
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It was impossible to despise his grandfather as he did his grandmother. His grandfather knew many things,
though, being old, he forgot much. But he would allow greater knowledge to no one. Even though I-wan
perceived the absurdity of this in an old man, he continued to be a little afraid of his grandfather. When anybody
said the foreigners did thus, his grandfather could always say whether they really did or not. When anyone asked
him to tell something about the foreign countries, he always said,
“I was in all the western countries, and each is different from the others and all are different from us—that is
the chief thing.”
If pressed further he would tell of strange things he had seen. At first, fifty years ago, these things seemed
stranger than they did now. A train, for instance, fifty years ago was like nothing so much as a dragon. To people
listening he said,
“Imagine a dragon roaring across the country, smoke pouring from its nostrils.”
Now of course there were plenty of trains. Everybody in Shanghai had seen trains. The old man could say no
more about them. But he maintained his dignity.
“Sit down,” his grandfather said. “What have you studied today?”
I-wan sat on the edge of his chair and began.
“Sir, I studied today history, geography, English, and mathematics.”
“No military science?” his grandfather asked sharply.
“Tomorrow is science, sir,” I-wan answered.
“Military science—military science is the thing,” his grandfather said. “Now when I was in Germany I saw
troops passing in review, and I received certain definite ideas. That is why I hired a German tutor for you last
summer.”
I-wan sat staring at his grandfather without seeing or hearing him. He had trained himself to do this by much
experience. Germany fifty years ago—what had it to do with him? He sat thinking and not thinking, his eyes
following his grandfather’s thin yellow hand as it moved up and down in his white straggling beard. If he should
tell Peony tonight when she came to make up his bed that he was a revolutionist—but if he told her that some day
he must renounce them all, that he could never come home again, of course Peony would not see him again,
either. Then she would cry. Perhaps he would not tell anybody—just not come home any more when the day of
revolution broke. In the secret meeting today Liu En-lan had said,
“Next spring—”
“Now you may go,” his grandfather said kindly. “You listen well and I have great plans for you, I-wan.”
I-wan rose, bowed, and turned. At the door he bowed again. He seldom spoke in his grandfather’s room unless
he .must answer a question. He was always glad to get away, too. The room was full of old books and too much
furniture. It was musty and unaired and smelled of an old man. His grandfather did not open the windows often.
In the daytime he declared it was cooler to keep them shut and at night he feared the moist air.
I-wan shut the door behind him.
“This house is full of smells,” he thought. Even Peony had a smell. She used a jasmine scent. It was too sweet
and he had told her so, but she loved it and would not give it up.
“The trouble is with you,” she always insisted. “Your nose is too keen to smell. What other people like, you
dislike. You make a point of it.”
She said such things in her pretty voice. The words were sharp but they sounded soft.
Now he must go to his parents, and then he would be free. He knocked at another door and entered at once
without waiting. Here were the two huge rooms which he knew best of all, because as a baby he had learned to
walk on this smooth parquetry floor covered with heavy Chinese rugs. He knew every ornament, from the vases
in the carved blackwood cabinet, which he was never allowed to touch, to the ivory balls and elephants with
which he could always play as much as he liked. He still liked sometimes to take the big hollow ivory filigree ball
into his hands and turn it and try to separate with his eye the seventeen different ivory balls within, each separate
and turning.
His mother was sitting by the window embroidering, and his father was at a huge black wood desk at one end
of the room. He was still in the foreign dress he wore at the bank and he looked up as I-wan came in.
“Ah, you’ve seen your grandparents,” he said. “I am only just come home—I must change.” But he did not
move. “Has your brother come in?” he asked.
“No, Father,” I-wan answered.
Madame Wu looked up from her satin with her soft doubting face and put out her hand to her son.
“Come here,” she said in English. She spoke English well and was proud of it. In her youth her father had kept
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an elderly English lady for years as her governess.
“You look tired, I-wan.”
“I am tired,” he answered in English. He liked speaking English. He could leave off the long courteous phrases
he had to use in Chinese. In English one could not sensibly say, “Your honorable—” and “I, the humble one—”
Still his mother was very Chinese sometimes. She had certain superstitions which did not at all suit her pure
English accent. All his little boyhood he went with a silver lock and chain about his neck to lock his life in. He
used to pull at it in secret, but he could not break it. The silversmith had welded the last link fast around his neck.
“You are so late,” his mother said.
“We had a meeting after school,” he replied.
“What are these meetings?” his father asked in Chinese.
“Political meetings,” I-wan answered, still in English.
“Don’t get yourself entangled,” his father said. Now he spoke in English, too, as he did only when he wanted
to be sure the servants could not understand. He spoke English fluently but badly, confusing his l’s and r’s and n’s,
as he did in French and German also.
“Young students can do nothing to change those in control. But those in control can cut off your heads.”
“I-wan!” his mother cried. “Promise me—” His father went on without heeding her.
“The government is not going to hear any nonsense from boys and girls,” he said warmly. “Besides, none of
you understands all that is involved in running a country. You are full of criticisms and rebellions. But what do
you understand of money and banking, of foreign loans, for instance?”
“Why do we need foreign loans?” I-wan burst out.
They had been talking about foreign loans this afternoon in the meeting and En-lan had got up and in the
quietest way had offered his life to their cause, as a protest. Until that moment they had not understood the
importance and danger of the new million-dollar loan from Japan, for which the surety was to be a certain great
iron mine in the north.
“This latest loan from abroad,” En-lan had said, “is not given freely any more than any other loan. There are
certain privileges that go to the foreign nation that lends us money. The students have protested to the government
officials but they pay no attention to us. With your permission, I will conceal a pistol in my sleeve and shoot the
Minister of Finance as he goes home for dinner with his new concubine.”
No one spoke. They were all staring at him. And he drew back his lips in a snarl, and between his shining
white teeth he hissed,
“His new concubine cost him ten thousand dollars!\fn{ Chinese dollars, each one worth in 1935 about 50¢.} Only
Ministers of Finance can keep buying new concubines!”
It was the first time one of their group had offered his life to kill an enemy. It had been done often enough
elsewhere so that well-known men were doubling their bodyguards, especially since a student had broken into the
office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs. That was after the twenty-one demands that Japan had made.
They broke into excited talk. But then it was decided that En-Ian could not be spared yet—too much was to
come. Nevertheless what he had offered to do had made the hour intense for their cause.
“Why do we need foreign loans?” his father repeated. “Because every country in reconstruction needs foreign
loans.”
He was a large man with a handsome flat-cheeked face, and he prided himself on being a modern man. Among
his friends were many foreigners of all nations, but chiefly Japanese. Mr. Wu was one of those Chinese who
believed in close friendship with Japan. “Asia for the Asians,” he liked to quote, after the Japanese Minister of
Foreign Affairs had first used these words in a speech before the League of Nations.
“You cannot understand,” he now said to his son kindly, “because you are at the idealistic age. I also at twenty
had certain ideals. I was a secret follower of the Young Emperor\fn{ The son of the Dowager Empress, the Emperor Tungchih, whom his mother overthrew late in 1898 .} and his reforms. Most young men were. I daresay you also follow some
such cult with your fellows.”
“I-ko never was like this,” his mother murmured.
“I-wan is more like me,” his father said sharply.
I-wan sat down. He did not answer his parents. Long ago he had learned that trick. It was at once filial in
respect and by it he told nothing. His mother had taken up her embroidery again, and his father his pen. He did not
care what his father said, he told himself, and yet—his father could so easily prick something in him with a few
words, and make him feel small and young. As if the revolutionists now could be compared to whatever those
young men had been under the weak Emperor! His father was busy and rich and successful now, though he had
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been a spoiled child, coaxed and coddled as I-ko had been when for so long he was the only son. The old servants
still in the house were full of stories about his willfullness as a child. But somehow his father had not been made
weak by spoiling. Instead he only continued to be opinionated and domineering and to do as he liked. l-wan knew
that sometimes his parents quarreled bitterly, but he did not know about what. His mother had been a rich man’s
only daughter and there were few women so well educated as she had been in her youth. But still she obeyed her
husband, even though they quarreled. Everyone obeyed him, even his parents, although he made a show of
yielding to them, since that was suitable.
“May I go now, Father?” I-wan asked.
“In a moment,” his father replied. So he sat waiting, but rebellion grew hot in him.
“My father,” he thought, “has nothing to say to me, but he keeps me waiting to show that he can. He never
wants to give me permission at once to go away. He wants to show his power over me.”
His lips curled a little. When he renounced them all—
“Have you any plans?” his father asked suddenly in Chinese.
I-wan looked up. His father had put down his pen.
“I have been thinking for some time we ought to plan your future,” he said. “Your mother, too, has plans.”
“Twenty,” his mother said. “You are a man.”
I-wan felt himself turn scarlet. His father went on, kindly, observing his son.
“Let your mind rest,” he said. “We shall not force you or your brother in anything. We have not betrothed you
and shall not. Long ago we talked of it, and we decided to leave you and I-ko free to choose your own wives.”
“Thank you, sir,” I-wan murmured.
Of course he knew they had done this. I-ko loitered in his room sometimes at night, talking of girls he knew
whom he might marry if he liked. He could never decide which of these girls he wanted to marry, and sometimes
he ended by laughing at himself.
“There is still no law against more than one wife,” he would say, “though the women are growing so
independent they want you to promise you won’t marry anybody else! How can a man promise that?”
Nevertheless, although he had always taken his freedom for granted for the first time now I-wan felt gratitude
toward his parents. Plenty of his schoolmates were already betrothed because their parents compelled them. That
also was one of the things they were to fight for—the freedom of choice in marriage. The girls, especially, were
excited for this. They said over and over at the meetings,
“We must have the right to marry whom we like, or not marry at all, even, if we do not wish to do so.”
“Of course,” everybody had agreed.
Sometimes when two or three young men were alone together they discussed this determination of the girls.
They agreed still that the girls were right. Nevertheless, they asked themselves, what would happen if women
began to refuse to be married? It would be very embarrassing to a man to ask a young woman to marry him and
have her refuse. Once En-Ian had grinned at I-wan.
“Calm yourself,” he said. “Do you remember the girl who spoke loudest and longest for freedom?”
He did. She was a pretty, fiery girl from the southern province of Fukien. En-lan put his hand in his pocket and
pulled out a letter and handed it to him. It was a passionate love letter, signed with her name. I-wan was amazed
and secretly a little envious.
“Shall you marry her?” he asked En-lan. En-lan shook his head.
“Why should I marry when as a revolutionist any day I may be dead?” he asked. “Besides, she does not ask for
marriage.”
It was true. The girl had written,
“Only bid me come to you and I will come. We are free.”
I-wan handed the letter back to En-lan and he put it in his pocket.
“Besides,” he said again, “my parents have a wife for me at home. That is why I never go home.”
“A wife!” I-wan had cried. He was always finding out something new about this En-lan, whom he had rescued
out of jail …
“But it is time we decided the direction of your education,” his father went on. “Naturally, I hope to take you
into the bank with me, as I did your elder brother.”
I-wan did not answer. He would never go into the bank. How they would all hate him if he helped to make
those foreign loans! He could not bear the thought of their hatred. He knew very well that upon the black list the
revolutionists kept his father’s name was written down, among others of influence and wealth. He thought for a
moment with passionate envy of En-lan. En-lan was a peasant’s son and proud of it.
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“My father is a common man,” En-Ian was fond of saying. “My mother cannot read or write.”
En-lan was hard toward all who were rich. He would never understand why, though I-wan also despised
capitalists, he still secretly loved his father in spite of all his rebelliousness toward him. En-lan would say in his
quiet definite way,
“If it were I, I would say, since he is a capitalist and an enemy he cannot be my father …”
“I shall not hurry you or force you,” his father was saying kindly. “You are my son. But when you know what
you want, tell me.”
He nodded and I-wan rose. As had so often happened before, his irritation was gone. His father’s show of
authority had ended in such kindness.
“Thank you, Father,” I-wan murmured.
“Where are you going?” his mother asked.
“To my room to study,” he replied.
She nodded, content to know he would be in the house, and he went out and closed the door after him. Later
they would meet downstairs at the great table in the dining room to eat a dinner that would have been a feast to
En-lan. But it was what they had every day.
Nevertheless, thinking of it he grew a little hungry. He would, he decided, see what was in the comfit box that
Peony kept filled on his table. And the teapot would be hot in its padded case. He hastened to his room, feeling
free and his own for a while. He liked the hour he had alone before dinner. He talked of study, but he never
studied until after dinner. Then he hurried away, muttering that he must study, that he had so much to do.
Sometimes indeed he did study, though sometimes he went straight out to the theater.
But tonight he must study. He had a long composition to write in English. It was his secret wish to excel Enlan in writing. But he never could. En-lan had a strange power of writing. Strive as he would, I-wan could never
win such praise from the elderly English lady who taught them as was given to En-lan. Tonight, he thought, he
would try harder than ever. Almost more than the teacher’s praise, he wanted En-lan to think well of him. And
then, instead of idling, he sat down at the table and drew out his writing book. He would begin now to do his best.
*
He was getting very sleepy. He looked at his clock. It was nearly midnight and he had only just finished his
English composition. He read it over and thought well of it, though of course it would come back dotted with red
marks. Miss Maitland would correct it in many unforeseen places. But it was good. He had chosen as his subject
the story of Sun Yat-sen,\fn{Dr. Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925), Father of the Republic of China (1912- ).} and he had told it well.
He had decided pleasurably to read it again, when he heard a soft movement about his bed. But he did not look
up. It was only Peony unrolling the quilts and bringing in hot tea to set beside his bed. Then he felt her standing
beside him, and he felt what he had felt before, her hand on his shoulder and her cheek against his hair. Suddenly
he remembered how she had looked standing against the oleanders in the late afternoon. He moved away from
her, growling at her,
“How long will you use that disgusting perfume?”
“Forever,” she said pertly, “and forever—because I like it. Don’t study any more! You must be finished. It is
time you went to bed.”
“You know nothing about what I have to do,” he said.
“If you are not yet finished, then you are stupid,” she retorted. She touched his cheek with her soft and scented
palm. “And I know you are not stupid,” she said.
He felt his heart beat suddenly once, twice, and he was disturbed. For years they had been playmates. He knew,
and she knew, too, that she was a bondmaid and allowed in the house to be more than that only because they were
all fond of her and had petted her, especially since his sisters died. But indeed between the two of them there had
been something like being brother and sister. They never spoke of her being a bondmaid. He did not think of it
because he was so used to her and she did not speak of it. But for the last few months something else was
beginning between them, something he wanted and hated. It was this way she had of putting her hand on his
shoulder and her cheek on his hair. Some night he would stretch out his own arm and put it around her, though he
did not want to do it. He had never done it, but he had thought of it, and he was ashamed. If he had not belonged
to the band he would have done it, perhaps.
Besides, he did not want to be like I-ko. I-ko was forever teasing Peony, touching her cheek and seizing her
hand and putting his arm about her. Whenever he did this, Peony flung herself away from him. Once she had
scratched him, four long scratches down both his cheeks, so that for several days he could not go out because
everyone knows that when a man has four long parallel scratches down both his cheeks, a woman’s two hands
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have done it. There was trouble in the house because of it. Madame Wu spoke alone to Peony, and his father
spoke to I-ko. And Peony came into I-wan’s room and cried and said,
“I hate your brother I-ko! He has always been wicked.”
I-wan did not ask how I-ko was wicked. He did not want to know. He had felt a faint prickling in his spine and
he had said solemnly,
“I will never be wicked to you, Peony.”
She had sobbed awhile, and sighed, and then she looked up at him and smiled.
“You don’t know how to be wicked,” she had said. . . .
So now he was ashamed when he felt pleased at her touch on him, and he drew away from her.
“You don’t like me any more now that you are grown up,” she murmured.
“Yes, I do!” he said loudly, “exactly as I always have.”
“I’m so lonely,” she whispered.
He rose, slamming his composition book shut.
“You go away,” he said. “I don’t want you here any more when I am going to bed, Peony.”
He made his voice surly because he was afraid of her. He was afraid she would cry or be angry with him
because she had always helped him get ready for bed and then had drawn the bed curtains and put out the light.
“Open the windows,” he had always commanded her.
In summer she obeyed, but in winter she begged him, “Not tonight—it’s so cold.”
. “If you don’t open them, I’ll get up myself after you are gone,” he called out of the quilts.
So she had to open them, summer and winter …
He turned his back to her now so he need not see her face when it was hurt. But he heard her laugh, and he
turned around quickly. She was not hurt at all. She was smiling, her eyes teasing, her voice gay.
“You are too big,” she said, “you are a man now—so you don’t want me here any more, little I-wan! A big
grown man!”
He rushed at her and pushed her to the door and she clung to his hands, laughing and laughing. He pushed her
out of the door at last, though her soft hands clung to his like something sticky. There, he had her off! He pulled
the door sharply shut and turned the key. Then he stood and listened. There was not a sound. He put his hand to
the key to turn it back and see if she were there. Then he drew away. Of course she was there, teasing him,
waiting in silence. He would not open the door. He turned and walked loudly across the floor and began to
undress himself. When he was washed and ready for bed he went to the window and noisily threw it wide. If she
were there, she would hear that.
He had an inner wave of desire to go and look to see if she were there. But if she were she would come in. And
he was afraid of her if she came in. He had vowed himself to his country. Besides, he would not be like I-ko.
He sprang into bed and drew the curtains, and he smelled again that faint sweet odor of the opium. He hated it
instantly, and in his hatred he forgot Peony. He would not, he thought, drifting away into sleep at last, have to
endure it forever.
*
The band was meeting in the English classroom. It was the safest room because the university always gave the
foreign teachers the poorest rooms in a small old building at a distant corner of the campus. It was a two-story
building and there was only one stairway. It was Peng Liu’s duty to loiter at the head of the stairs as though he
were waiting for someone. But in reality he was guarding the stair.
He was good at being a spy. His little eyes saw everything and he could pretend stupidity and ignorance so
naturally that anyone would be deceived. If anyone came up, he would call out a loud greeting, and the others
would hear it through the open transom of the door of the English room, which was opposite, and immediately
they would scatter through two other doors into other classrooms, where they would be studying in little groups
and couples and alone. But so far no one had ever come up the stairs, even though they had been meeting now for
nearly two years and had become part of many others like themselves in the National Brotherhood of Patriots.
That was what they called themselves since the government announced that all communists would be shot. They
were not communists, therefore, but patriots.
“They can scarcely shoot patriots,” En-lan had said, grinning his wide peasant grin. “When the revolution
comes, everything will be different. We shall then kill everybody else.”
In this room I-wan knew them all, and yet really he knew none of them, except En-lan. That is, he knew every
one of these twenty-three faces, nine of them girls, and he knew their names. But except for Peng Liu and En-lan,
whether they were rich or poor, or who they were, he could not tell. They had not known each other until they had
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begun to gather here in this room. When I-wan had first come there were only eleven, and only two of them girls.
Where these others had come from he did not know, except that when a new one entered it was the rule that he
stand up and announce himself and then someone among those already known would stand up also and vouch for
him that he was not a spy.
It was through En-lan that he had come here. When he came to this university he found En-lan at once, and Enlan had told him of the brotherhood, and had vouched for him. I-wan was grateful and he asked him afterwards,
“How can you vouch for me when you do not know more about me than my father’s name?”
“I do know you,” En-lan had replied. “I know what you did for me.”
“You don’t care whose son I am?” I-wan had asked.
“What does it matter whose son you are?” En-lan had answered. “I know you are the sort of fellow who ought
to be with us.”
And yet, although none of these twenty-three persons was among I-wan’s old friends, nor were any of them
like those sons of the rich who had been his schoolmates once, he felt when he came into this room that here were
those to whom he belonged. Whether they knew who he was or not, he did not care. He even preferred that they
did not know. He felt ashamed before them that he was the son of the banker Wu, who was one of the richest men
in Shanghai. When I-wan saw a small hole torn in his uniform or a button gone, he let it be, so that he could look
as poor as any of them and he purposely tumbled his smooth black hair so that it would look more like En-lan’s
dry tough hair, browned by the dusty winds and the sun of the northern deserts.
It seemed to him that here alone in his world was life, eager and good. In his home no one thought of anyone
else outside the family. Each person did what he liked for himself, his only other regard being the family. No one
looked to see what was happening to people outside. I-wan had not either, until he found the book by Karl Marx
which had sent him to prison. And yet he could never be sorry he had been in prison, because that was where he
had found En-lan …
“Why were you in prison?” he had asked En-lan when they had come to know each other. He knew by now a
curious thing about En-lan. When there was something he wished known he wrote it down instead of talking
about it. He talked slowly and hunted for words, but he wrote easily and with plenty of words. So now, as often,
he did not at once answer I-wan. Then he said,
“I will write it down.”
A few days later he handed I-wan some sheets of paper torn out of his English composition book.
“Read it in your own room,” he told I-wan, “and then burn it up.”
I-wan, alone that very night in his room, read these pages, and this is what En-lan wrote:
I-wan:
When you came into the prison I had already been there seventy-three days, and it was as though I had been there
for ten years in that cell. If I pressed my face against the bars of the small window, I could just see a triangle of sky
above the prison wall—nothing more. It was not a large bit of sky. It seemed to me about the size of the three-cornered
piece of black cloth which my mother always wore tied over her head to keep the dust of the deserts out of her hair.
I have already told you my village is in the far north, and the bitter winds from the Gobi sweep down laden with
yellow sand. Some day, the old men have always said, the village will be covered with sand, and people will be buried,
their flesh drying without decay in the intense dryness of the sand and the wind.
Standing thus, my face pressed against the prison bars, staring at my bit of sky, I gave up hope. It came to me at last,
a few days before your coming, that perhaps I would never lie dry and clean in death in the sands of my village. No, my
body might fall in the prison yard, full of bullets, and I would be thrown into the warm soft rich earth of this halfforeign southern city. And, in my village they would never know what had become of me or why I did not come home
any more.
The village has always been too far for me to go home at New Year or at any time except in summer. And even in
summer I walk a good deal of the way, because train fare, even in the coolie cars where there are no seats, is more than
I could pay. But in those years before my parents married me to the woman I shall never see, I always felt I must go
home because I had so much to tell them. Everybody in the village, everyone of the twenty-six families, is kin to me,
and everybody has given what he was able to pay my school bills. If there was no money, the women of the family
made me shoes or socks or a coat.
I would not for anything have told them that after a few months I did not wear these things, because the smart
students of the modern city laughed at me. I did not mind this so much because I laughed, too. I could see I looked
funny in the long, too loose robes of blue cotton and in the clumsy northern shoes. For of course I knew the women had
said to each other, “We had better cut them plenty big. He might grow taller, and with all the good food in the south he
will certainly be fatter.” So they cut them far too large for me, since I grew neither taller nor fatter. But I could not bear
the laughter for their sakes.
So I found a pawnshop where ricksha pullers and poor men stopped to buy clothing, and because my things were
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made of such stout home-woven stuffs and so strongly sewed, I sold easily and the pawnshop keeper gave me a fair
price. With this I bought myself the blue cotton uniforms, such as many of the students wore who liked to be patriotic. I
wore one when I went to prison.
You asked me, I-wan, how I came to be in prison. It is a simple story. One day soldiers came into our English
classroom and they shouted my name. I was reading a poem by an English poet. I could not understand it very well, but
I felt through the dimness of foreign words that there was beauty. It began, “I wandered lonely as a cloud—”
I had been studying English for three years. At home in the village they all crowded around me in the summer
evenings and begged me, “Speak some English for us to hear!” So I would say slowly and clearly, “My name is Liu Enlan. How do you do. I am very well, thank you.” Everyone listened in silence, and when I stopped they burst into
laughter and they laughed until tears ran down their cheeks. “It sounds like hens cackling,” they said. “Now tell us what
it means.” And they listened again while I told them, admiring me for all I knew.
And my old uncle, Liu Ih, the oldest man in the village, always nodded his head and sucked his pipe and said, “I
knew we made no mistake when we let him go to school. No one from this village has ever gone to school, but times
are changed. He will bring honor to us all. He will get a fine government job with all this English and pay us all back—
with interest.” “Yes, I will,” I always promised. I gazed around at their faces, and I loved them greatly as they looked at
me, their eyes innocent and wistful in their lined dark faces. At their feet stood little children, staring at me in wonder
and in silence, to whom I knew I was a hero. When I was graduated with honors, I would get the fine job and do
everything for them. I would hire a good teacher and all the children should go to school …
So that morning I had been reading through the foreign words toward that beauty, “I wandered lonely as a cloud.”
Miss Maitland was saying slowly, “This is a poem by a great English poet, whose name was Wordsworth.”
At this moment something struck the door and we all looked toward it. It was a flimsy door, and it burst open at
once, as indeed you know it does, even in a little wind. How then could it withstand the blow of a gun? Soldiers stood
there, at least twenty of them, and one shouted,
“Where is Liu En-lan?”
When I heard my name 1 stood up at once. No one said anything.
“Are you Liu En-lan?” the sergeant shouted.
“Yes, I am,” I answered quietly, though I was very much astonished.
“You are under arrest!” the sergeant roared. “Come with us!”
“But why—why—” I stammered, and could not talk. I could not imagine why I was arrested, nor indeed that even
my name was known except to my teachers and a very few of my fellow students. “I think there is a mistake,” I said to
the sergeant.
“No mistake!” cried the sergeant. “Liu En-lan of the Liu village in the province of Shensi!”
“That is certainly 1 and that is my village,” I replied, “but why should I be arrested?”
At this the sergeant grew very red in the face.
“You dare to talk to me!” he bellowed, and rushing to me he seized me by the collar and jerked me off my feet. I felt
to my horror that my collar was torn and I would have to buy a new coat. But I had no time for anything more than the
bare thought, because the sergeant was a large man and very angry. He shook me and shouted,
“You dare—you dare!” I wanted to fight back, but I knew it would be foolish, with all the guns of the soldiers
pointed at me.
At this Miss Maitland grew very angry. You know her small mild face, under her parted white hair-it is always
gentle and proper. None of us had ever seen it otherwise. But suddenly she flew at the sergeant and grasped his arm and
shook it.
“You stop behaving like that in my classroom!” she said severely. “I say stop it—do you hear me?”
Since she spoke in English the sergeant understood nothing that she said. He looked at her as a tomcat looks at a
furious mouse.
“What is this foreign female saying?” he asked me.
“She begs you to desist,” I translated.
“Tell her you are arrested,” he ordered.
“I am arrested,” I said to Miss Maitland in English.
“What for?” she demanded.
“I do not know,” I replied truthfully.
“That’s silly!” Miss Maitland cried. “Ask him, the big beast! And tell him I say he is a beast!” But I dared only say
to the sergeant,
“This honorable foreign lady, who is our teacher, asks why I am arrested.”
“Tell her it’s not her affair,” the sergeant replied loftily.
“He says he is not allowed to say,” I translated to Miss Maitland.
“Now that’s just too silly!” Miss Maitland said. “Tell him to get out and stop interfering—tell him he can’t come
arresting my students like this—I’ll speak to the British consul!”
“I hesitated.”
“Tell him all I said!” Miss Maitland commanded.
“She says,” I began, “she will ask her consul to inquire—”
The sergeant glared at Miss Maitland, but she glared back, and he turned away with dignity.
“I was told to arrest you,” he said more loftily.
“But why?” I now demanded for myself.
“Oh, what’s all this about?” Miss Maitland cried.
But before she could say another word the sergeant shouted to the soldiers, “Forward, march!” Instantly the soldiers
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seized my arms and I was hustled out before anyone could help me—if, indeed, I could have been helped. The students
all sat silent and still as stone, and Miss Maitland only screamed.
I was marched down the street, and then into a great gate and thrust into the jail. I had written of this jail in my
composition.
“We have also a model prison in our country,” I had written. “It is said that prison is one of the best in the world, and
American and English visitors go to see how well China treats her captives in her model prison.”
Now I was thrust into a cell in this prison and the door was locked. It was, as a matter of fact, not uncomfortable at
all. I think I must have been the first one there. It was clean—not as you saw it when hundreds had been through it. The
cell was much better than most of the little earth huts in which the villagers lived in my home village, and indeed quite
as good even as the tiny room I had been able to afford when I had first come to school in Shanghai, before I was given
a room in the dormitory. In the cell there was a board bed, a dark blue cotton quilt, quite clean, and some bricks piled
into a seat, and the small window. The house in which I had spent my childhood had no window at all. But then the
door was open to the threshing floor, which was also the door yard, so that the wide sky was always to be seen. As a
small boy I sat on the high doorstep and watched my father and mother threshing wheat or beans and sifting out the
chaff and husks in the strong dry winds. But the food in the prison was certainly better than what I had as a child.
The food, in fact, was so good that I enjoyed it and when I had finished my breakfast of rice and salt fish, with a bit
of bread, on the second morning, I could not believe that in such a beautiful prison I would not receive the utmost
justice. Besides, I told myself, this new government was just. They would allow me to explain at the trial. Every
morning I thought, “Today I shall be summoned.” I had long prepared in my mind what I would say. Lying upon the
board bed at night, and staring at the square of sky by day, I planned every word until it was put together something like
this.
“Sirs, I beg you, of what am I accused? I belong to no revolutionary party.”—For at that time, I-wan, I did not. It
was only afterwards that I truly was a communist.—“I work hard every day and I do not leave the school grounds. I
have only one ambition. It is to graduate with honors, to get a good job, and to pay back debts. When that is done, I
wish to establish a school in my home village. The people are very poor. The winds are dry and the crops are scanty.
The earth gives barely enough food against starvation, and not always enough, so that sometimes we have famine. And
the taxes are very high—military taxes, taxes on opium—all taxes. For though we can sell all our opium quite easily to
the government, the government taxes us first and so heavily that it pays us only a little better to grow opium instead of
grain. All these difficulties keep my people poor, so there is no money for schools. But I have always been for learning.
From my childhood I have wanted to learn all that there is to know. So my people saved and pinched and gathered
enough to send me to this beautiful city to school. Here I have been happy. Sirs, where is my fault?”
I practiced saying all this and much more, as I imagined myself standing before the judges—grave, kind, intelligent
men who would soon see they had made a mistake. Then I would be set free. When I went home next summer it would
be a thing to tell, how I was arrested by mistake—I would tell them what a fine prison this was, how comfortable the
quilt was, and how twice a day I had quite good food. Nobody ate more than twice a day in my village, and in winter
when work was slack, perhaps only once a day. Then, the winter days being short, we all slept a good deal. I tried to
sleep in the cell, but though it was quiet and. comfortable, I could not sleep, expecting at any moment to be summoned
for trial. I kept hot on the end of my tongue what I would say.
But I was not summoned. Day followed day, and the only face I saw was that of the guard who brought me my food.
To this man 1 cried out at last,
“Are they not going to give me a trial?”
“I don’t know about such things,” the guard replied. “Here is your rice.” And he went away.
“I grew mad at last with impatience. 1 began to beg the guard.
“Please find out about my trial! I beg you—I beg you!”
But the guard only shook his head. “I am forbidden to speak to the prisoners,” he said, and went away.
“I always carried in my belt my little store of money for the term. This I still had, because when I came, although it
was the rule in this prison to make the new prisoners bathe and change their clothes before going to their cells, they had
let me pass, saying that the bathroom keeper had gone out that day to drink wine at his brother’s wedding feast, and so I
was put straight into the cell, locked up and forgotten, and I still had my money. One day I took out my money, divided
it in half, and putting one half in my hand, I said to the guard, holding it out,
“Please inquire when I am to be tried. Here is a little small silver.”
The guard opened his eyes very wide at this, but he took the silver, without reply. The next day he said abruptly,
“There is to be no trial. You are a political prisoner and your crime is proved.”
“But 1 do not even know what it is!” I cried.
“That I did not ask,” the guard said.
“I tore off my belt and poured all I had into the guard’s hand.
“Find out what my crime is,” I begged. “This is all I have.”
When the guard went away I sat on the bed, my body tense and sweating. I should not have told the guard 1 had no
more. Perhaps he would keep the money and do nothing, knowing there was no more to expect.
But the guard had a good enough heart. He said to me next day,
“I asked a guard whose brother is a scribe in the court and has to do with records, and he says you wrote something
in a foreign paper where foreigners could read it that our country was poor and full of famine, and that the government
taxes the people too heavily, and that they buy the opium which the farmers raise. And so the foreigners read it and
laughed at us and despised us. This is your crime.”
“But—it is not what 1 said!” I cried in horror.
“The record is so,” replied the guard, and went away.
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I could not sleep at all that night. I sat up remembering every word of that composition. I had been very proud of it,
and Miss Maitland had praised it greatly and had read it aloud to the class. She said,
“This is so beautiful a piece that I wish English people could read it to see how young Chinese love their country.
Liu En-lan, suppose you send it to the English newspaper for the prize competition.”
I had felt the blood run all over my body under my skin, until I was warm with pleasure, and I had spent my spare
hours for weeks copying the composition with all the corrections. Then I had sent it with a letter to the editor of the
English paper. It was given the prize and the editor printed it with a note, saying,
“It is not often that we receive so honest and thoughtful an analysis of a country as this young Chinese patriot has
sent us.”
When I saw these words I was joyful with pride.

I-wan paused in his reading. Yes, he remembered that essay. From his school also that year they had all written
essays for the competition, and Liu En-lan—that had indeed been the name of the one who wrote the best. But
nobody had ever heard of him and it was soon forgotten. He himself had not thought of it until this moment.
He began to read again.
For this I was now in prison. Day followed day in an endless chain of morning and night which were different only
in dark and light. I lost count of the days and the nights, so that I did not know how long I had been in prison. I had no
friends and no one came to visit me. Miss Maitland tried, but she was told they had sent me home, and she believed
then I was safe. She told me afterwards. And there was not even any reason to speak to the guard any more, since all
my money was gone.
I sat, therefore, hour after hour, or I stood, my face against the bars, staring at the bit of sky, and thinking over and
over of what I had said in my composition. I had written it one day in spring, a beautiful day when the winds were
warm and flowers were for sale in the markets. The streets were gay and motor cars were flying back and forth, the
rickshas swerving out of their way. Time and again I had stopped to watch the quick beauty of a motor car, speeding
along the wide street. In the afternoon after school I had walked outside the city and I had stood looking over the miles
of green country, my heart full of a strange great feeling I did not understand. It was like the ache of love—not love for
a girl, for I knew no girls, but love for my country spread before me, spread so far to the north where my home was,
spread here in this new modern city, spread further still to the southern seas I had never seen. And as I stood this great
love began to distill itself into words. I wanted to put down all that I felt about my country. The words began to shape
like drops of shining water from a glorious mist. I hurried back to my small room and began to write, word by word,
what had been my vision.
It was not easy to do this. I remember I was sweating with the effort to write exactly what I felt and saw. Night came
but I did not eat. I lit a candle and wrote on by its small light. All over the city there were bright electric lights and neon
signs springing out of the darkness, though I was too poor to rent a room in a house with electric lights. But this made
no difference to me. I was proud that there were such lights. If I had not been working I would have been out on the
streets, staring at them as I never tired of doing.
I put the electric lights into my composition, I put the whole city, the strong new city growing out of the sea. I put in
motor cars and motor trucks carrying the heavy loads that human beings had once carried. I put in the schools, the fine
markets, the luscious imported fruits, the flowers from greenhouses. I smiled and put in the beauty shops where women
curled their hair. I put in the fine new buildings, finer than any palaces of emperors. I put in the miles of country, the
fields, the skies I had seen that afternoon, and I laid down my pen.
When I read it over I found that it was still not all of my country. There was also my home village, my father and
mother, the dry stubborn fields of the north, the desert winds, the famine we had suffered two years ago, the little
earthen huts, the opium we grew instead of grain, hopeful of a little more money. But there were the taxes—the taxes
which went to build the government. I put them in, too. Pondering on all these things, I did not at all feel that the taxes
had not been well spent—not at all. Only I wished, as I remembered them, that the faces of my parents and of the others
in the village were not quite so weathered with harsh winds, their bodies not so lean with scanty food, their hands less
scarred with grubbing in cloddy earth for roots for food and fuel. So I put all these things in also.
And I could not forbear to put down, too, my longing that somehow this wonderful new learned government which
Sun Yat-sen had begun, might think of some way to make it possible for my village to have a little more share in all the
fine new times—if, say, the taxes were lightened somewhat, or a few country roads built—not great motor roads such
as were being built about the city, but simple earthen roads they could drive an ass upon or push a wheelbarrow—or if,
say, they need not grow opium—or be so taxed.
It came to me therefore in prison that this was what had made them angry at me. This was why they called me
traitor. I had never thought of it. I had written it all down, all I felt about my country. I wrote it first in our own
language, and then because I was proud of it I translated it carefully into English.
And so the authorities had seen it thus in English and grown angry with me. It came to me slowly, after much
thought, that here was my crime. I had written my composition in English. They were ashamed of the things I had told
of my village and my people, and they did not want the foreigners to know of taxes and opium, of famines and earthen
huts. If I had only left it in Chinese, if I had not put it into English—but then I could never have dreamed of such an
outcome to that one spring afternoon.
It was not to be believed, even in the prison, morning after morning. Each morning I got up in a different mood.
Every night was the same—I was desperately lonely, desperately afraid. But in the morning when the bit of sky was
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light, I thought,
“This cannot happen in these new times—this is impossible”—or I thought—“At worst they have simply forgotten
my case. My time will come. It is not as though we had no justice these days. We have a whole new code of modern
law.” I had studied in a history class this code.
But nothing happened for a long time—nothing, indeed; until one day they began to fill the cell full of others. The
search for revolutionists must have been very severe. Every day the cell was filled full and at every dawn it was
emptied. The nights were horrible. They were afraid, at first cursing, and then as the night came near dawn they began
crying and wailing. At first I used to talk to them. And it was out of this talk that I became a real revolutionist, I-wan.
For they all had stories to tell me of how they had done nothing that was a greater crime than to help the poor to get
more money for their work in mills or shops, or how they had helped girls to escape out of brothels into which they had
been sold, or how merely they wanted to make a better country and had joined a band of patriots such as ours. I came to
see that the government ought not to have imprisoned them at all. They were all young—many of them younger than
you and I. And as I watched them go out to be killed I grew so full of hatred towards those who ordered their death that
I swore I would revenge them if I escaped. When you came, I was already a determined revolutionist.
Then I talked no more with anyone. When new ones came in I was silent. The cell grew used and filthy. But I cared
for nothing. I could not sleep. Each night I, too, only waited for the dawn. Then when the cell was still dark, there
would be a rattle of a key in the lock, and a round cylinder of light would be shot into our darkness. And a rough voice
would call out the names one after the other of everyone—of everyone, that is, except me. Day after day I waited,
sweating, my heart tight, for my name. But it was never called. I was only forgotten.
The cylinder of light was fastened upon one miserable creature after another. They were nearly always crying as the
soldiers handcuffed them one to the other. Then they were marched down a corridor. Only I was left, and there I always
stood watching them go, knowing where they went. I imagined them always, every day, crowding down the corridor,
feeling the air suddenly fresh on their faces as I had not felt it in many days. But it was still dark. In the darkness hands
they could not see would push them, jostling them against a hard wall. There would be a shout, a noise, a flash before
their eyes. They would fall, huddled.
An English sentence kept springing out of my brain: “I wandered lonely as a cloud.” I longed to cry out to them, to
tell them something. But no one even knew what became of them. Day after day I died with them, forgotten, until you
came one day with the new ones, and with you I was found.

I-wan, reading these pages far into the night, over and over again, could not burn them. These things En-lan
had put down were a precious record. He folded the pages and put them away in his drawer, underneath some old
books which his grandfather had given him and which he never read. But he could never put away what he had
read. En-lan had given him a part of himself. What could he give in return? He lay awake thinking what he could
give to En-lan, and he could think of nothing worthy in return, except his own blood, sworn to brotherhood.
When he saw En-lan the next day he did not speak of what he had read. He saw En-lan was now shy, having
told him much. So without speaking of it he asked him,
“Will you be my blood brother?” At this the shyness went out of En-lan’s look, and he answered,
“Yes, I will.”
Then they went to En-lan’s room and after the old rite of blood brotherhood, they drew blood from their arms
and mingled it together, and clasped their hands and took the vow. And though neither ever talked of it, the vow
remained between them.
This was how En-lan had become a secret revolutionist and I-wan with him, so that they met with these others
in a deserted classroom when school was over each day …
He came out of his thoughts in this meeting to hear En-Ian say, as he now stood up before them all,
“We have been given the task of organizing the district of the silk mills in the northern part of the city. These
are the mills for which we are responsible.”
He read a list of dames, one after the other. I-wan had only heard of them. He had never in his whole life been
into those parts of Shanghai where thousands of men and women and children worked in the silk mills.
“You, I-wan,” En-lan said, “must take the furthest section, the Ta Tuan mill, since you can hire a ricksha and
need not go on foot. Those who must go on foot may take the nearer places.”
And En-Ian went on to tell them how the revolution must now be taken into the factories, so that the people
who worked there might understand and prepare for the day when the government would be overthrown, and a
new rule set up, the rule of the people for themselves. It was, as En-lan showed it, a true and right plan. I-wan
thought of the villages in En-lan’s story—they ought to be freed from taxes and from having to grow opium. And
if the people in the mills were so sorrowful as En-lan said they were, they should be helped to a better life. He was
glad to do this, and he took his orders, as they all did, willingly and without reply. All over the country, in many
cities, young men and women were taking such orders against the day to come, the day of hope for all …
Peng Liu at this moment came running in.
“Someone comes!” he cried. There was the sound of footsteps on the stair.
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“Run!” En-lan cried.
They scattered as though the wind blew. But I-wan, even as he ran, noticed something. Peng Liu did not run.
Instead he stood alone in the room as though he waited for someone. And after a moment he had come for them
and, grinning, he told them it was no one—a carpenter come to change a broken windowpane. So they had gone
on with their meeting, and I-wan forgot to think about Peng Liu, the more easily because Peng Liu was of a sort
that everybody forgot rather than remembered—he was so small and indistinct in his looks and ways, and so
seemingly harmless. None ever thought to give him any work to do except his spying, and I-wan was glad not to
think of it because he did not like him.
*
And indeed after this day I-wan began another life.
“What are you so busy about?” I-ko demanded. “You are in some mischief.”
I-wan now came home so late that several times in the last few weeks I-ko had come before him. Tonight he
had met his brother on the steps. I-ko stepped out of his handsome private ricksha and gazed at I-wan with scorn.
“On foot!” he said. “Like a coolie! You never used to walk everywhere.” For I-wan, in spite of what En-lan
had said, took pride in setting forth each day after school as the others did in his old uniform and unpolished
leather shoes for the silk mill.
He did not answer I-ko and they went up the steps side by side. He could smell the heavy musky fragrance of
the oil I-ko used to smooth his long straight black hair. It was the fashion among all of I-ko’s friends to let their
hair grow long to the neck and to smooth it straight from the forehead and the ears. This was because a popular
young poet of the day wore his so, “The Chinese Byron,” he was called.
I-ko was proud to know him and he said constantly such things as, “Tse-li and I …”, “Today I said to Tse-li
…”. Everybody rushed to read Tse-li’s latest verse. I-wan read it also, but he could not see anything in it. There
was nothing but talk about flowers and death and escape into the misted bamboo hills and always to a woman,
waiting.
“Besides, you ought not to go about alone,” I-ko scolded him. “You might be kidnapped. Anything happens
now. Then it would cost a great deal to ransom you—far more than you are worth,” he added, teasingly.
It was quite true that in the disturbed times when the breath of new revolution was everywhere this sort of
thing happened. His father had hired two tall Russian guards to go with him every day in his automobile. They
kept their hands upon pistols in their pockets, arid I-ko’s private ricksha puller was once a soldier and he also
carried a pistol in his bosom.
“The poorer 1 look the better, then,” I-wan said.
“Oh, a clever kidnaper would make sure of who you were,” I-ko said.
They entered the house. Across the hall Peony’s face looked out from behind a curtain and disappeared. He
heard his grandmother’s cracked voice cry out their names.
“I-ko! I-wan!”
I-ko shrugged his shoulders and lifted his eyebrows and did not answer.
“I am dining with Tse-li,” he muttered. “I have no time for the old woman.”
“Why do you call her that behind her back?” I-wan whispered fiercely. And then not because he wanted to, but
because he hated I-ko’s flippant look, he turned aside into his grandmother’s room once more.
But he stayed only for a moment and then went on to his own room and threw himself on his bed. Tse-li, Tseli! What right had young men to be like Tse-li in times like these? He would ask En-lan,
“Ought we not to put Hua Tse-li’s name on the death list?” He hated the young aesthete whom his brother
loved.
This death list was like a weapon to the band. They had none of them any real comprehension that it meant
massacre. As yet it was only a hope of revenge against people whom now they could only hate. When anyone
made them angry, a teacher or a fellow student or an official whom they could never meet but who made some
foreign treaty of which they disapproved, or if they heard of one who took public money for himself, they put his
name upon the death list. Peng Liu even wished to put the name of the young science teacher, who was an
Englishman, upon the list because he disliked Peng Liu and made no bones of it.
“Stand up!” he had roared at Peng Liu one day. “Don’t cringe like a filthy Hindu!”
Peng Liu had not understood “cringe” or “filthy Hindu,” but he had looked up the words in the dictionary, and
after that he had wanted to put the name of James Ranald on the death list. But En-lan had said with scorn,
“There is no use in putting foreign names down, because naturally when the time comes all foreigners will be
killed.”
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When this time would be no one knew, but by late autumn everyone in the band felt it was coming soon. The
revolutionary government at Hankow was growing stronger every day, and at a certain moment Chiang Kai-shek
would sweep down the Yangtse River. What would happen would happen. No one spoke of it loudly. But I-wan
heard it talked about secretly and with hope in the band, and at home, scornfully, by his father. In the band En-lan
explained to them that it was not enough to talk. They must take their share of the preparation. All through the city
bands like theirs were getting ready.
“Getting ready,” he had said, “means preparing the people, their minds and their bodies. We who speak the
language of the people must prepare their minds. You, I-wan, because your grandfather is a general and because
you have learned military drill, must now organize also a workers’ brigade in the Ta Tuan mill.”
For a moment I-wan could not speak because he was so astonished. En-lan knew who he was and had always
known. But how did he know that at home his grandfather had had him tutored by a young German officer for
three summers? Then he shouted loudly,
“I will!” He said no more than that, but afterwards once, when he passed En-Ian alone in a corridor, he asked,
“How did you know 1 knew military drill?”
And En-lan grinned and answered, “I see you goose-step like no one else every day at the school drill!” and
went on.
Thus it came about that I-wan began to organize that strange secret army among the pallid men of the mills.
For two months now he had been going daily to the mills. It was not easy. He was not allowed to go into the great
ramshackle buildings from which poured the hot filthy stink of silkworms rotting in the steamy heat. But about
the mills were many straw huts where the mill workers lived, and he loitered near them and waited for the people
to come home—the men, the women, the children.
At first he felt awkward and strange with them. He could scarcely believe these were people, these crawling,
sickly creatures, coughing, blear-eyed, their hands swollen and red. It was the hands of the women and the girls
which were worst. They held them out, stiff with pain. When I-wan first saw them he could not keep from blurting
out,
“What is the matter with your hands?” It was a young girl who answered, a slight child who looked less than
twelve. She spoke in a mild, pleasant voice.
“It is the hot water.”
“Hot water?” he asked. An old woman broke in.
“The cocoons must be put in very hot water, young sir, to kill the worms and to soften the silk, and we must
take them out with our hands and find the end of the silk the worm has spun, so the cocoon can be unwound. The
water is kept hot by foreign electricity and so our hands are like this.”
He could say nothing more, feeling sick at the sight of the raw swollen flesh. That first day he went home
having done nothing. When he entered his home he thought,
“There is one smell worse than the opium in this house—it is the smell of the silk mill.” And that night he had
said to Peony,
“Let me smell that scent of yours.”
She brushed her scented palm across his cheeks and his eyes.
“It is sweet, after all,” he murmured.
She put her palm upon his lips, and for a moment he did not move. Her small clean fragrant hand was grateful
to him.
“It’s like a flower—your hand—” he murmured.
He did not love Peony at all. He knew now he did not love her, and would never love her, but hers was a girl’s
hand, delicate and sweet, and its fragrance and softness stood to him for a moment for some delicacy and
sweetness to come sometime to him, as to all young men, though from another hand than Peony’s. He longed for
it a moment vaguely, then put the thought away from him. There was no place for any girl even in his mind. He
must use his mind only for the people.
But how could Peony know this, and how could he tell her? She leaned against him delicately and he allowed
it, and he felt her heart beat against his shoulder as he sat at his desk with his books. And in a moment he was not
thinking of her, nor of anything except again the people he had seen for the first time that afternoon. They were
more real to him than any girl’s hand, even than Peony’s.
“You are not going to bed yet?” Peony asked him. Since the night when he had locked her out of his room she
had come in early with his tea, and gone away again. He shook his head.
“Don’t sit up,” she coaxed him. “You work so hard—and you don’t need to work. You aren’t a poor man’s
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son.”
“I can’t sleep,” he said. He thought,
“That is why I can’t sleep—because I am a rich man’s son.” He wished it were to- morrow, so that he could go
again and somehow help those people.
“Go away,” he told Peony, “I must work.”
She went away then, sighing, not teasing him as she usually did. At the door she waited. But he did not look at
her, and so she left him.
When she was gone, he pushed his books aside and went to the window and stood a long time, staring out into
the night-filled garden. He knew every foot of the garden. It was a place famous for its beauty. His grandfather
and his father had put much money into its making. Huge rocks from the far north beyond Peking had been,
brought to it, strange and fantastic, and colored pebbles from the hill of the Blue Porcelain Pagoda near Nanking
were scattered over winding paths between them. There were streams and bridges and a lake, summerhouses and
small boats. And around it all was a wall so high that even from his window he could not see over it. There was no
gate from the garden except a small postern gate for the gardener, who lived just outside. He kept it locked and he
only carried the key.
“That’s the way I’ve lived,” I-wan thought, “in the garden with the wall around.”
And gazing into that silent darkness he determined that he would put away all thought of anything for himself
and learn only of the people in the mill.
Soon there was nothing he did not know about the life of these mill workers. From all over China they had
drained down to Shanghai. Out of famine and poverty and civil war, they had come here. Their lot was no better
except that now they barely escaped starvation and there were at least no soldiers to maraud them. They lived,
somehow, in their huts.
How to help these people now became I-wan’s chief life. At school he studied barely enough to escape reproof,
and at home he took care to do quickly what he must in order to escape without notice. Everything was becoming
a dream except these people.
He could do very little for them, and when he discovered this they possessed him more than ever. For they were
at once so grateful to him and yet so hopeless. He crouched under their miserable mat sheds with them in the cold
late autumn rain. They looked at each other and at him and shook their heads, and a man said,
“You speak out of your heart’s goodness, and yet it is no use. No one can help us. The truth is, there is no other
way for us to get even our poor food. Who wants us? No one, anywhere. Who cares whether we live or die, or has
ever cared?”
“Then you yourselves must care,” he told them.
“What can we do?” they said. “We can do nothing—and we know it.”
Little by little he began to try to teach them they were of some worth.
“You must be strong enough to hope,” he told them. “To have no hope is to give up tomorrow as well as
today.”
But it was a long time before he could persuade them there was any reason even for hope that there would ever
be anything better. Bit by bit, over weeks, he persuaded a few men to come to an open place beyond the huts,
where not many people passed, and there he began to teach them the military drill which he had himself been
taught. They shuffled their heavy feet and hung their heads shamefaced, but he compelled them and scolded them.
“Hold up your heads!” he commanded them. “Some day you will have to fight for yourselves.”
By now he had explained to them often the whole plan of the days to come, how the revolutionary army would
sweep down the river, how there would be a general strike declared in all the mills—everywhere they were
working for that strike—and in each place there must be a workers’ brigade, men who could march and shoot and
be ready to attack from within while the revolutionary army attacked from without. They listened, doubting
everything.
“We are like men who flee from a dragon to find a tiger in the path,” one said. In the end I-wan had cried,
“Let only the men who believe what I say, stay to learn!”
Instantly the older men had gone back to their huts, choosing the miseries they knew. But seventeen young
men remained and with these I-wan began his brigade. But even they were doubtful until one day I-wan gave
them each a gun.
For plans were growing quickly real, as autumn grew into winter. To a certain shop whose master had been
bribed, a certain number of guns was sent for their band, not all at once, but ten by ten. And I-wan had claimed
eighteen, one for himself and one for each of his seventeen young men. He gave them by night one by one, here
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into a hut and there into a hut, and they were hidden in the piles of straw upon which the people slept and under
the rags of their garments. One by one he taught his men how to shoot, meeting them far outside the city in the
fields. If anyone asked them what they did, they said they were hunters.
On the piece of open ground they had marched without their guns. But it was different now when they
marched. They had new strength because each thought of the weapon he now had been given.
And I-wan came and went secretly at night through the gate in the garden. He had bribed the gardener, and the
gardener laughed and gave him another key.
“You are like I-ko, too!” he said. “Ah-ha, young sir!”
I-wan smiled. Let the old man think he was going out to pretty girls and flower-houses as I-ko did!
*
Each worked blindly in his own place through that autumn and the winter. En-Ian knew what everyone in the
band did, but beyond that he, too, knew nothing, except that all through the city there were bands like theirs, each
doing its allotted work. Somewhere there were those who knew the whole, but where they were or who they were,
no one knew. I-wan felt himself part of a great secret body, through which the life blood flowed, whose heart they
could all feel beating, whose brain directed, and yet they knew no more.
All that had seemed real in his life before now became of no importance. His family he scarcely thought about,
knowing the day now inevitable when he must renounce them all and say nothing when their names were called
for death. Much of the time he felt strong enough for this. When he was working, when he was caught up into that
secret life force and felt himself a part of the great specific energy which was to heal all the troubles of the people,
he thought,
“Why should I save alive even my father when I know that he would condemn men like En-lan to death if he
knew them? Even me—he would condemn me.”
For this was now a time when a deeper unity than blood united. Blood could divide now, when men were
dividing themselves into these two parts between which there is no bridge, those who stay in the ways they know
and those who must go on to other ways. And coming and going, with every day he felt this deeper cleavage.
Sometimes in the winter night, in the silence of his bed, with the curtains drawn, he lay imagining. And then he
felt as though the great ocean were beginning to divide slowly and inevitably, from the bottom. Though the
surface was still unmoved, in the deeps, among hidden caves and watery foundations, a bottomless fissure was
growing which would one day be a bridgeless chasm between these two kinds of people. It would not be race
against race. No, it would be something else. For Mr. Ranald and Miss Maitland would not be with white people
on one side. Mr. Ranald and his father and his grandfather would be on one side, and he and En-lan and Miss
Maitland on the other. I-ko would be with his father, because he would feel safer there, and his mother and his
grandmother. And little creatures like Peony—it was only chance where they would be when the moment struck,
whether with him on his side or with another. East and west, they would all be mingled together on the two sides
of the chasm.
He would be with En-lan, and with them would be all these others, the ones in his band and the ones he did not
know in other bands. And with them would be all the poor, the peasants and the workers in mills and apprentices
in trades and shops—from all over the world other young men, too, and young women, whose language they
could not understand, but whose hearts and purposes were one with his and En-lan’s. When there was to be such
brotherhood as this, why should he cling to a few whose blood he shared by chance? The old ways were gone.
And from such meditation I-wan rose to every day like a sword drawn from its scabbard and he compelled the
young men in his brigade to his own spirit.
Through the winter, in spite of cold winds and frequent rain, this brigade had now grown to thirty-seven men.
He knew them each by name and he knew where their huts were in the mass of huts which lay like scales of huge
fish around the mills. At first they had all looked alike to him. All were so pale and fleshless, and their faces so
same with their black hollow eyes and haggard mouths. Even the stories they told him seemed the same. For
though they were born in many parts of the country, still the same causes had driven them here—the wars and
famines, the many taxes of greedy and unjust rulers—there was nothing new. When one man said, “I was the
youngest son of a farmer with less than two acres of land, so how could I be fed? The others could not stop eating
because I was born”—it was in essence the story they all told. They drifted seaward, following the river, and at its
mouth Shanghai was spread like a net. When they reached Shanghai there was the sea, and one could go no
further. So they came into the mills.
When I-wan heard what their wage was and how they worked from before dawn until long after the winter
dark had fallen, so that until summer they could not see the sun, he cursed in anger.
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“We will change that!” he shouted. Then one of them said,
“Why should they pay us more when there are so many clamoring even for what we have? It is not
reasonable.”
This also was what he had to fight, this gentleness they all had in them. They were rough in speech and not one
of them could read or write and their ways were as simple as the beasts, so that when nature needed, a man turned
where he stood and took relief. But they would have been abashed and humble before any rich man, not from fear
so much as from their own timidness because they thought the gods had not made them equal to him.
I-wan struggled to break down this gentleness.
“You are as good as any man!” he shouted at them. “You have the right to all that any man has!”
To this they laughed amiably and replied so peaceably that I-wan gnashed his teeth at them.
“It is your kindness to say so,” they said courteously, “because we know we are nothing.”
Yet he could not keep from loving them because they were so faithful in their trying to learn from him. They
had to steal the time to come to learn from him, two or three coming at a time, and the others filling in their places
for an hour or two in the mill. They tried hard, and by the end of the winter they could march together and each
one could shoot well enough. With his own money I-wan had bought cartridges for them to practice with, and
they were fair marksmen. Then, though they were proud of this, like children they longed for uniforms to wear.
They fingered the rough stuff of his uniform and asked,
“Shall we some day wear warm cloth like this?”
“Yes,” he said, “that I promise you. You shall all wear warm clothes and eat all you want.”
They clustered about him that night in the cold winter’s moonlight. He was ashamed that he had put on his
greatcoat. He wished he had not, so that he might have been cold, too. He stood there, warm and well clad, his
belly full of food such as they had never seen and which he ate every day, and he felt tears hot in his eyes. Their
eyes were a little hopeful now, sometimes, when he spoke. But their wistful faces broke his heart, and the wind
fluttered their cotton rags and pierced to his own bones. He cried in himself,
“If my father’s house were mine, I would open the doors and take them in!” Then he thought,
“It would be no use. They would come in and come in until there was no room to stand, and still they would be
coming, millions of them.”
No, if all the houses of the rich were opened it would not be enough, he thought, for all these poor. The poor
filled the earth.
“When shall it be?” a man asked. I-wan knew him well, a poor coughing young fellow who had not long to
live. It would not be soon enough for him, however soon it was.
“Soon,” he said, “very soon. Perhaps in the spring.”
No, the only thing that could save them was the world made new for them, a world made for the poor and not
the rich, a world whose laws were for the little man, whose houses were for him, whose whole thought and shape
was for him, so that there could be no rich and strong to prey upon him.
“Don’t stay here longer,” he said to them. “Go to your beds.”
“When you speak,” a voice said out of a shadow, “we feel warmer and as though we had eaten something.”
“Good night—good night,” he cried.
He could bear no more; his heart was too full, and he turned away.
That night, late as it was, he felt it impossible to go straight from their want to the plenty and waste of his own
home. He strode through the cold, half-empty streets of this part of the city toward the school. He would go and
talk awhile with En-lan.
He found En-lan alone in his cubicle, not studying, but reading a sheet of closely written writing. When I-wan
came in he put this under a book.
“Come in,” he said. “Why are you so gloomy?”
En-lan was never gloomy. His black eyes were bright and he looked as though he could scarcely keep from
laughter. Indeed, in these days he made excuse to laugh at anything, as though he were so brimming with inner
pleasure that it must overflow.
“I have come back from—”
I-wan paused. They never spoke aloud anything that had to do with their work. He sat down on the little iron
cot and reaching for a bit of paper on the table, he wrote,
“When do you think the day will really come?”
“Not later than the end of the third month of the new year,” En-lan wrote in answer. Then he took the paper
and lit a match and burned it to ash and blew the ash away.
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“It is moonlight—will you walk?” I-wan asked.
He craved from En-lan some of his brimming sureness, and some, too, of his hardness. En-lan was hard and
sure and never moved by anything. Now he nodded, rose, and put on his coat and cap of rabbit’s fur, such as the
northern peasants wore. Then he took up the paper he had put under the book and folding it away from I-wan’s
eyes, he burned it, also, and blew away the ash. Then they went out into the street.
“Let us turn this way, out of the wind,” En-lan suggested. “On a night like this the wind snatches one’s words
and carries them to other ears.”
They turned down a quiet alley where they had talked before and squatted in the lee of a wall. I-wan began at
once. There was that about En-lan which sifted out extra talk before it was spoken.
“How shall I persuade my men they are worth anything?” he asked. “All my life I have lived among people
who thought they were valuable and should have everything.”
He paused and thought of I-ko. I-ko had never in all his life been worth anything. He had done nothing except
consume food and goods, and yet I-ko thought he must have the best.
“These poor,” I-wan went on, “believe somehow that they deserve to be poor. I can’t get them to see that they
have any right to live. I can’t get them even to hate the rich. They simply say, ‘One is rich and one is poor—it is
fate.’”
He waited to hear En-lan’s laughter. But En-lan did not laugh. His face looked stern in the moonlight and his
voice was grave when he spoke.
“You have hit on the kernel of the matter. Our real difficulty is not with the rich. They can be killed and their
riches taken from them. The trouble is with those who have been born in such poverty that they cannot hope. They
will have to have something in their hands—food-money—something to feel and know they have, before they
will believe.” He paused and then went on.
“You are an idealist, I-wan, and that is your weakness. The poor are no better than the rich.”
I-wan looked at him. What was this En-lan had said?
“Then why do we work for them?” he asked. Now En-Ian laughed.
“Do you believe that if any of those poor were in your father’s house he would share what he had with the
others? No!”
En-lan shook back his rough hair.
“They would be worse than your father, because your father has never had to be an animal. I-wan, prepare
yourself!”
“For what?” I-wan asked.
“For the time when the poor get what they have never had,” En-lan said in a whisper.
“Why?” I-wan whispered.
“It will be worse than wild beasts,” En-lan said. “On the day when we tell them the city is theirs, they will kill
not only the rich but each other. Much of what they take will be destroyed simply in the struggle to possess it. We
must let them alone. It will pass.”
“And then?” I-wan asked.
“When it is over and they are bewildered because nothing is left, then we must come in and force them to
obedience and order.”
“Force them?” I-wan asked. “I thought everybody was to be free.”
“Free!” En-lan echoed harshly. “Such freedom is foolishness. No one is free. We are not free, you and I. We
work in a planned system. So will they. There is one man—”
“Who?” I-wan asked. As far as this they had never gone.
“One,” En-lan replied, “one man, a great man.”
“Who?” I-wan asked. En-Ian leaned to I-wan. Against his cheek I-wan felt Enlan’s fresh hot breath.
“Chiang Kai-shek,” he said. It was the name of the head of the revolutionary army.
“When he comes into this city”—En-lan’s breath was swift against I-wan’s ear—“it will be the day. The plans
are made. In twenty days the general strike is to be declared. It will give the workers time to meet and to complete
the final organization. They will fight from within while he attacks from without. It was written on that paper I
burned—secret orders. All that we have been, working for is coming together now—the end for which all has
been planned—a new country—our country!”
They sat shivering a little from the cold night and their own heat within. The moon was setting and the walls
threw black shadows over the alley so that they sat in darkness. But it was nothing—this present darkness. They
did not see it. They were gazing into the brightness of what was to come, into that day when all that was now
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wrong should be made right. I-wan could see it all—the victorious army of the good. It was now gathered, already
waiting.
He had seen a picture of Chiang Kai-shek in his plain revolutionary uniform. At the time he had thought,
“He looks a little like En-lan.”
There was the same bold clear look in his eyes that En-Ian had, the same strong peasant face. Now as he
thought, his wandering idealism gathered about this figure. A man like that, so young and strong and full of noble
power, leading the army of the young and strong …
He drew in his breath and was choked by something-tears or laughter. He stood up abruptly.
“I am glad you told me that,” he said. “I shall work harder now. We will be ready.”
En-lan did not answer. He rose and they walked hand in hand down the alley.
“How soft your hand is!” En-Ian said curiously. “You’ve never done any work, have you?”
“No,” I-wan answered. He was ashamed, feeling En-Ian’s hard hand in his, and after a moment he pulled his
away.
“But I’m strong enough,” he added.
At the school gate he left En-lan and turned homeward. It was strange how heavy-hearted he had gone to Enlan and how light his heart now was. En-lan could always do that for him. The trouble with him, he thought, was
that he let himself be lost in the present moment, and En-lan never did. To En-lan a moment was but a moment,
and only the future was real. En-lan opened the doors of the present and showed him what was ahead and what
they were working for together. He could think now of those creatures blown in the cold wind and feel pity for
them and not agony.
“Poor things,” he thought. “I am glad they will have their freedom for a while, at least, to take what they like.”
He let himself in at the garden gate and entered the house and went upstairs. It would be strange when these
sumptuous rooms were full of the poor, tearing at the curtains, dragging the rugs away, snatching and pulling.
Would he mind?
“No,” he told himself stoutly. “Why should I? I have never cared for such things.”
And then he heard someone weeping. He listened. It was I-ko, crying like a boy. There was a light shining
through the transom of his grandfather’s door. Before he could wonder, he saw the door of his own room open,
and Peony came out silently.
“I have been waiting for you,” she said in a low voice. “You are to go at once to your grandfather. I-ko has
done something wicked.”
*
It was like coming into a cage again to enter this room of his grandfather. It was hot and close. They were all
there except his grandmother. His mother was weeping softly, her round face swollen and her cheeks trembling.
His grandfather sat erect in his large chair, holding one of the cigars he loved between his thumb and finger. But
he was not smoking. I-ko was standing by the table, leaning on his hands, his neck bent, his head hanging. Before
I-wan opened the door he had heard his father shouting. But when he came in the voice stopped. They all looked
at him except I-ko, who did not move. But his father began again at once, as soon as he saw I-wan.
“It’s you—you, too—where have you been? It’s long past midnight. But I don’t know why I expect better of
my younger son than of my elder! Where have you been?”
“To see a schoolmate,” I-wan answered.
He could see I-ko. Now that his father’s attention was not on him, I-ko took his handkerchief and wiped his
eyes and blew his nose. I-wan felt in the midst of his disgust a sort of pity for his elder brother. It was horrible that
a young man should be so weak and whimpering. Somehow I-ko had been made into a useless being, but it was
not altogether I-ko’s fault. He would keep his father’s attention a little longer to help I-ko.
“The moon is so bright,” he said. “My friend left his room in the dormitory with me and we went out into the
street.”
“Don’t tell me you ended at that!” his father shouted.
“We talked awhile and then he went back and I came home,” I-wan said quietly.
“I think you ought to believe I-wan,” his mother said in her sudden hurried way. “You should believe I-wan,
because he is a good boy.”
“You always say your sons are good,” his father now shouted at her. “Two months ago I thought something
was wrong in the bank. But no, you said, I-ko is so good-I-ko could do no wrong! And so everybody knew but I—
I have been made into a fool by my own son!”
He had mimicked his wife’s high soft voice, and she began to cry, and I-ko hung his head again.
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“I-ko,” his grandfather commanded him, “sit down!”
I-ko sat down by the table, without looking up.
“Do you know what you have done?” his grandfather inquired. “It seems to me you do not.”
“I don’t think it’s so bad,” I-ko said in a sullen half-whisper. His father started.
“You don’t—” he began.
“Be quiet,” the old man commanded. “I am speaking. I-ko, you have taken a great deal of money that was not
yours.”
I-ko did not answer at once. Then he said in the same sullen voice,
“It’s not as if my father were not the president of the bank.”
I-wan saw his father set his lips without speaking. The old man put his hand to his head.
“Do you know whose money is in the bank?” the old man inquired. “It is the money of other people—of many
people. There is even government money there. People trust your father. They trusted his son.”
The room was quiet except for the old man’s stern voice. I-wan thought,
“I-ko has done this!”
“Why did you do it, I-ko?” he blurted out. “You always have money.”
He saw I-ko’s eyes steal toward him hostilely, but I-ko did not answer.
“Why did you do it?” his father suddenly bellowed at him. “We have all asked you, and I-wan asks you, too.
Have I ever denied you anything? You had only to come and ask me!”
“I didn’t want to ask you,” I-ko answered, goaded. There was silence to this. They all looked at him. He looked
from one to the other of them.
“I—I—” he began. He stopped, then rushed on:
“Why do you all look at me so? I—I—I didn’t take it all at once—for any one thing. Tse-li said, ‘Let’s do this
—or this’—some little thing, I don’t know, and he hadn’t the money, so he said, ‘I-ko, you always have plenty of
cash.’ And they all got to saying that—and I was ashamed to say I hadn’t plenty—”
He was half crying again. His smooth hair was falling over his face. He turned on his father.
“You—you say, why don’t I ask you—it’s because you scold me—you’re always scolding me—ever since I
can remember. I—I’d rather take the money than have to ask you and have you—you yell at me, ‘Again-again!’”
“It’s true,” his mother cried at her husband. “You have always been so harsh to him!”
“And who was to save him otherwise in this house?” his father shouted at her. “A lot of women spoiling him,
teaching him to cheat, to lie, by pretending to obey me when I am here! You are to blame—women like you are to
blame for all the corruption in the country! Do you think I don’t know? I was a rich man’s son, too—in a house
full of women and slaves!”
I-wan said not one word. He had his life elsewhere now, and though this house fell to pieces, he would not fall
with it. But when his father said what he did to his mother, he thought with a sort of curiosity of him as a man, to
wonder why he was not spoiled, then, as I-ko was. Something had come to save his father just as he himself had
been saved by happening upon certain books and then upon En-lan and the band and the men in the mill, and
through all of these upon the whole age of revolution which was to come. In a sense the revolution had already
saved him.
“What can I do with you, I-ko?” his father asked.
His voice changed to sadness.
“What can any man do with a worthless son?”
His grandfather spoke.
“Nevertheless he is your son and my grandson, whatever he does. We must return the money. And let us send
him abroad to some school where he must work and where he can leave these idle companions.”
I-ko did not speak. But I-wan could see he was waiting to hear what his father said.
“That is the best thing to do,” his mother said in her soft eager way. “No one will know—and so many young
men go abroad to study now. It is exactly the thing.”
“Cover it all up—cover it all up,” his father said bitterly. “That is the way—no one need know, and so he will
never learn the difference between evil and good!”
“I will never do it again,” I-ko said in a whisper. “I have learned. I will do whatever you say.”
His father rose suddenly.
“Get out of my sight,” he said to I-ko, not loudly, but his voice low and cold. “Put your things together. You
will go to Germany—go to a military school and let them see what they can do with you. I will have your ticket
bought, or you will spend the money.”
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“Yes, that’s right,” the old man agreed, “that’s best. The Germans will teach him.”
“Get away from me,” his father said to I-ko.
Without speaking, I-ko turned away and went out. They heard him cross the hall and the door of his room
opened and shut.
In this room nothing was said. Then his grandfather struck a match, lit his cigar at last, and smoked a moment.
Until he spoke no one would speak.
“I will go to bed,” he said, and he rose to his feet.
“Let me go with you,” his son said.
“No,” the old man replied. “I can go alone.”
When the door shut behind him, I-wan’s father turned to his mother.
“Will you retire?” he asked. And she knew he meant she must, so she rose, wiping her eyes, and went into the
next room.
Then I-wan was left alone with his father. He had risen while his grandfather and mother left the room.
“Sit down,” his father said. So he sat down, and his father looked at him.
“Will you take your elder brother’s place?” he asked abruptly.
He had a small toy in his hand, a paperweight made like a pagoda, and he played with it restlessly. I-wan’s
eyes moved to his father’s strong smooth hands. They were powerful hands, though the flesh on them was as soft
as Peony’s cheek.
He felt his father near as he had never done before. He felt the depths of his father’s disappointment in I-ko,
and that now he needed comfort. He thought,
“I wish I could tell my father everything.”
But the fear that hangs between the generations would not allow him. He could not forget that his father was
the same man he had always been, and that if he did not like a thing he could not comprehend it, however good
and right it was. So I-wan held back his desire to confide in him, but still he could not wholly refuse his father. So
he said,
“Will you let me tell you, Father, at the end of the school year?”
Before then, he thought, it will be another world. His father stared at him and nodded.
“Let it be, then,” he said. “Now you go away, too. I don’t know why men want sons now-a-days. In the past
men had sons for their old age, so that they could be sure of care. But no one can hope for such care now from the
young.”
He rose and without looking at I-wan, he also went into the other room.
And I-wan, left alone, went back to his own room. His father, whom he had thought of always as a proud man,
satisfied and able to have anything he liked, he now saw was neither proud nor satisfied, nor had he what he
wanted. He thought, puzzling,
“It still is not enough to feed men and give them enough money for all their needs.”
The men in the mill wanted only food and shelter secure, and they would be happy. No, but plenty of people
had these things and they were not happy. How would the revolution help these? Pondering this, he opened the
door to his own room and Peony sat there by his table, waiting. Her pretty oval face was solemn.
“What is it?” she whispered. “Has I-ko killed someone?”
“No,” he answered, “not that.”
“Then what?” she urged him. “I know it is something wicked. Your grandmother kept weeping. She said your
father was going to beat I-ko to death.”
“Of course not,” I-wan said scornfully. “But he is to be sent abroad.”
“Sent abroad!” Peony cried joyfully. “At once!”
I-wan nodded.
“Then—he did kill someone!” Peony cried. “I am sure he did!”
“No, he didn’t,” I-wan said. “He took some money.”
“From the bank?” she exclaimed.
“Yes,” I-wan said. “Why do you hate him so much?”
“I can’t tell you,” she said. “I don’t want to tell you. You can’t imagine how hard it has been to be a slave in
this house—with I-ko growing up—and always at home—not away at school.”
She turned her head away.
“You haven’t been treated as a slave,” I-wan said.
“You don’t know!” she cried with passion. “You don’t know anything about me!”
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And to his astonishment she put her face in her hands and began to weep in great loud sobs.
He stood helpless, watching her.
“Don’t cry, Peony,” he said, “I beg you not to cry.” But she cried through her sobs,
“I have been only a slave—an old woman telling me to do this and to do that—getting me up in the night to
rub her old sticks of legs, and to make her opium ready. I’m so sick of that smell—”
“Do you hate that smell, too?” he asked.
“Yes,” she sobbed. “I run into my room so sick—but I have to come back again to it—and your mother at me
—”
“Why?” I-wan asked. He began to see a whole life going on in this house of which he had not been aware.
Peony stopped crying.
“Because of I-ko,” she said in a low angry voice. “She says I must do what I-ko wants—who am I, she says,
but a slave?”
“My mother said that?” I-wan stared at her and felt his heart begin to thump in a slow thick beat.
She nodded.
“But you haven’t?” I-wan demanded. She shook her head.
“I’ve thought of eating some of the opium and killing myself,” she said. “I’ve often thought of it. Because
what have I to live for, I-wan? I’m not a servant, to be happy among servants. I’ve been taught to be something
more—but still not enough to be free. I suppose you think I ought to be grateful your mother let me learn to read
and write when you did. I used to be grateful, but I’m not now. I wish I had been left ignorant if I am not to—be
any better than this. Then I could have married—someone lowly—and been content. It’s so wrong!” she cried.
“It’s so wicked to let people know there are good things in life and then deny them!”
He could not say a word. Peony had been living like this for years and he did not know it! He thought she was
happy and well-treated. That she had to serve them was only, he had thought, what she should do in return. But
now he saw what she meant. She was not free. This house where she had plenty to eat and silk robes to wear was
still only a prison. He thought,
“She needs the revolution, too, to set her free.”
In that moment he made up his mind that he would tell Peony everything.
“Peony …” he began. His heart was beating like a clock now, very fast.
She looked at him.
“I want to tell you something,” he went on.
“Yes?” she asked. “What is it?”
“Peony, have you ever heard of the revolution?”
“Of course I have,” she said. “It’s not a good thing. I’ve heard your father talk about it. He said revolutionists
are like bandits.”
“No, they’re not!” he exclaimed.
“How do you know?” she asked.
Now he would tell her, straight out.
“Because I am one of them.”
They looked at each other, and neither moved.
“I-wan!” she whispered.
He nodded.
“If your father knew! He would think you were more wicked than I-ko!”
This struck him.
“I believe he would,” he agreed.
“You must never tell him,” she exclaimed. “Oh, I wish you hadn’t told me! I feel as if you had put your life
into my hands. I-wan, you will be killed! Why did you?”
And then he began to tell her everything, how in books he first discovered that men’s minds had thought and
dreamed of a new world. He told her of En-lan and of the band and of the mills. She listened to everything
without a movement or a word. And he talked to her as he had never talked to anyone, not even to En-lan, because
he had no shyness before Peony. But the strange thing was that he spoke not only to her but to himself. He was
giving shape as he talked to all his faith in what was to come, and to all his hope of it.
“When is all this to happen?” Peony interrupted him.
“Soon,” he whispered, '”as soon as Chiang Kai-shek comes.”
She stared at him a moment. Then she shrugged her shoulders.
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“I don't believe it,” she declared.
“You don’t believe—Peony!” he cried. “I tell you it’s true.”
“I know you think it’s true,” she retorted, but you’re only a boy. I don’t believe people will do things for other
people for nothing. And all your revolutionists—what are they but people like everybody else?”
“You don’t know them,” he insisted. “You’ve only known people like—like my family. Naturally you think
everybody is selfish. But that’s because they’re capitalists.”
“I don’t know what you mean by capitalists,” she said, pouting. “I know this, though, that when people have
money they don’t mind giving some of it away, but whoever heard of poor people being unselfish? They want
everything then for themselves.”
“But you don’t understand,” he cried at her. “There won’t be any rich and poor!”
“Oh, don’t be silly!” she answered.
He was so angry with her he wanted to slap her cheek.
“I wish I hadn’t told you,” he said shortly. “I told you to make you happy—and let you know soon you will be
free. There won’t be any slaves after Chiang Kai-shek comes.”
“Oh, him!” she said, and laughed. “He’s only a man, isn’t he?” Then she was sad again.
“No,” she went on, “where would I go if I were free? I don’t know anything except this house. Where could I
find shelter? No, if I have been born to be a slave, I am a slave.”
It was the old hopelessness of the mill workers, coming from Peony’s red lips as she sat, a little satin-clothed
figure, there in his chair. Her pretty hands with jade and gold rings were playing with the things on his desk. Was
all the world hopeless except himself and those like him? He was clouded with a sort of sadness, watching her
hands. It came to him again that there was more to all this revolution than merely feeding and clothing the poor.
There was much more. What answer, for instance, could he give to Peony, when she asked him where she would
find shelter if she were free? He could not say because he did not know.
“I suppose,” he said aloud, hesitating, “that food will be given to everyone somehow. Certainly in the
revolution no one will be allowed to starve. Things have to be organized, of course.”
She did not answer. When she spoke again he was not in the least prepared for what she said. She looked up
brightly, as though she had forgotten herself, and she said, her voice cosy and warm and full of interest,
“Tell me about that En-lan—is he handsome?”
He was too disgusted to answer. To think of En-lan thus was to insult him. Girls—why did anyone think a girl
could hold anything in her mind? Peony was not fit for revolution. She was as she said, born to be a slave—
thinking about nothing but—
“I don’t know,” he answered curtly. He got up suddenly.
“I want to sleep, Peony. It must be nearly dawn.”
She rose, hiding a small graceful yawn behind the back of her hand, her painted rosy palm turned outward. She
had not understood the importance of anything he had told her. And it was true that he had put his life in her
hands. But she leaned forward and touched his cheek with her finger.
“Don’t think I shall forget what you have said,” she told him. “I never forget anything you ever say. I lock it all
up in me and take it out only when I am alone, to see and to think about. It’s all I have—oh, but, I-wan, you won’t
let them catch you!” She locked her hands together tightly.
“No, of course not,” he answered and relented a little toward her. “Besides, it’s only a little while.”
“I have no faith in all that revolution,” she broke in. “It only frightens me. I wish you hadn’t told me—except
that—it helps me understand something.”
“What?” he asked. There was another look now in her face, a look of stillness.
“It helps me to understand you,” she said, “and why your heart is not to be touched.” She waited a moment.
Then she said,
“You are like a young priest, I-wan. I saw that when you were telling me. It explains—everything.”
She was at the door now and she smiled at him, a flicker of a smile.
“Good night,” she said, and closed the door between them. He had not the least idea what she meant, and he
forgot it instantly, because it could not be important.
What Peony had said, that he was like a young priest, he really did not hear, even when she said it, because he
was so centered on what he was telling her. If he had comprehended it he would have been angered, for it was part
of the plan that all priests should be driven out of the temples, since they deceived the people. I-wan had tried to
drive them out of the minds of the men whom he taught. Whenever they said, as the poor will say anywhere,
“Heaven will protect us,” he cried out, “Heaven will never protect you, because there is no heaven!”
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The first time he said this not one of them answered him. It was a holiday, the three days’ holiday of the New
Year, which is given even to the poor, and they had met together in an open field beyond the town. I-wan had
taken his own money and bought tea and New Year's cakes for them at a country tea house, and then they had
come away where there were no walls.
“What is that above us, then, if there is no heaven?” a man asked, and he pointed to the sky.
“Air—and cloud,” I-wan answered.
“And beyond that?” the man persisted.
“Nothing,” I-wan answered.
They thought about this in silence.
“Then all the priests in the temples have told us lies?” the man asked again.
“Yes,” I-wan said. And when no one said anything to that, he asked them,
“Can any of you point to a single time when you spent money before the gods and they gave you what you
asked for?”
They thought awhile again in the way they had whenever he said something they had not heard before.
“It is true,” one of them said, a young man with crossed eyes. “At every New Year I have begged the gods to
let me grow rich—and look at me, how poor I am!”
“Not even the gods can make a man rich if he is born to be poor,” a sad voice said.
“Then what is the use of them?” the cross-eyed fellow said hotly. “I’ll ask no more of them! If this revolution
will make us rich we don’t need gods!”
Everyone laughed at this and they all felt merry and brave with good food in their bellies. I-wan had indeed
learned already that if he wanted them to believe what he said, they believed better if he fed them first. Every time
he fed them they believed more in the revolution.
“Why should he spend his money like this,” they argued, “if he is not telling us the truth? He is a good young
man.”
They helped I-wan to believe, too. Every time he talked to them he came away more sure of that in which he
believed, that after the revolution there would be no more trouble or sadness. When. ever he passed a beggar in
the street, he gave him a penny and he thought,
“A few more months and there will be no more beggars—for no one will be in need.”
So that winter passed.
One night he was awakened by a noise in the house and the garden lights shone out beneath his windows and
he heard his father’s voice calling loudly,
“Tie him—tie him! I have already sent for the police!”
He got up quickly and drew on his robe and went out and in the hall his mother stood, too frightened to go
down.
“They have caught a robber,” she gasped, “in the garden!”
He went downstairs and outside in the chilly darkness he found his father and the servants staring at a
miserable ragged man who had somehow got over the high wall, a thin dark agile fellow, starved in his looks, and
now afraid for his life. He was on his knees whining and crying while the gardener held him by his long hair.
“I heard him,” the gardener kept roaring bravely, “I heard the tiles on the wall clatter and one fell to the rocks
below, and I said to my wife, ‘That’s more than wind can do,’ and I—”
“Have a kind heart, sir,” the man moaned. “I have not eaten for two days. I thought I would see only if I could
find a little food thrown out of the kitchens. I swear I would not have entered the house.”
I-wan was about to cry, “Father, I am sure he is hungry,” but he caught the man’s eye and it had such a cast of
evil and malice in it that he was aghast and he said nothing. And at that moment the police came and took the
fellow to prison. He went sullenly away and as though he were used to it.
“We might have been murdered,” his father said when they were in the house again. Everybody was up now,
his grandparents and the servants and Peony, and, they all fell to talking together.
But I-wan went to his bed, not to sleep, but to lie wondering why the man’s eyes should have been so full of
malice. He had seen a look like that before, and when he tried to think, he remembered. It had been the way I-ko
looked before he went away a few days ago upon a great ship. They had gone to see him sail, and I-wan and his
father had stayed on the dock until the ship had left the shore.
“I cannot trust I-ko,” his father had said. “He might leave the ship secretly and hang about the city.”
I-ko, alone on the ship and going alone to a foreign country, had looked like that caught thief, his eyes dark
with malice and despair. I-wan felt confused again. What if food and plenty for all were still not enough? But he
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turned away from this question now as often as it came to him. He must believe that everyone would be better,
somehow, after the revolution came. He must believe that Chiang Kai-shek would set everything right. It was all
as simple as the difference between night and day. When the sun rose, it was day.
He and Peony did not talk again. She had withdrawn herself from him since that night and she came no more
to his room when he was there. Nothing was changed except she did not come. The quilts were spread, the tea was
hot, there were his favorite sweetmeats in the box, and new flowers were in the windows or on the table, but it
was all done before he came. Once she passed him on the stair and leaned to him and he smelled the jasmine
scent.
“Still dreaming?” she asked, her smile small and shadowy. “When will you wake?” she murmured, and went
on her way.
He was not sorry he had told her, no, because she had the right to know of coming happiness, even if she
would not believe in it, and he knew now his life was safe with her. She would never betray him.
Besides, the time grew short. It was already the middle of the second month, and although the mill owners did
not know, the strikes were to be called in fourteen days. No one knew how far these strikes would go, because
none knew how many revolutionists were in the city. But in the band each rose and told in numbers what he had
done, so that if by chance there were ears in the walls, they could hear but not understand. A girl rose and said,
“Of the women to whom I was assigned, sixty-three, prepared eighteen.”
This told them that in her band there were sixty-three women, of whom eighteen knew how to use a gun and
had guns. For in this work there was no difference between men and women, and women were to be soldiers, too.
Two days before the strike they held their last meeting. En-Ian so declared it.
“We must not meet again,” he said. “The police have grown so wary that it is not safe. Nor is it necessary. We
know our way, hour by hour. If it must be that any of you need to speak to me, mark a round sun on a bit of paper
and put it in my hand, and I will set a time and place. Otherwise let there be no meeting between us or any sign of
recognition, until after the day. Each in his place, and on that day the whole will come to life. Until then, each
goes alone.”
But the next day in their English class, where he and En-lan sat side by side, En-lan had drawn a round sun on
his notebook, and under it had written an hour. So he had gone to En-lan’s room, and En-lan had opened the door.
When he came in En-lan said,
“I am more afraid of you than the others. I want to warn you especially, in that house of yours, to say nothing
to anyone. These last days are the most dangerous. And your father is powerful. All our lives depend on secrecy.”
“I?” I-wan asked impetuously. “But I—” En-lan said,
“You are so innocent—you tell without knowing it. You do not know how to conceal.”
He was about to deny this when he remembered that it was true. He had told Peony. He stared at En-lan, his
mouth open.
“You have already done it,” En-lan remarked. "I see it in your face. Come with me into the open, where we can
talk.”
So they had gone out on the streets and seeming to buy peanuts and sweets, to stop and watch a wandering
actor’s show, to laugh at some children, En-Ian questioned him at such moments as no one was close, and he drew
out of him everything about Peony and what he had told her.
He had never seen En-lan so angry.
“A woman and a slave!” En-lan muttered, his voice low, but his eyes like a tiger’s. “Was there ever such a silly
as you!”
“But I tell you, you don’t know Peony,” I-wan said eagerly. “She is like my sister.” He hesitated, then
stammered,
“Why—why, she—she loves me!”
“She isn’t your sister,” En-lan said, “and it is the worse that she loves you. She will want to hurt you—because
you don’t love her—even though she kills you.”
“Peony is not like that,” I-wan protested.
En-lan said nothing for a while. Then he sighed.
“Well, it is done!” And after a while he said again,
“I cannot rest. I am responsible for you all. Can you send this girl to meet me somewhere, so that I can see
what she is and threaten her into silence?”
“I don’t know,” I-wan stammered. “I don’t think she would—I think she would be ashamed to come to meet
you.”
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“A slave?” En-Ian asked scornfully.
“She isn’t just a slave,” I-wan said. “We’ve not treated her like a slave.”
“Ask her,” En-lan said. And again he said, “It is more than your life, remember. We might all be seized and
killed.”
It was true that not a day passed now that there were not those whom the police seized and killed as
revolutionists. Their names were not published and people did not hear of them. But from schools and from
homes young men and women were marched away by police and by soldiers appearing suddenly and demanding
them, and they were never seen again, nor could anyone save them after they were taken.
“I will ask her,” I-wan had said.
But Peony did not come near him that night and when he sent for her, she returned word by the servant that his
grandmother needed her.
The next day the general strike was declared. In his home I-wan at the breakfast table heard his father roar out
over his newspaper.
“What next? The silk mills are closed!”
I-wan put down his chopsticks. His father went on reading aloud, furiously, his eyebrows frowning over his
eyes.
“In the Ta Tuan mills, three hundred workers on strike. In the Ling I mills, four hundred and twenty-five. In the
Sung Ren mills—” he banged the paper with his fist.
“We have money in everyone of them! What is the government thinking of to allow this? It’s the students—
they have been fomenting this!”
“The government doesn’t kill enough of them,” his grandfather remarked.
“What is this communism?” his mother asked. “I never used to hear of it. Is it some kind of foreign religion?”
Peony, bringing in a bowl of hot eggs in broth, faltered and spilled a little of the broth.
“Careless child!” his grandmother scolded her. “You grow more careless every day!”
I-wan met Peony’s eyes, full of terror and meaning, and smiled at her. He must give her En-lan’s message.
Now he watched for a chance to speak to her secretly. His father had risen from the breakfast table without
finishing his food.
“I must get to my office,” he exclaimed. “How do I know? It may be I shall find the whole place upset. At any
rate, we must stir up the government. I for one shall refuse the new loan to the Ministry of Education if they
cannot control the students better.”
“Will you not have a little more hot tea?” Peony asked, coming to his side with the teapot in her hand. He went
on talking with-out answering her.
“Wait until that Chiang Kai-shek gets here!” he cried.
I-wan looked up. Peony went around the table and filled each bowl with hot tea.
“What do you mean?” I-wan asked. His father laughed harshly, drank his tea, and pushed his chair back and
went out.
“As if they could do anything to Chiang!” I-wan thought, ardently. Chiang was afraid of no one. He had driven
his victorious way up from the south, a man full of the power of his own integrity.
“As if he cared for bankers!” I-wan thought proudly.
Then he remembered Peony again. He had for the moment forgotten her. But she had gone and when he went
about the house he could not find her. He heard her voice in the kitchen at last. He looked in. She was there,
stooping over a basket full of fish a vendor had brought in.
“Peony!” he said.
She looked up.
“Where is my school cap?” He had not been able to find it and had not looked very far, needing excuse to see
her. But she looked back to the fish.
“On the third hook in your closet,” she said.
He could think of nothing else and so he had to go on to school. In the English class he shook his head slightly
at En-lan.
*
Twenty-one days the strike was to be held, that he knew. And the twenty-first day was the day. The city went
on its seeming usual way, but nothing was the same. Everyone made his face calm and all came and went as usual,
but the strikes spread into newspaper offices, into great shops and business places. The working people were gay,
for from somewhere they were being given money, and for the first time since they were children they could go
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out by day to the amusement places and see all the wonders of animals trained to do tricks and foreign moving
pictures and all such things they had only heard of before. By night they loitered about tea houses and gambling
dens. I-wan could scarcely gather together his brigade. In these days when he himself was in such a pitch of
waiting that he could not sleep except in bits and. snatches through the nights, these men he had taught were
children freed from their tasks. They were idle all day, but at night he could not get them together. They came, a
few of them at a time, and when he asked where the others were they laughed and pointed to the city.
“We have all been seeing what we have never seen,” one said.
“As for me,” another said, “I don’t care if nothing better than this comes to me. Do you know what I saw
today? Three monkeys, dressed like little men! I laughed until my stomach turned on me.”
He could not get them to listen to him, and there was nothing for him except to go home, still to wait. He was
so helpless with them that he grew afraid lest at the time when all must come together they would refuse to come.
So one day he made the sign to En-lan and En-lan met him on the green spot on the campus, but at an hour when
most students were in classes, and I-wan told him,
“I don’t know what is the matter with my brigade. Ever since they have not had to work they have been like
silly children.” Then he went on and told him how they seemed to have forgotten the revolution.
En-lan only laughed at him.
“What did I say? You are an idealist,” he answered. “You know nothing at all, I-wan. Do you think that people
who have had to work all their lives will not play when they can? Let them alone. There will be no order anyway
on that day. It will come like a great storm—no one can tell its size or shape or what the destruction will be. It is
only afterwards that we can begin to think of order.” Then he said, his voice lower,
“What about that girl? One word now in these last few days and we are all lost.”
“I have had no chance—” I-wan began.
“Make it—make it—” En-lan said imperiously. “What right have you to risk our lives?”
He went on, leaving I-wan there to go home again. And again there was nothing for I-wan to do except to wait.
The air was restless with new spring, too, and waiting was the harder. He entered the house and his grandmother
called and he went into her room listlessly and stood there.
“What is it, Grandmother?” he said as he always did.
“Where have you been?" Her thin old voice was exactly as it had always been, everything was as it had always
been, and yet he felt it all as insubstantial as a dream from which he was about to wake.
“At school,” he answered.
His grandmother coughed, and then she began to complain as though he had not spoken.
“This pain in my joints grows worse every day. I can’t walk. But nobody cares. They just leave me here—
nobody cares about me. What is the use of having sons and grandsons? You don’t care whether I live or die.”
He thought, “En-lan would laugh at her and say, ‘You’re right, we don’t care.’” But he lacked some hardness
that En-lan had. He said gently,
“Yes, we do, Grandmother.”
She stared at him a moment longer. Then she put out her hand.
“Let me feel your hand, little I-wan.”
So though he hated it he put out his hand once more and she took it in both her old claws.
“Such a warm young hand,” she murmured.
He could not bear her touch and yet he knew, in his too quick imagination, for a moment, what it might be to
be old and lonely and feel one’s body growing cold and feeble and eager to cling to someone warm and young.
And he could not pull himself away from her, though he longed to leave her.
“You don’t want me to die, do you?” she murmured.
“No,” he said. And yet he knew it did not matter if she died. All old people had to die, to make room for the
young, and it seemed right to him that this should be.
At this thought of death he did pull his hand away.
“I have to go and study, Grandmother,” he said as he always did. He could not bear this smell, this room closed
against the spring outside.
But when he turned and rushed to the door and opened it, there outside he met Peony, bringing in a bowl of
soup for his grandmother. And he remembered.
“Peony,” he said, “come to my room tonight. I have something to tell you.”
She looked at him and nodded and went on. He said to her,
“Of course I know that you would not go out to meet him.”
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Peony was stooping about his bed, unfolding the quilts adroitly and smoothing the sleeping mat while she
listened. Now she took a silk cloth out of a drawer and began dusting the table.
“Did you tell him I wouldn’t come?” she asked without stopping.
“Yes, I did,” I-wan said. He sat in his foreign easy chair. In the whole house only the beds were Chinese, and
that was because his grandfather said he could not sleep wallowing in springs and feathers as the foreigners did.
He wanted firm boards beneath his body and a wooden pillow under his head.
“No, I wouldn’t tell anybody what you told me,” Peony said, and then added after a moment, “but I think I will
see him.”
I-wan stared at her. The edges of her mouth were curled and her eyes were full of mischief.
“Why?” he asked.
“Oh, because,” she said, flicking her cloth about his books. “Maybe,” she added, "I want to see for myself all
this revolution you’ve been talking about—or maybe it is only that I want something new to happen. Nothing
happens to me here in this house.”
He felt a strange confusion in himself. Peony was a girl in his family and she should not go out to meet a
strange man. It was against tradition. And yet was not tradition what they were all against? He had a moment’s
flying doubt of himself. When the revolution really fell upon this house would he be strong enough not to lift his
hand? He thrust this away from him.
“I will tell En-lan tomorrow I was wrong,” he said stiffly. “He will appoint an hour and a place.”
“Why not here?” she asked. “Why should your schoolmate not come here? And why should I not serve you
tea? Isn’t that my business?”
He did not answer. En-lan here! He had never thought of bringing any of his schoolmates here. Peng Liu once
had come to the gate and he had not wanted him to enter. Since that day, too, Peng Liu had not liked him as well
as before and they had seen little of each other. That Peng Liu, there was something mean in him. Everybody felt
it, and En-lan gave him no authority, and yet no one could dismiss him from the band. So he came and went with
them and they avoided him. Why should one poor man’s son be such a small mean creature and another poor
man’s son be fearless and good like En-lan? But there was also the meanness of I-ko, who was a rich man’s son.
They had had one letter from I-ko, complaining because he hated the sea and had got only so far as Bombay. He
asked permission to stay in Bombay, but his father had cabled him,
“Proceed to Germany. Funds forwarded there.”
So I-ko had gone on to where those funds were. Whenever he thought of meanness such as Peng Liu’s he
thought also of I-ko. There was something alike in those two.
Into these thoughts Peony broke.
“You never did tell me whether this En-lan was handsome or not.”
“I don’t know,” I-wan said shortly. He thought, “How foolish I was to tell her everything!”
“Ah, well, I shall see for myself,” Peony said. She went out singing a little under her breath, and he said to
himself again,
“She is not thinking of the revolution at all.”
He wished more than ever that he had never said anything to her. But it was this endless waiting that made
everything seem wrong to him.
Nevertheless the next day, so that he might not bear the weight of the chance, he took advantage of a moment
after a class when they copied an assignment together from a bulletin board, to tell En-lan what Peony had said.
En-lan listened and went on copying as though he did not hear.
“At least she is not stupid,” he said. Then he smiled.
“I have never seen the inside of a rich man’s house. And after the revolution there will be no more of them to
see.” He went on copying.
“So, I will meet you at the gate at four o’clock. As she says, there is nothing remarkable in going to visit a
schoolmate. That was clever of a slave to say.” He closed his book.
“There, I am finished!” and went down the hall.
*
All day I-wan was uncomfortable. And now, when they came to his home, he was very uncomfortable. Enlan’s bright dark eyes were looking at everything quietly and fully. He had put on a clean school uniform and he
had smoothed his hair and thrust a blue cotton handkerchief in his pocket. The uniform had shrunk a little and left
his strong wrists bare and two buttons across his chest would not fasten so that his blue shirt showed. But it also
was clean. Inside the door he paused and looked down at the thick red carpet.
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“Am I to step on this?” he asked. I-wan laughed.
“It is foolish, but so you can,” he replied. He felt nervous and afraid of what En-lan would think of everything.
“If I had it I would sleep under it,” En-lan said. Nevertheless he stepped upon the carpet. I-wan had told Peony
that morning,
“If I bring him home today, you are to manage so my grandmother does not make me come into her room.”
Peony had managed, for no sound came from his grandmother's room. She was sleeping, doubtless, under her
opium. He could smell it. En-lan sniffed.
“That here!” he remarked amiably. “I used to smell it in my village.”
“Did they use it there, too?” I-wan asked, surprised. He thought, somehow, that farmers only sold this opium
for food.
“Didn’t I tell you rich and poor were alike?” En-lan said calmly.
They were going upstairs now. I-wan had told Peony,
“If I bring him home today, manage it so I need not go to my grandfather’s room or my parents’.”
No one called and he led the way straight to his own room and En-lan followed.
“Now!” I-wan said, shutting the door. “Here we are free. You can say anything you like. The servants never
come here unless I ring for them. And Peony will bring us tea herself in a little while.”
He spoke quickly because he felt so ill at ease with En-Ian here. He was ashamed of all that he had.
En-lan did not answer. He stood on the edge of bare floor, looking around the room.
“This is the place you come from every day!” he exclaimed. I-wan could not bear the amazement in his face.
“I am used to it—I never think of it,” he stammered.
“My father’s whole house could go in this room,” En-lan said. Then he stepped to the carpet.
“I should always feel it was wrong to walk on this,” he said. He stared down at the heavy fabric, blue and
velvet beneath his feet.
“How much does this cost?” he asked.
“I don’t know,” I-wan muttered. “I didn’t buy it. It’s been here always.”
He turned away and took off his coat and cap. But En-Ian kept staring about him.
“Is that your bed?” he asked.
“Yes,” I-wan said.
“I never saw such a bed,” En-lan whispered. “I never saw anything like this—all that silk stuff—what is it
for?”
“Curtains,” I-wan said shortly. Then he cried,
“I can’t help it! I was born into this house! I don’t know anything else!”
En-lan sat down on a small chair and put his hands on his knees.
“I’m not blaming you,” he said slowly. “I am asking myself—if I had been born into this—would I ever have
run away and joined the revolution? I don’t know. I can’t imagine any life except my own—having to work
bitterly hard and not having enough to eat. If I’d been you—I don’t know.”
He looked at I-wan.
“I-wan, I think more of you than before.”
“Oh, no,” I-wan said, abashed. “It’s—I’m used to this—your life seems more interesting to me than this—”
“You have by birth what we are fighting for,” En-lan said. “Why, then, do you fight?”
I-wan had never thought of this before. Did he have everything? Why was he fighting, indeed?
“You have everything,” En-lan repeated, “everything!”
“I feel uncomfortable,” I-wan said. “I can’t tell you how I feel. When I am with my brigade I wish I could
bring them here. But I don’t think they would like it here, either. Do you like it, En-lan?”
They looked around the room. For the first time I-wan saw it as a kind of life, and not a place in which to sleep
and work.
“I don’t know,” En-lan said slowly. “It’s beautiful, but I don’t know. This thing soft under my feet all the time
—it feels wrong.. But then, I’m not born to it.”
“Do you wish you were?”
I-wan pressed him. En-lan did not answer for a moment. Then he shook his head.
“No,” he said firmly. “No. I am glad I was born as I was. What would I do here? I like to take off my coat and
to spit on the floor.”
It was like a door shut in I-wan’s face. He felt suddenly cut off somehow from En-lan and from all for whom
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En-lan stood. He felt as a child feels shut into a garden alone when outside in the dusty open street other children
are shouting and screaming in living play. But before he could speak the door opened and Peony came in with a
tray of steaming bowls. She did not look up. She went to the table, and cleaning one end of it of books and papers,
she set out bowls and chopsticks and between them a dish of small pork dumplings and another of balls of rice
flour in a syrup of brown sugar.
“I thought you and your friend might like these,” she said in a quiet voice. I-wan had not expected this of her,
and he said gratefully,
“Thank you, Peony.” Then turning to En-Ian he said,
“This is Peony, of whom I told you.” And to Peony he said,
“This is En-lan.”
They looked at each other. Then En-lan rose to his feet and stood, twisting his cap round and round, and
suddenly Peony said to him, her voice very silvery and cool,
“You need not rise to me. I am not one of the family. I am only a bondmaid.”
“As for that,” En-lan said, “I am only a peasant’s son. I have never even been in a house like this before.”
They looked at each other and I-wan felt himself more than ever the lonely child shut into the garden.
“You thought I might tell on you,” Peony said, slowly, “but I will never tell.” And En-lan answered, his voice
as low and slow as hers,
“I don’t know why I thought you might tell—except I didn’t know you.”
Then Peony recalled herself. She looked away from him and she said to I-wan in her usual voice,
“I-wan, you must eat while the dishes are hot. Sit down, both of you.”
“But,” En-lan said merrily, “why not the three of us?”
Now in all the years Peony had been in the house she had never eaten with I-wan. He had never thought of
such a thing, and it was a surprise to him now, and Peony saw it was. She said quickly,
“Oh, I am used to serving and not sitting.”
“I won’t sit down,” En-lan argued warmly, “unless we sit down together. In the revolution there is no such
thing as one to be served and the other to serve, eh, I-wan? We are all equal!”
A light came into I-wan’s mind. How had he not thought of this before? He had been dreaming of revolution
outside and he had not known how to make it come here in his own room. He forced away a foolish shyness he
suddenly felt toward Peony.
“Yes, Peony,” he said, “sit down with us. Why not?”
So wavering between them, looking at one and the other of them, she grew as pink as her name flower. She
said to I-wan,
“And what if your father and mother should come to the door and see me sitting down with you? We couldn’t
cry revolution to them!”
En-lan strode to the door and turned the key.
“Sit down,” he commanded her.
So she sat down across from them, her face still pink, and she began, a little stiff and grave, to serve their
bowls full of the pork dumplings.
“So,” En-lan said, looking at them cheerfully, “how pleasant this is! I am hungry as a starved dog!”
I-wan was shy for a few minutes more and he struggled with this curious strangeness toward Peony, whom he
had never seen sit down at a table with him. Then he forgot it. And he forgot his being the lonely child, for they
were all eating together, and he was hungry, too. And Peony, daintily touching her chopsticks to this bit and that,
let them eat for a little while. Then she leaned toward En-lan.
“Tell me,” she said to him gravely, “more about this revolution. I want to believe in it.”
So En-lan began, and listening to him, and seeing Peony’s face as she listened, I-wan thought, \
“I believe in it, too—more than ever.”
It seemed come already, here in this room.
*
When En-lan was gone, Peony sat down again for a moment.
“You never made it plain to me what it was all about,” she said.
“You wouldn’t believe me,” he retorted.
She laughed.
“Perhaps I didn’t. It’s hard to believe such big things coming out of a boy one knew when he was small. But
that En-lan—he makes you believe it.”
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She mused a moment, her face changing with her thoughts. He could not read it and he felt vaguely jealous.
“I’m glad you believe, anyhow, Peony,” he said. “Now we can talk together. It won’t be so hard to wait.”
She rose.
“Meanwhile I must go on as I always have,” she said. “Your grandmother will be waking.”
She collected the bowls.
“How he ate!” she said. “I like to see a young man so hearty.”
“Come back,” he begged her. “I want to talk some more.”
For when they talked it was all real and inevitable and nothing could hold back what was to come. But she
shook her head.
“No—not tonight,” she said firmly.
*
Nothing could stop the marching of that triumphant figure of Chiang Kai-shek. He had left Hankow and was
proceeding down the river with his great army. Kiukiang, Anking, Wuhu—the cities on its bank fell like fruits into
his hands. Shanghai grew hot with expectation and fear. The people on the streets were arrogant and noisy.
Ricksha pullers idled and would not hire their vehicles and vendors did not care whether they sold anything or
not. They threw dice on the sidewalks and played all day.
“Why should we work when Chiang Kai-shek is coming?” they said.
It was as gay as a festival. Even in I-wan’s home the servants grew impudent and careless. They were away for
hours and when Madame Wu scolded them they said,
“We have joined the union and we can do as we please.” She complained to I-wan’s father and he said,
“It is the same thing everywhere. But it can’t go on—we won’t have it.”
“How can you help it, Father?” I-wan asked. He was a little ashamed, as a matter of fact, because he too was
inwardly astonished and even indignant when the dinner was not ready, although he knew that servants also must
have their rights in the revolution, and indeed months ago he had listened to the plans for this very union of which
they now spoke.
“This sort of thing cannot be tolerated,” his father replied shortly. “How can a nation prosper if its ignorant
people are allowed to do as they like?”
He wanted to argue with his father. But he felt Peony touch his shoulder, warning him.
It was like the coming of a storm. There was the disturbance among the people like the first rufflings of the
wind over the country and sea, and then there was the intense waiting stillness. Again I-wan felt shut off from
everyone. The schools of the city suddenly declared a holiday at the mayor’s demand in order that students could
be dispersed and could not hold meetings. The strike continued at the mills. En-lan had told I-wan to go there no
more until he had the command, because they were all being watched. There was nothing for him to do except to
wait in this quiet house and garden. But he could feel the end of waiting near. Now he was glad that Peony knew.
They could talk sometimes, here and there, when no one was by. When a city fell and the news was cried in the
streets and printed across newspapers, he looked at her triumphantly.
But he could never be quite sure how Peony felt. One day he asked her outright. She had come into the garden,
where everything was breaking into bud. He had gone to look at a hawthorn flowering.
“Are you a real revolutionist, Peony?” he asked her quietly, fingering a budding branch.
“I don’t know,” she answered. “I shall wait and see how it is.” She put out her hand and touched a red blossom.
“No, but what do you believe?” he urged her. “You must believe in right or wrong.”
“I am not a priest like you,” she said. “You believe in Chiang Kai-shek as though he were a god. I know he is a
man.”
“No, I don’t,” he denied. “I don’t believe in any gods. But I believe in the revolution.”
“The revolution is still only what people do,” she replied. “If they do well, then I am one of them.”
He knew she was wrong. It was wrong to measure one’s belief by what people did. A thing was right or wrong
in itself. But he could not forget what she had said. That night before he slept he locked his door and from a secret
place in his desk he drew out a picture he had once cut from a magazine. It was a picture of the young Chiang
Kai-shek.
He sat looking at it. It did look a little like En-lan. It was a face at once bold and kind, harsh and dreaming.
“I don’t worship him,” he thought, “but I believe in him.”
*
They all believed, thousands of young men and women intellectuals, thousands of men and women who were
ignorant and poor. It had been a long time since they had anything in which they could believe and hope. Since
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the last corrupt dynasty had died in Peking, the people had had nothing. And the young, especially, had had
nothing since Sun Yat-sen had died. Before he could become known to them he was only a memory. Therefore all
their hopes fastened upon this young leader of the revolutionary army.\fn{ Which he had become towards the very end of
the life of Sun Yat-sen.}
And now there was only one last great city to capture before he entered Shanghai. It was the ancient city of
Nanking where once the Ming Emperors had ruled in such power and such glory and where they were buried.
Everybody waited for Nanking to fall. The gates were locked in the great walls and the government soldiers were
holding the city. But it would fall. For within the walls it too was honeycombed with people who wanted the
revolution.
I-wan lived these last days in a sort of ecstasy, full of an excitement which was both pain and joy. There was
the knowledge that everything he did was for the last time. He knew exactly what was to happen. As soon as the
news came of Chiang’s victory he was to leave this house, never to return to it. He was to join En-lan and all the
others at the revolutionary headquarters, to report for duty.
He told Peony one night, whispering to her in his room. She listened steadily. She was different these days. He
liked her better than he ever had. She did not touch him or tease him or arouse in him that warm sweet discomfort
of which he was afraid. She was quiet and busy and he was not disturbed by her presence.
“You must come with me, Peony,” he told her at last.
“Tell me the name of the place,” she said. “Perhaps …”
So he wrote down the place and she looked at it. Then he burned the bit of paper.
“I do not promise,” she said. “I promise nothing.”
But she had seen the writing. And he knew she never forgot anything.
Of the moment of his own leaving he thought continually. He wanted to be sure to get away at the instant, so
that he need not be here when the people were loosed. He knew now he did not want to see them here. Sometimes
in the night he woke and then he lay awake and trembling, tempted to warn his father. But whenever he prepared
to warn him he was held back because he knew his father would demand to know everything and then En-lan and
the others would be lost. So he had to keep silence, though it was the hardest thing to keep.
And then one night, after three days of this intense waiting, the news flew into the city. Nanking had fallen. He
went early to bed so that he need not hear his father’s talk, but it was impossible to sleep. This was his last night
in this house. Tomorrow he would be he did not know where. And tossing on his bed, he made up his mind at last
—or half made it up—before he went—no, he would leave it to Peony—he would tell her if she went she was to
warn his parents and let them escape. Nothing could happen before noon. Twelve o’clock was the hour set for
proclaiming the revolution. Between dawn, when he would leave this house, and noon, they could escape.
He struggled a moment in himself. Was it betraying the revolution to warn them? But if Peony warned them
and not he? Long after midnight he fell into a shallow half-dreaming sleep. In a few hours …
*
He was awakened before dawn by his father, shaking him by the shoulder. He opened his eyes and there was
his father’s face, black and white in the shadows, above him.
“Get up!” his father said. His voice was so cold that I-wan woke instantly.
“Get into your clothes,” his father commanded him.
I-wan got up.
“What is it?” he asked. “What is the matter?”
“Stupid, foolish boy,” his father cried. “Wicked, deceitful boy!”
I-wan did not answer. From his childhood he had feared his father and loved him, too. I-ko had only feared
him. But I-wan knew that his father was good and he had tried always to obey him, even when his grandmother or
a servant said,
“Never mind—your father isn’t at home.”
“What is it, Father?” he repeated. But he knew. His father drew a paper from his breast. It was a long sheet,
folded over and over. He handed it to I-wan. Upon it were hundreds of names. I-wan read them, one after the
other. They were clustered under titles of schools. He saw the name of his school, and under it En-lan’s name, and
his own and the names of all the band. No one was lacking—Peng Liu’s name.
He remembered suddenly that he had not seen Peng Liu for a long time. He had been sick, he sent word, and
unable to come to their meetings. Then somebody said he had left school and gone home because he had no more
money. And no one cared, because no one had liked him. But his name—it was not here!
“Do you know what this is?” his father asked him.
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“Yes,” I-wan said. He was telling himself that he had done nothing of which he need be ashamed. He would
not be afraid. He handed the paper back to his father.
“Where did you get it?” he asked.
His father stared at him sternly.
“That does not matter,” he replied. “Dress yourself quickly. At any moment soldiers may be here to seize you.
Chiang Kai-shek has come.”
I-wan felt his body grow weak.
“Chiang Kai-shek—” he faltered.
“He is here in the city,” his father repeated. “He was here yesterday.”
“But Nanking—” I-wan stammered.
“He left Nanking to his subordinates,” his father said. “He himself came straight to Shanghai. I tell you, dress
yourself!”
“I can’t—how do you know, Father?” I-wan asked.
His heart was thumping in his side. How did his father know all about Chiang Kai-shek? He could not know—
“I saw him yesterday,” his father said.
A terror darted into I-wan’s mind like a thread of lightning. His father and Chiang Kai-shek—
“He met with us—with all the bankers,” his father went on in quick short jerks. “We told him Shanghai must
not be disturbed—our businesses—if he wants money, that is, to go on with his government. Will you dress
yourself, or do you want to be killed?”
“He never agreed!” I-wan stammered. How could he get word to En-lan—to his friends—to everybody who—
“Of course he agreed,” his father replied. “The man is no fool. I was impressed by him—clever and strong and
reasonable. Everything is arranged. He is to purge the city of the communists.”
The blood which had drained away from I-wan’s heart now rushed back. He felt suddenly strong and furiously
angry.
“He has betrayed us,” he said loudly, and then he turned away from his father and began to sob wildly. “All of
us he has betrayed—we who believed in him!”
He snatched at his clothes.
“I must get out and find them all—find En-lan—they’ll all be killed!”
His father leaped up and seized him by the arm.
“You are going nowhere except straight to the docks—to a ship for Japan,” he declared. “The car is waiting—
ready—”
“I won’t go,” I-wan sobbed. He wished he could stop sobbing—it was childish.
“You will!” his father whispered fiercely. “You are going at once. It is not only you—it is the family. I gave my
personal word that if they would erase your name from the list you would leave the country today.”
He stared at his father and felt as though he were choked.
“You are making me into a traitor!” he cried. He was struggling, but his father held him. He could feel his
father’s fingers like steel clamps on his shoulders.
“You are already a traitor,” his father retorted. “The government has condemned all communists to death. The
revolution is to be purged. They have thousands of names—”
The room turned slowly before I-wan’s eyes. He saw his father’s black eyes in the midst of it, staring at him. It
was all meaningless—everything was meaningless.
“Peony!” he heard his father shout, “come here quickly, Peony!”
His body was so loose he could not hold it together. He fell into his father’s arms.
“Where is Peony?” His father's voice bellowed around him in waves of noise. And like an echo he heard a
servant’s voice screaming,
“She’s gone! We can’t find her—Peony’s gone!” …
1920
116.157 Waiting For Trains\fn{by Richard Currey (1949- )} Parkersburg, Wood County, West Virginia, U.S.A. (M)
5
The sign above the garage doors says HAPPY OTORING.
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Hollis wipes his big hands on a dirty rag. We stand together side by side on the concrete apron, and after a
moment he says, “Took me damn near two months to get a new letter for that sign. Last time this happened.”
“Last time?” I say. Making conversation.
“Niggers stole it,” Hollis says. “That’s what I figurer.”
We gaze together at the sign.
“Shoved a ladder up there and took it right down.” Hollis pushes the rag into his hip pocket, looks at me.
“That’s one reason I need someone around here at night. Keep an eye on things.”
I nod.
Hollis turns to watch the traffic go by. “Thing I’d like to know,” he says, “is what’s so damned fascinating
about the letter M?”
“They took the same letter last time?”
Hollis looks at me, frowning. “Same damned letter. You believe that?”
Hollis is looking for someone to pump gas after dark, keep the station open until midnight. He spits on the
concrete, turns his back to the traffic again. “Had to be those damned niggers,” he says. “Who else’d do a thing
like that?”
I stand with my hands in my pockets looking at the space where the letter should have been.
I get the job.
*
I meet her at The Pump House, a diner across the street from the station that serves breakfast around the clock.
I go afternoons before the shift starts and she takes my order. I learn what tables she covers so I know where to sit,
joke with her, make faces at the food. Call her Hamburger Queen. When I call her that she tells me her name is
Shirl.
Shirl has fading yellow hair and eyes like the eyes of coal miners’ wives sitting on shadowed porches I
remember from childhood—hollowed-out, wistful—and I am eating scrambled eggs on the day she brings my
second cup of coffee and sits down across from me in the red vinyl booth.
She watches me take a bite of toast. “Let’s go for a ride tonight,” she says.
I pepper my eggs, smiling down at them. “Sounds good,” I say. “But I don’ have a car. I come up on the bus.”
“I’ve got a car,” she says. “We’re both off at midnight. I’ll pick you up.”
I sip some coffee, look at her. “You know,” I tell her, “you don’t know me. Not beyond this place anyway.”
“I know you,” she says. “Listen, it’s an invitation, O.K.? We’ll just take a cruise. I’ll just give you a lift home.”
*
She pulls into the station lot at ten minutes past midnight. I turn out lights, make sure no junkies are asleep in
the restrooms. Night receipts are in the floor safe. Wash my hands over a stained deepsink in the garage, go out
through the office, and the radio is on in her car: Janis Joplin\fn{ American rock and blues star of the 1960’s (1943-1970) .}
on a blue ride into the night.
“You won’t believe it,” Shirl says as I slide in on the passenger side.
“What?”
“I need some gas.”
“Should have told me before I closed out, could have pumped you some free.”
She waves a hand. “No problem,” she says, “we’ll find some.” She eases the sedan out into a thin traffic
stream. “So where to?”
“You mean where do I live?”
She lights a cigarette with the dashboard lighter, smiling at me. “Well,” she says, blowing smoke, “I mean I got
some time, I’m not too tired. Want to go somewhere?”
I think about it. “Let’s go to the ocean,” I say.
“The ocean? You mean, like Seal Rock?”
I tell her I just want to fill up on a little salt air.
“Hey, I know,” she says, stopping for a light. “Let’s go up to the Golden Gate. You know that little pull-off
right before you get on the bridge? Ever been up there this time of year? The smell of those flowers up there is
just like you wouldn’t believe.”
“Don’t forget the gas,” I say.
She accelerates away from the intersection and changes lanes to pick up an all-night Phillips 66 on the right,
moves the car in beside the pumps and turns the engine off. “So is that an O.K. idea?”
“The bridge?”
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“Yeah. You can see the water from there.” She smiles. “You can smell it, too.”
“Sure,” I say, “let’s roll up there and smell the flowers.”
A middle-aged man is at her window. He has the demolished face of an ex-boxer. She works in her purse and
hands out three singles. “Regular,” she says.
*
We ride and I begin to fade in the silence between us. She asks about me and I tell her about getting out of the
Marines, about finding a job on a laundromat bulletin board.
She asks if I am back from Nam.\fn{From a tour of duty in Vietnam.} She sounds as if she has been there herself
She talks about waitressing, says she was originally from Tennessee. Her father was career military. Retired,
she says. Works part time as a security guard.
I watch out the open window, cool burgundy air and passing cars, bougainvillea and rose arbors in amber-lit
doorways.
“Hey, you O.K.?”
I turn to her and she glances away from the road to look at me.
“Sure,” I tell her. “Just thinking.”
“Thinking about what?”
I don’t answer, and we keep each other’s eyes a moment before she turns back to the road.
The car drops and turns through the dark Presidio, walkways and guardrails sliding close, and I see the double
arcade of light walking out ahead, Golden Gate levitating toward Marin. She brakes, turns into the visitors’ lot.
We get out and the wind picks us up, stronger than I’d expected, gusting and cold. The smell of blossoms is
what she’d described, a rich vapor cascading under the wind’s roar.
Shirl walks ahead and I catch up at a bend in the path: the lights of Berkeley and Oakland and San Francisco
rise out of the black body of the bay and the wind is rushing at us, turning us back. The shape of the bridge rears
above us. I feel like an intruder.
“This is a famous suicide jump,” I shout, my voice sounding sudden.
Shirl shifts her purse from one shoulder to the other. “God,” she yells. “Don’t go morbid on me.”
A moment passes, both of us watching off across what we know is water but cannot see, and Shirl hooks her
arm through mine, pulling me back up the slope. “Seen enough?”
“Smelled the flowers?”
“Come on,” she says. “Let’s go. It’s cold.”
*
Shirl picks me up at the station the next night, and the next nigh after that, and in a week it is as if we have
been meeting every night all our lives, riders crossing the night, bottle of cheap wine on the seat between us. The
radio fills the silences when we drive, and the older songs remind me of the summer I was drafted, the last
summer before the war. I played in a journeyman band, juke and bar circuit up and down the Eastern Shore,
Jersey south to Virginia. I lived on the money, pizza for breakfast from boardwalk vendors, walking the beaches
past sunburned families on vacation, beach towels fluttering and whipping like alien flags. Afternoons passed in
arcades shooting pinball, finding my favorite games, the ones I could beat. I collected penny fortunes from the
stand-up machines that delivered my weight on small blue cards with pre-printed destinies. You will invest well
and marry wisely. An ocean voyage will bring prosperity. A tall dark man will change your life.
“You lost in yourself again?” Shirl glances at me, and checks the rear view. “You can really go off, you
know?”
“Yeah,” I say. “I know.”
*
One night Shirl is driving in Oakland, abandoned freight yards, single lights lit over empty parking lots. Pallets
stacked two stories high, broken glass and baled newspapers in mounds and at a corner in the middle of all this
chain-link is what looks like an old Tudor house. Shadows of turrets and cupolas against the sky. I ask Shirl what
it is.
“Train station,” she says. “I don’t think they use it anymore. Not for passenger trains, anyway.”
I look atg the silhouette. “Freight depot?”
“I guess.”
“Let’s go over.”
“Probably locked up.”
“Just check it out. Might be worth looking at. I always liked trains anyway.”
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When I was a boy in West Virginia my brother and I shared what we believed was a secret, a place where we
crouched with the smell of ramps and bitterweed and wild gladiolus, dark glade above a watercourse, waiting for
trains. We said down at the river like it was a natural mystery, swam under the trestle, fifteen feet wide and no
more than ten feet at the deepest under the bridge where the silt had been dug out years before to plant the
stanchions. When I heard about drownings I thought about that water under the bridge, shadow’s fall, darker and
cooler. When my brother and I swam our feet never made bottom, we actually swam, full-bodied and sided
against the heart and risk of the stream.
The railroad bridge emerged and crossed, native woods cut and nailed into place when the tracks went through,
carbonized from years of heat and weight. When the trains pushed out of the glen the came in a rush, whisper and
explosion of locomotive muscle and roar blowing out of some older time. I treaded water, looking up and
thinking there was no other way to live: that easy speed whirling the forest, wind and potent silence in the wake.
We threw stones against the boxcars, hearing them resound hollow or full, laid pennies on the track and
gathered them after a train passed over for our trading collections. I imagined how we must have looked from the
passenger coaches: sunflash of two boys bobbing white against the green pane of placid creek.
Shirl listens to me talk about the water and the power in the trains, about boyhood summers in that place. After
a moment she says, “So where’s your brother now?”
“Dead,” I say.
“Jesus,” she whispers. “I’m sorry.”
We are inside the station sitting on a scarred bench that can still gleam mahogany in the half-light. A janitor
sweeps around us and never asks what we are doing here. “Jeep accident,” I tell Shirl. “In Panama.” Looking at a
faded chalkboard listing departure times I see the last passenger train let for Fresno late in 1964.
“So what was he doing in Panama?”
“Army.” I look at her. “There was a rule at the time. Two brother sin the Army couldn’t be in combat at the
same time. I went to Nam. He was supposed to be the lucky one.”
“Not so lucky, I guess,” Shirl murmurs, looking at the floor.
“Not so lucky,” I say.
Shirl lights a cigarette, and thee is another moment between us before she says she is going for a drink of
water. I walk out on the platform. The rails shine blue in moonlight, trailing away from the station yard. The
janitor is out here too, pushing a pile of dust and candy wrappers over the edge. Shirl'’ voice behind me: she says
it'’ getting late.
“I guess the lady’s right,” I say to the janitor.
“Yes sir,” he says with exaggerated politeness, “I believe that she is.”
*
Shirl set a night for a dinner, our first real dinner together, and when I find the address she’d given me the door
is open and I hear voices from the back of the house. I knock but no one comes so I step in, stand in the doorway,
call her name. I think I hear her answer. Then she walks through a hallway, nothing on but bra and panties, out of
sight again, hurrying, and a door closes. In that light her faces seemed bruised. A toilet flushes and a man comes
into the hallway carrying a beer can, no pants on, only a ripped T-shirt straining over a gut, stops short when he
sees me.
We stand, staring at each other, not speaking, startled.
Then he says: “Who the fuck are you?”
I start to tell him.
“Get the hell out of here,” he shouts. I can smell him: drunk, hostile. HE steps closer. “I could kill you and be
within my rights,” he said, now a heavy whisper, “walking in here like this.”
I want to explain, open my mouth to speak and he throws the beer can. I step sideways and the can hits the
wall behind me. I hear Shirl crying behind a closed door.
I walk back to the bus stop in the bright afternoon and stand alone and wait, windswept.
*
I don’t see Shirl for a week. She isn’t at The Pump House, doesn’t come to the station at night. On an afternoon
after breakfast I ask the waitress about her.
“Shirl?” Writing out my check, pausiong to think. “Lessee, you had the two eggs scrambled?”
“Yeah.”
“Shirl, yeah. She quit. That’s what I heard.”
“Quit?”
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“Yeah. Lot of family problems.” She stacks my dishes and sponges the Formica surface in two sweeps.
“Why?”
I count out change for the bill and put a tip on the table. “We were friends. I just missed her being around,
wondered what happened.”
“Seems like trouble with her husband,” the waitress tells me. “That’s what I heard. Guess she just needed time
to sort out.”
“She was married?”
The waitress smiles at me, raises her eyebrows. “I wondered if you knew.”
I walk across the road to the station, thinking of the man I had seen in Shirl’s house. Probably her husband.
Hollis is in the bay; I hear him talking to himself underneath an old Ford pickup. I sit on the torn naugahyde sofa
provided for the occasional waiting customer, watch the traffic move and try to imagine how things begin, how
anything finds a first moment and drives out of that darkness into a life.
Hollis leaves about thee, waving from the wrecker he always drives home.
*
Near closing time, at the desk counting receipts for the shift and I look up to see the boy. Late teens, hair oiled
blue-black, Mediterranean, and the heavy nickel-plated pistol pointed down into my chest. He looks at my body,
the area the barrel is trained on. A moment passes before he speaks.
“Just the money,” he says, “and I’m out of here.”
I don’t move.
“Come on, move.” His voice is hoarse.
I get up, look out the window. An early-model Mercury sits between me and the pumps, chrone and fins, a pale
tan. A woman sitting inside the car has hair the same color.
“Never mind out there,” the boy with the gun says. “Nobody can see us from the street.” He waves the pistol at
the cash register. “Just get the money.”
I try to unlock the cash register and my hand shakes. I imagine the ways I might be found dead in the morning.
The boy goes behind the desk and looks at the circular lid of the floor safe, pointing the pistol at it as if he is
going to shoot. Then he steps back and tells me to open it.
I move behind the desk, stoop to pry up the lid and turn the combination. Pull the canister out, empty it on the
floor, stand, back away.
“Just stand still.”
He pushes the gun barrel through the checks and credit card slips, looks at the pile a moment before standing
up, bringing the gun back to bear on my chest, just below my chest, dead center.
“See the bag?” He jerks his head to the rear. Behind him, a neatly folded grocery sack on the naugahyde sofa. I
nod.
“Just empty the register into that bag.”
I move around him, close enough to smell him, drugstore cologne and tobacco, pick up the bag and clear the
trays and put everything in. “That’s it,” I say.
“Now just hold it.” He reaches down to the phone line, pulls, loose cord skitters out from under the desk. He
pulls again and the phone comes down, hits the floor with the bell echoing, pulls again and the cord gives way. He
steps forward and takes the sack and backs toward the door pointing the big pistol at me, walks backward
watching me until he hits the Mercury. As soon as he turns to get in I step into the garage, lean against the wall,
blow out a long breath.
I try to breathe evenly, feel the breaths coming and try to count them, concentrate on counting them. A car left
overnight sits coolly in half-silhouette, impassive. The sea air coming through a high transom in the back wall
chills my sweat.
In the office I put the phone on the desk and plug the jack back into the wall socket. The Mercury is gone and
traffic drifts by in a simple ordinary way and the lit station sign turns slow circles against the night sky.
*
“Jesus Christ,” Hollis says, staring down into the empty cash register drawer. He looks up at me. “You let the
son of a bitch have everything in here. You know that?”
“Hollis,” I tell him, “the guy had a gun big as my goddamn head. He could have anything he wanted.”
Hollis glares at me.
One of the policemen who answered my call says, “Your boy did the right thing. Never pays to argue with a
firearm.”
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Hollis keep the look on me, but says to the policeman: “I can see you ain’t running your own business for a
living.”
The policeman is the younger of the two. His partner is in the garage, throwing a flashlight beam over the brick
walls. The younger one stands and arranges a sheet of paper on a clipboard. “I’ll need to go through a few
questions,” he says.
Hollis asks me, “How much’d he get off with?”
I shrug. “Forty, maybe fifty dollars.”
Hollis looks back into the cash drawer, shaking his head. “Fifty goddamn dollars.”
“Mr. Hollis?” The younger cop. “Why don’t you just have a seat over there so I can get this done?”
Hollis turns, sullen.`
“Please,” the policeman says.
Hollis goes to the naugahyde sofa and slumps. While I describe the boy, car, and gun, the older cop steps in
from the garage, listens to me. “That’s real good,” he says. “Lotta detail.”
“Real fine,” the younger cop says. “This’ll help.”
“Hell,” the older one says. “It’s enough to jerk the guy inside a week. He’ll do three-to-five in San Quentin for
a shitty little fifty bucks.”
“Nothin’ shitty about that fifty dollars,” Hollis calls from the sofa. “That’s hard-earned money.”
Both of the policemen look at Hollis.
“What about my letter, anyway?” Hollis says. “You people never did a damn thing about that either.”
The older cop says, “Your letter?”
“My letter M. I reported it stolen.”
“Forget it,” I say.
“Right, forget it,” Hollis says, lifting both hands into the air, a supplicant. “That’s probably what you told the
guy that robbed the place.”
The younger cop has me sign the statement. “Might need you again if we get the boy,” he tells me. “You’ll
hear from us.”
“Cold day in hell,” Hollis mumbles.
I splash water on my face over the deepsink in the garage and walk out of the station with Hollis talking to me.
I pick up a bus across the street and ride it bright and empty up the boulevard.
I am remembering, for some reason, the coast of Vietnam in springtime, flying north of the Delta, green
headlands easing away and smoking, water close enough to see flying fish break surf and glitter sun-filled into the
face of the next wave, he air after a summer storm: breathless, serene empty.
The bus makes a stop and outside on the street corner a blind black woman taps her cane and rocks, singing an
a cappella\fn{Unaccompanied.} blues. The driver looks out fro his cubicle and back down the long aisle.
“Everything O.K.?” he asks me.
“Absolutely,” I tell him. “Couldn’t be better.”
116.180 Something That Happened\fn{by Jayne Anne Phillips (1952- )} Buckhannon, Upshur County, West
Virginia, U.S.A. (F) 3
I am in the basement sorting clothes, whites with whites, colors with colors, delicates with delicates—it’s a
segregated world—when my youngest child yells down the steps. She yells when I’m in the basement, always,
angrily, as if I’ve slipped below the surface and though she’s twenty-one years old she can’t believe it.
“Do you know what day it is? I mean do you know what day it is, Kay?” It’s this new thing of calling me by
my first name. She stand groggy eyed, surveying her mother.
I say, “No, Angela, so what does that make me?” Now my daughter shifts into second, narrows those baby
blues I once surveyed in such wonder and prayed Lord, lord, This is the last.
“Well never mind,” she says. “I’ve made you breakfast.” And she had, eggs and toast and juice on the porch.
Then she sat and watched me eat it, twirling her fine gold hair.
Halfway through the eggs it dawns on me, my ex-wedding anniversary. Angela, under the eye-liner and blue
jeans you’re a haunted and ancient presence. When most children can’t remember an anniversary, Angela can’t
forget it. Every year for five years she has pushed me to the brink of remembrance.
“The trouble with you,” she finally speaks, “is that you don’t care enough about yourself to remember what’s
been important in your life.”
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“Angela,” I say, “in the first place I haven’t been married for five years, so I no longer have a wedding
anniversary to remember.”
“That doesn’t matter” [twirling her hair, not scowling]. “It’s still something that happened.”
*
Two years ago I had part of an ulcerated stomach removed and I said to the kids, “Look, I can’t worry for you
anymore. If you get into trouble, don’t call me. If you want someone to take care of you, take care of each other.”
So the three older girls packed Angela off to college and her brother drove her there. Since then I’ve gradually
reassumed my duties. Except that I was inconspicuously absent from my daughters’ weddings. I say
inconspicuously because, thank God, all of them are hippies who got married in fields without benefit of aunts
and uncles. Or mothers. But Angela reads Glamour, and she’ll ask me to her wedding. Though Mr. Charm has yet
to appear in any permanent guise, she’s already gearing up to it. Pleadings. Remonstrations. Perhaps a few tears
near the end. But I shall hold firm. I hate sacrificial offerings of my own flesh.
“I can’t help it,” I’ll joke. “I have a weak stomach, only half of it is there.”
*
Angela sighs, perhaps foreseeing it all. The phone is ringing. And slowly, there she goes. By the time she picks
it up, cradles the receiver to her brown neck, her voice is normal. Penny bright, and she spends it fast. I lookout
the screened porch on the alley and the clan garbage cans. It seems to me that I remembered everything before the
kids were born. I say kids as though they appeared collectively in a giant egg, my stomach. When actually there
were two years, then one year, then two, then three between them. The Child Bearing Years, as though you stand
there like a blossomed pear tree and the fruit plops off. Eaten or rotted to seed to start the whole thing all over
again.
Dear children, I always confused my stomach with my womb. Lulled into confusion by nearly four pregnant
years I heard them say, “Oh, you’re eating for two,” as if the two organs were directly connected by a small tube.
In the hospital I was convinced they had removed my uterus along with half of my stomach. The doctors, at an
end of patience, labeled my decision an anxiety reaction. And I reacted anxiously by demanding an X-ray so I
could see that my womb was still there.
Angela returns, looks at the plate which I have forgotten to pick up, looks at the dog, puts her hand on my
shoulder.
“I’m sorry,” She says.
“Well,” I say.
Angela twists her long fingers, her fine thin fingers with their smooth knuckles, twists the diamond ring her
father gave her when she was sixteen.
*
“Richard,” I’d said to my husband, “she’s your daughter, not your fiancée.”
“Kay,” intoned the husband, the insurance agent, the successful adjuster of claims, “she’s only sixteen once.
This ring is a gift, our love for Angela. She’s beautiful, she’s blossoming.”
“Richard,” I said, shuffling Maalox bottles and planning my bland lunch, “Diamonds are not for blossoms.
They’re for those who need a piece of the rock.” At which Richard laughed heartily, always amused at my
cynicism regarding the business which principally buttered my bread. Buttered his bread, because by then I
couldn’t eat butter.
“What is it you’re afraid to face?” asked Richard. “What is it in your life you can’t control; you’re eating
yourself alive. You’re dissolving your own stomach.”
“Richard,” I said, “it’s a tired old story. I have this husband who wants to marry his daughter.”
“I want you to see a psychiatrist,” said Richard, tightening his expertly knotted tie. “That’s what you need,
Kay, a chance to talk it over with someone who’s objective.”
“I’m not interested in objective,” I said. “I’m interested in shrimp and butter sauce, Tabasco, hot chilies and an
end of pain.”
“Pain never ends,” said Richard.
“Oh, Richard,” I said, “no wonder you’re the King of the Southeast Division.”
“Look,” he said, “I’m trying to put four kids through college and one wife through graduate school. I’m
starting five investment plans now so when your kids get married no one has to wait twenty-five years to finish a
dissertation on George Eliot like you did. Really, am I such a bad guy? I don’t remember forcing you into any of
this. And your goddamn stomach has to quit digesting itself. I want you to see a psychiatrist.”
“Richard,” I said, “If our daughters have five children in eight years [which most of them won’t, being
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members of Zero Population Growth who quote the foreword of Diet for a Small Planet every Thanksgiving] they
may still be slow with Ph.D.’s despite your investment plans.”
Richard untied his tie and tied it again. “Listen,” he said, “Plenty of women with five children have Ph.D.’s.”
“Really,” I said. “I’d like to see those statistics.”
“I suppose you resent your children’s births,” he said, straightening his collar. “Well, just remember, the last
one was your miscalculation.”
“And the first one was yours,” I said.
*
It’s true. We got pregnant, as Richard affectionately referred to it, in a borrowed bunk bed at Myrtle Beach. It
was the eighth time we’d slept together. Richard gasped that of course he’d take care of things, had he ever failed
me? But I had my first orgasm and no one remembered anything.
After the fourth pregnancy and first son, Richard was satisfied. Angela, you were born in a bad year. You were
expensive, your father was starting in insurance after five years as a high school principal. He wanted the rock, all
of it. I had a rock in my belly we thought three times was dead. So he swore his love to you, with that ring he thee
guiltily wed. Sweet Sixteen, does she remember? She never forgets.
Angela pasted sugar cubes to pink ribbons for a week. Sweet Sixteen party favors she read about in Seventeen,
while the older girls shook their sad heads. Home from colleges in Ann Arbor, Boston, Berkeley, they stared
aghast at their golden-haired baby sister, her Villager suits, the ladybug stickpin in her blouses. Angela owned no
blue jeans; her boyfriend opened the car door for her and carried her books home. They weren’t heavy, he was a
halfback. Older sister no. 3: “Don’t you have arms?” Older sister no. 2: “He’ll take it out of your hide, wait and
see.” Older sister no. 1: “The nuclear family lives in women’s guts. Your mother had ulcers, Angela, she can’t eat
gravy with your daddy.”
At which point Richard slapped oldest sister, his miscalculation, and she flew back to Berkeley, having cried in
my hands and begged me to come with her. She missed the Sweet Sixteen party. She missed Thanksgiving and
Christmas for the next two years.
Angela’s jaw set hard. I saw her reject politics, feminism, and everyone’s miscalculations. I hung sugar cubes
from the ceiling for her party until the room looked like the picture in the magazine. I ironed sixteen pink satin
ribbons she twisted in her hair. I applauded with everyone else, including the smiling halfback, when her father
slipped the diamond on her finger. Then I filed for divorce.
The day Richard moved out of the house, my son switched his major to premed at the state university. He said
it was the only way to get out of selling insurance. The last sound of the marriage was Richard being nervously
sick in the kitchen sink. Angela gave him a cold wash cloth and took me out to dinner at Señor Miguel’s while he
stacked up his boxes and drove them away. I ate chilies rellenos, guacamole chips in sour cream, cheese
enchiladas, Mexican fried bread and three green chile burritos. Then I ate tranquilizers and bouillon for two
weeks.
Angela was frightened.
“Mother,” she said, “I wish you could be happy.”
“Angela,” I answered, “I’m glad you married your father. I couldn’t do it any more.”
Angela finished high school that year and twelve copies each of Ingenue, Cosmopolitan, Mademoiselle. She
also read the Bible alone at night in her room.
“Because I’m nervous,” she said, “and it helps me sleep. All the trees and fruit, the figs, begat and begat going
down like the multiplication tables.”
“Angela,” I said, “are you thinking of making love to someone?”
“No Mother,” she said. “I think I’ll wait. I think I’ll wait a long time.”
*
Angela quit eating meat and blinked her mascaraed eyes at the glistening fried liver I slid onto her plate.
“Its so brown,” she said. “It’s just something’s guts.”
“You’ve always loved it,” I said, and she tried to eat it, glancing at my midriff, glancing at my milk and cottage
cheese.
When her father took over the Midwest and married a widow, Angela declined to go with him. When I went to
the hospital to have my stomach reduced by half, Angela declined my invitations to visit and went on a fast. She
grew wan and romantic, said she wished I taught at her college instead of City,\fn{ City College of New York?} she'’
read about Sylvia Plath\fn{U.S. author and poet (1932-1963).} in Mademoiselle. We talked on the telephone while I
watched the hospital grounds go dark in my square window. It was summer and the trees were so heavy.
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I thought about Angela. I thought about my miscalculations. I thought about milk products and whit mucous
coatings. About Richard’s face the night of the first baby, skinny in his turned-up coat. About his mother sending
roses every birth, American Beauties. And babies slipping in the wash basin, tiny wriggling arms, the blue veins
in their translucent heads. And starting oranges for ten years, piercing thick skins with a fingernail so the kids
could peel them. After a while, I didn’t want to watch the skin give way to the white ragged coat beneath.
*
Angela comes home in the summers, halfway through business, elementary education or home ec.\fn{ Short for
Home Economics.} She doesn’t want to climb the Rockies or go to India. She wants to show houses to wives, real
estate, and feed me mashed potatoes, cherry pie, avocados, and artichokes. Today she not only fixes breakfast for
my ex-anniversary, she fixes lunch and dinner. She wants to pile up my plate and see me eat everything. If I eat,
surely something good will happen. She won’t remember what’s been important enough in my life to make me
forget everything. She is spooning breaded clams, french fries, nuts and anchovy salad onto my plate.
“Angela, it’s too much.”
“That’s OK, we’ll save what you don’t want.”
“Angela, save it for who?”
She puts down her fork. “For anyone,” she says. “For any time they want it.”
In a moment, she slides my plate onto her empty one and begins to eat.
*WISCONSIN*
107.191 Mrs. Ripley’s Trip\fn{by Hannibal Hamlin Garland (1860-1940)} West Salem, Lacrosse County, Wisconsin,
U.S.A. (M) 6
1
The night was in windy November, and the blast, threatening rain, roared around the poor little shanty of
“Uncle Ripley,” set like a chicken-trap on the vast Iowa prairie. Uncle Ethan was mending his old violin with
many York\fn{New York.} State “dums!” and “I gol darns!” totally oblivious of his tireless old wife, who, having
“finished the supper-dishes,” sat knitting a stocking evidently for the little grandson who lay before the stove like
a cat. Neither of the old people wore glasses, and their light was a tallow candle; they couldn’t afford “non o’
them new-fangled lamps.” The room was small, the chairs wooden, and the walls bare—a home where poverty
was a never-absent guest. The old lady looked pathetically little, wizened and hopeless in her ill-fitting garments
(whose original color had long since vanished), intent as she was on the stocking in her knotted, stiffened fingers,
but there was a peculiar sparkle in her little black eyes, and an unusual resolution in the straight lines of her
withered and shapeless lips. Suddenly she paused, stuck a needle in the spare knob of hair at the back of her head,
and, looking at Ripley, said decisively: “Ethan Ripley, you’ll haff to do your own cooking from now on to New
Year’s; I’m goin’ back to Yaark State.”
The old man’s leather-brown face stiffened into a look of quizzical surprise for a moment; then he cackled,
incredulously: “Ho! Ho! Har! Sho! Be y’, now? I want to know if y’ be.”
“Well, you’ll find out.”
“Goin’ to start tomorrow, mother?”
“No, sir, I ain’t; but I am on Thursday. I want to get to Sally’s by Sunday, sure, an’ to Silas’s on Thanksgivin’.”
There was a note in the old woman’s voice that brought genuine stupefaction into the face of Uncle Ripley. Of
course in this case, as in all others, the money consideration was uppermost.
“Howgy ’spect to get the money, mother? Anybody died an’ lef yeh a pile?”
“Never you mind where I get the money so’s’t you don’t haff to bear it. The land knows, if I’d a-waited for you
to pay my way—”
“You needn’t twit me of bein’ poor, old woman,” said Ripley, flaming up after the manner of many old people.
“I’ve done my part t’ get along. I’ve worked day in and day out—”
“Oh! I ain’t done no work, have I?” snapped she, laying down the stocking and leveling a needle at him, and
putting a frightful emphasis on “I.”
“I didn’t say you hadn’t done no work.”
“Yes, you did!”
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“I didn’t, neither. I said—”
“I know what you said.”
“I said I’d done my part!” roared the husband, dominating her as usual by superior lung power. “I didn’t say
you hadn’t done your part,” he added, with an unfortunate touch of emphasis on “say.”
“I know y’ didn’t say it, but y’ meant it. I don’t know what y’ call doin’ my part, Ethan Ripley; but if cookin’
for a drove of harvest hands and thrashin’; hands, takin’ care o’ the eggs and butter, ’n’ diggin’ taters an’ milkin’,
ain’t my part, I don’t never expect to do my part, ’n’ you might as well know it fust ’s last. I’m sixty years old,”
she went on, with a little break in her harsh voice, dominating him now by woman’s logic, “an’ I’ve never had a
day to myself, not even Fourth of July. If I’ve went a-visitin’ ’r to a picnic, I’ve had to come home an’ milk ’n’ get
supper for you men-folks. I ain’t been away t’ stay overnight for thirteen years in this house, ’n’ it was just so in
Davis County\fn{Davis County, Iowa, population 9,199 (1961).} for ten more. For twenty-three years, Ethan Ripley, I’ve
stuck right to the stove an’ churn without a day or a night off.” Her voice choked again, but she rallied, and
continued impressively, “And now I’m a-goin’ back to Yaark State.”
Ethan was vanquished. He stared at her in speechless surprise, his jaw hanging. It was incredible.
“For twenty-three years,” she went on, musingly, “I’ve just about promised myself every year I’d go back an’
see my folks.” She was distinctly talking to herself now, and her voice had a touching, wistful cadence. “I’ve
wanted to go back an’ see the old foks, an’ the hills where we played, an’ eat apples off the old tree down by the
old well. I’ve had them trees an’ hills in my mind days and days—nights too—an’ the girls I used to know, an’ my
own folks—”
She fell into a silent muse, which lasted so long that the ticking of the clock grew loud as a gong in the man’s
ears, and the wind outside seemed to sound drearier than usual. He returned to the money problem, kindly,
though.
“But how y’ goin’ t’ raise the money? I ain’t got no extra cash this time. Agin Roach is paid an’ the mortgage
interest paid we ain’t got no hundred dollars to spare, Jane, not by a jugful.”
“Waal, don’t you lay awake nights studyin’ on where I’m a-goin’ to get the money,” said the old woman,
taking delight in mystifying him. She had him now, and he couldn’t escape. He strove to show his indifference,
however, by playing a tune or two on the violin.
“Come, Turkey, you better climb the wooden hill,” Mrs. Ripley said, a half-hour later, to the little chap on the
floor, who was beginning to get drowsy under the influence of his grandpa’s fiddling. “Pa, you had orta ’a put that
string in the clock today—on the ’larm side the string is broke,” she said, upon returning from the boy’s bedroom.
“I orta get up extra early tomorrow, to get some sewin’; done. Land knows, I can’t fix up much, but they is a leetle
I c’n do. I want to look decent.”
They were alone now, and they both sat expectantly.
“You ’pear to think, mother, that I’m agin yer goin’.”
“Waal, it would kinder seem as if y’ hadn’t hustled yerself any t’ help me git off.”
He was smarting under the sense of being wronged. “Wa’al, I’m jest as willin’ you should go as I am for
myself; but if I ain’t got no money I don’t see how I’m goin’ to send—”
“I don’ want ye to send; nobody ast ye to, Ethan Ripley. I guess if I had what I’ve earnt since we came on this
farm I’d have enough to go to Jericho with.”
“You’ve got as much out of it as I have. You talk about your goin’ back. Ain’t I been wantin’ to go back
myself? And ain’t I kep’ still ’cause I see it wa’n’t no use? I guess I’ve worked just as long an’ as hard as you, an’
in storms an’ wind an’ heat, if it comes t’ that.”
The woman was staggered, but she wouldn’t give up; she must get in one more thrust.
“Wa’al, if you’d’a managed as well as I have, you’d have some money to go with.” And she rose, and went to
mix her bread, and set it “raisin’.” He sat by the first twanging his fiddle softly. He was plainly thrown into
gloomy retrospection, something quite unusual for him. But his fingers picking out the bars of a familiar tune set
him to smiling, and whipping his bow across the strings, he forgot all about his wife’s resolutions and his own
hardships. Trouble always slid off his back like “punkins off a haystack” anyway.
The old man still sat fiddling softly after his wife disappeared in the hot and stuffy little bedroom off the
kitchen. His shaggy head bent lower over his violin. He heard her shoes drop—one, two. Pretty soon she called.
“Come, put up that squeakin’ old fiddle, and go to bed. Seems as if you orta have sense enough not to set there
keepin’ everybody in the house awake.”
“You hush up,” retorted he. “I’ll come when I git ready, not till. I’ll be glad when you’re gone—”
“Yes, I warrant that.”
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With which amiable good-night they went off to sleep, or at least she did, while he lay awake, pondering on
“where under the sun she was goin’ t’ raise that money.”
The next day she was up bright and early, working away on her own affairs, ignoring Ripley totally, the fixed
look of resolution still on her little old wrinkled face. She killed a hen and dressed and baked it. She fixed up a
pan of doughnuts and made a cake. She was engaged on the doughnuts when a neighbor came in, one of those
women who take it as a personal affront when any one in the neighborhood does anything without asking their
advice. She was fat, and could talk a man blind in three minutes by the watch.
“What’s this I hear, Mis’ Ripley?”
“I dun know. I expect you hear about all the is goin’ on in this neighborhood,” replied Mrs. Ripley, with
crushing bluntness; but the gossip did not flinch.
“Well, Sett Turner told me that her husband told her that Ripley told him that you was goin’ back East on a
visit.”
“Wall, what of it?”
“Well, air yeh?”
“The Lord willin’ an’ the weather permittin’, I expect to be.”
“Good land, I want to know! Well, well! I never was so astonished in my life. I said, ses I, ‘It can’t be.’ ‘Well,’
ses ’e, ‘tha’s what she told me,’ ses ’e. ‘But,’ ses I, ‘she is the last woman in the world to go gallivantin’ off East,’
ses I. ‘Well, then, it must be so,’ ses I. But, land sakes! Do tell me all about it. How come you to make up your
mind? All these years you’ve been kind a-talkin’ it over, an’ now y’r actshelly goin’—Waal, I never! ‘I ’spose
Ripley furnishes the money,’ ses I to him. ‘Well, no,’ ses ’e. ‘Riploey says he’ll be blowed if he sees where the
money’s comin’ from,’ ses ’e; and ses I, ‘But maybe she’s jest jokin’,’ ses I. ‘Not much,’ he says. S’e: ‘Ripley
believes she’s goin’ fast enough. He’s just as anxious to find out as we be—’”
Here Mrs. Doudney paused for breath; she had walked so fast and had rested so little that her interminable
flood of “ses I’s” and “ses he’s” ceased necessarily. She had reached, moreover, the point of most vital interest—
the money.
“An’ you’ll find out jest ’bout as soon as he does,” was the dry response from the figure hovering over the
stove, and with all her manoeuvring that was all she got.
All day Ripley went about his work exceedingly thoughtful for him. It was cold, blustering weather. The wind
rustled among the cornstalks with a wild and mournful sound, the geese and ducks went sprawling down the
wind, and horses’ coats were ruffled and backs raised.
The old man was husking corn alone in the field, his spare form rigged out in two or three ragged coats, his
hands inserted in a pair of gloves minus nearly all the fingers, his thumbs done up in “stalls,” and his feet thrust
into huge coarse boots. During the middle of the day the frozen ground thawed, and the mud stuck to his boots,
and the “down ears” wet and chapped his hands, already worn to the quick. Toward night it grew cold and
threatened snow. In spite of all these attacks he kept his cheerfulness and, though he was very tired, he was
softened in temper.
Having plenty of time to think matters over, he had come to the conclusion “that the old woman needed a playspell. I ain’t likely to be no richer next year than I am this one; if I want till I’m able to send her she won’t never
go. I calc’late I c’n git enough out o’ them shoats to send her. I’d kind a’lotted on eat’n’ them pigs done upon into
sassengers, but if the ol’ woman goes East, Tukey an’ me’ll kind of haff to pull through without ’em. We’ll have a
turkey f’r Thanksgivin’ an’ a chicken once’n a while. Lord! but we’ll miss the gravy on the flap-jacks. A-men!”
(He smacked his lips over the thought of the lost dainty.) “But let ’er rip! We can stand it. Then there is my
buffalo overcoat. I’d kind a calc’lated on havin’ a buffalo—but that’s gone up the spout along with them
sassengers.”
These heroic sacrifices having been determined upon, he put them into effect at once.
This he was able to do, for his corn-rows ran alongside the road leading to Cedarville, and his neighbors were
passing almost all hours of the day.
It would have softened Jane Ripley’s heart could she have seen his bent and stiffened form amid the cornrows,
the cold wind piercing to the bone through his threadbare and insufficient clothing. The rising wind sent the snow
rattling among the moaning stalks at intervals. The cold made his poor dim eyes water, and he had to stop now
and then to swing his arms about his chest to warm them. His voice was hoarse with shouting at the shivering
team.
2
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That night as Mrs. Ripley was clearing the dishes away, she got to thinking about the departure of the next day,
and she began to soften. She gave way to a few tears when little Tewksbury Gilchrist, her grandson, came up and
stood beside her.
“Gran’ma, you ain’t goin’ to stay away always, are yeh?”
“Why, course not, Tukey. What made y’ think that?”
“Well, y’ ain’t told us nawthin’ ’tall about it. An’ yeh kind o’ look’s if yeh was mad.”
“Well, I ain’t mad; I’m just a-thinkin’, Tukey. Y’see I come away from them hills when I was a little girl
a’most; before I married y’r granddad. And I ain’t never been back. ’Most all my folks is there, sonny, an’ we’ve
been s’ poor all these years I couldn’t seem t’ never get started. Now, when I’m ’most ready t’ go, I feel kind a
queer—’sif I’d cry.”
And cry she did, while little Tewksbury stood patting her trembling hands. Hearing Ripley’s step on the porch,
she rose hastily, and drying her eyes, plunged at the work again. Ripley came in with a big armful of wood, which
he rolled into the wood-box with a thundering crash. Then he pulled off his mittens, slapped them side by side
under the stove. He then removed cap, coat, blouse and boots, which last he laid upon the wood-box, the soles
turned toward the stove-pipe.
As he sat down without speaking, he opened the front doors of the stove, and held the palms of his stiffened
hands to the blaze. The light brought out a thoughtful look on his large, uncouth, yet kindly visage. Life had laid
hard lines on his brown skin, but it had not entirely soured a naturally kind and simple nature. It had made him
penurious and dull and iron-muscled; had stifled all the slender flowers of his nature; yet there was warm soil
somewhere hid in his heart.
“It’s snowin’ like all p’sessed,” he remarked, finally. “I guess we’ll have a sleigh-ride tomorrow. I calc’late t’
drive y’ daown in scrumptious style. If yeh must leave, why, we’ll give yeh a whoopin’ old send-off, won’t we,
Tukey?
“I be a-thinkin’ things over kind o’ t’day, mother, an’ I’ve come t’ the conclusion that we have been kind a hard
on yeh, without knowin’ it, y’ see. Y’see I’m kind a easy-goin’, an’ little Tuke he’s only a child, an’ we ain’t
c’nsidered how you felt.”
She didn’t appear to be listening, but she was, and he didn’t appear, on his part, to be talking to her, and he
kept his voice as hard and as dry as he could.
“An’ I was tellin’ Tukey t’day that it was a dum shame our crops hadn’t turned out better. An’ when I saw ol’
Hatfield go by I hailed him, an’ asked him what he’d gimme for two o’ m’ shoats. Waal, the upshot is, I sent t’
town for some things I calc’lated ye’d need. An’ here’s a ticket to Georgetown, and ten dollars. Why, ma, what’s
up?”
Mrs. Ripley broke down, and with her hands all wet with dishwater, as they were, covered her face and sobbed.
She felt like kissing him, but she didn’t. Tewksbury began to whimper too; but the old man was astonished. His
wife had not wept for years (before him). He rose and walked clumsily up to her and timidly touching her hair—
“Why, mother! What’s the matter? What ’v’ I done now? I was calc’latin’ to sell them pigs anyway. Hatfield
jest advanced the money on ’em.”
She hopped up and dashed into the bedroom, and in a few minutes returned with a yarn mitten, tied around the
wrist, which she laid on the table with a thump, saying: “I don’t want yer money. There’s money enough to take
me where I want o go.”
“Whee-ew! Thunder and gimpsum root! Where’d ye git that? Didn’t dig it out of a hle?”
“No, I jest saved it—a time at a time—see?” Here she turned it out on the table—some bills, but mostly silver
dimes and quarters.
“Thunder and scissors! Must be two er three hundred dollars there,” stared he.
“They’s just seventy-five dollars and thirty cents; jest about enough to go back on. Tickets is fifty-five dollars,
goin’ an’ comin’. That leaves twenty dollars for other expenses, not countin’ what I’ve already spent, which is sixfifty,” said she, recovering her self-possession. “It’s plenty.”
“But y’ ain’t calc’lated on no sleepers nor hotel bills.”
“I ain’t goin’ on no sleeper. Mis’ Doudney says it’s jest scandalous the way things is managed on them cars.
I’m goin’ on the old-fashioned cars, where they ain’t no half-dressed men runnin’ around.”
“But you needn’t be afraid of them, mother, at your age—”
“There! you needn’t throw my age an’ homeliness into my face, Ethan Ripley. If I hadn’t waited an’ tended on
you so long, I’d look a little more’s < like >\fn{ This word is not in the text, but may have been.} I did when I married
yeh.”
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Ripley gave it up in despair. He didn’t realize fully enough how the proposed trip had unsettled his wife’s
nerves. She didn’t realize it herself.
“As for the hotel bills, they won’t be none. I ain’t a-goin’ to pay them pirates as much for a day’s board as
we’d charge for a week’s, an’ have nawthin’ to eat but dishes. I’m goin’ to take a chicken an’ some hard-boiled
eggs, an’ I’m goin’ right through to Georgetown.”
“Well, all right; but here’s the ticket I got.”
“I don’t want yer ticket.”
“But you’ve got to take it.”
“Waal, I hain’t.”
“Why, yes, ye have. It’s bought, an’ they won’t take it back.”
“Won’t they?” She was staggered again.
“Not much they won’t. I ast ’em. A ticket sold is sold.”
“Waal, if they won’t—”
“You bet they won’t.”
“I s’pose I’ll haff to use it”; and that ended it.
They were a familiar sight as they rode down the road toward town next day. As usual, Mrs. Ripley sat up
straight and stiff as “a half-drove wedge in a white-oak log.” The day was cold and raw. There was some snow on
the ground, but not enough to warrant the use of sleighs. It was “Neither sleddin’ nor wheelin’.” The old people
sat on a board laid across the box, and had an old quilt or two drawn up over their knees. Tewksbury lay in the
back part of the box (which was filled with hay), where he jounced up and down, in company with a queer old
trunk and a brand-new imitation-leather handbag. Thee is no ride quite so desolate and uncomfortable as a ride in
a lumber wagon on a cold day in autumn, when the ground is frozen, and the wind is strong and raw with
threatening snow. The wagon wheels grind along in the snow, the cold gets in under the seat at the calves of one’s
legs, and the ceaseless bumping of the bottom of the box on the feet is frightful.
There was not much talk on the way down, and what little there was related mainly to certain domestic
regulations to be strictly followed, regarding churning, pickles, pancakes, etc. Mrs. Ripley wore a shawl over her
head, and carried her queer little black bonnet in her hand. Tewksbury was also wrapped in a shawl. They boy’s
teeth were pounding together like castanets by the time they reached Cedarville, and every muscle ached with the
fatigue of shaking. After a few purchases they drove down to the railway station, a frightful little den (common in
the West), which was always too hot or too cold. It happened to be hot just now—a fact which rejoiced little
Tewksbury.
“Now git my trunk stamped, ’r fixed, ’r whatever they call it,” she said to Ripley, in a commanding tone, which
gave great delight to the inevitable crowd of loafers beginning to assemble. “Now remember, Tukey, have grandad
kill that biggest turkey right before Thanksgivin’, an’ then you run right over to Mis’ Doudney’s—she’s got an
awful tongue, but she can bake a turkey first-rate—an’
she’ll fix up some squash-pies for yeh. You can warm up one o’ them mince-pies. I wish ye could be with me, but
ye can’t, so do the best ye can.”
Ripley returning now, she said: “Waal, now, I’ve fixed things up the best I could. I’ve baked bread enough to
last a week, an’ Mis’ Doudney has promised to bake for yeh.”
“I don’t like her bakin’.”
“Waal, you’ll haff to stand it till I get back, ’n’ you’ll find a jar o’ sweet pickles an’ some crabapple sauce down
suller, ’n’ you’d better melt up brown sugar for ’lasses, ’n’ for goodness’ sake don’t eat all them mince-pies up the
fust week, ’n’ see that Tukey ain’t froze goin’ to school. An’ now you’d better get out for home. Good-bye, an’
remember them pies.”
As they were riding home, Ripley roused up after a long silence.
“Did she—a—kiss you good-bye, Tukey?”
“No, sir,” piped Tewksbury.
“Thunder! didn’t she?” After a silence. “She didn’t me, neither. I guess she kind a sort a forgot it, bein’ so
flustrated, y’ know.”
3
One cold, windy, intensely bright day, Mrs. Stacey, who lives about two miles from Cedarville, looking out of
the window, saw a a queer little figure struggling along the road, which was blocked here and there with drifts. It
was an old woman laden with a good half-dozen parcels, any one of which was a load, which the wind seemed
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determined to wrench from her. She was dressed in black, with a full skirt, and her cloak being short, the wind had
excellent opportunity to inflate her garments and sail her off occasionally into the deep snow outside the track, but
she held on bravely till she reached the gate. As she turned in, Mrs. Stacey cried:
“Why! it’s Gran’ma Ripley. Just getting back from her trip. Why! how do you do? Come in. Why! you must be
nearly frozen. Let me take off your hat and veil.”
“No, thank ye kindly, but I can’t stop. I must be gittin’ back to Ripley. I expec’ that an has jest let ev’rything go
six ways f’r Sunday.”\fn{Get completely out of control.}
“Oh, you must sit down just a minute and warm.”
“Waal, I will, but I’ve got to git home by sundown, sure. I don’ suppose they’s a thing in the house to eat.”
“Oh dear! I wish Stacey was here, so he could take you home. An’ the boys at school.”
“Don’t need any help, if ’twa’nt for these bundles an’ things. I guess I’ll jest leave some of ’em here, an’—
Here! take one of them apples. I brought ’em from Lizy Jane’s suller, back to Yaark State.”
“Oh! they’re delicious! You must have had a lovely time.”
“Pretty good. But I kep’ thinkin’ o’ Ripley an’ Tukey all the time. I s’pose they have had a gay time of
it”\fn{I.e., a frolic of independence.} “Waal, as I told Lizy Jane, I’ve had my spree, an’ now I’ve got to git back to
work. They ain’t no rest for such as we are. I told Lizy Jane them folks in the big houses have Thanksgivin’ dinner
every day uv their lives, and men an’ women in splendid clo’s to wait on ’em, so’t Thanksgivin’ don’t mean
anything to ’em; but we poor critters, we make a great to-do if we have a good dinner oncet a year. I’ve saw a pile
o’ this world, Mrs. Stacey—a pile of it! I didn’t think they was so many big houses in the world as I saw b’tweeen
here an’ Chicago. Waal, I can’t set her gabbin’; I must git home to Ripley. Jest kinder stow them bags away. I’ll
take two an’ leave them three others. Good-bye, I must be gittin’ home to Ripley. He’ll want his supper on time.”
And off up the road the indomitable little figure trudged, head held down to the cutting blast. Little snow-fly, a
speak on a measureless expanse, crawling along with painful breathing and slipping, sliding steps—“Gittin’ home
to Ripley an’ the boy.”
Ripley was out to the barn when she entered, but Tewksbury was building a fire in the old cook-stove. He
sprang up with a cry of joy, and ran to her. She seized him and kissed him, and it did her so much good she
hugged him close, and kissed him again and again, crying hysterically.
“Oh, gran’ma, I’m so glad to see you! We’ve had an awful time since you’ve ben gone.”
She released him and looked around. A lot of dirty dishes were on the table, the tablecloth was a “sight to
behold,” and so was the stove—kettle-marks all over the table-cloth, splotches of pancake batter all over the
stove.
“Waal, I sh’d say as much,” she dryly vouchsafed, untying her bonnet strings.
When Ripley came in she had on her regimentals, the stove was brushed, the room swept, and she was elbowdeep in the dishpan. “Hullo, mother! Got back, hev yeh?”
“I sh’d say it was about time,” she replied briefly, without looking up or ceasing work. “Has ol’ ‘Crumpy’\fn
{Probably a milk cow.} dried up yit?” This was her greeting.
Her trip was a fact now; no chance could rob her of it. She had looked forward twenty-three years toward it,
and now she could look back at it accomplished. She took up her burden again, never more thinking to lay it
down.
273,178 & 198.10 A. Excerpt from Little House In The Big Woods B. Excerpt from Little House On The
Prairie\fn{by Laura Ingalls Wilder (1867-1957)} “in a Wisconsin log cabin,” nr. Pepin, Pepin County, Wisconsin,
U.S.A. (F) 15
A

1
Once upon a time, sixty years ago,\fn{The text of this book was completed by 1932:H} a little girl lived in the Big
Woods of Wisconsin, in a little gray house made of logs.
The great, dark trees of the Big Woods stood all around the house, and beyond them were other trees and beyond them
were more trees. As far as a man could go to the north in a day, or a week, or a whole month, there was nothing but woods.
There were no houses. There were no roads. There were no people. There were only trees and the wild animals who had
their homes among them.
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Wolves lived in the Big Woods, and bears, and huge wild cats. Muskraits and mink and otter lived by the streams. Foxes
had dens in the hills and deer roamed everywhere.
To the east of the little log house, and to the west, there were miles upon miles of trees, and only a few little log houses
scattered far apart in the edge of the Big Woods.
So far as the little girl could see, there was only the one little house where she lived with her Father and Mother, her
sister Mary and baby sister Carrie. A wagon track ran before the house, turning and twisting out of sight in the woods where
the wild animals lived, but the little girl did not know where it went, nor what might be at the end of it.
The little girl was named Laura and she called her father, Pa, and her mother, Ma. In those days and in that place,
children did not say Father and Mother, nor Mamma and Papa, as they do now.
At night, when Laura lay awake in the trundle bed, she listened and could not hear anything at all but the sound of the
trees whispering together. Sometimes, far away in the night, a wolf howled. Then he came nearer, and howled again.
It was a scary sound. Laura knew that wolves would eat little girls. But she was safe inside the solid log walls. Her
father’s gun hung over the door and good old Jack, the brindle bulldog, lay on guard before it. Her father would say,
“Go to sleep, Laura. Jack won’t let the wolves in.” So Laura snuggled under the covers of the trundle bed, close beside
Mary, and went to sleep.
One night her father picked her up out of bed and carried her to the window so that she might see the wolves. There were
two of them sitting in front of the house. They looked like shaggy dogs. They pointed their noses at the big, bright moon,
and howled.
Jack paced up and down before the door, growling. The hair stood up along his back and he showed his sharp, fierce
teeth to the wolves. They howled, but they could not get in.
The house was a comfortable house. Upstairs there was a large attic, pleasant to play in when the rain drummed on the
roof. Downstairs was the small bedroom, and the big room. The bedroom had a window that closed with a wooden shutter.
The big room had two windows with glass in the panes, and it had two doors, a front door and a back door.
All around the house was a crooked rail fence, to keep the bears and the deer away.
In the yard in front of the house were two beautiful big oak trees. Every morning as soon as she was awake Laura ran to
look out of the window, and one morning she saw in each of the big trees a dead deer hanging from a branch. Pa had shot
the deer the day before and Laura had been asleep when he brought them home at night and hung them high in the trees so
the wolves could not get the meat.
That day Pa and Ma and Laura and Mary had fresh venison for dinner. It was so good that Laura wished they could eat it
all. But most of the meat must be salted and smoked and packed away to be eaten in the winter.
For winter was coming. The days were shorter, and frost crawled up the window panes at night. Soon the snow would
come. Then the log house would be almost buried in snowdrifts, and the lake and the streams would freeze. In the bitter
cold weather Pa could not be sure of finding any wild game to shoot for meat.
The bears would be hidden away in their dens where they slept soundly all winter long. The squirrels would be curled in
their nests in hollow trees, with their furry tails wrapped snugly around their noses. The deer and the rabbits would be shy
and swift. Even if Pa could get a deer, it would be poor and thin, not fat and plump as deer are in the fall. Pa might hunt
alone all day in the bitter cold, in the Big Woods covered with snow, and come home at night with nothing for Ma and
Mary and Laura to eat. So as much food as possible must be stored away in the little house before winter came.
Pa skinned the deer carefully and salted and stretched the hides, for he would make soft leather of them. Then he cut up
the meat, and sprinkled salt over the pieces as he laid them on a board.
Standing on end in the yard was a tall length cut from the trunk of a big hollow tree. Pa had driven nails inside as far as
he could reach from each end. Then he stood it up, put a little roof over the top, and cut a little door on one side near the
bottom. On the piece that he cut out he fastened leather hinges; then he fitted it into place, and that was the little door, with
the bark still on it.
After the deer meat had been salted several days, Pa cut a hole near the end of each piece and put a string through it.
Laura watched him do this, and then she watched him hang the meat on the nails in the hollow log. He reached up through
the little door and hung meat on the nails, as far up as he could reach. Then he put a ladder against the log, climbed up to the
top, moved the roof to one side, and reached down inside to hang meat on those nails. Then Pa put the roof back again,
climbed down the ladder, and said to Laura:
“Run over to the chopping block and fetch me some of those green hickory chips—new, clean, white ones.” So Laura
ran to the block where Pa chopped wood, and filled her apron with the fresh, sweet-smelling chips.
Just inside the little door in the hollow log Pa built a fire of tiny bits of bark and moss, and he laid some of the chips on it
very carefully. Instead of burning quickly, the green chips smoldered and filled the hollow log with thick, choking smoke.
Pa shut the door, and a little smoke squeezed through the crack around it, and a little smoke came out through the rof, but
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most of it was shut in with the meat.
“There’s nothing better than good hickory smoke,” Pa said. “That will make good venison that will keep anywhere, in
any weather.” Then he took his gun, and slinging his ax on his shoulder he went away to the clearing to cut down some
more trees.
Laura and Ma watched the fire for several days. When smoke stopped coming through the cracks, Laura would bring
more hickory chips and Ma would put them on the fire under the meat. At the time there was a little smell of smoke in the
yard, and when the door was opened a thick, smoky, meaty smell came out.
At last Pa said the venison had smoked long enough. Then they let the fire go out, and Pa took all the strips and pieces of
meat out of the hollow tree. Ma wrapped each piece neatly in paper and hung them in the attic where they would keep safe
and dry.
One morning Pa went away before daylight with the horses and wagon, and that night he came home with a wagonload
of fish. The big wagon box was piled full, and some of the fish were as big as Laura. Pa had gone to Lake Pepin and caught
them all with a net.
Ma cut large slices of flaky white fish, without one bone, for Laura and Mary. They all feasted on the good, fresh fish.
All they did not eat fresh was salted down in barrels for the winter.
Pa owned a pig. It ran wild in the Big Woods, living on acorns and nuts and roots. Now he caught it and put it in a pen
made of logs, to fatten. He would butcher it as soon as the weather was cold enough to keep the pork frozen.
Once in the middle of the night Laura woke up and heard the pig squealing. Pa jumped out of bed, snatched his gun from
the wall, and ran outdoors. Then Laura heard the gun go off, once, twice.
When Pa came back, he told what had happened. He had seen a big black bear standing beside the pigpen. The bear was
reaching into the pen to grab the pig, and the pig was running and squealing. Pa saw this in the starlight and he fired quickly.
But the light was dim and in his haste he missed the bear. The bear ran away into the woods, not hurt at all.
Laura was sorry Pa did not get the bear. She liked bear meat so much. Pa was sorry, too, but he said:
“Anyway, I saved the bacon.”
The garden behind the little house had been growing all summer. It was so near the house that the deer did not jump the
fence and eat the vegetables in the daytime, and at night Jack kept them away. Sometimes in the morning there were little
hoof-prints among the carrots and the cabbages. But Jack’s tracks were there, too, and the deer had jumped right out again.
Now the potatoes and carrots, the beets and turnips and cabbages were gathered and stored in the cellar, for freezing
nights had come. Onions were made into long ropes, braided together by their tops, and then were hung in the attic beside
wreaths of red peppers strung on threads. The pumpkins and the squashes were piled in orange and yellow and green heaps
in the attic’s corners. The barrels of salted fish were in the pantry, and yellow cheeses were stacked on the pantry shelves.
Then one day Uncle Henry came riding out of the Big Woods. He had come to help Pa butcher. Ma’s big butcher knife
was already sharpened, and Uncle Henry had brought Aunt Polly’s butcher knife.
Near the pigpen Pa and Uncle Henry built a bonfire, and heated a great kettle of water over it. When the water was
boiling they went to kill the hog. Then Laura ran and hid her head on the bed and stopped her ears with her fingers so she
could not hear the hog squeal.
“It doesn’t hurt him, Laura,” Pa said. “We do it so quickly.” But she did not want to hear him squeal.
In a minute she took one finger cautiously out of an ear, and listened. The hog had stopped squealing. After that,
Butchering Time was great fun.
It was such a busy day, with so much to see and do. Uncle Henry and Pa were jolly, and there would be spare-ribs for
dinner, and Pa had promised Laura and Mary the bladder and the pig’s tail.
As soon as the hog was dead Pa and Uncle Henry lifted it up and down in the boiling water till it was well scalded. Then
they laid it on a board and scraped it with their knives, and all the bristles came off. After that they hung the hog in a tree,
took out the insides, and left it hanging to cool. When it was cool they took it down and cut it up.
There were hams and shoulders, side meat and spare-ribs and belly. There was the heart and the liver and the tongue, and
the head to be made into headcheese, and the dish-pan full of bits to be made into sausage.
The meat was laid on a board in the back-door shed, and every piece was sprinkled with salt. The hams and the
shoulders were put to pickle in brine, for they would be smoked, like the venison, in the hollow log.
“You can’t beat hickory-cured ham,” Pa said.
He was blowing up the bladder. It made a little white balloon, and he tied the end tight with a string and gave it to Mary
and Laura to play with. They could throw it into the air and spat it back and forth with their hands. Or it would bounce
along the ground and they could kick it. But even better fun than a baloon was the pig’s tail. Pa skinned it for them carefully,
and into the large end he thrust a sharpened stick. Ma opened the front of the cookstove and raked hot coals out into the iron
hearth. Then Laura and Mary took turns holding the pig’s tail over the coals. It sizzled and fried, and drops of fat dripped off
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it and blazed on the coals. Ma sprinkled it with salt. Their hands and their faces got very hot, and Laura burned her finger,
but she was so excited she did not care. Roasting the pig’s tail was such fun that it was hard to play fair, taking turns.
At last it was done. It was nicely browned all over, and how good it smelled! They carried it into the yard to cool it, and
even before it was cool enough they began tasting it and burned their tongues. They ate every little bit of meat off the bones,
and then they gave the bones to Jack. And that was the end of the pig’s tail. There would not be another one till next year.
Uncle Henry went home after dinner, and Pa went away to his work in the Big Woods. But for Laura and Mary and Ma,
Butchering Time had only begun. There was a great deal for Ma to do, and Laura and Mary helped her.
All that day and the next, Ma was trying out the lard in big iron pots on the cookstove. Laura and Mary carried wood and
watched the fire. It must be hot, but not too hot, or the lard would burn. The big pots simmered and boiled, but they must
not smoke. From time to time Ma skimmed out the brown cracklings. She put them in a cloth and squeezed out every bit of
the lard, and then she put the cracklings away. She would use them to flavor johnny-cake later.
Cracklings were very good to eat, but Laura and Mary could have only a taste. They were too rich for little girls, Ma
said.
Ma scraped and cleaned the head carefully, and then she boiled it till all the meat fell off the bones. She chopped the
meat fine with her chopping knife in the wooden bowl, she seasoned it with pepper and salt and spices. Then she mixed the
pot-liquor with it, and set it away in a pan to cool. When it was cool it would cut in slices, and that was headcheese.
The little pieces of meat, lean and fat, that had been cut off the large pieces, Ma chopped and chopped until it was all
chopped fine. She seasoned it with salt and pepper and with dried sage leaves from the garden. Then with her hands she
tossed and turned it until it was well mixed, and she molded it into balls. She put the balls in a pan out in the shed, where
they would freeze and be good to eat all winter. That was the sausage.
When Butchering Time was over, there were the sausages and the headcheese, the big jars of lard and the keg of white
salt-pork out in the shed, and in the attic hung the smoked hams and shoulders. The little house was fairly bursting with
good food stored away for the long winter. The pantry and the shed and the cellar were full, and so was the attic.
Laura and Mary must play in the house now, for it was cold outdoors and the brown leaves were all falling from the
trees. The fire in the cookstove never went out. At night Pa banked it with ashes to keep the coals alive till morning.
The attic was a lovely place to play. The large, round, colored pumpkins made beautiful chairs and tables. The red
peppers and the onions dangled overhead. The hams and the venison hung in their paper wrappings, and all the bunches of
dried herbs, the spicy herbs for cooking and the bitter herbs for medicine, gave the place a dusty-spicy smell.
Often the wind howled outside with a cold and lonesome sound. But in the attic Laura and Mary played house with the
squashes and the pumpkins, and everything was snug and cosy.
Mary was bigger than Laura, and she had a rag doll named Nettie. Laura had only a corncob wrapped in a handkerchief,
but it was a good doll. It was named Susan. It wasn’t Susan's fault that she was only a corncob. Sometimes Mary let Laura
hold Nettie, but she did it only when Susan couldn’t see.
The best times of all were at night. After supper Pa brought his traps in from the shed to grease them by the fire. He
rubbed them bright and greased the hinges of the jaws and the springs of the pans with a feather dipped in bear’s grease.
There were small traps and middle-sized traps and great bear traps with teeth in their jaws that Pa said would break a man’s
leg if they shut on to it.
While he greased the traps, Pa told Laura and Mary little jokes and stories, and afterward he would play his fiddle. The
doors and windows were tightly shut, and the cracks of the window frames stuffed with cloth, to keep out the cold. But
Black Susan, the cat, came and went as she pleased, day and night, through the swinging door of the cat-hole in the bottom
of the front door. She always went very quickly, so the door would not catch her tail when it fell shut behind her. One night
when Pa was greasing the traps he watched Black Susan come in, and he said:
“There was once a man who had two cats, a big cat and a little cat.” Laura and Mary ran to lean on his knees and hear
the rest.
“He had two cats,” Pa repeated, “a big cat and a little cat. So he made a big cat-hole in his door for the big cat. And then
he made a little cat-hole for the little cat.” There Pa stopped.
“But why couldn’t the little cat—” Mary began.
“Because the big cat wouldn’t let it,” Laura interrupted.
“Laura, that is very rude. You must never interrupt,” said Pa. “But I see,” he said, “that either one of you has more sense
than the man who cut the two cat-holes in his door.”
Then he laid away the traps, and he took his fiddle out of its box and began to play. That was the best time of all.
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The first snow came, and the bitter cold. Every morning Pa took his gun and his traps and was gone all day in the Big
Woods, setting the small traps for muskrats and mink along the creeks, the middle-sized traps for foxes and wolves in the
woods. He set out the big bear traps hoping to get a fat bear before they all went into their dens for the winter.
One morning he came back, took the horses and sled, and hurried away again. He had shot a bear. Laura and Mary
jumped up and down and shouted:
“I want the drumstick! I want the drumstick!” Mary did not know how big a bear’s drumstick is.
When Pa came back he had both a bear and a pig in the wagon. He had been going through the woods, with a big bear
trap in his hands and the gun on his shoulder, when he walked around a big pine tree covered with snow, and the bear was
behind the tree. The bear had just killed the pig and was picking it up to eat it. Pa said the bear was standing up on its hind
legs, holding the pig in its paws just as though they were hands.
Pa shot the bear, and there was no way of knowing where the pig came from nor whose pig it was.
“So I just brought home the bacon,” Pa said.
There was plenty of fresh meat to last for a long time. The days and the nights were so cold that the pork in a box and the
bear meat hanging in the little shed outside the back door were solidly frozen and did not thaw. When Ma wanted fresh
meat for dinner Pa took the ax and cut off a chunk of frozen bear meat or pork. But the sausage balls, or the salt pork, or the
smoked hams and the venison, Ma could get for herself from the shed or the attic.
The snow kept coming till it was drifted and banked against the house. In the mornings the window panes were covered
with frost in beautiful pictures of trees and flowers and fairies. Ma said that Jack Frost came in the night and made the
pictures, while everyone was asleep. Laura thought that Jack Frost was a little man all snowy white, wearing a glittering
white pointed cap and soft white knee-boots made of deer-skin. His coat was white and his mittens were white, and he did
not carry a gun on his back, but in his hands he had shining sharp tools with which he carved the pictures.
Laura and Mary were allowed to take Ma's thimble and made pretty patterns of circles in the frost on the glass. But they
never spoiled the pictures that Jack Frost had made in the night.
When they put their mouths close to the pane and blew their breath on it, the white frost melted and ran in drops down
the glass. Then they could see the drifts of snow outdoors and the great trees standing bare and black, making thin blue
shadows on the white snow.
Laura and Mary helped Ma with the work. Every morning there were the dishes to wipe. Mary wiped more of them than
Laua because she was bigger, but Laura always wiped carefully her own little cup and plate. By the time the dishes were all
wiped and set away, the trundle bed was aired. Then, standing one on each side, Laura and Mary straightened the covers,
tucked them in well at the foot and the sides, plumped up the pillows and put them in place. Then Ma pushed the trundle
bed into its place under the big bed.
After this was done, Ma began the work that belonged to that day. Each day had its own proper work. Ma used to say:
Wash on Monday,
Iron on Tuesday,
Mend on Wednesday,
Churn on Thursday,
Clean on Friday,
Bake on Saturday,
Rest on Sunday.
Laura liked the churning and the baking days best of all the week. In winter the cream was not yellow as it was in
summer, and butter churned from it was white and not so pretty. Ma liked everything on her table to be pretty, so in the
wintertime she colored the butter.
After she had put the cream in the tall crockery churn and set it near the stove to warm, she washed and scraped a long
orange-colored carrot. Then she grated it on the bottom of the old, leaky tin pan that Pa had punched full of nail-holes for
her. Ma rubbed the carrot across the roughness until she had rubbed it all through the holes, and when she lifted up the pan,
there was a soft, juicy mound of grated carrot. She put this in a little pan of milk on the stove and when the milk was hot she
poured milk and carrot into a cloth bag. Then she squeezed the bright yellow milk into the churn, where it colored all the
cream. Now the butter would be yellow.
Laura and Mary were allowed to eat the carrot after the milk had been squeezed out. Mary thought she ought to have the
larger share because she was older, and Laura said she should have it because she was littler. But Ma said they must divide
it evenly. It was very good.
When the cream was ready, Ma scalded the long wooden churn-dash, put it in the churn, and dropped the wooden churn793

cover over it. The churn-cover had a little round hole in the middle, and Ma moved the dash up and down, up and down,
through the hole.
She curned for a long time. Mary could sometmes churn while Ma rested, but the dash was too heavy for
Laura.
At first the splashes of cream showed thick and smooth around the little hole. After a long time, they began to
look grainy. Then Ma churned more slowly, and on the dash there began to appear tiny grains of yellow butter.
When Ma took off the churn-cover, there was the butter in a golden lump, drowning in the buttermilk. Then
Ma took out the lump with a wooden paddle, into a wooden bowl, and she washed it many times in cold water,
turning it over and over and working it with the paddle until the water ran clear. After that she salted it.
Now came the best part of the churning. Ma molded the butter. On the loose bottom of the wooden buttermold was carved the picture of a strawberry with two strawberry leaves. With the paddle Ma packed butter
tightly into the mold until it was full. Then she turned it upside-down over a plate, and pushed on the handle of
the loose bottom. The little, firm pat of golden butter came out, with the strawberry and its leaves molded on the
top.
Laura and Mary watched, breathless, one on each side of Ma, while the golden little butter-pats, each with its
strawberry on the top, dropped on to the plate as Ma put all the butter through the mold. Then Ma gave them
each a drink of good, fresh buttermilk.
On Saturdays, when Ma made the bread, they each had a little piece of dough to make into a little loaf. They
might have a bit of cookie dough, too, to make little cookies, and once Laura even made a pie in her patty-pan.
After the day’s work was done, Ma sometimes cut paper dolls for them. She cut the dolls out of stiff white
paper, and drew the faces with a pencil. Then from bits of colored paper she cut dresses and hats, ribbons and
laces, so that Laura and Mary could dress their dolls beautifully.
But the best time of all was at night, when Pa came home.
He would come in from his tramping through the snowy woods with tiny icicles hanging on the ends of his
mustaches. He would hang his gun on the wall over the door, throw off his fur cap and coat and mittens, and call:
“Where’s my little half-pint of sweet cider half drunk up?” That was Laura, because she was so small.
Laura and Mary would run to climb on his knees and sit there while he warmed himself by the fire. Then he
would put on his coat and cap and mittens again and go out to do the chores and bring in plenty of wood for the
fire.
Sometimes, when Pa had walked his trap-lines quickly because the traps were empty, or when he had got
some game sooner than usual, he would come home early. Then he would have time to play with Laura and
Mary.
One game they loved was called mad dog. Pa would run his fingers through his thick, brown hair, standing it
all up on end. Then he dropped on all fours and, growling, he chased Laura and Mary all around the room, trying
to get them cornered where they couldn’t get away. They were quick at dodging and running, but once he caught
them against the woodbox, behind the stove. They couldn’t get past Pa, and there was no other way out. Then Pa
growled so terribly, his hair was so wild and his eyes so fierce that it all seemed real. Mary was so frightened
that she could not move. But as Pa came nearer Laura screamed, and with a wild leap and a scramble she went
over the wood-box, dragging Mary with her.
And at once there was no mad dog at all. There was only Pa standing there with his blue eyes shining,
looking at Laura.
“Well!” he said to her. “You’re only a little half-pint of cider half drunk up, but by Jinks! You’re as strong as a
little French horse!”
“You shouldn’t frighten the children so, Charles,” Ma said. “Look how big their eyes are.”
Pa looked, and then he took down his fiddle. He began to play and sing.
Yankee Doodle went to town,
He wore his striped trousies,
He swore he couldn’t see the town,
There was so many houses.

Laura and Mary forgot all about the mad dog.
And there he saw some great big guns,
Big as a log of maple,
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And every time they turned ’em round,
It took two yoke of cattle.
*
And every time they fired ’em off,
It took a horn of powder,
It made a noise like father’s gun,
Only a nation louder.

Pa was keeping time with his foot, and Laura clapped her hands to the music when he sang,
And I’ll sing Yankee Doodle-de-do,
And I’ll sing Yankee Doodle,
And I’ll sing Yankee Doodle-de-do,
And I’ll sing Yankee Doodle!

All alone in the wild Big Woods, and the snow, and the cold, the little log house was warm and snug and cosy.
Pa and Ma and Mary and Laura and Baby Carrie were comfortable and happy there, especially at night. Then the
fire was shining on the hearth, the cold and the dark and the wild beasts were all shut out, and Jack the brindle
bulldog and Black Susan the cat lay blinking at the flames in the fireplace.
Ma sat in her rocking chair, sewing by the light of the lamp on the table. The lamp was bright and shiny.
There was salt in the bottom of its glass bowl with the kerosene, to keep the kerosene from exploding, and there
were bits of red flannel among the salt to make it pretty. It was pretty.
Laura loved to look at the lamp, with its glass chimney so clean and sparkling, its yellow flame burning so
steadily, and its bowl of clear kerosene colored red by the bits of flannel. She loved to look at the fire in the
fireplace, flickering and changing all the time, burning yellow and red and sometimes green above the logs, and
hovering blue over the golden and ruby coals.
And then, Pa told stories.
When Laura and Mary begged him for a story, he would take them on his knees and tickle their faces with his
long whiskers until they laughed aloud. His eyes were blue and merry.
One night Pa looked at Black Susan, stretching herself before the fire and running her claws out and in, and
he said:
“Do you know that a panther is a cat? a great, big, wild cat?”
“No,” said Laura.
“Well, it is,” said Pa. “Just imagine Black Susan bigger than Jack, and fiercer than Jack when he growls. Then
she would be just like a panther.” He settled Laura and Mary more comfortably on his knees and he said,
“I’ll tell you about Grandpa and the panther.”
“Your Grandpa?” Laura asked.
“No, Laura, your Grandpa. My father.”
“Oh,” Laura said, and she wriggled closer against Pa’s arm. She knew her Grandpa. He lived far away in the
Big Woods, in a big log house. Pa began:
“Your Grandpa went to town one day and was late starting home. It was dark when he came riding his horse
through the Big Woods, so dark that he could hardly see the road, and when he heard a panther scream he was
frightened, for he had no gun.”
“How does a panther scream?” Laura asked.
“Like a woman,” said Pa. “Like this.” Then he screamed so that Laura and Mary shivered with terror. Ma
jumped in her chair, and said,
“Mercy, Charles!” But Laura and Mary loved to be scared like that.
“The horse, with Grandpa on him, ran fast, for it was frightened, too. But it could not get away from the
panther. The panther followed through the dark woods. It was a hungry panther, and it came as fast as the horse
could run. It screamed now on this side of the road, now on the other side, and it was always close behind.
“Grandpa leaned forward in the saddle and urged the horse to run faster. The horse was run ning as fast as it
could possibly run, and still the panther screamed close behind.
“Then Grandpa caught a glimpse of it, as it leaped from treetop to treetop, almost overhead. It was a huge,
black panther, leaping through the air like Black Susan leaping on a mouse. It was many, many times bigger than
Black Susan. It was so big that if it leaped on Grandpa it could kill him with its enormous, slashing claws and its
long sharp teeth.
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“Grandpa, on his horse, was running away from it just as a mouse runs from a cat.
“The panther did not scream any more. Grandpa did not see it any more. But he knew that it was coming,
leaping after him in the dark woods behind him. The horse ran with all its might.
“At last the horse ran up to Grandpa’s house. Grandpa saw the panther springing. Grandpa jumped off the
horse, against the door. He burst through the door and slammed it behind him. The panther landed on the horse’s
back, just where Grandpa had been.
“The horse screamed terribly, and ran. He was running away into the Big Woods, with the panther riding on
his back and ripping his back its claws. But Grandpa grabbed his gun from the wall and got to the window, just
in time to shoot the panther dead.
“Grandpa said he would never again go into the Big Woods without his gun.”
When Pa told this story, Laura and Mary shivered and snuggled closer to him. They were safe and snug on his
knees, with his strong arms around them. They liked to be there, before the warm fire, with Black Susan purrring
on the hearth and good dog Jack stretched out beside her. When they heard a wolf howl, Jack’s head lifted and
the hairs rose stiff along his back.
But Laura and Mary listened to that lonely sound in the dark and the cold of the Big Woods, and they were
not afraid. They were cosy and comfortable in their little house made of logs, with the snow drifted around it and
the wind crying because it could not get in by the fire.
B
1
A long time ago, when all the grandfathers and grandmothers of today were little boys and little girls or very
small babies, or perhaps not even born, Pa and Ma and Mary and Laura and Baby Carrie left their little house in
the Big Woods of Wisconsin. They drove away and left it lonely and empty in the clearing among the big trees,
and they never saw that little house again.
They were going to the Indian country. Pa said there were too many people in the Big Woods now. Quite often
Laura heard the ringing thud of an ax which was not Pa’s ax, or the echo of a shot that did not come from his gun.
The path that went by the little house had become a road. Almost every day Laura and Mary stopped their playing
and stared in surprise at a wagon slowly creaking by on that road.
Wild animals would not stay in a country where there were so many people. Pa did not like to stay, either. He
liked a country where the wild animals lived without being afraid. He liked to see the little fawns and their
mothers looking at him from the shadowy woods, and the fat, lazy bears eating berries in the wild-berry patches.
In the long winter evenings he talked to Ma about the Western country. In the West the land was level, and
there were no trees. The grass grew thick and high. There the wild animals wandered and fed as though they were
in a pasture that stretched much farther than a man could see, and there were no settlers. Only Indians lived there.
One day in the very last of the winter Pa said to Ma,
“Seeing you don’t object, I’ve decided to go see the West. I’ve had an offer for this place, and we can sell it
now for as much as we’re ever likely to get, enough to give us a start in a new country.”
“Oh, Charles, must we go now?” Ma said. The weather was so cold and the snug house was so comfortable.
“If we are going this year, we must go now,” said Pa. “We can’t get across the Mississippi after the ice breaks.”
So Pa sold the little house. He sold the cow and calf. He made hickory bows and fastened them upright to the
wagon box. Ma helped him stretch white canvas over them.
In the thin dark before morning Ma gently shook Mary and Laura till they got up. In firelight and candlelight
she washed and combed them and dressed them warmly. Over their long red-flannel underwear she put wool
petticoats and wool dresses and long wool stockings. She put their coats on them, and their rabbit-skin hoods and
their red yarn mittens.
Everything from the little house was in the wagon, except the beds and tables and chairs. They did not need to
take these, because Pa could always make new ones.
There was thin snow on the ground. The air was still and cold and dark. The bare trees stood up against the
frosty stars. But in the east the sky was pale and through the gray woods came lanterns with wagons and horses,
bringing Grandpa and Grandma and aunts and uncles and cousins.
Mary and Laura clung tight to their rag dolls and did not say anything. The cousins stood around and looked at
them. Grandma and all the aunts hugged and kissed them and hugged and kissed them again, saying good-by. Pa
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hung his gun to the wagon bows inside the canvas top, where he could reach it quickly from the seat. He hung his
bullet-pouch and powder-horn beneath it. He laid the fiddle-box carefully between pillows, where jolting would
not hurt the fiddle. The uncles helped him hitch the horses to the wagon. All the cousins were told to kiss Mary
and Laura, so they did. Pa picked up Mary and then Laura, and set them on the bed in the back of the wagon. He
helped Ma climb up to the wagon-seat, and Grandma reached up and gave her Baby Carrie. Pa swung up and sat
beside Ma, and Jack, the brindle\fn{ Having dark streaks of fur or spots in a solid gray or tawny coat } bulldog, went under
the wagon.
So they all went away from the little log house. The shutters were over the windows, so the little house could
not see them go. It stayed there inside the log fence, behind the two big oak trees that in the summertime had
made green roofs for Mary and Laura to play under. And that was the last of the little house.
*
Pa promised that when they came to the West, Laura should see a papoose.
“What is a papoose?” she asked him, and he said,
“A papoose is a little, brown, Indian baby.”
They drove a long way through the snowy woods, till they came to the town of Pepin. Mary and Laura had
seen it once before, but it looked different now. The door of the store and the doors of all the houses were shut, the
stumps were covered with snow, and no little children were playing outdoors. Big cords of wood stood among the
stumps. Only two or three men in boots and fur caps and bright plaid coats were to be seen.
Ma and Laura and Mary ate bread and molasses in the wagon, and the horses ate corn from nose-bags, while
inside the store Pa traded his furs for things they would need on the journey. They could not stay long in the town,
because they must cross the lake that day.
The enormous lake stretched flat and smooth and white all the way to the edge of the gray sky. Wagon tracks
went away across it, so far that you could not see where they went; they ended in nothing at all. Pa drove the
wagon out onto the ice, following those wagon tracks. The horses’ hoofs clop-clopped with a dull sound, the
wagon wheels went crunching. The town grew smaller and smaller behind, till even the tall store was only a dot.
All around the wagon there was nothing but empty and silent space. Laura didn’t like it. But Pa was on the wagon
seat and Jack was under the wagon; she knew that nothing could hurt her while Pa and Jack were there.
At last the wagon was pulling up a slope of earth again, and again there were trees. There was a little log
house, too, among the trees. So Laura felt better. Nobody lived in the little house; it was a place to camp in. It was
a tiny house, and strange, with a big fireplace and rough bunks against all the walls. But it was warm when Pa had
built a fire in the fireplace. That night Mary and Laura and Baby Carrie slept with Ma in a bed made on the floor
before the fire, while Pa slept outside in the wagon, to guard it and the horses.
In the night a strange noise wakened Laura. It sounded like a shot, but it was sharper and longer than a shot.
Again and again she heard it. Mary and Carrie were asleep, but Laura couldn’t sleep until Ma’s voice came softly
through the dark.
“Go to sleep, Laura,” Ma said. “It’s only the ice cracking.” Next morning Pa said,
“It’s lucky we crossed yesterday, Caroline. Wouldn’t wonder if the ice broke up today. We made a late
crossing, and we’re lucky it didn’t start breaking up while we were out in the middle of it.”
“I thought about that yesterday, Charles,” Ma replied, gently. Laura hadn’t thought about it before, but now she
thought what would have happened if the ice had cracked under the wagon wheels and they had all gone down
into the cold water in the middle of that vast lake.
“You’re frightening somebody, Charles,” Ma said, and Pa caught Laura up in his safe, big hug.
“We’re across the Mississippi!” he said, hugging her joyously. “How do you like that, little half-pint of sweet
cider half drunk up? Do you like going out west where Indians live?”
*
Laura said she liked it, and she asked if they were in the Indian country now. But they were not; they were in
Minnesota. It was a long, long way to Indian Territory. Almost every day the horses traveled as far as they could;
almost every night Pa and Ma made camp in a new place. Sometimes they had to stay several days in one camp
because a creek was in flood and they couldn’t cross it till the water went down. They crossed too many creeks to
count. They saw strange woods and hills and stranger country with no trees. They drove across rivers on long
wooden bridges, and they came to one wide yellow river that had no bridge.
That was the Missouri River. Pa drove onto a raft, and they all sat still in the wagon while the raft went
swaying away from the safe land and slowly crossed all that rolling muddy-yellow water.
After more days they came to hills again. In a valley the wagon stuck fast in deep black mud. Rain poured
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down and thunder crashed and lightning flared. There was no place to make camp and build a fire. Everything
was damp and chill and miserable in the wagon, but they had to stay in it and eat cold bits of food. Next day Pa
found a place on a hillside where they could camp. The rain had stopped, but they had to wait a week before the
creek went down and the mud dried so that Pa could dig the wagon wheels out of it and go on.
One day, while they were waiting, a tall, lean man came out of the woods, riding a black pony. He and Pa
talked awhile, then they went off into the woods together, and when they came back, both of them were riding
black ponies. Pa had traded the tired brown horses for those ponies. They were beautiful little horses, and Pa said
they were not really ponies; they were western mustangs.
“They’re strong as mules and gentle as kittens,” Pa said.
They had large, soft, gentle eyes, and long manes and tails, and slender legs and feet much smaller and quicker
than the feet of horses in the Big Woods. When Laura asked what their names were, Pa said that she and Mary
could name them. So Mary named one, Pet, and Laura named the other, Patty. When the creek’s roar was not so
loud and the road was drier, Pa dug the wagon out of the mud. He hitched Pet and Patty to it, and they all went on
together.
They had come in the covered wagon all the long way from the Big Woods of Wisconsin, across Minnesota
and Iowa and Missouri. All that long way, Jack had trotted under the wagon. Now they set out to go across
Kansas.
*
Kansas was an endless flat land covered with tall grass blowing in the wind. Day after day they travled in
Kansas, and saw nothing but the rippling grass and enoumous sky. In a perfect circle the sky curved down the
level land, and the wagon was in the circle’s exact middle.
All day long Pet and Patty went forward, trotting and walking and trotting again, but they couldn’t get out of
the middle of that circle. When the sun went down, the circle was still around them and the edge of the sky was
pink. Then slowly the land became black. The wind made a lonely sound in the grass. The camp fire was small
and lost in so much space. But large stars hung from the sky, glittering so near that Laura felt she could almost
touch them.
Next day the land was the same, the sky was the same, the circle did not change. Laura and Mary were tired of
them all. There was nothing new to do and nothing new to look at. The bed was made in the back of the wagon
and neatly covered with a gray blanket; Laura and Mary sat on it. The canvas sides of the wagon-top were rolled
up and tied, so the prairie wind blew in. It whipped Laura’s straight brown hair and Mary’s golden curls everywhich-way, and the strong light screwed up their eyelids.
Sometimes a big jack rabbit bounded in big bounds away over the blowing grass. Jack paid no attention. Poor
Jack was tired, too, and his paws were sore from traveling so far. The wagon kept on jolting, the canvas top
snapped in the wind. Two faint wheel tracks kept going away behind the wagon, always the same.
Pa’s back was hunched. The reins were loose in his hands, the wind blew his long brown beard. Ma sat straight
and quiet, her hands folded in her lap. Baby Carrie slept in a nest among the soft bundles.
“Ah-wow!” Mary yawned, and Laura said:
“Ma, can’t we get out and run behind the wagon? My legs are so tired.”
“No, Laura,” Ma said.
“Aren’t we going to camp pretty soon?” Laura asked. It seemed such a long time since noon, when they had
eaten their lunch sitting on the clean grass in the shade of the wagon. Pa answered:
“Not yet. It’s too early to camp now.”
“I want to camp, now! I’m so tired,” Laura said. Then Ma said,
“Laura.”
That was all, but it meant that Laura must not complain. So she did not complain any more out loud, but she
was still naughty, inside. She sat and thought complaints to herself. Her legs ached and the wind wouldn’t stop
blowing her hair. The grass waved and the wagon jolted and nothing else happened for a long time.
“We’re coming to a creek or a river,” Pa said. “Girls, can you see those trees ahead?”
Laura stood up and held to one of the wagon bows. Far ahead she saw a low dark smudge.
“That’s trees,” Pa said. “You can tell by the shape of the shadows. In this country, trees mean water. That’s
where we’ll camp tonight.”
*
Pet and Patty began to trot briskly, as if they were glad, too. Laura held tight to the wagon bow and stood up in
the jolting wagon. Beyond Pa’s shoulder and far across the waves of green grass she could see the trees, and they
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were not like any trees she had seen before. They were no taller than bushes.
“Whoa!” said Pa, suddenly. “Now which way?” he muttered to himself.
The road divided here, and you could not tell which was the more-traveled way. Both of them were faint wheel
tracks in the grass. One went toward the west, the other sloped downward a little, toward the south. Both soon
vanished in the tall, blowing grass.
“Better go downhill, I guess,” Pa decided. “The creek’s down in the bottoms. Must be this is the way to the
ford.” He turned Pet and Patty toward the south.
The road went down and up and down and up again, over gently curving land. The trees were nearer now, but
they were no taller. Then Laura gasped and clutched the wagon bow, for almost under Pet’s and Patty’s noses
there was no more blowing grass, there was no land at all. She looked beyond the edge of the land and across the
tops of trees.
The road turned there. For a little way it went along the cliff’s top, then it went sharply downward. Pa put on
the brakes; Pet and Patty braced themselves backward and almost sat down. The wagon wheels slid onward, little
by little lowering the wagon farther down the steep slope into the ground. Jagged cliffs of bare red earth rose up
on both sides of the wagon. Grass waved along their tops, but nothing grew on their seamed, straight-up-anddown sides. They were hot, and heat came from them against Laura’s face. The wind was still blowing overhead,
but it did not blow down into this deep crack in the ground. The stillness seemed strange and empty.
Then once more the wagon was level. The narrow crack down which it had come opened into the bottom
lands. Here grew the tall trees whose tops Laura had seen from the prairie above. Shady groves were scattered on
the rolling meadows, and in the groves deer were lying down, hardly to be seen among the shadows. The deer
turned their heads toward the wagon, and curious fawns stood up to see it more clearly.
Laura was surprised because she did not see the creek. But the bottom lands were wide. Down here, below the
prairie, there were gentle hills and open sunny places. The air was still and hot. Under the wagon wheels the
ground was soft. In the sunny open spaces the grass grew thin, and deer had cropped it short. For a while the high,
bare cliffs of red earth stood up behind the wagon. But they were almost hidden behind hills and trees when Pet
and Patty stopped to drink from the creek. The rushing sound of the water filled the still air. All along the creek
banks the trees hung over it and made it dark with shadows. In the middle it ran swiftly, sparkling silver and blue.
“This creek’s pretty high,” Pa said. “But I guess we can make it all right. You can see this is a ford, by the old
wheel ruts. What do you say, Caroline?”
“Whatever you say, Charles,” Ma answered.
Pet and Patty lifted their wet noses. They pricked their ears forward, looking at the creek; then they pricked
them backward to hear what Pa would say. They sighed and laid their soft noses together to whisper to each other.
A little way upstream, Jack was lapping the water with his red tongue.
“I’ll tie down the wagon-cover,” Pa said. He climbed down from the seat, unrolled the canvas sides and tied
them firmly to the wagon box. Then he pulled the rope at the back, so that the canvas puckered together in the
middle, leaving only a tiny round hole, too small to see through.
Mary huddled down on the bed. She did not like fords; she was afraid of the rushing water. But Laura was
excited; she liked the splashing. Pa climbed to the seat, saying,
“They may have to swim, out there in the middle. But we’ll make it all right, Caroline.” Laura thought of Jack
and said,
“I wish Jack could ride in the wagon, Pa.”
Pa did not answer. He gathered the reins tightly in his hands. Ma said,
“Jack can swim, Laura. He will be all right.”
The wagon went forward softly in mud. Water began to splash against the wheels. The splashing grew louder.
The wagon shook as the noisy water struck at it. Then all at once the wagon lifted and balanced and swayed. It
was a lovely feeling. The noise stopped, and Ma said, sharply,
“Lie down, girls!”
Quick as a flash, Mary and Laura dropped flat on the bed. When Ma spoke like that, they did as they were told.
Ma’s arm pulled a smothering blanket over them, heads and all.
“Be still, just as you are.. Don’t move!” she said.
Mary did not move; she was trembling and still. But Laura could not help wriggling a little bit. She did so want
to see what was happening. She could feel the wagon swaying and turning; the splashing was noisy again, and
again it died away. Then Pa’s voice frightened Laura. It said,
“Take them, Caroline!”
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The wagon lurched; there was a sudden heavy splash beside it. Laura sat straight up and clawed the blanket
from her head. Pa was gone. Ma sat alone, holding tight to the reins with both hands. Mary hid her face in the
blanket again, but Laura rose up farther. She couldn’t see the creek bank. She couldn’t see anything in front of the
wagon but water rushing at it. And in the water, three heads; Pet’s head and Patty’s head and Pa’s small, wet head.
Pa’s fist in the water was holding tight to Pet’s bridle. Laura could faintly hear Pa’s voice through the rushing of
the water. It sounded calm and cheerful, but she couldn’t hear what he said. He was talking to the horses. Ma’s
face was white and scared.
“Lie down, Laura,” Ma said.
Laura lay down. She felt cold and sick. Her eyes were shut tight, but she could still see the terrible water and
Pa’s brown beard drowning in it. For a long time the wagon swayed and swung, and Mary cried without making a
sound, and Laura’s stomach felt sicker and sicker. Then the front wheels struck and grated, and Pa shouted. The
whole wagon jerked and jolted and tipped backward, but the wheels were turning on the ground. Laura was up
again, holding to the seat; she saw Pet’s and Patty’s scrambling wet backs climbing a steep bank, and Pa running
beside them, shouting,
“Hi, Patty! Hi, Pet! Get up! Get up! Whoopsy-daisy! Good girls!”
At the top of the bank they stood still, panting and dripping. And the wagon stood still, safely out of that creek.
Pa stood panting and dripping, too, and Ma said,
“Oh, Charles!”
“There, there, Caroline,” said Pa. “We’re all safe, thank’s to a good tight wagon-box well fastened to the
running-gear. I never saw a creek rise so fast in my life. Pet and Patty are good swimmers, but I guess they
wouldn’t have made it if I hadn’t helped them.”
If Pa had not known what to do, or if Ma had been too frightened to drive, or if Laura and Mary had been
naughty and bothered her, then they would all have been lost. The river would have rolled them over and over and
carried them away and drowned them, and nobody would ever have known what became of them. For weeks,
perhaps, no other person would come along that road.
“Well,” said Pa, “all’s well that ends well,” and Ma said,
“Charles, you’re wet to the skin.” Before Pa could answer, Laura cried,
“Oh, where’s Jack?”
They had forgotten Jack. They had left him on the other side of that dreadful water and now they could not see
him anywhere. He must have tried to swim after them, but they could not see him struggling in the water now.
Laura swallowed hard, to keep from crying. She knew it was shameful to cry, but there was crying inside her.
All the long way from Wisconsin poor Jack had followed them so patiently and faithfully, and now they had left
him to drown. He was so tired, and they might have taken him into the wagon. He had stood on the bank and seen
the wagon going away from him, as if they didn’t care for him at all. And he would never know how much they
wanted him.
Pa said he wouldn’t have done such a thing to Jack, not for a million dollars. If he’d known how that creek
would rise when they were in midstream, he would never have let Jack try to swim it.
“But that can’t be helped now,” he said.
He went far up and down the creek bank, looking for Jack, calling him and whistling for him. It was no use.
Jack was gone. At last there was nothing to do but to go on. Pet and Patty were rested. Pa’s clothes had dried on
him while he searched for Jack. He took the reins again, and drove uphill, out of the river bottoms.
Laura looked back all the way. She knew she I wouldn’t see Jack again, but she wanted to. She didn’t see
anything but low curves of land coming between the wagon and the creek, and beyond the creek those strange
cliffs of red earth rose up again. Then other bluffs just like them stood up in front of the wagon. Faint wheel tracks
went into a crack between those earthen walls. Pet and Patty climbed till the crack became a small grassy valley.
And the valley widened out to the High Prairie once more.
No road, not even the faintest trace of wheels or of a rider’s passing, could be seen anywhere. That prairie
looked as if no human eye had ever seen it before. Only the tall wild grass covered the endless empty land and a
great empty sky arched over it. Far away the sun’s edge touched the rim of the earth. The sun was enormous and it
was throbbing and pulsing with light. All around the sky's edge ran a pale pink glow, and above the pink was
yellow, and above that blue. Above the blue the sky was no color at all. Purple shadows were gathering over the
land, and the wind was mourning.
Pa stopped the mustangs. He and Ma got out of the wagon to make camp, and Mary and Laura climbed down
to the ground, too.
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“Oh, Ma,” Laura begged, “Jack has gone to heaven, hasn’t he? He was such a good dog, can’t he go to
heaven?” Ma did not know what to answer, but Pa said:
“Yes, Laura, he can. God that doesn’t forget the sparrows won’t leave a good dog like Jack out in the cold.”
Laura felt only a little better. She was not happy. Pa did not whistle about his work as usual, and after a while
he said,
“And what we’ll do in a wild country without a good watchdog I don’t know.”
*
Pa madre camp as usual. First, he unhitched and unharnessed Pet and Patty, and he put them on their picketlines. Picket-lines were long ropes fastened to iron pegs driven into the ground. The pegs were called picket-pins.
When horses were on picket-lines they could eat all thegrass that the long ropes would let them reach. But when
Pet and Patty were put on them, thew first thing they did was to lie down and roll back and forth and over. They
rolled till the feeling of the harness was all gone from their backs.
While Pet and Patty were roiling, Pa pulled all the grass from a large, round space of ground. There was old,
dead grass at the roots of the green grass, and Pa would take no chance of setting the prairie on fire. If fire once
started in that dry under-grass, it would sweep that whole country bare and black. Pa said,
“Best be on the safe side, it saves trouble in the end.”
When the space was clear of grass, Pa laid a handful of dry grass in its center. From the creek bottoms he
brought an armful of twigs and dead wood. He laid small twigs and larger twigs and then the wood on the handful
of dry grass, and he lighted the grass. The fire crackled merrily inside the ring of bare ground that it couldn’t get
out of.
Then Pa brought water from the creek, while Mary and Laura helped Ma get supper. Ma measured coffee
beans into the coffee-mill and Mary ground them. Laura filled the coffee-pot with the water Pa brought, and Ma
set the pot in the coals. She set the iron bake-oven in the coals, too. While it heated, she mixed cornmeal and salt
with water and patted it into little cakes. She greased the bake-oven with a pork-rind, laid the cornmeal cakes in it,
and put on its iron cover. Then Pa raked more coals over the cover, while Ma sliced fat salt pork. She fried the
slices in the iron spider. The spider had short legs to stand on in the coals, and that was why it was called a spider.
If it had had no legs, it would have been only a frying pan. The coffee boiled, the cakes baked, the meat fried, and
they all smelled so good that Laura grew hungrier and hungrier. Pa set the wagon-seat near the fire. He and Ma sat
on it. Mary and Laura sat on the wagon tongue. Each of them had a tin plate, and a steel knife and a steel fork
with white bone handles. Ma had a tin cup and Pa had a tin cup, and Baby Carrie had a little one of her own, but
Mary and Laura had to share their tin cup. They drank water. They could not drink coffee until they grew up.
While they were eating supper the purple shadows closed around the camp fire. The vast prairie was dark and
still. Only the wind moved stealthily through the grass, and the large, low stars hung glittering from the great sky.
The camp fire was cozy in the big, chill darkness. The slices of pork were crisp and fat, the corncakes were good.
In the dark beyond the wagon, Pet and Patty were eating, too. They bit off bites of grass with sharply crunching
sounds.
“We’ll camp here a day or two,” said Pa. “Maybe we’ll stay here. There's good land, timber in the bottoms,
plenty of game—everything a man could want. What do you say, Caroline?”
“We might go farther and fare worse,” Ma replied.
“Anyway, I’ll look around tomorrow,” Pa said. “I’ll take my gun and get us some good fresh meat.”
He lighted his pipe with a hot coal, and stretched out his legs comfortably. The warm, brown smell of tobacco
smoke mixed with the warmth of the fire. Mary yawned, and slid off the wagon tongue to sit on the grass. Laura
yawned, too. Ma quickly washed the tin plates, the tin cups, the knives and forks. She washed the bake-oven and
the spider, and rinsed the dish-cloth.
For an instant she was still, listening to the long, wailing howl from the dark prairie. They all knew what it
was. But that sound always ran cold up Laura’s backbone and crinkled over the back of her head. Ma shook the
dish-cloth, and then she walked into the dark and spread the cloth on the tall grass to dry. When she came back Pa
said:
“Wolves. Half a mile away, I’d judge. Well, where there’s deer there will be wolves. I wish …”
He didn’t say what he wished, but Laura knew. He wished Jack were there. When wolves howled in the Big
Woods, Laura had always known that Jack would not let them hurt her. A lump swelled hard in her throat and her
nose smarted. She winked fast and did not cry. That wolf, or perhaps another wolf, howled again.
“Bedtime for little girls!” Ma said, cheerfully.
*
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Mary got up and turned around so that Ma could unbutton her. But Laura jumped up and stood still. She saw
something. Deep in the dark beyond the firelight, two green lights were shining near the ground. They were eyes.
Cold ran up Laura’s backbone, her scalp crinkled, her hair stood up. The green lights moved; one winked out, then
the other winked out, then both shone steadily, coming nearer.
“Look, Pa, look!” Laura said. “A wolf!”
Pa did not seem to move quickly, but he did. In an instant he took his gun out of the wagon and was ready to
fire at those green eyes. The eyes stopped coming. They were still in the dark, looking at him.
“It can’t be a wolf. Unless it’s a mad wolf,” Pa said. Ma lifted Mary into the wagon.
“And it’s not that," said Pa. “Listen to the horses.” Pet and Patty were still biting off bits of grass.
“A lynx?” said Ma. “Or a coyote?”
Pa picked up a stick of wood; he shouted, and threw it. The green eyes went close to the ground, as if the
animal crouched to spring. Pa held the gun ready. The creature did not move.
“Don’t, Charles,” Ma said.
But Pa slowly walked toward those eyes. And slowly along the ground the eyes crawled toward him. Laura
could see the animal in the edge of the dark. It was a tawny animal and brindled. Then Pa shouted and Laura
screamed. The next thing she knew she was trying to hug a jumping, panting, wriggling Jack, who lapped her face
and hands with his warm wet tongue. She couldn’t hold him. He leaped and wriggled from her to Pa and Ma and
back to her again.
“Well, I’m beat!” Pa said.
“So am I,” said Ma. “But did you have to wake the baby?” She rocked Carrie in her arms, hushing her.
Jack was perfectly well. But soon he lay down close to Laura and sighed a long sigh. His eyes were red with
tiredness, and all the under part of him was caked with mud. Ma gave him a cornmeal cake and he licked it and
wagged politely, but he could not eat. He was too tired.
“No telling how long he kept swimming,” Pa said. “Nor how far he was carried downstream before he landed.”
And when at last he reached them, Laura called him a wolf, and Pa threatened to shoot him. But Jack knew
they didn’t mean it. Laura asked him,
“You knew we didn’t mean it, didn’t you, Jack?” Jack wagged his stump of a tail; he knew.
It was past bedtime. Pa chained Pet and Patty to the feed-box at the back of the wagon and fed them their corn.
Carrie slept again, and Ma helped Mary and Laura undress. She put their long nightgowns over their heads while
they stuck their arms into the sleeves. They buttoned the neckbands themselves, and tied the strings of their
nightcaps beneath their chins. Under the wagon Jack wearily turned around three times, and lay down to sleep.
In the wagon Laura and Mary said their prayers and crawled into their little bed. Ma kissed them good night.
On the other side of the canvas, Pet and Patty were eating their corn. When Patty whooshed into the feed-box, the
whoosh was right at Laura’s ear.
There were little scurrying sounds in the grass. In the trees by the creek an owl called, “Who-oo? who-oo?”
Farther away another owl answered, "OO-OO, OO-OO.” Far away on the prairie the wolves howled, and under
the wagon Jack growled low in his chest. In the wagon everything was safe and snug.
Thickly in front of the open wagon-top hung the large, glittering stars. Pa could reach them, Laura thought.
She wished he would pick the largest one from the thread on which it hung from the sky, and give it to her. She
was wide awake, she was not sleepy at all, but suddenly she was very much surprised. The large star winked at
her!
Then she was waking up, next morning.
*
Soft whickerings were close to Laura’s ear, and grain rattled into the feed-box. Pa was giving Pet and Patty
their breakfasts.
“Back, Pet! Don’t be greedy,” he said. “You know it’s Patty’s turn.” Pet stamped her foot and nickered.
“Now, Patty, keep your own end of the box,” said Pa. “This is for Pet.” Then a little squeal from Patty.
“Hah! Got nipped, didn’t you?” Pa said “And serve you right. I told you to eat your own corn.”
Mary and Laura looked at each other and laughed. They could smell bacon and coffee and hear pancakes
sizzling, and they scrambled out of bed.
Mary could dress herself, all but the middle button. Laura buttoned that one for her, then Mary buttoned Laura
all the way up the back. They washed their hands and faces in the tin washbasin on the wagon-step. Ma combed
every snarl out of their hair, while Pa brought fresh water from the creek. Then they sat on the clean grass and ate
pancakes and bacon and molasses from the tin plates in their laps.
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All around them shadows were moving over the waving grasses, while the sun rose. Meadowlarks were
springing straight up from the billows of grass into the high, clear sky, singing as they went. Small pearly clouds
drifted in the intense blueness overhead. In all the weed-tops tiny birds were swinging and singing in tiny voices.
Pa said they were dick-cissels.
“Dickie, dickie!” Laura called back to them. “Dickie-bird!”
“Eat your breakfast, Laura,” Ma said. “You must mind your manners, even if we are a hundred miles from
anywhere.” Pa said, mildly,
“It’s only forty miles to Independence,\fn{ Independence, Missouri} Caroline, and no doubt there’s a neighbor or so
nearer than that.”
“Forty miles, then,” Ma agreed. “But whether or no, it isn’t good manners to sing at table. Or when you’re
eating,” she added, because there was no table.
There was only the enormous, empty prairie, with grasses blowing in waves of light and shadow across it, and
the great blue sky above it, and birds flying up from it and singing with joy because the sun was rising. And on the
whole enormous prairie there was no sign that any other human being had ever been there.\fn{ According to the census
for 1880, which is about the time Laura and her family made their migration from Wisconsin to Missouri, there were only about fifty
million people in the entire country } In all that space of land and sky stood the lonely, small, covered wagon. And close

to it sat Pa and Ma and Laura and Mary and Baby Carrie, eating their breakfasts. The mustangs munched their
corn, and Jack sat still, trying hard not to beg. Laura was not allowed to feed him while she ate, but she saved bits
for him. And Ma made a big pancake for him, of the last of the batter.
Rabbits were everywhere in the grass, and thousands of prairie chickens, but Jack could not hunt his breakfast
that day. Pa was going hunting, and Jack must guard the camp. First Pa put Pet and Patty on their picket-lines.
Then he took the wooden tub from the side of the waggon and filled it with water from the creek. Ma was going
to do the washing. Then Pa stuck his sharp hatchet in his belt, he hung his powder-horn beside the hatchet, he put
the patch-box and the bullet-pouch in his pocket, and he took his gun on his arm. He said to Ma:
“Take your time, Caroline. We won’t move the wagon till we want to. We’ve got all the gime there is.”
He went away. For a little while they could see the upper part of him above the tall grasses, going away and
growing smaller. Then he wet out of sight and the prairie was empty.
Mary and Laura washed the dishes while Ma made the beds in the waon. They put the clrean dishes neatly in
their box; they picked up every scattered twig and put it in the fire; they stacked the wood against a wagon wheel.
Then everything about the camp was tidy. Ma brought the wooden pannikin of soft soap from the wagon. She
kilted up her skirts and rolled up her sleeves, and she knelt by the tub on the grass. She washed sheets and pillowcases and white underthings, she washed dresses and shirts, and she rinsed them in clear water and spread them on
the clean grass, to dry in the sun.
Mary and Laura were exploring. They must not go far from the wagon, but it was fun to run through the tall
grass, in the sunshine and wind. Huge rabbits bounded away before them, birds fluttered up and settled again. The
tiny dickie-birds were everywhere, and their tiny nests were in the tall weeds. And everywhere were little brownstriped gophers.
These little creatures looked soft as velvet. They had bright round eyes and crinkling noses and wee paws.
They popped out of holes in the ground, and stood up to look at Mary and Laura. Their hind legs folded under
their haunches, their little paws folded tight to their chests, and they looked exactly like bits of dead wood sticking
out of the ground. Only their bright eyes glittered. Mary and Laura wanted to catch one to take to Ma. Again and
again they almost had one. The gopher would stand perfectly still until you were sure you had him this time, then
just as you touched him, he wasn’t there. There was only his round hole in the ground. Laura ran and ran, and
coulnd’t catch one. Mary sat perfectly still beside a hole, waiting for one to come up, and just beyond her reach
gophers scampered merrily, and gophers sat up and looked at her. But not one ever came out of that hole.
Once a shadow floated across the grass, and every gopher vanished. A hawk was sailing overhead. It was so
close that Laura saw its cruel round eye turned downward to look at her. She saw its sharp beak and its savage
claws curled ready to pounce. But the hawk saw nothing but Laura and Mary and round, empty holes in the
ground. It sailed away, looking somewhere else for its dinner. Then all the little gophers came up again.
It was nearly noon then. The sun was almost overhead. So Laura and Mary picked flowers from the weeds, and
they took the flowers to Ma, instead of a gopher.
Ma was folding the dry clothes: The little panties and petticoats were whiter than snow, warm from the sun,
and smelling like the grass. Ma laid them in the wagon, and took the flowers. She admired equally the flowers that
Laura gave her and the flowers that Mary gave her, and she put them together in a tincup full of water. She set
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them on the wagon-step, to make the camp pretty.
Then she split two cold corn-cakes and spread them with molasses. She gave one to Mary and one to Laura.
That was their dinner, and it was very good.
“Where is a papoose, Ma?” Laura asked.
“Don’t speak with your mouth full, Laura,” said Ma. So Laura chewed and swallowed, and she said,
“I want to see a papoose.”
“Mercy on us!” Ma said. “Whatever makes you want to see Indians? We will see enough of them. More than
we want to, I wouldn’t wonder.”
“They wouldn’t hurt us, would they?” Mary asked. Mary was always good; she never spoke with her mouth
full.
“No!” Ma said. “Don’t get such an idea into your head.”
“Why don’t you like Indians, Ma?” Laura asked, and she caught a drip of molasses with her tongue.
“I just don’t like them; and don’t lick your fingers, Laura,” said Ma.
“This is Indian country, isn’t it?” Laura said. “What did we come to their country for, if you don’t like them?”
Ma said she didn’t know whether this was Indian country or not. She didn’t know where the Kansas line was.
But, whether or no, the Indians would not be here long. Pa had word from a man in Washington that the Indian
Territory would be open to settlement soon. It might already be open to settlement. They could not know, because
Washington was so far away.
Then Ma took the sadiron\fn{An iron for smoothing clothes; a flatiron } out of the wagon and heated it by the fire. She
sprinkled a dress for Mary and a dress for Laura and a little dress for Baby Carrie, and her own sprigged calico.
She spread a blanket and a sheet on the wagon seat, and she ironed the dresses.
Baby Carrie slept in the wagon. Laura and Mary and Jack lay on the shady grass beside it, because now the
sunshine was hot. Jack’s mouth was open and his red tongue hung out, his eyes blinked sleepily. Ma hummed
softly to herself while the iron smoothed all the wrinkles out of the little dresses. All around them, to the very
edge of the world, there was nothing but grasses waving in the wind. Far overhead, a few white puffs of cloud
sailed in the thin blue air.
Laura was very happy. The wind sang a low, rustling song in thegrass. Grasshopperes’ rasping quivered up
from \fn{The text has: from an the} the immense prairie. A buzzing came faintly from all the trees in the creek
bottoms. But all these sounds made a great, warm, happy silence. Laura had never seen a place she liked so much
as this place.
She didn’t know she had gone to sleep until she woke up. Jack was on his feet, wagging his stump tail. The sun
was low, and Pa was coming across the prairie. Laura jumped up and ran, and his long shadow stretched to meet
her in the waving grasses. He held up the game in his hand, for her to see. He had a rabbit, the largest rabbit she
had ever seen, and two plump prairie hens. Laura jumped up and down and clapped her hands and squealed. Then
she caught hold of his other sleeve and hippety-hopped through the tall grasses, beside him.
“This country’s cram-jammed with game,” he told her. “I saw fifty deer if 1 saw one, and antelope, squirrels,
rabbits, birds of all kinds. The creek’s full of fish.” He said to Ma, “I tell you, Caroline, there’s everything we
want here. We can live like kings!”
*
That was a wonderful supper. They sat by the camp fire and ate the tender, savory, flavory meat till they could
eat no more. When at last Laura set down her plate, she sighed with contentment. She didn’t want anything more
in the world.
The last color was fading from the enormous sky and all the level land was shadowy. The warmth of the fire
was pleasant because the night wind was cool. Phoebe-birds called sadly from the woods down by the creek. For a
little while a mockingbird sang, then the stars came out and the birds were still.
Softly Pa’s fiddle sang in the starlight. Sometimes he sang a little and sometimes the fiddle sang alone. Sweet
and thin and far away, the fiddle went on singing:
None knew thee but to love thee,
Thou dear one of my heart …

The large, bright stars hung down from the sky. Lower and lower they came, quivering with music. Laura gasped,
and Ma came quickly.
“What is it, Laura?” she asked, and Laura whispered,
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“The stars were singing.”
“You’ve been asleep,” Ma said. “It is only the fiddle. And it’s time little girls were in bed.”
She undressed Laura in the firelight and put her nightgown on and tied her nightcap, and tucked her into bed.
But the fiddle was still singing in the starlight. The night was full of music, and Laura was sure that part of it
came from the great, bright stars swinging so low above the prairie.
Laura and Mary were up next morning earlier than the sun. Theyt ate their breakfast of conrnmeal mush with
prairie-hen gravy and hurried to help Ma wash the dishes. Pa was loading everything else into the wago and
hitching up Pet and Patty.
When the sun rose, they were driving on across the prairie. There was no road now. Pet and Patty waded
through the grasses, and the wagon left behind it only the tracks of its wheels. Before noon, Pa said,
“Whoa!” The wagon stopped.
“Here we are, Caroline!” he said. “Right here we’ll build our house.”
Laura and Mary scrambled over the feed-box and dropped to the ground in a hurry.
All around them there was nothing but grassy prairie spreading to the edge of the sky. … \fn{ All of which reminds
me of the closing lines of Ozymandius, which Shelley had finished only about sixty years earlier: Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
| Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare | The lone and level sands stretch far away}

138.12 Old Bill Bent To Drink\fn{by Ben Hur Hampman (1886-1954)} Barron, Barron County, Wisconsin, U.S.A. (M)
6
Of a nice morning, forty year ago or such a matter, Old Bill Smith taken a notion for to get him a deer, because
Marthy was down to the bottom of the salt pork bar’l. He had a brass-breeched Winchester, like you don’t see no
more, and he run the rag through her till the bore shone like silver. Marthy, she fixed him a johnnycake snack with
fried sowbelly and he tucked it away into his pocket. His boots was all tallered and soft as a glove. But he taken
time, before he lit out, for to tell Marthy, with her hands in the dishpan, that she might as well give up the notion
of a mail-order hat she picked out in the catalogue, even if she had saved the egg money.
“A woman of your years!” he says to Marthy, poor soul.
It was God’s truth as he seen it. His old woman, she never spoke back to him; she just stooped a little nearer
her dishwater. Then Old Bill, a-tamping his pipe, he turns to Young Bill, and he says,
“There’s them tools for to sharpen, and no sneaking away to the haymow with ary book. Your ma’ll turn the
stone.”
He let one of them old sulphur matches burn red, and he taken two-three puffs at his pipe. Little Marthy, awiping the dishes, she knowed her turn was next. Did ever you hear tell of Jim Sinclair, who got rich raising
sheep? The sheep king? That’s the feller! Little Marthy married him that same fall, though he wasn’t no account
then. Old Bill he says to Little Marthy,
“As for you, mind you, no lallygaggin’ down by the gate with that Jim Sinclair whilst I get us some deer
meat!”
Like her ma, Little Marthy hadn’t no spunk at all—but there was mighty few had spunk when Old Bill was
straightening things out for them. Yet a man ought for be fair to him; it was only according to his lights. He hated
books because they was made up of lies, way he looked at it; and he hadn’t no manner of use for Jim Sinclair
because Jim a’ready was a-talking sheep, and Old Bill hated sheep like his pappy before him. Then Old Bill, with
his pipe a-drawing good, he lit out for his deer; and he felt like a man does when he seen his plain duty and done
it.
He went by way of Purvis’s, aiming for to take to the woods farther along, and everywheres beside the trail
there was white lamb-tongues blooming to beat all and those fuzzy, funny little flowers called cat’s-ears. Old Bill,
he never noticed them, for flowers was sheer foolishness. The south fork was music in the stillness, over and over,
but he paid no heed to it. Music was a sort of a sound, and sound wasn’t more than just sound. But when a blue
grouse, a hooter, flushed at his feet, and went a-roaring away, his eyes follered it, whilst he hoped it would perch,
so’s he could shoot its head off. For grouse was meat—it was something a man could sock his teeth into—and
meat was truth.
Only one thing troubled him whilst he walked the trail, and that was Little Marthy’s sad face. She favored her
ma, when her ma was young, and her ma was the pick of them all. There was a soft spot in Old Bill’s heart for
Little Marthy—but he wouldn’t admit it.
“Pretty!” he says to himself. “Is women ever pretty?”
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At Purvis’s place, on account of it being the post office and mail day, some of the neighbors was a-pitching
horseshoes. Oh, there was—let me see—there was the two McSwains, and Billy La Fromboise and Pap Purvis,
and that there young Jim Sinclair. A man could hear the cranes a-going north across the blue far sky. A cock quail
was a-calling in the bresh, “Sit-right-there!” And Billy La Fromboise, he made a ringer, and that surely sounded
like music, too. But when they seen Bill, them neighbors of his’n they acted like they had been caught a-robbing a
hen roost.
“Good morning, Bill!” they says.
Old Bill he just grunted and give them a gruff look, and he looked p’intedly at the ringer snug to the peg. As a
matter of fact, that ringer didn’t amount to nothing, come right down to it—but it wasn’t neighborly for to look at
it like he done. The way he looked at it sort of reminded them that they had chores for to do, and when Old Bill
was gone the game broke itself up pretty soon. He knowed well enough what he’d done—he had give them the
truth, as he seen it—and it was a great comfort to him. Old Bill he turned off the trail.
*
Deer sign seemed skeercer than was common, for in them days the Umpquas was all deer pasture, foothill to
summit, and though there’s a many the deer in them hills to this day, it ain’t nothing like then. Old Bill hunted
farther and farther from the home place. He went deeper and deeper into them woods; he clumb and he clumb; he
went down into Two-Finger Canyon, beyond Baldy, and out again, on account of he was as tough as whangleather.
After a bit, without him seeing as much as a track, Old Bill come to a country he couldn’t recollect ever having
clapped eyes on, though he knowed well enough he had hunted all the deer country there was for miles around. It
surely was a problem. He stopped and he studied the lay of the land, for to figger out the directions. He was high
up in the snowbresh, with a hen hawk sailing over and the timber was below him, like a dark, watching shadder,
with gold dust sprinkled onto it.
The trees where he was, they was little and crooked—they looked like they had been tormented—they leant
every which way. He knowed well enough it was the snow and the wind that had done that to them—yet, by
Godfrey, them trees they give him a queer feeling. On top of the world like that, he soon seen where he was; all
the landmarks was plain—and he seen that he’d found where the deer had been using. There was fresh sign
everywheres, and directly at his feet was a fresh bed. Old Bill put his hand down for to feel, and the bed wasn’t
cold yet.
When he straightened up, it taken him by surprise, for dang him if he wasn't a-looking directly into the eyes of
a big white buck. White as a petticoat! Yes, sir, one of them white ones like you hear tell of but never see, and its
eyes was as red as the stones in Marthy’s Sunday brooch, and it had six p’ints. That white buck was as stainless as
Baldy in winter; nary spot nor blemish on him. A man calculates that Old Bill Smith had killed him maybe a
thousand deer, in his time, but he never got a crack at a white one before.
The idea may have throwed him off his aim, he never did rightly know, for it was the chance of a lifetime—but
the fact is that at twenty paces he missed. There was a beller of black powder, and the white buck was into the
snowbresh. He knowed he had missed. He couldn’t understand it, but he knowed he had missed clean. Then he
seen the white buck again, and he fired once more. A clean miss for the second time! The echoes was a-rolling
from Baldy, and Old Bill never felt so foolish in all his born life—for he generally shot as straight as he talked.
They wouldn’t let him take part in any turkey shoot.
When a man misses a good shot, it’s the same thing as lying—that was the way he figgered it. He taken a close
look at the sights—and they was all right. He throwed out a shell and he looked down the bar’l, and the bar’l was
smudged some, of course, but wasn’t nothing wrong with it. It come to him then that he might be a-getting old,
but he put it out of his mind and went to trailing the white buck. He knowed just about where it would be likely to
stop. He wasn’t in no manner of hurry—he knowed the ways of the deer—but the going was rough. and it was
nigh noon and getting mighty hot on that mountainside.
With the heat and everything, Old Bill was so thirsty he couldn’t of spit; he couldn’t remember ever having
been as dry as he was. He was so dry that he’d of swapped the white buck for one swig of hill water. And just
when he knowed he couldn’t stand it no longer he seen some green fern in a gully, and a bush of wild lilac, and he
heerd water. He heerd water, and then, by Godfrey, he was on his knees alongside of it. The spring was cupped in
a sort of bowl of black rock, and it run no more than enough for to trickle away and be lost. It smelled funny, that
water did, clear as it was—it smelled sort of like yarbs.\fn{ Herbs.} But water was water, and there wasn’t no hill
water anywheres but was more than fitten for anyone. Old Bill bent to drink.
The water was cold and wholesome, and he drank fit to bust, but when he got to his feet again, Bald Mountain
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it reeled and it quivered, seemed like, and Old Bill was dizzy as though he’d been a-sampling a still. And dang
him if he wasn’t happy enough for to sing. Seemed like that spring water run through his veins like quicksilver.
He wanted for to shout “Hallelujah!” But this only lasted a moment, and Baldy come to rest again. He taken it to
be a tetch of the sun, what with the cold water, too.
But still things wasn't just right. The country seemed stranger than ever, and the rocks was like faces. In a
scrub tree nigh to him a bird was a-singing, and a-watching him whilst it sang. There was dance tunes in it, and
scraps of Methodist hymns, and organs, and flutes and fiddles. There was grief in the song, but still and all it was
glad, and Old Bill he p’intedly knowed that the bird was a-singing for him. That there was the first singing bird he
had listened to since ever he was a one-gallused boy.\fn{ Galluses are suspenders; boys in the days this story is set in wore
pants held up, not by a belt, but by a single strap which ran over the shoulder opposite the side it was sewn or buttoned to in the pants-front.
Men commonly wore suspenders; belts were known, but seem to have been used more by city- and town-folk .} It seemed for to bust

into flame, when the sun hit it, like fat pine, and it flew away a-shining. He shaken his head and took up the trail
of the white buck.
And he come to that deer where he figgered to, at the foot of the moss-painted cliff a man can see from
Purvis’s place. There the white buck was halted, looking over its fat rump at him, and either side of that deer was
a corncob mushroom as tall as the buck himself. Them mushrooms by rights is about as long as your trigger
finger. But he hadn’t no time for them then and he aimed the Winchester for a heart-shot.
This time he just couldn’t miss, he knowed it well—but it sort of spoiled the dance tunes in his head. Old Bill
held steady as a rock and he eased off the trigger. Pent in betwixt the woods and the cliff she made a noise like a
cannon. He ducked his head for to look past the smoke.
But danged if the bullet had reached the white buck—he could see it as plain. It was still a-traveling, and
slower and slower, and when it was at the buck’s shoulder it hung there without tetching the deer, and dropped to
the needles. Was it a defective cartridge? Old Bill never rightly figgered it out. He was so mortally astonished that
he plumb forgot for to lever in another cartridge, and whilst he was a-standing there, the white buck tossed its
antlers and leapt. It leapt straight up the painted rock, as high as ary medium fir, easy as a flipped peanut, and it
never tetched hoof till it lit on the top!
Old Bill seen the white rump of it, with the tail a-wagging at him, and then it was gone.
He taken a few steps to them two mushrooms and he picked up the bullet. It surely puzzled a man. It was a
problem. If that there cartridge was defective, as might be, still how was he a-goin’ for to account for the jump?
He shaken his head and went on, without meat. The dance tunes was a-playing for him yet—and mortal eye ain’t
seen that white buck since.
*
Old Bill headed for Whiskey Creek, but when he reached her the water was up a mite, and he spent a little
while looking for a good place for to cross. And whilst he was a-squandering around, something that looked like a
mouse came a-nosing out of the willers, and jumped spang into a sunny, clear puddle of backwater. A dozen or so
young trout was in there, mere minners, and the mouse taken after them like an otter after a salmon. It dove and it
swum, whilst the poor little trout tried their dangest for to get away, but finally it caught up with one, and it clumb
out on a rock with the trout in its mouth, right at his boots. He moved a hand towards it but the critter slipped into
the willers.
Of all them things that happened that day, seemed like this was just about the beatingest. He didn’t believe
nobody ever would credit it—but he fair hankered for to tell about the white buck and the fishing mouse.
Howsomever, it was p’intedly a matter of indifference to Old Bill, that always had set such store by his
reppytation, whether folks believed him or didn’t.
When he come to the old trail of the Lucky Card cinnabar mine he found it just about growed over, but it was
better’n no trail at all, and he was in a hurry for to get home. If he hadn’t taken that trail he never would of met up
with Charley Joe’s squaw. But there she was a-standing with her back to him, where the trail widened a bit, and
she had on a red calico waist and a skirt made out of flour sacking. Mrs. Charley Joe’s backside was about an axehandle across, and the flour sacking was stretched so tight that Old Bill could read the big letters plain—Pride of
the Valley.
Yesterday he never would of paid attention to that, but something surely had happened to him, and he split his
whiskers for to grin. Mrs. Charley Joe didn’t hear him a-coming. She was a-staring at a patch of sky through the
sugar pines, and he knowed what she was a-watching for, because he could hear geese. The geese they got louder
and louder and then the V of them, maybe fifty honkers, passed northward across that patch of open fair sky. And
whilst they was a-crossing, Mrs. Charley Joe held out her arms to them, and she says,
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“O wild geese, take me with you.”
She put her face in her arms and she bust out a-crying.
Indians had always been Indians to Old Bill, and because that was the way it had been he couldn’t understand
why he was a-feeling sorry for Mrs. Charley Joe. He’d run that squaw out of his huckleberries many the time. And
when she lifted her wet eyes and seen who it was, of course she turned for to run again—but something in Old
Bill’s face it stopped her, something that come right through the whiskers. Fact of the matter was, he was athinking some of chucking Mrs. Charley Joe under the chin for to comfort her—but way he told the story, he
always declared that he didn’t.
However that may have been, he got her for to tell him her troubles—in Indian, and jargon, and white talk. A
mile or so away, she says, Charley Joe was in camp with a busted leg, and with him was a lot of relations—old
folks and kids—who looked to Charley Joe as their natural pervider. All them Indians was on a starvation diet,
with nobody for to hunt for them.
“You come along with me, Mrs. Charley Joe,” Old Bill tells her, “and we’ll soon get. you a deer.”
So Mrs. Charley Joe she pigeon-toed along behind him, a-figgering that her troubles was over, and never
guessing that already he wished he had his promise back Fact was, he was a-feared he couldn’t redeem it, the way
he’d been a-shooting and everything. But he went to hunting for all he was worth, a-going slow and a-going
careful, because that time he calculated for to make a spoon or spoil a horn.
Mrs. Charley Joe fallered him like his shadder, and it was her who seen the deer first, with them Indian eyes of
her’n. She whispered to Old Bill, “Mowitch!” and he stiffened. They was in a little draw and at the head of it was
twin rocks, set like the rear sight of a rifle—and the buck he was between them rocks. Old Bill drawed a careful
bead on it, and the Winchester belched again. That there surely was Mrs. Charley Joe’s deer!
But when the smoke thinned, danged if the deer was down and kicking like it should of been. It stood there just
like before, and Old Bill drawed a second bead. He pulled trigger again. And when the smoke blowed away for a
second time the buck was a-standing there yet. Old Bill was fitten to tie, and he wanted for to throw down his hat
and jump on it—but he cut loose a third time. Six times the Winchester bellered, and last time he was a-shaking
like he had the buck agger, before the deer was down in the notch of them rocks.
Well, the two of them run up to it, with Mrs. Charley Joe a-drawing her skinning knife, and she got there first.
But before ever she slashed at its throat, she turned towards Old Bill and she give him a look that was mighty nigh
worship. He seen what she seen, though he couldn’t believe it, and the two of them stood there a-staring at one
another. Behind the right-hand rock was five fat bucks, all in a heap, and the sixth one laid where it fell in the
notch. You can see how it was—he hadn’t missed ary heart-shot! The first five bucks jumped ahead for to die,
whilst the sixth one fell exactly where he plugged it;
He wouldn’t take none of the meat—he just waved his hand at it, and grinned at Mrs. Charley Joe and stepped
out for home again, a-figgering to hunt some more as he went. But when he looked in his pockets he found that he
had fired his last cartridge. The bird tunes like fiddles and flutes was still in his head, and somehow being fresh
out of cartridges didn’t make no difference to him, though he wondered why not. And whilst he was a-walking
and a-wondering, somebody called to him.
“Oh, Bill!”—just like that.
He always said he knowed it happened like he told it, because there was one of them big woodpeckers, with
the red topknot, left off hammering a snag for to hearken. And here come the feller. He come a-running without
ary sound, for he wore moccasins—and Old Bill never had set eyes on him before. The stranger was dressed in
buckskin, with a fringed hunting shirt, and a coonskin cap with the tail a-flopping, and he carried a long flintlock
rifle like Old Bill’s own grandpappy used for to set such store by. A young lad of about thirty, or such a matter,
and an inch or so under six foot. Powerful built. Long nose and blue eyes, and well-weathered. He had a hunting
knife at his hip and a hatchet stuck into his belt. Old Bill seen all this at a glance, and them two fell into step. He
couldn’t puzzle it out, but he knowed a woodsman when he seen one, and seemed natural for to talk with that
stranger about the woods and the hunting. They got along fine.
*
After a bit Old Bill says to the stranger, polite as a basket of chips, he says:
“Stranger, you got the advantage of me. Dang me if I can place you. But I guess we met somewheres,” Old Bill
says. “Where you been hunting, mostly? And what?”
“Kaintucky,” the stranger tells him. “And b’ar, and deer, and elk, and buffler, and turkey.”
A thunderhead was a-shaping over Baldy, and Old Bill he taken a squint at it for to gain time. He knowed there
hadn’t been a buffalo killed in Kentucky since he was born, and longer than that. And Kentucky was a far ways.
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His ma’s folks they come from there. The buffalo was even long gone from the plains, where he seen them when
he was a shirt-tailed boy. If he had met up with the stranger yesterday, and the stranger had told him about ahunting buffalo in Kentucky, Old Bill would of called him a liar to his face and backed it up toe to toe. But Old
Bill was a lot different since he had taken a long, sweet drink at that spring.
“Buffler?” says Old Bill.
“Buffler to burn,” the stranger tells him. The thunderhead was a-thickening and a-boiling over Baldy, and the
firs and cedars and sugar pines was beginning for to sigh and to sing.
“And Injuns,” the stranger says. “Shawnees and Chickasaws; Cherokees, too. In Kaintucky, ’fore folks come asurging in. Bill, you shorely missed it!”
Now Old Bill he knowed, as his ma’s son, that the buffalo and them three tribes wasn’t in Kentucky no longer,
nor for a considerable spell, and that the stranger was a-talking nonsense. But still and all it didn’t sound like
nonsense, and Old Bill he taken to the stranger like they was brothers. And in the back of his mind there was
something a-stirring and a-whispering that a man couldn’t admit to himself. Old Bill always claimed that he
suspicioned who the stranger was, on account of what his own ma had told him.
“What might your name be, stranger?” says Old Bill. The big thunderhead over Baldy was a-rolling up from its
center, and the edges washed like with dust from the Umpqua placer bars.
“Boone!”
There was a white fork of lightning over Baldy, a rumbling and crash of thunder from the black cloud—and
Old Bill was soul-alone on the trail. He couldn’t see hide nor hair of the stranger anywheres.
Well, sir, the rain went to westward and the woods was bright again with the sun. He knowed it wasn’t no
manner of use, he knowed it wasn’t the thunder he’d heerd—he knowed what it was—but he stood there in the
manzanita, it a-smelling like honey, and he called.
“Hey!” Old Bill calls. And
“O-o-o-o-h-o-o-o!”
There wasn’t no answer, and he didn’t expect none—but all the same, he was flummoxed. He taken a look
over one shoulder, now and again, as he stepped it off down the trail, though he wasn’t afeared, and he felt
uncommon supple and fit; you wouldn’t of knowed it was a-threatening for to storm a few minutes before, for. the
far top of Baldy was bright as a cavalry button. Folks would think he was a liar, when he told them—but strangest
thing was, he knowed he wouldn’t mind it at all. The violins and flutes they was still in his head, a-playing the old
square dances over and over.
That was how things was with Old Bill when he had a feeling somehow that he was a-being follered—and him
with nary a cartridge. There wasn’t ary creature nor man that Old Bill was afeared of, so after a bit he turned
square around—and, dang him, if there wasn’t a nine-foot cougar, a she one, he suspicioned, flowing towards him
like silk whilst she sniffed at his boot tracks! He knowed cougars—he’d shot many a one—and he jedged her to
be as big and beautiful as sin. Like I say, Old Bill wasn’t afeared, but there he was without ary cartridge, and he
reckoned it might be no more’n hoss-sense for him to make himself skeerce around there.
“If it’s tracks you want,” he says to the cougar, “I’ll just step you off a few!”
He lit out long-legged at first, limber and easy, and still not a mite afeared, but when he taken a look over his
shoulder he settled down for to run like a towhead\fn{Quickly, like a boy.}—because she was a-loping along behind
him almost at his heels. But the look on that she-cougar’s face had him puzzled. It was surely a problem. She
didn’t look mad, nor fierce, not a bit, and, praise the Lord, she didn’t look a mite hungry. She looked like a tabby
that hankered for to play. She looked like a girl Old Bill remembered a far piece back, when he went to barn
dances.
And a-thinking of how she p’intedly favored that girl, Old Bill legged it so as skeercely to tetch the trail. It felt
almost like he was a-flying. Could Old Bill have outrun that she-cougar after he’d settled down for to make it a
race? He never rightly knowed—for he went head over heels, backside over brisket, in the prettiest cartwheel ever
you seen. A vine, maybe, or a root in the trail. But he come to his feet with a whoop, and he had his knife out and
the big blade opened. He looked for her for to jump him all spraddled out, and he aimed for to make a fight of it.
A man never can rightly figger a cougar. They’ll do the dad-blamedest things. And that cougar, that nine foot
she one, she put on the brakes when Old Bill cartwheeled, and as he come to his feet she was a-sitting there
looking at him, and more than ever she looked like the girl Old Bill recollected. She slitted them turrible eyes of
her’n and beamed on him. She cocked her head on one side, just like that girl used for to do when she felt
kittenish, and reached out her paw—she’d broken the neck of many a deer with it—to cuff at his hat in the trail.
Then she looked at Old Bill, whilst she was a-smiling like a tabby, and them big claws of her’n tickled the hat
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again, and the tip of her tail quivered a bit, and she started in for to purr.
She purred something turrible, and still a-purring she began a-cuffing his hat around and a-tossing it up into the
air, and taking a swipe at it as it come down. Old Bill, he seemed for to have growed fast to the trail. He couldn’t
stir a foot and he couldn’t wiggle ary finger for watching her didos.\fn{ Antics.} And stir he didn’t, till she give him
that barn dance look again—it was Amelia, all over—and with his hat in her mouth went a-loping into the timber.
It beat all, her taking his hat—yes, and welcome.
But the beatingest thing of all was, why did that she-cougar look like Amelia? It was surely a problem.
*
Old Bill, he given a whole lot of thought to this, and the rest of it, whilst he traipsed along home, with the
fiddles not so loud now, but a-playing soft and low, like as though he only felt them. He seen the wildflowers by
the trail and his heart was rejoiced. It was just yon side of Purvis’s that he chanced upon the littlest La Fromboise,
and the boy had been a-crying. Seems he had follered a baby rabbit into some wild blackberries, and he like to
never got out—him being little more than a baby himself—and he was scratched up considerable. When he seen
Old Bill he began howling again, on account of Old Bill’s general reppytation. But Old Bill reached out and
caught him as he was a-backing off, and he drawed him to his side, and there on one knee in the trail he taken out
his bandana and wiped away the tears. And danged ef he didn’t manage for to get that La Fromboise infant to tell
him why he had been a-weeping.
“Why, shucks!” Old Bill he says to the little La Fromboise. “Blackberries ain’t nothing for to cry about! When
I was a boy your size we used them blackberry vines for galluses!”
He taken the boy on his shoulder, both of them a-laughing fit to kill, and so them two come to Purvis’s place
together, and the same neighbors was a-playing horseshoes again. They couldn’t believe their eyes, they couldn’t.
And when Old Bill taken a set of shoes and right off pitched him a ringer and a leaner\fn{ That’s where the horseshoe
leans against the stake; you get points for it, less than for a ringer, but more than if the edge of the shoe merely touches the stake (the shoe
itself lying flat on the dirt or grass) .} they taken turns sidling around for to get a whiff of his breath—but all that it

smelled of was Peerless pipe tobacco. It had them all beat. It surely puzzled a man.
But he didn’t play long. He wanted somehow for to see Marthy, and Little Marthy, and Young Bill—and Baldy
was a-getting pink and gold as a wedding cake. He surely wanted for to see them—for seemed like to Old Bill
that he had a lot to make up for.
When he come to his place he went over the fence like a yearling, and Marthy was a-fetching water from the
well. She turned towards him as he come, and he seen the thin stooped slope of her shoulders, and he seen her
gray hair and her wrinkles, and the gray look of her that was like a child about to be cuffed—but, by Godfrey,
seemed like he didn’t see none of this at all! It surely seemed to Old Bill that he seen Marthy like in old days,
when them two was young and there wasn’t a prettier girl in the county. He taken the buckets from her hands.
“Give me them buckets, Marthy,” says Old Bill Smith. It surely must have been the spring—how is a man to
figure it was anything else? But nobody never found the spring afterward, when they heerd about it. Even Old
Bill, he never could back-trail to it. Young Sinclair, hunting hooters, shot down Old Bill’s hat from the branch of a
sugar pine forty foot from the ground, beyond Purvis’s. It was tore some. A couple of the neighbors come by
Charley Joe’s camp, and he did have a broken leg, and him and Mrs. Charley Joe and all them relations had more
deer meat then than they rightly knowed what for to do with. Facts is facts; and a man couldn’t rightly expect all
of it for to be proved.
From that day on, as folks tell it, Old Bill made it a p’int for to be almighty moderate with the truth when it
was nowise necessary. There’s lots of people ready for to take oath that Old Bill was an abler liar than Cap Bivens
of Silver Creek—which is a-saying a lot, because Cap Bivens was a caution and he had sixty year of steady
practice. He had more than a head start on Old Bill, but Old Bill was surely a credit to the Umpquas. It seems
funny that, a-starting late like he done, he lied so easy and so natural. It surely seems funny unless a man
considers that spring. He taken a deal of pride in his reppytation too, though he give the lost spring the credit.
Until he taken sick, ten years afterwards, Old Bill’s cabin was the happiest place in all them hills. A good lie
has its p’ints. A danged good lie is better than a mean truth anytime, a man is honestly bound for to admit. There’s
times it fair staggers a man—the amazing grace of a good lie. And Old Bill, he give a mighty good accounting of
his gift, praise the Lord.
But time come when Old Bill was a-dying, and he taken quite a while for to cross Jordan, and his back must
have hurt him dreadful. All his folks was there in the room, and all the neighbors. Marthy stooped over him like as
though he was a child of her’n.
“Do you hurt anywheres, Bill?” she says.
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His eyes they twinkled up at her out of the shag of his whiskers and eyebrows.
“Hell, no!” whispers Old Bill Smith—and seemed like he fallen asleep.
1920
136.106 A Russian Idyl\fn{by Frederic Prokosch (1908-1989)} Madison, Dane County, Wisconsin, U.S.A. (M) 4
Alexei sat by the window and looked toward the Russian church. The sunlight was slanting upon the round
spire, liquid and golden. It almost blinded him. His eyes grew blurred for a moment. Then he thought that he saw
the flickering sunlight through his eyelashes, lingering not upon the cold, hard ice, but on a summer cloud, a field
of wheat, a brown arm. He was deeply touched by the unexpected sweetness of a sudden remembrance,
descending upon him in such a gentle, caressing way.
He turned away from the window and leaned his chin on the palm of his hand. Little by little, with a great
bewildered effort he tugged at his memory as if it were a huge rock unmoved for years, and there, beneath it, he
suddenly glimpsed a twisted network of grasses and roots, flattened, pale, but still alive.
*
The farm near Dolya! The pool, and the ducks floating upon it, all snowy white except for the one with the
iridescent purple head and the clean gray wings, the bright and knowing eyes, his own pet. The scents of summer,
and the little tumbledown summer-house smelling of decayed wood, the boards falling apart and allowing a
golden blade of light to glide into the odorous darkness, tipping here a spider solitary in his web and there an old
hornet’s nest tucked among the rafters. And the fragrance of wet wood, of leaves after rain, of the heavy dripping
trees, the hot sun on the wet earth, the water dripping from the berries and from the young bodies beside the pond,
the birds quarreling outside, the musical trickle of water over the dam, the rustling twigs, the breathless whispers,
the excitements, the delights.
Once, when Alexei was a boy of ten playing beside the haystack, one of the harvesters, a leering young man of
twenty or so, passed by and beckoned to him.
“Come along, I’ll show you a thing or two,” he whispered.
Stealthily they approached the woodshed and peered through a knothole in the door, first the one and then the
other. The chap kept tittering and winking his gray eyes, but Alexei could not understand why, until at last he
discerned two shapes in the darkness, lying upon the sawdust, kissing and clutching at each other’s bodies—his
cousin Zofja and the handsome young officer Piotrowski from Kharkov, who had been loitering about the village
so much lately.
He caught his breath. He did not understand. But one thing he grasped—the hint of a debased yet sweet
excitement, so it appeared to him. From that moment on he could not rest for curiosity and a wistful sort of envy.
Everything took on a new significance—the women, with their silky hair and their rich, soft flesh, the older men,
all brown muscle and hair, with their bellowing voices.
“I’ll be as strong as that one day,” he thought. “A soldier maybe, like Piotrowski, with a mustache and a
uniform.”
And there were moments, a year or two later, like the one when he sat with the men out under the trees beyond
the field and the girls brought out the food in yellow baskets, and Anna sat down beside him, hot and breathless,
leaning back and closing her eyes, her blue skirt rumpled, her forehead pearled with sweat, and he could see her
smooth young legs as she raised her knee, and her thighs, mysterious and dark.
And another time, not long after, sitting beside Anna in the hay cart as it rumbled along the road toward
Yelenovke at dusk, the air full of the farewells of autumn, the chirping of crickets, the humming of insects. The
dust hovered over the road behind them, the sun had set, he could see a single star, just one, no more. He felt the
itching of his arm as it rested in the warm hay, and then, as Anna turned to one side, the brief caress of her hair
upon his cheek. Then suddenly he put his eager brown arms around Anna’s slender waist and placed his face upon
her neck, closing his eyes, feeling her warm skin upon his lips; hearing her laughter, her teasing voice slowly
growing more tender.
*
One August morning, six or seven years later, he was walking through the copse behind the Semenenko estate
when suddenly he stood stock still. He saw, on the leafy path before him, the most beautiful creature that he had
ever seen. She wore a big pink hat with flowers on it, and a silky white dress, and she was carrying a parasol. Her
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sleeves reached down to the elbows, and her forearm was paler and softer than those of the village girls. Her hair
was blond, her eyes were blue, her cheeks were rosy. She looked very delicate to Alexei, like a flower or a
butterfly .
At first she didn’t appear to see him. He stood beside a tree, hand pressed against the bark, and waited
breathlessly for her to pass. She walked in soft, timid steps with her eyes lowered toward the ground. Her slippers
were tiny and shimmering gray, unlike any he had ever seen, so delicate and outlandish looking.
Then she raised her eyes suddenly and looked at him. A gaze as gentle and calm as that of a deer, but
inexpressibly lovely to him, full of a certain fire, too. His heart beat wildly. It seemed that a momentary smile
crossed her lips as she passed, a friendly yet dignified smile—or was it more than that? He couldn’t be sure, he
could be sure of nothing at all now, for the world had suddenly grown new, tremulous, and full of magical
expectations.
*
He saw her a second time, and a third, walking through the copse both times, and by discreet inquiries he
discovered that she was a distant Austrian cousin to Mme. Semenenko. Her name was Maria, he found, but her
family name he never knew. He now felt that he had come closer to her: no longer a silken evanescent creature out
of a fairy tale, but human, sweetly tangible. And one day, seeing her hurrying with a bouquet of bluebells through
the garden toward the big white house as it was beginning to rain he suddenly felt like crying out to her, joyfully,
intimately,
“Maria, Maria, Maria!”
A few days later he found her sitting upon a tree trunk at the side of the village road, her yellow hat on the
grass beside her. She looked hot and tired—but, with the beads of moisture on her brow and the wet curls on her
temples, lovelier than ever. He stopped near her with an aching heart. What, oh what might he say? What might he
whisper in her ear, to tell her how deeply he admired her, how he longed to kneel at her feet, to write a poem to
her, to send her a present of roses, to protect her from the cruelty of the world? He approached, eyes lowered,
glanced for one moment at her with an intense shy longing, and then passed on down the road. His heart was
overflowing, yet he had said not a word.
But he had seen enough. He had seen, for one celestial and unforgettable moment, her blue eyes meeting his
own, the sweet glance of friendly recognition beneath the row of blond little curls that fell upon her forehead.
As he approached the farm he began to leap with joy, he wanted to sing, but then remembered that his voice
was hoarse and displeasing. However, he stopped beside an old poplar tree, leaned his head against it for a
moment, and then planted upon it a quick, happy kiss.
*
Several days later he was sent to the big white house with a basketful of cherries for Madame Semenenko.
But instead of waiting in the courtyard he was led by the footman along the mirrored and marbled hall into a
large brocaded room.
“Wait here,” said the ugly old footman in his conceited Polish accent.
Through a half-open door he could see into the next room—a large yellow room with dark green hangings. In
the middle of it sat two army officers playing chess, one old and the other young. There he stood, with his
sunburned arms hanging bashfully out of the torn blue blouse, alternately blushing and blanching in expectation
of he knew not what austere or enchanting arrival. He waited five minutes, ten minutes. Then, the basketful of
ruby-red cherries dangling from his elbow, he looked about the room more curiously: everywhere were little
Chinese figurines, bits of ivory, exotic vases, and toys and such. Upon the mantel in front of a large mirror lay a
marble boy, with the long curls and ripe breasts of a girl—on the pedestal underneath he read, letter by letter, the
mystifying legend: Sleeping Hermaphrodite. A great fire screen stood in front of the hearth and on it were painted
in the most charming colors a shaggy man with legs like a goat’s and a woman lying under a willow-tree, naked
and smiling, eyes lustfully fastened upon the other’s body.
Alexei found this picture deeply exciting. His heart beat more quickly, and the room seemed suddenly full of
strange shadows, visitors out of a curious and fabulous unknown. A great cabinet inlaid with ivory roses and
cherubs stood in the comer. Pink ladies rested on golden clouds that were painted on the ceiling. Above all, upon
every wall hung paintings framed in the most magnificent golden frames. He looked at one—another naked lady
—and under it he read the name, “Guido Reni”; an Italian, he thought, and his imagination went wild with the
thought of a sunny Mediterranean land where men had goat’s hooves and women were for ever willing and boys
were shaped like girls; and where such lovely unclad figures went leaping across a landscape of ruined towers,
streams lined with gnarled trees, grazing sheep, and countless flowers.
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Presently the door opened and Maria appeared on the threshold. He was overcome by her beauty, so flawless,
so far beyond his reach. She looked at him a moment gently and without a word. She appeared much younger
than he had thought. She wasn’t after all so very much older than he, perhaps. Her skin was smooth as silk, her
eyes were clear as a blue April morning. He caught his breath, stricken, and a sweet melancholy instantly filled
his heart.
He nodded, gave her the basket, and mumbled an awkward explanation. How kind she was, how gentle and
full of understanding! Her smile was free entirely of that robust irony which twinkled for ever in the eyes of the
prettiest village girls.
“Thank you,” she said, in a soft accent, somewhat foreign yet charming and amiable. “And come again soon,
do!” Then she blushed.
*
Oh, those enchanted and light-hearted days! The delight of arising early in the August morning, leaping into
the out-of-doors where the sun was already beguiling each leaf and flower; the rambles in the field where the silky
bullocks, their hooves wet and shining with dew, stared at him with their big stupid eyes; climbing the fence,
leaping over the brook, skipping past the haystacks and through the orchard, full of the morning’s joy and other
subtler joys still anticipated.
Youth, with the spring in the ankle and the fresh young juice in the knee-joints, the limbs still clear and pliable,
the chest firm and smooth, the ribs like soft waves in the warm resilient flesh, the hips slim and white as marble,
the hair glowing, the gait careless and graceful, the eyes quick, clear, responsive, innocent, the lips firm and pure,
the voice soft and expectant, the spirit so self-forgetful, so ardent! The eyes, the ears, the skin, all were overjoyed
to be alive, quivering with delighted surprise at everything they perceived, the green dewy grass, the infinite blue
sky, the traveling clouds which assumed strange shapes—a sleeping giantess, a wild boar, a crumbled glove, a
wig, an enormous lyre, glowing against the blue so brilliantly that for a moment he longed to be there too, in that
soft, white world where no mortal harm could ever reach one and where, no doubt, a continuous heavenly music
echoed in one’s ears.
He would reach the edge of the wood: the dark level wood of Russia, the ageless, tangled wood where trunks
of a thousand years ago were still rotting away and a thousand pale mushrooms guarded their black remains. She
would be waiting for him at the edge of the path beside the gate, hidden from the fields and the houses. Then they
would walk along the orchard, her hair fluttering in the breeze and her straw-hat hanging on her shoulders by a
pink band around her neck. He would watch her, scarcely able to believe her beauty—her flower-like cheeks, her
satin neck, her exquisite lips across which she would quickly run her tongue now and again. Even on rainy days
she would solemnly wait for him under an umbrella, and they would creep into the old summer-house and sit
there, telling old tales, whispering reminiscences. Once she fell asleep there, and his eyes wandered across her
face, pausing now at her eyelids, now at her temples, now at her lips still smiling ever so faintly, like a traveler in
an enchanted landscape who cannot believe that those trees are truly not of gold, those leaves of emerald, those
diamonds nought but daisies. Suddenly, with a glow of surprise, he said to himself,
“I am in love! I am in love!”
Then he leaned over and placed on her cheek his first kiss, as timidly as if it were a flower out of the meadow
that he was placing in her hand.
And then, those late September evenings! Those prolonged kisses, those impatient fingers sent on their familiar
journeys, caressing the fragrant muslin, each new treasure so sweetly attained with wildly beating heart! In the
perfect black mirror of the pond he could see reflected the hanging leaves, the darkening sullen clouds, even the
devout spire in the distance, all with an amazing exactitude. She would point these out to him, as well as the
leaves falling slowly into the water and the fragrance of the fallen leaves: he would be full of surprise at things
which he had never noticed before—all the details of this dusky landscape that flowed gradually into such a novel
existence before his eyes. Never had he noticed all this before. The mere color of the leaves seemed suddenly
miraculous and touching. That, yes, that was love, so unbelievable, filling the world with intimacy, making it all
his own, as if the Lord had tried to please him above all other creatures in creating this charming variety.
And she beside him seemed now no longer an individual but, perhaps, a perfect song created out of all the rest
of the world; no longer Maria, but one with the trees, the water, the subdued rhythm of the oncoming night. Oh,
lovely, lovely, she was! The loveliness of woman seemed mysterious and marvelous indeed, as variable as the
glitter of water, as fresh as the scent of ferns, as consoling as the sound of a violin in the village inn on a cold
night. The porcelain hands, the silken hair, the glowing cheeks, all assumed the indefinable hues of mother-ofpearl—like that shell from the Caspian Sea which lay on his mother’s dressing-table—as she lay back on the grass
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and smiled. There only, in those opened arms, did all peace and sweetness of the world seem to be united, while
the vast clouds moved above their heads and the trees grew darker and darker.
*
But September passed, and October, too, little by little. Little by little he felt his lightheartedness vanishing, his
delight endangered. He no longer understood the things that went on within him: the wild ambitions, the longing
for glory, the gnawing uncertainty, the quick moments of panic and hopelessness and longing to hurt which later
on he learned to call “jealousy.”
Once they quarreled—about nothing at all, about the hour they were to meet on the next day, perhaps. Full of
despair he crept around to the big white house that night and stood outside her window. It began to rain softly. He
could see the lamplight fading on the curtain which was drawn across the window, and now and then a momentary
shadow cast upon it. Then he climbed the chestnut-tree and crept along the wet branch almost up to the window;
by reaching out his arm he could almost touch the casement, but not quite, for the branch began to creak
ominously and he didn’t dare climb farther. Through a small opening in the curtain he could catch a glimpse of
the room. She was sitting by a table, her back to the window, turning over the pages of a large photograph album
bound in green velvet; at one page a dead flower fell out and fluttered to the floor, and for some obscure reason he
felt a twinge of overwhelming grief in his heart—perhaps to see this fragment of a different love out of a different
past so very casually fluttering into oblivion, perhaps because his own heart suddenly recognized how little one
can ever possess, how frail and brief the ownership must be. He admired the glow of her hair under the lamplight
and the lovely curve of her neck as she leaned over; he longed to touch it with his lips and yet, for the first time,
there seemed to be something cruel and perverse in that beauty which he had never yet tasted quite to the full,
which still was veiled in mystery.
He broke off a twig and tossed it at the window, and then another. She rose and turned around, with a curious
expression on her face. He lost sight of her for a minute; his heart beat madly, for it occurred to him that she might
leave the room. However, a moment later the curtain was drawn aside and she stood at the window, only three feet
away from him. Yes, there was an unmistakable look of mischievousness in her eyes as she gazed at him and her
lips melted into a delicate smile.
He called to her gently, “Maria,” and slowly she opened the window, reached out and touched his hand. Then
he crept forward and clutched at the window sill and leapt into the room.
“Look, your clothes are quite wet,” she said; “you will catch a cold …”
She looked incredibly lovely, never before had her beauty seemed so irresistible, so flame-like, so tormenting.
“Here, slip off your wet things,” she whispered, and held out a blue dressing-robe; “put this over you.”
He took off the wet blouse but did not dare put the silky thing over his wet shoulders, so he sat there, halfnaked, unable to think of anything to say. But, seeing that she had forgotten their quarrel, and seemed indeed more
gentle than ever, though he understood nothing at all, himself least of all, he knew that he felt terribly happy,
relieved almost to the point of tears to see her being so kind to him. He longed desperately to put his arms around
her and press her wildly to his heart. All he dared do, though, was suddenly to run his fingers over her hair in a
burst of childish delight. She smiled, and sat down on the edge of the bed.
“You heard the singing in the village tonight?” she asked in a soft low voice. He nodded ecstatically.
“Wasn’t it agreeable?”
“Oh, yes!” he whispered with enthusiasm. Actually it had only increased his sadness of two hours ago, to hear
the music coming from the inn; but now in retrospect it seemed to him wholly delightful.
But as she waited for him to say more, glancing now at the floor and now at him, a little smile for ever at her
lips like the clown in a play who peers through the curtain between two acts; during these moments which he
never forgot, it never occurred to him that a subtle imperfection existed in this joy; all he knew was that there was
something he longed desperately to say, but since words were always very difficult things to him and since no
words in the world would have been more difficult to utter than the simple ones “I love you,” he remained silent.
And presently, carrying his wet blouse in his hand, he was again walking through the orchard on his way
home. Now and then he felt an apple being crushed under his heel: the rain had stopped, the leafy darkness was
full of the smell of rotting apples and wet autumn foliage. Once he heard an apple falling softly into the grass.
High overhead he saw the clouds moving, some stars suddenly appearing, even a little sliver of a moon. Never
before in his life had he felt both so unbelievably happy and so inexplicably sad.
*
Two mornings later Maria departed from Dolya. She was wearing a dark hat and a dark coat and long dark
gloves. She looked quite old suddenly. Her two trunks were placed in the carriage beside her, and off they drove.
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She turned and cast a hurried smile at the servants who were standing in a row beside the stairs, and hardly
seemed to notice Alexei at all. Piotrowski was sitting beside her. She was going back to Carinthia, they explained,
where she was to marry the son of the mayor of Villach.
He turned and ran to the old summer-house, full of its sweet and fragrant afternoon remembrances. He buried
his head in the darkness, but even the power to burst into tears had quite forsaken him. He felt very ignorant, very
helpless indeed.
And he never saw her again. All he had left of her was a little miniature portrait of her which she had given
him a week before, in a mosaic frame of roses and forget-me-nots, and tucked behind the picture, a lock of her
hair and a bit of fern that she had once pressed to her lips. And even this small object he could scarcely bear to
gaze upon, it hurt him so; he took to wearing it on a red string around his neck until one day a friend of his teased
him about it as they were undressing to go swimming in the Kalmius River. Moon-faced, girlish, senti- mental,
they called him.
After this he simply carried it in his pocket, reaching in to feel it there, ten, twenty times a day. But he rarely
looked at it, even long after, for he couldn’t do so without feeling an overwhelming longing run through his body
and an ache of sadness clutch at his heart.
148.108 A Birthday Present\fn{by Anne Sayre (1923-1998)} Milwaukee, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, U.S.A. (F)
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Marr-Hawken was not a good school. It had clung stubbornly to life for almost twenty-five years (Julius Marr
was already planning the anniversary celebration, the special advertisement in the Schools and Colleges section of
several mag- azines) without either succeeding or failing in the financial sense, which was to say that it
maintained year after year an enrollment never large enough to make it prosper and never small enough really to
justify giving up. This characteristic was the determining one, and accounted for the rest—the erratic, shifting,
dispirited staff, the meanness of the meals, the film of bad housekeeping which clung to all its rooms, the
pervasive smell of dry rot in the buildings, the weediness of the lawn, the inadequacy of the equipment, the
dilapidation of the books in the dozen or so shelves which composed the library. Possibly it even affected nature
in its grander designs: the old trees which shadowed the grounds and which buried the lawn periodically with
unraked leaves had the gnarled and tottery appearance of old men, the ivy which was silently tearing the chimneys
brick from brick appeared diseased for all its tenacity, the apples which dropped from the stunted trees in the
orchard were hollow with worms, the birds which nested under the eaves were shabby and starveling.
But miraculously, Marr-Hawken persisted, carried along by the ghost of a recollected idea, by the
persuasiveness of the brochure, and by the simple fact that a number of people possessed daughters of whom they
wished to disembarrass themselves; the students, like the staff, were a dejected group, exuding unhappiness.
Marr-Hawken possessed every fault possible to a school except cynicism—once, at least, it had meant well.
The students had a peculiar unity which went beyond the fact that they were all girls and all somewhere
between the ages of twelve and seventeen. Some were pretty and some were not, some were healthy and some
were frail, some were equipped with rudimentary attractiveness and many were charmless beyond all reclaiming,
but all shared a faint air of tragedy.
This was not accidental. Marr-Hawken specialized in sheltering girls upon whom some blight had fallen. The
arrival of a new student was always the occasion for Virginia Hawken to move among the older girls murmuring
in her hushed, funereal voice that everyone must be very kind to little Mary Jane Wilkins, for she had just lost her
mother, or her father, or possibly both parents, and usually in some peculiarly catastrophic fashion. Orphans,
semi-orphans, girls protected but not precisely cherished by guardians, girls too difficult or too dismal for home
consumption, or representing too much in the way of baggage for a peripatetic family (two of the girls, for
instance, had fathers in the minor diplomatic service), and, all too often, girls with a parent in an institution for
alcoholics or in the care of a psychoanalyst, were all deposited at Marr-Hawken.
They could be prepared, the brochure said, for any college, and would be provided with a rich cultural
background while living in the healthful and homelike surroundings of a private estate in New Hampshire, and for
all of this, the fee was modest. Especially attractive to the parents and guardians of girls on deposit at MarrHawken was the promise cheerfully made that the students could be taken care of during holidays; you could
barely tell when summer came, so few of the girls seemed to have homes to go to.
It was a sad and not at all a good school, and about this Helen Custer had not deceived herself. Its very
unlikeliness had made it appear from the beginning exactly what she wanted, which was a refuge, and indeed its
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very inadequacy as a school had served to open its doors to her. A better school would not have considered her for
a job, much less snapped her up, and the feeling that she had been sought out, by however shabby an organization,
had given to her first six months at Marr-Hawken a peculiar, comfortable glamour. And it was peaceful. She liked
walking around the grounds so overgrown that there were reaches of shrubbery as dense and enfolding as a forest,
and reminding herself that she was relaxed and unchallenged and at last free to breathe.
She wrote of it glowingly to Norman. Had it not been for Norman, she would not have been at Marr-Hawken;
it was Norman from whom, of course, she was taking refuge. Three years of living with Norman had reduced her
to physical and emotional penury; the sight of her face, still scarred with weariness and past desperation, never
failed to surprise and horrify her when she saw it in a mirror. Loving Norman had eaten into her youth like acid.
A richer woman, Helen had told herself, could have indulged in a rest cure, a tour around the world, or could
have gone to an analyst; looking out of her little window under the eaves of Mary Braithwaite Marr Hall (which
was only the east wing of the house) at the forlornness of the apple orchard, she would think ironically that this
was her substitute, her therapy, her rest.
In return for a very small salary, she directed admissions—she had once been secretary to the personnel
manager of a large department store. She also taught two courses in English, put together from dim recollections
of her college days. All the faculty at Marr-Hawken held double, if not triple, appointments; the work was hard.
And the cure, for Helen, was effective. The third week of her residence in Mary Braithwaite Marr Hall, she had
thrown (late at night, and from her high narrow window) an almost-full fifth of rye down to the rocky lawn below.
She had heard the bottle break, and had gone down very early the next morning to collect the fragments and bury
them in the deep leaf mold under the densest shrubbery. This ritual burial had been exactly like burying the dead
weight of the past.
The next step in her cure, as Helen had come to visualize it, was to pass an entire day without thinking of
Norman. This she had not quite achieved, but she had moments, and even entire hours, of thinking of him
dispassionately, without beginning to quiver, or to have hot meaningless tears gather under her eyelashes. She
succeeded, as the weeks went by and the peculiarly bleak autumn atmosphere of the school turned into an
unusually gray and frigid winter, in reading his letters—frequent, but always brief and reproachful—without
being reduced to despair. Norman, and the whole matter of life with Norman, had not faded but had somehow
receded into a crystalline distance at which they could be observed in clear and minute detail but—miraculously
—not felt. It was precisely what she had hoped for: the power to see it all and at last to think.
By Christmas time, Helen had begun to feel almost re-created; writing of it to Norman, she made it seem
casual, as if she had done no more than recover from some trying but temporary ailment which had not been of
great importance. Privately, she cherished the feeijng, magnified it, tested it out in a dozen minute ways.
“This time last year,” she would say to herself, staring out of her office window over a pile of promotional
letters which she was supposed to be signing, “this time last year we quarreled over Christmas presents, we went
to that party, and Norman went home with Martha Quigley. I had a cold in my head and he said I looked like a
naked little pig ready for roasting.”
She spent hours recalling, digging up all the past pains and pinpricks; she would clutch her elbows, crossing
her arms tightly over her stomach, and marvel at the accuracy of her memory and the strength of her recovery
which made all this recollection painlessly possible. She felt terribly strong.
He wrote, “Will you be in New York for Christmas?” and she wrote back calmly and rather teasingly that she
would not. She looked forward to the peace of Christmas at school, where there would be nearly a full
complement of pupils, who had nowhere else to go, and of teachers, who could not afford to go anywhere at all.
There would be no drinking, no quarreling, only the heavenly peace. There were several parties with games, and
warm sweeet cider spiced with cloves and cinnamon was served in the bleak sitting room of Archer Hall (the west
wing) and a Christmas tree cut from the evergreen shrubbery was erected in the Students’ Room, where it died
under its strings of popcorn and paper chains in a rich, nostalgic odor of pine.
Norman did not send her a present, and because of this she cried for all one night—she thought of it as a
relapse. She had ordered by mail for him a set of Bach records, a cashmere sweater which she could not afford
(but he took cold easily, never dressed warmly enough), and half a dozen pairs of the sort of socks he liked. On
New Year’s Eve she had, however, a long telegram from him; she was reasonably sure he had sent it when drunk.
But by then her sense of clarity and proportion had returned, and she did not weep at all. She felt amused, and just
a little touched. .
Trained by twenty-four Christmases of almost desperate bleakness, Virginia Hawken and Julius Marr had
devised an enormously full, dull program for the holiday week. Helen led packs of girls, like so many dispirited
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hounds, on long hikes across the frozen hills, and in the evenings prepared clues for a treasure hunt. As the staff
sat at the long dining..hall tables, turning crepe paper into costumes for the New Year’s Eve masquerade, Julius
sat and spoke in his slow, ponderous, professorial voice of the philosophy behind the school, and the viewpoint he
expressed seemed inspiring to Helen. The other teachers had possibly heard it too often and had contrasted it too
sharply with actuality, but Helen felt as she listened that her life had at last fallen by some wonderful accident into
the shape of purpose. She wrote to Norman that night of the good she was doing in sharing in a program for
training young girls in the classic disciplines which had been for too long confined to the education of boys;
“I should like to stay here forever,” she wrote, “and die in harness.”
It was the first time she had ever challenged him so definitely, and she waited eagerly for his response; it came
weeks later, shakily typed in caustic phrases (she saw he must be drinking again), but she was less pained and
shocked than she had expected. For by then she was thinking of the spring.
She did not know when it had occurred to her, perhaps on the day after the holidays were over when she
discovered a holly tree buried in the shrubbery and noticed, with piercing delight, the bravery of the shining
leaves and the bright red berries gleaming against the dull gray sky. She scratched her hands breaking off twigs of
holly to put in her room, and impulsively enclosed a sprig in a box and mailed it to Norman. In the diary which
she had begun to keep how that her days were so much alike and there was nothing painful to write of, she pinned
a holly leaf to the page and wrote,
“If I had to choose a symbol, I think I would pick holly—thorny but brave, growing in dark places and thriving
when all other things are dark and fruitless, beautiful in a durable way. Dr. Marr says the crocuses will come soon,
and they have a value too—pushing up through the hard ground and the snow with fragile, determined little
spears. They both make the best of hard times.”
The same impulse which had led her to send the holly sprig to Norman made her copy these sentences and
send them to him as a letter—almost, she thought, as a poem.
A week later his reply came, and she carried it out into the cold wind to read, holding the Happing pages
between her mittened hands. The letter sounded querulous; when, it demanded, was she coming back? She
shivered, but she was warm—this, of course, was the thing for which she had sacrificed everything and
disciplined herself so hardly. She was flooded with a series of spring-like visions: the apartment on Perry Street
encompassing, for once, harmony and peace, with everything subtly changed, with old quarrels buried and
forgotten.
She saw herself clearly, greeting Norman at the door, holding out her arms with warmth and tenderness, and
she understood that she was embracing him as he came home in the evening. She remembered with a faint shock
that it had never been so. When she had dragged herself home from work in the crowded subway, buying
groceries on the way, it was Norman who had always opened the door to her, and she passed under his scowl into
the little room filled with cigarette smoke and the crumpled wads of paper which testified to the inadequacy of
that day’s inspiration.
“Did it go well?” she would ask, timidly, and he would say,
“Rotten.” The wads of paper were supposed to be the pages of a novel, but she had come to see them as
tombstones commemorating the death of a thousand hopes. Often as not before she had her coat hung in the closet
they would be quarreling, and she would be weeping;
“How your face swells when you cry,” Norman would say, critically, “like pink dough.” She would have to
take two or three drinks from the bottle of rye in the kitchen, surreptitiously, simply in order to relax her nerves,
and then another quarrel would begin.
But the new vision, so different, so swift and convincing, held her transfixed with its beauty and promise. All
her striving had been to enable her to see this, to pass beyond the morass of twitching nervous pain to a new
conviction; next, Helen thought, he would ask her to marry him. She folded the letter tremulously and put it into
her pocket. He had written to her at last not as if she were an incubus, a dragging responsibility with which he
was, against his wish and will, forever charged (and this she had never been able to understand, for it was her job,
her apartment) , but as if he wanted her back.
Back home. Helen half closed her eyes and laughed, and the thin sound was whipped away by the wind. This
was better than the lifeless peace she had enjoyed in the autumn. This was promise. Convalescence was over; life,
she thought, was ready to begin. But she would be cunning. She would not run back to New York. Oh, no!
Smiling in a secret crescent of confidence, she planned; her letters, sucking cheer from the cheerlessness of MarrHawken School, would proclaim her coy independence, would spur him on. She would return, but wooed and
cajoled, ready to be tender to his humility. She put her mittened hand in her pocket to touch the letter and seemed
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to feel it warm through the gray wool across her fingers. Singing, she ran back indoors.
“Now, why do you sing, Miss Custer?” Julius Marr asked, passing her in the hallway. She turned her face to
him glowingly.
“I’m just happy.” Julius shot her a look of astonished gratitude.
“Just what we like to hear,” he rumbled. “Happy teachers make happy pupils. The object of Marr-Hawken—in
addition to the inculcation of the sound principles of a thorough classical education—is the creation of a happy,
stable atmosphere around our pupils, many of whom are,” he added, sadly, without the rumble, “unfortunate. I
congratulate you, Miss Custer.”
Afterwards, Helen noticed, Julius watched her; happiness, they said, made women beautiful. At dinner, as she
sat at his table between Mademoiselle Tonnier, who taught what French she could recollect after forty-five years
away from her native Marseilles, and Miss Huber, who regrettably suffered from an alarmingly intense facial tic,
Helen could feel Julius’s astonished regard of her swelling, visible happiness. She was ready to sing. Once, she
thought, she would have had no desire beyond writing to Norman in an ecstasy of defiant self-justification, to
boast of her contentment and prove beyond a doubt that his accusations (neurotic, he had said, incapable of
satisfaction, fated to create an atmosphere and a world of clinging, desperate depression) were false and foolish.
Security, which she was supposed to lack (“It comes from within, for God’s sake,” Norman had said. “Do you
want me to tear out my liver for you to feed on?”), enwrapped her as warmly and richly as a good fur coat. She
was strong; she could exude her happiness across the table which displayed turnips and brown, shreddy meat, and
override the peppermint-scented grumblings of Mademoiselle, who lacked teeth, and the stammerings of Miss
Huber, who lacked coordination. Transformed with triumph, she wrote in her diary,
“I have conquered life. I have won.”
It was the rule at Marr-Hawken that girls did not receive birthday presents from home. The rule was conceived
in kindness, for too many of the girls seemed to have no one from whom to receive presents while others, less
accountably, never received any anyway. Parents and guardians seemed to welcome the rule, and to calm the girls’
resentment, Julius and Virginia had devised a soothing ritual. Each girl’s birthday was commemorated with a
cake, a far-too-small cake which was portioned out in scanty slivers, but which was consolingly iced in bright,
unnatural pink. When the cook had time, the girl’s name might appear in white frosting. To show the girls the
value of the cake, the birthdays of staff members were identically celebrated.
It had not occurred to Helen to look forward to her birthday, which had gone for years uncelebrated, but she
was reminded of it by a flash of peculiar, ecstatic insight. It happened quite simply. By then it was spring; on her
desk Helen was keeping spring flowers gathered from the neglected but hardy flower beds of the grounds. She
began by picking a few snowdrops, and the sight of them stuck in a water glass on the corner of Helen’s desk
moved a girl named Ida Chieftain almost to tears.
Ida was a special pupil in English, which meant that she was too slow to keep up even with the slow class and
had to be tutored privately twice a week by Helen. She would sit like a dumb patient dog, panting over the parsing
of a simple declarative sentence and from time to time lifting her eyes adoringly to Helen. Helen had been chosen
as the recipient of Ida’s affection, which was the unsubtle, exasperating, stupid love of a devoted hound; it
involved on occasion clumsy and inappropriate acts of worship like the wagging of a figurative tail, which
sometimes touched Helen and which sometimes infuriated her. The snowdrops were almost more than Ida could
bear.
“Oh, they’re so pretty, Miss Custer,” Ida said, in her husky, uncertain voice. “Don’t you think flowers are
prettier than anything?”
Helen smiled; Ida, in admiring a bed of flowers, would no doubt trample it under her clumsy feet.
“If you like flowers so much, Ida,” Helen said, “you may come with me to pick some this afternoon.”
She let her hand rest for a moment on Ida’s tan-colored braids, wound around her head like pieces of rope; the
girl quivered with delight, and Helen snatched her hand away. She had quivered for Norman, and she hated the
reminiscent feeling of the naked, delighted nerves. But the girl’s love pleased her all the same; she enjoyed the
afternoon walk, leading Ida from grape hyacinth to skimpy twig of forsythia to a clump of brave, shivering early
violets, and she filled the girl’s hands with flowers, feeling rich and generous.
“Oh, Miss Custer,” Ida whimpered, in delight. “For me? Today is my birthday, and this is just like having a
birthday present.”
“Is it? Then happy birthday, Ida,” Helen said. “But you should have a real present.” She hunted through her
coat pockets; in one there was an unused handkerchief, initialled “C” in pink embroidery.
“You see,” Helen pointed out, “that’s for Chieftain.”
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“Oh, Miss Custer! Really for me?” Tears hung on Ida’s short pale eyelashes. “Can I show anyone?”
“Better not. It can be our secret,” Helen said, and smiled. “A secret birthday present. That’s the most exciting
kind.”
“Oh, yes,” Ida said, “I guess it is. And I get a cake too, Miss Custer. You’ll get a cake on your birthday too.
And maybe I could give you a present—I can make penwipers.”
“I should love a penwiper,” Helen said. “My birthday is in two weeks exactly.”
“Two weeks?” Ida calculated the time with her eyes closed. “But you’ll get a whole lot of real presents too,
won’t you.”
“Not a lot.” Helen shook her head. “Perhaps one.”
“A secret one too?”
“Perhaps.”
And then she nodded with sudden conviction. She understood all at once that that was, of course, what was
going to happen. She had had two more letters from Norman, both uneasy and worried; he spoke of coming to see
her if she did not come to New York. Now she knew that he was coming on her birthday. He could not forget the
date, because by a coincidence which she had sometimes regarded as miraculous and sometimes as fatal, his own
birthday fell on the same date; they were, to a matter of hours, an identical age.
She stared off past Ida, her lips smiling proudly. On her birthday, spring would be at its riotous height,
transforming even the reluctant foliage of Marr-Hawken School into apple blossom, into blood-red and paper-pink
laurel, into bunchy clusters of bridal wreath and splashes of rhododendron. Norman would come borne on his
anxiety and desire; he would prevail upon her—not too easily—and against all the protests of Julius Marr, who
would be left without an elementary English teacher, she would be carried off to Perry Street. She would be,
Helen knew, submissive to his insistence, but also proud. Her pride would remain the shield against pain to his
humbleness she would show generosity he had never showed in the time of hers, and he would be forced into
admiration as well as love. It was all quite plain.
“You look so beautiful,” Ida said, sighing. And as they returned to the school, Julius Marr encountered them at
the door and smiled in surprised approval at the sight of a teacher actually extending kindness to a pupil.
“You look as if you’ve been to a party,” he said, to Helen, while patting Ida in a fatherly way. “Was it
pleasant?”
“We picked flowers,” Ida said, but Helen laughed.
“A joke?” asked Julius.
“I’m simply happy,” Helen said. “Is that so strange?”
“Ah—it’s the riddle of the ages.” Julius said, sighing. “The riddle of the smile of the sphinx. An elusive bird.
happiness.”
“No,” Helen said, gently. “It has been wonderful for me to be here.”
This statement had never before, in Julius’s experience, issued from the lips of a teacher; he knew too well, and
in exact detail, the nature of their frequent complaints—the low pay, the bad food, the miserable rooms, the
isolation of the tiny village, the chill, the dreariness, the abominable pupils, the lack of vacations. He was struck
into silence, and, excusing himself, padded away, for this he would have to tell to Virginia. Helen’s voice, raised a
note, pursued him.
“I just want you to know,” she called, “that I shall always be so very grateful.”
As he looked back at her, thunderstruck, she felt a little tolerant pity—it was unfair, to be leaving on such short
notice. But it could not. of course, be helped.
Helen charted off the days to her birthday; spring thickened around the school, whose drabness was not
immune to warmth and light. She would be thirty-seven, she remembered, but the years no longer dismayed her;
to be loved, protected and cherished one did not need the tireless strength and resiliency of youth. There was one
more letter from Norman, short, but threatening almost harshly to come to see her. She did not trouble to answer
it. Freed from the necessity of pleading or of proving her strength, there was nothing about which to write; she
was flooded by serenity, and the days were winged.
*
The day of her birthday came brigbt and clear, as she had anticipated. She knew the hours of the two trains a
day which reached the village, and had long since decided that the first one would not bring Norman. Not for
anything would he take a train which left New York at seven in the morning. The second train would bring him—
or, of course, he might take a bus. But she swept aside these considerations; in any case, he would come by five
o’clock in the afternoon.
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He would walk from the village. She would meet him somewhere on the grounds, casually, half feigning
surprise and half permitting her foreknowledge of his coming to display itself. Having never seen her confident,
Norman would be, like Julius, thunderstruck. They could spent the night, Helen calculated, at the inn in the
village. Or perhaps not. The obvious objections to this plan struck her suddenly as comic; she giggled. No, a final
gesture of respectability was owed to the school; very probably, anyway, the people at the inn, who knew her by
sight, would refuse them a room.
They would return respectably on the morning train—Virginia, she supposed, would weep.
The day inched by. She had no desire to hurry it; she was putting off, lazily, the enjoyable act of opening a
present or indulging in a treat. At three o'’clock in the afternoon, she put on her hat and her gloves and her spring
coat; the grounds were deserted except for a straggle of girls coming back from the rocky meadow on which they
played, without much enthusiasm, regulation games of field hockey. Already the shadows were long—the
northern sky held winter late. Under Helen’s feet the grass was damp and cold, and she had put on her best shoes;
her wanderings were not comfortable. Earlier than she had intended she took up her station at the gate which had
a view of the road leading down to the village. Norman would come up the road, and when she saw him coming
she could hastily resume her pose of casualness—wander off toward the shrubbery, or pretend to be picking laurel
from the bushes near the gate. She shifted her weight from foot to foot for a while, uncomfortably—the train was
in, she knew, and he ought to be coming. But he was a slow, dreamy walker, and he wouldn’t (damn him, she
thought) trouble to hurry for anything.
She managed another turn around the grounds, but she kept looking at her watch. She sat on a damp bench
huddled in her coat, tucking her feet close together for warmth. Of course he was coming, she thought, his letters
had virtually promised—or threatened—as much. Her confidence tarnished with the dimming light but remained
stubborn; I cannot be wrong, she thought, I cannot.
It was well past five o’clock when the rain began to fall in thin springlike splatters, and it would not do, she
knew, to be sitting and waiting in the rain. She had stood too often on rainy streetcorners where he had forgotten
to meet her, in the lobbies of theaters to which he had come too late, on a bench in Washington Square which he
had neglected to remember, and all of that belonged to the past. He would come, but he would have to seek her
out; he might be irritable with the journey and the rain. She stood up and began to walk stiffly back to the house.
“You have been out in the rain,” Julius said, from his post before the feeble fire in the Staff Members’ Room.
“You will catch cold.”
“I needed a breath of air,” Helen said. “The spring—”
“It can be oppressive,” Julius agreed. “I have noticed. Sometimes I think some of the flowers and bushes
should be rooted out.”
“Perhaps,” Helen said, but her head had begun to ache. She sat in the Staff Members’ Room, forgetting to
remove her hat and coat; to go up to her own room was impossible—no, she corrected herself, silly, for she would
have to come down again so soon. The dinner bell rang through the house with its thin insistent clatter.
“Dinner, Miss Custer,” Julius said, remindingly.
“I don’t think I want any,” Helen said. “I—I shall probably go down to the inn later.”
“Oh, but you must!” Julius winked broadly. “This is—an occasion. We can’t have you running off.”
“Oh, but—” Helen began.
And then she thought, let him come and see how happy and indifferent I am. She took off her hat and coat and
followed Julius into the dining hall. The dinner seemed unusually bad—was it always so bad, she wondered, or
had she not been noticing, thinking of other things? Mademoiselle smelled too strongly of peppermint; Miss
Huber’s face danced a horrible rapid minuet of twitches. There were gravy stains plainly down Julius’s vest. She
had a sudden intense wish that Norman not come until dinner was over, that he should not see the gravy stains or
Miss Huber’s tic or have a whiff of Mademoiselle.
She had forgotten the ritual. The sound of singing broke out around her before she had noticed the cake being
carried from the kitchen on a tin tray disguised with crepe paper.
“Happy birthday to you,” everyone was shouting, and then, “Stand up, stand up, stand up, Miss Custer, stand
up, stand up!”
Me? thought Helen, blankly. The cake was set before her; among half a dozen candles, she saw the words Miss
Custer written across pink sugar in icing the color of aged copper.
“Happy birthday,” Ida Chieftain was whispering damply into her ear; having broken all the rules about leaving
her place in the dining room and about presenting gifts to teachers, Ida had scuttled across the floor and had
dropped next to Helen’s plate a scrap of flannel tied in a fold with a shoestring and painfully embroidered in
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cross-stitch with a staggering C.
“I love you, Miss Custer,” Ida said, and scuttled back across the floor before a storm of official wrath could
break.
“Speech,” said Julius, “speech.”
“I can’t,” Helen said; there were tears running down her face.
Julius leaned forward and sympathetically patted her hand. The candles were pooling wax on the cake and
Miss Huber, unable to bear seeing the icing ruined, popped her head down and blew them all out. Then she sat
back blushing and twitching and muttering an apology.
“It’s quite all right,” Julius was saying. “I see you’re a bit overcome. Perhaps you didn’t realize what a genuine
family we all are here together at Marr-Hawken.”
“I’m sorry,” Helen said. The tears ran bitterly into her mouth. Mademoiselle, overcome with greed, had begun
to slice up the cake on her behalf. The tears were blinding and choking, welling up from some great source of
pain:
“Excuse me,” Helen said, and pushed back her chair and ran out of the room.
She went out the front door; the rain was falling heavily, and struck coldly through the hot tears on her face.
He wasn’t coming, of course, Helen thought; she had always known be was not coming. The letters had promised
nothing, had spoken of nothing but his occasional querulousness at the inconvenience of her absence. If he ever
came it would be only to carry on the old quarrel—there was, she knew, no possible happy change for them.
There was not even any going back. There was nothing but Marr-Hawken, nothing but Julius and Virginia,
Miss Huber, Mademoiselle, Ida Chieftain, the bad food, the dismal atmosphere, the clinging odor of failure. She
had resisted this certainty, this fact, but it had to come; there was nothing else. She pressed her hands flat against
her thighs in a silent agony, turning her face up to the rain. I am here forever, she thought, I am dead.
Behind her the door opened; Julius’s bulky head peered out inquisitively.
“Miss Custer? You’re soaking wet.”
His hand touched her arm and drew at her.
“You are much too sensitive—too appreciative. It’s only our little custom, you know.”
Past all resistance, she let him draw her inside; he clucked at her, wiping her dress with his dirty handkerchief.
“I’m quite all right,” Helen said.
“Of course you are,” Julius rumbled. “But such sensibility! Come, my dear, you must have coffee with Virginia
and myself. Quite privately, in Virginia’s little sitting room. Just our way, you know, of offering our felicitations to
our new colleague—showing our appreciation of your fine spirit.”
She went meekly down the hallway; he pushed open a door, and Virginia Hawken’s doleful face proffered a
smile.
She said, “Happy birthday!” She came forward with a cup, and Helen accepted it.
“Better now?” Virginia asked. And over Helen’s head she exchanged with Julius the worn knowing smile of
experience; so this one has hysterics, she was saying, it’s better than what most of them have.
“She’s quite composed,” said Julius. And then he drew from his pocket Ida’s penwiper.
“You left this at the table, Miss Custer. You know, it is strictly against our rules for pupils to give presents to
teachers—I admit I am surprised that it occurred to Ida, and I do hope you haven’t encouraged her. But of course
you haven’t,” he said, jovially. “And under the circumstances …”
Helen took the penwiper from his fingers; the shoelace had come untied and the flannel was wrinkled.
Automatically she began to smooth it out and carefully she retied the bow. A birthday present, she thought; the
girl had said I love you, Miss Custer … I love you, Helen thought.
“Ida is a strange child,” Julius was saying. “You seem to have brought her out very nicely, I must say.”
I love you, Helen thought. And then she lifted her head and said, “Ida has great capacities,” and began to drink
her bitter coffee while two great tears ran slowly down her cheeks and fell on the penwiper.
116.244 Sculpture I\fn{by Angela Patrinos (1963- )} Wisconsin, U.S.A. (F) 6
At the beginning of September, I went to the Artemis Academy of Figurative Art looking for work. There I was
told a female model was needed for Sculpture I. The pay wasn’t as much as I had hoped, but I filled out the form
with my name, Martha Gilmeister, my Social Security number, and the rest of it. This was a year ago; I was
twenty-two. I’d been in New York City for nine months. The week before, I’d been working as a go-go dancer but
not naked—not even partially. I felt I’d be O.K., though, as a nude model because I was used to standing on
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platforms and being looked at.
And so, on Monday morning, on the third floor of the academy, I walked from the dressing room toward the
sculpture studio wearing a new but cheap navy-blue robe, unprepared for the fear that was rising inside me.
Garbage pails full of wet gray clay stood outside the studio door. Inside, bricks of fresh clay wrapped in plastic
lay in opened cardboard boxes. The floor was chalky with dried clay. Metal and wood sculpture stands were being
wheeled around by students, many of whom were my age, but the fact that they were in school made them seem
younger to me. On top of the stands, nailed to boards, were wire armatures, three feet tall, ready to be bent into
pose.
I sat on a stool and faced a wall of windows, which faced some windows of another building across the way,
where a couple of people moved about in an office. Leaning against a windowsill next to his armature and stand
was an Indian man in hismiddle forties. He had a container of coffee in one hand and a half-eaten Danish in the
other. I’ d seen him that very morning, walking from the subway, his head bent under a broken-jointed umbrella,
the material flapping as he walked. He wore purple-and-black running shoes with shards of neo-green reflectors
on the heels. It was the reflectors that reminded me I’d seen him earlier—it had surprised me how they shone even
on this gray, wet day. He was wearing a maroon sweater over an oxford shirt and had a high, compact belly.
The instructor came in and began yanking open the skinny locker doors that lined one wall. “It’s not here,” he
said. “Nothing’s ever where it’s supposed to be, because the right hand of this school is the left’s biggest
mystery.” Creases ran from his nose to the corners of his mouth; his brow was knotted, but no laugh lines marked
the skin around his eyes. He told me his name, Dewey Boxwell, and I laughed, mostly from nerves. No one else
laughed: they knew his name and knew that he was an established sculptor.
Boxwell found what he was looking for in the last locker, a human skeleton, and hooked it onto a stand. The
skeleton was so small that I thought it had been removed froma museum exhibit on evolution. Boxwell told me to
get up on the platform, which was in the center of the room. The platform was two and a half feet high and had an
outsized lazy Susan in the middle, so the model could be rotated periodically. I knew I would get a break every
twenty minutes, but what did twenty minutes feel like? I didn’t know.
As I untied my robe, the young students turned to their armatures and Boxwell blew his nose. But the Indian
watched. The robe slipped out of my hands and I lowered myself to pick it up, bending at the knees so as not to
stick out my behind. My nipples brushed my thighs, one knee made a clicking noise. I thought of home—
Milwaukee! Lawn Avenue! My heart ticked rapidly. The robe was retrieved, and I stepped onto the platform.
Single lines of sweat ran from my armpits down my thick torso.
*
As a teenager I’d worn a bracelet popular with the girls at Pershing High: a thin gold chain studded with
diamond chips. The first morning after I got one, I put it on and felt dainty, but by the last class of the day the
smallness of it made me feel looming and slablike, and the recollection of the way my voice had sounded begging
my parents to buy it pained me. I gave it away to a girl who thought I was doing it to be her friend.
I moved through the school hallways supporting my books on wide hips; my straight dark hair was pulled back
in a ponytail, which I used hair spray on. I had a thin nose and a thin mouth set into a heavy, fleshy face. There
were small scars under my eyebrows: during my second sophomore year (I’d flunked the first), I’d used a
depilatory instead of tweezers and blistered the area so badly that it looked as though I’d whacked myself with a
hot curling iron.
After I was finally permitted to graduate, I got a full-time job at the Milwaukee County Zoo, where I sat in a
booth giving parking passes to hands sticking out of car windows. For four years I worked at the zoo and lived at
home. Sometimes, when I was in the primate house on my lunch break, the gorilla would lift a black hairy arm
and pound with his fist on the thick Plexiglas in weighted slow motion. Then he’d pause, rest his human fist on
the concrete floor, and decide if the glass needed pounding once more. Do it again, I thought.
One summer evening, a party was held near the flamingo pond. I sold a parking pass to one of the guests. He
had a New York license plate. On his way out, sitting behind the wheel of his car with his tie untied, he asked if he
cold call me. He said he’d be in town a few more days. Enough times I’d sat in the easy chair in front of the TV,
saying to th egirl on the screen, “Don’t do it! Don’t do it!”—knowing that she would and savoring the mistakes
she was about to make.
This man, Ray, smiled both times he saw me in my ill-fitting brak, with the back riding up. Two weeks later, I
moved to New York. Ray hadn’t encouraged me—he didn’t’ know I was there until after I had moved. My parents
were surprised but probably relieved; there were houses in my neighborhood where thirty-five-year-old “kids”
still lived with their mothers and fathers.
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Ray and I went out a few times, but then he became too busy to see me. That was O.K. There wasn’t room in
the city for what had begun in another place. At first the speed of the subways scared me, and for a week I walked
and walked, stopping to rest in the nearest park, drinking a soda or a can of beer from a paper bag. I found a tworoom apartment in Alphabet City, which I shared with a girl who was a student at NYU,\fn{ New York University
(founded 1831)} and I looked for a job. I failed as a temp, was fired as a waitress, and then got the idea to try go-go
dancing, because Ray had once taken me to a place in Chelsea that had dancers. My roommate thought it would
be a cool job.
For three months, at nine o’clock in the evening, I folded my net stockings, hot pants, and halter top neatly into
a knapsack, but my lace-up boots in a shopping bag, and walked to the subway, token in hand so I wouldn’t have
to struggle to get it out of my tight jeans pocket. Each night the bouncer would look at me as though he’d never
seen me before and then, without expression, say, “Marty.”
My hips were agile but I was not a good dancer. Sometimes I would just stop moving and look around at all
the activity in the placer. I became aware that I was making less in tips than the other girls, so one night I stood in
front of the clock on the microwave in my apartment until nine o’clock came and went, and again I was out of a
job.
*
That first day at the academy it took only ten minutes for my curiosity to eclipse my fear. When that wore out,
an interesting boredom took over, and when the boredom became ordinary I rested my eyes on the man from
India. I felt it was lucky that there was such an ugly face to look at. Because of this, I liked him more than I had at
first.
His cheeks were brown, with yellow highlights and an underlying blush. Near his eyes and nose, the skin was
darker and ashy. His hairline receded almost to the top of his head; the hair in back was shiny and black and
trimmed neatly down to his neck, where there was a roll of skin the width of a finger. His upper teeth pushed out
too far over the lower, and this appeared to make it difficult for him to put his lips together.
He stood a couple of inches away from his armature while he worked, pinching off pieces of clay from the
lump on his stand and pushing them into the wire. “Get into the habit right now of standing back so you can see
what the hell you’re doing,” Boxwell told him. The Indian took three steps back and knocked into the skeleton,
which clacked against its stand.
During the one-hour lunch break, I rested on a torn vinyl couch in the hall, near a pay phone and the elevator. I
wished I had a magazine. The elevator was broken, and from behind the closed doors I could hear the clanking of
attempted repairs. Just before the afternoon session was to begin, the Indian man came up to me and held out a
brown paper bag heavy with food smells.
“I could not eat it all,” he said.
“No, thanks,” I said.
“Take it,” he said.
“No, thank you,” I said.
He stood there looking at me with his sea-horsy face.
“I’m not hungry,” I said.
He put the bag next to me on the couch and walked into the studio. I waited and then set the bag down inside a
trash can and placed on old newspaper over it. I paused—I’d been taught not to waste. I reached back into the
trash can for the bag. One of the other models, who’d been passing, stopped and looked at me.
Did that Indian guy just try to give you his leftovers?” she asked.
“Uh, yeah,” I said. “I mean, I guess.”
“He tried to give me some the other day. I threw it out. Just wait—he’ll ask you out for coffee next.”
The sun came out in the afternoon, and by four o’clock it was glaring off the windows of the building across
the way. At four-thirty, class was over and I put my robe on and left the studio. The passage of the day felt
miraculous—miraculous, I mean, in the true sense. In the bathroom, I changed into my jeans and shirt and noticed
that my hands were shaking. I had the feeling that my childhood had suddenly and disproportionately grown
further away, yet this new distance between it and me made me more of a child instead of less. Hours of
nakedness had done that.
When I got home, I found the bag of food in my knapsack. It turned out the food wasn’t leftovers—it was a
full and untouched container of rice, vegetables, and chicken. Heated up, it was good.
*
By the beginning of my third week at the academy, the job had become pedestrian: students needed to see the
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human figure and I was, for now, that figure. I urged the hours along by taking note of the forming sculptures
around the room. The young students seemed to know what they were doing, but the Indian man—whom I had
begun to refer to in my mind as Gandhi—clearly did not.
“Proportions,” Boxwell told Gandhi one Monday, “Aren’t your only problem. Your forms look flat and dried
out. Only cadavers are flat and dried out.” He exhaled loudly, preparing for the chore of instruction. “Crouch
down below the platform,” he said, “so you can view the model from an oblique angle. So you can see how
dynamic the form is.”
Gandhi approached the platform. “Do not worry,” he said to me, moving closer and then stooping below me.
I myself had observed from such an angle the dynamic forms passing to and from Lake Michigan as I lay on
the bench back home: testicles like fetal pigs squeezed into nylon, and monumental female behinds. Now I looked
down past the swells and knobs of my body at Gandhi. The smell of my sweat mixed with the scent of my
antiperspirant. I prayed that he could not makeout the details of my genitalia, but if he could I hoped the sight
wold in some way hurt him, like a jellyfish dragging along someone’s unlucky face.
The brown of his pupils seemed to bleed into the whites, which weren’t really white but a yellow-pink. There
was a tiny black mole on his right lower eyelid.
*
He was standing on Eighth Avenue, near the steps of the academy. “I’m sorry for saying to you ‘Don’t worry’
in the class,” he said. “I did not want to draw attention, but you seemed tense. You are brave. I don’t think I could
do it—stand there—and my point is, for this I admire you.”
I rolled my eyes. “A lot of people do this,” I said.
“Yes, but they are stupid people. I am Fazal Abdul Malik. Would you like to get a coffee?”
I was embarrassed for myself. I hadn’t realized how much I longed for company.
*
“I am not artist,” he told me as we sat at the counter of Nick’s Coffee Shop, “but ever since I went to Italy I
want to try and make sculptures. I will try to make a good one of you, don’t worry.”
I said I didn’t care if he made a good one or not. He dismissed this with a wave of his hand.
“The academy must have been hard to get into,” I said.
“The school takes anyone who does not need scholarship,” he said. “They have money troubles. Everyone
knows this.”
I didn’t know this. “It doesn’t embarrass you?” I asked.
“I am there to make sculpture. The problem with school is not my problem. Are you married?”
I laughed. No one had asked me this before. “Yeah, right,” I said, and to make sure he didn’t misunderstand
me, I shook my head.
“I have a wife in Pakistan,” he said.
“Here I was thinking you were from India,” I told him. “I was thinking of you as Gandhi.”
“Gandhi! I am glad to not be!” He let out a high-pitched laugh, and I felt people turn to look at us.
“What’s you r wife like?” I asked.
“I don’t know,” he said.
“You don’t know?”
“My point is, I know, but what to say? I’m afraid of her. I think she will shoot me when she sees me. I think
she has already killed me five times.” He laughed.
I didn’t know what he meant so I just smiled. Then he asked, “You know the Michangelo David?”\fn{Sculpted
by Michaelangelo Buonarroti (1475-1564) from 1501-1504.}
“I’ve seen postcards,” I said. And what else, I thought. “And those little plaster imitations or whatever.”
“It is not the same. This is a very beautiful sculpture. Are you student?”
“No.”
“What university did you come from, then?”
“I didn’t go to college.”
I was too close to my failures to boast about my past, but I could not stop myself from adding, “I hardly made
it through high school. I even flunked a grade. Tenth.” In case he didn’t know what “flunked” meant, I said. “They
made me do it over again.”
He frowned and sippoed his coffee, one pinkie lifted. I looked around at the other people in the place,
wondering how this conversation was going to end. Then he said, “I have fat belly, but my legs they are skinny.
Also, I have short neck. Have you noticed these things?”
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“I guess,” I said.
“Do you like?”
I thought I was misunderstanding him. “Do I like?”
“Do you”—he made an emphatic sweeping gesture along his body—“like?”
He took a photograph out of his wallet. It ws of him without a shirt. His belly was a milky ash-brown. He was
standing next to a woman.
“My wife is pregnant here, but see—she does not look it. What I tell people when I show them this picture is
“Guess which one is pregnant.’” He feigned seriousness and then laughed.
The woman in the photograph had short black hair and chipped teeth. She had a hard, unforgiving face that
didn’t match her soft body. He put the photo away and looked at me. He pointed to the mole on his right lower
eyelid.
“My mother had one also, but she used to draw over it with kohl.\fn{A preparation used by women especially in Arabia
and Egypt to darken the edges of the eyelids.} Now my daughter has one. Do you have children?”
I said I had none.
“Not anywhere?”
“Not that I know of.”
“Ah, I was thinking”—he pressed his fingertips to his forehead—“I was thinking somewhere in my head that
you were like a man—for just a small moment I was thinking that maybe you could have children you don’t know
about.” He shook his head. “Sometimes I don’t think right. But it’s not because I see you as man. How could I?
There you stand at the school.”
But this point, I’d stopped listening to him. I was thinking how strange it was that he should show me a picture
of himself without a shirt. Maybe he felt it was fair, because he’d seen me naked. But it wasn’t as though I’d
chosen what he had seen, and this made me want to make a selection, have a choice. It would have to be
something personal—something I could tell him. I cold tell him about Ray, but that didn’t seem very personal. I
could tell him about the go-go bar and how I’d gotten less in tips than the other dancers, but that still kind of
bothered me.
“Sometimes I don’t remember if I dreamed something or if it really happened,” I said. I’d heard a woman tell
this to a man on the subway the other way.
“This never happens to me,” he answered. “Sometimes they are very, very good and so it’s impossible to take
for real. Or they are very bad and so, same story. When you are awake, things are more … even.”
Yes, I wanted to say, you’re right, but I’d noticed that at the word “even” he had glanced at my chest, which is
large and a bit lopsided. I told myself he already knew what I looked like, so what harm was a glance at my
breasts, now that they were covered. I wanted to leave. I dug into my knapsack for money to pay for my coffee.
He reached over and pulled my hand out. A dollar bill drifted to the floor. “Do not offend me,” he said, “by
taking out this money.”
On the train I could still feel the pressure on my wrist from his grasp.
*
By October I was modeling at the academy four days a week, not just for Sculpture I but also for painting, life
drawing, and something called ècorchè.\fn{The making of anatomical figures for the study of the muscle groups .} In sculpture
class, I noticed that Boxwell continually had words for Fazal that were more nasty than constructive. Sometimes I
was grateful for the meanness, because it distracted from the numbness and the pain in my legs, which was nearly
unbearable at times. I saw the frustration and anger in Fazal’s face when Boxwell spoke to him. Then I noticed the
slight smiles some of the other students comforted themselves with, and I felt blood flow back into my fatigued,
dense flesh.
Since the conversation we’d had over coffee, he and I had not spoken, but one Friday, at quarter to five, he was
standing outside again. His posture was tight, and he shifted back and forth. When he saw me acknowledge him,
he smiled as if we were dear friends, which annoyed me. But in his smile was eagerness, awe, and relief. The
eagerness and awe were so real that they made me uncomfortable, and although the relief was somehow fake, this
was what made me walk with him to a bar on Hudson Street.
Sitting at the bar, Fazal was quiet. I didn’t want to talk about his failures at the academy, so I came up with
something I thought was safe. “Talk in your language,” I said.
For a moment he was silent. Then words came, and it seemed they could not stop. This isn’t a real language, I
thought, though I knew it was. What if my life depended on learning it? I could feel panic: I’d never been able to
learn, even to save my life! As he continued, I started to pick up similar sounds and the pauses they were joined to
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and though maybe I would be able to save myself. I was so lost in this make-believe test that I didn’t notice at first
that tears were forming in his eyes. They spilled onto his cheeks and tracked along the sides of his nose and
finally curved into his upper lip.
Since moving to New Yorr, I had seen many things: a man defecating in the park, a woman with bright-red
lipstick and no teeth, a crouching boy using the reflection in a hubcap to find a vein in his neck for a needle. But
the sight of this man crying stung me. I stared and his shining face. I must have sensed that he was not asking for
comfort and that to give it would be, in spite of his suffering, unnecessary. Or superfluous—I don’t know. I didn’t
comfort him, though.
Fazal removed the temp napkin from under his glass of beer and blotted his eyes and wiped his mouth wiuth it.
He told me that he spent all his time at the academy—sometimes he even stayed overnight—and no one there had
asked about his language before. The only time he spoke Punjabi was with a shop owner fdrom whom he bought
special groceries a few times a month. This man was from India. But even if they had been from the same place,
Fazal would not have been friends with him. “You can tell if they are of the like mind,” he said, “or of they are
only taxi driver.”
He turned and looked me in the face. “And now you want to hear it but you do not know what I say. Martha,
often I am thinking you. Do you know why?”
With dread I thought. He’s going to tell me he’s in love with me. In my mind I heard myself telling somebody,
“This old Pakistani guy, he thinks he’s in love with me.”
But he said “You are the only naked woman in my life.”
I said that the lives of students at the academy were filled with naked women.
“Yes, but they are only picky nudes,” he said, “and they act stuck up.”
When I got home that night I said to my roommate, “This Indian guy, he thinks he’s in love with me.”
Of course I didn’t believe it—that is, he hadn’t said this, he hadn’t even meant it. He had meant what he said.
*
The next Monday, Boxwell told Fazal that the head on his sculpture was too big and the hands and feet looked
like stiff little flippers. “And those legs,” he continued. “I don’t know what they are, but they’re not”—he jabbed
at the clay—legs.”
Boxwell walked away, and Fazal pulled a large strip of clay off his sculpture and mashed it into the lump of the
sand.
He was waiting for me outside at the end of the day. “I take 9 train,” he said.
He lived at a hostel on Amsterdam Avenue. A printed fabric smelling of sausage covered the single bed, which
served also as a couch. At a dresser, Fazal stood and unscrewed the lid of a tiny bottle and dabbed some scented
oil on his neck. Above the dresser was a large poster of Michaelangelo’s David.
To stall for time, I asked how he met his wife.
“Why do you want to hear?” he said.
“Just because.”
He sighed. “My sister said, when I was thirty-seven, ‘I know someone for you to marry.’ My sister had a friend
who had a sister. One day my sister, the woman, and I went walking. Sometimes my sister left me and this woman
alone. And then, later, I went alone with my sister. ‘Do you like each other?’ she asked me. ‘Yes,” I said, ‘is O.K.’
She was already thirty when we met and so it was past time for her to marry. But we both inside were thinking we
could have done better. It is hard to get rid of that thought.”
He looked at the poster for a moment and then continued. “Martha, it is bad to always expect pain, but pleasure
it is good to be prepared for, right?” He removed a condom from the top drawer and turned to me, “It will be nice
for you,” he said. “First I will use my tongue.”
He swooped dowen on me and pressed his lips on mine while reaching for the zipper on my jeans. My
underwear was damp, which made no sense, because I wasn’t attracted to him in that way. Maybe it was my
body’s way of telling me that it had stood around naked long enough without being touched. I grabbed Fazal’s
hands with my own and presed his fingers together as hard as I could, squeezing them into clumps. When I let go,
his knuckles were white. He sank into the couch as if I’d given him an injection.
“Forgive me for being too quick,” he said. “It is just that I feel things must happen now if they are to happen at
all.”
That was the feeling I’d had in Milwaukee—the one that made me leave town. “I understand,” I said.
“I understand,” though, was the wrong thing to say. He tried to kiss me again and I had to put my hand over his
face and push it away. I could feel his reaching tongue on my palm. “I’m going to leave,” I threatened.
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“Martha, don’t leave. What else do you want to know? I will tell you anything.”
I remembered that he had a daughter, so I asked about her.
“The last time I saw her was one year ago, at my mother’s funeral. She kept running from me when I wanted to
hold her. It is good for young girls to be afraid of strangers, so I should be happy for this, right?”
I said nothing.
“O.K., enough,” he said. “Tell me what you think about the Michaelangelo. For me, it is my favorite work of
art.
I looked at the poster. “I don’t like how its head doesn’t match the body,” I said. “It looks weird. Personally, I
wold have made the statue life-size. So people could related to it more.” I just added that—I hadn’t considered it
at all.
Abruptly, Fazel stood and turned his back to me. “If it were lifesize,” he said, “there would be no genius.” He
didn’t even glance at me. It was hard to believe that minutes ago he’d wanted to have sex. Well, this is the end of
this, I thought.
*
The following afternoon, Fazel tore the head off his sculpture and then removed a leg.
Boxwell, who was standing right there, said, “What are you doing?”
“I am starting again.”
“It’s too late for that. Put what you’ve taken off back on and do what you can with it.”
Fazal did as he was told. It looked like a car accident. Then he left the studio.
After his exit the dean of the academy ushered in a group of men in dark, double-breasted suits and shiny
shoes and women with flat-link gold necklaces. There was to be a cocktail party for potential benefactors that
evening at the school; the catering company had been setting up in the lobby that morning. I’d had no idea,
though, that these people would be brought into the studio while I was on the platform.
When Boxwell noticed the group, he stepped in front of Fazal’s sculpture and threw a large sheet of clayspattered plastic over it. But the people were not really looking at Fazel’s sculpture or at anyone’s sculpture. They
weren’t looking at Boxwell or at the students. They were trying to look at these things until finally they gave in
and looked at me.
Fazel returned and pushed past the group. He stood next to the skeleton and spoke. “It is inappropriate for
these strangerse to come in while the model is posing. There is nothing decent about this school. The instructor is
hiding my sculpture while I am in toilet.” He walked over to his sculpture, took the plastic off, and began to work,
pinching and pushing the clay, hjis face inches away from it.
The dean ushered the group out with Boxwell following. “We have a few students who don’t belong here,”
Boxwell was saying. It was not time for my break, but I stepped off the platform and put my robe on.
“Go back up,” Fzel told me. The class is almost over for today and I have work.”
“That’s not her problem, man,” one of the students said.
I took my robe off and went back up.
Again, he was waiting for me outside. Tiny flakes of snow., visible only against dark buildings, fell. “I have
been awake since yesterday,” he told me. “Will you come to my room?” His hands were pressed together.
*
My roommate subscribed to a number of thin, dull magazines, which I rarely looked at. But one evening I
picked up one and turned to the ads in the back. “Teach English in Tashkent, Uzbekistan, No Experience
Necessary,” one said. I showed it to my roommate, laughing. She didn’t know why I though it was so funny.
Neither did I—something about teaching a whole language and not needing to know how to do it. I sent for the
information, and a couple of weeks later some pamphlets and an application form arrived. This was after Fazel
had returned to Pakistan and I knew I was going to lose my job at the academy that the school might close down.
Tashkent is the capital of Uzbekistan, a country in Central Asia in what used to be the Soviet Union. I had to
come here to be able to say that. That is, know it by heart. It’s a lethargic city made up of ugly modern buildings.
But the buildings are not tall—there is plenty of open, dusty space fdor the sun to spill onto. A few mosques
remain. I walked byone of them yesterday in the afternoon, and inside, where it was cool and dark, four mullahs
were playing Ping-Pong.
You can’t get a beer. The non-Americans I’ve met are infatuated with American English. Twice I’ve been told
that I resemble Julia Roberts, and I have to remind myself that this comment isn’t coming from stupid people.
After all, every Pakistani I’ve met reminds me of Fazal, simply because of the accent.
Below Uzbekistan is Afghanistan and below that is Pakistan. I should say “south,” but I do think of Pakistan as
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being under where I am, and I think of Fazal looking up at me from that oblique angle. I look down at his
receding hairline.
*
I went with him on that day when he asked—it was the last time I saw him. We didn’t sit down when we got to
his home. He only wanted to change his clothes, he said, and then he’d take me out to dinner. It was early, only
five-thirty. I knew we wouldn’t make it to dinner.
“I am sorry,” he said, “for reacting the way I did to your opinion about—” He flicked his hand over his
shoulder toward the Michaelangelo poster behind him. “I know you are only ignorant about the art. Last night I
sat here looking at—” Again, the gesture. “Maybe you were right, maybe it was cruel to make him so big. He is
nothing but joke now. Oh, Martha, I have dread to go back home. I have failed. But I would like you to talk to me.
Tell me something—I am begging you.”
“Don’t beg me,” I said.
“I am not attractive when I beg? O.K., I will stop. Otherwise you will not lie down on the bed with me, right?”
He removed the cushions from the couch and we lay down. Almost immediately he began to snore; I
remembered he hadn’t slept in two days. I was hurt. I was relieved. I wasn’t tired, though, and so I got up and
quietly let myself out.
*WYOMING*
159.105 Excerpt from Black Elk Speaks\fn{by Black Elk (1863-1950)} “nr. the Little Powder River in northeast
Wyoming”, Campbell County, Wyoming, U.S.A. (M) 19
I am a Lakota of the Ogalala band. My father’s name was Black Elk, and his father before him bore the name,
and the father of his father, so that I am the fourth to bear it. He was a medicine man and so were several of his
brothers. Also, he and the great Crazy Horse’s father were cousins, having the same grandfather. My mother’s
name was White Cow Sees; her father was called Refuse To Go, and her mother, Plenty Eagle Feathers.
I can remember my mother’s mother and her father. My father’s father was killed by the Pawnees when I was
too little to know, and his mother, Red Eagle Woman, died soon after.
I was born in the Moon of the Popping Trees\fn{ December.} on the Little Powder River in the Winter When The
Four Crows Were Killed,\fn{1863.} and I was three years old when my father’s right leg was broken in the Battle
of the Hundred Slain.\fn{Known elsewhere as The Fetterman Massacre, in which one Captain Feterman and his detachment of 81
men were wiped out on Peno Creek, near Fort Phil Kearney, December 21, 1866. } From that wound he limped until the day he
died, which was about the time when Big Foot’s band was butchered on Wounded Knee.\fn{ 1890.} He is buried
here in these hills.
*
I can remember that Winter of the Hundred Slain as a man may remember some bad dream he dreamed when
he was little, but I can not tell just how much I heard when I was bigger and how much I understood when I was
little. It is like some fearful thing in a fog, for it was a time when everything seemed troubled and afraid.
I had never seen a Wasichu\fn{A term to indicate a white man without any reference to his skin color. } then, and did not
know what one looked like; but everyone was saying that the Wasichus were coming and that they were going to
take our country and rub us all out and that we should all have to die fighting. It was the Wasichus who got rubbed
out in that battle, and all the people were talking about it for a long while; but a hundred Wasichus was not much
if there were others and others without number where those came from.
I remember once that I asked my grandfather about this. I said:
“When the scouts come back from seeing the prairie full of bison somewhere, the people say the Wasichus are
coming; and when strange men are coming to kill us all, they say the Wasichus are coming. What does it mean?”
And he said,
“That they are many.”
*
When I was older, I learned what the fighting was about that winter and the next summer. Up on the Madison
Fork the Wasichus had found much of the yellow metal that they worship and that makes them crazy, and they
wanted to have a road up through our country to the place where the yellow metal was; but my people did not
want the road. It would scare the bison and make them go away, and also it would let the other Wasichus come in
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like a river. They told us that they wanted only to use a little land, as much as a wagon would take between the
wheels; but our people knew better. And when you look about you now, you can see what it was they wanted.
Once we were happy in our own country and we were seldom hungry, for then the two-leggeds and the fourleggeds lived together like relatives, and there was plenty for them and for us. But the Wasichus came, and they
have made little islands for us and other little islands for the four-leggeds, and always these islands are becoming
smaller, for around them surges the gnawing flood of the Wasichu; and it is dirty with lies and greed.
*
A long time ago my father told me what his father told him, that there was once a Lakota holy man, called
Drinks-Water, who dreamed what was to be; and this was long before the coming of the Wasichus. He dreamed
that the four-leggeds were going back into the earth and that a strange race had woven a spider’s web all around
the Lakotas. And he said:
“When this happens, you shall live in square gray houses, in a barren land, and beside those square gray houses
you shall starve.”
They say he went back to Mother Earth soon after he saw this vision, and it was sorrow that killed him. You
can look about you now and see that he meant these dirt-roofed houses we are living in, and that all the rest was
true. Sometimes dreams are wiser than waking.
And so when the soldiers came and built themselves a town of logs there on the Piney Fork of the Powder, my
people knew they meant to have their road and take our country and maybe kill us all when they were strong
enough. Crazy Horse was only about 19 years old then, and Red Cloud was still our great chief. In the Moon of
the Changing Season\fn{October.} he called together all the scattered bands of the Lakota for a big council on the
Powder River, and when we went on the warpath against the soldiers, a horseback could ride through our villages
from sunrise until the day was above his head, so far did our camp stretch along the valley of the river; for many
of our friends, the Shyela\fn{Cheyenne.} and the Blue Clouds\fn{Arapahoe.} had come to help us fight.
And it was about when the bitten moon was delayed\fn{ The fourth quarter.} in the Time of the Popping Trees
when the huhdred were rubbed out. My friend, Fire Thunder here, who is older than I, was in that fight and he can
tell you how it was.fn{Fire thunder continues the narrative.}
*
I was 16 years old when this happened, and after the big council on the Powder we had moved over to the
Tongue River where we were camping at the mouth of Peno Creek. There were many of us there. Red Cloud was
over all of us, but the chief of our band was Big Road. We started out on horseback just about sunrise, riding up
the creek toward the soldiers’ town on the Piney, for we were going to attack it. The sun was about half way up
when we stopped at the place where the Wasichu’s road came down a steep, narrow ridge and crossed the creek. It
was a good place to fight, so we sent some men ahead to coax the soldiers out. While they were gone, we divided
into two parts and hid in the gullies on both sides of the ridge and waited.
After a long while we heard a shot up over the hill, and we knew the soldiers were coming. So we held the
noses of our ponies that they might not whinny at the soldiers’ horses. Soon we saw our men coming back, and
some of them were walking and leading their horses, so that the soldiers would think they were worn out. Then
the men we had sent ahead came running down the road between us, and the soldiers on horseback followed,
shooting.
When they came to the flat at the bottom of the hill, the fighting began all at once. I had a sorrel horse, and just
as I was going to get on him, the soldiers turned around and began to fight their way back up the hill. I had a sixshooter that I had traded for, and also a bow and arrows. When the soldiers started back, I held my sorrel with one
hand and began killing them with the six-shooter, for they came close to me.
There were many bullets, but there were more arrows—so many that it was like a cloud of grasshoppers all
above and around the soldiers; and our people, shooting across, hit each other. The soldiers were falling all the
while they were fighting back up the hill, and their horses got loose. Many of our people chased the horses, but I
was not after horses; I was after Wasichus.
When the soldiers got on top, there were not many of them left and they had no place to hide. They were
fighting hard. We were told to crawl up on them, and we did. When we were close, someone yelled:
“Let us go! This is a good day to die. Think of the helpless ones at home!”
Then we all cried, "Hoka hey!" and rushed at them. I was young then and quick on my feet, and I was one of
the first to get in among the soldiers. They got up and fought very hard until not one of them was alive.
They had a dog with them, and he started back up the road for the soldiers’ town, howling as he ran. He was
the only one left. I did not shoot at him because he appeared too sweet, but many did shoot, and he died full of
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arrows.
So there was nobody left of the soldiers. Dead men and horses and wounded Indians were scattered all the way
up the hill, and their blood was frozen, for a storm had come up and it was very cold and getting colder all the
time. We left all the dead lying there, for the ground was solid, and we picked up our wounded and started back;
but we lost most of them before we reached our camp at the mouth of the Peno.
There was a big blizzard that night; and some of the wounded who did not die on the way, died after we got
home. This was the time when Black Elk’s father had his leg broken.\fn{ Black Elk continues the narrative.}
*
I am quite sure that I remember the time when my father came home with a broken leg that he got from killing
so many Wasichus, and it seems that I can remember all about the battle too, but I think I could not. It must be the
fear that I remember most. All this time I was not allowed to play very far away from our tepee, and my mother
would say, .
“If you are not good the Wasichus will get you.”
*
We must have broken camp at the mouth of the Peno soon after the battle, for I can remember my father lying
on a pony drag with bison robes all around him, like a baby, and my mother riding the pony. The snow was deep
and it was very cold, and I remember sitting in another pony drag beside my father and mother, all wrapped up in
fur. We were going away from where the soldiers were, and I do not know where we went, but it was west.
It was a hungry winter, for the deep snow made it hard to find the elk; and also many of the people went
snowblind. We wandered a long time, and some of the bands got lost from each other. Then at last we were
camping in the woods beside a creek somewhere, and the hunters came back with meat.
I think it was this same winter when a medicine man, by the name of Creeping, went around among the people
curing snowblinds. He would put snow upon their eyes, and after he had sung a certain sacred song that he had
heard in a dream, he would blow on the backs of their heads and they would see again, so I have heard. It was
about the dragonfly that he sang, for that was where he got his power, they say.
*
When it was summer again we were camping on the Rosebud, and I did not feel so much afraid, because the
Wasichus seemed farther away and there was peace there in the valley and there was plenty of meat. But all the
boys from five or six years up were playing war.
The little boys would gather together from the different bands of the tribe and fight each other with mud balls
that they threw with willow sticks. And the big boys played the game called Throwing-Them-Off-Their-Horses,
which is a battle all but the killing; and sometimes they got hurt. The horsebacks from the different bands would
line up and charge upon each other, yelling; and when the ponies came together on the run, they would rear and
flounder and scream in a big dust, and the riders would seize each other, wrestling until one side had lost all its
men, for those who fell upon the ground were counted dead.
When I was older, I, too, often played this game. We were always naked when we played it, just as warriors are
when they go into battle if it is not too cold, because they are swifter without clothes. Once I fell off on my back
right in the middle of a bed of prickly pears, and it took my mother a long while to pick all the stickers out of me.
I was still too little to play war that summer, but I can remember watching the other boys, and I thought that when
we all grew up and were big together, maybe we could kill all the Wasichus or drive them far away from our
country.
*
It was in the Moon When the Cherries Turn Black\fn{ August.} that all the people were talking again about a
battle, and our warriors came back with many wounded. It was The Attacking of the Wagons,\fn{ Also called The
Wagon Box Fight, which took place about six miles west of Fort Phil Kearney, August 2, 1867. } and it made me afraid again, for
we did not win that battle as we did the other one, and there was much mourning for the dead. Fire Thunder was
in that fight too, and he can tell you how it was that day.\fn{ Fire Thunder continues the narrative.}
It was very bad. There is a wide flat prairie with hills around it, and in the middle of this the Wasichus had put
the boxes of their wagons in a circle, so that they could keep their mules there at night. There were not many
Wasichus, but they were lying behind the boxes and they shot faster than they ever shot at us before. We thought it
was some new medicine of great power that they had, for they shot so fast that it was like tearing a blanket.
Afterwards I learned that it was because they had new guns that they loaded from behind, and this was the first
time they used these guns.\fn{They were breech-loading Springfield rifles.}
We came on after sunrise. There were many, many of us, and we meant to ride right over them and rub them
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out. But our ponies were afraid of the ring of fire the guns of the Wasichus made, and would not go over. Our
women were watching us from the hills and we could hear them singing and mourning whenever the shooting
stopped. We tried hard, but we could not do it, and there were dead warriors and horses piled all around the boxes
and scattered over the plain.
Then we left our horses in a gulch and charged on foot, but it was like green grass withering in a fire. So we
picked up our wounded and went away. I do not know how many of our people were killed, but there were very
many. It was bad.\fn{Black Elk continues the narrative.}
*
I do not remember where we camped that winter but it must have been a time of peace and of plenty to
eat.\fn{Standing Bear continues the narrative.}
I am four years older than Black Elk, and he and I have been good friends since boyhood. I know it was on the
Powder that we camped where there were many cottonwood trees. Ponies like to eat the bark of these trees and it
is good for them. That was the winter when High Shirt’s mother was killed by a big tree that fell on her tepee. It
was a very windy night and there were noises that woke me, and then I heard that an old woman had been killed,
and it was High Shirt’s mother.\fn{Black Elk continues the narrative.}
*
I was four years old then, and I think it must have been the next summer that I first heard the voices. It was a
happy summer and nothing was afraid, because in the Moon When the Ponies Shed\fn{ May.} word came from the
Wasichus that there would be peace and that they would not use the road any more and that all the soldiers would
go away. The soldiers did go away and their towns were torn down; and in the Moon of Falling
Leaves,\fn{November.} they made a treaty with Red Cloud that said our country would be ours as long as grass
should grow and water flow. You can see that it is not the grass and the water that have forgotten.
Maybe it was not this summer when I first heard the voices, but I think it was, because I know it was before I
played with bows and arrows or rode a horse, and I was out playing alone when I heard them. It was like
somebody calling me, and I thought it was my mother, but there was nobody there. This happened more than
once, and always made me afraid, so that I ran home.
*
It was when I was five years old that my Grandfather made me a bow and some arrows. The grass was young
and I was horseback. A thunder storm was coming from where the sun goes down, and just as I was riding into the
woods along a creek, there was a kingbird sitting on a limb. This was not a dream, it happened. And I was going
to shoot at the kingbird with the bow my Grandfather made, when the bird spoke and said:
“The clouds all over are one-sided.”
Perhaps it meant that all the clouds were looking at me. And then it said:
“Listen! A voice is calling you!”
Then I looked up at the clouds, and two men were coming there, headfirst like arrows slanting down; and as
they came, they sang a sacred song and the thunder was like drumming. I will sing it for you. The song and the
drumming were like this:
Behold, a sacred voice is calling you;
All over the sky a sacred voice is calling.

I sat there gazing at them, and they were coming from the place where the giant lives.\fn{ The North. Below, it is
But when they were very close to me, they wheeled about toward where the sun goes
down, and suddenly they were geese. Then they were gone, and the rain came with a big wind and a roaring.
I did not tell this vision to anyone. I liked to think about it, but I was afraid to tell it.
*
What happened after that until the summer I was nine years old is not a story.
There were winters and summers, and they were good; for the Wasichus had made their iron road\fn{ The Union
Pacific Railroad.} along the Platte and traveled there. This had cut the bison herd in two, but those that stayed in our
country with us were more than could be counted, and we wandered without trouble in our land.
Now and then the voices would come back when I was out alone, like someone calling me, but what they
wanted me to do I did not know. This did not happen very often, and when it did not happen, I forgot about it; for
I was growing taller and was riding horses now and could shoot prairie chickens and rabbits with my bow. The
boys of my people began very young to learn the ways of men, and no one taught us; we just learned by doing
called the “great white giant”. }
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what we saw, and we were warriors at a time when boys now are like girls.
*
It was the summer when I was nine years old, and our people were moving slowly towards the Rocky
Mountains. We camped one evening in a valley beside a little creek\fn{ The Little Big Horn River.} just before it ran
into the Greasy Grass, and there was a man by the name of Man Hip who liked me and asked me to eat with him
in his tepee. While I was eating, a voice came and said:
“It is time; now they are calling you.”
The voice was so loud and clear that I believed it, and I thought I would just go where it wanted me to go. So I
got right up and started. As I came out of the tepee, both my thighs began to hurt me, and suddenly it was like
waking from a dream, and there wasn’t any voice. So I went back into the tepee, but I didn’t want to eat. Man Hip
looked at me in a strange way and asked me what was wrong. I told him that my legs were hurting me.
The next morning the camp moved again, and I was riding with some boys. We stopped to get a drink from a
creek, and when I got off my horse, my legs crumpled under me and I could not walk. So the boys helped me up
and put me on my horse; and when we camped again that evening, I was sick.
The next day the camp moved on to where the different bands of our people were coming together, and I rode
in a pony drag, for I was very sick. Both my legs and both my arms were swollen badly and my face was all
puffed up.
When we had camped again, I was lying in our tepee and my mother and father were sitting beside me. I could
see out through the opening, and there two men were coming from the clouds, head first like arrows slanting
down, and I knew they were the same that I had seen before. Each now carried a long spear, and from the points
of these a jagged lightning flashed. They came clear down to the ground this time and stood a little way off and
looked at me and said:
“Hurry! Come! Your Grandfathers are calling you!”
Then they turned and left the ground like arrows slanting upward from the bow. When I got up to follow, my
legs did not hurt me any more and I was very light. I went outside the tepee, and yonder where the men with
flaming spears were going, a little cloud was coming very fast. It came and stooped and took me and turned back
to where it came from, flying fast. And when I looked down I could see my mother and my father yonder, and I
felt sorry to be leaving them.
Then there was nothing but the air and the swiftness of the little cloud that bore me and those two men still
leading up to where white clouds were piled like mountains on a wide blue plain, and in them thunder beings
lived and leaped and flashed.
Now suddenly there was nothing but a world of cloud, and we three were there alone in the middle of a great
white plain with snowy hills and mountains staring at us; and it was very still; but there were whispers. Then the
two men spoke together and they said:
“Behold him, the being with four legs!” I looked and saw a bay horse standing there, and he began to speak:
“Behold me!” he said, “My life-history you shall see.” Then he wheeled about to where the sun goes down,
and said:
“Behold them! Their history you shall know.”
I looked, and there were twelve black horses yonder all abreast with necklaces of bison hoofs, and they were
beautiful, but I was frightened, because their manes were lightning and there was thunder in their nostrils. Then
the bay horse wheeled to where the great white giant lives and said:
“Behold!”
And yonder there were twelve white horses all abreast. Their manes were flowing like a blizzard wind and
from their noses came a roaring, and all about them white geese soared and circled.
Then the bay wheeled round to where the sun shines continually\fn{ The East.} and bade me look; and there
twelve sorrel horses, with necklaces of elk’s teeth, stood abreast with eyes that glimmered like the day-break star
and manes of morning light.
Then the bay wheeled once again to look upon the place where you are always facing,\fn{ The South.} and
yonder stood twelve buckskins all abreast with horns upon their heads and manes that lived and grew like trees
and grasses. And when I had seen all these, the bay horse said:
“Your Grandfathers are having a council. These shall take you; so have courage.”
Then all the horses went into formation, four abreast—the blacks, the whites, the sorrels, and the buckskins—
and stood behind the bay, who turned now to the west and neighed; and yonder suddenly the sky was terrible with
a storm of plunging horses in all colors that shook the world with thunder, neighing back.
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Now turning to the north the bay horse whinnied, and yonder all the sky roared with a mighty wind of running
horses in all colors, neighing back.
And when he whinnied to the east, there too the sky was filled with glowing clouds of manes and tails of
horses in all colors singing back.
Then to the south he called, and it was crowded with many colored, happy horses, nickering. Then the bay
horse spoke to me again and said:
“See how your horses all come dancing!”
I looked, and there were horses, horses everywhere—a whole skyful of horses dancing round me.
“Make haste!” the bay horse said; and we walked together side by side, while the blacks, the whites, the
sorrels, and the buckskins followed, marching four by four.
I looked about me once again, and suddenly the dancing horses witnout number changed into animals of every
kind and into all the fowls that are, and these fled back to the four quarters of the world from whence the horses
came, and vanished.
*
Then as we walked, there was a heaped up cloud ahead that changed into a tepee, and a rainbow was the open
door of it; and through the door I saw six old men sitting in a row.
The two men with the spears now stood beside me, one on either hand, and the horses took their places in their
quarters, looking inward, four by four. And the oldest of the Grandfathers spoke with a kind voice and said:
“Come right in and do not fear.”
And as he spoke, all the horses of the four quarters neighed to cheer me. So I went in and stood before the six,
and they looked older than men can ever be-old like hills, like stars. The oldest spoke again:
“Your Grandfathers all over the world are having a council, and they have called you here to teach you.”
His voice was very kind, but I shook all over with fear now, for I knew that these were not old men, but the
Powers of the World. And the first was the Power of the West; the second, of the North; the third, of the East; the
fourth, of the South; the fifth, of the Sky; the sixth, of the Earth. I knew this, and was afraid, until the first
Grandfather spoke again:
“Behold them yonder where the sun goes down, the thunder beings! You shall see, and have from them my
power; and they shall take you to the high and lonely center of the earth that you may see; even to the place where
the sun continually shines, they shall take you there to understand.”
And as he spoke of understanding, I looked up and saw the rainbow leap with flames of many colors over me.
Now there was a wooden cup in his hand and it was full of water and in the water was the sky.
“Take this,” he said. “It is the power to make live, and it is yours.” Now he had a bow in his hands.
“Take this,” he said. “It is the power to destroy, and it is yours.” Then he pointed to himself and said:
“Look close at him who is your spirit now, for you are his body and his name is Eagle Wing Stretches.”
And saying this, he got up very tall and started running toward where the sun goes down; and suddenly he was
a black horse that stopped and turned and looked at me, and the horse was very poor and sick; his ribs stood out.
*
Then the second Grandfather, he of the North, arose with an herb of power in his hand, and said:
“Take this and hurry.”
I took and held it toward the black horse yonder. He fattened and was happy and came prancing to his place
again and was the first Grandfather sitting there. The second Grandfather, he of the North, spoke again:
“Take courage, younger brother,” he said; “on earth a nation you shall make live, for yours shall be the power
of the white giant’s wing, the cleansing wind.”
Then he got up very tall and started running toward the north; and when he turned toward me, it was a white
goose wheeling. I looked about me now, and the horses in the west were thunders and the horses of the north were
geese. And the second Grandfather sang two songs that were like this:
They are appearing, may you behold!
They are appearing, may you behold!
The thunder nation is appearing, behold!
They are appearing, may you behold!
They are appearing, may you behold!
The white geese nation is appearing, behold!
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*
And now it was the third Grandfather who spoke, he of where the sun shines continually.
“Take courage, younger brother,” he said, “for across the earth they shall take you!” Then he pointed to where
the daybreak star was shining, and beneath the star two men were flying.
“From them you shall have power,” he said, “from them who have awakened all the beings of the earth with
roots and legs and wings.” And as he said this, he held in his hand a peace pipe which had a spotted eagle
outstretched upon the stem; and this eagle seemed alive, for it was poised there, fluttering, and its eyes were
looking at me.
“With this pipe,” the Grandfather said, “you shall walk upon the earth, and whatever sickens there you shall
make well.”
Then he pointed to a man who was bright red all over, the color of good and of plenty, and as he pointed, the
red man lay down and rolled and changed into a bison that got up and galloped toward the sorrel horses of the
east, and they too turned to bison, fat and many.
*
And now the fourth Grandfather spoke, he of the place where you are always facing,\fn{ The South.} whence
comes the power to grow.
“Younger brother,” he said, “with the powers of the four quarters you shall walk, a relative. Behold, the living
center of a nation I shall give you, and with it many you shall save.”
And I saw that he was holding in his hand a bright red stick that was alive, and as I looked it sprouted at the
top and sent forth branches, and on the branches many leaves came out and murmured and in the leaves the birds
began to sing. And then for just a little while I thought I saw beneath it in the shade the circled villages of people
and every living thing with roots or legs or wings, and all were happy.
“It shall stand in the center of the nation’s circle,” said the Grandfather, “a cane to walk with and a people’s
heart; and by your powers you shall make it blossom.” Then when he had been still a little while to hear the birds
sing, he spoke again:
“Behold the earth!”
So I looked down and saw it lying yonder like a hoop of peoples, and in the center bloomed the holy stick that
was a tree, and where it stood there crossed two roads, a red one and a black.
“From where the giant lives to where you always face the red road goes, the road of good,” the Grandfather
said, “and on it shall your nation walk. The black road goes from where the thunder beings live to where the sun
continually shines, a fearful road, a road of troubles and of war. On this also you shall walk, and from it you shall
have the power to destroy a people’s foes. In four ascents you shall walk the earth with power.”
*
I think he meant that I should see four generations, counting me, and now I am seeing the third.
*
Then he rose very tall and started running toward the south, and was an elk; and as he stood among the
buckskins yonder, they too were elks.
*
Now the fifth Grandfather spoke, the oldest of them all, the Spirit of the Sky.
“My boy,” he said, “I have sent for you and you have come. My power you shall see!” He stretched his arms
and turned into a spotted eagle hovering.
“Behold,” he said, “all the wings of the air shall come to you, and they and the winds and the stars shall be like
relatives. You shall go across the earth with my power.”
Then the eagle soared above my head and fluttered there; and suddenly the sky was full of friendly wings all
coming toward me.
*
Now I knew the sixth Grandfather was about to speak, he who was the Spirit of the Earth, and I saw that he
was very old, but more as men are old. His hair was long and white, his face was all in wrinkles and his eyes were
deep and dim. I stared at him, for it seemed I knew him somehow; and as I stared, he slowly changed, for he was
growing backwards into youth, and when he had become a boy, I knew that he was myself with all the years that
would be mine at last. When he was old again, he said:
“My boy, have courage, for my power shall be yours, and you shall need it, for your nation on the earth will
have great troubles. Come.”
*
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He rose and tottered out through the rainbow door, and as I followed I was riding on the bay horse who had
talked to me at first and led me to that place. Then the bay horse stopped and faced the black horses of the west,
and a voice said:
“They have given you the cup of water to make live the greening day, and also the bow and arrow to destroy.”
The bay neighed, and the twelve black horses came and stood behind me, four abreast. The bay faced the
sorrels of the east, and I saw that they had morning stars upon their foreheads and they were very bright. And the
voice said:
“They have given you the sacred pipe and the power that is peace, and the good red day.”
The bay neighed, and the twelve sorrels stood behind me, four abreast. My horse now faced the buckskins of
the south, and a voice said:
“They have given you the sacred stick and your nation’s hoop, and the yellow day; and in the center of the
hoop you shall set the stick and make it grow into a shielding tree, and bloom.”
The bay neighed, and the twelve buckskins came and stood behind me, four abreast. Then I knew that there
were riders on all the horses there behind me, and a voice said:
“Now you shall walk the black road with these; and as you walk, all the nations that have roots or legs or
wings shall fear you.”
*
So I started, riding toward the east down the fearful road, and behind me came the horsebacks four abreast—
the blacks, the whites, the sorrels, and the buckskins—and far away above the fearful road the daybreak star was
rising very dim.
I looked below me where the earth was silent in a sick green light, and saw the hills look up afraid and the
grasses on the hills and all the animals; and everywhere about me were the cries of frightened birds and sounds of
fleeing wings. I was the chief of all the heavens riding there, and when I looked behind me, all the twelve black
horses reared and plunged and thundered and their manes and tails were whirling hail and their nostrils snorted
lightning. And when I looked below again, I saw the slant hail falling and the long, sharp rain, and where we
passed, the trees bowed low and all the hills were dim.
Now the earth was bright again as we rode. I could see the hills and valleys and the creeks and rivers passing
under. We came above a place where three streams made a big one—a source of mighty waters—\fn{ Black Elk
thinks this was the Three Forks of the Missouri. } and something terrible was there. Flames were rising from the waters and
in the flames a blue man lived. The dust was floating all about him in the air, the grass was short and withered, the
trees were wilting, two-legged and four-legged beings lay there thin and panting, and wings too weak to fly.
Then the black horse riders shouted “Hoka hey!” and charged down upon the blue man, but were driven back.
And the white troop shouted, charging, and was beaten; then the red troop and the yellow. And when each had
failed, they all cried together:
“Eagle Wing Stretches, hurry!”
And all the world was filled with voices of all kinds that cheered me, so I charged. I had the cup of water in
one hand and in the other was the bow that turned into a spear as the bay and I swooped down, and the spear’s
head was sharp lightning. It stabbed the blue man’s heart, and as it struck I could hear the thunder rolling and
many voices that cried “Un-hee!,” meaning I had killed.
The flames died. The trees and grasses were not withered any more and murmured happily together, and every
living being cried in gladness with whatever voice it had. Then the four troops of horsemen charged down and
struck the dead body of the blue man, counting coup; and suddenly it was only a harmless turtle.
*
You see, I had been riding with the storm clouds, and had come to earth as rain, and it was drought that I had
killed with the power that the Six Grandfathers gave me.
*
So we were riding on the earth now down along the river flowing full from the source of waters, and soon I
saw ahead the circled village of a people in the valley. And a Voice\fn{ Later also called the “great Voice”.} said:
“Behold a nation; it is yours. Make haste, Eagle Wing Stretches!”
I entered the village, riding, with the four horse troops behind me—the blacks, the whites, the sorrels, and the
buckskins—and the place was filled with moaning and with mourning for the dead. The wind was blowing from
the south like fever, and when I looked around I saw that in nearly every tepee the women and the children and
the men lay dying with the dead.
So I rode around the circle of the village, looking in upon the sick and dead, and I felt like crying as I rode. But
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when I looked behind me, all the women and the children and the men were getting up and coming forth with
happy faces. And a Voice said:
“Behold, they have given you the center of the nation’s hoop to make it live.”
So I rode to the center of the village, with the horse troops in their quarters round about me, and there the
people gathered. And the Voice said:
“Give them now the flowering stick that they may flourish, and the sacred pipe that they may know the power
that is peace, and the wing of the white giant that they may have endurance and face all winds with courage.”
So I took the bright red stick and at the center of the nation’s hoop I thrust it in the earth. As it touched the
earth it leaped mightily in my hand and was a waga chun, the rustling tree,\fn{The cottonwood.} very tall and full of
leafy branches and of all birds singing. And beneath it all the animals were mingling with the people like relatives
and making happy cries. The women raised their tremolo of joy, and the men shouted all together:
“Here we shall raise our children and be as little chickens under the mother sheo’s\fn{Prairie hen.} wing. Then I
heard the white wind blowing gently through the tree and singing there, and from the east the sacred pipe came
flying on its eagle wings, and stopped before me: there beneath the tree, spreading deep peace around it. Then the
daybreak star was rising, and a Voice said:
“It shall be a relative to them; and who shall see it, shall see much more, for thence comes wisdom; and those
who do not see it shall be dark.”
And all the people raised their faces to the east, and the star’s light fell upon them, and all the dogs barked
loudly and the horses whinnied. Then when the many little voices ceased, the great Voice said:
“Behold the circle of the nation’s loop, for it is holy, being endless, and thus all powers shall be one power in
the people without end. Now they shall break camp and go forth upon the red road, and your Grandfathers shall
walk with them.”
*
So the people broke camp and took the good road with the white wing on their faces, and he order of their
going was like this:
First, the black horse riders with the cup of water; and the white horse riders with the white wing and the
sacred herb; and the sorrel riders with the holy pipe; and the buckskins with the lowering stick. And after these the
little children and the youths and maidens followed in a band.
Second, came the tribe’s four chieftains, and their band was all young men and women.
Third, the nation’s four advisers leading men and women neither young nor old.
Fourth, the old men hobbling with their canes and looking to the earth.
Fifth, old women hobbling with their canes and looking to the earth.
Sixth, myself all alone upon the bay with the bow and arrows that the First Grandfather gave me. But I was not
the last; for when I looked behind me there were ghosts of people like a trailing fog as far as I could see—
grandfathers of grandfathers and grandmothers of grandmothers without number. And over these a great Voice—
the Voice that was the South—lived, and I could feel it silent. And as we went the Voice behind me said:
“Behold a good nation walking in a sacred manner in a good land!”
*
Then I looked up and saw that there were four ascents ahead, and these were generations I should know. Now
we were on the first ascent, and all the land was green. And as the long line climbed, all the old men and women
raised their hands, palms forward, to the far sky yonder and began to croon a song together, and the sky ahead was
filled with clouds of baby faces.
When we came to the end of the first ascent we camped in the sacred circle as before, and in the center stood
the holy tree, and still the land about us was all green.
Then we started on the second ascent, marching as before, and still the land was green, but it was getting
steeper. And as I looked ahead, the people changed into elks and bison and all four-footed beings and even into
fowls, all walking in a sacred manner on the good red road together. And I myself was a spotted eagle soaring
over them. But just before we stopped to camp at the end of that ascent, all the marching animals grew restless
and afraid that they were not what they had been, and began sending forth voices of trouble, calling to their chiefs.
And when they camped at the end of that ascent, I looked down and saw that leaves were falling from the holy
tree. And the Voice said:
“Behold your nation, and remember what your Six Grandfathers gave you, for thenceforth your people walk in
difficulties.”
Then the people broke camp again, and saw the black road before them towards where the sun goes down, and
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black clouds coming yonder; and they did not want to go but could not stay. And as they walked the third ascent,
all the animals and fowls that were the people ran here and there, for each one seemed to have his own little vision
that he followed and his own rules; and all over the universe I could hear the winds at war like wild beasts
fighting.
*
I think we are near that place now,\fn{ Early May, 1931.} and I am afraid something very bad is going to happen
all over the world.\fn{A note reads: He cannot read and knows nothing of world affairs.}
*
And when we reached the summit of the third ascent and camped, the nation’s hoop was broken like a ring of
smoke that spreads and scatters and the holy tree seemed dying and all its birds were gone. And when I looked
ahead I saw that the fourth ascent would be terrible. Then when the people were getting ready to begin the fourth
ascent, the Voice spoke like some one weeping, and it said:
“Look there upon your nation.”
And when I looked down, the people were all changed back to human, and they were thin, their faces sharp,
for they were starving. Their ponies were only hide and bones, and the holy tree was gone. And as I looked and
wept, I saw that there stood on the north side of the starving camp a sacred man who was painted red all over his
body, and he held a spear as he walked into the center of the people, and there he lay down and rolled. And when
he got up, it was a fat bison standing there, and where the bison stood a sacred herb sprang up right where the tree
had been in the center of the nation’s hoop. The herb grew and bore four blossoms on a single stem while I was
looking—a blue,\fn{A note reads: Blue as well as black may be used to represent the power of the west .} a white, a scarlet, and a
yellow—and the bright rays of these flashed to the heavens.
*
I know now what this meant, that the bison were the gift of a good spirit and were our strength, but we should
lose them, and from the same good spirit we must find another strength. For the people all seemed better when the
herb had grown and bloomed, and the horses raised their tails and neighed and pranced around, and I could see a
light breeze going from the north among the people like a ghost; and suddenly the flowering tree was there again
at the center of the nation’s hoop where the four-rayed herb had blossomed.
I was still the spotted eagle floating, and I could see that I was already in the fourth ascent and the people were
camping yonder at the top of the third long rise. It was dark and terrible about me, for all the winds of the world
were fighting. It was like rapid gun-fire and like whirling smoke, and like women and children wailing and like
horses screaming all over the world.
I could see my people yonder running about, setting the smoke-flap poles and fastening down their tepees
against the wind, for the storm cloud was coming on them very fast and black, and there were frightened swallows
without number fleeing before the cloud.
Then a song of power came to me and I sang it there in the midst of that terrible place where I was. It went like
this:
A good nation I will make live.
This the nation above has said.
They have given me the power to make over.

And when I had sung this, a Voice said:
“To the four quarters you shall run for help, and nothing shall be strong before you. Behold him!”
*
Now I was on my bay horse again, because the horse is of the earth, and it was there my power would be used.
And as I obeyed the Voice and looked, there was a horse all skin and bones yonder in the west, a faded brownish
black. And a Voice there said:
“Take this and make him over”; and it was the four-rayed herb that I was holding in my hand. So I rode above
the poor horse in a circle, and as I did this I could hear the people yonder calling for spirit power,
“A-hey! A-hey! A-hey! A-hey!”
Then the poor horse neighed and rolled and got up, and he was a big, shiny, black stallion with dapples all over
him and his mane about him like a cloud. He was the chief of all the horses; and when he snorted, it was a flash of
lightning and his eyes were like the sunset star. He dashed to the west and neighed, and the west was filled with a
dust of hoofs, and horses without number, shiny black, came plunging from the dust. Then he dashed toward the
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north and neighed, and to the east and to the south, and the dust clouds answered, giving forth their plunging
horses without number—whites and sorrels and buckskins, fat, shiny, rejoicing in their fleetness and their
strength. It was beautiful, but it was also terrible.
Then they all stopped short, rearing, and were standing in a great hoop about their black chief at the center, and
were still. And as they stood, four virgins, more beautiful than women of the earth can be, came through the
circle, dressed in scarlet, one from each of the four quarters, and stood about the great black stallion in their
places; and one held the wooden cup of water, and one the white wing, and one the pipe, and one the nation’s
hoop. All the universe was silent, listening; and then the great black stallion raised his voice and sang. The song
he sang was this:
My horses, prancing they are coming.
My horses, neighing they are coming;
Prancing, they are coming.
All over the universe they come.
They will dance; may you behold them.
My horses, prancing they are coming.
My horses, neighing they are coming;
Prancing, they are coming.
All over the universe they come.
They will dance; may you behold them.
My horses, prancing they are coming.
My horses, neighing they are coming;
Prancing, they are coming.
All over the universe they come.
They will dance; may you behold them.
My horses, prancing they are coming.
My horses, neighing they are coming;
Prancing, they are coming.
All over the universe they come.
They will dance; may you behold them.
A horse nation, they will dance.
May you behold them.
A horse nation, they will dance.
May you behold them.
A horse nation, they will dance.
May you behold them.
A horse nation, they will dance.
May you behold them.

His voice was not loud, but it went allover the universe and filled it. There was nothing that did not hear, and it
was more beautiful than anything can be. It was so beautiful that nothing anywhere could keep from dancing. The
virgins danced, and all the circled horses. The leaves on the trees, the grasses on the hills and in the valleys, the
waters in the creeks and in the rivers and the lakes, the four-legged and the two-legged and the wings of the air—
all danced together to the music of the stallion’s song.
And when I looked down upon my people yonder, the cloud passed over, blessing them with friendly rain, and
stood in the east with a flaming rainbow over it.
*
Then all the horses went singing back to their places beyond the summit of the fourth ascent, and all things
sang along with them as they walked. And a Voice said:
“All over the universe they have finished a day of happiness.”
And looking down I saw that the whole wide circle of the day was beautiful and green, with all fruits growing
and all things kind and happy. Then a Voice said:
“Behold this day, for it is yours to make. Now you shall stand upon the center of the earth to see, for there they
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are taking you.”
*
I was still on my bay horse, and once more I felt the riders of the west, the north, the east, the south, behind me
in formation, as before, and we were going east. I looked ahead and saw the mountains there with rocks and
forests on them, and from the mountains flashed all colors upward to the heavens.
Then I was standing on the highest mountain of them all, and round about beneath me was the whole hoop of
the world.\fn{A note reads: Black Elk said the mountain he stood upon in his vision was Harney Peak in the Black Hills. “But anywhere
is the center of the world,” he added.}
And while I stood there I saw more than I can tell and I understood more than I saw; for I was seeing in a
sacred manner the shapes of all things in the spirit, and the shape of all shapes as they must live together like one
being. And I saw that the sacred hoop of my people was one of many hoops that made one circle, wide as daylight
and as starlight, and in the center grew one mighty flowering tree to shelter all the children of one mother and one
father. And I saw that it was holy.
*
Then as I stood there, two men were coming from the east, head first like arrows flying, and between them
rose the day-break star. They came and gave a herb to me and said:
“With this on earth you shall undertake anything and do it.”
It was the day-break-star herb, the herb of understanding, and they told me to drop it on the earth. I saw it
falling far, and when it struck the earth it rooted and grew and flowered, four blossoms on one stem, a blue, a
white, a scarlet, and a yellow; and the rays from these streamed upward to the heavens so that all creatures saw it
and in no place was there darkness. Then the Voice said:
“Your Six Grandfathers—now you shall go back to them.”
I had not noticed how I was dressed until now, and I saw that I was painted red all over, and my joints were
painted black, with white stripes between the joints. My bay had lightning stripes all over him, and his mane was
cloud. And when I breathed, my breath was lightning.
Now two men were leading me, head first like arrows slanting upward—the two that brought me from the
earth. And as I followed on the bay, they turned into four flocks of geese that flew in circles, one above each
quarter, sending forth a sacred voice as they flew:
“Br-r-r-p, br-r-r-p, br-r-r-p, br-r-r-p!”
Then I saw ahead the rainbow flaming above the tepee of the Six Grandfathers, built and roofed with cloud and
sewed with thongs of lightning; and underneath it were all the wings of the air and under them the animals and
men. All these were rejoicing, and thunder was like happy laughter. As I rode in through the rainbow door, there
were cheering voices from all over the universe, and I saw the Six Grandfathers sitting in a row, with their arms
held toward me and their hands, palms out; and behind them in the cloud were faces thronging, without number,
of the people yet to be.
“He has triumphed!” cried the six together, making thunder. And as I passed before them there, each gave
again the gift that he had given me before—the cup of water and the bow and arrows, the power to make live and
to destroy; the white wing of cleansing and the healing herb; the sacred pipe; the flowering stick. And each one
spoke in turn from west to south, explaining what he gave as he had done before, and as each one spoke he melted
down into the earth and rose again; and as each did this, I felt nearer to the earth. Then the oldest of them all said:
“Grandson, all over the universe you have seen. Now you shall go back with power to the place from whence
you came, and it shall happen yonder that hundreds shall be sacred, hundreds shall be flames! Behold!”
I looked below and saw my people there, and all were well and happy except one, and he was lying like the
dead—and that one was myself. Then the oldest Grandfather sang, and his song was like this:
There is someone lying on earth in a sacred manner.
There is someone—on earth he lies.
In a sacred manner I have made him to walk.

Now the tepee, built and roofed with cloud, began to sway back and forth as in a wind, and the flaming
rainbow door was growing dimmer. I could hear voices of all kinds crying from outside:
“Eagle Wing Stretches is coming forth! Behold him!”
When I went through the door, the face of the day of earth was appearing with the day-break star upon its
forehead; and the sun leaped up and looked upon me, and I was going forth alone. And as I walked alone, I heard
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the sun singing as it arose, and it sang like this:
With visible face I am appearing.
In a sacred manner I appear.
For the greening earth a pleasantness I make.
The center of the nation’s hoop I have made pleasant.
With visible face, behold me!
The four-leggeds and two-leggeds, I have made them to walk;
The wings of the air, I have made them to fly.
With visible face I appear.
My day, I have made it holy.

When the singing stopped, I was feeling lost and very lonely. Then a Voice above me said:
“Look back!”
It was a spotted eagle that was hovering over me and spoke. I looked, and where the flaming rainbow tepee,
built and roofed with cloud, had been, I saw only the tall rock mountain at the center of the world.
*
I was all alone on a broad plain now with my feet upon the earth, alone but for the spotted eagle guarding me. I
could see my people’s village far ahead, and I walked very fast, for I was homesick now. Then I saw my own
tepee, and inside I saw my mother and my father bending over a sick boy that was myself. And as I entered the
tepee, some one was saying:
“The boy is coming to; you had better give him some water.”
Then I was sitting up; and I was sad because my mother and my father didn’t seem to know I had been so far
away.
*
When I got back to my father and mother and was sitting up there in our tepee, my face was still all puffed and
my legs and arms were badly swollen; but I felt good all over and wanted to get right up and run around. My
parents would not let me. They told me I had been sick twelve days, lying like dead all the while, and that
Whirlwind Chaser, who was Standing Bear’s uncle and a medicine man, had brought me back to life. I knew it
was the Grandfathers in the Flaming Rainbow Tepee who had cured me; but I felt afraid to say so. My father gave
Whirlwind Chaser the best horse he had for making me well, and many people came to look at me, and there was
much talk about the great power of Whirlwind Chaser who had made me well all at once when I was almost the
same as dead.
Everybody was glad that I was living; but as I lay there thinking about the wonderful place where I had been
and all that I had seen, I was very sad; for it seemed to me that everybody ought to know about it, but I was afraid
to tell, because I knew that nobody would believe me, little as I was, for I was only nine years old.
Also, as I lay there thinking of my vision, I could see it all again and feel the meaning with a part of me like a
strange power glowing in my body; but when the part of me that talks would try to make words for the meaning, it
would be like fog and get away from me.
I am sure now that I was then too young to understand it all, and that I only felt it. It was the pictures I
remembered and the words that went with them; for nothing I have ever seen with my eyes was so clear and
bright as what my vision showed me; and no words that I have ever heard with my ears were like the words I
heard. I did not have to remember these things; they have remembered themselves all these years.\fn{ I.e., between
when the vision came, in 1872, and when it was told to Edwards, whose sister transcribed it in 1931—59 years. } It was as I grew
older that the meanings came clearer and clearer out of the pictures and the words; and even now I know that
more was shown to me than I can tell.
*
That evening of the day when I came back, Whirlwind Chaser, who had got a great name and a good horse for
curing me, came over to our tepee. He sat down and looked at me a long time in a strange way, and then he said to
my father:
“Your boy there is sitting in a sacred manner. I do not know what it is, but there is something special for him to
do, for just as I came in I could see a power like a light all through his body.”
While he was looking hard at me, I wanted to get up and run away, for I was afraid he might look right into me
and see my vision there and tell it wrong, and then maybe all the people would think that I was crazy. For a long
while after that, whenever I saw Whirlwind Chaser coming, I would run away and hide for fear he might see into
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me and tell.
*
The next morning all the swelling had left my face and legs and arms, and I felt well as ever; but everything
around me seemed strange and as though it were far away. I remember that for twelve days after that I wanted to
be alone, and it seemed I did not belong to my people. They were almost like strangers. I would be out alone away
from the village and the other boys, and I would look around to the four quarters,\fn{ North, South, East, West.}
thinking of my vision and wishing I could get back there again. I would go home to eat, but I could not make
myself eat much; and my father and mother thought that I was sick yet; but I was not. I was only homesick for the
place where I had been.
I could not tell what I had seen and heard even to my mother’s father, Refuse-To-Go, although before that I
used to think that I could tell him anything, for he liked everything a boy could like, and there was no end to the
wonderful things he would tell. It was he who made the first bow I ever had, and he always had more arrows
ready for me when I had lost all those that he had given me. I loved my father, but Refuse-To-Go was different,
and I used to be with him a great deal. This was the first thing I could not tell him.
*
One day during this time I was out with the bow and arrows my Grandfather had made for me, and as I walked
along thinking of my vision, suddenly I felt queer, and for a little while it seemed that the bow and arrows were
those that the First Grandfather in the Flaming Rainbow Tepee had given me. Then they were only those that
Refuse- To-Go had made, and I felt foolish and tried to make myself think it was all only a dream anyway. So I
thought I would forget about it and shoot something.
There was a bush and a little bird sitting in it; but just as I was going to shoot, I felt queer again, and
remembered that I was to be like a relative with the birds.
So I did not shoot. Then I went on down toward a creek, feeling foolish because I had let the little bird go, and
when I saw a green frog sitting there, I just shot him right away.
But when I picked him up by the legs, I thought, “Now I have killed him,” and it made me want to
cry.\fn{Standing Bear continues the narrative.}
*
I remember the time when my friend here was sick. I was four years older than he was. I am a Minneconjou,\fn
{One of the six bands of this Sioux nation: Minneconjou, Oglala, Brule, Sans Arc, Black Kettle, Hunkpapa. } but our mothers were
cousins and we used to play together when our bands were camping in one place. It was at the headwaters of the
Greasy Grass.\fn{Little Big Horn.} Everybody in the village was well, and so was Black Elk. The next thing I heard
was that he was dying and just breathing a little. Everybody was excited over it, and they sent for medicine to
other bands, but nobody knew what the sickness was.
I saw him during this time. He looked dead, and everybody was talking about him. Then he was well all at
once, and everybody wondered and talked about it.
I remember too how it was after he got up. Right after that we moved camp to the mouth of Willow Creek,
south about two days, and while the village was moving, I rode back to where the smaller boys were in the rear,
for I wanted to see my young friend. I said to him:
“How, younger brother! You got well after all!” And he said:
“How! Yes, I am not sick at all now!”
But as we rode along together and talked, he was not like a boy. He was more like an old man. And I can
remember his father talking to my father in our tepee while we were eating one evening. He said something like
this:
“Since my boy was sick, he is not the same boy. He has queer ways and he does not like to be at home. I feel
sorry about the way he is, poor boy!”
Then we went on a big hunt and the people did not talk about it any more.\fn{ Black Elk continues.}
*
Yes, we went on a big hunt after we had been at Willow Creek awhile, and it helped me to quit thinking about
my vision all the time. One morning the crier came around the circle of the village calling out that we were going
to break camp. The advisers were in the council tepee, and he cried to them:
“The advisers, come forth to the center and bring your fires along.” It was their duty to save fire for the people,
because we had no matches then.
“Now take it down, down!” the crier shouted. And all the people began taking down their tepees, and packing
them on pony drags. Then the crier said:
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“Many bison, I have heard; many bison, I have heard! Your children, you must take care of them!” He meant to
keep the children close while traveling, so that they would not scare the bison.
Then we broke camp and started in formation, the four advisers first, a crier behind them, the chiefs next, and
then the people with the loaded pony drags in a long line, and the herd of ponies following. I was riding near the
rear with some of the smaller boys, and when the people were going up a long hill, I looked ahead and it made me
feel queer again for a little while, because I remembered the nation walking in a sacred manner on the red road in
my vision. But this was different, and I forgot about it soon, for something exciting was going to happen, and
even the ponies seemed to know.
*
After we had been traveling awhile, we came to a place where there were many turnips growing, and the crier
said:
“Take off your loads and let your horses rest. Take your sticks and dig turnips for yourselves.”
And while the people were doing this, the advisers sat on a hill nearby and smoked. Then the crier shouted:
“Put on your loads!” and soon the village was moving again.
*
When the sun was high, the advisers found a place to camp where there was wood and also water; and while
the women were cooking all around the circle I heard people saying that the scouts were returning, and over the
top of a hill I saw three horsebacks coming. They rode to the council tepee in the middle of the village and all the
people were going there to hear. I went there too and got up close so that I could look in between the legs of the
men. The crier came out of the council tepee and said, speaking to the people for the scouts:
“I have protected you; in return you shall give me many gifts.”
The scouts then sat down before the door of the tepee and one of the advisers filled the sacred pipe with
chacun sha sha, the bark of the red willow, and set it on a bison chip in front of him, because the bison was sacred
and gave us both food and shelter. Then he lit the pipe, offered it to the four quarters, to the Spirit above and to
Mother Earth, and passing it to the scouts he said:
“The nation has depended upon you. Whatever you have seen, maybe it is for the good of the people you have
seen.” The scouts smoked, meaning that they would tell the truth. Then the adviser said:
“At what place have you stood and seen the good? Report it to me and I will be glad.” One of the scouts
answered:
“You know where we started from. We went and reached the top of a hill and there we saw a small herd of
bison.” He pointed as he spoke. The adviser said:
“Maybe on the other side of that you have seen the good. Report it.” The scout answered:
“On the other side of that we saw a second and larger herd of bison.” Then the adviser said:
“I shall be thankful to you. Tell me all that you have seen out there.” The scout replied:
“On the other side of that there was nothing but bison all over the country.” And the adviser said:
“Hetchetu aloh!”\fn{It is so indeed.} Then the crier shouted like singing:
“Your knives shall be sharpened, your arrows shall be sharpened. Make ready, make haste; your horses make
ready! We shall go forth with arrows. Plenty of meat we shall make!”
*
Everybody began sharpening knives and arrows and getting the best horses ready for the great making of meat.
Then we started for where the bison were.
The soldier band went first, riding twenty abreast, and anybody who dared go ahead of them would get
knocked off his horse. They kept order, and everybody had to obey.
After them came the hunters, riding five abreast. The people came up in the rear. Then the head man of the
advisers went around picking out the best hunters with the fastest horses, and to these he said:
“Good young warriors, my relatives, your work I know is good. What you do is good always; so today you
shall feed the helpless. Perhaps there are some old and feeble people without sons, or some who have little
children and no man. You shall help these, and whatever you kill shall be theirs.”
This was a great honor for young men.
*
Then when we had come near to where the bison were, the hunters circled around them, and the cry went up,
as in a battle, “Hoka hey!” which meant to charge. Then there was a great dust and everybody shouted and all the
hunters went in to kill—every man for himself. They were all nearly naked, with their quivers full of arrows
hanging on their left sides, and they would ride right up to a bison and shoot him behind the left shoulder. Some
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of the arrows would go in up to the feathers and sometimes those that struck no bones went right straight through.
Everybody was very happy.\fn{Standing bear continues.}
*
I remember that hunt, for before that time I had only killed a calf. I was thirteen years old and supposed to be a
man, so I made up my mind I’d get a yearling. One of them went down a draw and I raced after him on my pony.
My first shot did not seem to hurt him at all; but my pony kept right after him, and the second arrow went in half
way. I think I hit his heart, for he began to wobble as he ran and blood came out of his nose. Hunters cried
“Yuhoo!” once when they killed, but this was my first big bison, and I just kept on yelling “ Yuhoo!” People must
have thought I was killing a whole herd, the way I yelled.
When he went down, I got off my horse and began butchering him myself, and I was very happy. All over the
flat, as far as I could see, there were men butchering bison now, and the women and the old men who could not
hunt were coming up to help. And all the women were making the tremolo of joy for what the warriors had given
them. That was in the Moon of Red Cherries.\fn{July.} It was a great killing.\fn{Black Elk continues.}
*
I was well enough to go along on my pony, but I was not old enough to hunt. So we little boys scouted around
and watched the hunters; and when we would see a bunch of bison coming, we would yell “ Yuhoo!” like the
others, but nobody noticed us.
When the butchering was all over, they hung the meat across the horses’ backs and fastened it with strips of
fresh bison hide. On the way back to the village all the hunting horses were loaded, and we little boys who could
not wait for the feast helped ourselves to all the raw liver we wanted. Nobody got cross when we did this.
During this time, women back at camp were cutting long poles and forked sticks to make drying racks for the
meat. When the hunters got home they threw their meat in piles on the leaves of trees.
Then the advisers all went back into the council tepee, and from all directions the people came bringing gifts of
meat to them, and the advisers all cried “Hya-a-a-a!,” after which they sang for those who had brought them the
good gifts. And when they had eaten all they could, the crier shouted to the people:
“All come home! It is more than I can eat!” And people from all over the camp came to get a little of the meat
that was left over.
The women were all busy cutting the meat into strips and hanging it on the racks to dry. You could see red
meat hanging everywhere. The people feasted all night long and danced and sang. Those were happy times.
*
There was a war game that we little boys played after a big hunt. We went out a little way from the village and
built some grass tepees, playing we were enemies and this was our village. We had an adviser, and when it got
darlk he would order us to go and steal some dried meat from the big people. He would hold a stick up to us and
we had to bite off a piece of it. If we bit a big piece we had to get a big piece of meat, and if we bit a little piece,
we did not have to get so much.
Then we started for the big people’s village, crawling on our bellies, and when we got back without getting
caught, we would have a big feast and a dance and make kill talks, telling of our brave deeds like warriors. Once,
I remember, I had no brave deed to tell. I crawled up to a leaning tree beside a tepee and there was meat hanging
on the limbs. I wanted a tongue I saw up there in the moonlight, so I climbed up. But just as I was about to reach
it, the man in the tepee yelled
“Ye-a-a!”
He was saying this to his dog, who was stealing some meat too, but I thought the man had seen me, and I was
so scared I fell out of the tree and ran away crying.
*
Then we used to have what we called a chapped breast dance. Our adviser would look us over to see whose
breast was burned most from not having it covered with the robe we wore; and the boy chosen would lead the
dance while we all sang like this:
I have a chapped breast.
My breast is red.
My breast is yellow.

*
And we practiced endurance too. Our adviser would put dry sunflower seeds on our wrists. These were lit at
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the top, and we had to let them burn clear down to the skin. They hurt and made sores, but if we knocked them off
or cried, “Owh!,” we would be called women. …
*
After all the meat was dried, the six bands of our nation that had come together about the time when the great
vision came to me, broke camp at the mouth of Willow Creek and scattered in all directions. A small part of our
band, the Ogalalas, started south for the Soldiers’ Town\fn{ Fort Robinson.} on Smoky Earth River,\fn{The White
River.} for some of our relatives were there and we wanted to see them and have a feast of aguiapi and paezhuta
sapa with chahumpi ska in it.\fn{“brown all over” (bread) … “black medicine” (coffee) … “white juice of the tree” (sugar). } All
the rest of the Ogalalas stayed in that country with Crazy Horse, who would have nothing to do with the
Wasichus. This was late in the Moon When the Cherries are Ripe\fn{ July.} and we boys had a good time playing.
There were not many boys in our small band, and we all played together.
I had quit thinking about my vision. The queer feeling had left me and I was not bashful any more; but
whenever a thunder storm was coming, I felt happy, as though somebody were coming to visit me.
We camped first on Powder River, then on the headwaters of the north fork of Good River\fn{ The Cheyenne
River.} where there is a big butte that we called Sits-With-Young-One, because it has a little butte beside it. Then
we camped on Driftwood Creek, then on the Plain of Pine Trees, and next on Plum Creek.
When we got there, the plums were turning red, but they were not quite ripe yet. My grandfather went out and
got some big red ones and they tasted good. When we got to War Bonnet Creek, which is not very far from the
Soldiers’ Town, my aunt and other relatives were there waiting for us with bread and coffee, and we had a big
feast. I was sick all that night, and the next day my parents made me ride on a pony drag, because they were afraid
I would surely die this time. But I think it was only too much bread and coffee, and maybe the plums. We camped
again at Hips Hill, and by this time most of our people from the Soldiers’ Town were among us.
The next day about twenty tepees of us went on, and the rest stayed back. We camped with our relatives by
White Butte near the Soldiers’ Town and stayed there all winter, and we had a good time sliding down hill with
sleds made out of bison jaws and ribs tied together with rawhide.
I was ten years old that winter, and that was the first time I ever saw a Wasichu. At first I thought they all
looked sick, and I was afraid they might just begin to fight us any time, but I got used to them.
*
That winter one of our boys climbed the flagpole and chopped it off near the top. This almost made bad
trouble, for the soldiers surrounded us with their guns; but Red Cloud, who was living there, stood right in the
middle without a weapon and made speeches to the Wasichus and to us. He said the boy who did it must be
punished, and he told the Wasichus it was foolish for men to want to shoot grown people because their little boys
did foolish things in play; and he asked them if they ever did foolish things for fun when they were boys. So
nothing happened after all.
Red Cloud was a great chief, and he was an Oglala. But at this time he was through with fighting. After the
treaty he made with the Wasichus five years before\fn{ 1868.} he never fought again, and he was living with his
band, the Bad Faces, at the Soldiers’ Town. Crazy Horse was an Ogalala too, and I think he was the greatest chief
of all.
*
In the Moon of the Red Grass Appearing\fn{ April.} about thirty tepees of us broke camp and started for the
Black Hills to cut tepee poles. We followed down Horse Head Cutting Creek to its mouth, and while we were
camped there one day I was away from the village alone, when I heard a spotted eagle whistle.
I looked up and there he was, hovering over me. The queer feeling came back very strong, and for a little while
it seemed that I was in the world of my vision again.
*
From there we moved on to Buffalo Gap at the foot of the Hills, and my father and I went out alone to look for
deer. We climbed up through the timber to the top of a big hill, and it was hard for my father, who was lame from
the wound he got in the Battle of the Hundred Slain. When we were on top, my father looked down and said:
“There are some yonder. You stay here, and I will go around them.” Then the queer feeling came back, and I
said without knowing why I said it:
“No, father, stay here; for they are bringing them to us.” He looked at me hard, and said:
“Who is bringing them?” I could not answer; and after he had looked hard at me again, he said:
“All right, son.” So we lay down there in the grass and waited. They did come to us, and my father got two of
them.
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While we were butchering and I was eating some liver, I felt sorry that we had killed these animals and thought
that we ought to do something in return. So I said:
“Father, should we not offer one of these to the wild things?”
He looked hard at me again for a while. Then he placed one of the deer with its head to the east, and, facing the
west, he raised his hand and cried, “Hey-hey!” four times and prayed like this:
“Grandfather, the Great Spirit, behold me! To all the wild things that eat flesh, this I have offered that my
people may live and the children grow up with plenty.”
*
That was another happy summer, for the big trouble had not come yet. We cut plenty of tepee poles up along
the creeks that came down the east side of the Black Hills, and there was all we wanted to eat, for the Hills were
like a big food pack for our people. Iron Bull, a little boy my age, and I had great fun fishing. We always made an
offering of bait to the fish, saying:
“You who are down in the water with wings of red, I offer this to you; so come hither.”
Then when we caught the first fish, we would put it on a forked stick and kiss it. If we did not do this, we were
sure the others would know and stay away. If we caught a little fish, we would kiss it and throw it back, so that it
would not go and frighten the bigger fish. I don’t know whether all this helped or not, but we always got plenty of
fish, and our parents were proud of us. We tried to catch as many as we could so that people would think much of
us.
*
There was a man by the name of Watanye who was good at spearing fish, and he had very sore lips so that he
did not dare to laugh. They were cracked all around his mouth. People would try to make him laugh, but he would
just walk away from them. One day he said to me:
“Younger brother, I will show you how to spear fish.” So we went up the creek, and there was a fish this
long\fn{Measures from fingertip to his elbow.} lying in a pool.
“Take the spear," Watanye said, “and strike deep, for they are always farther down than they look.”
I took the spear and thrust with it as hard as I could; but the clear water was much deeper than it seemed. I
missed and went over head-first into the cold pool. When I scrambled out, Watanye was all doubled up, hugging
his belly, and going, “Hunh, hunh, hunh!”
Blood was running down his chin. He ran away as fast as he could, and for a long while after that, whenever he
saw me coming, he would turn and run, so that he would not have to laugh again. Once I hid in a bush until he
came along, just to see him run when I jumped out.
I think Watanye liked me a good deal, because he often used to take me out alone to fish or hunt, and he was
always teaching me things. Also, he liked to tell me stories, mostly funny ones when he did not have sore lips. I
still remember one story he told me about a young Lakota called High Horse, and what a hard time he had getting
the girl he wanted. Watanye said the story happened just as he told it, and maybe it did. If it did not, it could have,
just as well as not. I will tell that story now.
*
You know, in the old days, it was not so very easy to get a girl when you wanted to be married. Sometimes it
was hard work for a young man and he had to stand a great deal. Say I am a young man and I have seen a young
girl who looks so beautiful to me that I feel all sick when I think about her. I can not just go and tell her about it
and then get married if she is willing. I have to be a very sneaky fellow to talk to her at all, and after I have
managed to talk to her, that is only the beginning.
Probably for a long time I have been feeling sick about a certain girl because I love her so much, but she will
not even look at me, and her parents keep a good watch over her. But I keep feeling worse and worse all the time;
so maybe I sneak up to her tepee in the dark and wait until she comes out. Maybe I just wait there all night and
don’t get any sleep at all and she does not corne out. Then I feel sicker than ever about her.
Maybe I hide in the brush by a spring where she sometimes goes to get water, and when she comes by, if
nobody is looking, then I jump out and hold her and just make her listen to me. If she likes me too, I can tell that
from the way she acts, for she is very bashful and maybe will not say a word or even look at me the first time.
So I let her go, and then maybe I sneak around until I can see her father alone, and I tell him how many horses
I can give him for his beautiful girl, and by now I am feeling so sick that maybe I would give him all the horses in
the world if I had them.
*
Well, this young man I am telling about was called High Horse, and there was a girl in the village who looked
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so beautiful to him that he was just sick all over from thinking about her so much and he was getting sicker all the
time. The girl was very shy, and her parents thought a great deal of her because they were not young any more and
this was the only child they had. So they watched her all day long, and they fixed it so that she would be safe at
night too when they were asleep. They thought so much of her that they had made a rawhide bed for her to sleep
in, and after they knew that High Horse was sneaking around after her, they took rawhide thongs and tied the girl
in bed at night so that nobody could steal her when they were asleep, for they were not sure but that their girl
might really want to be stolen.
Well, after High Horse had been sneaking around a good while and hiding and waiting for the girl and getting
sicker all the time, he finally caught her alone and made her talk to him. Then he found out that she liked him
maybe a little. Of course this did not make him feel well. It made him sicker than ever, but now he felt as brave as
a bison bull, and so he went right to her father and said he loved the girl so much that he would give two good
horses for her—one of them young and the other one not so very old.
But the old man just waved his hand, meaning for High Horse to go away and quit talking foolishness like that.
High Horse was feeling sicker than ever about it; but there was another young fellow who said he would loan
High Horse two ponies and when he got some more horses, why, he could just give them back for the ones he had
borrowed.
Then High Horse went back to the old man and said he would give four horses for the girl—two of them
young and the other two not hardly old at all. But the old man just waved his hand and would not say anything.
So High Horse sneaked around until he could talk to the girl again, and he asked her to run away with him. He
told her he thought he would just fall over and die if she did not. But she said she would not do that; she wanted to
be bought like a fine woman. You see she thought a great deal of herself too.
That made High Horse feel so very sick that he could not eat a bite, and he went around with his head hanging
down as though he might just fall down and die any time.
*
Red Deer was another young fellow, and he and High Horse were great comrades, always doing things
together. Red Deer saw how High Horse was acting, and he said:
“Cousin, what is the matter? Are you sick in the belly? You look as though you were going to die.”
Then High Horse told Red Deer how it was, and said he thought he could not stay alive much longer if he
could not marry the girl pretty quick. Red Deer thought awhile about it, and then he said:
“Cousin, I have a plan, and if you are man enough to do as I tell you, then everything will be all right. She will
not run away with you; her old man will not take four horses; and four horses are all you can get. You must steal
her and run away with her. Then afterwhile you can come back and the old man cannot do anything because she
will be your woman. Probably she wants you to steal her anyway.”
So they planned what High Horse had to do, and he said he loved the girl so much that he was man enough to
do anything Red Deer or anybody else could think up.
So this is what they did. That night late they sneaked up to the girl’s tepee and waited until it sounded inside as
though the old man and the old woman and the girl were sound asleep. Then High Horse crawled under the tepee
with a knife. He had to cut the rawhide thongs first, and then Red Deer, who was pulling up the stakes around that
side of the tepee, was going to help drag the girl outside and gag her. After that, High Horse could put her across
his pony in front of him and hurry out of there and be happy all the rest of his life.
When High Horse had crawled inside, he felt so nervous that he could hear his heart drumming, and it seemed
so loud he felt sure it would waken the old folks. But it did not, and afterwhile he began cutting the thongs. Every
time he cut one it made a pop and nearly scared him to death. But he was getting along all right and all the thongs
were cut down as far as the girl's thighs, when he became so nervous that his knife slipped and stuck the girl.
She gave a big, loud yell.
Then the old folks jumped up and yelled too.
By this time High Horse was outside, and he and Red Deer were running away like antelope. The old man and
some other people chased the young men but they got away in the dark and nobody knew who it was.
*
Well, if you ever wanted a beautiful girl you will know how sick High Horse was now. It was very bad the way
he felt, and it looked as though he would starve even if he did not drop over dead some time. Red Deer kept
thinking about this, and after a few days he went to High Horse and said:
“Cousin, take courage! I have another plan, and I am sure, if you are man enough, we can steal her this time.”
And High Horse said:
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“I am man enough to do anything anybody can think up, if I can only get that girl.”
So this is what they did. They went away from the village alone, and Red Deer made High Horse strip naked.
Then he painted High Horse solid white all over, and after that he painted black stripes all over the white and put
black rings around High Horse’s eyes.
High Horse looked terrible. He looked so terrible that when Red Deer was through painting and took a good
look at what he had done, he said it scared even him a little.
“Now,” Red Deer said, “if you get caught again, everybody will be so scared they will think you are a bad
spirit and will be afraid to chase you.”
So when the night was getting old and everybody was sound asleep, they sneaked back to the girl’s tepee. High
Horse crawled in with his knife, as before, and Red Deer waited outside, ready to drag the girl out and gag her
when High Horse had all the thongs cut.
High Horse crept up by the girl’s bed and began cutting at the thongs. But he kept thinking,
“If they see me they will shoot me because I look so terrible.”
The girl was restless and kept squirming around in bed, and when a thong was cut, it popped. So High Horse
worked very slowly and carefully. But he must have made some noise, for suddenly the old woman awoke and
said to her old man:
“Old Man, wake up! There is somebody in this tepee!” But the old man was sleepy and didn’t want to be
bothered. He said:
“Of course there is somebody in this tepee. Go to sleep and don’t bother me.” Then he snored some more.
But High Horse was so scared by now that he lay very still and as flat to the ground as he could.
Now, you see, he had not been sleeping very well for a long time because he was so sick about the girl. And
while he was lying there waiting for the old woman to snore, he just forgot everything, even how beautiful the girl
was. Red Deer who was lying outside ready to do his part, wondered and wondered what had happened in there,
but he did not dare call out to High Horse.
After a while the day began to break and Red Deer had to leave with the two ponies he had staked there for his
comrade and girl, or somebody would see him. So he left. Now when it was getting light in the tepee, the girl
awoke and the first thing she saw was a terrible animal, all white with black stripes on it, lying asleep beside her
bed.
So she screamed, and then the old woman screamed and the old man yelled.
High Horse jumped up, scared almost to death, and he nearly knocked the tepee down getting out of there.
People were coming running from all over the village with guns and bows and axes, and everybody was
yelling.
By now High Horse was running so fast that he hardly touched the ground at all, and he looked so terrible that
the people fled from him and let him run. Some braves wanted to shoot at him, but the others said he might be
some sacred being and it would bring bad trouble to kill him.
High Horse made for the river that was near, and in among the brush he found a hollow tree and dived into it.
Afterwhile some braves came there and he could hear them saying that it was some bad spirit that had come out of
the water and gone back in again.
*
That morning the people were ordered to break camp and move away from there. So they did, while High
Horse was hiding in his hollow tree.
Now Red Deer had been watching all this from his own tepee and trying to look as though he were as much
surprised and scared as all the others. So when the camp moved, he sneaked back to where he had seen his
comrade disappear. When he was down there in the brush, he called, and High Horse answered, because he knew
his friend’s voice. They washed off the paint from High Horse and sat down on the river bank to talk about their
troubles.
High Horse said he never would go back to the village as long as he lived and he did not care what happened
to him now. He said he was going to go on the war-path all by himself. Red Deer said:
“No, cousin, you are not going on the war-path alone, because I am going with you.”
So Red Deer got everything ready, and at night they started out on the war-path all alone. After several days
they came to a Crow camp just about sundown, and when it was dark they sneaked up to where the Crow horses
were grazing, killed the horse guard, who was not thinking about enemies because he thought all the Lakotas were
far away, and drove off about a hundred horses.
They got a big start because all the Crow horses stampeded and it was probably morning before the Crow
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warriors could catch any horses to ride. Red Deer and High Horse fled with their herd three days and nights
before they reached the village of their people. Then they drove the whole herd right into the village and up in
front of the girl’s tepee.
The old man was there, and High Horse called out to him and asked if he thought maybe that would be enough
horses for his girl.
The old man did not wave him away that time. It was not the horses that he wanted. What he wanted was a son
who was a real man and good for something.
So High Horse got his girl after all, and I think he deserved her. …
1920
171.163 Excerpt from Blue Skies, No Fences: A Memoir of Childhood and Family\fn{by Lynne Vincent Cheney
(1941- )} Casper, Natrona County, Wyoming, U.S.A. (F) 20
I am wrapped up, lying on a bed near a window where white curtains stir. A small boy comes into the .room
and picks me up. And he drops me.
I have been told that I cannot possibly remember this, but if it happened, and I believe it did, it occurred in a
duplex apartment at 630 West 11 th in Casper, Wyoming, where my parents brought me after I was born. My
mother, the most vigilant of souls, would never under normal circumstances have left me where a child might pick
me up, but about the time I turned two months old, my father, a surveyor, had a terrible accident, and I can
imagine her being distracted. He fell into the canyon below Seminoe Dam, and although he caught himself on the
canyon wall about twenty feet down, he was still badly injured. Rescuers lowered him with ropes and carried him
two miles on a makeshift litter to an ambulance.
When he arrived in Casper, doctors determined he had broken a leg, both ankles, and every bone in his right
foot. My twenty-one-year-old mother was told that my twenty-five-year-old father would be “a cripple for life.”
She brought him home from the hospital, took care of him as well as me, and one unseasonably warm winter
day pushed his wheelchair out onto the stoop in front of our apartment, where someone took his picture. I’ve
looked at this photograph for years, noting patches of snow on the ground and my father in his shirtsleeves
squinting into the sun, and then one day not long ago, I discovered my mother, bare-armed, hiding behind his
wheelchair. Apparently not wanting her picture taken, she has tried to crouch out of sight. And where am I? Could
this be the moment when my contemplation of the white curtains was rudely interrupted?
The date on the photograph is December 1941. The Germans have taken most of Europe, and the Japanese
may at this moment be winging their way to Pearl Harbor. A great conflagration is sweeping the world, and in
Casper, Wyoming, a small boy drops an even smaller baby on the floor. He is my half-brother, Leon, who is not
yet two.
My father’s first wife, Tracy Schryer, died giving birth to Leon on March 6, 1940. My father’s Mormon
mother, Anna Vincent, a beautiful, red-haired woman of legendary will, was so determined that Tracy’s Catholic
relatives not raise Leon that as soon as the funeral was over, she boarded a train with him and headed for La Junta,
Colorado, where she and my grandfather lived. My father, blaming Catholic teaching for Tracy’s death, fully
supported Anna’s leaving with his son. Tracy had hemorrhaged while giving birth, and my father was convinced
that her Catholic doctor, believing her soul was safe, had neglected her to focus on the baby, who had to survive
and be baptized to avoid eternity in Limbo. Grieving and bitter, my father wanted every bit as much as my
grandmother to keep Leon away from the Catholic church.
The trip to La Junta was long and caring for a newborn hard. I imagine Anna holding him close against the
spring chill, trying to persuade him to nurse from a bottle, trying to keep the bottle and the baby clean. The milk
supply on the train was unreliable and once ran out entirely, whereupon my indomitable grandmother bullied the
conductor into wiring ahead so that milk would be waiting at the next stop. By the time she had cared for the baby
for five days on the train, she loved him as though he were her own.
My mother and father must have met not long after Tracy Schryer died, because they were married ten months
later. Photographs show my mother pretty and stylish, her hair rolled back from her face. My father, with a head
of black curls, looks as if he knows how to enjoy himself, and, according to those who knew him then, he did. He
loved pool halls and poker games, and he was good at starting fights. Although not a big man, five foot ten
perhaps, he had a large temper, and when he felt offended, he would go after the offender, never pausing to
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consider the other person’s size or how many friends he might bring to a fight. In a memorable dance-hall brawl
in Cheyenne, Vince, as his friends called him, took on a half-dozen soldiers from Fort Warren and ended up with
his jaw so swollen he couldn’t eat for days.
In a photograph dated 1940, my father has on a wool overcoat, belted at the waist. In another photo taken at the
same time, he has his coat off, revealing a double-breasted pinstripe suit. My mother is the photographer, it’s a
bright winter day, and you can see her shadow on the snow. And you can understand why she fell for him. As he
stands by his new Oldsmobile coupe, hands in his pockets, he looks positively dashing.
I suspect that this picture was taken on December 28, the day my parents eloped to Harrison, Nebraska. I
would be born on August 14, 1941, seven and a half months later, so they no doubt suspected I was on the way.
But my father may have had another reason for wanting to marry quickly, and that was to create a home for Leon.
There were trips between Colorado and Wyoming, with my parents going there and Anna bringing Leon to
Casper, and it may have been on a visit to see his father, newly home from the hospital, that the little boy
succumbed to the temptation to pick up the baby he found lying on the bed. His effort to carry me was no more
successful than my father’s attempts to convince Anna that Leon should live with him. She was determined to
raise the little boy she had cared for since his birth, the little boy who by this time was calling her Momma. When
he was three years old, my grandmother and grandfather officially adopted him.
One might have expected Tracy’s family to be up in arms, but sorrow piled upon sorrow for them, leaving little
room for indignation. Tracy’s father, Paul, died in 1943, and her mother, Theresa, in 1944, at age fifty. According
to her obituary, Theresa died of a heart attack, but I remember visiting the house she lived in on David Street and
seeing her, rosary in her hands, weeping for her husband, lost so soon after her daughter, and I wonder, did she die
of a broken heart? Six months later, there was another death. Tracy’s brother, Technical Sergeant Russell Schryer,
who had survived thirty months of service in the China-Burma-India theater, was killed when a cargo plane he
was aboard crashed into a hangar at Wright Field in Dayton, Ohio.
At war’s end, when Betty Schryer, Tracy’s sister, got married, she healed whatever rifts there were by inviting
the Vincents to her wedding and even asking me to preside over the guest book. In a photo in our family album,
I’m standing solemnly in front of the dark-haired bridegroom, wearing a long dress with puffed sleeves. Betty,
beautiful in white satin, smiles from the center of the picture-beams, really, as does her sister Doris, the maid of
honor, a lovely brunette in taffeta, holding a bouquet of carnations. They have lost parents, a sister, and a brother,
but there is still happiness in the world, and in this moment, they have found it.
*
In the Summer after Pearl Harbor, the Army built an air base west of town and began to bring thousands of
pilots to Casper to train on the B-24 Liberator Bomber, a workhorse of a plane that was beginning to roll off the
nation’s wartime production lines. My father, defying dire warnings from doctors, was up and getting around on
crutches, unable to return to work as a surveyor at the Bureau of Reclamation but newly employed as an
engineering aide at the air base. He and my mother were eager to move out of their crowded apartment, but the
arrival of the pilots in town had created a severe housing shortage. They couldn’t find a larger place, not until one
day when my grandmother Mary Lybyer telephoned. A seamstress at H & G Cleaners, she had heard that a small
stucco house hidden behind the H & G was coming up for rent. In 1943, we moved in.
My mother took dozens and dozens of photos of me in front of the stucco house, or the half house, as we
sometimes called it, since its address was 1236½ South Walnut. In all of her pictures, I am dressed to the nines. I
wear little suits she has made, often with matching coats and hats. There are tiny pleated skirts with suspenders
and puffed-sleeve blouses underneath. One photograph shows me squatting in our Victory garden digging for
worms. I am wearing a velvet dress.
My mother regularly took me to Johnson Studio for professional portraits. Here I am, at one month, not in
control of my head; here at six months, my hair brushed up into a point. When I was about a year old, my mother
had our picture taken together. I am in a highly starched dress and pinafore, with bangs swirled onto my forehead;
my pretty mother, wearing a dress with beaded patterns, looks young but exhausted.
Once, with many tears, she began to fill packing boxes in the little half house. My father had accepted a job in
Denver, and she did not want to move. Her parents, Ben and Mary Lybyer, were in Casper, as were her three
sisters—Maxine, Norma, and Marion—and her ties to her family were strong. The Lybyers were close in the way
people often are when they have known hard times, and the Lybyers had seen their share of those for many
generations.
*
The family’s time in America dated back to 1739, when Nicholas Leyberger, possibly accompanied by his wife
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and son, arrived in Philadelphia aboard a ship called the Snow Betsey. Nicholas had come from the Palatinate, a
region in southwest Germany through which warring factions had been marching for more than a century, leaving
ruined crops and poverty in their wake. Along with thousands of others, Nicholas left to find a new life, traveling
the Rhine to Holland, sailing to England, and thence to America. According to a story passed down from his
great-grandson Elijah to Elijah’s grandson William, Nicholas sold himself into servitude for three years to pay for
his passage.
Within fifteen years, Nicholas and his family were across the Susquehanna River, farming the rich soil of the
Appalachian Piedmont. Twenty years after that, at the time of the American Revolution, Nicholas’s sons and
grandsons were in the Alleghenies, defending the Pennsylvania frontier against Indian attacks, murderous raids
that settlers firmly believed were incited by the British, although the Indians certainly had reasons of their own for
wanting to drive frontiersmen away. The newcomers were farming on what were hunting lands; they had burned
Indian villages; they had murdered Indian women and children. There was violence on both sides, but it was when
settlers were killed that the Leybergers left their farms and spent one or two months “scouting the country … in
protection of the inhabitants,” as Nicholas Leyberger, grandson of the immigrant Nicholas, described it many
years later. Testifying to his Revolutionary War experience in order to prove that he was a veteran, he reported on
a raid in 1776, in which “the Indians made an incursion into Morrison’s Cove in Bedford County and burnt
Ulrick’s Mill and killed all Ulrick’s family.” Militia and volunteer forces manned a garrison in the area and for
five weeks “kept sentry in the country and look[ed] out for the Indians.” The next year, “in the time of harvest,” a
boy hunting cows discovered an Indian trail. According to Nicholas:
“The alarm was given and the volunteers were called out … We went in pursuit of the Indians. Our company
went along on a ridge of the mountain. The [other] scouts went into a gap of the mountains and were ambushed by
the Indians and the captain and all the men belonging to the company except four were killed at the first fire.”
One of the survivors directed Nicholas’s company to where the militiamen had fallen.
“Thirty men were killed,” Nicholas reported. “We buried the dead.”
There were times during the war when settlers left their fields untilled rather than go outside. Only the heavy
snows of winter gave relief from raids, and when spring came, only the militias, operating without sufficient arms,
provided protection. Concerned about safety, so many settlers fled that wolves moved into the area, and the
remaining inhabitants organized an association to encourage their destruction, offering a bounty of two shillings a
wolf scalp. Those who stayed sent pleas for assistance to the state and to counties farther east, but although
promises were made, no help came, and the list of the dead grew: five near Dunnings Creek; some children by
Frankstown; the Tull family, mother, father, and nine daughters; the Peck family, mother, father, and two children.
Volunteers and militiamen continued to patrol, but they could not begin to cover all the hills and valleys of the
Allegheny frontier.
Finally, the end of the war brought an end to the raids. The Indians moved farther west, and the farmers of
Bedford County planted their crops, tended to their cattle, and had time for occasional lightheartedness, as when
Ludwick Leyberger, a man who would be remembered for being strong well into old age, demonstrated the
soundness of his teeth by using them to pick up a sack of grain and throw it over his shoulder.
Family members who came of age after the Revolutionary War began to move west, most to Ohio, though a
few went farther. One of them was the immigrant Nicholas’s great-grandson Daniel, who changed his last name to
Lybyer and moved to western Indiana, probably traveling on the National Road. By 1835, it provided a graveled
route to the Valley of the Wabash, where Daniel, like his ancestors, worked the land.
His son, Andrew Simon Peter, part of the fifth generation in America, grew up as a farmer, but in his
nineteenth year, he enlisted in the Union Army, perhaps convinced that if he did not, he would be drafted.
Northern governors, trying to meet President Lincoln’s call for troops, were using the threat of conscription to
persuade men to volunteer, and on March 1, 1863, in Greencastle, Indiana, Andrew signed up for a three-year
term of service. Enlistment papers show that he was “free from all bodily defects and mental infirmities.” Captain
James H. Sands described him as “six feet high,” with dark hair, dark eyes, and a light complexion, and testified
that he “was entirely sober when enlisted.”
As a private in the Sixth Indiana Cavalry, Andrew soon found that sickness was at least as great a threat as the
enemy. Sent to Tennessee to defend Knoxville, under siege by Confederate forces in late 1863, he became very ill
after the men in his company, surprised by Confederate forces, were driven into the mountains, where they had to
survive in freezing weather without tents, blankets, or rations. Carried to a hospital on the second floor of the
Masonic Temple in Tazewell, Tennessee, Andrew lapsed into a coma and seemed certain to die, prompting the
commander of his company to dispatch Salem Lybyer, Andrew’s brother and company mate, to care for him.
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By spring 1864, Andrew had rejoined his unit, which participated in the Atlanta campaign, then moved to
Tennessee, where the Sixth Indiana helped protect Union supply lines against the cavalry raids of Confederate
General Joseph Wheeler. Andrew served to war’s end, but when he mustered out, he was still feeling the effects of
his time in the mountains. Particularly in cold weather, his limbs and joints swelled painfully and made it difficult
for him to move. His brother Salem, similarly afflicted but even more disabled, blamed his ills on his duties at
Tazewell. As a condition of caring for Andrew, he had agreed to nurse all the soldiers on the second floor of the
Masonic Temple, and the punishing climbs up and down the stairs in cold weather carrying food, medicine, and
wood for a ward of the sick and wounded had been, Salem believed, accomplished at a terrible cost to his health.
Andrew got on with his life, marrying when he returned from the war, becoming the father of three, losing his
wife, and marrying again, this time to Lydia Candacy Sanders, a woman of remarkable vitality who would bear
fifteen children and live to be ninety-two. Before she died in 1949, Lydia, born four years before the start of the
Civil War, would take a ride in a small propeller-driven airplane.
In the early 1880s, Andrew and Lydia moved west to Missouri to take advantage of a law passed during the
Civil War, the Homestead Act, which allowed citizens to claim one-hundred- sixty-acre parcels of public land and
make them their own by living on them and improving them. Andrew filed for land in the rolling uplands of the
Ozarks, built a five-hundred-square-foot farmhouse with a sleeping loft above, and there on August 4,1888, my
grandfather, Andrew and Lydia’s eighth child, came into the world. The Republican Party had just selected a
United States senator and Civil War hero from Indiana as its nominee for president, and the Lybyers named their
son after the candidate—and future president—Benjamin Harrison. They were no doubt influenced by the fact
that the senator had championed the rights of homesteaders like themselves. He was also a supporter of veterans’
pensions, a cause favored by Andrew, who because of his ailments received a payment of six dollars a month.
Convinced it should be more, he regularly-and unsuccessfully-petitioned the government for an increase.
Fifteen of the eighteen Lybyer children were sons, and they would long remember how Andrew got them up
early and sent them into the fields before they walked to school and sent them out again after they returned home
until late at night.
“Not too much for schooling and hard on work,” one of them described him, which was probably true of the
way Andrew had himself been raised and his forefathers before him. Nicholas, the first of the family to come to
America, signed his name with an “X”; his grandson Nicholas was able to write in German, but barely; his greatgreat-grandson Andrew struggled to write in English. But their world did not depend on literacy. If a pension form
needed to be filled out, there were clerks and lawyers to do that, and similarly with homestead applications. What
their success—indeed, their survival—depended on was the farm, and from the time the first German immigrants
plowed American soil, the hard work of farm life was undertaken not by hired hands or slaves but by family
members. A contemporary of the early German arrivals in America observed that they raised their children to fear
God, love labor, and respect patriarchal authority, exactly as Andrew was doing when he required his boys to walk
five miles to church on Sunday and sent them to shovel manure, grind corn, and slaughter hogs the other days of
the week.
As Andrew no doubt saw it, he was building habits in his boys that would ensure their welfare in this world
and the next. He also may have depended on his sons to do work that he couldn’t manage as the years advanced
and his ailments grew worse. Although he is a handsome man in old photographs and appears strong and vital, he
has the stiff, too-erect posture one often sees in people whose backs are troubling them, as Andrew’s had begun to
in his late fifties. One doctor diagnosed his condition as lumbago, but it may have been the beginning of Bright’s
disease, a kidney affliction that would kill him when he was sixty-six. Youngsters are not apt to think of adult
woes, however, and to his sons, Andrew, old enough to be a grandfather to most of them, seemed a tyrant, and he
did little to encourage their sympathy. Late in their lives, they would remember how he rode the farm on Kaiser, a
big white horse, overseeing their work and whipping them if it didn’t satisfy him. They also remembered that
Lydia often joined in their chores, trying to help them avoid Andrew’s wrath.
The farmhouse grew until it had five big rooms on the first floor, two large bedrooms upstairs, and a porch
across the front. There were also outbuildings: a woodshed, a wash house, a well house, a spring house, and a
large barn. A long split-rail fence neatly separated the Lybyer property from the road, and chrysanthemums
brightened the front of the farmhouse well into the fall every year, protected from frost by the salt barrels that the
boys put over them every night.
But a prosperous, well-maintained farm was not enough to reconcile the Lybyer boys with what seemed to
them servitude, and one day when Ben was thirteen, he packed a bag and ran away. He worked on another farm in
Missouri for a time, then got a job in the lead mines in the southeastern part of the state. In 1907, he traveled to
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Lost Cabin, Wyoming, with his older brother Clarence, and soon two younger brothers, Leonard and Clyde,
joined them. They worked as ranch hands, sometimes for Charlie Bader, who had a houseful of daughters, one of
whom Leonard would marry, and sometimes at George Davis’s, where Clyde met his wife. Ben also worked for J.
B. Okie, whose holdings in sheep, cattle, and general stores had made him so rich that he had built a chandeliered
mansion along Badwater Creek near Lost Cabin. Indians passing through called the grand ranch house Big
Teepee, the name it’s still known by today.
Ben had been courting Mary Lough, a pretty brown-eyed gitl who’d grown up on a farm near the Lybyer
homestead in Missouri. As a teenager, she had moved with her family to Colorado, and early in 1913, she found
herself facing a crisis. She wrote to Ben asking for help, and in a return letter, he instructed:
Pack your trunk and set the night you want me to meet you … at your uncle’s house. You name the night and I will
meet you there with an auto … about the right time to get the 11:00 train out of there. You get ready and I will be there
anytime. The quicker you do this, the quicker your troubles will be over with and mine also.

In his letter, my grandfather confesses he has been “so nervous I could not write.” He tells my grandmother that
he has consulted her older sister Macy and that the two of them “will go the limit for you.” He also tries to allay
her concerns that he will abandon her in her hour of need.
“I will stay with you,” he writes. “Don’t worry about that one minute.” And in another place,
“You said something about me going back on you. I never will. Death is the only thing that will get me away
from you.”
My grandparents married in March 1913, and their oldest child, Maxine, was born in 1914, a respectable time
later, throwing doubt on the most obvious interpretation of the letter. But it is clear from it that he loves her.
“Oh, Mary, please don’t forget me,” he writes, “or I will not know what to do.”
Whatever the crisis, she long treasured his words, carrying the letter with her as they moved from place to
place. When death took her from him after more than a half-century of marriage, my aunts found the letter tucked
away in one of her drawers.
The newlyweds set out for Wyoming to begin their life together, and after a night at a hotel in Arminto, they
headed for Salt Creek, an expanse of treeless hills some fifty miles north of Casper. The area had been booming
since a Dutch company, looking for oil there in 1908, had hit it big. Salt Creek Number One had sent a gusher of
oil a hundred feet into the sky, setting off a frenzy of development and drilling.
Ben got a job as a mule skinner, hauling oil-field equipment from Casper to Salt Creek, but three days after he
had hired on, a tool dresser who was tired of working in the oil fields offered to trade him positions. Ben handed
over the reins, took up the dresser’s sixteen-pound sledge, and started working at the anvil, completing one of the
first of many job changes. Perhaps because of the way his father had dictated his life, Ben didn’t take kindly to
people telling him what to do. He’d regularly get fed up with his boss, walk off the rig, and sign on with
somebody else. For a while, he worked as a line rider in the Salt Creek Field, patrolling leases against claim
jumpers, but when he got mad at his boss, he quit, got himself a spring-pole drilling outfit, and jumped a claim or
two himself.
Oil-field workers, even ones who changed jobs a lot, made twice as much as ranch hands, two dollars a day
rather than one dollar, but it was a tough work, twelve-hour shifts on the rigs with the band-wheel drills going full
blast, laboring on through spring mud, summer dust storms, and winter blizzards. There was danger, as when one
of the “nitro wagons”—cars hauling nitroglycerin—would explode or when a spark would ignite the gas coming
out of a well, causing the whole thing to blow up and burn. There were also times of just plain misery, like the
cold January day that Leonard Lybyer, my grandfather’s younger brother, put a casing down a well.
“The well would flow about every hour and go about twenty feet in the air,” he wrote his wife-to-be. “I was
wet to the skin with oil.”
But there were also plenty of good times, such as the Fourth of July celebrations with patriotic orations and a
bucking bronco or two. One of the first buildings in Salt Creek was an amusement hall; and the workers had some
riotous dances there. Malcolm Campbell, a friend of my grandfather, recalled in a letter the night when
“Jodie Gantz shot the fellow through the middle.” The victim survived, and his assailant escaped, as Campbell
remembered it, by hiding out with
that bunch that lived in the two-story bunk house across from the machine shop. [They fed] him out of their lunch pails
until Francis Brown, who was a deputy sheriff, got through looking for him.
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Campbell also recalled that he and his wife were at the dance on the night in 1914 when my grandfather
walked outside the amusement hall and fell over a fifty-foot bank nearby. Ben’s friends realized he had broken his
back but, knowing nothing about the importance of keeping him immobile, made a bed of hay for him in the
backseat of a Cadillac touring car and drove him over rough roads to the hospital in Casper. Only twenty-five
years old, he was resilient and recovered somehow, but it was months before he was back with my grandmother,
who was twenty-one and caring for her first baby.
The Lybyers lived in an oil-field “ragtown,” a place defined by the fact that its dwellings had canvas roofs.
Ragtown houses were a little like sheep wagons, with wood partway up the sides and a tent for a top, but instead
of wheels, ragtown houses had skids so they could be moved from place to place. Late in 1916, a second Lybyer
child, Wilbur, was born in one of the ragtown houses, and shortly thereafter, the Lybyers left the oil fields,
possibly because Ben had grown angry with one of his bosses. A family story explains their departure that way,
but Ben and Mary moved to northwest Colorado, near Mary’s family, and they may have been attracted to the area
by hearing about the high prices farmers were getting for their crops in the boom market created by the Great
War.\fn{As World War I was called in those days}
Upon their arrival, Ben, following a time-honored pioneer practice, created a shelter for his wife and children
by digging a cave in the side of a hill and framing in the opening. Then he filed on a homestead near Price Creek,
began work on a house, and started dryland farming—growing small grain crops such as wheat and oats on arid
land with no irrigation.
In the spring of 1919, Mary, in labor with her third child, asked Ben to drive her to town, probably to a
midwife, but a spring storm had left the roads deeply rutted, and the going was slow. When it became clear that
the baby was going to arrive before they reached town, they stopped in a barn alongside the road, and there, on
the eighth of April, my mother was born. My grandparents bundled her up against the chilly weather, took her
home, and, having accomplished her birth on their own, saw no particular need to inform the authorities of her
arrival. Years later, when she was an adult and in need of a birth certificate, she would find, to her embarrassment,
that there was no official record of her having been born.
Ben proved up his homestead, but farming without irrigation on Colorado’s arid western slope was a chancy
enterprise, and when the end of the war brought falling crop prices, the Lybyers returned to Salt Creek, moving
back into a ragtown house. A photograph from 1921 shows Ben, Mary, several children, and a dog at the front
door of a canvas-roofed dwelling that my grandmother has labeled “Lybyer Mansion.” She no doubt meant the
name sarcastically, but this ragtown house seems in fact to be unusually large, two rooms instead of one, a good
thing, without doubt, since Ben’s brother Clyde had now moved in with the family.
Salt Creek was booming when my grandparents moved back. One observer described
cars, trucks, and teams going and coming in every direction; crews building wooden rigs, drilling crews working,
gushers spouting in the air, gangs connecting lines, tank batteries and pump stations springing up.

The field became even busier when Mammoth Oil Company began to build an oil camp, erect storage tanks, and
start a pipeline at Teapot Dome, a naval oil reserve next to Salt Creek that was named after a teapot-shaped
outcropping in the area. The reserve had been intended to ensure an emergency supply of oil for Navy ships, but
President Warren G. Harding’s colorful, mustachioed secretary of the interior, Albert Fall, had taken control of it
and leased it to oilman Harry Sinclair, the head of Mammoth Oil.
Over the next several years, the activity at Teapot Dome came under suspicion as Senate investigators looked
into reports that Secretary Fall had suddenly become wealthy. Eventually convicted of accepting bribes, including
bonds and cattle from Harry Sinclair, Fall would serve a year in prison. Salt Creek was drawn into the scandal
when Teapot Dome investigators began to look into a deal involving Sinclair and Henry Blackmer, head of
Midwest Refining, the company that controlled Salt Creek. The two men, it turned out, were part of an oil-trading
deal involving kickbacks, and when some of the profits from their scheme were found to have gone to the
disgraced Albert Fall, Blackmer, rather than testify before Congress, left for France, where he led quite a pleasant
life until he bargained his way back into the United States in 1949.
Week in and week out for a decade, Teapot Dome was in national headlines. The Midwest Review, the official
publication for oil-field employees, ignored the scandal, but my grandfather knew all about it. Years later, still
indignant, he would tell any grandchild who would listen about the perfidies of Fall, Sinclair, and especially
Blackmer, who my grandfather felt had paid no price at all.
At the same time that scandal was keeping Wyoming’s oil fields in the headlines, there was genuine
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improvement in the way oil-field families lived. In later years, my grandfather’s friend Malcolm Campbell opined
in a letter to him that the field just wasn’t the same once Midwest Refining started building houses and schools,
but the women and children no doubt appreciated both. The houses—or shacks, as the workers called them—
might not have had indoor plumbing, but they had walls, windows, and hard roofs and offered some privacy.
Instead of a single room, there were multiple rooms, usually four. The company built bath houses where you
could get a shower, opened a hospital, started a recreation center, and gave the main oil camp an official town
name: Midwest.
By the time my mother was ready to go to school in 1924, the town boasted classrooms for hundreds of
elementary-school kids. By the time she entered high school in 1932, there was a gymnasium, where girls as well
as boys played basketball, and a lighted field for the football team. Students could join the Glee Club, the
Etiquette Club, or the Nutrition Club, and they were encouraged to participate in civilizing events such as drama
productions. The year my mother was a freshman, her class put on a play entitled The Dearest Thing in Boots.
But the oil fields were still a rough place. Drinking was a near-universal form of recreation, and fighting and
prostitution were common. Kids learned a lot about the unsavory side of life at a pretty young age and picked up
the language to go with it. At ball games against Casper, eight- and nine-year-olds from Salt Creek were known to
yell,
“Beat ’em once! Beat ’em twice! Holy jumping Jesus Christ!”
My grandmother left no doubt about where she stood on matters such as foul language. Although she was
small, she could wrestle a bar of soap inside an offending child’s mouth almost before the offending word had left
that child’s lips. But she relied on more than discipline to raise her children’s sights. She dressed them up in
clothes she had sewn and took them for studio photographs that memorialized them at their combed and scrubbed
best. She bartered her dressmaking skills for piano lessons, though there was no piano in their company shack to
practice on. She tried to make a comfortable home, even while they were living in ragtown. An old photograph
shows a baby in a shiny wooden chair propped up by homemade pillows with freshly pressed ruffled edges, and
behind the baby another ruffle has been hung for decoration. I think of how the wind blows at Salt Creek and how
little plant life there was in the early days to hold down the dust. I think of hauling water, using a washboard,
heating an iron on a wood stove. I look at the gleaming chair, the pressed ruffles, the baby all in white, and I am
breathless with admiration.
*
According to family genealogies, my grandmother’s family, the Lees, had been in America since 1714, and
some of her early ancestors, Protestants from Ireland, had become wealthy enough to own land and have servants.
By the time she was born, however, even the memory of prosperity had faded. Her father, John, and mother, Alice,
after struggling to make a go of it in Missouri, had moved to Colorado to improve their luck, and for a time they
did, but after the Great War, commodity prices dropped, and in 1922, grasshoppers attacked their crops. John took
a wagon team out to poison the insects, and when he came back and was unhitching the horses, one of them
wheeled suddenly and kicked him in the chest, opening a fearful wound. A son carried him to a nearby creek,
where he frantically tried to staunch the bleeding with cold water, but John’s lungs had collapsed, and by the time
a doctor arrived, he was dead. Alice, who had broken her right arm in a fall from a horse a few days before John’s
accident, reinjured it on that frantic day. When the cast came off, her elbow was immobile, and it remained fixed
at a right angle for the rest of her life.
For my grandmother, living in the oil fields and raising her children, these sad events no doubt played into the
somber view she generally took of the world. She saw the importance of working hard and improving life for her
children but not of enjoying it with them. She once succumoed to a beautiful spring day and, accompanied by her
oldest, Maxine, went wading in a reservoir with some other women from the oil field, but as though to reinforce
the idea that such an outing was folly, one of the women, Carmen Glenn, slipped into a hole beyond her depth. As
the Midwest Review reported,
None of the party could swim, and the screams of the other women brought help and when rescued Mrs. Glenn was
apparently lifeless.

A doctor at Midwest Hospital managed to revive her, but the event was traumatic for all who witnessed it and
others as well. Describing the accident at the reservoir, my grandmother communicated a fear of drowning to her
children, particularly to my mother, that lasted for a lifetime.
In the Salt Creek oil field, the Lybyer family grew very close, which is not the same as saying that they always
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saw eye-to-eye. Both my mother’s older sister and my mother hated the names my grandmother had given them,
Wyoma and Lutie, and from practically the time they could talk, insisted on going by their middle names, Maxine
and Edna. My mother and her younger sister Norma were forever convinced that Maxine had had a privileged
childhood, and, relatively speaking, she may have. When the Lybyers moved from their ragtown home to a fourroom company house, Ben and Mary took one room for themselves, and Wilbur, the family’s only boy, got
another. That much was fine with Edna and Norma, but they never got over Maxine’s getting a third room while
they were consigned to sleeping in the common area. Maxine added to her younger siblings’ consternation then
and for decades by freely offering her unvarnished assessments on every aspect of their lives. In my observation,
she never intended her opinions on her sisters’ hairdos or children to hurt their feelings; she was just convinced
that if she didn’t point out failings, nobody would notice them, and they might go unremedied.
*
Whatever their disagreements, the Lybyers took comfort from one another, and in 1944, when my father came
home to our house on Walnut Street and told my mother he had taken a job in Denver, she was stricken at the idea
of leaving Casper. She could walk a few steps and visit her mother at the H & G Cleaners, a few blocks and see
her sisters, and how would she manage even the simplest things in a big city like Denver? In Casper, if you
needed a loaf of bread, you walked to one of the little stores scattered around, like Christiansen’s, Edgington’s, or
CY Grocery, all of which were within a couple of blocks. In Denver, you’d have to drive everywhere, and how
could she do that, since Wayne would take the car to work? And how would she find a doctor who knew her or
friends she could drop in on? My mother filled up the wooden packing crates, crying all the while, until finally,
my father gave in. He came home one night and told her we could stay.
Not long after this reprieve, she went to work behind the soda fountain at Lloyd’s Confectionery, which took
up the point of a narrow triangular building less than a block from our house. She took me with her, holding my
hand as we crossed 13th Street, steering me past the mahogany magazine stands and display cases inside the
drugstore, then lifting me up onto one of the black leather and metal stools at the soda counter.
“You stay here, Lynnie,” she would say, and I would, scribbling on paper napkins with a Crayola or playing
with straws from the round-domed holder that sat on the counter.
“Say hi, Lynnie,” she’d tell me when someone she knew came in for a malt or a cherry phosphate. And on the
rare occasion when there was a customer she didn’t know, I would be introduced right after she had introduced
herself:
“This is my little girl, Lynnie.”
Being at the center of the universe was very pleasant, and I did my best to stay there. When I was about three,
my mother lined up her sister Norma and some friends to take their picture in the yard of our stucco house. No
sooner were they posed than I skipped in front of them, smiling and waving my skirt until my mother focused the
camera on me, chopping off the teenagers’ heads, Looking through boxes and photo albums, I find so many
copies of this photo that I imagine my mother showing it to everyone she came across.
“Here’s Lynnie,” I can hear her saying, shaking her head as though there were no accounting for my behavior,
“She didn’t want me taking anybody’s picture but hers.”
In the winter of 1945, my father had a chance to buy a house—the one at 906 South David that the Schryers
had lived in. My mother must have objected. Perhaps she pointed out that the house was in sad condition, with
cracked linoleum on the floors and windows that sat crooked in their frames so that winter winds whistled
through, but her real point would have been that my father and Tracy, his first wife, had once lived there with
Tracy’s parents. Still, housing was tight, and however run-down it was, whatever ghosts it held, the David Street
house was a prize. My father bought it from the Schryer heirs for $3,500 and, for another $500, got a few sofas,
some chairs, a couple of beds, and a white kitchen table with a chipped enamel top.
On August 14, 1946, I celebrated my fifth birthday in the yard of the South David Street house. We played
Statues, a game particularly exhilirating because one of the party guests was Diane Gardner, an older girl whose
father, Harold, ran Gardner’s Food Store, the one-room grocery across the street. Taller and stronger than the rest
of us, Diane would whirl us around and send us flying across the yard, our arms pinwheeling as we struggled to
get our footing so we could freeze and try to stay that way. As we ran and stumbled, there were narrow misses
with the big cottonwoods that stood in our front yard and more than a few bruises as we collided with one another
or tripped over the dog. The adults present, talking in low voices on the porch, seemed oblivious to our screams
and laughter.
When we were so exhausted that we sought them out, they bestirred themselves to bring out party hats and
cake, and as the shadows grew long, we listened to church bells ring. They were marking an anniversary, my
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mother said. It had been a year since the Japanese had surrendered, a year since the end of World War II.
*
Holding a place of honor in the front room of our house on South David was a Zenith floor radio. In the
summer, I would sit cross-legged in front of it, waiting for the momentous question to be asked:
“Would you like to be queen for a day?”
Broadcast from the El Capitan Theater at the corner of Hollywood and Vine, the Queen for a Day show starred
Jack Bailey and featured contestants who had a wish of some sort, maybe to put their feet in cement in front of
Grauman’s Chinese Theater, to send orchids to much-deserving in-laws, or to buy new clothes for a youngest
child who had never had anything but hand-me-downs. After the women told their stories, the audience would
applaud to select a winner. The one chosen queen would get not only her wish but a head-to-toe outfit, red roses,
and a solid silver scepter.
I loved Queen for a Day. The stories that the contestants told were pretty compelling, but just as interesting
was figuring out who would win. Would it be the contestant with the saddest story? Or the one who was trying to
do something kind for someone else? And what was the winning demeanor? Was it better to be shy or sassy? Or,
since the winner was the one who got the most applause, was the real key to winning to come to the show with a
large group of friends?
I listened to Jack Bailey and his contestants every day during the summer, and I was dismayed when the 1948
Republican convention took over the radio waves and there was no Queen for a Day for nearly a week. Hardly
had I gotten through that when the Democrats gathered and knocked the program off again. In my estimation,
neither Tom Dewey nor Harry Truman could hold a candle to Jack Bailey.
At least, that was my assessment until a few years later, when I actually got to see President Truman. He came
to Wyoming to dedicate a dam, but before he headed out to the Platte River canyon, he made a speech in the
auditorium of the high school, which was right across the street from my friend Linda Bowman’s house. We
waited on her front porch for hours, and although we caught only a glimpse of him as he drove by in an open car,
we were thrilled.
The Zenith floor radio had a record player inside, and my father played the Ink Spots over and over. If I Didn’t
Care; I Don’t Want to Set the World on Fire; I’ll Never Smile Again: I learned the words to them all. But the most
beautiful song ever written, according to my father, was Ave Maria, and he played a recording of it from time to
time. It never failed to bring tears to his eyes, perhaps because it made him think of Tracy. I know he loved my
mother. I saw them dancing in the empty dining room. But maybe Tracy’s ghost was in this house.
I can’t be sure why my father cried, but I do know this was a side of him that few suspected. His round face,
twinkling eyes, and curly hair made people think of him as jolly. He was the one they would choose to play Santa
for the kids at the Christmas party. He was also, his friends learned, the one you didn’t want to be around when he
was provoked. If someone cut him off on the road, he’d follow them, honking his horn and cursing. If a waiter
took too long, he would erupt. As far as most people who knew him were concerned, he was a jovial fellow given
to exploding from time to time, particularly if he had been drinking. They would have been astounded to know
that he wept when listening to a song.
The house on South David had what was called an unfinished basement, and my father decided it was his civic
duty to finish it. In the years right after the war, the local newspapers ran ads showing frantic people trying to find
housing.
“Convert an attic, basement, or garage into living quarters,” the ads urged.
And so my father bought some wallboard and started hammering away. Since he was not an experienced
carpenter, the project involved many mistakes and much cursing. Deciding that something had to be done about
the profanity, I got a pencil and tablet and announced that I would be keeping track of his foul language and
charging him a nickel for each instance. For several evenings, I sat on the basement floor, back against the wall,
keeping tally. He would miss a nail and hit the wallboard with his hammer, leaving a mark in it.
“Oh, shit!” he would say, and I would draw a line in my notebook. Standing back to admire his work, he’d
knock over his bourbon and coke.
“Goddamit!” he would say, and I would draw a line in my notebook.
One might reasonably have expected him to put an end to my project. I was, after all, behaving disrespectfully,
doing exactly what he suspected the aggressive driver or slow waiter of doing. He blew his top at them, but in my
case, he handed over the money. The fact that I was a child was no doubt the differ- ence, but there was also this:
he thought the aggressive driver and the lazy waiter didn’t think he mattered. That’s what he couldn’t stand. And
he knew he mattered to me.
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The first residents of our basement were my mother’s younger sister, Norma, and her new husband, Cork
Brown. My mother’s best friend, Norma was movie-star beautiful in a blond, sweet way. When she was a little
girl, one of her teachers, Violet Hovey, had written home, “She is as near perfect as any child I ever saw,” an
appraisal that I am sure was about not only her appearance but also her generous heart.
Norma would give you the clothes off her back and literally did this for me once when I fell into a teenage
funk and she thought a dress she had just made for herself would cheer me up. She became a top-notch court
reporter, much in demand because of her fast and accurate shorthand, and she was creative as well, perhaps the
best seamstress of the Lybyer daughters and later in life an accomplished potter. She numbered many local artists
among her friends.
Her husband, Cork, newly discharged from the Navy, would sometimes say he was part Indian, and with his
dark hair arid high cheekbones, he might well have been, but he had been raised by his maternal grandmother,
Anna Bergstrom, an immigrant from Sweden who had arrived in America as a mail-order bride. Bergie, as
everyone called this wonderful, ever-cheerful woman, had raised Cork and his brother, Arthur, after their mother,
Florence, died under circumstances about as sad as it is possible to imagine.
Florence’s husband, a ne’er-do-well, had been institutionalized in the state hospital in Evanston, Wyoming,
after late-stage syphilis infected his brain. Florence had struggled on but in a few years became pregnant. Alone,
trying to raise two small boys in an isolated house on the prairie outside Casper, she tried to abort the baby and
died.
Bergie, then seventy years old, left her home in Leadville, Colorado, came to Casper and found a house in
North Casper, where she cared for Cork and Arthur through the years of the Depression. Right after Pearl Harbor,
Cork enlisted, following Arthur into the Navy and to the Pacific. Arthur, after surviving the sinking of the USS
Lexington, was selected for pilot training and killed in a plane crash in Vero Beach, Florida. Cork came home at
war’s end to marry Norma. With my mother as matron of honor, they said their vows at the Casper Women’s
Clubhouse, a graceful brick building that Standard Oil of Indiana had built in the 1920s so their executives would
have a place to stay and then sold in the 1930s to a number of women’s groups. After the ceremony, the bride and
groom had their wedding picture taken in front of the clubhouse fireplace, decorated for the occasion with pink
gladioli and snapdragons.
After their stay in our basement, the Browns went to Fort Collins, Colorado, where Cork, using the G. I. Bill,
enrolled at Colorado State University, attended classes as often as he thought necessary, and spent a significant
amount of time drinking with his buddies. After one hard evening, he returned home and collapsed on the couch,
provoking a response from Norma that would enter family lore. Because she worked during the day at a clerical
job to support them, she had been catching up on housework when he arrived. At first, she continued sweeping,
ignoring him, but then the sight of him sleeping off his evening got to be too much, and she went after him with
her broom, poking at his face and arms until he was covered with scratches. Having to explain his appearance the
next day, he leveled with his buddies about what had happened, spurring them to present Norma with a trophy: a
new broom to replace the one she had destroyed. She interpreted the prize—correctly, I think—as their
acknowledgment that Cork had gotten what he deserved.
Cork earned his degree and spent most of his life as an organizer for the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers. He was a responsible husband and a good father but never entirely gave up the wild ways of
his youth. Every year on his birthday, December 18, he would disappear at about four P.M., returning only after he
had caroused his way through most of Casper’s nightspots. Many a Christmas was celebrated with no one in the
family speaking to him.
My mother’s older sister, Maxine, and her husband, Bub Lockwood, also got caught up in Casper’s postwar
housing shortage. My grandparents had moved to town by this time, into a white frame house at 637 West 11 th,
and when Bub got a job at the Texaco refinery, the Lybyers’ dirt-floored garage was the only place he and Maxine
ould find for themselves and their two children to live. Bub, tall and handsome, was a gentle, easygoing man,
despite having emerged from a Depression experience that might have left him embittered. His father, William,
had been well off, the owner of two farms, one near Philip, South Dakota, and the other near Verdel, Nebraska.
Burning trash one day, William had poured kerosene on the fire to make it burn faster. Flames had traveled back
up the kerosene stream, set William’s clothes alight, and he had burned to death. His widow, Karene, who had
come to South Dakota from Norway as a sixteen-year- old, sought help managing the family’s farms and finances,
but the banker she turned to was unscrupulous. When Karene made mortgage payments, he pocketed them rather
than putting them against the note, and then he foreclosed. Eventually, the banker would serve time for fraud, but
not before the Lockwoods lost everything.
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On her last day on the Nebraska farm, Karene went into a field to pick crabapples, carrying along a blanket,
thinking she might sit awhile, but when she whipped it into the air to spread it out on the prairie, a young bull that
she had raised from a calf charged, goring her in the stomach. Bub got her on a train for Omaha, but the bull’s
horn had pierced her intestine, and in those days before penicillin was in use, she died.
After he buried his mother, Bub got a job shoveling snowdrifts in front of trains and thus worked his way to
the Salt Creek Field, where he managed to scrape together enough money to buy a small dairy. Making his daily
milk deliveries, he attracted the notice of many young women, but it was Maxine, quick and tiny, who caught his
eye. They married, and he signed on for a job with Texaco that took him first to Texas and then to the refinery in
Casper. Living with Maxine and their two children, Ron and Karen, in my grandmother’s dirt-floored garage, he
searched in vain for a house, then finally bought a lot west of town. He dug a large hole in his lot, found an
abandoned house at Teapot Dome, then moved the house to the lot, where he put it over the hole, creating an
instant basement. He made all the utility connections on his own.
My mother swore she could smell natural gas every time she stepped into Bub and Maxine’s house, but they
lived safely in it for nearly fifty years, Bub working at the refinery and Maxine exhausting everyone who came
near her, except possibly the laid-back Bub. Perhaps because of the startling number of Coca-Colas she drank,
Maxine ran on a very fast motor. Once when my mother was sick, she came over to take care of me and, in the
blink of an eye, scrubbed the kitchen floor, ran the Bissell sweeper around the house, and dusted everything in
sight. Maxine would preside at a church rummage sale in the morning and hook three rugs in the afternoon. She
would eventually work her way to the pinnacle of the Masonic sisterhood of Eastern Star in Casper, while at the
same time knitting blankets for the needy, crocheting potholders for every occasion, and providing daily advice to
her younger sisters on how they ought to live.
*
Park School Kindergarten teacher Persis Goddard let her students nap wherever they liked, and I usually chose
to stretch out in the playhouse beside a small blond boy called Buster, though his name was really Clyde. No one
paid much attention to us when we were stacking blocks or pasting May baskets, but when we napped together,
we got noticed. The adults probably thought we were oblivious to their whispers and smiles, but I got the drift
right away and began churning out pictures of a wedding featuring me, “the bride,” in a long veil, and Buster, “the
greum,” in a carefully balanced top hat.
In my small town, it was easy to imagine being a bride, but you could also imagine being Desert Dust, a wild
palomino that had been captured in the Red Desert of Wyoming by a rancher from Glenrock, a town about
twenty-five miles away. The horse had become a local celebrity, appearing on a calendar and having a movie
made about him, and he became central to an ongoing game that I played with my friend and schoolmate Linda
Bowman, whose father was my father’s boss, now that my father had returned to work at the Bureau of
Reclamation. No matter that Desert Dust was a stallion, he was the prototype for the wild and noble steeds we
imagined ourselves to be. We ran and neighed, sometimes during recess, though the dresses that we wore to
school in combination with a gravel-covered playground meant that all galloping had to be done on hind legs.
After school or on weekends, we concocted scenarios starring Desert Dust as we tore around on all fours on the
grass in our yards.
Wonder Woman was another favorite game, one I would play with friends like Linda or sometimes by myself.
It involved running, leaping, and flying through the air. I’d pump my tree swing as high as it would go, then
bailout at the top, ready to deflect bullets with my magic bracelets upon landing. I read every Wonder Woman
comic book I could get my hands on and knew not only about her magic lasso and invisible plane but also the
back story, how she had been born on Paradise Island to Queen Hippolyta, and how Steve Trevor, who had crashlanded on Paradise Island, had persuaded her to come to the United States. Once here, she disguised herself as
Diana Prince but speedily turned into Wonder Woman when evil villains (many of whom were female) appeared
on the scene.
I have read that the creator of Wonder Woman, psychologist William Moulton Marston, was a great admirer of
women, such a fan, in fact, that he lived with two of them in a ménage à trois. He apparently believed that his
comic books would help usher in an American matriarchy, a utopia in which women would dominate men and rid
the world of male aggression. Whatever his motives, he surely succeeded in providing little girls a chance to
imagine the exhilaration of being strong and powerful. Wonder Woman was a heroine we could relate to, different
from any heroine that earlier female generations might have admired, and she cast a wide spell, with followers not
only in Casper, Wyoming, but in Toledo, Ohio, where Gloria Steinem was growing up, and in Queens, New York,
home of Letty Pogrebin. In 1972, when Steinem and Pogrebin put Wonder Woman on the cover of the first issue
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of Ms. magazine, I had a moment of complete empathy with the feminist movement.
The kids at Park School came from a variety of backgrounds. Their fathers were doctors (who prospered) and
sheep ranchers (who usually didn’t). There were a few people flying high in the oil business and a lot more
working hard at the other end of it. At Park School, you could find kids whose fathers were real estate speculators,
truckers, butchers, store managers, government workers, salesmen, and clerks. If you went home with somebody,
you got an idea how well off that person’s family was, but at school, you didn’t know—except maybe on stamp
day, a weekly event in which we were encouraged to buy stamps to put in a book that would, when filled up,
become a U.S. savings bond. Most of us bought red stamps (which were actually pink). Decorated with a
minuteman’s picture, they cost ten cents each. But a few kids marched to the front of the room and bought a fistful
of green stamps, a king’s ransom's worth, it seemed, since green stamps went for a quarter apiece.
One of the green-stamp regulars was my friend Karen Whitlock, a bright-eyed little girl with long dark curls.
Her father, Oscar Whitlock, owned several businesses, including the Wigwam Bakery and the Mission Auto
Court, a white stucco, one-story motel where Ernest Hemingway and his wife Mary had once stayed. Karen’s
mother had died when she was born, Oscar had remarried, and Karen and her brother, Jim, lived with their aunt
and uncle, Anna and Charles Tweedy, in a turreted brick house that Oscar had built on Wolcott Street in the center
of Casper’s prettiest neighborhood.
Both Karen and I were fans of the Bobbsey Twins, Nancy Drew, and board games. We’d walk to her house
after school and play Clue, Sorry, and Parcheesi while lying on the wall-to-wall carpet in her living room—the
first wall-to-wall carpet I’d ever seen. Karen collected Storybook Dolls as I did, she had wonderful costumes we
could dress up in, and, best of all, she wore braces. This meant that every six weeks or so, her aunt would drive
her to Denver, three hundred miles away, to see an orthodontist, and Karen would return home with hints of the
amazements that a city could offer. Once she brought back a Slinky, a wire creation that seemed to take on a life
of its own as it walked down her basement stairs. Another time, she returned with red rubber molds of Disney
characters and a plaster-of-paris mix for pouring into them and creating a Snow White or a Pluto that you could
paint. A few times, Anna Tweedy, a warm and generous woman, took me with them on the Denver trip, and I got
to see city wonders for myself. We went to Denver Dry Goods, which had an escalator. We visited Elitch Gardens,
an amusement park with a lake, acres of flower beds, and a carved and painted carousel. We saw first-run movies
such as Easter Parade and Little Women that wouldn’t come to Casper for months or even years.
Karen’s long dark curls worried my mother. Hair that hung to your waist and beyond sapped your strength, she
believed.
“They should cut that girl’s hair,” she would say, though Karen showed not the least sign of enervation and
looked quite glamorous, I thought, in the costumes we wore for the various pageants that marked the school year.
A photograph in an old Park Ranger, Park School’s student newsletter, shows Karen and me and a half-dozen
other girls wearing bonnets and long dresses. The boys in the picture are in overalls and straw hats, garden tools
are scattered around, and we are apparently celebrating spring, probably by acting out a nursery rhyme, since in
one of the pictures, Linda Bowman appears dressed as Mother Goose.
At Christmas, we created “living tableaux,” which required rushing into position while the stage curtains were
drawn, then standing very still for several minutes when they opened. A Park Ranger shows that in 1947, I and a
half-dozen or so of my classmates were assigned to the crèche scene, where we did something my grandchildren
will no doubt find remarkable: right there on the school stage, we prayed, some of us actually kneeling, beside
Baby Jesus in the manger.
The adults in charge of our education had no hesitation about inculcating us with certain ideas, among them
that what we did with our early years was important—and not just to us but to the whole country. In 1948, a
seventh-grader wrote in the Park Ranger,
“Remember, that the nation that has the schools has the future.” In 1949, a student used the Park Ranger to
warn classmates who were throwing candy wrappers on the playground that they were “tearing down what others
have put up.” They needed to remember, he told them, that they were “future citizens of these United States” and
should ask themselves how they would like their children “tearing down some things we have built.”
We were to consider the consequences of our actions, to think how they would reverberate in years ahead.
Judging from an art project I undertook in first grade, I was much impressed by this message. I decorated my last
name with red and blue pencils and wrote underneath it in painfully neat cursive,
“I will make the name of Vincent a proud one. I’ll make sure that I will not bring disrespect to my name. I am
going to plan ahead for the future and hope it will be a good one.”
The fact that I still have this art project speaks to the interest our teachers took in us. In 1967, some twenty
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years after I labored over my high-minded sentiments, my creation arrived in the mail. At the time, I was a
graduate student at the University of Wisconsin, married for three years, mother of a one-year-old. Harriet Smith,
my first-grade teacher, had married and moved to Longmont, Colorado, but she still managed to track me down so
that she could send me art and photographs from my time in her classroom. She enclosed a note:
I’m so happy for you that you have a grand husband (I’m sure he is) and a baby daughter. Give your parents my
greeting and love to my little girl.

Many years later, when I told this story to one of my Park School classmates, Karen Romans Randolph, she
reminded me of the affection that Miss Smith had regularly shown us when we were in her care. A returned
spelling paper, star on it or not, was usually accompanied by a hug and kiss.
We celebrated heroes at Park School, putting on plays about Columbus in October and writing poems about
Washington and Lincoln in February. In a 1948 Park Ranger, fourth-grader Sharon Knight portrayed the first and
sixteenth presidents as “two great men” whose “glory never ends.” Lee Ann Best, another fourth-grader, wrote:
Abraham Lincoln—so brave and bold,
Made this country free.
He loved mankind and worked for them
And gave them liberty.

I can't be sure that I read these poems, but I remember revering Lincoln, in particular, the rail splitter, the
savior of the Union, who had persisted against disadvantage and would not give up in the face of war. He was a
person to admire, a person whose greatness could inspire us to be better.
Like the vast majority of schoolchildren in the 1940s, those of us growing up in Casper learned to read with
Dick and Jane. Or at least, that was the intent. The idea was that if you saw the word look again and again (as in
“Look, Jane, look”) and it was paired with pictures that showed you its meaning, pretty soon you could read it. As
Rudolf Flesch would point out in his 1955 book, Why Johnny Can’t Read, there were many children for whom
this method simply didn’t work.
Fortunately for us, our Park School teachers knew this long before Flesch’s best seller and taught us phonics.
We’d slide our fingers along the letters, sounding them out, putting the sounds together faster and faster until they
ran together, and behold, there was a word. Our teachers read to us every day, books like The Wind in the Willows
that helped us grow in what we knew and gave us words with which to describe our knowledge. They also
encouraged us to listen to storybook records, my favorite being one about a boy named Sparky who heard words
in the sounds that trains make. I could hear the whistles of Chicago and Northwestern engines from our house on
David Street and tried to imagine the stories they might tell of distant places.
Dick and Jane had been around for some fifteen years when I encountered them in 1947, and it’s hard to
imagine what children in the Depression made of their cheerful, sunny lives. In postwar Casper, we certainly
didn’t mistake their world for the real one, in which kids regularly got dirty, skinned their knees, and threw up, but
there was still much in the books that was familiar. They emphasized the values our parents did: sharing with
siblings, being respectful to elders, and working hard. A 1996 book by Carole Kismaric and Marvin Heiferman,
Growing Up with Dick and Jane, notes that work was the eighteenth word introduced in the books, a statistic
that’s actually surprising. How were the authors able to hold off so long, with children, parents, and neighbors
busy most of the time, sweeping, mowing, doing school assignments, making repairs and deliveries? Even Spot,
the dog, keeps an eye out for jobs he can do—like retrieving stuffed animals when baby Sally abandons them.
Dick and Jane’s mother worked at home, cooking, sewing, washing, shopping, which wasn’t far from how my
life was. My mother did all those things and worked behind the soda fountain at Lloyd’s Confectionary besides.
Dick and Jane’s father went out to his job, though exactly what he did there wasn’t clear. And that was also pretty
much like my life. I knew that my father worked for the Bureau of Reclamation. I loved saying the long name.
But it was years before I understood that the great dams of central Wyoming—Pathfinder, Alcova, Seminoe—
were part of his work and even longer before I understood that the purpose of the dams was to generate electricity
and make it possible for farmers to irrigate arid lands.
*
Everyone in Dick and Jane was white, which didn’t strike me or my classmates as noteworthy. Everyone in our
school was white. There were so few African Americans in Casper in the 1940s that I can remember riding a bus
with my mother when an African American man got on. No doubt to prevent me from asking a loud and tactless
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question, she whispered fiercely in my ear,
“It’s just like clouds, Lynnie. Some are light, and some are dark.”
I was silent, partly because my mother so clearly wanted me to be and partly because this was such startling
information. What did people have to do with clouds?
Looking back, I realize my mother was trying to say that no matter their color, people are just people, a notion
that was fairly widely held in Casper. We cringed when we heard about the mechanisms of discrimination in the
South—separate schools, restrooms, drinking fountains, and seating areas in theaters. Particularly among those
whose lives had been a struggle, there was little inclination to look down on black people, whose lot they knew
also had been hard. Aunt Norma had a long friendship with Shirley Williams, an African American woman who
was working in a laundry in North Casper when they first met in the 1940s. Shirley started a café in North Casper,
and then, after she married the handsome John Gray in the mid-fifties, they opened the Cozy Club, an after-hours
place where you were supposed to bring your own liquor but where you could usually get a drink in any case.
Norma and Cork went to Shirley’s Café for the steaks Shirley was famous for and stopped at the Cozy Club with
friends. After the Browns’ youngest child, Tina, was born, Shirley and John, who had no children of their own and
doted on the little girl, often visited the Brown home.
The friendship survived the fact that Norma, as a court reporter, was often keeping the official record when
Shirley appeared for violating liquor laws or was brought up on morals charges. In a videotaped interview she did
toward the end of her life, my aunt recalls meeting Shirley’s “nieces” on occasion, young women who she knew
were not related to Williams. The fact that Shirley was a madam did not make her unworthy in my aunt’s eyes.
“They were great friends,” she says of Shirley and John in the interview. “What they did in their business was
not my affair. I loved them very much.”
My aunt mourned with Shirley on an April day in 1972, when John was found dead on Bolton Creek Road
southwest of Casper. Authorities speculated that his car had gotten stuck in mud and that he had lost his way
trying to find help in a spring snowstorm. Tracking him had been difficult, authorities said, because of numerous
hoofprints in the area. Norma always thought that more sinister forces had been at work, that John had been
forced from his car and chased by men on horseback until he collapsed. It was her suspicion that John had been
killed for extorting one of the men who visited Shirley’s nieces.
There weren’t many who went as far as my aunt in separating what people did from who they were. My
mother, knowing, as did anyone who read the papers, about Shirley’s nieces, certainly raised her eyebrows when
Norma let Shirley and John take Tina, then a preschooler, out to lunch or to the park. But Norma’s refusal to relate
race to human worth was fairly common—although that’s not to say there was no prejudice in Casper. A small,
well-established black middle class with its own churches, businesses, and social clubs was largely invisible to the
rest of the town, in part because it was concentrated in three places: the Sandbar and two other tiny neighborhoods
north of Second Street. Many white people, including many in the middle class, also lived in neighborhoods north
of Second Street, but for some it was easier to move than for others. Except in the case of live-in help—a cook in
the home of drilling company owner Zack Brinkerhoff, a domestic worker in the home of scrap dealer turned
oilman Fred Goodstein—African Americans did not live south of Second Street until the 1950s. And while whiteowned enterprises, including banks, clothing stores, movie theaters, and mortuaries, welcomed black business by
advertising in directories published by the African American community in 1948-49 and 1955, the only whiteowned eating establishment that took out an ad was a drive-in, Rex’s In and Out.
Like kids in most parts of the nation, we learned very little about African Americans when we studied history.
Had someone suggested teaching us black history, the idea would no doubt have been rejected under the “people
are just people” rule. It would be unseemly, rude even, to single out a group because of race, or so the argument
would have gone, without the thought ever occurring to anyone that black people and others of color already had
been singled out by being ignored in the historical record. Names that are classroom staples today—Frederick
Douglass, Booker T. Washington, Harriet Tubman, and W. E. B. DuBois—did not appear in our textbooks. Nor
did Sitting Bull and Crazy Horse. Despite the fact that the Battle of the Little Bighorn had occurred just over the
state line in Montana, most of what we knew—or thought we knew—about the Indians in that battle probably
came from Hollywood. There was a highly popular (and inaccurate) movie in the 1940s called They Died with
Their Boots On, and when we thought of Crazy Horse, I suspect in our mind’s eye, we saw Anthony Quinn, who
played Crazy Horse, charging across the prairie at the end of that movie and running General George Armstrong
Custer, as played by Errol Flynn, right into the ground.
Several thousand members of the Shoshone and Arapaho tribes lived on the Wind River Reservation, some 150
miles from Casper, but it might as well have been a thousand miles, for all I knew of their lives. We did see
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Arapaho dancers once a year at fair and rodeo time, but only because of an incident right after the war, when some
members of the Arapaho tribe ran up a hotel bill they couldn’t pay. The hotel owner confiscated a much-valued
ceremonial drum and refused to return it until the Arapahos paid up—which they couldn’t do. Into the impasse
came Waldo Hurley, the local Coca-Cola bottler, with a suggestion that the street in front of the hotel be shut off,
the Indians dance, and Casper citizens pay to watch the performance. The dance drew the crowd Hurley thought it
would, the Arapaho drum was returned, and Hurley became lifelong friends with Charley White Man, the
Arapaho chief. Every summer, at Hutley’s invitation, the Arapahos came to Casper for the fair and rodeo and
performed in full ceremonial dress. Although we didn’t understand how fortunate we were to witness the dances,
we knew they were a marvelous spectacle, made all the more wondrous one summer, when the Arapahos made
Hurley’s eighteen-year-old daughter, Pat, a princess of their tribe, naming her Plume Woman and presenting her
with a long and lovely white buckskin dress.
We did learn in school about Sacajawea, who had guided Lewis and Clark. In fact, she was one of only two
women I remember reading about, the other being Red Cross founder Clara Barton. No doubt, we learned that in
1869, Wyoming had become the first government in the world to grant women full voting rights, but I would be
grown before I understood how significant this was. Forty-seven years would pass after Wyoming’s grant of full
suffrage before any state east of the Mississippi extended this right, and in the interval, women would gain the
vote in ten Western states and one territory besides Wyoming. Something in the Western experience made political
equality for women come more easily, and I suspect it was that life in pioneer days made it clear that they weren’t
hothouse flowers. They could drive a team of oxen across the Mormon Trail, help work the fields, bear and raise
children under astonishingly harsh circumstances. Of course, they should vote. Earlier in the East, colonial
women and the women of the early republic had shown strength and resilience in dealing with life in a newly
settled land, but in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century America, female suffrage was inconceivable. In the last
half of the nineteenth century it was on the agenda, and Western women made it seem an obvious right. Perhaps it
was so obvious that no one thought that Wyoming’s historic role in gaining female suffrage was worth making a
fuss about in the schools.
*
It’s also possible that the event wasn't considered worthy of much notice because it had to do with women.
Although we didn’t yet have a word for it, sexism abounded in the late forties. A syndicated cartoon called
Modest Maidens that ran in the Casper Tribune-Herald featured gorgeous young women saying things like,
“Look at all her books! She must never have a date.” One cartoon shows a lovely sitting on the lap of an older
man.
“We always sit like this,” she says. “I used to be his secretary.”
I didn’t find the cartoons funny, lumping them together with another series in the paper, They’ll Do It Every
Time, which also apparently made people laugh, although why was beyond me. It featured husbands who messed
up the entire kitchen in the process of making a sandwich or wives who went to the grocery store for milk and
bought the place out. What was so funny about that? Or about one Modest Maiden telling another that college was
a bad idea since half the men in college were married? But I loved the way Modest Maidens looked, the confident
lines with which the women were drawn, and I tried copying the cartoons. The Modest Maidens all had a certain
turn to the cheek right by the eyes that I tried for months on end to imitate, but the girls I drew simply looked as if
they didn’t have noses.
I also spent a lot of time with comic strips, preferring the ones that were light and airy: Blondie was that way,
and so was Brenda Breeze. Orphan Annie and Terry and the Pirates were entirely too crowded and dark for my
taste, and Dick Tracy was, too, but I read it from time to time, largely because of Sparkle Plenty. She was the
gorgeous baby daughter of Gravel Gertie and B. O. Plenty, a couple one would not have expected to produce a
beautiful child. Sparkle had a dear round face and long blond hair that waved all the way to her knees. I got a
Sparkle Plenty doll for Christmas one year, and though her yellow yarn hair did not live up to expectations (I had
expected something silky and shiny, like the hair on the Toni doll I got a few years later), she was otherwise
adorable.
Sparkle had twenty-seven tunes she could play on her ukulele, from Nobody’s Darling but Your’n to Way
Down upon the Sewanee River. She could play Two Sons for Tucson standing on her head and Bury Me Not on the
Lone Pray-ree behind her back. Watching a talent show on TV with her daddy, B.O., she declared, “I can do that,”
and she did, performing on Ted Tellum’s talent show and not only winning but receiving so many cards and letters
that she was called back for a second performance.
“I’m as good as Arthur Goshfry!” she exulted.
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For a nine-year-old girl, Sparkle could be nearly as motivating as Wonder Woman. Here was female ambition
and independence that could not have been further removed from the world of the Modest Maidens. When T. V.
Wiggles, a creepy, constantly undulating character, offers to advance Sparkle’s career and invites her to sit on his
lap, she exclaims,
“No! I don’t set on strangers’ laps, dadburn it!”
There was no Ted Tellum’s talent show in Casper, but there was the Bainbrich School of Dance. Located in a
small pink stucco building near the railroad tracks, it was run by Eddie and Clay Bainbrich, a hardworking and
colorful couple. Eddie, the wife, had red hair and spectacularly well-muscled legs, and she wore short satin skirts
and high-heeled tap shoes. Clay, the husband, wore his hair slicked back and his T-shirts tight. Their building’s
front windows advertised tap dance, acrobatics, ballet, baton twirling. Clay and Eddie Bainbrich would teach
whatever your heart desired.
Some Casper mothers did not think the Bainbrich School of Dance an entirely wholesome influence. A
childhood friend told me not long ago that her mother made one visit and decided her daughter would have no
part of it. But my mother and many others took us to our weekly lessons, watched us practice in the chalk circles
that Clay Bainbrich drew on the studio floor, and spent hours sewing up the costumes we needed for the annual
recitals. We were bunnies one time, hopping onto the stage at the Elks Club with white ears and cottontails, softshoeing to the tune of “Glow, little glow worm, glimmer, glimmer.” Our parents clapped and cheered, thrilled in
those buoyant postwar years to have produced children who were such stars.
*
On an April night in 1949, about a week after my brother Mark was born, my father came home from the
hospital to tell me my mother was very sick. Pulling up a chair beside my bed, he said that the doctors had given
her a blood transfusion, but instead of making her better, it had made her worse. He was rubbing his forehead,
clearly worried, and as soon as he left, I knelt down beside my bed and prayed furiously that she would be all
right. I could not imagine life without her.
Some days later, she was better, though not well enough to come home, so my father took me to the hospital,
and I waved to her as she stood at her window. Even from a distance, I could tell that her skin was yellow. She
had jaundice, my father said, and it had turned even the whites of her eyes yellow.
Mark came home from the hospital before my mother, and my grandmother, Mary Lybyer, took care of him in
an old wood-frame apartment house at 526 West 10 th that she and my grandfather had purchased. Called Glendale
Apartments, it had three units up and three in the basement, each with a living room (which we called a front
room), a single bedroom, a small kitchen, and a bath. My grandmother kept the apartments rented and cleaned,
painted them between tenants, and took care of the grass. She would come home from her job doing repairs and
alterations at the H & G Cleaners, haul out the lawn mower, and push it over the lawn, wearing the same flowered
housedress, knee-length hose, and sensible lace-up shoes she wore to work. A cousin reminded me recently that
this was Grandma’s outfit no matter what she was doing. She once shot a pronghorn antelope while wearing her
flowered housedress.
My grandfather, now in his sixties and pretty bent over from the fifty-foot fall he’d taken when he was
working at Salt Creek, started out most days in his brown Naugahyde rocker, chewing tobacco and spitting into an
old coffee can. He kept a slingshot close by, and when he’d spot a dog on the grass out front, he would load a ball
bearing into it and make the offending animal truly sorry it had ever wandered onto Lybyer property. He also kept
an eye on kids from the nearby high school. Some of them ate lunch in cars they parked in front of the Glendale
Apartments, and if they threw trash on the lawn, Grandpa would wait until they left, pick up the trash, and throw
it into their cars. On the rare occasion when he found they’d locked their car doors, he would lift the car hoods
and tuck the trash in around the engmes.
I do not remember my grandfather driving, but on occasion he would manage to make his way downtown to
the bars. When my grandmother returned from work and found him missing, she would call my uncles to go find
him, an assignment to which they assented but grudgingly. Making the rounds of the bars lost much of its charm
when your goal was to find your father-in-law and deliver him to your mother-in-law. Deep down, I think, Ben’s
sons-in-law rather admired his forays onto the wild side.
The garage behind the apartment house, where he kept a few tools, was Grandpa’s domain. He always had a
project going, usually something just offbeat enough to fascinate his thirteen grandchildren. Once he converted an
old oak pump organ to electricity. For mysterious reasons, a working light bulb was necessary to the running of
the motor that he put inside the organ, so when the organ would quit, he would produce a screw driver, take off
the organ front, and replace the bulb. He polished pieces of jade and agate that he found on the prairie and was
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forever inventing gadgets such as a surefire fish hook that would spring open when the fish took it, implanting
itself in a way that ensured the fish’s doom.
Once wnen I was in high school, I asked him to help me drill holes in a dozen foot-long two-by-twos so I
could string them together for a science project. The idea was to let them hang loose and then twist the bottom
piece of wood so that the whole structure would undulate and the ends of the two- by-twos create a sine wave. It
never occurred to me to sand and varnish the two-by-twos, but it did to Grandpa, and for good measure, he
painted the ends of the two-by-twos black so that the sine wave was unmistakable.
As he tinkered, I don’t believe he was trying to teach us a lesson, but it was impossible not to admire his
ingenuity and to think that a good mind and a willing heart could solve almost any problem. I never heard him
deride people who gained expertise through long schooling, but with his sixth-grade education, he was testimony
that lack of formal training was no hindrance to thinking about the way things worked and trying to improve
them.
He often talked about an oil and gas separator he had invented when he was working at Salt Creek. He
patented it in 1929, in 1944, and again in 1961, and over these years, there were moments when it seemed it might
make money. In 1950, a California company began to market it, giving my grandfather occasion to tell a local
newspaper that he had conceived his device while cleaning out oil wells and readying them for pumping.
“The separator,” he explained, “is actually a bypass. Oil being heavier drops back into the packer and is
pumped in through the tubing, while the gas comes out through a different passage between the tubing and the
casing.”
Grandpa was supposed to get $22 each time one of the $250 separators was sold, but the royalty checks he
hoped for never arrived, although he was convinced the separator was selling well. The same thing happened a
few years later, when another company began marketing the separator in the Rocky Mountain region. In response
to a letter from J. J. Larkin, executive vice president of the Larkin Packer Company, an oil equipment supplier in
Texas, my grandfather wrote that he had read in brochures that the company selling his invention was grossing
$16,000 in yearly sales from it, but he couldn’t be sure, since they had never been willing to produce their records.
He bought a Geiger counter and began exploring north of town, but his hopes that uranium would be his big
break were also disappointed. Meanwhile, Grandma was the chief breadwinner, and when Mark came home from
the hospital before my mother, she added him to her responsibilities. He was an exceedingly difficult baby,
screaming through the night, and Grandma decided it must be the milk he was drinking. She began to feed him
Carnation evaporated, and that worked wonders. He became a smiling, thoroughly dear little boy. By the time my
mother came home, he was also, no doubt as a result of the condensed milk, a pretty chubby fellow. Walking
didn’t appeal to him, but at about eighteen months, he began to run, careening across the lawn at a fabulous pace,
unable to slow down or he would fall. As we watched him and laughed, my mother would say,
“What did we do before he came?”
*
Although I feel certain the word matriarch never passed my grandmother’s lips, that’s exactly what she was.
Her daughters were expected to call her daily, though visiting was preferred. And on holidays, particularly
Thanksgiving, they were expected to show up, families in tow, at her small apartment. We would have a time
when we were supposed to arrive, say 4:00, but inevitably the phone would ring at 3:00, and it would be Grandma
wanting to know where we were. While my father groaned about my grandmother’s ways, my modler would rush
around to get us out the door and over to the Glendale Apartments, where she’d take off our coats and head for the
kitchen, a room at the back of the apartment that was maybe eight feet by ten. All Lybyer daughters were expected
to be in there helping, although there was barely room for one person to turn around. The only time any of the
women emerged was to put out plates and silverware, which was no easy feat, since the table, a special plywood
creation, took up the entire front room. If you wanted to set a place near the front door, the easiest way to get there
was to go out the back door, walk around the apartment building, and come in the front.
While the women worked in the kitchen, the sons-in-law, seated cheek-by-jowl on the couch, discussed exactly
two subjects, fishing and hunting, with a slight variation sometimes thrown in, which was how much better my
grandfather could hear when he had a rod or a gun in his hand. Although he missed much of what my
grandmother had to say, he never failed to respond, or so the sons-in-law told it, to the sound of fish jumping.
One Thanksgiving, Cork did the unthinkable and wandered into the kitchen, and before the women cleared him
out, he spotted a bottle of Mogen David wine under the cupboard. None of the sons-in-law drank wine as a rule,
beer and bourbon being more to their tastes, but Mogen David was alcohol, which sounded pretty good in any
form as the afternoon grew long, the temperature in the apartment reached eighty, and the children underfoot
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began to fight.
“Mary, you ought to serve that wine with the turkey,” Cork advised as he departed the kitchen.
“Yeh, Mary, it might be good,” Bub joined in.
“Better let us drink it, or Ben will,” my father added for good measure.
They kept up their clamor until my grandm~her emerged from the kitchen, Mogen David in hand, and
slammed it down on the table. She set out jam jars, used for drinking glasses when there was a crowd, and when
everyone was seated, she supervised the division of the bottle—or three-quarters of a bottle, actually. It had been
opened sometime in the distant past, perhaps even the prehistoric past, and as the sons-in-law tossed back their
Mogen David, you could see their shock. Nothing was supposed to taste this bad!
Meanwhile, my grandmother, who had surprisingly served some to herself, sipped away, an expression of total
equanimity on her face. Of course, it was bad. Alcohol was supposed to taste rotten. Wine that made tears run
down your face was no surprise to her at all.
*
My father found himself in a financial pinch as 1949 drew to a close. As people who were around then
remember it, his mother, Anna Vincent, became so concerned about his financial state that she took it upon herself
to ask family members to send him a few dollars for Christmas. I had no idea that we had money trouble, but I
knew it was not a happy time. My father and mother had begun to argue late at night. He would shout, she would
cry, and he would slam out the door, not to return for hours. I would crawl into bed with my mother, try to get her
to stop sobbing, and wonder where he had gone.
Thinking back on it now, I suspect it was to the Sandbar. Despite repeated efforts to close it down, including
the election of a reform mayor, Robert Rose, it was still a place that provided numerous opportunities to lose
money—card games probably being the fastest.
Whatever caused his financial difficulties, the result was that he sold the house on South David, and we took
up residence in the Glendale Apartments. Even a nine-year-old could figure out we had come down in the world, a
situation I coped with by telling my friends that we lived in the middle upstairs apartment instead of the end unit
where we had actually moved. I had some thought that if they believed we were in the middle upstairs unit, where
my grandparents lived, my friends would think we owned the building, which was better than having them think
we were tenants. I also had a comforting fantasy that I really lived in the high school, half a block away. Built in a
style I have since learned is called “collegiate gothic,” it looked like a castle, and I imagined myself living there
as a queen.
The move to the Glendale Apartments did have this advantage: I could be close to my youngest aunt, Marion,
who was still living with my grandparents. Fair-haired and porcelain-skinned, she was Girls League president, the
highest office girls generally aspired to at Natrona County High School. She had been chosen the outstanding girl
by the students and faculty and regularly appeared in the local newspapers modeling the clothes of local
department stores, although in real life, none of her dresses came from a store. My grandmother made them all.
I loved exploring Marion’s basement room, especially when she wasn’t there. A kidney-shaped dressing table
to which she had thumbtacked a ruffled, polka-dotted skirt contained all manner of mysteries. One day, under a
white ceramic doll that sat on top of the table, I found nail polish and lipstick. Another time, in a drawer, I
discovered a two-dollar bill. Never having seen such a thing before (and having read a lot of Dick Tracy), I
concluded that my aunt was involved in a counterfeiting ring and waited with dread—and some anticipation—for
the police to haul her off. Would they handcuff her before they put her in the police car?
Marion was a homecoming princess her senior year in high school, and my grandmother and I went to watch
her at the homecoming dance. As we stood in the balcony of the high school gym, one of Marion’s friends, darkhaired Sue Holley, who was homecoming queen, whirled by below, wearing the most amazing formal, as we
called it: red, strapless, the skirt lined with ruffle after ruffle. Sue’s mother, Ruth, had made the dress, Grandma
told me, modeling it after a gown she had seen in Gone with the Wind. My grandmother knew this because, while
she did repairs and alterations at H & G Cleaners, Ruth, who together with her husband was a part owner of the H
& G, worked the counter. An adept seamstress, Ruth was proud of her creation, as well she should have been, but
I had seen my grandmother at work on her treadle sewing machine and knew Ruth had nothing on her.
From that night forward, when I thought of being a teenager, I imagined myself in red crinoline. Grandma
would make the dress, and I would whirl around in the high school gym.
*
Living in a one-bedroom apartment wasn't great for any of us, but I suspect the most miserable member of my
family was my father. Thanksgiving, Christmas, and an occasional Sunday were one thing, but now he was
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subjected to the Lybyer drive for togetherness on a daily basis, which must have driven him crazy. Whatever
financial situation had caused us to move to the Glendale Apartments, he fixed it fast, probably paying off debt
with the proceeds from the house on David Street and then saving mightily from his government salary for a
down payment on another place.
Before the summer of 1950 was out, we were moving into Westridge, a new development built on an alfalfa
field west of town that had until recently been owned by sharp-dressing haberdasher Harry Yesness. It had been
part of the historic CY Ranch, which Yesness had purchased before the war from the heirs of Joseph M. Carey,
judge, senator, governor, and all-around luminary of Wyoming’s early days.
Like Levittown, the famous development started in 1947 on a potato field on Long Island, Westridge had been
built using concrete slabs and assembly-line techniques. Like Levittown, where you could get four rooms and a
bath for $8,000, Westridge was cheap: five rooms and a bath for $9,000. Government programs such as VA and
FHA meant easy mortgages: no money down for veterans and just 5 percent for others, like my father.
But this was Wyoming, which meant that West ridge was a lot smaller than Levittown, 177 houses as opposed
to 17,000. And no matter that in both places people lived in rows of look-alike homes built on former farmland,
Westridge was not Levittown once you stepped out the front door.
At 5,000 feet above sea level, the sky above was blue of a brilliance never seen at lower elevations, and in our
land of little rainfall, there were few trees to block the view. It was as though you were standing on a mile-high
platform that stretched on and on, its only boundary Casper Mountain, a 3,000-foot ridge to the south that was as
much a part of our lives as the sky or the seasons.
A part of the Laramie Range, Casper Mountain had been created eons before in a violent upheaval of earth.
Subsequently buried by lava and volcanic sands, it had emerged again in a geological event grandly named the
Exhumation of the Rockies. Geologists argue about exactly what forces lifted the mountains and excavated them
from the debris in which they had been buried, but had anyone asked us, we would have told them the wind had
something to do with it. In the summer, it picked up dirt and whirled it into dust devils and blew tumbleweeds
across the prairie until they caught in barbed-wire fences. In the winter, the wind drove the temperature to far
below zero, piled the snow in great drifts, and created white-outs, which kept you from seeing more than a few
feet ahead.
People who came to Casper as adults were bothered by the wind, particularly the way it howled in the winter,
but as children growing up there, we accepted the wind, laughed as we played Annie, Annie Over and a gust took
the ball we were trying to throw over the house and deposited it onto the roof next door. We liked to hold our
coats open and let the wind fill them out like sails. We would leap into the air when the wind was blowing
especially hard, hoping against hope that it would pick us up and put us on a neighbor’s roof.
One of the first pictures my mother took after we moved to Westridge shows me and my father standing in our
front yard wearing Western gear: boots, saddle pants, and colored shirts, mine peach, his green, both lavishly
embroidered across the yoke with white leaves and flowers. The photo is from 1950, the year city officials
decided to promote the four-year-old Central Wyoming Fair and Rodeo by asking everyone in Casper to wear
Western clothes. My mother and her sisters, all of whom learned to sew from my grandmother, took this as a
mission, stitching, trimming, and embroidering until all husbands and children were fully decked out.
We wore our gear to the fairgrounds southwest of town, where there were wheat sheaves, canned beets, and
prize-winning biscuits on display. Kids in 4-H walked their champion lambs around. High school girls modeled
the outfits they had sewn for the “Make It Yourself with Wool” contest. We would meander through the exhibits,
check out the carnival, riding the Ferris wheel, maybe, or the tilt-a-whirl if we were feeling adventurous, throw
hoops over bottles in hopes of winning a Kewpie doll, or pay a dime to pick up a floating rubber duck, hoping,
always futilely, that our choice would be the one with “$5” written on its bottom side. Finally, we would make our
way into the arena, where we’d take our bleacher seats for the rodeo.
The calf roping and steer wrestling, which came first, were a little boring, but the bronc riding, which featured
horses with names like Twister and Widowmaker, was definitely not. As soon as a horse was put in a chute, it
would try to kick out the sides, becoming more and more agitated as the cowboy lowered himself gingerly into
the saddle—or straight onto the horse’s back, in the case of the bareback competition. Then the gate would swing
open, and the horse would burst out, bucking wildly. The cowboy, one arm in the air, would spur away, trying his
best to hang on for eight seconds.
The bronc riding had a certain authenticity about it. Wild horses did have to be broken, though not necessarily
by cowboys waving one arm in the air. But the high point of the rodeo, Brahma bull riding, had about as much
connection to ranch life as the fancy duds we were wearing in the bleachers. There was simply no good reason to
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try to ride a Brahma bull—except that it was the meanest animal around and could be counted on to try to kill
you. The daring it took to climb aboard a Brahma and try to stay there for eight seconds, your only handhold a
braided rope around the animal’s midsection, made bull riders the superstars of rodeo—although the clowns who
regularly saved their skin ran a close second. As soon as a cowboy fell or jumped from a bull’s back, a figure in
whiteface, a red nose, and a funny hat would rush into the arena and waggle his fanny at the bull, trying to distract
him from the cowboy he was intent on goring. It usually worked, and the bull would take out after the clown, who
would run across the arena in his oversize shoes and leap for the fence.
Sometimes the fair and rodeo was an occasion to remember our roots. Girl Scouts would go to Fort Caspar,
from which the town got its name (in a slightly misspelled version), and dust and clean the displays there. There
might be a reenactment of events in 1865, when hundreds of Lakota, Cheyenne, and Arapaho, enraged by a
massacre of Cheyenne at Sand Creek in Colorado, came together to attack the U.S. Army fort at Platte Bridge
Station. A young lieutenant with the 11 th Ohio Cavalry, Caspar Collins, rode out with a small detachment to escort
a wagon train into the fort, but he and his men quickly found themselves surrounded. They tried to make their way
back, but the fighting was fierce, and as Collins watched, one of his men was shot and fell from his mount. When
Collins tried to rescue him, his horse bolted and carried him into the midst of the enemy, where he was killed, his
body pierced by twenty-four arrows.
Several months after Collins's death, the military post along the Platte was named in his honor. Two years later,
the fort, having outlived its usefulness, was moved, buildings and all, north to Fort Fetterman. I did not
understand growing up that our beloved fort was a replica—indeed, the second one that had been built on the spot.
The first had come to a bad end in 1933 during a particularly enthusiastic reenactment, when flaming arrows were
used and, in the words of one writer, “did just what they were designed to,” burning down the fort.
The fair and rodeo were about heritage but also about progress. The local newspapers would begin to build
excitement for weeks in advance by advertising this year’s celebrities as bigger than ever, better than ever. Rex
Allen! Slim Pickens! A trick rider who could spin lassos with both hands while standing on the back of a
galloping horse! There would be record crowds and record excitement at the rodeo, the newspapers predicted
every year, and no matter what else was going on, they gave the fair and rodeo top billing. On August 15, the day
before the opening in 1950, the Casper Tribune-Herald headlined “Fair Grounds Here Are Alive with Activity”
above “Reds Launch Drive,” an Associated Press story about North Korean troops threatening the perimeter that
Allied forces had managed to establish around Pusan. The next day, the headline atop the paper was “Big Central
Wyoming Fair Under Way Here," and beneath it, “Bombers Rout Reds,” an Associated Press account of the B-29
bombing campaign that had pushed the North Koreans back behind the Naktong River.
Reading the Korean War stories, I see why juxtaposing them with opening-day reports of the fair and rodeo did
not strike us as incongruous. Although by this time in the war, the North Koreans had nearly driven allied forces
off the Korean peninsula, the emphasis in the August 15 Associated Press story was not that our side had been
unable to resist the enemy advance but that “Allied resistance to the Communists had slowed the Red war
timetable.” Once the air offensive started, an AP story headlined “First Feather Duster, Then the Sledgehammer”
emphasized the military’s mercy and might, reporting how “one lone B-29,” the feather duster, had dropped
leaflets urging surrender. Then came ninety-six B-29s, the “massive sledgehammer,” dropping 3,500 quarter-ton
bombs on the enemy. Another story that day called the air strike “the mightiest air blow of the Korean War.”
Another described it as “just short of atomic explosive power in concentrated effect.” Red troops were described
as “stunned by bomb strike” and “retreating in panic.” Even toward the end of 1950, when the First Marine
Division was forced to battle its way out of a Chinese trap at Choisin Reservoir, the news we read reported on the
positive. An AP story, boxed and in bold type on the Casper Tribune-Herald’s front page, highlighted a Tenth
Corps communique that termed the withdrawal “one of the outstanding operations in military annals,” which, in
fact, it was.
Even when the war wasn’t going well, we knew that America was great and good, her fighting men capable
and heroic; and so, in high spirits, we launched the fair and rodeo festivities with a mighty parade of flags, bands,
and floats, so many that assembling them all was a major logistical feat. Maps in the newspapers showed the exact
position on certain blocks where each participant was to line up. From these appointed places, everyone gradually
moved onto Center Street, where parade watchers lined the curbs and applauded for the celebrities who usually
led things off—the senators, the congressman, the governor.
One year, we got to see a recent queen for a day, who had come to Casper fresh from her triumph on Jack
Bailey’s radio show. Kassis Department Store had fitted her out with Western clothes. Stockmen’s Supply had
given her boots. Employees from Sandison’s Tip Top Market waited for her at parade’s end and escorted her to a
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ribbon cutting for their store’s new addition.
After the celebrities came the city band, and then the floats, dozens of them. The main method of float
construction involved molding chicken wire into the desired shape on the back of a flatbed truck and stuffing the
holes in the wire with Kleenex-size pieces of crepe paper. The result wasn’t the Rose Bowl Parade, but we thought
it was spectacular: an oil derrick surrounded by bathing beauties in hard hats, a giant Indian headdress, a nautical
float that featured mermaids.
To add luster to the fair and rodeo, organizers imported Western celebrities such as Gene Autry and the Sons of
the Pioneers, but they also tried to broaden the event’s appeal by ordering up amazements that had absolutely
nothing to do with the West. One year, there was an ice show in the rodeo arena; another year, an underwater
ballet. In 1951, there was a recreation of the Holland Tulip Festival.
But no entertainment brought to town for the fair and rodeo ever topped Sally Rand, the genial performer who
had won lasting fame with her fan dance at the 1933 Chicago World’s Fair. Wisecracking once that she hadn’t
been out of work since the day she took off her pants, Sally encouraged people to think she performed in the nude,
and perhaps she did, but she also may have worn a body stocking. So dexterous was she at waving her seven-foot
ostrich feathers that no one could ever be sure.
Sally performed in a tent set up on the midway just past the fun house and the magic show. A barker out front
did his best to make her act seem lascivious, but Sally herself, fifty-two when she came to Casper, was working
on a more wholesome image. She sent a publicity picture to a local paper that showed her with her six-year-old
son. She invited city fathers to meet her at the airport, which they most willingly did. And on the day before her
first performance in Casper, Sally showed up at the Rotary Club, where, wearing a light blue dress with a high
collar, she entertained all assembled with the story of how she had been inspired to a career in dance by famed
ballerina Anna Pavlova.
The fair and rodeo gave us stories to tell all year long. High school boys would tell lies in the locker room
about how they had crawled under the tent and seen Sally Rand’s bare backside. The ladies at coffee klatsch
would talk about how the women of Beta Sigma Phi, an organization that dominated the float competition, had
finally outdone themselves, constructing a Mexican sombrero so large that their float couldn’t get under the
telephone wires running across Center Street.
A story that I never tired of, possibly because I witnessed the event, starred the famed Gene Autry and his ride
in the Grand Entry, an event that began every rodeo and involved dozens of people galloping on horses and
carrying flags. Riders would charge in from opposite sides of the arena, circle around, and abruptly rein in their
horses until everyone was lined up, flags waving in front of the grandstand. Autry, one of the first to gallop in,
charged around the circle, pulled up in front of the grandstand—and promptly fell off his horse. Years later, the
comedy TV program Laugh-In featured an adult character who would furiously ride a tricycle, then suddenly stop
and tip over. I never saw the routine without remembering Gene Autry’s grand entry. …
*THE DISTRICT OF COLOMBIA*
165.58 Excerpt from The Autobiography of Peggy Eaton\fn{by Margaret O’Neale Eaton (1799-1879)} District of
Columbia, U.S.A. (F) 10
I\fn{Mrs. Margaret Eaton, in her second marriage the wife of the Hon. John H. Eaton, Unted States Senator from Tennessee, Minister
of War in the Cabinet of Andrew Jackson, and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Court of Spain for the United States; she dicated this work in
1873.} was born in the city of Washington on the 3 rd of December, 1799. The older class of my readers who knew
anything of the political metropolis of the nation at that time will recollect what a wilderness the young capital of
the nation was. My father, William O’Neil, was a native of Trenton, N. J., and had been living in the city one year
before I was born; and my mother, Rhoda Howell, was a native of the same place. She was sister of Richard
Howell, Governor of New Jersey. I think my father had had some training as a tanner in Chester, Pa., and at the
time of my birth he was living in a brick house which he had built in the First Ward between the President’s house
and Georgetown, being the first brick house ever erected in Washington City.
I recollect my father in my earliest life. He was a tall, portly, handsome man of regular, well-cut features,
dressed in the style of the period in a coat of blue cloth with brass buttons—the style which Mr. Webster held until
the day of his death—his hair drawn back and carefully made into a cue and tied with a black ribbon. He was
considered, I believe, a man of decided ability and was well-known for his industry and perseverance. He was
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devoted to my mother, who returned his affection with wifely love, and was truly a helpmeet to him. He was
proud of her beauty, which was extraordinary.
My home, therefore, was beautiful, sweet, and good to me. I witnessed no dissensions.
My father kept a tavern, and called it the Franklin House. I recollect distinctly as a little girl watching the
swinging sign which bore the portrait of the Philadelphia printer and swung in front of our door to let travellers
know that we kept a public house. When I approached young womanhood my father took down that old sign and
turned his residence into rather a first-class boarding house for first-class people; but I am not ashamed to say that
I was born in the Franklin House and that my father was a tavern-keeper. I have always been superior to that petty
American foolery.
In proof of which, anticipating my history, I give this instance: When I was the wife of Senator Eaton I went as
a friend to take care of Mrs. Bankhead, the wife of the Secretary of the British Embassy at that time, and daughter
of Lady Paul, who, for the little attention I paid Mrs. Bankhead, sent me a beautiful set of cameos from London.
While discharging this office of friendship, one day Mrs. Commodore Hull called, and in the gossip which
ensued, the conversation somehow turned on a Mr. Head, who was then keeping a celebrated hotel in
Philadelphia, and was one of the most magnificent-looking men in America.
Mrs. Bankhead was praising his personal appearance and manners, when Mrs. Hull observed she had seen him,
and was astonished that anything so genteel could be a tavern-keeper. Upon which I remarked,
“Are you aware, madam, of my origin?”
She said she was not.
“Then,” said I, “it will give me great pleasure to tell you that I am the daughter of William O’Neil, the former
keeper of the Franklin Hotel in this city.”
Mrs. Bankhead in her sweet and winning way threw in a beautiful compliment to me personally; and Mrs. Hull
in the most ladylike way hoped she had given no offense. I assured her she had not. It never gives me offense to
have my origin alluded to.
Strictly speaking, our family did not live in the hotel; and all that precious description which Mr. Parton gives
of my condition in the 17th chapter of the 3rd volume of his book is a piece of biography constructed out of the
shadows cast back upon my early life by my trouble in subsequent years. As an abstract truth I am not prepared to
deny the following statement:
“A witty, pretty, saucy, active tavern-keeper’s daughter who makes free with the inmates of her father’s house
and is made free with by them may escape contamination but not calumny.”
The daughter of a witty, pretty, saucy, active tavern-keeper may not escape calumny, but my father was not a
witty, pretty, saucy tavern-keeper, though he was right active and I was his daughter. If Mr. Parton’s grammar and
sense of justice intended to apply those epithets to me, I do not think I was ever witty, I am very sure I have been
pretty, and if I had been half as impertinent to the world as the world has been to me I should deserve the epithet
saucy; but if he intended to apply the statement to me that I ever made free with the inmates of my father’s house,
or allowed them to make free with me, I stamp it as a calumny, and my life shows that a virtuous girl, the
daughter of virtuous parents, cannot escape calumny at the hands of biographers who write sensational histories.
We did not associate with the boarders, but lived in a house on the opposite side of the street from the time I
was eleven years of age. The men in the public house who were fit associates for us my father would naturally
introduce to his family; and in this way, from my earliest years, I became acquainted with all the distinguished
men in the nation. I was always a pet. I suppose I must have been very vivacious. I think I have a little life still
left. When I was a child, from all they tell me, I was interesting, and I cannot forget that the wives of my father’s
distinguished guests always made much of me. I do not think I could have been a very unpleasant or rude child or
have shown any preternatural viciousness, or else they would not have shown me such attention.
*
I had three brothers, William, Robert, and John.
The first two had been cadets at West Point. Robert died first. He had been supercargo on one of my father’s
vessels, the William Henry, had contracted a fever in Havana, and died at Piping Tree, near Richmond, Va., upon
his return. He was well cared for and decently buried by Mr. Chevallier.
William went down to look after his effects, became sick, and died also in Richmond. William’s death occurred
while I was a widow, after my first marriage.
My third brother, John, went into Mexico with Gen. Scott, contracted a fever there, returned to Washington
City, and died in my house while I was the wife of Maj. Eaton. In his last hours, he had the devoted Christian
attentions of his brethren of the Roman Catholic Church, in the faith of which he died. I shall always cherish most
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affectionately and reverently the memory of Father Donnelly, who did the work of a true Christian pastor toward
my brother, whose funeral he celebrated with the imposing rites of the church of which the priest :was an
ornament and the dead was a devotee. My mother who lived and died a most devout Methodist attended the
funeral. My brother had married the daughter of a French Roman Catholic gentleman named Vivan; and to this
alliance his conversion to the Roman Catholic Church is probably attributable.
I had two sisters, Mary and Georgianna. The former married Phillip Grimes Randolph, who was secretary to
my husband in the War Department. She had the following children: Mary, who married Beverley Randolph, the
brother of Mrs. Charles Howard of Baltimore; and Henrietta Randolph, who married the Rev. William Pendleton,
an Episcopal clergyman of Virginia, recently deceased.
My sister Georgianna married the Rev. French S. Evans. She died in 1836. Her husband and two children still
survive, and reside in Washington.
*
Amongst my earliest recollections of distinguished people who stayed at my father’s house are those of Gov.
Lloyd of Maryland and his family, and of Senator Gore of New York. The wives of both these gentlemen were
very good to me when I was a child—Mrs. Gore actually making overtures to adopt me and take me home. I also
recollect Madame Bonaparte of Baltimore, who with her family afterward showed me many attentions. When I
was a little girl she was staying at my father’s with her son, the father of the present gallant Col. J. M. Bonaparte,
who figured in the imperial court of France. At that time he was an infant.
There was a crazy Frenchman, a certain count, who in France had taken the idea that he must secure the person
of this young scion of the house of Bonaparte. He came to America for the purpose. Madame Bonaparte was at
my father’s public house, where the Quixotic Count took chambers that he might accomplish his purpose; this was
prevented by the vigilance of the mother. The thing made an impression upon my memory from the fact of having
seen the bullet holes in the doors through which he fired for some wild purpose which we never could understand;
but which was undoubtedly connected with his hallucination.
Madame Bonaparte had a female secretary who always travelled with her. This woman, whose name was Miss
Nancy Speer, made a great impression on my youthful mind by her gigantic size. She was the biggest woman I
ever saw, and one of the homeliest; but she had a large fortune which with her other lovable qualities secured for
her the affection of old Governor Van Courtlandt of New York, who paid her great attention. One day she was
walking with Madame up and down the pavement in front of our house, when something excited the vivacity of
our New Foundland dog, whose name was “Ask Him,” and who, intent upon his object, paid no regard to the
intermediate immense virgin, but dashing between her feet prostrated that dignified damsel, who was immediately
picked up by the gallant Van Courtlandt and carried into the house in a fainting condition. There was not much wit
in it, but to show how small a circumstance will stick to the memory of a child, while I dictate this page, after the
lapse of more than half a century, I recall the conundrum perpetrated by a Miss Bruff, who from a window on the
opposite side of the street beheld the transaction and sent over to our family the question,
“Why is Gov. Van Courtlandt like an ancient warrior?” Of course the answer was,
“Because he carries a heavy Spe(a)r.”
*
I may mention an incident which occurred somewhere about this period of my life. My parents gave me all the
advantages of education that any young lady possessed at that time. They sought to accomplish me. My dancing
teacher was old Mr. Genera of Alexandria, who was famous in his profession, and taught all the young ladies of
the best families in the vicinity.
I remember one special time a dance at Crawford’s Union Hotel in Georgetown, at which all the elite were
present. It was a contest of skill in dancing. We danced the minuet and the gavot. I tried today to describe the
latter dance to a friend. I know exactly the motions, but I am afraid I could not make them understood in writing.
In turning to Webster’s Dictionary I see that he pronounced the word obsolete, but gives this definition:
“A kind of dance or tune, the air of which has two lively strains in common time, each of which is played twice
over. The dance is difficult and complicated.”\fn{ Webster’s definition in his Second Unabridged (1934) is thus: “A dance of
French peasant origin in which the feet were raised in the step instead of sliding. It was introduced at court in the 16 th century, and, as later
remodeled, became a popular theatrical dance. Its music, in moderately quick dupal measure, has two parts, the first being of four
measures, and the second of eight, each being repeated.” }

I only know this, that I won the prize, and for my superior execution I was crowned by Mrs. Madison.
Among my partners that night was Mr. William Cochran, who since by his great business ability, patronage of
the fine arts, and kind-heartedness, has won a great place for himself in the hearts of his countrymen. I take
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pleasure in putting in print my estimate of him; but will not offend his modesty by detailing acts of kindness
which God knows will always be gratefully remembered by me and mine.
*
In my fifteenth year my father took me North to school. It was about time, for I was a lively girl and had many
things about me to increase my vanity and help to spoil me. While I was still in pantalets and rolling hoops with
other girls I had the attentions of men, young and old, enough to turn a girl’s head.
On one occasion several girls went with me into the fields to hunt snails. The object was to see what letters the
trail of the snail on a plate during the night would produce; and such letters were to be the initials of our
sweethearts. On this occasion I was followed by a young gentleman of one of the best New England families, the
nephew of the then acting Secretary of the Navy. This young man was really infatuated with, and tried to make
love to, me, desiring me to engage to marry him, which I refused. My steadfast determination drove him to such
desperation that he made up his mind to kill both himself and me.
In the former design he succeeded. On this day of which I speak he came to us in the fields and tried to
persuade me again to consent to marry him. I refused and laughed at him. He handed me a few mint drops in a
paper and begged me to eat them. I do not know why I did not, but from some perverseness I refused. He said he
would do anything in the world for me if I would eat them; but I refused, and put them in the pocket of a little
white apron I wore. He pointed towards the graveyard and said,
“How happy I will be tomorrow.”
“Oh, yes,” I said. “You will be with the girls in Philadelphia.”
He then showed me two vials, which I afterwards learned contained laudanum;\fn{ At this time, any of various
preparations of opium.} but I never had seen laudanum in my life before.
After I repulsed him, and ran away to the other girls, he went back to the house and secured a room, where he
entertained a number of his friends during the evening and kept one to stay all night. About one o’clock he went
to bed. His friend Dr. Walker slept in one of the beds in the room. The Doctor heard a gurgling sound, and called
out to him,
“T., what are you about?” His reply was,
“That which you cannot remedy.” The Doctor exclaimed,
“I smell laudanum. You have taken laudanum.”
He sprang up, had lights, and called my father; but it was too late. The two vials I had seen in the day were
found between the mattresses. All possible help was called, but before morning he was dead. In the meantime, I
learned what was going on, and helped by my vociferous grief to swell the commotion in the house.
The next day I mentioned to my mother about the mint drops which were analyzed by old Dr. Cozzens and
found to contain poison.
He was buried from my father’s house.
*
But I had an older and a greater lover. The Adjutant General Parker was devoted to me. He followed me up
with incessant courtship, with presents, and all the influences calculated to win the affection of a young girl; but
that was one occasion when all the wooings of December could not win May. The fact is, I never had a lover who
was not a gentleman and was not in a good position in society. No low mean man ever dared from my earliest
childhood to intrude himself upon me.
There was a younger gentleman in the army who did make an impression. To Maj. Belton, an aide to Genl.
Winfield Scott, I was becoming attached, and had made some conditional promises in my light and lively way.
My father and mother saw how the wind was blowing. Belton was an elegant fellow; Parker was a persistent
lover. It was time that I should be taken away from them.
The fact is, Belton and I had gone far enough to arrange for an elopement. I slept in the nursery adjoining my
mother’s room. A little below my window was a shed on which I could step, and immediately under the end of the
roof of the shed was a pump. The pump handle was tied up so as to come within reach of my foot. Upon touching
that, I was to be lifted to the ground.
I had two witnesses all ready to accompany us; for I was not so easily fooled when I was young as when I was
old. The hour for departure arrived. Belton and my other friends stood by the pump. I projected my bundle down
the shed and sprang into the window to pass out. As fate would have it, I had unluckily forgotten to move a
flower-pot from the window sill, and as I went out in my haste I gave it a flirt. It rolled back into the nursery and
came down on the floor with a thump and a crash. It woke my father, who rushed into the room, saw the open
window, and that I was absent, sprang out upon the shed, caught me just as I was about to put my pretty little foot
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upon the pump handle, and while the carriage was at the door and Belton was singing, “Come to my arms, my
darling, Come while the stars are shining,” my father dragged me back.
Belton went one way and I another. Providence only knows what became of my bundle. The clergyman drove
off in the carriage.
This clergyman whom we had engaged was a noted character. His name was Steven H. Cone. He had been a
play actor and he was in love with a girl who refused to have him unless he abandoned the stage. This he did and
became connected with the Baltimore American newspaper in some capacity. He also belonged to a regiment, and
served against the British when they attacked Baltimore. At the time of which I speak, I think he was Chaplain to
Congress.
*
About this time just after the attempted elopement I had another suitor, a Capt. Root, an aid of Genl. Macomb.
This man paid me attentions, and with the frivolity of a girl I rather liked them. One day I went in my father’s
carriage with him and my sister—for foolish as I was I always cared for my reputation—to a greenhouse, as it was
then called, of a neighboring florist. At the greenhouse Capt. Root presented me with a rosebush.
On our return Maj. Belton was walking the pavement awaiting us. He demanded of Capt. Root by what
authority he had taken me out. He then turned to me to know if it was with my consent that Capt. Root took me
out to ride. I gave him an affirmative answer with some tartness. Upon which, he went to his room and sent a
challenge to Root. My father and Genl. Parker learning the state of affairs, interfered, pacified the young warriors,
and prevented the conflict. Belton left in anger the next day.
*
My father was judicious enough to perceive that it was time to remove his daughter from these influences; and,
with his usual promptness, he ordered my mother to pack up my clothes; and on the next day I was on my way to
the North to a boarding school.
We came to New York and I was entered in Madam Day’s school, which I think was kept at that time in Dey
Street; but I was put under the special care of Gov. De Witt Clinton.
My school career was brief and brilliant. I spent my Saturdays and Sundays at the Governor’s, whose family
were all very kind to me. He himself was very severe, somehow feeling that he had a very great responsibility in
his care over me. Upon entering the school my first Monday, I took Madam Day into my confidence and told her
my whole love story in such a style as actually to engage her as an interested party so far as to permit Capt. Root,
who came on to New York, to pay me visits every evening in the parlor in her presence. We never were together
without her.
But somehow Gov. Clinton found that Root was flying round me, and that made me mad. He gave me some
very, very severe lectures, but it was of no avail. An elopement to me was the crowning grace of a girl’s life.
Marriage without an elopement would be heaven without harps and crowns and light and song. An elopement to
me was a golden gate through which to enter the paradise of matrimony. So Capt. Root and I made an
arrangement to elope from Madam Day’s school.
My likes and dislikes are not smaIl. The fact is, I do not believe I ever did exactly like or dislike anybody. I
think I always hated everybody I did not love, and have always loved everybody I did not hate. I loved Root up to
a certain moment, and then the hate I suddenly acquired for him was quite as delicious as the love I had borne.
I do not know what the occasion was, and it does not matter. It was some foolish speech he made upon
returning my pocket-handkerchief, which I dropped upon the floor. No matter what it was—it was something—it
was nothing—but it curdled my milk into whey. I soured upon him in an instant; and upon.going to my room, I
said to Julia Dickinson, daughter of Senator Dickinson of New York,
“I hate that Capt. Root. I will never marry him.”
I gave him his walking papers, and sat down and wrote to my father in the homesickness which followed,
Dear Father:
For the Lord’s sake come and take me home; and if you will do so I will promise to be the best girl you ever saw,
and I assure you that under no circumstances shaIl either Root or Branch take me away from you.

That won him. It was not long before I was taken back to my home in Washington.
Root and Branch!—Capt. Root of the army, Gov. Branch of the Cabinet. How I have suffered from the love of
Root and from the hatred of Branch!
*
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This brings my history to my sixteenth year.
Shortly after my return from New York, I was sitting in our parlor and my mother was reclining on the sofa.
From some impulse I went to the window, and saw two young men on horseback. One of them struck me so
peculiarly that I exclaimed,
“Come here, mother. Here is my husband riding on horseback.” Her reply was,
“Margaret, you are too ridiculous for anything.” But still she rose and came to the window, and said,
“He is a handsome fellow.”
Hearing our voices, he looked up, and seemed to have been as much struck with my appearance as I had been
with his. According to his subsequent account he said,
“My Lord! what a pretty girl that is!”
His companion was Purser Beat of the navy. The speaker was John B. Timberlake, also a purser in the U. S.
Navy. Beal said to Timberlake,
“Don’t you know who that is? That is Wm. O’Neil's daughter.”
“Well,” said he, “I will know her before 6 o’clock tonight.”
That was not difficult. The foliage in front of the row of houses which belonged to my father was very
beautiful. They stopped to admire it. My father was passing, and Beal, being acquainted with him, introduced
Timberlake. The conversation somehow turned on music. My father, in his pride of my accomplishments, spoke
of my musical talent. Mr. Timberlake told him how he had been impressed with my beauty, and, being a musician
himself, he should be pleased to be presented to me that he might hear me perform. My father, knowing his
standing in society, did not hesitate to make him acquainted with me.
He accordingly repaired to the house. We became acquainted. That very afternoon he escorted my sister and
myself to the Potomac River to witness an immersion near what was the old Glass House. On our return to the
house, he remained and took tea with us by the invitation of my mother. We then repaired to the parlor, where we
had music and where a number of tender things were said.
In the course of the evening there came up a terrific thunderstorm which delayed the departure of Mr.
Timberlake, but did not at all interfere with his love-making. He was under sailing orders at the time and felt that
he must act promptly. By 11 o’clock that Sunday night we were engaged.
*
After this engagement, through our influence with Mr. Southard, who was Secretary of the Navy, and always a
good friend of my father’s family, Mr. Timberlake had a furlough. He remained in Washington, and on the 18 th
day of July, 1816, he and I were united in the bonds of matrimony by dear old Dr. Balch, a well-known
Presbyterian minister of Georgetown, and father-in-law of Genl. Macomb.
This marriage met with the favor of my parents. They thought that I was over-young to marry yet; but that my
vivacity might have a salutary restraint under the responsibilities of married life.
We had a very great gathering at my wedding. Secretary Southard was there. So was Mrs. Madison. So was the
Rev. Mr. Birch. So was Mr. Cooper, at that time a celebrated tragedian; and many other of our acquaintances.
Indeed, all the best families in the neighborhood were present
*
I take pleasure in recording the name of the Rev. Mr. Birch. He was always a kind and true friend and adviser.
The Methodists of that day were in no repute in Washington. Nobody could have dreamed then of their great
metropolitan church building which should come a few decades later. It was not the thing to attend Methodist
services. My mother went surreptitiously.
Under the preaching of Mr. Birch her heart was touched. She became a true, faithful Christian. When my
brother Robert died, Mr. Birch was the comfort of the family. He drew my father to religion, and I cannot mention
his name to this day without tears, in remembrance of the love he showed my dear, dear mother. I have seen
much, as my own story will show, to make me lose respect for many clergymen; but I have never in my life lost
my faith in the truth of the Christian religion, and no living woman has greater respect than I have for the men of
God in the Christian ministry whose hearts are clean and whose lives are full of active zeal for their Master.
Clerical toadies and political parsons, white-cravated sycophants, and all that class of pretenders, I both
despise and hate.
This death of rny brother occurred when I was in such a delicate state of health that the news could not be
communicated to me. Mr. Birch was faithful in his rninisterial attention to rny dear rnother, while I was cared for
by that wornan of blessed and beautiful rnernory, Mrs. Col. Bumpford, sister-in-law of the well-known Joel
Barlow.
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On Decernber 17th I becarne the rnother of a boy, rny son William.
*
It rnust be rernernbered that I had been raised in the gayest society and was naturally of a rnercurial
ternperarnent. I rnust have said a great rnany foolish things. I am sure I did very few wise ones. I was foolish,
hasty, but not vicious. I had not learned to restrain rny ternper; but I certainly had not learned how to harbor
rnalice. I was a foolish young girl-wife. An impetuous young girl-rnother. But all rny surroundings were those of
kindness, and not a breath of disparagernent was breathed against me then.
I never dreamed there would ever be. If I had been a cold calculator of consequences, I see now how
differently I should have behaved.
*
Upon my marriage, my father presented me with a brick house immediately adjoining his own residence.
Indeed, the houses communicated by internal openings. They were virtually one house; and I may really be said to
have resided with my mother during my entire married life with Timberlake and during my widowhood before my
marriage with Mr. Eaton.
My father furnished Timberlake with capital to open a store, which he did in the house in which we resided;
but whatever talents he had, he was not fit for merchandising. He trusted everybody; and it did not take everybody
much longer than about half a year to break him down. His venture in mercantile life was a perfect failure; but the
books which he has left behind him show that $15,000 was due him.
After his business failure, Mr. Timberlake again went to sea. He was in the Shark, under Capt. Matthew C.
Perry, who was brother of the celebrated Oliver Hazard Perry. While he and I lodged in our own house, we ate, as
I have said, at my father’s table—and I ought to put on record in his behalf that he did not eat his bread for
nothing, but always insisted upon paying for his own board and mine. After he went to sea, my father received
regularly from him twenty-five dollars in gold at the end of every mouth to pay for my board.
Mr. Timberlake was a good husband in every particular. It has been forty-nine years since he died and I have
had many a vicissitude, but I cherish his memory tenderly to this day. He loved me, and I loved him. We never
had any matrimonial difficulties of any kind. He was a gentleman. He was lavish in his devotion to me. When
with Capt. Perry sailing to and from Havana, all on board testified of his devotion to me in his absence, and the
loads of tropical fruits which he sent home by every opportunity showed how mindful he was of his little wife.
Capt. Perry was as devoted to Mr. Timberlake as if he was his own brother.
I must also bear testimony to the loveliness and goodness of his mother. During his absence she paid me
frequent visits, sometimes staying with me three months at a time. She was with me at the birth of my first child.
As I mention her name, the incidents of my early married life come up to me.
*
Soon after we were married, Mr. Timberlake took me on a visit to his mother. He lived at Port Royal. We went
down in great style. My father had bought Gen. Wilkinson’s carriage. That does not sound like anything to
modern ears, but a half century ago Gen. Wilkinson’s carriage was quite as well known an institution in
Washington city as the President’s House. It was the greatest carriage in America. There was no vehicle like it. It
was a heavy old piece of lumber, but grand for the times. My father had bought it in a little spurt of vanity, and in
another spurt determined that his daughter should go down in it in state to visit her Virginia mother-in-law.
My new mother received me most kindly, and everything was done to honor her son’s nuptials. The whole
family was gathered together. A great barbecue was projected. I shall never forget her house. You often hear the
phrase “neat as wax;” but that house was waxed to a degree of neatness which made it perilous to ordinary
attempts at locomotion. Frivolous as I was, I made an extraordinary attempt.
Mrs. Timberlake showed me a splendid brocade dress worn by her grandmother fifty years before that time.
For the entertainment of all hands, it was determined that I should appear in that brocade dress. It was a little long
in the waist for me, and therefore did not help my figure, but at that day I was ready for anything. In hunting
about among those old-fashioned things I discovered the great grandmother’s shoes, that came sharp to a point,
with heels that might be described as almost coming sharp to a point. They fitted me sufficiently well to walk in.
Thus attired, with the high anticipation of making a great sensation, I started to descend. Not being used to that
style of shoe, after passing the second step my foot went up, and every time I tried to catch I struck wax and slid,
and made little pause till I thumped on the floor of the hall below.
I was in a bruised condition. It was supposed that all my fun was spoiled and that I could not go to the
barbecue; but they did not know the spirit that was in me. I did go to the barbecue. I went with the aid of a crutch;
but when the dancing commenced I forgot my aches and pains, threw my crutch away, and went in for the fun.
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I am getting too old—if a woman ever does—to be unduly elated at the remembrance of youthful triumphs and
yet it is a pleasure to recall the homage that was paid me, the compliments that were heaped upon me, the
bouquets that were sent from greenhouses thirty miles distant, and all the love of all of my new relatives. It is still
a very great satisfaction to know that not one of Mr. Timberlake’s relatives ever deserted, or ever showed anything
but the greatest respect for me.. That fact ought to stand as very much of an answer to the carelessly uttered
slanders with which the writers of fictitious biography have amused themselves by coupling my name. Such a
family as Mr. Timberlake’s would never have been devoted to such a daughter-in-law as they represented me to
have been.
*
Since I commenced these reminiscences I have seen an article in the Southern Review for January, 1873, which
still more convinces me that it is right that I should give my true story to the world. I have nothing to do with
politics; but, so far as I am concerned, its statements are almost altogether false. They are absolutely false so far as
they imply that I was not a good woman and true to my husband. Here is what this veracious writer dares to say of
me in a review which bears on its back the line,
“Published under the auspices of the Methodist-Episcopal Church South”
Her father was an Irishman, of whom we know but little. As Mr. Fairbairnes was distinguished only as the father of
Mrs. Fairbairnes’ children, so was he remarkable only, we believe, for being father of Peggy, and keeping a boardinghouse in which members of Congress, officers of the Army and Navy, and well-to-do clerks, lodged and were fed. Of
her mother we know absolutely nothing. Peggy’s education was neglected, as might be expected. She was, when young,
not pretty, but very pert and very clever, and was, of course, much petted by the men boarders. The ladies of the house
did not approve of Peggy, and made predictions as to her future. She thought it would be well for them to attend to their
own business, and “let her alone,” and so long as the husbands paid her attention, she cared but little for the opinions of
the wives. She was what is termed a “knowing young woman.” She was no
Simpering dame
That mimicks virtues, and does shake the head
To hear of pleasure’s name.

As she increased in years, and approached womanhood, she became more and more remarkable for her physical
attractions; and, though never beautiful, she had winning ways to make men admire her, and, to use a racing term, wit
enough to “keep within the posts.” She was horsy enough to justify slang in speaking of her. In spite of the predictions
of those who would not mind their own business and “let her alone,” and, as if to spite them, she married, and married
well. But her husband was in the navy, and much at sea, and, during his absence, Peggy left her moorings and went to
sea too—we mean socially, of course, and on dry land. It was in society that she cruized. She sailed under the
matrimonial flag, and exercised all those rights, privileges and immunities which, in her opinion, appertained to the
condition of a married woman, and still wished people would “let her alone!” She was talked about all the same, and
was at last excluded from society.

My father was not an Irishman. This reverened historian is about as truthful in all he says of me as he is in that
statement about my father. I never was called Peggy in all my life. The only pet name I had was one my mother
gave me. Sometimes she would call me Madge, but I was ordinarily called by my proper name of Margaret. The
ladies of the house did approve of me and did pet me. The best women that ever lived in this republic—some of
whose names I have given above—showed me such attention as they would not have shown to a bad girl. This
writer knows “absolutely nothing” of my mother. He did absolutely know that my father was an Irishman, but of
my mother, who was a staunch Methodist—a Methodist down to her death in I860, a Methodist from principle,
pure and good and true, and watchful over me—he knows “absolutely nothing.” That one sentence is the only
truth I find in his narrative. If he had known my mother, he would have known that she never would have allowed
her daughter to behave as these slanderers represent that I behaved.
Mr. Timberlake’s mother never would have treated me so fully as a daughter if I had been represented as
unfaithful to her son, nor would the first and best men in the land have sought my hand.
Nor would John B. Timberlake have married me. He was a handsome fellow, of a good Virginia family; and
could have married any girl in America he wanted. He chose to marry the daughter of Wm. O’Neil, a tavernkeeper in Washington, because he thought me beautiful, he believed me good. He never had heard a word to the
contrary in the circles in Washington, and he loved me.
*
To show what a fascinating and faithful fellow he was, I mention this circumstance:
After our engagement, while he was visiting New York and boarding at Mrs. Keese’s, at that time the most
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famous boarding house in New York, near the Battery, the daughter of one of the best known citizens of New
York—a family still holding the highest position in our midst—an American name known all over the world—fell
so desperately in love with him, that her father to help her in her heart-sickness talked with Mr. Timberlake and
told him if he could marry his daughter he would settle fifty thousand dollars upon them immediately—and fifty
thousand dollars meant a great deal more fifty years ago than it does now.
But John B. Timberlake was too honorable a man to break his troth. He told the father of his previous
engagement.
*
Now, was such a man as this the man to select and marry such a girl as this reviewer and other slanderers
through the Press have represented me to be? Just let a little common sense be exercised upon facts; and while I
do not pretend to be a saint, and do not think I ever was very much stocked with sense, and lay no claim to be a
model woman in any way, I put it to the candor of the world whether the slanders which have been uttered against
me are to be believed. I feel as if I could not die without entering my protest against this outrageous laxity of
morals in the Press, which, because it gives piquancy to a narrative, insert in it a woman’s name—do not hesitate
to destroy a woman’s peace.
I am old now\fn{1873} and broken and weak, but sometimes when I turn to these passages and read them, the
blood that is within me boils. It is something to have such faith in God’s justice and providence as to believe that
in eternity he will bring out my righteousness as the light and my judgment as the noonday; but it is a little too
hard to spend my last days in poverty and have added to that such injustice—such false, such cruel
misrepresentations heaped upon my fair fame as is done by the Southern Review and Parton’s Life of Andrew
Jackson.
I have been the victim of political rancor. To gain certain ends, it was necessary to oppose a certain man, and in
opposing a certain man, a ready way was to attack his wife. The very defense which was made of me—so grand,
so splendid, so magnanimous—on the part of Genl. Jackson—God bless him in his grave!—has done much to
harm me. If he had had the dextrous suppleness of modern politicians, he would simply have said to me in private,
“I believe you are good. These things shall have no effect upon my intercourse with you.”
There it would have stopped. He would quietly have dropped my husband and myself; and as soon as that had
been attained the slanders would have died out in a short time, and we should have lived and died in quiet.
But as my last years are coming to me I console myself with this reflection, I would rather Andrew Jackson
had lived and died believing me spotless as a vestal virgin, than to have had heaped upon me all the wretched,
vapid, synophantic compliments of the paid writers who have gone back through a half century to rake up the
society gossip in the circles of the republican capital to impart to their writings a flavor which they had no genius
to produce.
*
I am now in my seventy-fourth year. The reader cannot expect that I shall have minute memory of the order of
events. There are a few things of which I am sure, although I cannot always tell the order of succession at this
distant day. I know that Maj. Eaton came as Senator to Washington sometime in the year 1818. He stayed at my
father’s house. He became very much attached to my husband, Mr. Timberlake; and the affection was
reciprocated. Indeed, Mr. Timberlake had great power of attaching men to him. His male friends were ardent and
steadfast.
Mr. Eaton was one of them. He became his surety on the bonds he had given upon taking his position in the
Navy, to the amount of thousands of dollars. They were steadfast friends, and, during their separations, regular
correspondents.
Mr. Timberlake was a great sufferer from the asthma through our whole married life. I remember the distressed
condition in which I frequently saw him. One night when he was speechless with agony, I was aroused by the
touch of his elbow, and springing up and striking a light saw him in such unutterable distress that I hardly knew
what to do. In the frenzy of my love and excitement I bound his arm tight with my garter, opened a vein with a
penknife, flung a wrapper around myself, rushed across the street, and brought our family physician, old Dr.
Simms, who pronounced my hurried treatment as the salvation of the life of my husband under the circumstances,
but as having been very perilous. Commodore Patterson told me that sometimes on the cruise he saw my husband
so tortured that he grew black in the face.
“Black as any negro I ever owned,” was the Commodore’s expression.
This would sometimes craze him. More than a year after his death, I heard that once in the craze produced by
his agony, Mr. Timberlake had cut his throat. But officers who were on the vessel at the time assured me that it
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was quite evident that he did not do this in any attempt at suicide so far as they could see. It was simply the mad
act of a man in a delirium.
My husband died in 1828, at Port Mahon, one of the Balearic Isles in the Mediterranean. He was purser of the
frigate Constitution, and was so ill that Commodore Patterson sent him ashore. The last letter that I received from
him was written a few days before his death. He described himself as exceedingly attenuated by reason of his
disease; but, still, he wrote in a playful spirit. The night before, he had been to a ball at the Governor’s, and in his
letter he said:
My dear bonnie moggie lauder would have been amused to see my legs, no bigger than pipe stems, flourishing
around in the dance; but she would have known that I did not forget her.

He then described another scene in which he had been gathering grapes on the Isle, and said, that with every
grape that entered his mouth he thought of his darling wife and children. He also requested me, as the
Constitution was about to return from its cruise, to be ready to meet him in Boston, simply saying that he thought
there was no officer on board who needed recreation more than himself. These were the only intimations he gave
me of his physical condition except this passage:
If God is willing—and I am sure I am—I should be pleased to come back and see my wife and children and my dear
old mother; but, in case anything should happen to me, there is only one man to whose hands I should be willing to
entrust you, and that is John H. Eaton, the noblest work of God, an honest man—but this entre nous.

There are people alive to-day who have seen that letter. It came enclosed in one to Mr. Eaton, in which he bade
that friend an affectionate farewell. He also wrote an affectionate farewell letter to my father. A short time before I
had received a similar message, and was making hurried preparations in case of the sudden arrival of the
Constitution.
*
On his way up to our house with this letter from my husband, Mr. Eaton was informed by the Chief Clerk of
the Navy Department that a rumor was afloat that Mr. Timberlake was dead. The Major was coming to our house
to dine by special invitation. When the family sat down with him at the table, I delayed, for I was busy in the
dining-room with a seamstress. They endeavored to persuade me to come to the table; but I put them off playfully
with remarks about the hurry of my work.
I soon perceived that they were all sad, and looking at them playfully I inquired the cause. My mother drooped
her head upon her hand. My father put down his carving knife and fork. Mr. Eaton looked very much depressed. I
asked them what in the name of sense all that meant.
My father became excited and ran out of the room. Maj. Eaton took me by the hand and invited me to the
parlor, during which time I protested against being interrupted by such nonsensical proceedings. But, seating
himself, he said he was compelled to give me some bad news, namely, that there was a rumor at the Navy
Department that my husband was dead. I turned to him and said,
“Mr. Eaton, how can this be so when here is the letter you have given me from my husband?”
He said he hoped it still might not be true. Of course, I was very unhappy.
The third day after this, Mr. Southard, Secretary of the Navy, sent over an official dispatch announcing the
death of my husband. The Constitution had arrived at Boston. My father and I went forward at once. We were
received on the ship with every mark of attention. Capt. Lavalette handed me my husband’s effects, among which
was a tender farewell letter, and a wooden box, in which there was a locket set with nineteen diamonds, besides
gold coin amounting to between six and seven hundred dollars. On the back of the box he had written, “Noli me
tangere,” and also, “For my bonnie moggie lauder.”
*
I should have had greater proceeds from my husband’s effects if they had not been taken by a lieutenant in the
navy, one B. R., whom Commodore Patterson appointed upon the death of my husband as acting purser until the
frigate should reach the United States. This man took the money, mutilated the books, and endeavored to make it
appear that Mr. Timberlake was a defaulter to the Government to the amount of twenty thousand dollars. Those
mutilated books are still, I suppose, in the Navy Department. An investigation was had by Amos Kendall, who
was at the head of that bureau. The result was the disproval of the charge made against my poor, dead husband;
and this acting purser R. was for this and other things dismissed from the navy. This incensed him so that he
turned against the whole administration, and continued to hate Genl. Jackson down to the day of his death.
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After the General became President—I think it was in the year I833—he was on his way in a steamboat to lay
the cornerstone of a monument to the mother of Washington. All the Cabinet were aboard, and, of course, among
them Mr. Eaton, who at that time was my husband. Mr. Eaton’s account to me was that Genl. Jackson was reading
a newspaper in the cabin, with no one present but a servant, the gentlemen being on the deck.
The General at the time was quite unwell. He knew the former acting purser by sight and when he entered the
cabin and approached him, he saluted him courteously. But when he saw from the position of the two fingers of
the approaching man that he intended to attempt to pull his nose, the General seized a knife, warded the blow off
and, although he injured himself by the suddenness of the movement, fell upon him and threw him down. By this
time the servant had raised the alarm on the deck, the cabin was instantly filled and his assailant was taken out.
Mr. Eaton told me that there was someone on board who said to the President that if he would promise to pardon
him, in case he was tried and convicted, he would kill the man who had attacked him on the spot. But the
President refused to do anything of the kind, and he did not even prosecute his assailant.
Afterward when the President was on visits to my father’s, and I wished to tease him,-for I could take any of
those childish liberties with him, as he regarded me only as a child—I would suddenly change whatever
conversation was going on by looking upon the floor, shaking my head mournfully, and saying,
“Ah! General, it was very bad in you to let R. pull your nose.”
To this day I shake with laughter when I recall the violence with which he would always repel it. He invariably
sprang to his feet, shook his fist, and said,
“No; by the eternal God, madam, no man ever pulled my nose.”
These bursts would amuse my father, who would laugh and beg the General to pay no attention to me. He
would say,
“Yes, I know that. She does it to tease me. No one living believes that anybody ever pulled my nose.”
The end of this man who robbed my dead husband and assailed the President was that he died in the gutter.
*
It would hardly be delicate to speak as much as I do of my first husband, if justice to my fair fame in repelling
unfounded slanders did not drag these things from me. He died loving me. The ring I put upon his finger when we
parted, he could not retain when sickness had made his finger so small; but that ring he tied with a blue ribbon,
and fastened to his wrist, and died with it near him. I was also told by the officers that when he came to be laid out
my miniature was found next to his heart, and the pictures of his two little children were in his hands.
When Mr. Timberlake died\fn{The future Mrs. Eaton was at the time just 29. } I had three children by him. The first,
William, died at six months of age. The second, Virginia, was living when he went to sea for the last time. My
third, Margaret, was born after he left; but he knew that she was to be born before his probable return, and heard
of her birth while abroad. A friend had written him on the day of my confinement that it was a boy. Since the
death of William he had longed for a boy; and this announcement delighted him. I recollect the package I received
for his little son—the funniest, cunningest little clothes for a boy that ever I had seen. I delight to recall these
pleasant traits in my husband’s life and character, though I cannot say it is quite so pleasant to publish my inmost
heart to the world. …
1920
175.57 1. For You 2. The Train to Lo Wu: Two Short Stories\fn{by Jeff Row (1974- )} Washington, District of
Colombia, U.S.A. (M) 19
1
January, the depths of winter: nights longer than the days.
Rising at four, the students bow to the Buddha one hundred and eight times, and sit meditation for an hour
before breakfast, heads rolling into sleep and jerking awake. At the end of the working period the sun rises, a
clear, distant light over Su Dok Mountain; they put aside brooms and wheelbarrows and return to the meditation
hall. When it sets, at four in the afternoon, it seems only a few hours have passed. An apprentice monk climbs the
drum tower and beats a steady rhythm as he falls into shadow.
Darkness. Seoul appears in the distance, a wedge of glittering lights where two ridges meet.
Sitting on the temple steps, hunched in the parka he wears over his robe, Lewis closes his eyes and repeats to
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himself, my name is Lewis Morgan. My address is 354 Chafer Gardens, Central, Hong Kong. My wife’s name is
Melinda. He tries to see her face again, the way it appears sometimes in his dreams, and usually he can’t.
*
On Monday evenings he accompanies Hae Wol Sunim down the mountain to the local outdoor market. While
the monk buys the main provisions of the temple—barrels of kimchi, hundred-pound sacks of rice—Lewis goes to
the Super Shop for the extras the international students need. Vitamin supplements. Vegetable oil. Peanut butter.
Milk powder. Nescafe. When the old woman at the register sees him, bundled in his gray robe and stocking cap,
she puts her hands together in hapchang and ad- dresses him as sunim, monk, and he has to resist the urge to
shake his head and try to correct her. It's all the same to her, Hae Wol reminds him. Remember, she’s not bowing
to you.
Before Hae Wol became a monk he was Joseph Hung, an accountant at Standard Chartered Bank and the
secretary of the Hong Kong Shim Gye Zen Center. Lewis met him for the first time two years ago, when a Zen
master from Korea came to give a public talk at Hong Kong University; Joseph was the English translator, and
afterward, Lewis walked up to him and asked, Can you help me? For months they met every Friday for coffee at
the Fringe Club in Central, and after Joseph left for Korea they kept in touch, using the temple’s e-mail account,
until he finally told Lewis, You have to try it for yourself. He repeated the instructions for sitting Zen, and wrote,
No more letters for six months, OK?
How are your legs? Hae Wol asks as they load shopping bags into the back of the temple van.
Do you really have to ask? Lewis says. They hurt like hell.
Hae Wol laughs hoarsely. Good answer, he says. One hundred percent. And how does your heart feel?
Worried. Still worried.
Too much thinking. What are you worried about?
I’m afraid I’ll forget why I’m here. Lewis puts his hands on his hips and bends over backward, trying to work
the kinks out of his spine. But I don’t want to dwell on it, either.
So why are you here?
He glares at Hae Wol. The small matter of a divorce, he says. That’s all.
Wrong answer. The monk folds his arms and grins at him. You’re supposed to say, to save all beings from
suffering.
I’m supposed to lie?
You’re supposed to let it go. If you’ve already made up your mind, not even the bodhisattva of compassion
herself can save you.
But I’m not supposed to want to be saved, am I?
Here, Hae Wol says. Try me. Ask me the question.
I hate these games, Lewis thinks. All right, he says. Why are you here?
The monk puts his hands together and gives him a deep, elaborate bow. Two young girls passing by burst into
loud giggles, covering their mouths.
For you, he says.
*
The retreat was Melinda’s idea, and that was what made him take it seriously. She’d always been suspicious of
Eastern religion—her father had left her family for two years, in the late seventies, to live on a commune that
practiced Transcendental Meditation—and she mocked him pitilessly when he brought home Buddhism Without
Beliefs and Taking the Path of Zen. Then, during their second year in Hong Kong—when the fighting never
seemed to end, only ebb and flow—she bought him a cushion and refused to talk to him in the evening until he’d
sat for half an hour. This is for my own good, she told him. I don’t know what it does for you, and I don’t really
care. I just need the quiet, understand?
He didn’t understand: that was the first and last of it. Hong Kong was supposed to be a temporary posting for
her, a two-year stint at PriceWaterhouseCoopers’ Asian headquarters, with option to renew, and now it seemed
that every month her staff was expanded and her division given a new contract. In Boston she had been a star
analyst, famous for her uncanny ability to find errors and gaps in a quarterly report; more than once she’d spotted
a looming disaster months before it emerged in the market. But the word was that the American executives were
afraid of her because she wasn’t enough of a team player. Expert exile, it was called. If she stayed in Hong Kong,
and played her cards right, she finally told him, she would be a division head in five years, and then could transfer
herself anywhere—back to Boston, or to New York, London, even Paris. If not, she would have a year of
severance pay, and would have to start again at the bottom.
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But I can’t work, Lewis said, staring into a plate of pad thai. They were sitting on plastic chairs at an outdoor
Thai restaurant downstairs from her office. No one hires American photographers here. In five years my career
will be over.
And if I quit now in zero years my career will be. And in six months our marriage will be.
You’re being stubborn, she said. She lit a cigarette—a habit she’d picked up again in Hong Kong, after quitting
six years before—and stared at him, her eyes darting from his forehead to his jaw to his sweater. How many other
couples like us live here? she said. Why is it so difficult for you? What’s wrong with not working for a little
while?
He sat back in his chair and looked up into the glowing haze that hung over the city, blotting out the sky. If I
said that to you, he said, you’d call me a sexist bastard.
That’s not fair, she said. Being a freelancer is different. You’ll always have slow patches.
This isn’t a slow patch, he said, more loudly than he’d intended; an old woman with a basket of hibiscus
flowers, who had been approaching their table, turned and hurried away. Haven’t you been listening? If I don’t
work, not at all, what good am I to anyone? It isn’t about the money. I don’t want to wake up one of these days
and realize I’ve turned into a hobbyist.
So, she said, I guess this is what they call an impasse.
Is it Hong Kong, he wondered, or is it what we’ve known all along, that we’re too different, that our lives will
never really match? She had lost weight, even in the last few weeks; in the dim light he could see the faint blue
paths of veins along her wrists, and the dark half-moons under her eyes that always reappeared in the evening, no
matter how much concealer she used. Things will be all right, he wanted to say, but he couldn’t see how they
possibly would be, and there wasn’t any point in lying.
*
No one could say they hadn’t been warned. An office workday ran from seven until eight, and Saturdays were
workdays; an affordable apartment meant living in a series of walk-in closets; the summers were furnacelike, the
winters endlessly dreary; there was no such thing as having a social life. And listen, an Australian woman
instructed them at a cocktail party, on her third glass of chardonnay, forget this international city claptrap. Hong
Kong is one hundred and ten percent Chinese. They may be the richest Chinese in the world, but they still throw
their garbage out the window and kill chickens in the bathroom. And you have to accommodate them because,
after all, it’s their home, isn’t it? It belongs to them now.
We’re not like her, Melinda said to him, in the taxi, heading back to their hotel. Are we? It’s different if you
come here because you want to. We can explore—we’ll make Chinese friends, won’t we? And you’ll study
Cantonese.
Right. Of course.
And you can do amazing work. She rested her head against the window and stared up at the Bank of China
passing above them, silhouetted against the night sky like the blade of a giant X-Acto knife. I mean, my god, this
is the most photogenic city in the world, isn’t it?
I shot fifty rolls yesterday, he said. You should have seen it.
He had wandered the backstreets of Kowloon for hours, a side of the city he’d never imagined: streets like
narrow crevasses, the signs stacked one over another overhead, blotting out the sun. Old women bent almost
double with age, wearing black pajamas, their fingers dripping with gold. This was what he loved about her, he
thought, her absolute certainly about these things, the way she moved instinctively, always knowing that logic
would follow.
Now he thinks, I was young. I was so, so young.
*
The pain is always with him: prickling in his ankles, needles in his knees, a fiery throbbing in the muscles
around the groin. In every forty-minute session he waits for the moment when sweat beads on his forehead and
his teeth begin to chatter, and then rises and stands behind his cushion until the clapper strikes. Walking, climbing
the stairs, squatting on the Korean toilet—a dull ache in his knees registers every effort. He sleeps in its afterglow. Make friends with pain, Hae Wol advised him, then you’ll never be lonely. And he realizes now that he feels
a kind of gratitude for it, late in the evening sitting, when it is the only thing that keeps him awake.
Whole days pass in reverie, in waking dreams. A camping trip when he was twelve, along the banks of the Pee
Dee River in South Carolina. Clay and sand underfoot. Campfire smoke. The rancid smell of clothes soaked in
river water and dried stiff in the sun. His best friend, Will Peterson, who insisted on stopping to hunt for some
kind of fossil wherever the bank crumbled away. Again he feels the heat of annoyance: the sweat stinging in his
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eyes, the clouds of mosquitoes that surround them whenever they stop moving. I haven’t changed at all, he thinks,
I haven’t grown: it’s all an illusion. Twelve or thirty, it doesn’t make any difference. So what hope is there for me
now?
Filling his mug with weak barley tea, he turns to the window, and his eyes become reflecting pools; the blank,
paper-white sky, the warm porcelain cradled in his hands.
*
Twice a week, during afternoon sitting, he descends the stairs and joins a line of students kneeling on mats
outside the teacher’s room, waiting for interviews. The hallway is not heated; he draws his robe tightly about him
and tries to focus on his breathing, ignoring the murmur of voices through the wall, the slap of an open palm
against the floor.
When the bell rings Lewis opens the door, bows three times, and arranges himself on a cushion in front of the
teacher, trying not to wince as he twists his knees into the proper position. The teacher watches him silently,
sipping from a cup of tea. He is an American monk, a New Yorker, dark-skinned, with watery green eyes and a
boxer’s nose, twisted slightly to one side. According to Hae Wol he’s lived in Korea for twenty years, longer than
any other foreigner in the monastery, but he still speaks with traces of a Bronx accent.
Do you have any questions? he asks. Not exactly.
But there’s something you want to say.
I think I may need to leave, Lewis says. I don’t think any of this is helping me.
The teacher stares straight into his eyes for so long he stiffens his head to keep from looking away.
Your karma’s got a tight hold on you, the teacher says. Like this. He makes a fist and holds it up to the light
from the window. Each finger is your situation. Your parents. Your wife. Your job. Your friends. Things that
happened to you, things you’ve done. This is how we travel through life, all of us. He punches the air. Karma is
your shell.
And now?
He spreads his fingers wide.
You’re sitting still, he says. The hand relaxes. It doesn’t know what to do with itself. The fingers get in the
way. All of your natural responses are gone.
That’s a kind of insanity, isn’t it?
Hold on to your center, he says. Pay attention to your breathing. Follow the situation around you. So tell me,
what is Zen?
Lewis strikes the floor as hard as he can.
Only that?
Sitting here talking to you.
Keep that mind and you won’t make any new karma for yourself.
It's not that easy, Lewis says. I came here to make a decision.
The teacher adjusts his robe and takes a sip of tea. I remember, he says. You’re considering getting divorced.
I’m not sure this was the best choice. Coming here, I mean.
Why not?
Well, Lewis says, I’m not supposed to be thinking about anything, am I?
Haven’t you already tried thinking about it? Has that worked?
It hasn’t. Does that mean I should stop?
Sometimes you can’t solve your problems that way, the teacher says. Your thinking-mind pulls you in one
direction, then the other. There are too many variables involved. The most important decisions we make are
always like that, aren’t they? Should I get married? Should I move to Califomia?You try and try to see all the
dimensions of the question, but there’s always something you can’t grasp.
So you’re saying that there’s no way to solve these problems rationally.
Not at all. Your rational mind is very important, but it also has limitations. Ultimately you have to ask yourself,
what is my true direction in life? Logic won’t help you answer that question. Any kind of concept or metaphor
will fall short. The only way is to try to keep a clear mind. And be patient.
Aren’t you going to tell me that I have to become a monk?
The teacher grins so widely that Lewis can see the gold crowns on his molars. Why would I do that? he asks.
Being a monk won’t help you. Do you think we have some magic way of escaping karma? We don’t. Nobody gets
away from suffering in this world. All we can do is try to see it for what it is.
Lewis rubs his eyes; he feels a dull headache approaching.
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I’ve got a new question for you, the teacher says. Are you ready?
Lewis straightens his back and takes a deep breath.
You say you love your wife, right? What’s her name?
Melinda.
You say you love Melinda. But what is love? Show me love.
Lewis strikes the floor and waits, but no words come. His mind is full of bees, buzzing lazily in the sunlight.
Don’t know, he says.
Good, the teacher says. That’s your homework. He rings the bell, and they bow.
*
The housekeeper’s name was Cristina; she was paid for by Melinda’s company, part of the package that all
expatriate employees received. Two days after they moved into their apartment, she arrived with three suitcases
and a woven plastic carryall, and occupied the bedroom that Lewis had wanted for his studio. She was polite and
efficient, and cooked wonderful food, but the apartment was small even for two people; they took to arguing in
whispers, and gave up making love, feeling self-conscious. It took three weeks for Melinda to convince her
supervisor that she didn’t want or need an amah, even though every other couple in the firm had one, and the
contract had to be broken at extra cost, taken out of her salary. When they told Cristina she wept and begged them
not to send her away, and they were at a loss to justify themselves. I’ll be more quiet! she said. Not even any
telephone calls! Finally Lewis threatened to call her agency and complain, and she went to the elevator crying and
wailing in Tagalog. All along the hallway he heard doors opening and closing, the neighbors talking in low tones.
Afterward Melinda couldn’t sleep for days. She might have been sent back to the Philippines, she said. That’s
what she was afraid of. Any time they’re out of work they risk losing their visas. Maybe we could have kept her
on.
What did you want me to do? Not work?
No, she said. I know. But I don’t know how we can live with ourselves.
It isn’t our fault, Lewis said. Who thought that an American couple would be comfortable having a live-in
housekeeper in a tiny apartment? Couldn’t they at least have asked?
Everybody else has one.
Well, I’m not interested in having a servant, Lewis said impatiently. I don’t want some kind of colonial fantasy
life.
I want my life, he wanted to add, our life, the one we promised each other, the one we had in Boston. He
remembered what she’d said to him in the airport, when they were standing in line at the gate, clutching their
tickets and carry-on bags and staring out the window at the tarmac, as if seeing America for the last time: she’d
turned to him, wide-eyed, and said, no matter what happens, we’ll still be the same, right?
*
That was how it began, he thinks, staring at the ceiling, on the nights when the throbbing in his knees keeps
him awake. The things they couldn’t have predicted. and couldn’t be faulted for. In the first month he visited the
offices of a dozen magazines and journals, after sending slides and a portfolio in advance, and found himself
talking to assistants and deputy editors who seemed not to have heard of Outside, Conde Nast Traveler, or
Architectural Digest, and who regretted to inform him that there was a glut of photographers in Hong Kong at the
moment. For the first time in six years he was officially out of work. On the bus, in the subway, in restaurants, he
had moments of irrational rage, hating everything and everyone around him: the women who brayed into their
mobile phones; the insolent teenagers with dyed-blond hair and purple sunglasses; the old men in stained T-shirts
who stared at him balefully when he paid with the wrong coins. Cantonese was an impossible language: even
people who’d lived in Hong Kong twenty years couldn’t speak it. He couldn't master the tones well enough to say
thank you.
But I’m not the only one who changed.
Melinda’s cello, which had cost them a thousand dollars to ship, sat in its case in the corner of their bedroom,
unopened, growing a faint green tinge of mildew. Her address book hadn’t moved from its slot on the shelf above
her desk in months. When he called their friends on the East Coast, waking them up after eleven at night, they
asked, what the hell’s happened to her? It wasn’t just the seventy-hour weeks; it wasn’t the new secretaries she
had to train every month, or the global trades that could happen at any hour of the day, in Tokyo, or Bombay, or
Frankfurt, so that she often had to be on call overnight. She’d always worked hard, and complained about it, and
fought Coopers for every bit of time off she was entitled to. Now they never discussed her schedule at all. If he
asked her about vacation time, or free weekends, or made a casual remark about never seeing her enough, she
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would say, that’s the last thing I want to think about. Her face had taken on a kind of slackness, a faint, constant
unhappiness, as if no disaster could surprise her. She slept with her knees tucked up to her chest; she was
constantly turning off the air conditioner, even when the apartment was stifling, complaining she was cold.
Despite the subtropical sun, her skin was becoming paler; she had to throw away all her makeup and start over
with lighter shades. And in three months she had gone from two cigarettes to four to half a pack a day.
On a Sunday afternoon in March of that first year he convinced her to come shopping with him at the new
underground supermarket in Causeway Bay. She wandered through the aisles like a sleepwalker, picking up items
almost at random—a jar of gherkin pickles, a packet of ramen—frowning, and putting them back. Half-joking, he
said, I think we’ve become a reverse cliché, don’t you? I’m the bored housewife, and you’re the workaholic
businessman. Maybe my mother was right.
She stopped in front of a pyramid of Holland tomatoes and turned to look at him, her lips pressed into a tiny
pink oval. Just before the wedding, his mother had said to him wryly, marry a career woman and all you’ll wind
up with is a career, and they’d quickly turned it into a joke: when she kissed him, or touched him, she would say,
how do you like my career now? But the joke isn’t funny any more, he thought, and wished he could suck the
words out of the air.
Is that what you really think? she asked. Do you think I arranged it all this way? So that you’d be out of work
and frustrated and taking it all out on me?
Is this what you call frustrated? he said. Making a joke? Asking an innocent question every now and then?
I’m not a workaholic. She tore off a plastic bag and began filling it with broccoli rabe, inspecting each stalk
carefully for flowers. A workaholic likes it.
No, he said. A workaholic can’t stop.
She turned away from him, sorting through mounds of imported lettuce: American iceberg, Australian romaine,
all neatly labeled and shrink-wrapped.
Can’t you ask them for more time off? Lewis asked. Just one Saturday? I mean, it’s the same company, isn’t it?
You’re in a more senior position than you were in Boston, and now you don’t have any flexibility?
Do you know what happened to the Asian markets last week? she asked. Did you even read the papers?
That isn’t the issue. That’s never been the issue. You’d be working this hard regardless.
I don’t know how to explain it, she said. Her face darkened, and she stopped in the middle of the aisle, her
shoulders drooping, as if the bags of vegetables were filled with stones. It’s different here. She looked as if she
would cry at any moment. A young Chinese woman passing them stared at her, then twisted her head to look at
him. We have to fight for everything, she said. Clients. Market share. Out here we’re not the Big Five. Accounts
don’t just fall in our laps here the way they do at home. And anyway, the whole economy’s in a goddamned
meltdown. Nobody wants to open up a new account right now.
He should have taken the bags from her hands, and dropped them in the cart; he should have embraced her and
said, forget about shopping, let’s get a drink. Instead, he crossed his arms and waited for her to finish, feeling
impatient, irritated at her for making a scene.
And you just don’t care, do you? she said. It’s not that you want to see me, is it? You’ve just given up trying,
and now you want to go home. Well, it’s not that easy. You made a promise to me, and we never said that there
wasn’t a risk. Hong Kong isn’t Boston. If you can’t adapt, well, I feel sorry for you.
There was a bitter taste in his mouth. I’m glad you feel sorry for me, he said. I’m glad you feel something. He
turned around and walked toward the escalator, and though she called after him, Lewis, wait, I don’t know how to
get home, he ignored her and kept going.
At first he thought he would head straight back to the apartment, but he turned right on Queen’s Road, blindly,
and walked in the opposite direction, into a neighborhood he’d never visited before. It seemed to him that
everyone he passed—the old man selling watches from a suitcase, the young fashionable women laden with
shopping bags, even the boys throwing a volleyball back and forth—had red, puffy eyes, as if the whole city had
been crying. He was walking too slowly; people veered around him, or bumped him with their elbows as they
tried to get by.
It would be so easy to leave: to buy a ticket for Boston tomorrow, to rent a studio in Central Square, to make a
few phone calls, get some small assignments, to start making a life for himself again. She wouldn’t fight the
divorce; she would give him a fair settlement, probably more than he needed. A lawyer could finish the paperwork
in a few weeks. And she would stay here, getting thinner, smoking more, biding her time until her bosses realized
she wasn’t going to be driven away. Whatever inertia it was that gripped her now would swallow her whole. I
can’t do it, he thought. I can’t abandon her: I can’t shock her out of it. He stopped in the middle of the sidewalk
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and stared up at the buildings overhead, looking for a landmark to orient himself. If I were home, he thought
bitterly, someone would stop and ask if I needed directions. They wouldn’t all stare at me and think, what are you
doing here in the first place?
*
I have a question, he says to Hae Wol as they are walking through the market, searching for the lightbulb store.
What about change?
Change? The monk furrows his eyebrows. Everything is always changing. What kind of change?
Changing yourself. Trying to do better. Not making mistakes.
Mistakes are your mirror, Hae Wol says. They reflect your mind. Don’t try to slip away from them.
Enough with the Zenspeak, Lewis says. Plain English, please.
The monk shrugs, and a look of annoyance crosses his face. You have to understand cause and effect, he says.
Watch yourself. When you see the patterns in how you act, you’ll begin to understand your karma. Then you
won’t have to be afraid of your feelings, because they won’t control you.
I’ve been watching myself, Lewis says. But I keep wondering: even if I understand completely, can’t I still
make mistakes? How do I know that when I go back to Hong Kong things will be different?
It isn’t so much a question of conscious effort. You have to give up the idea that coming here is going to get
you anything.
Lewis looks around him, at the meat vendors carving enormous slabs of beef, the shoe repairmen, the
grandmothers carrying babies tied to their backs with blankets. His eyes are watering.
I keep hearing that, he says, and it just sounds like a recipe for standing still.
No one ever said it was easy, Hae Wol says sharply. It’s not like a vacation for losing weight. If you come here
looking for some kind of quick fix for all your problems, you’re missing the point.
There’s something different about him, Lewis thinks. I’m asking too many questions. But it’s not just that; the
monk is nervous, unfocused, even a little jumpy. Every few minutes he scratches the same spot behind his right
ear, automatically.
I’ll tell you a story, Hae Wol says. Once there was a famous Zen master who visited a temple and asked to see
the strongest students there. The abbot said, we’ve got one young monk who does nothing but sit Zen in his room
all day. He doesn’t eat, doesn’t sleep, and doesn’t work. So the Zen master went to see this student. What are you
trying to do by sitting so much? he asked. I’m sitting to become Buddha, the student said. So the famous master
picks up a brick and starts rubbing it with his walking stick. What are you doing to that brick? the student asks.
I’m trying to turn it into a mirror, the master says. You fool, the student says, that brick will never turn into a
mirror, no matter how hard you rub it. Yes, says the master, and neither will you ever become Buddha by sitting
this way.
You lost me.
Think of a horse and cart. Your body, your actions—they’re the cart. Your mind is the horse. If you want to
move, which one do you whip, the horse or the cart?
Lewis starts to laugh, shaking his head. I don’t even know why I ask you these questions. You’re no use.
It’s not me, Hae Wol says. The questions are no use. Nothing I can tell you will ever make you satisfied,
because all you really want to know is, will everything turn out all right?
So what should I do?
The monk stops and draws his fists together in front of his stomach, his hara, the center of energy. Tell
yourself, don’t know, he says to Lewis. Say it to yourself, over and over. Don’t know. Don’t know. Don’t speculate.
Don’t make plans. Just accept it: I don’t know.
Lewis lets out a long sigh.
So we’re back at the beginning.
No, Hae Wol says, giving him a playful, twisting smile. Not yet. When you’re back at the beginning, then
you’ll really be getting somewhere.
*
That night he has a dream: They are in Melinda’s apartment in Somerville, the one she had when they met,
when she was in the second year of Harvard Business School. The dream begins at their third date, just as it really
happened. Late spring, twilight, the sun’s last rays streaming through her bedroom window. He is sitting on the
bed, and she is standing; they are having an intense conversation about some painter she admired in college, and
in the middle of it she begins unbuttoning her shirt, still talking, dropping it to the floor, unhooking her bra,
unzipping her jeans. He forces himself to maintain eye contact, because he understands, somehow, that that is
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what is required; but when he blinks he glimpses the rest of her. The light makes her skin glow like liquid gold.
Every movement, every gesture, is like some beautiful kind of dance he’s never seen before; he wishes he could
see it again, from the beginning; he wants to say, stop there, start over. He thinks he is having a religious
experience. He thinks, I have just become a photographer.
Good for you, she says, still standing there. You just passed the first test.
What test? he asks, trying to look incredulous.
You’d be surprised how few men can hold a conversation with a naked woman.
Stay still, he tells her. Stop moving. Her face blurs; her body vibrates in the air. What’s happening to you?
There’s this problem with you, Lewis, she says, her voice hollow, echoing, as if they’re on opposite ends of a
much larger room. You trust me too much. You believe in surfaces. Think about it this way: You could be making
the biggest mistake of your life this instant and you would never know.
But that’s what love is, isn’t it? he says. You have to take that risk, don’t you?
Not me, she says. That’s the difference between us, Lewis. I’ve read your papers.
What papers, he says. What are you talking about?
A bell is ringing somewhere in the distance, heavy shoes pounding on the stairs. The monk sleeping next to
him reaches up and flips the light switch, and he covers his eyes, shuddering.
*
The morning is cold and overcast, the mountain hidden by low-hanging clouds. In the meditation hall he
sleeps, his head fallen to his chest. A monk wakes him with a jab between the shoulder blades, and he struggles to
his feet, barely able to stand.
Hae Wol passes him a note scribbled on the back of an envelope. Demons are everywhere, it says. Don’t follow
them. You’re not the only one.
*
So I ask you again, the teacher says. What is love?
Today it is cloudy.
The teacher watches him for a moment, lips pressed together, and shakes his head.
Not enough? Lewis asks.
Not enough.
Lewis passes a hand over his eyes.
Love is just coming and going. Like a bad dream.
The teacher picks up his stick and taps him on the shoulder.
I give you thirty blows, he says. You understand emptiness. But emptiness is only half the story.
It’s the most incredible thing, Lewis says. I don’t feel my legs any more. No more pain.
You’ll want it back, the teacher says. He balances his stick on the ground and leans forward, resting his chin on
his hands. Don’t linger in hell, he says. Wake up!
*
In the fall of their second year, with nothing else to do, he decided to write a book proposal, and began
reprinting every picture he’d taken in the last six years: taking out hundreds of his best negatives and recasting
them with every possible shade and filter. The third bedroom was webbed with drying lines, and the whole
apartment reeked of developing fluid. He spent thousands of dollars on paper and chemicals, bought a new
computer for digital editing, and still all the new work fell short somehow. In his sleep he twitched and groaned,
and Melinda made him move to the couch; then he began working later and later at night, and sleeping in the
afternoon. One night, in a fit of rage he kicked the side of his desk, putting his foot through the particle board, and
smashed his favorite lens, a 75mm, three-thousand-dollar Leica telephoto. He collapsed into a corner, weeping
like a child, and then fell asleep there, in the dim red glow, his head between his knees. Melinda woke him in the
afternoon of the next day and pulled him out into the living room, where he sat on a chair with a blanket wrapped
around him, trembling.
You need to leave, she said. Sitting in their narrow window seat, her arms wrapped around her chest, as if for
warmth, she looked haggard and frail, as if she’d aged thirty years. Go back to Boston if you have to. Or go on
one of those retreats you told me about. Two months, absolute minimum. After that we can try again.
Hong Kong isn’t the problem anymore, he said. I’m the problem. I’m useless, can’t you see that? Sending me
away won’t help.
She leaned back against the window glass, resting her weight against it, as if daring it to break. Her eyes were
horribly bloodshot, like blood in milk, he thought, for no good reason. I don’t know what to do with you, she said.
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You’ve got one more chance, Lewis. Do whatever you have to. This paralysis-whatever you want to call it—it’s
temporary, can’t you see that?
I can’t, he said calmly, scratching his three-day beard. That’s why I’m finished. I can’t see.
*
Days pass. He sits quietly, following the course of shadows across the floor. At night he tumbles exhausted
onto his bedroll and sleeps without dreams. At meals he eats what is given and takes nothing extra, hardly
noticing the burning taste of kimchi, the piquant sourness of preserved spinach. He cleans his bowls with tea and
drinks the dirty remains without hesitation.
On a certain bright, cloudless day, the warmest yet, the monk who sleeps next to him gives him a note. Bathe.
*
The men’s washroom consists of a short hallway, where clothes are left on hooks; a room with spigots
protruding from the wall at waist level, low plastic stools and small mirrors, for washing and shaving; and beyond
that, closed off by a door, a room with a huge bathtub that stands empty. A sign in Korean and English says,
Conserving water, no use. It is the middle of the day, and no one else is there. Removing his robes, Lewis winces
at the cold, then reaches for the nearest faucet and turns it to hot.
A strange sensation, looking at his nakedness for the first time in weeks. His legs are skinnier than before, his
ribs showing slightly. When the water touches his shoulders and face, tears spring to his eyes, and he remembers
Melinda showering him in their tiny bathtub, pouring body wash over his head, to his protests, working his
shoulders with her loofah sponge. His muscles feel rubbery; he nearly slips from the plastic stool.
A few minutes later, when he turns off the water, he hears someone breathing hard, and close by. A plastic bag
rustles. No one has come in, and the door to the outside is closed. He rises from his stool.
Hello?
He stands and opens the door to the cloakroom. Hae Wol looks over his shoulder and starts, dropping a white
plastic bottle. Little orange tablets scatter everywhere across the tile floor.
Hey, Lewis says, Joseph—Sunim—I didn’t hear you. He moves forward and stoops, suddenly conscious of his
nakedness, gathering the pills and dropping them into his palm. What are these, anyway?
Shhh. Hae Wol squats next to him and begins scooping up the pills, pulling the cotton wadding out of the bottle
and dropping it on the floor in his haste. Don’t say anything about this, he says, in a high, cracking whisper, his
eyes locked on the floor. I ask you as a friend, OK? You never saw me here.
All right, Lewis whispers.
After Hae Wol has left, he stands there for a moment, shivering in the blast of cold air from the corridor. Then
he pulls on his robes, hardly bothering to dry himself, and leaves, keeping his eyes focused on the floor.
*
The next Monday they do not speak until they are almost finished loading the van.
Tell me what you’re thinking, Hae Wol says finally. Are you angry? Are you shocked?
Shocked? He smiles; he’s forgotten how conservative Joseph has always been, even a little naïve, by American
standards. I’m surprised, he says. I take it those pills weren't exactly given to you by prescription.
Percocet, Hae Wol says. Painkillers. There’s a laywoman who gets them for me. Her husband is a doctor. I
went to him when I sprained my ankle last fall, and then I couldn’t stop taking them. I just tell her, I’m still having
the pain. Because I’m a monk, he won’t say anything.
That isn’t your fault, Lewis says. You need to get treatment, that’s all.
Hae Wol shakes his head. No, he says. The fourth precept says no drinking, no intoxicants. It doesn’t say
except when you really need it. A vow is only a vow if you keep it one hundred percent of the time. Not ninetynine percent.
Lewis swallows hard. Like marriage, he says. And yet, here we are.
Hae Wol squints at him with a half-smile, as if it’s a joke he doesn’t quite understand; then he looks away and
nods, and stoops down to lift another bag of rice. You’re right, he says, with a sharp, surprised laugh. Whip the
horse, don’t whip the cart, right?
So the question is, Lewis says, folding his arms to keep them from trembling, what will you do now, Sunim?
What do you think I should do?
Oh, no, Lewis says. Don’t ask me that. Who am I to give you advice?
The monk sits down heavily on the bumper, holding out his hands to steady himself. His face is soft and slack,
like a piece of rotting fruit. Who else is there, his body seems to say. And Lewis thinks, what am I worth. after all,
as a human being, if I can’t do something for him right now?
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Give the pills to me, he hears himself saying.
Hae Wol looks up, raising his eyebrows. Now? he says. I don’t have them. They’re in my room.
You’re lying, Lewis says fiercely, his tongue scraping the dry roof of his mouth. He holds out his hand. You
want my help? he says. This is the help you get. Give them to me now.
Guilt flashes across the monk’s face, and he reaches into his pocket. Lewis reaches over and places his hand on
the bottle; Hae Wol’s fingers tighten, and finally he has to pry it away. Quickly he unscrews the lid, spills the pills
onto the gravel, and steps on them, grinding them into the stones.
I can always get more, Hae Wol says unhappily. That doesn’t change anything.
Listen, Lewis says. Can you get into the monastery office? Can you send a letter?
Hae Wol shrugs, and nods reluctantly.
I want you to send a letter to Melinda for me, Lewis says. Will you do that? And then you tell that woman that
the pain has gone away and you don’t need any more pills.
I can’t do that. The monk scratches slowly behind his ear, staring at the orange-stained pebbles around his feet.
I don’t have the strength, he says tonelessly. It isn’t going to work.
Do it anyway, Lewis says. Remember what you told me? Don’t know. Just do it that way.
Hae Wol begins to laugh, his sheulders trembling. You Americans, he says, you take everything so literally.
You’re really going to force me to go through with this, aren’t you?
Yes. Lewis forces himself to smile. You’re stuck with me.
And what will you say in the letter?
I’m going to tell her that it’s all right to fail, he says. That’s not very American, is it? I’m going to say, you
don’t really want what you’re chasing after.
That sounds like good advice.
And then chances are she’ll leave me.
Don’t say that, Hae Wol says, a stricken look on his face. You have to have faith in her. Even if she doesn’t
deserve it.
He sees her sitting at the tiny dining table in their apartment, opening the letter and scanning it intently, her
forehead creased with fear. Her legs are curled up underneath her; she leans forward into the pool of dim light
from the window, even though the switch for the lamp is right behind her. Part of her doesn’t notice, and part of
her wants to stay there, crouched in the gloom, as if she doesn’t deserve anything better. It isn’t about sacrifice, he
thinks, or mortgaging the present for the future. When did she come to believe that hating her own weakness was
the only way to survive? Melinda, he wants to tell her, you can choose happiness. but you have to choose. And
relief floods over him like cold rain.
*
I’ve been thinking about you, the teacher says, when Lewis enters the room and bows. Something’s changed.
Your face looks better.
Does it? I have a little speech I want to give you. But you don’t have to hear it if you don’t want to.
Of course I do. Every day, the teacher says, we recite the four great vows: Sentient beings are numberless. We
vow to save them all. Delusions are endless. We vow to extinguish them all. The teachings are infinite. We vow to
learn them all. The Buddha way is inconceivable. We vow to attain it.
So what does this mean? What does it mean to vow to do the impossible?
It means that we’re never finished.
Yes. But what else?
It means that the standard is impossibly high. Always out of reach.
Is that the way we practice?
No. I guess not.
Our great teacher says, try, try, try for ten thousand years. Do you understand what that means?
Lewis starts to speak, and shakes his head.
This isn’t a game, the teacher says, leaning forward and staring at him. Lewis feels his eyes watering, and tries
not to blink. You don’t figure these things out. The great work of life and death is happening all around us all the
time. When do you have the chance to sit back and consider every possible option? You have to act.
And what if you’re wrong? What if it turns out to be a disaster?
The teacher reaches out with his stick and raps him on the knee.
It already is a disaster, he says. Don’t cling to some dream of a perfect world. Put down your fear and you can
cut a path through the darkness.
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Without thinking, Lewis bows, resting his head on the floor, raising his open palms in the air. I’m trying, he
says, That’s all I can do.
Now you understand, the teacher says. This is love. Go home and take this mind with you.
*
Before climbing the stairs to the dharma room, he opens the outside door and steps out into the courtyard. It is
just sunset, and the sky above the mountain is washed with orange and gold; but in the west a dark line of clouds
throws the city into shadow, and the air tstes of snow. He is wearing only socks, and the cold sears his skin with
every step. Is this what hope is like, he wonders. How long has it been? How would I know? He opens the door
again and climbs the stairs slowly, staraing at his feet, making no sound.
2
Whenever I remember Lin I think of taxicabs. We spent so much of our time sitting in the back of one,
somewhere in Shenzhen—speeding away from the border crossing station, or returning to it. In my memory it was
always a bright morning, sun streaming through the dusty windows, or late at night, our bodies striped with the
colors of the neon lights passing overhead. We sat on opposite sides of the seat, our hands folded, like brother and
sister; she wouldn’t let me speak, or even touch her leg. If the driver heard my terrible Mandarin, she said, he and
his friends would know exactly who she was: another country girl peddling herself to a Hong Kong man for easy
money.
I obeyed her, of course. And that’s why I was so surprised the one time she broke her own rule. We had just
turned the corner at the Kuroda hotel; we were five minutes away from Lo Wu, the border crossing to Hong
Kong. She turned to me and said, If I don’t call you this week, what will you do?
I’ll call you, of course. Why do you ask?
No. That’s not what I mean. What if I never called you again? She had put on a new shade of lipstick that
morning, one I had bought for her; against her skin it looked like fresh blood. It made me shiver.
Then I would come and find you. One way or another.
But you couldn’t, she said. If you never called me, I could find your number in the Hong Kong directory. I
could find your family and where you worked. But what could you do? China is too big. If I disappear, that’s it.
China will swallow me up.
She was right about the driver: he turned his head toward us as he drove, to hear better, and when we came to a
traffic light he turned and gave me a salacious grin. I wanted to curse at him. But all the curses I know are
Cantonese, and he wouldn’t have understood.
Lin, what do you want me to say? I said. You’re right, of course. If you want to disappear, you can. One way or
the other, it’s in your power. Her eyes widened, as if my answer had made her suddenly angry.
What makes you so sure of that? she said. What makes you so confident?
I didn’t know what to say. We were pulling into the long line of taxis in front of the station; the street was filled
with people hurrying toward the entrance. My legs itched. I’ll see you next week, I wanted to say, but I knew,
without wanting to know, that the words didn’t matter. The driver turned around in his seat and looked from my
face to hers, eager to hear the last line. I took out a wad of hundred-yuan bills and gave him the dirtiest one.
When you get on the train, she said, it’s like a dream, isn’t it? As if none of this ever really happened. That’s
good. You should keep it that way. Sometimes dreams happen over and over again, sometimes they don’t.
Lin, I said, that’s the most ridiculous—
She opened the door and strode away quickly, pushing through the crowd, like a fish fighting its way upstream.
*
If it were not for Little Brother I would never have thought about China. I live in the New Territories, not far
from the border, and the train to Lo Wu passes through the station I use every day, but I had never once
considered taking it there. I don’t have any relatives in China—my family has lived in Hong Kong for five
generations—and I don’t like to travel. I’ve never had that kind of curiosity. And I suppose I still remember the
stories my parents’ friends told, about the Communists and the Second World War—stories that gave me
nightmares as a child. Rows of bodies and babies impaled on bayonets. You could say that for me China was a
place that existed only in the past, but not my past, a memory that wasn’t mine to have.
My own life is really very simple. My parents died years ago, when I was in college; I was an only child, and
they left me a portfolio of real estate holdings, and their apartment in Tai Woo. During the day I manage the
accounts at an oil trader in Kwai Hing, and in the afternoon, every afternoon, I take the bus to the Shek o
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Sailboard Club, at the far southeastern tip of Hong Kong Island. If you’ve ever taken a ferry or a junk trip around
the island you’ve probably seen me in the distance, crossing your path: a tiny, dark figure attached to a bright
triangle of sail, hurtling across the waves like a pebble from a slingshot. This is Big Wave Bay, where the
typhoons come ashore, where the world speed record was once set. My nickname is lei yu, flying fish, and it’s
true. Two days out of the water is a lifetime to me.
It’ll take two hours, Little Brother told us one Friday night, in the back room of the Sha Tin Bar. Cross the
border, change some money, take a taxi, pick up some boxes, and go back home. What could be easier than that?
We looked at him skeptically. Little Brother is the youngest of five friends I’ve had since primary school—the
Five Brothers, we call ourselves—and like a real little brother, he’s the wild one: he dyed his hair blond and
started racing motorcycles in Form Three,\fn{ Everywhere, the English carried their educational system with them; it was one of
the reasons why Hong Kong remains the “Hong Kong Special Administrative Region” as opposed to a normal Chinese administration }
when he was only fourteen. Now he owns his own repair shop in Mong Kok and takes his grandmother to play
mah- ongg every Sunday.
What’s in the boxes? Siu Wong asked him.
Parts. Honda parts.
Are they stolen?
How should I know? All I heard is that they’re there. Half the price I pay for them to come from Japan.
Why do you need all five of us? I asked.
You never know what’s going to happen, he said. It’s Shenzhen, isn't it? And I thought we might explore a little
bit, since we’re there. You know, Hong Kong people live like kings in China. The best of everything. He winked.
I hesitated: it wasn’t my idea of a good way to spend a Sunday afternoon in April. But if he wanted my help,
how could I refuse? It sounded so easy—all I had to do was bring my passport.
None of the five of us is married. I should have mentioned that
*
When you step out of the border-crossing into Shenzhen, at first it seems that the air is full of dust, but actually
it’s the pollution that gives the light a milky quality, even on the clearest of days. Everything seems oversized:
wide, empty sidewalks and six-lane avenues, a train station that stretches across four city blocks, skyscrapers
whose tops disappear in the haze. Even the policemen’s uniforms are baggy and loose, as if they were children
playing dress-up in their parents’ clothes. All around you are things for sale—Nikes, North Face jackets, Tissot
watches, new movies on VCD—and only when you move closer can you see the badly photocopied labels peeling
off, the zippers hanging loose, the image blurred on the package. If you stop anywhere for too long somebody will
push you from behind and snap a few harsh syllables you recognize, but only barely. I studied Mandarin in
school, and speak it quite well, but still I always remember what my mother used to say, that she could never trust
anyone whose voice reminded her of a squeaking rodent, a rat caught in a trap.
All through that first taxi ride I kept my face close to the window, ignoring the conversation, trying to absorb
everything I saw. Buildings made of white tile, the kind used for bathrooms, with windows of blue-tinted glass; a
woman in a soldier’s uniform riding a bicycle, her daughter balanced precariously on the crossbar; a man in an illfitting suit and loafers, shoveling coal into a wicker basket. Little Brother standing on a sidewalk, smoking
cigarette after cigarette and arguing with the shop owner in fractured Cantonese. It did no good: all the parts had
already been sold. I remember looking at my watch and realizing that four hours had already gone by, and
thinking that when we arrived back at the border it would feel as if no time had passed at all.
I tell you what, Little Brother said at some point. Let’s not make this trip a total failure. I’ll take you guys to
Club Nikko. It’s in the Radisson—we can walk to the border from there.
There’s a Radisson here?
Of course, he said impatiently. This is Shenzhen. They have everything.
*
Later I used to tease Lin about how she looked the first time we met: dressed in a white and baby-blue
miniskirt. knee-high boots, and a Löwenbräu hat, a living commercial. She was a bar girl, who swooped down on
tables before the waitress arrived, gave out free lighters and coasters, and offered Löwenbräu at a “special price,”
and she was terrible at it. Her voice was high-pitched and squeaked with nervousness, and she mangled the
Cantonese tones; the customers’ laughter sent her bouncing from table to table like a pinball. Little Brother was
telling a long story about the first time he visited the Guangzhou racetrack, and eventually I lost the thread of it,
and leaned back from the table. By that time it was late, and no new customers coming in; she was standing
against the wall in back. by the bathroom door, and even across that darkened room I could see her cheeks
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burning.
Going to the toilet. I said, setting down my beer. Siu Wong, sitting next to me, slapped me on the back. As I
passed I glanced at her. and she looked away; tracks of mascara were beginning to run from the corners of her
eyes.
Here, take this, I said abruptly, taking a packet of tissues from my jacket and thrusting it at her. She accepted it
silently. I went into the bathroom, used the toilet. and washed my hands several times over. When I looked into
the mirror my own face was red.
Thanks, she said, as soon as I opened the door, and handed me back the packet of tissues. Where she had
wiped around her eyes was now blue-black, and she looked like a panda bear. I feel better now, she said.
Everything’s OK.
It’s not your fault, I said awkwardly, trying to remember the Mandarin words. It isn’t your language. Maybe
next time try a bar without so many Hong Kong people.
Hong Kong people tip.
I must have looked bewildered, because she laughed in my face, with a harsh sound. Aiya, she said, you really
are one of them, aren’t you? Haven’t you ever been to China before?
Never.
Well, let me tell you something you don’t know. I have a college degree. You won’t catch me working in some
bar for lowlifes. This is good money.
What was your degree?
Primary school education.
She crossed her arms and turned her head away, glancing at me sideways. She’s waiting for me to laugh, I
realized, and pursed my lips and nodded, as if it were the most normal thing in the world. You couldn’t find a
teaching job here? I asked.
Are you crazy? A country girl like me, from Anhui?
Maybe I can help. I took a business card from my wallet and gave it to her, and she accepted it formally, with
both hands. I have some friends who work in Shenzhen, I said. Maybe they could find you something better. Have
you ever worked as a secretary?
She wasn't listening; she was still reading the card, her lips moving silently.
Hah vay, she said. That’s your name?
It’s pronounced Harvey.
Well, listen, Harvey, she said, turning to face me, her arms still crossed. I won’t embarrass you by giving your
card back in front of your friends, but I’m not interested in your kind of help.
But I was just—
Are you deaf? Leave me alone!
When I returned to the table Little Brother had already told them the punch line, and everyone was reeling with
laughter, clinking their bottles for another round. Siu Wong leaned over into my ear.
You can do much better than that, he said. Why play around in the trash? Just ask Little Brother to take you to
Second Wives Village sometime.
It was all I could do not to turn and smack him across the face.
*
I don’t think I was as naïve as I must have seemed to her that day. I knew how many men go over the border
on "business trips” and how many Chinese women stay in Shenzhen for years, waiting to be allowed into Hong
Kong to join men they think are their husbands. But I’m not the kind of person to connect a face with something I
saw on the TV news. And I’d never imagined that someone could look at me that way: as a predator, a slippery
eel, as Hong Kong people say. For weeks I thought about her, rewording our conversation over and over,
wondering if I could have done anything differently.
I was out sailing the first time she called. When I returned to my locker and checked my pager there was a
strange, garbled message: Club Nikko girl returning best time before 20:00, and a Shenzhen telephone number.
When I called I could barely hear her voice over the blaring music and strange banging sounds in the background.
Where are you?
Never mind, she said. I want to meet you again.
I’ll be in the lobby of the Shangri-La at four on Friday.
I thought you would throw away the card. After what you said.
I think I might have made a mistake, she said. Did I?
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Of course you did.
Just so you know, she said, I don’t expect anything from you. And you shouldn’t either. We’re starting off
equal.
What do you mean?
You’ll see, she said. See you there. And she hung up.
*
I’d only been to the Shangri-La in Hong Kong once, for an awards ceremony, but as I remembered it the one in
Shenzhen was an exact copy: chandeliers, marble, lots of mirrors, and thick carpet that swallowed the sound of
your footsteps. Fancy hotels make me nervous; I always avoid them if I can. Being in one of those places makes
me feel like someone has handed me something fragile—a glass bowl, an antique vase—and won’t let me put it
down.
She was waiting for me at a low table in the lobby, drinking coffee. I’d wondered if I would recognize her
again, without the clothes, but even through the outside windows I picked her out immediately. Her hair was piled
into a tight bun, and she was wearing a dark green jacket; even without the makeup her skin was as white as
chalk. Nothing she did suggested she was waiting for someone. Her eyes rested on the floor; she brought the cup
to her lips slowly, as if she had hours to finish it. I’d never met anyone so beautiful in that way, so severe and
composed and self-contained. When I walked up to her she barely smiled.
I’m sorry about the phone call, she said. It was a bad line. I couldn’t talk long.
It’s all right. As soon as I sat down, a waiter appeared. Coffee, I said. What she’s having.
Did it take you long to get here?
No. My apartment is only half an hour from the border. In Tai Woo.
She nodded politely. She has no idea where that is, I thought. Don’t be rude.
I feel awkward about this, I said. I don’t even know your name.
Bai Ming is my name, she said. But everyone calls me Lin.
Like Un in the book, right?
She gave me a puzzled look and shook her head.
Un Dai-yu, I said. From the Dream of the Red Chamber?
Un was my elder sister, she whispered. She died when I was twelve.
I took a sip of coffee and looked around the lobby; in various mirrors, from a distance, I could see ten different
reflections of our two heads together. As if we were man and wife, or brother and sister, or a boss and his
secretary; as if there were one good reason for us to be sitting at the same table.
I didn’t mean to embarrass you, I said. Maybe we should, speak plainly. I’m not sure I understand why you
asked me to come here. Did you want to find out about a job?
I wanted to talk, she said. I’ve never met anyone from Hong Kong before—just an ordinary person, I mean. I
thought maybe that’s what you were.
What do you mean by ordinary?
A person who doesn’t want something.
I don’t think I qualify for that, I said. Everybody wants something. It just happens that I don’t come to China
looking for it.
She stared at me for so long I shifted in my chair.
What is it that you want? I shrugged.
The same as everybody, I guess. Good fortune. More money. An apartment on the beach. A car. Good health. A
family of my own.
You aren’t married?
Does that surprise you? Do I seem married?
No, she said. I didn’t think so. But where I come from you would have to be married. I smiled.
My parents are dead, I said. So no one’s banging on my door asking for grandsons.
She looked down at her hands. Close up her skin seemed thin and almost transparent, like rice paper; there
were faint bluish shadows underneath her cheekbones. Does she not eat? I wondered. Or not go out in the sun?
So now we know one another’s secrets, I said, and laughed, or tried to; it sounded more like coughing. That’s a
good way to begin, isn’t it? We can’t make any worse fools of ourselves.
You can leave, she said quickly. If you want to. Don’t feel obligated to stay.
Not at all, I said. But I have a question for you. Why did you want to meet here? Isn’t there some place less
formal?
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I come here all the time, she said. It’s quiet. It’s clean. And there’s all these chairs that hardly anyone ever sits
in. The waiters all know me—I used to work in the bar downstairs. They don’t care if I sit here for hours.
It seems very lonely to me.
That depends on how you look at it. I think it’s peaceful.
I put down my cup and studied her face, as if for the first time. To me the word peace, the word ningjing, has a
very specific, private meaning: it means the sound of the sea, of waves slapping against the board underneath me,
and the feeling of crossing the bay on a stormy day when no other boats are out, and the water is the color of slate,
and I’m all alone underneath a ceiling of clouds. Hong Kong people don’t use this word very often, and when they
do, you get the feeling they don’t know what they’re talking about.
I suppose you spend all of your free time in karaoke bars, she said.
No, I said. That’s what I was just thinking about. It’s exactly the opposite. Do you know what windsurfing is?
She shook her head. I’ll show you, I said, reaching for a napkin. Do you have a pen?
*
So I drew her a picture of a sailboard, and explained a little bit about how it’s done, the way you stand and
hold the crossbar and tilt the sail to turn, the way you feel the wind’s changes on your shoulders and calves and
the back of your head. While I was talking her eyes began to flash a little, and she started asking questions. Why
don’t you fall over? What do you do if the wind dies? She laughed and shook her head with exasperation, as if she
couldn’t quite believe my answers. By that time it was almost five, and we both had to leave; when she asked me
if I wanted to meet again I said yes, automatically, and then thought, this is the first thing that has happened in my
life that I could never explain to anyone.
For the next month we met once every week, on Saturday afternoons, always at the Shangri-La. Once
afterward we went down the street to a Shanghai restaurant and ate lion’s-head meatballs and Shaoxing pork. I
always asked for the check; outside, so as not to embarrass me, she paid me for her half, in old two- yuan bills so
soft they fell through my fingers and fluttered to the sidewalk. When I protested, the crinkles of laughter
disappeared from the comers of her eyes, and she gave me a cold smile.
If you want to see me, she said, you’ll let me pay my share.
But it’s ridiculous, I said. They won’t even take these at the exchange window, do you know that? She stooped
and picked up the bills, bending her knees to one side, and stuffed them into my vest pocket.
Keep them as a souvenir, she said. They’re not so little to me.
I laughed, but I was the only one.
*
I would be the first to admit I’m no expert on love. Before Lin I’d had other girlfriends, but really only by
accident, and never for longer than a few months. A secretary in another division of my company, after we met at
an office party. A friend of Siu Wong’s little sister, who asked me to help her with some accounting problems.
Every one of these relationships ended with some variation of the same phrase: You’re a nice man, but I don’t
think this should go any further. This isn’t love. And it was true, of course: I didn’t feel anything special for any of
them, not even during sex, not even at the moment of orgasm. The whole performance to me was so physical, so
lacking in personal feeling, that I always felt a little embarrassed afterward and wished she would simply leave.
After a few encounters this embarrassment became so strong that I couldn’t even hold a conversation, and so it
ended, quickly and quietly, with little protest from either of us.
There was a time in my mid-twenties when I wondered if I was gay, or asexual, if I would be happier as a
lifelong celibate or a monk. I even considered going to a psychologist to see if there was something hidden in my
past keeping me from being able to love. But I never went through with it. The sad truth is that it didn’t bother me
all that much. I had my friends; I had my health and strength; and I had the ocean, the waves, and the wind—the
one deep love of my life, you could say. You might say I decided to let fate choose for me. Probably, I thought, I
would wind up married, and a father. But not by my own efforts, not by forcing the matter.
I never once considered the danger of this kind of passivity. I never thought that love would come out of the
sky when I least expected it, like a storm on a clear day, and that I would have no choice but to bow down and
face it, unprepared.
*
In all that time I never mentioned Lin to anyone. When my friends at the club asked where I was on Saturdays,
I told them I was busy with an extra project at work; if Siu Wong called I said I was too tired to go out. It wasn’t
simply a matter of embarrassment. Every time I imagined what I would say—She’s very nice, smart; she has a
college degree, she’s really a teacher—my stomach rolled up into a tight little ball. Even so, I heard Siu Wong
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saying, what are you going to do next, live in Shenzhen? She doesn’t have any connections—she can’t leave. Do
you think you can just become Chinese?
That was the real question, of course. In Lin’s eyes I was a nice man who wore tracksuits all the time and made
silly jokes in bad Mandarin: all the rest of it, my parents, my job, my friends, were to her like shadows in a puppet
show. And to me she was even more perplexing. Her parents were engineers who worked in a state-owned
garment factory that made uniforms for the army. During the Cultural Revolution they were sent to the far west, to
Gansu, and worked digging stones in a quarry; she was born there, in a mud hut with no running water. What
could I ever say about that? All I knew about the Cultural Revolution was from movies.
In the end I did the only thing I could think of: I brought her the first volume of Dream of the Red Chamber. In
the book Lin Dai-yu is the hero’s true love, a beautiful, ethereal orphan whom he is forbidden to marry, because of
her poor and inauspicious background. Eventually he is convinced to marry her rival, and she falls ill and dies of
grief, but that was irrelevant to me; the first part of the novel is filled with the hero’s dreams of her, and poems
written in her honor.
I gave it to her on a Saturday in March, and the next week it was sitting on the table by her elbow, wrinkled
and dog-eared, when I came in.
Have you finished it already? Finished it? Her eyes were puffy, I noticed, as if she hadn’t slept, and hadn’t
bothered with makeup. I read it twice, she said. I think I don’t understand you.
Didn’t you like it?
Harvey, she said, she’s an orphan. She lives far away from her hometown and she knows she’ll probably never
see the South again. All around her there are fabulously rich people, but she has no money of her own. How did
you think it would make me feel?
It’s a novel, I said. Not an essay on society. It’s a love story. She pushed it across the table, and it fell into my
lap.
Keep your novels, she said. I have enough problems. I turned it over in my hands: the lamination peeling from
the cover, the spine folded and broken.
Lin, I said, tell me what you want. She gave me a suspicious look.
You mean right now?
In the future. Tell me what you want the most. She stared down at her hands.
Or else I don’t know why I should keep coming here, I said. What good are we to each other? You seem to
think that I can’t understand you, no matter how hard I try.
It’s ridiculous, she said. You’ll laugh at me. The waiter brought our cups of coffee; I took a sip immediately,
and burned my tongue.
Go on, I said, wincing.
I want to have a kindergarten. She bit down on her lower lip, scraping it with her teeth. Not work in one. I’ve
done that. I want to have a private kindergarten, like they do in Shanghai and Peking, where the parents pay. That
way you can have enough blankets and cots and chairs for every student. You can do painting and music and teach
English. And you can get your own cook and have decent food. Only a certain number of students admitted every
year.
There’s nothing ridiculous about that, I said. How much would it cost?
She looked down at the table, a flush rising from her neck.
It’s impossible. They wouldn’t let me change my residency. And I would have to buy a new teacher’s permit—
if they would even sell me one.
Are you sure of that? I wanted to ask, but something stopped me—the way her shoulders seemed to go limp, or
the bright spots on her cheeks.
Thank you, I said. I’m glad you told me that.
Why?
Because I don’t want to leave you.
She furrowed her eyebrows; for a moment I thought she hadn’t understood me.
We can’t talk this way. You don’t know what you’re saying.
I think we have to, I said. I don’t think we can go on this way much longer.
You don’t understand, she said. There’s no other way. There aren’t options.
Maybe we should go someplace where we can talk alone.
I live in a dormitory, she said. It’s a women-only building. If anyone saw me with you I would be evicted
overnight.
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Then maybe we should—
Go to a hotel room?
I don’t want to be vulgar, I said. I just want to spend more time with you.
There are places, she said, pressing her lips into a line. But you have to pay by the hour. And sometimes they
don’t clean the sheets in between.
Fine. Then I’ll spend the night in a hotel, and we’ll go out together for dim sum in the morning. She shook her
head.
Understand this, she said. It isn’t that I don’t want to. But in Shenzhen, if you pretend to be a whore, you are a
whore. And I won’t do that. Not even for a second.
You don’t have to, I said, tightening my fists under the table. It won’t come to that.
It took me two weeks to find a solution. When I first told Little Brother what I wanted, he laughed so hard I
took the phone away from my ear, and shouted at him to be quiet and get serious. Two days later, he faxed me a
list of flats in Shenzhen that could be rented by the night, the week, or the month, no names taken, and no
questions asked.
Don’t you have any friends in Shenzhen? I asked him the next day. I’m looking for a—a more personal
arrangement.
What does that mean?
I don’t want to pay, I said. Not directly. Maybe you could give him a gift, and then I could reimburse you. But
I don’t want to have to give money directly. I made a promise.
You are a strange one, he said. What kind of girl is this?
She’s very principled.
And you’re going behind her back?
There’s no other way. I’m not happy about it.
Whatever you say, flying fish, he said. All that salt water finally went to your head. I’ll find you something.
When I told Lin about it, at first she refused. You’re missing the point, she said. I told you already. If you pay
for this, you might as well pay for everything. I won’t belong to anyone, don’t you see?
I’m not paying anyone anything, I said. Someone’s doing me a favor. There’s no money involved.
But it’s yours. It’s your friend. It’s your power to say yes or no.
Then you decide, I said. I’ll be there on Saturday. You can come or not.
*
That was how I came to stay at the apartment on Nanhai Lu. It was in a new building, painted white, at the end
of a little strip of land that jutted into Shenzhen Bay. The rest of the strip was taken up by a hotel development
that had been abandoned, leaving only concrete foundations and rusted metal prongs jutting into the sky. The
apartment was on the fourth floor, and the bedroom windows faced the water; there were times when I woke up
there and gazed out across the bay, forgetting where I was.
Sometimes Lin came on Saturday afternoons, left in the evening for work, and didn’t return; but most
weekends she came briefly on Saturday and all day Sunday. I took things as slowly as I knew how: we watched
movies on the VCD player, played guess-fingers and Go, and listened to our favorite CDs, Chopin and Faye Wong
and Kenny G. She taught me how to steam a whole fish with sweet wine sauce; I made her macaroni with ham
and milk tea.
It sounds ridiculous to say so—especially now—but I think of those days as some of the happiest of my life.
When the door closed, Lin became a different person. She took long showers, filling the apartment with steam,
and came out of the bathroom barefoot, wearing a Polo sweatsuit I had bought for her at the border. The apartment
had a set of two plastic-covered couches in the living room; she liked to lie back on one and prop her legs up on
the other with her eyes closed. This reminds me of home, she said. Room to stretch out. No one watching you all
the time.
Take off the plastic, I told her once. The landlord won’t mind. It’s supposed to come off.
Plastic is fine. She slapped the cushion for emphasis. It’s clean. It doesn’t get wet. It doesn’t mildew.
But it’s uncomfortable. Your legs stick to it.
Don’t worry, she said softly, almost whispering. She was drifting off, as she often did; some Sundays she
would nap for two hours in the middle of the morning. You know, Harvey, she said, her voice wavering with
sleepiness, you’re too kind. You’re too good a person for this world. You should be more sensible.
I’m not so kind to everyone, I said. Only to you.
That’s what I mean. I’m not such a wonderful person. I don’t deserve it.
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I don’t believe that.
Do you know how I got to Shenzhen? She sat up, wiping her mouth on her sleeve, and curled her legs under
her. Have I ever told you this story?
No.
I bribed a transit commissioner in Zhengzhou, she said. To get a residence permit. He wanted two cases of
Marlboros and a bottle of Suntory whiskey. I got fake cigarettes from a guy I knew in my college. The whiskey
was the hard part. I had to save up for six months to get one small bottle.
It’s an unfair system. Why should you feel bad about that?
Not about that, she said. He was a huge, fat man—you know, so fat he could hardly fit behind his desk. His
head looked like a balloon; it was perfectly round. And he had a mustache that grew black only on one side. When
I gave him the cigarettes he opened the carton and started smoking one after another, at the same time he was
filling out my form. He left these oily fingerprints allover it. And then, two weeks later, I heard he had a heart
attack. Just fell over at his desk. And when I heard about it, I just started to laugh. I could see it so clearly. He was
sucking those cigarettes so hard I thought he might keel over when I was there. She giggled a little, and covered
her mouth, but not so much that I couldn’t see her broad smile.
You see? she said. Do I deserve your kindness. Harvey? A man dies and all I can do is laugh.
Lin, I said, I don’t blame you. If I were in your place I would have felt the same way.
But you weren’t, she said. You’ve never had to do anything like that. Why should you have to sympathize with
me? I’ve never been able to understand that. I’m not so special. Why do you have to go to all this trouble?
Maybe because you don’t want me to, I said. I had meant it to be playful, but as soon as the words came out of
my mouth I realized it was the truth.
You’ve had so much unhappiness in your life, I said. I don’t blame you for doubting me. But I want to
understand. Doesn’t that count for something?
She shook her head.
You can’t, she said. It’s pointless to try. It’s masochistic. You know that, don’t you?
Tell me to leave if you want, I said. I felt suddenly angry; all the warmth had drained out of her face in an
instant, as if she had willed it to.
We’re not as different as you think, I said. My parents are gone. I know what it’s like to wake up and not know
whether I’d rather be dead or alive. Don’t tell me that just because I have money I’ve never suffered.
Stay, she said. She reached up and motioned for me to come to her. I sat down on the couch, and she leaned
over and rested her head carefully on my shoulder.
Let’s not talk, she said. Talking just reminds me that I have to leave.
But otherwise we’ll just be strangers. We’re strangers anyway, I expected her to say. She put her hand on my
elbow, as if to keep me there. In a few minutes I heard her slow, steady breathing, and realized she was asleep.
*
Each time she came we kissed only once, just before she left, and over the weeks the kisses became longer and
longer, until she dropped her bag of work clothes and stood in the doorway with her arms around my shoulders,
tears starting in her eyes.
You don’t have to go, I said. Tell them you were sick.
I’m supposed to be saving money, she said. Instead I’m spending it. If I don’t show up they’ll fire me then and
there. In Shenzhen you don’t get second chances.
You can find something better, I said. You’re spending everything you make on taxis. It doesn’t make any
sense, Lin.
I told you. I warned you that it wouldn’t work.
Let me help you, then. She pressed a finger to my lips.
My life is so little to you, she whispered. A snap of the fingers. I’m the dust you shake off your shoes.
Do you think that’s what I meant? She shook her head.
You don’t have to mean it, she said. It just is.
*
It was June. In the evenings after she left I went for walks along the concrete seawall that overlooked the bay,
watching the sun melt through layers of haze. The water there was clotted with sewage and the shiny bellies of
fish; without wanting to, I imagined myself paddling through it on top of my sailboard, and felt a shiver of nausea
and disgust.
That isn’t fair, I thought. There’s always garbage on the beach at Shek O.
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I turned to the east and looked up at the skyline, or what little of it I could see through the smog: a jumble of
tall spires and cylinders and shining glass tower blocks, some of them copies of buildings in Hong Kong, others
probably copied from buildings elsewhere in the world.
Why is it that Shenzhen doesn’t look quite right. I wondered. Why does it seem like such a mirage, as if I
might come back next week and find it gone?
We slept together for the first time on the night of July 1, the first anniversary of the handover, of Hong Kong
returning to China. From Nanhai Lu we could see the fireworks over downtown Shenzhen and over the Tsing Ma
Bridge in Hong Kong, and on satellite TV we watched the small crowds gathered in Statue Square, waving the
new Hong Kong flag—the one with the purple flower, the bauhinia.
The joke is, I told her, that it’s a hybrid flower, and it’s sterile. Produces no offspring. But she didn’t laugh. In
the flickering light of the screen her face was inert, unmoved; nothing I did made her smile.
I’m sorry, she said. I’m just tired.
You need to look for another job. A day job. This work isn’t right for you.
I don’t see what they’re celebrating, she said, nodding at the screen. Hasn’t it been a terrible year? What about
the stock market crash?
They’re celebrating the future, then. Things will get better.
The future, she said. What a luxury. I turned off the TV and we sat slumped on the couch in the dark.
I’m sorry. She touched my knee. I feel like I’ve poisoned you.
We have to forget all this, I said. Can’t we just be us, just once? She reached for my hand and squeezed it,
hard.
I want to, she said. Try to make me forget.
When it was over she folded herself against me, limp, like a body washed in by the tide.
*
I have an idea, I said the next morning, bringing her a cup of tea in bed. I want you to hear me out. Will you
listen?
She nodded, brushing hair out of her eyes.
I’ve been reading some articles about immigration, I said. We both know there’s no way to move you forward
on the list for Hong Kong. And I can’t legally change my residence to the mainland, even if you wanted me to.
But there’s nothing to stop us from simultaneously emigrating to a third country.
But— I raised my hand.
There are two options for us, I said. Canada and Australia. Both are expensive. I would have to sell my parents’
investments. And we would probably have to wait two or three years for you to get a visa. But that’s it—three
years at the most. You could start a Chinese kindergarten in Toronto or Vancouver or Sydney. It wouldn’t be so
hard—I could help you.
You would do that? Leave Hong Kong for good?
Not necessarily for good. Once you’re naturalized in another country we can move back to Hong Kong if we
want to. We’ll keep my apartment and rent it out.
She drank her tea in one gulp and set the cup down.
You’ve figured everything out, she said. Haven’t you.
It’s not so difficult. People do it all the time.
Of course, she said. People buy wives all the time. Her eyes were bloodshot, and there was a streak of rouge
smeared across her nose. And I felt I couldn’t tolerate her stubbornness for a moment longer. It seemed perverse,
almost artificial, and I felt myself getting angry, a rim of hot sweat around my lips.
The rest of the world isn’t Shenzhen, I said. You don’t have to see it that way. We don’t have to see it that way.
Once you’ve left China everything will be different.
She gave a small cry, like a cat when you step on its paw, and reached over and slapped me across the face.
Don’t tell me about the rest of the world! she shouted. Don’t tell me what you can do for me. Is that what love
is? She moved to the other side of the bed and stood up, winding the sheet around her.
No more, she said. I’m almost out of money. I have to move out of my room.
You didn’t tell me that.
I’m getting rid of my mobile, she said. I’m leaving my job.
What will you do?
Don’t ask me that question.
Lin, I said, don’t I deserve an answer? She turned to the window, covering her face with her hands, the sheet
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sagging around her ankles.
You should forget about me, she said hoarsely, her voice muffled in her palms. I warned you. You should never
have expected anything from me.
I don't believe you, I said. I know what you want. You only have to be brave and want it enough. She took a
corner of the sheet and wrapped it again around her chest, and blew her nose with her fingers, the way farmers do.
It isn’t a question of bravery, she said. You still don’t understand. I blinked my eyes once, twice; the room
seemed to bend around me, like a reflection in one of those funny mirrors at Ocean Park.
Lin, I said, it doesn’t matter who has the money and who doesn’t. If I were in your position—
If I lived in Hong Kong, you would never have noticed me, she said, turning from the window. You wouldn’t
have looked at me twice. Isn’t that true?
No, I said, but I felt a sagging weight in my chest, as if I had swallowed a stone. Of course it was true. I saw
myself again in the dark back corner of Club Nikko, handing her a packet of tissues, a business card—when
would I have done that, in my normal life, with a stranger? It isn’t important, I wanted to say. How can it be so
important? But the words wouldn’t form on my tongue. I saw my face as she must have seen it: my eyebrows
tilted in concern, my mouth slowly forming the syllables, as if I were talking to a child. I hadn’t meant to sound
that way, I thought. But how else could she have heard it?
Pity isn’t love, she said, her voice dropping to a whisper. It doesn’t turn into love. Maybe I thought it could,
but I was wrong. I’m sorry if I deceived you.
This can’t be the end, I said weakly. I sat down on the edge of the bed, steadying myself with my hands; the
floor seemed to fall away from me, curving into the trough of a wave. For a moment I thought I would be sick.
You are making a terrible mistake, I wanted to shout. You’ll always regret this. But I knew how she would
respond. I made that mistake already.
I think you’re lying to me, I shouted at her suddenly.
I wasn’t even aware of what I was saying; I only felt my shoulders clenched together, as if I was expecting the
ceiling to fall. You’re not really out of a job, are you? You’re just sick of me and you want someone else. It’s a
convenient excuse, isn’t it?
She turned and stared at me, and a shiver of recognition ran down her body: as if I had confirmed something
she had always known.
I’m going horne, she said. Back to Anhui. Maybe I’ll get a job. Probably not. I don’t care if I have to eat rice
out of a hole in the ground. At least I won’t be one of those women who sits in a villa and waits for a man, like a
wind-up toy. I may go crazy, but not that way.
*
We took a taxi together from Nanhai Lu into the city, and at a street comer, just blocks away from the border,
she told the driver to stop and got out quickly, without saying a word.
Hey! the driver shouted. Pay your fare!
It’s all right, I said. I’m paying for both of us.
As I walked to the border terminal the clouds were beginning to break up, and the sidewalks glowed in the
glaring sun. Twenty minutes later, when the train pulled out of the station on the Hong Kong side, I rested my
forehead against the cool glass of the window and closed my eyes. I knew exactly how I wanted to remember her:
sitting on the plastic couch, her feet propped up, her hair still wet from the shower, laughing at some inane
romantic comedy on the TV. I strained to fix the image in my mind, but already it was difficult to recall the
details: what did she do with her hands? How did her voice sound when she spoke my name?
If I disappear, that’s it, she had said. China will swallow me up.
Finally I gave up and opened my eyes.
When you take the train south from the border into Hong Kong, after you pass the small town of Sheung Shui,
the countryside opens up into a lush valley, a lowland forest dotted with small farms that climb the sides of gently
sloping hills. This is the valley of Fanling. In all my trips past this place I had never seen what I was passing: a
hundred shades of green so rich and deep that it hurt my eyes to look at them. In the colonial days, I read once, the
English governors and magistrates had huge estates in Fanling, and they played a game where they released a fox
and then chased after it with horses and a pack of dogs. All the animals had to be imported from England—even
the fox! But it was worth it to them, because it was the same game that they played at home in England, and they
wanted to forget for a morning that they were here instead of there. I wondered what it would feel like to ride a
horse through that incredible landscape, so green that it hurt your eyes to see it, and whether one of those
Englishmen might have slowed his horse for a moment. and breathed the air, and felt in that instant that he
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belonged here, on the other side of the world from where he was born.
I raised my head from the window, and the faces of the other passengers dissolved, as if I were looking at them
from underwater, and I whispered to myself, peace, peace, peace.
*THE COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO*
155b.1 Excerpt from Luz y Sombra\fn{by Ana Roqué (1853-1933)} Aguadilla, Puerto Rico, U.S.A. (F) 13
Riveras del Plata,\fn{Río localizado en la parte norte-central de Puerto Rico, cuyas aguas fluyen al Atlántico. Matilde habita en una
modesta hacienda en las riveras del Plata, cerca del pueblo de Comerío }
Febrero de 18—
Decididamente, querida Julia, mis padres piensan en casarme, y según me han manifestado, me destinan para
esposo un señor que me dobla la edad, y que se halla ahaoa en Europa haciendo compras, pues está establecido en
el pueblo. Dicen que es muy excelente persona y con mucho dinero. ¡Figúrate! ¡Qué me importará a mí el dinero!
Lo que yo quiero es ser feliz, amando a mi prometido.
No sé por qué siento un disgusto secreto cuando mis padres me hablan de esto; será porque como discurríamos
en el colegio, pocas veces se hermanan la juventud y la edad madura.
Son mucho mis diez y seis años con todas aquellas hermosas ilusiones y halagüeñas esperanzas que nos
forjábamos cuando estábamos en Santurce, éte acuerdas? para terminar de un modo tan prosaico, casándome con
un hombre de edad, y que sólo podrá hablarme de negocios, de numeros, de todo lo basto\fn{ Grocero, tosco} y
prosaico de la vida.
¡Ah no! Creo que no consentiré. Aún sólo he dicho a mis padres que espero conocerle para determinar. ¡Qué
porvenir tan distinto del imaginado me esperaría si se llegase a realizar este proyecto!
¡Cómo vendrían al suelo los sueños color de rosa que tanto nos ocuparon en aquellos días tan hermosos de la
vida que pasé a tu lado!
Tú no pensabas como yo. Querías ser rica para vivir lujosamente y rodeada de admiradores a quienes poder
tratar con desdén, yo por el contrario, sólo he aspirado siempre a amar y ser amada de uno solo; pero que me
entregue su alma entera, como yo le corresponderé por toda una eternidad.
Tú ambicionabas obtener con tu soberbia hermosura, el dominio de todas las almas; yo sólo quería y quiero
reinar en un solo corazón que sepa comprenderme.
¿Conseguiremos nuestros deseos? ¡Cuán distintos son nuestros destinos!
Tú vives en esa hermosa capital rodeada de adoradores, frecuentando el teatro, los bailes, los paseos con tus
también hermosísimas hermanas Rosalía y Anita: en ese ambiente de elegancia, de lujo y de eternas distracciones,
podrás realizar los sueños de tu ambición.
Y yo, pobre lugareña, destinada a vegetar en las riveras del Plata, en este campo solitario, alejada del humano
concierto. ¿Podré ver satisfechos los míos?
¡Si supieras cuán triste es la vida del campo en Puerto Rico!
Ver caer la lluvia e inundarse los sembrados; levantarnos con el alba y tomar un vaso de leche fresca al pie de
la vaca hosca que ordeña Simplicio.
¿Recuerdas a Simplicio? Aquel negrito feo y travieso que nos acompañaba a misa cuando venías al pueblo, y
que parece un gorila escapado de los bosques del Africa.
Luego por la noche, ver a mi madre bostezar mientras mi padre escribe; y yo, pobre de mí, en esta soledad,
cuando no leo, me entretengo tocando al piano las partituras que aprendí en el colegio, o las preciosas danzas que
tú me envías.
Las últimas ¡qué lindas son! El Pan de huevo y el Gambao son bulliciosas y alegres como todas las de la
Capital;\fn{La composición de la danza puertorriqueña tradicional en el siglo XIX estaba dividida en dos escuelas: la “Escuela Ponceña”
o “Escuela de Morel Campos” y la “Escuela Sanjuanera” o “Escuela de la Capital”. La danza que surge de la “Escuela Sanjuanera” es una
danza rítmica, de intención bailable y popular, que responde a los patrones rígidos del salón de baile. La danza compuesta por los
integrantes de la “Escuela Ponceña … es una danza más culta, con intenciones de mayor dimensión y que debe apelar mayormente al
espíritu”.} y Alma sublime sentimental, dulcísima como todas las de Campos.\fn{ Juan Morel Campos (1857-1896)
compositor de danzas cuya obra está entroncada en el sentimiento afectivo del pueblo. Condensó en la danza el estado de la conciencia
popular puertorriqueña agotada por las luchas incesantes en pro de la libertad política. }

Con las primeras, sin querer, le bailan a uno los pies; con la segunda recuerda la mente nuestro brillante cielo,
nuestras noches esplendorosas iluminadas por la luna, los murmullos de la brisa en el boscaje, toda esa poesía
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hermosa que nos rodea y embelesa: puede decirse que la ponceña es la danza cásica de Puerto Rico.
Cuando ejecuto las primeras, me acuerdo de ti cuando, a escondidas de las Madres que nos vigilaban, te ponías
a bailar aquellos tangos tan exagerados: ¡si te hubieran visto! ¡Qué encerrona tan bien merecida!
Todavía me río al acordarme de tus travesuras.
Tú eras la más revoltosa e incorregible del colegio, mientras que yo a nada me atrevía: por eso me llamaban la
malva.\fn{Proviene de la expresión “ser como una malva”, es decir, dócil y bondadosa. }
Pero no creas que no te imitaba porque no me gustase también salirme de mis casillas; sino por falta de valor
para hacerlo; siempre he sido pusilánime y medrosa: nunca he podido ser resuelta como tú, a quien todas las
compañeras respetaban por tu carácter dominante y avasallador.
Quizás por esa ley de los contrastes es que tú y yo simpatizamos. Oí decir a mi padre una vez que los
caracteres iguales pocas veces congeniaban, y que los grandes afectos se estrechan más entre caracteres opuestos.
No sabes los deseos que tengo de recibir carta tuya para que me digas si te diviertes, si vas con tus hermanas al
teatro, si te han llevado ya a algún baile.
Escríbeme pronto. Ya que nos separa la distancia, al menos que nos quede el consuelo de confiarnos nuestras
impresiones por medio de la escritura.
Triste consuelo, pero al fin alga es.
Olvidaba darte la gran noticia: mañana llega mi primo Paco que viene a tomar el cargo de mayordomo de
nuestra estancia.
Dicen que es un chico muy simpático, trabajador y honrado, aunque muy pobre: tiene veinte y cuatro años.
No sé por qué siento una invencible curiosidad de conocerle. Dicen que toca la flauta, al menos me
acompañará al piano: será un amigo joven que amenizará un tanto mis tristes horas de soledad.
Adiós, mi bella Julia.
Tu Matilde.
*
San Juan de Puerto Rico
Marzo de 18—
¡Pues me ha dado poco gusto, querida Matilde mía, leer tu interesante carta!
Como un rocío bienhechor han sido para mi alma tus conceptos tan impregnados de esa poesía dulce y
tranquila que es la esencia de tu carácter tan bello como afectuoso.
¡Qué gratos me son los recuerdos del colegio! Pero en la agitada vida que llevo, parece van borrándose de mi
mente, y sólo cuando tú los renuevas, vuelven a refrescar mi alma con su acariciador encanto.
Me preguntas si me divierto, si voy a bailes, al teatro; sí, ya he tenido ese placer.
Me presenté por primera vez en la sociedad el domingo pasado en el baile del Casino:\fn{ En la época en que se
desarrollan los hechos había en San Juan dos clubes privados llamados “Casinos”: el Casino Puerto-Riqueño, fundado hacia 1854, y el
Casino Español, fundado en 1874.} te detallaré mi traje, porque creo que te agradará.
Elegí uno aéreo\fn{Traje de tela leve.} que armonizase con mis grandes ojos negros y mi cabello rizado: era de
gasa\fn{Tela muy clara y sutil.} crema listada, con viso de raso\fn{ Tela de seda brillante, llamada también satén. } estilo
imperio,\fn{Vestido sobrio y elegante de líneas, del tiempo del Emperador Napoleón I. } y sólo un grupo de rosas pálidas

naturales en el pecho.
La hechura elegantísima y su sencillez extrema: siempre he creído que la suprema distinción está en lo
sencillo.
Los hombres me decían hermosa, lo cual dicen ellos siempre, aunque sea todo lo contrario; pero las mujeres
me miraban con envidia, sobre todo las despojadas por la naturaleza de las gracias naturales a nuestro séxo, lo que
me persuadió de que en realidad no estaba del todo mal.
También parece que me casan con un coronel de E.M.\fn{ Coronel de Estado Mayor.} bastante rico por herencia,
muy tieso, y muy correcto; aunque creo pasa de los cuarenta, y tiene muchas arrugas en el rostro, y muchas más
en el alma, pues me dicen ha tenido una vida bastante borrascosa.
No me importa eso; será pronto general y esto me halaga sobremanera.
En cuanto a amarle, no creo pueda nunca inspirarme el menor afecto. Pero si para brillar en el mundo tenemos
que pasarnos sin amor, prescindiremos de él: una posición como la que Sevastel puede ofrecerme, no se encuentra
todos los días, y no es de despreciar.
Tenga yo muchos diamantes, una casa con honores de palacio con todas las comodidades del lujo, donde pueda
dar brillantes reuniones, y lo demás es romanticismo, cosas pasadas de moda ya.
Sé, mi querida Matilde, que tu alma soñadora no se aviene con mi modo de pensar. Que eres ardiente
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adoradora de la escuela antigua: que tienes en mucho un suspiro de amor, y lo aprecias más que yo una joya
soberbia; pero creo soy yo la que estoy en el terreno firme de la vida; pues con mis diez y siete años precoces, me
inclino siempre a lo práctico, a lo que me reporta utilidades positivas; y dejo o ahogo los sueños vagos que sólo
nos pueden dar satisfacciones pasajeras, seguidas de decepciones sin cuento.
No, no quiero imitarte, no quiero soñar.
Deseo vivir de lo verdadero, de lo que nos da goces reales que nunca pueden encontrarse en la región de las
quimeras.
Aún no está fijado el día de mi matrimonio que promete ser un acontecimiento en esta Capital: ya te avisaré.
Ten cuidado con la amistad de ese primo Paco, que siendo tan pobre, no te conviene por ningún concepto.
No te alucines, amiga mía, pues por imprevisión, y dado tu carácter incapaz de adoptar una resolución
enérgica, puedes labrar tu desgracia eterna.
Siempre tu más cariñosa amiga.
Julia
*
Riveras del Plata,
Marzo de 18—
Ya está aquí, querida Julia: El, el primo cuya próxima venida te anunciaba.
Parece que en nuestra vida, o mejor dicho, desde que la diosa juventud llama a nuestra puerta, hay un
presentimiento, una intuición del porvenir.
Es así que cuando nacemos, parece que ya venimos predestinados a esperar otra alma, otro ser que es la mitad
del nuestro.
Ahora me explico, amiga mía, los sueños que me alucinaban, los suspiros sin objeto, las impresiones bruscas
que recibía mi alma cuando besaba una flor, cuando me hallaba sola en medio de la naturaleza, cuando acariciaba
los lindos pajaritos que prisioneros entonaban en mi ventana sus melodiosas canturias, o cuando veía rodar las
nubes en el firmamento azul.
Es que le presentía a él. Es que le esperaba en todos los momentos. ¡Es que creía encontrarle en todas partes!…
Tú, mi positivista\fn{Filosofía de Augusto Comte que sostiene que el espíritu humano debe renunciar a conocer el ser mismo de
las cosas y contentarse con verdades sacadas de la observación y la experiencia. } Julia, te reirás de mis delirios, te burlarás de
mis aprehensiones.
Pero no, no te reirás: es imposible que tú no hayas experimentado también lo que yo. Es imposible que seas
una hermosa flor sin alma. Y si tienes alma, has debido experimentar ese anhelo, esos presentimientos, esas, si
quieres, locuras del espíritu, que tienen que preceder siempre a la hora ineludible, al momento sagrado en que
empezamos a amar.
Le amo, Julia, y le amo sin poder contrarrestar ese sentimiento que es más poderoso que mi voluntad, que me
domina y se impone a mí con fuerza incontrastable.
Es pobre me dices. ¿Y qué me importa esto? ¿Acaso puedo detenerme a considerar las circunstancias que me
rodean, a analizar este afecto que ha nacido espontáneo, y grande, grande cual la inmensidad …?
¡No, mi cabeza no puede pensar, cuando mi corazón sólo sabe sentir …!
¡Sentir!
¿Penetras tú lo que significa esa palabra? Si no has sentido, no me comprenderás; pero como algún día has de
experimentar lo que yo, entonces sabrás lo que es sufrir y gozar, llorar y reir, ser desgraciado y feliz a un tiempo
mismo.
¡Que vas a casarte, me dices, y sin amar a tu prometido!
¡Julia, querida Julia, no hagas eso; porque el día que tu corazón despierte, te verás ligada para siempre por
lazos sagrados que no podrás romper, y te harás desgraciada para toda la vida, pues sé que tienes nobles
sentimientos y jamás serás criminal!
¡Si tú supieras lo avasallador que es un afecto cuando se posesiona de nuestra alma!
Te referiré nuestra primera entrevista:
Era domingo, mi madre y yo nos hallábamos en el lindo cenador que tenemos en el jardín, hablando de mil
reformas para nuestra casa, cuando llegó Simplicio con su cara de mico, haciendo mil visajes, jadeante de tanto
correr, y sin poder explicar la causa que le ponía tan fuera de sí.
—Pero acaba de hablar, muchacho, dijo mi madre.
—Si es que no pueo.\fn{Puedo, representación del habla jibara o campesina en Puerto Rico }
—¿Has visto algun fantasma? Contesta.
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—No, si es que vine de currío\fn{Corriendo} y estoy asesando,\fn{Jadeando} señora.
Luego añadió alegremente:
—Allá vienen, allá vienen, y al mismo tiempo el chiquillo batía palmas y daba saltos como un atolondrado.
Mama salió al encuentro de mi padre que se acercaba satisfecho, acompañado de un joven alto, elegante, de
fisonomía simpática; aunque no ciertamente hermoso, pero que tiene unos ojos arrebatadores.
Yo me sentí presa de una emoción extraña, y mis pies se quedaron como adheridos al suelo, sin permitirme dar
un paso hacia mi primo, que me miraba con curiosidad y embeleso.
¡Oh Julia, que hermoso es sentir la vida, presentir el infinito, comprender el idealismo del afecto más dulce que
podemos experimentar en la tierra, al conmoverse nuestro ser al influjo de una mirada! …
La naturaleza, mis padres, el jardín que se extendía a mi alrededor, Simplicio con sus morisquetas y su
curiosidad infantil, las lindas viudas y madreselvas que abrían sus florecillas entre el rústico enrejado del cenador,
todo desapareció a mi vista, y sólo quedó él; él fascinándome con su mirada de fuego y con el encanto de su
expresivo semblante.
¡No sé lo que pasó por mí en aquel instante supremo, donde vi la encarnación real de todos los delirios, de
todos los sueños y locuras de mi alma!
Sí, era él. Esa era su mirada, su voz, su expresión.
Era el ideal soñado, el ser esperado con ansia, el aguardado por mí en virtud de una promesa que se me había
hecho, por algo que está sobre o fuera de nosotros; era él, no podía equivocarme, los fuertes latidos de mi corazón
no me podían engañar.
Desde aquel instante sentí mi alma llena de una dicha infinita, mi corazón satisfecho y mi amor propio
halagado por un gozo íntimo, interno, arrobador, al contemplar su simpática e interesante figura.
Desde aquel momento sentí en mí la plétora\fn{ Abundancia, exceso} de vida que da el amor.
Una carcajada franca de mi padre me sacó de aquel éxtasis, de aquel hechizo que me embargaba.
—¡Pues se ha quedado poco tonta mi Matilde al ver a este perillán!\fn{ Hombre pícaro, astuto, bribón} Dispénsala,
sobrino, que esta niña aun tiene poca desenvoltura, porque apenas ha tratado más gente que a nosotros y a sus
compañeras de colegio; pero es una excelente muchacha: ya no verás cuando pierda el encogimiento que la
embarga al tratar a un extraño.
Vamos, chicos, a estimarse como hermanos, así me daréis gusto. ¡Ea! a la mesa, que yo tengo buena hambre, y
lo que es Paco, después de las doce leguas recorridas, debe sentir también estimulado su apetito.
Obsequioso mi primo me ofreció el brazo para acompañarme al comedor, y mi padre, que mima a mamá como
en sus buenos tiempos, también le sirvió de caballero, y a los pocos minutos nos sentábamos a la mesa, ya un
poco más tranquila yo, y dispuesta a mostrarme amable con nuestro interesante huésped.
No te referiré las mil impresiones que he sentido en estos ocho días, pues no quiero cansarte con puerilidades
que sólo a mí interesan; sólo sí te diré que damos juntos largos paseos por el campo, a pie y a caballo; y en
nuestras conversaciones he conocido su vasta instrucción, pues todo es objeto de su estudio; desde la modesta
florecilla que vive riente en las orillas del Plata, o a la falda de los cerros, hasta las magníficas estrellas o soles
gigantescos que iluminan nuestras hermosas noches tropicales, de todo trata; y en la naturaleza encuentra
manantial inagotable para nuestras conversaciones íntimas.
No me ha hablado de amor; pero sus ojos siempre fijos en los míos ¡me han dicho tanto! …
Las horas primeras de la noche las consagramos a la música, yo al piano y él con su flauta, que toca con
perfección. También cantamos algunas veces. El tiene una voz bastante agradable de tenor, y yo, ya lo sabes, soy
una mediana contralto.\fn{Voz media entre tiple y tenor} ¡Oh, qué vida, querida Julia!
A veces me parece que estoy soñando y que tanta felicidad es imposible en la tierra, y tengo razón para
considerarlo un imposible; mi padre es muy bueno, pero creo jamás consentirá en mi unión con Paco; a él le
halaga mucho verme enlazada a un hombre de la posición de don Ramón, así se llama el que me destinan para
esposo y que aún no conozco.
No, no lo aceptaré, aunque disguste a mi buen padre. Amaré a mi primo en silencio y jamás profanaré este
afecto santo y hermoso que le profeso.
Al terminar esta carta estoy trisre, muy triste. ¿Qué nos tendrá reservado el porvenir? Adiós,
Matilde
*
Capital,
Abril de 18—
¡Oh qué idilio, amiga Matilde, es tu carta de ayer!
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¡Cuánto me he reído al pensar de que manera tan tonta te has enamorado de … el amor!
Sí, mi buena Matilde, tú no puedes amar como me dices a ese primo, que ni tiene una posición que ofrecerte, y
ni siquiera hermoso es.
Lo que te pasa es que ha llegado la edad de amar, sólo a él tratas, y como es consiguiente, a él le consagras las
primicias de ese corazoncito vehemente y tierno, que hace más apasionada tu imaginación de poeta, excitada por
una hermosa naturaleza exuberante y risueña, como es la que te rodea en esa pintoresca posesión, y a quien presta
vuelos la soledad y falta de distracciones.
Me pintas una vida monótona como es siempre la del campo, y para ti llena de goces íntimas, de impresiones y
sueños deliciosos.
¿Cómo podrás tú gozar con esas quimeras?
Yo, te lo confieso francamente, si tuviera que vivir como tú en esa soledad, me moriría de fastidio.
No comprendo la vida contemplativa.\fn{Vida pasada en la contemplación y la meditación} El estudio me aburre, la
lectura poco menos. Hasta el piano me cansa cuando tengo que aprender alguna partitura nueva que presente
alguna dificultad.
La naturaleza que tú siempre has encontrado tan hermosa, nada dice a mi corazón que no sabe entusiasmarse
con lo ideal, con lo impalpable y vaporoso.
Te acordarás de aquellas hermosas tardes del colegio. ¡Cuán distintas eran nuestras impresiones!
Tú-aún me río, siempre estabas detrás de las mariposas; esas bellas flores con vida, que decía Victor
Hugo,\fn{French author (1802-1885)} o contemplando el espacio, suspirando como los poetas cursis, viviendo de
quimeras, encantándote con las caprichosas formas de las nubes que rodaban por el firmamento; con el retoño
temprano de aquellos almendros raquíticos del parque del colegio, que a ti te parecían bellos, con el vaivén
caprichoso de las olas al morir en la playa que recorríamos cuando íbamos al baño; en fin, con todas las
nimiedades más insignificantes, que para mí pasaban desapercibidas, y que a ti, mi soñadora Matilde, te parecían
bellezas sublimes.
¡Qué idealista eres!
No te ofendas por mis impertinentes apreciaciones; pues a pesar de tu carácter sentimental, y del mío tan
positivista, tú sabes que te quiero tanto, que a nadie hasta ahora, a excepción de mi madre, he querido más.
No, no he sentido aún esos deseos sin objeto, esas ansias de amor que me pintas; mas no por eso creas que soy
una flor sin alma.
Es que no ha llegado la hora, quizás no llegará nunca, en la que mi corazón se sobreponga a mi cabeza y me
acometa el vértigo …
Temo este momenta, pues también me preocuparé de lo nimio, y será una gran cosa para mí un suspiro o una
mirada … ¡quizás lloraré, quizás me reiré sin saber par qué …!
A la verdad, querida Matilde, que, cuando lo pienso bien, veo que es una gran tontada eso del amor. Yo creo
que se necesita nacer poeta para amar; los demás, los que no tenemos el cerebro caldeado por los rayos del divino
Apolo,\fn{Dios del sol en la mitología greco-romana } podemos querer, desear, experimental sensaciones puramente
materiales; pero ¡soñar! ¡amar! … eso es propio de esas imaginaciones enfermas, de esas naturalezas delicadas,
sensitivas de la humanidad, que la más insignificante impresión altera su sistema nervioso, y repercute en el alma,
especie de harpa eólicafn{Instrumento musical que produce sonidos al exponerlo a una corriente de aire } que el más ligero
suspiro logra conmover.
Esos seres, si es que existen muchos ejemplares en estas sociedades positivistas, tienen más de ángel que de
humanos; y tú, mi bella Matilde, parece que eres una de esas excepciones tan raras como interesantes, para el que
le guste estudiar alguna de las faces del corazón, o de los delirios de la mente.
Pero dejemos tu modo de ser a un lado, y hablemos de algo más real y halagador para nosotras.
Ya que con tanta ingenuidad me has referido tu sencilla y poética vida, yo también te diré en lo que me paso el
tiempo.
Me levanto a las once de la mañana y almuerzo en familia.
Luego salgo con una de mis hermanas a tiendas o a visitas de confianza, a pie, porque así es la costumbre en
esta pequeña ciudad donde no hay distancias.
Vengo alas cuatro, y estoy en el tocador hasta la hora de paseo; a veces salimos en coche basta Santurce o Río
Piedras,\fn{Municipio independiente hasta 1951, cuando se une a San Juan. Hoy área densamente poblada. En la época en que Roqué
escribe Río Piedras era más bien una mediana aldea campestre. Santurce, hoy también parte del municipio de San Juan, era entonces región
suburbana de quintas veraniegas. } si la tarde es hermosa, y casi siempre nos acompaña un amigo, alguno de esos entes

insignificantes, comodines de la sociedad, que siempre tienen una frase ingeniosa en los labios para ensalzar
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nuestra hermosura, y que se hacen indispensables por los servicios que prestan. .
Son al mismo tiempo una especie de gacetas\fn{ Correveidiles} ambulantes que llevan consigo un saco de
noticias ciertas o inventadas por la crónica escandalosa, que siempre abulta o acrimina las más inocentes acciones.
Después de un rato de frívola conversación, regresamos del paseo, y si es día de recibir, me quedo en casa para
obsequiar a los amigos, y siempre pasamos un rato delicioso dando culto al arte.
Pero no vayas a creer que es el arte que instruye, que eleva, que hace concebir hermosos ideales al que
nosotros consagramos esas horas de salaz y de íntimas expansiones, no. Nosotros tomamos el arte como mero
pasatiempo, como el mejor medio de soportar la monotonía de la vida: por eso cultivamos el arte que divierte, que
habla a los sentidos y no al corazón.
Quédese aquél para los que saben sentir hondo y pensar alto, no para nosotros que no sabemos pensar ni sentir
de ninguna manera: sólo procuramos distraer el fastidio de lo insustancial de nuestra manera de vivir.
Las noches que no recibimos, vamos al teatro o a casa de otra amiga; algunas veces a la retreta,\fn{ Función de
música al aire libre} y luego a La Mallorquina\fn{Restaurante del Viejo San Juan fundado en 1848. Continúa siendo lugar popular
de reunión en el presente} a tomar un sorbete.
Me dirás tú: ¿Y tu prometido, cuándo le hablas?
Nosotros no hacemos el oso\fn{Exponerse a la burla o lástima de la gente} como la gente cursi: me visita en el teatro,
los domingos por el día y las noches de reunión en mi casa.
Nos vemos en la Iglesia, en todas partes. No me habla jamás de amor de la manera íntima que lo hacen otros,
pero me dispensa todas las atenciones y delicadezas de su excelente educación.
Todos los días me envía con su asistente un soberbio ramo de flores. Siempre me apoyo en su brazo para
volver a casa después de las reuniones o del teatro; en una palabra, él en todas ocasiones es un caballero galante y
amable, y la capital dice que nos adoramos.
Yo creo también que le estimo bastante, y pronto seremos esposos.
¡Si vieras que trousseau\fn{Ajuar de novia} estoy preparando! Va a causar envidia a más de cuatro que bien
quisieran estar en mi lugar.
Adiós, mi querida Matilde, no sueñes tanto. No te dejes llevar de fantasmagorías que nada tienen de
consistentes, y cree que lo único que proporciona goces positivos, es brillar en la sociedad.
Espero vendrás a mi matrimonio que creo será dentro de tres meses, después del de mi hermana mayor que se
casa el próximo y se marcha a Madrid.
Ya te haré olvidar a ese primo que no te conviene.
Tu Julia
*
Riveras del Plata.
Abril de 18—
Bien te decía en mi anterior, queridísima Julia, que tenía miedo de mi felicidad, pues no podía ser duradera: así
ha sído.
Como un humo se desvanecieron aquellos instantes dichosos de íntimas confidencias, de agradabilísimo trato,
en los cuales, aunque sin hablar de amor, nuestras almas se confundían en unas mismas impresiones, y se iba
cimentando en ellas un afecto profundísimo y tierno que nada podrá ya borrar.
No, el amor que profeso a mi primo alentará en mí hasta la muerte, y aún, si después de ella también se vive,
hasta la eternidad.
Para mí no existe, ni existir puede otro hombre en el mundo más que él; él a quien amo con todas las fuerzas
de mi alma, y a quien siempre amaré, y más hoy que estoy segura de su cariño.
Te expondré lo ocurrido:
Llegó por fin al pueblo don Ramón, y mí padre me llamó a su presencia.
—Matilde, me dijo con bondad, hace mucho tiempo que tengo concertado tu matrimonio con mi amigo
Ramón, que, a más de tener una pingüe fortuna, es trabajador y honrado.
Me dirás que él no es muy joven, mejor, pues eso es garantía de felicidad; puesto que ya pasó de la edad de los
devaneos, y ahora se consagrará a su casa y a su esposa.
También me objetarás que no le amas ni él a ti. En cuanto a esto último, aunque te conoció pequeña, me ha
manifestado que te estima por tus cualidades, y que procurará hacerte dichosa. Tú, ya le amarás; pues sus prendas
morales son excelentes, y no podrás menos que apreciarlas en lo que valen.
Eso del amor apasionado que nos pintan las novelas, son tonterías en las que una joven juiciosa jamás debe
parar mientes. Ese amor loco pasa al mes de matrimonio, y si las personas que se han unido no tienen bastantes
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cualidades morales para estimarse mutuamente, acaban por aborrecerse, luego que la pasión se extingue y la
venda cae de los ojos.
No pasa así con los que se han casado estimándose y despojados de esa ofuscación que sólo males acarrea:
entre éstos, existirá. siempre una amistad sincera que proporcionará una vida de paz y de dicha; pues sólo el amor
tranquilo, basado en una profunda estimación, es lo que puede asegurar la felicidad.
Así pues, hija mía, el domingo te presentaré a mi amigo y espero me complacerás no oponiéndote a mis
deseos.
Nada repliqué; nada dije. Una oleada de sangre subió a mi rostro, y mi padre que me miraba fijamente debió
interpretarlo por el rubor consiguiente que siente la joven a quien le anuncian el deseado himeneo.\fn{ Casamiento,
matrimonio}
Mi voz se ahogó en la garganta, que un nudo férreo oprimía, y toda trastornada hice una pequeña reverencia a
mi padre, y salí de su despacho para ocultar las lágrimas que pugnaban pol delatarme.
En ese estado atravesé la galería que conduce a mi habitación, y al entrar en mi alcoba, vi a Paco que subía la
escalera chasqueando el latiguillo que lleva siempre cuando va a voltear\fn{ Recorrer} la estancia.
Sin saber lo que hacía me quedé inmóvil junto a la puerta, y cubriéndome la cara con las manos, dejé correr las
lágrimas, pues los sollozos me ahogaban.
Aproximóse él muy alarmado y me dijo:
—Pero Matilde, ¿por qué lloras de ese modo? ¿Qué te pasa?
Sentí que mi madre se acercaba y le dije precipitadamente:
—A las cuatro de la tarde en la glorieta del jardín.
Nunca olvidaré aquel día, el más memorable de mi vida.
A las cuatro, según habíamos convenido, bajé al jardín con los ojos hinchados de tanto llorar: allí estaba él
esperándome, pálido y lleno de inquietud.
Después de notificarle lo que me ocurría, y al saber el compromiso que había concertado mi padre con don
Ramón, del cual yo no le había hablado hasta entonces, una palidez intensa cubrió su expresivo semblante, y
después de un instante de anonadamiento que le ocasionó la inesperada nueva, con un sacudimiento nervioso
oprimió mis manos; y sus ojos tan negros como el abismo de mi dolor, se fijaron en los míos, y por un espacio de
tiempo que no podría precisar, nuestras almas, confundidas en aquella mirada, se dijeron lo que los labios por
tanto tiempo habían callado …
La corriente de un arroyuelo cercano que llevaba sus límpidas aguas al Plata, murmuraba dulcemente, mientras
que acariciadas las flores por la tibia brisa de la tarde, se acercaban unas a otras, confundiendo sus corolas en un
ardiente y continuado beso …
Todo en torno nuestro sonreía, y nuestras almas influidas por la soledad, el pintoresco sitio y nuestro amor
inmenso, que ya no podíamos ocultar, se abrieron a las dulces confidencias: y aquellos labios por tanto tiempo
mudos, me manifestaron por fin todo el cariño, todo el ardor de una pasión santa y hermosa, que había nacido
espontánea e inmensa, lo mismo en su alma que en la mía, al contacto de la primera mirada.
No era posible pertenecer a otro, y así lo prometí. Pero como él no tenía aún una posición mediana que
ofrecerme al pedirme en matrimonio, convinimos en disimular; y he conseguido de mi buen padre que me dé seis
meses más de libertad, pasados los cuales, consentiré en complacerle: eso le he dicho para ganar tiempo.
Desde el instante que supe con seguridad que Paco me amaba, me siento feliz, a pesar de que ese matrimonio
en futuro (que jamás se efectuará) está suspendido, como la espada de Damocles\fn{ Cortesano de Dionisio el Viejo en el
siglo IV A.C., célebre por la anécdota de la espada. Para probar la inestabilidad de la fortuna, el poder y el rango, Dionisio dio un banquete
durante el cual puso una espada sobre la cabeza de Damocles, suspendida por un cabello } sobre nuestras cabezas para
acibarar\fn{Turbar cualquier placer con un pesar o desazón} mi vida.

No iré a tu matrimonio, Julia, mis padres no quieren separarse más de mí, y yo me alegro de ello; pues no sé
como podría vivir muchos días alejada de Paco, sin aspirar la esencia hermosa y pura de este amor divino, que
llena mi alma de una felicidad suprema. ¡Si supieras lo que es amar! …
¡Bien dices que tu alma está sólo dormida, aletargada con lo exterior; y tu modo de vivir aún no te ha dejado
comprender ni sentir esa vida interna tan llena de encantos, tan llena de supremos goces para el alma!
¡Desgraciada de ti si al despertar te encuentras atada para siempre a la roca del suplicio, y un amor imposible
devora tu corazón, como el buitre las entrañas del Prometeo de la fábula!\fn{ Dios greco-romano del fuego, quien le robó
el fuego a los dioses para dárselo a los mortales. Zeus lo castigó encadenándolo a una montaña, donde un buitre le devoraba las entrañas }
¿No pensarás en eso antes de realizar tu boda?
Dios te haga feliz, Julia querida, así lo desea
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Tu Matilde
*
San Juan,
Junio de 18—
Mi cariñosa Matilde:
¡Tanto tiempo sin escribirte! Tu última me hizo pensar mucho.
Me decías en ella que estabais ya en inteligencia tu primo y tú, que os amabais.
Tu corazón hermoso se abrió a ese divino sentimiento, al entrar la primavera, como las flores abren sus corolas
a los tibios besos del sol de mayo.
Me decías también que antes de casarme lo pensara, pues podía luego sentir una pasión irresistible y
encontrarme sujeta.
Tu consejo me hizo reflexionar, y aquella tarde, cuando vino Sevastel a verme, procuré hacer la enamorada.
Me acerqué bastante a él, le toqué una mano cariñosa, luego … estuve mucho rato mirando sus ojos que son
bellos, pero que parecen una luz extinguida: ¡no hay viveza, no hay alma en su mirada! …
El fuego de los míos, no logró avivar aquella pupila muerta. ¡Sin embargo su sonrisa de hombre de mundo, de
hombre de exquisita educación, me alentaba a enamorarle …!
Quería hacer una prueba. Quería saber si podríamos amarnos algún día. ¡Qué triste decepción! No logré
conmoverle, y eso que dicen que soy hermosa: ni yo tampoco me conmoví.
Sevastel es un hombre gastado a los cuarenta años.
¡Es un hombre que ha vivido a prisa, y ha perdido las energías del alma, las ilusiones de la mente, el fuego del
corazón …!
¡Qué pasiones terribles habrán abrasado ese ser convirtiéndolo en cadáver!
No quiero sondear su vida. Aunque no le amo, aunque nunca podré amarle, mi amor propio sufre al considerar
que no puedo revivir esa alma dormida o anulada por otras impresiones: ¡que no puedo resucitar ese
Lázaro\fn{Hermano de Marta y María, resucitado por Jesú cuatro dias después de su muerte } que inerte yace en la quietud del
desencanto!
Y a pesar de eso, y sabiendo que no encontraré con él la felicidad del corazón, me uno a ese hombre, y siento
halagada mi vanidad.
Mañana, mi querida Matilde, seré la señora de Sevastel. Mañana es el gran día.
Mañana vestiré el velo de virgen por última vez, y bien puedo llevarlo, pues ni con un mal pensamiento he
manchado jamás la blancura de armiño de mi traje de desposada.
Perdona que te haga una confidencia a ti la amiga de mi corazón.
Voy a penetrar en un mundo desconocido, en el que no se me había ocurrido pensar hasta este instante en que
influida por la hermosura de esta tarde, contemplo desde el terradito\fn{ Terraza o jardin en el techo o piso superior de la
casa, tipico de las residencias del Viejo San Juan } en que te escribo un cielo diáfano y transparente como mis
pensamientos de virgen inmaculada; ¡un horizonte limitado por las atlas montañas de Luquillo\fn{ Sierra de Luquillo
—cadena de montañas en la región noreste de Puerto Rico, donde encontramos el pico del Yunque } que parecen confundirse con las
nubes, como el ideal que sube, sube, y se confunde con el infinito sin que jamás podamos llegar a él …!
¡Luego el mar, ese mar de Puerto Rico siempre tranquilo, siempre bello, con esa belleza soberana de la
suprema grandeza satisfecha de sí misma!
Y luego el sol, ese espléndido sol de nuestro país que va a morir esta tarde, la última de mi vida de soltera,
entre nubecillas de colores varios: ya azules como los ensueños, nacaradas como las ilusiones, amarillas como la
desesperación, rojas como el amor, pues el amor debe ser simbolizado por el púrpura.
Al menos hoy al pensar en lo que nunca había pensado, en lo dulce del amor, siento arder mis mejillas y creo
deben estar rojas como los claveles que cultivo en las macetas de mi terradito, que siempre tengo cubierto de
flores como una inmensa jardinera.
¡Quizás la esencia penetrante de las tulipas, del heliotropo\fn{ Género de borraginácea de flores olorosas, originarias del
Perú} y de los jazmines que me rodean, trastorna mi razón y me hace divagar …!
Siento mi alma trastornada.
¿Si supieras lo que pienso? Oyelo muy quedo: ¡Qué bueno debe ser amar! …
¡Sí, amar al esposo que nos deparó el destino! No sé lo que me pasa …
Parece que siento en mí los primeros estremecimientos del amor. Mi corazón late a prisa, mi alma experimenta
una congoja extraña, y ¿lo creerás? No pienso en Sevastel.
Ese es una estatua con movimiento. Sus ojos tan hermosos, no tienen expresión.
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Sus labios pálidos y mortecinos … ¡¡no tienen sed de amor!! …
Sólo una imagen perturba mi mente; sólo me acuerdo (me da miedo el escribirlo; ¿seré ya criminal?) de un
joven alto, elegante, moreno, que me presentó Sevastel en estos días, y que es un amigo suyo que acaba de venir
de la Península\fn{España} empleado en este Gobierno.
Tengo la mirada profunda y sostenida de aquel hombre clavada en el corazón … ¡¡que palpita al fin!!.
¡¡Que palpita y vive!! … y … ¡que tiene que morir en el mismo dintel del templo de la dicha! …
No puedo retroceder. Temo a la sociedad.
¿Qué se diría hoy si rompiese yo mi matrimonio?
¡Olvidemos esa impresión que quizás sea pasajera!
Olvidemos aquella mirada que logró animar la estatua, y gocemos las satisfacciones que a mi amor propio, y a
mi vanidad, va a proporcionar este enlace.
Sevastel, hijo del general de su apellido, es bastante rico.
Sus padres hicieron una inmensa fortuna en Cuba, y sólo son dos hermanos, Elena que vive en Madrid con su
madre, y él, que hace dos años está aquí.
Me han regalado ellas dos soberbios aderezos de perlas y rubíes, y él uno regio de brillantes.
Mi trousseau de desposada es un maremagnum\fn{ Abundancia} de encajes, gasas, cintas, y telas preciosas que
aturde tanta riqueza y tanta elegancia: estoy segura, mi bella Matilde, que hoy me envidian todas las chicas de la
Capital.
La casa que voy a vivir en la calle de la Fortaleza,\fn{ Calle del viejo San Juan, la capital colonial que termina en la
residencia del Gobernador} es un nido de hadas. Todo es confortable y bello. Todo está dispuesto con exquisito gusto,
como dirigido por Sevastel que es la elegancia y la corrección personificada.
Hay tantas preciosidades por doquiera, tanto arte, y tan refinado gusto, que los sentidos gozan desde que uno
penetra en el vestíbulo, hasta que llega al terradito cubierto de mis flores predilectas, como el que me recrea en
casa.
¡Tanto aliciente para los sentidos! ¡Si lo hubiera también para el alma! …
¡Y siempre él! …
Sí, aquellos ojos de un negro profundo, los veo allá en el horizonte que ya torna brumoso el crepúsculo, como
dos soles negros que con sus oscuras sombras me ocultan para siempre la ansiada felicidad: y sólo me auguran la
desgracia eterna, al considerar mis propias impresiones, al dejarme entregada a este despertar importuno a la vida
del sentimiento, cuando más necesidad tengo de la tranquila quietud del no sentir.
Muchos días estaré sin escribirte.
En esta hora suprema que estoy sola con mi conciencia, que me estudio a mí misma, y siento el latir de mi
corazón vehemente, ¡¡casi, casi estoy por envidiarte a ti que puedes amar a ese cursilón de Paco, y decírselo al
oído, rozando los bellos rizos de tu cabello con sus mejillas llenas de calor y vida!!
Adiós, Julia.
*
Riveras del Plata,
Julio de 18—
No quería turbar tu felicidad con mis importunas cartas, querida Julia; por eso no había contestado a la que me
escribiste el día antes de tu boda.
Tus confidencias me causaron honda impresión.
Inquieta y desasosegada me notaron Paco y mi madre por muchos días, sin que ni a él pudiera yo explicar mi
sentimiento.
Un gran dolor, o mejor dicho, un gran horror se había apoderado de mi alma, y de todo mi ser un malestar
profundo, el que en vano trataba de dominar, pues me atormentaba una cosa así como el presentimiento de una
gran catástrofe.
Tú te casabas. Te unías a un ser para toda la vida, y te entregabas a él sin amor: peor todavía, amando a otro,
pues dudo mucho que la impresión de aquella mirada que te enloqueció en un instante, sea pasajera. El amor que
nace espontáneo es un torrente que arrolla cuando se le opone; y para luchar con un sentimiento así que se
convierte en pasión cuando encuentra obstáculos, y obstáculos insuperables, es necesaria una rara energía, y, aún
poseyéndola, ¿crees que muchos consigan la victoria?
Me estremece pensar en tu situación. Anhelo recibir carta tuya.
¡Cuán feliz podría ser si al escribirme me dijeras que te encontrabas libre de esa perturbación que debe
engendrar en tu alma honrada, un sentimiento que está en contra de todas las leyes morales!
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La noche de tu matrimonio estuve hasta el alborear, de rodillas en mi ventana contemplando el cielo iluminado
por la luna, y la inmensidad hermosa, esa inmensidad que nos hace pensar con el poeta “que no es la tierra el
centro de las almas”.
¡Con qué fervor dirigí mis preces aquella noche a ese ser desconocido y presentido incesantemente por nuestro
espíritu!
¡Cómo le rogué apartara de tu frente castísima el mal para que pudieras atravesar el camino de la vida con la
túnica radiante de luz y de inocencia!
Hoy me he decidido a escribirte a riesgo de interrumpir ese idilio (si lo fuera para ti) que se llama la luna de
miel.
El temor de que no te encuentres feliz me intranquiliza, y no me deja ser dichosa, cuando hoy ya pudiera serlo.
Mi situación ha variado completamente, y a la oscura noche del sufrimiento, ha sucedido un espléndido día de
cielo despejado, y brillante sol.
Mi madre … ¡Ah! inunca la amaré bastante! notando en mi rostro desmejorado las huellas de mis insomnios, y
de mis continuas lágrimas, logró con su cariño inmenso conseguir de mí una confidencia.
Todo se lo referí: mi amor purísimo e inextinguible a mi primo Paco y la repugnancia que sentía por el bonazo
de don Ramón, a quien estimo mucho, pero al que no puedo amar.
Mi madre después de besarme con efusión, como besa siempre una madre cariñosa, me prometió arreglar ese
asunto, y devolvió a mi alma la esperanza y el consuelo.
Al día siguiente me llamó mi padre a su presencia, y después de exponer varias razones para persuadirme,
haciéndome presente que al lado de mi primo sólo me esperaba una existencia oscura y llena de trabajos,
viéndome tan decidida, escribió a don Ramón dándole cuenta de lo que ocurría, e hizo venir a su despacho a Paco,
el que le expuso su propósito firme de hacer mi felicidad cuando pudiese contar con un sueldo suficiente a
nuestras necesidades.
—Pues si eso es lo que quieres, dijo mi padre, mi amigo don Antonio García, mi vecino, marcha a residir a
Europa por mucho tiempo, y quiere dejar su finca a una persona honrada y entendida que la administre. Te
recomendaré a él. Ahi tendrás cuarenta duros\fn{ Duro: moneda de cinco pesetas, peso} de sueldo mensual y la décima
parte de las utilidades.
Venid, hijos míos, venid a mis brazos y sed felices. Cierto es que en una posición mediana puede también
encontrarse la dicha, cuando se tiene amor y virtud.
Nosotros nos arrojamos en brazos de mi padre cuyas mejillas ya surcadas por la edad, estaban cubiertas de
lágrimas. Mi venerable madre también lloraba, y Paco, que parecía transfigurado-tal era la intensidad de sus
sentimientos-uniendo las manos de mis padres, juró sabre ellas hacerme feliz.
Algunos días después el amigo de mi padre accedió a lo que se proponía, y dentro de una semana seré la
esposa de mi primo.
Te hablaré también de mi trousseau de desposada: es tan sencillo como compete a mi posición.
Mis vestidos son de muselina, y la ropa blanca cosida y bordada toda por mis manos.
El traje de desposada es muy elegante a pesar de su sencillez; pues lo elegí de céfiro\fn{ Lienzo fino listado}
bordado con un gran lazo de cinta ancha a la cintura: lo confeccionó la modista del pueblo, y es regalo de Paco, lo
mismo que una cruz de brillantes, única joya que llevaré.
Mi nido de amor ¡cuán diferente al tuyo! es una pequeña casa con cuatro habitacioncitas, sala, comedor y dos
dormitorios. Se halla a la entrada de la finca que Paco va a administrar, y cuya vivienda nos cedió su dueño.
En frente del balcón ya él está plantando un lindo jardín; y detrás tendremos gallinero, palomar, cuadra, y una
buena hortaliza que yo cultivaré.
Nuestros muebles son muy sencillos: mi piano y la flauta de Paco; una librería que nos ha regalado mi padre
llena de obras utilísimas; tenemos castellanas y francesas, pues ambos poseemos ese idioma, y algunas de Santa
Teresa,\fn{Santa Teresa de Jesús (1515-1582), escritora mística española } Fray Luis de Granada,\fn{(1504-1588), escritor y orador
sagrado español, autor de numerosos tratados de carácter ascético } Hurtado de Mendoza,\fn{Antonio Hurtado de Mendoza (15861644) dramaturgo español, autor de comedias } las tan ingeniosas de Voltaire,\fn{ (1694-1778), filósofo, poeta y dramaturgo francés,
autor de Cándido} con las modernas de Hugo, Michelet,\fn{ Jules Michelet (1798-1874) historiador francés, autor de una
monumental historia de Francia y de otros escritos de estilo lírico } Pelletán,\fn{Hay varios escritores franceses de este apellido en la
segunda mitad del siglo XIX cuyas obras pueden haber interesado a la autora, entre ellos: Edouard Pelletan, autor de un tratado de
tipografía e impresión (1896) y de un estudio sobre Gutenberg, los cuales pudo haber utilizado en el adiestramiento de sus alumnas en el
uso de la imprenta; y Eugène Pelletan, sutor de un tratado sobre la mujer en el siglo XIX (1869), de interés en el desarrollo de su ideología
feminista} Pérez Galdós,\fn{Benito Pérez Galdós (1843-1920) escritor realista español de abundante producción, considerado como el
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mejor novelista español después de Cervantes } Flammarión,\fn{Camilo Flammarión (1842-1925) astrónomo francés, autor de obras
populares sobre las ciencias. Dedicó mucho tiempo al estudio de los fenómenos síquicos. Sostuvo correspondencia con Roqué } e
infinitas más. También poseemos las de nuestros poetas y escritores como Gautier Benítez,\fn{ José Gautier Benítez
(1851-1880), máximo exponente de la poesía romántica puertorriqueña, autor de poemas a la patria y al amor } El Caribe,\fn{José
Gualberto Padilla (1829-1896), cultiva principalmente la poesía de intención satírica inspirada frecuentemente en su militante rebelión
contra el despotismo del gobierno colonial } Tapia,\fn{Alejandro Tapia y Rivera (1826-1882) poeta dramaturgo y novelista
puertorriqueño. Fue la figura más sobresaliente de la naciente literatura puertorriqueña del siglo XIX y uno de nuestros autores más
fecundos} del Valle,\fn{Francisco del Valle Atiles (1852-1928) novelista y ensayista puertorriqueño, autor de Inocencia, primera novela
realista publicada en Puerto Rico } Zeno Gandía\fn{Manuel Zeno Gandía (1855-1930) novelista puertorriqueño de estilo naturalista.
Analiza la problemática econóomica, moral y política de la Isla en La charca, obra de gran importancia en nuestra literatura } y otros.
En el centro de nuestro saloncito hemos puesto, como es costumbre, un pequeño velador\fn{ Mesita oval o redonda
de un solo pie} con un tarro de flores y varios bibelots.\fn{Pequeños objetos curiosos, decorativos} Las sillas y los sillones

indispensables, y varias macetas con plantas de adorno completan el decorado.
Las alcobas guardan proporción con el conjunto. En una el tocador, ropero y demás objetos necesarios para
nuestra sencilla toilette.\fn{Galicismo por tocado, arreglo. Significa también vestido, traje (especialmente de tarde o de noche) }
En la otra dos lechos gemelos con cortinas de punto blanquísimo, como nuestra conciencia, y perfumados con
el hálito\fn{Aliento} de nuestro cariño santo y puro, cuyo aroma bendito debe llegar a los pies del Eterno, como un
tributo elocuentísimo a la más santa y más hermosa de las instituciones.
Sólo tendremos una criada, la de confianza de mi madre; ésa, con mi ayuda, nos aderezará el
puchero,\fn{Aderezar el puchero: preparar el alimento diario } nos planchará la ropa, y yo atenderé al orden y limpieza de
nuestro pequeño hogar.
Y bien, Julia, tú encontrarás todo esto muy cursi, muy pobre. Pero yo que amo con delirio a Paco, y me siento
amada por él, lo encuentro todo exquisito, magnífico; y me parece mi casita, con su encantadora sencillez, con su
jardín, gallinero y demás, un hechicero palacio, donde los amores en figura de pájaros silvestres, cantarán himnos
de alegría, y donde las hadas benéficas cuidarán de nuestra felicidad.
Te dejo, pues Paco me llama desde el jardín. Allá voy a hacer el oso como tú dices; a decirnos cien veces que
nos amamos, y a volvérnoslo a repetir otras ciento, como si no lo supiéramos bastante.
Escribe, escribe pronto y dime si eres feliz. Quítame esa losa de plomo, única nube que empaña mi riente
felicidad, para que mi corazón que te quiere inmensamente, se tranquilice.
Tu Matilde
*
Capital,
Julio de 18—
¿Te has visto nunca, querida Matilde, en un desierto desolado, entre oscuras sombras que llenan de terror al
alma, y amenazada por un fantasma que se levanta ante ti como la conciencia del réprobo\fn{ El condenado a las penas
eternas} para amargar su vida?
¿Has sentido tu espíritu anonadado ante un inmenso infortunio, y tu corazón estremecido hora por hora y
minuto por minuto, ya por el hastío de una vida sin objeto, ya por la locura propia del espíritu perturbado por el
vértigo candente de la pasión, o por la angustia infinita del remordimiento?
¿lSerá esto el infierno? ¿Habrá tortura comparada con el suplicio moral del ser que, naciendo y viviendo
mucho tiempo inmaculado, siente abrasarse por un fuego que le devora, y se ve arrastrado por una fuerza
incontrastable que le impele al delito, por una embriaguez que le enerva y quita la razón?
Pues si todo eso has podido imaginar, amiga mía, te darás cuenta de mi estado, del infierno de mi vida, de la
turbación de mi alma.
Me casé nella de ilusiones por lo externo, halagada por la vanidad, aturdida por la riqueza, envanecida con el
prestigio innegable que me proporcionaba un enlace que todos calificaban de brillante, dada mi posición anterior,
que era bastante mediana para mis ambiciosas aspiraciones.
De que poseía un corazón que podía palpitar alguna vez, no me di cuenta hasta unos días antes de mi
matrimonio, cuando ya me era imposible retroceder.
La fatalidad quiso poner a Rafael en mi camino para trastornar mi alma, y hacerme saborear hasta las
heces\fn{Poso o asiento de un licor, sedimento amargo } la copa de una amargura indescriptible; pues dado mi estado
actual, es un crimen y una vergüenza lo que pudiera haber sido un idilio como tu feliz unión.
¡Cuán equivocada estaba yo al considerar quimeras y necedades el cariño puro y santo que tú me decías sentir!
Entonces, en mi atrevida ignorancia, me burlaba de todos los grandes afectos del alma, porque ni siquiera los
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concebía.
Hoy tú no te reirás de mí; muy al contrario, sé que tus lágrimas caerán encima de las que empapan este papel, y
que son mudas y elocuentes muestras de mi dolor que no puede tener consuelo.
La noche de mi boda, y cuando llena de orgullo me presenté en el templo, hermosa, pues debí estarlo mucha, y
ataviada como una princesa, en nada pensaba más que en mi satisfecha vanidad; hasta que muy cerca del
sacerdote que oficiaba, volví aver aquellos ojos, que fijos en mí con insistencia, trastornaron mi cerebro,
sacudiendo mi espíritu con fuerza incontrastable.
Luego, cuando llegados a nuestra casa empezó el baile, después que hube valsado con mi marido, Rafael, con
exquisita delicadeza, solicitó de él permiso para danzar conmigo, a lo que accedió gustoso Sevastel.
Oprimió mi talle con mano febril, y lanzóme al baile con la imprudencia y aturdimiento del ladrón que acaba
de alcanzar su presa, y teme que se la arrebaten.
—Señora, me decía con trémula y sofocada voz. ¡Qué hermosa es Ud.!
Luego siguió bailando con ansia delirante, y sus labios permanecieron mudos; aunque el temblor nervioso de
sus manos denunciaba el trastorno de su ser.
Yo también callaba. Me sentía presa de una agitación desconocida. .
Los latidos de mi corazón se percibían tan fuertemente, que creí iban a delatar el estado de mi alma.
Cesó el baile, y desfallecida me apoyé en su brazo, pálida y a punto de perder el sentido.
—¿Qué tienes, Julia? dijome Sevastel cariñosamente. ¿Te has sofocado, verdad?
Y lleno de inquietud me condujo al tocador al lado de mi madre.
En tanto Rafael, sin voluntad, sin movimiento, petrificado como la estatua de la desesperación, me seguía con
la vista desde un ángulo de la sala.
Pasaron quince días que en vez de ser los hermosos de la luna de miel, fueron los de terribles pruebas para mi
espíritu.
Las caricias frías y convencionales de mi esposo me exasperaban, me enardecían: y cuando contemplaba aquel
ser gastado, aquel joven viejo que se dormía cuando yo, pensando en otros ojos llenos de pasión y vida, me
abrasaba, una desesperación sin nombre se apoderaba de mi ser, y después de dar vueltas en mi lecho solitario, y
de despedazar a mordiscos los encajes de mis almohadas, o de mi rico pañuelo, una lluvia de lágrimas venía a
refrescar mi cerebro, y por fin el sueño, sobreponiéndose a mi naturaleza exuberante de juventud, rendía mi
materia, dejando a mi espíritu divagar por los soñados espacios de la dicha siempre vedada para mí.
Las amigas que me visitaban, siempre solícitas y mordaces me decían:
—Pero Julia, parece que no te aprovecha el matrimonio.
—Estás ojerosa, triste, pálida. ¿Qué es eso? ¿No te trata bien Sevastel?
Por último una viuda cuarentona que aún aparecía guapota, y que antes se había hecho la ilusión de que ella y
no otra iba a ser la futura generala, con una compasión humillante, me dijo un día:
—Amiga Julia, tú desmejoras a ojos vistas. ¡Pobrecita! si sigues así tendrás que irte a Coamo o a
Quintana\fn{Coamo: municipio de la parte central-sur de Puerto Rico, famoso por sus agua termales. Los baños
de Quintana, localizados en Hato Rey, han desaparecido} a tomar baños.
Y metiendo su boca en mi oído añadió:
—Di, querida. ¿Tiene el coronel alguna virtud secreta que te hace empalidecer? ¿Es celoso? ¿Te trata mal? Eso
sería una infamia.
En aquel instante creo que olvidé mi educación y repliqué:
—No, señora, mi marido es todo un caballero y yo me siento dichosísima a su lado. El que esté más o menos
desmejorada, creo no es incumbencia de nadie, díjele, envolviéndola en una mirada desdeñosa.
Aquella víbora con faldas se levantó entonces para despedirse, disimulando la estocada, y me besó en ambas
mejillas; creo que si hubiera podido, me muerde en vez de acariciarme obligada por la costumbre y la educación.
Todos se alarman de mi estado de excitación nerviosa, de mi languidez y tristeza, menos Sevastel, que nada
nota: su egoísmo no le permite darse cuenta de mis sufrimientos.
Por fin, una tarde, en que por celebrarse el cumpleaños de mi esposo, estaban en casa varios amigos, entró
Rafael, correcto, elegante y educado a felicitarnos también.
Su tez, naturalmente pálida, indicio de una vida de placeres, lo estaba mucho más aquella tarde; y sus ojos, de
mirar atrevido, parecía que intencionalmente trataban de hacerme estremecer.
Una tempestad rugía en mi alma; y aquella noche, cual una máquina a la que se le propinara nuevo
combustible, me retiré a mis habitaciones después de la recepción, más trastornada aún y presa de una
desesperación sombría.
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Afortunadamente mi esposo, dándome un afectuoso beso en la frente, me dejó entregada a mis delirantes
pensamientos.
Resumiré, hija mía, este triste relato diciéndote que Rafael non visita a menudo, y aunque no puede hablarme,
pues siempre estoy al lado de mi marido, sus ojos me fascinan y me trastornan.
Lo más lamentable es que parece tiene la intención deliberada de enloquecerme. ¡Si será un libertino sin
conciencia!
Tengo el propósito firme de dominar esta pasión indigna: siempre he sido honrada y quiero serlo eternamente.
Destrozaré mi corazón, pero salvaré mi honor; no en vano me concedió el cielo un carácter enérgico y resuelto.
He de vencerme a mí misma, aunque quede aniquilado mi ser en la lucha.
Comprendo que la revolución operada en mi vida va minando mi existencia. Quizás sea mi destino caer en la
refriega\fn{Combate de poca importancia} sin siquiera el consuelo de haber llevado a mis labios ni una vez sola el
borde de la copa de la dicha.
¿Cómo pude yo misma labrar mi desgracia?
¿Cómo pude engañarme en la apreciación de lo que debe ser la felicidad?
¿Cómo creí poder cifrarla en lo externo, olvidando que tenemos un mundo interno que imperiosamente exige
satisfacciones?
Todo el lujo que me rodea, todo el arte y la belleza exterior de mi casa palacio, me parece un mudo cementerio
donde mi alma agoniza.
Para mí no hay días con sol, ni noches esplendorosas; todo está sombrío, todo lleva el sello del luto de mi
alma.
Mientras que tú más sabia, mi Matilde, has fabricado tu nido de pajitas silvestres a las orillas de un pintoresco
río que reflejará en su mansa corriente tu felicidad, que nadie vendrá a turbar, pues vivís solos con la Naturaleza, y
bajo la mirada de Dios que bendice la unión pura de vuestras almas, que sólo un cariño profundo ha enlazado, y
no las ambiciones y conveniencias sociales.
Anhelo tu ventura como deploro mi desdicha. Sigue tus propósitos, amiga mía.
Cuán tarde he venido a comprender esta verdad: imás vale una choza limpia y alegre con la tranquilidad en la
conciencia y la alegría en el corazón, que un palacio lleno de riquezas que nada dice al alma, porque el alma se
siente desfallecer en él, agobiada par el infortunio y el remordimiento! …
Cuando os sintáis muy felices, orad por
Julia
*
Riveras del Plata,
Agosto de 18—
Tu carta, Julia, ha despedazado mi corazón.
Cuando pienso en la situación en que te hallas, una pena infinita se apodera de mi alma; y este recuerdo
tristísimo es la única nube que empaña mi dulce y tranquila felicidad.
Ya hace un mes que soy esposa de Paco. ¡Considera mi ventura! Los días se deslizan dulcemente, yo en mis
quehaceres y él en su trabajo.
Luego, cuando la tarde declina y empiezan a desfilar los trabajadores de la finca con su azada al hombro, yo
vestida de blanco con mi hermosa trenza suelta, y adornado de flores naturales mi cabello y seno, me voy al jardín
a aguardar al amado de mi corazón.
Llega, llega él y me estrecha en sus brazos. Entonces me parece que las flores envidiosas se vuelven a
mirarnos, que los pájaros detienen su vuelo para enviarnos un saludo, y mis ojos contemplan la inmensidad azul,
esa inmensidad que siempre nos atrae con su grandeza; y mi alma se dilata, y mis mejillas se llenan de lágrimas
que él recoge con sus besos.
Y entre transportes de amor inmenso se nos pasan las horas, hasta que los soles gigantescos del espacio
empiezan a brillar en el inmenso cielo, y nuestro sol desaparece al fin, dejando sobre nuestras cabezas el infinito
con todos sus esplendores; y en nuestras almas una dicha que no hay palabras con qué expresarla, que se siente y
no se explica, que nos produce deliciosos éxtasis de los que viene a sacarnos la voz prosaica de Mariana, mi
criada, que nos avisa que la comida está servida.
Santa palabra que nos recuerda la dualidad de nuestro ser. No somos solamente ángeles, participamos también
de una naturaleza animal que nos obliga a nutrirnos para sostener la vida.
¡Quién pudiera morar en esos mundos maravillosos que nos describe Flammarión, donde sólo se vive la vida
del espíritu!
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¡Donde no existe esta tremenda lucha por la existencia que no nos deja progresar más rápidamente!
El trabajo es una ley de progreso; pero si sólo tuviéramos el trabajo intelectual ícuénto más dichosos seríamos!
Mas no es justo que te hable sólo de mí; siempre hemos de ser unos egoístas, sólo lo nuestro ocupa nuestra
atención.
Pero no, yo para ti no soy egoísta; en todos los momentos de mi vida te recuerdo y es la nota triste de este
concierto armonioso que nos rodea. ¡Bien dicen que en la tierra no puede haber felicidad completa!
Soy muy joven y no tengo experiencia de la vida; pero el corazón me dice que yo en tu caso, no lucharía de
frente con ese afecto imposible que se ha entrado de rondón en tu alma para llenarla de amarguras y
remordimientos.
Huye de ese Rafael que roba tu tranquilidad. Dile a Sevastel que te lleve a Madrid a dar un paseo, y quizás los
aires de la corte y sus bellezas devolverán la tranquilidad a tu espíritu.
Sé que eres honrada; que no echarás una mancha imborrable en el limpio nombre de tu esposo y de tu familia;
pero no basta querer ser bueno, es necesario también no dar lugar a aparecer culpable.
El amor es muy imprudente y siempre se deja ver; así, pues, evita que tu nombre corra en boca de las gentes,
que gozan mucho cuando ven caer una perla en la corriente, y más, si esa perla ha tenido alto valimiento: mientras
de más alto se cae más terrible es la caída.
Prudencia y valor, y vencerás.
Siempre tu cariñosa,
Matilde
153.117 Excerpt from La Charca\fn{by Manuel Zeno Gandía (1855-1930)} Arecibo, Puerto Rico, U.S.A. (M) 5
… En el borde del barranco, asida ados árboles para no caer, Silvina se inclinaba sobre la vertiente y miraba
con impaciencia allá abajo, al cauce del río, gritando con todas sus fuerzas.
—¡Leandra …! ¡Leandra …!
Era en la montaña, en el seno de las selvas entre laberintos de brava naturaleza que parecen peldaños para
oficiar en el altar del cielo.
—¡Leandra …! ¡Leandra …! Sube, Pequeñín está hambriento … Sube, sube …
La voz sacudía el aile y, reflejándose en las laderas, bajaba hasta el lecho del río, en donde se apagaba entre
rumores de cascadas y remolinos. En la ribera, en cuclillas sobre una piedra lisa y plana, Leandra lavaba afanosa.
Tenía el traje recogido y sujeto por detrás de las rodillas, dejando al descubierto las piernas que el agua jabonosa
salpicaba. Al fin oyó las voces, miró hacia arriba y descubrió a Silvina.
—¿Qué quieres? —preguntó a un tiempo con el ademán y con los laoios.
La otra insistía: Pequeñín, el último hijo de Leandra, de bruces en el suelo de la casucha, lloraba hambriento.
—Mira —bocineó Leandra, ahuecando las manos junto a la boca—, procura acallarlo …
—Es que no quiere.
—Entretenlo, mujer; aún me queda faena …
—Tienes que subir … Le he metido un dedo en la boca y, en vez de chupar, muerde. ¡Anda, sube pronto!
Levantose Leandra de mal talante, dejando que el vestido le cayera sobre las piernas mojadas; hizo
apresuradamente un lio de la ropa húmeda y comenzó a repechar una vereda caprina que, muy pendiente, se
internaba entre los cafetos de la ladera.
Silvina, desoyendo los gritos de Pequeñín, recorrió con mirada lánguida el paisaje. El ambiente, fresco ya con
los aires de la cercana vesperada, se encendía en los últimos ardores del sol poniente.
Desde aquel sitio se divisaba un mundo de verdura. Por detrás, un lampo extenso de selva virgen rematando en
una cima abrupta; por delante, al otro lado del rio, una montaña de tonos grises, aplanándose poco a poco en
dirección al mar, deprimiéndose lentamente de derecha e izquierda y determinando la formación de vallecitos y
hondonadas de feraz aspecto. Los colores bullían como chispas de luz, confundiéndose en tintas intermedias,
interrumpiéndose con alegres contrastes. Diríase que con aquel reguero de colores, eran los campos la inmensa
paleta en donde había de humedecer sus pínceles el supremo artista. Un azul inimitable descendía del cielo como
regalo,.nupcial, y un verde suave parpadeaba en las campiñas como ofrenda esclava. De esos dos matices,
resultaban el apagado gris de las lejanías y la tibia gualda de los contornos. Los árboles, en eterna gemación
ostentaban vestiduras rosadas y galas rojas, y así mostrábanse los paisajes como proyectados al mundo de los
sueños por la mano de la primavera.
Silvina miraba sin ver. Aquel exterior poético, que le era familiar, no la abstraía; aquel sosegado atardecer no
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interesaba a sus catorce años. Pensaba en sus intimidades, en sus secretos, en sus anhelos, y el regio panorama de
los montes palpitaba delante de ella como una bandada de golondrinas ante una estatua. Cuando miraba al frente
descubría, en lo alto de la montaña, la mancha oscura formada por el opulento cafetal de Galante, y un
sentimiento de repulsión, de reprimido rencor, se le revolcaba en el pecho al recordar la dolorosa historia de sus
amores contrariados y del camino de sus ideales, bruscamente cortados por la intercepción de aquel hombre
odioso, a quien ella, todavia tan joven, debía la imposición de un marido, de aquel Gaspar cuya presencia la hacía
temblar y cuya imagen la amedrentaba. Debajo, y también a la distancia, contemplaba el valle en donde se
escondía el caserío de Andújar. Veia la casa tienda con su mostrador mugriento y umbrales negruzcos; el ranchón
que cobijaba la máquina trilladora, las tres o cuatro casitas dedicadas a depósito de provisiones y vivienda de
obreros; y Ie veía a él, a Andújar, con los brazos desnudos, con la camiseta manchada de pringue, defender detrás
del mostrador el importe de una judía, escatimar el peso de un grano de arroz, poniendo en práctica las fórmulas
de la libra incompleta y de la vara encogida. A un nivel más bajo todavía lograba descubrir otra colina salpicada
de chozas: eran hacenduelas de míseros propietarios que merodeaban descalzos por los montes, contratándose
para trabajar en las grandes fincas, rindiéndose tributarios de la tienda de Andújar, .la gran ventosa del barrio, y
para los cuales el tiempo pasaba sin que tuvieran ni recursos, ni ánimo, ni voluntad para mejorar los propios
terrenos en donde, gracias al esfuerzo fecundo de la naturaleza, crecían abandonados algunos cafetos y bananos, y
se veían ondear, en dias de viento, prados de forrajes o de estériles malezas. Después, el nivel descendía más. Las
montañas se extendían en aventino hasta el llano, y como gigante que se arrodilla para besar la base que le
sustenta, la forma montuosa de la tierra se humillaba hasta aplanarse en la llanura para alcanzar el límite
geológico en donde todo remata en la tierra: el mar.
Silvina, siempre sujeta a los árboles, recorrió con la mirada el panorama. En el fondo del barranco, el río
escandalizaba con saltos de agua, con atropellado caudal, y a la izquierda, en el mismo lado en donde estaba
Silvina, mecíase el bosquecillo de la vieja Marta: una campesina arrugada, añosa, con fama y hechos de miserable
avara, residiendo en la umbría de un cerezal en una choza pordiosera sin más compañía que un nieto flaco,
emaciado, casi esquelético, imagen viva de la miseria y del hambre. Después, a la derecha, vio otro campo de
plantaciones, otra finca grande: la propiedad de Juan del SaIto. Y al fijarse en aquellos lugares, pensó en Ciro, en
el hombre que amaba, en el único que en el fondo de su corazón y su pensamiento la poseía. Allá, en aquella
finca, trabajaba Ciro, un joven campesino, apenas de veinte años pero nervioso y forzudo, lo bastante para ser
buen obrero, útil en el transporte de maderas o en el manubrio de la descortezadora, o en el aserradero de los altos
árboles. De ese modo, mirando sin fijeza los objetos, Silvina pensaba en los seres y las cosas ausentes. En su
cavilación desfilaban viejas memorias, impresiones recientes. Galante, Gaspar, Andújar, Juan del SaIto, Leandra,
la vieja Marta; la sumisión a un hombre que odiaba y temía; la pasión ardorosa, nunca dormida por otro que la
había hecho imposible; la monótona esclavitud de su vida allado de Leandra; las imposiciones de la vida diaria,
llena de labores y de esfuerzos ante los cuales desmayaba su alma perezosa; el bienestar de Galante, de Juan del
SaIto, de Andújar, causáronle envidia; todo, todo, pasaba ante su pensamiento como cinta de luz llena de
imágenes palpitantes.
Al fin del seno arborescente de la ladera surgió Leandra. Llegaba fatigosa después del repechar, descalza, con
el cuerpo inclinado a la izquierda a causa del lío de ropas que cargaba en el derecho, en mangas de camisa y ésta,
tan descotada, que casi dejaba el pecho desnudo.
Leandra entró en la casucha seguida por Silvina y arrojó en un rincón el lío, mientras Pequeñín asordaba el
ámbito con su lloro sin lágrimas.
—Me tienes harta —dijo, poniendo un pecho en la boca del niño—, me tienes aburrida con tu haraganería …
¡Holgazana …!
—Eso me faltaba: que me comas ahora. ¿Tengo yo la culpa de que no des leche, de que el muchacho esté
siempre vacío?
—Inútil!
—Antes de bajar al río le diste de mamar, y mira …
—Vagabunda y haragana: eso eres tú. No me ayudas, no te importan mis faenas. Todo el día mano sobre mano,
pensando en las …
—Vamos, madre, ¿me vas a insultar?
—Bien se ve que no sabes lo que son trabajos, que no sabes lo que es un hijo …
—Dilo en buena hora. ¡Dios me libre! ¿Para qué quiero yo hijos? Bastante tengo con soportar a ese bruto …
—Ese que llamas bruto es tu marido. El hombre que te mantiene.
—¡Gran cosa! Una peseta semanal. Lo que él mantiene es la baraja y las botellas de Andújar. A mí me da lo
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que le sobra del juego … cuando pierde. Y, además, leña. Y, además, me da … me da asco.
—No seas bestia, Silvina. Tu marido es hombre de respeto, que nos atiende y nos cuida. Las mujeres solas no
sirven más que para dar tropezones, para sufrir abusos …
—¿Qué más abusos de los que yo he sufrido y sufro?
—Porque no eres mujer de tu casa, porque no te gusta otra cosa que andar realenga. Mientras tanto, desde que
te casaste con Gaspar vives panza arriba, sin necesitar nada y con el pico mantenido. En la pasada cosecha no
tuviste necesidad de tomar calle en la cogida de café. Gaspar no quiso, porque te cuida mucho. Pero no lo
agradeces. ¡Ah, si tú tuvieras la formalidad y la vergúenza de tu madre!
—¿Vergüenza …? —y Silvina soltó una carcajada—. Mira Leandra, me haces perder la paciencia. Yo seré una
tuza, pero me parezco a ti. Entre Gaspar, tú y tu cortejo …
—Mi marido, debes decir.
—Es … que no lo es.
—Bien, no es mi marido, pero como si lo fuera.
—Pues bien, entre los tres acabaréis por volverme loca.
Y, malhumorada, se confinó en el colgadizo en donde estaba la cocina.
Era la escena de siempre. Leandra y su hija vivían en perpetua discordia, arrojándose a la cara defectos y
maldiciones. No cabían juntas en la estrecha casucha en donde el hábito y la miseria las retenía. Leandra, aún
fresca en sus cuarenta años, había hecho su campaña. Nueve hijos concebidos bajo la ruda labor de los campos.
Siete de ellos separados ya del hagar, unos porque habían muerto, otros porque se habían ausentado, ignorándose
su paradero, y otras que habían sido robadas …, esto es, arrebatadas a muy temprana edad del calor materno para
formar mancebía aparte. Hijos de distintos padres, cada cual seguía su destino. Quedaban Silvina y Pequeñín. El
padre de Pequeñín era Galante, el rico propietario que en carla estribación del monte ocultaba una hembra y era
por entonces el hombre de Leandra. Silvina no conoció a su padre, un patán acaso, que en la libre poligamia de los
bosques aprovechó una hora de ocasión …
Mas el gran secreto de la familia, lo que apesadumbraba a Silvina, era una historia sombría. Cuando los
primeros encantos de la adolescencia embellecieron a Silvina, ya Galante era el hombre de la casa. Galante, con
amenazas de abandono, obligó a Leandra a un tráfico inicuo. Por entonces, Silvina y Ciro eran novios, se amaban,
acariciando proyectos de feliz unión; y Silvina, reposando en sus ilusiones, esperaba lo porvenir. Y ese porvenir
llegó … Una noche en que llovia torrencialmente, la casucha se anegó. La familia tuvo que reunirse toda en uno
de los dos únicos cuartuchos de la casa. El sueño en común acortó las distancias, y Silvina, sorprendida, cuando
no bien despierta quiso luchar, oyó la voz de Leandra que le decía al oido: —Hija, no seas tonta …, no seas tú
causa de que nos muramos de hambre. Y Galante, bajo las sombras, al fulgor de los relámpagos, derribó a la
virgen.
Después Silvina se mordia los puños de rabia. ¿Qué pensaría Ciro? Galante, de otro lado, había prometido a
Leandra casar a Silvina, y entonces apareció en escena Gaspar. La joven resistió unos días; pero Leandra logró
resolverla al cabo y llevarla al templo. Silvina, con la hebetud de la ignorancia, sucumbió al marido, como antes a
Galante. La voluntad, el sacudimiento del desco, el criterio propio, despertaron en ella luego, cuando ya era tarde.
Y despertaron para sucumbir de nuevo. Gaspar, de cincuenta años, facciones repulsivas, mala catadura, pelo
enmarañado y aliento aguardentoso, no era un marido manso. La niña cayó en manos del hombre avieso, del
marido grosero, del compañero bestial, siempre con mano dispuesta a descargar el bofetón, siempre con labios
abiertos para arrojar la blasfemia. Cuando Silvina consideró su desgracia pensó en manejar el timón de la nueva
vida. Vano empeño, porque la voluntad de Gaspar la hizo más esclava y el despotismo de su temperamento la
dominó por completo. Muy pronto Gaspar dominó la situación y Silvina quedó sugestionada por aquella voluntad
imperiosa, por la fuerza de una superioridad irresistible. Le odiaba, le maldecía, lo hubiera desgarrado como a un
harapo inmundo; mas cuando le veía frente a frente, cuando escuchaba la concisión acre de sus palabras, bajaba
tímida los ojos, obedecía encogida y a veces temblaba como la ovejuela ante el ave de rapiña. Gaspar entró en el
matrimonio como hubiera entrado en la taberna. Trabajando en la finca de Galante cuando queria, cuando podía,
cuando la laxitud alcohólica le permitía alguna reacción de actividad, un día llamole Galante y le dijo:
—¿Qué opinas de Silvina, la chica de Leandra?
—¡Baray …! Buena muchacha … ¡un merengue!
—¿La quieres para ti?
—¡Cómo! ¿Cree usted que pueda quererme?
—La quieres?
—¡Si me la dieran …!
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—Oye, ya sabes que Leandra y yo llevamos amistad; esa chica, cualquier día alza el vuelo. Pues bien; cógela,
cásate con ella. Yo arreglo eso.
—Bien; pero yo estoy limpío de fichas, y las mujeres comen como llagas …
—No importa: vivirás en la casa y así cuidarás a la vieja. Además, aquí estoy yo … Arreglaré tu cuestión en el
juzgado; pagaré la multa que te impongan; no irás a la cárcel y en la cosecha te regalaré cien pesos.
—Listo, listo —contestó Gaspar deslumbrado—. No hay más que hablar.
Y como si idea súbita le ocurriera, preguntó con acento malicioso:
—¿Y Leandra ha cuidado bien a esa chica?
—Tú no tienes que meterte en vidas ajenas. Resuelve.
—Está bien; de todos modos, convenido.
El pacto quedó cerrado, y a poco, en la iglesia de la población, cabeza de partido, se anudó el lazo. Gaspar,
como si hubiera apurado una copa, apuró a Silvina, empañándola con su aliento brutal.
Vivía ella infeliz, contrariada. Unas veces irascible, presa de ímpetus; otras lamentosa, suspirando, derramando
lágrimas furtivas. En lo acerbo de su existencia no tuvo más consuelo que la soledad de las selvas, el correr por
veredas solitarias, el extasiarse contemplando, sin sentirlo ni comprenderlo, el bravío panorama de la comarca; el
forjarse quimeras irrealizables pensando en Ciro y huyendo con él.
Cuando Pequeñín se cansó de chupar en vano el seno de Leandra, quedose dormido. Ésta le acostó en un
camastro lleno de trapos sucios y bajó el escalón del colgadizo en donde Silvina, con una cuchara de madera,
agitaba taciturna un guiso inodoro, un salcocho de bananas en el que de vez en cuando el hervor hacía aparecer
espinosas piltrafas.
Los nublados entre la madre y la hija pasaban pronto. Pocos minutos después de la última contienda, departían
pacificamente. Leandra aludió a lo sucedido allá abajo, cerca de la tienda de Andújar. Habíanse oído gritos e
imprecaciones, sin que pudieran enterarse de la causa. Alguna borrachera, sin duda. Como era sábado y se habían
cobrado los jornales, los hombres sólo pensaban en beber. Iban a casa de Andújar a pagar las deudas de la semana,
y, copa va y copa viene, se les pasaba el tiempo y se les iba el dinero.
Leandra fulminó contra aquel tropel de gandules. ¡Qué asco! Las mujeres moviendo al rescoldo un caldo sin
sustancia, los hijos exánimes y color de cera, y ellos dilapidando el sudor de la semana y exponiéndose a ir a la
cárcel por cualquier tontería. Por eso estaba contenta con su suerte: su amistad era hombre rico, que le pasaba
diario, que no andaba en trapisondas. Es verdad que tenía que tolerarle la promiscuidad, la insaciable
promiscuidad del macho robusto, consintiéndole resignada que tuviera otras campesinas en el mismo
predicamento de amigas intimas; pero, ¡qué remedio!, mejor era ser tolerante que exponerse alas tropelías de
algún bárbaro como muchos que ella conocía. Silvina lamentábase de su mala estrella: ¡mujer de un viejo tan feo,
tan grosero! ¿Había habido cuestión en la tienda de Andújar? Pues indudablemente estaba allí Gaspar. Con colores
expresivos pintaba a su tirano: como hombre, viejo y feo; como marido, renegado y feroz. Luego, un
desvergonzado: si hubiera tenido un ápice de dignidad, no se hubiera casado con ella. Y concediendo que se
vendiera par dinero para recoger despojos de otro, 10 que Ie parecia infame era la condescendencia con que
toleraba las exigencias de Galante. En este punto, Leandra discutía: ella, Silvina, no tenía razón. Si Galante de vez
en cuando tenía antojos, la cosa carecía de importancia. De este modo estaba contento, las protegía.
—A los hombres hay que saberles amarrar. Demasiado sé yo que tú le gustas a Galante más que yo; pero me
conformo, porque si me opongo a su gusto, me abandona, y perderíamos la soga y la cabra.
Silvina insistía: aquello era un atrocidad. ¡En la misma casa, con el pretexto de querer a la madre, perseguir a
la hija: a unamuchacha que lo detestaba, que no era libre, que era mujer de otro más canalla aún, que consentía
tales bajezas! Y tal contubernio, en contra de la voluntad de la muchacha, contra todas sus tendencias y sus gustos.
La plática terminó como siempre. No había más remedio: mejor era aquello que morir de hambre.
Oyéronse rumores, y en la pequeña explanada, frente a la casa, apareció un hombre. Era Gaspar. Al llegar,
blandió un largo machete y asestando una cuchillada a un árbol lo dejó allí clavado.
—¿No se come? —dijo, sentándose en la piedra que servía de escalón, junto al umbral.
Las mujeres apresuraron el aderezo del potaje, y diéronle un plato colmado.
Gaspar comenzó a engullir, hablando mientras comía:
—Si no me lo quitan de las manos, mato esta tarde a ese cochino de Montesa. ¡Entrometío! Estábamos en la
cuesta del río algunos amigos, distrayéndonos con una jugadita … Yo estaba ganando, y se había presentado una
sota que si llega a jugarse arranca al banquero. Deblas barajaba, y ya iba a virarse cuando acierta a pasar Montesa.
Se para, nos mira y dice:
—Bandidos, ¿qué hacéis ahí?
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—Lo que nos da la gana.
—Estáis jugando a los prohibidos; ¿y si el comisario viene …?
—¡Figúrese usted! El comisario es Andújar, y siempre que jugamos nos cobra un chavo por cada as …
—Y a usted, ¿quién le mete en lo que no le importa?
—¡Calla, truhán! —esto se lo decía a Deblás—. Si meneas la lengua te la retuerzo; un desertor como tú no es
persona para mí.
—Me dio ira su altanería. Claro; Montesa hablaba así porque sabe que Deblás anda huido, que no puede tener
cuestiones porque, si le echan mano, lo hunden otra vez en el presidio. ¡Cobarde! Yo quise ver si Montesa se
atrevía conmigo. Me levanté de un brinco y halé por el machete. Anduvo listo: cuando iba a rajarlo me dio una
patada feroz en la barriga y me tumbó. ¡Qué alboroto! La partida se deshizo. Cada cual corrió por su lado, y
todavía tuvo Montesa la cobardía de llamarme sinvelgüenza, estando yo en el suelo, impedido de defenderme.
¡Ah!, yo lo cogeré, ¡yo lo cogeré …! Hay más días que longanizas. Cuando me levanté, me sujetó Andújar y me
pidió por favor que no me metiera con ese macaco de Montesa. Luego, como convenía ocultar lo de la jugada, y
yo ya estoy hasta el cogote de cuestiones que me han costado caras, me contuve. Hay tiempo; cualquíer día lo
hiendo …
Y Gaspar, asiendo de nuevo el machete, asestó otra cuchillada al árbol, que, herido en la corteza, dejó manar
por la herida un liquido resinoso y oscuro.
Silvina, en cuclillas en un rincón, había oído el relata. Seguía con mirada tímida los violentos ademanes de
Gaspar como temiendo que las amenazas y las agresiones se volvieran contra ella.
—Toma —continuó Gaspar alargando a Silvina unas monedas—, esta semana no se ha hecho nada, y luego, en
la jarana, perdí la ganancia. Quizás me la robó el mismo Montesa. Pero bay, ahí tienes treinta y dos chavos. Si te
faltase en la semana, a mamá Leandra que te dé, y si ella no tiene, avísame para fajar a Galante. O fájale tú, que a
ti te servirá de mejor gana.
Leandra empezó a dar consejos a Gaspar. Prudencia, mucha prudencia. Lo mejor era salir del trabajo y meterse
en casa. Y mientras Gaspar, reacio, discutía, Silvina, entregada de nuevo al éxtasis, veía cómo en el cielo ibase
apagando el día y cómo las sombras iban lentamente arropando los contornos.
Gaspar, entonces, hizo reír a Leandra. Cantó que en la jugada estaba la vieja Marta con un paquete de ochavos
atados en la punta de un pañuelo. Cuando surgió la contienda y vinieron a las manos, Marta alcanzó un pescozón
que le arrancó el pañuelo de la cabeza, dejando las greñas al aire.
—Pero —dijo Gaspar— es tal la suerte de ese diablo de vieja, que, a pesar de todo, con seguridad esconde esta
noche en el monte medio peso. ¡Ah, si yo pudiera descubrirla el escondrijo …!
La noche avanzaba. Gaspar se desperezó, dando un gran bostezo. Todavía charló algunos minutos. Participó a
las mujeres que se preparaba para muy pronto un baile en Vegaplana. Todos irían: era menester echar una cana al
aire. Convenía, de vez en cuando, sacudir la morriña y divertirse bebiendo unas copitas, bailando una
contradanza.
En Vegaplana, barrio cercano, siempre hubo divertidos bailes. Nada, animarse: al salir de casa se quitarían los
zapatos para no deteriorarlos, y al llegar a la casa de la fiesta se los pondrían para entrar al salón como era debido.
Leandra bajó al cobertizo, y Gaspar, como si hubiera estado esperando la ocasión, llamó a Silvina con la mano.
Ella acercose.
—Lo dicho —dijo Gaspar entre dientes—. Deblás está impaciente, y yo no retrocedo: conque prepárate.
—Pero, Gaspar —contestó Silvina palideciendo—, eso es horrible …
—¿Qué horrible ni qué niño muerto! Ése es un negocio como otro cualquiera.
—¡Dios mío … ¡Dios mío!
—Y tienes que ayudarnos; no hay remedio.
—Por qué no se las arreglan ustedes solos, ya que quieren meterse en eso? ¿Por qué me obligas, si yo me
muero de miedo?
Porque de las mujeres nadie sospecha. Nada, quiero que vengas. Vendras, y tres más, nueve,
Como Leandra volviera, Gaspar disimulo. Un negocio secreta no debe divulgarse; miró fijamentea Silvina y se
llevó un dedo a los labios. Estaba bien seguro del silencio de Silvina. Luego, entrose en uno de los cuartos de la
casa y se acostó sobre un lecho formado en el suelo con ropas extendidas sobre una estera especial y sacos
doblados a guisa de almohadas.
Algunos instantes después roncaba. Leandra acostose en el camastro, el lujo de la casa, en el otro cuarto, y
qedaron frente a frente la noche estrellada y Silvina, contemplándola absorta desde la rústica vivienda. Adentro,
sueño labriego narcotizando las gentes; afuera, el clamor estridente de los insectos nocturnos: el coro de los
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grillos, el treno de los sapos, el roce de los violines alados, cantando a coro el salmo de la noche en la selvática
anchura de los bosques. …
1920
5.59 Champs\fn{by Pedro Juan Soto (1928-2002)} Catano, Puerto Rico, U.S.A. (M) 2
The cue made one more sweep over the green felt, hit the cue ball, and smacked it against the fifteen ball. The
plump, yellowish hands remained still until the ball went clop into the pocket, and then they raised the cue until it
was diagonally in front of his acned and fatuous face: his vaselined little curl fell neatly over his forehead, his
cigarette was tucked jauntily behind an ear, his glance was oblique and mocking, and the fuzz on his upper lip had
been accentuated with a pencil.
"Quiubo, man. Wha’s up?” asked a shrill voice. “That was sure a champeen shot, eh?”
He started to laugh. His squat, pudgy body became a gaily trembling blob inside his tight jeans and sweaty Tshirt.
He contemplated Gavilan—his eyes once alive now no longer so, his three-day beard trying to conceal the ill
humor on his face and not succeeding, the long-ashed cigarette gripped between lips behind which swam curses—
and enjoyed the feat he had perpetrated. He had beaten him two games in a row. Of course, Gavilan had been in
jail for six months, but that did not matter now. What mattered was that Gavilan had lost two games to him, and
these victories placed him in a privileged position. They put him above the others, above the best players of the
barrio, above those who had thrown the inferiority of his sixteen years, his childishness, in his face. No one now
could deprive him of his place in Harlem. He was el nuevo, the successor to Gavilan and other respected
individuals. He was equal … No. Superior, because of his youth: he had more time and greater opportunity to
surpass all their deeds.
He felt like going out in the street and shouting: "I won two games in a row off Gavilan! Now say somethin’,
go ahead an say somethin’!” But he didn’t. He merely chalked his cue and told himself it wouldn’t be worth it. It
was sunny outside, but it was Saturday and the neighbors would be at the market at this hour of the morning. His
audience would be snot-nosed kids and indifferent grandmothers. Anyhow, some humility was good in
champions.
He picked up the quarter Gavilan had thrown down on the felt and exchanged a self-satisfied smile with the
scorekeeper and the three spectators.
“Take wha’s yours!” he said to the scorekeeper, wishing that one of the spectators would move to the other
tables and spread the news, comment that he—Puruco, that fat kid, the one with the pimply face and the funny
voice—had made the great Gavilan look ridiculous. But apparently the three were waiting for more proof.
He put away his fifteen cents and said to Gavilan, who was wiping the sweat from his face: “Wanna play
another?”
“Sure,” said Gavilan, picking another cue from the rack and chalking it meticulously.
The scorekeeper took down the triangle and set up for the next: game.
Puruco broke, starting immediately to whistle and stroll elastically around the table, almost on the tips of his
sneakers.
Gavilan approached the cue ball with his characteristic slowness and aimed at it, but he did not shoot. He
simply raised his bushy head, his body leaning over the cue and the cloth, and said:
“Lissen, quit whistlin’.”
“Okay, man,” said Puruco, and swung his cue until he heard Gavilan’s cue stroke and the balls rolled and
cracked once again. Not one was pocketed.
“Ay bendito,” laughed Puruco. “Man, I got this guy licked.” He shot at the one ball, made it and left the two
ball lined up with the left pocket. The two ball also went in. He could not keep from smiling at all corners of the
pool hall. He seemed to invite the spiders, the flies, the various numbers runners among the crowd at the other
tables to witness this.
He studied the position of each ball carefully. He wanted to win this game too, to take advantage of his recent
reading of Willie Hoppe’s book and all those months of practice taunted by his rivals. Last year he was no more
than a little pisser; now real life was beginning, a champ’s life. With Gavilan beaten, he would defeat Mamerto
and Bimbo … “Make way for Purucol”, the connoisseurs would say. And he would impress the owners of the
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pool halls, he’d get good connections. He’d be bodyguard for some, intimate friends of others. He’d have
cigarettes and beer for free. And women, not stupid girls who were always afraid and who wouldn’t go further
than some squeezing at the movies. From there to fame: the neighborhood macho, the man with a hand in
everything—numbers, dope, the chick from Riverside Drive slumming in the barrio, the rumble between this
gang and that to settle things “like men.”
With a grunt he miscued the three ball and swore. Gavilan was behind him when he turned around.
“Careful—doncha gimme that evil eye,” he said bristling.
And Gavilan: “Aw, cuddid out.”
“Naw, don’ gimme that, man. Jus’ ’cause yer losin’.”
Gavilan didn't answer. He aimed at the cue ball through the smoke which was wrinkling his features, and shot,
pocketing two balls on opposite sides.
“See that?” said Puruco, and he crossed his fingers to ward off evil.
“Shut yer mouth!”
Gavilan tried to ricochet the five ball, but he missed. Puruco studied the position of the ball and decided on the
further but better lined-up pocket. As he was aiming, he realized he would have to uncross his fingers. He looked
at Gavilan suspiciously and crossed his legs to shoot. He missed.
When he looked up, Gavilan was smiling and sucking his sick upper gums, to spit out the bloody pus. Puruco
no longer doubted that he was the victim of an evil spell.
“Don’ fool aroun’, man. Play clean.”
Gavilan looked at him surprised, stepping on his cigarette casually.
“Wassa matter with you?”
“Naw,” said Puruco, “don’ go on with that btwngo, that evil eye.”
“Jeezus,” laughed Gavilan. “He believes in witches!”
He brought the cue behind his waist, feinted once, and pocketed the ball easily. He pocketed the next one. And
the next. Puruco got nervous. Either Gavilan was recovering his skill or that btwngo was pushing his cue. He had
to step it up, or Gavilan would win this game.
He chalked his cue, knocked on wood three times, and waited his turn. Gavilan missed his fifth shot. Then
Puruco gauged the distance. He dropped the eight ball in. He did a combination to pocket the eleven with the nine
ball. Then he got the nine ball in. He cannoned the twelve ball into the pocket and then missed on the ten ball.
Gavilan also missed it. Finally Puruco managed to make it, but for the thirteen ball he almost ripped the felt. He
added up to himself. Only eight points missing now, so he felt he could relax.
He moved the cigarette from his ear to his lips. As he was lighting it with his back to the table so that the fan
would not blow out the match, he saw the scorekeeper’s sly smile. He turned quickly and caught Gavilan in the
act: his feet were off the ground and his body rested on the edge of the table to make the shot easier. Before he
could speak, Gavilan had pocketed the ball.
“Lissen, man!”
“Watsa matter?” Gavilan said calmly, eyeing the next shot.
“Don’ gimme that, kid! You ain’ gonna win like that!”
Gavilan raised an eyebrow to look at him and sucked in his cheeks, biting the inside of his mouth,
“Wha’s botherin you?” he said,
“No, not like that,” Puruco opened his arms, almost hitting the scorekeeper with his cue, He threw down his
cigarette violently and said to the spectators: “You saw’ im, dinchya?”
“Saw what?” asked Gavilan, deadpan,
“That dirty move,” shrilled Puruco: “You think I’m a fool?”
“Aw Jeezus Christ,” laughed Gavilan, “Don’ ask me ’cause I might just tell you!”
Puruco struck the table edge with his cue.
“You gotta play clean with me, It ain’ enough you make magic first, but then you gotta cheat too.”
“Who cheated?” said Gavilan, He left his cue on the table and approached Puruco, smiling,
“You tellin’ me I cheat?”
“No,” said Puruco, his tone changing, sounding more like a child, his body wobbly. “But you shouldn’ play
like that, man, They seen you.”
Gavilan turned around to the others.
“Did I cheat?”
Only the scorekeeper shook his head, The others said nothing, just looked away,
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“But you was on top uh the table, man!” said Puruco.
Gavilan grabbed the front of his T-shirt almost casually, baring Puruco’s pudgy back as he pulled him forward,
“Nobody calls me a cheat!”
At all the other tables the games stopped. The others watched from a distance/ Nothing but the hum of the fan
and the flies could be heard, and the shouts of the kids in the street/
“You think a pile uh shit like you can call me a cheat?” said Gavilan, pushing into Puruco’s chest with the fist
that gripped his shirt. “I let you win two games so you could have somethin’ to brag about, and you think yer king
or somethin’, Geddoudahere, you miserable …” he said between his teeth. “When you grow up I’ll see you.”
The shove pushed Puruco against the plaster wall, crashing him flat on his back. The crash shattered the
silence. Someone laughed, snickering. Someone said, “Wadda boaster!”
“An geddoudahere fore I kick yer ass,” said Gavilan.
“Okay, man,” stammered Puruco, letting the cue drop. He walked out without daring to raise his eyes, hearing
again the cue strokes on the tables, the little laughs. In the street he felt like crying but he didn’t. That was sissy
stuff. The blow he had received had not hurt him; what hurt was the other: “When you grow up I’ll see you.” He
was a man. If they beat him, if they killed him, let ’em do it forgetting that he was sixteen. He was already a man.
He could make trouble, lots of trouble, and he could also survive it.
He crossed the street furiously kicking a beer can, his hands in his pockets pinching the body nailed to the
cross of adolescence.
He had let him win two games, said Gavilan. Liar. He knew that from now on he would lose all of them to
him, the new champ. That’s why the witchcraft, the cheating, the blow. Ah, but those three guys would spread the
news of Gavilan’s fall. Then Mamerto and Bimbo. No one could stop him now. The neighborhood, the whole
world, would be his.
When the barrel hoop got caught between his legs, he kicked it to one side and slapped the kid who came to
pick it up.
“Wachout, man, I’ll split yer eye.” And he went on walking, ignoring the mother who cursed him as she ran
toward her crying child. He breathed deeply, his lips closed tight. As he moved along he saw streamers fall and
cheers rain from the deserted and closed windows.
He was a champ, walking along ready for trouble.
96.96 Flight\fn{by Mayra Santos-Febres (1966- )} Carolina, Puerto Rico, U.S.A. (F) 5
Beep. Beep. Beep. Her pager. It’s the editorial office.
“Virginia. Call me—urgent. Front-page stuff. Pepe.”
She’s on her way home in her new car. It’s the latest model Montero, and has high monthly payments, which
she can easily make now that she has a secure job at the newspaper. The car is a symbol of her salvation.
She stops at the supermarket. Buys pasta, rice, beans, milk, coffee, juice. She also buys some frozen dinners
for the shattered nights, nights when she arrives home from work dead, with no time to cook, stricken with a
hunger that tears her in two.
It’s true, she hadn’t counted on this life. Virginia remembers the trips from the old days, the photos of scenes of
burning automobile tires in the middle of strikes, of old women watching the slaughter through the bars on the
windows of their homes. She remembers running around after ambulances, police cruisers, to photograph some
occurrence. When she was a dog hunting for images, a thief of light—one eight-thousandth of a second—and she
with her multiple eyes casting a quick glance over the surface of things, giving her the whole picture, the light
bouncing off the figures that were only flesh until a sudden flash mixed with them and converted them into a gold
mine of something palpitating. Her multiple eyes all alert to a fraction of a second.
Virginia remembers how she lived for that, hidden behind the fleeting aperture that was attempting to trap what
is always fleeing. And her after it, like a dog, like a thief, like a being absolutely devoted to that crumb of reality.
Later she arrived at her empty house, a naked house, without a man and without plants and without furna-ture, a
house worthy of a monk who has renounced everything in search of delirious beauty. But still one has to live. So
to arrive was to leave the cell to offer some photo to the news agencies, to become a slave to the telephone, to be
able to charge something to later invest in more eyes, in more lenses, in zooms and tripods and in light meters to
be able to collect the flashes of light bouncing off the surfaces of things.. It’s true, she had never been, nor wanted
to be, what she now was. But now she has money for developing chemicals and, if she saves up a bit, she can
even set up a dark room in the next two weeks; have her own lab, a scanner at her disposal in her home. She has
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already changed from being a hunting dog to a bird of prey, why not toss a little of the cadaver into her mouth?
Virginia unloads her purchases and her purse from the car. She unloads her beeper and her body from the car.
She opens the trunk. Her body is still young, her flesh still firm. At the end of the hall a meowing is tangled in the
shadows. It’s the cats. They came with the car, with the furniture and a personal computer. The cell is turning into
a home. Melusina needs water in her dish. Silvestre brushes against her calves and she smiles a greeting. The
answering machine flashes its light on and off. Three messages. Mami, wanting her to come to dinner on Sunday,
if she can find the time to visit her family. The condominium committee and its plan for repairing the building’s
façade. A blank message, with a fax signal. Who would have wanted to send her a fax? Probably a wrong number.
Virginia lifts the receiver and dials the direct number for the editorial department. The call goes through. Ring,
ring, ring … Finally,
“Editorial …”
“Pepe.”
“Virginia, miamor, where’d you go?”
“Darling, I have a life; not like you who spends his stuck in that newspaper.”
“Someday you’ll see how the paper ends up sucking up your life too.”
“Why’d you page me?”
“Why do you think?”
“Fresh cadaver.”
“You guessed it … twenty-seven bullet holes, mi amor. The kid looks like a colander. But that idiot Gregorio
took the photographs at too low an exposure and you can’t see the puddle of blood very well, or the forensics guys
lifting the body. How am I supposed to use that?”
“Didn’t he take any more pictures?”
“Two or three. I’m telling you about the best one.”
“So what’s wrong with the guy? Didn’t it occur to him to take his light meter out of his car?”
“Pues, negra, that seems to be the case.”
“If you had sent me, these things wouldn’t have happened.”
“Okay, enough of that—”
“Well, when are you going to get me out of the office and into the street? I’m tired of inventing photographs on
a computer screen.”
“Patience, Gina, your turn will come.”
“Okay, okay, put the photograph on my desk. I’ll be on my way over there as soon as I get something in my
stomach.”
“Make it light so you’ll be able to digest it. The kid looks—”
“I’m used to it.”
“You never get used to this.”
*
Virginia opens the pantry door to put away the beans, coffee, pasta, rice. The milk and frozen dinners go in the
refrigerator. One of the latter goes into the microwave.
“Chicken with pasta. Remove cardboard cover, cook on high for three minutes, stir and cook for another two
minutes. Serve hot.”
Virginia opens the refrigerator again. She takes out a Diet Pepsi, drinks water from a gallon jug, grabs a
mango. Her hands tremble a little as she removes the skin from the fruit. Her hands always tremble when she’s
hungry. The hunger that always congeals in her blood when they take away her chance to lay her eyes, on the real
stuff. The people at the newspaper don’t want her to go where the action is.
As if she had never been there, hidden behind her metal pupils, with one of them copying everything that is
about to disappear, she herself, her nerves, the pain from crouching behind a patrol car or the tear about to fall
when the mother arrives to claim the bloody body of her only son. She too disappears, she too flees until only
light is left. Then nothing exists but that instant of whole things vibrating; that fleeting moment when reality is
condensed, like a twitching muscle.
“I can’t believe it,” Virginia sighs, chewing. “I have to drive all the way back to the newspaper. And who
knows what time I’ll finish working.” She turns on the radio to shake off exhaustion, another muscle twitches, but
she doesn’t notice.
Ring, ring.
It’s the telephone. She doesn’t want to answer it. She doesn’t want to hear anyone talk, to carry on a
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conversation with anyone, ask them how their day was. “Mine was great,” she has no desire to say. “I’m working
for Última Hora,” she doesn’t want to have to say. “I finally freed myself from unemployment. I’m getting used
to the routine of work, you know? But, who knows …? Maybe I’ll surprise everybody with something of my own
soon.”
She doesn’t want to say anything. The answering machine takes the call.
“Virginia, it’s Sola. I was calling to say hi. It’s been so long since I’ve seen you. I was cleaning out my files
and found some of your old photographs, the ones we took of the fire at the lighthouse in Fajardo. I had forgotten
how good they were. So I decided to call. You’re lost, mija. Call me when you can. Okay? Hugs.”
Beep.
“Lost. I’m lost,” thinks Virginia, bur she shakes the thought from her head. It’s the work of a photographer to
be lost. To lose herself behind the potential image, behind the paper that captures it, the lens that probes, the light
that bounces. Many were the hours she spent learning to lose herself. Entire afternoons looking at a ray of light
fall upon bullet shells, the promise of a gesture that would reveal a whole life of fear or of frustration. Emptying
her head, like now. That’s how she “learned” to lose herself on the street. And she feels happy there, at ease, in a
much cozier home than these four walls she’s paying for could ever be, the aluminum sides that she pays for in
sensible, fixed monthly installments. The, street is the territory of everything that flees. And she is a photographer, a fugitive, a street dog after scraps. All of her an eye that wants to eat the world.
Now, from her house to her car, with her chicken with pasta in her stomach, she drives back to the newspaper.
She gets out of the Montero, goes up to the graphic design department, sits in front of her computer. She turns on
the scanner. Opens Photoshop. Scans the photograph of another eighteen-year-old boy, dead, with his tennis shoes
lying across the sidewalk, his T-shirt pulled up on his back, dead, and she looks for the most impactful angle of
that death, for front-page morbidity. She looks for the bloodiest close-up of the wound. Her eye lightens the glow
of the blood by twenty percent. Virginia reproduces the photo, click, brings the body closer, moving it more to the
center of the page. This way the open eyes are more noticeable, and the spurt of blood on the shirt, click, click.
*
It’s true, she hadn’t foreseen this life. The contact sheets from before, the close-ups of clubs falling on broken
backs and of old women watching the melee between the bars on their homes. But today wasn’t such a bad day.
Today she was lucky. Today she was able to leave the office. They sent her to take some photos of the latest Miss
Universe contest.
Virginia actually enjoyed herself a little today. She found a way to make Miss Universe look even more ridiculous. She invented a new trick for turning the crown on the winner’s head, adding a little dye to the eyeliner that
was running down her cheeks and warping her Universal Barbie posture. The poor contestant was so excited
about having been crowned the most beautiful in the world and here Virginia was converting her into a front-page
fright on her computer terminal. She laughs at her mischievousness as she walks to the parking lot.
Today she left work early. She’s going to see her mother and then take a run on the beach. Maybe she’ll have
time for a little dip in the ocean. And, as a1ways, she’ll take her camera. She foresees a beautiful sunset.
*
Another fresh cadaver has arrived.
“Brother kills brother, family vengeance.”
Another kill. Four bullet wounds. Four holes from which congealed blood flows in dark paste. The guy is
wearing a Nike T-shirt and brand-name tennis shoes, expensive ones, and brand-name canvas pants, also expensive. And a white cap thrown on the asphalt in the airport parking lot. Also lying on the ground is a sweatsuit
jacket that matches the shirt. Everything is expensive. Everything is ruined now by the four bullet wounds, two in
the chest, one in the throat, another in the base of the nose. The cadaver shows a face exploded to the four winds,
the body turned into a spring of powder and blood.
The homicidal brother looks at the cadaver with empty eyes. His hair is dyed blond, with dark roots. He’s
wearing a cheap shirt and torn pants. The reporter is saying that the suspect was waiting for his brother, who was
arriving from New York to attend their mother’s funeral. The deceased was suspected of narco-trafficking, but no
one had proof. His brother waited for him at the airport and killed him. He didn’t know how to shoot. Some
bullets hit a car window, another a lamppost. The four remaining ones reached his brother.
And again, Gregorio and his underexposed photographs. The colors in the photo aren’t clear. The murderer’s
gaze has no color, for example. If it had been her, if they had removed her collar and let her loose with, her
hungry eyes on the street, she would have used another angle. There, at the back, the brother with those empty
eyes, as if looking from the deepest recesses of his sockets at what his hate or his pain forced him to do. Luckily
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they had put the handcuffs on the guy under a streetlight. But she would have waited for another beam, another
ray falling over his shoulders, a better shadowing of that relieved and absent gaze.
He killed his brother for making their mother suffer. He killed him because his brother left him to take care of
his poor sick mother who devoted herself to her criminal son, the one who lived the good life with cocaine and
dollars while he, changing their mother’s diapers and putrefying bandages, wondered when he would ever count
for something, even if it were only to make the old woman’s agony more real. He killed him, his own brother,
flesh of his flesh, out of envy, relief, distance, escape, love: that is what the guy’s eyes say, even in this poorly
exposed photograph that fool Gregorio took. If they had loosened her collar just a little and let her, a loose dog in
the street …
But now her neck has an owner.
The rest of the image is dark, half of an officer’s body is cut off at the edge of the photo. A policewoman
gently pushes the murderer’s arm, and he turns his head to see his brother’s body spitting its last drop of blood on
the pavement of the parking lot. He looks at the white cap stained with thick blood near the unrecognizable face.
Virginia fights with the material. She clicks a button on the Photoshop screen to see if she can lighten the
background so the death will look good on the cover page of the Sunday edition.
*
Beep, beep.
“It’s Friday. I’m inviting you out for a beer. We’ll be at Yahaira’s, if you’re in the mood, Pepe.”
Virginia’s on her way home. Melusina must need water in her dish. That cat drinks so much water. She should
learn from the cat. She should go for a drink. After all, she left work early today. She laid out everything she had
to layout. The head of design was thrilled. The head of editorial, delighted. The head of photojournalism heeded
her technical suggestions, recognizing that she knew what she was talking about. He even suggested that next
time maybe he would give her a more challenging assignment. He would pull her off covering social events, with
old women drugged up on Prozac and Zanax at their latest fund-raiser for children with muscular dystrophy, or
cranial fibroplasty or who knows what other fashionable illness. They would loosen the chain. Maybe they would
let her return to being the street dog she always wanted to be, with that hunger in her eyes, her multiple eyes that
want to condense that beating in the hearts of things. Of reality. The one she needlessly adulterated on demand in
Photoshop on her computer. After all, it’s just a question of carefully measuring the light of things. Light always
reveals them under another density. It’s a question of emptying yourself and not thinking, letting time, fleeting
time that can’t be measured, carry her off into the air, make her back paws agile, her front paws, and then, to force
her to press the button at one eight-thousandth of a second and detain that which is escaping. Flight, the most
faithful testimony of how life occurs. Maybe they would loosen her chain, even if they spit on the street, even if
she’s wetted and dragged along by the other dogs after the scraps. But free and with dignity intact. Even with a bit
of money. It’s time to celebrate.
“But I’m not going anywhere looking like this,” Virginia thinks as she lights a cigarette at an intersection. Red
light. Green light. Foot on the accelerator.
“With this crazed witch look,” she thinks as she sucks smoke. “I’d better go home, take a bath, change clothes.
I’ll pull together an outfit for Yahaira’s. Yes, it’s time to celebrate.”
She takes her briefcase and her purse from the car, opens the front door. The cats are fine. Melusina has
finished the water in her dish again. She takes off her shirt, her slacks. Turns on the shower. She looks at her nude
body in the mirror above the sink. Her body is still good. The skin on her breasts is still taut.
“I’m going to wear the black short-sleeved shirt, the low-cut one,” she thinks as she steps into the shower.
“And the black cotton trousers, and high heels,” she thinks. “Tonight I’m going to dress like a femme fatale. The
neon from the lights at Yahaira’s will look good on my clothes.”
On her way to the bat she counts the stoplights. At the second she turns left. She looks for a place to park. She
parks the Montero on the street, gets out and walks toward the bar. She doesn’t see any of the boys from the
newspaper. Maybe she has arrived too early, or too late. She sits down.
“A beer, please. Save the glass. Thanks.”
She looks around. In the back there’s a guy who looks at her with gluttonous eyes. She lets the gaze slide along
her body. She likes that celebratory gaze. Another dog already sniffing at the bone.
“It’s two pesos.”
“No, forget it, I’ll pay for the lady’s beer,” comes the guy's voice. It's a warm voice, well intentioned. A voice
that slides easily from his throat and pours over her refreshingly.
“Thank you.”
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“No, thank you. You came to cheer up my night.”
“Me?”
“Of course. A man doesn’t get to see a woman as elegant as you every day.”
She smiled knowingly, premeditatively. It’s been a long time since she smiled like that. Since the contact
sheets and the flames leaping out the windows of the lighthouse at Fajardo. Since the photos from ambulance
chases she had to take in order to buy another good light meter. Maybe she exaggerated. What is certain is that she
never smiled like this at Última Hora.
Virginia drank a beer, she drank two. She had a long conversation with the guy who had approached her to
invite her to enjoy the night with him. His name was Juan'. He said he worked as a sales rep. He was recently
divorced, at least according to him. According to her the guy was a tasty bonbon. And Pepe still hadn’t shown up
at the bar. She should go. She had come out to spend time with friends from work, not to pick up a salesman who
would warm her bed for a night. Her life isn’t the same as it used to be. Before, she would have gone wherever,
beneath a palm tree, a car parked by the edge of the sea. But now she couldn’t. She had to get up early tomorrow;
go to the office to work.
“You work on Saturdays?”
“I work all the time. That’s how life is at a newspaper.”
“Which one do you work for?”
“Última Hora.”
“Are you a journalist?”
“No, a photographer.”
“Are you the one who designs the front page? The one with the dead bodies?”
“That’s me.”
“Really?”
“You don’t believe me?”
“I just can’t imagine you doing that kind of work.”
“I keep telling myself the same thing. But …”
“You gotta live.”
“Yeah, you gotta live … Well, thanks for the beer, and good night.”
“I’d better walk you to your car. You know how these streets are.”
“I sure do.”
They both leave the bar, heading toward the brand-new Montero. Juan asks for her telephone number. She
suggests he give her his. She doesn’t want complications. She doesn’t want calls from guys she barely knows
bothering her at home when she arrives tired from work. Instead he opts for anonymity: but a kiss on the way to
the neighboring street where she had parked the Montero wouldn’t be all bad. Nor would another one of those
looks, in which she is observed, entering the field of vision with a hunger, a hunger of the eye that snatches a little
light, quickly, in one eight-thousandth of a second. Her, frozen in an instant and unable to move, there, in the
street, which had forced her to leave everything, to lead a nun’s cloistered life to be hunting for one of its pieces.
It wouldn’t be bad to be on the other side of some cannibal eyes, even if it’s just for an instant. She’s not asking
for anything more. She’s content with certain loosenings of the collar that imprisons her neck and her hunger’s
neck. Everything is for the Montero and the house, Melusina and Silvestre, her lenses, ah, her lenses with which
she gives way to hunger itself, free. More or less free.
Suddenly she feels a hand grab her back. It’s Juan. But his hand turns him into another Juan. His hand is a
strong fist attacking her kidneys, a sharp pain in her side. She can’t breathe. And not from anticipation of a kiss.
Another man appears out of nowhere. In a white shirt, old shoes. This one yanks on her purse. She struggles.
But then, the same Juan that bought her the beers ends up throwing her on the ground.
“No, leave her, no one would give anything for this one,” he says and he grabs the keys from her hand. Her
eyes, the lenses, are in the car. And the new camera, the light meter, the strobes, a roll of film with images of a
beautiful sunset. She forgot to take them out of the car before she took her shower, before she got ready to drink
with her colleagues from the newspaper. And there they are, in the car, with the pictures she had taken. She has to
stop them now. The hunger sharpens in her eyes and Virginia shouts, she shouts loudly, as she grabs one of the
guys by the shirt. Then comes a stunning punch.
“Go, cabrón, go,” she hears a choked, guttural voice, as one of her aggressors, Juan, the guy who bought her
the beers, opens the door of the Montero. He gets in. The tires screech. There go her high monthly payments, her
monthly payments from her steady job.
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The punch burns in her ribs. The Montero is lost in a curve and she feels like crying. She’s alone on the street
and doesn’t even know if. she should ask someone to call the police.
Then she feels something viscous between her fingers. Virginia looks down at her fingers. She sees that they’re
reflecting light, mirroring a shimmer, and she doesn’t know where it comes from. She finds her shirt torn, and her
flesh cut, a bloody gash opened. And she thinks,
“A dark light that pulsates.” She thinks about her lost lenses, but no cry or curse emerges from her mouth, only
a soft shout, too soft, ending in a few drops of inverted light that she doesn’t understand.

Última Hora Photographer Stabbed!
Virginia reads the newspaper and it says that the photographer’s name is Virginia. Virginia Sanchez. She reads
her name from her hospital bed. And she reads “Ultima Hora Photographer.” And she doesn’t understand anything. Maybe she’s still under the effects of the anesthesia.
Pepe brought her the newspaper this morning. And some flowers, and a cup of good coffee, not the kind they
sell in the hospital, which tastes like shit. Worse, like shit tea.
“Chica, what a fucking mess. That night things got complicated in Editorial. I had to stay in the office until
late.”
“Don’t worry, Pepe. I figured that’s what had happened.”
“If you had paged me a message. If you had told me—”
“Pepe, it’s not your fault. How could it be your fault that they attacked me?”
“At least they didn’t kill you, or kidnap you. At least—”
“Yeah, man, at least I’m alive. And that’s what matters. You gotta live, Pepe.”
“Yeah, you gotta live.”
A conversation, a beer, negatives of old photos of the lighthouse at Fajardo, rolls of new photographs of a
sunset, a guy with torn sneakers, another one paying for beers and looking at her with the same hunger with which
she looks at life, the Montero, a drop of dark light reflecting off her hands, something fleeting …
“The boys put the news with the day’s most important stories. And they published the description of the guys
that you gave to the police. The paper’s gonna give a reward for their capture.”
“A nice thought.”
“The story was written by Vargas. Read it.”
“Última Hora Photographer Stabbed,” she reads out loud.
She looks at Pepe. Pepe smiles. He looks tired.
“Around eleven last night, Virginia Sanchez was the victim of a terrible knife attack. The assailants managed
to escape in her blue, late-model Montero …”
Virginia continues reading aloud. Pepe listens attentively. The story has no accompanying photograph.
*THE COMMONWEALTH OF THE NORTHERN MARIANAS*
118.63 The Exiled Sister And Her Son: A Folktale\fn{by Pia (1901- )} Saipan Island, Commonwealth of the
Northern Marianas, U.S.A. (F) 3
Drift away, drift hither, there lived Lukelang and his wife. They had two children, Olofat and a daughter. They
lived on the island and when the children grew up, their mother and father died. However, before they died, while
they were dying, they asked Olofat to take good care of his sister. Therefore, right after their death, Olofat started
to see to it that his sister was happy. Their father was the chief of the island. When he died, the title passed down
to his son who was Olofat.
Olofat wanted to get married, so he picked a woman of his choice and they stayed in his house. His wife didn’t
like her sister-in-law to stay in the place. She not only didn’t want her to stay there, but she really didn’t want to
even see her. Because of this, she tried everything to get rid of her sister-in-law.
Olofat happened to have a spider lily outside his house. He loved the plant very much and he made it clear to
the people of the island that anybody who touched it would be punished. He would go and look at the flower
before he left to work. That was how important the plant was to Olofat.
This couple had a baby. They really loved the baby. However, Olofat still felt that even his baby should not
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touch the flower. One day when he was about to leave his house, his wife told him that she would go and wash
their dirty clothes in one of the far away streams. So he sent a messenger to tell his sister to watch the baby. Then
he left the house before his sister arrived.
His wife went outside the house and picked the flower and came back and hid it under the baby’s small pillow.
When her sister-in-law came, she told her what to do and then she left. Olofat’s sister put the baby to sleep and
then she started to clean up the house. She stayed there almost the whole day.
Olofat and his wife came back at the same time. As soon as they stepped inside the house, his sister was on her
feet to leave. She left them and went back to her house. She didn’t know that there was something terrible back at
her brother’s house. She prepared herself and was ready to come back to the house again. She always visited them
before she went to sleep.
Olofat took a bath and went outside to see his flower. However, when he got there he found that his flower was
gone, and he was very upset. He rushed inside and asked his wife who had picked his flower. His clever wife told
him that she left right after him. She explained further that since she was away for the whole day she could not
possibly know what happened to the flower. She suggested that they ask his sister because she was there.
However, Olofat knew that his sister could not do it. He saw her when she left, that she did not have anything with
her. He was also confused because he believed his wife. He knew she was not there the whole day.
Confused by what had happened to his precious flower, he demanded his wife to help him look for the missing
flower. His wife pretended to look around and then she went inside the house and took out the flower from under
the baby’s pillow. She took it and showed it to her husband. She explained to him that it might be his sister who
did it because she was with the baby. Her sweet talk convinced her husband.
He believed that his sister had done it. So he decided to kill her, no matter how precious she was to him. He
had said earlier that anybody who picked the flower would be punished. Although he loved his sister, he could not
possibly permit her to do this.
Olofat sharpened his knife to use in killing his sister. His knife was so sharp that if a fly sat on its edge, it
would be cut in two pieces. That was how sharp his knife was. When he was finished sharpening it, he took it
with him. He went down to the men’s house and sat. there. He waited for his sister to come.
His sister, after finishing up everything in the house, left to visit her brother and his wife. She walked to the
men’s house and saw that her brother was sitting there. So she dropped down on her knees and started to walk on
them. But Olofat told her to stand up. He was so very angry he did not want to listen to her. He ordered her to
stand up and walk to him. His sister could not do that even if she knew that he was upset. She continued to walk
on her knees. Finally she was about to reach the house when Olofat rushed out and grabbed her head. He had her
head in his left hand and in his right hand was the knife. He raised it up in the air and then he was about to chop
her head off.
He could not. He let go of her head and left her sobbing there. He returned to his house.
The woman was crying outside the men’s house. She was crying because she was really afraid of her brother
and his knife. She knew that there was something wrong in the house when she was there. She thought to herself
that the best way for her was to leave the island.
She stood up and headed to the shore. There she took some grains of sand with her and started to walk. She
walked and walked until the water was too deep. Then she reached for some of the grains and dropped them there.
When she did, a new beach was formed. That enabled her to walk again. Also during this trouble, she was in her
early months of pregnancy.
When she was far away from the island, she threw down the grains in the water and made a small and beautiful
island. There she built a house for her. There were coconut and breadfruit trees on the island. She lived there for a
few months. Then she gave birth to a son, and she took care of him and raised him to grow up.
The baby grew up on the island and he found that they were the only people on the island. He asked about it
from his mother, but she never told him the truth.
Then one day her grown son decided to have a trip. He wanted to go around and see whether or not there were
other places and people on these places. He told his mother about his plan and his mother agreed to it. She took
him inside the house and applied some magic to his feet. The power of the magic would make him be able to walk
on the water. So when she finished the magic, she told him to go.
He left the small island and came to the island where his mother used to live. When he got there, his uncle was
working on his canoe. He came inside the men’s house and sat down. He watched his uncle while he was busy
working on his canoe. Those who were in the house did not like him. However, some of them had the feeling that
he was related to Olofat, but nobody had the courage to come and ask him.
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The boy sat there until noon. Then some relatives of those who helped on the canoe came to the house. They
brought food for the workers. When the food came, everybody except the boy ate. The men divided the food
among them so that everybody would eat. But nobody called the boy to join them. When they all finished, they
gathered the bones of their fish and their coconut husks so they could give them to the boy to eat. They knew that
he was hungry. The boy took the things they gave him and piled them up near his mother’s post. And late in the
afternoon, he left the island.
When he came home, his mother asked him about his uncle’s canoe. She wanted to know whether or not it was
ready to be used. But the boy told her that it was not ready yet. Therefore she told him that next time he would use
her adze in the house in order to help finish the canoe. She told him everything about the different things used to
make the canoe. He was instructed to get or use only those things that belonged to his mother.
So the next day the boy left his small island. He went to the same place he had visited. When he got there, his
uncle had just started to work on the canoe. There were other people in the house, but they were there to help.
They were not allowed to work with Olofat on the canoe. All they had to do was to help turn the canoe to one side
and then another. Their work was also to take the heavy things out of Olofat’s way.
When the boy got there, he went straight into the house. He went over to the other end of the house and took
down his mother’s things. He took them with him. Then he went on the other side of the canoe and started to
work.
Everybody was curious about him. They wondered how come he picked out the things that had belonged to
Olofat's sister. Some of them felt he was related to Olofat’s sister. But nobody asked him that. They just watched
him.
He finished the side he was working on and then he moved to the other side that his uncle was on. When it was
about to be finished, he took back the things where he took them from. Then he came back and sat down.
It was now mealtime for them. Women were coming in and out of the house. These women brought food for
the men. When the food was prepared, the men were divided up into groups and so was the food. But the lone boy
did not join them because they did not want him with them. They ate their food and again gathered up the bones
and took them to the boy. The boy took them and piled them up with the others that he had before. He then left the
people there.
He went back to his island. When he got there his mother asked him about the canoe. He told her that it would
be ready by the next day. That day would be a special day for Olofat and his people. They would be celebrating
the completion of the work on the canoe. Olofat’s sister knew that there would be a lot of people coming to the
house. She also knew that her brother would be needing some assistance in the preparations for the day. So she
told her son that they would help Olofat.
When the special day came, Olofat’s sister made her magic. The magic was intended to produce people, all
female, and food. It worked out fine. There were many, many women on the island and the food was already
cooked. The only thing left was somebody to eat the food.
However, that was not the plan. She told the women there that the food was for her brother, so they would take
it to him. The women obeyed what she commanded. They took the food on their canoes and set sail. When they
got there, everybody was ready to eat, but they stopped and looked at these beautiful females.
The women tied up their canoes and started carrying in the food they brought. They took it into the house
where the canoe was. Then they were about to leave when the boy stopped them. He told them that they had to get
his food from Olofat and the people there. This was the coconut husks and the fish bones. The women gathered
this trash, put it on their canoes, and left for home.
They reached home and unloaded their cargo. They showed the mother what the islanders had for her son.
Although she was mad, she did not show it. After all, it was her brother. She knew that her brother was a good
man. He would have welcomed her son if he knew who he was. Besides that, she knew also that Olofat realized
who the boy was and he would be looking for him.
Olofat was very surprised with the food. He realized that the boy might be his sister’s son. So he asked the men
around the house to distribute the food among the people. Everybody was satisfied with the food they ate. They
also enjoyed some dances performed in honor of the celebration. When everything died down, people were
beginning to leave.
A few days had passed, and Olofat decided to use his canoe to sail around. He also planned to search for the
boy. He prepared his canoe and sailed away with a few crew members. They were quite a way away from the
island when he told the crew to look for an island. He knew they would finally come to it because he was sailing
in the direction the boy and the woman took. Everybody was on the lookout for an island.
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Olofat’s sister, after the trip in which the women delivered the food, knew that her brother would follow them.
She knew how he must have felt after they left because it was very obvious to know what was going on there.
Anybody who was there during the celebration would have concluded that the women were sent by Olofat’s sister.
After all, nobody else would be that generous to give away so much food to him. With these feelings in mind, she
had cautioned her son to be on the lookout there. She told him that while he was playing on their island, he should
be on the lookout because somebody was coming to visit them. But she did not want anybody except her son to be
on the island. So if there should be somebody coming, she would move the island to another place.
One day her son was playing on the shore. It so happened that while chasing his ball he stopped to take a rest.
Then there was something moving out there in the far away distance. He was not sure whether or not he was
really seeing a moving object or if he was just imagining that he saw an object. He took a rest and when he tried
to have a good look at the thing he saw that it was a sailing canoe.
Then he forgot about his fun with the ball and started to run to his mother. When he got there he told her his
story about the canoe. His mother sent him back to look for it, whether it was coming to the island. He left the
house because he wanted to check on the canoe. When he returned, he saw that the canoe was coming toward the
place. So he ran back and told her.
She asked him to stay with her in the house. She had planned to make the island invisible and then move it
some place else. Therefore she waited and waited for the canoe to come closer. And when the canoe was pretty
close, she turned the island invisible and at the same time removed it.
The people on the canoe were surprised at the sudden disappearance of the island. They turned back and
headed for home, and they did not see Olofat’s sister any more.
1920
178.73 Excerpt from We Drank Our Tears: Memories Of The Battles For Saipan And Tinian As Told By Our
Elders\fn{by Juan Camacho Diaz (1929-after 2004)} Garapan Village, Saipan Island, Commonwealth of the Northern
Marianas, U.S.A. (M) 3
1: Before The War
According to my uncle and aunties, the Japanese administration was fine. Every nation hat you deal with has
laws/rules/regulations to follow. There was a big courthouse, a governor, a Chamorro mayor, Chamoro
councilmen, and a Chamorro representative to the Japanese governor. I don’t know much about that because I was
very young. I just know what my uncle told me.
My father’s father, Juan San Nicholas Diaz, was mayor until he died. This was during the German administration, and the early part of the Japanese administration. Then my grandfather’s brother Vidal M. Camacho (Bishop
Thomas Camacho’s grandfather) became mayor during Japanese peace time.\fn{ Germany bought the Northern Marianas
from Spain in 1899, who had discovered them in 1521 and permanently occupied them from 1668 (whence the name was changed from the
Ladrones Islands (Islands of Thieves) to Mariana Islands, in honor of Queen Marie Anne, then Regent of Spain). Japan seized them in
1914, and their possession was confirmed as a mandate under the Leage of Nations (precursor of the United Nations) until they were
forcibly ejected by armed forces from the United States in 1944, under whose administration they have remained for the past 65 years.
Commonwealth status was achieved in 1986.:H}

There were four streets in Garapan. My family lived on the highway in house N39 on 2 nd Street. It was a twostory concrete house. The first floor of our house was leased by a Japanese merchant who sold groceries such as
canned goods and cider. We lived upstairs. There was a storeroom next to the house that would only fit one
bicycle inside. On one side of our house there was a store where a man repaired watches and grandfather clocks.
There was a taxi parking in front of our house. The Catholic Church was behind a three-story building. There was
a drug store that only sold medicinal drugs and there was a cigarette and match store. The bakery sold snow
cones. The railroad was very close to the beach and you could see white sand on the railroad tracks.
From about 4AM most mornings, there were Chamorro men carrying trays of potu, or rice cakes, for sale.
They would start yelling and you would get up and buy one to eat with coffee for breakfast. There were four kinds
to choose from in the morning: madoya (fried banana), empanada (chicken meat turnover), potu (steamed rice
cake), and buchi-buchi (papaya turnover). About once a week, mother would make fried rice and an egg for
breakfast.
During these times, wages were $1.00 to $1.80 a day for someone working in the salt factory or the phosphate
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factory.
Until 1940, the Japanese administration was not considered bad at all. Most locals owned farms and contracted
their crops to the Japanese. My two uncles were both contract farmers. One had two hectares of cassava and the
other uncle had sugar cane. Both farms were in Matansa (San Roque). The Japanese would pick up the crops in
the farm areas.
The Sugar Cane Company had a big factory for refining the sugar cane. They had a little store and you had to
havve an I.D. if you were Chamorro.\fn{A member of the population originally indigenous to the islands:H } You got the I.D.
if you worked for the company or had a contract with the company. The Japanese would provide sugar cane
seedlings to locals to plant. There were two large factories and several small factories that made tapioca from the
cassava then made flour. There was also a coffee factory and a dried tuna factory where more than fifty Japanese
and Okinawan women worked filleting tuna. Students were taken to the factories on school field trips before they
graduated.
My grandfather had a coffee plantation that surrounded apotechau. The coffee beans were small beans that
grew very well here. My mother would make small pandanus baskets to hang around our necks to put coffee
beans in when we picked them. After they were picked, mother soaked and skinned the coffee beans. Then they
were dried in the sun on a ship biscuit can. After they were dry, they were ground on the metate and then roasted
in the fry pan.
The Japanese had cows on [the] island for milk. Bottles of milk were delivered to our house. We had a shelf
rack near the door for the milk and it held four bottles. Every day four bottles were delivered and we paid once a
week. The milk was very thick.
Until 1939, you could go to the store and buy anything you liked as long as you had money. The only
restrictions were beer and whiskey. Chamoros and Carolinians\fn{ Natives of the Caroline Islands, a group of islands some
400 miles south of Saipan:H} could not buy those, only the Japanese could.
In June of 1940, goods were rationed. Chamorros and Carolinians could not buy shoes, milk, rice, canned
goods, even if we had the money—only the Japanese could buy these things. The ships were not coming in and
only the Japanese civilians were allowed to get rationed items.
In 1944, the Japanese military declared martial law. My uncle heard that the Japanese had gone to war with the
United States. I was youg (age 16) and one of the Japanese Commanding Officers was my friend.
I graduated at the age of 13 from intermediate school. Japanese students went through high school; boys and
girls even went to college. A Chamorro or Carolinian child could also go to high school and college if he/she had
been legally adopted by a Japanese family.
I learned how to repair radios and worked at the Big Radio Shop as a radio apprentice during the Japanese
times. I had gone to three years of Japanese elementary school and two years of intermediate school. Then, I had a
year of training in Japanese flag signals before working as a radio apprentice.
I worked the radio every day until 5:00PM. The Japanese military and the civilians listened to the news. There
were big speakers on round tables. On June 10, 1944 something happened. I was tuning the radio for the 5 o’clock
news, but we couldn’t get the Japanese news. There were approximately 500 Japanese on the road trying to listen
to the news, but there was no Japanese news because it was interrupted. “BE PREPARED!! Because the American
Marines Special Forces is going to take over Saipan in three days.” The Japanese news came on at 5:15PM. My
boss slapped me because he thought I was a spy.
When I finished working, I took my bicycle and left. I must have been stopped six times by Japanese soldiers
with bayonets. I had an I.,D. issued by the Japanese General authorizing me to go out any time (at that time, there
was a 6PM curfew) so the soldiers let me pass. I didn’t report to work the next day, or ever again. I told my uncle
not to let anyone go to work or to school because the Americans were going to take over Saipan in three days.
In June, 1944, all Chamorros and Carolinians had to vacate their houses in Garapan. We took our personal
items and my brother helped to load them on a bull cart. We went to San Roque where our grandfather had 18
hectares of land in upper San Roque.
Ahead of time, we had made an eight foot by fifteen foot foxhole that was about five feet deep. We covered the
foxhole with tin, soil and coconut trees. The family hid in there during air raids.
We also stayed in the Calabera Cave on our other grandfather’s property. We could see the backside of the
ocean and Bird Island. We were only in the cave for about a week when Japanese soldiers came and chased us out.
We went by night on a trail to the San Roque farm and stayed in the foxhole day and night for three weeks. There
were twenty people in there, fourteen adults and six children. We had water that we had gotten from my uncle’s
tank. We also had food that we got when the Japanese school burned down (the Japanese military had used it for
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food storage).
2: World War II On Saipan
February, 1944. One Sunday afternoon, Americans plans began bombing the island for a couple of hours,
before they went back to the aircraft carrier. After that, nothing happened until June 11.
Warplanes started bombing Saipan on June 11. From June 11-14 warplanes bombed Saipan heavily for three
days.
One June 14, we were living on what was the upper part of the land of my grandfather’s farm in Mantansa
(Mantansia in Japanese) which is now called San Roque. We could see American ships surrounding Saipan. They
were a different kind of warship than I had seen before. The ships were less than a mile from the reef and there
was continuous bombing.
The U.S. Marines landed on the beaches from Susupe to Oleai. The beach was called “Red Beach” because
there was so much blood, a mix of blood from both the American soldiers and the Japanese soldiers. The first
American division that landed on the beach was almost completely wiped out. The second and third divisions
arrived on the beach almost immediately.
It was pretty rough. I was young, but I can still remember how rough it was. I was in a cave part of the time
and I could feel the explosions. There was a horrid smell because of the many corpses. I could hear soldiers and
civilians screaming. I could hear bombers flying past us. I had never heard that kind of noise—bombs, guns,
machine guns.\fn{Altogether some 535 military ships carrying 127,570 military personnel converged on Saipan. Fifteen battleships, six
heavy cruisers, five light cruisers and eleven desroyers shelled Saipan and nearby Tinian Island for about two days before the amphibious
landings, raining down some 15,000 five-inch and 16-inch shells along with 165,000 shells of other calibers }

I heard that there were 70,000 Japanese armed military on the island when the U.S. Marines landed. From June
14 to July 3, there was continuous fighting.
Late one night, several families came to our foxhole and asked my mother if we would shelter them. They
were crying. Mother agreed that they could stay with us. Early the next morning, the children started crying for
food and water. They cried and cried. Finally, I couldn’t stand the crying any more I asked my mother if I could
go out and get coconuts from the tree about fifteen feet from our foxhole. Mother said,
“That is dangerous, my son!”
I couldn’t stand the children’s suffering and crying, so I went ahead to get the coconuts.I climbed the coconut
tree and was about to get five coconuts.
Suddeenly a bomb was dropped approximately a thousand feet from the tree where I was. The impact was so
intense that I lost my grasp of the coconut tree and fell to the ground. I struggled to crawl back to the foxhole. I
had a fracture and my leg was swollen. I still have the scar from that experience.
On July 2, the Spanish priest, Father Tadio, and several nuns were captured in the Marpi area. A few days after
Father Tadio was capured, he offered a mass to approximately 5,000 or more American soldiers who were part of
the invasion.
3: After The War
On July 3, 1944, about 200 American Marines with guns told our uncle for everyone to get out of the foxhole.
We were not allowed ot take anything, only the clothes on our backs. The Marines had interpreters who said,
“Don’t worry. Soon a big truck will pick you up and take you to camp.”
There were more than thirty of us there. The Japanese had told us,
“Americans are the very worst enemy. They will cut off your nose and ears and maybe poke out your eyes.
Don’t be captured by the Americans.”
About fifteen Marines with guns were surrounding us. There was shooting going on all around us. A Japanese
soldier behind some pandanus took a shot at the Marines who were guarding us. One of the Marines used a
flamethrower and everything burned down. There were no trees. There were a lot of dead people, no hands, no
feet, no arms—all over the ground.
We loaded onto the truck and covered our noses, it was a very bad smell. There were so many dead Japanese:
civilians and soldiers, men, women and children.
The truck took us from San Roque to Susupe Camp. There were two trucks with about 20-25 people on each
truck. There was a Marine in the front holding a gun and two Marines in the back. The truck drove a backside
road to Oleai, then down to Susupe. It took about one hour. There was still fighting going on as we drove. At that
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time, the area from Oleai to Marianas High School was the Japanese airstrip. There was nothing left: only a few
coconut trees that had bullet holes in them. There were only a few houses left in what used to be Garapan City.
As the trucks went by Oleai Village, there were tanks on both sides of the road. The U.S. tanks could go on
both land and water. The Japanese tanks could only go on land. There were more than 100,000 U.S. military.
After we were captured, the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Marines built three camps in Susupe. One was for the
Chamorros and Carolinians, one for the Japanese and Okinawans, and one for the Koreans. There was barbed wire
around the camps. We were not treated as Prisoners of War because no Chamorro or Carolinian had ever become a
Japanese citizen.
At Camp Susupe, people came to greet us. Relatives hugged us, crying. There were temporary shelters, tin
houses, and it became known as Tin City. The next day, the Spanish priest and the nuns came and we were so
happy.
I was only in camp for two months, then nine of us were selected to work as nurses’ aides for the 369 Station
Army Hospital in San Vicente. From time to time we would go to the airport to help get the wounded. As aides,
we held trays for medicine in the hospital, which was a tent at first. Later, the hospital was plywood with tar on
top, plywood floors and screens for windows. There was an air raid while I was working in the hosopital and two
Japanese planes from Yojina were shot down by the Americans.
I worked for two years at the hospital, from ages 15-17. I couldn’t speak English. I helped Miss Diego, an
Army captain for the two years I was there. I saw all kinds of wounded soldiers. I stayed in the barracks during
the week and saw my family once a week on Sunday afternoons.
The Americans had native men help to build family housing in the Chalan Kanoa area. Four families lived in
each building. Trees were planted, grass grew, and Saipan began to look like our home again.\fn{ Saipan Island was
declared secure on July 9, 1944. Between June 15 and that day—i.e., over a period of 25 days, a little over three weeks—some 24,000
Japanese troops were killed and another 1,780 were captured; and 3,426 American soldiers were killed and 13,099 had been wounded.
Thousands of Japanese civilians fled the fighting to cliffs on the northern end of the island, and rather than surrender approximately 8,000
of these jumped or were pushed off the cliffs to their deaths. 933 Chamorro and Carolinian civilians lost their lives as well. To free this
island of 47 square miles cost at least 49,458 military and civilian casualties. Even then, the fighting was not over. The last Japanese—a
Captain Oba and 46 of his men—surrendered on December 1, 1945, after holding out in the mountains as a guerilla force for about a year
and a half. In addition, by September, 1945, secure civilian camps maintained by the U. S. military housed nearly 20,000 displaced civilians
—13,954 Japanese, 2,966 Chamorros, 1,411 Koreans and 1,025 Carolinians; and the last of these was not closed until July 4, 1946:H }

*THE TERRITORY OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS*
270.11 Excerpts from articles by E. W. Blyden 1. Mohammedanism in Western Africa (Methodist Quarterly
Review, January, 1871) 2. Mohammedanism and the Negro Race (Fraser’s Magazine, November, 1875) 3.
The Mohammedans of Nigritia (Christianity, Islam and the Negro Race, London, 1887) 4. Islam In The
Western Soudan (Journal of the African Society, 1902) 5. The Koran In Africa (Journal of the African
Society, 1905)\fn{by Edward Wilmot Blyden (1832-1912) } St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, U.S.A. (M) 18
1
The object of the present paper is to inquire briefly into the condition and influence of Mohammedanism among
the tribes of Western Africa … many of these tribes have received the religion of Islam without it being forced
upon them by the overpowering arm of victorious invaders. The quiet development and organization of a religious
community in the heart of Africa has shown that Negroes, equally with other races, are susceptible of moral and
spiritual impressions, and of all the sublime possibilities of religion. The history of the progress of Islam in this
country would represent the same instances of real and eager mental conflict, of minds in honest transition, of
careful comparison and reflection, that have been found in other communities where new aspects of truth and fresh
considerations have been brought before them … all careful and candid observers agree that the influence of Islam
in Central and West Africa, has been, upon the whole, of a most salutary character. As an eliminatory and
subversive agency, it has displaced or unsettled nothing as good as itself. If it has introduced superstitions, it has
expelled superstitions far more mischievous and degrading.\fn{ Until at least the mid-1960s, many English language writers
used the term Mohammedans or Mahometans. Although such terms were not necessarily intended to be pejorative, Muslims argue that the
terms are offensive because they allegedly imply that Muslims worship Muhammad rather than God. The ordinary word in English is
“Muslim”. It is sometimes transliterated as “Moslem”, which is an older spelling. The word Mosalman (Persian; alternatively Mussalman)
is a common equivalent for Muslim used in Central Asia:W}
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And it is not wonderful if, in succeeding to a debasing Heathenism, it has, in many respects, made compromises, so as occasionally to present a barren, hybrid character; but what is surprising, is that a religion quietly
introduced from a foreign country, with so few of the outward agencies of civilization, should not, in process of
time, have been altogether absorbed by the superstitions and manners of barbarous Pagans. But not only has it not
been absorbed—it has introduced large modifications in the views and practices even of those who have but a
vague conception of its teachings.
Mungo Park,\fn{A Scottish traveler (1771-1806) } in his travels seventy years ago, everywhere remarked the
contrast between the Pagan and Mohammedan tribes of interior Africa. One very important improvement noticed
by him was abstinence from intoxicating drinks.\fn{Italics in the text}
“The beverage of the Pagan Negroes,” he says, “is beer and mead, of which they often drink to excess; the
Mohammedan convert drinks nothing but water.”
Thus throughout Central Africa there has been established a vast Total Abstinence Society; and such is the
influence of this society that where there are Muslim inhabitants even in Pagan towns, it is a very rare thing to see a
person intoxicated. Thus they present an almost impenetrable barrier to the desolating flood of ardent spirits with
which traders from Europe and America inundate the coast. …
Wherever the Moslem is found on the coast, whether Jalof, Foulah, or Mandingo, he looks upon himself as a
separate and distinct being from his Pagan neighbour, and immeasurably his superior in intellectual and moral respects.
He regards himself as one to whom a revelation has been “sent down” from heaven. He holds constant intercourse with
the “Lord of worlds”, whose servant he is.
In his behalf, Omnipotence will ever impose in times of danger. Hence he feels that he cannot indulge in the
frivolities and vices which he considers as by no means incompatible with the character and professions of the Kafir or
unbeliever. …
But there are no caste distinctions among them. They do not look upon the privileges of Islam as confined by tribal
barriers or limitations. They are constantly making proselytes. As early as the commencement of the present century,
the elastic and expansive character of their system was sufficiently marked to attract the notice of Mr. Park.
“In the Negro country”, observed that celebrated traveller, “the Mohammedan religion has made and continues to
make, considerable progress.” …
From Senegal to Lagos, over two thousand miles, there is scarcely an important town on the seaboard where there
are not at least one mosque, and active representatives of Islam, often side by side with the Christian teachers. And as
soon as a Pagan, however obscure and degraded, embraces the Moslem faith, he is at once admitted as an equal to their
society. Slavery and the slave-trade are laudable institutions, provided the slaves are Kafirs. The slave who embraces
Islam is free, and no office is closed against him on account of servile blood.
The Pagan village possessing a Mussulman teacher is always found to be in advance of its neighbours in all
elements of civilization. The people pay great deference to him. He instructs their children, and professes to be the
medium between them and Heaven, either for securing a supply of their necessities, or for warding off or removing
calamities. … The Mohammedan, then, who enters a Pagan village with his books, and papers, and rosaries, his
frequent ablutions and regularly recurring time of prayers and prostrations, in which he appears to be conversing with
some invisible being, soon acquires a controlling influence over the people....
To the African Mussulman, innocent of the intellectual and scientific progress of other portions of the world,
the Koran is all-sufficient for his moral, intellectual, social and political needs. It is to him far more than it is to
the Turk or Egyptian, upon whom the light of European civilization has fallen. It is his code of laws, and his
creed, his homily, and his liturgy. He consults it for direction on every possible subject; and his pagan neighbour,
seeing such veneration paid to the book, conceives even more exaggerated notions of its character. The latter
looks upon it as a great medical repository, teaching the art of healing diseases, and as a wonderful storehouse of
charms and divining power, protecting from danger and foretelling future events. … He therefore never fails to
resort, in times of extremity, to the Mohammedan for direction, and pays him for charms against evil. These
charms are nothing more than passages from the Koran, written on slips of paper, and enclosed in leather cases
about two or three inches square—after the manner of the Jewish phylactery—and worn about the neck or wrist.
The passages usually written are the last two chapters of the Koran, known as the “Chapters of Refuge”. … In
cases of internal complaint, one or both of these chapters are written on certain leaves, of which a strong
decoction is made, and the water administered to the patient. We have seen these two chapters written inside a
bowl at Alexandria for medicinal purposes.
The Moslems themselves wear constantly about their persons certain texts from the Koran, called Ayat-el-hifz,
verses of protection or preservation, which are supposed to keep away every species of misfortune. The following
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are in most common use: "God is the best protector, and He is the most merciful of those who show mercy.” “And
God compasseth them behind. Verily it is a glorious Koran, written on a preserved tablet.” …
The Koran is almost always in their hand. It seems to be their labour and their relaxation to pore over its pages.
They love to read and recite it aloud for hours together. They seem to possess an enthusiastic appreciation of the
rhythmical harmony in which it is written. But we cannot attribute its power over them altogether to the jingling
sounds, word-plays, and refrains in which it abounds. These, it is true, please the ear and amuse the fancy,
especially of the uncultivated. But there is something higher, of which these rhyming lines are the vehicle;
something possessing a deeper power to rouse the imagination, mould the feelings, and generate action.
Gibbon\fn{Edward Gibbon, English historian (1737-1794)} has characterized the Koran as a “tissue of incoherent rhapsodies.” But the author of the Decline and Fall was, as he himself acknowledges, ignorant of the Arabic language,
and therefore incompetent to pronounce an authoritative judgment. Mr. Hallam,\fn{ Henry Hallam, English historian (17771859)} in a more appreciative vein, speaks of it as “a book confessedly written with much elegance and purity”,
containing “just and elevated notions of the Divine nature and moral duties, the gold ore that pervades the dross”.
The historian of the Middle Ages, a most conscientious investigator, had probably read the book in the original—had
been charmed with its sense as well as sound. Only those who read it in the language of the Arabian author can form
anything like an accurate idea of its unapproachable place as a power among unevangelized communities for
moulding into the most exciting and the most universal harmonies the feelings and imaginations. A recent and able
critic says:
“The Koran suffers more than any other book we think of by a translation, however masterly. The grandeur of the
Koran consists, its content apart, in its diction. …”
The African Moslem forms no exception among the adherents of Islam in his appreciation of the sacred book. It
is studied with as much enthusiasm at Boporo, Misadu, Medina and Kankan, as at Cairo, Alexandria, or Bagdad. In
travelling in the exterior of Liberia, we have met ulemas, or learned men, who could reproduce from memory any
chapter of the Koran, with its vowels and dots, and other grammatical marks. The boys under their instruction are
kept at the study of the books for years. First they are taught the letters and vowel marks, then they are taught to read
the text, without receiving any insight into its meaning. When they can read fluently, they are taught the meaning of
the words which they commit to memory; after which they are instructed in what they call the “Jalaleyn”, a running
commentary on the Koran. While learning the Jaleleyn, they have side studies assigned them in Arabic manuscripts,
containing the mystical traditions, the acts of Mohammed, the duties of fasting, prayer, alms, corporal purification,
etc. Young men who intend to be enrolled among the ulemas take up history and chronology, on which they have
some fragmentary manuscripts. Before a student is admitted to the ranks of the learned, he must pass an
examination, usually lasting seven days, conducted by a Board consisting of imams and ulemas. If he is
successful, he is led around the town on horseback, with instrumental music and singing. …
After this the candidate is presented with a sash or scarf, usually of fine white cloth, of native manufacture,
which he is henceforth permitted to wind round his cap, with one end hanging down the back, forming the
Oriental turban. This is a sort of Bachelor of Arts diploma. The men who wear turbans have read through and
recited the Koran many hundred times; and you can refer to no passage which they cannot readily find in their
apparently confused manuscripts of loose leaves and pages, distinguished not by numbers, but by catchwords
at the bottom. Carlyle\fn{ Thomas Carlyle, Scottish philosopher (1795-1881) } tells us that he has heard of
Mohammedan doctors who had read the Koran seventy thousand times. Many such animated and moving
concordances to the Koran may doubtless be found in Central and West Africa.
But the Koran is not the only book they read. We have seen, in some of their libraries, extensive manuscripts in poetry and prose. One showed us at Boporo, the Makamat of Hariri, which he read and expounded
with great readiness, and seemed surprised that we had heard of it. …
Dr. Barth\fn{ Heinrich Barth, German explorer (1821-1865) } tells us that he saw, in Central Africa, a manuscript
of those portions of Aristotle and Plato which had been translated into Arabic, and that an Arabic version of
Hippocrates was extremely valued. The splendid voweled edition of the New Testament and Psalms recently
issued by the American Bible Society, and of which we have been enabled to distribute a few copies among
them, is highly prized.
We have collected, in our visit to Mohammedan towns, a number of interesting manuscripts, original and
extracted. …
We have been surprised to notice that the manuscripts which we receive generally from Boporo, Misadu,
and Kankan are much better written, and are of a much more edifying character, than those we have seen
from the Gambia and that region of the country. Some of the latter consisting of childish legends and
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superstitious details, are often curious philologically, being mixtures of Arabic and the vernacular dialect. It
is said also by those who have seen Mohammedan worship conducted by the Jalofs and Foulahs about the
Gambia and Senegal, and have witnessed similar exercises among the Mandingoes in the region of country
east of Liberia, that the latter exhibit in their bearing and proceedings during their religious services greater
intelligence, order, and regularity than the former.
During a visit of three weeks to Boporo in the Mohammedan month of Ramadhan (December and January
1868-69), we had an opportunity of seeing the Mandingo Moslem at home. It being the sacred months of
fasting and religious devotedness, we witnessed several religious performances.
As in all Moslem communities, prayer is held five times a day. When the hour for prayer approaches, a
man appointed for the purpose, with a very strong and clear voice, goes to the door of the mosque and chants
the adhan, or the call to prayer. This man is called the Muëddin. There was a simple and solemn ceremony in
the chant at that still hour, which, after it had ceased, still lingered pleasantly on the ear, and often, despite
ourselves, drew us out to the mosque. …
At Boporo and other African towns we have visited, this call is made three times within the half-hour
immediately preceding worship. Before the third call is concluded the people have generally assembled in
the mosque. Then the Imám proceeds with the exercises, consisting usually of certain short chapters from the
Koran and a few prayers, interspersed with beautiful chanting.
The Mandingoes are an exceedingly polite and hospitable people. The restraints of their religion regulate
their manners and control their behaviour. Both in speech and demeanour, they appear always solicitous to be
en regle—anxious to maintain the strictest propriety; and they succeed in conforming to the natural laws of
etiquette, of which they seem to have an instinctive and agreeable appreciation. In their salutations they always
strive to exceed each other in good wishes.
Those who speak Arabic speak the Koranic or book Arabic, preserving the final vowels of the classical
language—a practice which, in the hurry and exigencies of business life, has been long discontinued in
countries where the language is the vernacular; so that in Egypt and Syria the current speech is very defective,
and clipped and corrupted.
The introduction of Islam into Central and West Africa has been the most important, if not the sole,
preservative against the desolations of the slave-trade. Mohammedanism furnished a protection to the tribes
who embraced it by effectually binding them together in one strong religious fraternity, and enabling them by
their united effort to baffle the attempt of powerful Pagan slave-hunters. Enjoying this comparative immunity from
sudden hostile incursions, industry was stimulated among them, industry diminished their poverty; and, as they
increased in worldly substance, they also increased in desire for knowledge. Gross superstition gradually
disappeared from among them. Receiving a degree of culture from the study of the Arabic language, they acquired
loftier views, wider tastes, and those energetic habits which so pleasingly distinguished them from their Pagan
neighbours.
Large towns and cities have grown up under Mohammedan energy and industry. Dr. Barth was surprised to
find such towns and cities as Kanó and Sokoto in the centre of Africa—to discover the focus of a complex and
widely-ramified commerce, and a busy hive of manufacturing, in a region which most people believed to be a
desert. And there are towns and cities nearly as important farther west, to which Barth did not penetrate. … Mr.
Benjamin Anderson,\fn{Liberian explorer (1834-1910)} the enterprising Liberian traveller, who has recently visited
Misadu, the capital of the Western Mandingoes, about two hundred miles east of Monrovia, describes that city as
the centre of a considerable commerce, reaching as far north as Senegal and east as far as Sokoto.
The African Moslems are also great travellers. They seem to travel through the country with greater freedom
and safety than any other people, on account, probably of their superior intelligence and greater usefulness. They
are continually crossing the continent to Egypt, Arabia and Syria. We met a few weeks ago at Toto -Coreh, a town
about ten miles east of Boporo, a lad who informed us that he was born at Mecca while his parents were in that
city on a pilgrimage. We gave him a copy of the New Testament in Arabic, which he read with unimpeded
fluency, and with the Oriental accent and pronunciation. …
Already some of the vernaculars have been enriched by expressions from the Arabic. … They have received
terms regarding the religion of one God, and respecting a certain state of civilization, such as marrying, reading,
writing, and the objects having relation thereto, sections of time, and phrases of salutations and of good breeding;
then the terms relating to dress, instruments, and the art of warfare, as well as architecture, commerce, etc/
2
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Three streams of influence have always penetrated into Negroland:\fn{ W says this term was “invented and used by
Europeans in colonial times, for an inland region in West Africa, an area described as populated with “Negro people.” The term “Nigritia”
was used in 1823 to describe the region by Mercator’s Chart. This area comprised at least the western part of the region called Sudan (not to
he confused with the modern countries). The term is probably a direct translation of the Arabic term Bildad Al Sudan meaning “Land of the
blacks”, corresponding to about the same area. … About the 1960s, however, when civil rights started improving for people of African
ancestry, the term “Negro” has been widely considered an ethnic slur in English-speaking countries.” In short, the area described is
approximately 150-200 miles either side of the Senagambia-Niger river system:H } one from Egypt, through Nubia,\fn{The old name
for what is now Sudan and Southern Sudan } to Bornou and Hausa;\fn{Roughly northern Nigeria} another, from
Abyssinia\fn{The old name for Ethiopia} to Yoruba and Ashantee;\fn{Roughly western Nigeria and Ghana, after the Yoruba and
Ashantee tribes of those modern countries } the third, from the Barbary States\fn{Morocco-Algeria-Tunisia} across the desert to
Timbuktu.\fn{The present capital of Mali} By the first two, Egypt and Arabia exchanged their productions for the raw
materials of the Soudan. By the third, the ports of the Mediterranean, through the Great Desert, having Timbuktu as
a centre, became outlets for the wealth of Nigritia.
Even in the days of Herodotus there appears to have been intercourse between the region of the Tsad\fn{ Modern
Tchad, or Chad} and the Mediterranean, and the valuable products collected at various centres by the itinerant traffic,
which still flourishes in the interior, shared by numerous caravans, found their way by means of Phoenician ships
to different countries of Europe and the Levant.\fn{Approximately the Middle East between Turkey and Egypt}
Central Africa has never been cut off commercially from European and Asiatic intercourse. But it was not until
the ninth century of the Christian era that any knowledge of the true God began to penetrate into Negroland. To
Akbah,\fn{Uqba Ibn Nafi (622-683)} a distinguished Muslim general, belongs the credit or discredit of having
subdued North Africa to Islam. He marched from Damascus at the head of ten thousand enthusiastic followers,
and in a short time spread his conquests along the shores of North Africa, advancing to the very verge of the
Atlantic, whose billows alone checked his westward career. But the energy which could not proceed westward
turned northward and southward. In its southern progress it crossed the formidable wastes of the Sahara,
penetrated into the Soudan and established the centre of its influence at Timbuktu.
In less than a century from that time several large Nigritian tribes had yielded to the influence of Islam; and it
shaped so rapidly the ideas, the manners, and the history of those tribes, that when in the Middle Ages Ibn
Batoutah, an Arab traveller,\fn{A Moroccan explorer (1304-1369)} visited those regions, he found that Islam had taken
firm root among several powerful peoples, had mastered their life and habits, and dominated their whole social
and religious policy. Among the praiseworthy qualities which attracted his attention as a result of their conversion,
he mentions their devotion to the study of the Koran.
Mohammedanism in Africa counts in its ranks the most energetic and enterprising tribes. It claims as
adherents the only people who have any form of civil policy or bond of social organization. It has built and
occupies the largest cities in the heart of the continent. Its laws regulate the most powerful kingdoms—Futah,
Masina, Hausa, Bornou, Waday, Darfur, Kordofan, Senaar, etc. It produces and controls the most valuable
commerce between Africa and Foreign countries; it is daily gaining converts from the ranks of Paganism; and it
commands respect among all Africans wherever it is known, even where the people have not submitted to the
sway of the Koran.
No one can travel any distance in the interior of West Africa without being struck with the different aspects of
society in different localities, according as the population is Pagan or Mohammedan. Not only is there a
difference in the methods of government, but in the general regulations of society, and even in the amusements of
the people. The love of noisy terpsichorean performances, so noticeable in Pagan communities, disappears as the
people come under the influence of Mohammedanism. It is not a fact that “when the sun goes down, all Africa
dances”, but it might be a fact if it were not for the influence of Islam.
Those who would once have sought pleasure in the excitement of the tom-tom, now repair five times a day to
the mosque, where they spend a quarter of an hour on each occasion in devotional exercises. After the labours of
the day they assemble in groups near the mosque to hear the Koran recited, or the Traditions or some other book
read. In traversing the region of country between Sierra Leone and Futah Jallo in 1873, we passed through
populous Pagan towns; and the transition from these to Mohammedan districts was striking. When we left a Pagan
and entered a Mohammedan community, we at once noticed that we had entered a moral atmosphere widely
separated from, and loftier far than, the one we had left. We discovered that the character, feelings, and conditions
of the people were profoundly altered and improved.
It is evident that, whatever may be said of the Koran, as long as it is in advance of the Shamanism or Fetichism
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of the African tribes who accept it—and no one will doubt that Islam as a creed is an enormous advance not only on all
idolatries, but on all systems of purely human origin—those tribes must advance beyond their primitive condition.
The Koran is, in its measure, an important educator. It exerts among a primitive people a wonderful influence. It
has furnished to the adherents of its teachings in Africa a ground of union which has contributed vastly to their
progress. Hausas, Foulahs, Mandingoes, Soosoos, Akus, can all read the same books and mingle in worship together,
and there is to all one common authority and one ultimate umpirage. They are united by a common religious
sentiment, by a common antagonism to Paganism.
Not only the sentiments, but the language, the words of the sacred book are held in the greatest reverence and
esteem. And even where the ideas are not fully understood, the words seem to possess for them a nameless beauty
and music, a subtle and indefinable charm, incomprehensible to those acquainted only with European languages.
It is easy for those not acquainted with the language in which the Koran was written, and therefore, judging
altogether as outsiders, to indulge in depreciation of its merits. Such critics lose sight of the fact that the Koran is a
poetical composition of the earliest and most primitive kind, and that therefore its ideas and the language in which
they are conveyed cannot well be separated. The genuine poet not only creates the conception, but the word which is
its vehicle. The word becomes the inseparable drapery of the idea.
Hence the highest poetry cannot be translated. We see this in the numerous versions by which it has been sought
in every age to reach the sense of the poetical portions of the Bible. No words yet furnished by Greek, Roman, or
Teutonic literature have been fully adequate to bring out the subtle beauties of the Semitic original. Among
Mohammedans, written or printed translations of the Koran are discouraged. The Chinese, Hindoos, Persians, Turks,
Mandingoes, Foulahs, etc., who have embraced Islam, speak in their “own tongues wherein they were born”, but
read the Koran in Arabic.
To the outside world, easily swayed by superficial impressions, and carried away by matters of mere dramatic
interest, there may be nothing attractive in the progress of Islam in Africa, because, as far as known to Western
readers, the history of African Mohammedanism is deficient in great characters and in remarkable episodes. There
has been, it is supposed, no controlling mind developed, which has moved great masses of men. …
To those acquainted with the interior of Africa—to the Mohammedan world of North Africa and Arabia—it is
well known that numerous characters have arisen in Africa—Negro Muslims—who have exerted no little
influence in the military, political, and ecclesiastical affairs of Islam, not only in Africa, but in the lands of their
teachers.
In the biographies of Ibn Khallikan are frequent notices of distinguished Negro Mohammedans. Koelle, in his
Polyglotta Africana, gives a graphic account of the proceedings of the great Fodio,\fn{ Usuman dan Fodio (1754-1817)}
whose zeal, enthusiasm, and bravery spread Islam over a large portion of Nigritia.
One of the most remarkable characters who have influenced the history of the region of country between Timbuktu
and the West Coast was a native of Futah Toro, known as the Sheikh Omaru Al-Hajj. He is said to have been a
Waleeu, a man of extraordinary endowments, of commanding presence, and great personal influence. He was
educated by the Sheikh Tijani, a Muslim missionary from Arabia.\fn{C.1797-1864} Having spent several years under
the instruction of this distinguished teacher, visiting Mecca in the meanwhile, he became profoundly learned in the
Arabic language. After the death of his master, he went twice to Mecca on pilgrimage. On his return to his country the
second time, he undertook a series of proselytising expeditions against the powerful pagan tribes on the east and
southeast of Futah Toro. He conquered several powerful chiefs and reduced their people to the faith of Islam. He
banished Paganism from Sego and purified the practices of several Mohammedan districts which had become imbued
with heathenish notions. He thus restored Jenne, and Hamd-Allahi, and was on his way to Timbuktu, about ten years
ago, when, through the treachery of the Arabs of that region, he was circumvented and killed at a town in Masina.
One of his sons, Ahmadu, is now King of Sego, another rules over Hamd-Allahi, two of the largest cities in Central
Africa.
Al-Hajj Omaru wrote many Arabic works in prose and poetry. His poems are recited and sung in every
Mohammedan town and village, from Foulah-town, in Sierra Leone to Kano. His memory is held in the greatest
respect by all native students, and they attribute to him many extraordinary deeds, and see in his successful
enterprises, literary and military, proofs of divine guidance.
We have heard of numerous instances of these “half-military, half-religious geniuses”, as Mr. Bosworth
Smith \fn{Benjamin Bosworth Smith (1784-1884) American Episcopal bishop } calls them, “which Islam always seems
capable of producing.”
To the Mohammedans of Negroland, far away from the complex civilization of European life, with its multifarious interests, the struggle for the ascendancy of Islam is the one great object which should engage the attention
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of a rational being. It is a struggle between light and darkness, between knowledge and ignorance, between good
and evil. The traditional enthusiasm of their faith makes them utterly indifferent to the sufferings of any who stand
in the way of the dissemination of the truth, and patient of any evils they may have to endure in order to ensure
the triumph of their cause.
“Paradise is under the shadow of swords,” is one of their stimulating proverbs.
There is one passage in Mr. Bosworth Smith’s book of which we do not think that the author, who, as it seems,
has not himself been in Africa, perceived the full import, but which the Christian world, it appears to us, would do
well to ponder. It is as follows:
Christian travellers, with every wish to think otherwise, have remarked that the Negro who accepts
Mohammedanism acquires at once a sense of the dignity of human nature not commonly found even among those who
have been brought to accept Christianity.

Having enjoyed exceptional advantages for observation and comparison in the United States, the West
Indies, South America, Egypt, Syria, West and Central Africa, we are compelled, however reluc tantly, to
endorse the statement made by Mr. B. Smith. And we are not surprised at his seizing hold, in his researches, of
this most important fact and giving it such prominence—a prominence it richly deserves—in the discussion.
Wherever the Negro is found in Christian lands, his leading trait is not docility, as has been often alleged,
but servility. He is slow and unprogressive. Individuals here and there may be found of extraordinary
intelligence, enterprise and energy, but there is no Christian community of Negroes anywhere which is selfreliant and independent. Haiti and Liberia, so-called Negro Republics, are merely struggling for existence, and
hold their own by the tolerance of the civilized powers.
On the other hand, there are numerous Negro Mohammedan communities and states in Africa which are
self-reliant, productive, independent and dominant, supporting, without the countenance or patronage of the
parent country, Arabia, whence they derived them, their political, literary and ecclesiastical institutions. In
Sierra Leone, the Mohammedans, without any aid from Government—Imperial or local—or any contributions
from Mecca or Constantinople, erect their mosques, keep up their religious services, conduct their schools, and
contribute to the support of missionaries from Arabia, Morocco, or Futah when they visit them. The same
compliment cannot be paid to the Negro Christians of that settlement. The most enlight ened native Christians
there look forward with serious apprehension—and, perhaps, not without good grounds—to the time when, if
ever, the instructions and influence from London will be withheld. …
In the recent Ashantee war the most trustworthy Negro troops were the Haussas, who are rigid
Mohammedans. The West India Christian Negro troops were not relied on to the same extent.
Now, what has produced this difference in the effects of the two systems upon the Negro race? In reply, we
remark generally that the difference must be attributed to the difference in the conditions under which the
systems came to those of the Negro race who embraced the one or the other. Mohammedanism found its
Negro converts at home in a state of freedom and independence of the teachers who brought it to them. When
it was offered to them they were at liberty to choose for themselves. The Arab missionaries, whom we have
met in the interior, go about without “purse or scrip”, and disseminate their religion by quietly teaching the
Koran.
The native missionaries—Mandingoes and Foulahs—unite with the propagation of their faith active trading.
Wherever they go, they produce the impression that they are not preachers only, but traders; but, on the other
hand, that they are not traders merely, but preachers. And, in this way, silently and almost unobtrusively, they are
causing princes to become obedient disciples and zealous propagators of Islam. Their converts, as a general thing,
become Muslims from choice and conviction, and bring all the manliness of their former condition to the
maintenance and support of their new creed.
*
When the religion was first introduced it found the people possessing all the elements and enjoying all the
privileges of an untramelled manhood. They received it as giving them additional power to exert an influence in the
world. It sent them forth as the guides and instructors of their less favoured neighbours, and endowed them with the
self-respect which men feel who acknowledge no superior. While it brought them a great deal that was absolutely
new, and inspired them with spiritual feelings to which they had before been utter strangers, it strengthened and
hastened certain tendencies to independence and self-reliance which were already at work.
Their local institutions were not destroyed by the Arab influence introduced. They only assumed new forms, and
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adapted themselves to the new teachings. In all thriving Mohammedan communities, in West and Central Africa, it
may be noticed that the Arab superstructure has been superimposed on a permanent indigenous substructure; so
that what really took place, when the Arab met the Negro in his own home, was a healthy amalgamation, and not
an absorption or an undue repression.
The Oriental aspect of Islam has become largely modified in Negroland, not as is too generally supposed, by a
degrading compromise with the Pagan superstitions, but by shaping many of its traditional customs to suit the
milder and more conciliatory disposition of the Negro. As long as Timbuktu, which was but a continuation of
Morocco, retained its ascendancy, Islam kept up its strictly Arabian aspect; but since the seat of literary activity tnd
ecclesiastical influence has been transferred to Kuka, and since Kano has become the commercial centre—two
purely Negro cities grown up under Muslim influence—and since the religion has taken root among the large
indigenous communities near the source of the Niger, it has been largely affected by the geographical and racial
influences to which it has been exposed. The absence of political pressure has permitted native peculiarities to
manifest themselves, and to take an effective part in the work of assimilating the new elements.
Christianity, on the other hand, came to the Negro as a slave, or at least as a subject race in a foreign land.
Along with the Christian teaching, he and his children received lessons of their utter and permanent inferiority
and subordination to their instructors, to whom they stood in the relation of chattels. Christianity took them fresh
from the barbarism of ages, and forced them to embrace its tenets. The religion of Jesus was embraced by them
as the only source of consolation in their deep disasters.
In their abject miseries, keen anguish, and hopeless suffering they seized upon it as promis ing a country
where, after the unexampled sorrows of this life, “the wicked cease from troubling, and the weary are at rest”. It
found them down-trodden, oppressed, scorned; it soothed their sufferings, subdued their hearts, and pointed
them, in its exhaustless sympathy, to the “Man of Sorrows, and acquainted with grief”. In their con dition of
outcasts and pariahs, it directed their aspirations to a heavenly and eternal citizenship; it put new songs in their
mouths—those melodies inimitable to the rest of the world—which, from the lips of emancipated slaves, have
recently charmed the ears and captivated the hearts of royalty and nobles in Europe by a tender ness, a sweetness,
an earnestness, and a solemnity, born of adversity, in the house of bondage. …
These are great and precious advantages; but, nevertheless, owing to the physical, mental and social pressure
under which the Africans received these influences of Christianity, their development was necessarily partial and
one-sided, cramped and abnormal. All tendencies to independent individuality were repressed and destroyed.
Their ideas and aspirations could be expressed only in conformity with the views and tastes of those who held
rule over them. All avenues to intellectual improvement were closed against them, and they were doomed to
perpetual ignorance.
Mohammedanism and learning to the Muslim Negro were coeval. No sooner was he converted than he was
taught to read, and the importance of knowledge was impressed upon him.
The Christian Negro came in contact with mental and physical proscription and the religion of Christ,
contemporaneously. If the Mohammedan Negro had at any time to choose between the Koran and the sword, when
he chose the former, he was allowed to wield the latter as the equal of any other Muslim; but no amount of
allegiance to the Gospel relieved the Christian Negro from the degradation of wearing the chain which he
received with it, or rescued him from the political and, in a measure, ecclesiastical proscription which he still
undergoes in all the countries of his exile.
Everywhere in Christian lands he plays, at the present moment, the part of the slave, ape or puppet. Only a few
here and there rise above the general degradation, and these become targets to their unappreciative brethren. Is it
any wonder, then, that “Christian travellers, with every wish to think otherwise”, in commenting upon the
difference between Christian and Mohammedan Negroes, with respect to true manliness, must do so to the
disadvantage of the former?
*
Another reason for the superior manliness and amour propre of Negro Mohammedans may be found in the fact
that, unlike their Christian brethren, they have not been trained under the depressing influence of Aryan art. …
The Second Commandment with Mussulmans as with Jews, is construed literally into the prohibition of all
representations of living creatures of all kinds; not merely in sacred places but everywhere. Josephus tells us that
the Jews would not even tolerate the image of the emperor, which was represented on the eagles of the soldiers..
The early Christian Fathers believed that painting and sculpture were forbidden by the Scriptures, and that they
were therefore wicked arts. Among the Mohammedans of Negroland it is considered a sin to make even the rudest
representation of any living thing on the ground or on the side of a house. We shall never forget the disgust with
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which a Mandingo from Kankan, who was, for the first time, visiting the seaboard at Monrovia, turned from a
marble figure in the cemetery through which we were showing him, exclaiming,
“Amâl Shaitân! amâl Shaitân!”—the work of Satan.
No one can deny the great aesthetic and moral advantages which have accrued to the Caucasian race from
Christian art, through all its stages of development, from the Good Shepherd of the Catacombs to the
Transfiguration of Raphael, from rough mosaics to the inexpressible delicacy and beauty of Giotto and Fra
Angelico. But to the Negro all these exquisite representations exhibited only the physical characteristics of a
foreign race; and, while they tended to quicken the tastes and refine the sensibilities of that race, they had only a
depressing influence upon the Negro, who felt that he had neither part nor lot, so far as his physical character was
concerned, in those splendid representations.
A strict adherence to the letter of the Second Commandment would have been no drawback to the Negro. To
him the painting and sculpture of Europe, as instruments of education, have been worse than failures. They have
really raised barriers in the way of his normal development. They have set before him models for imitation; and his
very effort to conform to the canons of taste thus practically suggested, has impaired, if not destroyed, his selfrespect, and made him the weakling and creeper which he appears in Christian lands.
It was our lot not long since to hear an illiterate Negro in a prayer-meeting in New York entreat the Deity to
extend his “lily white hands” and bless the waiting congregation. Another, with no greater amount of culture,
preaching from I John, iii, 2, “We shall be like Him”, etc. etc., exclaimed,
“Brethren, imagine a beautiful white man with blue eyes, rosy cheeks, and flaxen hair, and we shall be like
him.”
The conceptions of these worshippers were what they had gathered from plastic and pictorial representations as
well as from the characteristics of the dominant race around them. The Mohammedan Negro, who is not familiar
with such representations, sees God in the great men of his country. The saying is attributed to an ancient philosoper\fn{Xenophanes of Colophon (6th century BC)} that if horses, oxen, and lions could paint they would certainly make
gods in their own image.
This is no doubt true, and the Negro who grew up normally would certainly not be inferior to lions, horses, and
oxen. The Christian Negro, abnormal in his development, pictures God and all beings remarkable for their moral
and intellectual qualities with the physical characteristics of Europeans, and deems it an honour if he can
approximate—by a mixture of his blood, however irregularly achieved—in outward appearance, at least, to the
ideal thus forced upon him of the physical accompaniments of all excellence. In this way he loses that “sense of
the dignity of human nature” observable in his Mohammedan brother.
*
A third very important influence which has retarded the development of the Christian Negro may be found in
the social and literary pressure which he has undergone. It is not too much to say that the popular literature of the
Christian world, since the discovery of America, or at least for the last two hundred years, has been anti-Negro.
The Mohammedan Negro has felt nothing of the withering power of caste. There is nothing in his colour or
race to debar him from the highest privileges, social or political, to which any other Muslim can attain. The slave
who becomes a Mohammedan is free.
Mohammedan history abounds with examples of distinguished Negroes. The eloquent Azan, or “Call to
Prayer”, which to this day summons at the same hours millions of the human race to their devotions, was first
uttered by a Negro, Bilâl by name, whom Mohammed, in obedience to a dream, appointed the first Muezzin, or
Crier. And it has been remarked that even Alexander the Great is in Asia an unknown personage by the side of this
honoured Negro.
Mr. Muir\fn{Sir William Muir (1819-1905) Scottish Orientalist} notices the inflexible constancy of Bilâl to the faith of
Islam under the severest trials. Ibn Khallikan\fn{ Muhammad Ibn Khallikan (1211-1282) Kurdish scholar } mentions a
celebrated Negro Khalif, who reigned at Bagdad in the ninth century. He describes him as a man of great merit,
and a perfect scholar. None of the sons of Khalifs spoke with greater propriety and elegance, or composed verses
with greater ability. The following lines were addressed to him by a contemporary poet:
Blackness of skin cannot degrade an ingenious mind,
or lessen the worth of the scholar or the wit.
Let blackness claim the colour of your body:
I claim as mine your fair and candid soul.
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The poet Abu Ishak Assabi,\fn{ A Persian astronomer} who lived in the tenth century, had a black slave named
Yumna, to whom he was greatly attached, and on whom he wrote some remarkable verses, which are much
quoted by Muslims. Notice the following:
The dark-skinned Yumna said to one
whose colour equals the whiteness of the eye,
“Why should your face boast its white complexion?
Do you think that by so clear a tint
it gains additional merit?
Were a mole of my colour on that face
it would adorn it;
but one of your colour on my cheek
would disfigure me.”

Here is another:
Black misbecomes you not;
by it you are increased in beauty:
black is the only colour princes wear.
Were you not mine, I should purchase you
with all my wealth. Did I not possess you,
I should give life to obtain you.

Ibn Muslimeh, an enthusiastic lover, exclaims,
“If a mole be set in an ugly cheek it endows it with beauty and grace; how then should the heart-stricken be
blamed for looking upon his mistress as a mole all over?”
Mr. Gifford Palgrave,\fn{William Gifford Palgrave (1826-1888) English Arabic scholar} whose travels in Eastern
countries have no doubt diminished the sensitiveness of his Western prejudices, concludes his brilliant Essays on
Eastern Questions with a poem composed by a Negress in memory of her celebrated semi-Arab son, who had
perished in one of his daring adventures.
*
Now, it must be evident that Negroes trained under the influence of such a social and literary atmosphere must
have a deeper self-respect and higher views of the dignity of human nature than those trained under the blighting
influence of caste, and under the guidance of a literature in which it has been the fashion for more than two
hundred years to caricature the African, to ridicule his personal peculiarities, and to impress him with a sense of
perpetual and hopeless inferiority. Christian literature has nothing to show on behalf of the Negro comparable to
Mohammedan literature; and there is nothing in Mohammedan literature corresponding to the Negro—or “nigger”,
as even a liberal clergyman like Mr. Haweis will call him—of Christian caricaturists. …\fn{ Rev. Hugh Reginald Haweis,
Church of England (1838-1901); in Music and Morals, p. 570-573: “But there is a foreign band of singers—foreign only in appearance—that
never leaves our shores, the Negro melodists. The conquering niggers landed some years ago, and after capturing this small island, caught
many of the aborigines, blacked them over, and sent them off to proclaim the glories of Niggerdom throughout the length and breadth of this
benighted land. The princes of the art sit in royal council at St. James’s Hall, and it is an affecting thing to see the poor white men who resort
to their levées in crowds, welcomed by them as men and brethren. It is the fashion to smile at the “Christy Minstrels,” and indeed
uninterrupted gravity would be somewhat out of place in their assemblies, but we must not forget that they furnish one of the most
remarkable and origianl elements of our street music. From St. James’s hall, and not from “Old Virginny,” come constant supplies of new
melodies. The original melodies, such as “Lucy Neal,” “Uncle Ned,” some of which were no doubt genuine American negro productions, are
almost forgotten, but from that new source of negro pathos and hunmour, numbers of songs and choruses continue to flow, some of them
good imitations, and many of them retaining the characteristic form of the negro melody, viz., nigger solus, niggers tutti, interludes and
brilliant finale by Bones, accompanied by the whole band. The real negro is passionately attached to music—his sorrows and joys are both
accompanied by the banjo—and slave-life, in which the present generation of negroes has been born and bred, is full of touching episodes
and dramatic incidents. The English public were subdued by the power and beauty of these, as depicted, or as some say overdrawn, in Mrs.
Stowe’s book; and it is not too much to presume that the lasting popularity and deep appreciation of negro fun and pathos in England is
mainly due to the genius of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” The gentlemen who nightly blacken their faces in order to portray to a sympathetic
audience this life and manners of a hitherto oppressed race, have certainly a fair claim upon our indulgent interest. There is something
pathetic even about those worthy Englishmen themselves; and it is not without emotion that we gaze at the portraits of the most successful
“Bones” of the age, outside St. James’ Hall—representing above the mighty W. P. Collins, black as to his face, and otherwise equipped for
action; whilst underneath, the same face, only wshed, looks appealingly at us, and seems to say, “You see the black all comes off. I am not so
bad-looking either. You can hardly see me at night. But remember P. Collins is white, and although his initial is P., he was not christened
Pompey.” The street niggers are often excessively clever, but are forced to pander in a variety of ways to the popular taste. For the sake of an
undiscerning public, English fun is mixed up with negro humour. Punch conducts with a baton and a desk before him; light and fillppant
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remarks are addressed to the crowd in good broad English; capers are out in season and out of season to the dismay of cab horses and
omnibus drivers; and even practical jokes are played off on any who come too near “Bones” or “Tambourine.” But a state of chronic fun is
not without its penalties: the chorus over, and the crowd dispersed, no faces look so downcast and woebegone as the faces of the minstrels.
They walk silently, two and two, or follow each other, a string of lonely, dispirited men, down a back street into a public-house. Not even
there is rest. Two go in, and immediately recommence, and banjo consumes a solitary pint outside, whilst fiddle and bones strike up within to
earn another.” | This is the entire entry; I offer it without comment, except to note that the comment about Pompey may refer to a passage in
Plutarch, where he gives the text of a wall graffiti in Athens which, he said, referred to Pompey: “The more you know you’re a man, the more
you become a god.” Rev. Haweis would probably have considered this offensive. H}

No one will charge the Negro Mohammedans with giving ground for the notion, put forward recently from a
very distinguished source, that the African entertains “a superstitious awe and dread of the white man”. Ibn
Batoutah, cited before, though a Mohammedan, experienced no greater respect among the Muslims of Negroland
on account of his colour, than a Negro in the same position would have received. He complains of the cool and
haughty bearing of a certain Negro prince towards himself and a number of European and Arab traders who
appeared in the royal presence.
“It was then,” he says, “that I regretted having entered the country of the Negroes on account of their bad
education, and the little regard they had for white men.”
And what was the evidence of this “bad education and little regard for white men”? The chief chose to speak to
them through a third party, “although they were very near him.”
“This was done,” observes the sensitive traveller, “solely on account of his contempt” for them.
René Caillié, the French traveller,\fn{ And the first man to return alive from Timbuktu (1799-1838) } who made the
journey from West Africa to Morocco, via Timbuktu, was compelled to travel in strict disguise as a poor Muslim.
His sojourn in Timbuktu was of only fourteen days; and, as he was in constant danger of being discovered, he
could neither move about freely nor note down all that he wished. Even Barth was obliged, for a short time, to
adopt the character of a Muslim. …
We admit that the Negro in Christian lands, and all along the Coast where he has been under the training of the
white man, exhibits a cringing and servile spirit; but this as we have endeavoured to show, is the natural result of
that habit of mind which it was the interest of his masters to impress upon him.
*
Another very important element which has given the Mohammedan Negro the advantage over his Christian
brother is the more complete sympathy which has always existed between him and his foreign teacher. …
Long prior to the rise of Islam, as we have seen above, the Arab merchant had been in communica-tion with
the interior of Africa, and had opened the way for the Arab missionary. When, therefore, the Muslim missionary
came as the propagator of a higher religion than any that had been known, he did not enter the country as a
stranger. The political and social institutions of the Arabs had already been tried and found suitable to the wants
and tastes of the Negro tribes; indeed, the two peoples, if not of cognate origin, have by protracted
intercommunications, and by the similarity of the physical influen-ces which have, for ages, operated upon them,
become similar in tastes; and it was not difficult for the Arabs to conform to a great extent to the social and
domestic customs of the Africans. The Muslim mis-sionary often brought to the aid of his preaching the influence
of social and domestic relationships—an influence which in all efforts to convert a people is not to be entirely
ignored.
“The conversion of the Russian nation,” we are told by Dean Stanley,\fn{ Arthur Penrhyn Stanley (1815-1881), Dean of
Westminster Abbey (from 1863)} “was effected, not by the preaching of the Byzantine clergy, but by the marriage of a
Byzantine princess.”
So the Arab missionaries often entered into the bonds of wedlock with the daughters of Negroland, and by
their teaching, by their intelligence, by their intermarriages with the natives, by the trade and generosity of their
merchants, they enlisted so many interests and such deep sympathies, that they rapidly took abiding root in the
country. Some of the highest names in the annals not only of Islamitic but of pre-Islamitic literature, are those of
the descendants of Arabs and Africans. One of the authors of the Muallakat, for instance, was half Arab and half
Negro.
*
The sympathy, therefore, between the Arab missionary and the African is more complete than that between
European and the Negro. With every wish, no doubt, to the contrary, the European seldom or never gets over the
feeling of distance, if not of repulsion, which he experiences on first seeing the Negro. While he joyfully admits
the Negro to be his brother, having the same nature in all its essential attributes, still, owing to the diversity in
type and colour, he naturally concludes that the inferiority which to him appears on the surface must extend
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deeper than the skin and affect the soul. Therefore, very often in spite of himself, he stands off from his African
convert, even when, under his training, he has made considerable advance in civilization and the arts.
And especially is this the case in West Africa, where, living among large masses of his countrymen, the
African Christian, who from the pressure of circumstances has been forced into European customs, presents very
often to the foreign observer, in contrast with his native brethren, an artificial and absurd appearance. And the
missionary, looking from a comfortable social distance, surveys the Europeanized native, sometimes with pity,
sometimes with dismay, seldom with thorough sympathy. …
The African convert, under such practical teaching, looking upon his instructor as superior to himself—or at
least apart from himself, not only in spiritual and temporal knowledge, but in every other respect—acquires a very
low opinion of himself, learns to depreciate and deprecate his own personal characteristics, and loses that “sense
of the dignity of human nature” which observant travellers have noticed in the Mohammedan Negro.
3
In the present discussion, by Nigritia must be understood all the region of West Central Africa embraced
between Lake Tchad on the east, and Sierra Leone and Liberia on the west, and between Timbuktu on the north,
and the Bight of Benin on the south, including the Niger from its source to its mouth. The European travellers
who have described various portions of this country are Mungo Park, Denham and Clapperton, the Landers,
Laing, Caillie, and more recently, Richardson, Barth, Overweg, Vogel, and Winwood Reade; the Liberian
travellers are Benjamin Anderson, James L. Simms, and George L. Seymour.
The country east of Lake Tchad to the Red Sea is occupied largely by Mohammedans; but we will deal only
with the countries west of Lake Tchad, in which are situated the well-known cities of Kano, Sokoto, Illorin,
Timbuktu, Sego, Kankan, Timbo, Musardu.
This part of Africa, although so near to Europe, seems to have been shut out from the knowledge of Europeans,
until the publication of the travels of Mungo Park, about one hundred years ago. His descriptions are
characterized by a marvellous fidelity and accuracy. It is a remarkable fact that the accounts of the earlier African
travellers are, as a rule, more trustworthy than the statements of more recent adventures. …
For the Nigritian country, therefore, we would recommend Mungo Park’s Travels; and, after his, those of
Denham and Clapperton, Caillie and the Landers. The modern traveller is hampered by a commercial exigency.
He is under the necessity of making a book that will sell; and he is more anxious to conform to, and perpetuate
popular notions, than to give a faithful portraiture of what he sees, for he would then have to walk in the old
groove. He must bring forth something new, something original, something sensational. …
In the days of Park, Denham and Clapperton, the countries which they visited were chiefly Pagan. They are
now, through the energy and zeal of Negro converts to Mohammedanism, all under the rule of Islam. They enjoy a
settled constitution, a written code of laws, and a regular government. Mohammedanism was not quite half a
century old when it was introduced into North-western Africa. Its conquest swept like a whirlwind over the
northern portion of the continent, from Egypt to the Atlantic.
*
After the first conquests of the Muslims in North Africa, their religion advanced southward into the continent,
not by arms, but by schools, and books, and mosques, by trade and inter-marriage. They could not have brought a
force sufficient to subjugate the people for they had to deal with large, powerful and energetic tribes.
It was after the great tribes had been peaceably converted to Islam that we hear of jihads—military expeditions
to reduce Pagans to the faith. This religious propagandism, conducted by native warriors, has been carried on with
wonderful activity and success during the last fifty years. Thirty years ago, a religious devotee and military genius
—a native of Futah Toro, Al-Hajj Omaru—reduced large districts on the Upper Niger to the faith of Islam. He
received the title, “Al-Hajj”, “The Pilgrim”, after he had performed the pilgrimage to Mecca. He was well versed
in the Arabic language and literature, and wrote a number of books on his travels and on religious subjects, which
are in circulation throughout Nigritia.
He has had several successors in the work of disseminating the Mohammedan creed; and they are rapidly
bringing the whole of Africa north of the equator under the influence of the Crescent. The most important
kingdoms in this portion of the continent which are still subject to Paganism are, Dahomey and Ashantee.
There is, at this moment, an energetic promoter of the jihad, having under his command scores of thousand of
zealous Mohammedans anxious for the spoils of time and the rewards of eternity. By means of these, he is
reducing to the faith the most warlike and powerful tribes.
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His name is Samadu, born about forty years ago, in the Mandingo country, east of Liberia. His fame has gone
far beyond Nigritia. all through the Soudan. It has crossed the Mediterranean to Europe, and the Atlantic to
America. A narrative of his proceedings now lying before us, written in Arabic, by a native chronicler, contains an
interesting account of his method and achievements. The introductory chapters we translate as follows:
This is an account of the jihad of Imam Ahmadu Samadu, a Mandingo, an inhabitant of the town of Sanankodu, in
the extreme part of the Konia country. God conferred upon him His help continually after he began the work of visiting
the idolatrous Pagans, who dwell between the sea and the country of Wasulu, with a view of inviting them to follow the
religion of God, which is Islam.
Know all ye who reads this—that the first effort of the Imam Samadu was at a town named Fulindiyah. Following
the Book and the Law, and the Traditions, he sent messengers to the King at that town, Sinidudu by name, inviting
him to submit to his government, abandon the worship of idols, and worship one God, the exalted, the True, whose
service is profitable to his people in this world and in the next; but they refused to submit. Then he imposed a tribute
upon them, as the Koran commands on this subject; but they persisted in their blindness and their deafness.
The Imam then collected a small force of about five hundred men, brave and valiant, for the jihad, and he fought
against the town, and the Lord helped him against them, and gave him the victory over them, and he pursued them
with his horses until they submitted. Nor will they return to their idolatry, for now all their children are in schools,
being taught the Koran, and a knowledge of religion and civilization. Praise be to God for this.
Alimami Samadu then went to another idolatrous town called Wurukud, surrounded by a strong wall, and skilfully
defended, etc.

The same course was adopted as with the former town, and this is the method pursued in all his operation.
Large and powerful states which, two years ago, were practicing … Paganism, are now under the influence of
schools and teachers, and the regular administration of law.
In 1872, the present writer visited Falaba, the capital of the Soolima country, two hundred and fifty miles east
of Sierra Leone, as Special Commissioner to the King from the British Government. He found the King and his
people intelligent, warlike, brave, and energetic, but determined Pagans. For fifty years, the Foulah
Mohammedans, by annual expeditions, had striven to bring them over to the faith of Islam, but they had always
successfully resisted every attack.
Today, however, Falaba is Mohammedan, having fallen two years ago, before the troops of Samadu, under the
melancholy circumstances detailed in the following letter, addressed to us by the Government Interpreter of Sierra
Leone:
Freetown,
Sierra Leone,
October 30, 1884
Dear Sir:
I am sure you will be sorry to hear that Falaba is taken. As you have visited that region of country on two occasions,
I know that you must take a deep interest in it.
The King, Royal Family, and principal men, were killed; and the rest of the inhabitants hurried into slavery, in
countries above and below Falaba, by the captors, under the command of Alfa Samadu and Mahmudi Daranii. The
latter is reported to have since died.
It is reported that when Sewah, King of Falaba (well known to you), found that he could do no more to save his
capital, together with its inhabitants, and numerous villages, from being taken by the armed Mohammedans, he invited
the whole Royal family, and many of the principal persons, into a large house, where he had a large quantity of
gunpowder, and addressed them in the following words:
“Falaba is an ancient country, and never has been conquered by any tribe; it has always been ruling, and never has
been ruled. I will never submit to Mohammedanism. If any of you choose to become Mohammedans you are at liberty
to do so.” All unanimously replied
“They would rather die than become Mohammedans.”
The King then threw a lighted torch into the powder, which immediately caught fire, and the whole place and people
were burnt to death. Thus was Falaba taken by the great Mohammedan war, now coming to the coast. It is reported that
Suluku, the chief of Big Boumba in the Limba country, has surrendered and taken a new name, Ahmadu Sofala. Should
I learn anything further, I will inform you. With kind regards,
I remain, dear Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
Thomas G. Lawson,
Dr. E. W. Blyden, Govt. Interpreter.

This letter was published in the West African Reporter (November 22, 1884), upon which the Editor remarked
as follows:
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The capture of Falaba, the capital of the Soolima country, by the troops of Alfa Samadu, will form an important
epoch in the history of the Western Soudan. …
For more than three months, Falaba successfully resisted the forces of Samadu, commanded by three distinguished
generals—Fode Daranii, Infalli and Bilâl. These men believed themselves to be fighting for the establishment of the
true religion, and for the freedom and security of trade.
Falaba felt itself fighting for national life. The strife was exacerbated by fanaticism on the one hand, and the frenzy
of personal peril and menaced independence on the other.
At length Samadu gave orders to cease active operations, and having a large number of men and vast resources,
established a siege, which he maintained with relentless vigour, for several months, until the fatal surrender. Starvation
did what the troops could not do.

The troops of this energetic commander are now moving westward towards the Atlantic. He has no quarrel
with Christians, whom he treats with consideration and respect, and he would be an important auxiliary in the
interior operations of Christian Governments on the coast, if only they knew how to utilize him.
He displays in all his dealings a soldierly, as well as fatherly, heroism: so that he has the art as a rule, without
carnage, of making his iconoclastic message acceptable to the sympathies of the Pagans whom he summons to the
faith. In every town taken, either by force of arms, or its own voluntary submission, he plants a mosque and
schools, and stations a teacher and preacher. He lays great stress upon education. He trusts to the Koran and to the
schools far more than to the sword, as instruments for the determination of the great moral and political
controversy between him and the Pagans, and for the general amelioration.
Indeed, throughout Mohammedan Africa, education is compulsory. A man might now travel across the
continent, from Sierra Leone to Cairo, or in any direction, from Lagos to Tripoli, sleeping in a village every night,
except in the Sahara, and in every village he would find a school. There is a general epistolary communication
throughout this region in the Arabic language—sometimes in the vernacular, written in Arabic characters. Bishop
Crowther informed us that he received a letter at Lagos, which had come across the continent from Tripoli.
The book chiefly taught in the schools, and with a view to the elucidation of which all other books are studied,
is the Koran. It is called Alkitab, “The Book”, par excellence, just as the Bible is by us. It is composed in the
purest Arabic, and offers many difficulties to those not acquainted with the idiom of the Desert Arabs, who alone
speak the language in its perfection.
The books which, beside the Koran, are taught in all the schools, are various theological treatises and the
Moallakat—the six poems, which, in a literary contest of all Arabia, before the days of Islam, carried off the prize
for grammatical excellence, purity and style. One of these poems was written by a Negro, and won the special
admiration of Mohammed.
Another work which is much studied is the Makagnat or Assemblies of Hariri, which are said, in fifty books or
parts, to contain the whole Arabic language. This work is the result of the literary system of a period in which not
only the sciences, but the useful arts of life, were sacrificed by the ingenious and studious of a great nation to a
profound grammatical research into the structure and resources of their own most copious language.
The African Mohammedans are still in that period in which devotion to the one divine book, and to whatever
serves to illustrate it, supersedes every other feeling. Great attention is paid to gram matical analysis; indeed, the
language is said to have been first reduced to a system by Abu’l Aswad, Father of the Black of African extraction.
Nearly every Mandingo, or Foulah trader, or itinerant teacher, carries among his manuscripts the Alfiyeh of Ibn
Malik, the most complete and celebrated of the Arabic grammatical poems … There are numerous native authors
who have written in the Arabic, Foulah, Mandingo, and Jalof languages; but great reverence is paid to Arabic; it is
the language of devotion, of civil and ecclesiastical law, of inspiration. …
It is our privilege, as we write this—one we rarely enjoy—to have the company, almost daily of such a
character. He is a man, not much over thirty, of the Mandingo tribe, now visiting the coast for the first time. He is
learned in all the theological, controversial and political literature of Arabia and of his native country; is himself
the author of several small treatises, speaks Arabic fluently and several native languages, and is now taking
English lessons. …
There is an irrepressible activity—intellectual, commercial, political and religious—among the adherents of
the creed in Nigritia. They pursue an extensive agriculture; they spin, weave, sew, work in the metals, engage in
the craft of the potter and the tanner.
Dr. Barth (1849-1855) travelled through a large portion of this country. He describes certain districts as
abounding in rich pastures, in valleys of very fertile land, and in mountains clothed to the summits with noble
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trees. The towns and cities were walled and respectably built; the markets were numerously attended, and a
considerable trade carried on. He found commerce radiating from Kano, the great emporium of Central Africa,
and spreading the manufactures and the productions of an industrious region over the whole of Western Africa.
The fixed population of this city he estimated at 30,000; but on the occasion of the great fairs, at 60,000.
The principal commerce of Kano consists in native produce; namely, the cotton cloth woven and dyed
here, or in neighbouring towns, in the form of robes; turkedi, or the oblong piece of dress of dark-blue colour
worn by the women; the zenne, or plaid of various colours. There is also a large trade in sandals and tanned
hides, and in the cloth fabrics manufactured at Nupe.
Throughout these districts a large variety of European goods may be seen. Arabic books, printed at
Morocco and Fez, in red morocca binding, form an important article of traffic. The Koran, the Traditions of
Bochari, the Commentaries, etc., are exchanged by Moorish traders for the fine cloth manufactures by the
Nigritians, and for the gold dust and gold trinkets.
There is in this country an activity not suspected by the outside world. …
4
There is at present probably no question of deeper practical interest to the European powers, who for political
and commercial objects have partitioned Africa among themselves, than the question of Islam in Soudan, both
Eastern and Western. … Public attention has been attracted to that important region recently brought within the
British Empire.
The books of the greatest value on Islam in Africa and most easily accessible are in the French language. The
works of Idrisu, Ibn Batuta; Leo Africanus, written in Arabic from 300 to 1,000 years ago, have been translated
into French and are still standard authorities on the subject. The Tarik e Soudan, an Arabic work of Soudanic
authorship, which has recently come into the field, perhaps the most exhaustive on the history of Islam in
Negroland, because the work of the native themselves, is not generally known to English-speaking people, and
was, until recently, inaccessible through any European language. It is due to the learning, zeal, and energy of the
distinguished French Orientalist, M. Houdas,\fn{ Octave Houdas Victor (1840-1916)} that European scholars can now
become acquainted with one of the most important works ever produced in Negroland.
The eminent Professor, with prodigious labour and complete success, triumphed over almost insuperable
difficulties to give us this valuable work in an admirable French translation.
“The Tarik e Soudan,” says M. Dubois, “is conceived upon a perfectly clear and logical plan, according to the
most correct rules of literary composition. … It forms, with the exception of the holy writings, the favourite of the
Negro, and is known to the farthest extremity of Western Africa, from the shores of the Niger to the borders of
Lake Tchad. Barth discovered fragments of it at Gando, and I heard it spoken in Senegal.”
*
Islam is the most effective educational force in Negroland. A system of common schools prevails throughout
Islamic Africa by which every child is taught to read the Koran in the original and to commit to memory what has
been taught. Thousands learn the Koran in this way and thus acquire a familiarity with an immense number of
Arabic words, which serve as a bond of union and produce a solidarity of views and of interests which extends
from the Atlantic to the Red Sea, and from the Mediterranean to the Equator. And when it is considered that five
times a day millions in those latitudes repeat in their devotions the same words, it will be seen what a mighty force
they form on the continent—Mandingoes, Foulahs, Jalofs, Hausas, Yorubas, and all the vast variety of tribes whose
names are not known to Europe, speak each its own vernacular, but when they meet all prostrate themselves before
the great Creator with the same words of adoration and self-extinction—Allahu akbar—and grasp each other by the
hand with the same language of salutation, in the spirit of the Koran. …
*
African Muslims live only for Islam. The wealthy ones—and there are seldom any paupers among them—use
their means for the promotion of intellectual and spiritual education. I was present in 1894 at the dedication of a
magnificent mosque erected at Lagos at an expense of £5,000 by a wealthy native Mohammedan. The Governor
of the Colony, Sir Gilbert Carter, presided, and there was present the Sheikh-ul-Islam, Quilliam, appointed by His
Majesty the Sultan, Abdul Hamid Khan to represent him at the ceremony and to invest with a Turkish Order the
devoted and patriotic builder.
Six months ago, during a visit which I made to the French colony of Senegal, I saw numerous evidences of the
practical interest which the Native Muslims take in Education. One of the largest and most important of the
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mosques in St. Louis, a two-storey building, 60 feet by 48 feet, with tiled roof was erected, I was informed, by
private beneficence. Prayers are held in the lower storey. The upper storey is used for literary gatherings, lectures
and discussions. It is surrounded by nine small comfortable dwelling houses, constructed of similar materials, of
one storey, erected by the same liberal builder of the mosque for the poor, where respectable indigent persons too
poor to own or rent houses are given shelter for life.
The benefactor, whose name is Ahinad Gouray, I did not have the pleasure of seeing. He had left a few weeks
before my arrival on pilgrimage for the second time to Mecca.
The skill of these people in the Arabic language and literature is often marvellous. They not unfre-quently
surpass in culture their Oriental co-religionists. I have seen Arabs and Moors sit in perfect amazement and as
outsiders while listening to the reading and exposition of Arabic books—not excepting the Koran—by Natives of
West Africa. M. Felix Dubois says:
The Soudanese doctors were enabled to add the works of their own authors to the books of Bagdad, Cairo, Granada,
which formed the foundations of their libraries. … A celebrated jurist of Hedjaz (Arabia) arriving in Timbuctoo with
the intention of teaching, found the town full of Sudanese scholars. Observing them to be his superiors in know ledge,
he withdrew to Fez, where he succeeded in obtaining employment.

During my visit to Senegal referred to above, through the kindness of His Excellency M. Roume, the
Governor-General, to whom I had a letter of introduction from Sir C. A. King-Harman, the Governor of Sierra
Leone, and the obliging courtesy of M. Decazes, Director of Native Affairs, I enjoyed exceptional opportunities
for studying the situation as it relates to Mohammedans.
The chief Government Interpreter, Al Hajj Ahmed Sek, a Jalof, thoroughly educated in French and Arabic, and
who has performed the pilgrimage to Mecca, was placed at my disposal. Among other places of interest this
gentleman took me to the Mohammedan Court, over which Alkadi (Judge) Bakai Ba, a Native, presides—a man
much above the ordinary size, of splendid physique and commanding presence, severe, though dignified of aspect,
with a voice of masculine and impressive strength. He sat at his desk surrounded by Arabic law books printed and
in manuscript. He conversed with equal ease in French and Arabic, and in Foulah and Mandingo, with the
interpreters, Mohammed Sanusi and Momodu Wakka, whom I took with me from Sierra Leone. His decisions, I
was told by the Governor-General, in all civil and religious cases affecting his co-religionists, are final.
Islam in the Soudan is propagated by self-supporting missionaries without supervision or emolument from any
recognized or directing centre. I have often seen these missionaries in remote and seques tered pagan towns and
villages, away from the public eye, earnestly teaching and preaching the Unity of God and the Mission of His
Apostle, and the teaching of children and youth. …
Islam in Soudan is protective in its influence and permanent in its conquests. When the Muslim missionary has
once brought a community within the pale of Islam, it is for ever sheltered from the blighting influence of foreign
trade and commerce. This the religion from Europe has nowhere done and cannot do.
All the representatives of His Majesty at present administering the affairs of the West African Colonies agree
in their testimony as to the preservative and uplifting influence of Islam.
The inhabitants of Northern Nigeria are mostly Mohammedans and they have compelled the Government to
legislate against the introduction of liquor by the practical argument of refusing to purchase it.
5
The traders who visit Sierra Leone and Liberia during the dry season, from the distant interior, gather in groups
in various parts of the Mohammedan quarter, in the cool of the afternoon, after the labours of the day, to read the
sacred book, one of the company acting as expounder and commentator on difficult passages. In various parts,
too, in the British settlement are seen boys and girls in classes, morning and afternoon, studying the one book.
The Christians around them have very little idea of the intellectual activity of these simple and apparently
uninstructed people from the country.
The African Muslim pays less regard to tradition than to the words of the sacred text. They are proud of the
name Muslim, which means a follower of Islam. Islam is from a root that means to deliver up oneself, to
surrender. Applied to the religion, it means resignation to God and to his service. It is the name given by
Mohammed to the religion which, he asserted, Abraham and all the prophets taught and which Mohammed
restored—the foundation of which was the unity of God.
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Intelligent Muslims in Africa become indignant when told that Mohammed was the author of the religion they
profess. He was, they affirm, only a messenger—an Apostle of God—Rasul-Allahi—sent to proclaim Islam. They
therefore strongly object to being called Mohammedans, such a description of them being, as they insist,
forbidden in the Koran.
It is a remarkable fact that Mohammed is mentioned by name only four times in the Koran, and his name
Ahmad occurs only once; while the name of Moses occurs one hundred and thirty-four times; of Abraham, sixtynine times; of Jesus, twenty-five times.
They reject the name of Mohammedan, applied to a follower of their faith, as an invention of Europeans, who,
they say, are fond of glorifying men. None of the prophets, they affirm, or any of their true followers ever
encouraged the using of their names in connection with or as descriptive of the system they taught.
*
The Negro Muslims claim a share in some of the most celebrated achievements of Islam, and their exploits are
recognized in all the great Arabian works, not excepting the Koran. There is a chapter in that sacred book
inscribed to a Negro, in which his wisdom and piety are especially dwelt upon and pointed out as the direct gifts
of God. This is the 31st chapter entitled Loqman.
No Muslims, whether Arab, Turk, or Indian, can read the 31st chapter of the Koran, given, according to their
belief, by direct inspiration of God, and separate the Negro from participation in the privileges of God’s elect.
Mohammed had as his right-hand man in the incipient stages of his religion a Negro slave; and it shows the high
estimate which he placed upon such persons, and the high degree of respect entertained for Loqman in Arabia
during the time of the Prophet, that he did not believe that any slur would be cast upon the new religion
connecting the Koran with the name of that remarkable slave.
It is said that this recognition of the African in the Koran was natural, because the Prophet of Islam was
descended in part from an African woman; and throughout the history of the religion the exploits of great Africans
have been celebrated.
In the military history of Islam a Negro slave distinguished himself at two turning points in the early struggles
of the faith; at the battle of Ohud, when Medina, the refuge of the exiled Prophet, was threatened, in desperate
combat he killed Hamzah, Mohammed’s uncle, but one of his bitterest enemies and leader of the opposition.
Afterwards, with the same lance with which Wahshi (for that was his name) had killed Hamzah, he slew in a
sanguinary battle the imposter “Museilama, the liar”, who claimed to be the equal and rival of Mohammed.
Among the poets of pre-Islamic days, the Negro Antarah held a high position. He was the author of one of the
celebrated prize poems—The Muallakat—and was so admired by Mohammed that the Prophet lamented that he
had never seen him. When I visited Fula Jallo many years ago (1873) on behalf of the British Government, a man
of the colour of Loqman was pointed out to me as possessing a prodigious memory. He was not only a Hafiz, i.e.
one who knows the whole Koran by heart, but he was called a walking dictionary. It was said that he could name
every word in the Arabic language beginning with any letter from Alif to Ya or from A to Z. …
Dubois,\fn{Albert Félix Dubois (1862-1945) French journalist } speaking of literature among the blacks of the Sudan,
mentions, among other,
the very learned and pious Sheik Abu Abdallah, who had no property; all his goods went to succour the poor and the
unhappy, and he bought slaves that he might give them their liberty. His house had no door, everyone entered unannounced, and men came to see him from all parts and at all hours, especially on Fridays after the two o’clock prayer.
Moors and Arabs flocked to him in crowds as soon as they learned his virtues.
The Marabuts, who devoted themselves to the study of law, administered justice according to the precepts of the
Koran and the decisions contained in the most important works of the Arabian jurists. They also made inventories of
property, determining its succession and generally fulfilling the position of lawyer.
During their sojourns in the foreign universities of Fez, Tunis, and Cairo, they astounded the most learned men of
Islam by their erudition. That these Negroes were on a level with the Arabian savants is proved by the fact that they
were installed as professors in Morocco and Egypt. In contrast to this, we find that the Arabs were not always equal to
the requirements of Sudanic scholarship.
A cerebral refinement was thus produced among certain of the Negro population, which has had surprising results,
and which gives the categoric lie to the theorists who insist upon the inferiority of the black races.

Besides this, there are thousands of native Africans as black as Loqman, who are blood relations to
Mohammed, and are, in consequence, eligible to the highest post in the secular or spiritual affairs of Islam. A few
days ago, a pure Arab missionary—an itinerant teacher in the Protectorate of the Colony … visited the
Department of Mohammedan Education, attended by twenty of his pupils, all native blacks, and he introduced
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two of them to the present writer as Sharifs, i.e. descendants of the Prophet. He also presented his brother, who in
colour and features would be taken for a West African, while my visitor was of the usual Arab com plexion and
look. I asked,
“How is this?” Seeing that I referred to the difference of colour, he answered with a quotation from the Koran:
“Among his signs are the creation of the Heavens and of the Earth and the variety of your colours. Herein truly
are signs for all creatures.”
How can such a man fail to exert irrepressible influence among the Sudanese whom he teaches?
Another element in the consolidating influence of Islam in Africa is the lingua franca which Arabic supplies.
Every instructed Sudanese Muslim can make himself understood in not less than two languages—Arabic and his
own vernacular. In most cases, he speaks three or four, Arabic always being one.
English and French will become for the Sudan the language of commerce—of Government officials, civil and
military—but never of the streets. Arabic will always be the language of literary intercourse and diplomacy,
uniting all the various tribes from the Atlantic to the Red Sea and from the Mediterranean to the Congo.
The various vernaculars will supply the medium of intercourse for the markets and the streets. At Lagos the
language of the streets is Yoruba; the official language is English, but the sacred language of the majority is
Arabic.
There are connected with the Department of Mohammedan Education in Sierra Leone four schools, with more
than eight hundred pupils on the roll being taught according to Western methods. But the first sounds these
children hear in the early morning when they recite to their Alfas or religious teachers, and the last sounds they
hear at night, are the sounds which twelve hundred years ago first came to the Sudan from the deserts of Arabia.
Another custom which has helped to keep up the unity and sympathy among African Mohammedans is the
rigid annual fast of Ramadhan. This fast, lasting for thirty days, during which is the most self-denying abstinence
from food and drink in the daytime, is, as a sanitary arrangement, not to be despised in a tropical climate. If there
were a railway from West Africa to the Red Sea, and you wished to avail yourself of it to journey to Egypt during
the fast month (you might perhaps accomplish the journey in seven days), you would, during those seven days,
pass through a region where you would find every man, woman, and child in good health observing the fast.
On the entire route—four thousand miles—you would notice that the fires were out in the day-time. Sixty
millions of people fasting at the same time!
I believe that more than one-half of these are Negroes. The Negroes of any other religion are divided. The
paganism of the Temne country is not the same as the paganism of the Yoruba country, and both differ from the
paganism of the Congo country; so that these people have no common observances or institutions which bring
them together.
Among Christian Negroes there are various denomination. … Often in small struggling Christian communities
on this continent there are found three branches of Methodists, two of Baptists, besides Catholics and Church of
England.
These divisions, while each contend for his peculiarities, must bring weakness upon the people; and they must
be helpless for any great comprehensive movement which requires for its success earnest co-operation and
unbroken unity.
At the close of the fast comes the celebration of the festival of Bairam, called also the Id-al-Fitri, or the feast of
breaking of the fast. On that occasion sixty millions of people bow together in prayers and thanksgiving to the
Most High, and renew their vows and their offerings for pushing the conquests of Islam over the pagan portions of
the country. …
1920
97.80 Lahida The Cat\fn{by Patricia Margaret Nelthropp Fagan aka Patricia Fagan (c.1950?Islands, U.S.A. (F) 5

)}

St. Thomas, Virgin

They called the old woman Lahida the Cat because she was homeless, dirty, and roamed the streets. Cats were
not liked on the island. They were nasty sly animals with claws. They came around only when they wanted food,
and then they were gone again. They couldn’t kill mongoose, and they wouldn’t catch cockroaches nor poisonous
gongalos. The only thing cats killed were lizards, which were valued because they ate insects, so the useless
felines were hated. But Lahida was feared because she wasn’t one of us, and nobody knew just where she had
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come from; she was just there, one afternoon.
Some said she was Puerto Rican because she wasn’t black nor white; she was gray with a yellowish hue.
“She have rat nest in she hair,” the children said because it was matted and filthy, hanging in clumps around
her head.
Normally, they chased misfits, but with Lahida it was different: she was an old woman who moved too slowly.
And they knew no matter what they did Lahida would continue to crawl down the street, unperturbed, so they
chose to stare at her from a safe distance.
On the other hand, grandmothers and aunts and god-mothers, whose eyes had almost fallen out of their sockets
the day they saw the snake head and bird claw hanging on a rope around Lahida’s neck, now attributed the
children’s unusual behavior to witchcraft.
“She a soucriant,” they whispered in agreement. “Snake head and bird claw prove that!”
Soucriants were devil women who flew in a blaze across the night sky, looking for souls to capture. It was said
that in the evenings, before heading out to do their evil work, soucriants shed their skins and carefully hid them,
for should they be unable to return to their original form come morning they would surely die. It was said that the
soucriants could take any shape they desired; therefore, anything or anybody strange should be avoided, or else,
“They could suck out your blood before you could say Jack Sprat!”
*
Although no young person on St. Thomas had ever seen a soucriant, old women, with hands waving in the air,
had, and they were convinced that Lahida was one.
“Dem soucriants alive down islands,” they insisted. “And just where this woman come from, eh?”
Down at Market Square, though, there were other opinions.
“No,” the market women muttered, sucking their teeth in disgust, “something else set she so.”
As they sat in their stalls, selling maubi, soursops, and sugar apples, they observed the old woman as she
roamed the streets.
“She crazy,” they said, “but she wasn’t born so. It mus’ah been a wut’less man who had take she from she
muddah’s house, and when he ge’ done w’she, toss she out.” They took a breath and waited for those who listened
to savor the information before adding,
“And this make she crazy.”
All the while, Lahida shuffled up and down the streets: Raadets Gade, Norre Gade, on the Waterfront, up
Hospital Grounds and Market Square. She passed the Butcher Shop, the coffee shops, the cent candy stores, by
the bars and up by the Catholic Church, her head down and saying not a single word. People in the stores and bars
and boats and churches watched her, always uncertain what to make of this stranger. They wondered how she ate,
where she slept and where she went to the bathroom, but no one dared ask.
Meanwhile, some school children, in an attempt to make themselves important to their peers, claimed Lahida
had come round their houses, begging food.
“But,” they reported pulling themselves up and lowering their voices, “my muddah pitch hot water on she and
tell she not to come back!”
“For true?” the listeners gasped. “She does come round by the houses?”
In a flash, they envisioned Lahida entering their yards, saw her long hands with broken yellow nails reach for
their necks, saw themselves disappear into the Lahida’s filthy clothes, never to be seen again.
“Wha’ you think; I make it up?” Despite the shudder that rippled through their bodies, the listeners announced
in a united front of bravery,
“Yeah!”
Yet, after school, these same brave souls hurried home, eyes darting up and down the street, the alleys, the
sidewalks. They did not stop for a five-cent icee at Mr. Hardy’s shack, and they didn’t go to Mrs. Leona’s for
penny candy; and certainly, they did not stop at Stuttering Charlie’s front door to shout,
“Cha-Cha-Cha-Charlie h-h-how come yo-yo-your mout stuck?”
Meanwhile, Father Mahoney on his daily visit to the Poor House—which was a row of shacks on the street
behind the church—spotted the old woman relieving herself in the Big Gut. The gutter, twenty feet wide and ten
feet deep, separated the stone wall of the Anglican Church, school and playground from the street of rotting
shacks. Lahida shamelessly stooped in the middle of the gut, in the middle of the hot noon sun to do her business,
and although people peered out windows and children stood on the bank of the gut, she reached for some leaves
and wiped herself. The freckled faced minister shook his head and called out to the children to move on. After
shrugs and embarrassed laughter, after faces moved away from the sunny windows, the good minister murmured
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to himself,
“This is an American island, for God’s sake. Something should be done for her.”
At three that afternoon, he called Social Services, a newly formed department, housed in a large room of an old
rum warehouse. Mrs. Clarita Bolentin took the call.
“If the woman doesn’t want help, what you want us to do?” the large, dark woman demanded, her designer
glasses reflecting the other desks in the room. “You know how many times we send people to talk to her?” She
sucked her teeth to stress her disgust. “But the woman only walks away like a jumbie back from the grave.”
Mrs. Bolentin, like so many islanders, straddled two worlds. One foot planted solidly on the dirt road of the old
island with its beliefs, mannerisms and speech; the other foot, tightly forced into high heels of White Anglo Saxon
America, so she had to be careful talking with Father Mahoney. She knew he didn’t believe in jumbies, and she
wasn’t sure she did either, but all those old stories mother and grandmother and great-grandmother had told her
couldn’t be easily dismissed.
“Furthermore,” she added, holding the phone tightly against her square face. “The only place we can put her is
the Crazy Ward with the rest whose families can’t take them. But they are St. Thomians! This woman doesn’t
have papers, and we don’t know where she come from.”
Clarita Bolentin’s hair, shiny with pomade, was straightened into a Doris Day-style bangs and a flip—which
she had seen in Ebony magazine.
Fans pulsed above. It was true, Mrs. Bolentin conceded, there was no proof Lahida wasn’t a legal resident, so
it wouldn’t hurt to register her for the Crazy Ward benefits, which allowed the poor a place to wash, sleep and eat.
Each night they were locked in, given food and a bed. In the morning, they were set free, only to return at night.
Still, Clarita repeated,
“Suppose she’s from down island? We can’t even properly take care of our own.”
“She’s human and has a right to be treated as such,” Father Mahoney insisted, his voice calm.
“But the woman doesn’t have papers,” Clarita replied, her voice low and controlled. “I just don’t know.”
“I’m sure you will do the right thing, Mrs. Bolentin,” Father Mahoney said, finally. “In the meantime, I’ll call
the governor to find out if there is some way the old woman can be admitted.”
Carefully placing the phone down, the social worker remained silent for a few minutes to ponder the problem.
All she had to do was sign the papers, but that was against the rules.
“If the old woman is Puerto Rican,” Clarita thought, “she’d be entitled because she’s American, but what if
she’s Haitian?”
With one hand, Clarita Bolentin pushed herself away from the oak desk.
“I’ll wait for the governor to call.”
An hour later, the phone rang, and for the first time all day, a smile broke onto Clarita’s stern face.
“Yes, sir,” she said, her voice animated. “I told Father Mahoney I would wait for your permission.”
After hanging up, Mrs. Bolentin headed for the street to find a taxi. It was hot and humid. She wiped her
forehead and sucked her teeth.
“Lord have mercy! I ain’ in no mood for this today,” she muttered.
*
Samuel Reubens had just dropped off some tourists at the dock, and he was cruising the small streets of
Charlotte Amalie, looking for more people to take back to the ship. He spotted Clarita as she stepped out from the
large arched doorways of the Social Service building. She was waving him down.
“You going to have to help me find Lahida!” she declared, plopping down next to the driver. “We have to take
her to the hospital. The governor sign the papers.” Mrs. Bolentin heaved a sigh and slammed the door behind her.
“And, Lord!” she said, fanning herself with A Shopper’s Guide to St. Thomas that had been lying on the back seat,
“I hope she don’t start nothing because I am not ready for this today.”
“Best watch your pressure,” he said, glancing at her determined face. Although he liked Clarita’s feisty nature,
he worried about her high blood pressure and how the job had aggravated it. He also didn’t relish the idea of
forcing anyone into his car. He thought about the tourists who smilingly paid his $35 fee for a tour of the island.
Mentally scanning the grateful faces of those who claimed he was the best guide they’d ever had, Samuel
continued up the road. As the green Chevrolet station wagon crept by the turpentine trees and the blue stone wall
of Emancipation Gardens, he secretly prayed they wouldn’t find her or that Lahida would get into the car without
a fuss.
The Chevy drove up by the Apollo theater and passed the shacks of Savan, where thin dogs lay sleeping.
“And how we goan do it?” he asked, his eyes on the road.
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“With rope,” Clarita laughed. It wasn’t the same laughter she gave when something funny grabbed her;
instead, it was the quick embarrassed kind. “I grab and you tie. She ain’ strong; she too skinny.”
*
Perhaps Lahida understood her fate when she saw the large dark woman approach. Perhaps she was weak;
after all, it was late and Lahida hadn’t eaten anything all day. Still, the whole incident occurred in about five
minutes. An eyewitness gave this account:
“The car stop and out come Clarita Bolentin. Without a word, and with one hand, Clarita pick up the old
woman and pitch she in the back seat, like an old piece of rag. All the time, Samuel, holding open the door,
silent.”
*
After securing Lahida’s signature by forcing her hand down on an ink pad, the nurses began undressing her.
They stopped short when they went for the bird’s claw and snake head, fearing the old woman might fight for it.
But nothing happened. Lahida moved and sat and bent and leaned and raised and lowered her arms, just as she
was instructed to do. If the women hadn’t observed intelligence in Lahida’s eyes, they would have concluded she
was lost, as so many in the crazy ward were, but the look Lahida gave them made the nurses careful. Instead of
jerking the pink smock over the emaciated woman’s body, they slipped it gently on.
“This is your pajamas,” one nurse said, standing back to observe Lahida’s response. Since there was none, the
nurses went on. “Now what are we going to do with this hair of yours?” she asked, picking up a limp strand.
Lahida passed a dry hand over the back of her thick, matted hair and shook her head. Believing her co-worker
had taken on too much, the other nurse humphed as she threw the old woman’s rags in a garbage bag.
“But we have to comb out that mess you have on your head,” the first nurse insisted, the comb high in the air.
Lahida faced her.
“You’re not Goliath—” the nurse began, but before she could finish her sentence, Lahida grabbed the comb
and threw it across the floor. The three women watched it hit the comer of the floor, and for a long, silent moment
they stared at the pink plastic object. Finally, one nurse broke the silence and retrieved the comb.
“If you don’t want your hair touched, we not going to do it. Okay?” her voice was conciliatory.
As they led Lahida down the hall to her room, men in pajamas and women in robes passed by. Some laughed,
some giggled, some shrank away, some reached out, but Lahida moved past them.
Inside the room, a small square window with heavy iron bars let in a shaft of golden afternoon light. A single
bed with white sheets and an empty wooden night table were pushed against one wall. Lahida shuffled straight for
the window.
“See you in the morning,” the nurses said, leaving.
As the lock snapped in the door, Lahida grabbed the bars of the window and peered out.
The Crazy Ward stood apart from and in the shadow of the hospital. Perhaps it was just coincidence, but this
long dark wing looked down onto the old slave graveyard. Under large mahogany trees, painted white rocks
covered mounds where slaves, long ago, were laid to rest, and slabs of worn marble marked the resting place of
the freeborn blacks. Once in a while, one of the crazy ward inmates told stories of seeing spirits rise from the
rocks to roam the night.
Now, the graveyard was used for the poor and the crazy, and four men were digging a fresh hole.
Lahida watched them.
A shout rang out from one of the windows in the Crazy Ward and the men stopped to look up. It was a good
excuse to take a break. They were used to hearing screams and shouts from the windows above. After scanning
the walls, they spotted Lahida’s jagged silhouette on the second floor.
“Tha’s a woman?” the small, muscular man asked.
“It look so,” the tall digger responded. “Man doan have so much hair.”
“Well, I hope not, but from up there you never know.” They laughed, wiped their foreheads and resumed
working.
The voice rang out again, but the men could not make out the meaning of the words.
“Wha’ the hell she saying, eh?” the tall man asked.
“I doan know mahn, and I doan give one damn. Le’s jus’ hurry up and finish; it’s five o’clock.”
*
At the other end of town in a brand new concrete house, Mrs. Clarita Bolentin, whose husband had died two
years ago, rested while her dinner cooked. As she lay on the bed she had ordered form Sears and Roebuck, she
thought about the trip she had planned. Her two week vacation would be spent with her sister in Miami. They
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would go all over, to night clubs, to the malls, to the latest movies. She would get a new set of dishes and some
new curtains and a bathroom ensemble.
“I going to have good things,” she promised herself as she turned onto her side. She spotted a lizard dart down
the wall, but she was too tired to chase it.
“Catch some mosquitoes!” she said, watching it disappear under the door.
Just as she was about to drift off to sleep, Clarita smelled her fish boiling on the stove. She jumped up and
went into her kitchen. That afternoon at the wharf, she had bought some old wife from the fishermen and had
boiled it with lemon and butter. Now sitting down to eat, she picked up the head with her fingers, cracked the
skull between her teeth, and sucked out the brains. Then as she started on the eyes, she began to choke.
*
After breakfast the following morning, the nurses gave Lahida a long gray cotton dress and a pair of black
leather loafers to wear. This time they waited for the old woman to dress herself. If she did, they’d know Lahida
could take instructions, and they’d allow her the freedom to come and go. It was their only test.
As the sunlight filtered through the large mahogany trees of Hospital Road, the old woman walked down the
street in a faded gray dress.
On the other side of the island, Samuel Reubens, who usually picked up his friend for work, walked into the
bright green concrete house to find Clarita slumped over a bowl.
*
A month passed, and Lahida kept her routine: in the morning, she’d walk to the wharf where the boats from
Nevis, Tortola, Puerto Rico, Anguilla and Antigua delivered and took on cargo. With vacant eyes, she moved into
the crowd of sailors who loaded and unloaded the ships. The men did not notice her although she spent all her
days there. And they didn’t pay attention when one afternoon as the sun sank into the red sea, Lahida retrieved a
large wet sack from the rocks along the wharf. No one said a word because burlap bags like this one often washed
up on shore. Everyone knew that inside lay a tangled mess of slimy decaying kittens. She might have thrown the
bag into a dumpster. Who knows?
*
One afternoon, on his way home, a sewage plant worker spotted the old woman trudging up the road. He had
heard she was Puerto Rican, and he had heard she didn’t speak. He also heard she might be a soucriant, but he
didn’t believe in such nonsense. He just wanted to say hello because that was his nature. As he approached her, he
wondered why no one spoke Spanish to her, especially since they thought she was Puerto Rican.
“De donde esta?” he asked, as he came up to the old woman. She stopped, and he felt she had understood
because she looked right at him.
“De donde esta?” he repeated.
Her head moved. The two of them stood there; he in his khakis, and she in her gray dress. He dark, she light.
People came to their front doors, to their stoops and to their windows; everyone stopped what they were doing.
“Wha’ happen?” they asked.
No one knew, so they turned down their mouths and shrugged their shoulders, keeping their eyes fixed on the
couple.
A crowd formed, and eyes moved from the worker to the old woman. Someone shouted to the man,
“She ain’ stink?”
People laughed. Then silence. They all waited. Some got tired of no action, and they sucked their teeth in
disgust, cut their eyes and announced:
“Mahn this is bullshit! I got things to do.”
Others stood with one arm across their chests and the other holding their chins, as though they were listening
to a great speech. And there were some who sat on their haunches, staring up at the worker and the old woman.
Some voiced their original suspicions:
“She ain’ no woman; she a soucriant.”
“You ain’t see the old woman feeble?” came a response.
Meanwhile, others found out that the sewage plant man had asked Lahida “De donde esta?” and they started
chanting the question:
“De donde esta-de donde esta-de donde esta …”
Cars stopped and drivers got out to see what was going on. A man got up from his haunches and with his two
arms spread out, he announced,
“And we ain’ no different from the Jews who killed Jesus Christ. Leave she ’lone, mahn. Leave she be.”
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Some, nodding their heads in agreement, gathered to leave. A man sucked his teeth and responded he wasn’t
going because this wasn’t Jesus Christ; this was just some damned crazy Puerto Rican woman who didn’t belong
on the street. Furthermore, he asked,
“Why the hell all you stay so long if you had feel that way in the first place?”
“Mahn it is you that is so ignorant. You don’ even know how ignorant you is,” someone else answered.
“Come tell me to m’face,” the man shouted.
“A fight! A fight! Call Mr. White!” a child cried out, running towards the front where the men stood facing
each other.
Everyone turned to observe the quarrel. One man picked up a stick; the other smashed an empty Heineken
bottle. Dogs barked. The leaves in the women’s tongue trees rustled and rustled and rustled. The sewage plant
worker moved away from Lahida to stop the fight.
Lahida’s right hand shot straight out to stop him from leaving her side, but it was too late: the man with the
stick struck out, missing his opponent’s face, and the sewage plant worker went down. Everyone waited for him to
move, but he didn’t.
Both fighters dropped their weapons. People stared.
They didn't notice the dry yellow arm fall back down. They didn’t notice the dogs stopped barking, and the
wind stopped moving through the leaves of the trees. And they didn’t notice the old woman shuffle away, her head
down. So when Lahida disappeared, no one asked about her.
*THE TERRITORY OF GUAM*
174.49 Merizo Village Journal\fn{by Jesus C. Barcinas (c.1895?- )} Merizo Village, Guam, U.S.A. (M) 27
December 7, 1938
Due to the approaching Church holiday, Immaculate Conception, the people, especially those who are holding
novenas, do not work in their fields.\fn{ Some 98% of the people of Guam are Roman Catholic .} They make preparations
such as hauling firewood and slaughtering hogs and cattle to be consumed at the novena party. Others go fishing
with nets and spears.
December 8
Today the novena for Immaculate Conception terminates. The people attend mass early in the morning. The
schools are closed.
The island government laborers constructing concrete bridges are the only people at work. The farmers have
ceased working and have come to town for the procession. Those who have novenas at home prepare food and
drink for the parties in the evening. At a few novena parties the host gives dishes of cooked rice and meat to those
who have attended the services.
At about five P.M. the church bell is rung for the procession which forms in two columns outside the church
and marches up and down the main street. Leading are the children; behind them are the men and in the rear the
ladies. Between the two columns march the choir and the twenty-one members of the Society of the Children of
Mary. They are in uniform of light-blue voile dresses with blue ribbon straps around their necks where the society
medal is attached.
There is a cockfight at Reyes’ cockpit. Only two pairs of cocks are made to fight.
December 10
A parent-teachers’ meeting was held in the school at about 1:30 P.M. The following points were discussed: (a)
parents’ cooperation in the school’s Christmas program; (b) money needed to purchase materials for the program;
(c) promptness of people in cutting the grass around the school.
The meeting was adjourned at 3:30 P.M. The ladies went home and the men went to the cockpit and the
poolroom. Some went to the farms to tap tuba,\fn{A mildly intoxicating liquor} to feed pigs and chickens and to tether
cattle.
December II
Schoolchildren participating in the Christmas exercises have rehearsals in the afternoon. The boys are playing
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with tops and the girls pick the flowers of the alalag, plant and roll them in the palm of the hand until they are
soft. They then blow the flowers like balloons. These games are now the fad.
December 13
The Chargualaf family celebrated the anniversary of the death of their mother. For nine nights this family and
their relatives say prayers and on the ninth night they have a feast.
December 14
Repair work at the commissioner’s house is going on. Jose C. is also employing a carpenter on his porch. The
carpenter’s wages are $1.50 a day.
December 18
Mass is started at five A.M. A large crowd attends and very many women take the Holy Communion.
The principal of the school and I go with the children who are members of the boys’ and girls’ agricultural
clubs to inspect the results of their projects. Everyone is much concerned with the agricultural fair to be held in
Piti on March 29 and is preparing to exhibit agricultural produce. There is a cockfight in the evening. On account
of the taxes due shortly the people are careful in betting. Not many roosters fight. The church bell is calling the
devout to vespers. People who are unconcerned about the cockfights faithfully go to church. Ladies and children
of all ages go there too.
December 19
The washerwomen are out. No doubt they are washing more clothes because Christmas is drawing near. The
ladies at home are also busy sewing up new dresses for Christmas apparel. The young men gather firewood and a
few go out fishing. The children are all talking about Christmas. Many boys stop at Baza’s grocery store. What
things attract their attention? Oh! The funny masks that Baza just displays. Perhaps they will buy them to put on
their faces so they will look funny on Christmas Eve.
December 20
The day is cloudy in the morning. It gradually clears up at noon. Mr. Borja and my wife, both teachers, are
busy at school with rehearsals for the Christmas program. The principal and the other teachers plan how to build
the stage for the exercises. Besides planning and rehearsing, the teachers make wings for the Christmas fairies.
Crepe papers, wire and paste are used for the wings. Those parents whose children participate in this program are
also very busy sewing the costumes for the children. The program is not rehearsed this afternoon because Mr.
Borja goes to Agaña\fn{The Territorial capital; in 1990, 1,139 people lived there} to procure materials for the play.
The teachers are requested by the principal to come to school in the afternoon to repack the Christmas boxes
donated by the Red Cross. Only 108 boxes were given to the school composed of 140 pupils so, in order to have
enough presents for all of the children and to make every child happy, repacking has to be done.
The district corpsman inspected the private latrines of the town. He told the teachers that the assistant health
officer is expected here on either December 21 or the day after.
Petronila N. in a bull cart goes to Latte to haul firewood, probably for fuel during Christmas.
Jose C. is very busy at his garden. He remarked that he is expecting to sell three hundred dollars’ worth of
tomatoes and probably more this season. Besides tomatoes he is caring for thirty hills of cucumbers, eighty hills
of watermelon and various other vegetables. He is still plowing for more garden patches. According to his
previous observations, he assured me that every tomato plant yielded a minimum of two dollars’ worth of
tomatoes in one season, should the tomatoes be sold at six cents a pound. This is very possible in the rich soil of
the Gueos valley.
My daughter Irene is playing with a hatchet and she cuts her hand. Her mother takes her to the dressing station
for treatment.
Opposite the patrol quarters is a vacant lot owned by the government. It is being cleared by Pedro S. N. (in
punishment for a misdemeanor).
The Commissioner and his neighbor are still having some repairs done at their homes.
For the siding of his latrine shelter, Felix S. M. is plaiting split marsh reeds.
Rice is spread out on mats to desiccate by Lorenzo N.’s granddaughter.
Pedro S. N., somewhat slow about his latrine project, hauls his slab of concrete from Juan C.
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December 21
The weather is fair.
The Christmas program is still being rehearsed. The principal with the big boys is preparing plots to plant
hedges.
The assistant health officer does not come.
After school I go to Ylig, a woodland in Merizo, to get wild honey. On my way, close to Aguigui’s property, I
hear Juan M. shouting for help. All of a sudden I see four dogs in pursuit of a big buck. The buck has been shot on
the foreleg by Antonio C. Seeing that the buck is wounded and the dogs are very close to him, I get a few round
stones and start to pelt him. He swims in the river. In the meantime the deputy commissioner and another hunter
appear from among the woods. Both of them shoot at the buck with sure shots. The other hunters come and also
school boys whose farms are neighboring to the spot where the buck is being skinned. Everyone who comes is
given meat and the dogs are satiated. Having no time to get honey, I return home with venison for supper.
Mariano C. is burning piles of dry, felled bushes in his field. A few other farmers are plowing for gardens.
The night is very clear and the tide is propitious for fishing with torch and spear. Many fishermen are preparing
torches of coconut spathes and those who can afford kerosene use bamboos for torches.
December 23
Part of the stage for the Christmas program is put up by the teachers and big pupils. Mrs. Petronila T. and
Cristobal C. are kind enough to lend lumber to the school for the stage.
A farmer is fencing his taro patch with long pieces of bamboo. He does this to prevent stray carabao from
trampling the plants.
The Commissioner’s house is still being repaired. Julian M. is doing the repairing.
Selling imported seed from the Lancaster Seed Co. in Pennsylvania, Teodoro C. is strolling in the street with
packets of Garden Spot seeds.
Very near to his house Joaquin G. is planting tobacco. He obtained his seedlings in Sumay. He is also planting
watermelons.
Very many people go to their farms to get yams, taro, vegetables and honey for the Christmas provisions. The
ladies are busy extracting coconut oil. This oil is used to fry eskabeche\fn{Vegetables and fish} and boñelos.\fn{Mix
yams or bananas with flour, powdered arrowroot or manioc, squeeze the mass of dough into balls, and fry in deep fat composed of coconut
oil; served with syrup made by boiling sweet tuba over a slow fire}

December 24. Ajunat\fn{Fast}
The teachers and a few parents give the stage a finishing touch.
The Christmas tree is set up in a corner of the stage. It is decorated by the teachers and a student from
Washington Junior High School in Agaña. The stage is elaborately adorned with greens. Mr. Borja installs electric
lights on the stage.
At noon, children with covered dishes are seen on the streets. Dutiful children prepare eskabeche, taro well
cooked, boñelos and syrup for their grandparents’ luncheon. Those whose convictions are to fast on this day do
not eat what is given them until the midnight mass is over.
Right after dark the people start to come to school to see the program. The school premises are crowded and
the program starts at eight P.M. At least two hours are spent for it. The children are given the Christmas presents.
Soda water from a philanthropic merchant in Agaña adds to their pleasure. Noise of every sort is heard in the
schoolroom. The district orchestra, noisy toys, singing and dancing, laughing and clapping of hands all combine
to make the time symbolic of Christmastide. Those parents who brought food to school eat there immediately
after the dancing.
The big crowd at about ten P.M. makes its way to town, stilI noisy. In general the people are hilarious up to one
A.M., when mass is commenced in church. The church is packed full. After mass everyone goes home to rest.
Father Pastor goes to Umatac to say another mass there. He is attending both parishes.
December 25. Christmas
Father Pastor said another mass in Merizo at seven A.M. Many people attended. About one hour after the mass,
members of the church choir and school children with a few adults took the image of the Child Jesus for its
customary procession on this day. The image is made to visit every home in the village where it is devoutly
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welcomed. Everyone gets down on his knees as the image enters the door. The toes of the image are kissed by
members of the household and money is tossed by those who kiss the image into a basket carried by someone
who is delegated by the padre to do so. Singing and music from stringed instruments accompany the image of the
Child Jesus.
A cockfight is held in the cockpit. In the evening the people go to church for vespers.
December 27
I clear around a carabao mango tree with the aid of Jesus N. S. and Jose B. To get the mango to bloom I start to
smoke it by burning coconut droppings such as spathes, leaves and stems, fruiting branches and husks or any
combustible thing. Not to harm the tree, I watch the burning piles. It is best to smoke mangoes when the day is
calm so that the smoke will set upon the branches and boughs. I smoke the mango from daybreak to sundown.
December 31. New Year’s Eve
My brother Gabriel plows for me. I smoke the mango again. In the afternoon Jose B. and I go to Ylig. We find
there a hunting party. A buck has already been caught. We get honey and hurry back to the mango in order to
continue smoking it. Today I notice much sap oozing out of the branches of the mango tree. It is a sign that the
tree will bloom.
Because this is New Year’s Eve many people are on the way home, happy and lively. The air in town is
permeated with the odor of all sorts of culinary preparations for New Year. The street is noisy. Much singing and
whoopee is going on. The night is even noisier than Christmas Eve, especially when the church bell is tolled at
midnight.
An hour later the noises cease and the people go to sleep.
January 1. New Year’s Day, 1939
The people are still merry.
A party from Agaña comes down to christen the daughter of Antonio C. Antonio’s daughter was born on
December 23. The child is christened Ingracia by Father Pastor. The godmother is a pious lady from Agaña.
Antonio has slaughtered a young bull and is holding a party for the child. All the relatives and friends are invited.
Many other people.have had novenas that terminate on this day. However, the outstanding one is held in the
home of Juan C. There is eating, dancing and singing.
The cockfight is not well attended due to lack of money. People go to church in the evening.
January 3
The schools are opened. The children come to school happily. They say they enjoyed the Christmas vacation.
The stage is torn down at school and the lumber is returned to the owners. The children start their academic work.
Parents come to school to cut the grass in the yard.
After school I start to smoke the mango I have been smoking. The buds appear. Gabriel continues his plowing.
The farmers go back to the usual routine of the farm. A few fishermen go out fishing.
January 4
The people are at work as usual. The district corpsman asks me to start the campaign for bored-hole latrines on
the farms next week. He tells me that 90 per cent of the latrine project in town is finished.
January 5
The Reyes are busy preparing for the celebration of the Three Kings’ Day tomorrow. They bake bread and
slaughter a young carabao for the party.
All being Catholics, the people come to town again to attend mass tomorrow in the church.
January 6. Tres Reyes\fn{Three Kings}
The school as usual continues its routine.
The people do no work except feeding livestock and other light work.
Many people are invited to lunch at the party held in Reyes’ house. The schoolteachers are invited to lunch
there. This is an annual celebration of the three Reyes brothers. After luncheon the tables and other furniture are
removed from the room and the dancing commences.
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The cockpit is open but only by special permission from the government because the holiday is not legal and
the schools are not closed.
January 8
Many people attend mass. Right after the service the men go to their farms to feed their livestock. In the
afternoon they make their way back to the village. A few of them purposely come to town for recreation. The old
men go to the cockpit and the young men play volleyball and indoor baseball. Others go to the poolroom. Due to
lack of money the cockpit and the poolroom are not very active. Only seven roosters fight.
To inform the people of the expected arrival of the tax collector, the Commissioner holds a meeting in the
schoolhouse. The topics discussed are prompt payment of taxes and bored-hole latrine projects on farms.
In the evening the people go to church for vespers.
January 9
The tax collector from Agaña comes out here. He and his staff, accompanied by a native policeman, first go to
Umatac and later in the day they come back to Merizo. They start their work immediately. They occupy Mr.
Perez’ porch as a temporary office. The native policeman has the specific duty of issuing firearm licenses. These
men from Agaña work up to seven o’clock in the evening. The people are given every chance to pay their taxes.
January 10
Joaquin G., Jose R. and Mariano N. harvest rice. Women are invited to help. With sharp knives they cut the
stalks of rice, pile them up in the field and later on they carry the stalks to a dry part of the field where they make
a circular pile, called timulo. This pile will be covered with canvas or mats every day after the gathering of the
stalks by the harvesters. They keep on piling the stalks up in one place. Sometimes the piles are ten feet in
diameter and over six feet in height. The rice is allowed about three days in the timulo so that the threshing will be
easy.
January 11
Other people are harvesting rice at Lengue. My project of smoking the mango is still going on. There appears a
bug which I am sure will be feeding on the mango blossoms. Many farmers of the Gueos valley are plowing for
gardens. Rice planting is still going on in the Gueos valley.
Cristobal M., who is in charge of the water for irrigation, has removed objects hindering the flow of water in
irrigation ditches. No other person is allowed to regulate the water, so Cristobal has to see that irrigation ditches
are not blocked up by coconut droppings or other objects. The Commissioner, according to Cristobal’s statement,
gave him the responsibility of controlling the water. He has to neglect his work to see that the water is running
properly to every field being worked or planted because during this part of the rice project the water is needed
very much. What makes it bad for Cristobal is when he goes away somee people needing much water come to the
ditches and do injustice to others in order to get enough water to inundate their fields. Thus the poor fellow has to
be bothered about his responsibility without compensation.
January 12
Perez and his laborers go out to move his fish weir at Cocos Island. Some people are cutting copra.
Teodoro C. starts planting in his garden. I have planted 180 hills of tomatoes, 60 hills of watermelons and 70
hills of melons. I am still smoking the mango. More bugs have appeared.
F. C. and J. N. are quarreling about the water for irrigation. Both of them need water, and J. N., being close to
the main ditch, blocks the ditch in which the water is running to C’s field so he can flood his field quickly. C.
doesn’t like the idea so he asks me to help them come to an agreement. I decide to divide the water at the junction
of the ditches. They are satisfied and they go back to their fields to work.
Needing greens to cover my newly planted tomatoes, I go to Ylig to get federico leaves.
January 13
The school gardeners planted tomatoes, melons, watermelons and other vegetables. The teachers are asked to
start teaching recitation pieces for the closing-day exercises in March.
The house of Vicente C. is roofed with coconut plaited leaves. So many helpers came to the thatching party
that the thatching started at eight A.M. and was all over by ten A.M.
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Tomas C. and Ignacio A. dried copra.
January 17
The heirs of B. M. argued about the piece of land I was asked to rent by T., one of the heirs who is paying the
taxes on the land. T. needed money to pay the survey fees for the land and asked me to pay it for her and agreed to
let me rent the land for five years at five dollars a year. When the other heirs saw that I had succeeded in making
the mango bloom and I had the land plowed up well for a garden, they told T. to give me back the money and stop
me from doing more work. T. would not agree with the other heirs and finally they decided to go to court.
January 23
The government boat came out to haul copra to Piti. Cruz, Aguigui and Nanganta, all agents of Atkins, Kroll &
Co., sent in copra on this boat. The boat left the pier at about 12:30 P.M.
The son of M. died. The mother suspected the taotaomona\fn{Ancestral ghost} at Mongmong to have made the
child sick because the family were there three days ago. After the child died the father reported the case to the
corpsman. I wonder if the corpsman could restore the life of the child. There are very few people now who are
holding beliefs like the mother of this unfortunate child.
The corpsman went out to see the latrine project on the farms.
January 25
Carmelo A. planted rice. Jose C. is still smoothing up his field. I was surprised to see a neighbor’s garden with
white stones, about the size of a closed fist, attractively placed around each hill of tomatoes. There were about two
hundred hills decorated. I asked my neighbor his idea for doing so and he told me that the garden slugs were
cutting up his plants and he had dipped the stones in lime mixture and placed them around the plants. His plants
are no longer bothered by slugs.
February 1. Flag Day
Pupils in the school celebrate this day by having an informal program in connection with the American flag
and the naval government since the flag was first hoisted here in Guam. They sing patriotic songs and recite short
poems. I give a short talk about the good work of the American Navy all over the island.
February 3
The government boat comes to haul copra to Piti. An executive mass meeting is held in the schoolhouse.
Candidates are nominated for councilman and assemblyman. The chief commissioner speaks about sanitation,
cooperation of the people with the town officials, functions of farmers’ cooperatives and a better farming
program.
February 4
Members of the Guam Congress, commissioners and deputy commissioners go to Agaña for their respective
meetings. Guerrero of Inarajan is being paid from the island government fund to take these people to Agaña and
back to their respective homes every month. Since I am a member of the Guam Congress I have to go to Agaña
for the meeting. We start to Agaña about six A.M. and return about eight P.M.\fn{ Spain ceded Guam to the United States
in 1898 as part of the treaty ending the Spanish American War. Until 1949 the island was administered by the U. S. Navy (except for the
period 1941-1944, when it was occupied by armed forces of the Empire of Japan). Today the (unicameral) legislature contains 21 members,
elected every two years; there is a governor, who is popularly elected every four years; the Guamanians have been U. S. citizens since
1950; and though they are not allowed to vote in U. S. Presidential elections, they have been represented in the U. S. Congress since 1973
by a non-voting member}

February 5
As usual the farmers come to town to find recreation. Some young men play volleyball. Others go swimming
by the pier near the schoolhouse. The poolroom is closed.
The children play “stealing eggs.” They like this game because it demands quick action and alertness. Some
boys play with popguns made of bamboo and use coconut for bullets.
February 9
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With a throw net Pedro B. caught eighteen full-grown atulae\fn{ A fish resembling a mackerel} The school of atulae,
which was hovering in the deep sea south of his house, has moved to the shallow water. He was lucky to catch a
few because he threw his net at the school on its way to the deep sea again. This school has attracted the attention
of nearly every fisherman.
Jose C. is looking for his stray cow. He finds her near the beach at Maneno.
Mr. Cruz’s laborers make copra.
February 10
Five fishermen are waiting for a chance to throw their nets at the school of atulae. Fortunately they each have a
chance but only three of them make a catch.
Jose T. moved out to his farm to stay permanently.
Pedro M. is busy preparing materials for his new farmhouse.
February 12
P.T.A.\fn{Parent Teachers’ Association} meeting is held in the school. Parents are told to prepare materials needed
for the participants in the closing-day exercises. They are also asked to cooperate in building the stage.
The poolroom is still closed. The only recreation to resort to is the cockfight. The young boys play volleyball.
February 13
The soup program is still carried on in the school. The big boys work in the garden. About 80 per cent of the
children go to the district clinic for treatment of sores. The parents come to school to mow the lawn. Aguigui’s
group turns out this week.
Vicente M. and his brothers go out to make copra.
February 14
Juan C. and Gregorio S. are twisting fibers for rope.
A girl comes to my house to barter eggs for kerosene. I give her money for the eggs and tell her to buy
kerosene at the store.
February 21
Ramon G. and his helpers go to Lingai to drop leaves for the roof of his house. He hauls them to town in bull
carts. In the evening his neighbors help him to plait the coconut
February 22. Ash Wednesday
No school.
The people attend the Ash Wednesday mass. Beginning today faithful Catholics do not eat meat and fish at one
meal. Only children under twelve years are allowed to mix fish and meat in their diets.
The farmers do not work on their farms. Those who like cockfighting come to town in the afternoon to witness
the fights. The poolroom is still closed. The young men play volleyball. Some schoolboys swim near the pier.
The deputy commissioner with rope in hand is out looking for his carabao that broke loose last night. It is good
if the carabao does not damage the rice plants in Gueos.
February 24
Many people go fishing. The women go to Aang and Tachog to dig for clams. On Fridays during Lent only fish
and clams or eggs may be eaten by Catholics.
The “Stations of the Cross” are held in the evening in church.
February 25
The rice planters at Janom and Mamao are weeding their rice fields. Jose C. says the irrigation system is
somewhat weak and some fields are getting dry.
I begin to put up the trellis for my tomatoes. Jose C. gives me some bananas in return for some fishing tackle.
Antonio C. and three other boys fish with poles and lines. They come home in the evening with satisfaction.
February 27
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Fishermen from Agaña come out here to fish with nets and spears. About three P.M. they return with about 150
pounds of rock fish. The catch is taken to Agaña.
March 1
The fishermen from Agaña are still fishing here. Mr. Rosario, an ex-serviceman, owns the net the fishermen
are using. I am told by the fishermen that he is getting 50 per cent of the catch for the net and transportation.
A local fisherman asked me if it is proper for the fishermen from Agaña to fish in Merizo. He seems to dislike
the presence of the strangers.
Friday, March 3
The people go to church in the evening for the “Stations of the Cross.” After the prayers in church the Agaña
fishermen play their stringed instruments and sing in the street. The old people think the strangers are not
Catholics because they seem to be merry on Friday during Lent. .March 6. Magellan Day\fn{Guam was probably first visited in 1521 by Ferdinand Magellan for Spain}
The schools are closed. Very few people go from here to Umatac to celebrate Magellan Day. They are busy
plowing and cultivating plants. Jose C. is plowing at Janom. Nicolas A. is also plowing. Many other farmers are
plowing fields for corn.
March 7
The Agaña fishermen are still fishing.
Miguel C. prepares food and drink for his roofing party. Very early in the morning his brothers come to help
him tear down the old thatch. By daybreak tomorrow the roofing party, consisting of relatives, neighbors and
friends, will be ready to put on the new roof. They use aggag\fn{Pandanus tectorius} and coconut leaves. The aggag,
known as fagot, is used to tie the leaves to the supporting sticks.
March 8
V. A., an ex-serviceman, quarreled with A. C. about irrigation ditches. A. does not want the other party to open
up a ditch across his field. V. thought he deserved a way for the water to irrigate his field and opened up a ditch
across A.’s field without permission. They finally quarrelled, and M., a brother of A., had A. and V. come to an
agreement. Later on, V. went to the commissioner and reported M. for libel. The case was sent to the police court
in Agaña where M. was warned and A. was made to dig an irrigation ditch to irrigate V.’s field.
March 11 Election Day
Those who registered on March 5 come to vote. The board of election, consisting of the commissioner and his
deputy and the district patrolman, open the schoolhouse from seven A.M. to six P.M. today. The candidates are as
follows: for councilman, Jesus C. Barcinas and Manuel T. Charfauras; for assemblyman, Jesus C. Barcinas,
Manuel T. Charfauras, and Ramon P. Cruz.
I win the election for both positions but yield to Mr. Charfauras, principal of the school, the position for
assemblyman. He received the next largest number of votes.
The day is windy. It rains in the evening.
The beginning of novenas for St. Joseph.
March 14
Parents come to school to mow the lawn. Acfalle is leading the mowing party.
March 17
The plays for the closing-day exercises are rehearsed again. Materials needed for the stage are prepared.
Teachers come back to school in the afternoon to put up the framework of the stage.
March 18
More work is done on the stage. Parents are busy sewing the costumes for their children who are to take part in
the program. Many people go to Inarajan to participate in the procession of St. Joseph, patron saint of the village.
The termination of novenas for St. Joseph. There are seven novena parties.
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The fishermen from Agaña come out to fish again. This time they will fish for Perez and Aflague. They say
they will stay and fish here up to the day before Holy Thursday.
March 20
The stage is given a finishing touch. Since the play is about a schoolteacher and pupils, we put up a setting of a
schoolroom. White sheets, pictures and blackboards and other school properties are used.
Juan T., owner of the house rented for patrol quarters, tore down the part of the building unoccupied by the
patrolman. He intends to build a kitchen for his son who recently married a resident of Merizo.
March 22
Closing-day exercises.
The teachers were busy rehearsing the pupils for the play from 7:15 up to 8:30 A.M;. The parents came and
filled up the seats, and the children who were not participating in the program were sent home. The town officials
were all present. The official visitors of the day were the governor of Guam, the military aide, the director of
education and the supervising teacher.
Three children graduated from the sixth grade. Chaplain Linaweaver distributed the diplomas. The governor of
Guam made an address which was enjoyed by everyone present. He commended the school garden and the good
work of the teachers. He did not forget the political improvement of the people. After the program the officials
went to Umatac. The parents were entertained by the district orchestra so that most of them stayed in the school
up to about noon.
March 26
The priest baptizes two children today. The child of Jose T. and his wife Joaquina is christened Jose—the
godmother is Rosalia C. The other child is christened Jesus. The godmother is Maria C. The parents are Joaquin
and Magdalena N. The parents of both children live on farms. Father Pastor is kind enough to take the children
back to their respective farms in his car.
March 27
Unfortunately the farmhouse of Juan N. burns down at about 8:30 P.M. The men from town rush up to the
burning house to help put out the fire but they are all too late. A few men with buckets go to sea to get water but
the fire has gone so far that such a slow process is useless.
However, Mrs. N. is very quick in taking her children out of the burning house and not one is hurt. Her
neighbors help her take out the grain they have stored for food. While the fire is going on, the noise made by the
cracking bamboo is like that made by guns.
The fire was started by a rat. The owner of the house was using a coconut oil light and the rat stole the wick
and hid it in the roof.
The other house near it has been saved from destruction. Thoughtful people, seeing it in danger by the fire,
agreed to push down the top of the burning house so the wind would not scatter the flames and start a fire on the
neighboring house.
Three of the Agaña fishermen fish at the mouth of the Merizo Bay with hooks and line. They catch twentyeight redgadao.
Children who are taking part in literary contests go to Agaña. Their parents and teachers accompany them. Two
trucks are sent out here to transport the children.
March 28
The school is open. I tell short stories to the children and send home after recess the very little children who
cannot help with work for the fair. I am not assigned to go to Agaña in order to prepare exhibits for the fair. I
check up among the club members possible articles for exhibition.
Mr. V. came out from Agaña to check up the approximate load to be hauled in to Piti from here. He told me a
motor-sailboat would be sent out here on April 31.
Antonio T. has his house roofed. The thatching party was active and the people were merry. The ladies
prepared food. At noon the party was conducted to Pablo C.’s house where the luncheon was served.
The Agaña fishermen are still here.
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March 29
I take the schoolchildren to the farms to make sure they have made preparations for the agricultural fair. On
our way out we gather forage crops. Everyone enjoys the journey. We meet the children from Agaña near Joutah.
The principal tells me to continue my work and collect more forage crops. We go as far as Maneno when Juan
S. N. invites all the children and me to his watermelon patch. Thinking that the crowd is too big for Mr. S. N. to
treat, I make excuses to continue our journey, but he insists on treating us with watermelons. Thirty schoolchildren eat watermelons to their satisfaction and each one is given one whole watermelon to take home. We give
three great thanks to Mr. S. N. and make our way back to school.
We find the inspection party of deputy commissioner, corpsman and patrolman at Lomlom. We come to town
at one P.M.
The Agaña fishermen are still fishing.
March 30
Today the schoolchildren bring to school their exhibits that are not perishable. All the teachers except the
principal help me label every article. I leave the schoolhouse at six P.M. In the night more exhibits are brought.
The people from town come to school to see the preparations. Most of them stay to help me. Felipe C. and I sleep
in the schoolhouse to guard the exhibits. We get up very early the next morning to continue the work. The boy
goes to Fenile to get his yams and I go to Gueos to get mangoes. We come back to town and open the school at
seven A.M. on March 31.
March 31
More exhibits are turned in to school. All the teachers are at work labeling and recording articles. In town the
parents are also preparing katupat\fn{To prepare katupat, after the bags have been plaited, we boil the water at least fifteen
minutes. We then put raw rice in each bag about half full and dip it in the boiling water until the rice is cooked. Some people season the
katupat with salt. The natives think that the katupat is the most economical way of cooking rice } and other things for luncheon on

their way to Piti. Twenty-six parents and twenty-eight children go to the fair. We leave the pier at 3:30 P.M. and
land at Piti dock at six P.M.
April 2
People who went to the fair returned to Merizo about 3: 30 P.M. Whatever exhibits are returned are placed in
the schoolroom. The owners are asked to come to school to get their things.
The Agaña fishermen are singing in the patrol quarters. Other men are at the cockpit. When the church bell
rings most of the people at the cockpit go to church.
At about eight P.M. a boy, running down the road, is calling for help because there’s fire on the hill burning
toward the town northeast of Merizo. Immediately the conch shell is blown and the church bell is rung, the signals
for fire. Men from various parts of the district come to help put out the fire. With boughs and long clubs
everybody sets to work for about one hour. Even the Padre comes out to help.
All the time during the fire’s progress, Manuel, a young man of able body, is loafing in the streets of the town.
When the flare of the fire is not conspicuous from town he attempts to come up the hill and on his way he meets
someone who tells him that the fire was put out. Manuel leaves and is seen going towards the west end of the
town alone.
Fifteen minutes later another fire is started back of the property of the principal. The men who have been
putting out the fire rush to the second burning spot. Finding that this is too great to be put out, they all stand on
the edge of the west end of the town. The commissioner and I check the men and find that ninety-six men have
come to help, but Manuel is not seen.
The commissioner, his deputy and I go to Manuel’s ranch and we find him lying down and pretending to sleep.
We ask him why he did not try to help put out the fire. He pretends not to know about it. Later on he tells us that
he was late going up the hill when F. A. told him that the fire was out and he went to the other end of the town and
found another fire going on there. He did not stop to help put it out because he was too sleepy so he went to his
ranch and slept.
He is told by the commissioner to appear at his office the next day.
April 3
Manuel is investigated by the commissioner. He makes excuses that he was sick last night and he couldn’t help
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put out the fire. He said that when the commissioner was asking him questions last night he seemed to be
answering the commissioner’s questions in his dreams. The patrolman is called to handle the case. After a brief
investigation he tries to call the police station in Agaña for advice but the telephone is not working well. Manuel
is warned to be ready for a call in case the chief of police should come out for the case. The patrolman writes a
letter to the chief.
April 5
The Agaña fisheimen are still fishing. Nearly all the men in town fish. The old fishermen use spears and throw
nets and the young men use poles and lines. L. N.’s fishing party goes out with drag nets and also Meno’s party.
No one has a good catch except those who fish with poles. They sell some of their fish and still have enough to
provide for their families for two days. My neighbor, Ramon G., alone catches eighty-five good-sized
mafuti.\fn{Lethrinus reticulatus}
The people from the farm come to town to attend the mass on Holy Thursday.
ApriI 6. Holy Thursday
After morning mass the people cut firewood for fuel for two days. Their religious belief is that after noon on
Holy Thursday unnecessary noise is a sin. People in couples go to church every hour to make believe that they are
serving Jesus Christ while he is ill. At three P.M. Christ is considered dead, and the people all go to church to pray
while Christ receives the last rites. The prayer is preceded by the “Stations of the Cross.” At eight P.M. the people
congregate in church again to pray the Rosary. Then they go home and remain very silent. The only instrument
allowed to announce every congregation hour is the matraka.\fn{An instrument used instead of bells in Catholic churches
during Holy Week, made of flat pieces of boards, three of them tied together. When swung they make a noise }
April 7. Good Friday
At six A.M. the matraka announces the time for the mass. The people go to church with money to give to the
dead Christ. They donate in couples, kneeling three times before kissing the wounds of Christ and lastly cast
money into a dish placed beside the crucifix.
In the afternoon about three P.M. the procession starts. The images conveyed in the procession are Jesus of
Nazareth, the Corpse of Jesus Christ and Dolorosa. The images are all church property.
April 8. Holy Saturday
The people go to church in the morning. They still have to abstain from eating meat. Since tomorrow will be
Easter, chickens are penned up for soup and other delicacies. Hogs are slaughtered. In every home there are
preparations for Easter.
April.9. Easter
The church is crowded for the morning mass. The inhabitants of the district wear their best clothes to church.
Very many men, women and children take the Holy Communion. After mass the people hurry home to breakfast.
After breakfast the women cook in their best ways the chickens, pork and vegetables for dinner. Spanish rice is
usually prepared for this day in most homes.
Joaquin N. is holding a party for Nuestra Solidad. I receive an invitation for dinner in his house at noon. I send
him word that I cannot be present for dinner. He sends back another invitation to me to sup in his house in the
evening. Novena parties are held in two homes for Dolorosa.
In the afternoon the poolrom is opened. Not many men go there. There is a cockfight in the cockpit. The
people are merry. In the evening I go to Joaquin’s for supper. There I find a big party of guests seated around two
large dining tables on which dishes of vegetable salads and papaya preserve are set. I am asked to sit among the
guests.
Right away the Spanish rice is served, followed by pork cooked with tomatoes and canned peas. Another round
of Spanish rice with fried chicken and stew is served. While the guests are helping themselves, Joaquin signals
Antonio C., who has been preparing punch, to pass the drinks. This is readily done.
A third round of Spanish rice is followed by pig’s liver in sauce. The papaya preserve is within every guest’s
reach for dessert. Watermelon is finally served.
Another party of guests, ready to take our places, is similarly treated. Then the furniture is moved away from
the middle of the room. Jose G. starts to play his accordion. During this time I thank Joaquin for the hearty meal I
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have had and leave for the church.
I come to church somewhat late and I cannot find a vacant seat or a space wide enough for me to kneel, so I
stand up throughout the service. The church is crowded again. Later on in the night the people walk around in the
streets, all in happy mood.
Not one person is drunk.
April 10. Clean-up Week.
The men at twilight trim hedges around their homes and mow their lawns. They then gather the cuttings, load
their canoes and dump the trash into the sea south of the town. The current will carry it toward the reef.
Everyone is busy painting and cleaning up. Some houses are whitewashed. Rock lime is commonly used.
People whose lots are adjacent to the beach fell trees that make the beach look ugly. Now it is clear and
beautiful on the beach.
Jose M. C. goes to the commissioner to complain that his cornfield has been damaged by stray pigs owned by
Nicolas A. and Jose C. He is told to catch the pigs and present them to the commissioner as evidence. He told the
commissioner to warn the owners of the pigs to be more careful of their pets. Nicolas and Jose stated that their
pigs are always tied up.
I pick fifty pounds of tomatoes in my garden and about twenty-five pounds of melons.
April 12
Fishermen from Agaña come out to fish. They use drag nets.
Mr. Aflague gets tomatoes, watermelons and melons from some local gardeners for the contract of the public
market. He is working for the island government. He is paid thirty-six dollars a month to drive a government car
to the various parts of the island to get vegetables and other farm products needed for the contract. Farmers
making use of Mr. Aflague’s service and the government transportation give a compensation of 10 per cent of
whatever goods they turn in.
April 11
Volunteer laborers work on the irrigation dam. They haul sand to the dam. The sand is put in sacks and the
sacks are carried to the dam by carabaos. The men working on the dam have to work voluntarily two days and on
the third day $1.04 is paid per capita by the island government. The materials needed for this project are furnished
by the island government.
Some fishermen go out to sea looking for schools of mañahag. Not one sighted a school.
April 14
The mañahag are still expected, so the people get up earlier than usual, eat their breakfast and set out before
daybreak for places where the fish are usually caught. They go out in canoes with paddles and poles. They also
take fine seines with which to catch the fish. Fishermen from Umatac also come here to locate schools.
Unfortunately no mañahag appear. People will continue looking for them up to the day when the new moon
appears.
April 18
Ramon C.’s house is roofed. The thatching party is composed of friends and relatives. Ramon slaughters hogs
to feed those who come to help. The ladies also come to help prepare the food for the men who are thatching. The
men have fun in competing in this work.
April 19
The last day the mañahag may be expected. People go out very early to locate schools at Cocos Island, Bile,
Sumay and Papa Sagua Usao. There is no hope of catching mañahag.
The whole town is upset by J. B. in the evening. His father scolded him for drinking much tuba, because J.
appeared to be under the influence of the liquor. He resents his father’s scolding. He takes a club and hits his
father on the head. The blow makes the father stagger and finally he becomes unconscious.
In the meantime J. disappears among the thick sword grass northeast of his father’s farmhouse. When his
father recovers he seeks the aid of the corpsman and the peace officers of the village. J. sets fire to the sword grass
just tifteen feet from the famlhouse of J. C. at Bile.
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The people from town rush to the place on fire as it is announced by the blowing of the community conch shell
and tolling of the bells. The fire is put out and J. is arrested. He is taken to Agaña and locked up to go on trial at
the police court next Monday.
April 20
The parents of J. B. and J. C. are taken to Agaña to testify. They are told to appear at the police court next
Monday. J. is locked up in a dark cell.
April 21
The people have to prepare food and drinks for the pilgrimage from various parts of the island on the
approaching patron saint’s day of Merizo. Cartloads of firewood are hauled to town. Much native rice is pounded
and the heads of the families go around town trying to buy enough meat to be consumed on the day. The
poolroom is open. The women are busy keeping their homes clean and attractive.
About thirty pilgrims have come out from Agaña on the bus and jitneys.
April 22
More people come to take part in the procession tomorrow. Jose P.’s house is the first to be packed full of
pilgrims. Mr. P. slaughters hogs and provides plenty of fish for his crowd of visitors. His sister bakes many loaves
of bread and cakes. The poolroom opens very early in the afternoon. Pedro B. has a booth built where he will sell
refreshments tomorrow.
Strangers come to the village in a continuous stream. Cattle are slaughtered in the abattoir and outside in the
open because there is not enough room for the slaughtering in the government abattoir.
April 23. Procession of St. Dimas, Patron of Merizo
In the morning the church is overcrowded with pilgrims. The priest announces the procession is to start at five
P.M.
The young ladies who are in the Society of the Daughters of Mary build an arch in front of the church. Many
strangers help them. The homes of the villagers are decorated with beautiful curtains on windows and doors.
Pedro B., Tomas C., Jose R. and Jose P. sell refreshments. The poolroom is crowded and also the cockpit.
The homes of the villagers are open for the pilgrims. Free meals are offered and lodging, too. However, after
the procession most of the pilgrims will go away.
The bell tolls for the people to prepare for the procession and again when the procession is ready to start.
About 1,200 people, excluding the villagers, take part in this grand procession. The images carried are San Dimas,
Jesus Nazareno, Dolores and Rosario. The course of the procession is from the church to San Dimas Street and
then to Rosario Street and back to church.
During the procession the villagers under the direction of Lorenzo N. and Julian N. set up a long table in the
churchyard where food is placed free for the pilgrims. Every household in the village by custom gives different
dishes of food for the hungry strangers.
In the evening the people wish entertainment. They ask for dances and some kind of school entertainment.
Since there is nothing to keep the people entertained, they go around singing in the streets. About eight P.M. Padre
Alban shows the crowd his cinema films.
April 24. San Dimas
Today is the patron saint’s day of the village. High mass is said in the morning at five and is attended by about
six hundred pilgrims. Right after mass the pilgrims begin to go to their respective districts. Only those men who
go to the cockfight remain in the village till late. Buses and auto cars transport the pilgrims to and fro. A few old
men and women firmly believe that a pilgrimage for religious purposes should be done on foot.
The cockpit is crowded with spectators. Cold drinks such as beer and soda are sold by Reyes, the man in
charge of the cockpit. The poolroom is also crowded. Soda water is also sold there.
In the evening the last novena for St. Dimas is performed. About eighty-five strangers go to the church for the
novena.
April 27
Antonio C. sells to the villagers about seventy-five pounds of sagsag\fn{Various species of Holocentridae or soldier
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fish}

at ten cents a pound. He caught the fish with hooks and line. He went to the reef last night in a canoe and
attracted the sagsag fish with lights. He makes a living this way.
Jose R. sells forty pounds of carabao mangoes to Frank T. at sixty cents a dozen. Santiago M. hauls from
Jalaujan some firewood in a batanga or sled drawn by a carabao. Jalaujan is an upland and the only transportation
used is the sled. Santiago is working for Jose C.
May 2
People with poles and lines fish at Chona. Meno’s fishing party is fishing on the reef of Babe Island. In the
evening the party returns with a catch of about seventy-five pounds of lagua and hugupao\fn{ Naso lituratus or
Ctenochaetus strigosus} fish. Ignacio A. shifts his fish weir at Cocos Island.
I bought the Merizo lot from Pedro B. for fifty dollars.
May 3. Santa Cruz
Today is the termination of novenas for Santa Cruz. Joaquin F. celebrates this day by having Father Pastor say
a mass in the shrine hut sheltering a wooden cross called Santa Cruz at Aang.
I have recorded a deed of sale for a lot in Merizo in the office of the records and accounts in Agaña.
Vicente N., an idiot, takes the carabao and plow owned by his neighbor, Juan B. and plows among coconut
trees where plowing is not needed. When he becomes tired he leaves the plow and carabao hitched to it among the
trees and goes away.
Two hours later Juan finds that his plow and carabao are not where he left them in the morning. He asks
Vicente if he saw someone fooling around his farmhouse and Vicente tells him that he was the one who has been
plowing. He tells Juan frankly that he used the carabao and plow but he didn’t know what he was doing.
He is just an idiot. Juan, of course, warns him not to plow again among trees.
May 5
A small hut is built by Jose D. Candaso and his neighbors at As-Anite to shelter the image of San Isidro.
May 6
More work is done by Jose C. and neighbors to complete the shrine being built for San Isidro.
May 7
Today is the beginning of the novena for San Isidro. He is believed to be responsible for the showers during the
dry season. Neighboring fanners come to the novena at As-Anite. This novena will be continued for nine
evenings. Estofania G. is the leader of the crowd in prayers.
May 11
The villagers get up very early in the morning to go out fishing for mañahag before daybreak. At about seven
A.M. Jose T. seines a school, about eighty pounds in weight, near Sumay Bay, Merizo. Men, ladies and children
go out in canoes to catch mañahag.
May 12
People from Agaña, Inarajan and Umatac come here to fish for mañahag. Not many are caught. The fishing
will continue up to the day before the new moon.
May 13
More mañahag are caught today than on the 11 th and 12th. The schools are scattered from Sumay (Merizo) to
Olona. Tomas C. catches the most.
The Candaso family prepare baked stuffs and meat for the party to terminate San Isidro’s novena begun on the
7th. Neighbors of Candaso give money to pay Father Pastor for saying a mass for San Isidro tomorrow morning. In
all $7.50 is donated.
May 14
I am invited to attend the mass. Fifty-eight people come to mass and immediately after mass a breakfast is
served. The farmers ask me to lead a project for having a small chapel constructed for San Isidro. The expenses to
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be incurred will be paid by the farmers and the work will be done by volunteers. Moreover, the people say that if a
chapel is erected at As-Anite a public schoolhouse could be erected there also, and the farmers will move out to
farms. I do not promise to lead the project but I tell them that I will do my utmost to help them with this petition. I
leave the party one hour after breakfast, but the eating and merrymaking continue until sundown.
May 15
San Isidro’s novena is terminated. The party was held yesterday because mass was performed by Father Pastor.
Mr. Aflague comes out to get farm produce needed to fill in various orders.
Juan C. is searching for his carabao that broke loose last night. He finds it tied up at Jautan. The carabao has
done damage to Joaquin’s banana plantation. Juan is warned to take good care of the carabao.
May 17
The principal fells shrubs and clears bushes on government land back of the schoolhouse. He says he is doing
it to have the land ready for a school orchard. He and his three sons work there every other day.
May 19
Julian N. is very ill. He is taken care of by the district corpsman. Because he is very sick his relatives go to his
residence at night for the wake.
Mr. Cruz and Mr. Aflague, who are both employees of the Department of Agriculture and members of the
Guam Congress, come to Merizo and hold an informal conference of the farmers in the Gueos valley to form a
farmers’ cooperative to cut down transportation expenses and to facilitate the work of the agent in filling market
orders. I am elected by the farmers to be chairman of the cooperative but I decline the position because I have no
time for it. So the commissioner is elected again. He is given 5 per cent of whatever sales are made by the agent.
May 24
A. M. called me a thief because I picked mangoes from Lot 74 which I bought on May 3. I had the
commissioner warn her to stop her slander and disturbance of the peace. She didn’t pay attention to the
commissioner’s warning. She said she didn’t know that I had bought the lot and she has the right to crop the
mangoes because she smoked it. I told her that the former owner did not tell me that someone was in charge of the
lot. However, I agreed to give part of the mangoes to A. but she wouldn’t take my word. I told her to go to court
and find out about it and not to slander me any time she wishes in public. I know that I could sue her for slander,
disturbance of the peace and trespassing, but she is a widow and somewhat lacking in good sense.
May 26
Ignacio C. split bamboo to fence his garden near his house.
Antonio C. is told to go to court to testify concerning the rice fields of Cristobal M. and Gregorio M. being so
dry that the plants died. The commissioner recommended that Antonio be made to pay the loss of Cristobal and
Gregorio because Antonio once was reported to the chief of police for not allowing people to drain water for
irrigation from his field. The persons whose rice plants are dead do not want Antonio to pay. However, the chief
of police and the commissioner are willing to punish Antonio. He goes to court and he is told to appear again on
June 7.
May 27
The relatives of Julian N. all go to his residence because he is dying. They remain there all through the night.
At midnight coffee and biscuits are served for those who are keeping the wake.
May 28
Julian N. dies.
His children cry long. His coffin is prepared by the village carpenter, Felix M. Julian’s children slaughter pigs
and cook much rice and meat to feed those who come to attend the funeral.
In the evening Julian is buried. Many people attend the funeral.
May 30
Many women go to the residence of Dolores C. to help her in the preparation for the wedding of her daughter,
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Felicita C. Today bread, cakes, cookies and pies are baked for the fandango. Ana Q.’s oven is used. Every time the
oven is used the owner is paid three loaves of bread. Some men also go to help Dolores. They help prepare the
fuel for cooking and do the decorating of the house. Coconut leaves and hibiscus are used for decoration of doors
and windows.
A carabao is slaughtered to feed the people helping Dolores. There is another wedding party going on
simultaneously with the above-mentioned and it’s outside the village at Aba. It is the party of the groom, Jose M.
Pigs and chickens are killed there for the fandango. The baking is also done at Aba in the oven of the groom’s
stepfather.
The water used here is drawn from the village. Five men’s chore is to draw water from the faucets in the
village. They use canoes to haul water to Aba.
May 31
More people go to the fandango at the bride’s and the groom’s. They begin to make merry with all kinds of
songs and jokes. At noon the sponsors of the party have to serve luncheon for everyone present at the parties.
By four o’clock two men are sent to the groom’s party by the sponsor of the bride’s party to invite them for the
dinner at five o’clock this evening. (This is called convite.) The invitation is accepted and at five P.M. the table is
set. Among those present are the bride and groom and the relatives of the groom. The relatives of the bride are
serving.
After the dinner the groom and his relatives go to Aba to prepare for the service of those who would come with
chenchuli.\fn{Gifts} The bride’s party also has to prepare for such service. At about seven P.M. friends and
relatives come to the parties with gifts, especially money for the sponsors of the fandangos as part of their help to
cover expenses involved in the party. Those who come with gifts are served with meat, rice, bread, cakes and
drinks.
After the chenchuli, preparation has to be made by both parties for the complimento. Before midnight the
bride's party is to receive the groom’s party.
The dances start about nine P.M. at both parties but very few people dance. The only instrument played at the
bride’s party is an accordion played by Antonio G. The village orchestra, composed of guitar, tenor banjo,
mandolin banjo and saxophone is engaged by the groom to play for him on his way to the bride’s party.
By eleven P.M. the groom’s party goes to the bride’s residence. It is composed of the groom's relatives—five
ladies are carrying baskets of betel nut and cigarettes to be passed to those present at the bride’s party on their
arrival—and the godfather and godmother of the groom. The orchestra plays marches on the way. Before entering
the bride’s house the groom’s godfather gives the signal that the groom is ready for the complimento, and the
bride’s godmother and godfather ask the groom’s party to come in. The groom is introduced to the bride by the
godparents while the betel nuts and cigarettes and also drinks are passed out.
In the meantime the orchestra is playing the chamorita. Then the dance is opened by the groom and the bride
who are later joined by the crowd. The dancing and chatting goes on up to 11:45 P.M. when all noise is stopped
and the groom’s party has to go back to Aba.
June 1
The wedding of Jose M. and Felicita C. is performed by Padre Pastor in the church of Merizo. The bridal
procession is led by the bride and groom, accompanied by the godparents of each, to the residence of the bride to
kiss the hands of the bride’s parents and later to perform the same ceremony at the groom’s residence. The groom
wears a white coat and trousers and the bride is dressed in white also. She carries a bouquet of white flowers.
Then the groom’s party invites the bride’s party to breakfast at Aba. The invitation is accepted and right after the
breakfast each party goes to its respective place to ptepare for a few minutes’ dancing and merry-making as a
finale to the fandango.
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1
I drew the warm air into miy mouth, and it left a cool trail to my lungs. It wasn’t painful to breathe again, but I
sat on the moist sand and thought about each breath for some time. How long had I been in the ocean?
My wish had been granted, to be among those who walk the land. I thought I returned to the spot I walked out
on my former life, but the shores of my home looked so different. I wanted to run to my home by the river, but my
legs felt heavy. It was like I was in a dream. I clawed at the sand. It was dawn on Guam. I didn’t realize that my
hair had grown so long, like black seaweed that nearly reached my feet. Remnants of my former shape were still
visible on my legs.
There was an occasional roar behind me and I wa not frightened. I had encountered very scary creatures in the
ocean, amongst all the beauty. I just wanted to see my mother and godmother one more time.
I realized my nbakedness and I looked aroud for some form of cover. That’s when I saw towering white cliffs
in the dim morning light.
These weren’t like any cliffs I had ever seen. Bright lights shone through a line of holes. The lin3es on these cliffs
were straight. Some of the structures were higher than the others and I saw movement in them. Were these caves?
I then heard footsteps coming towards me, quick and rhythmic. I pulled my hair forward and it served as a
blanket over my body. The last of the shiny scales disappeared from my legs. I did not move. I did not want
whoever was approaching to see me. I kept my eyes on the sparkling ebony water and wondered if I had made a
mistake in wishing to come home. King, my ocean father, said I could always return if I submerged myself in the
water and swim back to the trench. He warned that it would be the last time he wold grant me the wish to return to
the shore. The change would be permanent.
The clomping feet slowed and I heward heavy breathing. A crackling sound made me shift towards the person
and I heard the woman’s fear in her high-pitched squeal.
“Oh my God!” There was a clattering of sounds as she dropped her brown bag of things.
“Miss? Are you okay?”
I did not understand her words as I pushed my damp hair off my face. It didn’t sound like the language I knew.
Something in me told me she was friendly. I tried to speak, but my words could not escape. I cleared my throat
and then the flood of sounds exploded forth. It was a cluster of odd notes and from the look on the pretty woman’s
face, could tell she was frightened. She stumbled back and I decided not to move. She had her hands over her
ears and a pained look on her face.
“I can’t understand. Is your throat hurt? Damn, you can shatter glass with that voice.”
I cleared my tghroat again, rubbing my hands on my neck. The slits on each side of my neck were nearly
smoothed out. I tried again.
“Guahu si Raina.”
“Oh, I don’t speak Chamorro. Well, I took it in high school, but I don’t remember much. Siñot Benavente
qwould kill me.” The woman poke quickly in her language. She smiled and I was thankful for her kindness.
“Guahu, hmm. You are Raina?”
“Hunggan! Guahu si Raina!” I said.
“Guahu si Maia.”
“Maia. Hafa tatamanu hao?”
“Todu maolek,” Maia jumped up and down. “Awesome. I totally remember that!”
“Taotao Hagåtña yo’.”
“You are from Agana, I mean Hagåtña? This is Tumon.” Maia pointed to the ground.
“Where is your house? I mean, these are all hotels here.”
“Hoh-tels. Este, hotels?”
“Raine, you are totally naked. Here.” Maia gave me her white garment, too short to be a dress. It barely
covered my bosom. Maia turned away so I could dress. I slid my arms into the clothing and waited. Maia turned
around and gasped.
“Oh, Raina, you need to zip the hoodie up, then no one will see your susu.”
“Susu!” I smiled and placed my hands on my chest. She said another word I understood.
“You are too funny, and wow. You are incredibly beautiful. Bunita. Maybe I should call the police.” Maia
pulled on a shiny sliver and it enveloped me in the soft white clothing, covering my chest.
“You only speak Chamorro, huh? Are you from Rota or Saipan?”
I didn’t understand her once again. A manran past us and Maia stood in front of me protectively. I smiled at
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him and he began running backwards. He smiled back at me and nearly stumbled.
“Keep moving, pervert!” Maia yelled at him. She pushed my long hair behind my shoulders and smiled.
“What are we going to do with you? Guma? Where, um, mangge guma or is it, manu guma?”
I smiled and looked around. The rising sun revealed my surroundings. I didn’t recognize anything. I pointed to
the ground again and said,
“Tomhom?
“Yes. This is Tomhom.”
I looked to the water and recognized the cliff I used to swim to as a child. I wondered how long I was with
King in the ocean. I was nearly as tall as Maia. She looked oldenough to be with a man, and old enough to be a
mother. I must be that old too, if not older.
I walked towards the cliff I recognized. My hojme should be close, but I wasn’t very sure. There were so many
white cliffs, hotels, that I wondered if mama would still be living in our house. Maia folowed behind me and
offered a strange, red item from her bag. It was filled with liquid which looked like blood. She opened the top and
let me smell the juice. It smelled sweet, but I didn’t want to drink blood. Maia drank and placed the object under
my nose again.
“Try it. Drink. Um, chagi? Ga-tor-ade.”
I grasped the object and smelled it again. I stuck my tongue into the hole and let the taste settle in my mouth. I
was delicious. Sweet. It was like mango or papaya, but nothing I’ve ever tried. I tilted the object and let all the
sweet juice empty into my moth. I didn’t realize I was so hungry. I returned the mpty container to Maia. I drank
all the juice and I felt ashamed.
“Dispensa yo’.”
“It’s okay. You must be hungry. I’ll follow you to your guma, then I’ll be on my way. I have classes later.”
Maia smiled.
“I don’t know why I even bother, you can’t understand English. Are yousure you’re not from like Tinian or
somewhere?”
I followed closely behind Maia. The ground switched from sand to rock to a black sheet of hardness. My feet
had not been used in so long my grunts of pain did not gounnoticed by Maia. We reached a large shiny box. It was
red too. The round black objects holding the red box up were as tall as my waist.
“This is my Jeep. I think I have an extra pair of zori for you.” Maia opened a door and pointed to a chair.
“Get in. Um, siya.”
I pulled myself up. It was like climbing a tree. Maia giggled as I’m sure my dagan was in her view.
“Wait!” She ran to the back of this Jeep.
“Here. Put these shorts on and these zoris.” She grabbed my legs and placed them\fn{ The text has: it} in the
garment, pulling it up and dressing me like I was a child. She then helped me into the Jeep.
The glorious sunshine unveiled the rest of the island. I did not recognize anything except for coconut trees and
latte stones, which must have shrunk since I was last here. I wondered if this was even Guam. Did King bring me
to the correct shore?
Maia hopped into the chair next to me and smiled. She placed a tiny obj4ect into a hole and twisted it. The
loud roar of this thing she called a Jeep startled me. I grasped the chair and stuck my head out of the window.
“No! Raina. I’m sorry. It’s just the Jeep. It’s a loud one. Please, sit down.”
The ground was so far from my perch, I did what I was told. Raina grabbed a stick by a large black circle and
pulled it. The Jeep moved backwards and I held onto the door., This time I stifled my scream. As 4the Jeep moved
forward the breeze helped me relax. Raina pointed to a group of silver and black circles.
“Music?”
I srugged my shoulders and pointed to the circles too.
“Mu-zic”
Maia pushed a black circle and a loud blaring and pounding started.
“Oh, crap! Sorry!” Witrh a twise of her wrist, the pounding lowered in volume and a beautiful female voice
began singing in thelanguage Maia spoke.
We continued on a patch and the trees and hotels blurred from the speed. When we stopped, I saw other
colorful boxes of different sizes around me. People, different tyoesof people look3ed up at me. I smiled and they
smiled in return. Why was Guam so different? It looked different and smelled different. Maia didn’t even speak
Chamorro. My chest tightened as I thought of the possibility of my mama being dead. Would my mam be gone
too?
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“We’re in Hagåtña now. Where do I go? I don’t know of any homes around here. Maybe you mean Hagåtña
Heights?”
I saw the shoreline and smelled the rich ocean air. Nothing was familiar. The green I was used to was replaced
by squares and large structures that looked like the hotels. Then something caught my eye. It was a fish girl like
me.
“Maia!” I pointed to a green clearning and a bridge.
“What? Do you see yuour house?”
I placed my airm on Maia’s shoulder and pointed to the fish girl I saw. Within a few moments, Maia rotated
her Jeep and stopped. I started to climb out the small window, but Maia pulled me back, reached over me and then
the door swung open.
I jumped out and began running, the hot ground was hard under my feet, but it didn’t hurt with the zori on. I
stumbled a few times and then I saw her. She was frozen. Unmoving. A fish girl not in the water. I reached out
slowly ane touched her tail. Hard and warm. Was she real? Was she made of stone? Did someone turn her into
stone? Her skin was one color, as dark as the night. Her hair covered one susu and she was looking to the sky. Her
fish tail was covered in scales larger than I had.
“Listen, Raina. Don’t go off running like that.” Maia was breathing hard.
“Hayi? I pointed to the fish girl.
“That’s Sirena. She’s our mermaid legend. You know girl and fish? Palao’an yan guihan?”
I looked at her again. The fine features of her stone face did not look like mine. Why didn’t she move? I
walked around her. I pushed on her hard back. Nothing. Maia began to giggle.
“What ever are you doing, Raina? Hafa?” I shook my head and said,
“Palaoanyan guihan,” This was not the home I wanted to return to. Nobody here was like me. Nothing made
sense. I looked across a path of gray with traveling shiny boxes and saw the ocean. I tugged on the little shiny tab
on the white garment Maia let me wear. I handed the clothing to Maia. I looked at the statue again and pulled my
hair over my chest to cover my susu. I wiggled out of the other clothing and kicked off the zoris.
“What are you doing, Raina? You’re going to cause an accident!”
I began to walk to the water, the only thing I knew now. I looked back to Maia and waved. She stood with her
mouth open, but did not move. My feet padded over a patch of grass, then more hard, gray trails. When I reached
the sand, Maia was gone. Her red Jeep was in motion. I stood at the shore’s edge and let the warm water lick my
toes. I turned around to find a few people watching me now. As I looked at the rising cliffs beyond the motionless
fish girl, I saw a landscape I vaguely remembered.
This was not my home. I had been gone too long and now everyone I loved must be gone. When I became a
creature of the sea, I left at this location and mama and nina were on the shore. But, the place my house should
have been was overtaken by these hotels. I saw Maia stop her Jeep and run towards me.
“Raina! Where are you going? Wait. My auntie’s coming. You can tell her where your home is, she speaks
Chamorro. Please.”
I smiled at Maia, the girl who clothed me and greeted me and was protective. I waved and turned to the ocean.
My feet began to tingle and I knew my re-transformation was beginning. I walked towards the horizon until the
warm water was deep enough. I dove in and swam parallel to the shore. Maia ran and kept up with me. My legs
locked together and the bones became soft. My change did not hurt like the first time. I knew what to expect. I ran
my fingers along my waist and felt the scales. I emerged from the water to see Maia again, this time she was waist
high in the warm ocean water. I wanted her to know what I was and I didn’t want her to think I was a girl lost.
I swam up to her quietly and swiftly under water. I peeked my head up from the blue. She was startled still
looking out to the spot she watched me submerge.
“Raina, I can help you. Please.” She held her hand out to me. I took it.
“"Si Yu’os Ma’ase, Maia. Guahu si Raina. Guahu Palao’an yan guihan.”
I released her hand and swam away from her. I dove and waved my fins above water. My revelation had the
effect I wanted. Maia had the same surprised face my mama had once. She looked around to see if anyone else
might be witness to what she was seeing. The few people walking continued on their paths.
As the distance increased between us, I plunged into the deep and propelled myself out of the water. The air
was cool as I floated to the clouds. I waved my tail one last time and broke my return to the warm water with my
hands. I raced to the trench, ready for the second time in my life to be one with the ocean.
2
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“Grandma’s dead, Toni.” Roque said over the phone.
Good! I thought.
“That’s terrible,” I said.
“Can you make it home for the funeral? It’s in ten days, since dad’s waiting for Auntie Checha to fly out from
Virginia, Space A.” My brother asked like I had a choice in the matter.
“lt’s just like grandma to die during my finals week,” I thought.
“I’ll start checking flights on-line,” I said.
*
My brother’s call lit a fuse in me. Anger tried to find space in my head, where stress was the current tenant. I
had two final exams tackled and three to go, and now this crap about grandma dying. My dad’s mom was the last
of the quartet of grandparents to go. My least favorite one, not only because I was bestowed with her antiquated
name, but because she was a mean bitch. I have the welt marks on my butt and thighs to prove it. The scars on my
forearms, barely visible to others, bur permanent with the memories of her thick nails pinching me in church or at
her ranch only allowed resentment to fester in my soul. I was the only grandchild of ten to be awarded such
treatment.
“Toni!” My pseudo boyfriend called from outside my apartment building.
I took my time reaching the window; the air was still cool even though the Hawaiian sun blazed high in the
sky. I traded off a college education on Guam for another island paradise where I could still wear shorts and tanks
and zoris comfortably. It was also good to be freed from my parent’s controlling clutches. The first day I arrived
in Hawaii, I treated myself to a tattoo on my right hip. A Yin and Yang meant rebellion lying beneath my clothes.
“Toni! Get down here.”
“God, Tyler! Can’t you just text me or call like a normal person?”
“Isn’t this more romantic? I’m beckoning while your heaving breast hang over your balcony. Toni-punzel, let
down your hair! Want me to sing?” It took all my self-control not to hurl my potted sunflower at him.
“Please don’t! I’ll be down soon.” I grabbed my keys and headed for the stairs as a tone deaf Tyler began a
serenade.
Tyler was as third generation Japanese-American in Hawaii. His physique caught my attention first. His long
surfer-boy hair was a surefire way to piss off my dad. Tyler’s face was easy to look at, but ir was his overall lack
of fire that left me wanting more.
My dad let it slip to grandma that I was dating him and I could imagine her muyo’ and the disapproving click
of her tongue. The first thing she asked was if I was “shacking up with the Jap.” Grandma was a survivor of the
Japanese occupation on Guam and she found it ironic that our island was now being sustained by Japanese
tourism. Part of me knew that I continued to date Tyler because it irked my grandma. I wondered what would
become of our relationship now that she was dead.
I lead the way to our usual haunt. I shoved my hands in my pockets so Tyler couldn’t hold my hand. He settled
for inserting his hand in the back pocket of my jean shorts. We settled into the booth we visited a hundred times.
Even with the lunch crowd, our order came quick.
I stared into my bowl of ramen as Tyler rattled on about his finals. He was a criminal justice major and I was a
history major. For someone who wanted so badly to leave Guam, I don’t know why I decided to minor in Pacific
Islander Studies. All my research was Guam based. I guess you do what you know.
The steam from the perfect universe of my ramen enveloped me and I realized that I should have been securing
a ticket home. I should have been studying too, but my brain was numb as Tyler was quoting his Facebook posts,
like I didn’t already read them.
“My grandma is dead.” I spoke into the bowl. I wanted Tyler to stop talking.
“Whoa. I’m sorry. Don’t you hate her? You said so once.” He slurped his steaming noodles.
“When did I ever mention her before now?”
I looked up at Tyler and stabbed my chopsticks in my soup, ruining its perfection. Tyler squirmed and made a
face. He once told me that it was bad luck to stab my food with my chopsticks. I was supposed to rest the
chopsticks on the brim of my bowl. If I accepted that cultural practice, then maybe Tyler would think I loved him.
I made it a point to never speak about my family to him because I never intended on becoming Mrs. Tomita.
The less he knew about me, the easier it was to break ties.
“Last week. You were way drunk, dude.” I hated it when Tyler called me “brah” or “dude.”
“I don’t think so. You must have been drunk.” I said.
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“I quote, ‘My grandma is a wicked witch who lives in a cave on Guam. She eats babies and uses their bones
for jewelry.’ I thought you were explaining another Guam legend to me, brah.”
I glared at Tyler and realized that I would say something as venomous as that. I also realized that Tyler knew
entirely too much about me, the real me. It was time to release him from my little bubble. I slowly untied the
raffia bracelet dotted with small red hibiscus beads—a gift on our first and only Valentine’s together. I slid it
across the cold blue table, along with a wrinkled twenty dollar bill. I couldn’t expect Tyler to pay for our last
meal.
“It’s time.”
“Time for what?” Tyler asked. His little boy giggle was not so charming now. “You haven’t even touched your
noodles, dude. Are we breaking up? Are you serious?”
“Time to end this. Not hungry. Yes and yes.” I answered Tyler’s questions. My chair screeched like an angry
owl as I stood to leave the diner.
“You bore me, brah and graduation is around the corner. I’m not sure about grad school, dude. I can’t even
afford it. Anyway, I’m going home to Guam to bury the witch.”
*
Two days and three final exams later, I was still in Manoa. I didn’t purchase my ticket yet. I ignored the
barrage of text messages and phone calls from Tyler, which increased when I changed my Facebook page status to
“single.” I was ready to do some shopping when the letter carrier for our building was stuffing mail into the boxes
in the lobby.
Aside from all the junk mail, I received a letter from Guam. It was addressed with my full name, Antonia Rae
Cruz. The script was wiggly, almost like a child wrote it. I didn’t recognize the writing until I looked at the
sender’s name and address. It was postmarked two days before my grandmother died. The sender’s name, Antonia
Q. Cruz was written in blue ink.
I automatically started for the stairs and headed back to my apartment.
I held the letter for about five minures before I could move again. I looked around my small apartment like I
might see grandma sitting in my bean bag chair or glaring at me in the reflection of my mirror. It was sunset and
the eerie quiet of the evening didn’t help me shake the fear that I might be mafa’nague. I sniffed the air for rotting
eggs or perfume, remembering stories from my family of being visited by the dead. I sat at the edge of my bed
and the envelope, beige from aging was thick and heavy.
I snapped open my cellphone and called my dad.
“Girl! Did you get your ticket or what?” Dad wasn’t much for greetings.
“I’m working on that dad. I just finished my last final.”
“What the hell? We need your help with the rosaries. The funeral is this Tuesday. Laña, girl.”
“Dad?” I spoke gently. He did after all lose his mother. “I just received something from grandma in the mail.”
I could hear my father’s breathing quicken, my twittering aunties speaking in Chamorro in the background
filled the silence. I could imagine them in our backyard kitchen, cutting or mixing or marinating food for the
rosary.
“When did she send it?” Dad's voice was low and serious. He must have walked away from the relatives since
the conversations faded out.
“The postmark is two days before she died, the eleventh.” I caught myself whispering too.
“Antonia, you better open it, read it and call me back.”
My father hung up. I threw my phone on my bed and began picking at the sides of the envelope. This was not
the newer self-adhesive envelope. I envisioned grandma with her shaky hands licking this to seal it.
I could see the tattered box of envelopes from the 1990’s that grandma kept on her dusty dresser. She stopped
needing them for anything more than funeral donations since the parish priest provided pre-marked donation
envelopes with parishioner’s names—a shady way to keep tabs on who was donating what so it could be listed in
the weekly mass newsletter. Antonia Q. Cruz $10.00—ranked by the amount donated.
I inserted a plastic knife into the side of the flap. I pushed and ripped through carefully. There were five pages
folded haphazardly. The bulk would explain the five stamps. The letter was typed. I smelled grandma’s home
wafting up from the pages—a mixture of mould, Tiger Balm and flowers. A flood of memories, mostly bad,
emerged in my head. I cleared my mind and began to read grandma’s letter.
Antonia,
I love you. My time is short. You are a good girl. I am happy you are in college. I hope that you are studying. You
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make me proud. I don’t know what you are studying and I should have asked. Your dad cannot even explain it to me.
Your mom said its Pacific studies.
I also should have bought a calling card to call you. I am very sick. I am writing you this letter because I know how
you hate your grandmother. But, I love you still.
I hope you realize that you are like a Xerox copy of me. Not only your name, but even your birth month. I was so
hard on you, pinching, yelling, smacking you because you reminded me of myself. I didn’t want you to turn out like
me. I was jealous of you too. You get to go to school. I didn’t. My father was a hard and unloving man, and I am the
same way. My father, your great-grandfather Justo, took me out of school when I learned to write my name. He told me
that that would be all I needed in life. To learn how to sign my name.
I hope that you and Tyler are doing well. I know he’s Japanese and no matter what I say about them, I have my
reasons. My father caught me once speaking to a very handsome young Japanese soldier. The scar on my neck, the
marks on my back, I can only say that after that day I never looked at another Japanese person again. And, my anger at
my father could not be stronger than my obedience. Your father, my wonderfu son does not know much of this. I didn’t
want him to view his grandfather in a bad light.
Your father, well, he did everything he could to help you go to college. He wanted you on Guam, but he knew you
were ready to fly. To get out of Guam. I understand. If I had a choice while I was young, I would have been on the first
canoe out too.
I was never nice to you. I want what is best for you, so I have set aside a few of my belongings. I know your mother
said you want to go to more college. I say go as far as you can with that. Come back to Guam only if you want to, but
please take care of your family.
The house that I have lived in for thirty years, although not fancy, is now yours. The land is big and very good for
growing. Your uncles and aunties will be mad for a long time at you and me, but I don’t care. It’s yours to do as you
please. Just take care of my orchids girl. They’re like my nenis.
The gold necklace with Saint Jude is yours. I hope you remember that I love you and that I’m sorry that I didn’t
show it more.
Lastly, this is my savings account book and the will I changed last month. I leave the money in my account for your
additional college. Again, someone in the family is going to be pissed off but you fly with this, the family can fight over
the rest of my belongings: and the ranch in Piti.
Your mother is typing this letter for me as I speak. She is a great woman and your dad is lucky to have her. I told her
not to tell your dad about this. I wanted it to be between us girls. Take care of mom and dad and your little brother.
Family is important and don’t wait to be an old lady like me to find this out. I’ll see you at my funeral.
Love, grandma
Antonia Quenga Cruz

Grandma's closing lines made me shiver. The last page had grandma's gold necklace taped on the white paper.
It looked like a science specimen. The oval shaped hunk of gold was large and showy, and now it was mine. I
ripped open the clear tape, clutched it and started to cry. I opened the savings account booklet. The final balance
was twenty five grand and change. Graduate school was in my grasp now. The house in Asan was also to be mine.
I couldn’t take all this in. I was overwhelmed with guilt and the grief of losing my grandma finally became
real. I felt cheated for not having the opportunity to know the real person behind the anger.
I grabbed a duffle bag and stuffed it with several clean outfits. Within ten minutes I was in a taxi headed to the
airport.
*
“So, Toni? What ever happened to the house in Asan?”
A mouse of a girl in the middle of the auditorium asked. It was near the end of my first semester of graduate
school and final speeches were underway.
My speech tied in my grandmother to the matrilineal lines of property ownership on Guam. I smiled at my
classmate.
“It’s Antonia, by the way. Well, I let it go.”
“Excuse me?” She sat taller and her blue eyes grew wider.
“I didn’t want to incite a civil war within my family, so I let it go. The bickering over the land and home
started before I even reached the island. My grandmother’s children decided to sell and split the profits.
Everyone’s happy.”
“But, you’re not upholding the Chamorro custom of passing land through matrilineal lines.”
“I am carrying on a different line, an intellectual or academic line for my grandmother. I’ll return home to
Guam one day to find my own plot of happiness. Besides, my female cousin bought the house.”
Another hand shot up in the cluster of graduate students near the exit and I recognized the tattooed arm right
away.
“So, did you change your name from Toni to Antonia because you discovered your grandmother wasn’t a
witch?”
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Tyler’s voice projected. The entire audience turned to him and he blushed, but he kept his eyes steady with
mine. My professor had almost a hundred students in her class; she was unaware that the outburst was from a
squatter.
“I discovered that my grandma was a strong Chamorro woman who had the fire to succeed, but no path to
follow. She was engulfed by her own passion and was misdirected with how she raised her children and
grandchildren. Her life came full circle because she realized her mistakes and for that. I have chosen to forgive
her and honor her memory. I enjoy using my full first name. Hearing it reminds me of her. Just as my
grandmother saw life with new eyes, even if it was when she realized her mortality, I too see everything and
everyone with new eyes.”
Tyler smiled warmly and held to his lips the raffia bracelet that was once mine.
3
Kim dug her toes into the dark sand; the remnants of her pale pink pedicure reminded her of the prior month
when she’d had one final bonding adventure with her ten-year-old daughter. Warm morning air drifted through the
tent and the Afghanistan sunrise was slinking over the horizon. If she was home, her baby boy, Gus would be
nestled in her arms. If she was home she would be listening to the soft snoring from her husband. And if she was
home, Ha’ani, her beautiful, doe-eyed daughter would be up watching CNN,\fn{ Cable News Network} worried about
her soldier mother’s role in the war.
Kim looked around at the weary, but resting soldiers. This would be her family for the next twelve months. She
did not want to think about her true family on Guam. She had not found enough strength to pull out the last
portrait they took on Easter in Korea. Kim kept it safely tucked in her journal. Kim remembered the day she told
her daughter that she was deploying to Afghanistan.
*
“Captain Mom?” Ha’ani called from the kitchen. “What would you like for breakfast?”
It was Christmas morning in Korea. (Kim was happy her family reunited with her after being in Korea solo for
a year.) She struggled with the reality that she and her troops could be part of the 30,000 military boost to
Afghanistan. It would mark yet another separation from her loved ones. Kim decided to keep her third
deployment to herself until after the holidays, and maybe even after they moved stateside.
Kim watched her daughter pull out plates and pans. A fresh pot of coffee was already brewing. Creamer and
sugar lined up next to Kim’s favorite purple coffee mug. Eggs beaten in a bowl, bacon sizzled in a pan and
waffles in the toaster were ready to report for duty. She knew she would miss these savory scents when she was in
the desert.
“You are the best daughter, Ha’ani. And a great cook. Grandma and Grandpa would be so proud.”
Kim tiptoed to kiss the top of her firstborn’s curly ebony locks. She didn’t want to interfere with her daughter’s
work stations. She realized that in another year, her daughter would match her in height at the very least. She
wondered to herself if she was ever as mature as Ha’ani at that age.
Kim never envisioned being a captain in the Army and a mother of two. She did not see herself ever leaving
the safety of her tropical island of Guam. When Kim was ten, she only saw one week ahead of her. She did not
have the internet to explore the world and its issues. She did not have parents who sanitized her every thought or
move. Kim played in the dirt, she carried on at the neighbor’s house until dusk, and she dove into dinner without
washing her hands.
Today’s world, as advanced as it was, was still barbaric. War still existed. Almost thirty years old and Kim was
an action figure.
“Mommy, I’ll wake daddy and get the baby ready for breakfast.” Ha’ani’s sweet voice pierced into Kim’s
reverie.
“No, sweetie. Why don’t you sit with me for a bit. Let’s just enjoy our meal together. We’ll wake the boys soon
and then rip into our Christmas gifts.”
Ha’ani, named after the Chamorro word, “day,” sat as directed in the dining chair that Kim patted. She brushed
her daughter’s curls behind her ear and played with Ha’ani’s ruby studded earrings; a gift to her daughter when
Kim returned from her first deployment.
“Mom? Are you okay?”
“Yes. Just wondeting why you’re growing up so fast.”
“I am not. I’m only ten.”
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“Then you’ll be twelve, then sixteen, then in college, then a career woman, then a wife and mom. Then ruler of
the universe.”
“I don’t want kids.”
Han’ani’s statement nearly rocked Kim off her seat. She never considered herself grandmother material, but
the fantasy fluttered in the back of her mind. Before she could absorb her daughter’s words, Kim decided to let
her explain her position.
“Okay. Why is that, sweetheart?”
“If I’m going to be a captain in the Army like you, I don’t want the kids I'd have to leave with their father to be
sad. It’s hard being sad and away from someone you love. It’s not fun worrying about whether they’ll be okay.
This war has been going on since I was Gus’s age, so it might just continue when I’m old enough to join. So, no.
No kids for me. Maybe I’ll get married when I’m retired at 50 or just get some dogs or travel Europe.”
“Oh, honey. The world will be better off by the time you become an adult.”
Kim said the hollow words and she couldn’t reflect the truth in her eyes. She felt like a fraud for saying it out
loud, but she wanted to be positive. Ha’ani was exposed to so much of the bad just from the news.
“Will it mom? How do you know? How will any of us know that?”
Kim’s daughter wasn’t being defiant, she genuinely wanted the truth. She wanted her mother to place that
heavy, warm security blanket on her and make it stay put. Kim was going on her third deployment. She knew it
was hard on her children, but this had become a. dream of hers when she finally discovered herself in high school.
Excelling in sports and joining the Junior ROTC\fn{Reserve Officer Training Corps} had been a beneficial move in the
right direction. At least that’s what her patriotic, retired Army father thought.
“You want the truth, Ha’ani? You’re a smart girl. You know why mommy is an Army Engineer. You know why
we live in Korea and bounce around every few years.”
Ha’ani did not break her intense gaze with her mother.
“This war may continue for many more years. I am doing my part to better our lives. It’s not just the money.
It’s the opportunity my military career offers. And, I’m not just doing this for our family. It’s for American
families. It’s for those less fortunate.” Kim lowered her voice to a whisper and leaned into her daughter’s cherubic
face.
“I haven’t told daddy this yet, but next summer. when you’re getting ready to start middle school, mommy has
to leave on deployment again.”
Ha’ani’s eyes swelled with emotion. Kim saw her daughter will herself to remain calm and the tears never fell.
She reached for her child’s hands, still pudgy with baby fat and squeezed.
“Go ahead, mommy. I’m listening. I’m okay.”
“I’ll be off to Afghanistan this time. I should be able to keep in regular touch. The good news is that you and
daddy and Gus will be on Guam for the year I’m gone. So, you’ll have Grandma and Grandpa to visit and all your
uncles and aunties and cousins.” Kim realized that she was saying all of this for her own peace of mind.
“It’s not the same as having you with me.”
“You’re absolutely right, but it sure beats being alone on a military base in winter, right? You do hate the cold.”
Ha’ani smiled and Kim imagined that her daughter was envisioning backyard barbecues, Liberation festivities
in July, swimming in the warm waters of Tumon and being near her favorite cousins, Isa and Manny.
“It would be nice to wear shorts and tank tops again. And my flip flops.”
Ha’ani smiled, stood and resumed preparing breakfast. Kim gripped her coffee mug and focused on the
swirling cream to keep from losing it.
*
Kim dug her toes into the nearly white sand. The warmth of the day reminded her that she was finally home.
The balmy Guam breeze played softly through her longer locks. The salt and pepper of her hair matched her
husband’s, and she was glad for the chance to let loose, to relax and not tliink about military regulations. Her
retirement came at a prime moment. Being back on Guam to work as a recruiter and help with Ha’ani’s
blossoming family and career was a pleasant change. To have a constant was refreshing to Kim.
“Captain Grandma! Look, a blue starfish!” Kim’s granddaughter, Penelope, called from her perch at the
ocean’s edge.
“Penny, baby, don’t touch. Grandma is coming.”
The noon sunshine was dazzling in the child’s bouncy ochre curls. Kim lost herself for a second and was
transported back in time to when she frolicked on the beach with a toddler Ha’ani. As a young mom, she was
more agile then, hopeful about her burgeoning military career. Her crackling knees and the angry knots in her
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back reminded her that she was nearly used up by the war, but not broken.
“I want it Captain Grandma! Why can’t I just grab it?”
“Why?”
Why indeed, Kim wondered. Penelope had the same smarts and curiosity that Ha’ani possessed at age four.
“You know what, neni Penny? Go ahead. Grab that starfish and make a wish. It’s pretty right?”
Penelope stepped bravely into the warm water and reached for the blue star. She held it in the air triumphantly
and waddled her way gingerly towards Kim.
“Here, Captain Grandma. It’s for you. It’s your prize.”
“My prize?”
“Yeah! Your reward for being a good Captain Grandma. And for making my Doctor Mommy in your belly one
hundred years ago.”
Penelope placed the stiff blue creature on Kim’s white t-shirt, as she laughed heartily at her grandchild’s
concept of time. The honor surpassed any medal or ribbon she received in the last twenty years of service.
4
The first time Angel walked into Don’s Guam History class, her familiar face struck him. Don noticed how the
boys, sweaty from playing catch in the courtyard, fidgeted in their seats and eyed Angel as she glided to her desk
front and center. Angel was aware of the effect she had on the opposite sex, her usual choice of attire was jean
shorts and fitted 80’s rock band t-shirts. Her black hair was long, flowing and goddess-like. She played up eyes
that were already naturally stunning by adding mascara. A swipe of pale pink gloss was enough to draw attention
to her pillow lips.
Angel’s floral perfume filled the room, which was a welcome contrast to the stink the boys brought with them
every afternoon. Don understood fourteen-year-old boys and knew that if he was in their age group, he would be
watching her too.
“Mr. Perez? When is our report on the villages due again?” Crystal, the star student of the freshman class
asked. The tardy bell had not rung yet.
“Next Friday, and don’t forget the interview questions everyone—well, whoever’s listening.”
Don watched as Crystal’s gaze went from him to Angel. Angel was fanning herself with a teen magazine, the
bronze actor on the cover was shirtless with a cheesy grin. Crystal rolled her eyes and asked Don if he could
remove the butcher paper on the whiteboard so she could start copying notes.
“Damn, Crystal. You’re such a nerd. Obviously, Mr. Perez isn’t ready. By the way, nice tie, Mr. P. Very
Dogwarts.” John said, a large boy who was repeating the class for the third time.
“Shut it, Dumb Juan. And, it’s Hogwarts. I’ll tell your mom that you’re cussing in class, again.”
“I know what I meant, and I meant Dogwarts!”
“Okay enough you two. Notes in a minute, let me finish attendance and I want to talk about the Chamorro
language project we’re doing with Siñora Aguon’s class.”
Don fidgeted with the end of his polka dot tie. It was a graduation gift from his girlfriend and she insisted that
he wear it. Paired with his fitted short sleeve linen shirt, he felt like a hulking wizarding nerd.
A collective grumble rose from the class of twenty students upon hearing about another project. Crystal was
militantly attentive and Angel smiled brightly at Don. This left him unnerved because he had caught her several
times in the last week staring at him. He knew it started the previous Friday, when she fished for a compliment.
“Mr. Perez, I’m thinking of getting my hair chopped off. Pixie-style.”
She placed her latest magazine on his desk and leaned over, pointing to a young Disney starlet’s do. Don had
taken a step back to maintain his personal space. Don said,
“Angel, you would look nice with any haircut, but I like long hair. It’s really up to you.”
He regretted the compliment immediately. Angel kept her hair long.
At the end of the class, Angel remained in her seat lingering over her magazine. Don noticed without looking
and cleared his throat loudly as he packed his briefcase.
“Everyone have a good weekend. Crystal, don’t shut the door, please.”
She looked again at the empty classroom, save Angel and Mr. Perez. Her face asked Don if she should stay. He
smiled at her and nodded dismissively. Don was following the principal’s policy. One student in the room, the
door must be left open.
“Angel. Don’t you have to get home?” Angel rose fluidly from her desk and approached him.
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“Mr. Perez. I was wondering, since you’re still a new teacher and only about eight years older than all of us,
why can’t we just call you Donald. Or Don, if you prefer.”
Angel kept her brown eyes on Don’s face. She pulled her long black hair forward and continued fanning
herself with her magazine. She played with [the] hem of a new t-shirt, Joan Jett’s face stretched tight over her
chest.
Don’s jaw dropped and clamped shut just as quick. The situation wasn’t something he learned about in his
Introduction to Education course. It wasn’t a scenario his mentor, only five years his senior prepared him for. He
knew there was a faction of younger, hip teachers who wanted to be called by their first names, but he didn’t want
to be friends with his students. He knew inside, Angel was angling for something more. Don clutched his tattered
briefcase, the one his father gave him when he started college. It had made him feel like a real adult. The room
became stuffy to Don even with the door wedged fully opened. Angel seemed aware of his unease, smiled wider
and took a step closer to Don’s desk.
“What are your parents’ names?” Don asked quickly as if he was thwarting an attack.
“Why, Don? You’re going to call them because of my simple request?” Angel giggled.
“No, just wanted to know if we’re related. Guam’s so small and all. Because if you’re my cousin or something,
then maybe you can call me Don, that’s only outside of the classroom, outside of school.”
“Cool. It’s like let’s make a deal or something. You’re too cute, Don. My mom is Analicia Guerrero. My dad is
a jerk and I care not to speak about him.”
Angel’s eyes became dark and she furrowed her brows minutely. She stomped out, kicked up the door stop
swiftly, then slowly closed the door. She kept her gaze on Don and smiled. Once the door clicked shut, Don
exhaled.
As the weeks went by, Angel made her flirtations more public. Don was about to reach the teachers lounge
when Angel reached from behind and covered his eyes with her hands. She was nearly as tall as he was. He could
smell her scented hand lotion and her manicured nails scratched his eyebrow. Don recognized her perfume and
felt his insides churn, disgusted that he was familiar with her fragrance. He grabbed her hands and turned around.
“Angel! Don’t ever do that.”
Don switched his scowl off to smile as a young choir teacher waited to get into the lounge. He stepped aside
and Angel followed his lead.
“You’re not supposed to be down this wing anyway.”
“Oh, Don. Sorry I scared you.” Angel then turned to Mr. Lee, the art teacher ready for retirement, as he
approached. Don watched how Angel mesmerized his colleague.
“Hey, Mr. Lee! You’re looking younger these days, sirl”
The old man’s large smile revealed coffee and cigarette-stained dentures. Don and Angel both flinched.
“Have a good day, Mr. Lee. You should really think about my suggestion of dying your hair black.” Angel
snapped her attention back to Don.
“Angel, you better call me Mr. Perez. Why are you here? Is there something I can help you with?”
“There are many things I can think of.”
Angel paused to see Don’s reaction. He kept his face blank and began to reach for the doorknob.
“Kidding, Mr. Perez. I just wanted to know if I could interview my mom for the project instead of a
grandparent. All of mine are …” Angel acted out a scene of tying a noose around her neck and hanging herself.
She stuck her tongue out and rolled her eyes.
Don found her disturbing and wanted to escape. He could feel his reputation falling through his fingers just
being in her presence. Another teacher passed the duo and even greeted Angel, who didn’t acknowledge her. Just
the men, Don thought.
“That’s fine, Angel. Is your mom willing to come into class for the extra credit? You need it.”
“For sure! Maybe you two will click and then you can be my stepdaddy.”
Angel smiled and glided away. Don felt sweat beading on his forehead. He opened the door and slammed it
behind him. The five teachers in the lounge smiled at him except for the math teacher who wiggled her pointer
finger at him like he was a small child in trouble.
“Mr. Perez?” Don walked towards the petite teacher in the purple dress, the one Angel ignored.
“Hi. You’re new and all and we haven’t officially met. I’m Mrs. Angeles.” She offered Don an iron handshake.
“Don’t let a student like Angel get under your skin. Keep it official and she’ll get the hint.”
“God. You could tell all that?”
“I see you’re stressed. Some of these high school girls know how to work it. You just need to know how to
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deflect it.”
Mrs. Angeles must have been in her early forties, but was the type of woman who looked ten years younger
than her true age. Don rationalized that she spoke from experience. He whispered,
“Do you get the same attention from boys? I mean inappropriate attention?”
“Oh, sure. Boys are just more forthcoming about it. They don’t play games, but they’re super clumsy. No
offense.” She smiled. “Miss, are you married?” She deepened her voice to mimic a teenage boy. “One kid asked
me every start of class for a week. ‘None of your business’ is an easy response. Try it.”
“Yeah, but Guam is so small. Kids have bombarded me with requests to be friends on Facebook. I’m thinking
of closing my account, but all my college and Army buddies are on there.”
“None of your business means ‘ignore’ button too.” Mrs. Angeles laughed. “If things get out of hand, you need
to call her parents. Or recommend her to her counselor.”
Don felt better prepared to thwart Angel’s advances, but there were two weeks of quiet. Don was relieved
when Angel missed several days of class. He wasn’t tripping up on his words, or deflecting Angel’s inappropriate
comments during lecture.
The lull ended just before Christmas break. Angel came to class with a shiny red gift box, a large white ribbon
adding to its obviousness. She ceremoniously placed the box on Don’s desk.
“What’s this, Angel?”
Don could not keep the anger out of his voice. Crystal perked up and watched them.
“Happy Birthday, Mr. Perez.” Angel winked. “I spoke to your lady at the mall. Total coincidence. She was
picking out a book for you for your birthday.”
“What?” Don's loud voice now attracted looks from the rest of the class.
“Get this box off my desk and follow me.”
Don ripped the butcher paper off the board and barked instructions to the wide-eyed students to copy notes. He
asked the nearest school aide to sit in and he and Angel marched to the counselor’s office.
“Oh, Don. Where are we going?”
Don stopped and turned to Angel halfway. He did not look at her and decided to bite his tongue. He continued
stomping down the empty halls. He held the office door I open and pointed to the first chair.
“Sit. I want your mother in here tomorrow.”
*
When Angel’s mother walked into the counseling office the next day, Don recognized her immediately. She
was the Ana who once pursued his older brother Darren. It caused a big uproar in the family because his father
knew immediately who she was when she stood in their driveway,
“Lana, girl. You’re a Guerrero? You can’t date Darren because you’re fourth cousins from your grandma’s
side. And, what the hell are you doing chasing boys. It should be the other way around, girl.”
Don wasn’t sure he would bring this up. Analicia was his fourth cousin, but not a relative they partied with
regularly. Angel was called out of class for the meeting.
“Little Donny?”
“Hi, Mrs. Guerrero. It’s Mr. Perez. I wasn’t sure if you would remember.”
“Of course. You’re face is just as good looking as Darren’s. How is he?”
“Well, he’s still your cousin for one and he’s happily married with three kids.”
“That’s good. You sound so much like your dad.” Analicia laughed and Don saw glimmers of Angel in her.
“Don’t worry, Donny. Definitely not interested like that. Just wondering.”
“It’s Mr. Perez on campus, please. If we meet at Payless or something, feel free to address me as Don.”
“I’m sorry about my girl. She takes after her mother, huh?” Analicia looked at her shoes and twisted the straps
of her purse.
Angel was called out of class and her smile faded quickly when she saw her mother and Don seated together in
Ms. Cruz’s office. Before Don or Ms. Cruz could speak, Analicia looked at her daughter.
“Angel, you know why I’m here. You can’t keep doing this thing you do. Leave your teachers alone. It’s kind
of gross.”
“What do you care?”
“I care, sweetie. I want you to think about your future. What do you really want in life?”
“Let’s see, I told Don here that I wanted to go to college.”
“That’s great!”
“But, I also wanted to be a Hooters Girl, then get a job as a Hight attendant after I finish college.”
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The three adults looked at each other, but did not speak. Don wanted to tell Angel that she didn’t need to go to
college to be a flight attendant, but decided her counselor could break the news.
“What about the goal of marrying a teacher?” Ms. Cruz finally cracked the silence.
“Are you serious, Angel?” her mother asked.
“No, not really.”
“Well, honey, this is just unacceptable. Anyway, Don, I mean, Mr. Perez here is your uncle.” Angel looked at
Don and her face twisted.
“And, I’ll be requesting a transfer out of your uncles class.”
“There’s no need for that, Ms. Guerrero. As long as she promises to focus on the class and not me.” Don said.
“Don’t worry, Uncle Don. This”—Angel pointed from herself to Don—“is so over.”
There was a collective sigh of relief from the three adults. Angel shifted in her seat, reached up to Ms. Cruz’s
computer monitor and turned it to herself.
“So, Ms. Cruz, can you transfer me to Mr. Santiago’s Guam History class, or is he my uncle too?”
5
I left the movie theater and the warm air engulfed me. It was almost midnight. I was out alone. This was the
67th movie I watched solo. Don’t feel sorry for me. This was my own doing. I didn’t get to the age of 33, still
single, still a virgin, by accident. I am alone on purpose. I am a large Chamorro woman on purpose. My fat is a
shield, my armor.
I could tell you the sick details of an uncle who did things to me when I was eleven, or the cousin I idolized
who also did things to me when I was a freshman in high school. I’ll spare you the particulars. I will say that said
uncle is rotting in hell and said cousin is in jail for violating a neighbor’s child. I know my past and I know how I
cope, but I was ready to fall in love—with myself.
Like the characters in the movies I so coveted, (and I watched anything and everything), the evolution and the
rise of a hero was what I wanted. I was ready to slay my demons and start anew. I just didn’t want to do it under
the sharp lens of my family and friends here on this tiny island of Guam. I was ready to cash out, to go into
hiding, to make a dramatic return and live a fulfilled life. I was like a hollow chocolate Easter bunny wilting in the
heat. I needed to fill myself.
On an ordinary Wednesday morning. I booked a one way ticket to Washington State. I gave my family two
days notice. Not enough time to pretend to plan a going away barbecue. I said I was going to start a new job,
which I claimed to have found on-line. My parents knew better than to question anything I did in cyberspace. The
most technology in their lives was the television.
The fact was that I was going to a tiny apartment I picked from an on-line service. Pictures had been taken
strategically to hide the flaws. I didn’t care. I was desperate to start my transformation. I saved money for the last
ten years of service at my government job. I cashed out my half of my retirement fund and transferred all my
savings to an on-line bank. I had twenty thousand dollars to survive for a year on the mainland. With no one to
drive me to the airport, I used a taxi for the first time in my life.
*
“Where are you traveling from?” the uniformed middle aged man asked when I landed in Hawaii.
“Guam.” My voice and posture were already lifted as the miles between me and the island grew.
“Open your luggage.” He looked at me, but not my face.
I opened my new black luggage to reveal several sweat shirts and sweat pants, a five pound bag of Caltose
rice, beef jerky and unmentionables. I held my breath and hoped that Mr. Uniform wouldn’t pull out my
excessively large panties. After gingerly pushing things around in the luggage, Mr. Uniform eyed me once more
and gestured with a wave of his latex gloved hand to move on.
With a zip, I was on my way to my connecting flight. As I wiggled between the two checkpoint stations, Mr.
Uniform said to another agent,
“That is one large Guam lady, brah.”
The crisp air of the Pacific Northwest greeted me. I thought it would smell like Christmas. I should have had a
heavier jacket on, but I was fresh off the boat so to speak. I hailed a taxi and offered the address to the chocolate
colored man. I was happy he was not conversational. The ride was an hour long, the time I could have zigzagged
from Yigo to Malesso’ and back, twice.
The winding road elevated us to a hill. The scenery was a picturesque spring day and the idea that I lived
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among a forest and not a jungle anymore was exciting. The grand apartment building in brick and white accents
was elegant. I loved that it was called Monte Cristo Apartments (being a fan of Dumas’s novel and the film). I was
a no-income girl and as fate dictated snagged the worse, but only available unit. I read five reviews on-line, four
were great and I based my decision on that. On Guam, I had researched the surrounding areas with Google maps
and started a list of places I would visit—the children's museum, the library, the naval base and the Kimberly
Clark headquarters. I love paper towels. And for cuisine, every country was represented within a three-mile
radius. I could have Mexican, Thai or Hawaiian food any day of the week. I had no vehicle, so walking was my
only option.
The third floor unit was a challenge to reach and I dragged my luggage up each flight. My exercise regimen
started that day. My thighs and arms burned from strain, but it was my rebirth. It had to be dramatic and painful, I
thought. No elevators until I dropped at least three dress sizes.
“Aubrianna. You okay, girl?”
My mom’s voice sounded small on the line, her accent thick. I’m sure she was concerned because I was
huffing over the building manager’s phone.
“Yes, mom. The flight was fine. My apartment is nice.”
I didn’t feel a pang for my mom or dad. I tempered my fury with them because all that happened to me as a
child remained locked in our home. Mom didn’t believe me and dad did not stand up to his brother for me. When
my cousin did what he did, I didn’t bother telling anyone.”
“Lock your door, girl. It’s not safe out there.”
I shook my head at the irony of her comment and ended our conversation. I was buzzing to see more of my
new place.
Jet lag started to take over. I pulled out two towels and lay them\fn{ The text has: it} on the floor so I could sleep
for a few hours. The unfurnished space echoed. I should have felt lonely, but I felt free. As soon as my head hit
the cool floor, I dreamed about the possibilities in my new zip code and I smiled as I drifted into blackness.
*
“Your usual, Bri?” the cute coffee shop owner asked. I had established some footing in my new town of
Everett.
“Yes, Curtis. Make it nonfat though.”
A month in and I was no longer a 200-pound gorilla. I was now a lithe 190-pound baboon. Progress was
progress.
“You still walking and taking the bus?” Curtis asked.
“Yes. I’m liking it a lot, except for the rain.”
“Well, if you want a good used car, I’ll put a word in for you with my brother. He owns the dealership off
Broadway.”
“Maybe, kind sir. Maybe.”
I took my coffee and the morning paper and sat alone at my usual spot. The sun beat down on my back and
warmed me up nicely. I was still not used to the crisp, humidity-free air.
“Ma’am? Sorry to bother you.”
A deep, honey-dipped voice spoke. I didn’t bother looking for the source since there was a more attractive
“ma’am” within earshot.
“Excuse me, miss?”
The voice was right over me now. I finally looked up to see a Navy man. His green eyes were locked on my
face and I sat petrified.
“Me? I’m sorry. Was this your chair?”
“No, ma’am. I just overheard Curtis asking if you needed a car. I’m thinking of selling my old Toyota if you’re
interested.”
I was jittery without having sipped my coffee yet. Feeling bold, I decided to chat with Sailor Austin. His black
name tag and many colorful ribbons were impressive. His military haircut was neat and his teeth were picket
fence straight and just as white. I felt awkward as he stood over me and I finally pointed to the empty seat so we
could be eye to eye.
“I’m sorry. I’m Chief Austin, but you can call me Cade.” He sat stiffly on the cushy beige chair.
“Nice to meet you. I’m Bri.” His warm hand felt nice in mine as he grasped it firmly.
“Is that short for something else like Britney or Brianne? No, wait. Sabrina, like in Charlie’s Angels?”
He smiled brightly and I could feel my blood make a mad dash for my cheeks. Aside from Curtis and every
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other restaurant or café owner in town, I had not had a conversation with a man, a sustained conversation.
Comments to cute actors on my television screen surely didn’t count.
“Definitely not Britney, but Brianne is close. And, Sabrina, I wish. It’s actually Aubrianna.”
I cleared my throat and held onto my warm coffee cup to remind me that I wasn’t dreaming. Didn’t this man
have to report to work? And why did I wear my gray ‘Hafa Adai, I’m from Guam’ sweatshirt”
“That’s a beautiful name. I’ll have to Google it to find out what it means.”
If he’d asked me directly, I would have told him that it was a happy accident of a name when my mom
combined the two names she was too greedy to let go of, Aubrey and Brianna. Cade was buttering me up so I
would buy his stupid car, I was certain of it.
“Noble, strong, virtuous,” I said. “That’s what my name stands for according to those baby name sites.” He
smiled wider.
“And Cade is short for Cascade or Cadillac?”
“Well, my parents were militant hippies, so they named me Cadence." He said after he laughed.
This time I smiled. It was a beautiful name.
“I bet your mom and dad have boring names like Peg and Earl.” Cade’s laughter boomed in the tiny coffee
shop and he startled Curtis and the two women there.
“You are funny. My mom’s name is Meg and my dad is Carl, so you’re real close.”
“I wouldn’t call that funny. I’d call that creepy.”
“Not at all.” Cade’s constant eye contact unnerved me.
“So, about your car?”
“Yeah, I’m thinking about a thousand bucks. It’s a ’92 Camry, but I’ve maintained it and it runs great.”
“That’s a bit out of my range. Is it stick or automatic?”
“Stick.”
“That’s going to be a problem. I’m not well-practiced with that.”
“Well, Bri, short for Aubrianna. You seem like a nice gal. I’m willing to negotiate the price and maybe even
give you driving lessons.”
I immediately looked at Curtis to see if his psycho meter was going off as loud as mine. Curtis had been
watching our exchange like a concerned daddy. I couldn’t imagine why this high ranking Navy man was even
talking to me. A bell chimed in my ear, that imaginary warning bell that tells me to live it up when my shell
begins to harden. I remembered my mission here. I knew that I needed to do things that scared me, within reason.
I looked into Chief Austin’s jade eyes and smiled.
“Sounds like a good deal. It would be nice to have a car to drive down to Seattle with.”
We shook on it and exchanged phone numbers, mine being the front desk of my apartment complex. I was
walking on pillows the rest of the day, excited about the potential of this new acquaintace.
*
Chief Cadence Austin was like a nice daydream. It would be another three months before I heard from him
again. I filled my time with more walking, since a car sale never happened. I also indulged in furniture, a digital
camera, a cell phone, and a laptop—just a few small purchases for the evolving woman. My apartment fit me
better every day.
My first order of business was to establish an e-mail address and a Facebook account. I spent many evenings
watching Ugly Betty and indulging my voyeuristic urges on Facebook. I saw classmates who got fat, classmates
who got hot and those who had a gaggle of children. My list of friends grew slowly. I ignored many too.
But, there was one connection that got me excited. Angelica Chong. She was perhaps the nicest friend I had in
elementary school—before I hid in a cave, before I ate everything in sight to deal with my misery. I used to sell
the chocolate chip cookies my mom wrapped in tin foil to Angelica for a dollar at least once a week. I imagined
Angelica as fat as me. Her profile picture was a hibiscus flower, bright and yellow. I felt a twitch in my heart for
home, which quickly faded. Her information was privatized, but I knew it was her since all her friends were
people I knew. I took a leap and clicked the “add as friend” button.
“You are gorgeous!” I typed a message to Angelica who added me within five minutes of my request. I didn’t
even have time to upload a photo, and thought that maybe I wouldn't after seeing her albums. She was a
Chamorrita Bombshell. We chatted and caught up with our lives. It wasn’t until the second night of shallow
correspondence that I discovered that she was in Washington State too. She lived thirty miles away. Not much of a
drive for Angelica, but a distance for me. We agreed to meet. She wanted to drive into my neck of the woods the
following weekend.
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“Wow!”
Angelica offered me the kind of wow you mutter when you have nothing nice to say. I ignored that. She looked
better in person than her photos. I admired how her long black hair shined even in the poor lighting in the back of
the coffee shop. Her impeccable make up and style of clothing left me feeling inadequate. Angelica gave me a
strong hug and sat across from me, in the same seat that Cade had occupied three months prior. She even smelled
sophisticated.
“Wow to you too!” I blurted.
“I’m so glad to find you and in my home state of all places!” Angelica spoke loudly and she vibrated with
excitement. She shouldn’t be needing any coffee.
“Yeah. I love Washington.”
“So, what are you doing out here? Work? School?”
“None of the above.” I smiled. “I’m just on an extended vacation from Guam. Trying to figure things out.”
“Why Washington? Do you have family out here?” She was leaning forward, still clutching her D and B
designer purse.
“Don’t we Chamorros have family everywhere?” I joked. I cleared my throat when a familiar voice piped up
behind me.
“Bri for Aubrianna?”
I knew it was Cade and I saw Angelica eyes widen ever so slightly. And from the way her lips curled into a
flirty smile, I knew she would want an introduction. I maneuvered myself to turn and face Cade. He was in
civilian clothes and looked ten years younger. His green eyes still piercing, but the blue plaid shirt fit his physique
like it was painted on. He looked like a farm boy model who walked right out of a catalog; all he was missing was
a piece of straw dangling from his lovely mouth.
“Hi, Cadence, I mean, Chief Austin. Or, Cade!” I was carrying on like a nervous chicken.
“Cadence? I love that name!”
Angelica stood to shake his hand. Cadence wasn’t lost on Angelica’s exotic beauty as he took a lingering look
at her. But, then he turned his attention to me.
“I’m so sorry that I didn’t get to call you back in May, Bri. My ship pulled out all of a sudden because of that
disaster in Indonesia.”
“Oh, you don’t need to explain. I’ve been fine without a car.”
“You look great! I mean, it’s been three months and you look different.” He smiled. “A good different.”
I had lost another twenty five pounds, but I was still wearing the same sweats. This time I had my University
of Guam sweatshirt on in a hideous hunter green. It was nice that he noticed. I was both glad and sad to see Cade
go. I relaxed my face when he turned to leave. He promised a phone call on the weekend after I gave him my new
cell phone number. He offered a tour of his ship, including Angelica as an afterthought it seemed.
“Wow, girl! You know how to pick them.” Angelica bubbled.
“Pick what? My boogers?” I joked. “Cade is just a Navy Chief who offered to sell me his car.”
“He’s into you. I saw it.”
I then remembered why I liked Angelica so much. She never took anything from me without paying.
*
“I am not wearing skinny jeans when I don’t fit into that size category.”
I spoke through the flimsy gray curtain that separated me from Angelica. She had taken to being my fashion
and fitness mentor in the last month—her little pet project. Angelica threw a pair of jeans through the opening and
ordered me to put it on. I checked the tag and it was marked size 12. Six months earlier on Guam, miserably
shopping—I was a size 22. There was no way in half a year I shrunk that many sizes.
“Bri, don’t make me come in there and spank your dagan! Put the damn jeans on and get your butt out here.”
I slipped my right leg in the jeans and then the left. I knew the floor wasn’t large enough for me to lie down
and squeeze in. I pulled the waist up slowly, dramatically. I closed my eyes and sucked in my tummy as I
attempted to zip this corset for my bottom half It was like I left my body when I zipped up effortlessly, then
fastened the button. 1 exhaled loudly and found that I was comfortable in a size 12. I tested the pants further by
doing a full squat. It didn’t suffocate me and the button didn’t fly off. I threw open the curtain dramatically and
posed. My arms held the frame of the doorway.
“I told you, Bri! You look amazing. You’ve must have lost another ten pounds since last month. Now, for a
sexy top. We have to show off all of that!”
Angelica gestured to my chest area.
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“Cadence is not going to know what hit him tonight. I’m so excited to be your Hairy Godmother.”
“I just can’t believe this will be my first date. Ever.”
*
It was five in the morning when my mother called from Guam. Cadence reached for my cell phone before I
could and he answered in his deep voice.
“It’s your mom.:” The mom who didn't know I had a steady boyfriend for the last few months.
“Hey, mom.”
“Aubrianna?” Who else would have answered with “Hey, mom”? I wondered. “Who’s that man?”
“Don’t be concerned with that mom. What is it?”
“What do you mean, ‘don’t be concerned’?” she challenged.
“I mean, I’m 34-years-old and a grown woman. It’s early mom and I have work this morning. What is it,
please?” Cadence rubbed my back to calm me.
“Your cousin, Victor. He’s dead, girl. Suicide. Hung himself. You need to come home.”
*
Cadence held my hand as the plane touched down on Guam. It would be his second trip to the island, but his
first via plane. He took the last of his leave, fourteen days, to be with me. To help bury my cousin. To help me
bury the past. I had not been home in a year. I had not kept my finger on the pulse of the island in a year. Aside
from calling my mom and dad on their birthdays, I created a tourniquet between my past and my now.
At the airport, the humidity hit me hard and I was glad that Cadence arranged for a rental car. Here I was
returning to Guam, a stronger woman, but still fragile about my past. My history with my cousin Victor had set
me off on a path of destructive behavior. I would have imploded if I didn’t find refuge in Washington.
We headed straight to the Navy Lodge. I didn’t tell my parents my flight information. I didn’t want them
waiting at the arrivals lounge, fidgeting, uncomfortable—pretending they cared to see me. They wouldn’t have
recognized me anyway. And, they wouldn’t have believed that Cadence was real, that a man of such beauty and
heart would ever really love me. He did. He was there before I rose from the ashes.
Cadence wanted to physically harm the men who molested me as a child, but they no longer existed. He cried
the night we almost consummated our relationship and I panicked. He held me tight as I explained my torture and
my escape to Everett. Cadence and I had yet to reach that level of physical intimacy, but emotionally—we were
already there. We had been together for six months and he promised to never push me. I believed him.
I made it through Victor's funeral by becoming numb. Numb like the evening I knocked on my family’s door.
The night they realized that I was not the same Bri who left the island. After Victor’s funeral, my parents were
updated on three facts: one, I had a job and was training as a travel consultant with Angelica’s firm and two, I was
happily in love, and, finally, their dear nephew, Victor had molested me three times.
*
I left the movie theater and the cold Washington air embraced me. It was almost midnight and I was out with
my fiance. This was the 18th movie I watched with a date. You can feel happy for me. This was my own doing. I
didn’t get to the age of 35, engaged and still a virgin, by accident. I am a Goddess on purpose. I am a beautiftl
Chamorro woman, on purpose. My fat is no longer my shield.
6
The black Honda Civic crunched angrily on the white gravel driveway. The cherry stained closet doors of the
open garage appeared before Sirena had time to slam on the brakes. Balding brakes that should have been
changed five thousand miles ago. With the echoing of metal colliding with wood, Sirena’s rattled father flung
open the screen door to find his sixteen-year-old daughter hunched over the steering wheel. He nearly ripped off
the small car door, ignoring the extreme heat of the window frame caused by the car baking in the sun of the high
school parking lot.
His baby sobbed uncontrollably as Ted’s nervous and frantic hands wiped away her sweat drenched hair,
looking for the source of her pain. There was no blood. He became aware that Sirena was wearing a different,
more revealing top than the blue t-shirt she left to school in, but decided to let it slide. The splintered wood of the
doors he painstakingly stained, varnished and installed himself lay on the concrete ground. It was the first project
he undertook when his wife died five years ago.
“Sirena! What happened? Look at the goddamn closet doors! And the car!”
Ted’s gruff booming voice was not what his daughter needed right now and he knew it. His temper flared only
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after digesting that she was physically fine. Teenage emotion was a foreign realm to him and he didn’t want to go
there.
Sirena raised her puffy eyes to her father and a flash of her now ex-boyfriend’s face appeared before her. She
shivered and heaved when it dawned on her that Gene looked like her dad. A fresh wave of hatred surged.
The closet door? The old, Guam bomb? What about me?
Sirena did not argue back, her upbringing taught her that her angry father’s questions did not require answers.
Sirena attempted to push her father away, but that would be like pushing on a concrete wall. Ted was over six feet
tall and almost three hundred pounds. His build made people assume he was a linebacker. Solid through and
through. Sirena’s grandfather always said,
“Too bad Guam doesn’t have an NFL team.” He was nearing forty, but his chocolate complexion and Army
regulated haircut made him appear ten years younger.
“Where do you think you’re going, girl?” Ted followed his daughter into the home, both happy for the cool,
air-conditioned relief
“Dad, I don’t want to talk about it please. I’ll pay for the doors and the car.”
“With what?” Ted knew how she would answer.
“With the money mom left me!”
“That is for your V.G.G. tuition! You better stop trying to use that account.”
“I don’t want to go to college on Guam! I want to leave to the mainland or even Korea! Maybe I’ll join the
Army! I hate it here and I hate—”
Sirena stopped herself before putting the final stake in the coffin. She knew it wasn’t her dad’s fault that Gene
dumped her. Gene was the quintessential Chamorro boy. His family had a ranch. He drove a low-rider truck he
tinkered with himself and he smoked like his life depended on it.
Gene was über-islander and she was not. Gene’s attraction to Sirena was that she looked like the many
beautiful Japanese tourists in Tumon. He never told her that since he knew she was sensitive about not being
brown enough, her Asian eyes like ethnic billboards. He was also relieved that Sirena wasn’t possessive like his
last girlfriend.
Gene was secrerly happy Sirena was book smart and he liked and respected her dad. They spoke in Chamorro
the few times they met, often joking at Sirena’s expense, since she was mute to the native tongue.
“Sirena.” Ted spoke more calmly. “Maila halom. Tell me what happened.”
Sirena let the doorknob to her bedroom untwist with a squeak. Pulled by the strings of obedience, she turned
around slowly to her father. Realizing that she was wearing a revealing red top, she pulled her long black tresses
forward and wrapped her arms around her waist. Finding the furthest possible spot on the couch, Sirena kept her
eyes hidden from Ted. Her line of vision settled on her mom’s picture in a cheap silver frame. Her omma’s smiling
eyes and delicate pink lips were from the same picture used in her funeral obituary. Sirena choked down her tears
and wished she had her omma next to her to tell her that Gene was a fool. She would tell Sirena that the jerk
didn’t know how special she was and that she could fall in love again.
“Did something happen with Gene?” Ted asked. Sirena raised her angry brown eyes to her dad and he gasped
at the intensity in her young cherubic face.
“What about, did something happen to me? Forget Gene!” Sirena wielded her words like an expert swordsman.
“Wha—what happened?”
Ted decided to stop guessing. He didn’t want to squeeze lemon juice into whatever wound was inflicted on his
daughter. He longed for his wife at that moment and his eyes flickered to Young Hee’s picture.
“Gene dumped me. His mom said I wasn’t. I wasn’t Chamorro enough and she doesn’t want Oriental
grandkids, like they would be pieces of furniture.”
Sirena’s shoulders slumped and she deflated before Ted’s eyes, while a category 5 super typhoon brewed in his
chest. His hand began to reach out to Sirena’s shoulder, but he dropped it to the couch.
Ted had a short list for why Gene was satisfactory for his daughter, but race was never a factor. Ted fought
hard for his family to accept Young Hee as his wife and if Gene couldn’t fight for his daughter, he didn’t deserve
her.
*
“Dad! How many letters in the Chamorro alphabet?” Sirena asked from her bedroom. It had been three days
since she crashed the car and broke up with Gene and she hoped she was forgiven by her dad.
“Sa, haft?” Ted asked why in Chamorro. He cringed at the sound of his teenage daughter’s voice as it
ricocheted in their small, air-conditioned home. It reminded him of Young Hee at times.
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“I have a stupid alphabet book project for my Chamorro class!”
Sirena’s father's heavy footsteps clopped through the Gumataotao home as he was determined to whip respect
back into his only child. Ted grabbed a tattered Chamorro language reference book off his desk and bee-lined for
her room. He counted to ten before appearing in the doorway. He wanted to maintain peace this week. There were
no locked doors allowed in this house and his blood bubbled in his skull when he thought of Sirena speaking to
him like he was her peer.
Sirena Ha’ani Lee Gumataotao was born in South Korea a year to the day after Ted and Young Hee met for the
first time. Ted was serving his fourth and final year in the Army and with the addition of a wife and child, he was
more than ready to fly home to Guam. He named his daughter after the Chamorro mermaid legend of Sirena. He
added Haani, meaning “day” for good measure. Ted did this before it was in vogue culturally to name your child
after a Chamorro term. If he had a son, he would have named him Rai, meaning king.
One child was all his petite wife could handle; the birth of Sirena almost killed her. Although his daughter held
the Chamorro name, her face betrayed her heritage. Sirena had daily battles in elementary school with children
who looked more “islander” than she. Her delicate features, jet black hair, almond eyes and milky white skin were
beautiful to her parents, but strange to her classmates.
“Dad? What’s a Japanese?”
Sirena’s question plopped on the dinner table when she was in the second grade.
“Why do you ask, neni?” Ted kept his face calm as he assessed the stress in his child’s face.
“The kids at school keep calling me that and they won’t play or share with me. Is it an alien? I thought I was
Chamorro and Korean and American.”
Sirena’s bubble gum lips pouted minutely. She tried her best to keep a strong poker face like her omma taught
her.
Ted held his daughter's small ivory hand in his. His skin was the color of enriched earth and with his child's
hand enveloped in his, the stark contrast of their appearance was evident. Ted provided a textbook explanation of
Japan and its people and Guam’s history with them. Sirena took the information in and it settled in her seven-yearold brain. She resumed eating, so Ted looked to Young Hee to see if he handled the situation correctly. His wife
filled Sirena’s bowl with more rice and filled her glass with more water and without looking at Ted retreated to the
bedroom.
The house grew still after dinner. Ted gently pushed Sirena’s bedroom door open. He slowed his breathing and
watched his wife sitting on the pink princess toddler bed. Three story books lay at his wife’s feet, having been
consumed for the evening.
“Sirena. Did you know that every person is different? Skin is like the cover of a book. One is different from
another, but each contains a beautiful story. Did you know that you are a gift to daddy and omma? You have a
story within you. You stay strong when people say bad things to you. Maybe they are just curious about you. You
are unique and beautiful, my princess.”
*
Sirena was eleven when her mother was hit by a drunk driver. Omma insisted on walking everywhere. She was
walking to the village’s mom and pop market for Ted’s Marlboros. It was a Monday morning and the sun barely
peeked in the horizon. Balmy air marked another routine day. Ted agreed that he would get Sirena up and ready
for school if Young Hee bought him his daily pack of cigarettes. That was the last day Ted smoked.
Sirena was sixteen when her father died. Lung cancer ate away at his bulky frame. The demon nestled in his
body for months before he admitted he had a problem. The morning Sirena was ending her junior year and
stepping into her senior year, Ted passed away. Sirena weighed more than her father and nearly lifted him off the
hospital bed when he breathed his last breath.
Sirena longed to leave the island and worked hard to save money, working at her uncle’s Liberation carnival
booth for a chance to attend college in the mainland. The eve of her senior year, Sirena received a death benefit
insurance check and her dream of leaving Guam was granted.
*
Sirena stood in line at the Guam Club’s monthly fiesta. She followed the directions on the bright green flyer
she yanked off the student announcements board at San Diego State University. She had made it through one
semester away from Guam. The longing for home, her relatives and cousins and Chamorro cooking struck her
hard during finals. The scent of fried fish and coconut milk drenched bananas wafted through the courtyard. She
eyed the large aluminum tin filled with red rice and her mouth immediately flooded with saliva. Finding the end
of the line, a J. D. Crutch\fn{ Popular Guam rock star (1955-1996)} song with an upbeat tempo made Sirena sway
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happily and it helped her keep warm. It was sixty five degrees, toasty for a California winter, but cold to an island
girl accustomed to eighty five degree weather year-round.
The food line was a hundred people long. Sirena didn’t realize how many Chamorros there were in San Diego.
Although she saw the occasional SUV\fn{Suburban Utility Vehicle} with a Chamorro Flag or latte stone sticker, she
had yet to run into someone who grew up on Guam. Sirena felt at home as the Chamorro language was spoken all
around her. She closed her eyes and imagined that her father was still with her, picking up on some of the
conversation, getting lost in most other utterings.
Sirena had met a Chamorro boy in her math class, but he was raised in Sacramento and had never been to
Guam. She felt a little sad by that. Corey had very little interest in Sirena’s ranting about island life. Although he
loved to wear the latest tribal designed sweater from the Fokai collection of Guam and wave the shaka (hang
loose) hand gesture, which was actually Hawaiian; he had no clue about living the Chamorro culture. She
attempted to ask him to this fiesta, but his glassy eyed expression during their last billiards game made her stop.
She decided to not let him win for once.
Sirena never wore her heritage on her sleeve, despite her appearances dictating that she should. She had grown
steadily proud of her Guam roots in her senior year in high school. This was initiated by the fact that her father
died before summer break. Many of her dad’s siblings, all eleven of them, worried that she wouldn’t make it
through to graduation, being officially orphaned. Sirena worked through it with the help of her dad’s eldest sister,
Beck and her favorite first cousin, Rose. Auntie had seven children of her own and invited Sirena to live with her
by joking,
“As long as you’re potty trained baby doll, you can live with me.” Infused with a sense of belonging, Sirena
decided to snap a picture on her cell phone to send to Rose on Guam.
Someone with a leaded finger tapped her shoulder. A Chamorro man, who could have been her father’s age,
scanned Sirena up and down. His face was steely and his dark eyes unwelcoming. Sirena respectfully waited for
his response, half thinking that he might speak to her in their native language, but she thought the better of it,
looking more like Lucy Liu than a Chamorro girl.
“Hey, girl. Are you from Guam?”
The man’s eyes did a once over again. Sirena wore a gold Guam seal pendant around her neck, her bon voyage
gift from her godmother. It grew heavy all of a sudden and Sirena felt like ripping open her feather down jacket
Superman style to display proof that she was from Guam. Sirena’s eyes fought tears as the deep tone and the
Chamorro accent flowing from this interrogator mirrored her late father’s voice.
“Yes, I am. HafaAdai!” She greeted him as best as she could with the phrase she taught some of her friends in
writing class for a presentation a week before. The man sneered and asked,
“What’s your name?”
“Sirena Gumataotao.”
“You married to Chamorro?” Another question shot at Sirena. His voice rose one octave.
“No. My dad is Chamorro.”
She wondered for a second if she should have said was Chamorro since he was dead—resting peacefully next
to her mother at Whispering Palms Cemetery. At that moment, she wanted to have red dirt shoveled on her as
well.
Still not satisfied, the man asked what village she was from and her family name. Both of which she answered
precisely. Another man in a red hibiscus island shirt, cologne announcing his arrival, walked by and told Sirena’s
interrogation squad of one,
“Lana, Vic, don’t hit on the tourists!” He winked at Sirena and said,
“Konnichiwa!”
A flood of shame and anger burst upward from Sirena’s gut. She was sure her white cheeks burned red. She
turned to the table and questioned if it was worth staying. She wanted to yell,
“I am not a Japanese tourist!”
The smells of home cooking compelled her to remain in place and the ingrained custom of respecting your
elders pinned her tongue in place. Sirena made it to the fiesta table without another round of questioning, but she
became more aware of people analyzing her. She kept her line of vision down and piled her plate modestly,
despite the grumblings of her empty stomach. She even skipped her favorite dish, shrimp kelaguen, since her
interrogator hovered over the pile of pink yumminess.
Sirena walked to the bar for a drink. She decided she would eat in the car and then head straight to her
apartment.
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“Hafa adai!”
Finally, a warm voice welcomed her from behind the bar. Every older woman reminded her of an auntie back
home. The raspy voice from decades of smoking and the Chamorro accent gurgled out of the sixty-something year
old woman’s mouth. Sirena smiled warmly and thought that maybe she would stay. The Paraiso Dancers from
Guam were scheduled to perform later in the afternoon after all.
“Hafa adai.” Sirena declared. She wanted to tell the nice matronly woman serving iced tea that she was from
the village of Asan too, since many of the Guam Club members wore nametags emblazoned with their home
village. Before Sirena could conrinue, “Aunrie Sita”—as marked on the nametag said,
“Girl, there’s a sauce called finadene’ at the end of the bar. It’s got onions, pepper, lemon juice and soy sauce.
Just put it on four rice and meat. People from Guam love it!”
“Oh, really?” Sirena's voice shot out louder than normal. “Well, I am from Guam. I am Chamorro. I am from
Asan. And, I know damn well what finadene’ is.”
Finding refuge in her roommate, Raquel’s, Prius, Sirena looked over the plate of food. She flung her napkin
wrapped fork and spoon on the passenger’s seat and grabbed a shrimp patty with her fingers. The first bite should
have been wonderful, but the oily fried mush felt foreign in her mouth. Maybe it did need jinadene’. Sirena
covered her food with an extra foam plate. She watched the club grow smaller in her rearview mirror as she
navigated her way home. At the first stop light, she offered the warm plate of food to a homeless Navy veteran.
“Thank you sweerie! Red rice!” His eyes bulged and he smacked his lips together. “I’ve been stationed on
Guam! Si Yu’os Ma’ase!”
“You’re welcome.” Sirena offered as the light turned green.
*
Sirena hit her second semester running. She fed her need to belong by joining writing groups and enjoying the
sights of San Diego. She got a city bus pass and trolley card. When she wasn’t studying she was visiring museums
on the rotating free days, running 5K’s and meeting new people. So, when Raquel invited her to go riding in the
sand dunes of Yuma, Sirena was already stuffing her back pack.
In a circle of perfect strangers, the campfire glowed and mesmerized everyone. S’mores and beers and soda
circulated amongst the group and animated conversations echoed in the sandy fantasy land. Sirena sat quietly
enjoying the pop music in the background. Her cool Cokc sat half full by her feet. She wondered if her dad would
be happy with her path. She knew her omma would be impresscd that she kept her chin up and was meeting new
and different people. Sirena met and remembered everyone’s name in this makeshift tribe.
A large white Ford 350 made an appearance in the distance. The plume of sand it kicked up was beautiful as it
obscured the setting purple and pink sunset. Someone in the circle said,
“There’s Robert! Wasn’t sure he would make it.”
Sirena was thankful that Raquel’s family's fifth wheel had all the comforts of home. She ducked away before
the new guest arrived. When she returned, Robert was in her seat. Viewing the back of his head, he was easily the
tallest amongst the group. His wind whipped brown hair was attractive and Sirena was suddenly curious about his
face. She always found it fascinating when someone’s profile or back side didn’t match the front side. The sand
shifted to accommodate each step she took. Raquel hit Robert’s arm,
“That’s my chicas seat. You’re a gentleman, right? Move!” Just before Robert turned around, he said,
“If she’s cute, she can sit on my lap.”
Sirena stopped and her feminist’s side, infantile as it was, became angry. Robert laughed and stood up to see
whose seat he stole.
“Oh, sorry! I’m sorry.” Robert repeated. “Here!” He pointed to her seat. Robert crouched down and grabbed
Sirena’s bottle of pop.
“Is this yours? I’m sorry!”
A few of the ladies in the circle giggled, while Raquel rolled her eyes at her cousin. He stumbled backwards,
nearly tripping over a large rock that lined the campfire. Raquel’s parents, Rich and Clare laughed heartily.
“I’ve never seen you uncoordinated son,” Rich stated.
Sirena blushed and she felt warm; not from the campfire, but from Robert’s obvious frazzling, and perhaps in
part because of his crystal blue eyes. Before she realized it, everyone in the circle made a space and a blue fold up
chair appeared to her right. Robert ran his hands through his hair and approached Sirena. His gray shirt fit him
well, revealing an athletic build. He smiled the biggest and toothiest smile Sirena had ever seen and gestured with
an open palm to the chair.
“May I?” He asked.
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“Sure. Just don’t expect me to sit on your lap.” Sirena stated. Robert cringed and his cheeks flashed crimson.
He smiled and sat stiffiy next to Sirena.
Raquel engaged Sirena in conversation about their literature class. Sirena listened with her other ear at
Robert’s conversation with his aunt and uncle. There were plans for one more day of sand dune fun before
heading back to SDSU. Several campfire members called it a night. Raquel winked at Sirena.
“This is the cousin I said was in the Air Force.” The statement didn’t ring a bell for Sirena. “The one who’s
been to Guam?”
“Oh, yeah!” Sirena barely recalled the conversation she had with Raquel when she shared her disastrous day at
the Guam Club six months prior.
“Well, goodnight, kids.” Raquel mimicked her parents’ comment and added,
“Be good!”
“So, Robert, you’ve been to Guam? How did you like it?” Sirena expected Robert to say it was boring and hot.
“Um, I loved it there. I hope to go back.”
“Would you have guessed I was from Guam?” Sirena didn’t let him answer. “Most people think I’m Asian or
something, which I partly am.”
“No, I would have known.” Robert smiled. His chiseled face softened in the firelight. “You look like an
islander to me.”
*
Sirena had in her heart the confidence to walk into the Guam Club a year later. She had in her mind a shift in
perspective. She had in her soul the pride of culture that couldn’t be suppressed.
Sirena held Robert’s hand and led him through the archway held up by large gray Latte stones. Robert inhaled
the savory scents and lowered, his lips to Sirena’s ear,
“I hope they have latiya, and I hope it’s as good as your recipe.”
Finding their place in the long line for the fiesta table, Robert held Sirena in his arms and they swayed. Robert
sang along with the Chamorro love song blasting on the speakers. Sirena turned to her new boyfriend, wide-eyed.
“I told you. I know Guam, and I loved it there.” The elderly couple behind Robert and Sirena smiled at the
couple.
“Excuse me, doll.” The small Chamorro woman in a vibrant pink-island print dress addressed Sirena. Auntie
Liang her nametag identified, with Asan in bold blue letters. “What village are you from?”
“My family is also from Asan.” Sirena was happy that she wasn’t interrogated about her ethnicity. “Familian
Gumataotao.”
“Oh, my! Are you Ted and Young’s girl? Auntie Beck told me you were attending school here. Sirena?”
“Uh, yes.” Sirena smiled and in a flash found herself being embraced fully by the Little lady.
“Sa, I’m your Auntie Liang Gumataotao Hartley.”
She proceeded to explain the branches of the family tree. Sirena beamed. Her new found auntie held her hands
in hers. She surveyed her niece’s face. The purity of her skin, the depth of her brown almond eyes and the
character of her face were undeniably her mother’s.
“Didn’t you yell at the irritating lady offer at the bar last year? Ai, girl. I was right behind you. I thought to
myself, that little girl’s got gusto. Maybe she’s a Gumataotao. You left so quickly, my little old legs couldn’t catch
you.” Auntie Liang laughed loudly.
“Well, I’m happy I found you auntie.”
Sirena held her auntie like she found a long lost teddy bear. They feasted together like they had been
acquainted for years. This time Sirena’s plate teetered in her palm with a mountain of food. The Chamorro dishes
prepared by the many contributors sang on her tongue with every bite. Robert stroked Sirena’s long black hair,
watching her glowing face.
“My sweet Sirena. Are you enjoying yourself this time?” Auntie Liang asked, resting her wrinkled perfumed
hand on her niece’s cheek and winking at Robert.
Sirena looked from Robert to her auntie. She smiled.
“Yes, I am.”
7
Twelve creeps at the dinner table with Jesus Christ.
That’s what Isaiah thought his Sunday school teacher said. Apostle’s Creep. It was a prayer that he couldn’t
memorize entirely. Isaiah’s throat felt like the desert while his palms became moist every Sunday as he knelt. He
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would clasp his hands in prayer and the words escaped his eight-year-old mind. Isaiah did well with the first half
of the prayer, but once he reached, “He ascended into heaven,” a fog set in his brain. He moved his lips and
dropped the volume of his voice. He tried his best to catch up with the recitations of the group of twelve students.
Isaiah was an only child. His father was rarely home and when he was, he smelled of sour sweat, cigarettes and
beer. His mood matched his scent and he never wanted to be bothered, especially by Isaiah. Mother was hard at
work at the middle school and Nana was too impatient to practice the prayer with him. The television was his best
friend.
“In two weeks, each of you will recite the Apostle’s Creed in front of Pale’ Mike,” Ms Pier said. Isaiah liked
his new Eskuelan Pale’ teacher, but he hated when she asked them to do projects.
“Do we need to say the ‘Our Father’ or ‘Hail Mary’ too?” asked Jayda.
“No. Just the Apostle’s Creed. You all should know those two basic prayers perfectly by now.”
“What happens if we mess up? Can we start over?” Julienne asked next.
“I’m sure Pale’ Mike will allow you to start over. But, please, we want to do well. How about for every student
who does well, you can pick stickers from the prize box?”
The girls cheered, while the four boys in the class groaned. Most of the stickers in the prize box were for girls,
with only a few race cars. Isaiah and the other boys had two of everything already. It wasn’t enough of an
incentive for Isaiah.
“Do we have to do confession again?”
Isaiah’s voice was as meek as a mouse. He didn’t usually speak up. He always felt that God would strike him
down or send a lightning bolt from the sky directed at his dagan; at least that’s what his Nana had told him.
“Yes. Glad you brought that up. After class today, Pale’ Mike will be waiting for our class. So think about
what you have done that is not so nice this past week.” Ms. Pier smiled.
In Isaiah’s mind, a parade of misdeeds played like it was on T.V. On Monday, he took two cookies from Nana’s
stash in her room. On Thursday, he paid the nearly blind cashier at Buzz’s mom and pop store two pennies,
instead of two dimes. And just before class, Isaiah said, “God doughnuts” so he could impress his older cousin.
His stomach churned as he wondered if he had to tell Pale’ all of his sins.
“If we did five bad things, do we need to tell Pale’ Mike all of it?” Jayda asked again, somehow reading
Isaiah’s mind.
“Yes. Just tell him everything. It’s like emptying your basket of bad things. Pale' Mike will give you penance
and the Lord will forgive you, no matter what,” Ms. Pier reassured.
No matter what?
The words hung in the musty air and Isaiah decided to test this theory. He told his three misdeeds in detail to
the priest. No thunder or lightning. Isaiah even saw Pale’ Mike smile slightly like he was amused. After saying his
five Our Father’s and three Hail Mary’s, Isaiah felt lighter and wondered what he could get away with in the next
week.
*
“My child, Isaiah. How are you this blessed day?”
“I’m good Pale’ Mike. May I begin with confession?”
“Well, of course. You’ve thought about everything you’ve done?”
“Four things. First, I kicked my neighbor’s puppy because it kept licking my foot. Not hard though. Second, I
took three cookies this time from Nana’s cookie jar. Then, yesterday I pushed my classmate, Ray because he
called me a roofus. Not hard though. And fourth, I, um, I took fifty cents from my mom’s wallet to buy gum.”
“Is that all?”
“Yes, Pale’ Mike. That’s all. I’m sorry.”
“Well, for this next week, think about what you’re about to do before acting. That’s the best way to keep the
Lord in your heart. Esta, you are still a good boy. Now do five Our Father’s and five Hail Mary’s.”
Isaiah noticed that Pale’ Mike did not smile throughout his confession this time, but more importantly, he
realized that a giant electric bolt of lightning did not strike him dead.
*
“Isaiah, my son. I hope you had a great week. Ready for confession?”
“I was born ready.” Pale’ Mike frowned.
“Where did you learn that phrase, boy?” Isaiah flinched at the tiny flash of anger from the young priest.
“I, um, heard it on T.V. Is that a sin? Watching T.V.?”
“No, my child.” Pale’s face softened. “Let’s not use that phrase again. Please begin.”
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“Ms. Pier said it wasn’t a sin, but I didn’t do well on my project of memorizing the Apostle’s Creep, yet.”
“The Apostle’s what?”
“Creep?” Pale’ Mike searched Isaiah’s face to see if he was joking and smiled when he realized the genuine
misunderstanding of an eight-year-old child.
“Ai, adai, Isaiah, it’s Creed. d, d, d. I expect you to know it by next week, huh?”
“Yes, Pale'. Apostle's Creed, duh, duh, duh.”
Isaiah sat forward like he was about to tell an exciting story.
“I have four things again this week. First, I took four cookies from Nana’s jar.” Pale’ Mike clapped his hands
together and bowed his head.
“Isaiah, does Nana know you’re taking her cookies without asking?”
“I don’t think so.” Isaiah lowered his eyes and his cheeks grew rosy. “I won’t take anymore from her Pale’.”
The young priest relaxed his hands on his lap and nodded his head for Isaiah to continue.
“Second, I called Julienne a roofus when she bumped into me.” Isaiah looked out the arched windows for signs
of dark clouds and continued confidently when he saw only cotton puffs floating by.
“Third, I poured my dad’s beer in the sink when he fell asleep. Last, I took a dollar from my mom’s purse so I
could buy a Pepsi.”
Isaiah watched the priest and noticed that he was a lot darker in complexion than he\fn{ Than he, Isaiah} was. He
wanted to ask what his last name was, remembering that Ms. Pier had said that he grew up in the village. He
wondered if the Pale’ and his teacher were the same age.
Isaiah considered being an alter server, but thought that since he couldn’t memorize the Apostle’s Creed, that
he wasn’t good enough. Pale’ Mike looked at Isaiah intently and shook his head. For a moment, the priest’s
gesture reminded him of his father.
“Isaiah. It seems that every week, your misdeeds get worse. Are you testing the Lord?”
The child’s flushed face and averted eyes told Pale’ Mike what he needed to know.
“Ten Our Father’s. Ten Hail Mary’s. Now, go.”
Fear moved Isaiah to his designated pew. He knelt on the olive green kneelers and began his prayers. Isaiah
pulled out ten coins from his pocket and laid them out. He always wondered why his pennies smelled like blood
as he rested his face near his folded hands. He recited the easy prayers from memory. After each prayer he moved
one penny to the completed pile. Ms. Pier smiled as she monitored the praying children. Only Jayda had nothing
to confess for the week.
*
“Okay, Pale’ Mike will be taking confession today, but he only has thirty minutes. He is heading to Saipan
with the confirmation class for the week, so think about the one thing, the most major thing you want to confess
today.” Ms Pier said.
Isaiah had only one thing to confess. His final test to see if God really did punish bad kids like his Nana said.
“Isaiah. How are you this weekend?” Pale’ Mike smiled his half-smile like the Jesus in the large painting in the
foyer of the church.
“Good.”
“What do you have to confess this week? Remember, just one big thing.”
“I only have one thing, Pale’ Mike.” The priest tilted his head and regarded the baby-faced Isaiah.
“I didn’t steal cookies this week or push anyone. I didn’t say a bad word.”
“That’s good, my son. Continue.”
“Tan Gertrude. She lives near the bridge.”
“I know Tan Gertrude.” Pale’ Mike’s voice was tense like the taut jump net firefighters hold open, ready to
catch someone escaping from a burning building. His wide eyes told Isaiah to continue.
“I was at her house with my Nana. They were playing cards. She has a nice house. It has air-con. And it’s
bigger than mine. The garden is nice too.”
Isaiah was the last to confess that day. The priest’s patience was melting. He knew the young child was
nervous. And the priest was fearful of the escalation of sins from Isaiah and what he might hear.
“Isaiah.” Pale’ Mike pointed to his watch. “Please.”
“I went to her wallet and took this.”
Isaiah reached into his jean pocket. The pants were a size too small. He pulled out two wrinkled one hundred
dollar bills.
Pale’ Mike stood, grabbed Isaiah firmly by his arm and walked him to the side exit of the church. He pushed
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open the glass door and escorted Isaiah towards the Sacred Mary Garden. The heat and humidity of the noon air
hit Isaiah in an angry blast. He squirmed in Pale’ Mike’s steady hold. He knew he was wrong and his eyes
instantly searched the bright sky for a thunder cloud. Maybe Pale’ was going to bring him to the street so the
lightning bolt could have a clear target, he thought.
“Nooo,” Isaiah said.
“No, what? Isaiah, I am very angry with you.”
“I’m sorry. I was going to return it today. I just wanted to tell you what I did. I wanted to know if Jesus would
kill me.”
“What?”
Pa/e’ Mike relaxed his hold on the child and crouched down to look at him at his eye level. The priest’s voice
was less bristled.
“No, Isaiah. Jesus won’t kill you. But, if you ever steal from anyone, ever again!, I am going to kick your butt
for Jesus.”
Isaiah’s eyes went wide and tears glistened in his baby browns.
“My Nana says it’s true, that Jesus will get me if I’m bad. I just wanted to make sure I was safe.”
“Isaiah. You cannot live your life doing bad things just to see if you get punishment. Tan Gertrude is my
auntie. You cannot be taking things from people, even if it’s cookies from your Nana or this”—the priest held the
bills in front of Isaiah’s face—“two hundred dollars from a kind, old woman who needed it for her food and
medicine.”
“I’m sorry.” Isaiah’s lower lip pouted.
“Well, Isaiah, you must want to grow up to be a lawyer or scientist. Evidence. Very smart, you are, but you do
not test your loved ones or God or me like that. You are a good boy and good things will happen.” Pale’ Mike
relaxed his shoulders and wiped the sweat off his forehead with his linen handkerchief.
“I apologize for getting angry.”
“It’s better than my dad or Nana getting mad at me.”
Isaiah wiped his nose and eyes on the back of his arm. Pale’ Mike nudged Isaiah’s shoulder in the direction of
the glass door. Ms. Pier was watching curiously from inside. Pale’ reached for the door as kindness settled back
on his face.
“Your penance will be ten Our Father’s and ten Hail Mary’s. Then, you will walk to Tan Gertrude’s home and
return this.”
Isaiah quickly placed the wrinkled bills in his pocket.
“You must apologize and let her know you confessed. Lastly, I expect you to be able to recite the Apostle’s
Creed, duh, duh, duh next week.” They both laughed.
“Yes, Pale’ Mike.” Isaiah looked up at the young priest and smiled. “I won’t make you mad again. I don’t want
to disappoint you.”
“My child, just don’t disappoint yourself.”
*
Isaiah sat in the blue folding chair in front of Ms. Pier and Pale’ Mike, his muddy black sneakers an inch from
the floor. He felt his classmates’ stares warming the back of his head. Isaiah had volunteered to be first. He folded
his hands in prayer, took a deep breath, focused on the crucifix above Pale’s head and began.
“I believe in the Father Almighty, Maker of Heaven and Earth …”
8
A lively breeze traveled Ihrough Ihe Salas home, taking up the scents of grandma’s afternoon cooking. The
sweet smell of bananas and coconuts and homemade sugar doughnuts made its way to the backyard where Chirika
was picking hot peppers. Chirika ceased her humming when the attractive odors captured her attention. She
quickly picked the last of the peppers and raced inside.
“Nana, are the doughnuts ready?”
“Ai, Chirika,” her grandma replied, “you always seem ready to eat, but never ready to help.” Grandma smiled
as she checked on the fresh bananas simmering in coconut milk.
“I’m sorry, Nana, but I wanted to collect the donne’ for tonight,” chirped Chirika.
“Well, I’ll make you a deal. You help me clean up and I’ll let you sample whatever you want, esta?”
Chirika’s grandma always made her special desserts on the weekends. She tried to make enough to last the
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entire week. Chirika’s mother enjoyed taking snacks to work, since she was always too busy to cook anything on
her own. She worked at the high school as a secretary and she also had a weekend job as a sales clerk at the
supermarket in Agat.
Chirika knew she lived a simple life. She had a simple home and family comprised of her mother, her grandma
and herself. She had no brothers or sisters, but her numerous cousins filled the void for her. Chirika also knew
from an early age that her father had “gone on a mission” with the military. She had not seen him since she was
three-years-old.
For Chirika, the most vivid memory of her father was when she had stepped on a rusty nail. She could clearly
remember her father as he cradled her in his arms and carried her home. She felt safe. The pain from the puncture
on her right foot seemed hardly noticeable at that instant. The throbbing pain returned because her father said he
would bring medicine to help it heal. Her mother wiped Chirika’s forehead with a wet towel and whispered in her
ear to keep her baby girl calm. Her father returned to the room empty-handed, or so Chirika thought. She looked
for the medicine he said he would bring, and she thought it would be some pill or serum to swallow, or liquid to
wipe over her wound. Her father knelt by her foot. He held something small and red in his fingers and squeezed
what felt like fire into Chirika’s wound. The pain radiated throughout her foot, into her toes and up her leg,
fortunately stopping at her knee. She wailed because the pain felt one hundred times stronger than when the nail
had pierced her foot.
Sometimes, Chirika would rub the small scar on the bottom of her foot and remember her father. Through the
years, it was beginning to smooth out and she was afraid that as the scar disappeared, the memories she had of her
father would fade away too. Fortunately, it was Chirika’s mother who kept his memory alive through her stories.
“Mama, can you tell me again about my Papa?” asked Chirika sheepishly.
“Chirika, how many times do you need to hear this story?” asked her mother, regretting the remark as soon as
she made it. She could see in Chirika’s eyes that her daughter needed to hear the story. So, like many other nights,
she sat on her daughter’s bed and began the tale. It was a tale of a man who seemed foreign to her life experience.
She was numb to the magic and emotion that her daughter was absorbed in every time the story was told, but she
told it nonetheless, staying true to every detail …
Papa’s eyes were a deep, dark brown and his hair flowed like silky waves. His skin was a golden brown which could
easily turn a deep chocolate if he worked under the sun. Your Papa was a tall man, but he never looked down on people.
Instead, he was very helpful and respectful to the elders.

Maybe that’s where you get your gentle eyes from, Chirika.
I met your Papa when he moved into the house down this street. He didn’t grow up on Guam, so being here for the
first time was both scary and exciting. We were seventeen-years-old. We met in the church choir. I played the flute
because I was a horrible singer. Your Papa, on the other hand, had the most beautiful voice in the tenor section that our
village ever heard.

I think that’s where you get your love of music from, Chirika.
Many girls at school claimed that they were in love with your Papa. They went out of their way to get his attention.
You would have thought Elvis Presley came to Guam. I remember a girl named Lea who made fresh titiyas every
morning for him. Another girl offered to help him with his homework. That was your very own Aunt Carmella.
Fortunately for you, your daddy didn’t fall for any of their tricks. Who knows who your mother might be right now,
Chirika?
Your daddy and I were good friends during his first year here. We taught each other things—I taught him how to
plant, cook and sew; he taught me how to swim, carry a tune and drive a car.
As friends, I wasn’t your Papas first choice for the senior prom. As a matter of fact, I wasn’t even his second or third
choice. First, your Papa asked Jenny Meno. She declined because she was dating your Uncle Tomas. Then, he tried to
ask Julita Perez, who said yes. They soon found out that they were third cousins. They called it off immediately, but the
family continued to tease them about that for a long time. After the kissing cousins fiasco, your Papa decided to ask a
girl from outside the village. He tbougbt it would be safer. Her name was Andrea. She lied about her age, so when he
found out she was only fifteen- years-old, he canceled the date.
You may be wondering why your father had such a hard time finding a date if he was such a “stud” in the village.
Well, your Papa was no long-term planner so he asked these girls the week before the prom. This was a time when
dresses were being made, tuxedos were rented and flowers were being ordered. Your Uncle Kin was the man in the
village to see hecause he created beautiful dresses and flower arrangements with the help of his wife and daughters. So,
Papas quest for a suitable date and outfit seemed hopeless.
Too bad for your Papa, it was me he finally had to ask. I can remember him turning to me in math class and asking
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me to do him a favor. I thought it would be something simple like sewing a hole in his jeans or helping him pick donne’
to sell. Your Papa sure did love that spicy food. His favorite dish was freshwater shrimp kelaguen in hot corn titiyas. It
had to have a lot of donne’ or it just wouldn’t taste right for him. He loved it when his eyes watered and his ears popped
because of the pika taste. I just couldn’t handle too much donne’. I’m more of a sweet tooth.

I think you get your love for pika foods from your Papa, Chirika.
Anyway, after class your Papa pleaded with me to attend the senior prom with him. He didn’t want to call it a date,
but a favor for a friend. I told him that I didn’t have anything nice to wear and he said that he would help me sew
something nice. The idea of getting a new dress for my very small wardrobe was tempting. I couldn’t resist, so I said
yes.
Prom night came and went. I didn't feel like it was anything special, but after that night your Papa sure acted weird
around me. I noticed he would start stuttering or sweating a lot when we would spend time together. In class, he barely
said “hello” without a quivering voice. I just couldn;’t understand why he was being so mamalao around me until one
of the girls mentioned that he was in love with me.

Me! I couldn’t believe it, Chirika.
I thought of him more like a brother than a boyfriend. The news of this made me nervous also. I tried to avoid him
so I wouldn’t stutter or fumble in front of him either.
It took almost a week after the prom for your Papa to even speak a full sentence to me. He asked if I would be
interested in a drive-in movie, instead of our usual swimming lesson.

See, Chirika, we used to have a drive-in theater down here, but many parents did not approve of it. It was later
shut down.
I told your Papa that I wasn’t allowed to go to that place, so he quickly came up with Plan B and asked me to the
bowling alley on the military base. I had never tried bowling, but I was willing to learn. Papa explained to your
grandma what bowling was, but when he said that the balls were around ten pounds each, Nana refused. She did not
want me carrying any load heavier than ten pounds because she thought it would ruin my chances of bearing children.
Papa reassured her that I would only use the seven pounders, so she agreed. Nana told him to have me home by ten
o’clock, and Papa, being a gentleman, had me home thirty minutes early. Nana really like your Papa then.
Our journey as boyfriend and girlfriend was a sweet and simple one. It was not as complex as the ones you see on
TV or in the movies. We had one or two dates a week, which usually ended by ten. He visited some weekday evenings,
never empty-handed. Sundays were the most fun because we spent the morning at mass, and then later had brunch in
the social hall. Our families always enjoyed each others company.
After two years, your Papa and I were married. Papa wanted to quit working at his fathers feed store and join the
military. I was interested in the idea until I discovered I was pregnant with you, my angel. Papa loved the idea of being
a father, so he abandoned joining the Army for saving money for your arrival.
When you were born, your Papas eyes shined like I had never seen before. He would just hold you and watch you
breathe, commenting on how beautiful his daughter was.
Our lives were great for the next few years. When you were two, your grandpa closed down his feed store and
decided to return to the States. That left your Papa here with you and me and Nana. Papa was upset because that would
mean losing his job. He was even more furious that his father did not offer to give him control of the store. For the next
year, Papa tried every job from working for a farmer to cafeteria duty at the high school. He continued to love us, but
his dream of joining the Army came back to him. He even went on a diet to be lean enough for the weight requirement.
That was when I knew your Papa was serious about leaving. I decided that I was not going to take any chances with
our money situation. Food was scarce for us and I did not like depending on your Nana all the time. I looked for a job
at the high school, offering to take over Papa’s job in the cafeteria. Nana agreed to watch you during the day. Your Papa
signed up without talking to me any further. He said he would finish boot camp, get stationed near his mom and dad in
California and then send for you and me.
Unfortunately, as soon as your Papas training was over, he was whisked away to a foreign land, somewhere in Asia.
I received one letter from him, promising to send for us as soon as the war was over. So, you and I and Nana have been
waiting ever since.

“Chirika, your father loved you. You know that?”
“Yes, but … if he loved … never mind, mama. I’m tired.”
“Esta, my angel, you rest. You have school tomorrow.”
*
That evening, Chirika dreamt about a man and woman. The woman lay on the sand, lifeless. The man was tall
and seemed to be radiating light. He emerged from the ocean. He looked like the sun rising in the morning. The
man stood over the woman’s body for a moment and then suddenly bolted into the village.
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By Easter break, Chirika’s mother had fallen ill. The family doctor called it a heart ailment, perhaps the same
one that killed Chirika’s grandfather who had passed away when her mother was twelve.
The doctor reassured Nana that all mother needed was rest. They ordered her to take a month off from work,
since the stress would be a burden on her health.
While Chirika’s mother recuperated at home, they spent a lot of time together. Chirika, being her inquisitive
self, learned more about her mother than ever before. There were stories of childhood adventures, both good and
bad. Also, Chirika truly understood how her mother felt when her dad died. She realized that she shared a lot in
common with her mother.
On the eve of summer, Nana found her daughter lifeless in bed. Chirika was resting on a cot in the corner of
the room, as she had for the past month. Chirika was awakened by Nana’s screams. Before calling relatives or the
hospital, Nana, with Chirika by her side, recited the rosary.
“Chirika, parents shouldn’t outlive their children. Your mama is much too young to be in Heaven,” Nana said
that evening. “I really feel that your mother died because of a broken heart.”
“What do you mean, Nana?”
“You know, your mama was still very much in love with your father. In the last few weeks of … her life, I
often found her writing something. She would never tell me what it was.”
Nana's rough hands stretched out to Chirika. In them was an envelope. Chirika held the sealed letter tightly as
her eyes studied the names.
TO: General C. J. Guerrero
FR: Mary Ann Salas Guerrero.

“Chirika, I think your mama was writing to your father because she knew.”
Chirika folded the letter and shoved it into her back pocket. She wasn’t sure if she should mail it or read it. She
did not want to think about it just then.
Later that evening, Chirika’s Uncle Tomas knocked on their door. Nana answered it while Chirika was asleep
on the couch. She was half awake and could hear her uncle and Nana conversing in Chamorro. Chirika
understood some of the conversation. She heard that someone was in a car. A visitor.
Chirika’s curiosity got the best of her and she leaped from the couch to the screen door. She could see Nana
hugging someone. The man was very tall, with neat hair and simple clothing.
Something in Chirika’s chest began to tingle as Nana escorted the man to the door. Chirika perched herself
behind the kitchen table, suddenly remembering the letter that was bulging in her back pocket.
“Chirika, sigi magi. There is someone here to see you.” Chirika walked up to the stranger with confidence.
“Hello, Papa.”
The man was shocked that she would remember him. He reached out his hand to shake Chirika’s. With a firm
grip, she shook her father’s hand.
After dinner, Chirika asked Nana if she could show her father their garden. Nana realized that the girl wanted
time alone with her dad and sent her off. Nana could see something familiar in Chirika’s eyes, something
reassuring.
In the garden, Chirika bombarded her father with questions. He answered questions about his life, his
adventures, his accomplishments and most importantly, his intentions on Guam. Her father was taken aback at her
confidence and intelligence. Chirika stood next to a donne’ plant and looked at him intently.
“Papa, this is the plant that Mama taught me to grow.” chirped Chirika. “There are many things that you don’t
know about my Mama and I’d like to be the one to tell you about it.”
Chirika’s father carried over two hollow concrete blocks to sit on. He was enchanted by Chirika and was eager
to hear her tale.
“Mama was a sweet tooth,” commented Chirika. “I think that’s where I get my love for desserts from. Mama
was a hard worker and maybe that’s where I have learned my many skills. I also think that I inherited my Mama’s
nose and hands. There are many things within myself that are gifts from my Mama.”
“Chirika, I … I am so sorry for …” stuttered her father.
“Papa, my Mama died of a broken heart. She still loved you. I am not sure if I have the same love for you, but
I am willing to give you a chance, if you choose to stay.” Chirika said as she reached into her back pocket for the
letter.
“This is Mama’s last letter to you.”
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Chirika’s father took the letter from his daughter and kept her hand in his. In his eyes was the promise of love
and commitment.
*THE TERRITORY OF AMERICAN SAMOA*
144.74 Fiti Au Mua: A Folktale\fn{by Tofo (before 1871- )} Fitiuta, Ta’u Island, Manu’a Islands District, American
Samoa (M) 1
Veu and Veu were the couple who held land from the chief Tufu le Mata’afa, here in Fiti uta. Veu was
pregnant, and had a longing for some kape which was growing in their garden. It was a good one, and ready for
digging, but it was marked to go as first-fruit to the chief for using land of his. He was having a canoe built at the
time, and he wanted it for workmen’s payment. Still Veu had her longings for the kape, and she got it and ate it.
Some person of Mata’afa’s family told him that the kape was eaten. Then that chief was very angry, and he
drove out Veu and Veu, drove them off his land. They went off in his anger.
They took a swimming-board and swam together out to sea to find some other land. After a time they came to
the place called Fanga fetau na’i on the island of Niue. The chiefess of that place was Sinasina le Fe’e—she had
no husband and was chief. It happened that two of her people were in the water fishing for an offering to go as
cold-food with her kava. These two were Saumani ali’i and his wife Saumani tamaitai. They were fishing together
with a hand-net.
Now Veu who was pregnant gave birth to her baby on the back of a wave, but she could not take the child up—
it floated on the sea. Thus that boy was carried into Saumani’s net. That man looked down. Something human was
there. He poured it out again. The sea returned it to his net. He said,
“A man is caught.” Said his wife,
“Then what are you looking for? Take that thing as an offering, take it as cold-food for the kava of our
chiefess.”:
Saumani took it to the land, to the house of their chiefess.
Veu and Veu went ashore and saw the child. They said to the chiefess who had no husband:
“Do not waste the boy that has been born. Do not eat him. Let us take care of him as your son. Let us rear him
as fondly as a pet and call him your son, Fiti au mua.”
This was done; and an old woman was found who acted as a mother to Fiti au mua. Her own son’s name was
Lau foli; he was a true Niuean; he was a warrior, that foster-mother’s son.
*
Fiti au mua grew up in the care of this woman. He went about with other boys, but they cast things up at him.
“You are a Samoan boy whose parents were driven out in anger.” Fiti asked his parents if it were true and they
replied that Mata’afa drove them away in anger.
“You were born on a wave in the sea.”
Then Fiti was angry, and prepared to fight. He cut out two clubs for himself of toa wood, one for each hand,
and he practiced swinging them. He came into the house swinging two clubs, and while he was practicing he hit
his foster-mother on the head. She died. Said Veu his mother,
“What is the reason you have killed your mother?” He replied,
“If only Fiti’s clubs should revive at home, we would have prosperity.”
Then Fiti went with his parents to visit their homeland, and a battle was fought at once. That was the first fight.
Mata’afa’s people drove them back and forth, they were driven east and driven west. Fiti was chased and pushed
down. The club in his left hand fell, but the club in his right hand remained.
Then Fiti dived into the reef passage at Aumuli, and he swam beneath the sea. He came up first at Fiji. He
fought at once with them. Fiji was overcome. Then Fiti swam to Tonga; fought with Tonga, overcame. He
returned here to his own land in Samoa, he went inland at A’ana. He crossed over to Savai’i; fought a fight at
Pu’apu’a; continued to fight at Matautu, where Le Fanonga helped against him. Then Fiti was killed and the wars
were ended.
1920
271.1 Excerpt from The Binding\fn{by Fa’alologo Filloon (1962- )} Leone Village, Tutuila Island, American Samoa,
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U.S.A. (M) 10
1
I have celebrated my birthday the same way each year for the past four years: I go for a run. It has been two days
since I hit the big one-eight. Until that night, I didn't realize just how much I missed running. It has been way too long
since I have exercised.
At first, my body protested, but once I got going it was like track season all over again. When the big day
happened, there was no celebration with family or a party with lots of friends from school. It was just me, my running
shoes, and the lonely running path at the nearby park.
The only family I have—had—was Lucas, my brother who disappeared four years ago. I have only one friend:
Julia Manns.
Since Lucas’s disappearance, it has just been the two of us and Marilyn, my foster mom. There has always been a
special bond between Julia and me; after four years, she knows the birthday run is a solitary ritual. Besides, she
couldn’t make it anyway, even if I wanted her to.
For the first time since I can remember, I overslept. I promised myself that when the day was over, I would be
hitting the park for a run. And that is how I find myself here, in the park, devoid of any human presence, and not
realizing how late it is until halfway through my run. I contemplate my determined (but perhaps rash) decision to get a
run in before the day’s end as I try not to notice the dark shadows among the trees. The next time I decide to get off my
butt and go for a run, I will maybe just wait for morning.
Despite the dark, I love the feel of my heart as it pumps with each breath, how the pebbled path feels solid under
my feet, the cool sweat on my skin as the breeze sweeps tendrils of hair across my face.
Tendrils? Who uses that word these days … tendril?
he sound of a snapping twig startles me and my muscles tense. It could just be my imagination, but I pick up
the pace anyway, trying to stay calm. The path curves to the left a few yards ahead and once I make that turn, I
will be able to see the parking lot. That is where I parked Marilyn’s Jetta … under a light post … alone.
Just keep moving calmly. What am I thinking? Just cut across the path and run like hell, you idiot!
My world is jarringly disrupted when someone blindsides me.
I stretch out my arms, expecting to hit the ground face-first, but the impact is delayed when I am spun around into
my attacker as he uses his own body as a cushion. I feel a sharp sting near my left eye as strong arms hug me tight
against a hard chest. When we finally hit the ground, I end up on top of him with the wind knocked out of me.
My chest tightens as the air catches in my throat. He curses as I knee him while trying to twist out of his hold. He
pushes me off roughly and I land on my stomach; I quickly twist around to sit up. He is on his feet, looking back down
the path I just ran. I touch my cheek, then look at my fingertips and see blood. I pull myself together enough to take a
good look at my attacker from his boots, up along his dark coat, to his shoulders.
I expect to see a cowboy hat, but instead he has a dark beanie pulled over his ears, with long hair falling from
underneath. I can’t see his face because he is facing someone else on the path. I lean to look past him, and the shock of
recognition overcomes me. I shake my head in denial as my attacker’s name comes to me.
2
I watch her from behind a tree as she jogs toward me. She is small, just over five feet, and athletic, but not as
compact as I thought she would be. My life would be easier if Lily Michaels were not part of it, but I am honor-bound
to her by the treaty.
I close my eyes for a moment, sending my thoughts out to find Cessa. There, hidden by the trees on the other side of
the path, she waits in the dark. I send a silent command: go find Mellis. Cessa’s not needed for now, and Tolan and the
others wait at the checkpoint. I sense no danger, and I want to be alone when I meet my betrothed for the first time. It
will be easier for her without the others around, though I really don’t care how she accepts the news.
I think of Kalis. Her beauty teases my mind. I try to shake the feeling of loss, but the weight of my responsibility to
the clans feels heavy on my chest. I push Kalis from my thoughts to concentrate on the runner before me.
Lily Michaels has no common sense. Who goes running in a park at night?
She comes closer. I wonder if her black hair is natural, not that it would matter. A treaty between her family and
my own has bound me to her, stopping me from choosing my own bride, my own destiny. The sound of Kalis’s sweet
laughter comes to me on the fading breeze. My heart breaks each time she enters my thoughts, but there is nothing I
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can do about it now. I swore to my father I would stay true to the treaty, and honor his own oath to Senestra of the
Willow Clan.
The snap of a twig breaks my distraction. Just as I am about to grab her, Lily speeds forward and out of my reach.
Too late as I hear an arrow release; I dive for her and we hit the ground hard. She sucks in a harsh breath when the
arrow cuts her, but she doesn’t scream.
I take in a deep breath myself, cursing as her knee catches me between the legs. Before she can do any more
damage, I push her away and stand to face her attacker. Just then, from behind me, she speaks.
3
“Lucas?”
It is barely a whisper, but loud enough to cause my rescuer to glance over his shoulder. Lucas takes another
arrow from his quiver and adjusts his shot. He slowly lowers his aim … at me! Finding my voice, I call out to him.
“Lucas!” My brother releases the arrow.
“Run!” my rescuer yells.
He shifts to his left,. blocking my view of Lucas and the speeding arrow. He spins inward, letting the
momentum of his body pull him through, catching hold of the arrow’s shaft as he rolls out, and stopping it inches
from my face. He leaps forward into a crouch between my brother and me. His eyes never leave Lucas as he
shouts,
“I said, run!”
This time I don't hesitate. I am up and ready to run when I hear the release of another arrow and I instinctively
duck, but none fly by me. I know my rescuer has once again saved me. I start to take off but come up short when I
glance behind me, and I see the stranger hurl two knives at Lucas from under his coat.
So fast! He is so fast I almost missed it. It has been four years since I last saw Lucas, and he is trying to kill me, but
he is still my brother. I hear someone scream and realize it came from me.
Lucas has another arrow cocked and aimed at the stranger, but my scream distracts him; he shifts his focus back on
me. Our eyes meet and … he hesitates. For one moment he is Lucas, the big brother who raised me, the big brother who
comforted me and made me laugh until I cried again.
But the moment is gone when the two blades hit him hard in the chest. His eyes grow wide—and he releases his
last arrow.
Lucas drop to his knees; his face is a mask of disbelief as he stares at the knives in his chest. But then, the air
around him begins to shimmer, and slowly he begins to disappear.
This is real/y happening? Our eyes meet again as he lifts his hand, stretching toward me.
And then he is gone—vanished, just as he did four years ago.
I wait for the arrow to hit me and I don’t care. I just lost my big brother, again.
The pain I felt four years ago is back, heavy as a sledgehammer. It is as if my chest were pierced by the
stranger’s knives. I can’t go through this again. Not again. So I stand and wait … but the pierce of the arrow never
comes.
“Burn.”
It comes in a whisper. The arrow goes up in flames only inches from my heart; I can feel the heat on my skin.
A man, identical to my rescuer, walks out with his hand raised before him. My eyes drift to a few feet behind him
as a black mist rises, swirling and slithering until it takes the form of a deep blackness, a hollow nothingness that
freezes me to the core.
Two eyes pop open within the blackness and my heart stops, frozen in fear. I try to scream, but my breath only
bursts out of my throat in a ragged gasp. The world tilts and spins as the ground rushes up to meet me.
4
What the hell was she thinking? She had a clear opportunity to make her escape but she hesitated. If it weren’t for
Tolan, she would be dead now.
Damn. She is going to be more of a problem than I anticipated.
I rush to her side to make sure she is not seriously hurt. The only wound she has is the one under her eye. I
brush back her hair—she is beautiful. I take a few strands of her hair and rub it between my fingers … all natural,
and as jet black as her mother’s. I have a sudden need to see her eyes; are they like her mother’s, too?
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Tolan kneels beside us. He touches her face where the arrow nicked her and within seconds, the wound closes.
Only a pink scratch remains. In a day or so, it will disappear completely.
“I’'s only a scratch. Why did she collapse?” asks Tolan.
I look over at my brother, thankful for once he disobeyed my orders. I shake my head.
“I don’t know,” I say. “She passed out at the sight of you, not from any wound that I can see.”
“Well, that’s not very flattering considering I’m better looking than you are,” says Tolan, searching her face.
“She is beautiful. She doesn’t seem to have her height, but she has her mother’s coloring. She’s definitely
Senestra’s daughter. Her brother being here further confirms it.”
“Thanks to you, he didn’t succeed in killing her. I suppose Velesi owes you a debt, brother.”
I continue to look at the girl. There is a feeling of connection to her … the feeling pisses me off. I don’t want it. I
don’t want anything more to do with her than what is needed for Velesi.
“And you, you also owe me a debt,” says Tolan. After a moment, he adds,
“You know Kalis was never meant to be in your future.”
Tolan rises and stands before me, waiting for my response. He knows of my feelings for Kalis, but he also
knows I will honor the treaty between the clans. I glare at him until he takes a step back.
I lift the girl and feel a pang of guilt. She weighs no more than a feather. I am surprised I didn’t knock her out
when I took her down. I look her over once again and upon closer inspection, I can see her pale skin, clear and
flawless. Her hair is in a ponytail, but loose locks frame her face. Like her hair, her lashes are dark against her pale
skin, soft bars locking up her eyes, denying me what I want to see.
The pink scratch under her eye fills me with rage. Is it because Lucas attempted to kill his own sister—who was
unarmed and innocent? Innocent? I think about that for a moment.
Maybe, but she is still Lucas’s sister.
5
I wake with a start, a scream caught in my throat as strong hands shake me by my shoulders. When I open my eyes,
an annoyed face peers back at me and it takes me a moment to remember who it belongs to. My rescuer shakes me
again. He is close enough now for me to see that his eyes are green, intense and annoyed.
“Hey!” I say as I try to pry myself out of his hold. “What the hell! Stop it!”
He releases me, not at all gently, and moves to an armchair on the other side of the coffee table. I am home, in
the house I share with Marilyn, and lying on the sofa in our small living room. The room seems even smaller with
him in it.
My foster mom works with social services; I have been with her since I was fourteen. She took me in the day after
Lucas went missing. Maybe it was the pathetic way I looked when they brought me into her office, or maybe it was
because I had not spoken a word to anyone since the night before. Whatever the reason, she took pity on me.
She promised that day she would find me a good foster home. She started that morning, and worked well into the
evening as I sat in her little office. Finally, she gave up for the day, decided to try again the next morning. It was too late
to take me to the shelter, so she took me home, fed me, and put me to bed in her spare room.
This has been home ever since. Marilyn didn’t just bring me home—she saved my life.
I look at the picture of Lucas and me on the side table. It was taken on our birthday, my fourteenth and Lucas’s
eighteenth. Each year we would celebrate with hot fudge sundaes. Julia, my best friend even back then, was always our
special guest. Julia took the picture after a community league basketball game where I had just made the winning basket.
We were all looking forward to celebrating later that evening. It was one of the happiest days of my life … the last day I
was ever happy.
Lucas never made it to the deli near our home. Julia and I waited until her parents came to pick her up. They gave
me a ride and when they realized Lucas wasn’t home, they decided to stay with me until he returned. When he still
didn’t show by midnight, Frank Chase, Julia’s stepdad, called the police.
Lucas had disappeared without a trace.
Everything that happened earlier tonight floods my mind. Lucas. What was he doing here? Where has he been
all these years? And why did he appear out of nowhere? Even worse, why did he try to kill me? My head is
throbbing and I rub at my temples, trying to relieve the pain.
The stranger is still sitting in our small armchair, waiting. I turn to him and find him watching me intently. As we
stare at each other, I feel a connection between us and strange as it sounds, but I feel as if I know him. He gives me a
smirk and I roll my eyes him. I sit up and throw my legs off the sofa, but as soon as I stand, he stands. He stares back
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at me, daring me to make a move.
Make a move? What is this, a cowboy movie? Again, I imagine him wearing a cowboy hat, but he is still wearing
the black beanie and I can see that his hair is sandy brown. I also now see that he is young, maybe a year older than I
am, but I’m not sure, it is hard to tell.
I sit back down on the sofa and he sits back down in the armchair. I stand again, and he does the same. I sit
back down and he does the same again, but this time he takes his time. I try to stand again, but he is on his feet, and
then he is on me, pushing me against the back of the sofa. He is only inches from my face and I am tempted to lean in
and touch his nose with my own, which is insane.
The thought almost makes me giggle, but I stifle it when I meet his eyes—he is extremely annoyed. After a moment
of glaring at me, and without a word, he is back in the armchair. He has that smirk back on his face, satisfied that he has
made his point.
I remain pinned into the sofa, stunned by how fast he moves. Staring at him, a memory from tonight returns to me:
the knives flash in my mind, the speed with which he threw them at Lucas, the way Lucas fell to his knees. The rage
comes quickly and without a thought, I fly straight at him.
He is already on his feet and catches me head-on. As he twists me around, I swing up hard with my elbow and land
a lucky hit to his jaw. The contact makes a solid thud and I pray that I broke something. With my back against him
now, I kick hard at his legs and I struggle to hit him with my elbows, hoping to connect again.
He pins my arms down and widens his stance so my kicks miss him. Through my anger, I hear a strange sound and
realize—he’s laughing! I struggle even harder.
“You killed my brother!”
My rage melts into a winded sob. His grip loosens and I push away from him, losing my balance and landing on my
knees. The fight is no longer in me and my emotions take over. I hang my head, hoping my hair will cover my face.
The last thing I want is to give him the satisfaction of seeing me cry, but there are some battles you just can’t win.
6
I watch her cry wretchedly on the floor, and I feel like the bastard she must think I am. It wasn’t until she accused
me of killing her brother that I realized why she hesitated at the park. Why she moved toward him instead of away,
even though Lucas had an arrow pointed at her heart. Why she just stood there as Lucas released the last arrow—I
wanted to kill her myself. Would I have been able to turn my back on my own brother in the same situation?
I remember the way she looked at him. When she finally realized what he was trying to do, it was like
watching a flame go out.
My reaction to her sorrow surprised me. Lily is not what I expected. I was told she would be a timid bride. I
rub at my chin where she caught me with her elbow and wonder where that timid girl is. One moment she is as
helpless as a newborn, but the next she is a raging bull. Now, she is both vulnerable and untouchable.
My thoughts drift back to watching her sleep. Her expressions revealed that, in her dreams, she struggled to outrun
whatever demon was chasing her. But, even when her face was soft in sleep, there was a kind of sorrow that
enveloped her. When she cried out and struggled harder, I pulled her up and tried to wake her. Instead of thanking me,
she yelled at me as if I were the demon.
I grow more irritable. Unable to take any more of her sobbing, I decide to shock her out of her misery.
I call for Cessa.
7
I don’t know how long I was on the floor but, through it all, he never made a move. I’m thinking about how to
regain a little dignity when something huge, sleek, and black enters the room, quiet and stealthy. When I see what it is,
not only do I scream, but I am off my knees and in the stranger’s arms. I nearly climb onto his shoulders in an attempt
to get as high as I can. His annoyance is obvious, but I don’t care.
“Cessa, stay!”
His deep, commanding voice is too much for our small living room. The giant panther is now sitting in front of us,
looking at me curiously. At least I think it is a panther. I know they are big cats, but this cat is unnerving huge!
My rescuer seems to be about six-foot-three, maybe four, but his cat’s head reaches above his shoulders. And she is
even sitting on her haunches. She lifts one of her huge paws and tries to swat at me, as if we are playing some kind of
game.
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I yelp and try again to climb over his shoulder and get behind him. Not that it would matter: the cat is so huge all
she has to do is stand on her hind legs and swallow me whole.
“Will you stop it!” he demands as he tries to hold me still. I throw my arms around his neck and squeeze as
hard as I can, hoping to melt into him, to escape from the giant black paw. I hide my head in his neck and start
speed-praying.
“My name isn't ‘God’! It’s Tharin,” he says as he tries to pull my arms from around his neck.
Tharin? What kind of name is that? I hold on tight, struggling again. He finally breathes a hard sigh and sits
down, taking me with him.
Then, the unexpected. He slowly rubs my back, his palm rolling over my skin, soothing, up and down, up and
down. I’m not sure if my breathing is so hard from my struggles or from the sensation he is sending through me.
He whispers something softly and I feel my body relax.
“She won’t hurt you, you know. She’s just curious about who you are.”
His voice is soft. I loosen my hold on him, pulling away just enough to look up at him. He is young, and he is
beautiful. I want to reach up and trace the line of his jaw, his lips, his eyes … his eyes! He is looking right at me,
but unlike his soothing voice, there is no gentleness in those green eyes. Only annoyance and impatience.
I do the only thing I can think of. I push against him.
“Let go of me! What do you think you’re doing?”
And, being the gentleman that he is, he does as I ask and shoves me off him. I land with a thud, coming face to
face with Cessa. I move back against Tharin’s legs, grabbing at his knee, hugging it to me.
“Cessa.”
The voice from the kitchen door is not as booming as my rescuer’s, but still commanding. Tharin’s look-alike
saunters into the room. He stops near the entrance, and with a crooked smile takes in the scene before him. Tharin
sitting annoyed in the armchair, and me clutching onto his knee for dear life. The big cat sits staring at the both of
us, waiting to find out what the game is.
Tharin’s double walks over to the small desk in the corner and sits down. At first glance, I thought he was identical
to Tharin, but there are small differences. His hair is lighter and shorter, tucked under a beanie of his own, its length
falling just above his shoulder. He seems fit, but his frame is not as broad, and Tharin is slightly taller.
The biggest difference between them is their eyes. Tharin’s are green, burdened and guarded, while his twin’s are
also green, but clear and open. The differences are subtle, but apparent to me. Whatever connection Tharin and I
share, it seems I understand everything about him.
Then again, what do I know? I have only known the two of them for, what? About an hour?
“Cessa,” says the soft voice, “you’re scaring her. Go.”
His order is quiet, but to my surprise the big cat does as she is told. Cessa moves away from me and hops onto the
sofa. I imagine hearing the springs strain under the big cat’s weight. I don’t know how I would explain it to Marilyn if
the sofa should snap in two under such bulk, but Cessa doesn’t seem to care. I wince as she kneads the cushions. I wait
for the fabric to tear and the stuffing to fly everywhere, but the old worn cushions endure Cessa’s assault. She lays her
big head down and closes her eyes. It isn’t long before her rumbling purr vibrates through the floor.
I realize clear green eyes are on me and I turn to face Tharin’s twin. He leans forward, resting his elbows on his
knees. As he stares at me, the memory of the black mist comes back, along with the terror. I hold on to Tharin’s
knee in a death grip, digging my nails in and ignoring his startled intake of breath.
“I’m Tolan.”
He seems so warm and easygoing. It is hard to imagine he is the black mist demon I saw earlier. His smile is
inviting, and he looks at me as if I am an old friend. I feel myself relax and staring at Tolan not sure where to start.
He smiles again and before I can stop myself, I smile back. I loosen my grip on Tharin’s knee.
“Thank you,” says Tharin as he jerks away from me. I scoot away to put some distance between us, too embarrassed
to look at him.
I sit with my legs crossed, pull the tie from my hair, and let it fall down my back. Then I pull my hair back up and
re-band it into a fresh ponytail, all the while keeping my eyes on Tolan. He waits patiently until I am done. It is a cozy
scene. If anyone came in they would think we were friends, just sitting around sharing the day’s events.
I swallow before asking Tolan,
“Can you tell me what’s going on?” When he doesn’t respond, I rush on.
“Why was Lucas shooting arrows at me? Why did he just show up after all these years? And how did he
disappear again right in front of me? I mean, he literally vanished! Am I crazy?” I take another breath and lean
closer to Tolan.
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“Who are you?” At that, his smile broadens as he says,
“I told you, I’m Tolan. Tharin’s twin brother.”
“No, I mean, what are you? Where did you come from? And why did he,” I point an accusing anger at Tharin
without taking my eyes off of Tolan, “kill my brother?”
Tharin is on his feet. Through clenched teeth he says,
“I saved your life!” I am up as well.
“He probably thought you were attacking me!”
“I don’t recall you hitting your head, but you must have, because you seem to have forgotten the part where I
saved your lifè!”
“You know, I’m surprised I didn’t hit my head, with the way you knocked me over!”
“No, you didn’t hit your head. But you have a cut under your eye from the arrowour brother shot at you!”
“You son-of-a-biscuit-eater!”
“Son-of-a-wha—?”
Tharin can’t finish because my fists lands on his jaw—it is like hitting a brick wall. Oh, my God, I think his chin
broke my hand. I grab my hand, trying not to yell, but when I see the smug look on his face, I throw another punch.
Instead of trying to stop me, he just stands there, waiting with that damn smirk on his face. It’s like he wants me to hit
him.
But, before I can make contact again, we drift apart. We literally dift apart. I look down at my feet and find myself
dangling a few inches from the floor. Tharin is also floating, but he isn’t looking at me … he is glaring at Tolan. Tolan,
his hand raised, says,
“Princess, I can’t have you harming your betrothed.”
Princess? Betrothed? I look behind me to see if someone else has entered the room.
“Who are you talking to?”
“I’m speaking to you, Princess,” he says quietly.
“Tolan,” Tharin says with a warning in his voice. Tolan gently puts us down.
“Please, sit.”
I return to my spot on the floor. He looks at Tharin, waiting. Tharin drops into the armchair, throws his head
back, and shuts his eyes. Tolan turns back to me, eyes twinkling.
“It’s not who I am that’s important. What’s important is you know who you are, Princess.”
“Please don’t call me that. I don’t like it.”
“I’m sorry Lilianethia, but I only called you that because it’s true; you are a princess.”
“What did you call me?”
“Princess.”
“No. You called me Lily-something?”
“I called you Lilianethia. That’s your name.”
“My name is Lily. Just Lily.”
“No,” Tolan says with a satisfied smile. “You are Princess Lilinnethia Senestra Michaels of the Willow Clan. That’s
your name. That’s who you are, and you are the rightful heir to the throne of the Willow Clan.” He looks like a smug
messenger delivering good news.
“What are you talking about? What clan?” I ask. “I’m not a princess of some clan or an heir to anything.
Besides, if Lucas is the oldest, then he should be the heir, not me.” Tolan shakes his head at me.
“No. Each clan has one throne, the seat for the ruler of that clan. The throne would not accept Lucas, which
means you are the rightful heir, Princess.” I repeat,
“My name is Lily. Lily Michaels, not Lily-what-ever of the Willow Clan, and what do you mean it didn’t
accept him?”
Tolan’s smile freezes. He looks at me carefully before turning back to Tharin, who watches our exchange
intently. Tharin smirks and says,
“Lily? That’s what you call yourself? Lily?” I can feel my hackles rising on the back of my neck at the sound
of his voice.
“Listen,” I say, “this has been a really, really strange night for me. I don’t understand what’s going on, and I’m not
even going to pretend that I do. But I’ve been tackled, and shot at, with arrows, by my own brother. There’s a
huge beast sleeping on my sofa and a sadistic brute sitting in my armchair, and his kinder, less-rude twin is sitting
at our desk calling me names. I just saw my brother who disappeared four years ago die and disappear, again, just
after he shot arrows at me. So, I know that none of this can be real because my brother would never, ever hurt
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me.”
I try to keep the sobbing out of my voice, but I fail miserably. When Tolan tries to speak again, I raise my hand
to stop him. He goes still, his eyes on my hand.
“No,” I continue. “Don’t say anything else. I went for a run. I tripped and hit my head. This is some kind of a
hysterical dream. You’re all an illusion. I’m going to close my eyes and when I open them, you’ll all be gone.”
I shut my eyes. I wait; the sound of the purring cat gradually disappears, and all is quiet around me. I open my
eyes and after a pause of realization, I lean forward groaning, touching my head to the floor, as the purring starts
up again.
They are still here.
8
Lily doses her eyes, wishing us away. I almost feel sorry for the girl; her disappointment at finding us still here
is almost comical.
She confuses me. One minute she is weeping uncontrollably, but in the next she almost strangles me. Then, she
stands up to me and hits me with her tiny fist. Does she not notice I am twice her size? I could break her with one
finger for calling me a son-of-a-biscuit eater.
And what does that mean, “son-of-a-biscuit eater”? That I am a … puppy? Is she calling me a puppy? I don’t
know if I want to laugh or shake her.
What I want is to take her back into my arms, sit in the armchair, and comfort her once more. That she would
turn to me in the face of danger is both pleasing and confusing. She makes me even more irritable than before. I
don’t like being confused, but I especially resent that it is her making me feel this way.
I can’t figure out why she continues to question not only who we are, but more importantly, who she is. Don’t
all girls want to be princesses? This girl really is a princess. The sooner she accepts that, the sooner we can move
on. If she doesn’t get it soon, Lucas will send the Ange after us. If that happens, then my chances of getting her to
Velesi safely will be much slimmer.
I have to get her moving soon, or instead of marrying Lily, I will be burying her.
9
“Princess, we have to get moving. We don’t have time to waste,” repeats Tolan for the hundredth time, though
he doesn’t make a move to get up.
“Please don’t call me that,” I say, rubbing at my tired eyes.
I feel a headache coming on, starting at the back of my skull. I have spent the last thirty minutes trying to
convince Tolan and Tharin that not only do they have the wrong person, but I am far removed from being
anything close to royalty. I even threatened to call the police and report a murder, but that didn’t faze them.
Tharin, still sitting in the armchair, just snorted, and Tolan continued to smile as he explained that in order for
there to be a murder, there has to be a body.
Through it all, no matter how much I ranted and raved, they sat without a word of interruption and let me wear
myself out. At some point, Cessa turned on her side and let her paws hang off the sofa almost to the floor. Not
even my hysterics stopped the purring from vibrating through the floors.
I drop my head into my hands and try to make sense of everything. For a moment no one says a word. The low
rumble of Cessa’s purring soothes me, but I feel the exhaustion seep in. I feel like I am floating on water, lulled by
the sound of the roaring shore breaking along unseen reefs. Then, the water turns turbulent and I am tossed about.
I open my eyes with a start to find Tharin shaking me roughly.
“Will you stop that, please?” I fall to my side pulling away from
him.
“Perhaps you didn’t hear my brother,” he says, pointing at Tolan without taking his eyes off of me. “He said
we don’t have time to waste. You can fall asleep later when we reach Velesi.”
“Velesi?” I look at Tolan for an answer.
“Velesi, Prin—uh, Lily, Velesi is where we must take you to keep you safe. It’s the land of your birth. It’s also
where the wedding will be.” Tharin moves back to the armchair and I find him scowling down at his hands.
I turn back to Tolan, shaking my head. As if to a five-year-old child, I say,
“I was born in San Diego, I was raised in San Diego, and I will probably die right here, in San Diego.”
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“Well, if you just keep sitting here that may happen tonight,” Tharin says through clenched teeth. I refuse to
look at him, keeping my focus on Tolan.
“Why am I in trouble? Why do we need to leave here now? And why, for the hundredth time, is Lucas after
me?”
“Lily, I am Tolan, brother to the future king of the Oak Clan. We are known for being unable to tell a lie. I
promise you, if we don’t leave soon, we will all be in mortal danger.” He pauses for a moment and then asks,
“Do you believe your brother is dead?”
A knot catches in my throat as I nod.
“He’s not dead, Lily. He lives. In all the four years he’s been missing, not once did you believe he was dead?
Tell me, Lily, do you believe he’s dead now? Do you feel he is?”
I know he is right. Even though I saw the knives bury deep into his chest and witnessed him disappear into thin
air, somehow I know Lucas is still alive. I would feel it if he wasn’t. He is my brother, after all. I release a breath I
didn’t realize I was holding.
“No,” I say.
“Once he’s healed, he will be back. This time, he’ll know Tharin is here, and he will be prepared. He’ll bring
the Ange with him.” Before I can ask, he goes on.
“The Ange is an elite squad, personal guards to your brother. There are five of them, each with their own talent
for killing. Alone they are no match for Tharin, but together along with your brother, even Tharin will be pushed
to his limit.”
I steal a glance at Tharin, but he is staring off into the distance. Tharin is the future king of his clan? I observe
his features: young but steady, kind but hard. There is something else there, a sense of longing, sorrow and anger.
Mostly anger. He looks at me again as if reading my thoughts. The scowl returns to his face, but this time I don’t
turn from him. Tolan calls me to attention.
“He’ll be back in two days’ time. So you see we don’t have time to waste.”
“Two days? You make it sound as if he’ll return any moment.”
“You don’t understand. It will take us at least three days to reach the outskirts of Velesi. We need to hurry, Lily.
We need all the time we have.”
“No,” I say.
“No?” repeats Tolan, disbelief in his voice.
“I want to know who and what you really are. How were you able to make the arrow go up in flames? How do
you know where I live? I want to know what you know about my brother. Where is he?”
The room is suddenly quiet, except for Cessa's purring. I watch Tolan, refusing to look at Tharin, afraid I will
only see that smirk again. Why does he hate me?
“Okay, Lily,” says Tolan. “Are you sure you want to know?”
“Yes,” I say without hesitation.
Tolan removes his beanie slowly, then ruffles his hair, but it isn’t his hair I am staring at, it is … his ears. They
are shaped like my own, except for the gentle upward slope that ends in a soft point at the tips. Without thinking, I
blurt out,
“You’re a Vulcan?” Tharin sits up, disgusted.
“We’re Sidhe! For crying out loud, Lily, we’re elves! Vulcans? Seriously?”
He tears off his beanie, showing his own ears. His hair is even messier than Tolan’s and yet … he is beautiful. I
fight the urge to reach up and smooth his hair back in place. I try to get my thoughts together, but it is difficult
because Tharin is such an intimidating distraction.
Sidhe? Elves? There are elves in San Diego? There are elves sitting in my living room. I return my focus to
Tolan. Even though they are twins, I can think more clearly looking at Tolan. In return, Tolan’s stare never
wavers. He waits for the information to sink in. After a moment, he asks,
“Are you ready to hear the rest?” I nod in response.
“We're Sidhe, and as my brother so hotly confirmed, we’re not Vulcans, Lily. We’re elves. Tharin and I are
from the Oak Clan, the first house of the Thirteen Clans of Velesi. You, as I mentioned earlier, are from the
Willow Clan—the second house of the Thirteen Clans of Velesi. Eighteen years ago, our parents made a treaty
between the two strongest houses to bring them together through their heirs.” He lifts his hands, palms up.
“An arranged marriage, Lily. That marriage would be between the oldest children of each house. That would
be you and Tharin.”
Ah, so that is why he is so angry with me. It is so obvious Tharin is annoyed about the whole thing. I am not
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quite sure how I feel about it either.
“The reason the arrow burned,” continues Tolan, “is because I told it to. Most of the royal blood has some
power connected to nature and its elements. We’re able to manipulate it. I willed the arrow to burn, and so it did.
I’m able to will other elements as well. Most of our line can, but my will is not as strong as Tharin’s … or yours.”
“No,” I say, shaking my head, “I don’t have any powers. I’m just Lily, plain Lily.” I lift my eyes and there is a
smile on his face.
“Yes, Lily. You. You may not know it yet, but you have control over the most powerful element of all. Your
clan is connected to Mother Earth more than any other clan. You can burn, drown, or suffocate any of your
enemies with your will alone. You can hear and understand the language of the land around you, the sky above
you, and the ocean that surrounds you.”
“I can’t do any of that. I have trouble just listening to my math teacher, let alone hearing what the grass in the
front yard has to say. You’ve got the wrong person.”
“How do you think we knew where to find you, Lily?” he asks.
“We’ve known where you’ve been from the moment you took your first breath. You are Senestra’s daughter.
When the treaty was sealed between our families, you became one of us. We’ve known where you’ve been since
you and your brother left Velesi with your father.”
“My father?”
“After the assassination of your mother, Queen Senestra, your father, John Michaels, brought you back to his
world. Our king, our father, allowed it; they were like brothers, even though your father was human. When Lucas
was taken by the Ange, we knew you were in danger.”
“So Lucas didn’t leave me? He was taken?”
I knew Lucas didn’t leave me! There is so much to ask, to think through. My mother was assassinated? And
my father? All my life I was told my parents were killed after I was born. My father’s brother and his wife took us
in and raised us, at least until their own deaths. They were killed in car accident when I was thirteen. Tolan waves
his hand at me to calm me down.
“Yes. But your brother has turned to their side. He is with the Ange and has been for the last four years. We
were unable to reach him.” He lifts his hand to stop me from interrupting.
“We knew you would be safer with the social worker. After you were brought to her, we checked her out and
made it possible for her to gain guardianship over you. We cast a shield over your essence and made you invisible
to the Ange. That is, until you turned eighteen. We thought we had more time before the Ange found you, but
tonight proved we were wrong. We had hoped to have at least another day or two before they sensed your
whereabouts.”
“Since my birthday? That was two days ago.” A look passes between them.
“We were held up,” says Tolan.
“Held up? Is that what happened with Lucas? You were held up with him, too?”
Tolan looks down at his hands. Tharin sits quietly, unapologetic. It is clear he isn’t going to give any
explanation or an apology. Disappointed, I turn back to Tolan.
“You said Lucas was taken against his will. They took him on his eighteenth birthday.”
“That’s right,” answers Tolan taking a breath before looking up at me. “The Ange somehow reached him
before we did.”
“So this means we need to save him, right?”
Both Tharin and Tolan remain quiet. I look from one to the other, standing up quickly.
“Why won’t you answer me? We can save him, right?”
“I'm sorry, Lily,” says Tolan. “He is beyond our reach now. If you don’t come with us, you may not live to see
tomorrow. We can only protect you if you’re with us. Not only that, but the treaty must be honored.”
I remain standing, pulling my thoughts together.
Who are these people to come crashing into my life demanding I leave with them? I don’t want to move. My
whole life is changing. If I leave with them, it will never be the same again.
I don't know if I believe their story, but I do know I want to see my brother again. There is no question about it.
I am going with them to find Lucas. As soon as I make the decision, Tharin grabs me by the arm and pulls me to
him. I didn’t even see him get off the armchair. His grip is hard and painful and it feels as if he is about to
dislocate my shoulder. He leans in even closer and says,
“Listen, I don’t care whether or not you believe us. I don’t care if you think you can reach your brother
somehow and change his mind about killing you. I don’t care if you’re afraid and confused. I just don’t care. What
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I do care about is a treaty was made between our families. My father took an oath and I intend to keep it. You’re
not the only one who has lost in this.”
He shoves me away from him and I barely catch myself, falling back a few steps. Tolan is on his feet. Cessa is
up as well, nervous; she stays near the sofa. The room is suddenly too quiet.Tharin continues,
“You have five minutes to do what you need to do before we leave. If you’re not done, I’ll drag you out of here
as YOU are.”
I turn and run toward my room. I am ashamed of my cowardice, but I can’t help it. I believe him and I am
terrified. After all, I really don’t know him. I have never known anyone to be so angry with me. It is more than
anger, it is hate. I lean against the closed door, surrounded by the safety of the four walls of my room. …
10
The sight of Lily running from me and the fear I saw in her eyes bother me more than I want to admit. Her arm
felt so small in my hand, but I couldn’t help myself.
Her loyalty to her brother pisses me off. I wanted to shake her. Once again, I feel like the true bastard she
surely must think I am, but time is of the essence and I can’t wait while she makes up her mind. Granted, Lily will
eventually have to say the wedding vows willingly, but it doesn’t mean I have to wait for her to willingly go with
us. If I have to tie her up and carry her all the way to Velesi, then so be it.
“Did you have to be so rough with her, Tharin?”
Tolan wears his disapproval on his face. I didn’t miss the way he stared at her at the park, or how he looked at
her while they were conversing. They looked pretty comfortable with one another and that irritates the hell out of
me. And for the life of me, I can’t figure out why. I look away and run my hand through my hair, hoping to shake
off some of this uneasiness.
Tolan lays a hand on my shoulder. As always, he calms me down with his touch. I take a deep breath, but
won’t turn to face him.
“I’ve never seen you be so cruel to one who didn’t deserve it, brother.” He removes his hand. “She may not
know our ways, but she’ll learn. Give her time to adjust. It’s a lot we’ve put on her this night. She actually seems
to be holding up pretty well, considering.” A moment later, he says,
“Besides, she’s beautiful.”
I make an effort not to clench my fists. It doesn’t matter. He can’t see me, anyway; he is too busy looking
toward Lily’s bedroom.
For the first time in my life, I want to hit my brother in the face.
What’s come over me? I try to regulate my breathing and follow his focus to the closed door.
“We’re in a hurry, brother,” I say quietly. “We can’t wait for her to make up her mind. I’m her betrothed. If she
can’t decide, I’ll decide for her.”
I ignore his look. I am ashamed of my actions, but especially for the real reason we were two days late coming
for her: I wanted more time with Kalis, and truthfully, I didn’t want to meet or know Lily. Even though I know I
should be sorry, I am furious at her for forcing me to be so hostile.
This is all her fault. This whole mission to bring her back, the treaty, the Ange, Lucas and Kalis … it’s all her
fault. …
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Caption: “The problems of the world cannot possibly be solved by skeptics or cynics whose horizons are
limited by the obvious realities. We need men who can dream of things that never were.”
▲
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